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DE HEMELSGHE LEER
EXTRACTS FROM THE ISSUE FOR JANUARY 1930
___________________

In the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, Amen.

AT THE FIRST APPEARING OF "DE HEMELSCHE LEER"
EDITORIAL BY THE REV. ERNST PFEIFFER. - From the beginning of the New Church her true
members could be distinguished from her false members, in that the former accept the Writings of
Emanuel Swedenborg as the Word of God, while the latter deny this fundamental truth. The Lord's
words in John: "He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life" (3 : 36), in the New Church have no
other meaning. The crowning thesis of this belief is that the DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM
CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE must also be applied to these Writings.
Everything that is taught in the Latin Word concerning the Doctrine of the Church: That the Lord is
also the Doctrine of the Church, as He is the Word, and all Doctrine is from the Word (A.E. 19; A.C.
2859); that the Doctrine is spiritual from celestial origin, and that in its origin the rational is not
consulted (A.C. ch. 20); that in the present-day Christian churches the dogmas are not from the Word,
but from their own understanding, and are consequently patched up from falsities and confirmed by a
few things from the Word, but that in the New Church the doctrinal things are one series of connected
truths which by the Lord have been laid bare by means of the Word, and that it is therefore permitted to
enter with the understanding and to penetrate into all their arcana and also to confirm these by the
Word (T.C.R. 508); that the Word without Doctrine is not understood; that the Doctrine must be drawn
from the literal sense of the Word; that the Divine
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truth, which belongs to the Doctrine, appears to no one except to those who from the Lord are in
illustration; furthermore that therefore those who read the Word without Doctrine, or who do not
acquire for themselves a Doctrine from the Word, are in darkness as to all truth, and that the Word
without Doctrine is as a candlestick without light (S.S. 50-61); that the Church takes its existence from
the understanding of the Word according to the Doctrine, and that consequently it is not the Word that
makes the Church, but the understanding of the Word (S.S. 76; A.C. 10763; H.D. 243); that the words
in the Revelation of John: "And she being with child cried, travailing in birth, and pained to be

delivered" (12:2) signify the Doctrine of the New Church in its state of birth, and the difficult reception
on account of the opposition of those who are signified by the "dragon" (A.E. 535; A.E. 710, 711); and
that the words: "And she brought forth a man child" (Rev. 12 :5) signify the Doctrine of truth, which is
for the New Church, which is called the New Jerusalem; and that "the man child" is the genuine truth
of the Church and therefore also its Doctrine, the truth of the Church from the Word being its Doctrine,
as this contains the truths which are for the Church (A. E. 724; A.R. 543); that "The New Jerusalem"
signifies the New Church with regard to its Doctrine; that "the town", "the field", "the carriage", "the
ship", "weapons''; signify the Doctrine and the doctrinal things of the Church; - everything that is said
in these and similar places concerning the Doctrine has regard to the Doctrine of the Church, such as it
has been developed by the Church during the progress of its regeneration, and what is said with
reference to the Word and the literal sense of the Word has regard not only to the Old and the New
Testament but also to the Latin Testament.
It is true that in many passages of the Latin Word a strong appearance is created as if in the statements
quoted, the Writings themselves were meant by "the Doctrine". And by "the Word and the literal sense
of the Word" only the Old and the New Testament, and it is on this account that among the English
speaking members of the General Church the expression "the doctrines and the letter of the Word" has
become general, in which by "the doctrines"
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the Writings and by "the letter of the Word" only the Old and the New Testament are understood. Plain
examples of passages in the Writings that create this appearance are the Titles of the FOUR
DOCTRINES, and especially a passage such as this in n. 7 of THE NEW JERUSALEM AND ITS
HEAVENLY DOCTRINE: "But I proceed to the Doctrine itself, which is for the New Church, and
which is called the Heavenly Doctrine, because it was revealed to me out of Heaven; for to deliver this
doctrine is the design of this work"; and also a passage such as this in the APOCALYPSE
REVEALED: "By the male child is signified the Doctrine of that Church; the Doctrine here meant is
The Doctrine of the New Jerusalem, published in London, 1758; as also The Doctrines concerning the
Lord, concerning the Sacred Scripture, and concerning Life according to the Commandments of the
Decalogue, published in Amsterdam. When these Doctrines were written, the dragonists stood around
me, and endeavored with all their fury to devour them, that is to extinguish them" (n. 543; A. E. 711).
But if one bears in mind the truth that the Writings are the Word or the Sacred Scripture itself, it clearly
appears that even in these the Heavenly Doctrine, as well as in the Old and the New Testament, is
covered with the veil of a literal sense. It is said in n. 7 of THE NEW JERUSALEM AND ITS
HEAVENLY DOCTRINE: "that the Doctrine of the New Church is from the spiritual sense of the
Word, and that the spiritual sense of the Word is the same with the Doctrine which is in Heaven". That
there by "the Doctrine of the New Church" and by "the spiritual sense of the Word" and by "the
Doctrine which is in Heaven" are not signified the Writings, appears clearly from this, that they are full
of natural ideas taken from the world, from the kingdoms of nature, from history and from
ecclesiastical history, which we know are not understood in Heaven, but are at once changed into
corresponding spiritual ideas. Of all that concerns the natural ideas in the letter the Angels know
nothing. It is surprising that it has been possible for the idea to maintain itself so long, that, while in
regard to all natural ideas in the Word of the Old and the New Testament, such as countries, cities,

peoples, persons, it is expressly taught that in the internal sense they have a purely spiritual
significance. This law
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should be of no effect in the Latin Testament. It is, however, an undeniable truth that the Angels can
have no other but a purely spiritual idea of such ideas in the Writings as "the Jewish nation", "Roman
Catholics", "Protestants", "the Dutch", "the English", "the Germans", "Paul", "Luther", "Calvin",
"Louis XIV", "Empress Elisabeth and Count de la Gardie", "Charles XII", "London", "Amsterdam",
"Paris", "Vienna", "Venice", "Naples",and "Rome"; furthermore that they can have no other but a
purely spiritual idea of all those countless illustrations of doctrine by things taken from the mineral
kingdom, the vegetable kingdom, the animal kingdom, the human body, with which especially the
tissue of the work THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION is impregnated. We therefore believe that also
in the words quoted above from THE NEW JERUSALEM AND ITS HEAVENLY DOCTRINE, n. 7:
that the Doctrine of the New Church is from the spiritual sense of the Word, and that the spiritual
sense of the Word is one and the same with the Doctrine which is in Heaven, by "the Doctrine of the
New Church" not the Latin Word but the Doctrine of the Church should be understood, and by "the
spiritual sense of the Word", not only the spiritual sense of the Old and the New Testament, but in the
first place also the spiritual sense of the Latin Testament. From this it follows that by "the Doctrine
which is in Heaven", that is by "the Heavenly Doctrine", not the literal sense of the Latin Word, as has
been thought hitherto, but its spiritual sense is meant.
Every Church must from the Word acquire for itself its Doctrine. It is not its Doctrine that is given to
any Church by immediate revelation, but the Word in a literal sense is given, from which its Doctrine
must be developed according to order; for in no other way can the holy, spiritual and celestial contents
of the Word remain protected. The Christian Church might have acquired for itself from the Old and
the New Testament a genuine Doctrine. The New Church must acquire its Doctrine for itself from the
Three Testaments.
From this it follows that the Doctrine of the New Church, likewise, will be either true or false.
Examples of a false doctrine are all teachings of CONFERENCE and CONVENTION, as far as they
are based on the denial of the Divine Human essence of the Writings. An example of the true Doctrine
of the Church are the PRINCIPLES OF THE
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ACADEMY, as far as in the future they will prove to be imperishable. To those parts of the
PRINCIPLES OF THE ACADEMY a purely Divine origin, a Divine essence and Divine authority
must be ascribed.

The concept that the Heavenly Doctrine is the Doctrine of the Church and that the Writings of
Swedenborg are that Heavenly Doctrine and that Doctrine of the Church itself, and that the revealed
truths concerning the nature of the literal sense of the Word should apply only to the Old and the New
Testament, has up to the present kept the Church as a whole in a purely natural state. Whereas the
Divine qualities and prerogatives which the Latin Word ascribes to the Doctrine of the Church, have
been claimed exclusively for the Latin Word itself, the Lord Himself, because He Himself is that
Doctrine, has as it were remained unthroned in the Church. The Doctrine of the TRUE CHRISTIAN
RELIGION concerning the Holy Spirit can be seen in its real light and in its real sense only there,
where the Doctrine of the Church is acknowledged as purely Divine and therefore as the Lord Himself.
Only along this way can the Church gradually enter into the celestial state, which has been foresaid for
it by the Lord; only along this way can the human race return to the Adamic state of a new Golden Age.
And this is also the only way along which the men and women of the Church can be led back to the
state of love truly conjugial, of which it is said that with the Most Ancient it was one and the same with
their religion, and with the celestial Angels one and the same with their heavenly felicity. This and
nothing else is the internal sense of the words: Let us be glad and rejoice, and give honor to Him: for
the marriage of the Lamb is come, and His Wife has made herself ready (Rev. 19 : 7).
PROF. DR. CHARLES H. VAN 0S. — "For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the
prophecy of this Book; if any man shall add unto these things, God shall add unto him the plagues that
are written in this Book; and if any man shall take away from the words of the Book of this prophecy,
God shall take away his part out of the Book of life, and out of the Holy City, and from the things
which are written in this Book." — This is what we read in the 22nd chapter of the Revelation of John,
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verses 18 and 19. In the APOCALYPSE REVEALED, n. 957— 959, the internal sense of these verses
is explained. "Hearing the words of the prophecy of this Book" signifies reading and knowing the truths
of Doctrine. "Adding unto these things" and "taking away from these words" signifies adding or taking
away something on which account the truths of Doctrine would be extinguished. "The plagues that are
written in this Book", signify the evils and falsities into which they fall who put the essence of religion
in external things, such as a blind acceptance of the literal sense of the Word; these are they who are
meant by the dragon. That "his part is taken out of the Book of life, out of the Holy City, and from the
things which are written in this Book" signifies that such a one can receive no wisdom from the Word
and from the Doctrine of the Church, and that in reality he does not belong to the Church. "The Book
of life" is the Word, as from it comes all spiritual life for Angels and men. "The Holy City" signifies
the Doctrine of the Church. "The things which are written in this Book" signifies the Church of the
New Jerusalem, for of this Church does the Revelation of John treat in the internal sense.
In these verses therefore the Doctrine is treated of, and the great responsibility we bear for the
preservation and the development of the Doctrine. We are admonished not to add anything to the
Doctrine, nor to take away anything, even though when so doing, we should appeal to the literal sense
of the Word. The fatal results for ourselves, if we should act contrary to this admonition, are pointed
out to us.

There are, as we know, different degrees of the Doctrine. In the highest degree the Doctrine is the Lord
Himself, who continually tries to inflow with genuine truths into the Heaven and the Church. In a lower
degree the Doctrine is the Heavenly Doctrine, that is the whole of the truths that are known in the
Heavens, and of which the thoughts of the Angels consist. This Heavenly Doctrine is the same as the
internal sense of the Word. In the next degree the Doctrine is the Doctrine of the Church, that is the
whole of the truths that are known in the Church, and of which the thoughts of the members of the
Church consist. The Doctrine of the Church therefore is the Heavenly Doctrine as far as this has
clothed itself in human words, and has
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thereby descended into the natural world. Now as the natural is always the basis for the spiritual, the
Doctrine of the Church is the basis for the Doctrine in all its degrees. From this is evident the great
importance of the development of the Doctrine of the Church. The development of the Doctrine of the
Church must take place by the cooperation of all the members of the Church who receive any
illustration from Heaven. This development must take place in continuous contact with the literal sense
of the Word, for this too, is a natural basis for the Heavenly Doctrine, only come into existence by a
different way. To this development our monthly magazine shall be dedicated.
The word "doctrine" (leer), in the Dutch language, also signifies a "ladder". And the Doctrine of the
Church in reality is a ladder, by which our thoughts may ascend to Heaven, that is to the internal sense
of the Word. May it be given to us to make this ladder long and broad, so that the Angels may ascend
and descend along it, and that influx and reflux by means of the Doctrine may go to and fro between
Heaven and earth.

H.D.G. GROENEVELD. — Every member of the Church will welcome with great joy the appearance
of the new monthly magazine, and be moved by the thought that in the Lord's Providence it has been
appointed that now for the Church in reality the Heavens will be opened. After a period of preparation
or of reformation of the Church, which reached its summit in a natural-rational understanding of the
Third Testament, and on account of which a natural regeneration of the Church was possible, the
Church has now come to a state by which a spiritual understanding of the Word and therefore a
spiritual regeneration of the Church is possible. During the state of reformation the conjunction of the
Lord with the Church is from the side of the Lord alone. By the birth of the Doctrine of the Church the
Church has prepared itself, on account of which the conjunction now is from the side of the Church as
well.
Just as everything which is has an internal and an external, so the Doctrine of the Church or the
Doctrine of the Divine Human of the Lord has an internal and an
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external. It is the internal Doctrine of the Church or the Doctrine of Genuine Truth, which is the Lord
Himself, by which the Church is to be built. It is the celestial Doctrine descending from God out of
Heaven. This Doctrine is free from all space and time, and purely spiritual from celestial origin. It is
only by this Doctrine that Heaven does come down to earth, and that the Church does become truly
Church. This Doctrine as a seed will be received by the Church continually more and more internally,
and by the Church it will be made life. This seed from the Third Testament, that is from the Divine
Doctrine, will be opened by the Lord in the rational of the male of the Church and be made life by the
female of the Church. By this the Church will come into the possession of internal things, which have
never before been given to the human race. This internal Doctrine of the Church can only be opened by
the Lord in the rational of the male if the rational has been prepared for it, which happens only after
heavy combat. It is now by means of the external Doctrine of the Church that this combat takes place
and it is the male of the Church that must fight the combat. A heavy combat awaits the male, for the
hells with all their might will rebel to maintain their power, and ever more fierce will be their assault.
They will so beset the understanding that it will seem to the male as if its thought were taken from it.
The male will continually have to remain impressed with the fact that the Lord alone fights through it.
After perseverance in this combat the victory will be certain, as appears from the Lord's words in the
33rd verse of the 16th chapter of the Gospel of John: "Be of good cheer, I have overcome the world".
Then the infernal spirits will be cast down to earth, and the Lord will be able through the rational of the
male to give to the Church the celestial Doctrine.
From the side of the female of the Church great cooperation is required. It is necessary for the female to
give its devotion, by the sacrifice of all love of self and all love of the world. By its love of the Church
it should give the male strength to accomplish the combat it must fight. All its delight of conjugial love
depends on the victory in this combat. More and more will the female perceive this, and more and more
will it be able by its love to
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assist the male. And when after the combat the celestial Doctrine will be given to the Church by the
Lord, the female should receive this Doctrine with love and bring it to life. Then will the Church
become more and more internal, and then will the most beautiful things be given to it. Then will this
new Magazine be the place where the Lord will openly speak to us.

__________________________

FROM THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP
The Transactions are preceded by the following quotation from CONJUGIAL LOVE, n. 132:
I once conversed with two Angels, one from the eastern Heaven, the other from the southern Heaven,
who, when they perceived that I was meditating on the arcana of wisdom concerning Conjugial Love,
said: "Do you know anything about the schools of wisdom in our world?" I answered: "Not as yet."
And they said: "There are many. And those who love truths from spiritual affection, that is who love
truths because they are truths and because by means of them is wisdom, come together at a given
signal, and consider and form conclusions respecting such matters as require a more profound
understanding."
The declaration of principle of the SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP is the following: "We, the
undersigned, have united into a SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP for the purpose of cooperating
towards the internal and external upbuilding of the Church by the explanation of the Word in the light
of the Doctrine of the Church, and by our devotion to the principles of that Doctrine."
The Transactions contain further the minutes of the constituent meeting and of the preceding
preparatory meetings. An English translation of the essential contents of these minutes, as they have
been published in DE WARE CHRISTELIJKE GODSDIENST, January 1929, will be found here
below in the Appendix.
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Extract from the Minutes of the Meeting of Saturday, February 2nd, 1929.
The memorandum calling this meeting together reads as follows: Subject, The Doctrine of the Church,
(The Doctrine of the New Jerusalem concerning the Sacred Scripture, n. 50—61; Arcana Coelestia,
Twentieth Chapter; n. 2496—2588; 2760—2763; 2855—2859).
The Rev. Ernst Pfeiffer gave a short introduction to the subject "The Doctrine of the Church". The
purpose of these discussions should be to show that the Doctrine of the Church, if it is obtained
according to order, is from the Lord alone. The difference between "the Heavenly Doctrine", which is
the Word itself* and "the Doctrine of the Church", should be clearly illustrated. The possibility and the
danger of the doctrine of the Church being false, should be considered, and the means of guarding
against this danger. The truth derived from the Writings "that the Doctrine of the Church also is the
Lord", in its full significance has scarcely been seen by the Church up to the present, and of recent
times has greatly influenced the thought of our Society.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH
ADDRESS BY H. D. G. GROENEVELD
According to ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 2106 and 2666, the human begins in the inmost of the
rational and the Divine Human in the inmost of the Divine Rational. The Divine Rational or the Word

therefore is the conjunction or the mediator between God the Father or Infinite Love and Wisdom and
the human race. Only in the Divine Itself is Good itself and Truth itself, whereas the Divine Rational
inflows into appearances of Good and Truth. The Divine Rational or the infinite Rational, because it
expresses itself in appearances, can accommodate itself to the rational of man. The human race as a
receptacle of the Divine Rational can therefore only be in appearances of Good and Truth. From the
Good of the Divine Rational man receives good
______________
•

It appears from this sentence that at that time the difference between "the Heavenly Doctrine" and "the Writings"
was not yet realized. EDITOR.
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or love, from the Truth of the Divine Rational truth or wisdom. Without the Divine Rational or the
Divine Human of the Lord the human race could receive no love and no wisdom, whereas without
reception of the Divine Rational in the rational of man, he could have no love and no wisdom. That the
Divine Rational is, in other words that God is a man, is therefore the beginning of all wisdom. The
rational of man therefore must be developed or opened for the influx of the Divine Rational. This
opening is described:
1. in Abram's going to Egypt,
2. in Abraham's going to Abimelech,
3. in Isaac's going to Abimelech.
Abram's going into Egypt is the instruction of the internal man in the cognitions of the Word. The
Lord's internal man was Jehovah, therefore Good and Truth itself. The internal man with man is above
his rational. Abram therefore in man stands for the influx of good through the soul and Sarai for the
influx of truth through the soul. Abram's going into Egypt is therefore the influx of good into the
cognitions. Abram calls his wife his sister, which means that the influx of truth takes place into the
understanding of man. Man then regards the truths of the Word as purely intellectual truths and has a
desire, in this instance a natural desire, to multiply these with himself. Later on he recognizes that these
cognitions are to serve for uses and therefore are to be vessels for the reception of truths. By this an
opening of the first rational of man takes place, for from the conjunction of Abram with Hagar, or from
the influx of good into the affection of cognitions, Ishmael or the first rational is born.
Abraham's going to Abimelech is the influx of good into the doctrine of faith. Abraham calls his wife
Sarah his sister, which now means that the influx of truth takes place into the rational truth of man, that
rational truth which has come into existence by the birth of Ishmael, or the first rational. Man now tries
to construe for himself a doctrine, as he wishes to see the cognitions he has gathered in a certain order.
Without a certain order the cognitions remain a chaos. The man walks in darkness and as there is no
light, he first knocks up against one thing, and then against another. A doctrine also is like a king, who
governs
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the affairs of his country according to a certain order. The man now tries to construe for himself a
doctrine by consultation of and by conjunction with the rational he has acquired by cognitions. The
man with an open mind is inspired with a certain fear of conjoining himself with that rational, and he
then perceives that in this way no doctrine is obtained and that the rational truth is to be no more than a
receptacle of spiritual truth. The doctrine therefore takes existence only from the influx of good into
spiritual truth. The influx then takes place into the rational truth of man, for we are here speaking of
that rational which is born by the influx of good into the affection of cognitions, therefore of the
spiritual man or the spiritual Church. In this instance Ishmael, as appears from the Writings, stands for
the spiritual Church. The doctrine for the spiritual man or the spiritual Church is of vital importance,
for by the doctrine the man or the Church can now develop the truths, by which new truths arise which
will determine the life of the man or of the Church. These new truths also are present in the literal sense
of the Word, for the doctrine must rest upon the literal sense of the Word, but they had not been seen
before because they are there implied in more general truths. All progress of the spiritual man and of
the spiritual Church therefore depends on the development of the doctrine.
All order or the doctrine is from the Lord alone. The true doctrine of the man or of the Church is the
Lord in a certain state of His Divine Human. In that state the doctrine is infallible, at any rate in a
relative sense, for in an absolute sense only the Word, which is the Doctrine itself, is infallible.
Isaac's going to Abimelech finally is the opening of the rational of the celestial man. Isaac stands for
the influx of the good of the Divine Rational and Rebecca for the influx of the truth of the Divine
Rational, or Isaac stands for the good of the inmost rational of the man or the good rational, and
Rebecca for the truth belonging thereto or the true rational. Rebecca as a sister then stands for the
rational truth or the rational of the spiritual man. The spiritual man, who has not yet an internal
perception, and with whom therefore his intellectual stands foremost, does not yet see that all Divine
truths in man become rational
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truths. It is true he says that all good and all truth belong to the Lord, but when he receives this good
and this truth into his rational, he looks upon this good and this truth as belonging to himself. The
celestial man has an internal perception of good and truth, and he acknowledges that all good and truth
belong to the Lord and inflow into his rational.
That Isaac says of his wife Rebecca that she is his sister therefore means that the spiritual man
considers every truth which he sees as belonging to him, because in his thought he grasps it as a

rational truth. When a man begins to become celestial, he acknowledges that truth belongs to the Lord
alone, and that all that he can receive are rational truths only and even only then, if good and truth from
the Lord inflow into his rational. His doctrine is nothing but a confirmation of this. His doctrine is his
life and his life is his doctrine.
________________________________

THE NEW YEAR
ADDRESS BY H. D. G. GROENEVELD, AT THE NEW YEAR'S
BREAKFAST OF THE FIRST DUTCH SOCIETY,
JANUARY IST 1930.
As we know from the Third Testament the commencement of a new year signifies the beginning of a
new state. It therefore certainly is no coincidence that now for the first time we are together on the first
day of the New Year, for in our Society we may now speak of the beginning of an entirely new state. If
the Lord were to open our eyes, we all would be deeply moved by everything which now, still as in a
seed, is present in the Church, Then we would see what internal things have now been given by the
Lord to the Church, and to what deep spiritual insight the Church may now attain. The old state has
reached its fullness; a state in which the Church was in a natural spiritual light; a state in which the
conjunction with the Lord was from the side of the Lord alone. Furthermore a state in which we indeed
were in the Church, but the conjunction was from the side of the Church alone. In the new state the
conjunction with the Lord will be from the side of the Church as well, while our conjunction with the
Church will no longer be from the side of the Church
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alone. The Church will be in us and will determine the whole of our lives. No thoughts will arise and
no actions will occur, but they will be penetrated by the things of the Church. The Church will be the
soul of our life.
The seed that has now been given to the Church contains within it the Doctrine of the Church, within
which is present the celestial Doctrine. What has been revealed in the 22nd verse of the 21st chapter of
the Revelation of John will be actually true: "And I saw no temple therein: for the Lord God Almighty
and the Lamb are the temple of it". For no longer will the truths such as they appear in the literal sense
of the Word be the basis for the Church, but the spiritual things that are enclosed therein. It is the
celestial Doctrine, therefore the Lord Himself, who will guide the Church.
All the rest depends on the development of the Doctrine of the Church. It is the male of the Church that
has to open these things, while it is the female of the Church that has after that to bring these things to

life. In an entirely new light will the male view the Third Testament anew; there will be an entirely new
gathering of cognitions. No longer will the attention be fixed on the natural things of the Word. The
literal things of the Word will become vague and the spiritual things will appear, by which the deepest
rational things will then be given to the Church. We shall be in the Heavens here on earth.
Unavoidably in the future there is a heavy combat awaiting the Church, which combat can be carried
on only if we devote ourselves entirely to the Church. Therefore on this day let us be impressed with
this, that in our lives we put the Church in the first place, and that we devote ourselves to her with all
our strength, by the sacrifice of the love of self and of the love of the world, in order that the new state
into which the Church has now been brought may be developed and attain to life.

______________________
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"ARCANA COELESTIA"
EDITORIAL BY THE REV. ERNST PFEIFFER.
The title and the text of the HEAVENLY ARCANA begin with the Latin words Arcana Coelestia and
by this the whole essence of the form and of the contents of the Word is indicated, in accordance with
the general law ruling the style of the Word, namely that the essence and the quality of the beginning
pass over into all that follows. From the choice of these words as a title and as a beginning it appears
that the ARCANA COELESTIA are the Word in the same complete sense as the Old and the New
Testament. It is the nature of the Word that, proceeding from the Lord, it has both a complete internal
or spiritual, and a complete external or natural sense, being in perfect correspondence the one with the
other. This nature is indicated by the words Arcana Coelestia. By the word arcana the form of the
Word, the external or natural, is characterized, by the word coelestia its contents, the internal or
spiritual. Both words together indicate that in the Word the contents, being spiritual and celestial, lie
hidden in a form which is natural.
The word arcanum is derived from the Latin verb arceo. This in some places has the meaning of to
enclose, to close off, to surround, to restrain, and in many other places it has the meaning of to drive
off, to keep off, to prevent, to guard, to protect, to shield, to save from. In the dictionaries we find the

following examples: alvus arcet quod recipit (CICERO), "the abdomen encloses what it receives";
arcere capias hostium (CICERO), "to keep off the enemy's troops"; arcuit omnipotens (OVID), "the
Almighty has prevented it"; arcere aliquem ab injuria (CICERO), "to save
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some one from disaster"; arcere oestrum pecori (VIRGIL), "to drive off the flies from the cattle"; and
very well known is the saying by HORACE, odi profanum vulgus et arceo, "I hate the common people
and I keep it off from me". — From these examples it plainly appears how by the word arcanum,
which is derived from the root of arceo, the essence and the function of the literal sense of the Word in
comparison, with and in its relation to its internal sense are strikingly characterized. It is the literal
sense that encloses the internal sense, that closes it off, surrounds it and keeps it within bounds; and it
is the literal sense that guards the internal sense, that protects and shields it, saves it from violence and
damage, that wards off and keeps off the unprepared, the unauthorized, the not well disposed, and that
prevents the genuine truth and the genuine good of the internal sense from being falsified and profaned.
This is the reason of the literal sense in respect to this function being represented by "the Cherubim,
whom Jehovah God made to dwell from the east against the garden of Eden, and the flame of the
turning sword, to keep the way of the tree of lives", also by the curtains of the tabernacle, by a cover or
a veil, by garments, by "a great stone rolled to the door of the sepulchre" (Matth. 27 : 60; 28 : 2), and
also by the watch at the grave of the Lord (Matth. 27 : 66).
In Greek there is the verb aoxew with the same meaning as in the Latin, to drive off, to keep off, to
prevent; many examples may be quoted from the dictionaries. But it has a further meaning there as
well, which brings out the nature of the literal sense in respect to still another quality. It also has the
meaning of to perform, to fulfil, to be strong, to be able, to be enough, to be sufficient. A few examples
to illustrate: aoxeiv to un ou iaveiv (SOPHOCLES), "to prevent that some one perish"; aoxeiv pirois
(SOPHOCLES), "to assist the friends"; aoxeiv naioiv (EURIPIDES), "to help the children"; ot ouxet
aoxei (SOPHOCLES), "as it is no longer of avail"; aoxeow lvnoxovoa (SOPHOCLES), "it will suffice
that I die"; aoxei (PINDARUS, AESCHYLUS), "it suffices", "it is enough". Hence the participle
aoxouv, "enough", "sufficient", ra aoxouvra exeiv (XENOPHON), "to have what one needs".
On comparing these examples with the Latin, it clearly appears that by the Latin etymology the
negative, rejecting,
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enclosing, protective nature of the literal sense is indicated, whereas the Greek etymology also
recognizes these significations indeed, but adds, as of equal importance, the positive, accommodating,
assisting, mediating, saving nature of the literal sense. The importance here, however, is principally
laid in the idea of being enough, able, strong, suitable for mediation, just sufficient for assistance,

delivery, salvation. By this especially the real nature of the literal sense is characterized, for it is
founded on a law of Providence, that the Lord extends to fallen man, by way of an outstretched hand,
no more than what is just enough and sufficient to effect mediation with the well-disposed and thus to
re-establish conjunction. The Lord cannot possibly offer to man in that state the genuine truth itself.
The ill-disposed would immediately falsify and profane it, but even the well-disposed would not be
able to accept it without preparation; and instead of redeeming man and saving him, the Lord would
bring man to perdition by the truth; the salvation of the human race would become an utter
impossibility. By this consideration it becomes perfectly clear that what man takes to himself from the
literal sense of the Word, even from the Latin Testament, are never truths in themselves, but only
scientifics, that is vessels of truth. With the man who is being regenerated the Lord fills these later on
with truth, and later still this truth with good. A deeper examination will show that this truth is nothing
but the essential spiritual sense, and this good nothing but the essential celestial sense. For the man who
is in the essential truth, he alone is in the spiritual sense, and the man who is in the essential good, he is
in the celestial sense. The man who is not well-disposed on the contrary turns the scientifics or vessels
to himself, and fills them with evils and falsities. That man may turn the scientifics of the literal sense
away from the Lord and to himself, and that still the genuine truths hidden therein do not suffer damage
is represented by "the turning sword" of the Cherubim at the garden of Eden (S. S. 97). This is a
universal provision of the Lord in respect to the Word, and that it is applicable to the Latin Testament,
may be clear beyond doubt to any one who with judgment discerns the history and the present state of
the New Church.
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Besides the verb there are in Latin and in Greek a number of nouns and adjectives, derived from the
same root, and which in many respects throw a remarkable light on the nature of the literal sense. The
adjective arcanus in its concrete use means "closed": the Word in its Three Testaments for most men is
a closed book, sealed with seven seals, and this on account of the qualities of its literal sense. Many
have thought that the Word in the Old and in the New Testament only was sealed with seven seals, and
that these seals in the Writings by Emanuel Swedenborg have been completely taken away, and that the
Word there is now opened and that the Lord there now "shows plainly of the Father" (John 16 : 25).
But that the Word also in the Third Testament is closed and sealed, and that in reality the veil has
become still thicker and the arcana still deeper, and that "the opening of the seals" must have a deeper
signification, this is proved by the history of these 150 years, which have shown that the human race, in
spite of the publication of these Writings, has withdrawn more and more from the Word, and moreover,
this conception is expressly confirmed by the doctrine that genuine truth appears to those only, who are
in illustration from the Lord. — In its abstract use arcanus means "silent", and it is used for instance by
OVID for the description of the night. The Word, also as to its literal sense is the Lord Himself,
therefore the Divine Man, but as long as man is not in the way of regeneration, has not been healed of
his spiritual deafness and has not learned to listen, it is entirely silent. That is why we so often hear,
especially from cultured people, after they have been reading one or other book by Swedenborg: "It
says nothing to me". However, in the measure that a man becomes susceptible to the Wisdom of the
Lord and to the Love of the Lord, he hears in the Word "a voice from heaven, as the voice of many
waters, and as the voice of a great thunder" (Rev. I : 15; 14 : 2; Ezech. 43 : 2). In the Word the Lord for
him "raises His voice, a mighty voice" (Ps. 46 : 6; 68 : 33). From the Word there proceed to such a man
"lightnings and thunderings and voices" (Rev. 4 : 5), which signify illustration, perception and

instruction (A. R. 236, 614, 615). As expressed in the title and in the commencement of the text of the
Arcana Coelestia, there are for him in every detail
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Mirabilia inseparably connected with the Arcana, that is Wonderful Things from the world of spirits
and from Heaven. It is for this reason that the Lord in Isaiah (ch. 9 : 6) is called Mirabilis, that is,
"Wonderful". — OVID'S expression arcana nox, "the silent night", also has a deep internal sense. The
complex of his cognitions of good and truth by an Angel can appear to him as an immense starry
firmament, whereas the realization of the fact that behind the little he knows, there is an abyss of
Divine realities, appears to him as a deep night; for the Arcana of the Divine Truth in the Word are
infinite, and the more deeply the Angel or the man is convinced of the night of his ignorance, the
brighter and more beautiful do his cognitions shine. — Furthermore the adjective arcanus was applied
even by classical authors to religion and worship: sacra arcana (OVID), "the hidden holy things", and
from this is derived the noun arcanum (HORACE), "that which is hidden", "the mystery", "the secret".
To the noun arca, "the cupboard", "the box", "the shrine", a very wide meaning is attached. Arca
vestiaria (CATO) "the wardrobe": the garments of the Angels signify their truths which they have
derived from the Word. — Arca is used as meaning "money-chest" (JUVENALIS, CICERO): the
truths from the literal sense of the Word and from the Doctrine, that have become generally
acknowledged in the Church and as it were have become current money, are in the internal sense
signified by "money". The arca later under the Roman emperors also meant "the imperial treasury",
"the exchequer": the Emperor in the internal sense is the Lord; from His Word proceed all truths, and to
His Word do all truths return. — Arca is used in the sense of "cistern", "water tub" (VITRUVIUS): that
waters signify the truths of faith is generally known, and they are all gathered together and contained in
the literal sense. — ARCA in general means everything in the shape of a box, "the shrine", "the ark":
the literal sense is like a beautiful shrine, the work of a Divine Master, filled with Divine treasures. By
Noah's ark, the ark of the child Moses (Exod. 2 : 3) the ark of the testimony (Ex. 25: 10; 37: 1). "the ark
of Thy Strength" (Ps. 132 :8) the as yet unrevealed arcana of the Word are indicated (A. C. 639). — In
contradistinction to the favorable sense in the passages
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just quoted, arca sometimes has an unfavorable signification. Arca may mean "a prisoner's dungeon",
"the cell" (CICERO), and it even means "the coffin" (HORACE): the heretic is imprisoned in his letter,
and the aversely disposed fills the scientifics of the literal sense with the evils of his proprium; the

proprium is death, hell. Of an analogous signification is the Greek word n aoxus, "the net", "the snare",
"the danger"; aoxues eiopous (EURIPIDES), "the danger of the sword", "the danger of perishing by the
sword"; the literal sense, indicated by the Cherubim and the flame of the turning sword. — In the
Roman art of surveying the word arca occurs in the meaning of "a square borderstone", and also with a
similar sense the words arcatura and arcella: it is the literal sense of the Word that fixes the borders of
genuine truth; the Doctrine of the Church is to be drawn from the literal sense of the Word and to be
confirmed thereby; the borderstone is square because in the genuine Doctrine of the Church there exists
a marriage of good and truth, there is as much of good as of truth. — In GELLIUS we find, likewise
derived from arca, the word arcera, "a carriage covered over": the arcana of the Doctrine.
In accordance with the difference above indicated between the Latin and the Greek etymology of the
root arc we find in Greek the adjective aoxios, "something on which one may depend", "what is sure",
"being able", "sufficient"; thence ra aoxia, "medicaments", "medicines", and the noun ro aoxos, "the
medicine": the literal sense for him who reads it in illustration, is reliable, sure, sufficient, the only
source of truth on which one may depend; it is the medicine for him who thus far has been destitute of
the truth (A.R. 936). Furthermore we cite n aoxeois, "help", "assistance", aoxetos, "sufficient",
aoxouvrous, "enough".
Although the purely philological etymology may perhaps be regarded as doubtful, it still appears from
the internal sense that also the word o auxos and o aoxios "the bear", are in connection with this same
subject. Bears signify the literal sense of the Word, separate from its internal sense, and they, who carry
through this separation in the spiritual world are seen as bears (A.R. 47). "His feet were as the feet of a
bear" (Rev. 13 : 2), means the delusions derived from the literal sense of the Word,
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which one has read, but has not understood (A. R. 573; C. L. 193). In the plural ai aoxtoi means the
constellations of the Big Bear and the Little Bear, and thence the North Pole and the North: in the
spiritual world the north signifies the sensual and the natural, in contradistinction to the spiritual and
the celestial (A. C. 426), or with regard to the Word, those who are in the literal sense only and do not
see the internal sense; thence the bear, who has a similar signification, both in the natural and in the
spiritual world, is a beast of the north (C. L. 78).
From the passages cited it clearly appears what a remarkable light the etymology of the word "Arcana"
throws on the nature of the literal sense of the Word.
In Mythology, moreover, we find an inexhaustible wealth of particulars that further illustrate this
subject. Arcas, the ancestral parent of the Arcadians, the country of Arcadia, but especially Mercury,
the God of Mediation, who bore the surname of Arcas, belong here; their Mythology is nothing but a
hidden description of the nature of the literal sense of the Word.
[ NOTE: Page 26 is Blank...]
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FROM THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP
Extract from the Minutes of the Meeting of Saturday, October 5th, 1929
The subject of the evening is "The Doctrine of the Church". The following gentlemen took part in the
deliberations: Prof. Dr. Charles H. van 0s, H. D. G. Groeneveld, Em. Francis, J. P. Verstraate.

REV. ERNST PFEIFFER gave a summary of the origin and the growth of the problem, which
principally amounts to the following; In the course of the last few years we have more and more come
to see that the Latin Testament contains a literal and an internal sense just the same as the Old and the
New Testament. The crowning view of this subject was at last attained in the thesis, that the
DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE, without any
difference or reserve, should be applied also to the Latin Word. What is there said concerning the
nature of the literal sense, namely that it serves for protection, that it derives its life from the internal
sense, etc., therefore also applies to the Writings. Just as the literal sense of the Old Testament was
falsified in the Israelitish church, and the literal sense of the New Testament in the old church, so the
literal sense of the Third Testament may be falsified in the New Church. In a certain sense the entire
history of these churches will repeat itself in the New Church. All the heresies that have existed in
those churches, will force themselves upon the New Church, and the Church will have to meet and
overcome them all. The Christmas Story, the Story of the Crucifixion and the story of the Resurrection
will repeat themselves
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also in the New Church. In the literal sense, even of the Writings, everything, but also nothing, has
been given to man. The well-disposed man fills the literal sense with the spiritual and the celestial, the

man who is not well disposed, fills it with his proprium. Even the most internal truth of the literal
sense, for instance, that the entire Trinity is in the Lord, may, by the man who is not well disposed, be
filled with coarse falsities. This nature of the literal sense is indicated by the word "Arcanum", if one
understands it according to its etymology. This word is derived from a verb, which in the Greek has the
meaning of "to ward off", "to keep off", but also of "to assist", "to help", "to protect", "to perform", "to
fulfill", "to be enough", "to be sufficient"; the word "ark" is also derived from it; in other words: in an
"arcanum" you never have the thing itself, but only, as it were, a shrine in which the thing lies hidden.
From this it plainly appears that the term "Arcana Coelestia" has a much deeper signification than has
thus far been realized. — This is the deeper reason why it is said: "The Word without Doctrine is as a
candlestick without light". In the true interpretation of this passage from the Writings the nature of this
new view most clearly appears. So far one has thought that here by "the Word" only the Old and the
New Testament were meant, and the Writings were taken for that Doctrine which gives light to "the
Word". It is clear, however, that the Writings, which indeed for a long time have been acknowledged
by the Church as "the Word", in this respect, too, belong to the Word, whereas the Doctrine, which
gives the light, is the Doctrine of the Church, which, keeping pace with the Church's regeneration,
slowly develops within the Church.
That the Doctrine is the Lord is taught in many places in the Writings, but it has always been thought
that the Writings were meant by this Doctrine. Rev. Pfeiffer relates, how in connection with the
publication of the third volume of the ARCANA COELESTIA in Dutch, when reading the revision of
the twentieth chapter treating of Abraham and Abimelech, it became clear to him that by that Doctrine
not the Latin Testament but the Doctrine of the Church is meant. It is this Doctrine which determines
the nature of a Church, therefore not immediately the Word itself,
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but the understanding of the Word, that is the Doctrine of the Church. It is her Doctrine which
determines the nature of the GENERAL CHURCH, and it is the doctrine of the CONVENTION which
determines the nature of that religiosity, which appears plainly from the fact, that both, although they
differ so essentially, claim the Writings as their foundation. In the existence of CONVENTION and
CONFERENCE a clear proof may be seen what coarse, essentially anti-christian heresies have been
able to arise in the New Church, if one will appeal to the letter only, without a true Doctrine. This was
the origin of the false and the evil that has destroyed all the preceding churches, namely that the
ultimates of the Word, proceeding from the Lord, which the men of the Church ought to have filled
with the spiritual and the celestial, by them were diverted from their true destination, and were filled
with the evil and the false of the love of self and of the world. And the history of the New Church also,
and of each society of the Church provides many examples showing that there is a continual pressure
from the hells to make men mix the truths and the spiritual interests of the Church with their proprial
interests. Every member of the Church, as regards the non-regenerated provinces of his spirit, continues
to turn towards his own interests everything that he derives from the literal sense, without really being
aware of this fact, and if we could see every one's internal character, it would often appear that the
devotion to the Word and to the Church does not go beyond that which favors his proprial interests; and
that the devotion ceases as soon as a real sacrifice is called for. It is only the Doctrine that in the long
run will lead the Church to overcome all these unavoidable temptations. It will be the principal task of
the Doctrine of the Church in the future to prevent that any one should refer to the literal sense, without

being able to show that his understanding thereof is interiorly opened even to the Divine Human of the
Lord.
That the Doctrine is the Lord Himself, is expressly taught in many places in the Writings, but when we
started these discussions it was proposed as our chief point of deliberation, to elucidate this truth by an
exposition of the twentieth chapter of Genesis, by bringing into light the principal details involved. It
has been pointed out that the
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solution of the problem is to be found in the internal sense of the representation of Sarah as a wife and
Sarah as a sister, and in the teaching "that the Doctrine is spiritual from celestial origin, and that in its
origin the rational is not consulted". Mr. Groeneveld's exposition was directed straight to this core of
the matter, and it must be acknowledged that already in his paper of February 2nd, 1929 *, he pointed
out all essential details, although it is a fact that his extremely brief style sometimes renders it difficult
to immediately follow his argument. A further elucidation of the greatest importance was given by Mr.
Groeneveld in his address at the Social Supper, of September 29th, 1929 **, and this address would
perhaps therefore have better fitted into the frame of the Swedenborg Gezelschap than that of a social
supper. The great merit of this address is that, based on Swedenborg's reply to Hartley concerning his
question relating to the Rational Soul of the Lord conceived by the mother Mary, it was shown that the
Doctrine, which is the Lord Himself, precedes the application of the Doctrine, that is the life of the man
of the Church, therefore also his charity, comparatively as the human seed contains the entire soul of
the child to be conceived, and the mother (who in this connection corresponds to the application in the
life) adds nothing that is internal, but only clothes it with the external or the natural. By these
explications the Doctrine of the Church as to its purely Divine nature has been placed in a perfectly
clear light.
Rev. Pfeiffer gives expression to his opinion that by this new view the Church will receive an entirely
new inspiration. It will now for the first time become possible in the Church to develop the Doctrine
concerning the Holy Spirit in its real importance. What has been said by some of the other speakers
contains valuable remarks, running parallel as it were with the core of the question, but yet at a certain
distance. This impression Rev. Pfeiffer has especially from the remarks of Prof. Dr. Charles H. van 0s.
Although these do not touch the core of the matter, they are still in no way at variance therewith, and
they throw an important light on many subordinate phases of
________________
* See above, page 14.
** See below, page 38.
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the problem. By Mr. Groeneveld's last mentioned address however, it has been clearly shown that the
attempt which has been made by some of the speakers to refer to life and charity as being more
important than "the Doctrine alone", is, in reality, contrary to a true conception of the problem; and it
cannot be denied that he who should confirm himself in that attitude would thereby draw the suspicion
upon himself, that he wishes to oppose the rise of the Doctrine of the Church and thereby the Advent of
the Lord Himself.
[ NOTE: Page 32 is blank. ]
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"ARCANA UNA CUM MIRABILIBUS"
EDITORIAL BY THE REV. ERNST PFEIFFER.
The title of the ARCANA COELESTIA in Latin reads in the main as follows: Arcana Coelestia quae
in Scriptura Sacra seu Verbo Domini sunt, detecta, una cum Mirabilibus quae visa sunt in Mundo
Spirituum et in Coelo Angelorum; in English: Heavenly Arcana in the Sacred Scripture or the Word of
the Lord, disclosed; together with the Wonderful Things, seen in the World of Spirits and in the
Heaven of Angels.
On the back of the title-page there is the following quotation from Matthew 6 : 33: "Seek ye first the
Kingdom of God, and His righteousness, and all these things shall be added unto you".
On page 3 there follows an elucidation of the title, which in Latin reads, in the main, as follows:
Arcana Coelestia, quae in Scriptura Sacra seu Verbo Domini detecta sunt, continentur in Explicatione,
quae SENSUS INTERNUS Verbi est; de quo Sensu qualis sit, videantur quae de illo ab Experientia
ostensa sunt, et praeterea in Contextu. Mirabilia quae visa in Mundo Spirituum, et in Coelo
Angelorum, cuivis Capiti praemissa et subnexa sunt; in English: The Heavenly Arcana in the Sacred
Scripture or the Word of the Lord disclosed, are contained in the Explanation. which is the INTERNAL
SENSE of the Word. As to the quality of this sense, see what has been shown concerning it from
experience, and moreover in the text. The Wonderful Things seen in the world of spirits and in the
Heaven of Angels, are prefixed and subjoined to the chapters.

That the title of the Arcana Coelestia and the elucidation
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belonging thereto contain an internal sense, is clearly seen upon closer investigation. In the literal sense
not more is said but that the Sacred Scripture contains arcana, that these are disclosed in this book, and
also that wonderful things are related, which Swedenborg has seen in the world of spirits and in
Heaven. Such small value has therefore been attached to this elucidation that for instance in the edition
of the LONDON SWEDENBORG SOCIETY it has simply been omitted. In the internal sense,
however, this title with the elucidation contains a complete description of the nature of the Word and of
the Doctrine of the Church.
That the words Arcana Coelestia indicate all the essence of the form and of the contents of the Word
has previously been shown *. By the word arcana the form of the Word, the external, is characterized,
by the word coelestia its contents, the internal or spiritual. Both words together indicate that in the
Word, the contents, which are spiritual and celestial, lie hidden in a form, which is natural. According
to the literal sense of the title and the elucidation, it might be supposed that the disclosure of the arcana
of Genesis lies in the exclusively literal sense of the work, for it is said: "the Heavenly Arcana
disclosed". From the internal sense of the title and the elucidation, however, it appears that here also the
arcana can only be seen with due observance of the same conditions as are laid down in the
DOCTRINE OF THE SACRED SCRIPTURE for the disclosure of the internal sense of the Word. It
then appears that also in the Writings the arcana of the Word are covered by their literal sense with a
natural veil, and that the whole and all the details thereof are open anew to the exegesis of an internal
sense. This finds a curious confirmation in the fact that according to the general custom of the Church
the ARCANA COELESTIA are always quoted by the name of "the Arcana", and never by the name of
"the Arcana Disclosed", and that it has scarcely been realized in the Church that the title does not speak
of "arcana", but of "arcana disclosed". Indeed, not only the ARCANA COELESTIA, but all the
Writings, like the Old and the New Testament, contain nothing but arcana, and in the elucidation to the
title of the ARCANA
__________
•

See here above, page 19.
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COELESTIA the conditions have been indicated, subject only to which the arcana may be disclosed.
Perhaps the remark will be made, that even granting the possibility of an internal sense in the title, its
literal sense could not to such an extent be at variance with the truth, and an explanation may be asked
for why the title speaks of "arcana disclosed", while it is said that nevertheless the text contains nothing
but arcana and by no means arcana disclosed. The answer to this question is, that indeed even in the

literal sense of the Writings the arcana have been disclosed, but only "if one regards the literal sense
not from without, but from within or from the spiritual rational" (H. D. G. GROENEVELD. The
Coming of the Lord in the Doctrine of the Church *; for he, who is able to do this, when reading one or
other passage, is conscious of what in other places of the Latin Word has been said about the internal
sense of the various words, which occur in this passage, and therefore he does not cling to the letter; he
is able, in the light of other passages to make the internal sense rise from the letter. For the Doctrine of
the Church, the task of which it is to develop the internal sense, cannot find a single truth, except in the
literal sense of the Word, for the Doctrine must be drawn from the literal sense and must be confirmed
thereby. In this the Divine nature of the Writings clearly appears: for the natural man they contain
nothing but arcana, the Divine contents for the unauthorized remain entirely hidden; for the spiritual
man the literal sense is suitable and sufficient to introduce him into Heaven and to lead him to the Lord.
The denial of the internal sense of the Writings therefore involves the proof that these are seen only
from without, and that they are therefore understood in a purely natural way. But as soon as one
realizes that also the Latin Testament has an internal sense one begins to attach a new weight to each of
its expressions. Then when reading the words of the title of the ARCANA COELESTIA and of the
elucidation belonging thereto, it appears they are all significant, that is words of a significant nature,
and even direct correspondences, as clearly appears from the word "seen". Of this nature is the whole
and each separate
__________
•

See here below, page 38.
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expression; all these words: "disclosed", "explanation", “see” , “experience” , "text", "wonderful
things", "chapters", "prefixed", "subjoined" are seen to have an internal sense, which is explained in the
Writings, and if one is able to grasp all the singular things according to their internal order as a whole,
there arises from a seemingly unimportant editorial note a spiritual vision of the Word and of the nature
of the Doctrine of the Church.
(To be continued).
___________________________________________________________________________________

FROM THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP
Extract from the Minutes of the Meeting
of Saturday, December 7th, 1929
The memorandum calling this meeting together, reads as follows: 1. General renewal of the
membership. 2. The Doctrine of the Church. — Discussion of the papers read at the meeting of October
5th.
REV. ERNST PFEIFFER proposes to prefix to the Transactions for the new year an extract from the

numbers 9023 and 9025 of the ARCANA COELESTIA, this to be followed by the thesis of the
Doctrine of the Church: "that in the passage quoted by "the Word" not only the Old and the New
Testament but also the Latin Testament must be understood."
These passages from the ARCANA COELESTIA have been quoted in the Transactions as follows:
FROM THE WORD:
"And when men shall dispute" signifies contention among themselves about truths; "and a man shall
smite his companion with a stone, or with his fist," signifies the invalidating of some truth by some
scientific or general truth;.... "he shall give his cessation", signifies indemnification; "and healing he
shall heal him", signifies restoration (Exodus 21 : 18, 19). What is meant by invalidating any truth of
the Church by means of a scientific or general truth, shall be explained. By scientific truths
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are meant truths which are from the literal sense of THE WORD. General truths therefrom are such as
are received among people generally, and consequently are in general discourse. There are very many
such truths, and they prevail with very much force. But the literal sense of THE WORD is for the
simple, for those who are being initiated into the interior truths of faith, and for those who do not
apprehend interior things; for this sense is according to the appearance before the sensual man, thus is
according to the apprehension. Hence it is that in this sense things frequently appear dissimilar, and as
it was contradictory, to each other.... As such truths are from the literal sense of THE WORD, they are
called scientific truths, and they differ from the truths of faith which are of the Doctrine of the Church;
for the latter arise from the former by explanation; for when they are explained, the man of the Church
is instructed that such things have been said in THE WORD for the sake of apprehension, and
according to the appearance. Hence also it is that in very many cases the doctrines of the Church depart
from the literal sense of THE WORD. Be it known that the true Doctrine of the Church is that which is
here called the internal sense; for in the internal sense are truths such as the Angels have in Heaven.
Among priests, and among the men of the Church, there are those who teach and who learn the truths
of the Church from the literal sense of THE WORD; and there are those who teach and who learn from
Doctrine drawn from THE WORD, which is called the Doctrine of faith of the Church. The latter differ
very much from the former in perception, but they cannot be distinguished by the common people,
because they both speak from THE WORD nearly alike. But those who teach and who learn only the
literal sense of THE WORD without the Doctrine of the Church as a guide, apprehend only those
things which belong to the natural or external man; whereas those who teach and who learn from true
Doctrine drawn from THE WORD understand also things which are of the spiritual or internal man.
The reason is that THE WORD in the external or literal sense is natural, but in the internal sense it is
spiritual. The former sense is called in THE WORD a cloud, but the latter sense is called the glory in
the cloud (A. C. 9023—9025).
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FROM THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH:
By THE WORD in the passage above quoted not only the Old and the New Testament, but also the
Latin Testament must be understood.
The declaration of principle (see here above, page 13) was then signed by all the men present.

THE COMING OF THE LORD
IN THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH
ADDRESS BY H. D. G. GROENEVELD AT THE SOCIAL SUPPER OF SEPTEMBER 29TH, 1929,
AND READ AGAIN BEFORE THE SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP AT THE MEETING OF
DECEMBER 7TH, 1929
The second of the nine questions put to Swedenborg by Rev. Hartley reads: "Had the Lord a rational
soul from Jehovah the Father, to which was united the Divine Esse, whence He became very God and
very Man?" __ The reply was: "The Lord from eternity (that is, Jehovah) was Divine Love and Divine
Wisdom, and He then had a Divine Celestial and a Divine Spiritual, but not, before He assumed the
Human, a Divine Natural. And as the rational is predicated solely of the celestial and spiritual natural, it
follows that by the assumption of the Human, Jehovah the Lord did also put on the Divine Rational. He
had a Divine Rational before the assumption of the Human, but by means of influx into the Heaven of
Angels; and when He manifested Himself in this world, He did so by means of an Angel whom He
filled with His Divinity. For the purely Divine Essence (which as just said was purely Divine Celestial
and Divine Spiritual) transcends both the angelic and the human rational. But that Divine Rational
existed by means of influx."
Before the Advent of the Lord on earth therefore there was no question of a Divine Rational of the
Lord Himself, because on earth there was not yet present a Natural Human of the Lord. It was creation
which formed the Human of the Lord in this world, therefore sensual and corporeal things. It is well
known that the Adamic Church
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possessed no written Word. The men of that Church were interiorly open even unto the Lord; they
possessed an interior rational, which rational is the first receiver of the influx from the Lord. In all
things of nature they saw the internal things of Heaven. It was nature that was the basis for all their

thought, that is, nowhere but in nature could they perceive the things of life, or deepen their thought
from the most internal to the most external.
The men of the subsequent Church, the Noachic Church, as is known from the ARCANA
COELESTIA, had an exterior rational. The interior rational with them was closed. For this reason there
had to be given to this Church a Word on earth, taking the place of that interior rational which they
lacked. With the men of this Church also nature and corporeal things were the basis for their thought,
and this in such a way that, when expressing their thoughts they always made use of natural and
corporeal things. It was this Church which laid down on earth a number of correspondences of internal
things, as we have seen from the various fairy tales, which have come down from those times.
In the subsequent Churches up to the Advent of the Lord it was always nature and corporeal things
which formed the basis for the thought of men. It is therefore evident why the Old Testament speaks
only of natural and corporeal things, and why the Jewish people, by the various miracles in the natural
world, could be brought to represent a Church on earth.
At the Lord's Advent this was changed. The birth of the Lord from the virgin Mary interiorly seen is
not so mysterious as it would appear to the natural man. As we know from the Writings, man receives
the soul from his father and the body from his mother. The seed of the man contains the rational from
the soul down to the natural, therefore the rational from the most internal to the most external, whereas
this seed is clothed by the woman with the natural, with both the internal and external natural. It is
therefore the man's rational, descended even into the natural that is given to the woman, whereas the
woman by the conjugial love given to her makes this rational nature and life. It is the male which
internally lays itself down in the female, whereas the female externally conjoins itself
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with the male. The external conjunction of the female with the male again by the male is made to a
deeper rational, for the rational is always formed from the natural. It is always the essence of the
rational of the male to lay itself down in the female and there to become life, as on this depends the
deepening of the rational. The laying down of this rational is determined entirely by the male, on which
account the conjunction of the male with the female is not constant, whereas the enclosure of the male
by the female, from her natural, is always present, for which reason also conjugial love has been given
to her. If therefore one says that not the rational understanding but the life only is of essential
importance, one regards an appearance of the rational, but not the pure rational. To deny this essential
importance of the rational, is to deny the Divine Human of the Lord, yea, interiorly seen it is to deny
that the Lord is the Creator of Heaven and earth.
The seed conceived by the virgin Mary had in it not only the infinite soul of the Father, but also all the
rational that since creation had been given to the human race, but now in a natural of His own.
Concerning the Lord's birth the following has been revealed to us in Luke 1:35: "And the angel
answered and said unto her: The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee, and the power of the Highest shall
overshadow thee; therefore also that holy thing which shall be born of thee, shall be called the Son of

God." Taken generally the Holy Spirit is the Divine that goes forth and proceeds from the Lord. Now it
is clear that as the Lord is infinite and omnipresent it is not possible to speak of the Divine that goes
forth and proceeds, unless there be a receiver, which is the Human from which the Divine proceeds.
But whence does the Holy Spirit from the Human proceed, from the rational or from the natural?
Whereas in the passage quoted from Luke it is said to Mary "The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee" it
is evident that the Holy Spirit existed before there was a Natural Human of the Lord. It is therefore
from the* seed to be conceived by Mary that the Holy Spirit proceeds, therefore as has been stated
from the Divine Rational laid down in the Natural. In the reply to the seventh question by Hartley it is
said that creation is an attribute of the Divine Esse, redemption of the Divine
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Human from the Divine Esse, and regeneration of the Holy Spirit being the first power or operation out
of the Divine Human from the Divine Esse. Whereas in the verse quoted from Luke it is said: "that
holy thing which shall be born of thee, shall be called the Son of God", it is evident, that in the time
between the conception and the birth of the Lord there was a process of regeneration, redemption and
creation, seeing the Son of God, as we know from the Writings, is the Divine Human of the Lord. The
Holy Spirit and the Divine Human however, were present only in germ, seeing the Holy Spirit in its
fullness and the Divine Human in its entirety were only actual when the Lord had made Divine His
Rational and had glorified His Human.
The Advent of the Lord by the conjunction of the Human with the Divine purposed to bring into the
world His Divine Human, namely the Natural of His Divine Human, both the internal and the external.
By this the Lord brought for the human race an actual basis for their thought. No longer, as they had
been previous to the Advent of the Lord, were nature and corporeal things the basis for men's thought,
but now instead the Divine Human of the Lord. The New Testament carries man's thought above the
world of the senses, but yet it remains in natural things, as the Lord in that Testament always speaks in
parables. It never carries us into the rational things. If at that time a revelation of the rational things had
taken place, man's rational gradually would have been entirely destroyed, and the human race would
have perished for ever.
First it was necessary that all evils and falsities which could possibly arise in the natural mind, resulting
from the Divine Human of the Lord being the basis for the thought of the human race, should have
come to fullness before a revelation of the rational things was possible and the building up of a new
natural on that basis. This revelation has now been given to the human race by means of the Third
Testament. By this revelation it will now be given to the New Church to see in the New Testament the
truly natural and in the Old Testament the truly rational things. Whereas the human race by the Advent
of the Lord had been given a basis for the natural, and that generation lacked the rational things, and an
influx thereof
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was indispensable, the miracle took place which is treated of in the ACTS OF THE APOSTLES,
namely the pouring out of the Holy Spirit. The human race has not kept itself to the basis of the Divine
Human, but has again taken the things of nature and the corporeal things for its basis, even to such a
degree that the Word no longer is a basis for the men of the Roman Catholic church, but instead the
doctrine of that church. A recovery to some extent took place by the Reformation, when the Word
again was taken as a basis, but then purely the letter of the Word became the basis, without however
the real basis, namely the Divine Human of the Lord.
To rest on the letter of the Word without the basis of the Divine Human of the Lord is purely sensual
and of this world. Numberless evils and falsities have in consequence beset the natural mind. When
these evils and falsities had become such that no longer anything of the natural, for which the Lord by
His Divine Human, had laid the basis, was present in the world, and the human race therefore would
have perished, the Lord made His Second Coming by the revelation of the rational things, by which a
new natural may be built. The Second Coming is the opening up of the evils and falsities, which since
the Lord's Advent into the world have beset the natural mind. The Third Testament therefore never
refers to natural and corporeal things, or to persons as such, but to internal things, to those evils and
falsities. More than ever must the thought of the human race now be based on the Divine Human of the
Lord, in this instance on the Third Testament, and less than ever may one now refer to the letter of the
Word, if the thought be not borne by the Divine Human of the Lord.
The Third Testament reveals to us the rational things, and in itself the Divine Rational laid down in the
natural, therefore the Rational from the most internal to the most external. From this Divine Rational,
as has been stated, proceeds the Holy Spirit. The New Church therefore requires no pouring out of the
Holy Spirit, seeing to her has been given a Word, from which proceeds the Holy Spirit. It is also this
Word which has reference to the Holy Spirit, but the New Testament to the Son, and the Old Testament
to the Father. Whereas the Third Testament
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is the Rational laid down in the Natural, this Testament in the letter is so rational, that in the beginning
the natural rational of the Word was considered to be the internal sense, whereas this natural only
serves to clothe the spiritual rational things. Indeed the Third Testament is the revelation of the internal
sense of the Word, but only if one regards the literal sense of that Word not from without, but from
within or from the spiritual rational.
The Divine Rational laid down in the Natural or the Divine Doctrine is the "city", for by this is the
salvation and the protection of the human race, and it is the "bride" for by it a basis has been given in
the world for the truly human and therefore for the building up of the Heavens.
What the Divine Doctrine is in respect to the Divine Human of the Lord, the Doctrine of the Church is

in respect to the Life of the Church. The Doctrine of the Church therefore is the rational understanding
of the Word laid down in the natural and therefore the presence of the Holy Spirit in the Church,
whereas the reception of the Doctrine of the Church by the natural mind is the presence of the Son of
Man. By the Doctrine of the Church the man of the Church is protected, so that by not following this
Doctrine, the man of the Church withdraws himself from a protection and exposes himself to great
dangers. The Doctrine of the Church also is the "bride" for by it the basis is laid for the building up of
the true natural and of the Church, with which the Lord can conjoin Himself. With the Doctrine of the
Church therefore one may for the first time speak in reality of the Advent of the Lord.
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACTS FROM THE ISSUE FOR MAY 1930
"ARCANA UNA CUM MIRABILIBUS"
(Continued).
EDITORIAL BY THE REV. ERNST PFEIFFER.
The states of love or of good which a man has actually experienced are, in the Word, indicated by the
word "great", and the states of faith or of truth that have actually been experienced are indicated by the
word "wonderful" (A. R. 656). The words "Arcana una cum Mirabilibus", in English "Arcana together
with Wonderful Things", therefore signify that for those who read the Word according to order, that is
from within, in all particulars there are inseparably connected to the arcana of the letter actually
experienced states of a spiritual faith, or actually experienced states of a spiritual insight into the Divine
nature of the things that constitute the Church and Heaven. This is the real and living internal sense, of
which it is said that it is the soul of the Word; "deprived of such life, the Word in respect to the letter is
dead" (A.C. III). As regards the Lord the word "wonderful" indicates His Divine Providence (A.E.
927), and in that sense therefore the words Arcana una cum Mirabilibus signify the laws of the Divine
Providence in respect to the form and contents of the Word; innumerable arcana concerning the laws of
protection, the laws of mediation, in that sense lie involved in those words. The Word as to its letter
and its contents is of such a nature, that thereby the infinite Divine ends are infallibly attained: the
judgment and the government over the evil and the hells, the redemption and salvation of the good and
the Heavens: these laws of Providence are infinitely wonderful;
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the Divine Providence is the government of the infinite Divine Love and the infinite Divine Wisdom.
The idea of "Wonderful Things" is further always accompanied by the idea of awe experienced by the
mind perceiving these things, and hence it signifies the awe bordering on dismay of man when he sees
the internal things of the Word, in which everywhere there are involved infinite and ever deeper arcana
of the Heavens, which before were unknown to him (A. E. 1051). It is here said awe bordering on
dismay, because only to the degree in which he penetrates to the realization of internal things does a
man really come under the impression and in the fear of the Divine Human, acknowledging his own
nothingness and dependence. What this awe bordering on dismay is, the Church in its former state,
previous to the birth of the Doctrine of the Church, could scarcely see, and they who, when the
Doctrine arises, do not go along with it, will never see. Only here and there a vague and distant glimpse
of the essentially Divine could heretofore be recognized in the Word, as long as the Divinity of the
Latin Testament was only felt as from a distance, and was understood rationally only in generals, but
not in particulars. "The Lord's Word is an abyss of truths from which comes all angelic wisdom,
although to the man who knows nothing of its spiritual and celestial sense, it appears like the water in a
pitcher" (T. C. R. 350). This applies especially to the Latin Testament, of which so far the spiritual and
celestial senses were unknown, and their existence denied. The awe bordering on dismay of the man of
the Church for whom, in the measure that the 'literal sense fades away, the spiritual things of the Word
appear, is indicated by the words una cum Mirabilibus. It is for this reason that the Lord in Isaiah (ch. 9
: 6) is called Mirabilis, that is "Wonderful".
If the man of the Church even now at first sight could read the Word from within (which in a more or
less distant future will certainly be the case), then, when reading the words of the title of the ARCANA
all the internal truths would be present to him which in the Writings have been revealed concerning the
nature of the miracles of the Old and the New Testament. We read that the Church with the Israelites
could not be established
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or kept in existence as long as was necessary, otherwise than by manifest miracles; and with the
Christian Church something similar took place in the beginning. At the establishment of the New
Church however, no manifest miracles occur, but invisible miracles, which make an impression only on
those men, who by their regeneration have been made susceptible thereto, because they have become
sensitive to the realities of the spiritual world. Of this kind are the Wonderful Things of the internal
sense, and to these does the title of the ARCANA COELESTIA refer.
Concerning the difference between external and internal miracles we read in the Writings as follows:
"Manifest miracles are not wrought at the present day, but miracles not manifest, or not visible; which
are such as not to inspire what is holy, or take away man's freedom" (A. C. 4031); this clearly refers to
the Wonderful Things in the internal sense of the Word. "Manifest miracles have ceased, and miracles

have succeeded which are unknown to man, and do not appear but to those to whom the Lord reveals
them" (MEMORABILIA 2434), clearly also concerning the internal sense of the Word brought to the
light by the Doctrine of the Church.
The great disadvantage of the manifest miracles lay in their compulsory character and in the danger of
profanation resulting from a holiness laid on from without. The regeneration of man and the upbuilding
of the Church are based on the mutual conjunction of the external man with the internal man in a state
of freedom.
The external man is conjoined with the internal man, according as the man fills the vessels of the literal
sense of the Word with the genuine truth of the living internal sense. By the internal sense being
hidden, it has been provided that this conjunction is brought about in a state of perfect freedom; only by
this freedom is the durability of the conjunction safeguarded. And yet the Wonderful Things of the
internal sense perform a part in man's regeneration which clearly corresponds to the part formerly
played by the manifest miracles. The quality and the quantity of the faith that must be able to make the
man overcome in temptation, depends on the quality and the quantity of the Wonderful Things he has
experienced; for, as indicated
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above, the "Wonderful Things" signify the states of faith that have actually been experienced. For this
reason in the elucidation to the title of the ARCANA it is said, that the Wonderful Things are not only
subjoined, but also prefixed to the chapters. What the "chapters" in this connection signify will be
shown in what follows. We read that the Israelites succumbed in all temptations, as often as they saw
no miracles (A. C. 4317); the literal sense here refers to manifest miracles, and their insufficiency for
establishing a real Church is clearly shown; but in the internal sense the Israelites signify the men of the
New Church, and it is said that they will succumb in all internal temptations, if they will not advance
beyond the letter and have no part in the Wonderful Things of the internal sense.
A far greater danger than that of the indurability of a conjunction brought about by a manifest miracle
in an unfree state is the danger of profanation; for as soon as the miracle and the unfree state cease, the
man returns to his previous affections and then the holy of faith is conjoined with the evil and the false
of the man. It is for this reason especially that at the present day manifest miracles no longer occur for
establishing the Church, but the invisible wonders, that are here spoken of. And yet it is seen in this
respect as well, how the external miracles and the internal miracles perfectly correspond; for it is clear,
that as soon as the Doctrine of the Church leads the man to the internal things of the Word, meant by
the Wonderful Things, a danger of internal profanation occurs that has not existed before. The Doctrine
of the Church is the very dwelling-place of the Holy Spirit; the danger of the sin against the Holy Spirit
really only takes its beginning with the coming into existence of the Doctrine of the Church. This
clearly shows how the Wonderful Things of the Third Testament perfectly correspond to the miracles
of the Old and the New Testament.
We further read concerning the difference between external and internal miracles, in the CORONIS:
"For many reasons this new Christian Church is not being established through any miracles as the

former was; but, instead of them, the spiritual sense of the Word is revealed, and the spiritual world
disclosed, and the nature of both Heaven
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and hell manifested; also, that man lives a man after death; which things surpass all miracles" (First
Summary, 50, 51); here also it is clearly spoken of the internal things of the Word, which are accessible
for those only who, guided by the Doctrine of the Church, enter the Word according to order; the
spiritual sense of the Word has been revealed only for those who are able to read the letter of the Latin
Word not from without but from within. It has long been the opinion, even of the well-read members of
the New Church, that in a book such as HEAVEN AND HELL the quality of the spiritual world and of
Heaven and hell has been made known in naked truths. In reality, man can see no single genuine
internal truth there, unless he be able to read the book from within. A man, who denies the Divinity of
the Third Testament, can there see no single genuine truth; yea, a man who denies the Divinity of the
Doctrine of the Church, thereby shows that he sees no single genuine internal truth concerning the
essence of the Lord, the spiritual world, Heaven, and hell; his thoughts concerning these things are
entirely natural. By the words that "man lives a man after death" the really living man of the New
Church is described, who according as he rises from the grave of the letter, becomes a Man, that is an
image and likeness of the Lord, who alone is Man. We further read in the CORONIS: "In place of
miracles, there has, at this day, taken place a manifestation of the Lord Himself, an intromission into
the spiritual world, and enlightenment there by immediate light from the Lord, in such things as are
interior things of the Church. But chiefly, the opening of the spiritual sense in the Word, in which the
Lord is in His own Divine light" (First Summary; Lastly, about Miracles); this also clearly relates to the
illustration of the man of the New Church, who through the Doctrine of the Church takes part in a
spiritual vision of the Lord and in the internal things of the Word. In the ARCANA COELESTIA: "Be
it known that the miracles wrought by the Lord all signify the state of the Church, and of the human
race saved by His coming into the world, namely, that those were liberated from hell who had received
the faith of charity. Such things are involved in the Lord's miracles. In general all the miracles recorded
in the Old Testament signify the
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state of the Lord's Church and Kingdom" (n. 6988); for him who can read this passage in the internal
sense it is clear beyond a doubt that the state of the Church and the redemption and salvation at this day
too depend entirely on the Wonderful Things from the Lord in the internal of the Word. In the
CORONIS: "This Church is not instituted and established through miracles, but through the revelation
of the spiritual sense, and through the introduction of my spirit, and, at the same time, of my body, into
the spiritual world, so that I might know there what Heaven and hell are, and that in light I might
imbibe immediately from the Lord the truths of faith, whereby man is led to eternal life" (Invitation),
here the meaning is similar. By the person of Swedenborg is here described in the internal sense the

man of the New Church; by "my spirit and my body" the internal and the external are indicated which
both are being regenerated; in the highest sense, however, it is the Divine Human of the Lord Himself
which is spoken of. In the same work: "The manifestation of the Lord, and intromission into the
spiritual world, surpass all miracles. This has not been granted to any one since the creation, as it has
been to me. The men of the Golden Age, indeed, conversed with the Angels; but it was not granted to
them to be in any other than natural light; but to me it is granted to be in both spiritual and natural light
at the same time.
By this means it has been granted to me to see the WONDERFUL THINGS of Heaven, to be together
with the Angels like one of them, and at the same time to draw forth truths in light, and thus to perceive
and teach them; consequently to be led by the Lord" (Second Summary, 52); by the manifestation of
the Lord here in the internal sense not His manifestation before Swedenborg is meant, but His
appearance in the fullness of His Second Coming in the Doctrine of the Church; the words "this has not
been granted to any one since the creation, as it has been to me" signify that the New Church, through
the Divine Human of the Lord, is the Crown of all Churches, and that all previous Churches from the
beginning have existed for the sake of this Church and have striven towards this Church. The
"Wonderful Things" are here expressly mentioned. That the Doctrine of the Church is here spoken
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of clearly appears in the last words of the quotation. Numberless internal truths spring to our notice
when we read similar passages, and only the most general can here just be touched. Swedenborg's
words here according to the literal sense almost create the appearance of a personal feeling of self; in
the internal sense their purely Divine character clearly appears. In the same work: "Who among them
[who among the Roman-Catholics have performed miracles] has thus far taught the way to Heaven, and
the truths of the Church out of the Word? For this reason it has pleased the Lord to prepare me from my
earliest youth to perceive the Word, and He has introduced me into the spiritual world, and has
enlightened me with the light of His Word more proximately. From this it is manifest that this
surpasses all miracles" (Second Summary, 55); here also there is clearly spoken of the illustration by
the Doctrine of the Church; the words "the truths of the Church out of the Word" can have no other
signification.
In order to understand a passage of this kind it must never be lost sight of that by "the Word"
everywhere, not only the Old and the New, but also the Third Testament is meant. The words "from my
earliest youth to prepare me to perceive the Word" again signify that beginning with the Most Ancient
Church all Churches have striven towards the Crown of Churches and her illustration, and that they
have gradually prepared the human race for this; they also signify the preparation of every man of the
Church from the earliest states of innocence to the fullness of illustration in the Doctrine of the Church;
in the highest sense they signify the Divine Human itself in His Second Coming.
All that the Writings say of the origin and the nature of the miracles of the Old and the New Testament
is applicable to the Wonderful Things of the Third Testament. We read in the ARCANA: "The Word
[that is, also the Latin Word] denotes the Lord as to Divine truth; by means of this truth all things in
Heaven and in hell are set in order; from this also is all order on the earth; all the miracles were

wrought by means of it" (n. 8200); in the measure that man, on the basis of the literal sense of the Word
in its Three Testaments, according to the order of the Doctrine of Genuine Truth, enters into
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the internal sense and lives therein, the earth with him is conjoined with Heaven; the internal man, that
is Heaven, is opened with him, the evil and the false of his proprium, that is hell, is subjected and hence
order gradually descends from the Lord through the internal man, Heaven, to the external man, that is
the earth. In the same work: "Correspondences have all power, insomuch that what is done on earth
according to correspondences avails in Heaven, because correspondences are from the Divine. All the
miracles recorded in the Word were done by means of correspondences. The Word [that is, also the
Latin Word] has been so written that every particular therein even to the most minute corresponds to
things that are in Heaven. Consequently the Word has Divine power; and it conjoins Heaven with earth,
for when the Word is read on earth, the Angels in Heaven are moved unto the holy that is in the internal
sense. This is effected by means of the correspondences of all particulars there" (n. 8615); here also the
Wonderful Things in the Word are spoken of, which become a reality for man in the measure in which
he fills the literal sense with the corresponding spiritual and celestial. In the CORONIS: "It shall be
shown that the greatest power is in correspondences; because in them Heaven and the world, or the
spiritual and the natural are together." That for this reason the Word was written by mere
correspondences; wherefore, through the Word there is the conjunction of man with Heaven, and thus
with the Lord and by this means the Lord is in firsts and at the same time in ultimates" (Second
Summary, 59), concerning the Word as to its literal and its internal sense, and that only by the opening
of the letter even to the internal sense conjunction is possible with Heaven and with the Lord, because
then Heaven and the world or the spiritual and the natural are one. The argument of Convention that the
Writings are not the Word, because they are not written in correspondences would indeed be
irrefutable, if it were not in itself an error. Nothing has been more clearly shown in the Writings than
that the law of correspondences is a universal law. There has been the curious idea that the Lord in an
almost arbitrary fashion has written the Word of the Old and the New Testament in
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correspondences as something quite exceptional; whereas neither the Lord nor any Angel, nor any man
can ever speak or write otherwise than in correspondences, and everything that has a sense has also an
internal sense. For this reason it is also said "that by this means the Lord is in firsts and at the same
time in ultimates"; in no other way could the Lord in the Latin Testament operate with man from firsts
by means of ultimates, whereas this is His only way of operating (conf. CANONS; GOD, VIII: 12,
Marginal Note). "A miracle is that which is effected by the Lord, when anything concerns Him, or faith
in Him, His Heaven, or the Church in a universal sense. The miracle thus passes through His Heaven,
and spirits effect it, but without any of their cooperative powers; this is a miracle, and is called the
Finger of God" (Memorabilia, 655); the Doctrine of the Church is here clearly described as to its

contents; that the letter of the Word is opened by the Doctrine through the Heavens even unto the Lord,
yea, that the Lord Himself alone is the Doctrine, clearly appears. "The rod of God of Moses" (Exod. 4 :
20), "Aharon's rod" (Exod. 7 : 9), "the rod of iron" (Ps. 2 :9, Rev. 19 : 15), signify the same as the
"Finger of God", that is the power of the letter (especially of the Latin Word), opened by the Doctrine,
and filled with spiritual and celestial life. The words in Exodus: "I will stretch out My hand and smite
Egypt with all My wonderful things" (ch. 3 : 20), signify that for whom the internal sense with its
Wonderful Things begins to live, the delusions of the literal sense will cease; the same signification
have these words in Matthew: "For fear of the Angel the keepers at the grave became as dead" (ch. 28 :
2-4); the grave is the literal sense, and especially that of the Latin Word. In the TRUE CHRISTIAN
RELIGION: "Moreover, the Divine miracles have been wrought in accordance with Divine order, but
in accordance with THE ORDER OF THE INFLUX OF THE SPIRITUAL WORLD INTO THE
NATURAL WORLD" (n. 91), which signifies that the redemptive and regenerative operation of the
Word is based on the literal sense in the human mind being filled with the internal sense, by which the
spiritual man flows into the natural man, and the natural man for the first time becomes truly man and
begins to
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live. In the MEMORABILIA FOR THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION: "They should know that the
miracles which are recorded in the Word took place by the influx out of the prior into the posterior
world, and that they were produced by an introduction of such things as are in the spiritual world into
corresponding things in the natural world; for example the wine out of heaven into the water in the pots
at the wedding where the Lord was present. This is due to the Divine Omnipotence of the Lord, which
is meant by the "Finger of God", by which the Lord produced His miracles" (n. 1); from these words it
clearly appears that by the miracle of water being changed into wine the Doctrine of the Church is
meant, by which the letter of the Word is opened and filled with the internal sense. In the TRUE
CHRISTIAN RELIGION: "The state of Glorification is also the State of Union. He was in that state
when He was transfigured before His three disciples, and also when He wrought miracles, and when He
said, when the union was complete, that He had power over all flesh (John 17:2), and all power in
Heaven and on earth" (n. 104); the words "when He performed miracles" signify the Doctrine of the
Church which from the glorified Human is purely Divine; "power over all flesh" and "all power in
Heaven and on earth" signify the government of the Lord by the Doctrine of the Church, which is
Divine.
From all these particulars it appears that the title of the ARCANA, which speaks of "Wonderful
Things", begins to live only in the measure in which everything that has been revealed about miracles is
applied to it. But only little has here been quoted.
In conclusion of this argument we quote the following passage from the MEMORABILIA, of which no
one can realize the full meaning, who does not see that what is said there is applicable to the Latin
Word: "What belongs to the Word, viewed in the literal sense, are most general vessels, indeed so
general, and some parts so extremely general, that celestial and spiritual things, or goods and truths
innumerable, may be insinuated therein. There are spirits who are averse to anything being said
concerning the things revealed, but it was replied THAT THEY ARE INSTEAD OF MIRACLES and
that without them
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men would not know the character of the book, nor would they buy it, or read it, or understand it, or be
affected by it, or believe it; in a word, they would remain in ignorance, nor would wish to hear anything
respecting the interiors of the Word, which they regard as mere fantasies. Previously, while in a state
intermediate between waking and sleep, I had a manifest perception, that the universal genera of
conjugial felicities are indefinite. This was related to spirits, and it was said that the truth on this head
can never be perceived and acknowledged, but in an interior state. Wherefore some of them were sent
by the Lord into an interior state, and thence spake with me, saying, that they indeed apperceived the
genera of the felicities of conjugial love to be indefinite in number" (n. 4121-4124); by "the revealed
things" here not the Writings in their literal sense are understood, but, as is expressly stated, the
Wonderful Things which by the Doctrine of the Church are brought to light from the internal sense. By
those "who would not buy the book, nor read it, nor understand it", etc., not the men outside of the New
Church are meant, but the members of the Church, who have no part in the internal sense. Each word,
such as "buy", "read", etc., must not be understood in the natural sense, but in its spiritual sense. It also
clearly appears here why the Church, living by its Doctrine of Genuine Truth is the Bride and the Wife
of the Lord; and only in the measure in which one penetrates into these depths of the Word, does one
learn to understand why the true Christian religion and conjugial love are identical.
(To be continued).
___________________________________________________________
FROM THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP
Extract from the Minutes of the Meeting
of Saturday, February 1st, 1930.
The memorandum, calling this meeting together, reads as follows: Review by the Rev. Ernst Pfeiffer of
Mr. Groeneveld's address of February 2nd, 1929, concerning the Doctrine of the Church (see above, p.
14).
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REV. ERNST PFEIFFER gives the following elucidation of Mr. Groeneveld's address: The truth which
for some time now has been acknowledged by us as the very heart of the Second Coming of the Lord
and of the New Church, is the thesis taken from the literal sense of the Latin Word, first, that by the
Doctrine of the Church not the Writings of Swedenborg are meant, but the vision of these Writings and
of the Word as a whole, which the Church gradually in an orderly way acquires for itself; and second,
that this Doctrine of the Church is of purely Divine origin and of a purely Divine essence. The great
importance of Mr. Groeneveld's address concerning the Doctrine of the Church lies in this, that on the
basis of the 12th, 20th, and 26th chapter of Genesis, he has described all the phases of the origin and of

the coming into existence of this Doctrine.
In the introduction to his address Mr. Groeneveld shows that an interior conjunction between God and
man is possible only by the existence of the Divine Rational or the Divine Human on the one side, and
by the opening of man's rational for its reception on the other side. This is a truth which the Writings in
many places clearly teach, and for the present it needs no further elucidation within the limits of this
review, although, according to its internal aspect, it involves innumerable particulars of the greatest
importance, which by the Doctrine of the Church will gradually be developed. Man's rational must be
opened to the reception of the Divine Rational. On the one hand therefore it clearly appears that the
truths of man - even of the celestial man - which constitute his Doctrine, are never truths in themselves,
but appearances of truth accommodated to the rational; but on the other hand it clearly appears that
these appearances are of purely Divine origin, that the Divine lives in them, and that consequently the
Doctrine of the Church is the Lord Himself.
In the three successive phases of the coming into existence of the Doctrine, from the coming into
existence of the genuine cognitions to the coming into existence of the celestial Doctrine itself or the
Doctrine of the celestial Church, it has been shown that the origin of the Doctrine is not in some or
other province or faculty of man, but in the Lord alone. This difference between the orderly coming
into existence of the genuine Doctrine, which is purely Divine,
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and the danger of the disorderly coming into existence of a non-genuine Doctrine is represented by the
danger thrice repeated of a woman, who is a man's wife, being regarded and treated as his sister. In
man, from his childhood onward, based on his remains, the faculties of his mind grow up like children
and young people, and according to a definite order they stand in a mutual relation like that of brothers
and sisters. But as long as a faculty is not used exclusively for the spiritual and the celestial,
consequently for conjunction with the Lord, it is still unripe and it stands as yet outside the celestial
marriage, for which alone it has been made, and for which it must be developed.
So in these three stories Sarai, Sarah, as sister and Rebecca as sister stand for the intellectual and the
rational faculties by themselves, which at the coming into existence of genuine truths, may only serve
as subordinate vessels, but may never be consulted. "For this reason, when the influx of life takes place
according to order no single faculty of the mind lives in an unripe state by itself, but there is a marriage
between the male and the female of each separate province and of each separate faculty. Then all the
separate faculties by the conjugial love in which they live do not regard themselves, but they regard the
neighbor and thereby the Lord. All faculties which in a regenerate mind are allowed to play an
independent roll, live in the married state, and by their conjugial love they regard not themselves but
the Lord. From these marriages indeed, new children are continually born, sons and daughters, or
brothers and sisters mutually, destined to contribute to the continual extension of these faculties; but as
long as they are children, unripe, not full-grown and unmarried, they exercise no independent
influence. There then rules an orderly arrangement from the lowest to the highest, and from the highest
to the lowest, by which the mind is opened from its lowest provinces through the higher even unto the
Lord, and the influx takes place freely from the most internal, which is the Lord, to the most external.

In the human mind the coming into existence of the Doctrine of the Church is necessarily preceded by
the gathering of genuine cognitions of good and truth from the literal sense of the Word. In the first of
the three episodes that have been described, Abram's going to Egypt,
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it has been shown that it is not even possible for man to acquire for himself any genuine cognitions
from the Word unless the order of influx, described above, is observed. Egypt stands for the cognitions
from the Word. Abram stands for the internal man; with the Lord Abram stands for the Divine itself;
with man the internal man is above his consciousness, therefore above his rational which is the inmost
of his consciousness, or of the province in which man lives as from himself; the internal man therefore
is the soul itself, which is Divine and beyond man's reach. The going of Abram to Egypt therefore
signifies the influx from the Lord Himself through the soul into the cognitions from the Word. This
therefore clearly shows that without the influx from the Lord no genuine cognitions are possible, which
means that the cognitions are dead, not truths but falsities, unless man in the cognitions each moment is
fully impressed with the Lord's presence and takes it into account.
Abram stands for the influx from the Lord as to good, and Sarai, as a wife, stands for the influx from
the Lord as to truth. The influx of that truth with man however cannot take place in the form in which
this truth is in itself, for in that form it is above all human comprehension. For this reason, if with the
first reception of the cognitions from the literal sense of the Word, there is at the same time to be some
influx of truth from within through the soul, and the internal man is not as it were to die, the influx of
truth must take place into a vessel of the conscious mind; this vessel, suitable for receiving the influx of
truth from the soul, is man's intellectual. The influx of truth therefore takes place into the intellectual.
For when a man for the first time is placed before the literal sense of-the Latin Word, then his
intellectual, made living by remains and opened by an affirmative attitude, enables him to recognize as
the truth that which he reads there concerning the Lord and Heaven, although as yet he stands scarcely
at the beginning of regeneration, and it will appear immediately that he shows every inclination to
coarsely abuse this faculty of his intellectual. For a mind of this kind, which as a first step towards
regeneration should limit itself to gathering from the letter genuine cognitions living through love to
the Lord, begins instead to admire the acquired
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intellectual truths in themselves, similarly as the Egyptians found Sarai a woman of beautiful
countenance, and the man's feelings are gratified as to his own importance and, without being aware of
the fact, he turns everything that he reads in the Word towards himself. Let any one examine himself,
and he will discover that nearly all the cognitions from the Word which in his intellectual he believed
to have acknowledged as truths, for the present remain without any contents having direct application
to the Lord and to His kingdom; in other words, there are comparatively few cognitions which he has

filled as vessels with actually living, spiritual contents. Man then regards the truths from the Word as
purely intellectual truths and is inclined to take a purely natural pleasure in them.
This spiritual law that spiritual truth would not be understood if it did not flow into the appearance of
intellectual truth, and that without an accommodation of this kind the internal man would as it were die,
is indicated by Abram's fear that the Egyptians would kill him, and for this reason he calls Sarai his
sister; for the intellectual truth, according to what has been shown above, as to its conception, birth and
development, is entirely as a daughter in the house of the mind, as a sister of sisters and brothers. But
by this a new danger arises, namely that the man should consider the truths from the Word as purely
intellectual truths, and this is represented by the Egyptians regarding and treating Sarai not as a wife
but as a sister.
The essential life of genuine cognitions from the Word therefore is that man continually keeps the Lord
in view, that he realizes His actual presence and takes it into account. Genuine cognitions come from
the Lord alone, they are the Lord's dwelling-place, yea they are the actual presence of the Lord. In this
life of the Lord within the genuine cognitions rests the holiness of the Word.
The second episode gives a description of the coming into existence of the genuine Doctrine of the
spiritual Church. Abimelech stands for the Doctrine; Abraham and Sarah again stand for the good and
the truth of the internal man, or for the influx of the Divine into the things of man; Abraham's going to
Abimelech signifies that the origin of the Doctrine of the Church lies in the Divine above man's
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consciousness. The fact of Abraham's again calling Sarah his sister signifies here also that the truth of
Doctrine, such as it is in its origin in itself, is above all human comprehension and that therefore no
influx of the Divine would be possible and the internal man would as it were die, if the truth were not
again accommodated to a certain form of appearance, derived from the human mind itself.
When the genuine cognitions of good and truth from the literal sense of the Word came into existence,
as has been described in the first episode, the influx of truth took place into man's intellectual, as shown
above. When the Doctrine comes into existence the influx of truth takes place into the rational. This
faculty of the rational at the first receiving of the cognitions did not yet exist, but is only born from the
affection of those cognitions by the influx of the Divine into this affection. This clearly appears from
the fact that even a child, who has in no way developed his rational, on the basis of his innocence and
his remains when reading and hearing the literal sense of the Word, in his intellectual may see that the
Lord is God and that the Word is true. On this account it also is possible for a newcomer when for the
first time in an affirmative spirit he reads the literal sense of the Word, especially of the Latin Word, to
feel the truth of it in a general way and as from a distance, and even to see it intellectually, long before
he has made for himself a system, or a doctrine by the formation of the rational from the acquired
cognitions. The intellectual is based on intuition, the rational on logical conclusions. The intellectual in
itself is a higher faculty than the rational, but although man according to order must start with the lower
forms of truth, and from there rise to the higher forms of truth, and it will appear later on that the
complete development of the rational precedes the complete development of the intellectual, yet man

would never be able to see any truth, unless the Lord in His mercy allow him a certain use of the
intellectual as it were by way of an unmerited advance, long before he has acquired for himself the
actual possession of that intellectual by regeneration as from himself. The rational, that is the faculty of
arriving at logical conclusions concerning genuine cognitions of good and truth, therefore comes into
existence only after a certain quantity of such cognitions have been
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gathered, and it comes into existence by the Divine or the internal man inflowing into the love of those
cognitions. Abram is the internal man, Hagar, the Egyptian maidservant, is the affection of those
cognitions, and Ishmael, their son, is the rational that is here spoken of.
The human faculty into which the truth from the internal or the Divine must inflow, if in man a doctrine
of truth is to come into existence, is therefore the rational. As regards its birth and as regards its good, it
is a son and is represented by Ishmael; as regards its function and as regards its truth, it is a sister and is
represented by Sarah as a sister.
By the influx from the Lord through the internal man into this rational there now for the first time
comes into existence, by the logical comparisons and conclusions which the rational is able to draw, an
orderly system or arrangement of the cognitions previously acquired. Of such an orderly arrangement
of the genuine cognitions under the continual, all-inspiring and regulating influx from the Lord, while
by comparisons ever new conclusions become possible, and therefore ever new truths are brought to
light, does the Doctrine of the spiritual Church consist. These new truths are all present in the literal
sense itself of the Word, but they are only seen in the measure in which, by comparison with other
passages, the attention is fixed on them. From this it appears that progress in the spiritual Church
depends on the development of the Doctrine. Only by the preceding of this genuine spiritual Doctrine
can man's life from purely natural gradually become spiritual. For this reason it has been said that the
Doctrine is of vital importance to the spiritual man; the Doctrine gradually must determine his entire
life.
It is clear therefore that the influx of truth from the Lord must take place into the appearance of the
rational, if any influx at all is to be possible and man is to be conjoined with the Lord. In these
appearances of the truth in the rational the Lord dwells as in His habitation, if they are in an orderly
arrangement and as long as the influx from the internal man does not cease. These rational truths are
the genuine truths of the Church, or the genuine Doctrine of the spiritual Church. But man may never
loose sight of the fact that the essential life of the Doctrine is the
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Lord within. Only if the Doctrine is inspired with a spiritual view of the Divine Human, such as it has

been revealed in the Word, it is the genuine Doctrine of the Church. For just as something similar took
place when the cognitions came into existence, it will appear that man's proprium now shows an
inclination towards consulting the rational faculty by itself. Abimelech runs the danger of regarding
and treating Sarah as a sister. Man runs the danger of regarding the rational by itself as the Doctrine,
whereas the rational is only a recipient or a dwelling place for the Doctrine. The rational as a human
faculty by itself, may never be consulted when the Doctrine comes into existence. By consulting the
rational in itself no genuine truths can ever be born in the Church; nothing but falsities are produced in
this way.
The Doctrine of the Church indeed has its dwelling-place in the rational; but in the production of truths
it does not allow this rational even the slightest authority. The rational in itself is a purely natural
faculty, the rational of the Doctrine of the Church is an inspired rational, it is the genuine rational or the
spiritual-rational; it never is anything by itself, it never is anything but the recipient of the Divine
Human of the Lord. For this reason the Doctrine of the Church is the very Divine order as regards the
conjunction between the Lord and the human race. The Doctrine of the Church as to its entire origin
and its entire essence is purely Divine, it is the Divine Human of the Lord.
The third episode gives a description of the coming into existence of the Doctrine of the celestial
Church by the opening of the rational of the celestial man. Even the particulars of the two preceding
episodes are of such a nature that only an illumined mind can to some extent understand them, but the
particulars of this third episode are so far above the comprehension even of the spiritual man that for
the present this elucidation will have to be kept within the most general lines. Isaac here stands for the
internal man, therefore for the Divine things and the Divine influx into man. It is no longer Abraham,
but Isaac, by which is indicated that the Divine things now no longer are entirely above the human
consciousness but that they have found
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a dwelling-place in the inmost of the conscious mind. This is the characteristic of the celestial man; for
this reason, strictly speaking, only the celestial man is called man. Isaac stands for the good of the
inmost rational and Rebecca for the truth of the inmost rational. That Isaac in contradistinction to
Ishmael, who in this connection signifies the spiritual man, stands for the celestial man, is well known
from the Writings. Abimelech again stands for the Doctrine; Philistaea, of which Abimelech is king,
stands for the cognitions acquired by the activity of the Doctrine of the Church; for it is said: "There
was a famine in the land, beside the first famine that was in the days of Abraham; and Isaac went unto
Abimelech, king of the Philistines, unto Gerar" (Gen. 26 : 1), and this again was a hunger for
cognitions, but not for natural cognitions derived from the literal sense of the Word, but for rational
cognitions, such as they are to be found in the Word only by the Doctrine of the Church. First of all
therefore the necessity for new cognitions again occurs, and for such rational cognitions as are the fruit
of the activity of the Doctrine of the spiritual man. Here also the entire nature of these cognitions is
determined by the presence of the Lord in their inmosts: Isaac goes to Philistaea. On the basis of these
new rational cognitions, if they are now developed according to the order of the Divine influx, the
Doctrine of the celestial man may come into existence; in this connection Abimelech stands for this
Doctrine. Isaac's going to Abimelech then again signifies that the origin of the Doctrine is entirely in
the Divine things, and never in any human faculty in itself.

Rebecca as a sister signifies that the influx from the truth from the internal now takes place into the
spiritual-rational, if any influx is to be possible, or into the rational of the man who so far is only
spiritual, but not as yet celestial. For when first the good rational is laid down in the inmost of the
mind, here indicated by Isaac, by which the first basis is laid for the celestial man, yet all the provinces
without, such as the spiritual-rational which has so far determined all the thought and all the life of
man, as a whole, have certainly not yet become celestial; on the contrary, there now begins a pressing
from the celestial within, resistance is experienced, there are combats of temptation and for the present
the
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spiritual truth is the most internal form of appearance in which alone the influx of the truth can be
received. The appearance is now created as if the celestial-rational truths (Rebecca as a wife) were only
spiritual-rational truths (Rebecca as a sister). The difference between these two kinds of appearances of
the truth lies in this that the spiritual man cannot do otherwise but regard the truths as if they were his
own, because in his thought he understands them as rational truths. This is because in him there is still
an opposition between his spiritual-rational, which he has received as it were by teaching and which he
must make to rule, and his natural or his life, which he must make to serve the spiritual-rational. For
this reason it is said that with the spiritual man the Doctrine is of vital importance and must determine
the life, in other words, that the life of the spiritual man is genuine only and inspired by the Lord, if the
Doctrine precedes and determines the whole. In the spiritual man there is as it were a twist in the cable
of the Divine influx, the internal with him being entirely above his consciousness, and this twist must
be bridged over by the spiritual-rational, which is opened in the inmost of his consciousness and which
for the present is the first with him that is able to receive the Divine influx.
For this reason he does not feel it is an influx; he sees only the spiritual-rational, and everything that is
above or within is entirely beyond his reach, until this visit of Isaac to Abimelech takes place, by which
the very first opening of the celestial is indicated. Now for the first time an uninterrupted open influx of
the Divine things into man is opened; because the celestial man has this good rational, here represented
by Isaac, he perceives clearly that everything inflows from within. The appearance as if man from
himself had spiritual-rational truths ceases, Rebecca is again seen and acknowledged as a wife.
In this way the internal perception of the celestial Doctrine is described. The celestial man clearly
perceives that all good and truth is of the Lord and inflows into his rational; he sees clearly that the
Lord alone lives, that He alone is good and truth, and that all that man is able to receive are only forms
of appearances of truth, and this only, provided the Lord actually lives within. There is no longer a gulf
with him between life and doctrine, the
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doctrine with difficulty having to regulate his life. His doctrine is his life and his life is his doctrine.
In this coming into existence of the celestial Doctrine lies the real core of the genuine Doctrine of the
Church. The Doctrine is the Lord Himself in His Divine Rational. It comes into existence by the influx
of the celestial within into the rational, which is to say that the genuine Doctrine of the Church is a
Divine revelation by internal perception. The literal sense, that is the cognitions therefrom, and the
spiritual-rational there only serve as subordinate means to the final end. And yet it clearly appears that
in this way the entire building of the mind remains grounded on the literal sense of the Word. For from
the letter in the first instance everything proceeded; from it came first the genuine cognitions, from
these according to order came the rational and the spiritual-rational, from this the rational cognitions by
the Doctrine of the Church. But it clearly appears that the very essential thinking of the celestial man,
by which the internal truths of the Church are born, is exalted far above the literal sense of the Word.
From this it now for the first time fully appears why it is said that from the letter all possible heresies
may be derived, and that the Word without Doctrine is as a candlestick without light. Here lies the
inmost heart of the New Church, and here the now rising Doctrine of the Church will meet with the
greatest resistance and the heaviest combat. But the Lord from within will slowly lead to complete
victory.
[ NOTE: Page 66 is blank. ]
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"ARCANA UNA CUM MIRABILIBUS"
(Continued).
EDITORIAL BY THE REV. ERNST PFEIFFER.
On the Difference between Natural and Rational Cognitions.
The elucidation of the title of the ARCANA COELESTIA begins with the words: The Heavenly
Arcana which are disclosed in the Sacred Scripture or the Word of the Lord, are contained in the
Explanation. By the "disclosed Heavenly Arcana" the genuine cognitions of good and truth are meant,
or the genuine truths of the Church which determine the spiritual understanding of the Divine essence
of the things that make the Church and Heaven. The words: "The Heavenly Arcana disclosed are

contained in the Explanation" signify that the genuine cognitions for the New Church are to be found
nowhere but in the Writings, therefore not in the Old Testament and not in the New Testament, but in
the Third Testament, and in the Old and the New Testament only in the measure in which these are
illuminated by the light of the Third Testament. The cognition and the acknowledgment of the truth
that the Writings are the source itself, and the only source of all genuine truth, and thus the Word itself,
is therefore the primary condition for any genuine cognition of good and of truth; a man who denies the
Divinity of the Writings can see no single genuine truth. That the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are
the Sacred Scripture itself or the Word of God itself is therefore in the New Church the beginning of all
wisdom.
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The progress of the man of the Church from the first or natural state, through the second or spiritual to
the third or celestial state, has been successively described in the Word: by Abram's going to Egypt;
Abraham's going to Abimelech; Isaac's going to Abimelech. It has been shown that by Abram's going
to Egypt the coming into existence of the genuine cognitions from the literal sense of the Latin Word,
or the coming into existence of genuine natural cognitions, is represented; by Abraham's going to
Abimelech the coming into existence of the genuine spiritual Doctrine of the Church or of the genuine
Doctrine of the spiritual man; and by Isaac's going to Abimelech the coming into existence first, of the
genuine cognitions from the Latin Word which have become possible by the operation of the spiritual
Doctrine of the Church, or the coming into existence of genuine rational cognitions (A. C. 3364), and
second, of the genuine celestial Doctrine of the Church, or of the genuine Doctrine of the celestial man
(H. D. G. GROENEVELD, The Doctrine of the Church, in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, 1930, see above,
pages 14-17 and 55-65).
The first state in the Church is therefore a purely natural state. The essence of this is that man
acknowledges the Writings as the Word and from the literal sense thereof gathers for himself genuine
natural cognitions of good and of truth. From this it follows that they who do not acknowledge the
Writings as the Word, have not yet even arrived within the outermost borders of the Church, they do
not even as yet possess any genuine natural cognitions of good and of truth. It is expressly said
cognitions from the literal sense of the Latin Word, for the genuine cognitions here meant, are the
"disclosed Heavenly Arcana", which are to be found only in the Writings, as has been shown above. It
is also said that these first genuine cognitions for the present are only natural cognitions, and therefore
not yet rational cognitions, for as yet they are nothing but scientifics derived from the literal sense of
the Word by direct or sensual cognizance.
There is a great distance between these natural cognitions which by sensual cognizance have been
derived from the literal sense of the Writings and the rational cognitions
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which later on by the operation of the Doctrine of the Church may be acquired from the literal sense of
the Writings. Based on the realization that the Writings, in contradistinction to the Old and the New
Testament, are a revelation of rational truths, there are some who have thought that the ideas which a
man derives directly from the literal sense of the Writings, in themselves already were rational ideas,
yea, many have even thought that these ideas were genuine spiritual truths, because it is said that in the
Writings the spiritual sense of the Word has been disclosed. This is a fallacy of the natural mind, by
which any spiritual progress is rendered impossible. In themselves the truths of the Writings, such as
they are thought by the Lord above the Heavens, by the Angels and good spirits in the Heavens, and by
the regenerated men in the Church, are indeed Divine, celestial, spiritual truths and genuine rational
ideas; but the ideas, such as they are derived by man at first cognizance directly from the literal sense
of the Writings, are nothing but purely natural cognitions of good and of truth, and even only then, if
man acknowledges the Writings as the Word and keeps in view the Divine Human of the Lord as the
soul of all cognitions.
For every Divine, celestial, or spiritual truth, and every genuine rational idea, the moment it is
expressed in natural words or laid down in natural writing, becomes a purely natural scientific, a letter
without soul, dead in itself, and whether it will arise anew to be a rational idea, a spiritual or a celestial
truth, depends entirely on the state of the man who first receives it in the form of a purely natural
cognition. The belief that the ideas which man derives directly from the literal sense of the Writings are
genuine rational ideas, therefore is an evident instance of imputation of the merit of another, of which it
is said in the Writings with so much stress that it is an impossibility and an abomination; and without a
doubt similar falsities that have arisen in the New Church are the internal sense of the many references
to this protestant heresy; for the New Church must learn to understand that in the internal sense of the
Writings it is never the historical churches and sects that are being spoken of, but its own regeneration,
its own temptations, combats and victories, its own judgments and
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salvations; for the literal sense of the Writings, dealing with Protestants and Roman Catholics and so
forth, is for the children and the simple.
By the explanation of the stories referred to above of Abram, Abraham, and Isaac it has been
sufficiently illustrated what is required of man if he wishes from the natural cognitions of the literal
sense of the Writings, with which each one must necessarily begin, to arrive at rational cognitions, and
in what follows it will be shown that this progress is also spoken of in the elucidation of the title of the
ARCANA COELESTIA; but one thing especially has now become evident beyond all doubt, namely
that the belief that the Word in the Third Testament is not clothed with a purely natural literal sense,
just as in the Old and the New Testament, is a mischievous fallacy by which man is kept in a purely
natural state, and is absolutely prevented from rising to a rational, let alone a spiritual or a celestial
state.
The cognition that the Writings are the Word was already a rational cognition, a fruit of the operation
of the Doctrine of the Church, for by direct sensual cognizance alone this cognition could never have
been acquired from the literal sense of the Writings. As regards those who originally deduced this

cognition from the Writings it is a proof of a rational and spiritual entering into the Writings, but once
laid down in the form of a teaching in the literal sense of the Doctrine of the Church, it immediately
became a purely natural scientific, which is received by the members of the Church, by the children
and young people and by the newcomers as a purely natural cognition by direct sensual cognizance.
It is clear that the GENERAL CHURCH in contradistinction to CONVENTION and CONFERENCE
owes its prosperous development up to the present to this one cognition, such as it has rationally been
seen first by the founders of the Church and after that each time anew by some of its leaders and
members. But it could not be otherwise, but that in this first state, in which for the time being the
principal task was as much as possible to gather natural cognitions from the Writings, they should
understand only in general, but not rationally in particulars, the truth of the Divinity of the Writings. It
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was not yet all that clear whether and in how far the DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM
CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE could be applied also to the Third Testament; the
opponents of the Divinity of the Writings felt quite sure that this Doctrine applied only to the Old and
the New Testament, and those in favor of the Divinity of the Writings had not yet entertained the
thought that perhaps this Doctrine might be fully applied to the Writings.
We shall here quote a few of the passages from the DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED
SCRIPTURE that are most suitable for elucidating this question. We read in THE TRUE CHRISTIAN
RELIGION: "The style of the Word is such that it is holy in every sentence, and in each word, yea even
in some places in the letters themselves. Therefore the Word unites man to the Lord, and opens
Heaven. There are two things which proceed from the Lord, Divine Love and Divine Wisdom, or what
is the same thing, Divine Good and Divine Truth. The Word in its essence is both. And because it
unites man to the Lord, and opens Heaven, the Word fills man with the goods of love and the truths of
wisdom; his will with the goods of love, and his understanding with the truths of wisdom; consequently
man receives life by the Word. But it must be well understood, that those only have life from the Word
who read it for the purpose of drawing Divine truths from it as from their fountain, in order to apply
such truths to life; and that the reverse takes place with those who read the Word merely for the
purpose of procuring honor and gaining the world" (n. 191). If we apply this passage to the Writings,
we arrive at a clear distinction between the natural sense of the Writings and their spiritual and celestial
sense. By the words "the Word fills man with the goods of love and with the truths of wisdom" the
celestial sense and the spiritual sense of the Writings are indicated, which lie hidden far above or within
the literal sense, and are only seen and attained by those who have traveled the prescribed orderly road
thereto.
The essential sub-divisions of this road, as has repeatedly been shown, are; 1. the gathering of natural
cognitions by direct or sensual cognizance from the literal sense of the Writings; 2. the birth of the
rational by an influx from the Lord into the affection of those cognitions; 3, the coming
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into existence of the genuine spiritual Doctrine; 4. the gathering of genuine rational cognitions from the
literal sense of the Writings, which, now for the first time by the operation of the Doctrine, have
become possible; 5. the coming into existence of the genuine celestial Doctrine (DE HEMELSCHE
LEER, see above, pages 14-17 and 55-65). From this it appears how greatly those err, who believe that
the spiritual, and in some places even the celestial sense in the Writings are openly visible, and that
they may be derived from the Writings by direct cognizance; it also clearly appears that even those err,
who believe that the literal sense of the Writings consists of rational truths, which may be derived by
man through direct sensual cognizance. From this passage and the following which will here be
elucidated, it will become evident that the letter of the Writings, just as the letter of the Old and the
New Testament, consists of purely natural truths, and that no man can therefrom ever receive anything
by direct cognizance but purely natural cognitions.
In the same work, "No man who does not know that there is a certain spiritual sense in the Word, as the
soul in the body, can judge of the Word in any other way than from the sense of the letter; when
nevertheless this sense is like a casket enclosing precious contents, which are its spiritual sense" (n.
192); if this passage can be applied to the Writings, this means to say that also in the Writings there is a
difference between the literal sense and the spiritual sense, as large as the difference between a simple
casket, in itself of scarcely any value and the priceless precious things it contains. So far the literal
sense of the Old and the New Testament has been regarded as the casket and the literal sense of the
Writings as those precious things. Now, however, it will appear that those who have confirmed
themselves in this concept, have not yet understood one single internal truth of the Word in general and
of the Doctrine concerning the Sacred Scripture in particular. Only in the measure in which the letter
also of the Writings is seen as letter, one begins to realize that the spiritual and the celestial, yea even
the rational, are never to be found in the letter, but only in the essential Heaven itself, that is, in the
living internal of man. In the same work; "That the Word in its
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bosom is spiritual is because it descended from Jehovah the Lord, and passed through the angelic
Heavens; and the Divine itself, which in itself is ineffable and imperceptible, in its descent was adapted
to the perception of Angels, and lastly to the perception of man. Hence the spiritual sense, which is
within the natural sense, as the soul in man, the thought of the understanding in speech, and the
affection of the will in action" (n. 193); here also it plainly appears that by the spiritual sense, which is
within the natural sense, a letter such as that of the Writings can never be meant, but only the living
perceptions in the spirit of Angels and of regenerated men. In the same work: "The spiritual sense is not
that sense which beams from the sense of the letter. The spiritual sense is not apparent in the sense of
the letter, it is interiorly within it, as the soul is in the body, or as the thought of the understanding in
the eyes, and as the affection of love in the countenance. It is this sense, especially, that makes the
Word spiritual, not only for men, but also for Angels; therefore the Word by that sense communicates
with the Heavens. Since the Word is interiorly spiritual, therefore it is written by pure
correspondences" (n. 194); as the sense of the letter of the Writings has always been regarded as the
spiritual sense itself, it seemed entirely impossible to apply such a passage to the Writings; and yet it
will become evident that the life of the Writings in the Church depends just on this. The spiritual sense

is not apparent in the sense of the letter of the Writings; it is interiorly within it, as the soul is in the
body. Since the Writings are interiorly spiritual, they have been written by pure correspondences. It
was a fundamental mistake that those passages where the Writings disclose the spiritual sense of the
Old and the New Testament were regarded as being the spiritual sense itself. In such a way the spiritual
sense can never be disclosed, for the spiritual sense is the Lord Himself. The disclosure consisted
merely in this, that the door as it were, or rather the various more and more interior doors, that give
admittance to the spiritual sense, and the road leading to the spiritual sense, were indicated; the door
and the road are the Divine Human of the Lord in the Doctrine of the Church. The literal indications in
the Writings of the spiritual sense, such as man receives them
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by direct cognizance, are, however, nothing but merely natural cognitions, they are merely vessels for
the spiritual sense, they are nothing but the science of correspondences, which, like all sciences, is
merely natural. In the same work: "There are three Heavens, the highest, the middle, and the lowest; the
highest Heaven constitutes the Lord's celestial kingdom, the middle Heaven constitutes His spiritual
kingdom, and the lowest Heaven constitutes His natural kingdom. Just as there are three Heavens, so
there are also three senses of the Word, the celestial, the spiritual, and the natural. This clearly shows of
what nature the Word is, namely that in the sense of its letter which is the natural sense, there is an
interior sense, which is the spiritual, and in this the inmost sense, which is the celestial; and thus that
the ultimate sense, which is the natural, and is called the sense of the letter, is the containant, thus the
basis and the firmament of the two interior senses. From this it follows that the Word without the sense
of its letter, would be like a palace without a foundation, and again like a temple containing many holy
things, and in the center the sanctuary, without a roof and without a wall, which are its boundaries; if
these were wanting or were taken away, the holy things of the temple would be stolen by thieves, and
violated by the beasts of the earth and by the birds of heaven, and in this way they would be scattered"
(n. 212, 213); it is evident that the essence of the Writings as the Word remains not-understood, if one
does not see how this passage is to be applied to it. The literal sense of the Writings consists, entirely as
that of the Old and the New Testament, of merely natural cognitions; the rational cognitions and the
spiritual and celestial truths lie interiorly far within it, and entirely hidden. The same is taught in the
following passages of the same work: "The truths of the sense of the letter of the Word are like the
scientifics of the natural man, which comprise within them the perceptions and affections of spiritual
truth. The naked truths themselves, which are included, contained, clothed and comprised, are in the
spiritual sense of the Word, and the naked goods are in its celestial sense. The truths and goods of the
sense of the letter of the Word are like vessels, and like clothes of the naked good and truth, which both
lie concealed in
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the spiritual and celestial sense of the Word" (n. 215). "The truths in the sense of the letter of the Word

are called its covering; the sense of the letter covers the interior things of the Word" (n. 219). "The
power of Divine Truth or of the Word is in the sense of its letter; this is, because in it the Word is in its
fullness, and because the Angels of both the Lord's kingdoms, and men, are simultaneously in that
sense" (n. 223); the literal and the internal sense of the Writings are here described, and that, just as in
the Old and the New Testament, they correspond as the natural with the spiritual; for in the
correspondence is all power, because then Heaven and the world or the spiritual and the natural are
one. That by the sense of the letter, which has the power, not the Old and the New Testament are
meant, but the Writings, clearly appears from this that the Writings are the only source of all genuine
truth for the New Church, as has been shown in the beginning of this article.
The DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE is full of similar passages, from which
the enlightened understanding may conclude that the essence of the Writings as the Word can only be
understood in the measure in which the teachings concerning the literal sense are applied to the
Writings, and in which the man of the Church, according to the prescribed order, from the literal sense
penetrates into the spiritual sense of them, and that, as long as the Church clings to the literal sense, it
remains in a purely natural state. The passages quoted are sufficient for the enlightened understanding
to be convinced of this truth, but if now attention is paid to what the DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE
SACRED SCRIPTURE reveals concerning the Doctrine of the Church, one arrives at conclusions that
are entirely decisive and do not leave the slightest doubt. We read in THE TRUE CHRISTIAN
RELIGION: "The science of correspondences, by which the spiritual sense is given, is to-day revealed,
because the Divine truths of the Church are now coming forth into light, and these are the truths of
which the spiritual sense of the Word consists. And when these truths are in man, the sense of the letter
of the Word cannot be perverted. For the sense of the letter of the Word is capable of being turned any
way; but if it is turned to favor
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what is false, then its internal holiness perishes, and its external holiness with it. But if it is turned to
what is true, then it remains" (n. 207). By "the Divine truths of the Church, of which the spiritual sense
of the Word consists" the Doctrine of the Church is signified. The genuine Doctrine of the Church, of
which the coming into existence is described in the 12th, 20th, and 26th chapters of the ARCANA
COELESTIA, is the only safeguard that the literal sense of the Writings is not perverted. That this
sense, just as the literal sense of the Old and the New Testament, may be perverted to all kinds of
heresies, clearly appears from the existence of CONFERENCE and CONVENTION. That by "the
Divine truths of the Church" not the sense of the letter of the Writings is meant, but the internal, that is,
the rational, spiritual and celestial truths, which the Church according to order acquires from the
Writings by the opening of the sense of the letter, may be evident from this passage, but it is still more
evident from the following passages of the same work: "The Word by means of the Doctrine is not only
understood, but also gives light in the understanding, for it is like a candlestick with its lights lit; a man
then sees more things than he saw before, and also understands what was before unintelligible; things
obscure and discordant he passes by without seeing them, or he sees them and explains them so that
they agree with the Doctrine. That the Word may be seen from the Doctrine and also be explained
according to it, the experience in the Christian world testifies. All the Reformed see the Word from
their doctrine, and explain the Word accordingly; the Roman-Catholics from theirs and according to it;
even the Jews from theirs and according to it; consequently falsities from a false doctrine, and truths

from a true Doctrine. It is evident, therefore, that the true Doctrine is like a lamp in the darkness, or a
guide-post by the wayside" (n. 227). By the comparison with the Doctrine of the Reformed, RomanCatholics and Jews it is here openly stated that the Doctrine of the Church takes its existence in the
Church itself, and that therefore also in the New Church a distinction must be made between the Divine
Doctrine itself, that is, the Writings in all their fullness from the Divine sense down to the literal sense,
and the Doctrine of the New Church or the Doctrine of Genuine Truth, that is, the genuine
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rational, spiritual and celestial truths, which the Church gradually acquires by the orderly opening of
the literal sense of the Writings. It is clearly shown that without such a Doctrine man does not
understand the Writings, and that, if his doctrine is false, he sees nothing but falsities in the Writings.
We read further: "From this it may be clear that those who read the Word without Doctrine are in
obscurity concerning all truth, and that their minds are wavering and unsettled, prone to error, and also
fall into heresies, which they also embrace, in case they are urged by favor or authority, and their
reputation is not endangered. For the Word is to them as a candlestick without light and they fancy they
see many things in the shade, whereas they see hardly anything, for the Doctrine alone is the lamp" (n.
228); here it clearly appears that they who read the Word without Doctrine, are in obscurity as to all
truth. From these few passages it may be evident that the Church cannot possibly interiorly understand
the Writings, unless it form for itself according to order a Doctrine which shall show it the way.
In further confirmation we shall now quote only one more passage from the same work, and, in order to
have this truth speak so much more clearly we shall each time where the words "the Word" occur, read
"the Writings" instead: "The genuine truth, which will belong to the Doctrine, appears in the sense of
the letter of the WRITINGS to those only who are in enlightenment from the Lord. Enlightenment
comes from the Lord alone, and is with those who love truths because they are truths, and make them
to the uses of life; with others there is no enlightenment in the WRITINGS. These are they who are
enlightened when they read the WRITINGS, and to whom the WRITINGS are lucid and transparent.
The WRITINGS to them are lucid and transparent because a spiritual and celestial sense are in every
part of the WRITINGS, and these senses are in the light of Heaven; therefore the Lord, by these senses
and the light therefrom inflows into the natural sense of the WRITINGS, and into the light thereof in
man. The contrary is the case with those who read the WRITINGS from the doctrine of a false religion;
but still more with them who confirm this doctrine from the WRITINGS; with such the truths of the
WRITINGS are in the shade of night, and the falsities in the light of day. They read the truths,
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but do not see them; and if they see the shadow of them, they falsify them. Consequently their light in
the spiritual things of the Church becomes merely natural" (n. 231, 232); it is not difficult to see in
these words a Divine description of the state of those who read the Writings without the rational

cognition of the Doctrine of the Church that the Writings are the Word itself; but just as in the first
state, which was natural, and which ruled up to the present, all life and true prosperity resulted from the
cognition that the Writings are the Word, so it will appear in the future that the Church will rise to its
second state, which is spiritual, only in so far as it actually applies the DOCTRINE OF THE NEW
JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE in all its particulars to the Writings.
It is evident that it was absolutely impossible to arrive at this all-dominating truth, before the Divine
origin and the Divine essence, and the great importance of the Doctrine of the Church had been shown.
And yet they saw themselves obliged, over against the attacks of the opponents of the Divinity of the
Writings, to arrive at the formulation of a "Doctrine concerning the Sacred Scripture of the Third
Testament"; but it was a self-made doctrine. Some said that the sense of the letter of the Writings was
the spiritual sense itself; they thought that the literal formulation of the Divine Doctrine, such as in the
sense of the letter of the Writings it is accommodated to the understanding of the natural mind, is that
Doctrine of the Church itself, of which it is said that it gives the light for the Word; and they thought
that the science of correspondences, which is revealed in the Writings, and which in itself is only a
system of merely natural cognitions, was the spiritual sense itself. How untenable this conception is,
and that it is based on a fallacy of the natural mind, has become evident in the foregoing. Others said
that the difference must be borne in mind between the qualities of the various provinces of the mind to
which the various Testaments are addressed; they said that the Writings were addressed to the rational
mind, and that they were a revelation in a clothing of rational truths, and the rational ideas thereof are
open even unto the Lord, so that there was no occasion here for the application of the means which in
the DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE
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have been given for the opening of the literal sense of the Word. This conception also is an evident
fallacy of natural thought. It has been shown above that man by direct sensual cognizance from the
Writings can never receive anything but merely natural cognitions. This may be confirmed by the
following passage from THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION: "The contents of the literal sense are
evident to every man, because they flow directly into the eyes; but the contents that are hidden in the
spiritual sense, are evident only to those who love truths because they are truths, and do goods because
they are goods. To such the treasure, which the literal sense covers and guards, is revealed; and these
things are those that essentially constitute the Church" (n. 244). In the explanation of the 12th, 20th and
26th chapters of the ARCANA COELESTIA, which has been given in the January and May numbers
of DE HEMELSCHE LEER (see above, p. 14-17 and 55-65), it has been shown how, as the
consequence of the gathering of those natural cognitions (Abram in Egypt), by the influx from the Lord
into the affection of those cognitions (Hagar), the rational is first born (Ishmael); how, further, by the
influx from the Lord into this rational now for the first time the spiritual Doctrine of the Church comes
into existence (Albimelech), and how, only long after that; by the operation of that Doctrine, for the
first time genuine rational cognitions may be gained (Isaac with Abimelech, A.C. 3364).
On comparing the sensual-natural ideas of the Old Testament with the rational-natural ideas of the
Writings, these latter have been mistaken for genuine rational ideas, and, as one was not aware of the
great difference, one has never realized that the way from the rational-natural ideas derived from the
literal sense of the Writings to genuine rational ideas is not one step shorter than the way from the

sensual-natural ideas of the Old Testament to genuine rational ideas. But it is an irrefutable truth that
the Church before having traveled all the length of the way just described, that is before the birth of the
Doctrine of the Church, where its Divine origin and its Divine essence is understood and
acknowledged, cannot see a single genuine rational cognition. All cognitions having come into
existence before the birth of the Doctrine of the Church, as to their essence are purely
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natural. Even this one cognition of the Divinity of the Writings, of which it was said above, that the
GENERAL CHURCH derived from it all its internal life, and that it already was a rational cognition,
because it could not be acquired from the Writings by direct cognizance, so far was not a genuine
essentially rational cognition in the full sense; for in the first natural state it could not possibly be seen
that this cognition belongs to the Doctrine of the Church, is purely Divine, and possesses Divine
authority. With this cognition, and with all the rational, spiritual and celestial things, which in that first
state, in itself a purely natural state, have given life to the Church and conjoined it to the Lord, it is the
same case as with the intellectual, the spiritual of charity and the celestial of innocence, which is
granted even to a child by way of an unmerited advance, long before these truly human things have
really become the child's property. For in the first natural state it could not be otherwise than that the
Lord in this way as an advance should grant to the Church those rational cognitions which for that state
were of vital importance and therefore indispensable; for without the realization that the Writings are
Divine, the Church could not even have derived from them any genuine natural cognitions. But it was
more a presentiment and a most general idea of the Divinity of the Writings, than a rational
understanding thereof in the essential particulars. That the Writings are the Word may now for the first
time be rationally understood in particulars, now that it appears in particulars that the DOCTRINE
CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE must be applied to them without any difference or
reserve. In the measure in which the Church will now acknowledge the Divine origin, the Divine
essence and the Divine authority of its genuine Doctrine, acquired as from itself, it will, from its state
of infancy be introduced into its adult state with its genuine rational, spiritual and celestial things; for
the Doctrine of the Church is the only and indispensable basis for the imparting of the Holy Spirit;
without the Doctrine of the Church even the Writings remain a dead letter, and the interior degrees of
the mind remain closed.
From this it is evident how the conception that the difference must be borne in mind between the
qualities of the
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various provinces of the mind to which the various Testaments have been addressed, and that the
Writings offer no occasion for the application of the revealed means for the opening of the literal sense,
rests on a confusion of the rational-natural with the rational itself. The principal means of opening the

literal sense is the Doctrine of the Church or the Doctrine of Genuine Truth, and without this Doctrine
also the Writings are a candlestick without light. But even as regards the science of correspondences, it
is evident that this too is indispensable for the interior understanding of the Writings; for the Writings
contain, besides the rational-natural ideas, which constitute its main material, and which, in fact, are a
kind of correspondences different from the sensual correspondences of the Old Testament, also a
fullness of sensual-natural ideas, derived from the visible things of the world, which first must all be
opened according to order with the assistance of the science of correspondences, before man by means
of the Doctrine of the Church can approach the spiritual sense of the Writings.
From this it may now appear what is meant by the "disclosed Arcana", and by the removal of the veil in
the Memorable Relation of THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION (n. 508), and by the words: Nunc
Licet, "Now it is permitted": the Word in the sense of the letter of the Third Testament remains for the
purely natural man a closed book, but the means to "enter intellectually into the arcana of faith" (T. C.
R. 508) have now been given; those means are the Science of Correspondences, the Doctrine of
Genuine Truth or the Genuine Doctrine of the Church, and Enlightenment from the Lord.
(To be concluded)
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FROM THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP
Extract from the Minutes of the Meetings
of Saturday, April 5th, and Saturday, May 3rd, 1930.
The memorandum calling these meetings together reads as follows: Review by the Rev. Pfeiffer of Mr.
Groeneveld's address of December 7th, 1929, on The Coming of the Lord in the Doctrine of the Church
(see above, p. 38).
REV. ERNST PFEIFFER at these two meetings gave the following elucidation of Mr, Groeneveld's
address on The Coming of the Lord in the Doctrine of the Church: It is first shown that all Churches
before the Coming of the Lord on earth, because they were without the Divine Human as a basis for
their thought, were entirely dependent on purely external things for their conjunction with the Lord.
Only with the assumption and glorification of the human and with the revelation afterwards of the
Divine essence thereof, was the possibility given of an internal basis for the Church on earth. Before
the glorification of the human and the revelation of the Divine Human the human race had no other
basis for its thought than the visible creation or nature. In that sense all Churches before the Coming of
the Lord were only external or natural Churches, even the Adamic Church, of which it is said that it
was a celestial Church, and the Noachic Church, of which it is said that it was a spiritual Church. This
was also the reason why all these Churches have perished. The first Church which might have become
an internal Church, was the Christian Church, but it did not avail itself of this possibility. The New
Church on the basis of the Divine Human will become an internal Church, it is the first Church which
according to its proper essence is an internal Church, and indeed not only a spiritual Church, but it is
the essentially celestial Church; and this is the reason why it will never perish and why it is called the

Crown of Churches.
With the man of the Adamic Church the mind was opened from the most external or sensual degree to
the most internal or interior rational degree, that is even into Heaven and unto the Lord. But the
Adamite could have no single thought unless it was grounded on the sensual and therefore on the
visible
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creation or nature. He lived in an earthly paradise; the nature which surrounded him was then in its
perfect Divine state, such as it had come forth from the hand of the Creator, untainted by any human
violence, or by any influence from the hells, which then did not yet exist. The Adamite lived in these
paradisiacal surroundings as on his proper earth and in his proper world, like a child. His mind being
open unto the interior rational, he took in everything that he sensually perceived in an internal manner;
in everything he saw Divine and celestial things; his state was entirely analogous to that of the Angels
themselves, and therefore he had open communication with Heaven. But without the basis of the
sensual connection with his earthly paradise he could have no single thought. If he should have been
removed from his paradisiacal surroundings, he would soon have perished, like a small child in the
desert. An Adamite, for instance, in an environment such as ours, would not have remained alive one
day; at the first sight of our sham civilization and of the violence to nature of which the human race is
making itself guilty, he would at once have swooned with terror; and as he could use his rational only
in connection with his sensual and never independently of this, like a child he would not have been able
to raise himself to another more interior reality than that of his sensual environment. In
contradistinction to the present-day merely sensual man, who even lacks the exterior rational, let alone
the interior rational, and therefore perceives only the sensual appearance of things and has not the
faintest idea of the reality behind that appearance, the Adamic man in our environment would see
through the sensual as through a perfectly transparent glass, and he would not be able to perceive
anything but the reality hidden behind the appearance. From this it clearly appears that as long as the
Adamic Church remained in its untainted celestial state and did not disturb the order of its visible
paradise by the influence of any evil, the sensual basis for its interior rational thought and thereby for
its conjunction with the Lord and its continuance as a celestial Church remained assured; but that by
the first coming into existence of evil and falsity and the necessarily accompanying representation
thereof in the phenomena of the surrounding nature, the real basis of its conjunction with the Lord
became affected, and that even thereby the entire Church was
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doomed to its gradual decline. From this it also appears in what sense the Adamic Church was a
celestial church, and in what sense nevertheless it was a purely sensual Church. In its Golden Age it
was the properly sensual Church of the Lord in its entire Divine purity. In the light of this consideration

it also becomes clear what is meant by the description of the Adamic Church in the TRUE
CHRISTIAN RELIGION: "The Adamic Church was not in the truth, because it worshiped an invisible
God, with whom no conjunction is possible" (n. 786). The men of that Church, while they delighted in
their earthly paradise, by no means lived in the sensual or natural thereof; in everything they saw only
representations of celestial and Divine things; being celestial men, they were in the properly celestial
love, that is, in love to the Lord and in the perception of good and truth; and yet it is said of them that
they were not in the truth, because they worshiped an invisible God, with whom no conjunction is
possible. Their entire earthly paradise and all its particulars for them in fact were a representation of the
Lord; but they could not form an idea of the Lord Himself as the Divine Man, because at that time the
Natural Human of the Lord did not yet exist. Innumerable representations in fact showed them
innumerable Divine qualities of the Creator, but without the basis of the whole and all the particulars of
sensual nature they could not form a single thought concerning the Divinity. This also is the reason
why in other passages of the Latin Word it is said that all Churches before the Coming of the Lord,
therefore even the Adamic Church, were not properly internal, but only representative Churches.
With the man of the Noachic Church the interior rational was closed; with him only the exterior
rational could be opened by regeneration; consequently he was without the perception of good and
truth which constituted the life of the Adamic man, and for the recognition of truth he was dependent
on a written Word, on account of which he did not, like the Adamite, receive truth from within, but
from without. At the view of his sensual natural environment he was not able to directly perceive the
interior truth hidden within the natural, but he had first to learn the truth from the Word, and only after
that could he recognize it also in nature, in
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the measure in which the exterior rational with him was thereby opened. But in one respect the Noachic
man, like all men before the Coming of the Lord, was entirely like the Adamite, namely in this that
concerning the interior things he could not form any idea whatever, unless on the basis of his sensualnatural environment; for the Noachic Church too, was not a properly internal, but only a representative
Church. It was the time when men no longer lived alone, as in the Golden Age, but some in a
patriarchal society, others under the rule of a prince in the many kingdoms that now formed themselves
on earth. It was in the order of their social life that they saw a representation of the order of the
heavenly society and of the Lord Himself, who is Order itself. Each one recognized his social position
as the result of a spiritual order and of a Divine providence. Each one knew of no other happiness and
therefore of no other end than, from his own place assigned to him by his birth, to serve the whole;
even the meanest servant in his lowly work found such spiritual satisfaction and such internal
happiness, that the very thought of opposing himself against this order appeared to him as something
enormous and as a sin against God. From this it now clearly appears that as long as the Noachic Church
remained in the integrity of its spiritual state, and did not disturb the order of its social life by the influx
of evil loves, the sensual basis for its continuance as a spiritual Church was likewise assured; for, as has
been said, in the order of their society they saw a representation of the celestial and the Divine order
itself. But, seeing they could only use their spiritual rational, which determined the proper essence of
their Church, in connection with their sensual natural, therefore only in connection with the order of
their society and never independently thereof, it is evident that when the love of self and the love of the
world arose, which gradually completely reversed the order of their society so that might and brute

force more and more occupied the place of their former charity, then the real basis of their conjunction
with the Lord was affected, so that the entire Church was doomed to gradually perish.
From everything we know concerning the Israelitish Church, it is evident that the man of this Church as
well, was entirely
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dependent on the sensual for all his thought. The human race in this generation had become so external,
that with them even the exterior rational could no longer be opened. For the Adamite also' and the
Noachite the glory of the earth and the riches of the world were absolutely indispensable as a basis for
their religion, but they never attached any other importance to them than that those things served as a
sensual basis for their celestial and their spiritual life; the Israelite, however, whose internal was
completely closed, could no longer raise his thought to the spiritual; he acknowledged no other than the
coarse, material actuality, and no other values than those of the sensual world; he could not see the
essence of his religion otherwise than in a sensual way, and consequently he could be kept in the order
of his religion only by compulsion, by external miracles and by fear of external punishment. Entirely in
correspondence therewith is the nature of the Old Testament. For this reason it is said that the
Israelitish Church was properly speaking no longer a Church, no representative Church, such as the
Adamic and the Noachic, but only the representative of a Church. It is well known that this nation, as
long as they remained obedient to the law which had been given them from without, enjoyed a
wonderful worldly prosperity above all other nations, and that also for so long, according to the
promise of their Word, the continuance of their Church was assured. But it is likewise known that this
Church too came to an end and then the time was there, that the Lord Himself had to come into the
flesh, if the conjunction of the human race with Him were not to be definitely broken and this earth
perish entirely.
The end of the Lord's Coming was the assumption of a Human of His own, from the inmost, the Divine
Rational, to the outmost, the Divine Natural, and the revelation thereof to the human race, by which for
the first time an internal and therefore imperishable basis was given for the thought and therefore for
the conjunction with the Lord.
That the Divine Rational before the Lord's Coming did not yet exist, because the Lord then had not yet
a Natural of His own and the rational without the natural does not exist, has been shown from the NINE
QUESTIONS. The Lord then had a Rational,
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but only by means of influx into the Angelic Heaven. It was not a Divine Rational, existing in itself, but
a Rational Divine, dependent for its existence on the influx of the Divine into the Angelic Heaven and

for the requisite natural on the natural creation. It is now shown how this Rational Divine in its descent
from its interior rational, such as it ruled in the Adamic Heaven, through its exterior rational, such as it
ruled in the Noachic Heaven, and thence through its sensual rational, such as it ruled in the Israelitish
Heaven, had become so external, that in its effort to descend to the human race for the salvation
thereof, it finally assumed a Natural of its own or the natural form of a Divine Seed, which was
conceived by the virgin Mary. In a previous address (see the periodical DE WARE CHRISTELIJKE
GODSDIENST, 1929, pages 38-45, The Coming of the Lord for Conjunction with the Church) Mr.
Groeneveld has shown how in the effort of the Lord to conjoin Himself continually anew with the
human race which was becoming more and more external, each of these more and more exterior forms
of the Rational Divine had already come into existence as from a seed from the previous more interior
form of the Rational Divine.
Three truths of fundamental importance here urge themselves on our thoughts:
1. In accordance with the general order of creation the Lord, like every man, received the soul or the
internal man from His Father and the body or the external man from His mother. The Divine Seed
which the Lord received as a soul, contained in it not only the infinite soul of the Father, but also the
Rational Divine from the inmost to the outmost, or all the Rational which since creation had been given
to the human race and which then, in its more internal or more external form, constituted the basis of
the various Heavens, but now in a Natural of His own. For, it is true, man receives his body or the
internal and external natural not from his father, but from his mother, who clothes the celestial, spiritual
and rational contents of the seed conceived with an internal and an external natural; but the seed in its
purely spiritual essence would never be able to approach the mother and in her clothe itself with the
natural, unless it had
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previously clothed itself with an intermediating, very finest natural. For this reason it is said: the seed
conceived by the virgin Mary contained the infinite Divine Soul and all the Rational Divine, but now in
a Natural of His own. As regards the Lord the great importance of this truth lies in this, that this
clearly proves that His internal man, containing His Rational, down into this natural determination,
therefore down into the first beginning of His Human, was purely Divine. As regards man and the
Church, the great importance of this truth lies in this, that this proves that the genuine rational, or what
is the same, the Doctrine of the Church, precedes the natural, or, what is the same, the application of
the Doctrine; in other words, it precedes the life of the man of the Church, and therefore also his
charity, comparatively as the human seed contains the entire internal man of the child to be conceived
and the mother adds nothing internal, but only clothes it with the external or the natural. It is thus
shown that the denial of the Divinity of the Doctrine of the Church, seen from within, contains the
denial of the Divinity of the Lord Jesus Christ Himself, for the regeneration of man is an image of the
Glorification of the Lord, and, as will be seen clearly in what follows, it was principally for the sake of
the Doctrine of the Church that finally a Church might be established, which in contradistinction to all
former Churches should have an internal and therefore imperishable basis for its conjunction with Him.
2. It is a truth often expounded, in the Writings that the Holy Spirit before the Coming of the Lord
into the flesh, did not exist. The proceeding Divine was then not named the Holy Spirit, but the Spirit
of Holiness, as appears from the Old Testament, and this Spirit of Holiness was indeed nothing else

than the Rational Divine just described, such as it existed on the natural basis of the natural creation by
the influx of the Divine into the Angelic Heaven. On the strength of the words: "The Holy Spirit shall
come upon thee", in the 35th verse of the first chapter of Luke, however, it is now shown that the Holy
Spirit existed before the Lord had assumed the
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natural from the virgin Mary. It is therefore evident that the Holy Spirit first came into existence from
the own Natural which the descending Rational Divine had assumed, and that it proceeded from the
seed to be conceived by Mary. It is likewise evident that the Lord's own Divine Rational, by virtue of
which He therefore was no longer dependent on the influx into the Angelic Heaven, first came into
existence when the Rational Divine descended into this own Natural of the seed to be conceived by
Mary. For although the Divine Rational in its fullness existed only after the Lord had made His rational
Divine and glorified His human, still from the preceding consideration it is evident that the Divine
Rational in its germ was already present in the seed to be conceived. As regards the Lord the great
importance of this truth lies in this, that this clearly proves that the Holy Spirit does not proceed from
the Natural of the Divine Human of the Lord, but that it proceeds from the Divine Rational through the
Natural. As regards man the great importance of this truth lies in this, that this proves that with man the
receptacle of the Holy Spirit does not lie in the natural cognitions derived by direct cognizance from
the Latin Word (Abram in Egypt); nor in the first rational come into existence by the influx of the Lord
into the affection of those cognitions (Ishmael, Abram's son by Hagar); nor even in the spiritual
Doctrine of the Church, or the spiritual rational, come into existence, by the influx of the Lord into the
first rational (Abimelech, after the acknowledgment of Sarah as Abraham's wife); nor in the genuine
rational cognitions which now may be acquired from the literal sense by the operation of the spiritual
Doctrine of the Church (Isaac in Gerar); but first in the celestial rational or in the celestial Doctrine of
the Church, come into existence by the influx of the celestial into the spiritual rational, and which
consists in a direct revelation of good and truth by perception, far above the literal sense of the Word
(Abimelech, after the acknowledgment of Rebecca as Isaac's wife). For this perception of the celestial
Doctrine with man or this celestial rational corresponds with the Rational Divine laid down in an own
Natural, while all the preceding forms and functions of truth with
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man correspond with forms and functions of the internal and external Natural of the Lord, come into
existence by the operation of the Holy Spirit (proceeding from the Rational Divine laid down in an own
Natural), into the internal and external natural with which the Seed was clothed by Mary. The former
forms and functions of truth precede the celestial rational and afterwards are renewed by the influx of
this rational, like the forms and functions come into existence by the operation of the Holy Spirit into
the natural which was added by Mary to the Divine Seed, were afterwards made to forms and functions

of the Divine Natural. In time the former forms and functions of truth do indeed appear to precede the
celestial Doctrine, for man gradually ascends from the most external to the most internal states, as has
been clearly shown in the explanation of the 12th, 20th, and 26th chapters of the ARCANA
COELESTIA, but in reality it was the germ of the celestial rational or of the direct perception of good
and truth, or the germ of the proper celestial Doctrine, which from the beginning was present and active
as a germ to impart their real life to the preceding forms and functions of truth. When later on man has
gradually ascended consciously through the various successive degrees of truth to the celestial rational,
then for the first time that germ is actually opened and developed to its fullness, and then the influx
from there returns and according to order again descends and then first allows all the forms and
functions of truth that seemingly preceded to attain to ripeness and a full-grown state of life. To
illustrate this by an example: It has been shown how the man of the Church begins with the gathering
of genuine natural cognitions by direct cognizance from the literal sense of the Latin Word; but it now
appears that actually living and internally opened natural cognitions can be derived by direct
cognizance from the literal sense only by that man who has already lived through all the described
states unto the celestial rational. The former natural cognitions are described in the Word in the story of
Abram in Egypt, the latter in the story of Joseph in Egypt; Abram in Egypt stands for the influx into the
cognitions of the Divine which is yet above man's consciousness; Joseph in Egypt stands for the
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influx into the cognitions of the Divine which has come to man's consciousness by the opening of the
interior degrees. From this first ascending seeming influx and the then following descending actual
influx, the mutual relation and mutual operation of the genuine truth received by direct perception, or
the celestial rational truth, and the seemingly preceding forms and functions of natural truth clearly
appear. This genuine truth which actually always precedes, internally lays itself down in the forms and
functions of natural truth, entirely as the seed of the male lays itself down in the female, which conjoins
itself therewith from without; but by this the opportunity is given to the genuine truth to become life in
the natural and natural actuality; in its descent it has impressed its stamp on the natural and has given it
a new form more in accordance with the Divine order; from this renewed natural man arrives at new
natural cognitions, and from there a new ascending seeming influx begins along the same steps as
before, unto the celestial rational, by which this, in agreement with the much wider basis it has now
found, brings forth an entirely new and so much larger wealth of Divine truths. From this new celestial
rational an actual influx now in its turn descends again into the outmost of the natural, and so on, again
and again. This is the internal sense of the ladder of Jacob, on which the Angels ascend and descend;
and this is the reason why all genuine truths are always entirely new; and this is the internal reason why
the Crown of Churches is called the NEW Church. It is therefore evident that the receptacle of the Holy
Spirit and therefore the real source of genuine truth with man does not lie in the literal sense, but in the
celestial rational, far above the literal sense of the Word. This is meant by the following passage in the
ARCANA COELESTIA: "With the Doctrine the case is this: so far as what is human, that is, sensual,
scientific and rational, is that from which the doctrine is believed to be true, so far the doctrine is
nought; but so far as what is sensual, scientific, and rational is removed, that is, so far as the Doctrine is
believed without this, so far the Doctrine lives, for so far the Divine flows in. It is the things proper to
the human which hinder the influx and
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the reception" (n. 2538); for the sensual cognitions and the scientifics and the rational conclusions,
from the literal sense of the Latin Word, in themselves are merely natural and merely human without
the influx from the Lord through the soul and the celestial rational, which is the inmost of the human
and therefore the first receptacle of the Divine influx. This also proves that the Latin Word, by which
for the first time admittance to the genuine rational things or to the celestial rational has been given, is
the proper Word of the Holy Spirit; and this proves that the New Church is the proper Church of the
Holy Spirit, and that the New Church, in its proper meaning only begins there where the human mind is
opened unto the celestial rational, or where the celestial Doctrine exists in the conscious mind of man,
and that all former states are only states of preparation.
3. In accordance with the general law that the seed of the father which contains the rational
descended from the soul into the natural, is clothed by the mother with the natural, this being both the
internal and the external natural, it is said that the Divine Seed of the Lord in the body of the virgin
Mary was clothed with the internal and the external natural. But on the strength of the words of the
Angel Gabriel to Mary "that Holy Thing which shall be born of thee, shall be called the Son of God" in
the 35th verse of the first chapter of Luke, it is now shown that the Divine which was conceived by
Mary, even in the time between the conception and the birth, wrought a regeneration of the natural
assumed from Mary, seeing the Son of God is the Divine Human, and without such a regeneration not a
Divine Human, but only an ordinary human could have been born. Without doubt this Divine work of
regeneration in the time between the conception and the birth is described in the internal sense of the
Old Testament in the first eleven chapters of Genesis preceding the story of Abraham, with which story
the description of the Lord's life after His birth commences. This has already been felt by some of the
writers in the GENERAL CHURCH. The great importance of this truth as regards the Lord is that this
clearly proves that at the Lord's birth all the essential of the natural of the
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human was already Divine, or that the Divine Human in germ was present already, and that the natural
from Mary was added only from without, although at the same time it is evident that the Divine Human
did only develop in the measure in which the Lord glorified the human, and that it did not exist in its
fullness until the Lord had completely put off the natural from Mary. The great importance of this truth
as regards man is that this proves that already before the birth, that is, already before the coming to
light, of the good of man's life, which corresponds with the Lord's Natural, its entire essence is
determined by the internal man, or what amounts to the same, by the genuine rational, or what also
amounts to the same, by the Doctrine of the Church; that without such a preceding determination all the
good in the natural of man is not genuine; that with man the state of the natural or his life depends
entirely on the state of the Doctrine of Genuine Truth in his internal mind, and that therefore the man
who denies that the Doctrine of the Church is Divine, such as according to order it must come into
existence in the mind, is in danger of withdrawing himself from the Lord's influx.

It has been said that the Lord's Coming on earth had the double end, first, of bringing an internal and
thereby imperishable basis for the conjunction of the Lord and the human race by the assumption of an
own Human and second, of making possible for the human race the access to this means of conjunction
by the revelation of the Divine essence of this Human. The final end of the Coming was the
establishing of an imperishable celestial Church. By the preceding considerations it has become evident
that this Human, in which the Lord is now present on earth, is purely Divine as to all its origin, and all
its progress, from the inmost, the Divine Rational, to the outmost, the Divine Natural. By this therefore
the first end of the Lord's Advent had been attained. It is now explained how the Divine essence of the
Human was revealed to the human race, how thereby finally an indissoluble conjunction, was brought
about and the establishment of an imperishable Church accomplished.
The history of the human race after the Lord's Coming has shown however that the establishment of
that imperishable Church had
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once more to be preceded, by way of preparation, by a perishable Church, the first Christian Church.
The essence of this Church and the cause of its decline are now clearly shown.
It has been said that in the Divine Human there had been given to the human race an internal basis for
conjunction with the Lord, in contradistinction to the external basis of the natural creation on which the
human race was dependent before the Advent. By the words "an internal basis" is not only meant that
the Divine Human from the inmost, the Divine Rational, to the outmost, the Divine Natural, contains
all the essential natural both in the spiritual and in the natural world, but also that thereby the basis for
conjunction with man was removed from the outside world to his inner world, therefore into himself;
for the Divine Human of the Lord makes all human principles of the human spirit from the inmost, the
rational, to the outmost, the natural. It is evident that Angels and men before the Lord's Advent were
not Angels and men directly or immediately from the Lord, but mediately through the Heavens; but
from the time that the Divine Human existed, each man born into the world now carries a seed or germ
of the Divine Human in himself, so that, if during his life in this world he opens this germ by
regeneration from the outmost thereof, the natural, to the inmost thereof, the rational, he hereby
becomes a son of Man. This is meant by the Lord's words: "Verily, verily, I say unto you, except ye eat
the flesh of the Son of Man, and drink His blood, ye have no life in you. Whoso eateth My flesh, and
drinketh My blood, hath eternal life" (John 6:53, 54), and by the words: "Abide in Me, and I in you"
(John 15; 4). In order to make possible for men the development of this germ of the genuine human in
them, the Lord had to reveal to them the essence of the Divine Human. The state of the human race at
the time of the Lord's Coming was not of such a nature that without preparation it could have received
a revelation of the Divine Human in its entirety. Not only was that state so external that they could not
even have understood the rational things from the Divine Human, there was great danger of their
perverting into evil and falsity the natural things from the Divine Human, which in that first state were
all they could understand and receive; and if at that time, besides the natural things, the rational things
as well had been revealed to them, these would gradually have been destroyed by them, and with that
Church the entire
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human race would then have perished for ever.
It is known that the Christian Church did actually succumb in this danger. For this reason only the
natural things from the Divine Human were revealed to the first Christian Church, and in no way the
rational things. The New Testament therefore contains a revelation of the Natural of the Divine Human
only. Indeed it carries the thought of man above the natural world, for it proclaims a kingdom which is
not of this world; but on account of the lack of the rational things, which can be brought to light only
by the revelation of the Rational of the Divine Human, the ideas the first Christians formed of the
Kingdom of Heaven, remained of a merely natural kind. The Lord could not explain to them the
essence of the Divine and celestial things in rational ideas; He could only as from a distance show these
things to them by parables. The essence of this Natural which the Christians received from the Divine
Human was the good of genuine natural charity.
But the natural can never exist without a rational. The natural without the rational is not human; for the
human begins in the inmost of the rational and the rational together with the natural forms the human.
But seeing the access to the rational could not yet be given to that Church by a written Word, an
internal unconscious influx of the rational was given to it by the Lord, and this is what is to be
understood by the "pouring out of the Holy Spirit" described in the Acts of the Apostles. It was only on
the strength of this unconscious influx of the Holy Spirit, which was imparted to every member of that
Church who believed in the Lord and shunned evil as sin against Him, that the natural with them also
partook of the rational and was thereby inspired and human. It is by the operation of the rational that an
interior natural comes into existence in the natural, by which the natural is directed not only outwards
or to the worldly things, but also inwards or to the heavenly things. On the basis of the Divine Human,
which as regards the Natural was revealed to it in the New Testament, and by the pouring out of the
Holy Spirit, the Christian Church might gradually according to order have opened all degrees of the
natural from the most external to the most internal, and might thereby have prepared itself for the
Lord's Second Coming and the revelation of the Rational of His Human. But that Church did not long
keep itself to the basis of the Divine Human. It soon lost sight of the Divine Human and again paid full
attention only to the natural creation
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with its corporeal and worldly things. No longer did they see the essence of religion in internal worship
of the Lord and in genuine internal natural charity, but in the most external worship and in the most
external charity and in the most external faith in a dead letter and in a dead doctrine; with an external
demonstration of the greatest piety this Church internally was being completely destroyed by evil and
falsity.
(To be concluded).
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EDITORIAL BY THE REV. ERNST PFEIFFER.
It has been shown above that by the "disclosed Heavenly Arcana" the genuine truths of the Church are
meant, which determine the spiritual understanding of the Divine essence of the things which make the
Church and Heaven. It is now said: the disclosed Heavenly Arcana are contained in the Explanation. In
the literal sense these words signify that the genuine truths for the New Church, that is, the truths by
which the Church may come into the internal light of the Word are not to be found directly in the Old
or in the New Testament, but only in the Third Testament; for the Third Testament is the explanation of
the Old and the New Testament. That by the "Explanation" the Third Testament is meant, is evident.
The Latin word explicatio, which in accordance with what so far has been customary, we have
translated by "explanation", really means "unfolding", and this concept indicates that the Divine Truth
or the Word, which in its inmost is the Divine Good, in its descent through the various Heavens into the
natural world was repeatedly as it were folded together in ever more external and therefore ever coarser
folds, down into the literal sense which is the most external and the coarsest fold. The man of the New
Church who according to order penetrates to the internal degrees of the Word may form for himself an
idea of how this folding of the Divine Truth, in its descent, must have taken place. It is based on this,
that, as is well known from the Writings, the truth of each higher degree in its descent becomes the
good of the successive lower degree, and this successively
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down into the natural or down into the literal sense. By this continually repeated movement up and
down in the gradual descent there is brought about an actual folding together of the Divine Truth, as
will appear still more clearly from what follows, and for this reason the explanation of the Word
actually consists in an unfolding. The Third Testament therefore must be seen as an unfolding of the
Old and the New Testament. But the nature of this unfolding can only be understood if one is able in
thought as it were to follow how in reality it happened at the time. For such as the Writings in their
literal sense now lie before the eyes of the natural man, they are no longer properly an unfolding. On
the contrary, the Divine Truth is there again folded in the same way as in the Old and the New

Testament, for it is again the Divine Truth which in its inmost is the Divine Goad, and which, having
descended through the various Heavens, has been laid down in a natural or literal sense. The proper
unfolding of the Old and the New Testament happened at the time when the Third Testament was
written by Swedenborg from the Lord. It was an absolutely Divine and infinite unfolding; it was in
reality a cosmic unfolding. It was only by an exceptional preparation that Swedenborg could serve as a
means to this end. This unfolding of the Divine Truth took place at the end of the first Christian church,
when its consummation was there, as it had adulterated and falsified all the good and all the truth of the
Word. The REVELATION OF JOHN is nothing but a complete description of this Divine unfolding of
the Truth.
This appears from all the essential particulars, such as they have been made known in the
APOCALYPSE REVEALED and in the APOCALYPSE UNFOLDED: the examination of the church
in the spiritual world with respect to the understanding of the Word in seven successive states of
adulteration and falsification (the opening of the seven seals); the influx of the Divine Truth (the seven
Angels standing before God and the seven trumpets); the Last Judgment; the establishment of the New
Heaven and the New Church. The above mentioned works describe how the opening of the seven seals
and the blowing of the seven trumpets was accompanied with great changes in the entire spiritual
world. The opening of the seals and the blowing of the trumpets means
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nothing but the successive opening of the above described folds of Divine Truth. Each time that one of
the folds was opened and the genuine truth of the respective degree was revealed, the opposite evil and
falsity of the imaginary heavens also clearly appeared. In this way the universal Last Judgment was
accomplished by this Divine and cosmic unfolding of the Word.
In this way the Third Testament is in fact an Explicatio, that is, an unfolding of the Old and of the New
Testament. But when the Writings were laid down in the natural world in a literal sense, the Divine
Truth was again folded along the same degrees, from the most internal to the most external in as many
folds as before. In their number they are necessarily as many, for their number is determined by the
number of the degrees along which the Divine Truth descends, but as to their essence the folds indeed
are entirely different, as clearly appears from the great difference between the literal senses of the
Three Testaments. For the essence of the Third Testament, from its inmost fold to its outmost fold, the
literal sense, is now completely determined by the changes which by the Second Coming of the Lord,
out of His Divine Human have taken place in the spiritual world. The literal sense of the Third
Testament, just as that of the Old and the New Testament, in itself consists entirely of merely natural
scientifics, but as the Third Testament is a revelation of the Divine Rational, they are not sensualnatural, but rational-natural scientifics, and the means which make possible the unfolding of these
folds, and therefore the way which leads to the interior degrees of truth, are there clearly visible for any
one who from the love of truth approaches the literal sense.
It is therefore quite evident that the Third Testament is indeed in itself an unfolding of the Word, but
that as to its literal sense, such as we take direct cognizance of from without, it must be unfolded anew,
if man is not to remain in merely natural scientifics; for the proper rational, the spiritual and the

celestial, can never lie in sensual cognizance alone, but it consists in internal states to which man
according to order must raise himself, and this raising consists in the successive opening of the folds of
truth; it
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becomes possible only by clearing away hindrances ever more difficult to overcome and it is therefore
accompanied with ever heavier trials and temptations. For every man who is being regenerated first
enters into the natural state of the Church and thereby is received among the Angels of the lowest
Heaven. Only much later does he come into the spiritual state of the Church and in communication
with the Angels of the second Heaven, let alone the celestial state and communication with the Angels
of the third Heaven. But the spiritual sense of the Word can only be understood by the spiritual man
and the celestial sense only by the celestial man. From this it is evident that for man in the first state it
is entirely impossible to receive even the smallest particular of the spiritual sense. The reason that he
believes by the cognizance of the literal sense of the Latin Word to see the spiritual sense already, is
that indeed even in the first state the spiritual and celestial from his internal man are present and active,
for by this it becomes possible that, still being a merely natural man, he is nevertheless already received
into Heaven, howbeit only the lowest Heaven. But what man in that state sees in the Writings is by no
means the spiritual sense, it is so far only a spiritual-natural sense.
For this reason it is expressly stated of the literal sense of the Writings: "This is the natural sense out of
the spiritual sense, and it is called the internal sense and further the spiritual-natural sense" (A.E. 1061).
The belief that the Writings are the spiritual sense itself, therefore involves the contention that man can
immediately become spiritual, without first having been natural. - Moreover it already appears from the
words "the disclosed Heavenly Arcana are contained in the Explanation" that the genuine truths are
never in man's immediate grasp, or open to view, but that they lie hidden in a containant or in a vessel,
or rather in a system of containants or a system of vessels, and may only be obtained by the fulfillment
of certain conditions. The Latin word for "contained" is continentur, that is "held together". It may be
evident already from the use of these words continentur in Explicatione, that is, the genuine truths "are
held together in the Explanation", that the Explanation here again is folded together in a literal sense,
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and that therefore the Third Testament before the eye of the natural man does not appear in its internal
sense but in a literal sense; for it is said: sensus litterae Verbi est CONTINENS sensus spiritualis et
caelestis ejus, "the sense of the letter of the Word is the containant of its spiritual and celestial sense"
(S.S. 27), and in the same number: ultimum est CONTINENS,"the last is the containant", and as the
"Explanation" by the words continentur in Explicatione is characterized as a CONTINENS or as a
"containant", it is therefore evident that in the Writings it is not open to view in its spiritual and
celestial sense, but that it has again been folded together into a literal sense.
The Third Testament in itself was a Divine and infinite and cosmic unfolding of the Word. But such as
in its literal sense it now lies before our eyes, it must again be unfolded if the man of the Church is to
penetrate to the internal sense and not to remain in merely natural scientifics. But in speaking here of a

new unfolding, it should still be known that it never is an infinite unfolding of Divine Truth itself, such
as that which happened at the time of the Last Judgment and from which the Word of the Third
Testament came forth; this new unfolding, which is done by man as of himself corresponds to the
infinite unfolding of Divine Truth, as the regeneration of man to the Glorification of the Lord. It is
nothing but this unfolding that is meant by the Doctrine of Genuine Truth or by the genuine Doctrine of
the Church. That no man from himself is able to open the folds of truth, but that also this unfolding,
which is done by the man of the Church as from himself, in reality is the work of the Lord, is quite
evident. Who can deny that not only the infinite unfolding, which took place at the end of the old
church, but this new unfolding as well is meant by the words in the REVELATION OF JOHN, that no
man can open the book and break the seals and see it but the Lord?
The unfolding of the literal sense of the Latin Word, by which the genuine truths come forth to light
has been thus described in the ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 9025: "By scientific truths are meant truths
which are from the literal sense of the Word. The general truths therefrom are such as are received
among people generally, and consequently are in
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general discourse. There are very many such truths and they prevail with much force"; that this is
applicable to the Latin Word as well, is evident. General truths of this kind, which every member of the
New Church, even the most simple, readily quotes, so that they have become the self-evident common
property of all, are for instance the following: that the Lord Jesus Christ is the only God; that evil must
be shunned as sin against Him; that the Word is the Divine Truth, and that it, has an internal sense; that
there is a Heaven and a hell, and a judgment after death. But these are only the most general; there are
innumerable general truths, for every particular truth may become a general truth, and therefore the
common property of all, even of the most simple, if in its turn it is unfolded as to its particulars. "But
the literal sense of the Word is for the simple, for those who are being initiated into the interior truths
of faith, and for those who do not apprehend interior things; for this sense is according to the
appearance before the sensual man, thus is according to the apprehension. Hence it is that in this sense
things frequently appear dissimilar, and as it were contradictory, to each other. As such truths are from
the literal sense of the Word, they are called scientific truths, and they differ from the truths of faith
which are of the Doctrine of the Church; for the latter arise from the former by explanation ("per
explicationem", properly therefore, "by unfolding").

Be it known that the true Doctrine of the Church is that which is here called the internal sense; for in
the internal sense are truths such as the Angels have in Heaven. Among priests, and among the men of
the Church, there are those who teach and who learn the truths of the Church from the literal sense of
the Word; and there are those who teach and who learn from Doctrine drawn from the Word, which is
called the Doctrine of faith of the Church. The latter differ very much from the former in perception.
Those who teach and who learn only the literal sense of the Word without the Doctrine of the Church
as a guide, apprehend only those things which belong to the natural or external man; whereas those
who teach and who learn from true Doctrine drawn from the Word, understand also the things which

are of the spiritual or internal man. The reason is that the Word in the external or literal sense is natural,
but in the internal sense is spiritual". Here the unfolding of the truth from the literal sense by the man of
the Church is expressly
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spoken of. Only by the opening of the folds of truth does man arrive at the true Doctrine of the Church.
The Doctrine of the Church consists of such truths as the Angels have in Heaven; it is expressly said:
the true Doctrine of the Church is the internal sense. But as the Divine origin and the Divine essence of
the Doctrine of the Church have thus far not been known, it was thought that the Latin Word itself was
meant by that Doctrine, and by the literal sense only that of the Old and the New Testament. That this,
however, is an appearance of natural thought clearly appears from all the particulars, especially from
the difference that is made between the priests and the men of the Church who teach and who learn
from the literal sense only, and those who teach and who learn from the Doctrine drawn from the
Word; for there are in the New Church no priests and men who teach and who learn from the literal
sense of the Old and the New Testament only. The innumerable scientific truths of which the literal
sense of the Latin Word consists are open to an ever deeper unfolding to eternity. Therefore not only
the above mentioned most general truths which have been taken up into the general creeds of the
Church, but all truths from the literal sense, for, as has already been stated: "by scientific truths are
meant the truths which are from the literal sense" (A.C. 9025).

That the truths which are contained in the Latin Word are inexhaustible, and that the man of the Church
must penetrate ever more deeply into the understanding thereof, is a truth which for a long time already
has been acknowledged by the Church; but that this penetrating into the ever deeper arcana is based on
an orderly unfolding along the discrete degrees of the human mind, of which unfolding the
DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE indicates the three principal means namely, the Science of Correspondences, the Doctrine of Genuine Truth or the genuine Doctrine of the
Church, and Enlightenment from the Lord - this has thus far remained hidden from the Church.
The words the Heavenly Arcana which are disclosed in the Sacred Scripture or the Word of the Lord,
are contained in the Explanation, therefore signify that the genuine truths for the Church are contained
in the Latin Word, but that nevertheless they remain hidden, unless the literal
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sense thereof is unfolded by the genuine Doctrine of the Church along the folds of truth. The words
which is the Internal Sense of the Word signify that the Latin Word is indeed the internal sense, but
only when it is read not from without but from within. The words as to the quality of this sense, see,

signify that the genuine truths or the internal sense are for the man of the Church, and that he should
not remain in the literal sense alone. This appears from the signification of the word see, being the
opening of the understanding.
What has been shown concerning it from experience, and moreover in the text. In the internal sense of
these words the order of the unfolding of truth is now clearly indicated. The words what has been
shown concerning it from experience, signify the ascent of the forms of truth out of the natural, that is,
the good of truth, or the apparent, natural, influx; and the words and moreover in the text, signify the
forms of the Doctrine of the Church, that is, the truth of good, or the actual, spiritual, influx.
That by "experience" the ascent of the forms of truth out of the natural, that is, the good of truth, or the
apparent, natural, influx is meant, and by the "text" the forms of the Doctrine of the Church, that is, the
truth of good, or the actual, spiritual influx, will now be shown. The ascending forms of truth out of the
natural are the forms of truth in the natural along which man, according to order, must gradually ascend
to the inmost of his mind, the celestial rational. It has repeatedly been shown above, how the man, who
wishes to penetrate to the internal things of the Word, must begin by acquiring a wealth of natural
cognitions from the literal sense of the Latin Word through direct or sensual cognizance (Abram in
Egypt); how afterwards by the influx of the internal man (Abram) into the affection of those cognitions
(Hagar) the first rational (Ishmael) is born; how further by the influx of the internal man into this
rational the spiritual Doctrine of the Church comes into existence (Abimelech); how, by the operation
of the spiritual Doctrine, now, for the first time, rational cognitions may be acquired from the literal
sense (Isaac in Gerar, A.C. 3364); and how finally by the influx of the internal man into the spiritual
rational the celestial Doctrine of the Church comes into existence (Abimelech,
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after the acknowledgment of Rebecca as Isaac's wife). These are the principal elements of the Doctrine
of the Church. To demonstrate, however, as to the essential particulars how the Doctrine of the Church
in its successive degrees must be seen as the successive opening of the folds of truth, such as it has
been described in the internal sense of the REVELATION OF JOHN under the representation of the
opening of the seven seals and the blowing of the seven trumpets, this would require a whole work by
itself. Within the scope of this article we may limit ourselves to showing first in principle, and
afterwards with the aid of a few examples, that indeed by the concepts of "experience" and "text" the
two essential elements of the unfolding of truth are meant. We see here a striking example of how in
the Third Testament also the natural signification of a text must be put entirely aside, if one wishes to
arrive at the internal sense thereof. If the Writings are the Word and if they are of significance also to
the Angels the words "experience" and "text" here must have an entirely different meaning from that
arrived at by literal reading. For in the letter these words are no more than a purely formal and as to its
contents an insignificant editorial indication, which for the Angels would be of absolutely no value. It
is therefore of importance in this connection to bear in mind what has been said on this point in the
Writings: "The internal sense is of such a nature that all things in general and in particular are to be
understood abstractedly from the letter, just as if the letter did not exist; for in the internal sense is the
soul and the life of the Word, which do not become manifest unless the sense of the letter as it were
vanishes. Thus, from the Lord, do the Angels perceive the Word when it is being read by man" (A.C.
1405).

The now following explication will show that the Latin Word also has been laid down in a merely
natural letter which by correspondence is the basis, the containant and the firmament of its spiritual and
its celestial sense (S.S. 27).
All experience comes to man from without; this is its proper characteristic. And as all that comes to
man from without belongs to the natural world, it follows that all experience has reference to the
natural. It is the natural in which all experience occurs, and outside of the natural no experience is
conceivable. And it is a well known truth that
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all the rational, all the spiritual and all the celestial, that is to become the conscious possession of man,
must be born in the natural. For this reason the word "nature" in the original language means birth. For
this reason, too, it is impossible for an Angel to be created in the spiritual world and all spirits and
Angels have first been born men into the natural world. Experience therefore signifies the material
which is supplied by man from the natural world for the upbuilding of his spirit. Whereas, however, in
the internal sense nothing else is ever signified by the natural than the natural sense of the Word, as all
the natural that is not from the Word lies beyond the borders of the Church, and the man of the Church
knows that the genuine material for the upbuilding of his spirit is never to be found in nature itself but
only in the natural sense of the Word, therefore experience signifies nothing else than the truths derived
from the literal sense of the Word. Whereas, however, as has been shown above, the truths for the New
Church are not to be found directly in the letter of the Old and the New Testament, but only in the letter
of the Third Testament, therefore experience properly signifies the literal sense of the Third Testament.
The great importance of this truth will become clearly apparent in the following, for thereby it will be
evident that the Doctrine of the Church is not genuine unless it is founded on the literal sense of the
Latin Word. But the truths from the literal sense of the Word never really belong to any one's
experience before he applies them to life, for the proper signification of "to experience" is not only to
come across a thing casually, but it is to realize, to learn to know, to follow up, to live. This now
indeed, is the orderly commencement of regeneration itself and therefore also of the unfolding of truth,
namely that man applies to life the scientifics he takes up from the literal sense of the Latin Word and
which he accepts as truths. In this way the truth in his mind is raised to the good of that truth, and
therefore the proper signification of experience is the good of truth.
The word "text" in the Latin signifies a texture, a tissue, and even for the ordinary thought it is not
difficult to see that this idea may be applied to the text of a book and also to a doctrine. As to the
internal sense of the word "tissue",
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"weaving", "weaver", we read in the ARCANA COELESTIA: "That the words the work of a weaver
signify out of the celestial, is evident from the signification of "the work of the weaver", as being out of
the celestial. By "work" is signified that which is done, or which comes forth, thus that which is out of
something else; and "the weaver" denotes him who causes the thing to be or to come forth, therefore it
is the celestial, for out of and through this the spiritual comes forth" (n. 9915). From this it clearly
appears that by a texture or a tissue a work out of the celestial is meant, and it will now be shown that
the Doctrine of the Church is indeed a work out of the celestial, and that therefore the "text" signifies
the Doctrine.
The progress of man in the unfolding of truth or in the forming of the genuine Doctrine is based on an
ascent and a descent along the successive ever higher degrees of good and truth, which is represented in
the Word by the ladder of Jacob on which the Angels ascended and descended, as already shown in the
preceding. Before the transition to a higher degree is possible, an ascent as well as a descent must
therefore have taken place in the lower degree. For by the descent the truth from which one has started
in this ascent, is so influenced by the good attained, and opened as to its internal essence, that it may
now serve as a basis for ascending to the next higher degree. It can now be seen that by each ascent and
descent one of the folds of truth is unfolded, and that man may thus climb from degree to degree even
to the inmost, the celestial rational; for as has been shown above, the folds have come into existence
because in the descent of the Divine Truth the truth of each higher degree becomes the good of the next
lower degree, whereas it now appears that in man's ascent along those folds, the good of each lower
degree becomes the truth of the next higher degree. The ascent from the truth of the letter to the good
of life which is taught by that truth, is meant by "experience", and the tissue that the Lord weaves in the
descent out of this good with man or out of this celestial (for the good is the celestial), is meant by the
"text". Such a tissue, but in an infinite way, and not out of the good or the celestial of a man but out of
the Good of the Divine Human, is the text of the Latin Word, and such a tissue, in a finite way,
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but nevertheless out of the celestial and therefore by the Lord alone, is the genuine Doctrine of the
Church. It is now clearly seen that the state of experience which precedes in every degree, is nothing
but the state in which a man out of truth strives after good, that is out of the natural to a spiritual state,
and the state of the weaving, which in every degree follows the experience, is nothing but the state in
which man is out of good in truth, that is, out of the celestial in a spiritual state. This is the reason why
it is said that the Doctrine is spiritual out of celestial origin (A.C. 2496); for as to its essence the
Doctrine in all its degrees is spiritual, as it consists in a spiritual ordination of truth; and as to its origin
it is celestial, for a doctrine is never the genuine Doctrine unless it comes into existence out of 'the
celestial of the internal man. For man begins by taking up the truth from without and he ascends to the
good of truth. In this state truth seemingly has the first place and good the second, for truth then regards
good as its end, and good seemingly comes forth from truth. In the state of experience therefore there is
to all appearance a natural-influx; whereas, in reality, even in this state it is good which raises truth to
itself; and that the entire process in reality is based on an internal or spiritual influx, openly appears in
the state of the weaving, which follows the state of experience. For this reason it is said that
"experience" signifies the apparent natural influx, and the "text" the actual spiritual influx. Man

remains in the first or preparatory state until truth has been so deeply engraved in his will that he no
longer has to strive after good from truth and conquer himself, but that the good of truth rules in him as
his proper joy and as the freedom of his life.

When this summit of the ascent has been reached an inversion of state takes place: good now comes in
the first place, and truth, as proceeding from good, in the second. From the height attained, that is, out
of the good or out of the celestial, man now perceives that truth is not the origin of good, but good the
origin of truth. By raising truth out of the natural to good he has opened truth; he has as it were
removed a garment or a cover from good and he sees that the proper essence of truth is good; he clearly
recognizes that truth out of the natural is only a vessel and good the essential contents. Truth
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out of the natural now appears to be nothing else than a coarse garment or a coarse generality as
compared to the innumerable particular truths which now, out of good come to light in his thought as
just as many qualities of good. He sees clearly that the truth from which he started was only an
appearance of truth, and that now for the first he has part in genuine truth, now that he sees it from
within, that is, out of good. Truth for him is now no longer something he has accepted from without,
but out of good he has rightfully gained it for himself as his own possession. In this way he has opened
one of the folds of truth. The internal truths of the good which forms the contents of the general truths
raised up out of the natural, by the Lord out of the good with man, have been put in a spiritual order,
which corresponds to the celestial, and thus they are brought to light. The truths which bear most
immediately on the Lord come in the center, and the other truths, according to their distance from a
clear vision of the Lord, more remote from the center, even to the circumference. This spiritual
ordination of truth is what is meant by the "weaving", and this spiritual function out of celestial origin
in the proper sense is the Doctrine of the Church. This weaving or this ordination is a Divine work, far
above the faculty of man. Here it is clearly seen that the genuine Doctrine is the Lord Himself. Man is
no more capable of this weaving or this spiritual ordination of truth than of weaving the tissues of his
body.
The proper essence of the Doctrine therefore consists in a weaving or in a spiritual ordination of truth,
and the tissue that in this way comes forth and is laid down in the natural, that is, is taken up into the
memory and is spoken or written down, is what is meant by the "text". If man now out of the celestial,
or from within, looks down on the letter of the Latin Word, he finds the truths of the Doctrine
confirmed therein, though he has not acquired these truths by direct cognizance, but along an internal
way, namely by a vision out of good or out of the celestial. Now it becomes clear what is meant by the
words "that the Doctrine of the Church is to be drawn from the sense of the letter of the Word, and that
it is to be confirmed thereby" (S.S. 50). For man can attain to the Doctrine, that is, to the spiritual out of
the celestial, only by raising
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the truth out of the letter to the good of this truth; this, or "experience" is meant by the words "that the
Doctrine is to be drawn from the sense of the letter" And the genuineness of the truths of that Doctrine,
that is, of the truths which man now perceives out of the celestial as so many particular qualities of
good, must appear by their actual confirmation afterwards in the literal sense itself. For in the literal
sense of the Latin Word all genuine truths are contained, but man cannot see the internal truths therein;
he passes them by, until his eyes are opened for them by the genuine Doctrine of the Church. Now it
also becomes evident what is meant by these other words "that the doctrinal is formed from the internal
sense" (A.C. 7233); for the doctrinal things are the particulars of the Word which out of the genuine
truth of the Doctrine have received an internal light and a spiritual power, by which they are now so
much the more suitable for the upbuilding of the Church; the doctrinal things therefore have not been
gathered directly from the literal sense, but they have been formed out of the internal sense, for the
genuine Doctrine of the Church is nothing else than the internal sense (A.C. 9025).- Man by the
genuine Doctrine of the Church, or by this operation out of good or out of the celestial, sees himself
taken up into the center of a spiritual kingdom, as of himself, but nevertheless from the Lord.
His dominion reaches as far as the extension of truth from good; there where the influx of truth from
good ceases, are the borders, and beyond these stretch, into the infinite, the as yet unopened regions of
the sense of the letter; for the letter of the Latin Word is infinite, and in its entirety can never be opened
by any man. It is only out of the celestial of the internal man that the genuine Doctrine of the Church
can come into existence and that the Lord in man is able to weave a pure texture and man thus able to
speak or to write an orderly "text". It is the Lord alone who weaves everything, for He is good itself
and truth itself and the operation itself in all the things of man's regeneration. From all this it may now
clearly appear what is meant in the elucidation of the title of the ARCANA COELESTIA by the words
that the quality of the internal sense may be seen "from experience" and "in the text", and that indeed
by the
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concepts of "experience" and "text" the two essential elements of the unfolding of truth are meant.
The successive degrees of the Doctrine of the Church are indicated in the following passage of the
ARCANA COELESTIA: "Man's interiors are distinguished into degrees, and in each degree the
interiors are terminated, and by termination are separated from the degree next below; it is thus from
the inmost to the outermost. The interior rational constitutes the first degree; in this are the celestial
Angels, or in this is the inmost or third Heaven; the exterior rational makes the second degree; in this
are the spiritual Angels, or in this is the middle or second Heaven; the interior natural makes the third
degree; in this are the good spirits, or the ultimate or first Heaven; the exterior natural, or the sensual,
makes the fourth degree; in this is man" (n. 5145). According to all that has been shown in the

preceding from the Latin Word concerning the essence of the Doctrine of the Church, it is clear that the
Doctrine is the only orderly means for man to ascend to these interior degrees. The successive degrees
of the Doctrine of the Church and the order of the ascent may by the aid of this passage be pointed out
along the most general lines. In each of the degrees the two essential elements of the unfolding of truth,
namely "experience", that is, the ascent of the forms of truth out of the natural, and the "text", that is,
the texture of the internal truth out of the celestial, may be clearly distinguished. But the order of the
coming into existence of the successive higher faculties, on which the various degrees of the Doctrine
depend, within the scope of this article can only be shown along the most general lines. The reason is
that for the coming into existence of those faculties a mediate as well as an immediate influx from the
Lord is necessary, and that continually an entire system of various forms and functions of truth and
good, which all according to their mutual relations constantly change their signification in a
paradoxical way, must be kept simultaneously in view. Man must indeed commence with the opening
of the lowest degree, and he thence ascends from degree to degree unto the highest; but in reality the
lower degrees take their existence from the higher, for the lower Heavens take
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their existence from the higher Heavens, and it is said, that the higher can exist without the lower
degrees, but by no means the lower degrees without the higher (A.C. 5146). It is a labyrinth of
labyrinths, and whoever during a research of this kind does not allow himself to be led every moment
by the Lord alone, in perfect agreement with the internal order of the things themselves, immediately
blinds himself by the illusions of his own thought. Here it may be seen what is meant by the Cherubim,
that is, the Divine Providence that man should not penetrate out of his own rational into the mysteries
of faith (A.C. 3901, cf. 3786). - The lowest degree, or the exterior natural, is of a merely preparatory
nature, for it exists with man only, but not in the Heavens (A.C. 5079); for this reason it is also said that
the exterior natural or the exterior memory rests after the death of the body. But during life in the
natural world it serves as an indispensable foundation, on which alone the higher degrees or the three
Heavens can be built. The end and the use of this degree, the exterior natural, is that man by means of
scientifics, which he has acquired by direct or sensual cognizance from the literal sense of the Latin
Word, comes into possession of genuine cognitions of good and truth, in which the first or natural
rational may be born, and which may serve him as a foundation for the ascent to the first degree of the
Doctrine of the Church, which makes the essence of the interior natural or the first Heaven. That this
exterior natural is founded entirely on experience, that is, on the acceptance and the application to life
of the literal sense, is evident.
If man in this state continually keeps the Lord before him, and acknowledges that the source of the
light which he now sees, is not in his intellectual, but in the Lord alone, then the Lord out of the
celestial of this lowest degree weaves in him the truth into a first spiritual texture, which, it is true, is
still very coarse, but by which man no longer sees the Word entirely from without, but, from a first
summit, from within. If man now reads the literal sense anew, he then sees that that sense by the
descent and the influx of this truth which has been woven by the Lord, appears in a new light and
receives a new internal strength. Although in this preparatory state we cannot yet properly speak of a
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Doctrine, still it may now be clearly seen what is meant by the following words in THE TRUE
CHRISTIAN RELIGION: "The Word, by means of Doctrine, is not only understood, but also gives
light in the understanding; for it is like a candlestick with its lights lit; a man-then sees more than he
saw before, and also understands what was before unintelligible. The true Doctrine is like a lamp in the
darkness, or a guide-post on the highway" (n. 227). That which man now in the internal light of this
first degree acquires from the literal sense are the genuine cognitions of good and truth. As a new and
more internal degree of experience they form the basis for the ascent into the second degree, the
interior natural. From the origin of the genuine exterior natural, such as it has been described in the
preceding, it is evident, first, that they who do not accept the Writings as the Word, are still beyond the
borders of the New Church, and second, that they who do claim to accept the Writings as the Word, but
who do not apply the truths therefrom to life and do not gather the cognitions solely for the sake of the
Lord and for a spiritual use, cannot possibly arrive at genuine cognitions and therefore have no part in
this degree of the unfolding of truth.
On the basis of the genuine cognitions from the literal sense acquired in the exterior natural, man now
ascends to the interior natural, the second degree. By the influx of the internal man into the affection of
those cognitions the first or natural rational is born. The interior natural derives its essence from this
rational (cf. A. C. 5094), but only after it has become a genuine natural rational by having been raised
to the good of this rational. That the interior natural also is based entirely on experience, that is, on the
application to life of the rational of the cognitions which man in the preceding degree has acquired
from the literal sense of the Latin Word, is evident. If man in this state too, continually keeps the Lord
in view and obeys the truths of his faith from a simple heart, though he cannot yet grasp them, then the
Lord out of the celestial of this second degree weaves the truth anew into a more interior order, or into
a second spiritual texture, considerably finer than the first, but coarse still, as compared with the
textures still to follow. This now, for the first time is properly a Doctrine; it is the natural Doctrine
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of the Church, or the Doctrine of the spiritual-natural man, the Doctrine of the interior natural, or of the
ultimate or first Heaven. For the interior natural which makes the ultimate or first Heaven, comes into
existence by the influx of the rational, but as it still is the natural rational only and by no means the
spiritual rational, man in this degree still remains in a purely natural, howbeit a rational-natural, state;
for man in this state is still only in obedience to the rational, but as yet by no means in the rational
itself. Nevertheless also this lowest and merely natural form of the Doctrine of the Church is spiritual
out of celestial origin, for it consists in a spiritual-natural weaving of the truth by the Lord Himself out
of the celestial with man, and by the descent and the influx of this truth woven by the Lord into the
particulars of the letter, and therefore by the return to the source of experience, man now attains to
genuine rational-natural cognitions or to the genuine natural doctrinal.

It is a characteristic of this interior natural degree that man regards the literal sense of the Latin Word,
such as he now sees it out of the genuine natural rational, from the second summit, as the proper
internal sense of the Word, and that, if he is left to his own thought and does not out of a higher point
of view recall to mind the doctrine of degrees, he denies that in the Writings also a spiritual and a
celestial sense lie hidden. For to man in this state it is entirely impossible to see the spiritual, let alone
the celestial, in its proper essence (A.C. 1911); as regards his own internal things he is in the thickest
darkness, yea, he has no idea whatever of them, so that for instance, in the Latin Word he identifies the
spiritual rational with the rational-natural scientific (A.C. 1904), while in reality he only just
participates in the natural rational and with him there is as yet no question at all of the spiritual rational.
It is inherent to the merely natural essence of this state that man ascribes good and truth to himself, that
he does not realize the necessity of the Doctrine of the Church, and even, that he at first indignantly
rejects the truth of the Divine origin and the Divine essence of the Doctrine of the Church (A.C. 1911).
It is thus the interior natural out of the first or natural rational which makes this degree with man, or the
ultimate or first Heaven, and it appears from the essence of this degree
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that they, with whom the first rational is born, but who do not at the same time, out of the celestial,
have the Lord alone in view, are not in the genuine natural Doctrine of the Church and have no part in
this degree of the unfolding of truth, therefore no part in the ultimate or first Heaven. With such there is
even no question as yet of a genuine, first or natural, Ishmaelitish rational.
The genuine rational natural cognitions or the genuine natural doctrinal now becomes a basis for the
ascent to the next degree. For in the measure of his progress in the acquisition of these cognitions man
more and more realizes the obscurity he is in as regards the proper internal quality of truth, such as he
can now grasp it. He begins to see that this truth too, is only an appearance and therefore a covering of
genuine truth, and that unless he raise himself to a further summit he cannot solve the contradictions
which he more and more perceives in his cognitions, and the difficulties which now present themselves
to his thought when reading the literal sense. By continually keeping in view the Lord and the good of
life in the temptations into which he is now thrown by the assaults upon his thought out of the evil with
him, that is to say, by applying to his life his rational-natural cognitions or the natural doctrinal for the
sake of glorifying the Lord and for the sake of a spiritual use, and by allowing himself to be penetrated
by the truth that all truth comes from the Lord alone and is never genuine unless it is a form of good,
and that the rational by itself is absolutely blind and therefore may never be consulted in the production
of the truth of Doctrine, he now arrives at the good of this doctrinal and thereby at the third summit.
This is the third degree of experience.
The Lord out of the celestial of this third degree now weaves in him truth into a new, still more interior
order or into a still finer texture, and this is the second degree of the Doctrine or the spiritual Doctrine
of the Church. Man by this has raised himself to the exterior rational, and thus to the third degree of his
mind or the middle or second Heaven. The spiritual rational or the exterior rational is not yet the proper
rational, conceived and born from the internal man (Isaac, the son of Abraham and Sarah); it is still the
same Ishmaelitish rational born in the natural, from which the interior natural which made the
preceding degree came into existence; but by the influx out
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of the spiritual of man which is now opened, it is raised above the natural, it is a second or spiritual
Ishmaelitish rational. This is the state in which man first raises himself above the natural sense and in
which the spiritual sense and with this the reality of the spiritual world are opened for him. By the
descent and the influx of this spiritual truth, woven by the Lord, into the particulars of the letter, man
now arrives at genuine rational cognitions or at the genuine spiritual doctrinal.
These genuine rational cognitions which man now gathers from the literal sense of the Latin Word,
form the basis for the fourth and highest degree of experience. For these cognitions too, again are only
vessels and man has not yet reached the end of his ascent, as long as he has not opened these as well
and has penetrated to the conscious realization of their contents. The rational cognitions are the fruit of
the exterior rational or of the spiritual Doctrine of the Church. The spiritual Doctrine in fact is far
above the literal sense of the Word; it is able to open the letter even to its spiritual contents. But it is
entirely beyond its power to open also the rational cognitions, which it has itself produced.
The hidden contents of the rational cognitions is the celestial, the proper human itself, for they are a last
garment or a last cover behind which the celestial itself lies hidden. If man applies the rational
cognitions to life, and therefore by this highest degree of experience raises himself to this fourth
summit or this properly human good, the Lord again out of this celestial weaves truth into a new order
or into a very finest texture, and this is the third degree of the Doctrine or the celestial Doctrine of the
Church. Man has thereby raised himself to the interior or celestial rational, which constitutes the fourth
degree of his mind, or the inmost or third or celestial Heaven. By the influx out of the celestial of man,
which has now been opened, the Lord now for the first finds a dwelling-place in his conscious mind;
for the celestial of the lower degrees or the celestial of the lower Heavens, out of which the Lord has
woven the Doctrines of the lower degrees, was always above the conscious mind of man. The man,
who in this way thinks out of the interior rational clearly perceives that all good and truth is of the Lord
and inflows from within into his rational; he sees clearly that the Lord alone lives, that He alone is
Good and Truth itself, and that all that man is
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able to receive are only forms of appearances of truth, and this only provided the Lord actually lives
within. Man now out of the interior rational, from his celestial, that is, from the Divine of the Lord with
him, sees all the particulars of the rational and of the natural as a world outside himself, having its
existence, not, as it so far seemed to him, in itself, but in the Lord. So much the spirit of man has now
become a spiritual texture out of the celestial itself that all previous forms of truth as self-existing
forms have entirely disappeared, for man now clearly perceives all truth, even down into the sensual,
the direct cognizance of the literal sense, to be an immediate influx from the Lord. The truth with man
is now woven from the top throughout. Now it may be seen what is properly meant by "the tunic of the
Lord, woven from the top throughout" (John 19 : 23): for similarly to the genuine celestial Doctrine the
Latin Word also, but in a very much higher sense, as to its internal essence in an infinite way is of such

a nature. Now it may also be fully seen what is meant by this that the Writings are indeed the Internal
Sense, but only when one reads the literal sense thereof not from without but from within.
Now for the first time man has fully "entered into the mysteries of the Word heretofore closed", and
now for the first time "all particulars thereof are so many mirrors of the Lord" (T.C.R. 508). Now it
may also be seen what is meant in the same number by the words "that the doctrinals of the New
Church are continuous truths, disclosed from the Lord by the Word". The doctrinals contained in the
letter of the Latin Word remain entirely hidden from man until they are brought to light by the Doctrine
of the Church, as has been clearly shown above, and there is therefore never any question of "doctrinals
of the New Church", until the genuine Doctrine of the Church has come into existence: for it is only
due to the fact that the genuine Doctrine in all its degrees is spiritual out of celestial origin, that the
doctrinals which it brings to light from the letter are continuous truths. Without a texture out of the
celestial the Latin Word is without any connection with the Lord: the Latin Word without Doctrine is a
candlestick without light, for without any life out of the celestial the Latin Word also as regards the
letter is dead (A. C. III).
From all this it now clearly appears that the elucidation
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of the title of the ARCANA COELESTIA contains a complete description of the nature of the Word
and of the Doctrine of the Church. The Word of the Latin Testament is a Divine unfolding of Truth,
and it is therefore the source itself and the only source of all genuine truth for the New Church. But,
such as man sees it from without, that is, through direct cognizance, it is covered with a natural sense,
which by orderly means must be opened, if man is not to remain in coarse appearances of truth only.
For the genuine truth, here as well as in the Old and the New Testament, has been clothed with a
fourfold cover, one cover still coarser than the other. The means of unfolding are the Science of
Correspondences, the Doctrine of Genuine Truth or the genuine Doctrine of the Church, and
Enlightenment from the Lord. That the Science of Correspondences is applicable in the unfolding of
the Latin Word in the same universal way as in the unfolding of the Old and the New Testament, is
evident from this that the interior things of the Word here too are distinguished into the same series of
discrete degrees; the ideas of one degree are absolutely different from the ideas of the other degree, and
only by correspondence are they in mutual relation; from this it clearly appears that the letter of the
Latin Word consists purely of correspondences. As regards the rational ideas the correspondences are
indeed of another kind than in the case of the sensual ideas, where they are based on the difference
between the natural and the spiritual. But also the rational ideas such as God, the Lord, the Trinity, the
Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit, the Divine Human, the Glorification, good and truth, the spiritual
world, the natural world, Heaven, the world of spirits, hell, man, spirit, Angel, the Church, the Word,
the Doctrine, creation, salvation, regeneration, etc., in the different degrees are entirely different, and
they stand in relation to each other by correspondence only, for the Angels of a lower degree cannot
comprehend the ideas of the Angels of a higher degree. It is therefore not correct to limit the science of
correspondences to the relation between the natural and the spiritual; this science has a universal
signification and its task with respect to the Third Testament appears not only from this, that this
Testament too in its literal sense contains innumerable
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sensual ideas, but also from this. that the correspondences of the rational ideas which have been laid
down in the natural by the higher degrees of the Doctrine of the Church, in the form of scientifics are
one of the most important means of raising ever higher the unfolding of truth and of extending it ever
further.
The two essential elements of the genuine Doctrine of the Church are "experience" and the "text". From
the explanation of the concept "experience" it is evident that the Doctrine is never genuine if it is not
based on the literal sense of the Latin Word and that the letter remains closed if man does not apply the
truths derived therefrom to life. From the explanation of the concept "text" it has been shown that the
genuine Doctrine is the Lord Himself and that the Doctrine precedes genuine life. The proper Doctrine
of the Church is purely Divine. If false dogmas force themselves upon the Church they are not the fruit
of any spiritual weaving out of celestial origin, and they are therefore not the production of the genuine
Doctrine of the Church. If the unfolding of the Word were not a purely Divine work, if it were not
based on a pure "experience" and did not consist in a pure "text", if therefore man should contribute
even the least from his own, what else would be the result but malua, that is, confusion and thick
darkness (B. E. 56). For this reason also it is said that by the Rider on the White Horse in the sixth
chapter of the APOCALYPSE the "Angel-man is understood as regards the Doctrine of truth and good
out of the Word, therefore out of the Lord" (A. R. 299), and in the APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED: "that
the Doctrine cannot be acquired by others than those who are in enlightenment from the Lord" (n. 356).
It is only on account of this great significance of the Doctrine and on account of its purely Divine
essence, that it is said "that no one can understand the Word without Doctrine; that no one can combat
against evils and falsities and disperse these without the Doctrine out of the Word; and that no one
within the Church where the Word is can become spiritual without the Doctrine out of the Word" (A.
E. 356). It is said "that the Doctrine of Genuine Truth has now been revealed" (S. S. 25); but it is now
evident that this is true only for those who see the Latin Word from within. It is
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also evident from what has been said above about the order of the unfolding of truth by the genuine
Doctrine of the Church that the denial of the Divinity of the Doctrine, interiorly seen, would involve a
denial of everything that is said in the Latin Word about the regeneration of man. It has been shown
above that the Church in its first, purely natural, state could not possibly see that the Doctrine of the
Church is Divine; this lies in the nature of that state, both of the interior and the exterior natural, and it
does not in the least take away from the orderliness of this state; but if the Church were to reject the
truth of the Divinity of the Doctrine which can be shown to be a distinct postulate of the Latin Word
itself, and if it were to confirm itself in that denial, then it could not possibly be otherwise but that the
Word would lose its hold on the Church and the Church would gradually again be impaired by the
world. The Latin Word warns against the arbitrary interpretation of the literal sense by ecclesiastical
authorities and councils; the only safeguard against this danger lies in the genuine Doctrine of the

Church, for the Doctrine is spiritual out of celestial origin and through the genuine Doctrine the
interpretation therefore belongs to the Lord alone. This is the internal sense of the words of Joseph:
"Do not interpretations belong to God?" (Gen. 40 :8), for they signify "that the Divine lies therein" (A.
C. 5107).
The Doctrine of the Church is Divine; but nevertheless there is an infinite difference between the
Doctrine of the Church and the Word itself, the same difference as there is between an Angel-man or
an Angel and the Divine Human of the Lord Himself. The Word of the Latin Testament is an infinite
unfolding of truth, but the Doctrine is only a finite unfolding of truth, for, on account of the limitations
of the human mind it is always within certain borders, although these borders are being continually
extended. In the universal nature of Swedenborg's Scientific Works, and in the universal knowledge of
the letter of the Old and the New Testament which he afterwards acquired, we see how all natural
scientifics in an infinite way were drawn into the texture of the Latin Word; and the New Church
indeed to all eternity in an infinite way in the text of the Latin Word will find again all natural
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scientifics of nature itself and of the literal sense of the Old and the New Testament. The Doctrine of
the Church, on the contrary, even into the most distant future, will be limited to a certain region, which
never extends beyond the influx of truth out of good with man, that is, the influx of the spiritual out of
the celestial. As the Word of the Latin Testament is an infinite unfolding of Divine Truth, the
revelation of that Word was accompanied by a general Last Judgment, and as a similar infinite
unfolding will never again take place, no general Last Judgment will ever again be held. But still, there
will always be particular, limited judgments in the spiritual world, and these are founded on the
unfolding of truth by the genuine Doctrine of the Church. Furthermore, it is only the Doctrine of
Genuine Truth by which the Heavens themselves can be built up; for, even as the spiritual and the
celestial with man can only be built up on the basis of the natural, so too in general the Heavens can
only be built up on the basis of the Church. As, however, it is not the Word which makes the Church,
but the understanding of the Word, it is evident that the Heavens cannot be built up by anything else
than by the Doctrine of Genuine Truth.
There is still another essential difference between the Word and the Doctrine of the Church. With the
Word, as regards man, the decisive weight is always in the external, that is, in the letter, for the truth of
the Church must be drawn by man out of the letter and must be confirmed by the letter. But with the
Doctrine of the Church, the decisive weight is never in the external, therefore never in its literal sense,
but in the internal, for the genuine Doctrine of the Church is properly the internal sense: as to its proper
essence it always is spiritual out of celestial origin. The literal sense of the Doctrine of the Church or its
natural text, if it is laid down in the natural according to order, is indeed also from the Lord; but the
Doctrine of the Church in order to establish its authority will never refer to its own literal sense, but
always exclusively to the literal sense of the Word itself. It lies in the proper essence of the Doctrine of
the Church that as regards its Divine essence it can only be seen by those who have likewise raised
themselves to its source of light. Its confirmation, however, and its authority over against
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others, it never finds anywhere but in the letter of the Word. As to its proper essence, the spiritual out
of celestial origin, the Doctrine is a purely Divine work of the Lord alone, but as to its natural text, its
literal sense, the Doctrine is the work of man as from himself, but nevertheless from the Lord. The
essence of the Doctrine in itself is therefore purely Divine, but the natural text is qualified by man's
faculty of expressing himself; in other words: it is always possible that the natural text, or the literal
sense, of the Doctrine of the Church might have been expressed differently, or perhaps better. But the
literal sense of the Latin Word could never have been better expressed. That sense in its entirety and in
all its particulars, is an infinite Divine series, therefore infinite even in the particulars, by their place in
and their orderly connection with the infinite whole.
The literal sense of the Doctrine of the Church on the contrary is never such an infinite Divine series.
On account of the infinite nature of the literal sense of the Word this sense can never, as it is in itself,
be grasped by any finite being, and from this again the necessity of the Doctrine of the Church appears,
for only by the Doctrine does man grasp something of the Word, so that it becomes his property, a little
first, and gradually more and more; for this reason it is said "that not the Word makes the Church, but
the understanding thereof and that the Church is of such a nature as is the understanding of the Word
with those who are in the Church" (S. S. 76), and "that the Church is according to its Doctrine, and that
the Doctrine is out of the Word, is well-known; but nevertheless it is not the Doctrine that establishes
the Church, but the integrity and the purity of the Doctrine, consequently the understanding of the
Word" (T. C. R. 245). Nevertheless, that the Doctrine of the Church in itself, as a state of the Divine
Human, is also infinite, may be seen if one thinks of the future when first the spiritual and later the
celestial Church of the New Jerusalem will exist in its fullness, and the Lord will bring to light on this
earth the spiritual and the celestial sense of the Word in its Three Testaments, and this in ever greater
measure, to eternity. That the Doctrine of the Church is a state of the Divine Human of the Lord is
clearly taught in the following places in the Word: "This
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Human is called "Son of God" and "Son of Man"; Son of God from the Divine Truth and Divine Good
in Him, which is the Word; and Son of Man from the Divine Truth and Good out of Him, which thence
is of the Doctrine of the Church out of the Word" (CANONS II : 5); and "The Son of Man signifies in
the spiritual sense the Truth of the Church out of the Word" (NINE QUESTIONS 1).

The words Wonderful Things, seen in the world of spirits and in the Heaven of Angels, are prefixed
and subjoined to each chapter, signify that each genuine rational state of man or each state determined
by the rational from the celestial, is preceded by states of faith, and that it is followed by states of faith
from the celestial. A "chapter" in the Latin caput, that is, the head - signifies in the internal sense a
spiritual state in which the Lord makes and determines everything; for the Divine things of the Lord

make the spiritual head of man. A chapter therefore signifies a state of man from the Lord. In
connection with the preceding considerations on the Doctrine of the Church, namely that it is a spiritual
texture woven by the Lord Himself out of the celestial with man, it is evident that by a "chapter" in this
connection nothing else can be meant than a state from the celestial of one of the four degrees, namely
a state from the celestial of the exterior natural, of the interior natural, of the exterior rational or of the
interior rational.
Every state of man from the celestial is a chapter of his spiritual life. It might also be said: every
genuine rational state of man or every state determined by the rational from the celestial is a chapter of
his spiritual life; for it is the genuine rational which makes all the Heavens; the interior natural, which
makes the lowest Heaven, has its essence from the rational; it is true that for the man who is in this
state it is not a genuine rational state, as he does not yet participate in the rational in a conscious way;
but nevertheless also with him the state is determined by his obedience to the rational. The exterior
rational makes the second Heaven, the interior rational constitutes the third Heaven. If one realizes that
in each state of the spirit innumerable particulars are contained, it is not difficult to understand that a
state from the celestial is called a "chapter". There is no doubt but that wherever in the Latin Word
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the word "chapter" occurs, it has a similar internal sense. For instance we read: "Man must read the
Word every day, one or two chapters" (A.E. 803). By "days" in the Word the states of man in general
are signified (A. C. 488); "to read the Word every day" therefore signifies that all states in general
should be founded on the Word: "one or two chapters" signifies in the internal sense not one or two
literal chapters, for the Angels cannot possibly form an idea of anything of this kind, but it signifies that
only then the state is actually founded on the Word, if man by "experience" raises himself to one of the
summits, where the Lord in him can weave the spiritual out of the celestial, as has been explained in
the preceding. "One or two" refers to the difference between the states of reformation which precede
and the states of regeneration which follow the reformation. As regards the Lord Himself and His
Word, which in the literal sense consists of chapters, the concept "chapter" refers to the states in the
Divine Human, determined by the Divine Truth from the Divine Good, by which the Lord became the
Word in ultimates.
"Wonderful things" signify the actually experienced states of a spiritual faith (A.R. 656). "They are
prefixed and subjoined to the chapters", signifies that man cannot possibly ascend to the summit of a
certain degree unless from actually experienced states of faith, and that after the ascent he is introduced
to the states of faith from the celestial. The difference between the states of faith during the ascent and
the states of faith from the celestial is indicated by the words "in the world of spirits", and "in the
Heaven of Angels"; for during the ascent man is in combat and in temptation, which is indicated by the
world of spirits; but when he has reached the summit, he comes into a state of peace, which is indicated
by the Heaven of Angels. The Wonderful Things also signify the awe of the mind which perceives the
Divine in creation, and the astonishment bordering on dismay of man when he sees the internal things
of the Word, in which everywhere there are involved infinite and ever deeper arcana of the Heavens,
which before were unknown to him (A. E. 1051). The Wonderful Things in this sense properly signify
all things which open themselves to the thought as correspondences with interior things, that is, with
the realities of Heaven and the Divine of the Lord
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Himself. Such Wonderful Things therefore, are all things of nature and of the Word, which when
viewed interiorly, prove to be so many mirrors of the Lord Himself. Here therefore "the Wonderful
Things in the world of spirits" signify that in the things which happen to him during the ascent, while
he is in combat and in temptation, man perceives many Divine laws, having reference to the
redemption from evil and falsity, which all proceed from the Divine Mercy, and which he has not seen
before. "The Wonderful Things in the Heaven of Angels" signify in this connection that man after the
ascent arrives at a totally new internal vision of all things, which all open themselves to him as pure
representatives of the Divine Human of the Lord. As regards the Lord the word "Wonderful" also
indicates His Divine Providence, and in this connection these words therefore signify that all
particulars of the order during and after the ascent are based on the laws of Divine Providence, which
in the redemption and salvation of man are infinitely wonderful. "Open Thou mine eyes, that it may
behold the Wonderful Things out of Thy law" (Ps. 199:18).
The words of the quotation on the reverse of the title page, from Matthew 6:33: Seek ye first the
Kingdom of God, and its righteousness, and all these things shall be added unto you signify the internal
source of good and truth from the Lord, with those who believe in the Lord and shun evil as sin against
Him, and thus they signify the Divine origin of the genuine Doctrine of the Church.
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The Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg, which are the Third Testament of the Word of the Lord, contain
a revelation of the Rational of the Divine Human of the Lord. By this revelation access to the Divine
Human in its fullness has now been given to the human race.
By the Divine Human from the side of the Lord an immediate conjunction with the created human race
in both worlds has been brought about, in contradistinction to the mediate conjunction through the
Heavens existing before the Coming of the Lord. This has been shown in the preceding explications on
the conception and the birth of the Divine Human from Jehovah. Every man born into the world after
the Coming of the Lord carries in his soul a seed from the Divine Human, from which in his childhood
germs of internal states, that is, states of innocence, come forth. The state of the human race after the
Coming of the Lord has thereby been entirely changed. There is thereby in the human race from the
Divine Human a continuous internal effort towards raising it from the world to Heaven, an effort
which, indeed, asserts its influence only in childhood, unless in adult age man, as of himself, meets this
effort and opens in himself these germs to a conscious and actual internal life, by which the immediate
conjunction which was brought about from the side of the Lord by the Coming of the Lord, also takes
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place from the side of man, so that it becomes a reciprocal conjunction.
By the Divine Human an immediate conjunction from the side of the Lord with the human race had
been brought about. In order to bring about a reciprocal and actual conjunction - for an actual
conjunction is never one-sided, but always reciprocal - having reference not only to the soul of man but
also to his spirit, the Lord had to reveal to the human race the essence of the Divine Human. In the
revelation of the Divine Human, first in the New Testament as regards the Divine Natural, and
afterwards in the Third Testament as regards the Divine Rational, an internal basis for his thought was
given to man by which the possibility of the reciprocal conjunction was given.
The Lord in the building up of man to an actual Man who is conjoined with Him, operates from firsts
through ultimates. Before the Coming, when the Divine Human did not yet exist, the operation of the
Lord from firsts was through the Human Divine, that is, through the Heavens, therefore not immediate,
but mediate; and the operation of the Lord through ultimates was through the sensual things of nature,
therefore through an external and perishable basis. That the basis for the thought of all Churches before
the Coming of the Lord was external and perishable has been shown in the beginning of this
elucidation. After the Coming the operation of the Lord from firsts is now from the Divine Human,
therefore immediate; and the operation of the Lord through ultimates is through the revelation of the
essence of the Divine Human laid down in the natural, or the Divine Human in ultimates, namely the
New and the Third Testament, therefore through an internal basis. On these two bases given by the
Lord, in firsts and in ultimates, man is built up by the Lord. For from the soul of man, which is above
his consciousness, as from firsts, and through the letter of the Word as through ultimates, the human
spirit becomes an actual Man, conjoined with the Lord.

By the revelation of the New Testament the possibility for a conjunction with the Natural of the Divine
Human had been given to the human race. As the rational things of the Divine Human, for the reasons
already stated, still were withheld from this Church, and the genuine natural of the
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human nevertheless cannot come forth from anything but the rational - for the human begins in the
inmost of the rational - therefore a miraculous pouring out of the Holy Spirit took place for the men of
that Church. The genuine nature of this Church by which it could enter into reciprocal conjunction with
the Lord now lay in this, that - from firsts through ultimates - from the Natural of the Divine Human
through the letter of the New Testament it might arrive at a genuine, interior natural, that is, at the good
of genuine natural charity. But instead of arriving at a genuine natural from the Natural of the Divine
Human through the letter of the New Testament, and remaining therein, that Church, misled by the love
of self and of the world, soon began to direct its attention only to the letter of the Word or to the Word
in ultimates, without receiving any influx from the Divine Human itself or from the Word in firsts, on
which account the letter was necessarily falsified. And in this way instead of at a genuine natural from
the Divine Human it arrived at a merely corporeal and worldly natural from the evil and falsity of the
proprium. In this way the first Christian Church was devastated and finally completely destroyed,
although even up to the present its orthodoxy clings to the letter of the Word.
By the revelation of the Third Testament a new basis has now been given to the human race for its
thought, by which access has been given also to the rational things and therefore to the Divine Human
in its fullness. The real subject of the Third Testament is never natural things, but always internal or
genuine rational things, although to all appearance the letter often treats also of natural things. But it is
only for the sake of the appearance before the sensual man, who only after much preparation can be
introduced to the essence of the things. There is no single word in the Third Testament which, if seen
as to its proper sense, that is, if interiorly seen, does not treat of spiritual and celestial things. The
proper New Church therefore is a purely internal Church, and in its fullness it is, indeed, a celestial
Church.
But just as the first Christian Church strayed away from the genuine natural to a merely corporeal and
worldly natural, so in the New Church there is continually the
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danger that it gives its attention not to the genuine rational, but to the merely natural rational.
The genuine nature of the New Church, by which it will come into an imperishable reciprocal
conjunction with the Lord, consists in this, that - from firsts through ultimates - from the Holy Spirit
through the letter of the Third Testament, it will arrive at the genuine rational and thereby at a new

natural, and thus at the genuine human in its fullness. The genuine rational from firsts, that is, from the
Holy Spirit, is nothing else than the Doctrine of the Church. The Third Testament in itself is in fact a
revelation of the Divine Rational and thereby of the genuine rational things, but, as seen as to its letter
from without, like the Old and the New Testament it never shows anything else than merely natural
scientifics. The Doctrine of the Church, however, is the internal sense (A. C. 9025); it is the genuine
rational by which alone man can come into possession of the spiritual and the celestial, and thereby into
a reciprocal conjunction with the Lord. The Second Coming of the Lord brings the rational things of
the Divine Human; but seeing the genuine rational things are opened only by the Doctrine of the
Church, and the Third Testament, without the Doctrine, remains merely natural and consequently
closed, therefore the Second Coming becomes actual only in the Doctrine.
To the New Church in the Third Testament the rational things have been given, and seeing the Rational
is the source of the Holy Spirit, the Third Testament is the Word of the Holy Spirit. By the Doctrine of
the Church which opens the Third Testament as to its internal things, the New Church in a conscious
way comes into possession of the Holy Spirit, and therefore needs no miraculous pouring out of the
Holy Spirit.
The end of the New Church is from genuine rational things to arrive at a new natural, by which the
human of that Church will exist in its fullness and this from the Divine Human of the Lord. The human
in its fullness consists of the rational and the natural. It is therefore clear that the New Church in no
way can participate in the natural of this world, which entirely lacks the rational; it will form for itself a
new natural from the genuine rational, a new science, a new civilization and a new social order.
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The Doctrine of the Church is represented in the twelfth chapter of the REVELATION OF JOHN by
the male son to whom the woman clothed with the sun gave birth; the difficult reception of that
Doctrine and the resistance by the proprium of men is represented by the woman travailing in birth.
The men of the Church who from the literal sense of the Latin Word and of the Doctrine receive the
scientifics, but nevertheless remain merely natural and sensual, and disdain the internal, that is, the
spiritual and the celestial, things are represented by the dragon wishing to devour the child.
The Doctrine of the Church in the REVELATION is also represented by the Holy City, for it is the
rational understanding of the Church of the spiritual and the celestial things laid down in the natural, by
which the lasting protection and therefore the imperishableness of the Church is assured from the Lord.
The Doctrine of the Church is also represented by the Bride of the Lamb, for by the internal, that is, the
spiritual and celestial, things which the Doctrine brings to light out of the Word in its Three
Testaments, the genuine human of the Church is built up in its fullness from the genuine rational; and
the genuine human of the Church in its fullness is conjoined with the Lord as a wife with her husband.
The Latin Word as regards its literal sense, by which the Coming of the Lord is prepared, in the Gospel
is also represented by John the Baptist; and the internal of the Word which is brought to light by the
Doctrine of the Church, is represented by the Lord Himself, of whom John said: I indeed baptize you
with water unto repentance: but He that cometh after me is mightier than I, whose shoes I am not

worthy to bear: He shall baptize you with the Holy Spirit, and with fire (Matt. 3 : II).
______________________

POSTSCRIPT BY THE EDITOR
In the foregoing articles it has been said, that the Church thus far did not realize that the DOCTRINE
CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE should also be fully applied to the Writings. It was only
after these articles had been written, that in August of this year the editor received from the Rev.
Theodore Pitcairn a copy of the NEW CHURCH TIDINGS, 1891-1894, from which it appeared that
the Rev. E, S. Hyatt, as long as forty years ago, in his very remarkable sermons advocated this
fundamental truth.
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APPENDIX
______

THE SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP
Extract from DE WARE CHRISTELIJKE GODSDIENST,
January 1929.

On Saturday, December 1st, 1928, a SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP * was constituted at The Hague.
The constituent meeting had been preceded by two preparatory meetings. The detailed minutes of these
preparatory meetings and also of the constituent meeting are to be found in the TRANSACTIONS OF
THE SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP and may there be consulted by those members of the Church
who are interested. A short account must here suffice.
The Council of the FIRST DUTCH SOCIETY, at the proposal of its president, had invited to its
meeting of Monday, July 30th, 1928, all the male members of the Church, residing at The Hague. Rev.
Ernst Pfeiffer stated that all male members had been invited to this meeting of the Council in order to
consider the possibilities of promoting the internal and external upbuilding of the Church. According as
a man realizes the nature of the Church and acknowledges the Divine origin of the Writings, he will be
anxious to cooperate in everything that is suitable as a means of promoting the growth and the
development of the Church. Just as there generally are great difficulties to be overcome before an
outsider sees and joins the Church, so constantly new difficulties arise for those within the Church who

wish to truly serve her in the measure in which, according to the Divine order, they ought to. One
would think it was self-evident that a member of the Church from the beginning should devote himself
and all his life to the service of the Church. But in reality the love of self and the love of the world over
and

The words "genootschap" and "gezelschap" in Dutch both mean "society". In Holland we have a
SWEDENBOBG GENOOTSCHAP, instituted in 1909, which is a publishing society. The
SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP, treated of in this appendix, is a society exclusively for the male
members of the Church. Editor.
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over again in many respects take the upper hand. Therefore it is necessary for the Church to be
continually on the watch as to its own state, to carefully guard against standing still and retrogression,
and to seek and make use of all means for an internal deepening and an external extension.
Our society has now been in existence for seven years, and the documents on which it and the
GENERAL CHURCH have been founded, have recently been published in the HANDBOEK VOOR
DE ALGEMEENE KERK VAN HET NIEUWE JERUZALEM IN NEDERLAND (Handbook for the
General Church of the New Jerusalem in Holland). The HANDBOOK itself has already directed our
attention to various principles of great practical importance and we thought it would be of great use if
the male members of the Church from time to time would meet to consider those principles of the
HANDBOOK. For instance, mention has been made in the HANDBOOK, with regard to the
participation in the life of the Church, of an internally compelling duty. Now it is of the greatest
importance that among the members of the Church there should be complete agreement as to the
signification of this internally compelling duty. And it is indeed the same with all other things, for it
cannot be otherwise than that in a society differences should arise from time to time in the
interpretation of some or other practical principle of the Doctrine, and then it is imperative each time
anew to strive after unanimity by free and rational discussion. For the New Church is an internal or
spiritual Church and cannot exist unless it be founded on freedom and reason. Another example: It is
pointed out in the HANDBOOK that not only the Divine Worship on Sundays, but also the doctrinal
classes organized by the Church are forms of Worship, in the most extensive sense even all activities of
church-life, including the social suppers, religious instruction to children and young people, the reading
of the Word in the family, etc. But while the participation in the Sunday Worship, according to the
internal sense of the Third Commandment, is a duty prescribed in the Writings themselves to the
members of the Church, and there will scarcely be any doubt on this point, the Church with respect to
those other forms of Worship will arrive at unanimity only by the rational development of the Doctrine,
in a state of illustration
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in which all members participate. With respect to the extension of the concept of "Worship" to include
all activities of church-life important indications are found in the 8th chapter of DE CHARITATE,
which may form a fruitful subject for discussion in these meetings.
A further use that may be expected is that the independent participation of all members of the Church
in reading and studying the Writings will be promoted. We shall consider the possibility of giving an
opportunity from time to time to those members who feel able to do so, in the doctrinal class to give an
address in connection with the subject that has been treated of.
An important purpose of these meetings might also be to awaken the interest of the male members of
the Church in the business affairs of the Church. In view of the small number of members it has so far
been fully comprehensible that this interest was very slight, and that the society from its beginning to
the present day, without giving it a thought, has kept to the same council. However, now that the
number of members has increased, these meetings of the male members would automatically, as it
were, fall into the task of constituting themselves into a nominating body.
These proposals met with the approval of the gentlemen present. The plan of giving to those members
who considered themselves able to do so an opportunity from time to time of addressing the doctrinal
class, was soon afterwards carried out with results that surpassed all expectations. We have had the
privilege in the doctrinal class of listening to a series of valuable papers by Prof. Dr. Ch. H. van 0s,
Messrs. H. D. G. Groeneveld, N. J. Vellenga, and J. P. Verstraate on the 29th chapter of Exodus, all of
which gave evidence of a very original, and loyal exegesis. These papers have been embodied in the
TRANSACTIONS OF THE SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP and may there be consulted; Mr.
Groeneveld's paper has been published in our Monthly for December 1928.
In this first preparatory meeting the plans described above were put before all present and
recommended to their consideration. Meanwhile these plans soon took on a more concrete form. The
Council invited all the male members of the Church residing in The Hague to a meeting at Hotel
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Duinoord, on Monday evening, October 1st, 1928, when a preparatory discussion was held for
constituting a SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP. The following gentlemen accepted this invitation:
Rev. E. Pfeiffer, Dr. F. van der Feen, Messrs. D. van der Loos, N. J. Vellenga, J. L. Teerlink, P. Geluk,
H. G. Engeltjes, Prof. Dr. Ch. H. van 0s, H. D. G. Groeneveld, J. A. Scholtes, E. Francis, and J. P.
Verstraate. Several other gentlemen excused themselves on account of ill health or for other reasons.
As the purpose of the Society to be constituted, the programme detailed by Rev. Pfeiffer in the meeting
of the Council of July 30th was accepted. As to the particulars of the bye-laws, which were restricted to
the most necessary, we again refer our readers to the TRANSACTIONS OF THE SWEDENBORG
GEZELSCHAP. It was resolved to meet on Saturday, December 1st, for the purpose of constituting the
SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP.

On Saturday, December 1st, 1928, the SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP was constituted. Rev. Ernst
Pfeiffer proposed the following declaration of principle:
"We the undersigned have united into a SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP for the purpose of
cooperating towards the internal and external upbuilding of the Church, by the expounding of the Word
in the light of the Doctrine of the Church, and by our devotion to the principles of that Doctrine".
In his elucidation of this declaration of principle Rev. Pfeiffer referred to the teaching of the Writings,
that the Word without Doctrine cannot be understood. It is even said: "The Word without Doctrine is as
a candlestick without light". This truth is taught and explained in many passages in the Writings. A few
of the most important are S.S. 50-61; A.C. 2496-2588; also 2761 and 2855-2859; D.P. 154-174; and in
general all the passages treating of "Abimelech", "Beershebah", and the "White Horse".
By the doctrine here is not meant the HEAVENLY DOCTRINE itself, for this is the Word itself; * but
it is the doctrine which the Church and every member of the Church more and more develops for
himself. The doctrine here meant is therefore ever again renewed and ever more deepened by those
who are progressing in regeneration; and
__________
* See the footnote on page 14. EDITOR.
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in the same way the doctrine of the Church as a whole and of every society of the Church. The doctrine
of the Church today is different from that a hundred years ago; the doctrine of our society has changed
and developed as compared to seven years ago, when the society was constituted; the doctrine of every
member of the Church, that is, the view that one has of the Word and the Writings should have become
much deepened and purified after he has been living within the Church for some considerable time.
Clear examples of the doctrine of the Church are the documents that have been published in the
HANDBOOK.
This "Doctrine of the Church", however, is the true doctrine only when it has been drawn from the
literal sense of the Word in a state of illustration and if it is confirmed by that literal sense. If this is the
case, then "the Doctrine also is the Lord" (cf. A. C. chapter XX, and n. 2859). This however in no way
means that the doctrine of the Church, like the Word itself, is infallible. For teachings may creep into
the doctrine originating not from a state of illustration, but from the man himself. * But it does mean
that if the doctrine originates from a state of illustration, thus from the affection of truth, that doctrine is
the Lord Himself.
For this reason "the expounding of the Word in the light of the Doctrine of the Church" has been
chosen for the guiding thought of the declaration of principle; and it was added: "the devotion to the
principles of that Doctrine", as from the beginning the strengthening of the church-life has been one of
the most important ends in view.

The following gentlemen were present, who all signed the declaration of principle: Messrs. J. A.
Scholtes, Dr. F. van der Feen, Rev. E. Pfeiffer, J. L. Teerlink, J. P. Verstraate, D. van der Loos, E.
Francis, P. Geluk, H. D. G. Groeneveld, and N. J. Vellenga. The SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP was
hereby constituted. Prof. Dr. Ch. H. van 0s and Mr. W. Schoonboom on account of ill health, and Mr.
F. A. Lans for another reason, excused themselves from attending the meeting.
___________________
___________
* It appears from this sentence that at that time the concept of the Doctrine of the Church was not yet
clearly seen. EDITOR.
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR FEBRUARY 1931
__________________

REV. PROF. DR. ALFRED ACTON
ON DE HEMELSCHE LEER

To the Editor
DE HEMELSCHE LEER

In DE HEMELSCHE LEER, January-August, 1930, appeared a series of doctrinal
studies (later translated into English and published in book form), the purpose of which
was to show: (1) That since the Writings are the Word, it logically follows that those
Writings are not the internal sense of the Word but themselves have an internal sense;
and (2) that this internal sense is the Heavenly Doctrine and is made manifest to men by
the doctrines formulated by the Church.
The fact that we acknowledge the Writings as the Word should be a sufficient guarantee
of welcome to studies, the aim of which is to exalt the vision of those Writings and make
it more manifest that they are the Word. At the same time it is incumbent on us to
examine the conclusions arrived at, that so we may see whether or not they fulfill their
purpose.
The "crowning thesis" of the studies referred to is that, since the Writings are the Word,
"the DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE SACRED
SCRIPTURE must also be applied to them" (p. 5). Thus the Writings, being full of
natural ideas, ideas of persons, places, etc., of which angels can have no comprehension,
are not the Heavenly or Angelic Doctrine (pp. 7-8, 14 note), but are written like former
Revelations in "pure correspondences" which veil the spiritual sense so that it is "not
apparent in the sense of the letter" (p. 73); indeed, "in reality the veil has become still
thicker" (p. 22). The Writings, therefore, are to be unfolded and their internal or spiritual
sense
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drawn forth by using the same laws of exposition as in the case of the Old and New
Testaments (p. 103). The spiritual sense, thus drawn forth, is that Heavenly Doctrine
which in the Writings could be revealed only wrapped up in the veil of correspondences.
Such in brief is the new view. And it is thought that with this view it can now "for the
first time be rationally understood that the Writings are the Word" (p. 80); and "the
Church will receive an entirely new inspiration" and "for the first time" will be able "to
develop the doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit in its real importance" (p. 30).
In developing this view, various comments are made which indicate a lack of
information concerning the positions that have been held in the past with regard to the
Writings as the Word. It seems advisable, therefore, briefly to review these positions.
The belief in the Divine Authority of the Writings very soon developed into the public
statement that the Writings are the Word "clothed in rational appearances" (W. H. Acton
in NEW CHURCH LIFE 1886, p. 152). Among the thoughtful men of the Church this
could not but lead to a consideration of the relation of this Word to the Old and New
Testaments. The matter was discussed in a most thorough way by the Reverend E. S.
Hyatt in a series of articles which appeared in NEW CHURCH TIDINGS from 1892 to
1894. Here he set forth the teaching that the Writings, while being a rational revelation,
are yet in "a literal form"; and therefore, "unless the context limits the application, the
expression 'sense of the Letter of the Word' applies to the literal form of the Writings"
(loc. cit. 1892, p. 92). Noting the statement in APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED 1061, that
"the Writings ultimately present a natural sense although not the merely natural sense",
he concludes that "all laws concerning the nature and use of the natural sense, unless
they are otherwise limited by the context .. . have application to the sense of the Word
which the Writings ultimately present" (ibid., p. 87). And furthermore, "the laws
revealed concerning Sacred Scripture apply to the written forms of every Divine
Revelation though with discrimination according to the place in the series of revelations
which each form of the Word has" (ibid., p. 68; see also pp. 84, 87).
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Therefore, like every Divine Revelation, the Writings are "written in correspondences",
but not in the same way as in the Old and New Testaments (ibid., 1894, p. 118). They
"present to us the Word clothed in appearances though, differently from those of the Old
and New Testaments, they are rational appearances. Still, like all appearances, they will
seem to be contradictory to each other unless they are understood" (ibid., 1892, p. 95).
In the Writings the internal sense of the Word is "clothed in literal forms taken from the
world, thus to some extent clouded and guarded by cherubim lest the hand of
profanation should be laid upon it" (ibid., p. 103). "In the Writings, the internal and the
external so closely approximate that the essential distinction . . . between the external
forms and their spirit and life is apt to be overlooked"; a distinction "not so much
between sensual appearances and spiritual realities as between natural-rational and
spiritual-rational appearances. As long as men view the Writings in a merely naturalrational manner their genuine spirit and life will be hidden" (ibid., 1894, p. 119).
The following is given by Mr. Hyatt as an illustration of what he means by the "internal
sense" of the Writings: "Our understanding of the law of Love to the Lord depends upon
how much we see to be involved therein, of what is taught concerning the Lord and of
what is taught concerning how He is truly loved. . . . Thus it is necessary to learn, first as
doctrine, that every statement in the Writings teaches a particular of the law of Love to
the Lord; and then it is necessary to proceed to actually receive an understanding of
those laws formed from such particulars - a work which cannot be exhausted to eternity"
(ibid., 1892, p. 72). Another illustration he gives is: "The teaching [respecting the Jews]
has not been given merely that we may know how evil the Jews are. If we wish to see
something of the spiritual sense within in the passage, we must put away the idea of the
Jews as persons, and then we will find that it applies to all persons, thus to our own
selves" (ibid., p. 100). *
____________
* From a footnote in the English translation of the articles we are reviewing, we learn that the editor
did not know of Mr. Hyatt's work in this field. As is readily seen, he is mistaken, however, in implying
that Mr. Hyatt's position is the same as that advocated in Holland. [See page 131-133 where in the
Rev. Pfeiffer's responds to this letter, he refers the Rev Hyatt's teachings.]
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In 1900. Bishop W. F. Pendleton, writing in NEW CHURCH LIFE, contrasts the form
of the Writings with that of the Old and New Testaments. In the former "the Word as it
is in heaven descends into the world, but it no longer veils itself in figures, in
representatives, in correspondences; it clothes itself in human language indeed, but in
the language of science and philosophy, the language of the learned, the language of
rational thought among men, but at the same time in language so chosen that it
accommodates itself to the understanding of the simple. This is the angelic Word, the
Divine Word, the Lord Himself appearing in great glory and power to establish a church
that is to endure forever. . . . The Word or Divine Truth in heaven cannot be completely
expressed or written out in natural language; but still can be involved and interiorly
contained in books that are written, and by means of the written books man may enter
interiorly into the light of Divine Truth as it is in heaven" (ibid., pp. 114-15, 116).
Later in the year, Bishop Pendleton wrote further; "What is spiritual and divine cannot
appear in nature except by a clothing from nature, but they can appear to men of
spiritual discernment whose thought is elevated above time and space. . . . The Divine
Truth of the Writings does not appear before the senses of men, and they who are
capable of seeing only what is manifest to the senses, when they read the Writings
neither see the Lord nor anything spiritual in them" (ibid., p. 322). Yet, he continues,
Swedenborg, "when he was giving expression to the truths of the internal sense, did not
use the language of correspondences and representation but taught spiritual truths in a
rational manner" (ibid., p. 325).
In the same year, the present writer stated that the Divine Truth appearing to men takes
on various media - words, images, ideas - on the plane in which it is to appear. These
media in the Old Testament were "sensual ideas and images, even to the very forms of
letters"; in the New Testament they were "spiritual-natural ideas implanted in the minds
of the disciples by the Lord Himself"; in the Writings "they are rational ideas". "The
media existed before the revelation was written", but in revelation they "became
arranged even as to their least
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particulars by the infilling Divine" and "molded so as to correspond universally and
particularly with the Divine truth itself; and thus they became the body, the face, the
appearance of the Lord, through which and in which, to those who would receive, the
Divine itself shone forth" (N.C.L. 1900, pp. 314-15).
Two years later, the Editor of the LIFE, the Reverend C. Th. Odhner, wrote: "The
Writings are written according to the law of correspondence, and have within them an
internal sense". (This he supports by quoting SPIRITUAL DIARY 2185 to the effect
that Swedenborg's Writings were merely vessels into which more interior things could
be infused); were this not the case (he continues), the Writings would be an exception to
all writing (ibid., 1902, p. 347). The following year, he continues the subject as follows:
We do not claim "that the Writings have an internal sense in the same way as the Word
in the Letter... The doctrine of discrete degrees applies to the science of correspondences
as to all other things. . . . Every Divine Revelation is correspondential and has an
internal sense and internal senses one within the other even unto the Divine itself, but
each revelation is in this respect somewhat different from every other". He then shows
that in the Ancient Word the correspondences were more remote (T.C.R. 279); in the
Old Testament they rested on the very letters; in the New Testament the internal sense
rests chiefly upon the significance of the words and sentences; in the Writings "the
natural-rational appearances of truth contain deeper intellectual ideas" (ibid., 1903, pp.
102-4).
The following year, 1904, Dr. Cranch, a prominent member of the General Church,
wrote: "While the Writings reveal the internal or spiritual sense [of the Word] as it has
never been revealed before, they are yet part of the literal sense, for they are in the
world, in the natural degree of Divine Truth, which is for men. Hence in the Writings,
Divine Truth is present in its fullness, its holiness and its power; from them doctrine for
the Church is to be drawn, and by them it is to be confirmed; they are a basis, container
and support of the highest spiritual and celestial senses which are now revealed to men
through them as in the clouds of Heaven" (ibid., 1904, p. 593). And
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further; In the Writings "we cannot have an absolute internal sense but only a literal
form of it suited to men and making a one by correspondence with the actual angelic
Word" (p. 594).
In 1913, Mr. Odhner again returned to the subject discussed in 1903. After quoting
ARCANA COELESTIA n. 1476 to show that the Writings are written according to
correspondences, the teaching being that ultimate vessels correspond to rational things,
the latter to spiritual things, these to celestial, and these to divine, he says: "In the
Writings the internal sense rests upon rational forms, forms adapted to the highest
degree of the natural mind" (ibid., 1913, pp. 139-40).
Two years later he writes: "The Writings are written in rational not sensuous
correspondences, i.e., the continuous correspondence or harmony between external
rational thought with ever more internal rational ideas and perceptions" (ibid., 1915, p.
199).
In an address to the British Assembly, published in the LIFE for 1920, it was stated by
the present writer that Divine Revelation or "the written Word" is always given "in the
language of appearances adapted to the natural mind"; and that in the "Letter of the
Word" thus revealed, men are to seek for the internal sense, the genuine doctrine, that so
they might draw from the letter the doctrine of the Church embodying their
understanding of the Word. In the New Church also the Revelation is given "in the form
of appearances, adapted to the apprehension of all manner of men"; and, "as in former
churches, so in the New, the doctrines of the Church must be drawn from the Word in its
Letter, and confirmed thereby. To the New Church, this Word includes the Writings of
the Church as given to us in literal form" (ibid., 1920, p. 652 seq.).
Finally, in 1927, the Reverend Albert Bjorck wrote: "The natural language of
Swedenborg is the literal sense of the Writings; and, because it is natural, it more or less
veils or clouds the truth revealed through it. This veil admits more of the light of heaven
to the man of the Church as he develops an internal rational sight by reflecting upon the
meaning of the many different statements in and through which the truth is revealed in
the Writings. ... Such reflection is, as I understand it, what is meant by the
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statement that 'all doctrine should be drawn from the Letter of the Word' " (ibid., 1927,
pp. 713-14).
Contrast with the above the assertions made by DE HEMELSCHE LEER with respect to
past students of the subject, that they have "not yet entertained the thought" that the
doctrine of Sacred Scripture might be applied to the Writings (p. 71); that they have had
the "curious idea" that correspondences did not apply to the Writings (pp. 52-53); and
that they have mistaken the natural ideas of the Writings for genuine rational truths (pp.
79, 69), and their literal sense for "the precious things within them" (p. 72).
The new element in the views brought out in DE HEMELSCHE LEER is not that the
Writings have been written in correspondences and therefore have an internal sense; but
it lies in what is asserted concerning the nature of those correspondences and the mode
whereby the internal sense is to be drawn forth.
It has long been acknowledged, says DE HEMELSCIIE LEER, that we must penetrate
more deeply into the understanding of the Writings; but that this penetration "is based on
an orderly unfolding along the discrete degrees of the human mind", and this by the
science of correspondences, the doctrine of genuine truth, and enlightenment from the
Lord, has thus far remained hidden from the Church (p. 103).
According to the view long held in the Church, the Word or Revelation has been clothed
in different correspondences in the Old Testament than in the New, and in the New than
in the Writings. Consequently, there is a difference in the mode whereby the internal
sense is to be elucidated.
But according to the new view, no such discrimination is observed. In the Writings,
spiritual truths are not to be seen shining out of the natural-rational truths in which they
are clothed, but are to be elucidated in the same way as the Old and New Testaments are
now elucidated from our pulpits. A distinction is indeed made, namely, that while the
Old and New Testaments consist "entirely of merely natural scientifics" the Writings,
being a revelation of the Divine Rational, are "not sensual-natural but rational-natural
scientifics” (p. 99); and again that these scientifics or “natural-rational ideas” which
constitute the “main”
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material" of the Writings, are "a kind of correspondence different from the sensual
correspondences of the Old Testament" (p. 81). Yet, in the actual expositions of the
Writings, no use is made of this manifestly important distinction, and emphasis seems
rather to be laid on the consideration (to continue our citation) that the Writings contain
"also a fullness of sensual-natural ideas derived from the visible things of the world,
which first must all be opened according to order with the assistance of the science of
correspondences, before man by means of the doctrine of the Church can approach the
spiritual sense of the Writings" (p. 81).
The reader, therefore, will not be surprised that DE HEMELSCHE LEER holds that, the
Writings being written by "pure correspondence", the spiritual sense "is not apparent in
the sense of their letter" (p. 73); does not become manifest unless their "natural
signification" is "put entirely aside"; and is "to be understood abstractedly from the letter
just as if the letter did not exist" (p. 105); or that it declares: "It has long been the
opinion, even of well-read members of the New Church, that in a book such as
HEAVEN AND HELL the quality of the spiritual world and of heaven and hell has been
made known in naked truths. In reality man can see no genuine internal truth there
unless he be able to read the book from within". In illustration of this, we are given the
meaning of the teaching "Man lives a man after death" as read "from within", namely:
By these words "the really living man of the New Church is described, who, as he rises
from the grave of the letter, becomes a Man, that is, an image and likeness of the Lord"
(p. 49).
These positions have been arrived at as a logical consequence of the assumption that
what, in the Writings, is said of Sacred Scripture must be applied to those Writings
themselves "without any difference or reserve" (pp. 27, 80). Past students have held that
there must here be discrimination, because of the different plane on which the Writings
are written; for if the ultimates of revelation are distinctly different, then the means of
unfolding those ultimates must likewise be distinctly different. Certainly we could not
apply to the Writings "without any difference or reserve", the teaching that "being
inwardly spiritual and celestial,
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the Word has been written, by mere correspondences; and what is written by mere
correspondences is written in the ultimate sense, in a style such as in the Prophets and
Gospels" (S.S. 8). Clearly the Writings are not written in such style.
As a result of applying to the Writings "without difference or reserve" the teaching
concerning the Word given in ARCANA GOELESTIA 8615, DE HEMELSCHE LEER
states that "the Latin Word has been so written, that every particular therein even to the
most minute corresponds to things that are in heaven" (p. 52). Yet reserve or rather
discrimination seems here imperatively to be called for. Otherwise we would be led to
the conclusion that every detail in Swedenborg's manuscripts, every slip in spelling or
grammar, every capitalization "corresponds to things in heaven"; nay, even the fact that
sometimes, as in the ARCANA COELESTIA, drafts of letters are interpolated in the
manuscript, or calculations of the cost of printing. Is it not more rational to interpret the
teaching of ARCANA COELESTIA 8615 as meaning that the Word is so written that
every particular therein, even to the most minute, corresponds on its own plane to things
that are in heaven? and since the Writings are written on the plane of natural-rational
truths, that every particular truth therein so corresponds?
The frequent teaching that the literal sense of the Word is written "for the simplest sort
of persons and for children" who believe only "in the appearances of things" (A.C.
10441, 6839, 9025, etc.), can surely not be said of the Writings which, though adapted
also to the simple, are yet designed to lead them to distinguish between appearances and
realities; and which sometimes are so manifestly and even specifically addressed not
mainly to the simple but to “the intelligent”.
Moreover, unreservedly to apply to the Writings the literal statements of those Writings
concerning Sacred Scripture, seems opposed to the very position advanced in DE
HEMELSCHE LEER; for the core of that position is that to understand the Writings we
must enter into their spiritual sense, a sense which is not apparent in the Letter.
I have already presented some specimens of what Mr. Hyatt meant by the internal sense
or deeper meaning of
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the Writings. As further illustrations of the same thing might be adduced a progress in
the understanding of the doctrines, which, it is hoped, testifies to some advance toward a
deeper insight into the Writings. Let me now present in brief form the spiritual sense of
certain statements of the Writings as elucidated in DE HEMELSCHE LEER. The text
elucidated is taken from the Title-page and part of the Table of Contents of the
ARCANA COELESTIA.

Arcana together with wonderthings.

For those who read the Word
from within, in all particulars
there are inseparably connected to the arcana of the letter,
actually experienced states of
a spiritual insight into the
Divine nature of the things
that constitute the Church and
heaven.
As regards the Lord, wonderful indicates His Divine Providence, and in that sense the
text signifies the laws of the
Divine Providence in respect
to the form and contents of the
Word (n. 45).

The heavenly arcana which are
disclosed in the Sacred Scripture or the Word of the Lord,

By Disclosed heavenly arcana
are meant the genuine cognitions of good and truth which
determine the spiritual understanding of the Divine Essence
of the things that make the
Church and heaven (p. 67).

are contained in the explanation,

These genuine cognitions are
to be found nowhere but in the
Writings, and therefore not in
the Old and New Testaments
except as illuminated by the

light of the third Testament
(ibid.); and, nevertheless, they
remain hidden unless the literal
sense thereof is unfolded by
the genuine doctrine of the
Church (pp. 103-4).
which is the internal sense of
the Word.

The Latin Word is indeed the
internal sense, but only when

it is read not from without but
from within (p. 104).
As to the quality of this sense,
see

The genuine truths or the internal sense are for the man
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of the New Church; and he
should not remain in the literal
sense alone. This appears from
the signification of the word
see being the opening of the
understanding (ibid.).
what has been shown concerning it from experience,

The ascent of the forms of
truth out of the natural, that
is, the good of truth or the
apparent natural influx (ibid.)

and, moreover, in the text.

The forms of the Doctrine of
the Church, that is, the truth
of good or the actual spiritual
influx (ibid.).

The ascent from the truth of
the Letter to the good of life,
which is taught by that truth,
is meant by experience; and
the tissue that the Lord weaves
in the descent out of this good
with man, or out of this celestial is meant by the text (p.107).
The wonderful things seen in
the world of spirits and in the
heaven of angels are prefixed
and subjoined to each chapter.

Each genuine rational state of
man or each state determined
by the rational from the celestial is preceded by states of
faith, and is followed by states
of faith from the celestial. A
chapter (caput) signifies a spiritual state in which the Lord
makes and determines everything. It therefore signifies a
state of man from the Lord
(p. 123).

This "spiritual sense" is explained at length and is confirmed by proof passages drawn
from the Writings, just as in the latter, proof passages are drawn from the Old and New
Testaments. Thus, in confirmation of the internal sense of the word chapter, the sentence
"Man must read the Word every day, one or two chapters" is quoted from
APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED 803, and followed by the explanation: "By days are
signified the states of man in general (A.C. 488). To read the Word every day therefore
signifies that all states in general should be founded on the Word. One or two chapters
signifies not one or two literal chapters but that the state is actually founded on
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the Word only if man by experience raises himself to one of the summits where the Lord
in him can weave the spiritual out of the celestial. One or two refers to the difference
between the states of reformation which precede and the states of regeneration which
follow the reformation. As regards the Lord Himself and His Word, which in the literal
sense consists of chapters, the concept chapter refers to the states in the Divine Human
determined by the Divine Truth from the Divine Good by which the Lord became the
Word in ultimates” (p.124).
Let me give one more example:
The manifestataion of the Lord
and intromission into the spiritual world surpass all miracles.

This means, not the Lord's
manifestation before Swedenborg but His appearance in the
fulness of His second coming
in the Doctrine of the Church.

This has not been granted to
any one since the creation, as
it has been to me (Invitation
52).

The New Church through the
Divine Human of the Lord is
the crown of all churches; and
all previous churches from the
beginning have existed for the
sake of this church and have
striven toward it (pp. 50-51).

Whether or not one agrees with what is said in the above expositions, he can entertain
no doubt but that they are couched in language with which he has been made familiar by
the Writings. There is nothing new or strange in them, and the thoughts they express are
thoughts which might easily have been gathered from a plain reading of the Writings
without any recourse to the science of exposition. Indeed, DE HEMELSCHE LEER
itself shows that what it puts forth as elucidations is plainly taught in the Writings as
ordinarily read. Thus, we find a very interesting discussion of the teaching that the truth
of a higher degree becomes the good of the next lower (pp. 97, 105). This teaching, as
developed in the discussion, is given as the internal sense of the words "experience" and
"text"; but what is the internal sense of the teaching itself? Here we note that, while
appeal is constantly made to the literal statements of the Writings, no appeal is made to
their "internal sense"; yet, according to DE HEMELSCHE LEER, the "natural
signification" of the Writings "must be put entirely aside" (p. 105) if we would arrive at
its spiritual teaching.
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Moreover, why should truths be thus concealed in the Writings? They were veiled in the
Old and New Testaments because of the needs of the age and the limitations of the
instrument or scribe. But of the present age we are told that "now it is permitted to enter
intellectually into the mysteries of faith" (T.C.R. 508); and as regards limitations in the
scribe, we cannot imagine that Swedenborg was ignorant of the "spiritual sense" of his
Writings or that it was "thickly veiled" because of his limitations; for how then could we
understand his solemn asseveration that he had been prepared to receive the doctrines in
his understanding and then to publish them by the press (T.C.R. 779)? But if, on the
other hand, Swedenborg knew the "internal sense" of the Writings, why should he seek
to conceal it beneath the cover of an obscure letter? Especially since elsewhere he is at
pains to set forth the arcana of spiritual wisdom with all possible clarity. And if the
Writings are thus thickly veiled, how can they be considered as the coming of the Lord
in glory? Would it not be clouds that have come? Would we not still be waiting for the
coming of the Glory?
DE HEMELSCHE LEER criticizes those who call the Writings the internal sense of the
Word. But do not the Writings so designate themselves? Listen: "The spiritual sense is
opened at this day, and with it are disclosed genuine truths and goods, because the Last
Judgment has been wrought" (A.E. 376). "That man may again be conjoined with
heaven, Divine Truth such as it is in heaven has been revealed, and this is confirmed by
the spiritual sense of the Word" (A.E. 950). "These are most evident testimonies that the
spiritual sense of the Word has been disclosed by the Lord through me..... This exceeds
all revelations that have hitherto been given from the creation of the world" (INV. 44).
"The spiritual sense of the Word has now been disclosed for the New Church, for the
sake of its use in the worship of the Lord" and "that the Lord may be constantly present"
(T.C.R. 669, 780). "This [i.e., the explanations that have been given] then is the internal
sense of the Word, its verimost life, which never appears from the sense of the letter"
(A.C. 64). But why multiply passages? If words mean anything, the Writings are in very
truth the spiritual sense of the Word. That
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this sense is there clothed in the language of rational thought is evident.
It is contended, however, that the Heavenly Doctrine cannot possibly be revealed in the
Letter of the Writings because that letter speaks of persons, places, etc., of which angels
can have no idea. But surely it is not suggested that New Churchmen have thought of the
Writings as the naked truth such as it is in heaven, unclothed by things drawn from the
world. "It is not contended (wrote Bishop W. F. Pendleton), that the Writings are the
Word such as it is in heaven in its entirety or fullness". And, as though foreseeing the
future, he adds: "It seems necessary to say this, but it should not be necessary" (N.C.L.
1900. p. 116). We are taught that "the spiritual sense is for angels and also for men"
(A.E. 697). And what else do devout men see when they read the rationally ordered
language of the Writings but those spiritual and angelic truths which that language was
used to convey to human minds? "Through this revelation (we read) there is open
communication with the angels of heaven and a conjunction of the two worlds has been
effected" (INV. 44).
The Writings are indeed clothed in correspondences, but these correspondences are
rational truths. What man can question this who knows that Swedenborg was "an
investigator of natural truths" that, on the foundation of these, he might become "an
investigator of spiritual truths" (INFLUX 20).
DE HEMELSCHE LEER seems to recognize this when it says: "The correspondences
[in the Writings] are indeed of another kind than in the case of the sensual ideas, where
they are based on the difference between the natural and the spiritual". And yet,
curiously enough, it immediately adds: "But also the rational ideas such as God, the
Lord, ... the Natural World, Heaven, ... Salvation, Regeneration, etc., in the different
degrees are entirely different and they stand in relation to each other by correspondence
only" (p. 118). Surely the meaning is not that the ideas of God, the Lord, etc., given in
the letter of the Writings are "entirely different" from the interior ideas involved within,
in the same way that stone or wood are different from the things which they signify. Yet
DE HEMELSCHE LEER declares that in the Writings the
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distance between the letter and the spiritual sense is just as great as in the Old and New
Testaments (p. 79).
Against this, however, we have the teaching that the revelation now made is the crown
of all revelations because it is based on an open intercourse with angels and spirits never
before granted to mankind (INV. 43). Its nature moreover, was represented in the
spiritual world by the lifted veil, signifying "that now the Word is laid open", which was
seen in that temple over whose gate was written NUNC LICET: "Now it is allowed to
enter intellectually into the arcana of faith". While the Word has been closed to the
Roman Catholics and Protestants, now "in the New Church it is allowed to enter with
the understanding and to penetrate into all its secrets; and this because its doctrinals are
continuous truths disclosed by the Lord by means of the Word; and confirmations of
these by things rational result in the opening of the understanding above, more and
more, and so it is elevated into the light in which are the angels of heaven" (T.C.R. 508).
The veil is lifted. Divine Truth now comes to us, no longer veiled and concealed but so
set forth in the clear language of rational thought that all who will may see. Entrance
into the understanding of interior truths is no longer limited by the nature of the
revelation, as was the case in the Old Testament and in the New - for the Lord said there
were many things which they could not then bear - but solely by the state of the reader.
It is this fact which marks the revelation to the New Church as a revelation of "truths
continuous from the Lord" - truths uninterrupted in their descent from firsts to lasts. This
was not the case in the Old Testament or the New; for there, and especially in the Old
Testament, the appearing of Divine Truth in ultimate form is often interrupted by the
sensual and even perverse clothing which it received from the minds of the scribes. The
veil is now lifted. The Divine invitation is now given us: "ENTER HENCEFORTH
INTO THE MYSTERIES OF THE WORD HERETOFORE CLOSED; FOR ALL ITS
TRUTHS ARE SO MANY MIRRORS OF THE LORD". Clearly these "mirrors of the
Lord" are the rational truths of the Writings which form the last and ultimate link in the
chain of "truths continuous from the Lord"; and in which the Lord is plainly revealed in
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His glorified Human to such as will see. What would be the significance of the
expression "henceforth", if the Word, that is, the Writings, is still shut up behind a veil and a veil that is "still thicker than before" (p. 22)?
Into this revelation we are, of course, to enter ever more interiorly; and the mode of
entrance is involved in Swedenborg's words to certain angels: "Enter more deeply into
my thought and you will see" (A.R. 961, T.C.R. 26). We note that they entered into his
thoughts, not by the application of verbal and sensuous correspondences, but by a deeper
perception of the meaning of his ideas (cf. S.D. 4149).
DE HEMELSCHE LEER limits the application of the words "the doctrinals of the New
Church are continuous truths disclosed from the Lord by the Word" to the doctrines
which the men of the New Church have drawn from the Latin Word by the mode of
exegesis referred to above; and holds that it is these doctrinals that are "so many mirrors
of the Lord" (p. 117). This conclusion would be a logical one once it is conceded that the
Writings are a letter of the Word in which the "spiritual sense is not apparent" (p. 73);
for then the truths revealed by the Lord through Swedenborg would most certainly be
interrupted by the thick veil of a Letter which cannot be pierced by the gaze of the
rational mind but must be interpreted by the laws of Biblical exegesis. But a further
consequence would be that the term "continuous truths disclosed by the Lord" could not
be applied to the Writings in any sense whatever, but only to such doctrinals as have
been formulated in the way spoken of. But though this further conclusion is a logical
consequence of the position now advocated, yet we doubt not that DE HEMELSCHE
LEER would agree with us in rejecting it. The conclusion is at fault because the
premises are at fault. It is the truths revealed in the Writings that are continuous truths
from the Lord; and it is this fact that makes the Writings different from and superior to
all revelations that have hitherto been made. Of course men may read the Writings
without seeing these truths; they may even misinterpret and pervert them. But if the
Writings are read in humility and not in the light of self-intelligence, the truths there
revealed will come to be seen and acknowledged as the doctrines of the New Church doctrines not couched in
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obscure language but in statements comprehensible to the rational mind without
artificial aids. As a confirmation, I might again note the fact that DE HEMELSCHE
LEER frequently appeals to the plain teachings of the Writings and not to their "internal
sense" to establish what it draws from those Writings by its mode of exegesis.
The Writings do indeed have an internal sense, but it is the internal sense of a revelation
couched in language the direct and only purpose of which is to remove fallacies and
appearances, to implant rational truths, and so to lead to the knowledge of spiritual
truths, and thus of the Lord Himself in the glory of His Divine Human.
That we must enter more interiorly into the understanding of the Writings, has always
been acknowledged. In the past, moreover, this deeper understanding has sometimes
been called the spiritual or internal sense of the Writings. As a definition, however, this
term is not only vague and lacking in the element of nice discrimination, but it is also
open to serious misinterpretation. By usage, the term internal or spiritual sense has
come to connote a letter more or less remote from the truth which it clothes - and the
Writings are far from being such a letter. We would therefore follow the leading of
Swedenborg's own words when he said to some angels, "Enter more deeply into my
thought" (T.C.R. 26), and so use the expression the deeper or more interior
understanding of the Writings, rather than their spiritual or internal sense. The point,
however, is of importance only if by "spiritual sense" is meant a sense that must be
unfolded by the same laws of exposition as apply to the Old and New Testaments.
Certainly we would not speak of an "internal sense" in the Writings, such as is not
apparent save by sensual types or correspondences. What, for instance, could we
understand as the "internal sense" of those many passages where Swedenborg sets forth
in rational language the deeper arcana concerning the glorification of the Lord? Or
where he emphasizes the fundamental truths of Christianity? In unfolding the "spiritual
sense" of these truths, is there not a latent danger of weakening the force of the ultimate
truths, and even of paving the way for their neglect or denial? When, for instance, we
read that the Lord "as to His Human was an infant as an infant, a child as a child,
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etc." (T.C.R. 89), is the "natural signification" of these words to be "put entirely aside if
one wishes to arrive at the internal sense" (p. 105)?
We turn now to another phase of the position set forth by DE HEMELSCHE LEER and
which indeed is a necessary consequence of its teaching concerning, the nature of the
letter of the Writings. We read: "The truth which for some time now has been
acknowledged by us as the very heart of the second coming of the Lord and of the New
Church, is the thesis taken from the literal sense of the Latin Word, First that by the
Doctrine of the Church, not the Writings of Swedenborg are meant, but the vision of
those Writings and of the Word as a whole which the Church gradually, in an orderly
way, acquires for itself: and Second, that this Doctrine of the Church is of purely Divine
origin and of a purely Divine essence" (p. 56). By the "Doctrine of the Church", DE
HEMELSCHE LEER understands what is ordinarily called the Heavenly Doctrine. Of
this Doctrine it is said in the Writings: "This Doctrine is also from heaven because it is
from the spiritual sense of the Word, and the spiritual sense of the Word is the same as
the doctrine which is in heaven. ... But I proceed to the Doctrine itself which is for the
New Church: which is called the Heavenly Doctrine because it has been revealed to me
out of heaven; for to deliver this doctrine is the purpose of this work" (N.J.H.D. 7). And
again: "By the male child is signified the Doctrine of that Church; the doctrine here
meant is THE DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM, published in London in 1758;
as also THE DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE LORD, CONCERNING THE SACRED
SCRIPTURE, and CONCERNING LIFE, .... published in Amsterdam. When these
Doctrines were written, the dragonists stood around me and endeavored with all their
fury to devour them" (A.R. 543; A.E. 711). From these passages it would seem clear
beyond a doubt that the Writings are the Heavenly Doctrine revealed in such language
that it * can be seen by all who will read in the light of heaven. But DE HEMELSCHE
LEER, commenting on these very passages, says: "That there by the Doctrine of the
New Church and by the spiritual sense of the Word, and by the Doctrine which is in
heaven are not
_____________
* The original has "they". ED.
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signified the Writings, appears clearly from this, that they [the Writings] are full of
natural ideas taken from the world, from the kingdoms of nature, from ecclesiastical
history, which we know are not understood in heaven but are at once changed into
corresponding spiritual ideas'' (p. 7).
Therefore, continues DE HEMELSCHE LEER, "by the Doctrine of the New Church, not
the Latin Word but the Doctrine of the Church should be understood; and by the
spiritual sense of the Word, not only the spiritual sense of the Old and New Testament
but, in the first place, also the spiritual sense of the Latin Testament. From this it follows
that by the doctrine which is in heaven that is, by the Heavenly Doctrine, not the literal
sense of the Latin Word but its spiritual sense is meant. Every church must from the
Word acquire for itself its doctrine.
“It is not its doctrine that is given to any church by immediate revelation; but the Word
in a literal sense is given, from which its doctrine must be developed according to order;
for in no other way can the holy, spiritual and celestial contents of the Word remain
protected. The Christian Church might have acquired for itself from the Old and New
Testaments a genuine doctrine. The New Church must acquire its doctrine for itself from
the three Testaments. From this it follows that the Doctrine of the New Church likewise
will be true or false. . . . An example of the true doctrine of the Church are the Principles
of the Academy so far as in the future they will prove to be imperishable. To those parts
of the Principles of the Academy a purely Divine origin, a Divine Essence and Divine
Authority must be ascribed" * (pp. 8-9).
And DE HEMELSCHE LEER continues that the concept (1) that the Writings are the
_______________
•

This would seem to explain the reason why the Dutch Journal is entitled "Doctrina Genuini Veri.
DE HEMELSCHE LEER" (The Doctrine of Genuine Truth, The Heavenly Doctrine), a title which
has hitherto been confined to designating a specific work by Swedenborg, or language having the
authority of Divine Revelation. Yet, even now, after knowing the position of DE HEMELSCHE
LEER as regards the "Doctrine of the Church", the reason for using this title to designate a journal,
is not clear; for I do not for a moment conceive that there is any intention of regarding the
utterances of that journal as of Divine Authority, and certainly it cannot yet be said of them that
they are "the true Doctrine of the Church" since it cannot yet be known whether "in the future they
will prove to be imperishable" .
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Heavenly Doctrine and the Doctrine of the Church; and (2) that what is said of the Letter
of the Word applies only to the Old and New Testaments; "has up to the present kept the
Church as a whole in a purely natural state" and in consequence "the Lord Himself has,
as it were, remained unthroned in the Church" (p. 9) - a serious statement, made with a
regrettable lack of reserve.
As we have seen, the thought that the doctrines of the New Church must be drawn from
the Writings and confirmed thereby is by no means new in the Church. What is new in
the present view is that in the Writings the Heavenly Doctrine is covered with a veil (p.
7) and so "is not apparent" (p. 73); while in the doctrine of the Church drawn from those
Writings and formulated by men, it is openly revealed. In other words, the men of the
Church will be able to supply a vehicle of words wherein the Heavenly Doctrine is
clearly set forth to view, while Swedenborg was unable to do this, or unwilling. And the
question will naturally arise: if Swedenborg was unable, by virtue of what superior
advantages shall others be able? Or if unwilling, on what grounds shall others be
willing?
If the Writings are not the Heavenly Doctrine because their letter is expressed in a
language incomprehensible to angels, does not the same objection apply to the Doctrine
of the Church which also has its "literal sense" or "natural text" (p. 121)? "The Doctrine
of the Church (says DE HEMELSCHE LEER) is the rational understanding of the Word
laid down in the natural" (p. 43) - an understanding consisting of truths which "are
never truths in themselves but appearances of truth accommodated to the rational" (p.
56). And later it adds: "Every spiritual truth and every genuine rational idea, the moment
it is expressed in natural words or laid down in natural writing, becomes a purely natural
scientific, a letter without soul, dead in itself, and whether it will arise anew to be a
rational idea depends entirely on the state of the man" (p. 69).
What then is that difference, assumed by DE HE.MELSCIIE LEER, which makes the
Writings a "thick veil" hiding the Heavenly Doctrine, while the Doctrine of the Church
is that Heavenly Doctrine itself? Are not both written in the language of rational human
thought? The one being the formulation of the Heavenly Doctrine by
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the Divinely prepared Revelator, and the other, the formulation of a human and fallible
understanding of that Doctrine by the men of the Church? Indeed, the witness of this is
DE HEMELSCHE LEER itself. For there the style of writing, the manner of
presentation, the mode of appeal, is that which has become familiar to New Churchmen
from the pattern furnished in the Writings. Certainly there is no evidence that the one
style clearly manifests the Heavenly Doctrine while the other hides it under a veil of
correspondences.
More justly does DE HEMELSCHE LEER define "the infinite difference" between the
Writings and the doctrine of the Church when it says that the one is "an infinite
unfolding of truth" while the other is "a finite unfolding" (p. 120). To which we would
add that the one is a Divine formulation of the Heavenly Doctrine adapted to men of all
times and in all states; while the other is a human formulation adapted to the age and the
state which produced it.
As regards the authority to be attached to the Doctrine of the Church when genuine, I
find it difficult clearly to grasp the position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER. Sometimes that
Doctrine is spoken of as being "purely Divine", and "the Divine Human" (p. 62), the
"Divine Rational" (p. 65), the "Son of Man" (p. 123), and so as possessing "Divine
Authority" (pp. 9, 80). All this we can readily accept if by the Heavenly Doctrine is
meant the Doctrine as set forth in the rational language of the Writings. But what is
meant by DE HEMELSCHE LEER is a doctrine formulated by men, a doctrine which
"might have been expressed differently or perhaps better" (p. 122).
But I cannot think that any New Churchman will ascribe Divine Authority to a human
production, and therefore feel no doubt that what is intended by DE HEMELSCHE
LEER is that the Doctrine of the Church is Divine and authoritative only in its origin. To
quote its own words: "The essence of the doctrine in itself is purely Divine, but the
natural text is qualified by man's faculty of expressing himself"; and "it is always
possible that it might have been expressed better" (p. 122). And again: "The truths of
man" are "appearances of truth accommodated to the rational"; but "these appearances
are of
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purely Divine origin, the Divine lives in them; consequently the Doctrine of the Church
is the Lord Himself" (p. 56).
Yet there seems here to be some confusion of thought. Of course, as to its origin, all
truth is Divine, by whomsoever uttered; but that does not give Divine Authority to the
utterances. A sermon, though it preaches the Divine Truth, is still a human production,
and its excellence consists in nothing more than the pointing to the truth as it stands in
the Writings, there to be seen by all who care to see. So likewise, as far as man's work is
concerned, a doctrine of the Church consists solely in the words which embody a human
conception of what is taught in the Writings. It is not nor ever can be the Heavenly
Doctrine howsoever clearly it may call attention to that Doctrine. No authority, and still
less Divine Authority, can attach to it; nor even any weight,except so far as confidence
is felt in the man who declares it. Authority rests not in the Church's Doctrine or the
priest's teaching, but in the teachings of the Writings.
Of course men, and especially priests, are agents for the teaching of men and the
opening of their eyes to the truths of Revelation. But they are faithful agents only so far
as they ascribe authority to the Writings alone and lead men to go to those Writings,
there to see for themselves whether the Doctrine of the Church or the teaching of the
priest is or is not the teaching of revelation - and this, even if such seeing should lead
them to disagree with the Church or the priest. Thus. the "Academy Doctrines", as
Academy Doctrines, have no authority whatsoever. They simply declare that the
Writings teach so and so; and if men, whether by means of the Academy doctrines or
independently, see that the Writings do actually so teach, the authority will be ascribed
to those Writings alone. Otherwise, the utterances of men would usurp the Authority of
God. And it is to guard against this very thing that we are unqualifiedly exhorted not to
trust in councils. "My reader (says Swedenborg), believe not in councils but in the Holy
Word" (T.C.R. 634). "And go to the God of the Word and thus to the Word and you will
be enlightened" (ibid.. 177).
I would not for a moment be understood as implying,
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even remotely, that the writers in DE HEMELSCHE LEER advocate that doctrinal
authority shall attach to councils or bodies of men. Indeed, I could not entertain any such
thought of fellow New Churchmen whom I respect as my brethren. But I do wish
earnestly to call attention to what, in my view, is implied in a position which while
giving Divine Authority to the origin of the Doctrine of the Church, seems also at times
to give the same authority to the formulation of that Doctrine by men, and even declares
that when it has been drawn from the Writings "in a state of illustration" it is the Lord
Himself (p. 136; see also pp. 9 and 49).
DE HEMELSCHE LEER itself speaks of the warning given in the Writings "against the
arbitrary interpretation" of those Writings by councils: but it leaves us in uncertainty as
to its meaning when it adds that "the only safeguard against this danger lies in the
genuine doctrine of the Church" (p. 120) - a doctrine which elsewhere it defines as "the
vision of the Writings and of the Word as a whole which the Church gradually acquires
for itself" (p. 56), and between which and the Word "there is the same difference as
between an angel and the Divine Human" (p. 120). And here we cannot avoid the
reflection that the Roman Catholic Church also appeals to "the vision of the Church" as
the criterion of the interpretation of the Word.
Divine Authority can attach only to an "immediate revelation", that is, to a revelation not
made by means of spirits and angels but coming immediately from God; and that the
Writings are such an immediate revelation, they specifically declare (H.H. I, fin.). It is
true that there is also "Divine revelation by internal perception" (p. 65), that is to say, by
enlightenment: and the Doctrine of the Church or its understanding of the Word is the
fruit of this enlightenment. But this revelation is a mediate revelation, that is, it comes
by means of admission into the society of angels and good spirits. This is shown by the
fact noted by DE HEMELSCHE LEER that the Doctrine of the Church may be a
perversion of the Word. and the law of perversion is essentially the law of
enlightenment: if the former is effected by the love of self operating by means of evil
spirits, the latter is effected by the Lord operating by means of good spirits.
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This mediate revelation, moreover, is individual, and carries with it no authority except
to the individual. It is not a revelation to the Church. Its fruit may of course be of benefit
to the Church, but only because by it the man is enabled to see and point out things in
the Writings not hitherto observed. Whatever the means by which he himself has been
able to see these truths, he can teach them only on the authority of statements plainly
discernible in the Writings.
DE HEMELSCHE LEER, however, contends that since the Doctrine of the New Church
is to be drawn from the Writings, it therefore follows as a logical consequence, that in
those Writings it is now veiled over, in the same way as were the doctrines which the
Jewish and Christian Church might have drawn from their Revelations. Such a
conclusion, however, inevitably involves a new Divine and immediate Revelation, and
so is not in accord with the statement that the Writings are the Crown of Revelations.
It is true that the Jews and Christians, by faithful study of their Word, might have drawn
forth true doctrines therefrom. But those doctrines would have been confined to the
clearer understanding of such truths as are plainly set forth in their Word. Thus the Jews
might have seen that the Lord wills not sacrifice but obedience; that they should love
their neighbors as themselves, etc., etc.; for in their Word this is openly stated; and had
they seen and acknowledged these teachings, then in the light of them they might have
searched their Word and seen light in many of its dark sayings. But this progress could
never have proceeded beyond the limits of what was plainly demonstrable in the letter of
their revelation. For the written Word, and not any private illustration, whether genuine
or not, was the only authority to which they could justly appeal. Certainly they could not
have arrived at a true doctrine concerning the nature of the spiritual world, degrees, etc.
The same reasoning applies to the Christian Church. Thus, from the statement that
"What God hath joined together let not man put asunder", that church might have
discerned the truth concerning marriage and by the application of this truth to other
passages, might have come into wider perception of it: and so likewise in other cases.
From a study of the Lord's parables they might
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even have learned something concerning correspondences. But they could never have
advanced beyond the limits defined by the clearly demonstrable teachings of their Word.
To have done so would be to have ventured on an unchartered sea with no other guide
than a real or imagined enlightenment which at best could have merely individual
authority. For further progress, a new revelation was necessary, a revelation that could
be made only by one who had been prepared as a natural philosopher and who was in
both worlds at the same time. This revelation is distinguished from all preceding
revelations as being their Crown. But if, as is now claimed, it also comes to us in the
form of an obscure letter, which must be unfolded in the same way as former
revelations, will not our minds, desirous of the guidance of God, when men cry: "Lo
here and lo there", be troubled with doubts? And thus doubting, will we not ask of the
Writings: "Art thou the Christ or do we wait for another"?
ALFRED ACTON
BRYN ATHYN, PENNSYLVANIA
U. S. A.
January 16, 1931
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THE REVIEW 0F DE HEMELSCHE LEER BY DR. ALFRED ACTON

A COMMENTARY BY THE REV. THEODORE PITCAIRN.
Dr. Acton's review opens with a historical account of the positions held in the
GENERAL CHURCH with respect to the nature of the Writings and the manner in
which they are written. He supposes a lack of information on the part of The Hague as to
the statements in NEW CHURCH LIFE and NEW CHURCH TIDINGS concerning the
positions held in regard to the Writings. While, as mentioned in DE HEMELSCHE
LEER, the Hague Society at the time of the first publication of DE HEMELSCHE
LEER was unaware of the NEW CHURCH TIDINGS, they were familiar with the
positions of the various ministers as presented in the pages of NEW CHURCH LIFE:
namely, that the Writings have a letter, that the Writings are full of correspondences,
that the Writings have an internal sense and that they are read differently according to
this sense in the three Heavens, also that many things said in the Writings concerning the
Word have an application to the Writings. All these ideas are expressed in an article
written by myself which appeared in NEW CHURCH LIFE (1929: 344-353), and which
was met with general approval. There was however a sentence in my article which was
based on mere assumption and was not founded on fact, and which has been quoted in
the review of DE HEMELSCHE LEER in NEW CHURCH LIFE, January 1931, as
follows: "In a lengthy article the Rev. Theodore Pitcairn suggests that even the
abstractions in the Writings have an interior sense, inexpressible by human language
(1929: 351), although no further revelation is needed to expound the Writings, since the
means are given in the doctrine".
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Yet it is the primary function of the Doctrine of the Church to do this very thing which I
there said was impossible. The reason that I fell into the above error was that at that time
I was unacquainted with the nature of the Doctrine drawn from the Writings and with
what is said in the Writings concerning the "revelation" given to the men of the Church
(see A. C. 8694), and did not reflect on what the Writings say concerning the opening of
the degrees of the mind. It is obvious that if one sees the degrees of the internal sense of
the Writings that these can then be expressed in corresponding language and this with
respect to such terms as the Lord, God, the Church, Love, Wisdom, the Infinite, etc.
Some illustration of this will be given in a later part of this paper.
The position concerning the Writings as the letter of the Word was first formulated by
the Rev. E. S. Hyatt, but Mr. Hyatt went much further than those who followed him,
both as to the Doctrine that the Writings are part of the letter of the Word and as to the
nature of the Doctrine drawn from the Writings. This is not so evident in the sermons
published in the NEW CHURCH TIDINGS as it is in some of his unpublished sermons,
particularly in the one on John the Baptist, where he shows that everything said
concerning John the Baptist applies to the letter of the Writings. In this connection he
states: "Therefore the Word when only seen in the external sense is not the light which
enlightens every man coming into the world. Not the external sense, but the 'internal
sense is the very Doctrine of the Church' (N.J.H.D. 260)". He then quotes A. C. 9025
and continues: "Hence that sense is not the light, but testifies concerning the light". He
then further quotes: "Of what quality the Word is such as John the Baptist taught, is
signified by, he that is lesser in the kingdom of the heavens is greater than he. .. . When
he spoke concerning the Lord Himself, who was the Divine Truth itself or the Word, he
said that he himself was not anything, since the shade is separated when the light itself
appears" (A. C. 9372). And further he quotes: "In the internal sense is the soul and life
of the Word which does not appear unless the sense of the letter as it were vanishes
away" (A. C. 1405). And further: "The things which the sense of the letter has are for the
most
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part worldly. corporeal, and earthly, which can never make the Word of the Lord" (A.C.
1540). Mr. Hyatt then continues: "Such is the character of that sense of the Word which
John the Baptist represents, and it is really that sense which he said was not the light.
Still John the Baptist, or rather, that which he represented, is necessary to testify
concerning the light". He further quotes: "Still the sense of the letter represents truths
and presents the appearances of truth in which man can be while he is not in the light of
truth" (A. C. 1984), and continues: "Such is the case when the Word is first presented to
us. Such is the use which the literal forms of each Divine Revelation perform with
regard to those truths which we do not as yet know, of which there are always an
infinity. At first we only see John the Baptist, not the true Light, not the Lord Himself.
Thus it is with regard to the Revelation in which the Lord has effected His New Advent.
At first in the literal forms thereof we only see a man speaking about the Lord". We
might quote further, but this is sufficient to show that Mr. Hyatt saw the letter of the
Writings, apart from the doctrine of the Church that the Writings are the Word, as not
the Lord, not the Light; yea that the letter of the Writings is not worthy to unloose the
latchet of the Lord's shoe.
Mr. Hyatt also saw that the Doctrine of the Church is from the internal sense of the
Writings, for in this connection he quotes A. C. 9025, as follows: "It is to be known that
the true Doctrine of the Church is what is here called the internal sense, for in that sense
are truths such as the angels in heaven have. Among priests and among the men in the
Church there are those who teach and learn truths from the literal sense of the Word and
there are those who teach and learn from Doctrine from the Word which is called the
Doctrine of faith of the Church. The latter differ exceedingly from the former in
perception".
From the above it is manifest how great was the difference in point of view between Mr.
Hyatt, who taught that the letter of the Writings by itself is not the Light and that of Mr.
Hugo Odhner, who sees that letter as the sun of heaven itself. Yet the latter imagined
that he was in agreement with the former.
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From the above it is clear that Mr. Hyatt applied the Doctrine concerning the Sacred
Scripture given in the Writings to the Writings in a far fuller sense than any other
minister of the Church. Yet he did add a reservation, to quote: "The Writings are yet in a
literal form, and therefore, unless the context limits the application, the expression 'sense
of the letter of the Word' applies to the literal form of the Writings".
Mr. Hyatt was faced with certain apparent difficulties and to avoid them he made this
reservation. The reason that he did not see that this reservation was not necessary and
indeed was out of place, was because he did not enter upon an exposition of the Writings
in a series, but merely gave certain simple illustrations of the internal sense. If seen
internally it is clear that no reservation is in order. Mr. Hyatt was engaged in the spiritual
warfare of his day and did not enter deeply into the subject of the degrees of the internal
sense of the Writings and how that sense is unfolded, nor was he clear as to the degrees
of the letter of the Word.
He did in a general way see that genuine Doctrine drawn from the Writings is Divine,
and especially the doctrine that the Writings are the Word. On page 4 of Dr. Acton's
review, Bishop W. F. Pendleton is quoted as follows: "The Word as it is in heaven
descends into the world, but it no longer veils itself in figures, in representatives, in
correspondences; it clothes itself in human language indeed, but in the language of
science and philosophy, the language of the learned, the language of rational thought
among men." This quotation illustrates what is said in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, namely
that in the Writings the veil has become thicker, so thick in fact that most men in the
Church have not seen that the Writings are veiled, in figures, in representatives, and in
correspondences, but have thought that they are only written in the language of science
and philosophy.
It is the very clearness of the letter of the Writings that makes the veil so thick, that
makes the appearances in the letter so strong and thereby hides so effectively the internal
sense. It is frequently said in the Writings that it is harder to see the internal sense in the
historical parts of the Word than in the prophetical, for in the former the sense of the
letter holds the attention of the
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mind, while in the latter the presence of an internal is more evident. This is still more the
case with the Writings where the very natural rational forms hold the mind fixed to the
letter, and make it difficult to believe in their internal sense.
That the rational form holds the mind more fixed and makes it more difficult to see the
internal sense, is evident from the first chapter of Luke verses one to four, where we
read: "For as much as many have taken in hand to set forth in order a declaration of
those things which are most surely believed among us, even as they delivered them unto
us, which from the beginning were eyewitnesses, and ministers of the Word: It seemed
good unto me also, having had perfect understanding of all things from the very first, to
write unto thee, in order, most excellent Theophilus that thou mightest know the
certainty of those things wherein thou hast been instructed". It is the natural rational
form of these verses that makes them most difficult to expound, for the letter holds the
mind, by the rational form of the presentation. So much is this the case that if the Old
and the New Testament had all been written in such a style, no man could have been
brought to believe that the Word has an internal sense, and the New Church could never
have been established.
That the Writings are written according to the language of correspondences and
representatives is evident from the fact that there is no other language which has any
meaning. The laws of correspondence and representation are the very laws of creation
and of the human mind. How often are we told that there is no communication between
a higher degree and a lower degree than that of correspondence, and that every degree of
truth corresponds to a higher degree. To place the Writings outside of the laws of
correspondence and representation would be to place them outside of all law and order.
The Writings clearly teach that man and Angel can never be in truth itself, but only in
the rational appearances of truth, and that these appearances are in discrete degrees
between which there is no other communication than that of correspondence.
On page 4 Dr. Acton further quotes himself as follows: "The media in the Writings are
rational ideas". That the
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Writings when first read do not present to the mind rational ideas, can be seen from this
consideration that the genuine natural rational can only be formed by the Writings. Man
before reading the Writings can have nothing but a remnant of a rational; no genuine
natural rational can be formed in a man until he has come to live according to the letter
of the Writings. The ideas he has derived from the Writings previous to this cannot be
said to be rational. That this is so is clear from CONVENTION and CONFERENCE,
which although they have the letter of the Writings have not one single genuine rational
idea. The genuine natural rational (Ishmael) is born from the Lord (Abram as a father)
and the affection of the scientifics of the Word (Hagar as a mother), and with the New
Church the scientifics of the letter of the Writings. With those who are in a negative
spirit towards the Divinity of the Writings this birth cannot take place, wherefore in
reading the Writings they remain in merely sensual appearances.
On page 9 we read: "Certainly we could not apply to the Writings 'without any
difference or reserve', the teaching that 'being inwardly spiritual and celestial, the Word
has been written by mere correspondences; and what is written by mere correspondences
is written in the ultimate sense, in a style such as in the Prophets and Gospels' (S. S. 8).
Clearly the Writings are not written in such a style." The more deeply one enters into the
Writings the clearer it becomes that they are written in such a style. The Prophets, the
historical parts of the Old Testament, the Gospels and the Apocalypse are all written in a
different style, yet this difference of style is but a variation, essentially the style is the
same, and the Writings are certainly written according to the essentially similar style,
namely they are written by "mere correspondences in the ultimate sense". There is no
other style in which the Word could be written. This does not mean that interior truths
cannot shine forth in the letter, for they do this in places in the Old Testament and in
many places in the Gospels.
On the same page we read: "As a result of applying to the Writings 'without difference
or reserve the teaching concerning the Word given in ARCANA COELESTIA, 8615,
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER states that 'the Latin Word has been so written, that every
particular therein even to the most minute corresponds to things that are in heaven'. Yet
reserve or rather discrimination seems here imperatively to be called for. Otherwise we
would be lead to the conclusion that every detail in Swedenborg's manuscript, every slip
in spelling or grammar, every capitalization, 'corresponds to things in heaven'; nay, even
the fact that sometimes drafts of letters are interpolated in the manuscripts or
calculations as to the cost of printing." It is of course obvious that anything that does not
belong to the text of the Writings, is not referred to in DE HEMELSCHE LEER; to
bring in extraneous matter which happens to be contingent as to place, is to think merely
from space.
To introduce grammatical and literal objections into a matter of principle, is to think
from particulars and not from principle. We are told that the law that an object which is
held close to the eye shuts out the universe, is in correspondence with a similar spiritual
law, and that with those who are not in the affirmative one objection can overcome a
thousand truths. The law given in the Writings is that every particular, even the most
minute, in the Word corresponds to something in Heaven; the part of wisdom is to wait
until we have light to see how this law applies to the Writings.
Dr. Acton continues as follows: "Is it not more rational to interpret the teaching of
ARCANA COELESTIA, 8615, as meaning that the Word is so written that every
particular, even to the most minute, corresponds on its own plane to things that are in
heaven, and since the Writings are written on the plane of natural-rational truths, that
every particular therein so corresponds?" The same kind of reasoning, if followed,
would lead to saying that the New Testament, because it is on the natural moral plane
has no representation as to the words. In all of the Testaments, on what plane soever
they be, the internal things are expressed in words, and the words necessarily correspond
exactly to the ideas that are expressed thereby. To make the ideas correspond and not the
words, would imply that Providence in the Second Coming worked only in generals and
not in particulars, which, as the Writings frequently show, is a fallacy of
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natural thought. Providence as to the least particulars prepared the sacred languages for
their Divine function; to deny this in regard to the Latin would naturally lead to the
Convention attitude of mind. That even the letters of the Latin text have a spiritual
signification is indicated in the MEMORABILIA, where we read: "In Heaven they have
the Word and also books; in the spiritual Heaven the writing is similar to the writing in
the world, in Latin letters" (n. 5561).
The review continues: "The frequent teaching that the literal sense of the Word is
written for the simplest sort of persons and for children, who believe only in the
appearances of things, can surely not be said of the Writings which, though adapted to
the simple, are yet designed to lead them to distinguish between appearances and
realities; and which sometimes are so manifestly and specifically addressed not mainly
to the simple but to the intelligent". Could not exactly the same thing be said of the
Gospel of John? Are there not many things in both the Old and the New Testament that
a child can by no means understand even in the letter? That the Writings in their letter
are addressed to the infancy and childhood of the Church is obvious, for otherwise the
Church could not have arisen.
We will here give but one illustration of how the literal sense of the Writings is adapted
to children: We read in the ARCANA COELESTIA: "By making heaven and earth in
the Word is not meant the first creation of the visible heaven and earth; but the setting
up of the Church and the regeneration of man therein; by heaven is meant the internal,
and by earth the external." The general sense of this passage even an older child could
understand. But when we enter into the internal sense of this passage the meaning alters.
The Angels cannot think of the creation of the physical heaven and earth, such an idea
therefore does not belong to the internal sense. In this sense by the first creation of the
visible heaven and earth is signified the formation of the visible Church on earth as to its
internal and external; this passage in its internal sense teaches that it is not the setting up
of the visible Church on earth that is meant by making heaven and earth, but the
presence of the Divine in the Church as to its internal and external, for it is the Divine of
the Lord
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which "sets up the Church and regenerates man therein".
The review continues: "Moreover, unreservedly to apply the literal statements of those
Writings concerning the Sacred Scripture, seems opposed to the very position advanced
in DE HEMELSCHE LEER; for the core of that position is that to understand the
Writings we must enter into their spiritual sense, a sense which is not apparent in the
letter." It is the part of faith to acknowledge that all truth is to be drawn from the Word
and not from man's own intelligence; this led to the belief that we are to learn the nature
of the Writings from what is said therein concerning the Word. For if we do not learn the
nature of the Writings from this source we only make conjectures from our own
imagination. But how the teaching therein given is to be applied cannot be seen by the
literal minded; to see this requires enlightenment from the Lord, and for a time the
Church may remain in some obscurity as to the applications, for the matter is not an easy
one.
On page 12 we read: "Whether or not one agrees with what is said in the above
exposition he can entertain no doubt, but that they are couched in language with which
he has been made familiar by the Writings. There is nothing new or strange in them, and
the thoughts which they express might easily have been gathered from a plain reading of
the Writings, without any recourse to the science of exposition". The language of
doctrine as well as doctrine must be drawn from the Writings, yet the language differs
according to doctrine; the language of CONVENTION and the language of the
GENERAL CHURCH are both drawn from the Writings, yet there is an essential
difference even as to language between the two.
This is what is meant by the following quotation: "Among priests and among men of the
Church there are those who teach and learn truths from the literal sense of the Word and
there are those who teach and learn from Doctrine from the Word which is called the
Doctrine of faith of the Church. The latter differ exceedingly from the former in
perception, but they cannot be distinguished by the vulgar, because the latter and the
former speak almost similarly from the Word" (A. C. 9025).
All truth is plainly stated in the letter of the Writings, but it cannot be seen there unless a
man is in illustration,
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and illustration, increases according to discrete degrees, and with the opening of the
discrete degrees of the mind. It might be said concerning the Writings as is here said
concerning DE HEMELSCHE LEER that the Doctrine drawn forth from the Old and the
New Testament was drawn from the plain teaching of these Testaments as ordinarily
read and might have been gathered from these without any recourse to the science of
exposition. And the same comparison might be made in regard to the following: "Here
we note that, while appeal is constantly made to the literal statements of the Writings, no
appeal is made to their 'internal sense'; yet according to DE HEMELSCHE LEER, the
natural signification of the Writings must be put entirely aside, if we would arrive at its
spiritual teaching".
Could not the same remarks be used with regard to the Writings, which say they are
from the internal sense and that the letter must be put aside, and yet continuously quote
the letter as confirmation? This apparent paradox is expressed in the ARCANA
COELESTIA as follows: "All the doctrinal things of the Church ... are given through the
external of the Word; but they are given to those only who are in enlightenment from the
Lord, when they are reading the Word, for then light flows into them out of Heaven
through the internal sense" (n. 10548). When the letter of the Word which is in the
external memory is ordered by the Lord, internal truth appears, the Lord draws these
truths from the external into the internal memory, this drawing up is from the internal
sense.
On page 13 of the review we read: "Moreover, why should truths be thus concealed in
the Writings? They were veiled in the Old and New Testaments because of the needs of
the age and the limitations of the instrument or scribe. But of the present age we are told
that 'now it is permitted to enter intellectually into the mysteries of faith', and as regards
the limitations in the scribe, we cannot imagine that Swedenborg was ignorant of the
'spiritual sense' of his Writings, ... But if, on the other hand, Swedenborg knew the
'internal sense' of the Writings, why should he seek to conceal it beneath the cover of an
obscure letter? Especially since elsewhere he is at pains to set forth the arcana of
spiritual wisdom
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with all possible clarity. And if the Writings are thus thickly veiled, how can they be
considered as the coming of the Lord in glory? Would it not be the clouds that have
come? Would we not still be waiting for the glory?" The answer to the above is to be
found in the following quotation from the Gospel of Matthew: "Who hath ears let him
hear. And the disciples came and said unto Him: Why speakest Thou unto them in
parables? He answered and said unto them: Because it is given unto you to know the
mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven, but to them it is not given.... Therefore speak I to
them in parables; because they seeing see not, and hearing they hear not, neither do they
understand" (13 :9-13). That this is a prophecy concerning the Second Coming of the
Lord is obvious, for the disciples did not in any interior sense know the mysteries of
Heaven. "Who hath ears let him hear", signifies that to those who obey the Writings, the
internal things thereof will be revealed.
The disciples represent "the good of Doctrine from the Lord" (A.E.624), and thus those
who are in the good of Doctrine, that is men of the internal Church. To these it is said
that unto them it is given to know the mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven, but to the
others it is not given. For to others in the New Church the words apply: "Because seeing
they see not and hearing they hear not, neither do they understand". It is clear from all
that is written in CONVENTION that to them the Writings are nothing but dark clouds,
that totally hide the Glory of the Lord. This truth Mr. Hyatt clearly saw forty years ago.
Dr. Acton himself states the reason for these clouds, "the needs of the age", which also
after the Second Coming, certainly for many centuries, are the same. The Lord made His
Coming at the time of the lowest ebb of spiritual life, how could inmost truths be
revealed to such an age unveiled? This truth is plainly taught in the ARCANA
COELESTIA, where we read: "But these are the least and the most general arcana which
man is ignorant of; if the singular things were told him, he would not apprehend even
one" (n. 642).
There is also a number in the ARCANA COELESTIA to the effect that if more interior
things were revealed, they would not have been understood; and if understood they
would have been denied in spite of their truth. Concerning" the generals
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to which the Writings refer in the above quotation we read as follows: "Man can know
nothing of the truth of faith except from the things revealed in the Word, where all
things are said generally. Generals are nothing but the spots of a cloud; for each general
comprehends in itself a thousand and a thousand particulars, and each particular a
thousand and a thousand singulars; the singulars of the particulars are what illustrate the
generals. These singulars are never so completely revealed to man; both because they
cannot be described, and because they cannot be apprehended, thus not acknowledged
and believed; for they are contrary to the fallacies of the senses in which man is... . It is
quite otherwise with the celestial man.... In him particulars and the singulars of
particulars can be insinuated" (A. C. 865). From the above it is evident that in the inmost
sense it cannot be said that the Lord has come in Glory until some time in the future
when the celestial Church will be again set up. In the literal sense the giving of the
Writings in a literal form was the Second Coming of' the Lord. In the internal natural
sense the Lord made His Second Coming to the New Church when the Church
acknowledged the Writings as Divine. This Mr. Hyatt saw. In the spiritual sense the
Lord makes His Second Coming to the New Church when the Divinity of the Doctrine
drawn according to order out of the Writings by those who are in enlightenment from
the Lord is acknowledged; but in the celestial sense the Lord makes His Second Coming
to the New Church when the celestial Church is set up. For the essential New Church is
a celestial Church. In this sense it cannot be said that the Lord has as yet made His
Second Coming to the Church, nor that the New Church has been established.
In the quotation from the review Dr. Acton speaks of the limitations or rather lack of
limitations of the scribe, and what Swedenborg sought to do. When speaking of the
descent of the Divine Human in the Second Coming through the Divinely prepared
instrument, how can we speak of what Swedenborg sought to do, or of limitations? The
Writings are the infinite unfolding of the spiritual sense of the Word, in an infinite letter
of their own accommodated by Divine Wisdom to the state of the world. It is true that if
the state of the world had been different
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the letter of the Writings would have been different. For the teaching given that "the
external sense of the Word was changed and different on account of that nation" (A. C.
10461), has an application to the Writings as well. This seems to be involved in the
words of Swedenborg, that he would have preferred to praise God as did David, rather
than to prove all things intellectually (CODEX 36, see THE NEW PHILOSOPHY,
1920:4), although these words were written before his full intromission into the spiritual
world.
The review continues, "DE HEMELSCHE LEER criticizes those who call the Writings
the internal sense of the Word. But do not the Writings so designate themselves?" The
Writings are indeed the internal sense if seen from within, but not if seen from without.
Concerning seeing from within we read in the ARCANA COELESTIA as follows:
"Speaking with Moses signifies to perceive clearly from within. . . . It must here be told
what it is to see from without, and what to perceive from within. Those who when
reading the Word are in enlightenment, see it from within, for their internal is open, and
when the internal is open it is in the light of Heaven. This light flows in and enlightens,
although the man is unaware of it. The reason why he is unaware of it, is that this light
flows into the cognitions that are in the man's memory, and these cognitions are in
natural light. And as the man thinks out of these cognitions as out of himself, he cannot
perceive the influx, nevertheless from various indications he is able to know that he has
been in enlightenment" (n. 10551).
That the literal sense of the Writings when seen from without is not the internal sense of
the Word, is manifest from many things which are said concerning the Word, as that,
"the Word. in the letter cannot be apprehended except through Doctrine out of the Word,
made by one who is enlightened" (A.C. 10324). That the enlightenment here referred to
is not the enlightenment in which Swedenborg was, but the enlightenment of the men of
the New Church, is manifest from the long number on the subject in the APOCALYPSE
EXPLAINED (624). That the literal sense of the Writings as seen from without is not
the spiritual sense itself, is evident from this, that "spiritual truths and goods are
innumerable, and for the most part unutterable" (A.C. 10217)
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On page 14 of the review we read: "It is not contended (wrote Bishop W. F. Pendleton),
that the Writings are the Word such as it is in heaven in its entirety or fullness". Yet if
seen from within this is exactly what the Writings are; the words entirety and fullness in
the Writings refer to the letter, in which the Word such as it is in Heaven is in its entirety
and fullness. The above quotation would seem to imply that the Writings are part of the
internal sense of the Word such as it is in Heaven; but how can it be said that the
Writings which are the Lord Himself in His Second Coming and are therefore infinite,
are not the Word in its entirety and fullness? If by this is meant that the literal sense of
the Writings as seen from without is not the Word such as it is in Heaven in its entirety
and fullness, it must be replied that in such a case the Word such as it is in Heaven is not
seen at all, for if so viewed not a single spiritual truth is visible in the Writings. In such a
case even the genuine truth that appears in the letter is not seen, but is immediately
falsified.
Further on the same page we read: "The Writings arc indeed clothed in correspondences,
but these correspondences are rational truths. What man can question this?" The
Writings are indeed rational truths clothed in corresponding natural language, yet no one
can see anything genuinely rational in them unless he has a rational mind which has
been created by the Lord, for the teaching given is, that the Lord can only dwell in His
Own with man and can by no means be in anything of the man's own. Wherefore until
the Lord as a Father creates a rational within us which is not our own, we can receive no
genuine rational truth. This applies to both the Ishmael and the Isaac rational, for both of
these are sons of Abraham. Before this takes place the ideas derived from the Writings
are merely sensual scientifics.
The review continues: "DE HEMELSCHE LEER seems to recognize this [namely that
the correspondences in the Writings are rational truths] when it says: 'the
correspondences [in the Writings] are indeed of another kind than in the case of the
sensual ideas, where they are based upon the difference between the natural and the
spiritual'. And yet, curiously enough, it immediately adds: 'But also the rational ideas
such as God, the Lord, ... the Natural
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World, Heaven,... Salvation, Regeneration, etc., in the different degrees are entirely
different and they stand in relation to each other by correspondence only'." The Writings
viewed from within are indeed rational, that is spiritual and celestial truths clothed with
natural language, and so they were in the mind of Swedenborg, but when viewed from
without they are merely sensual scientifics. This is obvious from the fact that the age in
which the Writings were given, as well as the present age, is a merely sensual scientific
age, and in such an age all the words of human language are merely sensual scientific
words as to the ideas they convey; this applies to all words even such as God, the
Infinite, the Divine, etc. When the Writings were first read, the words due to men's
previous education and life could only convey sensual scientific ideas to the mind.
Nevertheless those who accepted the Writings and loved the Lord as they saw Him
there, had an immediate influx from the Lord into the things which they read, which
gave them life, wherefore the merely sensual scientifics in which they were by education
and life did not exclude the presence of the Lord (see A.C. 8685, 8694).
But the above can best be illustrated by examples. We will take for illustration the word
Lord. With those who do not accept the Divinity of the Lord, the word Lord represents a
merely corporeal idea. With the Old Churchman who in a general sense acknowledges
the Divinity of the Lord, the idea is still external natural, for he thinks from the
appearances of the letter of the New Testament, and merely from the external life of the
Lord on earth, he therefore thinks of the Lord from person and not from essence. With
those in CONVENTION who do not acknowledge the Writings as the Lord in His
Second Coming, the idea is almost similar, for their ideas concerning the Lord are still
governed by the letter of the New Testament. When the Writings are seen as the Lord
Himself in His Second Coming, the idea of the Lord becomes internal natural, that is
similar to the idea of the Lord in the natural Heaven. Nevertheless as the idea is from the
letter of the Writings and its natural rational appearances and apparent finiteness, the
idea is not essentially spiritual although it is from the spiritual. When the Writings are
acknowledged as having a spiritual sense, and it is acknowledged that this
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spiritual sense which is The Lord, will be manifested by means of the Doctrine of the
Church, and that this Doctrine will grow to all eternity, then a genuinely spiritual idea of
the Lord becomes possible. The celestial idea of the Lord is a discrete degree above the
spiritual idea of the Lord, the Celestial are indeed the only ones who truly see the Lord,
but as at the present time we cannot have even the commencement of a celestial idea, the
celestial idea of the Lord cannot be described, or even thought of. If a spiritual man were
to have a celestial idea of the Lord before being prepared, he would immediately be
plunged into the lowest hell and would lose all spiritual life (see A.C. 8794-8801).
For a further illustration take the word infinite. The word infinite as used by the scientist
is a merely natural scientific term thought of from time, space, mathematics or physics.
The idea of infinite as used by the Old Churchman who says that God is infinite Love
and Wisdom, is entirely indeterminate and is therefore no idea, the basis of his thought
of love and wisdom is merely personal. The CONVENTION idea of infinite differs not
essentially from the Old Church idea. The idea of the word infinite as held by those who
acknowledge the Divinity of the Writings is an interior natural idea, for they
acknowledge that the Writings contain infinite Love and Wisdom; the idea is not
spiritual for the reason that they do not see how the infinite Love and Wisdom of the
Lord will be manifested in the Church. As the Celestial alone are in the particulars and
singulars of the Word (see A.C. 865, quoted above), they alone can see the Infinite of
the Lord as in an image, but as said above, of this we can at present have no idea.
From the above it is manifest that the abstract ideas of the Writings differ according to
the discrete degrees of the human mind and that there is no other relation between them
than that of correspondence. Hence it is manifest that those who have only the interior
natural degree of the mind opened cannot have a single spiritual idea, and that those who
have only the interior natural and the spiritual degree of the mind opened cannot have a
single celestial idea, and this no matter how much they may have studied the Writings.
On page 15 we read: "We have the teaching that the revelation now made is the crown
of all revelations because
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it is based on an open intercourse with angels and spirits never before granted to
mankind." Before a man can see the Revelation which is the crown of all Revelations
from within, he must have a corresponding intercourse with Angels and spirits, although
with man this intercourse is not at the same time external as it was with Swedenborg.
That this intercourse with Angels and spirits does not start with the commencement of
the Church, but comes some time afterwards is clearly taught in ARCANA
COELESTIA 8794.
The review continues: "Its nature moreover [that is, the nature of the Writings] was
represented by the lifted veil, signifying that now the Word is laid open." We have
already treated of those to whom the veil is lifted, namely those who were represented
by the Lord's disciples; that the veil has not been lifted in the case of CONFERENCE
and CONVENTION is manifest.
Further on page 15 we read: "Entrance into the understanding of ulterior truths is no
longer limited by the nature of the revelation, as was the case in the Old Testament and
in the New." That this is true is abundantly shown in DE HEMELSCHE LEER where
treating of the Writings as the Holy Spirit, where it is shown that with the New Church a
miraculous pouring out of the Holy Spirit, such as took place on the day of Pentecost, is
not necessary, for now the Holy Spirit itself is present in the Church in the Writings.
Nevertheless that there are limitations on the part of man is obvious, and that these
limitations cause the Writings to be seen under a heavy veil which can only be removed
according to the opening of the degrees of the mind of the Church. This is evident
merely from this fact that the Lord made His Second Coming at a time when there was
no longer any genuine good and truth in the world and men were therefore in danger of
extinction. The truths in the Writings are indeed continuous from the Lord, but these
continuous truths can only be seen as the degrees of the mind are opened.
On page 16 we read: "[In the Writings] the Lord is plainly revealed in His glorified
Human to such as will see." True, but in the word see many arcana are involved
including the discrete degrees of sight, and the teaching
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that it is the Lord alone who sees in man and that man cannot see any truth from himself.
The review continues: "Into this revelation we are, of course, to enter ever more
interiorly; and the mode of entrance is involved in Swedenborg's words to certain
angels; 'enter more deeply into my thought and you will see' (A. R. 961, T. C. R. 26).
We note that they entered into is thoughts, not by the application of verbal and sensuous
correspondences, but by deeper perception of the meaning of his ideas." The idea to
which the Angels took exception was the appearance of three persons in God, that is the
appearances of the letter of the New Testament which were in Swedenborg's external
mind. Between these appearances and the interior thoughts of Swedenborg there was no
other relation than that of correspondence. Hence to enter more deeply, as here used,
does signify to enter by correspondences, and not merely "by a deeper perception of the
meaning of his ideas", at least not on the same degree of the mind.
Dr. Acton then adds a long section, in which he contends that the teaching given in DE
HEMELSCHE LEER that the Doctrine of the Church does not refer to the Writings but
to the Doctrine drawn from the Writings by the Church, is not true.
The Writings viewed from within are indeed the Celestial Doctrine itself, in all its
infinity. Yet this infinite Doctrine cannot be said to be the Doctrine of the Church, for
the Church knows scarcely anything about it, and doctrines that are not known in the
Church cannot be said to be the Doctrine of the Church. The Doctrine of the Church is
the Doctrine that it has drawn from the Word, and in the case of the New Church, the
Doctrine which it has drawn from the Writings. This Doctrine compared to the Infinite
Doctrine of the Writings is necessarily as a cup of water compared to the ocean. The
genuine Doctrine of the Church is the Divine of the Lord in the Church, but this is
necessarily finite, because the reception on the part of the Church is finite; the Writings
on the other hand are infinite, because they are the Lord Himself in His Second Coming,
from which the Church and through the Church the Heavens, will draw Doctrine
indefinitely and to all eternity. The Writings are indeed continuous truths
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disclosed from the Lord, but because such continuous truth is infinite in its essence, it
cannot be seen by men; it is only that truth which the Lord opens the eyes of the Church
to see, that is actually in the Church and can be called the Doctrine of the Church.
In the review we read: "This conclusion [namely that the doctrinals drawn from the
Writings are so many mirrors of the Lord] would be a logical one once it is conceded
that the Writings are a letter of the Word in which the spiritual sense is not apparent; for
then the truths revealed by the Lord through Swedenborg would most certainly be
interrupted by the thick veil of a Letter which cannot be pierced by the gaze of the
rational mind, but must be interpreted by the laws of Biblical exegesis." There was no
interruption in the giving of the Writings, nor would any interruption be seen by a
celestial man, for to him the Writings from inmosts to outmosts would be seen as
continuous truths from the Lord. The interruptions, the thick veil, is due to the state of
man in the world.
The review speaks of the gaze of the rational mind, yet man has no genuinely rational
mind until the second or spiritual degree of the mind is opened by the Lord (see A. C.
5145). Yea, "a truly rational man is no other than he who is called a celestial man" (A.
C. 6240). A man can therefore only become rational according as the mind is opened
according to order. Dr. Acton apparently speaks disparagingly of "the laws of Biblical
exegesis" as applied to the Writings; yet the laws of the exposition of the Word are the
very essential laws of the formation of the human mind; these were the laws by which
Swedenborg's mind was prepared for the giving of the Writings, yea, there are no other
laws by which the mind can be opened to interior things. How is it possible that Dr.
Acton can speak of these Divine laws as of an "artificial aid"
On page 17 we read: "As a confirmation, I might again note the fact that DE
HEMELSCHE LEER frequently appeals to the plain teachings of the Writings and not
to their internal sense to establish what it draws from those Writings by its mode of
exegesis." Do not the Writings do the same in regard to the Old and the New Testament?
Further on the same page we read: "By usage, the term
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internal or spiritual sense has come to connote a letter more or less remote from the
truth which it clothes - and the Writings are far from being such a letter." Does Dr.
Acton think that the sensual scientific man of our age can enter immediately into the
celestial and spiritual things of the Word such as they are in Heaven, by reading the
Writings, and that it is not necessary for a man to progress according to the laws of order
laid down in the Writings? Would not such progress be like taking a fish out of water, or
like a bird trying to fly into the ether? All progress into interior things is according to
discrete degrees, that is, it is according to correspondence, for correspondence is the
only relationship between a higher and a lower degree.
On page 18 we read: "What, for instance, could we understand as the internal sense of
those many passages where Swedenborg sets forth in rational language the deeper
arcana concerning the glorification of the Lord?" The Doctrine of the Glorification of
the Lord is the Celestial Doctrine itself. This Doctrine in light can only exist in the
celestial Heaven or in a celestial Church. The spiritual Angels do indeed have a type of
this Doctrine, but with them it is not the Doctrine of the Glorification itself. That the
Church at present has no Doctrine as to the Glorification of the Lord, is manifest from
the articles that have been written on the subject. For each one who has written thereon
has interpreted the Writings according to his own theory, and these theories have been
irreconcilably contradictory, and in the presentation of some of the theories there has
been evidence of merely sensual scientific thought. The Lord, when in the world, gave
the genuine Doctrine of the Trinity, yet the Christian church could not see the genuine
Doctrine, but perverted it by a false doctrine of the church. The Writings give the
genuine Doctrine of the Glorification, but this Doctrine has evidently been
misunderstood by some of those who have written thereon, and it must be evident to all
that the Church has not as yet a genuine Doctrine on the subject, although it is familiar
with the passages in the Writings dealing with the subject.
That the "fundamental truths of Christianity", as presented in the literal sense of the
Writings, have a spiritual
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sense that by no means appears in the letter when viewed from without, will be shown
elsewhere, for the subject is too extensive to enter upon in this paper.
On page 19 we read: "From these passages it would seem clear beyond a doubt that the
Writings are the Heavenly Doctrine revealed in such language that they can be seen by
all who will read in the light of heaven." True, but in the first states of the Church there
is no mediate influx from Heaven, but only an unconscious immediate influx from the
Lord into the things of the literal sense (see A. C. 8695). And when the mediate influx
from Heaven is established, the understanding is according to the Heaven through which
the influx takes place, thus it differs according to discrete degrees.
On page 21 (footnote) we read in reference to DE HEMELSCHE LEER and the
Principles of the Academy: "It cannot yet be known whether in the future they will
prove imperishable." Any one who has any spiritual light can know that the Doctrine of
the Academy that the Writings are the Word, will prove imperishable. When the
celestial New Church is established the particulars and singulars of Doctrine will be
perceived as true or not true, wherefore it will be seen what is imperishable down to the
minutest detail. This is what is signified by the words of the Lord: "Let your
communication be yea, yea; nay, nay; for what is more than this cometh of evil."
That at least the general principles of DE HEMELSCHE LEER will prove imperishable,
we have no doubt. Further on the same page we read: "And DE HEMELSCHE LEER
continues that the concept (1) that the Writings are the Heavenly Doctrine and the
Doctrine of the Church, and (2) that what is said of the Letter of the Word applies only
to the Old and New Testaments, has up to the present kept the Church as a whole in a
purely natural state, and in consequence, 'the Lord Himself has, as it were, remained
unthroned in the Church' - a serious statement, made with a regrettable lack of reserve."
By the above quotations it is not meant that the Church has not been passing through
orderly and necessary states. The doctrines of the Church as first seen manifested in the
literal sense of the Writings, are those that were necessary for its commencement, for
separation from the Old Christian church,
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for the struggles and temptations it had to pass through in coming out of the Old into the
New. In the first states the doctrines as seen by the Church were living truths effective
for the regeneration of the Church, but after the Church has entirely separated itself from
the false doctrines and organizations of the Old Church, the falsities and evils of the
Jews, the Roman Catholics, and the Protestants, those truths which caused the Church to
separate from these bodies, become historical and no longer effective in the Church in
its spiritual warfare. Then if these historicals are not seen in application to the New
Church, with the evils and falsities that have a tendency to arise therein, they tend to
become a dead letter which merely confirms the men of the Church in a feeling of their
own superiority, and like a dead letter are no longer effective in the interior warfare to
be waged.
This may be compared to the teachings of the Lord when on earth, which in their letter
were effective truths with the Apostles in the warfare with Jewish externalism. But in
later times, because the church did not realize the application of the words of the Lord to
the Christian Church, it also fell into literalism and came to its end.
That the Lord is not enthroned in CONVENTION and CONFERENCE is manifest, for
the Lord in His Second Coming in the Writings of the New Church is denied. There are
two great miracles the Lord performs in regard to the New Church. The first was the
giving of the Writings, which is said to be greater than all miracles, the second is the
opening of the eyes of the Church to see the Divine Truth within the Writings. As long
as the Church does not acknowledge that all seeing of truth within the Writings is a
Divine miracle, and remains in the appearance that a man can see any truth from his own
mind, the Lord is not truly enthroned. How often it is said that all good and truth are
from the Lord and nothing from man, and that all good and truth that arise in the Church
are Divine. Every doctrine must either be from the Divine of the Lord or if not it inflows
from hell, for a man can think nothing, either true or false, that has not one of these
origins, for man of himself can think nothing. Is it not a truth that as long as a man
believes that he can think anything true from himself, the Lord remains
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unthroned in his mind? Yet many of the criticisms against DE HEMELSCHE LEER
would seem to imply that this fundamental doctrine is not fully realized. By the above it
is not meant that a man who is in the falsity of ignorance in which is innocence, is in
communication with hell, for with such a one the falsity is only in the external man and
can therefore be removed after death. Neither is it meant that there may not be things
adjoined to the Doctrine which are not genuine in themselves. The genuine Doctrine is
due to both immediate influx from the Lord and mediate influx from the Lord through
the Heavens. All things due to this twofold influx are purely Divine. There may be
things added by the Angels which serve for introducing goods and truths, and which in
themselves are not good, but such things are not from mediate influx from the Lord;
such things do not become of faith and charity, for all that becomes of the new life with
man, is from the Lord alone (see A. C. 8728).
Due to a misinterpretation of the above number some have thought that these things
which come from the Lord by mediate influx through the Heavens are not purely Divine;
but that this is a misinterpretation is obvious from a careful reading of the eighteenth
chapter of EXODUS as explained in the ARCANA. The things adjoined by the Angels
are not from mediate influx from the Lord.
These things which are adjoined to the Doctrine for the sake of introduction, but which
are not a permanent part of the Doctrine, are further treated of in the ARCANA under
the representation of Abimelech and Phicol when separated from Abraham, concerning
which we read: "And they struck a covenant in Beersheba, signifies that human rational
things were adjoined to the Doctrine of faith; and Abimelech rose up, and Phicol the
captain of his army, and they returned into the land of the Philistines, signifies that these
things had no part in the Doctrine" (A. C. 2720).
That DE HEMELSCHE LEER contains genuine, that is, Divine Doctrine, for all
genuine Doctrine is Divine, can be seen at the present time, but what parts are of purely
Divine origin and what human rational things have been adjoined for the sake of
introduction and which are therefore not permanent, the future will show.
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That in the first states of the Church the Divine origin of the Doctrine that takes its rise
in the Church is not acknowledged and that in later states it is acknowledged, is clearly
shown in the ARCANA COELESTIA in treating of the third and fifth days of creation.
That the Church passes through the states represented by the seven days of creation is a
well known truth. Concerning the third day of creation we read: "The man who is being
regenerated is at first of such a quality that he thinks that the good which he does, and
the truth which he speaks, are from himself, when in reality all good and all truth are
from the Lord, so that whoever supposes them to be from himself, has not as yet the life
of true faith, which nevertheless he may afterwards receive; for he cannot as yet believe
that they are from the Lord, because he is only in a state of preparation for the reception
of the life of faith. This state is here represented by things inanimate, and the succeeding
one by animate things" (A. C. 29).
The fifth state is thus described: "After the great lights have been kindled and placed in
the internal man, and the external receives light from them, then the man first begins to
live. Heretofore he can scarcely be said to live, inasmuch as the good which he did, he
supposed that he did from himself, and the truth which he spoke, that he spoke of
himself; and since man of himself is dead, and there is nothing in him but what is evil
and false, therefore whatever he produces from himself is not alive, in so much that he
cannot do from himself what is good in itself.
That man cannot even think what is good, nor will what is good, consequently not do
what is good, except from the Lord, is plain to every one from the Doctrine of faith; for
the Lord says in Matthew: He that soweth the good seed is the Son of Man (13 :37). Nor
can any good come except from the very fountain itself, which is the only one, as He
also says: None is good save One, God (Luke, 18:19). Nevertheless, when the Lord is
resuscitating man to life, that is regenerating him, He permits him at first to be in such
an opinion, for at that time he is incapable of conceiving otherwise, nor can he in any
other way be led to believe, and afterwards to perceive, that all good and truth are from
the Lord alone" (A. C. 39). Yet it is this very teaching, that all truth that a man speaks is
from
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the Lord, that is most strongly objected to in the criticisms made against DE
HEMELSCHE LEER.
It is here clearly taught that before a man believes that the good which he does and the
truth which he speaks are from the Lord, he has not the life of true faith; hence is evident
the truth of the statement of DE HEMELSCHE LEER, that before the Doctrine of the
Church is acknowledged as Divine, the Lord is not enthroned in the Church.
On page 22 of the review we further read: "What is new in the present view is, that in
the Writings the Heavenly Doctrine is covered with a veil and so is not apparent; while
in the doctrine of the Church drawn from those Writings and formulated by men, it is
openly revealed." It is not said in DE HEMELSCHE LEER that the Doctrine of the
Church is not veiled, in fact in one sense the veil is even thicker than that of the
Writings, for the cherubim are always present, lest men enter and profane interior truths.
That the veil is even thicker than in the case of the Writings is evident from the review
which appeared in the January number of NEW CHURCH LIFE, where Rev. H. Lj.
Odhner made it clear that it is possible to read DE HEMELSCHE LEER, and not
understand a word of what is read. The Doctrine of the Church is of assistance to those
only who are prepared by the Lord to enter into more interior things.
The review continues: "In other words, the men of the Church will be able to supply a
vehicle of words wherein the Heavenly Doctrine is clearly set forth to view, while
Swedenborg was unable to do this, or unwilling. And the question will naturally arise, if
Swedenborg was unable, by virtue of what superior advantages shall others be able? Or
if unwilling, on what grounds shall others be willing?" It is surprising to find such a
sentence in the review written by Dr. Acton. What had Swedenborg's willingness or
unwillingness, his ableness or unableness to do with the Second Coming of the Lord?
The Writings of the New Church are the Divine Human of the Lord accommodated with
infinite wisdom to the state of mankind.
On page 22 we read: "If the Writings are not the Heavenly Doctrine because their letter
is expressed in a language incomprehensible to angels, does not the same objection
apply to the Doctrine of the Church which also
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has its literal sense or natural text?" As is shown in DE HEMELSCHE LEER the
essential of the Doctrine of the Church is the spiritual vision by which men are in.
communion with the Angels, and not the natural text. That the Church without a vision
of Doctrine has no enlightenment from the letter of the Writings is manifest from
CONFERENCE and CONVENTION.
The function of the Writings is to lay an infinite foundation of Divine Rational Truth
fixed in ultimates, which will serve all men and Angels to eternity; the function of the
Doctrine of the Church is to open the spiritual eyes of the Church so that it may see
more and more of the infinite treasures that lie hidden in the Writings; it thus acts as a
ladder, on which the Angels descend from and ascend to the Lord.
On page 23 we read: "But I cannot think that any New Churchman will ascribe Divine
authority to a human production." As quoted above, "every truth that a man speaks is
from the Lord"; what is from the Lord, is not a human production. It is true that before a
man sees that the Doctrine is genuine and has been drawn from the Word according to
order, it has no authority for him: but when this is seen it has authority. Has not the
essential position of the GENERAL CHURCH in contradistinction to that of
CONFERENCE and CONVENTION, Divine authority to those who see it in
enlightenment? If not, the GENERAL CHURCH is merely a sect based on human
opinion, and is unworthy of its name.
Further we read: "Yet there seems here to be some confusion of thought. Of course, as to
its origin, all truth is Divine, by whomsoever uttered; but that does not give Divine
authority to the utterances. A sermon, though it preaches the Divine Truth, is still a
human production, and its excellence consists in nothing more than the pointing to the
Truth as it stands in the Writings." It is obvious that in so far as it teaches Divine Truth a
sermon is not a human production, and the excellency of a sermon to a large extent
depends on its drawing forth Doctrine from the Writings that has not been seen by the
Church. The authority of a sermon is not of course from the person who writes it, but is
in the truth itself which is manifested.
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Further we read: "As far as man's work is concerned, a doctrine of the Church consists
solely in the words which embody a human conception of what is taught in the
Writings." All human concepts are false, for they can have no other origin than self,
from which proceeds nothing but falsity; no human concept of what is taught in the
Writings can be a genuine Doctrine of the Church in any sense. The Lord alone can see
truth in man; man from himself can see no truth. It is true in a sense that the Writings
alone have Divine authority in the Church, nevertheless if one sees in the light of
Heaven that a truth has been drawn from the Writings, that truth has authority to him
who sees.
On page 25 we read: "DE HEMELSCHE LEER itself speaks of the warning given in the
Writings against the arbitrary interpretation of those Writings by councils; but it leaves
us in uncertainty as to its meaning when it adds that the only safeguard against this
danger lies in the genuine Doctrine of the Church." The New Church like all previous
Churches would fall into false doctrine and thus come to an end, if the Lord did not
manifest genuine Doctrine. That false doctrine in the New Church has the power of
bringing about its spiritual death can be seen in the history of the Church, first in the
case of Clowes and those who followed him in contradistinction to those who followed
Hindmarsh; and at present in the case of CONVENTION and CONFERENCE.
That non-genuine doctrines in regard to the essentials of the Church exist in the
GENERAL CHURCH, is evident from the contradictory views that are held as to the
Lord's Glorification and other essential subjects. If such non-genuine doctrines were to
increase beyond measure, it is evident that the Church would come to an end. Hence the
only salvation for the Church is the manifestation from the Lord of genuine Doctrine;
and because we are given to know that the New Church will not come to an end, we can
rest confidently in the trust that the Lord will manifest Doctrine as needed. It is clearly
evident that if the Lord had not manifested the Doctrine that is contained in the
Principles of the ACADEMY at the time appointed, the New Church would have come
to its end. But such manifestation of Doctrine does not rest on any authority of men or
councils.
Further on the same page we read: "Divine authority
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can attach only to an immediate revelation, that is, to a revelation not made by means of
spirits and Angels, but coming immediately from God; and the Writings are such an
immediate revelation." Both immediate and mediate revelations are purely Divine and
have Divine authority; this is evident from the fact that the Old and New Testaments
were given by mediate revelation. That mediate revelation is Divine, is evident from the
whole of the eighteenth chapter of EXODUS as explained in the ARCANA. The
confusion of thought that is expressed in the above quotation from Dr. Acton's review,
arose from what is said in A. C. 8728 concerning those things which come from the
Angels themselves; such things however are not from the Lord by mediate influx
through the Heavens, but are, as stated, from the Angels themselves.
There are various kinds of influx both immediate and mediate. There is the immediate
influx into the souls of all men both good and evil, giving them the power of rationality
and liberty. SECONDLY: there is, at the commencement of the Church, immediate
influx into the things of the letter of the Word (A. C. 8685 and following numbers). This
influx is not perceived by man and is not what is meant by the immediate revelation that
Swedenborg had. THIRDLY: there is influx or revelation both immediately, as in the
preceding state, and mediately from the Lord through the Heavens; this latter influx or
revelation is not altogether hidden from the man (see A. C. 8694). FOURTHLY: With
the celestial Angels and with celestial men the influx or revelation of which man is
conscious, which with the lower Angels and the men of the spiritual Church was
mediate, now becomes immediate from the Lord, wherefore the celestial have a twofold
immediate influx and hence immediate revelation from the Lord. It was this conscious
immediate revelation from the Lord that Swedenborg had in common with the celestial
Angels. When the celestial Church is again set up on earth, it too will receive an
immediate revelation from the Lord, analogous to that of Swedenborg; for Swedenborg,
besides having been the instrument for the infinite revelation of the Third Testament,
was also a type of the essential New Church and represents that Church. But, of course,
in contradistinction to the infinite revelation
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which the Church received through Swedenborg, the revelation which the man of the
future celestial Church will receive, although immediate, will nevertheless always be
finite, because limited by the limitations of those who will receive it, and, of course, the
latter will always remain dependent on the former.
On page 25 we read: "And here we cannot avoid the reflection that the Roman Catholic
church also appeals to the 'vision of the Church' as the criterion of the interpretation of
the Word". Had the Catholic church had any vision of truth from the Word it would not
have died. "Where there is no vision, the people perish" (PROV. 29:18). Concerning
vision we read: "The external man was illuminated from the internal. .... For [the
external man] when he perceives what the external man is when conjoined with the
internal, or of what quality he is in his beauty, is then illuminated from the internal man,
and is then in the Divine vision here treated of" (A. C. 1584). Where there is no vision of
Divine truth in the Word the church falls into literalism; it was this lack of vision that
caused the Catholic church to close the Word and set up the external authority of the
Pope in its place.
On page 26 we read; "This mediate revelation, moreover, is individual, and carries with
it no authority except to the individual". This is true unless the Church as a whole sees it,
as for example in the case of the vision that gave birth to the Academy, but even then the
authority resides in the vision and not in the external authority of the Church.
On page 27 the review quotes the teaching that the Writings are "the Crown of
Revelations". The Writings are manifestly the Crown of Revelations, for they are the
infinite Divine Truth, the Lord Himself. The Doctrine of the Church is the means
whereby the Church has its eyes opened to see more and more of the infinite Divine
Truth in the Writings. The Writings are the Word in its fullness, the Doctrine of the
Church is the internal sense that the Church has come to see.
The review closes with the words: "Will not our minds, desirous of the guidance of God,
when men cry 'Lo here and lo there', be troubled with doubts? And thus doubting, will
we not ask of the Writings: Art thou the Christ or do
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we wait for another?" From all that is said concerning "the morning" in the Writings, it
is evident that every morning in the Church is a Coming of the Lord; when the celestial
Church is again set up and men will see, for the first time, the Lord Himself in the Sun
of Heaven, a vision not granted even the spiritual Angels, will it not be a marvelous
Coming of the Lord to the Church?
The Writings, as given, were the Second Coming of the Lord in fullness on the part of
the Lord, but the first simple acknowledgment of the Writings by the Church was not a
seeing of the Second Coming of the Lord in fullness on the part of the Church; in fact, as
Mr. Hyatt pointed out forty years ago, this was but a seeing of John the Baptist; and as
the Church has for the most part remained in the literal sense of the Writings, this still
applies. As long as the Church thinks that it has the whole truth in the literal sense of the
Writings and is not "troubled with doubts", it is a sign of little internal reflection as to
the infinity of the Writings.

CONFIRMATORY PASSAGES IN THE ARCANA COELESTIA

642. These are the least and most general arcana which man does not know; if the
singular things were told him he would comprehend not even one of them.
771. But what the singular things involve it would take too long to explain; it is
sufficient to give only a general idea of the most general things.
855. These truths are perceived by the Angels in a wonderful variety and in delightful
order, that could man but be in one such idea, there would be thousands and thousands
of things in a manifold series that would enter and affect him, and in fact such things as
never could be described.
863. No truth of faith is ever possible except from the good of love or charity.
865. Man can know nothing of the truth of faith except from the revealed things in the
Word, where all things are said in a general way; generals are but as the spots of a cloud,
for every general contains thousands and thousands of particulars, and each particular
thousands and thousands
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of singulars. ... These have never been so revealed to man, because they are both
indescribable and inconceivable, and thus cannot be acknowledged and believed. ... It is
altogether otherwise with the celestial man, who has perception from the Lord.
868. Man has nothing of good and nothing of truth except from the Lord, and all evil
and falsity man has from his proprium.
876. And so the dove's returning unto Noah to the ark, signifies that the good and truth
meant by the dove returned again to the man. For whatever of good a man supposes that
he does from himself, returns to him, since it regards himself. . . . The good and truth of
faith is inwardly good and true from the inmost, that is all the good and truth of faith
flows in from the Lord through man's inmost.
878. "And he put forth his hand and took her and brought her to himself into the ark".
This signifies his own power, and that he did what was good and thought what was true
from himself; . . . to put forth his hand etc., is to apply and attribute to himself the truth
meant by the dove.
880. What man hears out of the Word and holds in the memory is nothing but an
insemination. . . . There are three things with man which concur and unite together,
namely the natural, the spiritual, and the celestial. His natural never receives any life
except from the spiritual, and the spiritual never except from the celestial, and the
celestial from the Lord alone, who is Life itself.
904. The Lord speaks with every man, for whatever a man wills and thinks that is good
and true, is from the Lord. ... Every good and true thing inspired by the Angels is from
the Lord. .. . No one can ever think anything good and true except from the Lord. . . .
Man knows no otherwise than that he thinks from himself, but man has not a single idea
of thought, nor even the least bit of an idea, from himself; but he has what is evil and
false through evil spirits from hell, and what is good and true he has through the Angels
from the Lord.
1383. One kind of perception which is angelic perception, consists in perceiving what is
true and good, and what is from the Lord and what is from themselves.
1384. The sons of the Most Ancient Church said concerning
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their perception, that of themselves they neither think nor can think anything nor will
anything; but that in all things whatever which they think and will, they perceive what is
from the Lord, and what from other sources, and they perceive . . . how much is from the
Lord and how much as it were from themselves. . . . The spiritual Angels, who likewise
have perception, although not such as the celestial, speak concerning truth and good; but
still they perceive them, although with a difference.
1385. They have been told that it is of angelic wisdom to perceive without reasoning
whether a thing is good and true; but they do not apprehend that such perception is
possible.
1408. In the internal sense of the Word there are arcana of Heaven, which lie stored up
and hidden there, which can never be seen as long as the mind, together with the eye, is
kept in historicals; nor are they revealed until the mind is removed from the sense of the
letter. The Word of the Lord is like a body which contains a living soul.
1807. He who is in Divine things never regards the Lord's Word from the letter; but he
regards the letter and the literal sense as being representative and significative of the
celestial and spiritual things of the Church and of the Lord's Kingdom. To him the literal
sense is merely an instrumental means of thinking of these.
1869. How many things there are in a single word of the Word, has been shown me by
the opening of the ideas of thought. . . . There then appeared beautiful things beyond
number. .. . It was said that the things which thus appear visible can be opened again as
to their interiors. . . . Such are all angelic ideas, for they are open from the Lord Himself.
1936. It is only suggested here how the Lord thought concerning the appearances that
had engaged the attention of the first rational with Him, namely that they were not to be
trusted, but Divine Truths themselves, however incredible they might appear before that
rational; such is the case with all truths Divine; if the rational be consulted respecting
them, they cannot possibly be believed, for they surpass all its comprehension. For
example that no man, spirit, and Angel lives from himself, but the only Lord. . . . It is a
Divine truth that in every expression of the Word, which appears so simple and rude to
man, there are things illimitable, nay more than the universal Heaven: and that
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the arcana which are within can be presented before the Angels from the Lord with
perpetual variety to eternity.
1954. The interior sight does not see from itself, but from a still more interior sight, or
that of man's rational. Nay neither does this see from itself, but does so from a still more
interior sight, which is that of the internal man. And even this does not see of itself, but
it is the Lord alone through the internal man who sees. ... Such is the case with influx.
2004. From the Lord, through man's internal, life continually flows into man's rational,
and through this into his external, and in fact, into his scientifics and cognitions, and not
only it adapts them to receive the life, but also disposes them into order, and so enables
the man to think, and finally to be rational. Such is the conjunction of the Lord with
man, without which man could not think at all, still less be rational. ... There are in the
thought of man numberless arcana of science . . . which never flow in through the senses
or through the external man, but through the internal. Man however, on his part, by
means of scientifics and cognitions advances to meet this life which is from the Lord,
and thereby reciprocally conjoins himself.
2016. As regards the fact that all good and the derivative truth are from the Lord, this is
a constant verity. The Angels are in the perception of it to such a degree that they
perceive that in so far as anything is from the Lord, it is good and true, and that in so far
as it is from themselves it is evil and false.
2093. The first rational is conceived and born by the influx of the internal man into the
life of the affection of sciences in his external man; . . . but his second rational he
receives from the Lord when he is being regenerated; for he then perceives in the
rational what the good and the truth of faith are. In man the internal man is above his
rational, and is the Lord's.
2171. They who are in perception as are the Angels, know very well in which perception
they are: whether in natural perception, in rational perception, or in still more interior
perception which to them is Divine.
2177. When, the man of the Church so apprehended these things, he was then in an idea
similar to the perception of
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the Angels, thus he was in the Lord's kingdom itself in the Heavens, although he was on
earth.
2203. The human rational as to truth is of such a nature that it cannot understand what
the Divine is, for the reason that that truth is in appearances; and therefore that which it
does not understand it does not believe; . . . whereas heavenly affection is not in
appearances but in good and truth itself. As rational truth is of this nature, it is pardoned.
2227. All good and all the derivative truth will be from the Lord. . .. From celestial good
comes spiritual good.
2242. But the Angels are not in appearances in the way that man is, and therefore while
the Word as to the sense of the letter is for man, as to the internal sense it is for the
Angels, as also for those men to whom of the Lord's Divine mercy it is given, while
living in the world, to be like the Angels.
2657. With every man who is being regenerated there are two rationals, one before
regeneration, the other after regeneration. The first which is before regeneration, is
procured through the experiences of the senses, by reflections upon things of civic life
and of moral life, and by means of the sciences and the reasonings derived from them,
and by means of them, also by means of the cognitions of spiritual things from the
Doctrine of faith or from the Word. But these go no further at that time than a little
above the ideas of the corporeal memory, which comparatively are quite material.
Whatever therefore it then thinks is from such things; or in order that what it thinks may
be comprehended at the same time by interior or intellectual sight, the semblances of
such things are presented by comparison or analogically. Of this kind is the first rational.
. . . But the rational after regeneration is formed from the Lord through the affections of
spiritual truth and good, which affections are implanted from the Lord in a wonderful
manner in the truths of the former rational, and those things in it which are in agreement
and favor, are thus vivified; . . . until at length spiritual goods and truths are collected
together as into bundles. , . . From the first rational, which he has procured for himself
by the means described above, the man believes that he thinks truth and does good from
himself,
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thus from the proprium. ... This first rational cannot apprehend otherwise, even if it has
been instructed that all the good of love and all the truth of faith are from the Lord. But
when man is being regenerated . . . he begins to think that good and truth are not from
himself or from what is his own, but from the Lord. The more he is then confirmed in
this, the more he is led into the light of truth respecting these things, until at last he
believes that all good and all truth are from the Lord.
2719. Now the Doctrine of faith is treated of, which is to be serviceable to the [spiritual]
Church; namely that human rational things from scientifics are adjoined to it, which are
Abimelech and Phicol.. . . These rational things are appearances, not from a Divine but
from a human origin, which are adjoined for the reason that without them the spiritual
Church would not comprehend Doctrine, and thus would not receive it; . .. and they are
not discrepant to such a degree that the Divine good cannot have in them some kind of
receptacle.
2761. "Jehovah bowed the heavens, and He came down, and thick darkness was under
His feet; and He rode upon a cherub". Thick darkness here denotes clouds; to ride upon
a cherub represents the Lord's Providence lest man should of himself enter into the
mysteries of faith which are in the Word.
3364. In the internal sense the subject here treated of is the Lord, in that from His Divine
are all the doctrinal things of faith; for there is not any doctrinal, not the smallest part of
one, that is not from the Lord, because the Lord is Doctrine itself. Hence it is that the
Lord is called the Word because the Word is Doctrine; but as every thing that is in the
Lord is Divine, and the Divine cannot be comprehended by any created being, therefore
in so far as they appear before created beings, the doctrinal things that are from the Lord
are not truths purely Divine, but are appearances of truth; nevertheless within such
appearances are truths Divine, and because they have these within them, the appearances
also are called truths.
3387. This signifies that he could not open Divine Truths themselves; Divine Good
would then not be received. If Divine Truths themselves were to be opened, they would
not be received by those who are in the doctrinal things of
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faith, because they surpass all their rational apprehension, thus all their belief.
3438. In the internal sense there are singulars, myriads of which together make one
particular that is presented in the literal sense.
3712. "I will bring thee back to this ground", signifies conjunction with the Divine
Doctrine. The Divine Doctrine is the Divine Truth, and Divine Truth is all the Word of
the Lord; Divine Doctrine itself is the Word in the supreme sense, in which the Lord
alone is treated of, hence Divine Doctrine is the Word in the internal sense, in which the
Lord's kingdom in the Heavens and in the earths is treated of. Divine Doctrine is also the
Word in the literal sense, in which the things in the world and upon the earths are treated
of. But since the literal sense contains in itself the internal sense, and this the supreme
sense, and altogether corresponds thereto by means of representatives and significatives,
therefore also the Doctrine thence is Divine. As Jacob represents the Lord's Divine
Natural, he also represents the Word as to the literal sense . . . The natural of the Word . .
. is as a cloud. .. . The internal sense is represented by Isaac, but the supreme sense by
Abraham. . . . But, however, these things are not so circumstanced in the Lord, for all in
Him is Divine Good, but not Divine Truth and still less Divine Natural Truth; but Divine
Truth is the Divine Good appearing in Heaven before the Angels, and on earth before
men, and although it is apparent, it is nevertheless Divine Truth because it is from
Divine Good, as light is the sun's because from the sun.
3786. The case is the same in general with the Church while it is being established; the
doctrinals of good and truth must first be collected into a one, for it is on them that the
building is erected. The doctrinals have also a connection with one another, and a mutual
respect to each other, wherefore unless they are first collected into one a deficiency will
arise, and the things that are wanting would have to be supplied by man's rational; and
how blind and visionary this is in spiritual and Divine things, when it draws conclusions
from its own self, has been repeatedly shown above. On this account the Word, which
contains all the doctrinals of good and truth, has been given to the Church.
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3798. That the Word is opened by means of good is manifest. ... Such as the love or
flame is, such is the light of truth. They who are in the love of good are able to see the
things that belong to that love, consequently the truths that are in the Word, and this
according to the measure and quality of their love of good; for in this case, light or
intelligence flows in out of Heaven, that is through Heaven from the Lord. Hence it is
that, as was said above, no one can see and acknowledge the interiors of the Word,
unless he is in good as to life.
3812. All evil and falsity thence flow in from hell; and all good and truth thence flow in
from the Lord. Man knows this from the Doctrine of faith, but scarcely one among
myriads believes it.
3813. This proprium is what is called the heavenly proprium, which in itself is the Lord's
alone, appropriated to those who are in good and thence in truth.
3880. "And she said: This time will I confess Jehovah", signifies in the supreme sense
the Lord, in the internal sense the Word, in the external sense Doctrine thence.
3900. "Then if any one say to you: Lo, here is Christ, or there, believe not", signifies an
exhortation to beware of their doctrine. Christ is the Lord as to Divine Truth,
consequently, as to the Word, and as to Doctrine from the Word. False Christs denote
doctrinals from the Word falsified, or truths not Divine.
3901. That the face of an eagle denotes circumspection and thus Providence, is evident,
for the Cherubs which were represented by the animals in Ezekiel, signify the
Providence of the Lord, lest man should enter into the mysteries of faith from himself
and from his rational.
3969. From this it may appear what the Divine Spiritual is; and whence the spiritual
kingdom and the celestial kingdom; and that the spiritual kingdom is the good of faith,
that is charity which inflows from the Lord immediately, and also mediately through the
celestial kingdom. The Divine Spiritual which proceeds from the Lord, is called in the
Word "the Spirit of Truth" and it is Holy Truth, and is not of any spirit, but is of the
Lord through the Spirit sent by the Lord, as may appear from the words of the Lord
Himself in John: "When He, the
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Spirit of Truth, shall have come, He shall lead you into all truth; for He shall not speak
from himself, but whatsoever He shall hear that shall He speak. He shall also announce
to you things to come. He shall glorify Me, because He shall take of Mine, and shall
announce it unto you".
3993. The arcana that treat of these subjects cannot easily be explained to the
apprehension, because they fall into the shade of the understanding, and it is like a
person speaking a foreign language, in which case, however clearly he may explain his
subject, still the hearer does not understand him. But. notwithstanding that this is the
case, it is necessary to state the matter, because it must be opened what the Word
contains stored up in the internal sense.
4002. Stealing in the internal sense denotes claiming to one's self that which is the
Lord's, namely good and truth, and whereas all do this in the beginning of regeneration,
and this is the first state of innocence, therefore the word is milder than it sounds in the
letter: consequently, "that is stolen by me" signifies that it was not his.
4027. The things which have thus far been explained as to the internal sense of the
words, are too interior and thus too arcane to admit of being clearly explained to the
understanding. ... Something of them may be seen in the regeneration of man, because
the regeneration of man is an image of the Lord's Glorification. Of regeneration a man
may have some idea, but not unless he be regenerated; nevertheless it will be an obscure
one as long as he lives in the body. ... Those however who are not regenerated, cannot
possibly have any conception of the subject.
4063. Man is led from the Lord not in a natural but in a supernatural manner.
4247. "And the messengers returned to Jacob, saying: We came to thy brother, to Esau,
and, moreover, he cometh to meet thee". This signifies that good flows in continually, to
appropriate to itself, namely truths. . . . Good is continually flowing in, and truth
receives it, for truths are the vessels of good. Divine good cannot be applied to any other
vessel than genuine truths, for they correspond to each other.
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When man is in the affection of truth, as he is in the beginning before being regenerated,
even then good is continually flowing in, but has as yet no vessels, that is truths. ... But
as good is then continually flowing in, it produces the affection of truth; for the affection
of truth is from no other source than the continual endeavor of Divine good to flow in.
From this it is evident that, even at that time, good is in the first place, and acts the
leading part, although it appears as if it were truth that does so. . . . The life which is
from the Lord does not flow in except into good, thus through good, and this from the
inmosts. . . . Good is that which produces; and it inflows into truths, and appropriates
them to itself, in so far as a man is in the cognitions of truth, and at the same time wants
to receive them.
4249. When good is takng the first place and is subordinating truths to itself, which
happens when man is undergoing spiritual temptations, the good that then flows in from
within is accompanied by very many truths which have been stored up in his interior
man. These cannot come to his observation and apprehension until good acts the leading
part, for then the natural begins to be enlightened by good, whence it becomes apparent
what things in it agree and what things disagree. ... While he is thinking and willing
goods, and is delighted with the truths from them, he may know that they are from
Heaven, that is, through Heaven from the Lord. . . . These things cannot but appear to
man as paradoxes because almost every man of the Church at this day believes that all
the truth and all the good that he wills and does, are from himself although he says
otherwise when he speaks from the doctrinal of faith.
4279. From this it is manifest of what quality the Word is, and how the case is with the
Word when it is read by a man who is in what is holy, that is in good and truth. For then,
with him, it appears as worldly or as historical, in which there is nevertheless what is
holy; but in the first Heaven it appears as celestial and spiritual natural, in which there is
nevertheless what is Divine; in the second Heaven, however, it is spiritual, and in the
third Heaven it is celestial; and in the Lord it is Divine. The sense of the Word is
according to the Heavens; the highest, sense . . . for the inmost Heaven etc.. but the
lowest
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sense is for man while still living in the world, who nevertheless is such that the interior
sense, and even the internal sense and highest sense, can be communicated to him. For
man has communication with the three Heavens; in fact man is created according to the
form of the three Heavens, so that when he lives in love to the Lord and in charity
towards the neighbor, he is a Heaven in the least form. Hence it is that within man is the
Lord's kingdom, as the Lord Himself teaches in Luke: "Behold the Kingdom of God is
within you".
4301. As to the state of truth in good, this can indeed be described, but yet it can only be
apprehended by those who have celestial perception. Others cannot even have an idea of
the conjunction of truth with good, because with them truth is in obscurity.
4302. Although these things should be described, they still will not be evident except to
those who are in celestial perception, and by no means to those who are in natural
perception only. For those who are in celestial perception are in the light of Heaven from
the Lord. ... This only can be said respecting the order in which truths must be, in order
that they may enter into good. . . . The Lord . . . disposes each and all things into such
order; hence Heaven is a likeness and image of the Lord. The truths and goods with
every Angel are in such an order; and the truths and goods with every man who is being
regenerated are also disposed into such an order.
4402. But although these things are clear to those who are in the light of Heaven, they
are nevertheless obscure to those who are in the light of the world, thus to most people at
this day, and possibly so obscure as to be scarcely intelligible, ... and yet the opening of
them is not to be dispensed with; the time will come when there will be enlightenment.
4964. "Was brought down into Egypt". This signifies to the scientifics of the Church. . . .
The scientifics treated of the correspondences of the natural world with the spiritual
world, and of the representatives of spiritual and celestial things in things natural and
earthly. Such were the scientifics of those who were in the Ancient Church. . . . As in
Egypt it was chiefly scientifics that were handed down, therefore the scientific in general
is represented by
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Egypt. . . . Whereas they had such scientifics that taught correspondences, and also
representatives, and significatives, and as these were of service to the doctrinal things of
the Church, especially to the understanding of those things which were said in their
Word, ... therefore by "being brought down into Egypt", is signified to the scientifics of
the Church. . . The Lord was first imbued with the scientifics of the Church, and from
and by them He advanced to things more and more interior, and at last even to those
which were Divine. For it pleased Him to glorify Himself, that is, to make Himself
Divine, according to the same order as that in which He regenerates man, namely from
the external things, which are scientifics and the truths of faith, successively to internal
things, which are of charity towards the neighbor and love to Him.
4966. Be it known that the scientifics of the Ancients were altogether different from
those of the present day. As before said the scientifics of the Ancients treated of the
correspondence of things in the natural world with things in the spiritual world.
4967. Because Egypt is the scientific it is also the natural, for all scientific with man is
natural, because it is in his natural man, even the scientific concerning spiritual and
celestial things. The reason of this is that man sees them in the natural, and from it: and
those which he does not see from the natural he does not apprehend. But the regenerate
man, who is called spiritual, and the unregenerate man, who is merely natural, see them
in different ways.
4977. Man is sensible of that which flows in by an external way, but not until he has
been regenerated, of that which flows in by an internal way; so that unless in the prior
state a sort of dominion were given to truth, or unless good so applied itself, truth would
never be appropriated to good.
4980. When Divine Good which is in Divine Truth is received by the rational or internal
man, it is called the celestial in the rational; and when received by the natural or external
man, it is called the celestial in the natural. With man both flow in from the Lord
immediately, as well as mediately through angels and spirits: but with the Lord
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when He was in the world it flowed in from Himself.
5121. "And Joseph said unto him: This is the interpretation of it". This signifies
revelation from perception from the celestial in the natural as to what it had in itself. In
regard to revelations being either from perception, or from speech with Angels, through
whom the Lord speaks, it is to be known that they who are in good and thence in truth,
especially they who are in the good of love to the Lord have revelation from perception.
The Angels, especially the celestial, have revelation from perception, as had also the
men of the Most Ancient Church, and some too of the Ancient Church, but scarcely any
one at this day. ... For genuine perception exists through Heaven from the Lord, and
affects the intellectual spiritually, and leads it perceptibly to think as the thing really is,
together with internal assent, the source of which it knows not. It supposes that it is in
itself, and that it flows from the connection of things; whereas it is a dictate through
Heaven from the Lord, flowing into the interiors of the thought, about such things as are
above the natural and sensuous, that is about such things as are about the spiritual world
or about Heaven.
5207. As regards the matter itself, that truths were banished from the natural by falsities
in the boundaries, be it known that this takes place at the beginning in all regeneration;
for the truths that are insinuated with man in the beginning, are indeed in themselves
truths, but they are not truths with him until good is joined to them. The good when
joined causes the truths to be truths. Good is the essential and truths are the formal
things thereof.
5208. Truths are banished from the natural, which is done in order that the natural may
be enlightened in a general manner from within, and that afterwards in the general
illustration or in the general light, truths may be replaced there in their order, wherein
the natural is enlightened in a particular manner. The correspondence between the
spiritual and the natural with man, or between his internal and his external, is effected in
this way: for truths are first procured, next those truths are as if banished, yet they are
not banished but stored away. . . . What is general comes first; and afterwards things less
general, and finally particulars are inserted therein.
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5213. Scientifics are vessels. ... The scientifics into which the things of faith and charity
can be applied are very many, such as all the scientifics of the Church which are
signified by Egypt in a good sense, and consequently all those scientifics which are
truths about correspondences, representatives, significatives, influx, order, intelligence
and wisdom, and the affections, yea all truths of inner and outer nature, both visible and
invisible, because these correspond to spiritual truths.
5253. Hence the speech of the Angels, which is relatively unlimited; and in consequence
every thing of their speech flows into the infinite and eternal, consequently into the
Divine of the Lord.
5280. Man has to learn from the Word and from Doctrine therefrom what is good. The
cognitions of good from the Word or from Doctrine therefrom are called the truths of
faith. ... The truths previously insinuated are as it were banished. ... And then as the man
suffers himself to be regenerated the light of truths from good is insinuated by the Lord
through an internal way into the natural, into which light the truths are returned into
order. ... But at this day few are admitted into this state.
5288. It is also good and truth that bring into order each and all things in the natural
mind; for they flow in from the interior, and thus arrange them. One who does not know
how the case is with man's intellectual faculty, and how man can mentally view things,
perceive them, think analytically, draw conclusions thence, and at last pass them over to
the will, and through the will into act, sees nothing to wonder at in these things; he
supposes that all things flow naturally in this way, being quite unaware that they are one
and all from influx through Heaven from the Lord, and that without this influx men
could not think at all. ... So neither does he know that the good flowing in through
Heaven from the Lord, brings all things into the image of Heaven.
5355. What the multiplication of truth from good is shall be briefly stated. When man is
in good, that is in love towards the neighbor, he is also in the love of truth, consequently
in so far as he is in this good, so far he is affected by truth, for good is in truth as the
soul in its
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body. As therefore good multiplies truth, so it propagates itself in truth and by truth
indefinitely, for there is no limit to good or to truth. ... In the Church today there is rarely
any multiplication of truth. ... It is believed sufficient to know the dogmas of faith of the
church in which man is born, and to confirm them by various means. But one who is in
the good of genuine charity and thence in the affection of truth, is not content with this,
but desires to be enlightened from the Word. ... He also sees it from good, because the
apperception of truth is from good; for the Lord is in good and gives the apperception.
When a man receives truth thence it increases indefinitely. In this respect it is like a little
seed which grows into a tree, and produces other little seeds, which in turn produce a
garden, and so on.
5428. But if they are told that real freedom . .. is not at all like this, but consists in
willing nothing from self, but from the Lord, yea also in thinking nothing from self, but
from Heaven, and hence that the Angels are overwhelmed with sorrow and grief if
permitted to think from themselves and to will from themselves, this is not
acknowledged.
5478. That the truths of the Church are apprehended by those who are in good, that is by
those with whom these truths are conjoined with good, quite differently from what they
are by those who are not in good, seems indeed like a paradox, but still it is the truth.
5556. They are altogether ignorant that the chief thing in wisdom is to perceive without
reasoning, that a thing is so or not so.
5623. The capacities or abilities for receiving truth are wholly according to good,
because the Lord adjoins them to good.
5637. The interior things of scientifics are spiritual things in the natural mind, and
spiritual things are there when the scientifics there are enlightened by the light of
Heaven, and they are so enlightened when man has faith in the doctrinal things from the
Word, and he has this faith when he is in the good of charity; for then truths and thereby
scientifics are enlightened by the good of charity as by a flame.
5773. Mourning over truths from the proprium that they
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could no longer claim to themselves, . . . signifies that they would be without freedom
from their proprium, thus without truths from themselves. . . . Be it known that a turning
about takes place with those who are being regenerated, namely that they are led to good
by means of truth, and afterwards from good they are led to truth.
5951. What spiritual truths in the natural are must be told. Truths of faith outside of
man, spirit, and Angel, are not truths of faith, for they are not applied to a subject, in
which they become such. But when they are applied to a man, spirit, and Angel as to a
subject, they then become truths of faith, but with a difference according to the states of
life of each one. With those who are learning them for the first time they are only
scientifics. Afterwards if these persons devoutly reverence them, the truths advance
further and become truths of the Church; and when they are affected with them and live
according to them, they then become spiritual truths; for the good of love and charity
which is solely from the spiritual world, then fills them and causes them to live.
5952. It is said "as seemed good", because the doctrinal things that are meant by the
carts of Egypt are from the literal sense of the Word, which, without the internal sense,
can be applied to any good whatever. For the Lord does not openly teach any one truths,
but through good leads to the thinking of what is true, and unknown to the man He
inspires the apperception and consequent choice that such a thing is true, because the
Word so dictates and because it is square. . . . Thus the Lord adapts truths according to
the reception of good by each person.
6167. When the Word is being read by a man, those who are in the other life, being in
the internal sense of the Word, not only perceive all things, but see besides innumerable
arcana therein, and such as cannot be expressed in any human speech. Those which have
been adduced are comparatively only a few.
6232. All things which proceed from the Infinite, as do truths and goods, are capable of
increasing and of being multiplied indefinitely. That truths and goods can increase
indefinitely arises from the fact that they proceed from the Lord, who is infinite.
6240. But the truly rational man is none other than he
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who is called a celestial man, and who has perception of good, and from good
perception of truth; whereas he who has not this perception, but only the cognition that a
thing is true ... is not truly a rational man, but is an interior natural man. Such are those
who belong to the Lord's spiritual Church.
6338. "Assemble yourselves". This signifies that they should set themselves in order. . .
For the universal which proceeds from the Lord effects this, because it contains within
itself all the singulars down to the most minute ones; and it is all these taken together
which are the universal that reduces all things in the Heavens into order. When the
universal is doing this, it appears as if the very goods and truths set themselves in order,
and as if they flowed into order of' their own accord. . . . This would never take place
unless the universal which proceeds from the Lord contained within it the minutest
singulars of all, and unless all these were in the most perfect order. If there were any
universal influx from God without singulars, as many suppose, and a man, or spirit, or
Angel were to direct himself in singulars, instead of order there would be confusion of
all things. This may be illustrated by many things with man, that unless his thoughts
were ordered universally and at the same time singularly by the affections of love, it
would be impossible for them to flow rationally and analytically.
6398. "Dan shall be a serpent upon the way". This signifies their reasoning about truth
because good does not as yet lead. [Subject continued in 6400.]
6430. "And He shall bless you with the blessings of heaven above". That this signifies
with the good and truth from the interior, is evident from the signification of blessing . ..
and . . . of heaven. . . . The Heaven of man is in his interiors, because the man who is in
the good of life is as to his interiors in society with Angels, thus in Heaven, and as to his
exteriors in society with men, thus in the world. Therefore when man receives the good
and truth which flow in from the Lord through Heaven from within, he is blessed with
the blessings of Heaven above.
6431. "With the blessings of the abyss that lieth beneath". This signifies the scientifics
that are in the natural.
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6434. The spiritual Church should have good from the natural or external man, but not
from the rational or internal man: for the good of the man of the spiritual Church is in
the natural, nor does it go further.
6454. Whatever is in the natural, and more so what is in the exterior natural, is obscure
in comparison to what is in the interior natural, and still more so in comparison with
what is in the rational. But this obscurity becomes clear in two ways; first, if the
exteriors are brought into compliance with the interiors, and thus into correspondence;
secondly, if the man can be elevated from exterior to interior things, and thus to see the
exterior things from what is interior. This latter is possible with those who are in the
internal of the Church, and the former with those who are in its external; but neither the
one nor the other is obtained except through regeneration from the Lord. From this it is
plain what is meant by the obscurity being capable of becoming clear.
6471. A certain spirit not of the evil, but from those who suppose that they possessed
the cognitions of faith more than others, and who had instructed some others also in this
that all good and truth are from the Lord, and that man cannot think or will what is good
from himself, was brought into such a state that he did not think and will from
himself. ... When he was in this state he said he could not live in such a way, but that life
was grievous to him. He was then told that thus he did not love to live in the truth which
he had taught.
6507. "And the Egyptians wept over him". This signifies the sadness of the scientifics
of the Church. ... But sadness here means sadness because the good of the Church which
is represented by Israel, had left the scientifics, which are the externals of the Church,
when it ascended from them to the internal of the Church, which is the good of truth; for
in this case it no longer regards scientifics as being with itself, as before, but beneath
itself. For when the truth of the spiritual Church becomes good, a reversal takes place,
and then it no longer looks at truths from truths, but from good. . . . From this comes
sadness, and it also comes from the fact that a different order is effected among the
scientifics, which is not effected without pain. [This is further described in numbers
6539-6542.]
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6564. Joseph is the celestial and internal good, through which good and truth flow in
from the Lord. The Lord continually flows in through man's internal with good and
truth.
6566. This is evident from the representation of Joseph as being the internal celestial;
and from the signification of speaking, as being influx and thence reception: for the
influx is from the internal celestial, which is Joseph, and the reception is by the truths in
the natural, which are his brethren.
6617. A certain good spirit was taken up into the first Heaven, and speaking with me
from thence he said that he saw infinite things in what I was then reading in the Word;
when yet I myself had only a simple thought on the subject. Afterwards he was taken up
into a more interior Heaven, and he said from thence that he now saw still more things,
and so many that those which he had seen before were comparatively gross to him. He
was next taken up into a Heaven still more interior where the celestial Angels are, and
he said from thence that what he had before seen was scarcely anything compared with
the things he now saw. While this continued, various things flowed in and I was affected
with the various things that came thence.
6686. The true scientifics in the natural have all their life from the good which flows in
through the internal.
6690. From this scientifics have their form. If heavenly love rules, then all things are
disposed there by the Lord into the heavenly form, thus into the form of the good itself
of love.
6750. Scientifics are what they who are being regenerated must first learn, because they
are a plane for the things of the understanding, and the understanding is the recipient of
the truth of faith, and the truth of faith is the recipient of the good of charity. Hence it
can be seen that the scientific is the first plane when a man is being regenerated.
6865. It is false scientifics which chiefly infest those of the spiritual Church, because
they have no perception of truth from good, but only the cognitions of truth from
Doctrine. ... For scientifics are the most general vessels, which sometimes appear
contrary to truths, until truths
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being let into them make them transparent, and thus not to be noticed. Moreover
scientifics are full of the fallacies of the senses, which cannot be dispelled by those who
are in the mere cognitions from Doctrine, and not in the perception of truth from
good. ... But those who are in the light of Heaven are in enlightenment from the Lord. ...
Hence it is evident that these latter have an interior intuition, which is above the
scientifics, and thus is distinct; whereas the former have a lower intuition, which is
within the scientifics and thus an entangled one.
6866. In genuine humiliation a man divests himself of all ability to think and do any
thing from himself, and wholly leaves himself to the Divine, and thus draws near to the
Divine.
6996. The things a man speaks are presented quite differently with spirits; and the
things spirits speak, quite differently with the Angels.
Aaron as Doctrine, see n. 6998-7012.
Immediate and mediate influx, see n. 7055-7058.
7191. Every thing of thought and of the consequent discourse flows in through Heaven
from the Lord.
7233. Hence it is that every one within the spiritual Church acknowledges as the truth of
faith that which its founders have dictated, nor do they search further from the Word
whether it be the very truth; and moreover if they did search they would not find it
unless they had been regenerated, and at the same time enlightened in a special manner.
7750. It may be shown that those only have spiritual life who are in celestial love, and
from this in cognitions; and that love contains within it all the cognitive that is of that
love. Take for example the animals of the earth and the animals of the heaven or the
birds. These have the science of all things of their love. . . . If man were in his own love,
which is love to God and towards the neighbor, this being man's proper love, . . . he
would then be not only in all requisite science, but also in all intelligence and wisdom;
neither would he have occasion to learn them, for they would flow in from Heaven into
these loves, that is through Heaven from the Divine. But as man is not in these, but in
contrary loves ... he must be born into all ignorance, yet by Divine means he is brought
into something of intelligence
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and wisdom, but still not actually into any thing unless he removes the loves of self and
of the world and thus opens the way for love to the Lord and love towards the neighbor.
That love to the Lord and love towards the neighbor have within them all intelligence
and wisdom, can be seen from those who in the world have been in these loves; when in
the other life they come into Heaven, they there know and are wise in such things as
before they had never known; nay, they think and speak there as do the rest of the
Angels such things as ear hath never heard, nor the mind known, which are unutterable.
The reason is that these loves have in them the capacity to receive such things.
7757. The good itself which flows in from the Lord adopts truth there, and appropriates
it to itself, and thereby causes the good with a man to be good, and the truth to be truth;
or the charity to be charity, and the faith to be faith. Without this conjunction charity is
not charity, but only natural goodness; neither is faith faith, but only the science of such
things as are of faith.
7838. The truth of faith is not the truth of faith unless it is with the good of charity, and
especially unless it is from it.
7840. Men of the internal Church are they who have qualified their good by means of
interior truths, such as are those of the internal sense of the Word; but men of the
external Church are those who have qualified their good by means of exterior truths,
such as are those of the literal sense of the Word.
7950. All spiritual light comes through good from the Lord, thus through charity; for the
good of charity is like a flame from which is light; for good is of love, and love is
spiritual fire, from which comes enlightenment. He who believes that they who are in
the evil of life can also be in enlightenment in respect to the truths of faith, is very much
mistaken. They can be in a state of confirmation, that is, they may be able to confirm the
doctrinal things of their Church; but they cannot see whether what they confirm is true
or not.
7966. These are the two states in which they who are of the spiritual Church, when in
good, are kept by the Lord: the first, that from the good which is of the will
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they see and think truth; the second, that from this marriage of good and truth they
produce truths, which by willing them and doing them, again become goods and so on
continually.
8042. "Sanctify to Me all the firstborn". This signifies faith that it is from the Lord.
When it is said faith, there is meant all the truth that belongs to the spiritual Church. ...
When a man is being regenerated, he is led by means of faith in the understanding, or in
Doctrine, to faith in the will or life, that is by means of the truth of faith to the good of
charity. When the man is in the good of charity, he has then been regenerated, and then
from this good he produces truths, which are called the truths of good. These are the
truths which are the veriest truths of faith, and which are meant by the firstborn.
8078. Faith merely natural is faith which is insinuated by an external and not by an
internal way, such as sensual faith which consists in believing a thing to be so because
the eye has seen. . . . But spiritual faith is that which is insinuated by an internal and at
the same time by an external way; the insinuation by the internal way causes it to be
believed, and then that which is insinuated by the external way causes it to be
confirmed. The insinuation of faith by the internal way is effected by reading the Word,
and by enlightenment then from the Lord, which is granted according to the quality of
the affection.
8106. The literal sense of the Word is called a cloud, because the internal sense, which is
called glory, cannot be comprehended by man, except by one who is regenerated and
then enlightened. If the internal sense of the Word, or truth Divine in its glory, were to
appear before a man who is not regenerated, it would be like thick darkness, in which he
would see nothing at all, and by which he would also be blinded, that is he would
believe nothing.
8301. "Who is like Thee, 0 Jehovah, among the gods" signifies that all truth of good
proceeds from the Divine Human of the Lord. . . . That by these words is signified that
all the truth of good proceeds from the Divine Human of the Lord, is because truths can
proceed from everybody; but the truths of good only from the Lord, consequently from
those who are in good from the Lord. Truths separated from good are indeed thought
and spoken by those
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who are in persuasive faith and nevertheless in a life of evil, and likewise by many
others within the Church; but these truths are not of good, thus do not proceed from the
Lord, but from themselves. That truths from good proceed from the Lord can be seen
from the fact that the Lord is Good itself, because He is Love itself; from this proceeds
truth, like light from the flame of the sun.
8370. The truths of faith were set in order by the good of love. . . . It is said by means of
the good of love, because all setting in order of truths is effected by means of the good
of love.
8420. This is evident from the signification of the Law, as being the Word; and because
it denotes the Word, it denotes Divine Truth, thus also the Doctrine of good and truth.
8456. "And the deposit of dew went up". ... The deposit of this upon the manna signifies
the insinuation of truth; for the truth of peace is the Divine Truth proceeding from the
Lord in Heaven, which being the inmost insinuates itself into the truth which is beneath,
and vivifies it. When the truth which is beneath has been vivified by it, then the truth of
peace goes up, that is, as to appearance ceases, and the truth which had received life
from it comes into view. Thus is born the truth of faith. For no truth of Doctrine or of the
Word becomes truth with man until it has received life from the Divine, and it receives
life through the insinuation of the truth which proceeds from the Lord, which is called
the truth of peace. This truth is not the truth of faith, but it is the life or soul of the truth
of faith, and it disposes into the heavenly form all things which are in the truth that is
called the truth of faith, and afterwards it also disposes the truths themselves one with
another. From all this it can be seen how the case is with the insinuation of truth with
man by means of the truth of peace. Be it also known that the lower or exterior things
with the man who is being regenerated receive life in succession from the higher or
interior things; thus the truth of faith from the truth of peace; and the truth of peace from
the Lord Himself. The insinuation of life from the Lord with those who are being
regenerated is effected in successive order by Him, thus through the inmost, and so
through interior things to
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exterior. Consequently with the regenerate it is open even from the Lord: but with those
who are not regenerate the way is closed.
8505. "To day ye shall no longer find it in the field". This signifies that good shall no
longer be acquired by means of truth. ... Before regeneration man acts from truth, and
through it good is acquired. ... But after regeneration man acts from good, and through it
truths are procured. ... When he acts from affection, he is no longer allowed to look
back, and to do good from truth, for at that time the Lord flows into the good with him,
and leads him by means of the good. If at that time he were to look back, or were to do
good from truth, he would act from his own; for he who acts from truth leads himself,
whereas he who acts from good is led by the Lord.
8510. He who acts from truth which is of faith, is not yet in the order of Heaven.
8516. Every one ought to be led to Christian good which is called charity, through the
truth of faith; for the truth of faith will not only teach what charity is, but also what its
nature must be; and unless he learns this from the doctrinal of his Church (for he cannot
possibly know it from himself), he cannot be prepared and thus adapted to receive this
good. ... A man must know further that truths do not of themselves enter into good, but
that good adopts truths and adjoins them to itself; for the truths of faith lie in the
memory of a man as in a field extended beneath the interior sight. Good from the Lord
flows in through this sight, and chooses from them, and conjoins to itself the truths
which are in agreement with it. The truths which lie beneath cannot flow into the good
which is above, etc.
8685. "And Moses sat to judge the people". That this signifies the disposing of Truth
Divine with those who were of the spiritual Church in the state before it was from good,
is evident from the representation of Moses, as being the Truth Divine that proceeds
immediately from the Lord. ... The man who is being regenerated and becoming a
Church has two states; in the first he acts from truth, in the second from good. In both
states the man is led by the Lord; but in the first by immediate influx, in the second by
influx both immediate and mediate
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(see n. 6472- 6478, 6982, 6985, 6996, 7054-7058, 7270). Immediate influx is
represented by Moses judging the people alone, but influx both immediate and mediate,
by princes of thousands, etc. ... But these are arcana which scarcely any one can
understand, except one who is in enlightenment from the Lord, and through
enlightenment in perception. These influxes, and also the consequent effects, can indeed
be described, but still they do not rightly fall into the thought, unless there is perception
from Heaven; and perception from Heaven is not possible except with those who are in
the love of truth from good; and not even then unless they are in the love of truth. from
genuine good.
8686. "And. the people stood over Moses". This signifies obedience then out of Truth
Divine. ... By these words in the internal sense is described the first state, wherein the
man who is being regenerated is led by means of truth from the Lord; the truth by means
of which he is led is the Word, for this is Truth Divine.
8689. "And he said, why sittest thou alone?" That this signifies without influx of truth
from good from any other source is evident from the signification of sitting alone, when
said of Truth Divine proceeding immediately from the Lord, which is represented by
Moses, as being influx from Him alone, and not at the same time from any other source.
8690. When a man is in the former state, then the Lord flows in and leads immediately;
but the immediate influx of the Lord does not come to perception, because it is into the
inmosts of man; whereas the influx of the Lord which is immediate and at the same time
mediate, does come to perception, and gives affection, for it is not only into man's
inmosts, but also into his mediates and outmosts.
8692. "And the people cometh unto me to inquire of God". This signifies that they do
not will and act from any other source than from the fact that the Word has so said.
8694. "It cometh unto me and I judge between a man and his companion". This signifies
that at this time they are disposed out of revealed truth. . . . By revelation is meant
enlightenment when the Word is read, and perception then;
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for they who are in good and long for truth are taught in this way from the Word; but
they who are not in good cannot be taught from the Word, but can only be confirmed in
such things as they have been instructed in from infancy, whether true or false. The
reason that those who are in good have revelation, and those who are in evil have no
revelation, is that in the internal sense each and all things in the Word treat of the Lord
and of His kingdom, and the Angels who are with man perceive the Word according to
the internal sense. This is communicated to the man who is in good, and reads the Word,
and from affection longs for truth, and consequently has enlightenment and perception.
For with those who are in good, and from this in the affection of truth, the intellectual
part of the mind is opened into Heaven, and their soul, that is their internal man is in
fellowship with Angels; but it is otherwise with those who are not in good. . . . But what
is the nature of the revelation with those who are in good and from this in the affection
of truth, cannot be described. It is not manifest, neither is it altogether hidden; but it is a
certain consent and favoring from within that a thing is true, and a non favoring if it is
not true. . . . The cause of its being so is out of influx of Heaven from the Lord; for
through Heaven from the Lord there is light, that flows around and enlightens the
intellect, which is the eye of the internal sight. The things which then appear in that light
are truths, for this very light is the truth which proceeds from the Lord.
8698. "The word that thou doest is not good" ... signifies that a change must be made.
8699. "Wearing thou wilt wear away, both thou and this people that is with thee". This
signifies that thus the truth that has been inseminated would perish. . .. That it denotes
the truth that has been inseminated, is because by Moses is meant truth from the Divine.
8700. "For the word is too heavy for thee". This signifies that it is not possible because
not out of Divine order.
8701. "Thou art not able to do it thou alone". This signifies without influx of truth from
good from some other source. ... When the influx is immediate, the Lord indeed flows in
with good and truth, yet the good is not
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then perceived, but truth; therefore the man. is then led by means of truth, not so much
by good. But when the influx is at the same time mediate, then good is perceived, for
mediate influx is into man's external sensual; hence it is that the man is then led by the
Lord by means of good.
8706. "And do thou teach them the statutes and the laws". This signifies that from Truth
immediately from the Lord come the external and internal goods and truths of the
Church.
8709. "And do thou see out of all the people". This signifies the choosing of ministering
truths ... here of truths that minister to the Truth immediately from the Divine.
8711. "Men of truth hating gain". This signifies because the truths are pure without a
worldly end.
8717. "And it shall be that every great word let them bring unto thee". This signifies that
every thing is from the Truth that is immediately from the Divine. ... It appears from the
sense of the letter as if every thing was to be brought to Divine Truth; but as every thing
comes from the Lord through the Truth proceeding from Him . . . therefore in the
internal sense it is not signified to this truth, but from it. . . . In itself the fact is that by
means of Truth proceeding from Himself the Lord directs all things down to the veriest
singulars. ... His disposing is immediate through the Truth Divine from Himself, and
also mediate through Heaven. But the mediate disposing through Heaven is also as it
were immediate from Himself, for what comes out of Heaven comes through Heaven
from Him. That this is so the Angels in Heaven not only know, but perceive in
themselves.
8718. "But every small word let them judge". This signifies the appearance of some
particulars and singulars as from another source. ... Their bringing every great word unto
Moses, signifies that each and all things down to the veriest singulars are from the Lord.
From this it also follows that a small word too, that is things particular and singular, are
from Him. That there is an appearance that they are from another source will be seen
below.
8719. "And devolve from upon thee, and let them bear with thee". This signifies thus
function and office for them. ... The Lord does each and all things from Him-
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self immediately and mediately through Heaven. That He acts mediately through
Heaven is not because He needs their aid. . . . There is an appearance to them that they
act from themselves, but a perception that it is from the Lord.
8726. How this is can be seen from what has been before set forth, namely, that the man
who is being regenerated is first led by the truth which is of faith; but when he has been
regenerated he is led by means of the good which is of charity; and that in this first state,
namely, when he is led by means of truth, the Lord flows in through the Truth Divine
that proceeds immediately from Him; but in the second state, namely, when he is led by
means of good, the Lord flows in through both the truth which proceeds immediately,
and that which proceeds mediately from Him; and the mediate influx is equally from the
Lord as the immediate.
8728. As further concerning this subject, be it known that some things also come from
the Angels themselves who are with man; but all the good and truth which become the
good of charity, that is, of the new life with man, come from the Lord alone, also
through the Angels from Him. ... The things which come from the Angels themselves
are such as accommodate themselves to the affection of man, and in themselves are not
goods, but still serve for introducing goods and truths which are from the Lord.
8771. "A kingdom of priests and a holy nation"; ... each expression signifies the spiritual
kingdom, but with a difference. A kingdom of priests signifies those who are in good out
of truth, but a holy nation signifies those who are in good and thence in truth. They who
are in good out of truth look through truths upwards to the Lord; but they who are in
good and thence in truth are in the Lord, and from Him look at truths; they succeed each
other with those who are being regenerated, in whom the spiritual kingdom, that is the
life of Heaven, is being implanted from the Lord; for through truth they are introduced
into good, thus into Heaven, because Heaven is good, and when they are in Heaven, then
there and thence they look to truths. [On the same subject see also n. 8772, 8773, 8778.]
8780. "And Jehovah said unto Moses". This signifies the influx of the Divine through
truth from the Divine concerning revelation.......By revelation here in the internal
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sense is not meant revelation such as was made to the Israelitish people from Mount
Sinai, namely that the Lord spoke in a loud voice; . . . but a revelation is meant which is
not made with a loud voice, but inwardly in man. This revelation is made by the
enlightenment of the internal sight, which is the understanding, when a man who is in
the affection of truth from good is reading the Word. This enlightenment is then effected
by the light of Heaven, which is from the Lord as a Sun there. ... When the
understanding is enlightened by that Divine light, it then perceives that to be true which
is true, it acknowledges it inwardly in itself and as it were sees it. Such is the revelation
of those, who are in the affection of truth from good when they are reading the Word. . .
When [others] read the Word they are altogether blind to the truth which does not make
one with the doctrinal.
8864. The Lord is the faith with man, and if the faith, He is also every truth that is
contained in the Doctrine of faith, which is from the Word.
8865. Such a universally regnant must the Lord be with man; for such a regnant is the
Lord with the Angels of Heaven, of whom it is therefore said that they are in the Lord.
The Lord becomes regnant when it is not only believed that all good and all truth are
from Him, but also when it is loved to be so. The Angels are not only in the faith that it
is so, but also in the perception of it. Hence it is that their life is the Lord's life in them;
the life of their will is the life of love from the Lord, and the life of their understanding
is the life of faith from the Lord. From all this it is evident how it is that the Lord is the
all in all of Heaven, and that He Himself is Heaven. When the Lord universally reigns
with a man of the Church, as with the Angels of Heaven, then the Lord is in all the truths
and goods of faith with him.
8867. "Thou shalt have no other gods before My faces". This signifies that truths must
not be thought of out of any other source than out of the Lord.
8869). "Thou shalt not make unto thee a graven image". That this signifies not from self
intelligence, is evident from the signification of a graven image, as being what is not out
of the Lord, but out of what is man's own.
8899. But be it known that the commandments of the
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Decalogue are rules of life for those who are in the world and for those who are in
Heaven, and consequently both senses, the external as well as the internal, are for those
who while they are in the world are also in Heaven, that is, for those who are in the good
of life according to the truths of Doctrine.
8912. The internal sense is for those who are in Heaven, also for those who are in the
world, yet in so far as they are at the same time in Heaven.
9034. How the truth of the literal sense of the Word serves spiritual truths shall briefly
be told. The man of the Church first learns truth from the literal sense of the Word,
which is general truth accommodated to the apprehension of the external man, who is in
natural light. This truth is received by an external way, that is by hearing, and is stored
up in the memory of the external man, where are also various scientifics derived from
the world. Afterwards the things stored up in this memory are subjected to the sight or
view of the internal man, who sees from the light of Heaven. The internal man calls
forth therefrom by selection the truths which agree with the good which flows in from
the Lord by way of the soul, and which the man had received. There the Lord conjoins
truths with good. The truths which are thus conjoined in the internal man are called
spiritual truths, and the good with which the truths are conjoined spiritual good. This
good formed by means of truths, is what makes the spiritual life of man. The truths
themselves there are called the truths of faith, and the good is called the good of charity.
The good in which truths have thus been implanted is the Church with man. From this it
is plain in what manner the truths of the literal sense of the Word serve for the formation
of spiritual truths.
9048. (English Editions 9049.) The laws of order in the other life are not taught from
books, and stored up therefrom in the memory, as with men in the world, but they are
inscribed on the hearts.
9086. They who believe that the Holy Divine that is in the Word lies hidden there no
deeper than in the sense which appears in the letter, . . . see the holy from no other
source than from the faith that all things which are there were Divinely inspired. ... But
let them know that the Holy Divine lies hidden in each and all things of the Word.
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. . . These most holy things stand open before the Angels in Heaven, because these do
not apprehend the Word naturally according to the literal sense; but spiritually according
to the internal sense. Men also would apprehend the Word according to this sense if they
lived an angelic life, that is a life of faith and love.
9094. How the case is with the things contained in this verse in the internal sense can
with difficulty be unfolded to the apprehension. They are such as can be comprehended
by the Angels, and only in some measure by men. . . . The things which are of angelic
wisdom are for the most part unutterable and also incomprehensible.
9103. The natural of man sees things in the light of the world, which light is called
natural lumen. Man procures for himself this lumen by means of objects which enter by
the sight and hearing. ... When light from Heaven flows into these things, the man
begins to see them spiritually. ... This influx increases according to the influx of the light
of Heaven, until at last he discriminates not only between truths, but also between truths
within these truths; and he does this with greater clearness in proportion as the
communication is better opened between the internal and the external man; for the light
of Heaven flows from the Lord through the internal man into the external. From this
man has perception; but still it is not yet spiritual perception. This perception does not
arise from natural truths, but from spiritual truths. Spiritual truths are those which are
called the truths of faith. The reason why spiritual perception arises from these truths, is
that the light of Heaven is Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord. ... Wherefore the
cognitions of spiritual things must be with man in his natural, in order that there may
exist spiritual perception; and cognitions of spiritual things must be from revelation.
When the light of Heaven flows into these things it flows into its own, for as before said,
this light is Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord. . . . There must be an influx of
living light through the internal man from the Lord.
9128. "If the sun has arisen upon him". This signifies that if he shall see it clearly from
within ... It is said seen from within, because such a thing is seen by the internal man. As
this is an important matter, something
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shall be said about sight from within. A man sees in himself whether what he thinks and
wills, and consequently what he says and does, is good or evil, and consequently
whether it is true or false. This is quite impossible unless he sees from within. Seeing
from within is seeing from the sight of the internal man in the external, etc. . . . But be it
known that to see from within is to see from the Lord; for it is the same with sight as
with every thing that exists, in that nothing exists from itself, but from something which
is prior to or higher than itself, thus finally from the First and Highest. The First and
Highest is the Lord. He who apprehends this can also apprehend that every thing of life
with man is from the Lord; and as charity and faith constitute the veriest life of man,
every thing of charity and every thing of faith are from the Lord, etc.
9188. For he who shall be taught in the truths and goods of faith must be taught from the
Lord and by no means from himself.
9222. "And a prince in thy people thou shalt not execrate". That this signifies that
neither is the Doctrine of truth to be blasphemed, is evident from the signification of a
prince as being the primary truths of the Church; and from the signification of the people
as being those who are in the truths of Doctrine. ... Truth Divine is the Word, and the
Doctrine of the Church is truth thence derived. . . . Truth Divine is the Word and is
Doctrine out of the Word.
9223. "The first fruits of thy grain and the first fruits of thy wine thou shalt not delay".
This signifies that as all the goods and truths of faith are from the Lord, they are to be
ascribed to Him and not to self. . . . That the first fruits were to be given to Jehovah,
signified that it is the first of the Church to ascribe all the goods and truths of faith to the
Lord, and not to self. To ascribe to the Lord is to know, to acknowledge, and to believe
that these things are from the Lord, and nothing of them from self; for as above shown,
every thing of faith is from the Lord. The first fruits have this signification because they
were offerings and gifts, which were thanksgivings for the produce [of the earth];... and
consequently were an acknowledgment that all things are from Him; in the internal
sense
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an acknowledgment of the goods and truths of faith, which are signified by the harvest,
etc.
9227. A few words more shall be said of these two states with the man who is being
regenerated. It has been already shown in n. 9224 that the truths called the truths of faith
enter into man by an external way, and that the good which is of charity and love enters
by an internal way. The external way is through the hearing into the memory, and from
the memory into his understanding; for the understanding is man's internal sight. The
truths which must be of faith enter by this way, to the end that they may be brought into
the will and thus be appropriated to the man.
The good from the Lord meets there at the common boundary the truths which have
entered by the external way, and by conjunction with them causes the truths to become
good. In so far as this is effected, so far the order is inverted, that is, so far the man is not
led by truths, but by good; and consequently in so far he is led by the Lord. From this it
can be seen how a man when he is being regenerated is raised from the world into
Heaven. For all things which enter through the hearing enter from the world; and those
which are stored up in the memory, and appear in the memory before the understanding,
appear in the light of the world, which is called natural lumen. But those things which
enter the will, or which become of the will, are in the light of Heaven; the light of
Heaven is the truth of good from the Lord. When these things come forth from the will
into act, they return into the light of the world; but they then appear in this light under a
totally different form; for previously the world was within every thing; whereas
afterwards Heaven is so. From this it is also evident why a man is not in Heaven until he
does truths from willing them, thus from the affection of charity.
9231. The internal of man can be raised into Heaven even to the Lord, and thus can be
conjoined with Him in thought and affection, consequently in faith and love.
9274. In the latter state the order has been inverted, and he is then led by the Lord,
consequently he is then in Heaven.
9300. "The first fruits of thy ground thou shalt bring into the house of Jehovah thy God".
This signifies that
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all truths of good and goods of truth are holy, because they are from the Lord alone. ...
They are called truths of good and goods of truth, because with the man who is being
regenerated, and still more so with him who has been regenerated, truths are of good and
goods are of truth; for truths make the life of the understanding and good makes the life
of the will. . . . So far as the ideas of thought concerning things spiritual are formed
independently of correspondences, so far they are formed either from the fallacies of the
senses, or from what is inconsistent with such things. ... They who are enlightened see
and perceive within themselves whether a thing is true or not true. But if it is genuine
truth of faith in which they are enlightened, and it is the genuine good of charity with
which they are enkindled, then it is the understanding of the internal man that is
enlightened, and the will of the internal man that is enkindled.
9337. The Lord flows into man by means of good, and by means of it He disposes truth
into order; but not the reverse; and in so far as truths are disposed into order by means of
good, so far evils and falsities are removed.
9340. The city of God denotes the Doctrine of the truth of faith out of the Word.
9372. Moreover the Word in the ultimate, or such as it is in the external form in which it
appears before man in the world, is described by the clothing and food of John the
Baptist.
9375. "Nadab and Abihu". That hereby is signified Doctrine drawn from both senses, is
evident from the fact that they were sons of Aaron; and therefore when by Aaron is
signified the Word, by his sons is signified Doctrine; by the elder son Doctrine drawn
from the internal sense of the Word; and by the younger son Doctrine drawn from its
external sense. Doctrine drawn from the internal sense of the Word and Doctrine drawn
from the external sense of the Word is one Doctrine, because those who are in the
internal are also in the external.
9382. How the case is with enlightenment and instruction from the Word, shall briefly
be told. Every one is enlightened and instructed from the Word according to his
affection of truth, and the degree of his longing for it,
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and according to his capacity of receiving it. They who are in enlightenment are in the
light of Heaven as to their internal man; for it is the light of Heaven that enlightens man
in the truths and goods of faith. They who are thus illumined apprehend the Word
according to its interior things, and therefore make for themselves Doctrine from the
Word, to which they apply the sense of the letter. But they who are not in the affection
of good from truth, and from this in the desire to be wise, are blinded rather than
enlightened when they read the Word. ... Most of these make for themselves no
Doctrine, but remain in the sense of the letter, which they apply so as to favor
falsities. . . . But those who are not of this character merely confirm the doctrinal things
of their Church, and neither care nor know whether they are true or false. . . . From this
it is evident who are enlightened from the Word, and who are blinded; namely that
those are .enlightened who are in heavenly loves, for heavenly loves receive and like
sponges imbibe the truths of Heaven. . . . That the Word is the source of enlightenment
and instruction, is because in its first origin it is Truth Divine itself that proceeds from
the Lord. and in its descent into the world it is accommodated to the Heavens. Hence it
is that when a man who has heavenly love reads the Word, he is through it conjoined
with Heaven, and through Heaven with the Lord, whereby he has enlightenment and
instruction. It is otherwise when a man who has worldly love reads the Word.
9391. "Making a king, but not by Me; and making princes, and I knew it not", denotes to
hatch truths and primary truths from their own lumen and not from the Divine. "Making
their silver and their gold into idols", denotes to pervert the scientifics of truth and good
from the literal sense of the Word in favor of their own cupidities, and still to worship
them as holy, although being from their own intelligence, they are devoid of life; for
silver denotes the truth, and gold the good, that are from the Divine, thus that belong to
the Word; and idols denote doctrinal things from man's own intelligence; . . . for those
things which are from man's own are from evil and consequently are falsities, although
outwardly they appear like truths, because taken from the literal sense of the Word. . . .
The subject here treated of is the arrogance of those who
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wish to enter from scientifics into the mysteries of faith.
9394. "And put it into basins". This signifies with man in the things of his memory. The
reason why basins denote the things of the memory, is that vessels in general signify
scientifics. and these are nothing else than the things of the memory. Therefore basins
here denote such things of the memory as contain truths Divine which in general are
signified by blood. What scientifics are relatively to the truths and goods of life with
man, shall be briefly told. All things learned and stored up in the memory, and which
can be called forth from it to the intellectual sight, are called scientifics, and in
themselves are the things which constitute the understanding of the natural or external
man. Being cognitions these scientifics are of service to the sight of the internal or
rational man as a kind of mirror in which to see such things as are of service to itself.
For these fall under the view of the internal man just as fields full of grass, flowers and
various kinds of crop and of trees; or as gardens adorned with various useful and
delightful objects, fall under the view of the external man in the material world.
Yet the internal sight, which is the understanding, sees nothing else in the fields or
gardens of the things of its memory than such as agree with the loves in which the man
is, and also favor the principles he loves. Wherefore they who are in the loves of self and
the world see only such things as favor these loves. ... But it is very different with those
who think from the delights of heavenly loves, which are the loves to the Lord and
towards the neighbor. As the thought of these persons is led by the Lord through
Heaven, they see and choose nothing else in the fields arid gardens of the things of their
memory than those which agree with the delights of these loves, and are in harmony
with the doctrinal things of their Church, which they love. ... That scientifics are vessels,
and in the Word are signified by vessels of every kind, as by basins, cups, waterpots, and
the like, is because every scientific is a general thing which contains in it particular and
singular things that agree with the general; and such generals are disposed into series,
and as it were into bundles.
9407. When a man is in good and from good in truths, he is then raised into this Divine
light, and into its interior
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light according to the amount and quality of his good. From this he has a general
enlightenment, in which from the Lord he sees innumerable truths, which he perceives
from good; and then he is led by the Lord to apperceive and be imbued with those truths
which are suitable to him; and this with respect to the veriest singulars in order, just as is
conducive to his eternal life.
9424. Occasion again offering, it shall be briefly told how the case is with the support of
the Word by Doctrine that is out of the Word. He who does not know the arcana of
Heaven must needs believe that the Word is supported without Doctrine out of it; for he
supposes that the Word in the letter or the literal sense of the Word, is the Doctrine
itself. But be it known that all the Doctrine of the Church must be drawn out of the
Word, and that a doctrine out of any other source than the Word is not Doctrine in which
there is any thing of the Church, still less any thing of Heaven. But the Doctrine must be
collected out of the Word, and while it is being collected, the man must be in
enlightenment from the Lord; and he is in enlightenment when he is in the love of truth
for the sake of truth, and not for the sake of self and the world.
These are they who are enlightened in the Word when they read it, and who see truth,
and from it make Doctrine for themselves. The reason is that such communicate with
Heaven, thus with the Lord; and being enlightened from the Lord in this way they are
led to see the truths of the Word such as they are in Heaven; for the Lord inflows
through Heaven into their understanding, because it is man's interior understanding that
is enlightened. And at the same time the Lord flows in with faith, by means of the
cooperation of the new will, a feature of which is, to be affected with truth for the sake
of truth. From all this it can now be seen how the Doctrine of truth and good is given
man from the Lord. That this Doctrine supports the Word in respect to its literal or
external sense, is plain to every one who reflects; for every one in the Church who
thinks from Doctrine sees truths in the Word from his Doctrine and according thereto,
and explains those which do not coincide with it; and those which seem to be opposed
he passes by as though he did not see or understand them; that all do so, even heretics, is
known. But they who are in the genuine Doctrine of
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truth out of the Word. and in enlightenment when they read the Word, see everywhere
truths that agree, and nothing whatever that is opposed; for they do not dwell upon what
is said therein according to appearances, and according to the common apprehension of
man, because they know that if the appearances are unfolded, and as it were unswathed,
the truth is laid bare. ... Be it known that the internal sense of the Word contains the
genuine Doctrine of the Church.
9549. "Of pure gold". This signifies that it is from celestial good. ... By lampstand is
signified the Divine Spiritual, or the Divine Truth which is from the Lord in Heaven and
in the Church; and because this truth comes forth from Divine Good, the lampstand was
of gold. ... This is further manifest from the influx of the Lord into the Heavens. The
inmost or third Heaven is celestial; the middle or second Heaven is spiritual. The Lord
flows through the celestial Heaven which is in the good of love to Him, into the spiritual
Heaven which is in the truth of faith in Him. From this it is evident why the whole
lampstand was to be of pure gold.
9550. "Solid shall the lampstand be made". That this signifies that all is from good, is
evident from the signification of solid, as being wholly, thus all from good, which is
signified by gold. For all the spiritual, which is signified by the lampstand, in so far as it
illumines, comes forth from the celestial, and also continually subsists through the same,
as all truth does from good; for if good is withdrawn, truth is extinguished in a moment,
because good is the soul of truth.
9568. By that which is wholly from good, thus by what is entire and perfect, is meant
when good is the all in all, not only in truths which are signified by the reeds, but also in
the scientifics, which are signified by the pomegranates and flowers. . . . Good is the
source of truths, and truths from good are the source of scientifics. So is the one derived
and produced from the other. Nevertheless good is everything in its products and
derivatives, because these are from good. ... In like manner do the celestial, the spiritual,
and the natural succeed each other. . . . With man all is called celestial that is of the good
of love, all spiritual that is of the truth of faith thence derived, and
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all natural that is of the scientific. That the scientific is natural, is because the scientific
is truth appearing in the light of the world; whereas the truth of faith, in so far as it is of
faith with man, is in the light of Heaven. . . . Consequently good from the Divine is in all
the truths of faith, and if good is not everything in them, and if the Divine of the Lord is
not everything in good, the man has in him nothing of Heaven, thus nothing of the
Church. But the Divine of the Lord is in all things of good, and from this in all things of
truth with man, when he wills from love, and believes from the consequent faith, that all
good and all truth are from the Lord, and absolutely nothing from himself; and also that
he possesses the truth of faith in the exact proportion of his reception of good from the
Lord; for, as before said, good is the all in all things of truth, and truth without good is
truth without life.
9594. These degrees of life in man are opened successively; the first degree by a life in
accordance with what is equitable and just; the second degree by a life according to the
truths of faith from the Word, and in accordance with the consequent goods of charity
towards the neighbor: and the third degree in accordance with the good of mutual love
and the good of love to the Lord. These are the means whereby are successively opened
these three degrees of life
in man, thus the three Heavens in him. . . . With some the first Heaven is opened and not
the second; and with some the second Heaven is opened and not the third; and the third
Heaven is opened with those only who are in the good of life out of the love to the Lord.
... Heaven is called the habitation of God from the fact that the Lord dwells there; for it
is the Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good that makes Heaven, for this gives
the life to an Angel who is there. And because the Lord dwells with Angels in that which
is from Himself, therefore Heaven is called the habitation of God, and the Divine truths
themselves from the Divine good, of which the Angels or the angelic societies are the
receptions, are called habitations.
9636. For the good which is with the Angels is that good itself, because all good is from
the Lord; good from any other source is not good. [See further on the immediate and
mediate influx of good and truth from the Lord, and that no good is from any Angel, n.
9682, 9683.]
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9688 Who does not see that by fine linen, silk, and embroidery are not here meant fine
linen, silk, and embroidery? for the subject treated of is Jerusalem. But what is meant the
Christian world does not inquire, because it places the celestial and spiritual things of
the Word in its literal sense, and calls its interior ones mystical things which it does not
care for.
9707. It has been so provided and ordained by the Lord that in so far as a man thinks and
wills from Heaven, that is through Heaven from the Lord, so far his internal man is
opened; the opening is unto Heaven, even unto the Lord Himself.
9723. From his infancy up to the end of his life in the world, a man is being perfected as
to intelligence and wisdom; and if it is well with him, as to faith and love. Scientifics
chiefly conduce to this use. Scientifics are imbibed by hearing, seeing, and reading, and
are stored up in the external or natural memory. These are serviceable to the internal
sight or understanding as a plane of objects, from which things it chooses and brings out
such things from which it is wise. For by virtue of its light which is from Heaven, the
interior sight or understanding looks into this plane, that is into this memory, which is
below itself; and from various things which are there, it chooses and brings out. such
things as agree with its love. These it calls forth to itself from thence, and stores them up
in its own memory, which is the internal memory. From this is the life of the internal
man, and its intelligence and wisdom. The case is the same with the things which belong
to spiritual intelligence and wisdom, which are those of faith and love. Scientifics, that is
to say, scientifics from the Word, or from the Doctrine of the Church, which are called
the cognitions of truth and good, are in like manner of service for implanting in the
internal man these things of spiritual intelligence and wisdom. When these cognitions
are stored up in the memory of the external man, they are in like manner of service as
objects to the sight of the internal man, which sees from the light of Heaven, and from
such things chooses and brings out such things as are in agreement with its love; for the
internal man sees nothing else in the external man. For the things which a man loves, he
sees in light, but the things which he does
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not love he sees in the shade; the latter he rejects, but the former he chooses. From all
this it can be seen how the case is with the truths of faith and the goods of love with the
man who is being regenerated; namely, that the good of love chooses for itself suitable
truths of faith, and by their means perfects itself; and thus the good of love is in the first
place, and the truth of faith in the second. . . . After the scientifics, or the cognitions of
good and truth, in the memory of the external man, have performed their use, they as it
were vanish from this memory. ... The scientifics which have served for these uses are
signified by the ashes which are to be removed; and the cognitions of truth and of good,
through which the man has gained spiritual life, after they have served this use, that is
after they have become of the life, are signified by the ashes of the altar which also are
to be removed. ... Meanwhile the fire of the altar is always burning for the use of a new
burnt offering or sacrifice.
9744. This is evident from the signification of fine linen, as being truth from a celestial
origin; whence fine twined linen denotes the intellectual, because this consists and is as
it were twined, or woven, of truths from a celestial origin.
9776. The Lord does these things through man's Heaven, that is, through his internal; for
all good and truth are from the Lord, in so much that good and truth with man is the
Lord Himself.
9807. "No man hath ascended into heaven, but He that came down from heaven, the Son
of Man who is in the heavens" (John 3 : 13); from this it is evident that the Son of Man
denotes the Divine Truth in the Heavens; for this comes down, and therefore ascends,
because no one can ascend into Heaven unless Divine Truth comes down into him from
Heaven, because the influx is Divine and not the other way about.
9818. Hence it can be known what is meant by Spirit when said of the Lord, namely, the
Divine Truth that proceeds from His Divine Good, and that when this Divine Truth
flows in with man, and is received by him, it is the Spirit of Truth, the Spirit of God, and
the Holy Spirit; for it flows in immediately from the Lord, and also mediately through
Angels and spirits.
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9832. But the truth which is of faith leads man unto good, and afterwards is produced
from good. From this it is evident that a man is not in Heaven until he is in good.
[Further concerning the nature of truth from good, n. 9841, 9846.]
9918. By pomegranates are signified scientifics of good. ... The scientifics of good and
truth which are signified by the pomegranates, are doctrinal things from the Word,
which are scientifics in so far as they are in the memory, which is in the external or
natural man. But when they enter into the memory which is in the internal or spiritual
man, as is the case when a man lives according to them, then doctrinal things as to truth
become of faith, and doctrinal things as to good become of charity, and are called
spiritual. When this is done, they almost vanish out of the external or natural memory,
and appear as it were innate, because they are then implanted in the man's life.. . . From
this it is evident what scientifics are, consequently what purpose they serve;
consequently what purpose the doctrinal things of the Church serve so long as they are
kept solely as scientifics; for as long as they are kept solely as scientifics they have a
place beneath intelligence and wisdom.
9922. The reason why the bells were placed in the midst of the pomegranates, was that
scientifics which are signified by pomegranates, are recipients, and are as it were
vessels, of truth and good; and the Doctrine and worship which are signified by bells,
must be from the good and truth which are within the scientifics, as their vessels; if the
doctrine and worship are not from good and truth, but only from scientifics, they have
nothing of life. ... All things of the external or natural memory are called scientifics. ...
The things which are inscribed on the internal memory are not called scientifics, because
they are things of the man's life; but they are called the truths which are of faith and the
goods which are of love. These are the things which must be within scientifics.
10028. When a man is being purified, then first of all are learned such truths as can be
apprehended by the sensual man, such as are the truths in the sense of the letter of the
Word; afterwards are learned more interior truths, such as are collected from the Word
by those who
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are in enlightenment, which truths together with the former serve the Church for
Doctrine, the more interior truths for Doctrine to those who are men of the internal
Church, the less interior for Doctrine to those who are men of the external Church. Both
the former and the latter men, provided they have lived according to these truths, are
taken up into Heaven among the Angels, and are imbued with angelic wisdom, which is
from truths still more interior, and finally is from the inmost truths in the third Heaven.
These truths together with the former in their order, close in the ultimate truths of the
external sensual, and are all together there. From this it is plain that all interior truths are
together in the truths of the sense of the letter of the Word, for these truths as above said
are the ultimate ones. ... From this it is evident what is meant by Divine truths being
wholly in the sensual, which is signified by all the blood being poured out at the base of
the altar.
10033. When interior things were opened, then to those who were in them, that is, in
faith and in love to the Lord, would be appropriated Divine Truth and Divine Good. . . .
This the Lord Himself confirms when He says, that "His flesh is food indeed, and His
blood is drink indeed", and that "whoso eateth His flesh and drinketh His blood, abideth
in Him and He in him" ... by which is signified the appropriation of Divine Good and
Divine Truth from Him. ... When Heaven has been closed, the science of the truths of
faith out of the Word and out of the Doctrine of the Church is indeed possible; but not
any faith which is faith, for faith which is faith comes from above; that is through
Heaven from the Lord.
10047. As the Lord glorified His Human, so also He regenerates man; for with man the
Lord flows in with good through the soul, which is through the internal way, and with
truth through the hearing and the sight, which is through the external way; and in so far
as a man. desists from evils, so far the Lord conjoins the good with truth, and the good
becomes of charity towards the neighbor and of love to God, and the truth becomes of
faith.
10061. "They should cast the net on the right side of the ship, and when they cast they
took so many that they were not able to draw the net by reason of the multitude
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of the fishes". By this was represented that to act and teach from good is to conclude
innumerable things which belong to truth. [10056-10120 treat of the second state in
which truths are from good, the multiplication of truths thence and the reception of the
Divine Good and the Divine Truth in the Heavens and in the internal of the Church: see
also n. 10124, 10125.]
10129. Spiritual good is so far good, and hence is so far holy as it has celestial good
within it; for this good flows into it, and conceives it, and begets it as a father his son,
10151. "And the altar". This signifies the receptivity of the Divine from the Lord in the
higher Heavens. ... The Divine that proceeds from the Lord, when received by the
Angels makes Heaven; in respect to what is their own the Angels themselves do not
make Heaven; but in respect to the Divine which they receive from the Lord. . . . Each
one of them acknowledges, believes, and also perceives, that there is nothing of good
from himself, but only from the Lord. ... So it is with the Church. In respect to what is
their own the men there do not make the Church, but with respect to what is Divine
which they receive from the Lord; for every one there who does not acknowledge and
believe that all the good of love and the truth of faith are from God, is not of the Church,
for he wishes to love God from himself, and to believe in God from himself, which
however no one can do. From this also it is evident that the Divine of the Lord makes
the Church, as it makes Heaven. Moreover the Church is the Lord's Heaven on earth;
consequently the Lord is the all in all in the Church, as He is in Heaven, and there dwells
in His own with men, as He does with the Angels in Heaven. Moreover after their life in
the world, the men of the Church, who in this way receive what is Divine of the Lord in
love and faith, become Angels of Heaven and no others. That the Divine of the Lord
makes His kingdom with man, that is Heaven and the Church with him, the Lord also
teaches in John: "The Spirit of Truth shall abide with you, and shall be in you, and ye
shall know that I am in the Father, and ye in Me, and I in you" (14: 17, 20). The Spirit
of Truth denotes the Divine Truth which proceeds from the Lord, of which it is said
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that it shall abide in you; and afterwards that He is in the Father, and they in Him, and
He in them, whereby is signified that they would be in the Divine of the Lord and the
Divine of the Lord in them.
10184. He who is in good, which is the state of a regenerate man, shall not return into a
state of truth, which is his prior state, namely, during regeneration; for in this state a man
is led by means of truth to good, thus partly by himself; but in the latter or posterior
state, namely when he has been regenerated, man is led by good, that is through good by
the Lord.
10194. No truth is possible with a man unless he is in good.
10201. The light of truth with man is altogether according to the state of his love; in
proportion as the love is enkindled, the truth shines, for the good of love is the vital fire
itself, and the truth of faith is the intellectual light itself which is intelligence and
wisdom. These two advance with equal steps. By intelligence and wisdom is not meant
the capacity to think and reason on every subject, .... but there is meant the capacity to
see and perceive the truths and goods which are of faith and charity and of love to the
Lord. This capacity exists solely with those who are in enlightenment from the Lord, and
they are so far in enlightenment as they are in love to Him and in charity towards the
neighbor. For the Lord enters through good, thus through the love and charity that are
with man, and leads into truths corresponding to the good. ... These things have been
said that it may be known that the faith of every one is such as is his love; and that it
may be understood what is meant by truth coming into its light when love comes into its
clearness, which things are signified by burning the incense every morning when the
lamps were dressed.
10210. The good of innocence consists in acknowledging that all truths and goods are
from the Lord, and nothing from man's own; thus it consists in being willing to be led by
the Lord, and not by self.
10215. "And Jehovah spake unto Moses saying". That this signifies enlightenment
through the Word from the Lord, is evident from the signification of speaking, when by
Jehovah to Moses, as being enlightenment from the
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Lord through the Word; for by speaking is signified influx, perception, and instruction,
consequently enlightenment, for enlightenment is influx, perception, and instruction
from the Lord when the Word is read.
10218. "Then they shall give every one an expiation of his soul to Jehovah in numbering
them". That this signifies purification and liberation from evil through the
acknowledgment and faith that all the truths and goods of faith and love, and their
setting in order and disposing, are from the Lord, and nothing from man.
10227. "The rich shall not give more, and the poor shall not give less, from the half of a
shekel, to give to Jehovah". This signifies that all, of whatever ability they may be, must
ascribe all things of truth from good to the Lord. ... The case herein is this. All have the
capacity to understand and be wise; but the reason one person is wiser than another is
that they do not in like manner ascribe to the Lord all things of intelligence and wisdom,
which are all things of truth and good. They who ascribe all to the Lord are wiser than
the rest, because all things of truth and good, which make wisdom, flow in from Heaven,
that is, from the Lord there. The ascription of all things to the Lord opens the interiors of
the man towards Heaven, for thus it is acknowledged that nothing of truth and good is
from himself; and in proportion as this is cknowledged, the love of self departs, and with
the love of self the thick darkness from falsities and evils.
In the same proportion also the man comes into innocence, and into love and faith to the
Lord, from which comes conjunction with the Divine, influx thence and enlightenment. .
. . By the capacity to be wise is not meant the capacity to reason about truths and goods
from sciences, nor the capacity to confirm what one pleases, but the capacity to discern
what is true and good, to choose what is suitable and to apply it to the uses of life. They
who ascribe all things to the Lord discern, choose, and apply; while those who do not
ascribe to the Lord, but to themselves, know merely how to reason about truths and
goods; nor do they see any thing except what is from others; not from reason, but from
the activity of the memory. And as they cannot look into truths themselves, they stand
outside, and confirm whatever they receive, whether it be true or false. They
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who do this in a learned way from sciences are believed by the world to be wiser than
others. [See also n. 10230.]
10234. "And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying". This signifies perceptivity out of
enlightenment through the Word, from the Lord.
10270. The Lord inflows immediately from His Divine Human into the celestial good
which is of the inmost Heaven. The Lord inflows from the Divine Human into the
spiritual good which is of the second Heaven, and also mediately through celestial good.
And the Lord inflows from the Divine Human into the spiritual natural good, which is of
the ultimate Heaven, and again also mediately. It is said also mediately, because the
Lord not only flows into the goods of these heavens mediately, but also immediately.
10272. It is called a representative of the Lord in goods and truths and in ministering
goods and truths, and in all things of worship, because the goods and truths which are
represented are so far goods and truths as there is in them the Divine of the Lord. For all
the goods and truths which are with man and Angel are from the Lord; without life from
the Lord in them they are dead things, and even evil, for the end is the inmost of man,
because it is the soul of all things in him. From this it can be seen what is meant by the
representation of the Lord in goods and truths, and in their ministering ones. By
ministering goods and truths are meant the goods and truths which are in the natural or
external man, which are called cognitions and scientifics; for it is these into which the
internal man looks, and from which he chooses those which act as confirmations, and
which are in agreement with the life of his affections, or with his love; and because they
are thus subordinate they are called ministering. There are also goods and truths again
ministering to these, which are called sensual scientifics,
10276. All influx and presence of the Lord takes place immediately, and in the lower
Heavens also mediately through celestial good, which is the good of the inmost Heaven.
Therefore in so far as the goods of the lower Heavens contain and store up within them
celestial good, which is the good of love to the Lord, so far they are goods. ... It is these
representations of which it is said
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that no eye hath seen such things; and if anything were told of them it would exceed
human belief. ... From all this an intelligent person is able to know that the Word is most
holy, and that its literal sense is holy from its internal sense, but that apart from this it is
not holy. . . . Therefore they who lay stress on the sense of the letter of the Word alone,
and neither have nor procure for themselves from the Word, Doctrine that is in
agreement with its internal sense, can be drawn into any heresies whatever. It is from
this that the Word is called by such the book of heresies. The very Doctrine from the
Word by all means must give light and guidance. This very Doctrine is taught by the
internal sense, and he who knows this Doctrine, has the internal sense of the Word.
10299. "An ointment the work of a perfumer". This signifies from the influx and
operation of the Divine of the Lord into each and all things. ... How it is to be
understood that there must be influx and operation into each and all things of worship
shall also be briefly told. It is believed by those who are not acquainted with the arcana
of Heaven that worship is from man, because it proceeds from the thought and affection
that are with him; but the worship from man is not worship, consequently the
confessions, adorations, and prayers which are from man, are not confessions,
adorations, and prayers which are heard and received by the Lord; but they must be from
the Lord Himself with man. That this is so is known to the Church, for it teaches that
nothing that is good proceeds from man, but that all good is from Heaven, that is from
the Divine there. ... When a man is in genuine worship, then the Lord flows into the
goods and truths which are with him, and raises them to Himself, and with them the
man, in so far and in such a manner as he is in them. This elevation does not appear to
the man unless he is in the genuine affection of truth and good, and in the knowledge,
acknowledgment, and faith that everything good comes from above from the Lord. That
it is so may be comprehended even by those who are wise from the world, for they know
from their learning that natural influx, which is called by them physical influx, is not
possible, but only spiritual influx.... That it is so has frequently been given to
experience; for it has been given
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to perceive the very influx, the calling forth of the truths that were with me, their
applications to the objects of prayer, the affection of good that was adjoined, and the
elevation itself. Nevertheless a man must not let down his hands and await influx, for
this would be to act like an effigy devoid of life; in spite of all he must think, will, and
act, as of himself, and yet must ascribe to the Lord everything of thought of truth and of
endeavor of good: by doing so there is implanted in him from the Lord the capability of
receiving Him and the influx from Him. For man was created no otherwise than to be a
receptacle of the Divine; and the capability of receiving the Divine is formed in no other
way. When this capability has been formed, he afterwards has no other will than that it
should be so; for he loves the influx from the Lord, and is averse to any working from
himself; because the influx from the Lord is the influx of good, whereas any working
from himself is the working of evil. In such a state are all the Angels in Heaven;
wherefore by Angels in the Word are signified truths and goods which are from the Lord
because the Angels are receptions of these.
10324. The Word in the letter cannot be apprehended except by means of Doctrine made
from the Word by one who is enlightened. For the sense of the letter of the Word has
been accommodated to the apprehension of even simple men; and therefore they need
Doctrine out of the Word for a lamp.
10330. [A long and important number on enlightenment and influx from which we quote
only the following.] But man looks inward not from self, but from the Lord; and this is
called looking upwards, because in respect to his interiors which are of the will and
understanding he is then raised from the Lord to Heaven, and thus to the Lord. Moreover
the interiors are actually raised, and are then actually withdrawn from the body and from
the world. When this is done the interiors of a man come actually into Heaven, and into
its light and heat. From this he has influx and enlightenment. ... As the man is then
among the Angels, there is communicated to him from them, that is, through them from
the Lord, the understanding of truth and the affection of good. This communication is
what is called influx and enlightenment.
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But be it known that influx and enlightenment take place according to the capability of
reception on the part of man, and the capability of reception is according to the love of
what is true and good.
10400. [A long and important number on the nature of the Word from which we quote
the following.] From all this it is evident that by the words "As for this Moses, that man
that made us to come up out of the land of Egypt, we know not what hath become of
him", is signified that it is altogether unknown what other Divine truth there is in the
Word, which raises man from what is external into what is internal, and makes the
Church, than that which stands forth in the sense of the letter. ... The Doctrine which
must be for a lamp is what the internal sense teaches, thus it is the internal sense itself.
10406. "And formed it with a graving tool". This signifies from their own
intelligence. . . . To prepare a false doctrinal from one's own intelligence is effected by
the application of the sense of the letter of the Word in favor of the loves of self and of
the world. . . . The work of the hands denotes that which is from man's own, thus that
which is from his own understanding and his own will, and those are of his own of both
understanding and will, which are of the love of self, this is the origin of all the falsities
in the Church. As all falsities are from what is man's own, and by the work of the hands
is signified what is from this, it was therefore forbidden to move an iron, an ax, or a
graving tool upon the stones of which the altar was built.
10505. Be it known that all things that have been written in the internal man have been
written by the Lord, and that the things there written make the very spiritual and celestial
life of man; also that each and all things that have been written there, have been written
on the love.
10548. All instruction concerning the truths and goods of the Church and of worship are
given by means of the external of the Word. ... In the external of the Word all internal
things are together. ... Moreover all the doctrinal things of the Church that are of service
to worship are given by means of the external of the Word; but they are given only to
those who are in enlightenment
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from the Lord when reading the Word, for then light flows into them from Heaven
through the internal sense.
10551. Those who when reading the Word are in enlightenment, see it from within, for
their internal is open, etc.
10584. Those are said to see the back parts of Jehovah and not His face, who believe and
adore the Word, but only its external which is the sense of the letter, and do not
penetrate more interiorly, as do those who have been enlightened, and who make for
themselves Doctrine out of the Word, by which they may see its genuine sense, thus its
interior sense.

______________________
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM: THE ISSUE FOR MAY-JULY 1931
_______________

REPLY TO THE REV. PROF. DR. ALFRED ACTON
EDITORIAL BY THE REV. ERNST PFEIFFER.
According to Dr. Acton's opinion the purpose of DE HEMELSCHE LEER is "to show:
(1) That since the Writings are the Word, it logically follows that those Writings are not
the internal sense of the Word but themselves have an internal sense; and (2) That this
internal sense is the Heavenly Doctrine and is made manifest to men by the doctrines
formulated by the Church" (p. 3). This is what the reviewer has taken to be the purpose
of DE HEMELSCHE LEER. The real purpose of DE HEMELSCHE LEER as indicated
on the title-page and clearly stated in the first two pages of the first number, is to show:
First, that the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Third Testament of the Word of
God, and that all that is said in the DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED
SCRIPTURE with reference to the Word applies not only to the Old and the New
Testament, but also to the Third Testament; and secondly, that that which is taught in the
Latin Word concerning the Doctrine of the Church applies to the genuine Doctrine
which in the course of the Church's regeneration is born in it from the Lord. That in the
purpose as supposed by the reviewer, all that which is essential in DE HEMELSCHE
LEER has been totally overlooked, will clearly appear in the course of the following
remarks.
The foundation from which DE HEMELSCHE LEER has drawn its stated purpose and
on which this purpose has been based is nothing else than the literal sense of the Latin
Word itself. It has been shown in DE HEMELSCHE LEER that a genuine vision is not
arrived at "by logical conclusions", because in the coming into existence of a genuine
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vision the rational is not consulted; a genuine vision comes from the Lord alone, it is a
revelation from perception. It is precisely from the realization of this truth, namely that
man cannot in any way understand the Word, and therefore not the Latin Word either,
unless he receive from the Lord a genuine vision or a true understanding of that Word,
that DE HEMELSCHE LEER started in the development of its new position. This has
been expressly stated in DE HEMELSCHE LEER. It is said there (First Fascicle, p. 28)
that when reading the twentieth chapter of Genesis in the ARCANA COELESTIA it
became clear to us that in the Church a Doctrine must be born from the Lord, and that
without such a Doctrine the Church will not continue to exist. The new light came to us
when we read there in the twentieth chapter of Genesis "that the Doctrine is spiritual out
of celestial origin, but not out of rational origin" (A.C. 2496, 2510 and the entire
chapter), "that then the Doctrine is perfect" (n. 2497), "that the Doctrine would be none
if the rational were consulted, ... and that no Doctrine can exist from the rational" (n.
2516), "that as the Lord is the Word, He is the Doctrine also, for another Doctrine,
which itself is Divine, does not exist" (n. 2533), and in the twenty-second chapter: "that
the Lord is that Doctrine itself" (n. 2859).
From everything that the Latin Testament teaches concerning the Word and concerning
the Doctrine of the Church out of the Word, and concerning the mutual relation between
the Word and the Doctrine out of the Word, it is evident that the Church indeed receives
from the Lord a universal revelation or a Word, which serves the Church as an external
source of truth and as an indispensable foundation for all its thought, but that
nevertheless by merely taking direct cognizance of that Word, therefore by an apparent
influx of that truth from without, it can never enter into the possession of genuine truth,
and that therefore in the Church, if it is to be truly a Church, the apparent influx of the
truth out of the Word from without must always become an actual influx of the genuine
truth from within, that is out of good from the Lord Himself. This truth is based on the
fundamental law that a natural influx or an influx from the natural into the spiritual is
contrary to order and therefore impossible,
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and that all actual influx is a spiritual influx or an influx of the spiritual into the natural.
This truth becomes clear if one realizes that the Word in its letter, or such as it has been
laid down in the natural, is the Word in ultimates, and that the Word in firsts is the living
Divine Human itself. The Word in ultimates is the scientifics present with man out of the
letter of the Latin Word, the Word in firsts with man is the good out of the Lord in the
mind of the regenerated man. The genuine goods and the genuine truths, however, such
as they live in the regenerated men of the Church, come into existence in between, when
man by his cooperation, as from himself, makes it possible for the Lord to operate from
firsts through ultimates the genuine spiritual and celestial things with him. For the Lord
with man operates in no other way than from firsts through ultimates, seeing an
operation only through ultimates is impossible; the ultimates (that is the scientifics out
of the letter of the Latin Word) are indeed an indispensable basis for the Divine
operation, but the actual life is not in ultimates but in firsts; the ultimates exist only for
the sake of the mediates which on the basis of the ultimates must come into existence
from the firsts. The mediates are the genuine goods and truths of the man of the Church,
and the concept that man by direct cognizance of the literal sense of the Latin Word can
enter into possession of genuine living truths, is therefore evidently contrary to this
irrefragable law.
The Word in ultimates with man separated from the Word in firsts and in mediates is as
a body without a soul and without a spirit. This applies as much to the Third Testament
as to the other Testaments For by direct cognizance of the Third Testament, even of its
most abstract discourses on the essence of Divine and spiritual things, man enters only
into the possession of scientifics which he takes up into his memory.
That the entire letter even of the Latin Testament with regard to the man who takes
direct cognizance of it, consists of nothing but natural scientifics, appears clearly from
the following passages in the ARCANA COELESTIA: "All the scientific with man is
natural, because it is in his natural man, even the scientific concerning spiritual and
celestial things" (n. 4967); "The scientifics into which the things of faith and charity can
be applied are very many, such as
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all the scientifics of the Church, ...all the scientifics which are true, about
correspondences, about representatives, about significatives, about influx, about order,
about intelligence and wisdom, about the affections, yea all truths of interior and
exterior nature, both visible and invisible, because these correspond to spiritual truths"
(n. 5313). From this it is evident that the truths of the letter of the Latin Word are not
spiritual truths, but that they correspond therewith; that therefore the distance there
between is immeasurable, as between the earth and the sky, and that there exists no
relation whatever between them but that of correspondence.
From the foregoing it is evident that also the New Church in order to become truly a
Church, besides the universal revelation of the Latin Word, which has been given to it as
a basis in the natural for its thought, with regard to the whole and with regard to each
separate truth of it, must also receive a pure understanding of it, from within from the
Lord; or that the universal revelation of the Latin Word in the Church with regard to
each separate truth must be conjoined with an individual revelation of genuine truth by
perception from the Lord. This is evidently meant by the words in the work ON THE
WHITE HORSE, "that the quality of the Word in the internal sense is seen by no one
but the Lord Himself, and those to whom He reveals it" (n. 1).
That the letter of the Latin Word such as "man receives it by direct cognizance merely
from without is not the spiritual sense itself, but that the spiritual sense has been laid
down there in the natural, the Latin Word itself teaches. We read in the APOCALYPSE
EXPLAINED, n. 1061: "This is the natural sense out of the spiritual sense" (cf. DE
HEMELSCHE LEER, First Fasc., p. 100); and in n. 8 of the same work: "By the things
that He signified are meant those that are in the sense of the letter, because all these
signify, while the things that are signified are those that are contained in the internal
sense. For all things in the Word are significative of spiritual things, which are in the
internal sense. ... With man this is changed into the natural, such as is expressed in the
sense of the letter. . . That which comes out of Heaven can be presented to man in no
other way; for the spiritual falls into its corresponding
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natural when it descends out of the spiritual world into the natural". This truth has for a
long time been known in the Church, at any rate as a literal teaching from the Latin
Word, as appears from the passages quoted by the reviewer himself from NEW
CHURCH TIDINGS and NEW CHURCH LIFE. But although it was thus known that
the rational ideas which man by direct cognizance derives from the Latin Word, are in
no way spiritual-rational, but only natural rational ideas, still it has not been realized that
the distance from those natural-rational ideas to the genuine spiritual rational ideas is as
immeasurable as the distance from the sensual ideas of the Old Testament to genuine
spiritual ideas. For just as the sensual ideas are entirely in the natural, so too are the
natural-rational ideas: the genuine spiritual-rational ideas however, are never anywhere
else than in the spiritual Heaven itself, that is, in the living Spirit of the Lord. The
distance from the earth to the stars in the firmament is immeasurable, whether man
stands in the deepest valley of the earth or on the highest mountain; it makes no
difference whatever. So too it is evident that man merely by direct cognizance of the
Latin Word cannot possibly arrive at spiritual-rational ideas; for spiritual-rational ideas
come from within out of the Lord. Spiritual-rational ideas are the truth of good with the
regenerated man. Spiritual-rational ideas are the proper, living light of the second
Heaven; they are never anywhere else than with the Angels of the second Heaven and
with those men who by regeneration are conjoined with those Angels.
It is the proper characteristic of genuine truth that it is the form of genuine good and
inseparably makes one with it. The Good that makes one with the Truths of the letter of
the Latin Word is the infinite Divine Good of the Divine Human of the Lord; no man,
yea no Angel can ever partake of that Good, seeing it is above the Heavens, and
therefore no man can ever partake of those Truths either. But the genuine human good or
the good of the Angels comes into existence from within out of the Lord, and the
genuine truths of man are the truths of that good. It is therefore clear beyond doubt that
the Truths of the letter of the Latin Word are not the truths of the man of the Church, but
that as to their essence, they are infinite Truths, inconceivable for man, and that the
truths of
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man come from within, namely out of the good with him from the Lord. That the truths
of the letter of the Latin Word are not the truths of the Doctrine of the New Church, but
that the latter differ from the former will be confirmed in what follows by a literal
quotation from the ARCANA COELESTIA. We shall now first show that the truths out
of the letter, when by direct cognizance they are taken up, even stand in a certain
relation to the evils of the proprium of man; for the Lord in the beginning even makes
use of these evils to bring the truths out of the letter into the memory, as into the gates of
the mind or as into a court of the mind.
Concerning this we read in the ARCANA COELESTIA: "When man is being
regenerated he first learns truths out of the Word or the Doctrine, and lays them down in
the memory. One who cannot be reformed, believes that it is sufficient if he has learned
the truths and laid them down in the memory; but he is much mistaken. The truths which
he has acquired must be initiated and conjoined with good, and they cannot be initiated
and conjoined with good so long as the evils of the love of self and of the world remain
in the natural man; these loves were the first introducers, but the truths cannot possibly
be conjoined with them. Therefore, in order that conjunction may be effected, the truths
introduced and retained by these loves must first be exterminated” (n. 5270). The proper
source of the genuine truth of man is therefore never outside of man in a natural letter,
but within man, in the good out of the Lord.
This also clearly appears from this that a truth derived from the Latin Word is different
with each man, according to the reception. With some it is a genuine truth according to
their light from within from the Lord, with some it is an apparent truth, and with some it
is a falsity, according to the glow of the falsity from the proprium. So for instance the
teaching from the Latin Word that life is the essential thing of religion, which in itself
and with those who understand it from the Lord is a genuine truth, may become a falsity
with those who take it up in order to deny the Divinity of the genuine truth born in the
Church. This is described in number 9025, of the ARCANA COELESTIA, which has
already frequently been quoted: “When a man shall smite his companion
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with a stone, or with a fist, signifies the invalidating of some truth by some scientific or
general truth. ... By scientific truths are meant the truths which are out of the literal sense
of the Word; the general truths therefrom are such as are received among the common
people and thence in general discourse. There are very many such truths, and they
prevail with much force. ... As such truths are out of the literal sense of the Word, they
are called scientific truths and they differ from the truths of faith which are of the
Doctrine of the Church; for the latter arise from the former by explanation". The above
mentioned truth, namely that life is the essential thing of religion, is clearly such a
scientific truth out of the Latin Word or such a general truth which has been received
among the common people and thence in general discourse, which prevails with much
force and can be abused as a scientific to invalidate the genuine truth of the Church.
Of this nature, however, are all truths which are received only as scientifics by direct
cognizance out of the letter of the Latin Word. For each truth contains within it infinite
particulars which are first hidden, and with regard to those it is only a general truth. It is
expressly stated "that they are called scientific truths because they are out of the literal
sense of the Word", for this is the characteristic of a scientific truth, namely that by
direct cognizance, it is taken up out of the letter, regardless of what its contents be. It is
therefore manifest that all truths from the Latin Word which, by direct cognizance, have
been taken up from without out of the letter thereof, at first are only scientific truths. For
all truths contain infinite particulars, which never appear when taking direct cognizance.
And as it is said: "that the scientific truths differ from the truths of faith which are of the
Doctrine of the Church", it clearly appears that the truths of the letter of the Latin Word
are not the truths of the Doctrine of the New Church, but that they differ from them,
seeing "the latter arise from the former by explanation".
But seeing the Latin Word is a Divine and infinite revelation of the Rational, and
therefore the Word in ultimates, in its fullness, holiness, and power, it follows that,
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although the truths of the letter of the Latin Word are not the truths of the Doctrine of
the New Church, but differ from them, yet all truths of the Doctrine of the New Church
are contained in that letter, and that the man who can read that Word from within, that is,
out of the good in which he is by regeneration from the Lord, finds the genuine truths of
the Doctrine of the New Church confirmed in the letter thereof. The truths of the Latin
Word of which it is said that they are not the truths of the Doctrine of the New Church,
but differ from them, are the unopened truths which have been received by man only by
direct cognizance. The genuine essence of those truths the Lord alone sees. But the
genuine truths of the Doctrine of the New Church, on the basis of the letter, come from
within by a spiritual influx from the Lord. Without this light from within from the Lord
the Latin Word also remains a closed book, sealed with seven seals.
We see this truth confirmed in the following passage in the ARCANA COELESTIA:
"The literal sense of the Word is called a cloud, because the internal sense which is
called glory, cannot be comprehended by man, except by one who is regenerated and
then enlightened. If the internal sense of the Word, or truth Divine in its glory, were to
appear before a man who is not regenerated, it would be like thick darkness, in which he
would see nothing at all, and by which he would also be blinded, that is he would
believe nothing" (n. 8106). That in this passage by the literal sense which is called
cloud, every literal sense, therefore also that of the Latin Word, is meant, is evident from
this that the seeing of the internal sense is made to depend not on the cognizance of that
Word but entirely on the regeneration of man; it is expressly stated that the internal
sense or the Divine Truth in its glory does not appear before a non-regenerate man.
What then is the letter of the Latin Word? Is it the glory, or is it the cloud? We read that
the Son of Man will come in the clouds of heaven with great power and glory (Matt. 24 :
30). This Coming has taken place in the Latin Testament; the clouds in which the Lord
came are the letter of the Latin Word in which the Divine Truth of His Divine Human is
in lasts or in the natural. The letter also of the Latin Word therefore
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remains entirely without power and without glory, unless by the reception of the
celestial and spiritual truths from the Lord., on the basis of the letter.
In a noteworthy article on The first and the Second Education which has been published
in the January issue of DE HEMELSCHE LEER, 1931, * Rev. Theodore Pitcairn has
shown that all that a man receives out of the letter of the Latin Word only belongs to his
first education, and that he brings nothing with him into Heaven of what he has in this
way acquired. He points out that the letter of the Latin Word can be taught and learned
by every one, just as all other natural sciences, while it is a revealed truth that the
internal sense appears before no one unless he is regenerated (A.C. 8106), and that no
one can see that sense except he to whom the Lord reveals it (W.H. 1).
The same truth has been elucidated by Prof. Dr. Charles H. van 0s in an article on The
Pleiades and the Orion, a translation of which appeared in NEW CHURCH LIFE, 1929:
532-535. An elucidation is there given of the internal sense of the following passage
from the BRIEF EXPOSITION OF THE DOCTRINE OF THE NEW CHURCH: "I can,
from all experience and thence testimony out of Heaven, declare with certainty, that it is
impossible to take a single theological truth which is genuine, out of any other source
than out of the only Lord; and that to take it out of any other source is as impossible, as
it is to sail from England or Holland to the Pleiades, or to ride on horseback from
Germany to Orion in the sky" (n. 98). By England, Holland, and Germany the first
natural states of the mind are there indicated, which come into existence by the taking up
of the scientifics of the Latin Word into the natural faculties of man. By the Pleiades and
Orion in the sky the genuine truths and goods of the Church are indicated, which on the
basis of the Latin Word are born in the human mind from the Lord. For this is evidently
meant by the words "that it is impossible to take a theological truth which is genuine out
of any other source than out of the only Lord". For the literal sense of the Latin Word
without the living Spirit of the Lord is not the Lord.
__________
* This article will appear in the Third Fascicle of the English edition of DE
HEMELCHE LEER
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but as a body without a soul; and the essential tenor of this passage from the BRIEF
EXPOSITION therefore is that it is just as impossible to receive a truth which is genuine
out of the letter of the Latin Word, as it is impossible to go from the earth to the stars of
the sky, for what a man receives out of that letter are not genuine truths, they are with
him as yet only most general scientifics of truth, although in themselves they are indeed
Divine Truths. By this the fundamental law of the order of influx is again elucidated and
confirmed, namely that genuine truth does not inflow by taking cognizance of a letter,
but that it can come from nowhere else than from within, from the Holy Spirit.
It is known in the Church that all direct cognizance is dependent on an influx out of the
spiritual world and on an afflux out of the natural world. In all that has been said
concerning direct cognizance, in what precedes and in what follows, this has been
surmised as self-understood. With all direct cognizance there is an apparent influx from
without, which becomes an actual influx from the Holy Spirit when the Lord has a
dwelling-place in the mind of man. But the influx from the Holy Spirit is dependent on
the good of man, and furthermore on the opening of the discrete degrees of the mind, so
that the spiritual-natural truths of the natural Doctrine, the spiritual truths of the spiritual
Doctrine, and the celestial truths of the celestial Doctrine are entirely different.
That truth as well as good flows in from within is evident from the following passages in
the ARCANA COELESTIA: "The truths previously insinuated are ... as it were
exterminated; . . . and then as the man suffers himself to be regenerated the light of truth
from good is insinuated from the Lord through an internal way , . ." (n. 5280); "It is
good and truth that bring into order each and all things in the natural mind, for they flow
in from the interior" (n. 5288): "All the truth of good proceeds from the Divine Human
of the Lord; for truths can proceed from everybody, but the truths of good only from the
Lord, consequently from those who are in good from the Lord" (n. 8301); and from the
following passage in the APOCALYPSE REVEALED: "All truth of the Word is
insinuated into the man of the Church from the Lord through Heaven" (n. 541).
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From the preceding it may be evident to every one that by the genuine truths of the
Church those truths are never meant which man by direct cognizance takes up out of the
letter of the Latin Word. The latter differ much from the former, for the genuine truths
are born with man from within out of the Lord. The truths of the letter of the Latin Word
are the truths of the Word in ultimates, but the genuine truths of the Church are the
truths from the Holy Spirit.
The genuine truths of the Church in the ARCANA COELESTIA are described as
follows: "The man who is being regenerated and becoming spiritual is first led through
truth to good; for man does not know what spiritual good, or what is the same, Christian
good, is, except through truth or through the doctrinal which is out of the Word; thus he
is initiated into good. Afterwards, when he has been initiated, he no longer is led through
truth to good, but through good to truth, since he then out of good not only sees the
truths which he knew before, but also out of good he produces new truths which he did
not know and could not know before. ... These truths or the new truths differ much from
the truths which he knew previously; for those that he knew previously had but little of
life, but those which he receives afterwards have life out of good. ... Through this truth
good fructifies itself in the natural, and produces truths wherein is good, innumerable
ones. ... From these things it is plain what is meant by new truth out of spiritual good"
(n. 5804).
The genuine truths of the Church are represented in the Old Testament by the sons of
Israel. The birth of those truths is described in the ARCANA COELESTIA in the
explanation of the seventh verse of the first chapter of EXODUS as follows: "And the
sons of Israel were fructified, and they were produced, and they were multiplied, and
they were made numerous, exceedingly, and the land was filled with them. ... While the
Church is being established, man is in truths and through these good increases; but
when. the Church is established with him, then man is in good and out of good in truths,
which then increase continually; little while he lives in the world, because there the care
for food and raiment and for other things hinder, but in the other life immensely,
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and this perpetually to eternity; for the wisdom which is from the Divine has no end.
Thus the Angels are perfected continually, and thus all those who become Angels" (n.
6648). What then are those truths which grow immeasurably with the man who is
becoming an Angel. and by which he is continually perfected to eternity? Are they ever
increasing quantities of scientifics of which he takes direct cognizance in the letter of the
Latin Word? Or are they the spiritual truths which with him are born in ever increasing
quantity and in ever increasing perfection out of good? The passage here quoted and that
quoted above (A. C. 5804) leave us in no doubt on this point. It is true indeed that the
letter of the Latin Word in itself is infinite, containing all truths, and into the most
distant future will remain the basis for all the thought of men and of Angels, and it can
never be exhausted by cognizance being taken of it into the ages of ages; but
nevertheless it is evident that the perfection of man does not lie merely in an ever
extended cognizance of the truths out of the letter, but in the spiritual fructification and
multiplication of good and truth in the human mind out of the Lord.
While the genuine truths which are born in the human mind out of the good from the
Lord, are represented by the sons of Israel, the scientifics derived from the letter of the
Latin Word are represented by Egypt and the Egyptians. If man persists in gathering
only such scientifics, without genuine goods and truths out of good at the same time
being born in him, then the truths of the Church with him are oppressed and
extinguished. This is represented by the oppression of the sons of Israel by the
Egyptians.
After these expositions it is scarcely conceivable that any one will yet come and say that
by those scientific truths out of the letter of the Word, of which in the above quoted
number 9025 of the ARCANA COELESTIA it has been said "that they differ from the
truths of faith which are of the Doctrine of the Church", only the truths of letter of the
Old and the New Testament are meant, and that the truths of the letter of the Third
Testament are the genuine spiritual truths of the Church themselves. But if this should
happen, then let them read that it is
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said that "the truths of the Doctrine arise from the truths of the letter by unfolding", and
that in the continuation of that same passage it is said: "Be it known that the true
Doctrine of the Church is that which is here called the internal sense; for in the internal
sense are truths such as the Angels have in Heaven. Among the priests and among the
men of the Church there are those who teach and who learn the truths of the Church out
of the literal sense of the Word, and there are those who teach and who learn out of the
Doctrine out of the Word, which is called the Doctrine of faith of the Church. The latter
differ very much from the former in perception. . . . Those who teach and who learn only
the literal sense of the Word without the Doctrine of the Church as a guide, apprehend
nothing but what belongs to the natural or external man; whereas those who teach and
who learn out of the true Doctrine which is out of the Word, understand also the things
which are of the spiritual or internal man. The reason is that the Word in the external or
literal sense is natural, but in the internal sense it is spiritual. The former sense is called
in the Word a cloud, but the latter sense is called the glory in the cloud" (A. C. 9025).
That the Latin Testament in its letter is natural, was shown above; this has already been
remarked by Rev. Hyatt, and also other leading thinkers of the Church have expressed
their agreement with this truth (see the passages quoted by the reviewer from NEW
CHURCH TIDINGS and NEW CHURCH LIFE). That by the letter of the Word in this
passage the letter of the Latin Testament is meant, appears clearly from this that in the
New Church there are no longer any priests and men who teach and who learn only out
of the letter of the Old and the New Testament. This passage and this argument have
been repeatedly and fully quoted in DE HEMELSCHE LEER (First Fasc., pp. 36-38;
101-103). But as the reviewer has not entered into a discussion of them, although they
are of decisive importance and in themselves suffice to prove the truth of the position of
DE HEMELSCHE LEER, they are here again pointed out. It is clearly taught in this
passage that they who teach and who learn only the literal sense of the Latin Word
understand nothing but what belongs to the natural man, because also the Latin Word in
its letter is natural. Only by the genuine
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Doctrine of the Church, of which it is here expressly stated that it is this Doctrine which
is called the internal sense, does man arrive at a vision also of the things that belong to
the spiritual man; for the letter of the Latin Word consists of merely natural scientifics
(see A. C. 4967 and 5213, quoted above); the genuine spiritual truths correspond thereto
and lie hidden deep within. They can never be seen by any man unless by the orderly
means from the Lord Himself he is raised into the essential light of the spiritual Heaven.
That the life and the well-being of the Church depend on the basis of a universal
Revelation or a Word given to the Church, and, in equal proportion, on an individual
revelation of genuine truth from within out of the Lord, whereby the reception of the
Lord by the Church as of purely Divine origin and of purely Divine essence is
guaranteed, is fully elucidated in the two following propositions in the Latin Word:
1. "That the Church is out of the Word, and that it is such as is its understanding of the
Word" (S.S. 76-79).
2. "That the Word without Doctrine out of the Word is not understood, and that the
Divine Truth which will be of the Doctrine, appears to none but to those who are in
enlightenment from the Lord" (S.S. 50-61; A. E. 356).
Concerning the first proposition we read: "That the Church is out of the Word, does not
admit of doubt. ... But that the understanding of the Word makes the Church, may admit
of doubt; since there are those who believe that they are of the Church because they have
the Word, read it or hear it from a preacher, and know something out of the sense of its
letter. Yet how various things in the Word are to be understood, they do not know, and
some think this of but little importance. It shall therefore be confirmed, that it is not the
Word which makes the Church, but the understanding of it, and that the Church is of
such a character as is the understanding of the Word among those who are in the
Church. . . . The Word is the Word according to the understanding of it with man, that is,
as it is understood. If it is not understood, the Word is indeed called the Word, but, with
the man it is not. The Word is the truth according to the understanding of it; for the
Word may be
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not the truth, for it can be falsified. The Word is spirit and life according to the
understanding of it; for the letter without the understanding of it, is dead. Since man has
truth and life according to his understanding of the Word, according to that also he has
faith and love; for truth is of faith, and love is of life. Now, since the Church is through
faith and love, and. according to them, it follows that through the understanding of the
Word, and according to it, the church is Church; a noble Church if it is in genuine truths,
an ignoble one if not in genuine truths, and a ruined one if in falsified truths. . . . The
Lord is present with man through the reading of the Word, but He is conjoined to him
through and according to his understanding of truth out of the Word, and so far as the
Lord is conjoined to the man, so far the Church is in the man.... In many places in the
Prophets the understanding of the Word is treated of where the Church is treated of; and
it is taught that the Church is not anywhere else but where the Word is rightly
understood; and that the Church is of such a quality as is the understanding of the Word
with those who are in it. In many places also, in the Prophets, the Church among the
Israelitish and Jewish nation is described as totally destroyed and brought to nought by
their having falsified the sense or the understanding of the Word; for something else
does not destroy the Church.
The understanding of the Word, both true and false, is described in the Prophets by
Ephraim, . . . for by Ephraim in the Word is signified the understanding of the Word in
the Church; and because the understanding of the Word makes the Church, therefore
Ephraim is called a precious son and a child of delights (Jer. 31 : 20); the first-born (Jer.
31 :9); the strength of the head of Jehovah (Ps. 60:7; 108:8); mighty (Zech. 10 : 7); filled
with the bow (Zech. 9:13); and the sons of Ephraim are called armed and shooters with
the bow (Ps. 78 :9); by the bow is signified the Doctrine out of the Word fighting against
falsities. . . . But the quality of the church when the understanding of the Word has been
destroyed, is also described in the Prophets by Ephraim, especially in Hosea, as is clear
out of the following things: Israel and Ephraim shall fall. .. . Ephraim shall become a
solitude. . . . Ephraim is oppressed and broken in judgment ... (Hosea 5: 5, 9,
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11-14). . . . They shall not dwell in the land of Jehovah, ... Ephraim shall return into
Egypt and in Assyria he shall eat what is unclean (Hosea 9 :3). The land of Jehovah is
the Church, Egypt is the scientific of the natural man; Assyria is reasoning therefrom;
and out of these things the Word, as to the understanding of it, is falsified. ... Every day
Ephraim multiplieth falsehood and vastation; he maketh a covenant with Assyria, and
the oil is carried down into Egypt (Hosea 12:1). ... Multiplying falsehood and vastation
denotes falsifying the truths, and thus destroying the Church. .. These things have been
adduced in order that it may be known and confirmed out of the Word, that the Church
is such as is the understanding of the Word in it; excellent and precious, if its
understanding is out of the genuine truths out of the Word; but destroyed, yea, filthy, if
it be out of falsified ones" (DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE
76-79).
That all these things in the New Church have reference to the Latin Testament, is clear.
The Writings are the Word for the New Church, and seeing the Church is out of the
Word. therefore the New Church is out of the Latin Word. The Israelitish Church was
out of the Old Testament, the first Christian Church was out of the New Testament, the
New Church is out of the Third Testament. But seeing it is not the Word which makes
the Church, but the understanding of the Word, it follows that it is not the Latin Word
which makes the New Church, but the understanding of that Word. But seeing it is the
Divine of the Lord that makes the Church, and not anything of man's proprium, it
follows that the understanding of the Word which makes the Church is the Lord Himself
and therefore is Divine.
It therefore clearly appears that not only the Word is Divine but also where the Church
through the regeneration of man is really Church, or, as it is said, a noble Church, the
reception of the Lord in the human mind is Divine. Where the reception is not purely
Divine, where therefore the proprium of man is concerned with the reception, the Word
with man is not the Word, and the church is no Church. Compare with this the position
of the reviewer of DE HEMELSCHE LEER which appeared in NEW CHURCH LIFE
(1931, p. 34): "The understanding of the Word and
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the Writings, however, depends on human states, and is a human sight of a Divine and
infinite thing"; and "We are indeed given the teaching that Divine Doctrine is the Word,
and that therefore doctrine from the literal sense is also Divine (A. C. 3712), because by
the letter the Lord's Divine Truth proceeds and appears to men. But this does not mean
that man's reception of it is Divine". And this in the face of the truth that it is the
understanding of the Word that makes the Church, that the Lord can dwell only in what
is His own, that the essence of the Church lies in a mutual conjunction between the
Good of the Lord and the Truth of the Church, yea that the proper celestial Church, the
New Jerusalem, is the Bride of the Lamb. That the reception with the non-regenerate
man is not Divine certainly does not in the least do away with the fact that the reception
with the regenerated man is Divine. It seems that the reviewer of NEW CHURCH LIFE
has there completely lost sight of the reality of the regeneration of man and of the
regeneration of the Church, while it is an irrefragable truth, that the salvation of the
human race does not depend on the Word only, but also on the Church, yea even that the
integrity of the Word depends on the Church, as is clearly taught in the following
passage in the CANONS: "Unless, therefore, a new Church be established from the
Lord, which shall restore both the Church and the Word in their integrity, not any flesh
could be saved" (Divine Trinity 10 : 4).
Or is it perhaps possible that someone will come and say that in those passages by the
Word only the Old and the New Testament are meant? That the New Church therefore is
not out of the Third Testament but out of the Old and the New Testament? And that
indeed the understanding of the Old and the New Testament may be true or false, but
that in the Writings the genuine understanding itself of the Word has been given? This
would mean that it was expected only of the Israelitish and the first Christian Churches
that they, on the ground of their Word by the spiritual light which the Lord could give
them in their Testaments, should have acquired for themselves a genuine understanding;
while the New Church, the Crown of Churches, need not acquire for itself a genuine
understanding of the Word, but that it could obtain it without any effort out of a letter.
But it is evident that it is just in the New Church that the true
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spiritual understanding of man for the first time becomes fully possible, and that
therefore the responsibility for acquiring such an understanding and the difficulties and
spiritual combats concerned therewith have immeasurably increased. The order of the
formation of that understanding with the man of the New Church has been described at
length in DE HEMELSCHE LEER in the explanation of the elucidation of the. title-page
on page 3 of the ARCANA COELESTIA, by the exegesis of the concepts of
"experience" and "text" (First Fasc., pp. 97-123). It is to be regretted that Dr. Acton did
not enter into a discussion of this exegesis.
The understanding of the Word which makes the Church is one of the two essential
faculties of the regenerated man. The two essential human faculties are the will and the
understanding. Both faculties with man, before regeneration, are entirely perverted. The
will is then a will of evil, and the understanding an understanding of falsity, however
much such a man may take up the truths by direct cognizance out of the letter of the
Latin Word. The Latin Word then is not the truth (see the above quoted passages, S.S.
77), for it is falsified by man. But if man is regenerated, he receives a new voluntary and
a new intellectual from the Lord. These in the Old Testament are represented by the two
sons of Joseph, Manasseh and Ephraim. This is the reason why the understanding of the
Word is represented by Ephraim, as appears from the passages quoted.
The intellectual of every man is entirely as his voluntary. It is the voluntary which
determines the essence of man. According to the most general distinction there are three
kinds of perverted voluntaries, by which the essence of the three hells is determined, and
three kinds of holy voluntaries, by which the essence of the three Heavens is determined.
The intellectual that belongs to these different kinds of voluntaries respectively,
therefore also is entirely different. The understanding of the Word also with each man is
different. It is a perverted understanding with the nonregenerate man; it is a holy
understanding with the regenerated man; a spiritual-natural understanding with the man
of the natural Heaven; a spiritual understanding with the man of the spiritual Heaven;
and a celestial understanding with the man of the celestial Heaven. Without
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such a holy understanding the letter of the Latin Word is dead. The great importance of
this truth clearly appears if one knows that man can be led only by his intellectual.
Concerning this we read in the ARCANA COELESTIA: "Every man is led from the
Divine through his intellectual; if he were not led through this, no man could be saved"
(n. 10409).
As to the most general distinction there are three degrees of regeneration, according to
the three Heavens. The man who as a result of regeneration in the first degree reads the
letter of the Latin Word out of the celestial of the first Heaven through the spiritualnatural understanding, is in the internal sense of that Heaven, that is, in the internal sense
of the interior-natural (see A.C. 5145). This is the only internal sense, namely the
internal-historical sense, in which the Church before the birth of the Doctrine of the
Church can take part. In this state the thought of the Church remains as yet entirely
bound to the natural things of the letter of the Latin Word. The man who as a result of
regeneration in the second degree reads the letter of the Latin Word out of the celestial
of the second Heaven through the spiritual understanding, is in the internal sense of that
Heaven, that is, in the internal sense of the exterior-rational, or in the proper spiritual
sense of the Latin Word.
This sense is the spiritual Doctrine of the Church. In this state the thought of the Church
has been entirely freed from the natural things of the letter of the Latin Word and in that
Word no more sees anything else than the purely exterior-rational concepts of spiritual
good and truth. The man who as a result of regeneration in the third degree reads the
letter of the Latin Word out of the celestial of the third Heaven through the celestial
understanding, is in the internal sense of that Heaven, that is, in the internal sense of the
interior-rational, or in the proper celestial sense of the Latin Word. This sense is the
celestial Doctrine of the Church, and in this state the man of the Church no more sees
anything else, in all the particulars of the Latin Word, even to each smallest singular
word thereof, than purely celestial truths which all have reference to the Divine Human
of the Lord alone.
This understanding of the Latin Word as regards its internal things is represented in the
REVELATION OF JOHN
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by the White Horse. Concerning this we read in the work ON THE WHITE HORSE:
"By Heaven being opened is represented and signified, that the internal sense of the
Word is seen in Heaven, and thence by those in the world to whom Heaven is opened;
the horse which was white, represents and signifies the understanding of the Word as to
its interiors. . . . Having a name written that no one knew but He Himself, signifies that
the quality of the Word in the internal sense is seen by no one but Himself, and those to
whom He reveals it. . . . The armies in the Heavens which followed Him upon white
horses, signify those who are in the understanding of the Word as to its interiors.
Clothed in fine linen, white and clean, signifies that they are in truth out of good" (n. 1).
And further in the following number: "The horse signifies the understanding, and the
rider one who is intelligent. . . . This may be confirmed from many places in the
Word. . . . In David: He rideth upon the Word of truth (Ps. 45 : 4). [And in the
unfavorable sense where the perverted understanding of the Word is treated of:] In
Zechariah: In that day, saith Jehovah, I will smite every horse with stupidity, and the
rider with madness, . . . every horse of the people I will smite with blindness (12 : 4).
It treats there of the vastation of the Church, which takes place when there no longer
remains the understanding of any truth; and which is described thus by the horse and the
rider; what else could be the meaning of smiting every horse with stupidity, and the
horse of the people with blindness? What has this to do with the Church? In Job: God
hath caused him to forget wisdom, neither hath He imparted to him intelligence; when it
is time He lifteth up Himself on high, He laugheth at the horse and its rider (39 : 17, 18).
That the horse here signifies the understanding, is evident" (ON THE WHITE HORSE
2). And further: "In the spiritual world horses are frequently seen, and riders, and also
chariots; and there every one knows that they signify something of the understanding
and of doctrine. I have often seen, when any were thinking from their understanding,
that at such times they appeared as if riding on horses; their meditations were thus
represented before others" (ON THE WHITE HORSE 3).
Out of these things it is evident that the internal sense is never anywhere else than in the
understanding of those
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for whom Heaven is opened and to whom the Lord reveals that sense, and that merely
by direct cognizance it cannot possibly be seen in the letter of the Latin Word. Dr. Acton
himself expressed this truth by the words "that the Writings are the Heavenly Doctrine
revealed in such language that it can be seen by all who will read in the light of heaven"
(p. 20). But that he has not considered what this really means appears from his remark
that "Divine Truth now comes to us . . . so set forth . . . that all who will may see" (p.
17), and "that if the Writings are read in humility and not in the light of self-intelligence,
the truths there revealed will come to be seen" (p. 18). Is it not clear that man only very
gradually can see the truths in the light of Heaven? Does not a long time precede before
he even sees them in the light of the lowest Heaven; and is it not clear that when at last
he sees them in the light of the lowest Heaven, he does not by a long way yet see them
in the light of the second Heaven; and that when at length he sees them in the light of the
second Heaven, he does not by a long way yet see them in the light of the third Heaven?
All humility and all shunning of one's own intelligence will not suffice to enable a man
in his preparatory states to see the truth in the light of the different Heavens themselves.
Before the first degree of regeneration, thus before a man lives in conjunction with the
Angels of the lowest Heaven, he cannot even see the Latin Word in the light of that
Heaven, that is in the light of the interior-natural. He can indeed, if he is affirmative and
of such a nature that in the future he can be regenerated, in a state of humility see the
Latin Word in the light of the exterior-natural (see A.C. 5145); but the truths of the
exterior-natural are only the most ultimate generals of truth, and compared with the
truths even of the lowest Heaven, they are most ultimate appearances of truth. Whatever
man in this state takes up out of the letter of the Latin Word, even concerning spiritual
and celestial, yea Divine things, at the best are merely exterior-natural truths. How could
it be expected of a man in this state that he already reads the Latin Word in the light of
Heaven? This is evidently the teaching of the above quoted passages from the work ON
THE WHITE HORSE, namely "that the internal sense is seen in Heaven, and thence by
those in the world to whom Heaven is opened",
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and "that the internal sense is seen by no one but Himself, and those to whom He reveals
it", and "that [the Angels and Angel-men] are in the understanding of the Word as to its
internal sense", and "that they are in truth out of good" (n. 1).
But although man in the Latin Word can never see the genuine truths of the different
Heavens unless with regard to his spirit he has already been taken up into those
Heavens, still any one who approaches this Word in humility can perceive, by an
immediate influx from the Lord, that that Word is true. And therefore we have the
absolute certainty that any one who in a state of humility approaches the passages of the
Latin Word where the Divinity of the Doctrine born in the Church is expressly taught,
will see the truth thereof.
Out of these things it may now appear that in the truth of the Latin Word that it is not the
Word which makes the Church, but the understanding of the Word, this truth is involved
that unless the reception of the Lord by man is Divine, the Latin Word is not the Word,
and the church not the Church. "It is the Lord who is the all in all things of Heaven and
of the Church, from the eternal to the eternal" (A.E. 23).
The second of the above-mentioned propositions reads thus: "That the Word without
Doctrine out of the Word is not understood, and that the Divine Truth which will be of
the Doctrine, appears to none but to those who are in enlightenment from the Lord".
Anyone who is enlightened from the Lord can see in numerous places in the Latin Word
that a Doctrine must be born in the Church out of the Lord and that without such a
Doctrine the Church will not continue to exist. When we read: "The Word without
Doctrine is as a candlestick without light, and those who read the Word without
Doctrine, or who do not acquire for themselves a Doctrine out of the Word, are in
darkness as to all truth" (S.S. 50-61), we realize that in the New Church nothing else can
be meant by this than that the Latin Word without the genuine Doctrine born in the
Church from the Lord is as a candlestick without light, and that they who read the Latin
Word without the genuine Doctrine born in the
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Church from the Lord, or who do not acquire for themselves a genuine Doctrine from
the Lord out of the Latin Word, are in darkness as to all truth,
The cause of the Word without Doctrine being as a candlestick without light is described
in the DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE as follows: "That the
Word cannot be understood without Doctrine is because the Word in the sense of the
letter consists of mere correspondences, to the end that the spiritual and celestial things
may be simultaneously therein, and that every word may be their containant and support.
For this reason, in some places in the sense of the letter the truths are not naked, but
clothed, and are then called appearances of truth; and many things also are
accommodated to the capacity of the simple, who do not uplift their thoughts above such
things as they see before their eyes. There are also some things that appear as
contradictions, although the Word when viewed in its own light contains no
contradiction. . . . Such being the Word in the sense of the letter, it is evident that it
cannot be understood without Doctrine" (n. 51). Superficially considered one would be
inclined to think that these things apply only to the letter of the Old and the New
Testament. That however with regard to the man of the New Church. this essentially
concerns a description of the letter of the Latin Testament, clearly appears upon closer
study. That also the letter of the Latin Word has been written in correspondences and
that there too the Word is clothed in appearances which seem to be contradictory to each
other, has for a long time been acknowledged by some (see the passage quoted by the
reviewer on p. 5 from Rev. E. S. Hyatt, and on p. 7 from Rev. C. Th. Odhner). But the
full consequences of this truth were then not yet seen.
The Word in the sense of the letter consists of mere correspondences for the purpose that
the celestial and spiritual things may be simultaneously therein. For this reason the Word
in the letter is in its fullness, holiness, and power. The proper correspondence then
always consists between the natural or the letter written in correspondences, and the
spiritual and the celestial and the Divine, which things are never anywhere else than in
the internal mind of the regenerated man, in the proper Heavens themselves, and in the
Lord Himself. The distance between that natural
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of the letter and out of the letter in the memory of man and those spiritual, celestial, and
Divine things is immeasurable, and there is no relation whatever between them except
that of correspondence. Moreover, man can only then speak of correspondences if he is
in the spiritual causes and out of these causes sees the correspondences thereof in the
natural, so that he partakes of both, the causes in the spiritual and the effects in the
natural; for it is the effects in the natural which correspond to the causes in the spiritual.
He, however, who has no part in the spiritual causes, which is the case with every one
who has not been raised into Heaven by regeneration, cannot yet see what
correspondences are; with regard to him all particulars of the literal sense of the Latin
Word are not even yet correspondences, but only representations. This appears from the
following passage in the ARCANA COELESTIA in the first chapter On Representations
and Correspondences: "Between the spiritual things and the natural things there exist
correspondences, and the things that come forth from spiritual things in natural things
are representations.
'They are called correspondences because they correspond, and representations because
they represent" (n. 2987). From this it is now evident that the essence of the literal sense
also of the Third Testament is determined entirely by the distance between the natural
and the spiritual; and that distance is immeasurable, just as the distance between the
earth and the firmament, yea even much more so; for in the natural world every one, the
evil as well as the good, from the earth can see the stars of the firmament, but in the
spiritual world only the good can. Whether one is in the sensual representations of the
Old Testament, or in the natural-rational representations of the Third Testament, the
distance remains immeasurable. It is a fallacy of natural thought to believe that that
distance has been bridged over by the natural-rational representations of the Third
Testament, or that that distance there has become essentially smaller. The fact that one
did not at once realize the immeasurableness of that distance in the Third Testament
shows that there the veil of truth in fact has become thicker. By taking up the things of
the letter of the Latin Word by direct cognizance, man is only in natural representations.
There is no other way to
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arrive at the genuine internal sense or the genuine spiritual and celestial truths from
these natural representations than the long and difficult way of regeneration, and this
along all the interior degrees of the human mind. By regeneration man for the first time
is enabled to see the internal sense of the Latin Word; for then man no longer sees that
Word from without, but from within. The man who is regenerated in the first degree sees
the Latin Word in the light of the first Heaven, and thus he sees in it the internal
historical sense; he still believes that the Latin Word treats essentially of the Jews,
Roman Catholics, and Protestants. The man who is regenerated in the second degree for
the first time sees the abstract spiritual sense. For the first time he has left the letter of
the Latin Word; he realizes that in that Word the essential point never is the natural
things mentioned therein; his thought moves in the spiritual-rational concepts of good
and truth, to which the natural things correspond. The man who is regenerated in the
third degree for the first time sees the celestial sense; in each smallest word of the Latin
Word he no more sees anything else than a description of the Divine Human of the Lord.
Rev. Hyatt expressed this truth in these words: "The teaching respecting the Jews has
not been given merely that we may know how evil the Jews are. If we wish to see
something of the spiritual sense within in the passage, we must put away the idea of the
Jews as persons, and then we will find that it applies to all persons, thus to our own
selves" (quoted by the reviewer on page 5). Dr. Acton himself has touched upon this
truth in a letter to the present writer in which he says that in the past the question has
often been raised, how in the New Church in the distant future, when there will no
longer be the recollection of the Roman Catholic and Protestant churches, a book like
the BRIEF EXPOSITION will be read: and the reply was given that the New Church
will then distinguish therein more abstract things, separate from those historical things.
Does the difference between the internal-historical sense and the spiritual sense of the
Latin Word not lie concealed in this thought? Is it not a difference which now already
exists? In the way Rev. Hyatt expresses this thought this clearly appears. Will not the
Church when once it sees that abstract sense, then also acknowledge that it has formerly
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seen only the natural sense and that formerly it was not able to form rational ideas of the
genuine spiritual sense which lies concealed within, waiting to be brought to light by the
orderly means? Those orderly means have been revealed in the DOCTRINE
CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE, namely the Science of Correspondences,
the Doctrine of genuine Truth, and Enlightenment from the Lord. Although Dr. Acton
has acknowledged that in the future a deeper sense, abstract from the historical things,
will be seen in the Latin Word, still he is of the opinion that that sense will be found
without the revealed means for the exegesis of the internal sense. How far he goes in this
concept appears from a further elucidation given to the present writer, in which he says
that for the acquiring of the internal sense in the Writings there is not only no need of the
science of correspondences but also no need of "genuine doctrine and illustration". We
read in the ARCANA COELESTIA: "The internal sense, which is called glory, cannot
be comprehended by man except by one who is regenerated and then enlightened" (n.
8106); and "The genuine sense of the Word is apprehended by none but those who are
enlightened" (n. 10323), and so in numerous other places.
The cause of the internal sense of the Latin Testament being so deeply hidden from the
Church in its first state, is this, that in this state, which is the state of the interior-natural,
only a merely natural idea can be had also of the internal sense in the Old and the New
Testament, so that the interior-natural ideas which in that state are formed respecting the
internal sense of the Old and the New Testament are regarded as the genuine spiritual
sense. The true spiritual sense of the Old and the New Testament is only seen when first
of all the true spiritual sense of the Third Testament is seen. For "the spiritual sense of
the Word is given to none but those who are in the genuine truths from the Lord" (S.S.
26). The truths however which man by direct cognizance takes up out of the letter of the
Latin Word, are as has been explained above, not yet genuine truths with man; the
genuine truths with him on the basis of that letter come from within out of good.
Genuine spiritual truths, in the light of which also the spiritual sense of the Old and the
New Testament could be seen, are never
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to be found in any other way than by the literal sense of the Latin Word first being
opened. Only in that Word the way to spiritual truths can be found, according to the
revealed, above named, orderly means. Only he who first in that Word according to
order has penetrated to genuine spiritual truths, can afterwards in the light thereof also
penetrate to the spiritual truths or to the genuine spiritual sense of the Old and the New
Testament. From this it follows that before the literal sense of the Third Testament has
first of all been opened, or, what is the same, before the spiritual Doctrine of the Church
has been born, all exposition of the internal sense of the Old and the New Testament
cannot possibly arise above the natural sense; that therefore the distance from the truths
which are obtained by such an exposition to genuine spiritual truths, is immeasurable
and that there is no relation therebetween but that of correspondence.
In the letter of the Latin Word the Divine Truth has been laid down in the Natural. On
this natural basis man only by regeneration can arrive at the spiritual sense. This
spiritual sense exists only as a living vision of the genuine spiritual truth in the internal
mind of a man regenerated in the second degree. The fact that we have learned out of the
Latin Word that in the spiritual sense the sun signifies love and the moon faith, that
wood signifies good and stone truth, etc. does not at all mean that we see the spiritual
sense of the things mentioned; for the concepts of love, faith, good, and truth, etc., upon
direct cognizance are only the spiritual sense laid down in the natural; for the present
they are merely natural representations. Man, before by regeneration having become as
an Angel of the second Heaven, cannot possibly form a genuine spiritual idea of those
things. The proper essence of representations is that they are forms in the natural which
correspond to spiritual things. The spiritual things are the causes, the representations in
the natural are the effects. From this it appears that the essence of the representations can
never be seen in the natural, unless out of the spiritual causes. It has been conceded that
the literal sense of the Latin Word has been written according to the law of
correspondences (see pp. 5, 7). From this it follows that no one can ever see the genuine
spiritual sense in the Latin Word, unless from the
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Lord Himself by regeneration he has been raised to those spiritual things or causes from
which the representations in the natural proceed as effects. There is indeed also a
correspondence between the sensual things of the Old Testament and the natural-rational
concepts derived from the letter of the Third Testament, such as between the sun and
love, the moon and faith, wood and good, stone and truth; but these are not the essential
correspondences, for they are correspondences between things which are both in the
natural, therefore both on the same plane. They are correspondences in different degrees
of the natural with a spiritual thing living within. It is evident therefore that he who with
the help of the science of correspondences revealed in the Latin Word arrives from the
sensual things at the corresponding natural-rational ideas of the letter of the Latin Word,
has by no means yet risen above the natural, and therefore in no way yet partakes of the
spiritual sense. The sense of the Word which the Church so far, in the light of only the
letter of the Latin Word has seen and preached, was indeed a genuine internal sense in
the measure in which man thereby regarded the Lord and the neighbor; but it was not the
spiritual sense of the Word, it was the internal-natural sense, or the sense of the Word
which is seen in the light of the lowest Heaven.
Seeing the letter also of the Latin Word consists of mere correspondences and therefore
cannot be understood without Doctrine out of that Word, and seeing the letter without
Doctrine is as a candlestick without light and that those who read the letter without
Doctrine are in darkness concerning all truth, it follows that with regard to man not the
Latin Word is the light, but the genuine Doctrine out of that Word. The Latin Word in
itself is indeed the Light itself, for it is the Divine Human of the Lord. But with regard to
man only the Doctrine is the light. Without Doctrine man also with regard to the Third
Testament remains in darkness as to all truth. But what now is that genuine Doctrine
which must give the light to man when reading the Latin Word? And How does man
arrive at this Doctrine? The answer to this question is clearly given in the Latin Word
itself. We read in the work ON THE NEW JERUSALEM AND ITS CELESTIAL
DOCTRINE: "The internal sense is the very Doctrine of the Church. Those who
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understand the Word according to the internal sense, know the true Doctrine itself of the
Church, because the internal sense contains it" (n. 260), and this is there confirmed by
reference to the numbers 9025, 9430, and 10400 of the ARCANA COELESTIA. In n.
9025 this truth is elucidated as follows: "By scientific truths are meant the truths which
are out of the literal sense of the Word. . . . Such truths . . . differ from the truths of faith
which are of the Doctrine of the Church; for the latter arise from the former by an
unfolding. ... Be it known that the true Doctrine of the Church is that which is here
called the internal sense; for in the internal sense are truths such as the Angels have in
Heaven". It is here clearly said how man arrives at the truths of faith, namely by an
unfolding of the letter; not therefore by direct cognizance of the letter, for in this way he
remains entirely in the scientific truths only, but by an orderly opening of the letter. It is
said that the internal sense thus arrived at is the true Doctrine of the Church, We read in
the continuation of the same number: "Among the priests and among the men of the
Church, there are those who teach and who learn the truths of the Church out of the
literal sense of the Word; and there are those who teach and who learn out of the
Doctrine out of the Word, which is called the Doctrine of faith of the Church.
The latter differ very much from the former in perception. . . . Those who teach and who
learn only the literal sense of the Word without the Doctrine of the Church as a guide,
apprehend nothing but those things which belong to the natural or external man; whereas
those who teach and who learn out of the true Doctrine out of the Word, understand also
the things which are of the spiritual or internal man. The cause of this is that the Word in
the external or literal sense is natural, but in the internal sense it is spiritual. The former
sense is called in the Word a cloud, but the latter sense is called the glory in the cloud".
The great difference is here indicated between those who teach and who learn only out
of the letter and those who teach and who learn out of the Doctrine out of the Word. Of
the former it is said that they apprehend nothing but those things which belong to the
natural man, whereas the latter also understand the things which are of the spiritual man.
It is clearly said that the difference does not lie in
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the direct cognizance of the letter, but in the perception; in other words the true light
cannot possibly come only by direct cognizance of the Latin Word, it comes out of the
internal by perception. In n. 10400 this truth is elucidated as follows: "Let them consider
also whether anyone can know the Divine truths of the Word in the literal sense, except
by Doctrine drawn therefrom, and if he have not Doctrine for a lamp that he is carried
away into errors. . . . The Doctrine which should be for a lamp is that which the internal
sense teaches, thus it is the internal sense itself". That this passage is to be applied to the
Latin Word is evident. Without guidance of the genuine Doctrine which is to be drawn
out of that Word, one cannot possibly know the Divine truths in the letter, but one is led
away into errors. The history of the New Church gives plain evidence of this. But it is
said that the internal sense teaches that Doctrine and that the internal sense is that
Doctrine. The internal sense of the Latin Word is therefore the genuine Doctrine of the
New Church. The same is taught in the following passage in the ARCANA
COELESTIA: "The Doctrine itself out of the Word must at any rate give light and
guide. This Doctrine itself is taught by the internal sense; and he who knows this
Doctrine has the internal sense of the Word" (n. 10276).
The reviewer himself has stated as his position that the New Church must draw its
Doctrine not only from the Old and the New Testament, but also from the Writings (see
N. CH. L. 1920 : 656; 1928 : 519). But first of all, upon closer investigation, it is evident
that the New Church must draw its Doctrine entirely out of the Latin Word, and that
only thereafter, with that Doctrine it can understand also the Old and the New
Testament, and secondly, the question arises how and in what manner the reviewer
proposes that the New Church should draw its Doctrine also from the Writings, in view
of the truth on the one side that it is only the internal sense of the Latin Word which
teaches that Doctrine (A.C. 10400), and that it is obtained by perception (A.C. 9025),
and of the fact on the other side, that the reviewer is of opinion that the internal sense
and therefore the Doctrine can be seen in the Writings not only without the science of
correspondences, but even without genuine doctrine and without illustration. For
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the teaching that the Church must draw a Doctrine out of the Word is based on the fact
that otherwise it cannot understand the Word, seeing it has been written in pure
correspondences, covering the genuine truth as with a garment. It is expressly said "that
this Doctrine can be acquired by none except those who are in enlightenment from the
Lord" (A. E. 356). Why then does the reviewer favor the view that the New Church must
draw its Doctrine also out of the Writings, if that Doctrine according to him, lies open
plainly to view? For of the necessity of drawing the Doctrine also out of the Latin Word,
which can only be done by one who is in enlightenment from the Lord, there need then
be no question. For according to the reviewer no enlightenment is required for seeing the
internal sense and therefore the genuine Doctrine in the Latin Word. Is this not as if the
reviewer with one hand had written before our eyes this profound truth that the New
Church must draw its Doctrine out of the Third Testament, and that he thereupon
immediately wipes it out with the other hand by saying that the New Church need not
draw a Doctrine out of the Third Testament, seeing the Doctrine there lies open plainly
to view? For on the one side he says "that Divine Revelation or the written Word is
always given in the language of appearances adapted to the natural mind; and that in the
letter of the Word thus revealed, men are to seek for the internal sense, the genuine
doctrine, that so they might draw from the letter the doctrine of the Church, embodying
their understanding of the Word. In the New Church also the Revelation is given in the
form of appearances, adapted to the apprehension of all manner of men, and as in former
Churches, so in the New, the doctrines of the Church must be drawn from the Word in
its letter, and confirmed thereby. To the New Church, this Word includes the Writings of
the Church as given to us in a literal form" (p. 8); and on the other side he says, that in
the Writings for the acquiring of the internal sense there is no need of genuine doctrine
and illustration (see page 134). What then can be meant by those "appearances adapted
to the natural mind"? And why then must men "seek for the internal sense, the genuine
doctrine"? And how can anyone seek without illustration? But still it is a genuine and
fundamental truth which the
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reviewer there on the one side touched as from afar, namely that the New Church is to
draw its Doctrine out of the Latin Word; for the New Church is out of that Word. The
New Church is not out of the Old Testament and not out of the New Testament, it is
exclusively out of the Third Testament and its Doctrine must be drawn exclusively oat
of the Third Testament. Only then will the Old and the New Testament open themselves
for the Church. But on the other side it would seem that the reviewer when he touched
this truth did not realize why a Doctrine must be drawn out of the Latin Word and how
that Doctrine can be drawn; namely because otherwise the letter remains in the dark; and
because the internal sense of the Latin Word is that Doctrine, and because that Doctrine
by the regenerated men of the Church is received from the Lord Himself in a state of
enlightenment.
That by this genuine Doctrine or by the Doctrine of the Church the literal sense of the
Latin Word can in no way be meant, appears from the following passages: "The Word in
the letter cannot be apprehended except by means of the Doctrine out of the Word, made
by one who is enlightened" (A.C. 10324). "The Doctrine can be acquired by none except
those who are in enlightenment from the Lord" (A.E. 356). "A man signifies one who is
intelligent, and also truth, thence the Doctrine" (A.C. 6086). "The genuine sense of the
Word is apprehended by none but those who are enlightened" (A.C. 10323). "The things
of the Church and of Heaven are not understood and perceived except from
enlightenment; for the things of the Church and of Heaven, which are called spiritual
things, do not enter into man's understanding, except by means of the light of Heaven,
and the light of Heaven enlightens it. This is the reason why the Word, in which are
contained the things of the Church and of Heaven, cannot be understood except by one
who is enlightened" (A.E. II). In the light of these passages it may be evident to anyone
that the Doctrine is not given to the Church as the letter of a Word, but that it is born in
the Church from the Lord; furthermore it appears that the Doctrine concerning the
enlightenment of man and therefore the Doctrine concerning the origin and essence of
the Doctrine of the Church born in the Church must occupy a central place in the New
Church, while
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up to the present the existence of such a Doctrine has scarcely been surmised. What
slight value the reviewer himself attaches to such a Doctrine appears clearly from the
disparaging words "a real or imagined enlightenment" in which on page 27 he speaks of
enlightenment. And it is taught "that the genuine sense of the Word is apprehended by
none but those who are enlightened" (A.C. 10323). The Latin Word alone does not make
the Church, for it is not the Word which makes the Church, but the understanding
thereof. Without enlightenment with regard to each smallest singular truth the Latin
Word is as a candlestick without light. The reviewer, however, is of opinion that the
internal sense and therefore the genuine Doctrine (for the internal sense is the Doctrine)
can be seen in the Latin Word without enlightenment. That all that a man sees without
enlightenment is false, is a self-evident truth. The false doctrinals which a man without
enlightenment derives from the Latin Word, are described in the following passage of
the ARCANA COELESTIA: "By graven images and molten images not idols are meant,
but the false doctrinals of the Church, such as are formed from man himself. ... Such is
the case with every doctrinal which is made out of man and not out of the Lord. . . .
Inasmuch as the falsities and evils of doctrine, which are signified by graven and molten
images, are fabricated from man's self-intelligence under the guidance of his love,
therefore also in the Word they are called the work of the hands of man" (n. 10406).
The laws and the order of the enlightenment by which the genuine Doctrine is born in
the Church from the Lord, are described in the 12th, 20th, and 26th chapters of Genesis
in the ARCANA COELESTIA. DE HEMELSCHE LEER has continually and
emphatically pointed out that its vision of the Divinity of the Doctrine of the Church in
these three chapters is clearly taught in all its particulars. In many places in DE
HEMELSCHE LEER it has been pointed out that there lies the proper soul of all our
thought (First Fasc., pp. 28, 56, 68, 71-72, 89, 104). It is there said that in Mr.
Groeneveld's address on The Doctrine of the Church (First Fasc".., pp. 14-17; elucidated
on pp. 56-65) all phases of the origin and the coming into existence of the Doctrine have
been described on the basis
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of the 12th, 20th, and 26th chapters of Genesis. The culmination of this argument lies in
this, that it is shown out of the Latin Word that the celestial Doctrine comes into
existence by the influx of the celestial from within into the rational; which means that
the celestial Doctrine of the Church is an immediate Divine revelation by perception.
This central, all-dominating argument, the proper soul and the proper life of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER, has not been noticed by the reviewer with one single word. At the
end of his review we read a circumstantial argument that, according to his conviction,
the value of what a man can do consists only in his pointing to the Word. Repeatedly DE
HEMELSCHE LEER has pointed to those three chapters in Genesis and claimed that
there the truth of its vision is confirmed, and that its concept depends entirely on those
three chapters; nevertheless, these references are not even noticed by the reviewer. And
still it is a fact that everything that is essential in DE HEMELSCHE LEER will be
overlooked, if this central argument is not taken into consideration.
When it has penetrated to our mind of what fundamental significance the Doctrine
concerning enlightenment is (for in essence it is inseparable from the Doctrine
concerning the Holy Spirit), then for the first time it will become clear of what universal
significance the teaching is "that the Word without Doctrine is as a candlestick without
light" and "that they who read the Word without Doctrine remain in darkness as to all
truth". They are greatly in error who believe that this teaching applies only to the Old
and the New Testament. It is just in the unfolding of the Third Testament that this
teaching for the first time can find its proper and full application, for the application to
the Old and the New Testament must in any case be preceded by the application to the
Third Testament. If the literal sense of the Third Testament is not first of all opened, the
Old and the New Testament likewise remain closed. The laws and the order of
enlightenment, such as they are described in the 12th, 20th, and 26th chapters of
Genesis, in a most general summary are the following. FIRST: That with the coming
into existence of genuine scientifics out of the Latin Word and afterwards with the
coming into existence of genuine cognitions, the intellectual is not con-
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suited, but that they come from the Lord alone and therefore are purely Divine (12th
chapter); SECOND: That with the coming into existence of the genuine spiritual
Doctrine the natural-rational is not consulted, but that it comes from the Lord alone and
therefore is purely Divine (20th chapter): THIRD: that with the coming into existence of
the genuine celestial Doctrine the exterior-rational is not consulted, but that it comes
from the Lord alone and therefore is purely Divine (26th chapter).
Out of these things it is now evident beyond a doubt that also the second of the abovementioned propositions, namely "that the Word without Doctrine out of the Word is not
understood, and that the Divine Truth which will be of the Doctrine appears to none but
to those who are in enlightenment from the Lord" must be applied to the Third
Testament.
In the light of the preceding explanations it is clear that what Dr. Acton took to be the
purpose of DE HEMELSCHE LEER is founded on a total misapprehension of the true
purpose. According to Dr. Action's conception the purpose of DE HEMELSCHE LEER
would be "to show: (1) That since the Writings are the Word, it logically follows that
these Writings are not the internal sense of the Word but themselves have an internal
sense; and (2) that this internal sense is the Heavenly Doctrine and is made manifest to
men by the doctrines formulated by the Church" (p. 3).
With regard to the first point we refer to DE HEMELSCHE LEER, pp. 43, 35, 129,
where it is said: "Indeed the Third Testament is the revelation of the internal sense of the
Word, but only if one regards the literal sense of that Word not from without but from
within or from the spiritual rational". The internal sense with its external sense always
make one, as the soul with its body. They are absolutely inseparable, for the body
without the soul is dead, and the soul without the body has no foundation and no
containant by which it is kept together and exists. A formula such as this of the
reviewer's "that since the Writings are the Word, it logically follows that these Writings
are not the internal sense of the Word but themselves have an internal sense", is entirely
in disagree-
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ment with the mode of thought of DE HEMELSCHE LEER. The internal sense with its
external sense have there been represented as if they could exist as two separate things.
This idea has been conceived because the literal sense of the Old and the New
Testament and the literal sense of the Third Testament lie next to each other in the
natural, and the natural-rational explanations which the natural man derives from the
letter of the Third Testament by direct cognizance are regarded as the internal sense of
the Old and the New Testament. If man thereby at the same time regards the Lord and
the neighbor this is indeed an internal sense, but it is in no way yet the spiritual sense, it
is the internal-natural sense, such as the Word read in the first Heaven. And if man does
not at the same time regard the Lord and the neighbor, be it known that an upright
Israelite who was in the letter of the Old Testament and at the same time in faith and in
charity was more in the internal sense than he. For such an Israelite with regard to his
internal man was in the internal sense, although he did not know it (cf. A.C. 10430,
10400), but the former with regard to his internal man is in evil and in falsity, and even
if he knew by heart the whole of the letter of the Latin Word, he would still not see one
single truth, but nothing else than the fallacies of the separated external sense.
The position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER with regard to the second point is the
following: The Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Third Testament of the Word
of God; they are the infinite Divine Doctrine itself, and they contain the entire Doctrine
of the Church, the natural Doctrine of the natural Church, the spiritual Doctrine of the
spiritual Church, and the celestial Doctrine of the celestial Church; for in the letter of the
Word, this being the Divine Truth in ultimates, all Divine, celestial, spiritual, and natural
truths are together. But although the Latin Word contains the entire Doctrine of the
Church, still this can be seen by none but those to whom the Lord in a state of
enlightenment reveals it by perception. That man cannot see the internal truths in the
Word except from the Lord is described in the ARCANA COELESTIA as follows:
"There are in the Word throughout internal truths, but those who are in the science of
cognitions, and not at the same time
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in life, when they read the Word, do not even see these truths;... the posterior things of
the Word appear to them, but not the anterior things, that is, the exterior things, but not
the interior; and to see the posterior or exterior things, without seeing the anterior or
interior things, is to see nothing of the Divine" (n. 3416). The Doctrine of the Church is
spiritual out of celestial origin, and therefore it is a Divine revelation by perception. The
man who has been regenerated in the first degree, as an Angel of the first Heaven,
perceives the natural Doctrine of the Church; the man who has been regenerated in the
second degree, as an Angel of the second Heaven, perceives the spiritual Doctrine of the
Church; and the man who has been regenerated in the third degree, as an Angel of the
third Heaven, perceives the celestial Doctrine of the Church.
A formula such as this of the reviewer's "that this internal sense is the Heavenly
Doctrine and is made manifest to men by the doctrines formulated by the Church" is
entirely in disagreement with the mode of thought of DE HEMELSCHE LEER. The
internal sense or the genuine Doctrine is never made manifest to anyone in any other
way than by perception from the Lord, for the Doctrine is spiritual out of celestial origin.
In the letter of the Doctrine of the Church the truth has been sealed anew with seven
seals, and it is never seen by any others than by those who from the Lord are raised to
the source of the Doctrine, that is, its celestial origin (First Fasc., pp. 69, 121). Moreover
from the words "that this internal sense is the Heavenly Doctrine" it appears that the
difference between the natural Doctrine, the spiritual Doctrine, and the celestial Doctrine
is not seen by the reviewer. Although acquainted with the truth that the Word and the
Doctrine out of the Word or the Doctrine of the Church are two different things (see
above p. 8), he seems, with regard to the Latin Word, to have lost sight of the fact of this
difference, identifying the Latin Word with the Doctrine of the Church. Respecting the
necessity that this difference should be observed, we read in the ARCANA
COELESTIA: "It shall briefly be told how the case is with the support of the Word out
of the Doctrine which is out of the Word. He who does not know the arcana of Heaven
cannot believe otherwise than that the Word is supported without Doctrine therefrom;
for he supposes that the Word
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in the letter, or the literal sense of the Word, is the Doctrine itself. . . . But. the Doctrine
must be collected out of the Word. and while it is being collected, the man must be in
enlightenment from the Lord. ...It is to be known that the internal sense of the Word
contains the genuine Doctrine of the Church" (n. 9424). As long as the Writings are
regarded as the Doctrine of the Church, it cannot possibly be rationally seen that they are
the Word. The fact that it is not rationally seen that the Writings are the Third Testament
of the Word of God, that is Divine Truth in ultimates and therefore containing in an
absolutely Divine letter the entire fullness of all Divine, celestial, spiritual, and natural
truths, is the chief reason why the Divine essence of the Doctrine of the Church cannot
be seen.
From the preceding general considerations it may now be clear that in the purpose
surmised by the reviewer all that is essential in DE HEMELSCHE LEER has been
entirely overlooked, so much so in fact, that between the review and the articles to be
reviewed there is no real connection at all. This will now further be confirmed with
reference to the particulars of the review.
Page 3, line 17. The "crowning thesis" of the studies referred to . . . The passage referred
to in DE HEMELSCHE LEER reads as follows: "The crowning thesis of the belief that
the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Word of God, is that the DOCTRINE OF
THE NEW JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE must also be
applied to these Writings" {First Fasc., p. 5).
Page 3, line 20. Thus the Writings, being full of natural ideas . . . This argument has
been used in DE HEMELSCHE LEER only as a confirmation and as of an incidental
nature. The way in which it is here quoted gives the impression that this was the
fundamental thought from which DE HEMELSCHE LEER arrived at its position. The
article At the first Appearing of "DE HEMELSCHE LEER" from which it is quoted,
through incidental circumstances, came to be placed at the beginning of the published
series of articles, while the articles containing the fundamental argument which in time
preceded, follow in the published series. Although the argument is of great importance
as a confirmation, it is nevertheless clear that from this alone
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the view of DE HEMELSCHE LEER does not follow convincingly. It is self-evident
that a review should have taken into account the historical development of the different
articles, whereas the reviewer apparently after reading the first few pages arrived at a
settled conviction, and has later on overlooked all the essential part which followed in
the publication, although in reality it preceded. It will appear further on in these remarks
that he does not notice the proper fundamental explanations with a single word.
Page 3, line 2. The spiritual sense, thus drawn forth . . . The spiritual sense lies
concealed in natural representations both in the letter of the Latin Word and in the letter
of the Doctrine of the Church (First Fasc., pp. 69, 121).
Page 4, line 6. . . . that with this view it can now "for the first time be rationally
understood that the Writings are the Word". If one regards the Writings as the Doctrine
of the Church, one cannot possibly rationally understand that they are the Word. From
the divergence of the opinions of the various writers quoted by the reviewer himself it
clearly appears that a convincing rational concept in this respect has not yet been arrived
at. Rev. C. Th. Odhner, like many others, regarded the Writings as "the Word such as it
is in the heavens", but he denied that the Writings are the Word, and also said that they
should not be called the Word (N. CH. L. 1902: 164). Although in our times the number
of those who are willing to regard the Writings as a letter of the Word has increased,
there are still many, and indeed among the leading priests of the Church, who wish to
maintain the difference between "the letter of the Word", by which they understand the
Old and the New Testament, and "the Heavenly Doctrines", by which they understand
the Writings. On the official Calendar of the GENERAL CHURCH we read in this very
year: "GENERAL CHURCH OF THE NEW JERUSALEM, 1931, Daily Readings from
the Word of the Lord and from the Heavenly Doctrines of the New Jerusalem". That the
idea of those who wish to regard the Writings as a letter of the Word is not based on a
rational concept but only on a general perception, will clearly appear from what follows.
That the Writings are the Word has been shown to the rational thought by H. D. G.
GROENEVELD in his address The
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Coming of the Lord for Conjunction with the Church, published in the Monthly DE
WARE CHRISTELIJKE GODSDIENST, 1929: 38-45. * This argument has been
further developed by him in his address, The Coming of the Lord in the Doctrine of the
Church (First Fasc., pp. 38-43, elucidated on pp. 82-95; 127-131). This argument the
reviewer has not noticed with one single word.
Page 4, line 9. . . . [that the Church now] "for the first time" will be able "to develop the
Doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit in its real importance". It has been shown in DE
HEMELSCHE LEER that the Third Testament is the Word from which the Holy Spirit
proceeds (H. D. G. GROENEVELD, first fasc.. p. 42, compare p. 130). The proper
receptacle of the Holy Spirit, however, does not lie in the scientifics and natural
cognitions, and not in the first rational, come into existence by the influx of the Lord
into the affection of those cognitions; nor even in the exterior or spiritual rational, come
into existence by the influx of the Lord into the first rational, but for the first time in the
interior rational or the rational of the celestial man (First Fasc., p. 89). Where the Latin
Word has been opened to the interior rational, that is, to the celestial sense, there is a
receptacle of the Holy Spirit, and consequently the proper dwelling place of the Holy
Spirit with man is there. In the lower degrees the Holy Spirit is not immediately present,
but only by an unconscious influx. This fundamental argument in which it is shown
when the Doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit can be developed in its real importance,
has not been noticed by the reviewer with a single word. The Doctrine concerning the
Holy Spirit makes inseparably one with the Doctrine concerning Enlightenment and
with the Doctrine concerning the Doctrine of the Church; and where there is no Doctrine
concerning Enlightenment and no Doctrine concerning the Doctrine of the Church, there
too the Doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit has not been developed in its real
importance. We read in THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION: "The Divine power and
operation which is understood by the sending of the Holy Spirit, is ... enlightenment and
_____________
* An English translation of this address will appear in the Third Fascicle of the
English edition of DEHEMELSCHE LEER.
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instruction. The Lord operates those powers in those who believe in Him" (n. 138 : III,
IV); and in the CANONS OF THE NEW CHURCH: "The Divine, proceeding, which is
called the Holy Spirit, in the proper sense is the Holy Word, and there the Divine Truth"
(The Holy Spirit. Universalia VI); "Thus the Holy of God, which is called the Holy
Spirit, flows in order into the Heavens; immediately into the supreme Heaven, which is
called the third; immediately and also mediately into the middle Heaven, which is called
the second; similarly into the ultimate Heaven, which is called the first" (3 : 2);
"Therefore the Holy, which is understood by the Holy Spirit, does never inhere; and it
does not remain, except so long as the man who receives it and believes in the Lord, is
both in the Doctrine of truth out of the Word and in a life according to it" (4 : 4); "The
clergyman, because he is to teach the Doctrine out of the Word concerning the Lord, and
concerning redemption and salvation from Him, is to be inaugurated by the promise of
the Holy Spirit, and by the representation of its transfer; but it is received by the
clergyman according to the faith of his life" (4 : 7); "The Divine, which is understood by
the Holy Spirit, proceeds from the Lord through the clergy to the laity by preachings,
according to the reception of the Doctrine of truth thence" (4 : 8); "That to him who
speaks a word against the Son of Man it is remitted, is because to him who denies this
and that to be Divine truth out of the Word in the Church, it is remitted; if only he
believes that in the Word and out of the Word are the Divine truths. The Son of Man is
the Divine Truth out of the Word in the Church; and this cannot be seen by all" (5 : 9).
Page 4, line 19. Rev. W. H. Acton. The passage referred to reads: "... clothed in rational
appearances such as exist in the light of heaven". The distance between the appearances
of the letter and the appearances such as exist in the light of Heaven, is immeasurable. It
is evident that the fact of the difference between the exterior-natural-rational
appearances of the letter, the interior-natural-rational appearances of the internalhistorical sense, the exterior-rational appearances of the spiritual sense, and the interiorrational appearances of the celestial sense was not noticed by Rev. W. H. Acton. still
less the essence of that difference.
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And yet there is no relation between those discrete degrees of appearances except that of
correspondence. It is noteworthy that Rev. W. H. Acton in an article which appeared in
the NEW CHURCH QUARTERLY, January 1915, made an effort to prove that the
Writings are not the Word.
Page 4-5. Rev. E. S. Hyatt. Rev. Theodore Pitcairn has shown that Rev. Hyatt went
further than any other priest in the development of the concept of the difference between
the Writings as the letter of the Word and the Doctrine of the Church out of that Word,
although the great difficulties of the problem, and the fact that his attention was chiefly
directed to the refutation of the attacks from CONVENTION against the Doctrine that
the Writings are the Word, prevented him from then already seeing the full
consequences of his position (See here above, pp. 30-32). It is not in agreement with the
facts that Rev. Hyatt's view was met in the Church "with the silence of approval" (See
N. CH. L. 1931 : 29).
Page 5, footnote. As is readily seen, he is mistaken. however ... The postscript on page
131 of the First Fascicle of DE HEMELSCHE LEER only says that Rev. Hyatt as long
as forty years ago advocated the truth that the DOCTRINE OF THE NEW
JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE should also be fully
applied to the Writings. This postscript was placed there at the request of Rev. Theodore
Pitcairn who wished that Rev. Hyatt's work should be noticed in the English edition of
DE HEMELSCHE LEER. The writers in DE HEMELSCHE LEER became acquainted
with NEW CHURCH TIDINGS and with the typewritten sermons of Rev. Hyatt only
after their articles had been published. This acquaintance filled them with great
admiration and showed them that Rev. Hyatt's mode of thought formed a great exception
to the mode of thought not only of all his contemporaries but also of all the present
writers in the New Church.
Page 6. Bishop W. F. Pendleton. The articles from which these passages have been
quoted are a defense against the attacks from CONVENTION against the Doctrine that
the Writings are the Word. These attacks were founded on the false reasoning that since
the Word has been written in correspondences and representations, and the Writings (as
was then taken to be self-evident) have not been written
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in correspondences and representations, the Writings therefore cannot be the Word. As it
was then not yet seen that and in what way the Writings are written in correspondences
and representations, it was therefore comprehensible and a sign of discernment that
Bishop W. F. Pendleton with respect to the question of what is and what is not the Word,
laid stress not on the external things, the letter, but on the internal things, that is, the
spirit. He therefore very rightly said: "It is not the thing which corresponds, or the thing
which represents, that is the Word, but that to which it corresponds, and that which is
represented; and that thing is the Divine Word or Divine Truth in heaven" (N. CH. L.
1900 : 326). Over against the false reasoning of CONVENTION this explanation was
sufficient, and those who loved the truth that the Writings are the Word, rightly
contented themselves with this. But the matter becomes different now that the question
of the essence of the letter of the Latin Word itself is raised. Over against the attacks
from CONVENTION it was sufficient that Bishop W. F. Pendleton pointed to the proper
essence of the Word, as being not in the letter, but in Heaven.
The fact that he then believed that the Latin Word has not been written in
correspondences and representations, and that he then believed "that the Word or Divine
Truth in heaven cannot be fully expressed or written out in a natural language" (although
he was acquainted with the fact that Divine Truth in the letter is in its fullness), and that
he therefore said: "It is not contended that the Writings are the Word such as it is in
heaven in its entirety or fullness" (1900 : 115), can only be appreciated as to its
significance when one takes into consideration the final end in view. But now that the
core of the problem has been transferred to the proper essence of the letter itself of the
Latin Word, Bishop W. F. Pendleton's conception with regard to that letter becomes
untenable, and those who would wish to use this conception as a witness of Bishop W.
F. Pendleton against the Writings as being the Word where Divine Truth in
correspondences is in its fullness, would thereby deviate from the proper spirit from
which this conception came forth. For that spirit was only directed towards showing that
the Writings, on the strength of their interior essence are the Word: the problem of the
essence of their
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letter thereby remained in the background. When now, however, the essence of the letter
of the Latin Word is presented as a problem by itself, then one sees that the Divine Truth
in the letter of the Latin Word is in its fullness, and that therefore in that letter all Divine,
celestial, spiritual, and natural truths are simultaneously present; that therefore in that
letter "the Divine Truth in Heaven is completely expressed or written out in a Divine
Natural language", and that "the Writings are the Word as it is in Heaven in its entirety
and fullness". Bishop W. F. Pendleton, however, added to his conception "that the Word
or Divine Truth in heaven cannot be completely expressed or written out in natural
language" these words: "For even the world itself could not contain the books that
should be written (John 21 : 25)"; from which it appears that at that time they were not
aware of the fact of the difference between the Word and the Doctrine of the Church out
of the Word; for in the internal sense of these words in JOHN the Doctrine out of the
Word is treated of. The "world" signifies the Church, and "that the world could not
contain the books" signifies that the Church unto eternity will ever draw new Doctrine
out of the letter of the Latin Word, and that while the entire Latin Word is contained in a
certain number of books, the number of books which the New Church will write on the
basis of that Word is innumerable, and will ever increase.
Page 6. Dr. Alfred Acton. Here the same thing applies that has been said above
respecting Rev. W. H. Acton, namely that the fact of the difference between exteriornatural-rational, interior-natural-rational, spiritual-rational, and celestial-rational ideas,
and that they stand in relation to each other only by correspondence, is not yet seen.
From the words "... to those who would receive", it appears that it is not realized that the
reception depends on regeneration and is different according to the degrees of
regeneration.
Page 7. Rev. C. Th. Odhner. Rev. C. Th. Odhner had a general perception that the
Writings must be written in correspondences; but he remained in the dark as to the
particular consequences of this truth. Therefore he said on the one side: "The Writings
are written according to the law of correspondence, and have within them an internal
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sense; were this not the case they would be an exception to all writing", and "Every
Divine Revelation is correspondential and has an internal sense and internal senses one
within the other even unto the Divine itself"; therefore internal senses distinguished in
discrete degrees. If then already it had been possible to support this theory by a real
exegesis of those internal senses, one would have had to come to see that the orderly
means are the Science of Correspondences, the Doctrine of genuine Truth, and
Enlightenment from the Lord. But seeing such an exegesis is impossible, unless first the
Doctrine of the Church is born in the Church and the Church is raised from the interiornatural state to the exterior-rational or spiritual state, Rev. C. Th. Odhner on the other
side arrived at the conception "that any attempt to translate the Writings into a discretely
interior sense ... is bound to meet with failure" (N. CH. L. 1915: 200); and in order to
reconcile the contradictions in which he saw himself involved, he said: We do not claim
"that the Writings have an internal sense in the same way as the Word in the letter. . . .
The doctrine of discrete degrees applies to the science of correspondences as to all other
things". From these words it appears that Rev. C. Th. Odhner did not see the Writings as
the letter of the Word.
By the words "the doctrine of discrete degrees applies to the science of correspondence",
he evidently means the three "discrete" degrees of the three different literal senses of the
Three Testaments, and he wishes to say that in the case of the two lower degrees,
namely the literal senses of the Old and the New Testament, the letter can be translated
into a discretely interior sense, but not in the case of the third degree, that is, not in the
case of the literal sense of the Writings; and thereby he then extinguishes the profound
truth of which he had first received a general perception, namely that "the Writings are
written according to the law of correspondence and have within them an internal sense".
And this was because he mistook the non-essential correspondences existing between
the literal senses of the three Testaments for the properly essential correspondences
between the literal sense of each of the three Testaments and the spiritual realities in the
Heavens. See concerning the non-essential correspondences here above, page 136. Nonessential they are called
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because they are correspondences between things which both are in the natural, thus
both on the same plane. That one can entertain a thought concerning the internal sense
without knowing where it really is, appears from the following passage in the ARCANA
COELESTIA: "It is wholly unknown that there is anything internal in the Word; and
those who nevertheless think that it is there, still do not know where it is" (n. 10400). So
of recent years there were many who in NEW CHURCH LIFE gave expression to their
faith in an internal sense in the Writings. They had a general perception of this truth,
while their remarks at the same time indicate that they did not see what that internal
sense really is and how it can be brought to light. How great was Rev. C. Th. Odhner's
uncertainty respecting the essence of the Writings appears from the following passage in
NEW CHURCH LIFE of the same year: "Though the Writings are 'the Word of God',
they are not, and are not to be called, 'THE Word'. The Word in the heavens is surely the
Word of God', and yet it is not the Word, in which the Divine Truth resides in its
fullness, in its holiness, and in its power. The Writings, being the revelation of the Word,
such as it is in the Heavens, are not 'the Word' in the same sense that the Letter of the
Word is the Word, being as dependent upon the latter as the soul is dependent upon the
body in this world" (1912 : 164).
Page 7. Dr. Cranch. In contradistinction to Rev. C. Th. Odhner who regarded the
Writings as the Word as it is in the Heavens, and not as the letter of the Word, Dr.
Cranch gives expression to the conception that the Writings are the Third Testament of
the letter of the Word, in which the Divine is present in its fullness, in its holiness, and
in its power, and that as a literal form of the Word they make one with the real angelic
Word by correspondence. This is in fact a surprisingly clear description of what the
Writings really are; but it clearly appears that this expression was founded only on a
general perception and that Dr. Cranch was not aware of the consequences thereof. For
otherwise he would have come to see also that by direct cognizance of the letter of the
Writings one cannot possibly arrive at the internal sense, but only by the Science of
Correspondences, the Doctrine of genuine Truth, and Enlightenment from the Lord.
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Page 8. Rev. C. Th. Odhner. To this also applies what has been said above respecting
Rev. W. H. Acton and Dr. Alfred Acton, namely that the fact of the difference was not
seen between the exterior-natural-rational, the interior-natural-rational, the spiritualrational and the celestial-rational, therefore not the essence of that difference either; nor
that they stand in relation to each other only through correspondence; that therefore for
the exegesis of the internal sense of the Latin Word not only the Doctrine of genuine
Truth and Enlightenment from the Lord, but also the Science of Correspondences is
indispensable.
Page 8. Dr. Alfred Acton. Respecting this see here above p. 139, where it has been
shown that Dr. Acton as it were with one hand writes down the truth that the New
Church must draw the Doctrine from the Writings, and with the other hand that it need
draw no Doctrine from the Writings.
Page 8. Rev. Albert Bjorck. If the natural language of Swedenborg were the literal
sense of the Writings, then certainly these would not be the Third Testament of the
World of God or the Divine Truth in ultimates, in its fullness, in its holiness, and in its
power. Nothing else than the Divine-Natural language of the Lord Himself is the literal
sense of the Latin Word. It appears that the "internal rational sight" of which Rev.
Bjorck there speaks, is nothing else than the rationality of the interior-natural, and that
the difference is not seen between the exterior-natural-rational, the interior-naturalrational, the spiritual-rational, and the celestial-rational. Such a reflection as Rev. Bjorck
there describes leads to the natural Doctrine of the interior-natural Church; the spiritual
Doctrine is thereby not touched at all, still less the celestial Doctrine.
Page 9. Contrast with the above the assertions made by DE HEMELSCHE LEER with
respect to past students of the subject . . . Here follow the quotations from DE
HEMELSCHE LEER which apparently gave occasion to the reviewer for the reproach
of "a lack of information concerning the positions that have been held in the past with
regard to the Writings as the Word" (page 4). The passages quoted from NEW
CHURCH LIFE by the reviewer were not unknown to us, and none of these passages,
including those from NEW CHURCH TIDINGS is in the least in disagreement with
what
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has been said in DE HEMELSCHE LEER concerning the former positions held in the
Church. The passage on page 71 of DE HEMELSCHE LEER to which the reviewer
takes exception, has been incompletely quoted by him, and in reality reads "that perhaps
this Doctrine might be fully applied to the Writings". That the essence of the Writings as
the Word cannot be understood before the DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED
SCRIPTURE is applied to them without reserve, is one of the fundamental principles of
DE HEMELSCHE LEER. On the first page of DE HEMELSCHE LEER it is said that
the crowning thesis of the belief that the Writings are the Word, is that the DOCTRINE
CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE must be applied to these Writings. In the
beginning of his review (p. 3, line 17) Dr. Acton seems to wish to belittle this
fundamental truth, the entire review is directed against it, and the passages quoted from
NEW CHURCH LIFE clearly prove that the truth that the Doctrine concerning the
essence of the Writings as the Word is identical with the DOCTRINE OF THE NEW
JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE, was not seen in the
Church. - The second passage too, that they have had the curious idea ... is an incorrect
quotation. In reality the passage reads: "There has been the curious idea that the Lord in
an almost arbitrary fashion has written the Word of the Old and the New Testament in
correspondences as something quite exceptional . . .". That this, now still, is the ordinary
mode of thought of the large majority of the members of the Church, may be known to
everyone. It is not said there that nobody previously had thought of the possibility of
applying the law of correspondences to the Writings.
That some, such as Rev. C. Th. Odhner, have expressed similar thoughts was well
known to the writer. It has, however, been shown above (page 153) that the idea which
these writers formed themselves of correspondences, was determined by the mistaking
of the non-essential correspondences between the three literal senses for the essential
correspondences between the spiritual and the natural. - That they have mistaken the
natural ideas of the Writings for genuine rational truths. It has been shown in the above
discussion of the passages quoted by the reviewer from NEW CHURCH LIFE that none
of the writers using the concept of the rational in their
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considerations were conscious of the fact of the difference between the exterior-naturalrational, the interior-natural-rational, the spiritual-rational, and the celestial-rational, let
alone of the essence of this difference. The exterior- and the interior-natural-rational,
however, are not the genuine rational, but as to their essence they are purely natural.
Even the spiritual-rational is not the genuine rational. but only the celestial-rational. The
reviewer himself in all the particulars of his review gives evidence that he still "mistakes
merely natural ideas for genuine rational truths", which we shall further show in what
follows. - . . . their literal sense for the precious things within them. This is a quotation
from THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION; that it applies to the Third Testament has
been shown in DE HEMELSCHE LEER. It clearly appears from the passages that have
been quoted from NEW CHURCH LIFE that even those who had a general perception
of the truth that there is an internal sense in the Writings, nevertheless did not see the
proper essence of the internal sense, nor the difference between the letter and the
internal sense and therefore like all others in reality continued to regard the literal sense
as the precious things within.
Page 9, line 13. The new element .. . It is here represented by the reviewer as if the
conception "that the Writings have been written in correspondences and therefore have
an internal sense", has long been accepted in the Church, and he gives one the
impression from his words that he himself also favors this conception. If the Writings
have an internal sense because they have been written in correspondences, then the
difference between the internal sense and its external sense is the same as between the
soul and its body, or between the, spiritual and its natural with which it clothes itself.
The internal sense then is spiritual, and the external sense natural, the spiritual sense for
the spiritual man, the natural sense for the natural man; the distance therebetween is
immeasurable, as between the earth and the firmament, and the internal sense can never
be found except if, besides the other means, also the science of correspondences is used.
But although the words of the reviewer here create the impression, as if he and with him
the Church in general have always favored the conception "that the Writings have been
written in correspondences
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and therefore have an internal sense", yet, in other places of his review, he clearly shows
that he does not accept the thought of an internal sense on the strength of the law of
correspondence. For on page 19 he says: "That we must enter more interiorly into the
understanding of the Writings, has always been acknowledged. In the past, moreover,
this deeper understanding has sometimes been called the spiritual or internal sense of the
Writings. As a definition, however, this term is not only vague and lacking in the
element of nice discrimination, but it is also open to serious misinterpretation. ... We
would therefore ... use the expression the deeper or more interior understanding of the
Writings, rather than their spiritual or internal sense". For by the concept of "deeper or
more interior understanding", according to the reviewer's conception, not the acquiring
of an internal sense is meant, which corresponds to the external sense, such as the
spiritual to the natural, where the 'distance between those senses is immeasurable, and
where there exists absolutely no relation there between but that of correspondence. For
this entering more interiorly remains on the same plane always, namely on the plane of
the natural-rational of the literal sense. One may enter into this plane of the literal sense
as deeply as one will, and still always remain on the same natural-rational plane.
Only he who from the Lord by the orderly means, that is the Science of
Correspondences, the Doctrine of Genuine Truth born in the Church, and Enlightenment
from the Lord, is raised above this plane, comes for the first time into the actual spiritual
sense. Only in this light does it become clear what the words signify "that the Latin
Word has been written in correspondences and therefore has an internal sense". That the
words "enter more deeply" as they are used in n. 961 of the APOCALYPSE
REVEALED and in n. 26 of the TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION in reality signify an
entering by correspondence, has been shown by the Rev. Theodore Pitcairn (see above
p. 46). It is therefore not in agreement with the facts if it is represented by the reviewer
that the conception that the Writings have been written in correspondences and therefore
have an internal sense, had long been accepted in the Church. For the "internal sense" of
which he speaks, is nothing but an entering more deeply on the same plane,
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and it is possible to speak of an internal sense only on the strength of the correspondence
between the spiritual and the natural.
Page 9, line 27. According to the view long held in the Church ... One would imagine,
when reading this paragraph, that the Church, in practice, has for a long time already in
the Writings also, made a difference between their literal sense and their internal sense;
and that therefore the priests of the Church, since it is their acknowledged task to preach
not the literal sense of the Word but the internal sense, in accordance with the nature of
this special kind of correspondences with which the Word in the Writings is clothed,
have always striven to rise above the literal sense of the Writings and to explain their
internal sense to the people. In the work The Science of Exposition by Bishop W. F.
Pendleton, which is acknowledged by the Church to be a standard work on the
exposition of the Word, there is no mention of such a literal and internal sense of the
Writings. From this work it clearly appears that the task of the priest is seen in the
exposition of the internal sense of the Old and the New Testament; an internal sense of
the Writings and the necessity of elucidating it according to the special kind of
correspondences with which the Word in the Writings is clothed are not mentioned
there. It is difficult to understand how the sporadic efforts of some of the writers in
NEW CHURCH LIFE to prove the existence of an internal sense in the Writings would
justify the saying that "the view was long held in the Church, ... that there is a difference
in the mode whereby the internal sense in the Writings is to be elucidated". It is well
known that even by leading priests in the Church the thought of an internal sense in the
Writings is repudiated, and moreover the reviewer himself, as has been shown above,
gives evidence that he not only does not accept the thought of an internal sense on the
strength of correspondences, but also considers unsuitable the expression "internal or
spiritual sense", as he has in view only an "entering more deeply" on the same plane (see
pp. 19 and 158). Moreover, what is the actual practical result of this elucidation of the
internal sense of the Writings, which it would certainly be possible to indicate in the
books and periodicals of the Church? The
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only example quoted by the reviewer that can be mentioned as an effort to arrive at the
actual spiritual sense is that of the internal sense of the Jews, as it has been remarked by
Rev. Hyatt. It may be known to every one that (with the exception of Rev. Hyatt), in
reality at the present day no more than formerly, neither priest nor layman ever thinks
that in the Writings there is an internal sense to be elucidated. - If one realizes what is
the essence of genuine correspondences, namely that they are a relation between the
spiritual and the natural, such as that of soul and body, it is clear that also in the Latin
Word there is such a difference between the literal and the internal sense, and that the
internal sense cannot be attained otherwise than by the Science of Correspondences, the
Doctrine of Genuine Truth, and Enlightenment from the Lord.
Page 9, line 33. . . . to be seen shining out of the natural-rational truths . . . The naturalrational truths of the literal sense are representations of the spiritual sense. They
correspond to each other as soul and body. One can indeed see the soul shining forth
from the body, but in this way one perceives the things of the soul and of the spirit
merely in a natural way, such as an interior-natural man or an Angel of the lowest
Heaven thinks of these things. So one can see the spiritual truths shining out of the
natural-rational truths, but one nevertheless always remains on the natural plane. In
order to arrive at the proper spiritual sense it is necessary to altogether leave the natural
plane; and this is possible only by the above-named orderly means.
Page 9, line 35. .. . in the same way as the Old and New Testaments are now elucidated
from our pulpits. Here it clearly appears how greatly the reviewer has misunderstood the
position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER. It has been shown above (pages 134-135, 142,
144) that before first of all the literal sense of the Third Testament has been opened, or
what is the same, before the spiritual Doctrine of the Church has been born, all
exposition of the internal sense of the Old and the New Testament, cannot possibly rise
above the natural sense; and that the genuine spiritual sense of the Old and the New
Testament is seen only then if first the true spiritual sense of the Third Testament is
seen.
Page 10, line 3. Yet, in the actual expositions of the
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Writings, no use is made of this manifestly important distinction, and emphasis seems
rather to be laid on ... Apparently the reviewer does not take into account the fact that
the essence of correspondence, in the Third Testament also, just as with all essential
correspondences, consists in the relation between the spiritual cause and the natural
effect. The application of the science of correspondences by which one arrives from
sensual-natural ideas to genuine rational-natural ideas, for instance from heat and light
to the genuine interior-natural idea of good and truth as it rules in the natural Heaven, is
only a very first step; there is after that still an entirely different application of that
science, namely to arrive from the natural-rational to the spiritual-rational, and still later
even, from the spiritual-rational to the celestial-rational ideas. The great use of this
application appears from this (as has been described in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, First
Fasc., p. 119) that "the correspondences of the rational ideas which have been laid down
in the natural by the higher degrees of the Doctrine of the Church, in the form of
scientifics are one of the most important means of raising ever higher the unfolding of
truth and of extending it ever further".
Page 10, line 13. The reader, therefore, will not be surprised ... These words are
addressed to the readers of DE HEMELSCH.E LEER, who from the beginning and
during several years have assisted in the development of our thought concerning the
Writings as the Third Testament and concerning the Doctrine of the Church. Fully
quoted the passage on page 72 (First Fasc.), to which the reviewer takes exception,
reads thus: "Only in the measure in which the letter also of the Writings is seen as letter,
one begins to realize that the spiritual and the celestial, yea even the rational, are never
to be found in the letter, but only in the essential Heaven itself, that is, in the living
internal of man"-, and "it plainly appears that by the spiritual sense, which is within the
natural sense, a letter such as that of the Writings can never be meant, but only the living
perceptions in the spirit of Angels and of regenerated men" (p. 73).
Page 10, line 32. These positions have been arrived at as a logical consequence ... It has
already been pointed
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out previously that DE HEMELSCHE LEER did not arrive by logical conclusions at its
positions concerning the essence of the Third Testament. These positions of themselves
flow forth from the truth that the Writings are the Divine Truth in ultimates, in its
fullness, holiness and power. Only after the truth of those positions had appeared before
the rational thought and been confirmed by the letter of the Latin Word, were they
summarized in this one fundamental teaching, that the DOCTRINE CONCERNING
THE SACRED SCRIPTURE must be applied also to the Third Testament without
difference or reserve. In the supposition of the reviewer the true train of thought of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER has therefore just been reversed.
Page 10, line 36. Past students ... If one sees that also in the Third Testament the Divine
Truth has been laid down in the natural, and that therefore there too, the distance to the
spiritual is immeasurable, such as between the earth and the firmament, it clearly
appears that there is no real difference as regards the means of the unfolding of the
various literal senses. This is generally acknowledged with regard to the Old and the
New Testament, where also the ultimates are different; for different means or methods
are never used there. The conclusion of the reviewer is based on the supposition that in
the Third Testament one can arrive at the internal sense by an "entering more deeply"
into the literal sense, therefore on the same plane, while in this way one never rises
above the interior-natural, and always remains a discrete degree below the spiritual
sense.
Page II, line 23. ... and since the Writings are written on the plane of natural-rational
truths, that every particular truth therein so corresponds. This is a truth which perfectly
agrees with the conception of DE HEMELSCHE LEER; but in the conception of the
reviewer the law of correspondence is not taken into account. For by the idea of entering
more deeply into the literal sense, the necessity is done away with of going over from
the natural plane to the spiritual plane on the strength of the law of correspondence;
however deeply one enters into the letter, one yet always remains on the same natural
plane. According to the conception of DE HEMELSCHE LEER, however, in the letter
of the Third Testament all Divine,
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celestial, and spiritual truths have been laid down in the natural, so that the Lord sees
that letter in a Divine way, the celestial Angel and the celestial man in a celestial way,
the spiritual Angel and the spiritual man in a spiritual way, the natural Angel and the
interior-natural man in a natural way. All according to the difference of degrees, these
being discrete, they therefore see entirely different truths in that same letter, and there is
no relation there between but that of essential correspondence.
Page II, line 29. ... can surely not be said of the Writings . . . Whoever is conscious of
the infinite contents of the Word will have no difficulty in understanding that the places
quoted by the reviewer (A.C. 10441, 6839, 9025, etc.) must be applied to the letter of the
Third Testament, without difference and reserve.
Page II, line 35. Moreover, unreservedly to apply to the Writings the literal statements ...
Such a procedure is entirely in disagreement with the mode of thought of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER. According to DE HEMELSCHE LEER one must leave the literal
sense entirely, in order to arrive at the genuine Doctrine. With regard to the DOCTRINE
CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE this applies as well to the Third
Testament, as to the Old and the New Testament. If the Church remains in the literal
sense of the Third Testament, one can never see that the DOCTRINE CONCERNING
THE SACRED SCRIPTURE must be applied to the Third Testament.
Page 11, line 41. I have already presented some specimens ... Here we have a summary
of the results of the elucidation of the internal sense, such as it has long been accepted in
the Church. The specimen of the progress in the understanding of the doctrines - (all the
other examples are taken from Rev. Hyatt) - has reference to the development of the
natural Doctrine of the Church. The characteristic of this Doctrine is that "to man in this
state it is entirely impossible to see the spiritual, let alone the celestial, in its proper
essence (A.C. 1911); as regards his own internal things he is in the thickest darkness,
yea, he has no idea whatever of them, so that for instance, in the Latin Word he
identifies the spiritual rational with the rational-natural scientific (A.C. 1904), while in
reality he only just
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participates in the natural rational and with him there is as yet no question at all of the
spiritual rational. It is inherent to the merely natural essence of this state that man
ascribes good and truth to himself, that he does not realize the necessity of the Doctrine
of the Church, and even, that he at first indignantly rejects the truth of the Divine origin
and the Divine essence of the Doctrine of the Church (A.C. 1911)" (see DE
HEMELSCHE LEER, First Fasc., p. 114).
Page 14, line 24. Whether or not one agrees ... In the expositions quoted by the reviewer
it has been shown that the elucidation of the title of the ARCANA COELESTIA, which
has been given on page 3 of that work, in the internal sense contains a complete
description of the essence of the Word and of the Doctrine of the Church, while this
elucidation in the literal sense seems to be no more than an unimportant editorial
annotation. If the exposition quoted is based on an orderly exegesis and these things are
actually contained in the internal sense of the text of page 3 of the ARCANA
COELESTIA, then a practical proof has there been given that the Latin Testament
contains an internal sense which must be unfolded with the orderly means of exegesis,
and that the natural signification must there be put entirely aside, so that the literal sense
as it were entirely disappears. Furthermore, if the exegesis of the concepts experience
and text is based on reality, a proof has been given that the Doctrine of the Church is
Divine, for it is shown that by the text the forms of the Doctrine of the Church are
indicated, that these are spiritual out of celestial origin, and therefore of purely Divine
origin and of Divine essence. It is therefore surprising that the reviewer considers it to be
sufficient to say: "Whether or not one agrees with what is said in the above expositions".
If he does not agree, and is of opinion that the expositions are not based on reality, then,
to our mind, he ought not to have withdrawn from the duty of saying and showing this.
Page 14, line 27. There is nothing new ... in them ... The teaching that the DOCTRINE
CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE must be applied to the Third Testament
without difference and reserve, and that the
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Doctrine of the Church is of Divine origin, of Divine essence, and of Divine authority,
are in them.
Page 14, line 28. ... thoughts which might easily have been gathered from a plain
reading of the Writings ... It is here said by the reviewer that the teachings that the
DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE must be applied to the Third
Testament without difference and reserve, and that the Doctrine of the Church is of
Divine origin, of Divine essence, and of Divine authority, are thoughts which might
easily have been gathered from a plain reading of the Writings.
Page 14, line 31. . - . that what DE HEMELSCHE LEER puts forth as elucidations is
plainly taught in the Writings . . . The essential contents of these elucidations are the two
above-named teachings, namely that the DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED
SCRIPTURE must be applied to the Third Testament without difference and reserve,
and that the Doctrine of the Church is of Divine origin, of Divine essence, and of Divine
authority. The reviewer here says that these things are plainly taught in the Writings.
Page 14, line 38. Here we note ... The Doctrine or the internal sense is to be confirmed
by the literal sense (S.S. 53). It is entirely incomprehensible why this is reproached as a
fault to DE HEMELSCHE LEER. But although DE HEMELSCHE LEER has
continually confirmed its Doctrine according to order by the literal sense, yet its thought
is not in the literal sense. This has been elucidated above (page 163) on the strength of
the example that if the Church remains in the literal sense of the Third Testament, one
can never see that the DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE must
be applied to the Third Testament without difference and reserve.
Page 14, line 41. . . . yet, according to DE HEMELSCHE LEER the "natural
signification" of the Writings "must be put entirely aside", if we would arrive at its
spiritual teaching. In the exposition of. page 3 of the ARCANA COELESTIA, as it has
been given in the articles Arcana una cum Mirabilibus in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, the
intent of which was to arrive at the spiritual teaching of that text, the natural
signification has been put entirely aside. But the confirmation of that exposition had to
be
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given according to order through the literal sense of the Word, not through the internal
sense. "An appeal to their internal sense", as the reviewer says, would be contrary to
order.
Page 14, line 37. ... but what is the internal sense of the teaching itself? The Doctrine,
that is the internal sense, must be confirmed through the literal sense. The question of
the reviewer is therefore not directed against DE HEMELSCHE LEER, but against the
Latin Word itself, where this apparently paradoxical truth is clearly taught. The core of
the reviewer's question is, "how can the internal sense be confirmed by the literal sense,
in view of the fact that the literal sense must be left, if one will see the internal sense?"
This is possible because in the literal sense of the Latin Word the Divine Truth is in its
fullness, and because therefore all Divine, celestial, and spiritual truths have there been
laid down in the natural. If a man opens the literal sense of a given passage according to
order, he will see that the internal sense which then appears before him, is taught clearly
in many other places in the letter. By this he sees the internal sense confirmed through
the literal sense. But only he who has thus been raised to the internal sense will be able
to see this, since he now sees out of the celestial, or out of good; he now sees those
confirmatory passages of the letter from within, or out of the celestial, or out of good.
About this seeing from within we read in the ARCANA COELESTIA: "Those who
when reading the Word are in enlightenment, see it from within, for their internal is
open, and when the internal is open it is in the light of Heaven; this light flows in and
enlightens" (n. 10551). However, he who remains in the letter with regard to the passage
to be expounded, remains entirely in the natural also with regard to the confirmatory
passages, for he does not see them from within, but from without. Therefore, even there
where the internal sense of the passage to be expounded is clearly taught in the letter, he
sees nothing whatever of the internal sense, but he remains in merely natural ideas. It is
therefore not in agreement with the facts if the reviewer says that the teaching that the
truth of a higher degree becomes the good of the next lower ... is given as the internal
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sense of the words "experience" and "text". First, this teaching is not in direct
connection with the explicatio or unfolding of the truth, of which the ideas "experience"
and "text" are shown as essential elements, but with the folding of truth or with the
descent of Divine Truth along the discrete degrees into ultimates; and second, this
teaching is not given as the internal sense of the ideas "folding" and "unfolding", but by
the exegesis of the concepts "folding" and "unfolding" the internal sense of that teaching
has been brought to the light for the first time, so that it can be quoted as a literal
teaching in confirmation, but only on the strength of its internal sense. That that literal
teaching for any one who takes direct cognizance of it, has a merely natural significance,
and that then the internal sense remains hidden deeply within, and in its turn would first
have to be found by the orderly means, can be clear to any one; for the literal sense of
the Latin Word, even with regard to the Divine, celestial, and spiritual things that are
taught therein, at direct cognizance consists of mere scientifics. That any one can take
cognizance of a teaching, spiritual in itself (such as the teaching here that the truth of a
higher degree becomes the good of the next lower) without seeing the least of the
internal sense, may appear from the following passage in the ARCANA COELESTIA:
"Be it known that all perception about the external is from the internal, for that which is
in the external can be seen from the internal; but not from the external what is in itself;
and still less from the external what is in the internal.
From this it is that those who are in external things without what is internal do not
acknowledge internal things, because they do not feel and see them; and also that some
deny them, and together with them, the things celestial and Divine" (n. 10468). By the
external the external or literal sense of the Word is meant (see n. 10397, 10401, 10402,
10460); in the New Church the literal sense of the Latin Word. By the internal the
genuine spiritual and celestial things born in the human mind and living there, are
meant. That the man of the New Church may to all appearance be well informed in the
letter of the Latin Word, and yet have no part in the living spiritual and celestial things,
is clear.
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Page 15, line 1. Moreover, why should truths be thus concealed in the Writings? In the
letter of the Word, being the Word in lasts, Divine Truth has been laid down in the
natural. The distance between the natural and the spiritual, or between the literal sense
and the genuine spiritual truths of the Church is immeasurable, and there is no relation
there between but that of correspondence.
Page 15, line 7. ... we cannot imagine that Swedenborg was ignorant of the "spiritual
sense" . . . DE HEMELSCHE LEER contains no single word that could give occasion to
such a strange thought as that Swedenborg was ignorant of the spiritual sense, or that he,
knowing it, sought to hide it.
Page 15, line 19. Would it not be clouds that have come? We read that the Son of Man
will come "in the clouds of Heaven with great glory and power" (Matt. 24 : 30), and in
REVELATION, chapter I, verse 7: "Behold, He cometh with clouds" (cf. here above,
page 116). From the question of the reviewer it seems one would have to conclude that
he has not made himself acquainted with the address by H. D. G. Groeneveld, on the
Coming of the Lord in the Doctrine of the Church (First Fasc., pp 38-43). It needs no
argument, that if one has not entered into what has been laid down in this address, one
cannot understand the view of DE HEMELSCHE LEER.
Page 15, line 22. DE HEMELSCHE LEER criticizes those who call the Writings the
internal sense of the Word. It is said in DE HEMELSCHE LEER: "Indeed the Third
Testament is the revelation of the internal sense of the Word, but only if one regards the
literal sense of that Word not from without, but from within or from the spiritualrational" (First Fasc. pp. 43, 35, 129, 130). The places here quoted by the reviewer are
just as many confirmations of this truth. In the APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED, n. 376, it
is said in the sentence immediately preceding the words quoted by the reviewer: "No
one is ever admitted into the spiritual sense unless he is in genuine truths out of good".
In the second passage quoted by the reviewer, APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED, n. 950, it
is said: "Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord is what appears before the eyes of the
Angels as light, for the reason that Divine Truth enlightens their understanding; and
what enlightens the understanding
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of the Angels is light to their eyes. Such is Divine Truth in Heaven, and such is the
Word in its spiritual sense; while Divine Truth on the earth is such as the Word is in the
sense of the letter, in which there are few genuine truths, but they are appearances of
truths; the natural man receives no other". And just as clear are the very words quoted
by the reviewer from this number: "That man may again be conjoined with Heaven". For
the conjunction between man and Heaven is based, on the correspondence between the
spiritual and the natural; where both are not present, the natural as well as the spiritual,
and they do not make one by correspondence, there is no conjunction. And likewise the
other places here quoted by the reviewer; they confirm the position of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER.
Page 16, line 1. That this sense is there clothed in the language of rational thought is
evident. Divine Truth has been laid down in the Third Testament in the rational-natural.
Rational thoughts the celestial Angels and celestial men alone have (A.C. 6240). Here
we have an example that the reviewer "mistakes merely natural ideas for genuine
rational truths" (see here above, p. 157), in that he identifies the rational-natural with the
rational.
Page 16, line 6. But surely it is not suggested . . . If it is such a self-evident truth that
truth in the Writings is clothed with the things derived from the world, why then is the
teaching not accepted that the truth must there first be stripped of its clothing, if one
wishes to arrive at the naked, that is, the genuine truth? Moreover, it is a fact that even
to-day the large majority of the members of the Church, and among them leading priests,
regard the literal sense of the Writings such as it is taken up by direct cognizance as the
spiritual sense itself and as the naked truth.
Page 16, line 9. "It is not contended (wrote Bishop W. F. Pendleton) . .." If the Writings
were not the Word such as it is in Heaven in its entirety or fullness, they would not be
the Word at all (see here above pp. 150-152). And, by the way, the reviewer is dealing
with the question whether the truth in the Writings is naked or clothed, but Bishop W. F.
Pendleton is dealing with the question whether the truth in the Writings has been given
in its
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entirety or only partially; these two concepts have nothing whatever to do with each
other, which also is confirmed by the fact that Bishop W. F. Pendleton in the same
paragraph adds the following words: "The Word in heaven is veiled or covered in the
letter, but unveiled, laid open plainly to view, in the Writings" (NEW CHURCH LIFE
1900 : 216).
Page 16, line 14. We are taught ... What does the reviewer wish to prove by this
passage? He has just said that the truth in the Writings is clothed with the things derived
from the world. And now he quotes this passage in order to say that the spiritual sense,
which is the truth stripped of the things of the world, is for men also. The complete
passage reads as follows: "The spiritual sense of the Word is for the Angels, and also for
those men who are spiritual" (A.E. 697). A man who is spiritual is only he who is as an
Angel of the second Heaven. Such a man reads the Latin Word from within, or from the
spiritual-rational; in all the natural things with which the truth in the letter of the Latin
Word is clothed, he sees the abstract spiritual concepts of the good and the truth, with
which those natural things correspond. The same is taught in the following places in the
ARCANA COELESTIA: "The internal sense is for the Angels, and for those men who
are angelic minds" (n. 3016); and "The internal sense is for those who are in Heaven;
and also for those who are in the world, yet in so far as they are at the same time in
Heaven (n. 8912).
Page 16, line 15. And what else do devout men see . . . This is another example of how
the reviewer "mistakes merely natural ideas for genuine rational truths".
Page 16, line 19. "Through this revelation ..." The conjunction between the two worlds
is based on the correspondence between the internal or spiritual and the external or
natural sense of the Latin Word. There is an open communication with the Angels of
Heaven only in the measure in which the minds of men have been opened into Heaven.
There is communication of the interior-natural men with the Angels of the first Heaven;
there is communication of the spiritual men with the Angels of the second Heaven; there
is communication of the celestial men with the Angels of the third Heaven. It is in the
light of this
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truth, namely that by this Revelation an open communication with the Angels of Heaven
has been granted, that Mr. Groeneveld in his New Year's Address for 1930, realizing the
great significance of the new state which will dawn for the Church by the birth of the
Doctrine of the Church, said: "We shall be in the Heavens here on earth" (First Fasc., p.
18).
Page 16, line 23. . . . these correspondences are rational truths. For the celestial man
they are rational truths (A.C. 6240). The scientifics of the letter are rational-natural ideas
and correspond with the rational truths. There is no other possibility of arriving from the
letter at those rational truths than the application of the Science of Correspondences, the
Doctrine of Genuine Truth, and Enlightenment from the Lord.
Page 16, line 24. .. . Swedenborg . .. It is self-evident that the truths of the Latin Word
for Swedenborg were rational truths. DE HEMELSCHE LEER contains no single word
that could give occasion to a different thought.
Page 16, line 32. . . . curiously enough . . . The correspondences between the sensual
things of the Old Testament and the rational-natural ideas of the Third Testament are
non-essential correspondences (see here above p. 136); essential correspondences exist
only between the actual spiritual and celestial causes and the natural effects.
Page 16, line 37. Surely ... If we have to do with essential correspondences, then indeed
the ideas of God, the Lord, etc., derived from the letter of the Writings, are entirely
different from the interior ideas hidden therein, in the same way in which stone and
wood differ from the things which they signify; and then the distance between the letter
and the spiritual sense in the Third Testament proves to be just as great as in the Old and
in the New Testament. This becomes clear if one realizes that an Angel of the First
Heaven has a natural idea of God and the Lord as well as of stone and wood, while an
Angel of the second Heaven has a spiritual idea of stone and wood as well as of God and
the Lord; and the celestial Angel has a celestial idea of both. The necessity of applying
also the science of correspondences to the Third Testament here clearly appears.
Page 17, line 3. Against this, however, we have the
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teaching . . . The passage referred to in the INVITATION reads as follows: "The
manifestation of the Lord in person and the introduction into the spiritual world from the
Lord, both as to sight and as to hearing and speech, surpasses all miracles; for we do not
read anywhere in history that such intercourse with the Angels and spirits has been
granted from the creation of the world". DE HEMELSCIIE LEER contains no single
word that could give rise to the thought that its view is not in agreement with this
passage. According to DE HEMELSCHE LEER the Writings are the Rational Word, the
Word of the Holy Spirit, or the Word itself.
Page 17, line 8. . . . the lifted veil, signifying "that now the Word is laid open" .. . It is
said in the beginning of this number that the lifted veil signified that now the Word has
been laid open; but that thereby is not meant that in the Third Testament the truths lie
naked and open to day before the eyes of all men, clearly appears from what follows in
that number, where it is further elucidated what is to be understood by the words NUNC
LICET and by the lifted veil; namely that now the understanding of man can be raised
more and more into the light of Heaven, that is, first into the light of the first Heaven,
later into the light of the second Heaven, and finally into the light of the third Heaven.
There is no other relation between these three degrees of light than that of
correspondence. The lifted veil signifies, that it is now allowed to enter, which is
possible only by regeneration, but not, that every man has already entered who takes
direct cognizance of the letter of the Latin Word. That it is possible to take cognizance
of the letter of the Latin Word, while the veil still remains, history has abundantly
demonstrated.
Page 17, line 10. "Now it is allowed . . ." Although it is now allowed to enter
intellectually into the Word and to penetrate into all its arcana, yet the Church so far has
been given to rise only above the exterior-natural of the Word. DE HEMELSCHE LEER
has pointed out that the Church, if this is done according to order, may now rise above
the natural and enter into the spiritual, and later even into the celestial arcana of the
Word. This passage from THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION is a veritable
foundation-stone of the concept of DE HEMELSCHE LEER, and
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it is here quoted by the reviewer to prove that if only one has entered into the Latin
Word, one has then already entered intellectually into its properly spiritual and celestial
arcana.
Page 17, line 31. This was not the case in the Old Testament or the New ... If the truths
of the Old and the New Testament were not truths continuous from the Lord, truths that
are uninterrupted in their descent from firsts to lasts, then the Old and the New
Testament would not be the Word. How otherwise could there have been, with the welldisposed Israelites and with the well-disposed Christians, "conjunction with the Lord
and association with the Angels through the sense of the letter of the Word" (S.S. 62)? If
there was the affection of good and truth, then there was conjunction through each
smallest word of that letter; the interruption of that conjunction, was caused not by the
nature of that letter, but only and exclusively by the lack of the affection of good and
truth, and especially by the affection of evil and falsity. We read concerning the Word as
the uniting means between the earth and Heaven, in the ARCANA COELESTIA: "The
Word has been given from the Lord to man and also to the Angels in order that through
it they may be with Him; for the Word is the uniting medium of the earth with Heaven,
and through this with the Lord; it is its literal sense which unites man with the first
Heaven; and as within the literal sense there is an internal sense which treats of the
Kingdom of the Lord, and within this a supreme sense which treats of the Lord, and as
these senses are in order one within the other, it is evident what is the nature of the union
through the Word with the Lord" (n. 3476).
That this passage must be applied to all three Testaments of the Word is clear. From this
it also appears that the literal sense of the Latin Word conjoins man with the first
Heaven. In the passage referred to in THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION (n. 508),
where these "truths continuous from the Lord" are spoken of, the "doctrinal things of the
New Church" are contrasted with the "dogmas in the present-day Christian churches"; of
the former it is said that they are "truths continuous from the Lord revealed through the
Word", but of the latter, that is, of the dogmas in the present-day Christian churches, it is
said that they are
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"not out of the Word, but patched together out of self-intelligence and thence out of
falsities, and also confirmed by some things out of the Word". From this passage the
reviewer arrives at the conclusion that the "revelation to the New Church is a revelation
of truths continuous from the Lord, while this is not the case in the Old Testament or the
New". That this passage does not mean to contrast the Old and the New Testament with
the Third Testament, but to contrast the dogmas of the Christian church with the
doctrinal things of the New Church appears from the literal words. Of the dogmas of the
Christian church it is said that they are not out of the Word; of the doctrinal things of the
New Church it is said that they are from the Lord revealed through the Word. That by
this last mentioned Word the Third Testament is meant, and that the doctrinal things of
the New Church are not the unopened letter of that Word, has been explained above,
where it has been shown that the New Church is not out of the Old and the New
Testament, but out of the Third Testament (pp. 124, 140), and that the truths of the letter
of the Latin Testament are not the truths of the Doctrine of the New Church, but that
they differ therefrom (p. 115). In what follows, where we shall speak of the "mirrors of
the Lord" this will be further elucidated.

Page 17, line 36. The Divine invitation ... "Enter henceforth . . .". It has been explained
in DE HEMELSCHE LEER that as long as the Church remains in the literal sense of the
Latin Word, it cannot rise above the interior-natural, and that therefore as yet it accepts
the Divine invitation to enter into the mysteries of the Word only in a very imperfect
manner. The literal sense, also of the Third Testament, at direct cognizance, consists of
mere scientifics, and there is no other possibility of thence arriving at genuine spiritual
truths but the application of the revealed orderly means. That in this also the science of
correspondences is indispensable, appears from the following passage in the ARCANA
COELESTIA: "So far as the ideas of thought concerning spiritual things are formed
independently of correspondences, so far they are formed either from the fallacies of the
senses, or from what is inconsistent with such things" (n. 9300). That it is impossible by
direct cognizance of the scientifics of the
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Latin Word to enter into the mysteries of faith is described in the following passage in
the ARCANA COELESTIA: "Making a king and not from Me, and making princes and
I knew it not, denotes to hatch truth and primary truths out of one's own lumen and not
from the Divine. . . . Making their silver and their gold into idols, denotes to pervert the
scientifics of truth and good out of the sense of the letter of the Word . . . and still to
worship them as holy, although, being out of their own intelligence, they are devoid of
life. ... Outwardly they appear like truths, because they are taken out of the sense of the
letter of the Word. . . . The subject treated of is the arrogance of those who wish to enter
out of scientifics into the mysteries of faith; ... as such do not see anything out of the
light of Heaven which is out of the Lord, but out of the lumen of nature which is out of
the proprium, they seize on shadows instead of light, on fallacies instead of realities, in
general on falsity instead of truth" (n. 9391).
That these words must be applied to the Third Testament is clear; and this is also
admitted by the reviewer when he says that "men may misinterpret and pervert those
truths" (n. 18). But how otherwise is it possible not to misinterpret them than out of
enlightenment from the Lord? And the reviewer says that the internal sense may there be
seen without enlightenment (see above, p. 134). And how can the natural man in the
letter of the Latin Word, where all Divine, celestial, spiritual, and natural truths are
together, distinguish the spiritual truths from the natural, and even the celestial truths
from the spiritual and from the natural? In order to be able to do this there must be "an
influx of living light through the internal man from the Lord" (A.C. 9103). For "the Lord
does not openly teach any one truths, but through good He leads to the thinking of what
is true" (A.C. 5952). The reviewer points out to DE HEMELSCHE LEER the truth that
now a Divine invitation has been extended to the man of the Church to enter into all the
mysteries of the Word, while in reality DE HEMELSCHE LEER indicates the orderly
means of rising above the natural things in order to enter also into the spiritual things.
Page 17, line 39. Clearly ... In the foregoing the reviewer has said that the revelation to
the New Church is a revelation of truths continuous from the Lord, truths
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that are uninterrupted in their descent from firsts to lasts, and that this was not the case
in the Old Testament and the New. Now here the reviewer says that clearly "the mirrors
of the Lord" of which mention is made in n. 508 of THE TRUE CHRISTIAN
RELIGION, are the rational truths of the Writings, which form the last and ultimate link
in the chain of truths continuous from the Lord. The reviewer therefore says that the
truths of the Writings are mirrors of the Lord, but that the truths of the Old and the New
Testament are no mirrors of the Lord. This is confirmed by him with the words "What
would be the significance of the expression henceforth, if the Word, that is, the Writings,
is still shut up behind a veil?" But the passage referred to in THE TRUE CHRISTIAN
RELIGION, n. 508, here quoted by the reviewer in small capitals, reads as follows:
"Enter henceforth into the mysteries of the Word, ... for all its truths are so many mirrors
of the Lord". Thus the truths of the Word are mirrors of the Lord. Just as has been
shown above that all the truths also of the Old and the New Testament are truths
continuous from the Lord, so it is here taught even literally that all truths of the Word,
therefore also those of the Old and the New Testament, are mirrors of the Lord. That
those truths for the Christian church no longer were mirrors of the Lord, does not lie in
the nature of that Word but in the perverted state of man. This is expressly taught in the
following passage of the same work: "For every one who has formed the state of his
mind from God the Holy Scripture is like a mirror wherein he sees God; but every one in
his own way. This mirror is made up of those truths that he learns out of the Word and
that he appropriates by living in accordance with them" (n. 6). The reviewer thus says
that the truths of the Old and the New Testament are no mirrors of the Lord, because
there the mirrors are covered by a veil, a veil caused by the writers of the Old and the
New Testament. The Word itself teaches that all truths of the Word are mirrors of God,
for those who have formed their minds from God. DE HEMELSCHE LEER says that
the truths also of the Third Testament are mirrors of the Lord only for those who have
formed their minds from the Lord. For those who are regenerated in the third degree the
singular truths of
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that Testament are such mirrors of the Lord that they see therein the Divine Human as
do the celestial Angels; for those who are regenerated in the second degree, those truths
are such mirrors of the Lord that they see therein spiritual truth as do the spiritual
Angels; for those who are regenerated in the first degree, those truths are such mirrors
that they see therein spiritual-natural truth as do the natural Angels.
Page 17, line 40. . . . the rational truths of the Writings . . . The truths of the Third
Testament are rational truths only for the celestial man. The last and ultimate link in the
chain of truths continuous from the Lord is not formed by rational truths but by the
rational-natural scientifics of the letter of the Third Testament.
Page 18, line 1. What would be the significance of the expression "henceforth" . . .? It is
one of the leading principles of DE HEMELSCHE LEER that as long as the New
Church remains merely in the literal sense of the Latin Word, it is only in natural truths
with regard to all three Testaments, while the significance of the invitation "enter
henceforth into the mysteries of the Word" is that it should enter also into the spiritual
truths in order to get a step further on the road to its goal where it will be a celestial
Church, for the first time the Bride of the Lamb.
Page 18, line 8. We note ... The Rev. Theodore Pitcairn has already shown that "to enter
more deeply") as it is here said, signifies entering according to correspondences (see
above, p. 46); this is expressly confirmed in the text itself by the words: "And then I told
them that my natural thought about the trinity and unity of persons ... had come to me
out of the doctrine o£ faith of the church which has its name from Athanasius" (T. C. R.
26; A.R. 961). The thought against which the Angels objected was therefore a purely
natural thought; there was no other relation between it and the spiritual thought into
which the Angels entered, than that of correspondence.
Page 18, line 12. DE HEMELSCHE LEER limits the application . . . Seeing the reviewer
identifies the Doctrine of the Church with the letter of the Latin Word, it is
comprehensible that he regards the truths which man derives from that letter by direct
cognizance as the doctrinal things of the New Church. It has, however, already been
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pointed out above that in the passage referred to the doctrinal things of the New Church
are contrasted with the dogmas of the old church, and by no means the letter of the Third
Testament with the letter of the Old and the New Testament. Of the dogmas of the old
church it is said that they are "not out of the Word but out of self-intelligence", and of
the doctrinal things of the New Church it is said that they are "from the Lord revealed
through the Word". Since the reviewer acknowledges the Writings as the Word and
favors the conception that the New Church must draw its Doctrine also out of this Word,
one would believe he would see in this place too that by the Word also the Third
Testament is meant. It would be easy to fill many pages with quotations from the Third
Testament from which it appears that with regard to the unopened letter of the Word
there can never be any question of doctrinal things, but that these arise only there where
the Church takes up that letter and. opens it as to its contents. That this also applies to
the New Church and to the Latin Word is self-evident; yea, it now applies more than
ever before, for in the New Church it has for the first time been allowed "to enter
intellectually and to penetrate into all the mysteries of the Word". The order of the
arising of doctrinal things is described in the following passages in the ARCANA
COELESTIA: "Scientifics and doctrinal things are distinct from each other in this, that
out of scientifics are doctrinal things; these have respect to use, and are procured by
reflection out of scientifics" (n. 3052); here it clearly appears that there never is any
question of doctrinal things, unless by the activity of the human mind; all doctrinal
things are ever necessarily preceded by scientifics which are gained by direct
cognizance. "Doctrinal things are conclusions from scientifics; for there flows in
through the rational as it were a dictate that this is true, and this not true" (n. 3057); it is
clearly described here how doctrinal things arise in the human mind. "Out of scientifics
afterward may be learned and comprehended truths still more interior, which are called
doctrinal things" (n. 3309). "From this it is that man ought to begin out of scientifics,
which are the truths of the natural man, and afterward out of doctrinal things, which are
the truths of the spiritual man in his natural, in order to be initiated
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into the intelligence of wisdom" (n. 3726). "That they have their doctrinal things out of
the Word does not make them to be Divine truths; for out of the sense of the letter of the
Word any doctrinal whatever may be hatched, ... but not so if the doctrinal is formed out
of the internal sense" (n. 7233). "It is similar with those who remain in the mere literal
sense of the Word and collect nothing doctrinal thence; for they are separated from the
internal sense, inasmuch as the internal sense is the doctrinal itself" (n. 9380). From all
these places it may be clear beyond doubt to every one that the unopened scientifics of
the letter of the Third Testament are not the doctrinal things of the New Church; but that
the New Church must gather those doctrinal things out of the letter of the Third
Testament according to order in a state of enlightenment, which can only be done if they
are formed out of the internal sense of that Testament.
Page 18, line 25. But a further consequence ... From the preceding remarks it is clear
that if one regards the letter of the Latin Word from within, or out of the celestial of one
of the Heavens, all particulars of that letter are "truths continuous from the Lord", and
therefore also "as many mirrors of the Lord"- But if one regards that letter from without,
out of a natural state, then there is no connection at all with the Lord, and the veil of
truth is then much thicker than in the Old Testament and in the New.
Page 18, line 35. . .. and it is this fact that makes the Writings different from and
superior to all revelations . . . Here it is again repeated that the truths of the Old and the
New Testament are no truths continuous from the Lord (see above, p. 173).
Page 19, line 7. . . . but it is the internal sense of a revelation . . . What has this
description of what according to the reviewer is the purpose of the language in which
this revelation is couched to do with a characterization of the internal sense of that
revelation? The Word in all its Testaments has an internal and an external or a spiritual
and a natural sense, that is, a soul and a body. The purpose of all the Testaments is to
lead to the knowledge of the Lord Himself.
Page 19, line 35. . . . the deeper arcana concerning the
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glorification of the Lord. We read in HEAVEN AND HELL: "The Doctrine of the
inmost Heaven is more full of wisdom than the Doctrine of the middle Heaven, and this
more full of intelligence than the Doctrine of the lowest Heaven; for the Doctrines are
adapted to the perception of the Angels in each Heaven" (n. 227) and in ON THE NEW
JERUSALEM AND ITS CELESTIAL DOCTRINE: "The Doctrine of celestial good,
which is that of love to the Lord, is the most comprehensive and at the same time the
most hidden; for it is the Doctrine of the Angels of the inmost or third Heaven, which is
such that if it were given out of their mouth, scarcely the thousandth part would be
understood; the things which it contains are also ineffable. This Doctrine is contained in
the inmost sense of the Word; but the Doctrine of spiritual love in the internal sense. The
Doctrine of spiritual good, which is that of love toward the neighbor, is also
comprehensive and hidden; but far less than the Doctrine of celestial good. . . . That the
Doctrine of love toward the neighbor, or of charity, is comprehensive, may be evident
from this, that it reaches to all things and each that man thinks and wills, thus to all
things that he says and does; also from this, that charity is not the same in one as in
another, nor is one the neighbor like another" (n. 107). The celestial Doctrine, as well as
the spiritual Doctrine, as well as the natural Doctrine, in the letter of the Latin Word is in
ultimates in its fullness. It is clear there is no other relation therebetween than that of
correspondence, and that it is absolutely impossible to arrive at those internal Doctrines
only by direct cognizance. From the above description of the comprehensiveness of the
spiritual Doctrine it appears how near the Rev. Hyatt approached the spiritual sense of
the Third Testament, when he said that if one wished to see something in the spiritual
sense within in that passage concerning the Jews one had to apply it to one's self (see
above, p. 5); for as long as man remains in the generals of the letter and does not discern
the application of the innumerable particulars which lie concealed in every truth of the
letter to the innumerable particulars of his own mind, he is still immeasurably far
removed from the spiritual sense.
Page 19, line 37. . . . the fundamental truths of Christianity ...
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. . The history of the Churches, the First and the Second Coming of the Lord: John the
Baptist, the birth of the Lord, the life, the passion and the death, the resurrection, the
ascension, the pouring out of the Holy Spirit, the Second Coming; furthermore the
history of the Christian Church from its beginning to its consummation, all these things
in the spiritual sense have an application to the history of the New Church, of which the
Church has not even surmised the existence.
Page 19, line 38. . . . is there not a latent danger . . . The literal sense derives its entire
life from the internal sense. Without the internal sense the letter is dead. The same
objection that the reviewer here makes is always made by the old church over against
the New Church. In what measure, however, the realization of the internal sense bestows
new life and new power to the letter, has been seen by this that one now begins to realize
how the text of the Third Testament is Divine even in the singular words. Our principles
of translation have thereby been so strongly influenced that we now see that it is of
importance to give a literal translation of each smallest word. In the future it will prove
impossible to arrive at the genuine sense of the Latin Word on the basis of translations
that are not accurate as regards each smallest word.
Page 19, line 41. . . When, for instance, we read . . . From this question it appears
clearly how thick the veil of truth has become in the Third Testament. If the natural
signification of these words were not put entirely aside, they could never have the least
significance for the spiritual or for the celestial thought.
Page 20, line 5. . . . indeed. . . a necessary consequence . . . From these words it again
appears that the reviewer has not understood the historical development of the view of
DE HEMELSCHE LEER. As has been explained in the beginning of this article, DE
HEMELSCHE LEER has arrived at its vision of the Divine origin and the Divine
essence of the Doctrine of the Church by reading the 12th, 20th, and 26th chapters of
Genesis in the ARCANA COELESTIA, where this truth is clearly and openly taught. If
one can there see this truth, then a thick veil which before lay over these chapters has, as
it were, been lifted for the first time.
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Page 20, line 27. "By the male child is signified the Doctrine of that Church . . ." DE
HEMELSCHE LEER fully acknowledges that what has been said in that passage
concerning the birth of the male child and concerning the dragonists applies in the literal
sense to the revelation of the Third Testament itself. The fact that there is an internal
sense concealed in the literal sense does not mean that the literal sense itself is not true.
But that here in the spiritual sense the birth of the Doctrine in the Church itself is treated
of, appears clearly from this that by the woman who bore the male child and who was
clothed with the sun the New Church is meant in its celestial state, and that Church did
then not yet exist. It is well-known that the Church was not established before the
nineteenth of June of the year 1770; and that Swedenborg considered himself as
belonging to the First Christian Church appears from the ARCANA COELESTIA, n.
9872, where he speaks of the holy Jerusalem as of the Church "which is to succeed this
our Church".
Page 20, line 36. . . . that the Writings are the Heavenly Doctrine ... The Latin Word in
itself is the Divine Doctrine itself; it contains the celestial Doctrine, the spiritual
Doctrine, and the natural Doctrine. Only the celestial man of the future celestial New
Church will be able to see therein the proper celestial Doctrine (see above, pp. 127, 144145). It has been explained in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, in connection with the concept
explicatio, that is, unfolding, as it appears on page 3 of the ARCANA COELESTIA,
"that the Third Testament is indeed in itself an unfolding of the Word, but that as to its
literal sense, such as we take direct cognizance of from without, it must be unfolded
anew, if man is not to remain in merely natural scientifics; for the proper rational, the
spiritual and the celestial, can never lie in sensual cognizance alone, but it consists in
internal states to which man according to order must raise himself, and this raising
consists in the successive opening of the folds of truth" (First Fasc., pp. 97-99). The
reviewer has not entered upon this fundamental exposition with a single word. For those
who have understood this exposition it is clear that also everything which the reviewer
says in this second part of his review concerning the Doctrine of the Church, is based on
an entire misapprehension.
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Page 22, line 13. . . . while in the doctrine of the Church drawn from those Writings and
formulated by men, it is openly revealed. The reviewer mistakes the literal sense of the
Doctrine for the proper Doctrine itself, of which it is said "that it is spiritual out of
celestial origin" (A, C. 2496, 2510), "that the Lord is that Doctrine itself" (A.C. 2859),
and "that the internal sense is the Doctrine of the Church itself" (N.J.H.D. 260; A.C.
9025, 9430, 10400, and in many other places). It has been clearly explained in DE
HEMELSCHE LEER that this Doctrine is an internal vision of the truth from the Lord,
that it exists only in a state of enlightenment in the living mind of a regenerated man,
and that in the moment in which it is expressed or written down in natural words, the
truth thereof for those who are not likewise in that state, is again veiled and sealed; yea,
the veil of truth in the literal sense of the Doctrine of the Church has become still thicker
than it was in the letter of the Third Testament. It is entirely in disagreement with the
position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER to say that the truth has been openly revealed in
the letter of the Doctrine, formulated by men.
That the truth also in the letter of the Doctrine of the Church has been laid down in the
natural, and that therefore those who take up that letter by direct cognizance, thereby do
not in any way receive genuine truths, but only scientifics of truths, appears clearly from
the following passages in the ARCANA COELESTIA: "Scientifics are full of the
fallacies of the senses, which cannot be dispelled by those who are in mere cognitions
out of Doctrine, and not in the perception of truth out of good. ... These believe
themselves enlightened when they have confirmed in themselves the doctrinal things of
the Church, but it is a sensual lumen; ... for doctrinal things can be confirmed of
whatever kind they be, ... and heresies by heretics of every sort. ... But they who are in
the light of Heaven are in enlightenment from the Lord ..." (n. 6865). "All truth of
Doctrine or of the Word does not become truth with man until it has received life from
the Divine, and it receives life through the insinuation of the truth which proceeds from
the Lord, which is called the truth of peace" (n. 8456). "Scientifics are drawn through
hearing, seeing, and reading, and are laid down in the
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external or natural memory; ... [that is to say] the scientifics out of the Word or out of
the Doctrine of the Church" (n. 9723). "They who are in enlightenment are in the light of
Heaven as to their internal man; .. . they who are thus enlightened apprehend the Word
according to its interior things; therefore they make for themselves a Doctrine out of the
Word, to which they apply the sense of the letter. . . But they who are not of this kind
merely confirm the doctrinal things of their Church" (n. 9382); and so in many other
places.
Page 22, line 15. . . . the men of the Church will be able to supply a vehicle of words ...
while Swedenborg was unable to do this, or unwilling. DE HEMELSCHE LEER
contains no single word which could give occasion to an affirmative reader for such a
thought. In the Spirit of the Lord, in the spirits of the Angels who were witness to the
revelation of the Third Testament and in the spirit of Swedenborg, the Third Testament
when it was given was Divine, celestial and spiritual; but in the letter the Divine, the
celestial and spiritual, was laid down in the natural. By direct cognizance a natural man
can never receive therefrom anything else than the rational-natural scientifics. The same
is the case with the genuine Doctrine of the Church; with those who from the Lord have
been raised to the source of genuine truth, that is, to the celestial of one of the three
Heavens, that Doctrine is spiritual out of celestial origin; but in the letter thereof the
spiritual has again been laid down in the natural.
Page 22, line 22. . . If the Writings are not the Heavenly Doctrine ... The Third
Testament in itself is the Divine Doctrine itself; it contains the celestial Doctrine which
is seen therein by the celestial man; it contains the spiritual Doctrine which is seen
therein by the spiritual man; and it contains the natural Doctrine which is seen therein by
the interior-natural man.
Page 22, line 24. . . . does not the same objection apply to the Doctrine of the Church...?
The Doctrine of the Church is spiritual out of celestial origin. But in its letter it has again
been laid down in the natural, and in that letter the veil of truth has become still thicker
than before. This may be illustrated by this that a newcomer in the Church has more use
for the general truths of the
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letter of the Latin. Word than for the particulars of the letter of a highly developed
Doctrine of the Church, which are not easily understood.
Page 22, line 28. . . . an understanding consisting of truths which "are never truths in
themselves but appearances of truth accommodated to the rational". In the passage
referred to in DE HEMELSCHE LEER the subject treated of is the genuine interiorrational truths of the celestial Heaven, of the celestial Doctrine, and of the celestial man.
We read on this subject in the 26th chapter of Genesis: "The spiritual, not having
perception as the celestial have, do not know that Divine truth becomes rational truth
with man when he is regenerated. They do indeed say that all good and all truth are from
the Lord; yet when these exist in their rational, they suppose good and truth to be their
own, thus as it were from themselves; for they cannot be separated from their own which
so wills it; while as regards this matter with the celestial, these perceive Divine Good
and Truth in the rational, that is, in the rational things which when enlightened from the
Divine of the Lord, are the appearances of truth" (A. C. 3394). These interior-rational or
celestial truths are meant by Mr. H. D. G. Groeneveld in his address on The Doctrine of
the Church, on the basis of the 26th chapter of Genesis (First Fasc., pp. 14-17;
elucidated on pp. 62-65). This argument forms a veritable cornerstone for the Doctrine
concerning the Doctrine of the Church. The reviewer here places the celestial truths, the
highest forms of truth which man or Angel can ever conceive, and which make the
proper light of the third Heaven, on one line with the natural scientifics of the letter of
the Doctrine of the Church. The genuine rational appearances of truth are the truths of
the proper celestial Doctrine, the proper presence of the Divine Human in Heaven and in
the Church. In the continuation of his review the reviewer repeatedly expresses as his
opinion that these truths are human productions.
Page 22, line 37. . . . What then is that difference . . .? The letter of the Third Testament
is the Divine Truth laid down in the natural; but also the letter of the Doctrine of the
Church is truth laid down in the natural. But the Doctrine of the Church in itself is the
internal
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sense (A. C. 9025, 9430. 10400), an internal vision of the genuine truth in a living
regenerated mind. It is clear that the reviewer continually mistakes the literal sense of
the Doctrine of the Church for the proper essence of the Doctrine of the Church, while
yet the difference therebetween has been clearly explained in DE HEMELSCHE LEER,
and the reviewer here even in part quotes this explanation (p. 22, lines 31-36).
Page 23, line II. More justly . . .From these words of the reviewer one would think one
might conclude that he understands the purpose of DE HEMELSCHE LEER in the
Words quoted and agrees with them. But why is a finite unfolding of truth still required
after the infinite unfolding of Truth, which occurred at the time the Third Testament was
given, if, as the reviewer believes, the veil of truth has then once and for all been
removed? And how can a man unfold the truth? Is not even the finite unfolding by the
Doctrine of the Church necessarily the work of the Lord alone? And the reviewer
regards it as a human production.
Page 23, line 15. . . To which we would add... We cannot accept this extension of the
conception of DE HEMELSCHE LEER. The Doctrine of the Church is not a human
formulation; it is spiritual out of celestial origin (A. C. 2496, 2510); the internal sense of
the Third Testament is the Doctrine of the New Church (A. C. 9025, 9430, 10400); the
Lord is that Doctrine itself (A. C. 2859).
Page 23, line 20. . As regards the authority . . . I find it difficult ... It has been clearly
said in DE HEMELSCIIE LEER that: "The Doctrine of the Church in order to establish
its authority, will never refer to its own literal sense, but always exclusively to the literal
sense of the Word itself. It lies in the proper essence of the Doctrine of the Church that
as regards its Divine essence it can only be seen by those who have likewise raised
themselves to its source of light. Its confirmation, however, and its authority over
against others, it never finds anywhere but in the letter of the Word" (First Fasc., pp.
121, 122). And: "With the Word, as regards man, the decisive weight is always in the
external, that is, in the letter, for the truth of the Church must be drawn by man out of
the letter and must be confirmed by the letter. But with the Doctrine of the
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Church, the decisive weight is never in the external, therefore never in its literal sense,
but in the internal, for the genuine Doctrine of the Church is properly the internal sense;
as to its proper essence it always is spiritual out of celestial origin" (First Fasc., p. 121).
It is clearly involved in these words that the Doctrine of the Church has Divine authority
for those only who have likewise raised themselves to that source of light, and thus in a
state of enlightenment see it as genuine truth. There are numerous places by which this
truth can be confirmed. We here quote only this one from the ARCANA COELESTIA:
"When man is in good, and out of good in truths, he is then elevated into Divine light,
and more interiorly according to the quantity and the quality of good; from this he has a
general enlightenment, in which from the Lord he sees innumerable truths which he
perceives out of good" (n. 9407). In general it is taught that as far as man from the Lord
is in genuine good, he perceives all the truth of that good.
Page 23, line 34. . . and therefore I feel no doubt . . . The reviewer here states that he
agrees with the conception of DE HEMELSCHE LEER that the Doctrine of the Church
in its origin is Divine and authoritative; but it is evident that he does not see that that
origin is in the human mind, for the Doctrine is a Divine revelation from perception.
Nevertheless the words themselves of DE HEMELSCHE LEER concerning that origin
are quoted by him. It is clear that he means something quite different by that origin, and
probably the Divine Truth above the human mind. But that this is not the immediate
origin of the Doctrine, but a remote origin, is clear. For only there where the mind by
regeneration has been formed for the reception of the influx of truth, is the immediate
origin of the Doctrine of the Church. The Doctrine of the Church is spiritual out of
celestial origin.
Page 24, line 4. Yet there seems here to be some confusion of thought. The confusion of
which the reviewer here speaks is caused by the following facts. First, the reviewer
mistakes the literal sense of the Doctrine of the Church for the proper Doctrine itself,
which never exists anywhere but in an enlightened living mind, and which is spiritual
out of celestial origin. Second, the reviewer
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apparently with the concept "the origin of truth" thinks of an origin above the human
mind, therefore above the Heavens themselves. The first origin of truth is indeed above
the Heavens themselves, but the actual origin of truth with man, by which it becomes the
truth which he sees, is not above his mind and not above the Heavens, but in the inmost
of his conscious mind. Man could otherwise never see any truth. Thirdly, the reviewer
seems to deny that that origin of the truth of man in his inmost conscious mind must be
purely Divine, if it is to be genuine truth. This Divine origin of the truth in the human
mind is described in the 12th, 20th, and 26th chapters of Genesis in the ARCANA
COELESTIA.
Page 24, line 7. . A sermon, ... is... a human production, ... In the measure in which a
sermon is a human production, it is not a good sermon. Because the priest out of the
Word has to teach the Doctrine, he has the promise of the Holy Spirit; but it is taken up
by the priest according to the faith of his life (CANONS. The Holy Spirit 4 : 7). In the
future celestial Church a sermon will be purely Divine, even the singular words which
the priest shall speak; for with the celestial man everything has become Divine, even to
the natural (A.C. 3490). "The Lord is all in all things of Heaven and of the Church"
(A.E. 23).
Page 24, line 8. . . . and its excellence consists in nothing more than the pointing to the
truth as it stands in the Writings ... No man from himself can point to the truth. The Lord
alone sees truth, and man never, except from the Lord. Moreover we read in the
ARCANA COELESTIA: "Among the priests . . . of the Church there are those who
teach . . . the truths of the Church out of the literal sense of the Word, and there are those
who teach . . . out of the Doctrine out of the Word. . . . The latter differ very much from
the former in perception. . . . Those who teach . . . only the literal sense of the Word
without the Doctrine of the Church as a guide, apprehend nothing but what belongs to
the natural or external man; whereas those who teach . . . out of the true Doctrine which
is out of the Word, understand also the things which are of the spiritual or internal man"
(n. 9025). That the Third Testament is here spoken of, has been shown above. That the
work of priests who teach out of true Doctrine, cannot be their own work, but that
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it is from the Holy Spirit, is clear. It seems as if in the concept of the reviewer the
Doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit has been entirely lost sight of.
Page 24, line 18. . . Authority rests ...{only} in the teachings of the Writings. DE
HEMELSCHE LEER says literally: "The Doctrine of the Church in order to establish its
authority, will never refer to its own literal sense, but always exclusively to the literal
sense of the Word itself" (First Fasc., p. 121).
Page 24, line 29. . . . the "Academy Doctrines" ... The reviewer regards the Principles of
the Academy as a human production. DE HEMELSCHE LEER regards these principles,
in as far as they have brought forward genuine truths, as of Divine origin and of Divine
essence, and for those who understand them interiorly as of Divine authority. According
to the conception of the reviewer one would necessarily have to arrive at the conclusion
that the Academy movement and the establishment of the General Church was the work
of men. Did the light that enabled the founders and the first leaders of that movement to
do their work, come simply and exclusively from the direct cognizance of the letter of
the Latin Word? Or did it come through enlightenment from the influx of the Holy
Spirit? Many of their opponents have undoubtedly read as much and as often in that
letter, and yet they did not see that light there.
Page 24, line 37. . . . councils ... What has the genuine Doctrine, or the genuine spiritual
truth, which is born in the regenerated human mind out of the good from the Lord, and
which therefore is spiritual out of celestial origin, to do with councils?
Page 24, line 39. . "And go to the God of the Word and thus to the Word ..." The God of
the Word is the Lord in His Divine Human. The Word in the letter is the Word in lasts.
Unless the Lord in man operate from firsts through those lasts the middle things, that is,
the genuine living goods and truths, the letter also of the Latin Word remains dead. It is
not the Word that makes the Church, but the understanding of the Word. They who read
the Latin Word without Doctrine remain in darkness concerning all truth. The internal
sense of the Latin Word is the Doctrine of the New Church. DE HEMELSCHE LEER
has
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always strictly adhered to the rule that the internal sense or the Doctrine must be drawn
out of the letter and be confirmed thereby. Over against this stands the reviewer's
conception that in the letter of the Latin Word genuine truth or the internal sense can be
seen without Doctrine and without enlightenment. We read in the ARCANA
COELESTIA: "He who does not know the arcana of Heaven must needs believe that the
Word is supported without Doctrine from it; for he supposes that the Word in the letter,
or the literal sense of the Word, is the Doctrine itself. . . But the Doctrine must be
collected out of the Word, and while it is being collected, the man must be in
enlightenment from the Lord. ... Be it known that the internal sense of the Word contains
the genuine Doctrine of the Church" (n. 9424); and in n. 9391 it is spoken of "the
arrogance of those who wish to enter out of scientifics into the mysteries of faith". Fully
quoted the passage referred to in THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION reads as follows:
"But, my friend, go to the God of the Word and thus to the Word, and so enter through
the door into the sheepfold, that is, into the Church, and you will be enlightened; and
then as from a mountain you will see for yourself the goings and errings, not only of the
many but your own also, previously in the dark forest below the mountain" (n. 177). The
door is the living Divine Human of the Lord; sheep are the regenerated spiritual men;
the church is the Church in the measure of its understanding of the Word; enlightenment
is from the influx of the Holy Spirit; the mountain is Heaven, here the celestial origin of
the genuine spiritual Doctrine; the dark forest below the mountain is the fallacies of the
unopened scientifics of the letter of the Latin Word; it is said below the mountain
because man, as long as he is only in the scientifics of the letter of the Latin Word, is in
the neighborhood of Heaven, but not yet in Heaven.
Page 25, line 6. ... while giving Divine authority to the ORIGIN of the Doctrine of the
Church, . . . Here too the appearance is created as if the reviewer were in agreement with
the conception that the origin of the Doctrine of the Church is Divine. That he does not
realize that this origin lies in the conscious human mind, is clear. As long as the Divine
Truth is above the conscious mind, it is the Divine
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Truth in itself, and it is not possible to speak of the Doctrine of the Church.
Page 25, line 9. . . . to the formulation of that Doctrine by men . . . The formulation of
the Doctrine, as the reviewer here conceives it, is its literal sense. DE HEMELSCHE
LEER has clearly explained that the Doctrine in order to establish its authority will
never refer to its own letter, but only to the letter of the Word itself (First Fasc., p. 121).
Page 25, line II. . . . that the Doctrine is the Lord Himself. This is no declaration of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER, but a quotation from the Latin Word (A.C. 2533, 2859).
Page 25, line 15. . . . but it leaves us in uncertainty . . . It is the proper soul of the
conception of DE HEMELSCHE LEER that in the 12th, 20th, and 26th chapters of Genesis in the ARCANA COELESTIA it is taught that the Doctrine is spiritual out of
celestial origin. The reviewer has not entered with one single word into a consideration
of this revealed Divine truth.
Page 25, line 26. . . Divine Authority can attach only to an "immediate revelation" ...
The Old Testament is a mediate revelation (A.C. 7055).
Page 25, line 30. It is true that there is also "Divine revelation by internal perception",
that is to say, by enlightenment; and the Doctrine of the Church or its understanding of
the Word is the fruit of this enlightenment. Here the reviewer says that the Doctrine of
the Church is the fruit of enlightenment, of a Divine Revelation by perception, and his
entire review is directed to proving that the Doctrine of the Church is a human
conception, a human production. In the measure in which the universal revelation also of
the Latin Word, which has been given to the Church as a basis for its thought, is not,
with regard to each smallest particular, joined with an individual revelation by
perception, the Latin Word for man remains a closed book. The reviewer here says
himself that the fruit of this Divine Revelation or of this enlightenment is the Church's
understanding of the Word; then does not the necessity of understanding the Word apply
to each smallest particular thereof? And is there not a very evident necessity of
enlightenment and thus of an individual revelation by perception with regard to each
smallest particular? That there is revelation by perception is taught in
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many places of the Latin Word (A.C. 1786, 2535, 5097, 5111, 5121, 8694, 8748, 8780.
9382, 9905). The reviewer himself here acknowledges that it is a Divine revelation, and
he says that the Doctrine of the Church is the fruit thereof. The reviewer thus says that
the Doctrine of the Church is the fruit of a Divine revelation by perception or
enlightenment.
Page 25, line 34. But this revelation is a mediate revelation, ... Both mediate and
immediate revelation is of purely Divine origin and of purely Divine essence. This is
clearly confirmed by the fact that the Old Testament is a mediate revelation. In this
connection we read in the APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED: "When an Angel speaks with
man concerning such things as pertain to Heaven and to the Church, he does not speak
as man speaks with man, who brings forth out of his memory what another has told him;
but with the Angel that which he speaks flows in continuously, and not into his memory,
but immediately into the understanding and thence into the words. From this it is that all
things that the Angels spake to the prophets are Divine, and nothing at all out of the
Angels. Whether it be said that [these things] are revealed out of Heaven or out of the
Lord, it is the same; because the Divine of the Lord with the Angels makes Heaven, and
nothing whatever out of the Angels' own" (n. 8). - There is universal Divine revelation,
that is, the Word, and there is individual Divine revelation, that is, the Doctrine of the
Church. Of necessity they always go together, if there is to be genuine truth in the
Church. If the universal revelation remains without individual revelation, then the truth
remains above the Heavens, thus above the Church and above men. The universal
revelation joined with individual revelation becomes the living, genuine truth in the
Heavens, in the Church, and in men. Individual revelation without, the universal
revelation is not possible; for individual revelation is given only on the basis of universal
revelation. Both revelations are equally indispensable, just as good and truth are both
indispensable. They also correspond therewith; for the Lord Himself or the Word itself
is Good or the Bridegroom, and the Church is Truth or the Bride. - It is not the fact of
being immediate or mediate which makes the revelation Divine or not Divine. Both
universal revelation
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and individual revelation (thus both being Divine), may be immediate or mediate
revelation. That this is the case with universal revelation, has already been shown from
the fact that the Old Testament is a mediate revelation. while the Third Testament is an
immediate revelation. That this is also the case with individual revelation appears from
the consideration that the natural Doctrine of the Church and the spiritual Doctrine of the
Church are mediate Divine revelations, while the celestial Doctrine of the Church, the
proper Doctrine of the future celestial New Church, will be an immediate revelation.
That the celestial Doctrine is based on an immediate influx may be seen from the
following passage in the CANONS: "That thus the Holy of God, which is called the
Holy Spirit, flows in order into the Heavens; immediately into the supreme Heaven,
which is called the third; immediately and also mediately into the middle Heaven, which
is called the second; similarly into the ultimate Heaven, which is called the first" (The
Holy Spirit 3 : 2).
Page 26, line 1. This mediate revelation . . . carries with it no authority except to the
individual. .. . Whatever the means by which he himself has been able to see these
truths, he can teach them only on the authority of statements plainly discernible in the
Writings. DE HEMELSCHE LEER says literally: "The Doctrine of the Church in order
to establish its authority, will never refer to its own literal sense, but always exclusively
to the literal sense of the Word itself" (First Fasc., page 121). The reviewer here says
that revelation by perception is of authority to the individual.
Page 26, line 2. It is not a revelation to the Church. Individual Divine revelation by
perception is not the same as universal revelation or the Word itself; but nevertheless it
is a purely Divine revelation; and it is a revelation to the Church, for the Church is as
one man, therefore as one individual, consisting of the regenerated men, and its
members are actual men only in the measure in which they are in that man.
Page 26, line 3. Its fruit may of course be of benefit to the Church ... Just above the
reviewer says that "the Doctrine of the Church or the understanding of the Word is the
fruit of a Divine revelation by perception, that is,
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by enlightenment", and here he says that "the fruit of this revelation may be of benefit to
the Church". He therefore says in other words that the understanding of the Word may
be of benefit to the Church. The Word itself says that the understanding of the Word
makes the Church (S.S. 76-79).
Page 26, line 4. . . but only because by it the man is enabled to see ... things in the
Writings not hitherto observed. Out of all those places where in the Latin Word it treats
of revelation out of perception it clearly appears that thereby the enlightenment is meant
of which it is said that without it the genuine sense of the Word cannot be understood.
The mere fact of the existence of individual Divine revelation points to its great
significance. If enlightenment is indicated as one of the principal means for the exegesis
of the internal sense of the Word, it appears that no one can ever see even the slightest
particular of the internal sense, neither in the Old and the New Testament, nor in the
Third Testament, without such an individual Divine revelation out of perception. The
reviewer acknowledges the fact of the existence of individual Divine revelation
(although this subject has scarcely yet had the attention of the Church; cf. N. CH. L.
1922: 615-620), but according to him its use consists only in this that "by it man is
enabled to see and point out things in the Writings not hitherto observed".
It would seem as if one had to conclude from such an end and from such a use of
individual revelation, as surmised by the reviewer, that the universal revelation of the
Third Testament itself for one reason or another is not able to fulfill that use, and that
from time to time an individual revelation is required, in order that the Church may meet
with new things in the letter, not hitherto observed. And in the same paragraph the
reviewer says that all truths are to be seen in the statements plainly discernible in the
Writings themselves; and in a further elucidation to the present writer he says: "If a truth
is explicitly stated in the literal sense of the Writings, then no one can say when or by
what means it will be noticed". And yet it seems to be the reviewer's conception that the
Lord from time to time gives a separate individual revelation to certain men, in order
thereby to fix the attention of the Church on new
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truths of the Word, not hitherto observed. The essential and primary use of individual
revelation is that by it alone can be seen the genuine sense of the universal revelation;
but further it has indeed this important secondary use for the Church that by it the letter
of the universal revelation for the Church is opened more and more, so that the genuine
doctrinal things which first were hidden in that letter, come more and more to the fore
and may be taken up by all members of the Church by direct cognizance. In this way
instead of the letter which first was closed, the opened letter more and more becomes the
basis for the thought of the Church, a letter in which the spiritual and celestial things
which have been laid down therein, are gradually seen ever more clearly.
Page 26, line 10. DE HEMELSCHE LEER, however, contends that since the Doctrine
of the New Church is to be drawn from the Writings, it therefore follows as a logical
consequence, . . . DE HEMELSCHE LEER says that the truth, also in the Third
Testament, has been laid down in the natural, and that the internal sense or the genuine
Doctrine rises out of the truths of the letter by unfolding (A.C. 9025). When Divine
Truth from the Lord descends into the natural, it is then necessarily as it were folded in
seven folds and is then sealed with seven seals; in this way the truth also in the Third
Testament is sealed with seven seals (see First Fasc., pp. 97-103).
Page 26, line 16 . . . inevitably involves a new Divine and immediate Revelation . . . The
Doctrine that the Word without Doctrine is not understood, does not mean that the Latin
Word cannot be understood without a new universal revelation. No Word ever can be
understood without Doctrine out of that Word. That Doctrine is spiritual out of celestial
origin; the Lord is that Doctrine itself. If the Doctrine of the Church were not Divine,
then indeed after this universal revelation of the Third Testament, a further universal
revelation would still have to come. How otherwise could the Church ever open those
places of the Old and the New Testament that are not treated of in the Third Testament?
And how could the science of correspondences of which it is said that it has now been
revealed (that means completely and entirely revealed) ever be
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extended with authority to those things that are not spoken of in the Third Testament?
Page 26, line 19. It is true that the Jews and Christians. by faithful study of their Word,
might have drawn forth true doctrines therefrom. The relation of the Word to the
Doctrine out of the Word is not that one may draw Doctrine if one will, and also leave it
if one will; but that no single particular of the Word is understood in the genuine sense if
one does not read it in the light of the Doctrine out of the Word, for not the Word is the
light, but the Doctrine out of the Word (S.S. 50-61, A.E. 356). All the genuine light that
any of the Jews or the Christians ever received out of the Old and the New Testament,
came because they made a Doctrine for themselves according to order out of that Word
(A.C. 9382).
Page 27, line 15. . . . when men cry: "Lo here and lo there" . . . DE HEMELSCHE
LEER has pointed out that the Latin Word without Doctrine out of that Word cannot be
understood, and that he who reads that Word without Doctrine remains in darkness
concerning all truth (S.S. 50-61). The genuine Doctrine is spiritual out of celestial
origin; the Lord is the Doctrine itself (A.C. 2496, 2510, 2497, 2516, 2533, 2859, and
many other places).
Page 27, line 17. "Art thou the Christ or do we wait for another"? These are words of
John the Baptist, which he addressed to the Lord by two of his disciples (Matt. 11 : 2-3).
John the Baptist in the New Church signifies the literal sense of the Latin Word. We
read in DE HEMELSCHE LEER; "The Word of the Latin Testament is a Divine
unfolding of Truth, and it is therefore the source itself and the only source of all genuine
truth for the New Church" (First Fasc., p. 118); "From the explanation of the concept
'experience' it is evident that the Doctrine is never genuine if it is not based on the literal
sense of the Latin Word and that the letter remains closed if man does not apply the
truths derived therefrom to life" (p. 119); "The Word of the Latin Testament is an
infinite unfolding of Truth" (p. 120); "All natural scientifics in an infinite way were
drawn into the texture of the Latin Word; and the New Church indeed to all eternity in
an infinite way in the text of the Latin Word will find again all natural scientitics of
nature itself and of the literal sense of the
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Old and the New Testament" (pp. 120-121); "The literal sense of the Latin Word … in
its entirety and in all its particulars, is an infinite divine series, therefore infinite even in
the particulars, by their place in and their orderly connection with the infinite whole" (p.
122). According to DE HEMELSCHE LEER the Third Testament is the revelation of
the Divine Rational, and the Word of the Holy Spirit.
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The "Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Third Testament of the Word of the Lord.
The DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE SACRED
SCRIPTURE must be applied to the three Testaments alike.

2.
The Latin Word without Doctrine is as a candlestick without light, and those who read the
Latin Word without Doctrine, or who do not acquire for themselves a Doctrine from the Latin
Word, are in darkness as to all truth (cf. S. S. 50-61).
3.
The genuine Doctrine of the Church is spiritual out of celestial origin, but not out of
rational origin. The Lord is that Doctrine itself (cf. A. C. 2496, 2497, 2510, 2516, 2533, 2859;
A. E. 19).
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EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR AUGUST 1930
THE NINETEENTH OF JUNE 1930
Address by H. D. G. Groeneveld.
In our present celebration of the Nineteenth of June, the day of the foundation of the New
Church, we are filled with great joy, since in our Society in the past year the Doctrine of the
Church has been born. Last year already it was felt that only by the Doctrine of the Church the
further upbuilding of the Church can take place, and that by the Doctrine of the Church one
comes into the sphere of the essential, therefore for the first time truly living things, which is the
sphere of the Holy Spirit. The Doctrine which, last year, the Church was given to receive as a
seed from the Divine Human of the Lord, by the influx of the Lord has come to life. After its
invisible development, the Doctrine having been borne in the body of the Church, in the past
year it came to birth, as a result of which the great importance of the Doctrine is now fully seen
by the Church. As to its very essence the attitude which the Church will now take with regard to
the Third Testament, has been changed. Similarly as centuries ago, after it had been universally
assumed, according to the impression of the senses, that the earth stood still and the sun revolved
around the earth, the view was accepted that this was a fallacy of the senses and that not the earth
but the-sun stands still and that the earth revolves around the sun, whereby the mode of thought
of man was completely changed, so too by the Doctrine of the Church the entire spiritual mode
of thought will be changed. No longer will the literal sense of the Third Testament be the resting
point or the point of support around which move the thought of the Church, also with regard to
the Old and the New Testament, but the Doctrine of the Church,
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or the internal or spiritual sense, will be the Centre to which the understanding of the literal sense
of the Third Testament will be directed. In the literal sense of the Third Testament one is in the
sensual fallacies of natural thought, which fallacies disappear by the rational thought of the
Doctrine of the Church. The Third Testament by its literal sense is within the reach of all, and
every one who merely on the basis of the literal sense draws conclusions with regard to the
essential things of life is in the sensual fallacies of that sense, as a result of which there is the
danger of great falsities coming into existence. It is only by the Doctrine of the Church which is
in enlightenment from the Lord, and by which the literal sense is read from within and therefore
in true order, that a perception of the essential things of life is possible.
Though on the one hand we may rejoice that the Doctrine of the Church has been born in our
Society, on the other hand we are anxiously waiting to see, whether, the GENERAL CHURCH
too will receive the Doctrine of the Church as the only essential thing for the upbuilding of the
Church. Although to a certain extent we may look forward to the future with confidence, yet we
may not overlook that in the GENERAL CHURCH we find the following points of view
generally represented:
That the Third Testament is destined only for a special part of the mind, namely
the rational mind;

That by direct cognizance of the letter of the Third Testament one has to do with
the spiritual sense
itself;
That the Third Testament is a revelation of the
rational.
That the GENERAL CHURCH took these points of view certainly was according to order,
similarly as now the further upbuilding of the Church can only take place by the Doctrine of the
Church.
In the Preface to the CANONS it is revealed to us that the New Church is the Church to which
all Churches from the first in order have aimed. We further know from the Third Testament that
in the last things all previous things are contained. In the New Church therefore all preceding
Churches are present.
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Before the Coming of the Lord on Earth the conjunction of the Lord with the human race was
from His Divine through Creation. All the thought of the human race was therefore founded on
sensual and corporeal things. The men of the Adamic Church, as is known, lived in open in the
communication with the Heavens. This Church is the New Church is the establishment of the
Church through Emanuel Swedenborg. It is the state of the New Church in the beginning, and
also the sate of the man who for the first time comes into touch with the New Church, and in
general the state of children in the New Church. It is a state of overpowering, of right feeling,
however without being able to give expression to a single thought.
It was the Noachic Church, which was the first to receive a written Word on earth. It is this
Church in the of the Church when they New Church which is the state of the church when they
regarded the writings as interiorly Divine, without understanding, however, what this in its
essence means. It is the state of the man of the New Church who when reading the Writings
realizes the rationality thereof, but who, from himself, that is without literal quotations, cannot
render what he has read.
The succeeding Church, the Hebrew Church, in the New Church, is the state of the New
Church when the Writings were seen as teachings for the life of man and when the upbuilding of
the Church was seen to be dependent on the spreading thereof by the cultivation of the Old and
the New Testament. It is the natural life of the Church especially that receives attention. It is the
state of the man of the New Church, who recognizes the importance of gathering cognitions,
while his life gives evidence of external or natural charity.
The then succeeding Church, the Israelitish Church, in the New Church, is the state of the New
Church in which the Church feels itself bound to the letter of the Writinigs, but when the
Divinity thereof and the acceptance of the Writings as the only means of conjunction of the Lord
with the human race recedes into the background. And thus the Old and the New Testament are

then stamped as direct means of conjunction. The Old, the New, and the Third Testament are
regarded as destined for certain parts of the human mind, and as it is thought that the Old
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and the New Testament are destined for the sensual and the natural mind and the Third
Testament for the rational mind, the Old and the New Testament are in the first place regarded as
direct means of conjunction with the, Lord. In that state of the Church there is the great danger
that the Writings will be considered as merely human. The Church remains in existence only if
the affection for the Divinity of the letter of the Writings remains alive. It is in this state that lies
the origin for the separation of bodies such as CONFERENCE and CONVENTION, which
separation came to fulness in the succeeding state of the Church.
This state of the Church is to be compared with the Coming of the Lord on earth. Just as the birth
of the Lord was the Coming of the Father Himself on earth, so also the Church in this state will
recognize the Divinity of the Writings down into the letter and accept these Writings as the Third
Testament and thus as the Word of the Lord. They, however, who in the previous state came to
regard the Writings as merely human, and with whom therefore the affection for the Divinity of
the Writings has been extinguished, will now most strongly oppose the new truth that the
Writings are the Word of the Lord. And thereby the separation of the above mentioned bodies
from the Church becomes complete.
In this new state the Church again encounters two great dangers, namely on the one hand that
men will take the point of view that by taking direct congnizance of the letter of the Third
Testament they have to do with the spiritual sense itself, and on the other hand that the Third
Testament is considered merely as a rational revelation.
The first danger is the same as that to which the Old Church succumbed, namely by not
seeing the Divine of the Lord in His Human, but by placing the Divine above the Human, and
therefore by the acknowledgment of a Son from eternity. By saying that by direct cognizance,
that is from without, the Third Testament is the spiritual sense itself, one places the Divine of the
letter above-the Human, and thus one recognizes in the Second Coming the Son of man as a Son
from eternity. The Second Coming no more than the, Coming of the Lord in the flesh is an active
redemption of the human race.
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The second danger arises when the Church has attention only for the letter of the Third
Testament- and therefore closes out enlightenment from the Lord by which the letter is read from
within, seeing such a reading does not seem to be in agreement with a reading of the Third
Testament from without. Similarly as the Lord was born from the virgin Mary and the human of
Mary clung to the Lord whereby the Lord was led into temptation, so also by the birth of the
Lord in the Church there clings to the Church that own human from its affection of the letter of

the Writings in the previous state, which affection carries with it a human or natural rational
view of the Third Testament.
The Church fears to depart from the letter of the Third Testament. It is as if the Church
wishes to keep the Lord on earth. May the Church in this state listen to the words of the Lord in
the seventh verse of the sixteenth chapter of the Gospel of John: "Nevertheless I tell you the
truth; it is expedient for you that I go away: for if I go not away, the Comforter will not come
unto you; but if T depart, T will send Him unto you", and in the thirteenth verse: "Howbeit when
He, the Spirit of Truth is come, He will guide you into all truth: for He shall not speak of
Himself; but whatsoever He shall bear, He shall speak: and He will show you the things to
come."
Only then the Church comes into its next state, which is to be compared with the pouring out of
the Holy Spirit. Then the Church enters into a spiritual state by seeing in the letter of the Third
Testament the truly spiritual things, and into the understanding That the DOCTRINE
CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE applies also to the Third Testament. This is the
state for the development of the Doctrine of the Church.
In all the preceding states there is ever present the state of the New Church itself, namely a,
revelation of the Doctrine of the Church as an internal Doctrine from the Holy Spirit itself, apart
from the letter of the Third Testament. It is by the fulness of this revelation that the external
Doctrine of the Church receives its power in the letter of the Third Testament, by which an ever
deeper vision of that Testament is obtained, and consequently also of the Old and the New
Testament, which
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vision appears to the Church as an ever increasing miracle. Then the influx from the Lord can
take place from the most internal to the most external things, by which also a rational insight
becomes possible into the causes of natural things and therefore into the Scientific Works of
Swedenborg. Only then can the Lord give the sensual things in their fulness, whereby the human
race will dwell in a paradise on earth.

DE HEMELSCHE LEER
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THE REGENERATION OF THE NATURAL
ADDRESS By H. D.G. GROENEVELD, AT THE SOCIAL
SUPPER OF OCTOBER 26TH, 1930.

"I indeed baptize you with water unto repentance; but He that cometh after me is mightier than 1,
whose shoes I am not worthy to bear; He shall baptize you with the Holy Spirit, and with fire".
MATTHEW 3:11.
As we know from the Third Testament, Baptism signifies the spiritual washing, that is, the
purification from evils and falsities and thus regeneration. Baptism is in the first place the
introduction into the Christian Church, and at the same time insertion among the Christians in
the spiritual world. As in the spiritual world all things are according to the strictest order,
Baptism therefore in the first place determines the order of man's life. As the reception of this
order depends on man, Baptism determines only that one may receive faith and thus be
regenerated.
John the Baptist stands for the literal sense of the Word; for the first Christian Church for the
literal sense of the Now Testament; for the New Church for the literal sense of the Third
Testament. Water signifies natural truth. The words "I baptize you with water" thus indicate that
the order of man's life is determined by the natural truth of the literal sense of the Word, and that
reception of this order and thus the regeneration of man depend on a life in accordance therewith
' The words "unto repentance" clearly- indicate that the end is the change of the mind, namely
the natural mind of man. Thus they who cling to the things of this world prevent the reception of
the true order in their minds and thus hold back regeneration.
To the First Christian Church admission to the Natural of the Divine Human had been given by
the
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revelation of the New Testament. By the reception of the natural truth of the literal sense of that
Testament, separated from the things of this world, this Church by That natural truth, and the
genuine natural rational formed therefrom, might have put itself into order for the influx of the
Natural of the Divine Human of the Lord. It would always have had to be a wrestling through the
natural. It is of this that the great artists gave evidence.
Instead of receiving the natural truth of the literal sense of the New Testament, apart from the
things of the world, these things were mixed with it more and more, by which an ever more false
natural rational came into existence. By this the natural truth of the literal sense of the New
Testament was entirely falsified so that conjunction of the Lord with the human race on that
basis was no longer possible.
To the New Church admission to the Rational of the Divine Human has now been given by the
revelation of the Third Testament. By the reception of the natural truth of the literal sense of that
Testament the Church enters into a rational which puts itself into order for the influx of the Holy
Spirit. More than ever this natural truth of the literal sense must now be received apart from the
things of this world. Where in the first Christian Church it was the natural that had to be
received, separated from the things of this world, it now is the rational. So much so is this the
case that one never enters into this rational if the natural truth of the literal sense of the Third
Testament is not received and applied to life apart from the things of this world. In the first

Christian Church it was the rational which was dependent on the reception of the natural; in the
New Church, however, the natural is dependent on the reception of the rational, since the natural
for the New Church is formed only from the rational. A falsification of the Third Testament,
which is the Divine Rational of the Lord laid down in the natural, therefore is not possible, but
only a falsification of the scientific of that Testament. If one takes up the natural truth of the
literal sense of the Third Testament, mixed with the things of this world, one forms for one's self
a rational that more and more falsifies the scientifics of that Testament. Instead of this Testament
being opened, it is closed mote and more.
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"But He that cometh after me is mightier than 1, whose shoes I am not worthy to bear; He shall
baptize you with the Holy Spirit and with fire". While John the Baptist stands for the natural
truth of the literal sense, the Lord represents the genuine or internal truth of that sense. For, the
first Christian Church the Lord represents the Natural of the Divine Human. It is this Natural
which ought to have determined the essence of this Church and which might have been its part
by the pouring out of the Holy Spirit. Then this Church could have come into the possession of a
natural from the Lord; for the order of the life of that Church with regard to the natural would
have been determined from within by the Divine Truth and the Divine Good, as appears from the
words "He shall baptize you with the Holy Spirit and with fire". This natural 'Would have been
entirely different from the first natural, since this first natural is still mixed with man's proprium.
The new natural is unsoiled, for it is the Lord's, as appears from the words "but He that cometh
after me is mightier than I, whose shoes I am not worthy to bear". It is this natural which the
great artists produced. This natural is entirely pure, which appears from their works, if one is
able to see them from within.
For the New Church the Lord represents the Rational of the Divine Human. It is this Rational
which is to determine the essence of the New Church, and which becomes its part by the Holy '
Spirit. The rational thus obtained is so different, from the preceding or human rational, that a
comparison is not possible, since the human rational has been obtained by the natural truth of the
literal sense of the Third Testament; the new rational, however, from within by the Holy Spirit. It
is now this rational which is to determine the order of the life of the Church with regard to the
rational. It is through this rational that the Doctrine of Genuine Truth and thus the Doctrine of
the Church comes into existence.
Just as John the Baptist prepares the way for the Coming of the Lord, or the natural truth of the
literal sense of the New Testament prepares the way for the Natural of the Divine Human, so the
natural truth of the literal sense of the Third Testament prepares the way for the Rational of the
Divine Human and thus for the Second Coming of
12
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the Lord. From this it therefore appears that only by the Doctrine of Genuine, Truth and
therefore by the Doctrine of the Church there can be question of the Second Coming of the Lord,
so that they who do not wish to accept the Doctrine of the Church do not wish to receive the
Lord in His Second Coming.
13
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MATTHEW 7: 24-27
ADDRESS BY H. -D. G. GROENEVELD, AT TI-IE NEW YFAR'S
BREAKFAST, JANUARY IST, 1931.
Therefore whosoever heareth these words of Mine, and doeth them, I will liken him unto a wise
man who built his house upon a rock;
And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew, and beat upon that house; and
it fell not, for it was founded upon a rock.
And every one that heareth these words of Mine, and doeth shall be likened unto a foolish man
who built his them not, house upon the sand;
And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew, and beat upon that house; and
it fell, and great was the fall of it. MATTHEW 7: 24-27.
"Words" signify truths in the literal sense of the Third Testament, namely those truths which
have been opened out of the Doctrine of the Church. Words are words only when they are
animated from within. So too the truths in the literal sense of the Third Testament are truths only
when they are animated out of the Doctrine of the Church and have been brought to life. "These
words of Mine" clearly indicates that the truths of the literal sense of the Third Testament are
opened only from the Lord, and that therefore the Doctrine of the Church is the Lord's. "To
hear," means to receive into the understanding, and "to do" to receive into the will. "Whosoever
heareth these words of Mine, and doeth them" thus signifies every one who receives into the
understanding the truths opened out of the Doctrine of the Church and is obedient to them, and
receives them into the will and therefore lives according to them. "I will liken him" means that
the Lord will bring such a one into the state that is represented by a wise man who has built his
house upon a rock.
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"A man" signifies truth, namely the truth of the rational. It is that truth by which the man is man
and out of which the woman is woman. "To be wise" means to take into account, in the natural,
the being and the existence of the Divine Human of the Lord, in order to prevent the things of the
Lord from being violated and thus one's self from being injured. "A wise man" therefore means a
man who, in the meditations of his understanding, and a woman who in the expressions of the
affections in her will, from the rational takes into account, in the natural, the being and the
existence of the Divine Human of the Lord and thus the Divine Providence in all things. "A

house" signifies the mind, in this case the natural mind of man and also of the Church. "A rock"
means the natural animated from the Lord. It is those truths from the literal sense of the Third
Testament which are kept conjoined by the Lord in the natural mind of man, therefore those
truths of the literal sense which have been opened out of the Doctrine of the Church. "A wise
man who built his house upon a rock" thus means a man who in the meditations of his
understanding or a, woman who in the expressions of the affections in her will, from the rational,
for the upbuilding of his or her natural mind, takes into account only the truths of the literal sense
animated from the Lord. It is the state of the Church 'In which for its upbuilding, from the
rational, it takes into account only the truths of the literal sense of the Third Testament opened
out of the Doctrine of the Church.
"The rain descending, the floods coming, and the winds blowing" represents the consecutive
temptations into which the man of the Church, as also the Church, enter with a change of state.
"The rain descending" is the falsities from the evil of the will; "the floods coming" are the
falsities formulated by the understanding from the natural rational and "the winds blowing" the
thoughts resulting therefrom. As appears from the text the man of the Church, as also the
Church, stand firm in the ensuing combat because The upbuilding has been done on truths of the
literal sense of the Third Testament, for man on such as were animated from the Lord, and for
the Church on such as were opened out of the Doctrine.
"And every one that heareth these words of Mine, and doeth them not, shall be likened unto a
foolish man who
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built his house upon the sand. And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew,
and beat upon that house; and it fell, and great was the fall of it". Every one who receives into
the understanding the truths of the literal sense of the Third Testament opened out of the
Doctrine of the Church, and does not apply them to life, brings himself into the state which- is
represented by a foolish man who built his house upon the sand.
"A foolish man" signifies the evil and the falsity in the natural from the rational separated from
the Lord. It is that rational by which the man loses the masculine and the woman loses the
feminine. "The sand" signifies the scientifics of the literal sense of the Third Testament which
are without any connection. They are those scientifics which have been taken up from without by
the natural memory. "A foolish man who built his house upon the sand" thus means a man who
in the meditations of his understanding, or a woman who in the expressions of the affections In
her will, for the upbuilding of his or her natural mind, from a separated rational, takes into
account mere scientifics taken from the literal sense of the Third Testament, and thus
disconnected scientifics, whereby mere phantasies come into existence. It is the state of the
Church in which for its upbuilding, from a separated rational, it takes into account such
scientifics.
By the opening of the truths of the literal sense out of the Doctrine of the Church the above
mentioned falsities are called forth one after the other in the mind of man and in the Church,
whereby the phantasies built in the natural mind from the disconnected scientifics of the literal
sense, are entirely destroyed and the man and the Church are deprived of a supposed possession
of truths.

May we therefore be impressed with this that the knowledge that the Lord is the Creator of
Heaven and earth does not save us. Let us continually kneel before the Lord, let us throw down
the natural mind which, with regard to each affection and with regard to each thought, is soiled
with the love of self and the love of the world; so that the Lord may raise us and we may live in
the genuine sense of the Third Testament from within, and thus in the truths opened out of the
Doctrine of the Church, and not in that Testament from without.
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THE SECOND ETDUCATION
BY THE REVEREND THEODORE PITCAIRN.
We read in the ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 8552, that unless in respect to his spiritual life a man
is conceived anew, born anew, and educated anew, that is created anew, from the Lord, he is
damned".
The first education is for the sake of the second education, and in so far as it prepares for this it is
good and true, and in so far as it does not prepare for the second education it is evil and false.
Wherefore without a knowledge of the second education no true doctrine of education is
possible, and as this knowledge is at present lacking or is very slight, we can at this time only
deal in we have certain glimpses, that may be compared to a flash of lightning in contrast to the
steady light of the noon-day sun.
If the church had perception in spiritual things it would have no need of elaborate theories of
education, for it would clearly see the nature of the second education, and from this have the
necessary knowledge as to the first or preliminary education. This is involved in the statement in
the MEMORABILIA, n. 4059: "If man were in the love of true faith he would have no need to
write so many books about the education of infants and children".
The first education is an education in the things of the world, and especially an education in the
things of the letter of the Word including the letter of the Writings. All things that are acquired
during this education must as it were die, in order that man may be educated anew, for they are
such things as appertain to his natural memory, and are therefore quiescent in Heaven. They are
like a fruit which must decay in order that the seed may take root and live, or like the shell of a
nut which must break in order that the kernel may live and grow. The words "Unless a corn of
wheat fall into the ground and die it abideth alone; but if it die it bringeth forth much fruit" have
a universal application.
There is great danger that the first education may, as it were, be too effective, so that it with
difficulty dies; it may become like a shell that is so hard that the kernel cannot burst its bonds
and come forth.
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We have said that a man can take nothing that lie acquires by the first education into Heaven; by
Heaven is meant all things which appertain to the spiritual and celestial mind, whether a man is
living in this world or the next. It is of great importance to realize that the letter of the Writings
belongs to the first education, which must, as it were, be left behind when one enters upon the
second education; if one confuses the letter of the Writings with the spiritual and celestial things
that are acquired by the second education, no genuine doctrine of education is possible.
That the letter of the Writings belongs to the first education is obvious from the fact that this can
be taught to any one and learned like any other subject; while the second education is part of the
new creation by the Lord, and is only possible with those who have first been conceived and
born anew by the Lord.
The word education has the root meaning of leading out. The first education is a leading of the
mind out of merely corporeal and sensual things into natural things. The second education is a
leading out of the mind from natural things into spiritual and celestial things. The first education
is apparently done by man, the second education is manifestly done by the Lord. The first
education is also performed by the Lord, but of this man is unconscious. While in the case of the
second education it is perceived that it is the work of the Lord.
The second education is an education in the genuine spiritual and celestial things of the internal
sense of the Word, and this is performed by the Lord by means of the genuine Doctrine of the
Church drawn from the Word.
In, the following we will treat of certain general aspects of education in relation to science,
language and art.
Science.
Much is said in the Writings concerning science, scientifics, and scientific truth. Scientific truth
is the second degree of truth, it is a discrete degree above sensual truth, and it is below the higher
forms of truth.
There are two kinds of scientifics, the scientifics of the letter of the Word including the Writings,
and the scientific
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of the world. Scientifics when used in the Writings, usually refer to the scientific of the Word, or
as they are called the scientifics of the Church. The scientifics of the world are only useful as a
scaffolding while the mind is being built up; as they are beyond the borders of the Church they
have no permanent place in the human mind.
Nevertheless the scientifics of the world correspond to the scientifics of the Church, as is evident
from much that is said in the Writings concerning them, especially in connection with the
science of anatomy. The scientifics of the world are mentioned in the letter of the Writings only
for the sake of the representation of interior things and have no part in the internal natural sense
of the Writings. To illustrate: when the Writings speak of optics and mathematics as being useful
sciences, the Angels of the natural 14eaven can only think of the optics of the spiritual world,

that is, the laws governing spiritual light and the spiritual eye, that is, the laws of truth, and how
truth is accommodated to the understanding, by reflection and refraction. Likewise when
mathematics are mentioned they can have no idea of number such as have the mathematicians of
the world, but of the things that correspond thereto.
The useful spiritual scientifics of the Church are the spiritual science of astronomy, geometry,
optics, chemistry, mechanics, history, anatomy, medicine, civil law, and such things also as are
called philosophical (MEMORABILIA, CODEX MINOR, 4657), and above all the science of
correspondences, the science of sciences.
If we consider these sciences correspondentially, it is clear that this is a description of the
Writings in their letter: astronomy is the science of cognitions, geometry the science of degrees,
optics the science of the influx of truth, chemistry the science of means, history, the science of
progression of state, medicine the science of repentance and reformation, civil law the science of
the government of truth, and philosophy the science of cause and effect.
These scientifics of the Church, like the scientifics of the world, belong to the first education, for
they are subjects which can be taught to any one.
Scientifics, we are taught, are vessels which must be infilled with spiritual and celestial things if
they are to
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have life. It is this infilling of scientifics that is meant by the second education. This infilling of
scientifics takes place by influx both immediate and mediate. At first on] immediately from the
Lord into the letter giving a general perception, afterwards both immediately from the Lord and
mediately through the Heavens. During the first period man does not truly take part in the second
education, for he remains in the letter. It is only with the commencement of mediate influx that
an is lead by the Lord out of the letter. This twofold influx is treated of in the eighteenth and
nineteenth chapters of EXODUS. Here it may be noted that exodus, going out, and education,
leading out, are almost identical in meaning. In fact the book of EXODUS is nothing else than a
description of the second education, by which man is led out of the letter into the spirit, and with
the New Churchman. specifically, a leading out of the letter of the Writings into their spiritual
and celestial senses. This leading out is done by the Lord alone as described under the
representation of Moses. And it is involved in the words of the ARCANA COELESTIA, 8552;
"Unless in respect to his spiritual life a man is conceived anew, born anew, and educated anew,
that is created anew, from the Lord, he is damned".
The same teaching is involved in the words of Jethro to Moses: "The word that thou doest is not
good", this signifies that a change must take place; "wearing thou wiIt wear away, both thou, and
this people that is with Thee", this signifies that thus the truth which has been inseminated would
perish (A. C. 8696).
Jethro had seen Moses judging the people alone, and saw that this could not continue. The
people are the scientifics of the letter of the Writings or those who are in such scientifics; Moses
represents the immediate influx from the Lord into these scientifics. At the commencement of
the Church, and at the, beginning of regeneration, this is the only influx from which the
scientifics of the Word have life. But this state cannot endure or all truth in time would perish.
This first state is a state of good from truth, or a state of mere obedience to truth, afterwards the
Church must come into a state in which it is in good, and from this sees truth. Then truths are
said to be im-
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planted in good. With this change mediate influx through the Heavens commences, by which the
interior degrees of the mind of the Church are built up. And it is this building up of the mind that
is meant by the second education or education anew.
Previously the Lord did inflow with good into the truths of the letter, for without good, truth is
but a dead shell, but this influx was immediate and not perceptible. In the second state when a
man is in truth from good, there is a twofold influx, both immediate from the Lord, and mediate
by means of the Heavens; this influx is perceptible, and is called revelation.
Thus we read in the ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 8694: "By revelation is meant enlightenment
when the Word is read, and then perception; for they who are in good and long for truth are
taught in this way from the Word; but they who are not in good cannot be taught from the Word,
but can only be confirmed in such things as they have been instructed in from infancy, whether
true or false. The reason why those who are in good have revelation, and those who are in evil
have no revelation, is that in the internal sense each and all things in the Word treat of the Lord
and of His kingdom, and the Angels that are with man perceive the Word according to its
internal sense. This is communicated to the man who is in good and reads the Word, and from
affection longs for truth, and consequently has enlightenment and perception. For with those who
are in good and from this in the affection of truth, the intellectual part of the mind is opened into
Heaven, and their soul, that is their internal man, is in fellowship with the Angels; but it is
otherwise with those who are not in good. But what is the nature of the revelation of those who
are in good and from this in the affection of truth cannot be described. It is not manifest, neither
is it altogether hidden; but it is a certain consent and favoring from within that a thing is true, and
a non-favoring if it is not true. . . . The cause of its being so is from the influx of Heaven from
the Lord; for through Heaven from the Lord there is light, that surrounds and enlightens the
intellect, which is the eye of the internal sight. The things which are then seen in that light are
truths, for this very light is the Divine Truth which proceeds from the Lord.
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That this Divine Truth is light in Heaven has been frequently shown".
This passage shows that the scientifics in the Writings are not the source of light to the mind, but
are the objects which must be seen in light. The light itself is from the Lord by means of the
internal sense of the Writings which is with the Angels and which may be communicated to a
man who is in fellowship with them, when reading the Writings. The spiritual and celestial
sense, as it in itself, cannot be expressed in natural language, and there ore is called ineffable,
nevertheless it may descend into corresponding natural language, in which case the genuine
Doctrine of the Church is born. The genuine Doctrine of the Church is therefore the result of the
education anew by the Lord. The genuine Doctrine of the Church is in itself spiritual and
celestial and therefore can only be seen when in a state of enlightenment. If one reads the letter

of the Doctrine of the Church when not in a state of enlightenment one acquires mere scientifics,
as is the case when one reads the letter of the Three Testaments.
From what has been said it may be seen that there can be no knowledge of the second education
without mediate and immediate revelation from the Lord, and where there is no knowledge of
the second education there can be no genuine Doctrine as to the first education.
The second education is described in the APOCAI,YPSE EXPLAINED as follows: "By prophets
here and elsewhere in the Word are meant in the nearest sense such prophets as those were in the
Old Testament through whom the Lord spoke; but in the spiritual sense those prophets are not
meant, but all whom the Lord leads; with these also the Lord flows in and reveals to them the
secrets of the Word, whether they teach or not. . . . Prophets mean all whom the Lord teaches,
thus all who are in the spiritual affection of truth, that is who love truth because it is truth; for the
Lord teaches these, and flows into their understanding and enlightens; and this is more true of
these than of the prophets of the Old Testament. From this it can be seen that prophets mean in
the spiritual sense all who are wise from the Lord; and this whether they teach or do not teach.
And as every truly spiritual sense is abstracted from the idea of persons, places and
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times, so the prophets also signify in the highest sense the Lord in relation to the Word, and a- to
Doctrine from the Word; and likewise the Word and Doctrine. A prophet means Divine Truth,
which is the Word, and which is in the Church out of the Word" (n. 624).
Hence it may be seen -that the Word, and to the New Churchman especially the Latin Word,
Must be as a vessel in his mind, and that the second education consists of an immediate and
mediate revelation from the Lord into this Divinely formed receptacle.
Before passing on let us consider briefly the place of what is called Swedenborg's scientific
works. From what has been said it can be seen that it is only in so far as these works are seen as
spiritual scientifics that they have a rightful place within the borders of the Church, that is in so
far as the corresponding spiritual scientifics are seen within the apparent worldly scientifics of
their letter. In Providence the scientific works were not written to give, man a literal or factual
account of the physical world; but to act as an ultimate basis for the giving of the Writings. The
scientific works were given because they . contain natural scientifics which correspond to
spiritual scientifics. In the future no one will think of even discussing the point as to whether the
scientific works agree with the facts of worldly science; for to do so brings the mind down to the
sensual corporeal plane; just as now a New Church minister does not discuss whether the
account of creation given in Genesis agrees with the actual mode of the creation of the World,
for to do so brings him into the sphere of the perverted Christian church.
If viewed from within the Writings and philosophic works will indeed be seen to be in agreement
with the true scientifics of the world. but not if viewed from without, or from the scientific. This
may be illustrated by works of art: Those who regard the works of art of Egypt, of Greece, of the
Middle Ages, and other works of art, merely from the science of anatomy, cannot see the
agreement between the work of art and human anatomy. But those who view art from within,
that is those who see art from the genuine love of art, see the harmony and agreement between
the things of art and
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of nature; this is so because the agreement is internal, and the internal can never be seen in the
light of the external, but the external always in the light of the internal.
Language.
The subject of language in a sense runs parallel to that of science; there are the languages of the
world and the languages of the Word, the three sacred Ianguages. Neither the one nor the other
can enter into Heaven nor have they any part in the internal sense, and therefore languages as
such belong solely to the first education. The spiritual language, which one comes into without
instruction when raised to the spiritual degree of the mind, is the medium of the second
education; while living on earth this language descends into the natural mind and clothes itself
with corresponding words of natural language for the sake of communication.
Concerning the spiritual language we read in HEAVEN AND HELL, n. 236: "All in the
universal Heaven have one language. . . . This language is not learned there, but is implanted in
everyone, for it flows from their very affection and thought". A tongue or language represents
Doctrine or the truth of Doctrine; the above passage therefore signifies that spiritual Doctrine
cannot be learned like natural doctrine, but flows out of the very affections and thoughts, and
indeed from the Lord.
This was represented by the tongues of flame descending upon the Apostles on the day of
Pentecost. The tongues of flame represented Doctrine from love. These tongues caused the
Apostles to speak in tongues, that is caused each one to hear the Apostles in their own language.
The descent of the tongues was the descent of pure love, but those tongues of flame when
received take on external doctrinal form according to the nature of the mind of the one who
receives, thus each one heard according to his own tongue.
We read in GENESIS 11 : 1: "The earth was one lip", that is flier was but one Doctrine, the lip of
the Angels; yet the Ancient Church differed greatly as to doctrinals. But as all these doctrinals
were from the universal Doctrine they were united by charity. Charity
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was the life or internal of their doctrinals, wherefore they were- in true doctrinals, although in
diverse ones. When charity no longer was the life of doctrinals the doctrinals were separated
from the Doctrine, and when so separated they had no longer a uniting medium, which is
represented by Jehovah confounding the lip. What is said in the ARCANA COELESTIA in this
connection about charity does not mean that charity can unite false and true doctrinals, but that if
the doctrinals are from genuine charity then they are in harmony, because from the universal
Doctrine, and this no matter bow they may differ as to doctrinals.

When an Angel speaks to a man he speaks to him in his own language. An Angel represents the
good and truth of the internal mind; to speak represents influx of the Doctrine out of Heaven; the
man who hears represents the external mind; the language of the man represents the doctrinal
things that a man has acquired out of the Word. When influx takes place it is according to the
reception by vessels.
We read in the ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 7236: "From only twenty three letters, put together in
different ways, there can arise the words of all languages, and even with a perpetual variety if
there were thousands of languages". The twenty-three letters signify the letter of the Word, the
languages signify the Doctrine that is drawn out of the letter of the Word. From the letters by
arrangement words are formed, from these sentences and from these chapters. It is only in the
chapter that the full use of the letters becomes evident, and, in fact, in the meaning of the
chapter; when one has learned to read fluently one becomes unconscious of the letters. The same
is true of the letter of the Word including the letter of the Writings. From these words are
formed, the internal natural sense, from these sentences, the spiritual sense, and from these
chapters, the celestial sense. So far the Church has been occupied largely with acquiring- the
alphabet. Note that the language is finite and limited, while the alphabet is unlimited and a-, it
were infinite.
But let us not forget that the spiritual language which belongs to the second education is not
learned, but comes to a man from influx as he is raised into a spiritual state.
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Art.
The same universal laws that rule in science and language rule in art. All genuine art is a
representation of celestial and spiritual things, it is not only a representation but also
corresponds. Thus all genuine art contains within it what is spiritual and celestial, and within this
what is Divine. All internal art like all genuine Doctrine is due to immediate and mediate influx
from the Lord. Nevertheless art is natural, spiritual, or celestial, according to the nature of the
reception.
Spiritual natural art is characterized by the fact that the artist is unaware of the influx, while with
the interior degrees the influx is perceptible. This is involved in the following quotation from the
ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 552: "that all the joy and happiness in Heaven are from the Lord
alone has been shown me by many experiences, of which the following may be related. I saw
that with the utmost diligence some angelic spirits were fashioning a lampstand with its lamps
and flowers of the richest ornamentation in honor of the Lord. For an hour or two I was
permitted to witness with what great pains they labored to make everything about it beautiful and
representative, they supposing that they were doing it of themselves. But to me it was given to
perceive that of themselves they could devise nothing at all. At last after some hours they said
that they had formed a very beautiful representative candelabrum in honor of the Lord, whereat
they rejoiced from their hearts. But I told them that of themselves they had devised and formed
nothing at all, but the Lord alone for them. At first they would scarcely believe this, but being
angelic spirits they were enlightened, and confessed that I was so. So it is with all other
representative things, and with everything of affection and thought both in general and in
particular, and also with heavenly joys and felicities, the very smallest bits of them is from the

Lord alone". Here we may note that the candlestick which the angelic spirits, that is the Angels
of the Lowest Heaven, formed, was Doctrine, without which they could not have read the Word.
The genuine Doctrine that The Church has drawn from the Writings so far is included in what is
here said concerning this
26
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candlestick. For the Church has thought it has fashioned it in honor of the Lord, when in truth the
Church has devised and fashioned no genuine Doctrine, but, the Lord alone for it.
Art is based on a perception of nature as a representation of the Divine Human; in the lowest
degree of genuine art this perception, as such, is not consciously realized by the artist.
While genuine art contains within it spiritual and celestial things, as it is first seen it is merely
sensual, and unless there is influx from Heaven raising the mind above what is sensual, art
remains so to the beholder; just as in the case of the Doctrine of the Church, if the mind is not
raised into spiritual light it is seen only as natural. As one in enlightenment draws Doctrine from
the infinite source of the letter of the Word, so the genuine artist draws from the indefinite source
of nature the spiritual and celestial things that lie within. But if the beholder is not
in enlightenment he cannot see the spiritual and celestial things that have been drawn out and let
down again into the natural, but he only sees the sensual appearances. In other words if the
beholder does not come into something of the same inspiration as the artist, he cannot see art.
This is involved in the following quotation, ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 1954: "The eye does not
see from itself, but from interior sight; interior sight, does not see from itself, but from a still
more interior sight, or that of man's rational. Nay, neither does this see from itself, but does so
from a still more internal sight, which is that of the internal man. And even this does not see
from itself, for it is the Lord who sees through the internal man, and He is the only one who sees,
because He is the only one who lives, and He it is who gives man the ability to see, and this in
such a manner that it appears as 'If lie saw of himself".
As this law has a universal application, it applies to art as well as to other things, whence it can
be seen that there is no genuine sight of art except from the Lord, and their this sight becomes
more and more interior according to the opening of the degrees of the mind. Hence it is evident
why there is no real seeing of art in the world as it is today; nothing is seen, but the sensual
appearance. As the genuine seeing of art belongs to the second
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education, it cannot be taught, but is due to mediate and immediate influx from the Lord. Man in
art as in Doctrine can only act as midwife.
Education of Children in Heaven.
The second or new education is described in the Writings under the representation of the
education of children in Heaven. Heaven is the internal mind, into which a man enters by the

second birth. After this entrance a man must be educated anew, for at first he is bit a child in the
things of the spiritual world.
Here we will consider but a few of' the thin-s which are said in the Writings concerning the
education of' children in Heaven, in order that we ma see bow they apply to the education anew.
In the MIEMORABILIA, n. 5660 and following numbers, we read: "How 'maidens are educated
in the other life and in Heaven". "Maidens" are the affections of truth, "in Heaven" represents in
the internal or spiritual mind "They are always kept at their own work which is embroidery, and
the things which they make are either for themselves, or they give them to others. . . . They
receive their garments gratis, not knowing bow, which they put on daily, and a better one, for
festivals". "The garments which they receive gratis" represent the truths or things of genuine
Doctrine which the internal mind receives by influx from the Lord without any effort on the part
of man.
These garments are woven by the Lord from within, or as said of the work of the weaver that it is
spiritual out of the celestial. "The festival days on which they receive better garments" are such
states -is are represented by the Sabbath days and the days of feasts. Such days represent
especially the conjunction of good and truth, in such states more interior truths are received.
"The embroidery which is their work" represents the collection and arrangement of spiritual
scientifics. Concerning embroidery, we read as follows in the ARCANA COELESTIA: "The
work of the embroiderer signifies the things which ,ire scientific. The cause of this is from the
representatives in the other life. There appear their garments embroidered in various ways, by
which are signified scientific truths. Scientific
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truths differ from intellectual truths as external things from internal ones, or as the natural from
the spiritual; for the intellectual is the visual of the internal man, and scientifics are its objects in
the external man" (n. 9688). "The work of the embroiderer signifies the cognitions of good and
truth. The work of the embroiderer signifies that which is from the scientific. The reason it is
said by means of the cognitions of good and truth, is that by these are meant interior scientifics,
such as are those of the Church concerning faith and love" (n. 9945).
The work of the maidens in Heaven, that is, the work of the affection of truth in the internal
mind, is to collect and arrange interior scientifics, that is the cognitions of good and truth, as if of
themselves. It is obvious that these scientifics which are called the cognitions of good and truth
are by the New Churchman gathered especially from the Writings. Yet this embroidery work
belongs to the external mind; man is given to do this work as if from himself in order that he
may perform uses, although reality this also is done by the Lord. As to truths themselves here
represented by the garments, these are given to the man gratis by the Lord, man "not knowing
how".
"When they see spots on their garments, it is a sign that they have thought what is evil and that
they have done what is wrong". In relation to the Church this signifies that when something of
the love of self or the world enters in, blemishes begin to appear in the Doctrine of the Church
and this is a sign for the need of repentance.

We read in the MEMORABILIA, n. 5668: "On the education of little children in Heaven:
1.
They are with their nurses whom they call their mothers"; a nurse represents innocence, or
the "spiritual celestial"; innocence guards, protects, and feeds the spiritual affection of truth, for
unless this ears for it as a mother, the affection of truth perishes.
2.
"They read the Lord's prayer, and learn prayers from nurses by influx out of Heaven". The,
Lord's prayer represents the Word, especially the Word as to worship. Prayers we are told
represent revelation, for in genuine prayer there is a revelation from the Lord which is an answer
to the prayer; it is here clearly stated that the prayers are by means of influx out of Heaven.
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3.
"There are preachers for them". Preachers preach the Doctrine of good and truth,
wherefore abstractly from person the preacher signifies such Doctrine. It is the Doctrine of
genuine good and truth which instructs the newborn internal affection of truth.
4.
"Intelligence flows in and also wisdom, which surpasses the intelligence of the learned in
the world, although they have an infantile idea of these things". The learned of the world
represent the scientifics of the Word, and those who are in such scientifics. After the second birth
intelligence and wisdom flow in from the internal sense of the Word; this intelligence surpasses
the intelligence that has been acquired merely from the letter, although as yet, the man, being but
a spiritual infant, has only an infantile idea of these things.
5.
"They have representations from Heaven". The representations signify doctrinals,
especially doctrinals as to their letter, for it is these that represent interior things.
6.
"They are dressed according to their diligence, especially with flowers and garlands". As
has been shown above their diligence refers to the acquiring of scientifics; they who do this in
humility and innocence are gifted with garments. The flowers and garlands represent the things
of intelligence, with which they are endowed.
7.

"They are led into paradises". Paradise represents the things of wisdom.

8.
"They are tempted". During the first education man only undergoes natural temptations,
that is temptations as to the good and truth of the letter of the Word. During the second
education, that is, the education as to the things of the internal sense of the Word, man undergoes
spiritual temptations, which are here represented by temptation of children in Heaven.
9.
"They grow according to their state of reception". Man's internal mind like his external
mind is a vessel, and the growth of this mind is according to its opening to the reception of both
immediate and mediate influx from the Lord.
10. "They are of diverse genius". The things of the internal mind, like those of the external
mind, are of diverse genius; it is the Divine of the Lord which makes
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each society of Heaven, it is the Divine of the Lord which makes the spiritual sense of the Word
with every man whose mind is opened, yet the reception of the Divine of the Lord is different,
with every one and is indeed according to the genius of each individual.
11. "Nurses are given them who in the world have loved little children". As we have already
spoken of nurses we, will omit further elucidation.
12. "They who are educated is little children know no otherwise than that they were born in
Heaven". All birth takes place in the natural, wherefore the word natural is derived from the
word meaning birth. The birth of the .spiritual mind originally takes place in The things of the
letter of the Word and Doctrine. Yet when it is perceived that all the things of the spiritual mind
are due to influx from the Lord immediately and through the Heavens, it it' they were born in the
spiritual mind instead of, as is really the case, that they were raised by the Lord out of the things
of the letter of the Word in the natural mind.
13. "They do not know what time and space and such earthly things are". The things of time
and space as related to the Church, signify the things of the letter of the Word; such things
cannot enter into Heaven, nor can they enter into the things of the interior mind, so much is this
the ease that if man is in interior thought the things of the letter it were disappear to such an
extent that he does not know what such things are.
14. "They speak the angelic language within a month". When man's spiritual mind is first
opened by means of the second birth, he cannot speak the spiritual language, that is he cannot
talk from genuine Doctrine, but is as it were dumb. But this period is of short duration; it only
applies to his first state as to faith. After a month he can speak the angelic Ianguage, and this, as
was shown above, without instruction.
The above are but a few preliminary thoughts with regard to the second education; until we
know more of this education, as we have said, we can have scarcely any idea of the genuine
nature of the first education.
Before closing we wish to note that no man merits the second education; introduction into the
things of the internal
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mind, that is introduction into the things of the spiritual sense of the Word, is du(, to the merit of
the Lord and not due to any merit on man's part. No one merits Heaven; if any one imagines that
he can enter the things of the spiritual sense of the Word either by study or by doing good works
and not by means of the Lord, he is among those in the other life who cut grass or chop wood to
keep warm, under which is, as it were, something of the Lord. Such do not enter into the sheepfold by the door, but like robbers climb up some other way.

DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR FEBRUARY 1931
LIFE ACCORDTNC TO THE DOCTRINE
OF THE CHURCH
AN ADDRESS BY H. D. G. GROENEVELD, DELIVERED
AT THE SOCIAL SUPPER, NOVEMBER 30TH, 1930.
And Jesus, seeing great multitudes about Him, gave commandment to depart unto the other side.
And a certain scribe came and said unto Him: Master, I will follow Thee whithersoever Thou
goest.
And Jesus said unto Him: The foxes have holes, and the birds of heaven have nests, but the Son
of Man has not where to lay His head.
And another of His disciples said unto Him: Lord, suffer me first to go and bury my father.
But Jesus said unto him: Follow Me; and let the dead bury their dead.
MATTHEW 8 :18-22.
Every man has interior things and exterior things. The interior things are opened more and more
if the exterior things cooperate. When by the life of man the interior things and the exterior
things operate as one whole, man from the Lord receives an internal and an external. The
external derives itsexistence from the internal, while the internal is the being of the external. The
mind of man then is simple, one side being the internal or the rational and the other side the
external or the natural. From the internal all things can then be seen in the external.
"Jesus", with regard to the Lord, signifies the Good of the Divine Human, and with regard to an
the good from the Divine Human of the Lord or the good of love to the Lord. It is the love which
dwells only in the internal or the rational of man.
"Seeing great multitudes about Him" signifies the understanding of the different truths in the
natural or
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In the external. "And Jesus, seeing great multitudes about Him" therefore signifies the
understanding from the Doctrine of the Church of different truths of the literal sense of the
Word, now especially those of the literal sense of the Third Testament, in their proper order. For
the Doctrine of the Church -s the dwelling-place for the good of love to the Lord, while the

literal sense of the Word and also of the Doctrine of the Church, only gives truths laid down in
the natural. "The departing into the other side" signifies a change of state, namely the going from
the truths as they are in the internal or rational to the truths as they are in the external or natural.
This change of state is necessary because the truths of the Doctrine of the Church are from the
internal or rational. and they who are in the natural cannot see these truths. They see only the
truths of The literal sense of the Word and of the literal sense of the Doctrine of the Church.
"And a certain scribe came and said unto Him: Master. T will follow Thee withersoever Thou
goest". A scribe signifies one who is in truth from good. It is the truth from the internal or
rational. In an unfavorable sense I scribe is one who is in truth alone, that is, in truth from the
natural, therefore in the truth of the literal sense of the Word or of the literal sense of the
Doctrine of the Church. He is therefore one who is in the natural rational as also appears from
this, that he calls the Lord "Master". Such a one will be in entire agreement with the rational of
the literal sense of the Word and of the literal sense of the Doctrine of the Church, as appears
from his Words: "Master, T will follow Thee whithersoever Thou goest".
"And Jesus saith unto Him: The foxes have holes and the birds of heaven have nests, but the Son
of Van has not where to lay His bead." The foxes stand for the things of the will, the birds of
heaven for the things of the understanding. The foxes signify the rational thing of the natural
with regard to evil or with regard to apparent good, the birds of heaven the rational things of the
natural with regard to falsity or with regard to apparent truth. "The foxes have holes, the birds of
heaven nests" signifies that the rational things with regard to evil and also apparent good and the
rational things with regard to falsity and also apparent truth find
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a resting place with the human race in general and in the Church in particular. For these things
there is love, with these things there is conjunction as by marriage.
"But the Son of Man has not where to lay His head". The Son of Man stands for the Doctrine of
the Church, as appears from the third verse of the fifth chapter of the second part of the
CANONS: "This Human is called the Son of God and the Son of Man: the Son of God from the
Divine Truth and the Divine Good in Him, which is the Word; and the Son of Man from the
Divine Truth and Good out of Him, which thence is of the Doctrine of the Church out of the
Word." The "head" signifies the highest or inmost, therefore the good of love to the Lord. The
head of the Son of ),fan is therefore The good of love to the Lord, which is the inmost of the
Doctrine of the Church. It is the good of love from which the Doctrine of the Church comes into
existence, for the Doctrine is spiritual out of celestial origin. There is then in The Church, in case
of change of state, no love for the essential of the Doctrine of the Church. There is no love for
conjunction; the true conjugal love is lacking. The external of the, Doctrine of the Church or its
literal sense is touched with coarse bands, without feeling the tenderness of what is bidden
within. Who is not painfully affected when he sees that a small child, and especially a new born
child, is, coarsely handled? Does not one experience a certain fear to touch a newborn child with
the hands or even with the mouth? Ts one not especially sensitive on such an occasion of one's
own coarseness and impurity? Do not all movements express a tenderness so as not to hurt the
child? Let us then approach also the Doctrine of the Church as having been born from the Lord
with humility and with a feeling of our own coarseness and impurity.

"And another of His disciples said unto Him: Lord, suffer me to o and bur my father." A
"disciple" signifies one who is in truth, more especially natural truth which leads to good.
"Father" signifies good, in the, unfavorable sense evil, and also apparent good. Burying signifies
resurrection, therefore a life in the good of truth or in the unfavorable sense a life in the evil of
falsity, and also in the apparent good of apparent truth. In general
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these words of the disciple signify that man desires to continue to I've in the things of the world
and not in the things of Heaven. In particular they signify that the man of the Church loves the
things of the natural and therefore desires to be in those, things and not in the things of The
rational. which is to say that he primarily loves the thin-s of the literal sense of the Third
Testament and thus desires to live in those things and not in the things of the, internal sense or
the truths of the Doctrine of the Church. For, when the Doctrine is offered to the men of theChurch many will be of the opinion that the interior things are not vet necessary, as there are
very many truths in the literal sense that are not vet known, and have therefore not, vet been
applied to life, and that, consequently, very many evils have not vet been removed. It is man's
proprium that thus expresses itself, fearing to lose its rest and its dominion. This appears from
the Lord's answer.
"But Jesus said unto him: Follow Me, and let the dead bury their dead". They who are in love to
the Lord will perceive from the influx of the Lord that one must live, according to the interior
things, therefore according to the truths of the Word opened by the Doctrine of the Church, and
that it may be left to the evil spirits to raise up the evils and the falsities that are in man's mind.
The man of the Church therefore should not occupy himself with the things of the world, but
must leave them to those who are in those things. But also more and more must the man of the
Church leave the truths of the literal sense of the Word, and -now especially those of the Third
Testament, and turn to the interior things. Ever more and more must the man of the Church direct
himself to the interior things and consequently withdraw more and more from the natural, so that
finally each fibber of his spiritual body is turned to the Lord alone. Then there is no longer any
gleam from the proprium in us and we are in the shadow of God. Then for the first time the Lord
is our Father and we are His children.
DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACTS FROM THE ISSUE FOR AUG.- SEPT. 1931
THE NINETEENTH OF JUNE 1931
Address by the Reverend Ernst Pfeiffer.
This is the tenth time that the FIRST DUTCH SOCIETY celebrates the Nineteenth of June; it
was on Sunday, 19th June 1921, that the Society was established. There were then twelve
members of the GENERAL CHURCH present, who signed the declaration of principle of the
Society to be established. During these ten years a deep-going change of state has Gradually
developed, and there are not more than two or three of those who originally signed, who have
been able or willing to follow us on the way which, as we believe, the Lord has shown to us. But
nevertheless we are convinced that the inmost principle which has led us, is the same as that

which then brought us together, namely the inmost of the PRINCIPLES OF THE ACADEMY,
the real heart of those Principles, which the Church inherited from its great leader Bishop
Benade and his spiritual predecessors, namely that the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the
Word of God. The truth that the Writings are the Word is the only light in which the Divine
essence of the Doctrine of the Church can be seen. It is a fact we may rejoice over that
practically all new members of our society who after its establishment as a result of our
evangelisation have Joined us, have gone with us in our development in an affirmative spirit.
Although we believe that the inmost principle which ten years ago gave life to our Society, is the
same, our thought at the present day has been entirely renewed. We believe it has been deepened
from the Lord, and we have the clear light and from that light the, interior certainty that it is the
Lord Himself who has led the Society, and that from the beginning He has had a spiritual end in
view with it, which we could then not yet see, but which as we now
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understand, has been attained in a remarkable way. In a certain sense we may say it has been
attained, for we have the confidence that the spiritual things which have been born in our Society
will prove imperishable; but at the same time we are all deeply impressed with the great
difficulties in which we find ourselves now placed. The state of the Society in many respects
hovers in uncertainty. For this reason I feel urged to restrict myself to-night as much as possible
to a consideration of the abstract spiritual things which fill our thought and not to enter into
particular as regards the concrete state of the Society. We may leave the further development
with the fullest confidence to the Lord's Providence.
By The birth of the Doctrine of the Church the essential life of the Church has been removed
entirely from the natural or external things to the spiritual or internal things. We have learnt to
see the letter of the Latin Word as something natural, as the Divine Truth laid down in the
Natural, and we have found that this truth has also been seen by leading men of the past,
although they have never before realized the consequences, with the exception of the Rev. E. S.
Hyatt who had a general perception of the difference between the Latin Word and the Doctrine
of the Church.
We have learnt to understand that all that is said in the DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE
SACRED SCRIPTURE concerning the natural and the natural or literal sense applies essentially
to the Third Testament. As long as man regards the letter of the Old and of the New Testament
as the natural and the letter of the Third Testament as the spiritual, he remains in a purely natural
state; only when we, begin to distinguish in ourselves what has been revealed concerning the
difference between the natural and the spiritual, and not in anything outside of us, then we begin
for the first time to see where we stand, and then for the first time the possibility opens itself for
man to pass on from the interior-natural state to the spiritual state.
We read in THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION, n. 508, the description of a Temple in the
spiritual world, and in connection with this of a veil that has been lifted; and it is said that it is
now allowed to enter intellectually into the mysteries of faith. We have formerly always believed
that
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the lifting of this veil was nothing else than the revelation of the Third Testament, and that
therefore, when those Books were in the world, the veil was lifted. But upon deeper insight it
clearly appears in that description that by the old state which preceded the lifting of the veil and
the new state that is meant by the lifting of the veil, not simply the Old and the New Testament
on the one side and the Third Testament on the other side are meant, but the state of the old
church at its end, after it had falsified all truths of the Old and the New Testament, and the state
of the New Church, which had become possible on the basis of the Third Testament. This
appears clearly from the fact that in that description the doctrinal things of the New Church are
contrasted with the dogmas of the old church. Of the dogmas of the old church it is said that they
"are not out of the Word, but patched together out of self-intelligence and thence out of falsities,
and also confirmed by some things oat of the Word"; and of the doctrinal things of
the New Church it is said that they "are truths continuous from the Lord revealed through the
Word". That by the Word here the Third Testament is meant, is clear; for the New Church is
not out of the Old Testament and not out of the New, but out of the Third Testament; and that by,
doctrinal things the particulars of a literal sense of a universal revelation are never meant, but the
doctrinal thoughts which the Church on the basis of that letter has developed, is clearly taught in
many places of the Third Testament (A.C. 3052, 3057, 3309, 3726, 7233, 9380).
In the measure in which the Church will understand the words "that the doctrinal things of the
New Church are truths continuous from- the Lord", its understanding will be enlightened and be
more and more lifted up to the Lord. Then will it be understood what is meant by this that by the
Doctrine of the Church the essential life of the Church has been removed from the natural or
external things to the spiritual of internal things, therefore from what is without to what is within.
It will be seen that the -genuine spiritual truths of the Church, all in the measure of its
regeneration, are, born from the Lord within in the human minds; that these genuine spiritual
truths differ from the truths which one has taken up by direct cognizance out of the letter of the
Third Testament, and that there is no
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relation between them except that of correspondence, such as exists between the spiritual and the
natural.
It is my intention this evening to say a few words once more, as simply as possible, concerning
one of the most interior and therefore most hidden arguments in connection with the Doctrine of
the Church, as brought forth by Mr. Groeneveld in his address on The Coming of the Lord in the
Doctrine of the Church (DE HEMELSCHE LEER, First Fasc., pp. 38-43), namely concerning
the difference between the rational And the natural, both in the Divine Human of the Lord and in
the individual man. It is the proper task of the priest in the spiritual Church to clothe the interior
arcana of the Word in such words that they become conceivable to some extent to all members of
the Church, therefore even to the most simple. If one is able to understand this difference
between the rational and the natural and their mutual relation, one his understood the proper core
of the Doctrine of the Church, and this in such a way, in the light of spiritual truth, that as a
constants verity it will never again be lost sight of.

It is said that the Human of the Lord and the human of each man consists of the rational and the
natural. The natural are the affections and thought, relative to the outside world, with which we
come into contact by the senses. In that respect a man is similar to a beast, a natural being. But
above and within that natural, man has a rational, which is directed inwardly to the eternal
things, to Heaven and the Lord. This rational together with that natural makes the human, and the
rational is the inmost of the human.
Now it is said that the Lord, when He came into the world, for the first time assumed a Rational
of His own and a Natural of His own, since He then assumed a Human of His own. Before, when
He manifested Himself as a Man, this was not done in a Human of His own, but He made use of
His Human Divine* in the Heavens, that is, He made use of the Angels. But by His Incarnation
He assumed a
In the expression "the Human Divine" the word "Divine" is the noun and the word "Human" is
the adjective, in contradistinction to the expression "the Divine Human", where the word
"Human" is the noun and the word "Divine" the adjective.
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Human of His own, consisting of a Rational and a Natural.
The coming into existence of this Human of the Lord's own should be seen as follows: It is the
most of the human that makes Heaven with man; it is therefore the rational that makes Heaven.
Now the rational which 'before the Incarnation of the Lord made the Heavens, was the Rational
Divine, come into existence, by the reception by the Angels of the influx of the Divine of the
Lord. Here the difference clearly appears between the Rational Divine which before the
Incarnation made the Heavens, and the Divine Rational of the Lord which now makes the
Heavens. The Rational Divine was dependent on the reception by the Angels, the Divine
Rational is the Lord's alone, seeing He has assumed a Human of His own. When the time for the
Coming of the Lord was at hand, He clothed all that Rational which made the then existing
Heavens, with a very finest Natural, and so made a purely Divine Seed, which the Virgin Mary
conceived. This purely Divine Seed by the conception was clothed in the Virgin Mary with the
interior and exterior natural, to which clung the hereditary evil of Mary. But the Lord's own
'Natural, filled with all the Rational Divine, which since creation had come into existence, was
the soul of the Child that had been conceived, and this soul was purely Divine. The Lord, first in
the time from the conception to the birth, and then from the birth to the resurrection, by the
Glorification entirely renewed the natural which He bad assumed from Mary and made it Divine.
The Lord by His temptations and victories brought the natural with Him into order and thereby
raised Himself from the natural or from the external man to the rational or the internal man with
Him. The Rational Divine, now became His own Divine Rational.
The regeneration of man is an image of the Glorification of the Lord. Each man out of
conception has, as the inmost of his human, a germ of the rational, which in the mother's body is
clothed with an interior and exterior natural. Man's life, before regeneration is in the natural. The
rational or the internal man with him, which is the Lord's, before and during regeneration makes
itself felt only by an unconscious influx. For that rational in itself is the proper celestial with
man, since that rational in itself or the
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interior rational makes the third Heaven (cf. A. C. 5145). It is therefore clear that man, before he
has become celestial, does riot live in the rational but only receives an influx from the rational.
In the letter of the Third Testament the Rational has been laid down in the Natural, which means
that the particulars of that letter, such as man first receives them as scientifics, are as it were
types in the natural, formed in correspondence with the rational; for the natural-rational of the
letter corresponds with the rational proper which is in the celestial Heaven, and with the Divine
Rational itself of the Lord. The man who is to be regenerated now first takes up into his memory
those types or effigies of the rational laid down in the natural, and it is the order of regeneration
that in the light of these effigies he begins to fight against his proprium and in this light gradually
wrestles through the natural. The rationality which leads him in this state, is therefore by no
means as yet the rational itself, but only an influx of the rational into The natural; as to his
essence he still is a purely natural man; riot an infernal-natural man such as before the
commencement of regeneration, but a interior-natural man. In this light is to be understood what
has been said in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, namely that the Church before the birth of the
Doctrine of the Church was in a purely natural state.
Also in the second state of the Church, when for the first time from an interior-natural Church it
has become a genuine spiritual Church, the proper characteristic of its order of regeneration is a
wrestling through the natural. Only in the place of the purely natural types of the rational laid
down in the letter of the Third Testament, there have gradually come genuine spiritual truths, as
this letter can now be opened, and the internal sense which has reference to purely spiritual
realities, good a-ad truth, and its opposites, evil and falsity, is seen, that is, the spiritual Doctrine
of the Church. The proper combat of the Church, the interior combat against the hells, now really
only be ins. Man also in this state, with regard to his will, has by no means been elevated from
the natural to the rational, bat this gradually becomes so with regard to his understanding. For
this reason it is said that the exterior-rational makes the spiritual man or the second Heaven; and
it is also said that
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the essence of the second Heaven is truth; for the internal essence of charity is truth.
Only when the combat has been entirely fought and the wrestlings of temptation can cease, man
rises entirely above the natural, and enters with his entire being into the rational proper. Man has
now become a celestial man, for only the celestial man is an essentially rational man; only
celestial men have genuine rational truths (A.C. 6240). Now for the first time the proprium has
completely receded (although regeneration continues throughout eternity), and man is now no
longer anything but a pure vessel, a pure receiver, of the influx of the Lord. He has freed himself
from his impure external man, the natural soiled with hereditary evil and the evil of his
proprium, and from the Lord he has been raised to his internal man, the proper rational or the
celestial. The natural with him has been entirely renewed; it has become the external of his

rational, which no longer has any life of its own which is in opposition to the rational, but which
serves the rational, so that as it were the rational is everything and the natural as it were nothing.
And still man has now for the first time become an actual and complete man, with a rational
which is consciously his and with a natural which clothes his, rational; Heaven and earth with
him have become one complete whole.
But this celestial state of the Church, where the essential Second Coming of the Lord has become
a reality also with regard to the human race, and the New Church will be the Bride of the Lamb,
still lies in a far distant future. We believe that with the birth of the Doctrine of the Church the
spiritual state of the Church has now for the first time dawned. If one sees the difference between
the natural and the rational as I have tried to explain it in a few words, then it is no longer
possible to doubt that the truths of the letter of the Latin Word, which one takes up by direct
cognizance, are, with man, not rational but only natural truths, and that rational truths can never
come from anywhere but by regeneration from within from the Lord.
We have this evening a special occasion for joy and gratitude on account of the appearance in
this month of the CANONS and of the NINE QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE TRINITY.
The CANONS at present make upon us the impression
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of being one of the most important books of the Third Testament, if it were possible here to
speak of more or less important. But we have this impression because in this book in many
passages it is openly spoken in the letter of the Divinity of the Doctrine of the Church; especially
where it treats of the Son of Man and it is declared that by this is meant the Doctrine of the
church or the Truth of the Church out or the Word.
Address by H. D. G. Groeneveld.
This day is a festival for the New Church. It is the commemoration of the Second coming of the
Lord and of the establishment of the New Church. The Word given to the Christian Church, the
New Testament, gradually was more and more falsified by the love of self and the love of the
world of the human race, until it last there was no longer any truth present in the church. When
the obscuration and affliction had come to fulness and therefore the conjunction of the Lord with
the human race threatened to be broken, the Lord came again by the giving of a new Word, the
Third Testament, and by the establishment of a new Church. Although the Christian church has
the Old Testament, and the New, it nevertheless is not in the possession of a single truth. This
proves that the Word by itself does not give to the Church the possession of truths. It is the
presence of the Lord in the church by which the Church is in the possession of genuine truths.
The conjunction of the Lord with the human race is therefore present externally by the Word
given from the Lord, and internally by the presence, of the Lord in the Church. The presence of
the Lord in the Church externally by the Word without the internal presence is then as a body
without soul and spirit, that is, as a dead body, of which it is said in the 28th verse of the 24th
chapter of the Gospel of Matthew: "For wheresoever the carcase is, there will the eagles be
gathered together".

It is therefore not the Third Testament by itself, that distinguishes the New Church from the old
church, but especially the presence of the Lord in the Church, by which the New Church sees
and acknowledges the truths of the
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Third Testament, while this Testament has remained closed for the old church.
It is therefore not through the Writings of Emanuel ,Swedenborg alone that we have joined the
New Church. It is especially by the love of truth that our eyes have been opened for these
Writings. It is this love of truth which brought the internal presence of the Lord. It is from this
love that the, Church has been established-, it is from this love that the Church will grow more
and more. It is from this love alone that we put aside the love of self and of the world and were
absorbed in love for the Church. It is from this love that we shunned evil and falsity as sin
against the Lord.
It is this love that is the soul of the Church and takes the internal conjunction with the Lord. This
soul descending into the natural clothes itself in the rational with a tender body, from which the
Holy Spirit proceeds in the Church, while in the affection for the Writings the body of the
Church has been made, to which body clings the evil and falsity of the love of self and of the
world.
That, good makes the soul and the spirit makes the body appears from the sixth article of the
fourth chapter of the CANONS, Concerning the Lord Saviour: "Therefore these two things, 'the
Holy Spirit coming upon her', and 'the power of the Most High overshadowing her', signify both,
namely, Divine Truth and Divine Good, this forming the soul, and that the body, - and
communication."
It is from the presence of the Holy Spirit in the Church that the Church has acknowledged the
Writings is the Third Testaments and as the Word of God. In his state the Church is withdrawn
from the things of the world. All its love is directed to its body and to the Word. Its spirit,
although in germ, belongs to the Lord, and its body is one with its soul and living from the Lord,
while the things of the Word are seen in its body. It is the soul which in this state principally
l(@,,ids the body, on account of which the Church, because the soul is of the body and the body
of the soul, at direct cognizance of the Third Testament sees the internal sense. Since the Church
at direct cognizance of the Word sees the internal sense, it acknowledges the Writings
themselves as the Doctrine of the Church. This finds its cause in this that the spirit of the Church,
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which is the Lord's, is so far only present in germ, so that it is not possible that the Church in this
state sees that the acknowledgment of the internal sense and of the Writings as the Doctrine of
the Church is the effect in the natural of the spirit of the Church, which is the internal presence of
the Lord. All attention therefore is directed to the letter of the Third Testament and the taking

cognizance from the soul out of the spirit of the Church, still in germ, and the combat and victory
over the then active evils and falsities, results in development and as it were glorification of the
body of the Church.
However if the Church enters into the provinces of the body which have not yet been regenerated
by the Holy Spirit in the Church and are therefore not yet in order and in connection, then the
Church, on account of the spirit of the Church not being present, in the internal is separated from
its soul. The internal conjunction with the Lord still takes place through the soul, whereas the
external presence of the Lord is there through the Word. All attention is then directed to the
external presence of the Word. From it salvation is expected, because previously the taking
cognizance of the Word out of the spirit of the Church brought enlightenment. However,
internally the taking cognizance is not in connection because the spirit of the Church is not
present, as a result of which the danger of faith alone arises. It is then not realized that the
Church must be regenerated and that its body must be pure out of the spirit of the Church which
is the Lord's. From the affections of good and truth for the letter of the Word the man who is thus
imprisoned in the literal sense of the Word exclaims in despair: "Art Thou the Christ or do we
await another?" It is these things that are treated of in the second and third verses of the eleventh
chapter of the Gospel of Matthew, where we read: "Now when John had heard in the prison the
works of Christ, he sent two of his disciples, and said unto Him, Art thou He that should come,
or do we look for another?"
As is known, John stands for the literal sense of the Word. Indeed The Third Testament is the
Second Coming of the Lord and brings salvation if the Lord is also internally present in the
Church as the spirit of the Church, on account of which the things of the Word are connected
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in the body of the Church, as appears from the fifth verse: "The blind receive their sight, and the
lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have
the gospel preached to them".
In the state in which the presence of the Lord takes place only externally through the Word the
Church sees the literal sense in absolute obscurity and explains it arbitrarily. In the seventh verse
this has been described as follows: "And as they departed, Jesus began to say unto the multitudes
concerning John, What went ye out into the wilderness to see? A- reed shaken with the wind?"
It is by the development of the spirit of the Church that these new provinces of the body may be
brought into order and into connection. The entire body of the Church is now dependent on its
becoming conscious of this spirit of the Church. The Lord during His life on earth was in the
things of the Father and after that in the things of His Human, and thus increased in wisdom and
stature, as is described in the 49th verse of the second chapter of the Gospel of Luke: "And He
said unto them, How is it that ye sought Me? Wist ye not that I must be in the things of My
Father?" And in the 52nd verse: "And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature, and in favor with
God and man". So the Church in its new state will be in the things of its spirit and after that in
the things of its body. Just as the Lord in the Spirit became conscious that He was the Father
Himself, so too the Church will become conscious that the spirit of the Church is the presence of
the Holy Spirit in the Church. And just as the Rational of the Lord had first to be Divine before
conjunction of the Divine with His Human could take place, so too the Church will have first to

receive the influx of the Holy Spirit in the rational, before conjunction of its body with its soul,
therefore with the Lord, can take place.
It is this development of the spirit of the Church which the, Doctrine of the Church now brings.
It is therefore not a. mere coincidence that now Those things have again been brought to the fore
which have previously been uttered by the spirit of the Church. -It is these things which now are
more opened and are seen in clearer light.
Only from the love of truth can this spirit of the Church be conceived in the affection in the
natural for the Word.
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May therefore on the day of the commemoration of the Second Coming of the Lord and
especially on the day on which our Society has existed for ten years, the love of truth in us be
kindled, through which we Joined the New Church, so that this spirit of the Church may become
body.
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'he foundation upon which the ACADEMY and afterwards the GENERAL, CHURCH was
founded is the Doctrine that the Writings are the Word of the Lord to the New Church, and that
the Writings are the Lord Himself in His Second Coming. As this is the foundation of our
Church it is of the utmost importance to understand the nature of the Writings, for if we
misunderstand the nature of the Writings the foundation of the Church will be insecure. What
serious results a misunderstanding of the nature of the Writings has for the Church is illustrated
by CONFERENCE and CONVENTION. The Writings themselves testify to their own nature
more fully than the New Testament bore testimony to itself; yet these testifications are of a
general nature; such as the following: "This book is the Coming of the Lord". The Writings call
themselves the most excellent of Revelations, and an immediate Revelation from the Lord,
besides other similar statements that are well known. They call themselves the spiritual and the
internal sense of the Word, and elsewhere the natural sense from the spiritual sense. Apart 4'roni
These general statements we are given few particulars as to their nature; on the other hand there

are general principles which can lead us to a much fuller understanding as to the nature of the
Writings.
The Lord when on earth spoke of the Law and the Prophets, and told His Apostles that all things
therein were to be fulfilled; also He opened The Law and the Prophets to His disciples on His
way to Emmaus and showed them by means of instances from His life how He had fulfilled the
prophecies; and elsewhere the Gospels
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,,peak of a thing being done in fulfillment of a prophecy; concerning the Law and the Prophets
He said that one jot or one tittle could not pass away until all was fulfilled.
When the Christian Church came to acknowledge the New Testament as canonical and as the
Word of God, if they had remained in spiritual illustration they could have come to see that these
words of the Lord had a broader application, namely, that they applied also to the New
Testament. That each word of the New Testament could not pass away until all was fulfilled, yea
that each word was to be fulfilled by the Lord in His Second Coming.
The New Church in like manner is to enter into the mysteries of faith concerning the nature of
the Third Testament, in particular by applying what is said concerning the Word or Sacred
Scripture to the Writings themselves. This is the only door provided by the Lord. If the men of
the Church judge from their own reason as to the nature of the Writings, like thieves they climb
up some other way. Mr. Hyatt some forty years ago first saw this principle and applied it in a
series of sermons, in which he showed that what was said about the Sacred Scriptures applied
equally to the Writings. In recent times DE HEMELSCHE LEER, adopting the same principle,
unfolded the Doctrine concerning the Word as it applies to the Writings. We will here give
certain illustrations of this application.
We read in the DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE: "The spiritual sense
of the Word is not that sense which shines forth from the sense of the letter while one is studying
and unfolding the meaning of the Word with intent to confirm some dogma of the Church. This
is the literal sense of the Word. The spiritual sense does not appear in the sense of the letter,
being within it as the soul in the body, as thought in the eyes, and as affections in the face, which
act as a one, like cause and effect. It is this sense chiefly which renders the Word spiritual, not
for men only, but for Angels also; and therefore by means of this sense the Word communicates
with the Heavens" (n. 5).
In application to the Writings this passage teaches that by unfolding the meaning of the Writings
to confirm some dogma of the Church, one does not necessarily enter into the spiritual sense of
the Writings, for the spiritual sense
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of the Writings is not that sense which shines forth from the sense of the letter, while one is
malting such a study. The spiritual sense of the Writings does not appear in the sense of the
letter, being within it as a soul in a body. The New Church is in danger of making the same
mistake as was made by the Christian church, namely, that by studying the Writings to confirm
certain tenets from the sense of the Writings which shines forth from the letter, it may think that
it is in the spiritual sense of the Word and that it is in its spirit and in its life. Yet we are told that
the spiritual sense does not appear in the sense of the letter, being within it.
We read further in the same work: "Henceforth the spiritual sense of the Word will be imparted
solely to him who from the Lord is in genuine truths. The reason of this is that no one can see the
spiritual sense except from the Lord alone, nor unless from Him he is in genuine truths. For the
spiritual sense of the Word treats solely of the Lord and His Kingdom; and this is the sense in
which are His Angels in Heaven, for it is the Divine Truth there. To this sense a man can do
violence if lie is in the science of correspondences, and wishes by means of it, from self
intelligence, to investigate the spiritual sense of the Word. For through some correspondences
with which be is acquainted he may pervert the meaning of it, and may even force it to confirm
what is false, and this would be doing violence to Divine Truth, and also to Heaven. And
therefore if any one purposes to open that sense from himself and not from the Lord, Heaven is
closed; and then the man either sees nothing, or else becomes spiritually insane. Another reason
is that the Lord teaches one through the Word, and teaches out of those truths which are with the
man, and not immediately does He pour new truths in, so that unless he is in Divine truths, or if
he is only in a few truths and at the same time in falsities, he may from these falsify the truths, as
is done by every heretic in regard to the Word's sense of the letter, as is well known. Therefore in
order to prevent anybody from entering into the spiritual sense of the Word, or from perverting
the genuine truth that belongs to that sense, guards have been set by the Lord, which in the Word
are meant by Cherubim" (n. 26).
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We are here given the teaching that no one can see the spiritual sense except from the Lord nor
unless from Him he is in genuine truths. All spiritual truth comes from spiritual influx; physical
influx, that is influx through the senses is an appearance, thus, no one can come into spiritual
truth from without. that is by means of the senses, thus not by reading or hearing, not even by
reading or hearing the Word of God: nevertheless a man must read and bear the Word of God,
for this is the only ultimate by which the Lord can operate; the spiritual things flow in both
immediately from God by means of the soul, and mediately from God through the angelic
Heavens. If man is in this order of influx then he sees from the Lord, and is in genuine truth, and
he is said to be in the spiritual sense, in which are the Angels of Heaven. A man in such a state if
he reads the Writings sees Divine truth appearing and accommodated to the state in which
h( is. If a man is not in this order of' influx, and by means of correspondences with which he is
acquainted, and from self-intelligence, wishes to investigate the internal sense of the Writings, be
perverts the meaning of them. And therefore we are told that if any one purposes to open that
sense from himself and not from the Lord, Heaven is closed, and he, sees nothing or becomes
spiritually insane. Wherefore guards or cherubim have been set so that no one can enter into the
spiritual sense from himself.
In the above passage the spiritual sense is defined as that sense which is seen from the Lord
alone, if a man is in genuine truths, and that it is not that sense which appears in the sense of the

letter, but that which is within it. There are many passages in the Writings to the same effect. On
the other hand the Writings frequently call themselves the spiritual and also the internal sense.
The reconciliation of this apparent contradiction is to be found in the APOCALYPSE
EXPLAINED, n. 1061, where it is said: "This is the natural sense out of the spiritual sense and is
called the internal sense, and further the spiritual natural sense". As the Writings are the natural
sense out of the spiritual it is obvious that it is the natural sense which must be first seen and that
the spiritual sense lies hidden within as a soul in its body.
When the Lord was on earth He fulfilled the Law and
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The Prophets. He did this by opening up or unfolding the things of the Old Testament and
infilling them with Divine Spiritual and Celestial things; hence He spake of "His Doctrine" (John
7: 16-17); but when He taught his disciples He spake the Divine Truth accommodated to the
state of the world at the time and this teaching was given to the world as the Gospels or the New
Testament. The Christian Church might have come to see in a finite degree the Lord's Doctrine
by unfolding the words of the New Testament but instead of seeing the Lord's Doctrine in the
New Testament they perverted it, hence the doctrine of the Christian church was a false doctrine.
Note that although the Lord spoke of His Doctrine, the Word of the New Testament given to the
Christian Church is not called the Doctrine of the Christian Church. The Lord at the time of the
Second Coming again fulfilled the Word, in this case of both Testaments, and He did this in like
manner by unfolding and infilling the things of the Old and New Testaments 'the Celestial and
Spiritual things. Hence the Lord in the Writings again speaks of His Doctrine, that is the
Writings call themselves the Heavenly Doctrine, but as in the case of the First Coming so in like
manner in the Second Coming the Doctrine in its descent again becomes folded and is given to
the Church as the Third and final Testament in accommodation to the state of the world. The
New Church must gradually come into the Divine Doctrine, by an unfolding and fulfilling of' its
Word, for the regeneration of the Church like the regeneration of a man is an image, and likeness
of the glorification of the Lord: and the laws of regeneration, which are the same as the laws of
unfolding, and fulfilling or infilling, are the same, only on finite plane, as are the laws of
glorification, unfolding and infilling, that the Lord performed at the time of His First and Second
coming. Hence the Laws by which the Word was revealed or reveiled at the time of the Second
Coming are the same as those which the Church will use to enter into interior things. That the
laws of exposition by which the Writings were given are to be used by the ministers of the
church, Bishop W. F. Pendleton showed in his work on The Science of Exposition, although he
did not apply these laws in particular to the unfolding of the Writings. With the Church this will
be an eternal process, for the Word in
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its three Testaments can never be completely unfolded to eternity, yea what is unfolded,
compared to what is not unfolded, will always be as it were but a cup of water compared to the
ocean.
The belief that a man can come directly into spiritual and celestial truths by studying the
Writings, is internally the same as the old Christian belief of the imputation of the merit of Christ
by means of faith, for it implies that the merit of the Lord in His Second Coming can be imputed

to man, apart from the process of unfolding and infilling, that is apart from the process of
regeneration.
We read further in the same work: "The sense of the letter of The Word is the basis, the
containant, and the support of its spiritual and celestial senses" (n. 27). That the literal sense of
the Writings is the basis, the containant, and the support of the spiritual and celestial things
which the Church comes to see is obvious, for upon what else could the New Church base its
Doctrine; what else contains the Divine thin 's into which the New Church is to enter; what else
gives support to the truths that are drawn out?
We read further: "Every Divine work is complete and perfect in its ultimate; and in the ultimate
is the whole" (n. 28). As the Writings are the most excellent of Revelations, and are a purely
Divine Work, they are indeed complete and perfect in their ultimate, that is, in their letter. The
Writings, as to every word, were dictated from God, and this in spite of the fact that Swedenborg
received the Doctrines in his understanding and wrote them as if from himself. If viewed from
within there is not one word in the Writings that is not the Word of God; if there was anything
that was from Swedenborg, then The Writings would not be perfect in the ultimate and could not
be said to be the Word of God. That the Writings are complete and perfect in their ultimate is
evident from this consideration, namely, that Swedenborg was not perfect and his ideas were
finite and limited, wherefore it could only be by a Divine miracle in ultimates that the letter of
the Writings could contain the Infinite Divine Love and Wisdom Itself.
We read further: "Divine truth in the sense of the letter of the Word is in its fulness, in its
holiness, and its power"
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(n.37). As the Writings are the Lord Himself in His Second Coming they are the Lord in fulness,
in holiness, and in power. Where are Divine truths in greater fulness, and holiness than in the
Writings; or where do they manifest themselves with greater power? Have not the Writings all
power in the New Church?
We read further: "From all this it is evident that the Word is the very Word itself in its sense of
the letter, for within this sense there are spirit and life, the spiritual sense being its spirit, and the
celestial sense its life. This is what the Lord says: The words that I speak unto you are spirit and
are life(John 6 : 63). The Lord spoke His words before the world. and in the natural sense. The
spiritual and the celestial sense without the natural sense which is the sense of the letter, are not
the Word; for without it they are like spirit and life without a body" (n. 39). Again in the Second
Coming the Lord says: "The words that I speak unto you are spirit and are life", and again the
Lord spoke His words before the world, and in the natural sense: "This is the natural sense out of
the spiritual sense" (A.E. 1061).
To deny that the Writings in their literal sense are the Word in its fulness, in its holiness, and in
its power, that is, to deny that everything of the literal sense of the Writings is purely Divine, and
maintain that the Words were from Swedenborg, would be to separate the Human nature from
the Divine nature of the Lord in His Second Coming.

We read further: "Doctrine must be drawn from the sense of the letter of the Word, and be
confirmed thereby. That through Doctrine the Word not only becomes intelligible, but also as it were shines with light, is because without Doctrine it is not understood, and is like a lampstand
without a lamp, as has been shown above. Through Doctrine therefore the Word is understood,
and is like a lampstand with a lighted lamp. The man then sees more things than he had seen
before, and also understands things which before he had not understood" (n. 53, 54). That this
teaching concerning the Word applies to the Writings, to a certain extent has been seen by many
in the GENERAL CHURCH, for it is obvious that the Church draws Doctrine from the Writings
and confirms the Doctrine by the Writings. Nevertheless the Church has not clearly seen
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that the Writings without Doctrine are like a candlestick without light, and that "The genuine
truth which must be of Doctrine appears in the sense of the letter to none others but those who
are in enlightenment from the Lord" (n. 57). In the Writings the literal sense has been mistaken
for the light itself. Yet it is obvious that all who accept the Writings are in the light of their literal
sense and this whether they are in enlightenment from the Lord or not, and they see certain
things even though they do not draw forth Doctrine, but what they see is not the spiritual sense,
for as we read: "The spiritual sense does not appear in the sense of the letter", and: "It is not that
sense which shines forth from the sense of the letter of the Word while one is studying and
unfolding the meaning of the Word with intent to confirm some dogma of the church" (n. 5).
The more intelligent in the Christian church would deny that they were literalists. They also
believe that the Word contains many correspondences, as frequently mentioned in the Writings,
namely, they speak of the heavenly Joseph, Canaan, Zion, Israel, and many like things, yet this
does not save them from literalism, because they think the spirit was that which shines forth from
the literal sense when studying and confirming a dogma, and they deny that "the spiritual sense
is in all things of the Word, and in every single particular".
We read that the Christian church does not inquire what is meant by the particular
correspondences of the Word, because "it places the celestial and spiritual things of the Word in
its literal sense, and calls its interior ones my treat things that it does not care for" (A. C. 9688).
The New Church can easily fall into the same error, namely, it may call the things which shine
forth from the literal sense of the Writings its spiritual and celestial internal; it may deny that
there are Divine arcana in every word in the Writings which lie deeply hidden, and may call any
opening of the interior truths "mystical things for which it does not care".
We read further: "they who read the Word without doctrine, or who do not acquire for
themselves Doctrine from the Word, are in obscurity as to every truth, and they are wavering and
uncertain, prone to errors, and pliant to heresies, which also they embrace wherever inclination
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or authority favors, and their reputation is not endangered. For the Word is to them like a
lampstand without a lamp, and in their shallow they seem to see many things, and yet see
scarcely anything, for Doctrine alone is a lamp"(n. 52).
The Word in its literal sense is adapted to the early states of the Church, and in these early states
the Lord gives the Church a general light, in which it gathers thin things of the literal sense in an
orderly manner. In the infancy of the Church, the Church, like an infant, is kept in the sphere of
the celestial Angels who protect it. But this state cannot be a permanent one. The Church must
come into its own life and enter into interior things as if from itself. The Church finds many
things in the Word which it cannot understand, and a Doctrine is born in the light of which it
reads its Word. This Doctrine is either genuine, truth from the Lord or it is false doctrine
originating in the proprium of man, in which case it is a graven or a molten image. If men read
the Writings in the light of false doctrine, or if they have no Doctrine, they "are in obscurity as to
every truth, and their minds are wavering land uncertain, prone to errors, and pliant to heresies,
which they also embrace wherever inclination or authority favors". For to them the Word in
Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, is like "a lampstand without a lamp, and in their shadow they seem to
see many things, and yet see scarcely anything, for Doctrine alone is a lamp". That this is true in
application to the New Church is obvious from CONFERENCE and CONVENTION.
Up to the present the only Doctrine drawn forth from the Writings which does not shine forth
from its letter, that has been clearly seen in spiritual light as a genuine and eternal truth, is the
Doctrine that the Writings are the Word of the Lord, that they are the Divine Human of the Lord
in His Second coming. The other principles if the ACADEMY are more on the plane of the
literal sense of the Writings, that is, they are such things that immediately shine forth from the
letter, where there is no prejudice which blurs the vision.
So far the Doctrine that the Writings are the Word has been the lamp which has enlightened the
Church in the reading of the Writings, and the light of this lamp ha
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been reflected from many things in the literal sense of the Writings. This light as a general
perception has existed in the Church from the beginning, but in time it tended to fade, until it
broke forth anew and was openly proclaimed and was rationally seen as a fundamental principle '
in the early days of the ACADEMY. This light caused the Church to see many things which it
had not seen before.
To be in enlightenment is to see a thing clearly in spiritual light from the Lord. What is seen in
such light is necessarily seen as an eternal and genuine truth. What in the Church so far has been
seen as an eternal and genuine internal truth by the Church, except the fact that the Writings are
the Word? Apart from this the Church has only seen as an undoubted truth from the Lord such
things as "shine forth from the literal sense of the Writings"; but such things do not belong to the
internal sense, for we read: "The spiritual sense of the Word is not that sense which shines forth
from the sense of the letter while one is studying and unfolding the meaning of the Word with
the intent to confirm some dogma of the Church. This is the literal sense of the Word. The
spiritual sense does not appear in the sense of the letter, being within it as the soul in the body"
(n. 5).

Concerning spiritual light we read: "In a word, that light surpasses a thousand times the noonday
light on earth" (1p.L.W. 182). Any spiritual truth that is seen in enlightenment is seen in spiritual
light that comes from the Lord as a sun; anything seen in such light is necessarily seen a
thousand times more clearly than anything seen in natural light. To illustrate: If anyone sees that
the Writings are the Word, he sees this truth a thousand times more clearly than be can see any
scientific knowledge, for the former truth is an interior genuine appearance seen in the light that
proceeds from the Lord, while the latter is a gross appearance seen in the relatively obscure light
of the natural mind. We are also given @be teaching that what is seen in spiritual light can be
seen much clearer as to the particulars than what is seen in natural light, and this on account of
the essence of that light. Unless the interior things which lie hidden within the Writings, and do
not shine forth from the sense of their letter, but can only be seen by those who are in
enlightenment from the Lord,
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are seen clearly as genuine truths from the Lord, then it is a sign that the Church is not in the
clear light of the spiritual sun, but is in the general light, represented by the light that was given
on the first day of creation.
It has been said that the Doctrine that the Writings are the Word has been seen by some in
spiritual light, yet for the most part, this has not been fully seen. If it had been fully seen then it
would have been seen that everything said concerning the Sacred Scripture applies also to the
Writings; yet this full vision of the Writings as the Word of the Lord can be seen 'just as clearly
and fully in spiritual light as the partial seeing of the Writings as the Word that has been
prevalent in the ACADEMY, and in the GENERAL CHURCH.
All failure to see the genuine Doctrine of faith is due to consulting the rational. Concerning
Doctrine we read-. "That it may be further known how the case is with the Doctrine of faith, as
being spiritual from a celestial origin, be it known it is Divine Truth out of Divine Good, and
thus wholly Divine. What is Divine is incomprehensible, because above all understanding even
angelic; but still this Divine, which in itself is incomprehensible, can flow in through the Lord's
Divine Human into man's rational, and when it inflows into his rational, it is there received
according to the truths which are therein; thus variously, and not with one as with another" (A.
C. 2531). It is here taught that the Doctrine of faith with each man flows into his rational from
the Divine Human of the Lord, and that the Doctrine is the Divine Truth out of Divine Good. If
man consults his rational the rational acts from itself, and thereby closes the way of influx by
which the Divine Doctrine flows in, wherefore we read: "The Doctrine of faith would become
null and void, if the rational were consulted as to its contents" (A. C. 2512). The rational is in
appearances of truth. These appearances if opened to the Lord, receive the Divine Doctrine, but
if man consults these appearances then be closes the way to influx and thinks from the
appearances. It is the nature of the human rational when not open to the Lord, to think from
appearances and to deny the miraculous. It is a consulting of the rational that has led the modern
so-called Christian church to deny the Divinity of the Lord and the Word, for the
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rational method, which judges from appearances and tries to explain things by natural causes,
closes mind to influx. Although the Writings are the Divine Rational yet it is the consulting of
the rational which led to their rejection by the Christian world for judging by appearances they
could not be seen to be a revelation, and their acceptance required a belief in the miraculous.
It was again a consulting of the rational which led CONVENTION and CONFERENCE to reject
the teaching that the Writings are the Word, for again from appearances and from all Initiate
tendency to deny Divine miracles, the rational if consulted tends to reject the Divinity of the
Lord in His Second Coming. If the rational is consulted it will deny that the Writings are fully
the Word and that everything said concerning the Word applies to them, and that the Doctrine
drawn from The Writings is of purely Divine origin and essence; and this for the same reason,
namely, because the rational if consulted judges from appearances and tends to deny the
miraculous for what it calls the natural method. That the internal sense of Writings cannot be
arrived at by a natural method, but only by a miracle of God, is evident from the fact that the
spiritual sense is not that sense, which shines forth from the letter while one is studying and
unfolding the meaning of the Word. The passing from the literal sense to the spiritual sense is the
miracle o turning water into wine; man can no more enter into the spiritual sense of the writings
without a Divine miracle than he can turn water into wine, wherefore to attempt to enter into the
spiritual and celestial things of the Writings by study without the acknowledgment that this can
only be done by a Divine miracle is vanity; for if the rational is consulted the Doctrine becomes
null and void.
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The Doctrine is of purely Divine origin and essence. It is the Lord Himself. It is spiritual out of
celestial origin, and as such it is ineffable and inexpressible in natural language. It can only be
seen in a spiritual state. It is the spiritual sense of the Word itself. As soon as it is expressed in
natural language it is no longer the Doctrine unless seen from within. The literal text of the
Doctrine of the Church is not Divine, although it administers Divine things. Its junction is to
communicate the HOLY SPIRIT from man to man. The natural of the literal sense of the
Doctrine of the Church is involved in what is said concerning priests in the work ON' THE NEW
JERUSALEM AND ITS HEAVENLY DOCTRINE, n. 317. In this connection we must, note
that to think spiritually is to think from use and not from person. The, use of a priest is to teach
and thereby lead to the good of life. Wherefore in the spiritual sense a priest represents that
which he teaches and administers. The person of the priest thought of spiritually, that is thought
of apart from person, is the literal sense of what he teaches. This is also involved in the root
meaning of the word person, namely, to sound through, for the spiritual sense may sound
through the natural words of the Doctrine. The number reads: "Dignity and honor ought to be
paid to priests on account of the holy things, which they administer; but they who are wise give
the honor to the Lord, from whom the holy things are, and not to themselves; but they who are
not wise attribute honor to themselves; these take it away from the Lord. The honor of any
employment is not in the person, but is adjoined to him according to the dignity of the thing
which he administers; and what is adjoined does not belong to the person himself, and also is
separated from him with the employment". When formulations of Doctrine do not administer to
the holy things of the Church, they lose their honor with their proper employment or
administration.

Let us illustrate: In the early days of' the ACADEMY they came to see the Lord Himself in the
Writings; this vision was expressed in the statement that the Writings are the Word; as this
statement administered to this vision and was a means of communicating, it from man to man it
had dignity and honor. If the Lord is not seen
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in the Writings, and thus this statement no longer has any living employment, it has no honor or
dignity in itself. In this it is unlike the letter of the Word, which is the Divine Person, the body of
the Lord Himself, as He manifests Himself on earth. It must be noted that a man cannot come
into spiritual and celestial things by means of the literal sense of the Doctrine of the Church any
more than by means of the literal sense of the Word, apart from a Divine miracle of the Lord,
and yet with those who are prepared the Lord employs the literal sense of the Doctrine of the
Church as a means of communicating the Holy Spirit from man to man. As quoted above: "They
who read the Word without Doctrine, or who do not acquire for themselves ]Doctrine from the
Word, are in obscurity as to every truth, and their minds are wavering and uncertain, prone to
errors, and pliant to heresies". That this statement applies to the Latin Word as well as to the
previous Testaments is obvious, for from the Writings many opposite views as to interior
Doctrines have been derived, as the history of the Church testifies. The Doctrine here specified is
the Doctrine which man acquires for himself out of the Word. Concerning such Doctrine we
read: "All Doctrine is from the Divine Good and the Divine Truth, and has in itself the heavenly
marriage. Doctrine that has not this in it is not the genuine Doctrine of faith" (A.C. 2516).
Further we read: "That it may further be known how the case is with the Doctrine of faith, as
being spiritual from a celestial origin, be it known that it is Divine Truth out of Divine Good, and
thus wholly Divine. What is Divine is incomprehensible, because above all understanding, even
the angelic; but still this Divine, which in itself is incomprehensible, can flow in through the
Lord's Divine Human into man's rational, and when it inflows into his rational, it is there
received according to the truths that are therein; thus variously, and not with one as with another.
In so far therefore as the truths with a man are more genuine so far the Divine which flows in is
received more perfectly, and so far the man's intellectual is enlightened" (A.C. 253.1).
Concerning this opening of the mind we read further: "It has been so provided and ordained by
the Lord that in so far as a man thinks and wills from Heaven, that is through Heaven
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from the Lord, so far his ii-internal man is opened. The opening is unto Heaven even unto the
Lord Himself" (A.C. 9707). "It treats here about the Lord, that all the doctrinal things of faith are
from His Divine; for there does not exist any doctrinal thing, not the least of it, which is not from
the Lord, for the Lord is Doctrine itself. Hence the Lord is called the Word, because the Word is
Doctrine. But as everything that is in the Lord is Divine, and what is Divine cannot be
apprehended by any created thing, the doctrinal things which are from the Lord, in so far as they
appear before created things, are not truths purely Divine, but are appearances of truths; yet still
in the appearances there are truths Divine" (A.C. 3364). From the above passages it can be seen
that the genuine Doctrine which the Church or the man of the Church draws from the Word, as to

its origin and essence is purely Divine, but that in man's rational, that is in his conscious mind, it
is in appearances which are more or less perfect, but that these appearances have within them
Divine truths. ']'he genuine Doctrine or internal sense of the Writings does not shine forth from
their letter, but it flows from the Lord's Divine Human into man's rational while man is reading
the Writings. This Doctrine viewed internally is the internal sense of the Writings as they are in
Heaven. For we read: "Nay, if you will believe it, with man the internal man is of itself in the
internal sense of the Word, because it is Heaven in the least form, and consequently when it is
opened it is with the Angels in Heaven, and is therefore in like perception with them. ... From
this it is evident that the man whose internal is open, is in the internal sense of the Word,
although he is not aware of it" (A. C. 10400).
That the sense which shines forth from the literal sense of the Writings is not the internal sense
as it is in Heaven, is evident from the following quotation: "The genuine truth which must be of
Doctrine appears to none but those who are in enlightenment from the Lord" (S. S. 57). Yet it is
obvious that the sense which shines forth from the letter of the Writings can be seen by all,
whether they are in enlightenment from the Lord or not. To continue the quotation:
"Enlightenment is from the Lord alone, and exists with those who love truths because they are
truths
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and make them uses of life. With others there is no enlightenment in the Word. The reason why
enlightenment is 1'roin the Lord alone is that the Lord is in all things of the, Word. The reason
why enlightenment exists with those who love truths because they are truths and make them of
use for life, is that such are in the Lord and the Lord in them. For the Lord is His own Divine
Truth, and when this is loved because it is the Divine Truth, and it is loved when it is made of
use, the Lord is in it with the man. This the Lord teaches in John: "In that day ye shall know that
ye are in Me and I in you. He that hath My commandments, and doeth them, he loveth Me, and I
will love him, and will manifest Myself to him; and I will come unto him, and make My abode
with him" (14 : 20, 21, 23). And in Matthew: "BIessed are the pure, in heart. for they shall see
God" (5 : 8). These are they who are in enlightenment when they are reading the Word, and to
whom the Word shines and is translucent" (S. S. 57). To continue: "The reason why the Word
shines and is translucent with such, is that there is a spiritual and celestial sense in every
particular of the Word, and these senses are in the light of Heaven, so that through these senses
and through their light the Lord flows into the natural sense. and into the light of it with man.
This causes the man to acknowledge the truth from an interior perception, and afterwards to see
it in his own thought, and as often as he is in the affection of truth for the sake of truth" (S.S. 58).
It is of the utmost importance to believe that there is a spiritual and celestial sense in each
particular of the Writings, thus in each word, which does not shine forth from the sense of the,
letter unless a man is in enlightenment from the Lord. For if this is denied then there would be
man-N' things in the Writings which would be unworthy of the Divine Word, yea a denial of this
truth involves a denial of the Divine Body of the Lord in His Second Coming. To deny that each
single word in the Writings contains Divine arcana that are bidden as the soul is hidden by the
body, would be to deny that the Writings are perfect in their ultimate, and what is not perfect in
its ultimate is not the Word of God. It has been maintained that the sentence or general rational
idea is the ultimate of the Writings, yet it is obvious that in the Writings as in all
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speech each word conveys an idea, and in the Writings the words frequently convey merely
natural or even sensual ideas, if viewed as to their literal sense. Yet we are told that there is not a
single word in the Word of God which does not contain spiritual and celestial things, and that
there is no relation between the celestial, the spiritual, and the natural than that of
correspondence. Let us illustrate: We are told that the twelve Apostles were sent out into the
spiritual world on the nineteenth of June, 1770. Each of these words expresses a natural idea that
could not be understood as such by the Angels. For the Angels cannot understand the
words twelve, apostles, sent, nineteen. June, nor 1770, except as to their spiritual signification. If
each of these words does not have a correspondence, then it would be a misuse of language to
call the Writings the, Word of God. For there would be words and natural ideas in the Writings
which bad no communication with the Heavens, nor with the Lord.
How the genuine Doctrine comes into existence in the Church when men's minds are open even,
unto the Lord is thus described: "When a man is being purified, then first of all are learned such
truths as can be apprehended by the sensual man, such as are the truths in the sense of the letter
of the Word; afterwards are learned interior truths, Such as are collected from the Word by those
who are III enlightenment; for these collect its interior sense from various passages where the
sense of the letter is unfolded. From these when known, truths still more interior art, afterwards
drawn forth by those who are enlightened, which truths, together with the former, are of service
to the Church for Doctrine, the more interior truths for Doctrine to those who are men of the
internal Church, the less interior for Doctrine to those who are men of the external Church. Both
the former and the latter men, provided they have lived according to these truths, are taken up
into Heaven among the Angels, anti are there imbued with angelic wisdom, which is from truths
still more interior, and finally is from inmost truths in the third Heaven. These truths, together
with the former in their order, close in the ultimate ones" (A. C. 10028). From this passage and
from what precedes, it is evident that the Writings as to their literal sense, if seen from without,
are not rational truths,
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as its been frequently supposed, but are merely natural truths; this is evident from the fact that
they cant be seen by anyone, thus even by those who are natural. As seen by such they are not
genuine natural rational truths, for the genuine natural rational represented by Ishmael is born
from the Lord, Abraham as a father and the affection of the scientifics of the Writings,
represented by Hagar, as a mother; and this is a degree within the literal sense of the Writings.
Wherefore before the spiritual birth represented by Ishmael takes place, it is only the external
appearances of the Writings that can be seen.
The manifestation of the genuine Doctrine of the Church is further described as follows: "By
prophets here and elsewhere in The Word are meant in the nearest sense such prophets as those
were in the Old Testament through whom the Lord spake; but in the spiritual sense those
prophets are Dot meant, but all whom the Lord leads; with these also the Lord flows in and

reveals to them the secrets of the Word, whether they teach or not. . . . Prophets mean all whom
the Lord teaches, thus all who are iii the spiritual affection of truth, that is who love truth
because it is truth; for the Lord teaches these, and flows into their understanding and enlightens;
and this is more true of these than of the prophets of the Old Testament. From this it can be seen
that prophets mean in the spiritual sense all who are wise from the Lord; and this whether they
teach or do not teach. And as every truly spiritual idea ;s abstracted from the idea of persons,
places, and times, so The prophets also signify in the highest sense the Lord in relation to The
Word, and as to Doctrine from the Word: and likewise the Word and Doctrine. . . . A prophet
mean.-, Divine Truth which is the Word, a-ad which is in the Church out of the Word" (A. E.
624).
That the genuine Doctrine of the Church is from revelation from the Lord, is manifest from the
ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 8694, where we read: "By revelation is meant enlightenment when
the Word is read, and their perception; for they who are in good and long for truth are taught in
this way out of the Word; but they who are not in good cannot be taught out of the Word, but can
only be confirmed in such things as they have been instructed in from infancy, whether true or
false. The reason that
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those who are in good have revelation, and those who are in evil have no revelation, is that in the
internal sense each and all things of the Word treat of the Lord and of His kingdom, and the
Angels that are with man perceive the Word according to the internal sense. This is
communicated to the man who is in good and reads the Word, and from affection longs for truths
and consequently has enlightenment and perception. For with those who are in good and from
this in the affection of truth, the intellectual of the mind is opened into Heaven, and their soul,
that is their internal man, is in fellowship with the Angels; but it is otherwise with those who are
not in good and from this in the affection of truth. . . . But what is the nature of the revelation of
those who are in good and from this in the affection of truth cannot be described. It is not
manifest, neither is it altogether hidden; but it is a certain consent and favoring out of the interior
that a thing is true and a, non-favoring if it is not true. The cause of its being so is from the influx
of Heaven from the Lord; for through Heaven from the Lord there is light that surrounds and
enlightens the intellect, which is the eye of the internal sight. The things which appear in that
light are truths, for this very light is the Divine, truth which proceeds from the Lord". Further we
read: "They who are in The spiritual affection of truth are elevated into the light of Heaven so
completely that they perceive the enlightenment" (A. E. 1183). Further: "The true spiritual sense
of the Word is from the Lord alone; this is the reason y no one either iii the natural or the
spiritual world is allowed to investigate the spiritual sense of the Word from the sense of its
letter, unless he is entirely in the Doctrine of Divine Truth, and in enlightenment from the Lord."
(DE 'VERBO, 21). That the Lord is the Doctrine of faith which is from the Word, and in the case
of the New Church that is from the Writings, is taught in the A.RCANA COFLESTIA: "The
Lord is the faith with man, and if the faith, He is also every truth that is contained in the Doctrine
of faith, which is from the Word" (n. 8864). The opening of the mind for the reception of
Doctrine must be even unto the Lord, as we read: "It has been so provided and ordained from the
Lord that in so far as man thinks and wills from Heaven, that is
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Through Heaven from the Lord, so far his internal man is open; the opening is unto Heaven even
unto the Lord Himself" (A. 9707). When a man's Mind is so opened then the goods and truths
with the man are the Lord Himself. For we read: "The Lord does these things through the
Heaven of man, that is through his internal; for all good and truth are from the Lord, in so much
that good and truth with man are the Lord Himself" (A. C. 9776).
We are told that it is not the Word which makes the Church but the understanding of the Word.
Thus in the New Church it is not the Writings which make the New Church, but the
understanding of the Writings are not understood then they are not the Word with the man. To
quote: "The Word is the Word according, to the understanding, of it with man, that is, as it is
understood. If it is not understood, the Word is indeed called the Word, but it is not the Word
with the man. The Word is the truth according to the understanding of it, for the Word may not
be the truth, because it may be falsified. 'he Word is spirit and life according to the understanding
of it, for the letter not understood is dead. And as a man has truth and life according,, to the
understanding of the Word, so has he faith and love according thereto. Now as the Church exists
by means of faith and love, and according to them, it follows that the Church is the Church
through the understanding of the Word and according thereto a noble Church if in genuine truths,
an ignoble if not in genuine truths, and a destroyed church 'If in falsified truths" (S. S. 77). As it
is the genuineness of the truths drawn from the, Writings which alone causes it to be a noble
Church, it is of The utmost importance to see from the Lord as to whether the Doctrine drawn
from the Writings is genuine Doctrine or not. This is a responsibility placed on everyone. For we
read: "With such men, as are in enlightenment, the first thing is to get for themselves Doctrine
from the literal sense of the Word, and thus lighted, they see the Word by its means. Those
however who do not procure Doctrine for themselves, first make investigation as to whether the
Doctrine delivered by others and received by the Doctrine delivered by others and received by
the general body accords with the Word, and they assent to what
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Accords, and from what does not accord they dissent. In this way it becomes to them their own
Doctrine, and through Doctrine their faith. But this takes place with those who not being taken
up with worldly affairs are ablt to exercise discernment. If these persons love truths because they
are truths, and make them of use for life, they are in enlightenment from the Lord. All others
who are in some life according to truths can learn from them" (S. S. 59)
There is only one Heavenly Doctrine, namely, the Doctrine which is in Heaven from the Lord,
which Doctrine also makes the internal of the genuine Church. Swedenborg was not unique in
having this Doctrine revealed to him by the Lord when reading the Word, for as is evident from
the quotations given above and from many similar passages in the Writings, enlightenment may
be given to others. The uniqueness of Swedenborg's mission was that the Lord not only revealed
to him the Heavenly Doctrine, but also by means of him, wrote the Third Testament or Latin
Word, a work which is perfect in ultimates, and which like the previous testaments, is the literal
sense of the Word, in its fulness, in its holiness, and in its Power.

THE NINETEENTH OF JUNE.
An Exposition.
"After this work was finished the Lord called together His twelve disciples who followed Him in
the world; and the next day He sent them all forth throughout the whole spiritual world to preach
the Gospel that the Lord God Jesus Christ reigns. This took place in the month of June on the
day 19, in the year 1770" (T. C. R. 791)
When reading in the Word of the Old or the New testament of years, the mind of the New
Churchman naturally turns to its spiritual signification, but when a date is mentioned in the
Writings the mind tends to remain in the natural idea. To illustrate The fact mentioned in the
Gospels, that the Lord was about thirty years of age when He commenced His ministry, was an
important historical occurrence, yet the new Churchman naturally thinks of its spiritual
signification, and the idea of three times ten, signifying a fulness of remains, naturally comes to
his mind. But when one reads in THE TRUE CHRISTIAN
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RELIGION of the nineteenth day of June 1770, the mind tends to remain in the natural idea
involved, although such ideas could not exist in THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION such as it
is written in Heaven.
In the spiritual sense "after this work was finished" signifies when the men of the New Church
have acquired a knowledge of the, literal sense of the Writings, and have acquired ,t life in
conformity with this sense. In a still more interior sense these words have a similar signification
to the words: "and on the seventh day God finished His work which He had made," which is
explained. is follows: "The celestial man is the seventh day, which, as the Lord has worked
during the six days, is called His Work; and as combat then ceases the Lord is said to rest from
His work" (A. C. 84).
"The Lord called together His twelve disciples who had followed Him in the world' . "To call"
signifies "Presence from foresight and provision" (A. C. 3495). Also "a state, of perception as to
quality" (A. 3659), and "the arrangement in order of the truth.-, of faith and the goods of love in
the natural" (A. 6335). The twelve disciples represent all the goods and truths of the Word and of
the Church (E. 695); and more specifically "the good of Doctrine from the Lord" (E. 624); and
therefore those who are In such goods and truths.
"Who had followed Him in the world", signifies obedience to such goods and truths on the plain
of the natural mind; in relation to the New Church it signifies obedience to the goods and truths
of the literal sense of the Writings.
"And the next day" signifies a new state. "He sent them all forth" signifies that the goods and
truths proceed from the Lord. "Throughout the whole spiritual world" signifies that they
occupied the spiritual mind of the Church, and were seen as to their spiritual sense. "To preach
the Gospel that the Lord God Jesus Christ reigns" signifies that all the goods and truths of the
Word, both the goods and truths of the literal sense of the Writings and the goods and truths of

the internal sense of the Writings, are from the Lord who alone reigns over all things of the
Church.
The "nineteenth" has a variety of significations, but its primary signification seems to be from
the addition of 12
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and 7; "twelve" signifying, the goods and truths of the Church in general which were represented
by the apostles, and the number seven signifying that such goods and truths are holy. The
numeral "nineteen" referring to a day of the month signifies that this has relation to faith. June
involves a signification which we cannot enter upon at the present time. It is sufficient to note
that it is the month. in which the sun reaches its highest point in the South and thus signifies a
state of enlightenment.
As "a month" signifies a state as to faith, "a year" signifies a state as to love. "One thousand"
signifies what is much; in relation to the subject it signifies the abundance of goods and truths
that will exist in the Church. ",Seven hundred" as also "seventy" signifies what is holy. It also
signifies the seventh or celestial state of the Church. We are told that when a larger and a smaller
number are brought together in the Word, the larger number refers to truth and the smaller
number to good, hence in this case,, seven hundred" refers to truth and "seventy" to (see A. R.
287).
The Doctrine involved in this number is that after the Church has come to know and obey the
literal sense of the Writings as to its goods and truths in general, the Lord will elevate these
goods and truths into the spiritual mind of the Church which makes one with the Heavens. he
will re-arrange them there, and they will then proceed from Him as the interior truths of the
Church.
While there are states of preparation in the Church by means of Doctrine, this prophecy will not
be fulfilled in its fulness until the Church comes into a celestial state, for until the Church comes
into such a state the Lord does not fully reign in Heaven and on earth.

DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACTS FROM THE ISSUE FOR NOVEMBER 1931
MARK 11 : 27-33
ADDRESS BY H. D. G. GROENEVELD AT THE SOCIAL
SUPPER OF MARCH 29TH, 1931.
And they come again to Jerusalem: and as He was walking in the temple, there come to Him the
chief priests, and the scribes, and the elders.

And say unto Him: By what authority doest Thou these things? And who gave Thee this
authority to do these things?
And Jesus answered and said unto them: I will also ask of you one word, and answer Me, and I
will tell you by what authority I do these things.
The baptism of John, was it from Heaven or from men? Answer Me.
And they reasoned with themselves, saying: If we shall say, from Heaven, He will say, why then
did you not believe him?
But if we shall say, from men, they feared the people; for they all counted John, that he was a
prophet indeed.
And they answered and said unto Jesus: We do not know. And Jesus answering saith unto them:
Neither do I tell you by what authority I do these things. MARK 11 : 27-33.
"Jerusalem" signifies the Church with regard to its Doctrine. "To come to Jerusalem" therefore
signifies to occupy oneself with the things that regard the Doctrine of the Church. "Again"
indicates not only that attention has already formerly been paid to the principles of the Doctrine
of the Church, but also the progress in the upbuilding of the Church by its Doctrine. In general,
therefore without entering, into particulars with regard to the upbuilding of the Church by its
Doctrine in every degree, The progress takes place by going from the principles of the Doctrine
of the Church of a lower degree to those of a higher degree, therefore by going from the natural
Doctrine of the Church to the spiritual Doctrine and from the spiritual Doctrine to the celestial
Doctrine of the Church.
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"And as He was walking in the temple". The temple signifies the Divine Human in itself, and
also the Divine Human that makes the Heavens, and furthermore the Heavens and the Church as
the Bride of the Lamb, built from the Divine Human of the Lord, whereby they are a receptacle
of Life, and conjoined with the Lord by His presence in the Heavens and in the Church. With
regard to the Church the temple therefore signifies the opened truths of the literal sense of the
Third Testament, such as these manifest themselves to others. "To walk" signifies life. "And as
He was walking in the temple" therefore signifies the Life and thus the presence of the Lord in
the opened truths of the literal sense of the Third Testament. In these opened truths therefore is
the Life of the Lord, from which it follows that the Doctrine of the Church which opens the
truths of the literal sense is the Lord Himself.
"There come to Him the chief priests, and the scribes., and the elders". The chief priests signify
the apparent goods in the natural, obtained by the life of the proprium according to the scientifics
of the Third Testament, in which goods therefore there dwells not the Lord but the proprium of
man; the scribes stand for the apparent rational truths in the natural, obtained by the influx of the
proprium into the scientifics of the Third Testament, and the elders for the scientifics obtained by
direct cognizance of the literal sense of the Third Testament. "There come to Him the chief
priests, and the scribes, and the elders", therefore means that these apparent goods, these

apparent rational truths, and these scientifics, or they who are in these things, direct themselves
to the Lord as the Doctrine of the Church.
"And say unto Him: By what, authority doest Thou these things? And who gave Thee this
authority to do these things?" In general this signifies that they who are in apparent goods, and
they who are in apparent rational truths, and also they who have only cognizance of the
scientifics, do not see that the power of the Lord is present in His Human and that He Himself is
the Creator of Heaven and earth. As we know from the Latin Testament the human begins in the
inmost of the rational. Power therefore begins only when there is possession of the things
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in the rational. With regard to the Doctrine of the Church therefore this question indicates that
one does not see that the things of the Doctrine of the Church are present in the rational and that
the Lord Himself is the Doctrine of the Church.
"And Jesus answered and said unto them: I will also ask of you one word, and answer Me, and I
will tell you by what authority I do these things" signifies that the things contained in the verse
following should first, be considered and rationally seen, before an influx can be received and
one can thus perceive with regard to the Lord, that He is the Creator of Heaven and earth, and
with regard to the .Doctrine of the Church, that it is the Lord Himself and therefore Divine.
"The baptism of John, was it from Heaven or from men? Answer Me". John represents the literal
sense of the Third Testament. Baptism signifies introduction into the Christian Church, and at
the same time admission among the Christians in the spiritual world. This introduction and this
admission take place by the setting up of an order for life by the acknowledgement of the Lord as
the Creator of Heaven and earth and by shunning evil and falsity as sin against Him. The baptism
of John therefore indicates that the order of life is determined by the literal sense of the Third
Testament and that the acceptance of that order and therefore regeneration is dependent on life in
accordance therewith. ]By the words "The baptism of John, was it from Heaven or from men"
the question is therefore asked whether the order of life which is determined by the literal sense
of the Third Testament, is from Heaven or from men. 1'rom Heaven means from the Divine
Human of the Lord, for the Divine Human makes The Heavens; from men means from Emanuel
Swedenborg. If the order for life which is determined by the literal sense of the Third Testament
is from the Divine Human of the Lord, The Divine Human in the literal sense is in its fulness,
holiness, and power, and all discrete degrees are simultaneously present therein. Then all natural,
spiritual, celestial. and Divine truths are present in the literal sense of the Third Testament. The
question therefore is whether the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg as to their literal sense are or
are not the Word.
The Coming of the Lord on earth is the Coming of the
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Lord in the objective world by the assumption of a natural Human from the virgin Mary. The
Second coming of the Lord is the coming of the Lord in the clouds of Heaven with great power
and glory by the opening of the Word. In the new Church the Coming of the Lord on earth is the
state of the church in which the Writings of Emmanuel Swedenborg are gradually seen as the
Divine Human of the Lord.
Similarly as the churches before the coming of the Lord were external and had their basis in the
sensual things, therefore in the things outside of man, so too the states of the New Church before
the state of the coming of the Lord on earth have their basis exclusively in the sensual or direct
cognizance of the Writings. These states too of the church similarly to the churches before the
coming of the Lord Become more and more exterior, until the State is of Such a Nature that the
cognizance of the Writings is merely external and the internal is as it were lacking, as a
consequence of which the state of the Church is such that the church seems a representation of a
church. As a Transition to the Following State, in which the Writings of Emmanuel Swedenborg
are seen as the Divine Human of the Lord, and the basis is removed from without to within , or
from the sensual things, there fore from the things outside of man and the church, to the things
within man and the Church, John the Baptist, or the vision of the literal sense of the Writings as
the order for life, prepares the way. The church, in the natural, sees that it must conform with the
literal sense of the Writings by a life in accordance there with, and must depart from the things of
the world. Then the church understands the words of the 28th and 29th verses of the chapter of the
Gospel of Matthew: "And it came to pass, when Jesus had ended these words, the people were
astonished at His doctrine: for He taught them as one having authority, and not as the scribes". In
the affection of the Church for these things the Lord is born and the church enters into the state
in which it sees the Writings as the divine Human of the Lord. But similarly as the human from
Mary clung to the Lord, so too in this state there clings to the Church the proprium on account of
which it still sees the Writings also as the work of Emanuel Swendenborg. Similarly
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As the Lord after heavy combats glorified His human and made it Divine, so too, in this state the
Church after victory in temptations will gradually see the Writings as the Divine Human of the
Lord. Similarly as the Human of the Lord is not only Divine but the Divine is actually present in
the Human, so the church will regard the Writings not only as the Divine Human but see the
Divine Human present in the literal sense of the Writings as in its fulness, holiness, and power,
whereby these Writings are accepted as the Word of God in the third or Latin Testament. Then
the Church acknowledges that in the literal sense of the Latin testament all discrete degrees, thus
all natural, spiritual, celestial, and Divine truths are simultaneously present.
Subsequently the Church enters into the state which corresponds to the Christian Church in
which it sees that by direct Cognizance of the sense of the Third Testament no genuine truths can
be acquired, but that the truths of the literal sense must be struggled through from the natural to
the spiritual, which will only be able to do by a Doctrine out, of that testament and from the
influx of the Holy Spirit. After the fulness of this state the New Church enters into its proper
state. The Lord is present in the Church in His Second Coming by the presence of His Holy
Spirit in the rational of the Doctrine of the Church. Then the Church sees the things of the
Doctrine of the Church simply in the literal sense of the Latin Word.

When the Church enters into this state then the chief priests, and the scribes, and the elders, that
is to say those who are in apparent goods, in apparent rational truths, and in scientific, will ask
the Doctrine of the Church, which Is the Lord Himself: "By what authority doest Thou these
things? And who gave Thee this authority to do these things? And Jesus answered and said unto
them: I will also ask of you one word, and answer me, and I will tell you by what authority I do
these things. The baptism of john, was it from heaven or from men? Answer me." To those who
do not see that the Doctrine of the Church is present in the rational and that it is the presence of
the Lord by his Holy Spirit, the question is therefore asked whether the order for life which is
determined by the
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literal sense of the Writings is from the Divine Human of the Lord or from Emanuel
Swedenborg.
"And the - reasoned with themselves, saying: If we shall say., from Heaven, He will say, why
then did you not believe him?" signifies that if they consider these things, and accept that the
order for life which is determined by the literal sense of the Writings is from the Divine Human
of the Lord, they will have to acknowledge that the Divine Human is then present in the literal
sense in its fulness, holiness, and power, and that thus the Writings are the Word of God.
"But if we shall say, from men, they feared the people; for they all counted John, that be was a
prophet indeed", signifies that if they acknowledge that the order for life which is determined by
the literal sense of the Writings is from Emanuel Swedenborg, then all truths of that sense that
had been written and spoken, would be no truths, while it was precisely the truths of the literal
sense which they loved and which they regarded as the Doctrine of the Church.
"And they answered and said unto Jesus: We do not know. And Jesus answering saith unto them:
Neither do I tell you by what authority I do these things" signifies that if it is not rationally seen
that the Writings are the Word of God in the Third or Latin Testament, neither can one perceive
that the Doctrine of the Church is the Second Coming of the Lord by His presence by the Holy
Spirit.

THE RELATIVE INFALLIBILITY OF GENUINE
DOCTRINE DRAWN FROM THE WRITINGS
AN ADDRESS BY THE REVEREND THEODORE PITCAIRN
BEFORE TIIE PHILOSOIHY CLUB, BRYN ATHYN
MAY 7th, 1931.
The title DE HEMELSCHE LEER, or Heavenly Doctrine, has been called into question, and it
has been maintained that to entitle a magazine in this manner is out of order; we will therefore
commence with an explanation of what is meant by this title. It is not meant that the magazine is

the Heavenly Doctrine itself, for the Heavenly Doctrine is the Son of Man Himself as seen in
spiritual vision, before
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Whom a man falls prostrate, as John said concerning himself: "And when f saw Him, T fell at
His feet as dead" (Rev. 1 : 17). This is the sign of the seeing of the Son of Man, that one falls at
His feet as dead, for during the seeing of the Son of Man all one's proprial life is as it were dead.
Although the Writings are the Heavenly Doctrine, the Son of Man, vet it is obvious at this day
that the Son of Man is seldom seen, for if we read the Writings in our ordinary state, We see
little vision, the y often appear to us tedious, full of repetitions and uninspiring; instead of our
proprial life being prostrate, it is very active. The Heavenly Doctrine itself is the vision of the
Son of Man. The genuine Doctrine of the Church as written down in natural language, is a
description of what has been seen. This description is more or less perfect according to man's
powers of description; in this the letter of the Doctrine of the Church differs from the letter of the
Writings, for in the case of the latter the letter is of infinite perfection.
A man writes a book on astronomy and calls it TI e 8tarr?l Heavens; no one takes exception to
the title, but it is recognized as an appropriate one, although every one recognizes that the book
is not the starry heavens.
The Word and thus the Writings are infallible in an infinite sense, for they are the infinite Truth
itself accommodated to all men and Angels to all eternity. On the other hand the Doctrine drawn
from the Writings, in so far as it is genuine, is infallible in a relative and finite -By infallible
manner. in an absolute sense is meant that
the Word is infallible in relation to the infinite; by infallible in a relative sense is meant that
genuine Doctrine is infallible in relation to the finite series in which it occurs, on its own plane,
and in its proper relations. That such relatively infallible truth exists on the natural plane is
obvious from the science of mathematics. Thus if we say that five and six equal eleven we have
spoken an infallible truth in this sense, for we can be certain that the time can never come when
five and six will not equal eleven; and no matter what the subtleties of modern mathematics may
develop, five plus six will always remain eleven on the plane of addition. Again in relation to
astronomy there are certain known laws of the motion of the heavenly bodies, by which eclipses
are predicted. These laws on their own
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Plane, and in their proper relation, will never change to eternity.
We have said that an appearance of truth as seen by man, if genuine, is infallible on its own
plane, and in its proper series. Let us illustrate this again by a natural example. It is an eternal
truth that the sun rises in the east and not in the west, in its proper plane and series, namely, in

relation to the surface of the earth and the appearance to man thereon. Yet if we tell a child that
the sun rises in the east and later on someone tells him that the .sun stands still and the earth
turns around, and the child objects that be has been told that the sun rises in the cast, then the
child is using a genuine appearance of truth on a lower plane to invalidate a genuine appearance
of truth on a higher plane, and thus he comes into t falsity. Again if be is told that the sun does
not stand still but has its own motion among the stars, and if be replies that his teacher has told
him that the sun stands still and the earth revolves about it, he again uses and appearance of truth
on a lower plane to invalidate a truth on a higher plane. The truth itself as to the motion of the
sun, would be its relation to the infinite, which is not in time and space, and this relation no man
can see.
Hence it can be seen that while truth itself is infinite, and beyond the Comprehension of any
man, yet the genuine appearances of truth in which man is, are also infallible, in a relative sense,
for they are appearances of the Divine Love and Wisdom which is eternal.
Every genuine Doctrine drawn from the, Writings is infallible in the above sense. Take for
example the Doctrine that the Writings are the Word of God. No matter bow much the
understanding of what is signified by the Word may vary with increased wisdom, no matter how
the idea may vary with increased wisdom, no matter how the idea may be phrased more suitably,
the idea which was born in the Church will remain an eternal appearance of genuine truth,
Whatever spiritual thing a man sees clearly in spiritual light, is a genuine appearance of truth and
is eternal. To deny on the plane of spiritual sight what obviously applies on the plane of natural
sight would to deny the reality of spiritual sight.
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If I see a house I can state with authority it is a house and is not a tree. If some one insists that it
is a tree, I must conclude that either the man has something wrong with his eyes or is out of his
mind; and the same thing applies to a spiritual tree and a spiritual house. What man is there who
has any internal vision of the Writings who cannot say with authority that they are the Word of
God, and that any one who does not see them as such has an imperfection in his spiritual eye?
While such a truth is necessarily spoken with authority, yet the one who speaks it does not
expect another to take the truth on his authority; he does not say: believe this because I tell it to
you; but he says: go to the Writings, read them, and then pray to the Lord and your eyes may be
opened to see the truth.
There is very little spiritual truth we can see in clear light-, in fact there is very little spiritual
truth we can see at all. But if any truth is seen clearly in spiritual light, it necessarily has
authority for him who sees it, and this in spite of the limitedness of his vision. To deny that we
see a thing in spiritual light when we actually see it, would be dishonest and a denial of the
Lord's gift. There is nothing more irritating to the natural man than that another should see in
clear light what he cannot see, particularly if he sees it in a light different from what we are
accustomed to. Any one who confesses that he has such light, is in danger of having abuse
directed against him; such is the history of the world; yet if a man has such light he may not deny
without sinning against God.

But it may be said such light may be the light of fantasy, or imaginary light. But even in such a
case it is no use telling a man that he is in the light of fantasy, and that he must deny the light by
which be sees, and that if he does not do this be is in self-conceit and not in charity, because he
thinks lie has light that others do not have. If a man is in the light of fantasy he is to be pitied,
and the only possible cure in such a case, would be to gradually show the man that he, was in
fantastic light. To take an intolerant attitude to the light, by which a man sees, is opposed to
charity, even if the light were fantastic.
It is especially apt to animosity if the new light which a man believes that lie has, is said to be of
a discrete
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degree different from the former light. Any such belief is apt to be looked upon as the product of
conceit and its fantasy; it is thought that those who say they have such light look with contempt
on others, and boast themselves in their own superiority. Yet if the light is genuine the very
opposite is the case for in the new light he sees a thousand times more evil and falsity in himself;
he realizes many times more fully that he is nothing but evil and falsity; he sees more clearly that
if it were not for the Lord's mercy he would immediately sink into hell; and he is in more danger
of wishing to give up the new responsibility and of envying those who do not have it, than to
look with contempt upon his fellows. Nevertheless be can see the limitations of the former light
in the new light, for he has been in both and can compare them. This is the experience of
everyone who comes to the New Church; in the new light he can clearly see the limitations of the
former light in which he was.
It is clearly taught in the Writings that progress is according to discrete degrees. If an intolerant
attitude is taken towards the possibility of the opening of such degrees in practice, it is indeed a
great hindrance. If a man claims that such an advance is being made and the claim is false, the
falsity must be shown to exist, but there should be no intolerance before the falsity is shown; and
even afterwards there should be pity rather than intolerance.
A discrete degree differs from a continuous degree in that in the case of the former there is a gap
that separates, and there is communication only by correspondence. No advancement along
continuous degrees can bridge this gap. In the Church we have this difference illustrated in the
difference between the GENERAL CHURCH and CONVENTION. A man in CONVENTION
may be very learned in the Writings while a man who really sees the Writings as the Lord in His
Second Coming may be very simple and have little knowledge; yet the latter has a kind of
wisdom that the former can never come to, unless he comes to see the Writings as the Lord. This
is of course not to be taken as a personal judgment concerning the individuals of the two
organizations.
DE HEMELSCHE LEER, if accepted, makes a Copernican revolution in one's mode of thinking;
or to use an expression
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from the Writings, it requires an inversion of state. And if one has once seen the universe from
this -new point of view, it is quite as impossible to imagine going back to the former point of
view, as it would be to imagine going back to the Ptolemaic system of astronomy after coming to
see the Copernican system. This illustration is more than a mere comparison, as will appear.
In the former state the literal sense of the Writings is like a central globe in the universe around
which the spiritual thoughts and affections of the Church were as it were carried. In the new state
the spiritual sense of the Writings becomes the center and the literal sense of the Writings is seen
carried in its orbits around the spiritual sense. Man still remains on earth; this is his foundation;
he still rests on the letter of the Writings, but be nevertheless as it were views the solar system
from the point of view of the sun,, that is from within.
DE HEMELSCHE LEER is accused of departing from the commandment not to judge. Yet DE
HEMELSCHE LEER by no means makes a personal judgment; to interpret it as doing so, is to
misunderstand its spirit. To judge we are told in several places in the Writings, is to teach truths
which are from the Divine. Further we are told that judgment belongs to the Son of Man.
Wherefore any doctrine that is false is a false judgment, and is from the man himself. On the
other hand in so far as the Doctrine taught is genuine, so far it is not from the man, but is the
judgment of the Son of Man. This kind of judgment has been manifest in the Church in the past.
Namely in the teaching of Hindmarsh and later in the teaching of the ACADEMY. The Word,
being infinite, applies to all states of the life of the Church to all eternity. The genuine Doctrine
drawn from the Word will show bow it applies. If the Church were not given truth by which it
could judge itself, it would in time come into a state like an imaginary heaven. The question
therefore to be considered is as to whether the Doctrine born in the Church is genuine or not; if it
is, it is the judgment of the Son of Man, if not it is the kind of personal judgment that is
condemned.
DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR DECEMBER 1931
FROM THE TRANSLATIONS OF THE
SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP
Extract from the Minutes of the Meeting of Saturday.
December 6th, 1930.
The memorandum, calling This meeting together, reads as follows: 1. General renewal of the
membership. 2. Review of Mr. Groeneveld's address of December 30th, 1928, on The Coming of
the Lord for Conjunction with the Church, as printed in the issue for April 1929 of DE WARE
CHRISTELTIJKE GODSDIENST, pp. 38-45.
Rev. Ernst Pfeiffer proposes to prefix to the declaration of principle for the new year the
following quotation from n. 6895 of the ARCANA COELESTIA:
"By the Coming of the Lord is not understood His appearing with the Angels in the clouds, but
the acknowledgment in the hearts through love and faith; also His appearing out of the Word, the

inmost or supreme sense of which treats of the Lord alone; ... thus the Coming of the Lord in
love and faith with those who will be from the New Church".
The declaration of principle: " We, the undersigned, have united into a Swedenborg Gezetschap
for the purpose of cooperating towards the internal and external upbuilding of the Church by the
explanation of the Word in the light of the Doctrine of the Church, and by our devotion to the
principles of that Doctrine", after having been read by the Rec. Pfeiffer, was signed by all
present.
[For the convenience of the English reader a translation of Mr. Groeneveld's address is here
inserted (ED.)].
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THE COMING OF THE LORD FOR CONJUNCTION
WITH THE CHURCH
ADDRESS BY H. D. G. GROENEVELD AT THE SOCIAL
SUPPER OF 30TH DECEMBER 1928.
(Translated from the issue for April 1929 of DE WARE
CHRISTELIJKE GODSDIENST, pp. 38-45).
The Coming of the Lord on earth is the Coming of the Lord into the Flesh, as appears from the
first chapter of the Gospel of John: "And the Word was made flesh". Before the Coming of the
Lord on earth there ruled in the Church the Good of the Human Divine or the Word in firsts.
This Word was in the Heavens and determined the will of the human race. As is known from the
Writings the men of the Adamic Church had no written Word. The Word was internally in their
hearts, while externally it was present in creation. In all things of creation they saw internal
things. They lived on earth in communication with the Heavens. According to the Writings the
Lord operates from firsts through lasts. In the Golden Age the operation of the Lord took place
from His Human Divine through creation. Internally the Word was in the hearts of men, while
the Lord through creation was the Word. This too appears from the first chapter of the Gospel of
John: "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and God was the Word."
When the men of the Adamic Church in their degree became external, and therefore the
operation of the Lord through creation was no longer possible, the conjunction externally was
effected through the rational, on account of which a written Word appeared on earth. The men of
the Noachic Church had a conscience of truth, so that that Word must have been interior, for
which reason that Word, wit ' h a view to the danger of profanation, has been lost. When the
Churches, and therefore also the Heavens, became more and more external, the moment came
when the Heavens could no longer be present internally. Externally the Lord now operated on
the external will of the human race, on account of which, from then on, the Word mentions pure
history. The then existing church therefore was no actual church, seeing the internal was lacking,
but was only the representative of a Church. From then on the
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Lord by the statutes and commandments of the Hebrew Word had in fact already come on earth,
but in His Human Divine. Still more and more external became the human race, on account of
which the Lord had to be present more and more externally in His Human Divine.
Every more external presence of the Human Divine was born from the seed of the preceding
external presence. Finally the seed of the Human Divine had become so external, that it was
present as a natural seed and was received by the virgin Mary. According to the Writings, in the
external the internal is present. In this seed therefore was contained the Human Divine from the
beginning, that is the Good of the Human Divine; this gives the key to the internal sense of the
genealogy in the first chapter of Matthew); whereas in the natural seed itself the Divine Human
and therefore also the Holy Spirit was present as a germ; (this gives the key to the internal sense
of the genealogy in the third chapter of Luke). This appears from the 35th verse of the first
chapter of Luke: "The Holy Spirit shall come upon Thee and the power of the Most High shall
overshadow Thee."
After the birth the Truth of the Human Divine, in the form of the Old Testament, was at first only
externally with the Lord, while the Lord by the conjunction of this Truth of the Human Divine,
which came to Him from without, with the Good of the Human Divine, which was within Him,
gradually glorified His Human, and by thin-, became the Word in ultimates. Every state of
glorification consisted in this that the Lord by the conjunction of the Truth which He received
from without, with the Good which was within Him, brought this Good of the Human Divine
into ultimates, whereby it became the Good of the Divine Human.
As has already been said, before the Coming of the Lord on earth the Good of the Human Divine
ruled and determined the will of the human race. Every state of glorification of the Lord
therefore was a victory over evil and falsity, from evil; whereas every state of the Second
Coming of the Lord was a victory over evil and falsity, from falsity. The Coming of the Lord on
earth therefore brought redemption of the spiritual world and at the same time for the human race
living after the Coming of
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the Lord, seeing the hells of evil and falsity, from evil, and falsity, from evil, had been subjected.
Before the Coming on earth the con junction of the Lord with the human race, out of His Human
Divine, with regard to good was mediate, namely through the Heavens, and with regard to truth
immediate. This clearly appears from the Golden Age, when the men of the Adamic Church
lived in open communication with the Heavens and saw the Lord present in all things of creation.
After the Coming of the Lord on earth, that is to say, after the conjunction of the, truth of the
Human Divine, which the Lord received from without, with the Good of the Human Divine in
the Lord Himself, by which this Good became the Good of the Divine Human, the conjunction
of the Lord with the, human race, out of His Divine Human, with regard to good became
immediate, and with regard to truth mediate, namely through the Heavens. All conjunction

between the Heavens and the earth is dependent on the human race on earth. With all mediate
conjunction of the Lord with the human race there is the danger that the conjunction may perish.
While before the Coming of the Lord on earth the mediate conjunction of the Lord through the
Heavens, out of the Good of His Human Divine, determined the will of the human race, after the
Coming of the Lord on earth the mediate conjunction of the Lord through the Heavens, out of the
Truth of His Divine Human, determined the understanding, namely the external understanding of
the human race. The men of the first Christian Church established by the Lord must therefore be
of a different nature from the men before the Coming of the Lord.
The New Testament given to the first Christian Church was the Truth separated by the Lord from
His Divine Human. It is that Truth by which the conjunction of the Lord with the human race did
not yet take place immediately out of His Divine Human. This Truth with regard to the
conjunction with the human race was still separated from the Good of the Divine Human, as the
Son from the Father. The New Testament therefore does not contain only the birth, the life, and
the crucifixion of the Lord Himself on earth, but also the coming, the life, and the Crucifixion of
the Truth on earth separated from the Divine Human, and likewise the victory over the bells
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by the last judgment and the conjunction of that Truth with the Good of the Divine Human, as
may appear among other places from the 7th verse of the 19th chapter of the Revelation of John:
"For the marriage of the lamb has to come, and His wife has made herself ready."
The conjunction of the Lord with those who received the Truth separated from the Divine
Human took place out of the Good of His Divine Human. More and more external became the
reception of the Word by the human race, so that instead of the good and truth from the Truth
separated from the Divine Human, evil and falsify appeared. More and more this Truth was
detached from the internal, namely from the Good of the Divine Human, so that finally this truth
was regarded by itself, and therefore faith alone was considered as saving and the crucifixion of
the Lord as an active redemption. As that Truth has been detached from the internal, the good
proceeding thence, in the form of the most external worship, and the truth proceeding thence , in
the form of the most external faith, are considered as the greatest piety. The most external
kindness and the most external assistance to others is regarded as the highest charity.
Between the Heavens and the Earth more and more clouds Is gathered in consequence of the
evils and the falsities. from falsity on earth, so that finally conjunction was no longer possible
between the Heavens and the earth. Similarly as the Lord Himself came on earth when internally
or with regard to good (Conjunction between the [leavens and the earth was no longer possible,
so likewise the Lord Himself came when externally or with regard to truth conjunction was no
longer possible; and He came, in the clouds of Heaven, as appears from the 30th verse of the
24th chapter of Matthew: "And then shall appear the sign of the Son of Man in Heaven, and then
shall all, the tribes of the earth mourn, and they shall see the Son of Man coming in the clouds of
Heaven with great power and glory".
While the first Coming of the Lord was to combat evil and falsity, from evil, the Second Coming
of the Lord is to combat evil and falsity, from falsity. It may therefore to some extent become

clear why it is just the work THE BRIEF EXPOSITION OF THE I)OCTRLNE OF THE
@NE\V
90 FROM TIIE TRANSACTIONS
CFIURCH WHICII IS SIGNIFIED BY TIIE NEW JERUSALEM IN TIIE REVELATION, a
work laying bare the false doctrines of the Roman-Catholics and the Protestants, which is the
Second Coming of the Lord. Now conjunction of the Lord with the human race also with regard
to Truth finds place immediately out of His Divine Human.
"In the beginning was the Word and the Word was with God and God was the Word." Before the
Coming of the Lord on earth the conjunction of the Lord with the human race was mediate
through the Word or the Good of the Human Divine; this Good was with the Lord, while by the
Coming on earth the Lord was this Good in lasts. After the Coming of the Lord on earth the
conjunction of the Lord with the human race was mediate through the Word or the Truth
separated from the Divine Human; this Truth was with the Lord, while by the Second Coming
the Lord was this Truth 'in lasts. The Writings of Swedenborg, which have been given to the
New Church established by the Lord, are the Truth of the Divine Human and therefore the Word.
This Truth now determines the understanding, namely, the internal understanding of the human
race. This Truth therefore is internal. They who receive the Writings only in an. external way,
and therefore for their end have the gathering of the knowledge of correspondences, see only the
importance of natural life. They will continually speak of charity, which consequently is nothing
but external charity; while in the restrictions of the natural life they see an attack on the freedom
of which the Writings speak. They cannot join in the development of Truth, as they see no
charity therein. They therefore in fact oppose all upbuilding of the Church, as the upbuilding of
the Church can take place only by the deepening of truth, for the Lord is present in the Truth of
His Divine Human.
The REV. ERNST PFEIFFER gave the following elucidation of Mr. Groeneveld's address: If, in
the new light which the Lord has given us in the past year on the essence of the Third Testament
and on the Doctrine of the Church, we read this address, which is already two years old, we
marvel at the depth and the comprehensiveness of the thoughts laid down therein. Although it
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contains certain concepts which had at that time not yet been opened, and which only later on,
once more essentially through Mr. Groeneveld's work, we have learned to grasp, it appears
nevertheless that this argument concerning the essence of the successive Churches on this earth
forms a perfectly cohering whole, to which at this day, in spite of
the then as yet unsolved difficulties, we cannot add anything of essential importance.
The concept of the Divinity of the Doctrine of the Church had indeed at that time already been
received by us as a truth, but the rational foundation of that concept on the text of the ARCANA
COELESTIA concerning the 12th, 20th, and 26th chapters of GENESIS had not yet been
attained, a work which Mr. Groeneveld did not accomplish until a few months later in his
address on The Doctrine of the Church of February 2nd, 1929. The Doctrine of the Church
therefore in the address of December 30th, 1928, is not mentioned. And whereas now we would
be inclined to say that the problems dealt with in this address can only be understood by one
who, in a conscious way, is in possession of the essential principles of the Doctrine of the
Church, we marvel when we see how these problems even at that time, had been grasped and
solved. The greatest importance of this address lies in this that here for the first time it has been
explained in a rational way why the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Word of God'. It is

indeed customary in the GENERAL CHURCH to say that the Writings are the Word; yea, there
have been some even from the beginning of the New Church who said that the Writings were the
Word. But so far a rational explanation of this truth has not been arrived at. The faith in this truth
was based essentially on the express testimony of the Writings concerning their Divine origin,
and on the conclusion from the teaching in the ARCANA COELESTIA (1540 and other places)
that the internal sense is the Word itself (see C. Th. Odhner, Testimony of the Writings
concerning themselves). It is true that some (E. S. Hyatt, C. Th. Odhner), with regard to the
Writings as the Word, attempted to deduce a rational concept from the concept of the Trinity and
from the concept of the three degrees 'o£ the mind, by which they were led to speak, with regard
to the Writings, of "the
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Word of the Holy Spirit" (Hyatt), and, with regard to the Three Testaments, of "the Trinal Word"
(C. Th. Odhner). We should not underestimate the historical significance of these contributions,
but more than a tentative formulation of the problem thus far has not been attained.
The subject of this address is the order of the conjunction between God and the human race and
the principles of the Divine operation by which this conjunction has become possible. The order
of conjunction. between God and man is determined in the first place by the fact that God in
Himself is infinite and man finite; that therefore there is no ratio between God in Himself and
man, and that no conjunction is possible between God in Himself and man. The Human is the
Mediator between God in Himself and man. God in His Human is the Lord, and therefore
conjunction is possible only in the Lord. Before the Incarnation God had no Human of His own,
and the conjunction was then through His Divine which made the Heavens and which is called
the Human Divine, that is. He made use of the Angels for the conjunction with the human race.
But after the Incarnation God had a Human of His own, which in contradistinction to the Human
Divine is called the Divine Human.
The order of conjunction between the Lord and man is further determined by the fact that the
Lord is Life, and that man has been created as an organ or a receptacle of Life; furthermore by
the law that conjunction is-only possible if man participates in it as from himself. Without the
cooperation of man as from himself no reciprocal and therefore no actual and remaining
conjunction is possible. The conjunction of the Lord with man and the reciprocal conjunction of
man with the Lord is effected through the two faculties which are called rationality and liberty.
This is because all that a. man does out of freedom in accordance with his thought is
appropriated to him as his own, and remains. These two faculties are from the Lord with every
man; out of these faculties man has will and understanding, and out of these faculties man has
life as from himself (cf. D. P. 71—79). It is by virtue of these two faculties and thence by virtue
of the will and the understanding of man, if he is regenerated, that it is said that the Lord with
man dwells in His Own.
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It is a law of Divine -Providence that every man should act as from himself, thus out of freedom
according to his reason; butonly the regenerated man acts out of freedom itself according to

reason itself (cf. D. P. 97). Every man therefore from the Lord out of his creation has the as-from
himself; but the proper or celestial as-from-himself man receives only through regeneration. The
celestial as-from-one's-self, or freedom itself and reason itself, exists in the will and the
understanding which have been regenerated out of freedom and reason. There is thus conjunction
of the Lord with man through freedom and reason, but there
is reciprocal conjunction of man with the Lord only through freedom itself and reason itself,
thus only through the regeneration of the will and the understanding.
The complete conjunction of man with the Lord cannot take place otherwise than gradually
according to a certain orderly series of successive states to which the successive ages of man
from infancy to old age, correspond. Man is born as a natural being, he then during his manhood
becomes spiritual, and finally in his old age celestial. In order, however, that man may later on
become spiritual and celestial, he is born from the Lord out of his soul into the celestial of the
innocence of infancy, or into the state of the innocence of ignorance. The celestial of infancy is
thus given to man by way of an unmerited advance; it does not belong to man himself, as does
the celestial of the innocence of wisdom of old age, by the complete development of the as-fromone's-self. In order now that man later on may become spiritual and celestial, he must
first leave his first celestial state. In his first infancy he is in a celestial state, under the care of
the celestial Angels, subsequently in his boyhood in a spiritual state, under the care of the
spiritual Angels, and then in the years of adolescence in a natural state, under the care of the
natural Angels. In this state an inversion takes place, and man now, by wrestling through the
natural, must turn back inwards and climb up and return to the celestial state from which he
started, but now as from himself. Then first of all, in his early manhood (juventus, cf. A. C.
10225), he is in a spiritual natural state and as to his spirit as an Angel of the first Heaven; he
thereupon, during his manhood (virilitas), comes into a spiritual
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state and as to his spirit becomes as an Angel of the second Heaven; and finally, in his old age,
he comes into a celestial state and as to his spirit becomes as an Angel of the third Heaven. So it
happens with every man who makes it -possible for the Lord to regenerate him, from the lowest
degree -to the highest degree, according to the order of the successive degrees of the mind. From
this it appears that man can only enter into the complete reciprocal conjunction with the Lord
with regard to good and truth, or into the celestial as-from-himself, by passing through this series
of successive states. •
According to the Third Testament a similar gradual development of the as-from-one's-self
applies also to the history of the whole human race. Mankind from the most ancient times, in the
form of the successive Churches had, as it were, to pass through all the ages of man, from the
state of the innocence of infancy to the state of the innocence of wisdom. The period of the
infancy of the human race was during the Adamic Church, which was a celestial Church; the
period of the boyhood of the human race was during the Noachic Church, which was a spiritual
Church; the period of the adolescence of the human race was during the Church of Eber, which
was a natural Church; the inversion took place during the Israelitish Church, which was the
representative of a Church, when the Lord came into the world; the period of the early manhood
of the human race was during the Lord's life on earth, with those who believed in Him, which
was a spiritual natural state; the period of the manhood of the human race was during the
Christian Church, which was

a spiritual Church; the period of the old age of the human race is that of the New Church, which
is a celestial Church. Only bypassing through these successive states could the faculty of the
complete mutual conjunction of the human race with the Lord, or the celestial as-from-one's-self
of the human race, be developed. That the celestial as-from-one's-self of the Adamic Church and
the spiritual as-from-one's-self of the Noachic Church, as compared with the spiritual as-fromone's-self of the Christian Church and the celestial as-from-one's-self of the New Church were of
an incomplete nature, will appear from the following explanations.
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The Lord, in the regeneration of man, operates from firsts through lasts; that is, to begin with
there must be something from the Lord with man both in firsts and in lasts, if it is to be possible
for man to be regenerated. That which according to order from firsts through lasts comes into
existence in mediates is the regenerated man. In the states of the descending line from infancy to
adolescence where the inversion takes place, the Lord operates successively from the good of the
celestial, of the spiritual, and of the natural, which has as it were been given to man as an
advance, as from firsts, and in these states He operates through sensual things which are received
by direct cognizance, as through lasts. In the states of the ascending line however, from early
manhood to old age, the Lord operates. from the natural-, spiritual-, and celestial-good,
which man has acquired as from himself as his own property, as from firsts; and in these states
He operates successively through the natural-rational-, spiritual-rational-, and celestial-rationaltruth, laid down in the natural, to which by the wrestling through the natural the entrance is
gradually and successively opened to man, as through lasts.
That the Churches from creation until the Coming of the Lord followed each other in such .a
descending line, is known. That all these Churches with regard to the basis for their thought were
not in any internal truth itself, but were dependent-on sensual things, therefore on things outside
of man, is taught in many places in the Third Testament. Of all Churches before the Coming of
the Lord it is said that they were not in the truth (T. C. R. 786); it is also said that all Churches
before the Coming were representative Churches, which could not see the Divine Truth except in
the shadow, but that after the Coming of the Lord a Church was instituted from Him, which saw
the Divine Truth in light (S. S. 99; D.L.W. 233; T.C.R. 109). On a former occasion already (see
DE HEMELSCHE LEER, First Fasc., pp. 38—40; 82—87) it has been explained in some detail
that all Churches before the Coming of the Lord, since they missed the Divine Human as a basis
for their thought, were dependent on sensual things for the conjunction with the Lord, and that
neither the Adamite, nor the Noachite, nor the Israelite could
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form an idea of the Divine things except as represented in the sensual things of creation.
The state of the Churches before the Coming of the Lord was the state of the good of the
celestial, the good of the spiritual, and the good of the natural respectively. In the measure in
which by the shunning of evil they were in the good of their degree, they were without more, by

direct cognizance, in the representative truth of their degree. — The state of the Adamic
Church was that of the good of the celestial of the infancy of the human race and therefore of the
innocence of ignorance. The inmost degree of the human, the interior rational, which constitutes
the third Heaven, with them was opened (A. C. 1914, 5145), and out of that interior rational all
things of creation for them were representatives of the celestial and Divine things. In this way
out of the interior rational the sensual things of creation were the basis for their thought, and
without this sensual basis they could not form a single thought; they could never think of the
celestial and Divine things otherwise than as represented in the sensual things of nature. The
entire natural creation in this way was a paradise for them; on earth they lived as it were in
Heaven. With regard to their internal they were among the Angels of their Heaven and had open
communication with them. They saw the Lord as represented in the sun and His infinite qualities
as represented in the things of creation; and the Lord also appeared to them often as an Angel of
Heaven. Their religion, their charity, and their faith were one and the same with their celestial
life. The Lord with them operated from the good of the celestial of the infancy of the human race
as from firsts, and through the sensual things of their paradise, by direct cognizance, as through
lasts. As long as by the shunning of the evil of self-love they remained in the good of their
Heaven, that is in the good of the Human Divine which then made the third Heaven, out of that
good by direct cognizance of the sensual things of creation they immediately perceived their
interior rational truth, which, however, was only of a representative nature, for which reason it is
said of them that they were not in the truth. — When the Adamic Church had been consummated
a Coming of the Lord to the human race took place from the Human Divine which
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then made the external of the Adamic Heaven, as from a seed, for the establishment of a new
Church. According to the order of procreation of life from a higher degree to a lower degree, out
of the external of the preceding degree there comes the internal of the next degree, for from the
truth of the preceding degree is the good of the next degree. From this seed came into existence
the Noachic Church. The good from the truth of the interior rational was the internal of this seed.
With the man of the Noachic Church therefore the interior rational remained closed, and since it
was out of the good of the interior rational that the Adamite in the sensual things of creation saw
celestial truth, the Noachite in the sensual things of creation by themselves could no longer see
truth. He was dependent on a written Word. The state of the Noachic Church was that of the
good of the spiritual of the boyhood of the human race, that is, the state of the exterior or
spiritual rational or of spiritual charity. The Lord operated with them from the good of the
spiritual of the boyhood of the human race as from firsts, and through the sensual things of their
social order and of the world, as seen in the light of their Word, by direct cognizance, as through
lasts. While all particulars of creation without more for the Adamic man represented Divine and
celestial things, the things of creation for the Noachic man represented Divine and spiritual
things only so far as they were seen in the light of their Word and could be brought into some
connection with their social order as things of spiritual use and of spiritual charity.
The basis for their thought was thereby considerably limited as compared
with that of the Adamites, but just on account of this limitation the spiritual man, as compared
with the celestial man, was now for the first time able to form a somewhat concrete concept of
the Divinity and of the essential human things; but nevertheless not yet as ideas of the truth in
itself, but only as represented in sensual things. As long as the Noachites by the shunning of evil,
in the light of their Word, remained in the good of spiritual charity, that is, in the good of the

Human Divine which then made the second Heaven, out of that good by direct cognizance they
could immediately see their representative spiritual rational truth. — When the Noachic
Church had been consummated a Coming of the
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Lord to the human race took place from the Human Divine •which then made the external of the
Noachic Heaven, as from a seed, for the establishment of a new Church. From this seed came
into existence the Church of Eber. The good from the truth of the exterior rational was the
internal of this seed. With the man of this Church therefore also the exterior rational was closed.
Their state was that of the interior natural, that is, of genuine natural charity. According to their
internal they were in conjunction with the lowest Heaven. The Lord operated with them from the
good of the interior natural of the adolescence of the human race as from firsts, and through the
sensual things of their interior natural social order and of the world, as seen in the light of their
Word, by direct cognizance, as through lasts. The man of this Church thus was in the good of the
interior natural, and out of this good, by direct cognizance, he was in the truth of his degree,
therefore more limited again than the Noachite, namely exclusively with regard to the things of
their social order in the world out of interior natural charity. As long as they by the shunning of
evil, in the light of the Word, remained in the good of interior natural charity, that is, in the good
of the Human Divine which then made the first Heaven, out of that good by direct cognizance
they could immediately see their representative interior natural truth. — When this Church too
had been consummated a Coming of the Lord to the human race took place from the Human
Divine which then made the external of the last Heaven, as from a seed, for the establishment of
a new Church. From this seed came into existence the Israelitish Church. The good from the
truth of the interior natural was the internal of this seed. With the Israelites therefore the Church
had become so external that even the lowest interior degree of good remained closed, and
therefore an operation of the Heavens on the man of this Church was no longer possible, since
the Heavens couldno longer be internally present. The Lord operated with them from their
merely external obedience to the commandments and statutes of the Old Testament as from
firsts, and through the sensual things seen in the light of the Old Testament, by direct
cognizance, as through lasts. The Israelite was therefore in the good of the exterior
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natural, and out of this good, by direct cognizance, he was in the truth of his degree, which was
now limited to the ecclesiastic life of his people, as the people of God. As long as by the
shunning of external evil, in the light of the Old Testament, they remained in their worship in an
external holiness, out of this good by direct cognizance they could immediately see their
representative natural truth.
When also the Israelitish Church, which in reality was merely the representative of a Church, had
been consummated the Coming of the Lord into the Flesh took place. The Word in the Israelitish
Church had become so external that an operation with regard to internal things through that
Word was no longer possible, so that there was no question any longer of a proper Church; and if

in this state of the human race the Word had not become Flesh, the conjunction would have been
broken and the human race would have perished. In the Adamic Church the Lord operated from
the good of the celestial, or the inmost good, as from firsts, and through the sensual of the
celestial, which is the outmost, because all-comprehensive and unlimited sensual, as through
lasts. In the Noachic Church the Lord operated from the good of the spiritual as from firsts, and
through the sensual of the spiritual as through lasts. In the Church of Eber the Lord operated
from the good of the interior natural as from firsts, and through the sensual of the interior natural
as through lasts. Firsts and lasts in this way in the successive descent had approached each other
more and more, until in the Israelitish Church they were both in the exterior natural, so that
interior mediates could no longer come into existence, and there was no longer question of any
internal good. For the Lord operated with them from their obedience to the commandments and
statutes of the Old Testament laid upon them from without, as from firsts, and through the
sensual things seen in the light of the Word, as through lasts. From this it now clearly appears
that if the Lord Himself had not come, and had not brought His Good into lasts, the human race
would have perished. The Human Divine which in accordance with the ever more external nature
of the successive Churches had gradually descended as a seed from the highest to the lowest
degree, had now become so external that it
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could be received as a Natural Seed by the Virgin Mary. This Seed therefore contained the
Good of the Human Divine from the highest to the lowest degree (as described in the Genealogy
of Matthew), and the Natural Seed itself contained the germ of the Divine Human and of the
Holy Spirit (as described in the Genealogy of Luke). The Lord by the Glorification of His human
conjoined the Truth of the Human Divine which in the form of the Old Testament came to Him
from without, with the Good of the Human Divine which He had in Himself; the Good of the
Human Divine became the Good of the Divine Human; the Word became Flesh; the Divine
Human is the Divine Good even in lasts.
It has already been explained above how in the successive Churches by the descent of the good
of the Human Divine from which the Lord successively operated as from firsts, the
representative sensual things through which the Lord could operate as through lasts were more
and more limited. This gradual limitation of the representative sensual things as a basis for man's
thought, had now advanced to a total discontinuance, and the thought of mankind was now
limited to the Word become. Flesh, that is, the Truth not as represented but the Truth in itself.
The basis for the thought of the human race, from the sensual things of creation, that is, from the
merely external things, had now been transferred to the Divine Human, that is, to the internal
things. By this the inversion of the human race from its descending to its ascending development
was accomplished. Commencing with the lowest interior degree, the interior natural, and
advancing through the middle interior degree, the exterior rational, the human race had now
finally to be brought to the highest interior degree, the properly human basis for the thought, the
interior rational.
In the period of the descending development, that is, before the Coming of the Lord, it was
good which determined the state of the human race; in the period of the ascending development,
that is, after the Coming of the Lord, it is truth which determines the state of the human race.
Before the Coming of the Lord man, by the shunning of evil, came into good and out of this
good by direct cognizance he was immediately in his truth; after
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the Coming of the Lord man by the shunning of evil comes into truth and through truth into
good. By shunning the evil of the first hell man comes into the truth of the first interior degree
and through this truth into the good of the Divine Human which makes the first Heaven; by
shunning the evil of the second hell man comes into the truth of the second interior degree and
through this truth into the good of the Divine Human which makes the second Heaven; by
shunning the evil of the third hell man comes into the truth of the third interior degree and
through this truth into the good of the Divine Human which makes the third Heaven. The
purpose of the wrestlings with the proprium or of the shunning of evil in the Churches after the
Coming of the Lord is therefore to arrive at one of the interior degrees of truth and to maintain
one's self in this truth, rejecting all lusts of the proprium which appear in the light of this truth,
thus by an interior faithfulness to the spirit of this truth, by which a man comes gradually into the
good itself of the respective degree and is thereby taken up into the Divine Human of the Lord.
The purpose of the Churches after the Coming of the Lord is therefore first of all in their Word to
arrive at the proper essence of the truth, in order so to attain an internal basis for their thought,
for only in this way can they come to good. Before the Coming the Lord operated successively
from the good of the celestial, of the spiritual, and of the natural of the Human Divine, which had
been given to mankind as an advance, as from firsts, and through sensual things that were taken
up by direct cognizance, as through lasts; after the Coming
the Lord operated successively from the natural-, spiritual-, and celestial-good of the Divine
Human, which the human race as from itself had acquired as its own property, as from firsts, and
successively through the natural-rational-, spiritual-rational-, and celestial-rational-truth, laid
down in the natural, to which by the wrestling through the natural the entrance is gradually and
successively opened to man, as through lasts. For the new truth which is given to man after the
wrestling as a revelation by perception, is laid down in the natural, so that the Word becomes an
ever more internal basis in lasts for the further thought: by this the letter of the Word is gradually
opened more and more to man; the interior doctrinal
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things which lie concealed in the letter more and more take the place of the literal things of the
Word which first served as a basis.
By the Coming of the Lord on earth, His appearance before the eyes of men, and by the
recognition of Him as the Son of God (Luke I :°35, 38, 43; ch.2 : II, 17, 20, 26, 30, 31, 32, 38),
the transition from the adolescence of the human race to the early manhood was accomplished.
No longer now did the sensual things of creation serve as a basis for the thought of men, but the
Divine Human of the Lord. By the faith in the Divinity of the Lord the human race for the first
time had left the representative truth and had been introduced into the truth itself. It was the task
of the human race from now on, by ever deeper going victories over the proprium, therefore by a
progressive wrestling through the. degrees of the natural, to climb up to the interior degrees of
truth. — The period of the early manhood of the human race was during the life of the Lord on
earth and until the Ascension and the pouring out of the Holy Spirit related in the ACTS OF
THE APOSTLES, with those who believed in Him, which was a spiritual natural state. The good
from which the Lord now operated as from firsts, was the good of His Divine Human, for the
Lord had now taken all the Good of the Human Divine upon Himself. For this reason the Lord
said: "Abide in Me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, except it abide in the
vine, no more can ye, except ye abide in Me. I am the vine, ye are the branches" (John 15 :4, 5).
The truth through which the Lord now operated as through lasts, was the truth of His Divine

Human. In this first spiritual natural state, during the early manhood of the human race, while
the Lord as a natural man was immediately present before their senses, the truth through which
He could operate was determined by their faith that He was the Son of the living God. At this
interior truth of the lowest degree they could only arrive by wrestling through the natural in the
first degree. With those who could not believe that the essence of His Human was from the
Divine, because they remained in the proprium, the Lord could not operate. This is described in
the Gospel of Matthew: "Jesus saith unto them, But whom say ye that I am? And Simon &.
Peter
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answered and said, Thou art Christ, the Son of the living God. And Jesus answered and said unto
him: „Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-Jona" (ch. 16 : 15—17). And therefore too the Lord said:
"Verily, verily, I say unto you: He that believeth on Me hath everlasting life. ... Whoso eateth
My Flesh, and drinketh My Blood, hath eternal life" (John 6 : 47, 54); and: "He breathed into the
disciples and said: Receive ye the Holy Spirit" (John 20:22). Concerning this we read in THE
TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION: "The Lord breathed upon the disciples and said this because
the breathing-upon (aspiratio) was an external symbol representative of the Divine breathing-into
(inspiratio); the breathing-into, however, is the insertion into angelic societies" (n. 140). — The
transition to the period of the manhood of the human race could take place only by the Lord
leaving the earth; for man must first become independent of the sensual presence of the Lord if
he is to receive the influx of the more interior degrees of truth. This the Lord teaches in the
following words in the Gospel of John: ' It is expedient for you that I go away, for if I go not
away, the Comforter will not come unto you; but if I depart, I will send Him unto you. ... When
He, the Spirit of Truth, is come, He will guide you into all truth" (ch. 16 :7, 13). The period of
the manhood of the human race was during the Christian Church. To this Church there had been
opened in the Word of the New Testament the entrance to the natural and therefore also to the
exterior rational of the Human Divine. It was the purpose of the Christian Church, by wrestling
through the natural, to arrive at the essence of its Word, the New Testament, as at the spiritual
basis for its thought, and through this to its good, the good of spiritual charity. Its task
therefore was by the shunning of evil to penetrate to the genuine spirit of the New Testament,
which never has reference to the merely natural things themselves that are mentioned therein, but
to the Divine, celestial, and spiritual things of the natural of the Divine Human of the Lord. That
man without victory over the proprium could never arrive at that genuine spirit of the Divine
Human, the Lord Himself says in the Gospel of John: "I shall pray the Father, and He shall give
you another Comforter, ... the Spirit of Truth, whom the world cannot receive, because it seeth
Him
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not, neither knoweth Him" (John 14:16, 17). In this way the Christian Church could have
come to a spiritual basis for its thought, and by this to the good itself of the natural of the Divine
Human of the Lord. For this reason it is said in the Third Testament that the Christian Church, as
to its internal essence, was a spiritual Church, for the characteristic of the spiritual is the combat
with and the victory over the natural. It is also said that the Christian Church, as to its internal
essence, was like the Noachic Church, of which it is known that it was a spiritual Church. In this

way the human race in an orderly way might have gone through its period of manhood, and
gradually have been prepared for the reception of the interior rational things themselves of the
Divine Human. From this Church also it clearly appears that all Churches after the Coming of
the Lord should no longer base their thought, as did the Churches before the Coming, on the
sensual, that is, on the direct cognizance of the letter of their Word, but that, by wrestling
through the natural, that is, by the shunning of evil as sin against the Lord, they should raise
themselves to an internal basis for their thought. The Christian Church, however, only in its first
ages took up its Word internally; and indeed in many things in the Epistles and in the writings of
the church fathers the genuine Doctrine of the Christian Church is contained. In those states there
was conjunction with the Heavens and with the Lord. But gradually the reception of the Word
became more and more external, so that instead of coming into the Divine Human to which they
could have come by genuine truth, they came more and more into the evil of the proprium.
Instead of the interior truth there came the separated letter, instead of spiritual charity and living
faith there came faith alone and the hypocrisy of a most external piety and philanthropy. What
the complete development of the exterior or spiritual rational during the manhood of the human
race might have become, in the theology of the Christian Church therefore does not appear; but
rather may thr degeneration of that manly faculty be discerned in the many philosophic systems
which were developed during the period of that Church, in which as a rule the Divine Human has
been entirely lost sight of, or was falsified by the separated natural rational.
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When the Christian Church was consummated the Second Coming of the Lord took place in the
Word of the Third Testament. The Third Testament is the Rational of the Divine Human of the
Lord. Man comes into the proper essence of this Word only through the interior rational which
constitutes the third Heaven. Before the Incarnation the Lord operated from the good of the
Human Divine as from firsts, and through the sensual things of creation as through lasts. The
conjunction of the Lord with the human race therefore with regard to good was mediate through
the Heavens and with regard to truth immediate through creation. After the Incarnation the Lord
operated from the good of the Divine Human as from firsts, and through the truth of the
New Testament as through lasts. With regard to good the conjunction of the Lord with the
human race was now immediate, therefore independent of )l»' Heavens, since the Lord had made
all the Human Divine the Divine Human in Himself. But with regard to truth the conjunction
now became mediate through the Heavens. This appears from the following consideration: The
New Testament is the Natural of the Divine Human, or, as Mr. Groeneveld has expressed
himself in this address "the Truth separated by the Lord from His Divine Human; that Truth by
which the conjunction of the Lord with the human race did not yet take place immediately out of
His Divine Human; that Truth which with regard to the conjunction with the human race was
still separated from the Good of the Divine Human, as the Son from the Father". For the influx of
Divine Truth is immediately out of the Lord only into the interior rational; in the lower degrees,
however, it is mediate through the Heavens, so that the human race as long as admittance had
been given only to the natural of the Divine Human, for the opening of the truth of that Word
was dependent on the influx of the Heavens. This appears from the following place in the
CANONS: "Thus the Holy of God, which is called the Holy Spirit, flows in order into the
Heavens; immediately into the supreme Heaven, which is called the third; immediately and also
mediately into the middle Heaven, which is called the second; similarly into the ultimate
Heaven, which is called the first" (The Holy Spirit 3 : 2). As long as the Christian Church, on
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the basis of the New Testament, by the shunning of evil, came into the genuine spirit of the truth
of that Word, there was therefore conjunction mediately through the Heavens with the Lord.
However, in the degree in which the reception of truth became more and more external, and they
therefore instead of coming into the Divine Human came into the proprium, more and more there
came into existence between the Heavens and the Church imaginary. heavens animated from the
hells, until finally the conjunction of the Lord through the Heavens with the human race
threatened to perish completely. Then the Lord to<)k over from the Heavens upon Himself the
task of mediation for conjunction also with regard to truth. This was done by His Second
Coming in the Word of the Third Testament.
The Word of the Third Testament is the Divine Rational, and therefore the Truth itself
conjoined with the Good itself of the Divine Human of the Lord. Man comes into the
proper essence of this Word only through the interior or celestial rational, which constitutes the
third Heaven (A. C. 5145). In this interior rational there is immediate conjunction with the Lord
Himself also with regard to truth, as appears in the passage quoted from the CANONS (The Holy
Spirit 3:2). By the Second Coming of the Lord in the Third Testament therefore the conjunction
of the Lord with the human race has become immediate and independent of the Heavens also
with regard to truth. On this rests the imperishableness of the New Church; for every
conjunction which is dependent on the Heavens is also dependent on the human race, out of
which the Heavens are made; and every conjunction which is dependent on the human race is
exposed to the danger of destruction. Here it now clearly appears in a rational way that the
Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Truth of the Divine Human and therefore the proper
Word of God itself. The proper proof is given by the application of the words: In the beginning
was the Word, and the Word was with God, and God was the Word, to the Coming and to the
Second Coming of the Lord. Before the Coming of the Lord the conjunction of the Lord with the
human race with regard to good was mediate through the Heavens; the Word thus was with God.
By the Incarnation the Lord became that Word itself; thus God was the Word. Before
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the Second Coming of the Lord the conjunction with regard to truth was mediate through the
Heavens; the Word thus was with God. By the Second Coming the Lord in the Third Testament
became that Word itself; thus God was the Word.
In the Third Testament the entrance has been opened to the human race to the rational of the
Divine Human. By this the transition of the human race from the period of manhood to the
period of old age was accomplished. The characteristic of the old age of man is the state of
wisdom and of innocence in wisdom. Man in this state after surmounting the natural has entered
the rational itself, that is, the interior rational which constitutes the third Heaven; the wrestling
through the natural has ceased, man has become a celestial man, and with regard to his spirit, he
is among the Angels of the third Heaven; he is in the immediate perception of truth out of
celestial good, that is, for the first time he is in the proper human itself. The human race in the
New Church comes into the proper essence of the Third Testament as the basis for its thought,
only through the interior or celestial rational which constitutes the third Heaven. The New

Church is out of the Third Testament. Everything that is essentially New in this Church is out of
the Rational of the Divine Human, therefore with regard to man out of the interior rational which
constitutes the third Heaven. And since it is not the Word which makes the Church, but the
understanding of the Word, and as the Divine Rational in the letter of the Third Testament has
been laid down in the natural and the natural man thence cannot take up anything but merely
natural scientifics, and as the genuine Doctrine out of the Word is the internal sense of the Word,
it follows that the New Church is out of the Third Testament, not by direct cognizance of the
letter of that Testament, but through the celestial Doctrine out of that Testament. All the
germs or seeds of the essentially New truth, out of which the New Church is established, and
those out of which it will be further built, originally have been conceived and in the future must
always be conceived in the interior rational. This is the reason why the New Church is called a
celestial Church and why it is spoken of the New Jerusalem and its celestial Doctrine. It is only
in the light of such interior
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rational truths out of celestial origin that the letter of the Third Testament can gradually be
opened for the Church, and that the Church as a whole can gradually be built. It is clear therefore
that the men of the New Church, much more than those of the Christian Church, must avoid
basing their thought on the sensual, that is, on the direct. cognizance of the letter of its Word,
and, that by the interior wrestling through the natural, they must raise themselves to the internal
bases of truth.
In this way the human race in the development of the as-from-one's-self, by which alone the
complete conjunction with the Lord could become possible, had to pass through all ages from the
good of the innocence of ignorance to the good of the innocence of wisdom. In the proper state
of the New Church, which is called "the Bride of the Lamb", the state of the complete celestial
as-from-one's-self has for the first time been attained and the conjunction of the Lord with the
human race thereby has become an immediate conjunction both with regard to good and with
regard to truth.
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THE NEW YEAR

ADDRESS BY H. D. G. GROENEVELD AT THE NEW YEAR'S BREAKFAST, JANUARY
1st 1932.

By the Doctrine of the Church the internal things have been given to the Church. These things,
as in a seed, are present in the Church, which seed will be opened more and more when it is
received and brought to life by the external things of the Church. It is the things of the Doctrine
of the Church which determine the internal man, while these things can also flow into the
external man, if after a preparation of- the external man the Lord is born in that man. All things
which in the former state were present from the Lord in the external man, have been taken up
into the internal man, and they there make one man who is the Lord's. In the new state
everything of the external man of all of us again appears impure before the Lord. By the Lord we
must be provided in the external man with new garments, that is with new goods and truths, in
order that in the new light we may again appear before Him in His Church. Let us therefore turn
our eyes away from the things of this world and direct them only to ourselves. Let us examine
ourselves with regard to each affection and with regard to each thought in the external man.
Hear therefore the words in the second verse of the third chapter of the Gospel of Matthew:
"Repent ye, for the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand", and in the eighth verse: "Bring forth
therefore fruits meet for repentance".
Let us thus very diligently read the Word in the new light which the Lord has given to the
Church, and let us acknowledge our evils and falsities before the Lord from love to Him, in order
that the Lord may be born in the
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external man in us. We should approach the Word and the Doctrine of the Church in lull
devotion and receptivity, as appears from the 15th verse of the tenth chapter of the Gospel of
Mark: "Verily I say unto you: whosoever shall not receive the kingdom of God as a little child,
he shall not enter therein".
The deeper hells and therefore our hidden love of self and love of the world will forcibly draw
us away from the coming combat. For they wish to keep us in the good and the truths thence
proceeded, of the former state. This good and these truths are of no power for the new state of
our external man. The goods and truths of the former state are immediately present before us in
ultimates and bring us no goods and truths for the new state of our external man. The new goods
and truths must be born in the external man in us from the Lord out of the internal man, which is
possible only after a combat against the evils and falsities which are now consciously present in
the external man. It is these things that are contained in the .words of the ninth verse of the third
chapter of the Gospel of Matthew: "And think not to say within yourselves: We have Abraham to
a father, for I say unto you, that God is able of these stones to raise up children unto Abraham".
Let us be simple and upright, let us put off all semblance and outwardness. Let us realize more
and more that all things of our understanding and all things of our will in the external man regard
nothing but self-intelligence and love of self, in order that finally there may arise in us a feeling
of complete helplessness and dependence. Then the Lord can come to dwell in our external man,
thence to save us from our evils and falsities, as appears from the second verse of the eighth
Psalm: "Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings hast Thou ordained strength because of Thine
enemies, that Thou mightest still the enemy and the avenger."
Let us therefore order our lives, our work, our- families according to the things of the Church.
Let us all fulfill our duties towards the Church from love, for in the Church the Lord is

present, there we receive power. May we therefore in this new year accept the combat for the
sake of ourselves, for the sake of the Church, for the sake of the Lord, our Father.
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Extract from the Minutes of the Meeting of Saturday, February 7th, 1931.

The memorandum, calling this meeting together, reads as follows.: The Review of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER in NEW CHURCH LIFE.
The following gentlemen took part in the discussion of the review which appeared in the
January issue of NEW CHURCH LIFE: Rev. Ernst Pfeiffer (p. Ill), Prof. Dr. Charles H. van 0s
(p. 116), E. Francis (p. 120), N. J. Vellenga (p. 125), J. P. Verstraate (p. 132), H. D. G.
Groeneveld (p. 136), Rev. Theodore Pitcairii (p. 144).
REV. ERNST PFEIFFER. — The subject of DE HEMELSCHE LEER, namely the Third
Testament of the Word, and the Doctrine of the Church, has been clearly indicated in the first
fascicle of the English edition which was reviewed; and the truth of the new theses has been
amply confirmed with comprehensive documentation, derived from the literal sense of the Third
Testament. The reviewer's argument in each separate sentence so clearly indicates that neither
the essence of the subject, nor anything of the documentation quoted, has been understood by
him, that it might justly be passed by unnoticed. It is greatly to be regretted that the editor of
NEW CHURCH LIFE has presented this irrelevant article to the members of the GENERAL
CHURCH as a review of DE HEMELSCHE LEER, so that they remain deprived of a correct
guidance with regard to truths which will prove to be of great importance to the New Church.
The Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Word itself, or the Divine Truth in lasts, in its
fullness, holiness, and power. There is an essential difference between the Word and the
Doctrine of the Church. The Word is the infinite Divine Doctrine itself. The Doctrine of the
Church is not the Word but out of the Word. We read in the ARCANA COELESTIA: "The
Word in the letter cannot be
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grasped except through Doctrine out of the Word, made by one who is enlightened" (n. 10324).
It is clear that such a Doctrine cannot but be from the Lord alone, and is by no means a human
production; how otherwise could it be a lamp to the understanding when the Word is being
read? Therefore it is also expressly said, "That the Doctrine is spiritual out of celestial

origin, but not out of rational origin" (A. C. 2496, 2510, and the whole of the twentieth
chapter): and, "That the Lord is that Doctrine itself" (A. C. 2859). The spiritual essence out of
celestial origin of the genuine Doctrine has, in its essential particulars, been shown and
described in DEHEMELSCHELEER (First Fascicle, pp 14—17; 56—65; 97—125).
Thus there is the Divine Doctrine, that is, the Word itself. The Divine Doctrine in itself is above
the Heavens and cannot be grasped by man or Angel; it is infinite. And there is the Doctrine of
the Church; it is a natural Doctrine in a natural Church and in the last Heaven; it is a spiritual
Doctrine in a spiritual Church and in the middle Heaven; and it is a celestial Doctrine in a
celestial Church and in the highest Heaven. These three degrees of the Doctrine of the Church
correspond to each other, and there is no relation between them but that of correspondence.
From this it appears clearly that also the cognitions of the different Doctrines differ entirely from
each other, and that there is no relation between them but that of correspondence. So, for
instance, the cognition of God: this cognition is different in the natural Heaven, different in the
spiritual Heaven, and different in the celestial Heaven. A cognition of a higher Heaven cannot
possibly be grasped by an Angel of a lower Heaven; and this is so also with regard to the
cognitions of the discrete degrees of the Doctrine of the Church. Indeed, man comes into the full
enjoyment of the spiritual and the celestial only when he has put off his natural body, but this has
nothing to do with the opening of the three discrete degrees of the Church, and thus of the
Doctrine of the Church. That this opening has to take place during the life in the natural body,
and that there is a natural Church, a spiritual Church, and a celestial Church, is well known out
of the Third Testament; consequently that there is a natural Doctrine,
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a spiritual Doctrine, and a celestial Doctrine (cf. N. J. C. D. 107; A. R. 350).
We read in a sketch belonging to the INVITATION TO THE NEW CHURCH, concerning The
Consummation of the Age and the Abomination of Desolation: "No cognition of God. No
cognition of the Lord. No cognition of the Holy Spirit. No cognition of the Holiness of the Word.
No cognition of Redemption. No cognition of Faith. No cognition of Charity. No cognition of
Free Choice. No cognition of Repentance. No cognition of the Remission of sins and of
Conversion. No cognition of Regeneration. No cognition of Imputation. No cognition of Heaven
and Hell. No cognition of man's state after death, and hence of Salvation. No cognition of
Baptism. No cognition of the Holy Supper". In the literal sense these words have reference to the
consummation of the first Christian church. But in the internal sense they have a universal
reference, namely to the consummation of a preceding lower degree, when a Church or a man is
to be raised to the next higher degree. The Church then enters into a state of obscurity with
regard to all cognitions of good and truth; the former • cognitions prove to be of no power for the
higher degree, and the cognitions of the higher degree must first be acquired by a further
wrestling through the natural. This also is the signification of the words, "That the Lord will
come with the clouds" (Matth. 24 : 30; Rev. I : 7). When man tries to grasp the interior truths as
essential concepts, then first of all he sees nothing but clouds as it were, the genuine truth first
appears to him as inaccessible; only after heavy wrestling can the victory be obtained, and does
the light finally break through, and can the essence of the Divine things be grasped as a
cognition. They are greatly mistaken who fancy that by direct cognizance of the Third
Testament, without such a wrestling, one can arrive at genuine truth. These things in the
INVITATION TO THE NEW CHURCH are described in the following words: "The Lord's

Coming is according to this order that the spring does not come until after winter; nor the
morning until after the night; that the travailing woman has comfort and joy only after pain; that
states of comfort are after temptations; and that there is genuine life after undergoing death; even
as the Lord says: Unless the grain • . . die (John
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12:24). The Lord Himself exhibited the type of this order, when He suffered Himself to be
crucified and to die, and when afterwards He rose again; this type signifies the state of the
Church" (n. 34).
It has been said above that there is an essential difference between the Word and the Doctrine
of the Church. What this difference is, now clearly appears. The Third Testament is an infinite
universal revelation of Divine Truth in lasts, in its fullness, holiness, and power; but the Doctrine
of the New Church is a particular revelation of Divine truth from the Holy Spirit, on the basis of
the Third Testament, but dependent on the regeneration of the Church and thus of the men of the
Church. The Divine Truth of the Third Testament is the Son of God, but the Divine truth of the
Doctrine of the Church is from the Holy Spirit. The Doctrine of the Church contains no single
truth that has been taken up by direct cognizance of the Third Testament; all its truths have been
received as a revelation by perception from the Holy Spirit. The fact that false doctrines can
creep into a Church and maintain themselves for a short time, has nothing to do with this truth;
for such teachings form no part of the genuine Doctrine of the Church. Then only the Word with
man is the Word, and he then sees the Divine Truth, namely, when the understanding of man and
all human things and states concerned with the reception, by regeneration are from the Lord.
Therefore also it is said: "The Divine, proceeding, which is called the Holy Spirit, in its proper
sense is the Holy Word, and there the Divine Truth" (CANONS, The Holy Spirit,
UNIVERSALS VI). Compare with this the reviewer's words: "If men hail the Word and the
Writings as Divine, and accept them without reservations, the Divine Doctrine becomes also
the Doctrine of the Church.

. .. It is thus the Holy Spirit ... and is not qualified by human states" (p. 34). It is clear that "the
Holy Spirit" of which the reviewer here speaks, is not the Holy Spirit, but Divine Truth in itself;
that, however, Divine Truth in itself is not the Doctrine of the Church, is clear. The
fundamental truth that the reception of the Holy Spirit depends on the state of man, namely on
his regeneration, has here entirely been lost sight of. "From this it now
clearly appears that where the difference between the
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Word and the Doctrine of the Church is not seen, there is no properly spiritual cognition of the
Lord, no properly spiritual cognition of the Divine 'Human, no properly
spiritual cognition of the Divine Trinity, no properly spiritual cognition of the Word, no

properly spiritual cognition of the Holy Spirit and the Divine Operation, and consequently no
properly spiritual cognition of Redemption and no properly spiritual cognition of
Regeneration.
If one is to understand the essence of the Third Testament and the order of the reception of the
truth there from, one should have some conception of the difference between the Divine
operation for conjunction with man before the Incarnation of the Lord and after the Incarnation
of the Lord. Before the Incarnation of the Lord, in the states of the infancy, the boyhood, and
the adolescence of the human race, man, out of good, by direct cognizance was
in truth; after the Incarnation of the Lord, when the development of the as-from-one's-self of
the human race had progressed to the state of adult age, the human race does not enter into the
interior degrees of truth by direct cognizance. Man must first by wrestling through the natural
raise himself to one of the interior degrees of truth, and thereby he comes to good. This -was
explained in detail in our last meeting, with reference to Mr. Groeneveld's address on The
Coming of the Lord for Conjunction with the Church (See above pp. 86—108). So it is also with
regard to the Third Testament. In that Testament by direct cognizance one only comes to natural
scientifics; to the genuine spiritual and celestial truths in that Testament man only comes by a
revelation through perception, that is by the Doctrine which is spiritual out of celestial origin.
The remark has been made that by this view of the Divine essence of the Doctrine of the
Church, "the Writings" are removed from the exalted position which should be given to them in
the Church. He who has read DE HEMELSCHE LEER with an open mind, may know that just
the opposite is true. It is there shown that the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are Divine in
each smallest word, and truly the Third Testament of the Word of God; yea, that they are the
proper Word itself.
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To one for whom the essence of this Word in a rational way begins to become clear, it will
therefore soon be evident that the name of "the Writings" is properly not the essential name for
them. It is indeed not wrong to speak of "the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg", for it would
certainly also be allowable with regard to the Pentateuch to speak of "the Writings of Moses",
and with regard to the Psalms of "the Writings of David", and with regard to the fourth Gospel
and the Revelation of "the Writings of John". But every one at once sees that these are not the
essential names of those Books, and they are therefore scarcely in practical use. In the measure
in which the essence of the Word will be rationally seen, one will not call the Writings of
Emanuel Swedenborg otherwise than the Third Testament or the Latin Word. But to speak with
regard to this Word of "the Writings of the New Church", as is sometimes also customary, is
essentially not correct. This may at once be seen in considering that with regard to the Old
Testament one never speaks of "the Writings of the Israelitish Church", or with regard to the
New Testament of "the Writings of the Christian Church". The writings of the Israelitish Church
are the non-canonical books of the Old Testament, and these, the "Ketoovim", are also thus
called by the Israelites; and the writings of the Christian Church are the Epistles and
the writings of the Churchfathers, and the further ecclesiastical literature of the Christian
Church. And so "the writings of the New Church" are writings written by the members of the
Church. But the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Third Testament or the Latin Word.

May the Lord give that the members of the GENERAL CHURCH, by an independent and
unprejudiced study, may soon arrive at a vision of the real contents of the articles contained in
DE HEMELSCHE LEER.
PROF. DR. CHARLES H. VAN 0s. — The Lord when He came on earth pronounced a
judgment over the Jewish church, and by His Second Coming the Christian church was judged in
the literal sense of the Latin Word. In the mind of the man who stands affirmatively towards the
Latin Word, the evils and falsities of the Christian
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church are brought to light by its literal sense, and they may subsequently be removed from his
thought. The Latin Word requires from us that we separate ourselves entirely from the old
Christian church, that is, that we do not in any way further allow those evils and falsities, after
having recognized them as such, to determine our thought. This is represented by the fact that at
the Last Judgment; a strict separation took place among those who were in the world of spirits,
and that they who could not be raised into Heaven, sank down into hell. Only after this removal
and separation can man receive genuine good and truth from the Lord.
The task before which man is thus placed offers peculiar difficulties. For in the literal sense of
the Latin Word the evils and falsities of the former churches are continually spoken of, and they
are thus called into our thoughts again and again. We must, however, learn to realize that these
passages in the internal sense treat of more interior evils and falsities that are present in us after
we have long belonged to the New Church, yea, after we have perhaps considerably advanced in
regeneration. For the further a man advances in regeneration, the more he can be given to see the
evils and falsities of the proprium.
If we do not sufficiently realize this, and if we continue to direct our attention to the literal
sense of these passages, then peculiar dangers to our spiritual life arise. We shall then feel
ourselves elevated above the Christians of the old church, because the falsity of their doctrine
has been revealed to us, but meanwhile we are apt to forget that the real work is still to
commence, and that the Lord wishes to raise us to heights we have never been able to dream of.
Mr. Odhner's . article contains a number of remarks strongly calling such things to mind. He
declares for instance that the revelation contained in the Writings, has terminated the time of
mystery and uncertainty; that in the Writings the internal sense is comparatively near the surface;
that the veil of the literal sense is of no more importance than the sunspots and the mists of
noonday. These are expressions by one who is of opinion that he has reached the goal, and that
no new, unthought of
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possibilities still exist. Over against this, we may point out that in every passage of the Latin
Word. there is contained an infinity of spiritual things. This is illustrated by the fact that man

lives only a limited number of years in the natural world, but to eternity in the spiritual world,
where new things will ever be given to him. Life in the natural word and that in the spiritual
world correspond to the literal and to the internal sense of the Word. We may also reflect that our
earth corresponds to the sensual apperception of the Grand Man or to the literal sense of the
Word; and that the billions of other earths in the universe correspond to the internal sense of the
Word. From this it appears that we cannot think of the arcana of the Latin Word as deep enough,
or of the veil which covers the more internal things, as thick enough.
It is of such states that the Internal sense of the following passage treats: "When the unclean
spirit is gone out of a man, he walketh through dry places, seeking rest; and finding none, he
saith, .1 will return unto my house whence I came out. And when he cometh, he findeth it swept
and garnished. Then goeth he, and taketh seven other spirits more wicked than himself; and they
enter in, and dwell there; and the last of that man is worse than the first" (Luke II : 24—26). —
In the proximate internalsense it here treats of a man, whose mind is temporarily cleansed by
truths which. he has seen, but who does not live according to those truths, and who thereby
finally falls into still worse evils and falsities than those in which he first was. Of that nature
were the Jews, and of that nature also are many Christians. Of any one living in the New Church
we may believe that he knows to avoid such dangers. To this text, however, applies, what we
have already remarked above, that it retains its signification for us however far we may have
advanced in regeneration. This text applies for each standing still in the progressive process of
regeneration, and points to the dangers connected with such a standstill.
If by the reception of the literal sense of the Latin Word the genuine sense of the Old and of the
New Testament in a certain sense has been revealed for us, this is still only the casting out of the
evil spirits from our minds;
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we are thereby saved from the false explications of the old Christian church and the false
conclusions resulting therefrom. Now, however, the legitimate inhabitants, that is the genuine
goods and truths, must enter into the mind, as otherwise the house remains empty and the danger
exists, that the evil spirits return. This takes place when by the Doctrine of the Church the
genuine internal sense of the Word is seen.
In connection with this we may think of still other things. We read repeatedly that the evil
spirits acknowledge the Son of God, but that He forbids them to speak and say that He is the
Christ. The same thing He forbids the sick whom He has healed, yea, sometimes even His
disciples. The casting out of the evil spirits signifies, as we have seen, the preliminary removal of
the evils and falsities from our minds, thus the state of reformation. The truths which come to us
from the Word cause the evils and the falsities to recede, as the darkness disappears before the
light. That the falsities recede before the truths, thus as it were acknowledging their superiority..
is represented by this that the evil spirits acknowledge the Son of God. That, however, the evil
spirits are not allowed to speak, signifies that man, from the fact that falsities recede, must not
yet conclude that the truths which have now been taken up into his memory are already genuine
truths. As long as the truths of faith have proved their power in man by this only that they have
driven out the falsities, the possibility exists that presently new teachings will come to man, and
make a still greater impression on him, for the sake of which he becomes unfaithful to the
principles first received; yea, even without this in the long run, when the charm of what is new is

weakened, evils and falsities will be hatched by his proprium and will choke the truths of faith.
This" is just the course of affairs described in the passage quoted. It is the Lord's end in view that
by the truths which, by direct cognizance of the letter, have come to us from without and have
been taken up into our memories — truths therefore that are by no means as yet genuine truths
and by no means our legitimate possession — the birth of genuine truths out of good is made
possible with us, of truths thus that actually live and rule in us, grow, flower, and bring forth
fruit.
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Only then will our minds not be empty and will it be impossible for the evil spirits to re-enter. As
long as we still listen to the spirits that have been driven out and the sick that have been healed,
that is, as long as we know the truth only by its opposites, we have not yet been truly saved.
Even the disciples are not always allowed to speak, that is, even those truths in us which already
receive life from the Lord, we may use only with caution as a basis for our faith. From all of this
we see how dangerous it is to pride ourselves on what we have already acquired and to believe
that we have already become spiritual men, even if in reality this might be the case.
The following remark in conclusion. When in the eighteenth century the Latin Testament was
written, the Christian church had falsified the Word to such an extent that in the Old and the New
Testament no one could see a single genuine truth any more. For this reason the proper
signification was revealed of those parts of the Word, on which the falsities of the Christian
church principally rested: Genesis, Exodus, the Revelation of John, and the principal things of
the Gospels. The Latin Word, on the contrary, has not been falsified by the New Church; we
know,- moreover, that it cannot be falsified in such a manner, as it immediately closes itself to
him who does not approach it in the right spirit. For this reason the unveiling of the internal
sense of the Latin Word does not take place in the form of a new revelation, but by this that the
internal things of the Word come to life in us according to order. From this it is evident that Mr.
Odhner has misunderstood our purpose, if he is of opinion that we wish to open the letter by the
mere application of the science of correspondences. What we see and describe as the internal
sense of the Latin Word cannot and may not be anything else than that which through that Word
from the Lord lives 4n our minds. As this has been called to life in our minds by means of the
literal sense of the "Latin Word, it is self-evident that the essential things of it must afterwards
again be found in the letter of that Word.

Em. FRANCIS. —If I am asked, what do you say about the review in the NEW CHURCH
LIFE on DE HEMELSCHE
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LEER and the conception laid down therein of an internal sense in the Writings, then I reply that,
as far as my vision now 'reaches, the argument of the Rev. Odhner forms a counter-weight to

the conception referred to. — After these expositions of the Rev. Odhner it indeed seems
questionable to me whether the various theses which the Rev. Pfeiffer has propounded are not
open to contest out of the spirit of the Word. —
The thesis of Rev. Pfeiffer that the Doctrine of the Church is drawn from the Heavenly
Doctrine, according to the state of regeneration of the Church, if the hidden sense of the Writings
is unfolded while making use of the correspondences, and that the thence proceeding Doctrine of
the Church, as far as that has been obtained according to order, is of a purely Divine origin,
essence and authority, is contested by Rev. Odhner by what is taught against this in the
DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE, n. 56, namely that: "It may be
believed that the Doctrine of genuine truth can be gathered by means of the spiritual sense of the
Word which is given through a knowledge of correspondences; but the Doctrine is not acquired
by that, but only illustrated and
corroborated". Indeed it seems to me, as far as I can now see, that, if the Rev. Pfeiffer's
conception were the correct one, one might go so far as to [say that] what would be formulated
by men as Doctrine of the Church by means of the science of correspondences, stands deeper
and therefore on a higher plane than that of the Writings themselves. This seems questionable
to me!
Moreover, so too is to me, for the present, the thesis propounded by the Rev. Pfeiffer that so far
it has not been seen in the New Church that the Writings contain an internal sense, over against
which the Rev. Odhner shows that this has been acknowledged in the New Church since as early
as 1799, with this understanding however, that the internal sense of the Old and of the New
Testament is remote from their literal sense, which is not the case with that of the Writings,
which according to the Rev. Odhner finds confirmation by quoting from the Writings, where in
T. 279 it is said: "But the internal sense is not there 'remote' from the letter as is the case in the
Old
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Testament, where a sensual symbolism is used".— [Quoted in English] *.
Against the conception that there would be in the Writings a separated internal sense, a further
warning is given by- quoting what stands written in N. CH. LIFE 1915, p. 199, where it says:
"Any attempt to translate the Writings into a discretely interior sense, by means of sensual
correspondences, is bound to meet with failure, as was the fate of "a recent attempt to spiritualize
and explain away the "plain teachings of the work on conjugial Love". [Quoted in English].
By the application of such a system, Rev. Odhner continues, "actually makes the Doctrine of
the New "Church of no effect, ... and we would then be left with "abstract principles of good and
truth utterly inapplicable "to life in the concrete. — The temptation of New Churchmen holding
such a theory in regard to the Writings "would be to revert to a state of rampant individualism,
"and religious and social chaos". — [Quoted in English].
These are serious warnings against dangers which are not imaginary, it seems to me!

It is another case to think as does Bishop N. D. Pendleton, as described in the NEW CHURCH
LIFE 1923, p. 343, where it says:
"... the Writings as having 'their own ultimate, their "defined formulas, which, in their own
way, call for "interpretive explanations' ... 'the vital things of revelation come to us through our
interpretations' ". [Quoted in English]. Indeed thence come a "secondary body of "doctrine,
consisting of interpretative formulas, if these "be guided by the genuine love of truth", [quoted
in English], says Rev. Odhner. But, says he further "the "mode of such interpretations is merely
the normal process "of man's thinking". [Quoted in English].

* The words quoted are by Rev. Odhner. The passage referred to in THE TRUE CHRISTIAN
RELIGION, n. 279, reads as follows: "Since the Old Word was full of such correspondences as
remotely signified celestial and spiritual things, and consequently began to be falsified by many,
in course of time by the Lord's Divine Providence it disappeared, and another Word was given,
written by correspondences not so remote, and this through the prophets among the sons of
Israel". ED.
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These interpretations, however, it seems to me, are not of purely Divine origin, essence and
authority, not even the "Principles of the Academy" as far as in the future "they will prove to be
imperishable", [quoted in English], as Rev. Odhner says. — And further "Humanly conceived,
"they may contain errors, both of perception and formulation, which future ages may discover".
[Quoted in English]. For, says Rev. Odhner: "The man's reception, of it "is not Divine, or that
human statements of doctrine — "unless they be mere compilations from the Writings — "can be
called Divine". — [Quoted in English].
If the Writings indeed have a "discretely internal "sense", [quoted in English], then would
"The Writings "are also closed with seven seals", [quoted in English], says Rev. Odhner. And if
this is true then could man, even a man enlightened by the Lord, be able to open the internal
sense of the Writings, remove their veils by means of correspondences? It seems to me that this
conception is not in agreement with what stands written in Rev. 5 :1 to 5, that the Lord alone,
"the Lion of the tribe of Juda, the root of David who has prevailed, is able to open the Book and
to loose the seven Seals thereof". It further appears from John 16:25 that this has already been
done at the establishment of the New Church: "In that day I shall show you plainly of the
Father".
In connection with the above, it therefore seems doubtful to me, that, after. that, even men
enlightened by the 'Lord, should repeat once more this work of the Lord alone! —
And yet, Rev. Pfeiffer adheres to the conception that "one thing especially has now become
evident beyond all "doubt, namely, that the belief that the Word in the "Third Testament is not
clothed with a purely natural "literal sense, just as in the Old and New Testaments, is "a
mischievous fallacy by which man is kept in a purely "natural state, and is absolutely prevented
from rising to "a rational, let alone a spiritual or a celestial state", [quoted in English], and further

that "the Church as a "whole has been in a merely natural state, seeing only "the 'natural' sense of
the Writings". [Quoted in English].
In connection with the above I would like to ask, 'what is the characteristic of a natural man,
and when does he
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become spiritual and even celestial, and in a wider sense, the Church? The answer to this is given
by n, 249 of the t)iv. L. AND W., where it says that: "There are three kinds of natural men:
"1. They who know nothing of the Divine precepts.
"2. They who know that there are such precepts, "but do not think about a life according
thereto.
"3. They who despise and deny these precepts. —" In n. 237 of the Div.L. W. it says, "That
when man is born he comes into the natural degree. — His spiritual degree is first opened by
means of the spiritual love of use, which is charity, which grows by means of spiritual truths. —
The celestial degree is opened by means of the celestial love of use, which love is the love to the
Lord, and this love is nothing else than committing to life the precepts of the Word, that is, to
shun evil because it is infernal and diabolical, and to do good because it is heavenly and
Divine". On this subject see further amongst other things the numbers 23'8, .242, 243 of the work
on the Div. L. AND W. With the opening of the higher degrees it is necessary that with man
there inflow spiritual warmth and spiritual light, for it is not sufficient for the understanding to be
in spiritual light, while the will is not in spiritual warmth. For a man may in his heart deny the
Divine things of the Church, but yet understand them, speak of them, preach about them, and
also confirm them in writing with erudition (Div. L. W. 244; see further 245). Over against
this spiritual warmth is acquired because one shuns evil as sin and then looks up to the Lord.
— By this the love to evil and its warmth is removed and instead love to good and its warmth is
implanted and by this the higher degree is opened (Div. L. W. 246). —
From these places it therefore does not appear that a man becomes rational and even celestial by
the seeing of an internal sense, removed from the literal sense of the Writings.
Finally this is also confirmed by what is said in n. 239 of Div. L. AND W., namely where
Swedenborg says: "Ich kannte einen Menschen von mittelmassigen Kenntnissen in der Welt, und
nach dem Tode sah ich ihn, und sprach mil ihm im Himmel, und erkannte deutlich, dass er wie
ein Engel sprach, und dass, was er sprach, fur den naturlichen Menschen unfasslich war: und
dies kam daher. dass
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er in. der Welt die G-ebote des Wortes auf's Leben angewendet, und den Herm verehrt hatte, und
daher vom Herm in den dritten Grad der Liebe und Weisheit erhoben wurde" [Quoted in
German].
This man knew nothing of an internal sense removed from the literal sense of the Writings,
nevertheless he was raised to the 3rd Heaven. — N. J. VELLENGA. — The reviewer of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER in NEW CHURCH LIFE for January 1931 has undoubtedly, according to
his own insight, made a sincere and intelligent effort to understand the articles of the extracts
from the numbers I—8, for January to August 1930. That this attempt, according to our insight,
has not at once succeeded, should not cause surprise. We ourselves have had the greatest
possible difficulty to come to agreement among ourselves over certain principal theses and have
had the advantage of personal conversations. Now that with reference to the reviewer this is
unfortunately not possible, we will once more try to make ourselves understood by entering into
his ideas. For if we believe we have arrived at another stage with reference to the Latin Word
and the Doctrine of the Church, yet our preceding conceptions, similar to those of the reviewer,
do not lie so very far behind us. Yea, it is even not impossible that they still find adherence in
our midst. In any case it is an imperative demand among men of the New Church to take the
Church and each other seriously, and to consider each other. It is not a matter of being right, or
of others acknowledging that we are right, but of truth for the sake of truth, with good and use as
the end.
The characteristic of genuine truth is that it should speak for itself; therefore argumentation is
really superfluous and to a certain extent useless. We might content ourselves by pointing to the
numbers 226—233 of THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION; to say more clearly and better what
is the Doctrine of the Church, and the relation of that Doctrine to the Word, the Latin Testament,
is quite impossible. To make this clearer presently a number of theses, derived therefrom. But if
the contention of the reviewer is incorrect, then in itself it will have to contain an interior
contradiction, as a proof that in any case the
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problem has not yet been. penetrated by him so that it stands lucidly before his spirit. This
interior contradiction may for instance be indicated in the following quotations:
Page 27. "The Writings coming to us in literal form, their obvious sense and intended meaning
are yet spiritual, and their purpose is to lift the mind to see spiritual and celestial laws". If the
obvious sense and intended meaning of the Writings are spiritual, then why, one may ask, must
the mind still be lifted to see spiritual and celestial laws? For the mind then in any case sees
spiritual laws without lifting itself above the letter. In other words, the reading of the letter of the
Writings would of itself bring spiritual ideas with it. A merely natural man — which every one is
before regeneration — would of himself, merely by reading, be a spiritual man.
For, says the next sentence, the man of the New Church has now — because he belongs to the
New Church? — found the spiritual sense "disclosed". Well, in all solemnity and humility we
must confess that we have not yet had that experience. On the contrary, all our lectures and
doctrinal classes and addresses of late always start from the teaching that the first step is that
from the exterior natural to the interior natural. Let alone that

we should feel ourselves to be "spiritual men". A selfexaltation of this kind we cannot share. In
these remarks therefore a difference of insight reveals itself as to what
is the "spiritual sense". We believe in the possibility of a deeper insight into the Third
Testament than the literal sense gives. Now this deeper insight, still to be obtained, the Word
calls the Doctrine of the Church.
Page 27. "But to New Churchmen whose comfort it has been to feel that this surpassing
Revelation has disclosed the spiritual sense, and ended the age of mystery and uncertainty, there
comes a decided disturbance of mind when it is suggested that the Writings are, perhaps, only
another sealed Letter, whose treasury of hidden truths has to be drawn out by some special
process, or translated into spiritual doctrine by specially enlightened prophets yet to come!" —
All insight of man into the Word is based on his personal experience; therefore it is only possible
to testify of our experience and to wait whether this also conveys anything to another. But that
the age of un-
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certainty should have been ended, because we have the "surpassing Revelation" standing in our
books, that we cannot believe. That time can come only when the laws which of a man make a
"rational" man, stand written m his heart and he applies them — not from the books, but
as from himself; in other words, the certainty of faith does not lie in the fact that we have
received a book with a new revelation, but in this that we see the occasion and the possibility
opened so to understand the Word by the Doctrine of the Church, that that certainty comes forth
from our inmost. So that at the present moment in all humility we cannot acknowledge otherwise
than that we are still very far removed from that time, and that the Book, the Latin Testament, is
a book sealed with seven seals. For the Doctrine of the Church makes us see that this Testament
also must be opened, and that the Doctrine of the Church is the means thereto, and that that
Doctrine is from the Lord, and that we may present this Doctrine as from ourselves. Nothing but
this for us as yet is "certaint); but the realization of the "uncertainty of truth" indeed gives the
greatest suppost to man, because he seeks the certainty in himself as from himself, and not in the
fact that "the Writings" are a surpassing revelation.
It speaks for itself that we do not prescribe any special method for this process, but that we keep
to the revealed means, and that we wait for particular enlightenment of the Church, and we hope
that soon from elsewhere such prophets will come who understand this; one who will understand
that there is no question of a "translation into spiritual doctrine", a thing which is absolutely
impossible, but only of a deeper insight into the proper meaning of what is the rational and what
is the natural.
The question whether "something new" is being advanced by us, this, time alone will teach. For
the present we limit ourselves to the purely personal testimony that our insight into the realities
of the Word has been deepened. An experience which we shall force on none, but from which we
have great expectations for the future of the Church.
Page 32. "But our people have never been acutely conscious of this literal veil before our
Revelation, any more than of the sunspots or of the thin mists of noonday;
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and we judge this to indicate perceptiveness on the part of the Church". This expression in our
eyes is only a selfexaltation to a semblance of state; becoming conscious of the veil we consider
the first condition for the regeneration and new birth of man. The more a man will be able to see
veils and lift them up, the more he will realize the thickness of those veils, and arrive at
genuine truth, instead of at mere appearances of truth. He will realize that he has not yet by a
long way arrived at the genuine appearances of truth, that many clouds should disappear before it
would be possible for the Lord to reveal Himself to the "rational" man. This takes place only
by the realization of the entirely lowly state of man with regard to the Word. For our feeling,
there is in this remark not the least light with regard to the value and the proper significance of
the Word, as laid down in the Writings. Moreover it gives the impression as if the Hebrew and
the Greek Testament were already explained by the reading of the letter of the Third Testament,
while in reality the explanation of the Word must take place by the Doctrine of the Church.
Page 33. "Mr. Pfeiffer then illustrates how this can be done, by making an exposition of the
"spiritual" sense of the title-page of the Arcana Coelestia". — No exposition has been given of
the "spiritual" sense by the explanation of the title-page of the ARCANA COELESTIA. An
example only of one of the many interior senses has been .given. Only an example has been
given in what way our insight into each word of the Latin Word is still capable of being
deepened. All efforts of explanation contain nothing else than that. It is possible that this insight
flows forth from the spiritual sense which the Doctrine of the Church brings. But this exegesis is
only to be understood as a further indication of the necessity of the Doctrine of the Church to
make the Word more intelligible to the man of the Church. This is not "merely the normal
process of man's thinking", but it is enlightenment from within, that can bring this along. Man
cannot devise these things from himself; but he may, by influx, render them as from himself in
word and in writing. For the rest everyone has full liberty to do what seems right to him with the
"studies recently undertaken in Holland".
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Page 33. Is the "Doctrine of the Church" Divine? — The Doctrine of the Church is spiritual
from celestial origin. The purpose is to show that also the Doctrine of the Church does not find
its origin in the brain of one man or another, but is received in the Church from enlightenment in
mutual cooperation, now by one, then by another, so that it is not at all to be seen where that
enlightenment is particular. Neither is it of any use to investigate this, as the expression by one
or the other certainly does not mean that he was the first to receive enlightenment. It is therefore
unnecessary and useless to speak of another enlightenment and Doctrine than that of the Church.
It speaks for itself that a Doctrine of that kind received in an orderly way,' is of significance to
the Church, exclusively by the fact that it is truth conjoined with good, which is spiritual from
celestial origin.
Page 36. "A correspondential interpretation of the Writings". — Correspondences: The
impression is created as if it were the intention to acquire the Doctrine of the Church merely by

correspondences. That this is not so, is very evident from the means indicated in DE
HEMELSCHE LEER, among which enlightenment takes the first place. For the letter of the
Word consists of correspondences, and the Doctrine of the Church brings insight into those
correspondences, with enlightenment of a spiritual nature from celestial origin.
Page 40. Danger of heresies. — The greatest danger of heresies is in the mere application of the
letter of the Word, without the insight given by the Doctrine of the Church; for this letter of the
Writings is also suited to give everyone the opportunity of confirming his theses by that letter.
The only control over this is the Doctrine of the Church, acquired in an orderly way; it is the
only measure to prevent one from falling into heresies.. In this respect the Latin Word does not
differ from the Greek and the Hebrew, for the characteristic of Revelation is always that this is
given in the letter, but with spiritual and celestial contents within. Only the pure Doctrine of the
Church penetrates into this, and is thus safeguarded from heresies, because the Doctrine sees and
dissolves the contradictions.
Page 41. We are not "on the pursuit of celestial truths",
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for we have 1101; yet by a long way arrived at the rational itself. The position-that the
possession of the "Rational Word" would immediately make rational men of us, is a phantasy
which can only be contested by the Doctrine of the Church. It is, moreover, remarkable to read in
how many passages the Doctrine of the Church and the Word are mentioned in one breath. A
proof that they should be distinguished, and that this distinction is full of significance. For no
word in the Word is without a signification.
THESES:

1. The Writings are the Word.

The True Christian Religion, 226:

2.The Word without Doctrine is unintelligible.
3. The Word, in its literal sense, consists of pure correspondences.
4.Spiritual and celestial things lie hidden in that letter.
5.The letter serves as a basis, and spiritual things are confirmed therein.
6.Divine truths in the letter are rarely found uncovered.

7.Divine truths are clothed in appearances of truth.
8.9. These appearances are accommodated to the apprehension of the simple.
Some things appear to be contradictory.
10.There is not a single contradiction in the Word, seen in spiritual light.
11.Such being the nature of the Word in the literal sense, it is very evident that without Doctrine
the Word cannot possibly be understood.

The True Christian Religion, 227:

12. The Word by means of Doctrine does not only become intelligible, but also clear and
enlighteningin the understanding.
13. Doctrine reconciles apparent contradictions.
14.All Christian churches have a Doctrine.
15. Only true Doctrine gives a true interpretation of the Word.
16. This true Doctrine is like a lamp in the darkness.
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The True Christian Beligion, 228:

17. Those who read the Word without Doctrine are in darkness concerning all truth.
18. They easily fall into heresies.
19. The Word is to them like a candlestick without light.
20. Doctrine alone could give them light.
21. The danger is that the Word without Doctrine only favours the love of self and selfintelligence.

The True Christian Religion, 229:

22. Doctrine must be drawn from the literal sense, and be confirmed by it.
23. The letter is and remains the basis or the foundation of Doctrine.
24. The significance of Doctrine is that it arranges the truths of the Word in order, so that they
are seen in mutual connection.

The True Christian Religion, 230:

25. Doctrine is not acquired by means of the spiritual sense of the Word, which is given by the
science of correspondences.
26. By this, Doctrine is only illustrated and corroborated.

The True Christian Religion, 231:

27. Enlightenment comes from the Lord alone, namely to those who love the truths because
they are truths, and apply them to the use of life.
28. With others, there is no enlightenment in the Word.
29. The Word is from the Lord, thus also enlightenment from it, and thus Doctrine also.
30. The man who opens himself for influx by a life according to that Doctrine, acknowledges
the truth from an interior perception, afterwards he sees that truth in his thought, and this as often
as he is in the affection of truth for the sake of truth; for out of affection is perception, out of
perception is thought, and thus arises acknowledgment, which is called faith.
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The True Christian Religion, 232:
31. The contrary is the case with those who read the word and confirm it by their doctrine with a
view to their own glory and worldly interests.

The True Christian Religion, 233:

32. The study of the Word should be done from the affection of knowing truth because it is true
and leads to the good of life.

All these theses result immediately. from the basic thesis, that the Writings are the Word.

J. P. VERSTRAATE. — It belongs to the Doctrine of the Church that the DOCTRINE
CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE without reserve applies to the Latin Word. This
thesis is the basis on which the new state which becomes possible by the Doctrine of the Church
can develop. By this it has become possible that still another thesis comes to the fore, namely
this: that the way in which the Second Coming was effected and all particulars we know about it,
in the internal sense give a description of all that is to take place with the Church as a whole. and
with each individual man who desires actually to partake of the Second Coming of the Lord, in
the same way as the story of the Coming of the Lord in the Flesh to all particulars represents and
corresponds to what must spiritually take place with each man where the Lord is born.
The Coming of the Lord in the Flesh was a macrocosmic event, to which the microcosmic event
of the birth of the Lord in each man who is prepared for it, completely corresponds. The Second
Coming of the Lord in the Spirit through Swedenborg was a macrocosmic event to which the
microcosmic event of the Second Coming of the Lord in the mind of each man who is prepared
for it, completely corresponds. The macrocosmic Second Coming of the Lord took place in the
Writings of Swedenborg, of which the essence is that they have been revealed from the Lord
Himself. They contain the essential elements by which the Second Coming took place. Likewise
the microcosmic Second Coming of the Lord in the Church takes place in the Doctrine of the
Church, of which also the essence is
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that it is revealed from the Lord Himself; and then it appears that the signification of the
macrocosmic Second Coming can only be understood through the light of the Divine Doctrine of
the Church. The Doctrine of the Church contains the essential elements by which the
microcosmic Second Coming takes place. We have come to see with certainty that the Coming
of the Lord into the natural world in the New Church corresponds to the acknowledgment and
reception of the Divinity of the Latin Testament, and that the Second Coming of the Lord
corresponds to the revelation from the Lord of the Doctrine of the Church, which is spiritual out
of celestial origin. This has already been seen from Mr. G-roeneveld's address on The Coming of
the Lord in the Doctrine of the Church (FIRST FASC., pp. 38—-43; 82—95 and 127—131).
If one denies that the essential Second Coming consists in direct immediate revelation from the
Lord in the Church, which, as also has already been said, is the presence of the Holy Spirit in the
New Church, one cannot possibly actually partake of the microcosmic Second Coming. The
acknowledgment and the reception of these theses give to the Church such an abundance of
interior confirmation and exterior evidence that one stands perplexed at the thoughtlessness with

which it is attempted to destroy these holy things, which for the first time make of the Church a
properly spiritual Church and conjoin it to the Lord.
In the Church as a whole and in the individual man there are two phases to be distinguished,
which, although forming one whole, are still to be strictly distinguished. The Doctrine of the
Church has brought the difference between these two phases to the fore, and lately, especially
during the consideration of the story of Joseph in Egypt, it has been clearly confirmed that it is
entirely according to order that the Church as a whole, and the individual man, at first cannot do
otherwise than only take up scientifics from the Word. There can therefore be no question
either of the Church, or of man, in the beginning
being concerned with properly spiritual things. The Doctrine of the Church has shown that
the idea that in the literal sense of the Latin Testament one has to do with
genuinely spiritual things, is based on error. These genuinely spiritual things cannot be
obtained but by
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revelation from the Lord alone, and the microcosmic revelations of which each man can
now consciously have part completely correspond to the macrocosmic revelations which
Swedenborg received. It has also been clearly shown in DE HEMELSCHE LEER that the
unfolding of the natural scientifics of the literal 'sense, which has to take place in
the mind of each one, corresponds entirely to the macrocosmic unfolding of the Word,
which took place at the Second Coming of the Lord. By these correspondences such an
abundance of confirmations may be found that the smallest measure of good-will and affirmative
attitude must lead to definite acknowledgment and acceptance.
The Church and man also must become conscious of the fact that the spiritual state which
is possible by the Doctrine of the Church cannot follow upon the natural state apart from great
changes. Very much must first take place and man must pass through severe temptations. It was
necessary that, in order to arrive at the state of the Doctrine of the Church, the Church must first
become conscious of the fact that the evil and falsity which would assail it, does not essentially
differ from that which in the old church played such a part, and which was fatal to it. It was,
however, entirely according to order that in the natural state this remained hidden from the
Church. If, however, the New Church has progressed so far that it can enter into the spiritual
state, then this can only take place if the evil and falsity which in reality is present in
it and secretly operates, openly comes to light and is discerned even to particulars. The
Lord will provide that this coming to light and laying bare will take place at the correct time. It
is the Doctrine of the Church which shows that all that has been said in the Latin Testament
concerning the state of the old church, Roman Catholics and Protestants, etc., in the internal
sense gives a description of the evils and falsities which are present in the New Church and now
continually form a menace to the life and the development of the Church. Lately it has been
pointed out repeatedly that the literal sense by itself can be of no use to our Church, for the old
church is dead and no longer counts before the Lord. The literal sense in the New Church has
significance only if in reality the things are applied to itself, and if every member is con135
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scions that these evils and falsities are present in him also. In this application to himself, man can
never- be severe enough, and he can never think too seriously of the danger with which he
himself, and also the Church, are threatened.
He who interiorly sees what the Doctrine of the Church is, the place which it occupies in the
development of the individual man, in the Church as a whole, and also in the human race, that it
is essentially the Second Coming of the Lord, has no difficulty in seeing that it cannot be
otherwise but that everywhere where in the Third Testament the New Church and the old church
are mentioned in one relation or another, actually certain states of the New Church are meant.
And it is scarcely otherwise than could have been expected that the Doctrine of the Church
during the short period of its existence has already had to meet with so many difficulties. From
the attitude taken by its opponents, and also from the things brought up against it. a typical
resemblance is very manifest with the things which, as a rule the old church reproaches the New
Church. In both cages there is an absolute lack of comprehension as to what the real point is, and
numerous literal texts from the Word are now also quoted, giving the appearance as if the
Doctrine of the Church were in contradiction therewith.
There are many more phenomena known to a member of the New Church and which now occur
anew with regard to the Doctrine of the Church; to mention only a few: In the first instance that
an originally negative attitude of a member of the old church, by purely rational arguments alone
has never yet led to full conviction and acceptance of the principles of the New Church. It
belongs to the experience of a member of the New Church that in the beginning he
enthusiastically wishes to communicate thenew thing also to others, in the expectation that,
where it is so manifestly self-evident, the great significance will at once be felt. Sometimes it
appears that he, from whom most was expected, remains farthest distant. It proves to be an
inexorable law that in the very first place goodwill and an affirmative attitude are required. If
these requirements are fulfilled then sooner or later independent appreciation will become
possible; if these requirements are not fulfilled then it is impossible for anyone to participate in
the new principles. The New Church is re136
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proached by the old church of over-estimation of self and of conceit, and to the uninitiated there
is an appearance as if this were so. The same thing we now see happening with regard to the
Doctrine of the Church.
From the preceding the value and significance of articles such as this review of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER may be seen. Such arguments indeed play a role, but it is a question
whether this is not another role than the one which had been assigned to it. From the argument it
clearly appears: 1. That the essential points have not been touched; 3. An absolute lack of
comprehension of what it is all about; and 3. It evinces no attitude of good-will and
affirmativeness. As long as there is no change in this attitude it is impossible for the new
principles to be understood.

H. D. G. GROENEVELD. — After reading the review of DE HEMELSCHE LEER in NEW
CHURCH LIFE for January 1931 one cannot but have a feeling of sadness, because it
is so evident that the reviewer has not at all tried to penetrate into the spirit of the articles
appearing in DE HEMELSCHE LEER; yea, that he has read these articles with the greatest
superficiality. The review gives the impression that there was no question of an affirmative
attitude towards the principles advanced in DE HEMELSCHE LEER out of the Latin Word, and

that often the affection of being permitted to understand was lacking, as a result of which
utterance has been given even to coarseness. If the review therefore had come from outside the
Church, one would have put it aside. Now this review will be examined more closely for the sake
of the Church of the Lord.
In the beginning of the review (page 27) we read the following: "But to New Churchmen whose
comfort it has been to feel that this surpassing Revelation has disclosed the spiritual sense, and
ended the age of mystery and uncertainty, there comes a decided disturbance of mind when it is
suggested that the Writings are, perhaps, only another sealed Letter, whose treasury of hidden
truths has to be drawn out by some special process, or translated into spiritual doctrine by
specially enlightened prophets yet to come!" From this it appears that at that moment the
reviewer was given to feel after what wrestling it might have been made possible for him to enter
into the city of
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the Doctrine of the Church. For every open-minded man of the New Church knows that in the
course of regeneration every change of state is accompanied with a disturbance of mind. 'In those
moments everything is mystery and uncertainty, and this state ends after victory in the
combat. Then the Third Testament, or, as the reviewer says, The Writings, appears in greater
clearness than before. From the spirit which speaks from the next few lines, it appears that the
reviewer has not accepted the combat, as a consequence of which he has not been admitted into
the city of the Doctrine of the Church, and from without he directs his attacks against the walls
of that city, wishing to destroy them by the throwing of stones. This is plainly evident from
the fact that the reviewer sees the essence of the Doctrine of the Church in the opening of
correspondences, as appears from pages 36 and following. That the essence of the Doctrine of
the Church does not lie in the opening of correspondences, appears from DE HEMELSCHE
LEER where, on page 65 (First Fasc.), we read: "In this coming into existence of the celestial
Doctrine lies the real core of the genuine Doctrine of the Church. It comes into existence by the
influx of the celestial within into the rational, which is to say that the genuine Doctrine of the
Church is a Divine revelation by internal perception", and on page 89: "As regards man the great
importance of this truth lies in this, that this proves that with roan the receptacle of the Holy
Spirit does not lie in the natural cognitions derived by direct cognizance from the-Latin Word
(Abram in Egypt); nor in the first rational come into existence by the influx of the Lord into the
affection of those cognitions (Ishmael, Abram's son by Hagar); nor even in the spiritual Doctrine
of the Church, or the spiritual rational, come into existence by the influx of the Lord into the first
rational (Abimelech, after the acknowledgement of Sarah as Abraham's wife); nor in the genuine
rational cognitions which now may be acquired from the literal sense by the operation of the
spiritual Doctrine of the Church (Isaac in Gerar); but first in the celestial rational or in the
celestial Doctrine of the Church, come into existence by the influx of the celestial into the
spiritual rational, and which consists in a direct revelation of good and truth by perception, far
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above the literal sense of the Word (Abimelech, after the acknowledgement of Rebecca as Isaac's
wife)".
Anyone who has read DE HEMELSCHE LEER with a receptive mind with amazement will
wonder how the reviewer could arrive at the conclusion that the essence of the Doctrine of the
Church lies in the opening of correspondences, seeing it has been clearly shown that the
principle of the Divinity of the Doctrine of the Church has arisen from the exegesis of the 12th,
20th, and 26th chapters of Genesis. From this alone it is evident that the reviewer has not
understood even the slightest thing of the articles by Rev. Pfeiffer, which are entirely inspired by
this thought, a fact which makes the manner of judging of the reviewer appear in full light.
As regards the articles by Rev. E. S. Hyatt, which as the reviewer says, were "met with the
silence of approval", we read on page 29; "The whole purport of Mr. Hyatt's teaching is to show
that, to all intents and purposes, the Writings are the internal sense of the Word; that to the man
who views the Writings from the spiritual rational, or who is in enlightenment, the "letter" of
their teaching is transparent." This reference to Mr. Hyatt is to serve as a stone with which to
strike DE HEMELSCHE LEER. But the reviewer with this only strikes himself, for we read on
page 35 of DE HEMELSCHE LEER: "The answer to this question is, that indeed even in the
literal sense of the Writings the arcana have been disclosed, but only if one regards the literal
sense not from without, but from within, or from the spiritual rational", and on page 43: "Indeed
the Third Testament is the revelation of the internal sense of the Word, but only if one regards
the literal sense of that Word not from without, but from within or from the spiritual rational".
From this it is evident that the reviewer has misunderstood either the position referred to of Mr.
Hyatt, or DE HEMELSCHE LEER, or both.
What the reviewer quotes on page 30 from Rev. C. T. Odhner, namely: "Those who falsify the
Writings remain in their literal sense"; ... that every Divine Revelation must be
"correspondential, and . . . has internal senses, one within the other" agrees with the principles
laid down in DE HEMELSCHE LEER. In view of this quotation from Rev. C. T. Odhner one
wonders whether the reviewer has
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properly considered it. In what is quoted on the same page, namely: "Being accommodated to the
highest plane of the natural mind, the Writings do not contain any further discrete natural degree,
such as would require the services of a further distinct revelation", the stress is laid on "discrete
natural". Does the reviewer wish to indicate by this that the Writings, or the Third Testament,
cannot be received by man in a natural way? If such is the case the reviewer has not penetrated to
the spirit of Rev. C. T. Odhner's argument. For the latter here makes a distinction between the
Testaments such as to their essence and form they have been given to the human race for the
upbuilding of the Church and for the regeneration of man. In this connection we would refer to
DE HEMELSCHE LEER, page 129, where with regard to the Third Testament we read: "By the
revelation of the Third Testament a new basis has now been given to the human race for its
thought, by which access has been given also to the rational things and therefore to the Divine
Human in its fullness. The real subject of the Third Testament is never natural things, but always
internal or genuine rational things, although to all appearance the letter often treats also of
natural things. But it is only for the sake of the appearance before the sensual man, who only
after much preparation can be introduced to the essence of the things. There is no single word in

the Third Testament which, if seen as to its proper sense, that is, if interiorly seen, does not treat
of spiritual and celestial things. The proper New Church therefore is a purely internal Church,
and in its fullness it is, indeed a celestial Church". The man of the Church has to travel a long
road and to wrestle through many states before he can see what the Third Testament as to its
essence gives to the human race, and what the Second Coming of the Lord signifies. This is
clearly shown in DE HEMELSCHE LEER on pages 104 and following, in the explication of the
concepts "experience" and "text", and where the successive degrees of the Doctrine of the
Church are dealt with, on pages III and following. This seeing of the essence of the Third
Testament is nothing else than the Doctrine of the Church, whereby the Church for the first time
in reality rationally acknowledges that the Third Testament is the Divine Doctrine and therefore
also the
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Second Coming of the Lord. From DE HEMELSCHE LEER it is plainly evident for him who
reads with a receptive mind, that a new Testament is just what is no longer needed: By the Third
Testament the fullness of the Word has now been given to the human race. It is by the Doctrine
of the Church that this for the first time will really be seen.
On page 34 we read: "We are indeed given the teaching that Divine Doctrine is the Word, and
that therefore doctrine from the literal sense is also Divine (A. C. 3712), because by the letter the
Lord's Divine Truth proceeds and appears to men. But this does not mean that man's reception of
it is Divine, or that human statements of doctrine —unless they be mere compilations from the
Writings —

can be called Divine. The moment we depart from the wording of the Divine Revelation, we
must also waive the Divine authority of the statement, and leave the sentiment that we seek to
express to be judged by its fidelity to the sphere of thought proceeding from the Writings
themselves". With amazement we read that the reviewer does
attribute Divine authority to compilations from the Writings, no matter by whom this is done.
For from numerous passages in the Third Testament we know how evil spirits appeal to the
Divine authority of the literal

sense of the Word, and what quotations from the Word are in their hands. It is all too evident
here that the reviewer was not given to understand the slightest thing of what DE HEMELSCHE
LEER writes on the Doctrine of the Church. If, as the reviewer says, man is never able to utter
anything that has Divine authority, then why does he refer to persons such as Rev. E. T. Hyatt,
Rev. C. T. Odhner, and others? Seeing it is revealed to us in innumerable places in the Third
Testament that everything which a man writes or speaks from himself is evil and false, such an
appeal would not only be of no value, but thoroughly misleading. Does one not appeal in the
Church to persons because one is of opinion that they are in enlightenment from the Lord, and
that what they have written or spoken is from the Lord, and therefore of the Lord? Is not
everything the Angels speak of the Lord? Is it not the Lord who builds the Church and does the
Lord not dwell in the Church in His Own?

According to the reviewer the judgment of the sentiment
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that we seek to express must be left to the fidelity to the sphere of thought proceeding from the
Writings themselves. But what proves this fidelity and how is it determined? Will not the
Christian church say that it is faithful to the Word, and will not the so-called New Church bodies
similarly say that they are faithful to the Writings? A church is Church by its Doctrine out of the
Word. A church it not Church on account of the Revelation given to it. By the Revelation given
to each Church it is determined what will be the essence of the Church. In the BRIEF
EXPOSITION OF THE DOCTRINE OF THE NEW CHURCH it has therefore been revealed to
us that the Christian church has been judged by its doctrine. Therefore as to its essence it is
no longer a church, although it still bases itself on the Word. The New Church therefore ever
more and more, and this to eternity, is essentially a Church by its Doctrine. But its Doctrine is
genuine only if it is received out of the Third Testament from the Lord, and consequently if it is
of the Lord alone and thus Divine.
On page 34 we read: "If men hail the Word and the Writings as Divine, and accept them
without reservations, the Divine Doctrine becomes also the Doctrine of the Church". The
reviewer thus identifies the Divine Doctrine with the Doctrine of the Church. The Divine
Doctrine is the Word and thus the Doctrine as it is in itself. It is the Lord's alone, infinite, and
therefore inconceivable for any Angel or man. The Doctrine of the Church is the Doctrine such
as it has been accommodated by the Lord to Angels and men of the Church. It is therefore
different for the Angels according as they are Angels of the Third Heaven, of the Second
Heaven, or of the First Heaven. and different for the Church according to the state of the Church.
The relation of the Divine Doctrine to the Doctrine of the Church is the same as the relation of
the Son of God to the Son of Man. It is the same as the relation of the Divine Human in itself,
which is far above the Heavens, to the Divine Human that makes the Heavens. To identify the
Divine Doctrine with the Doctrine of the Church is, therefore, not yet to accept the Divine
Human in itself. To deny this Divine Human in itself would be to see the
"Lord as an ordinary man,
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whereby it would be denied that the Lord is the Creator of Heaven and earth. By making a
distinction between the Word and the Writings, where by the Word the Old and the New
Testaments are understood and by the Writings the theological works of Emanuel Swedenborg, it
is evident that essentially the Writings are not yet accepted as the Word of God. It is just in the
argument of Rev. C. T. Odhner in NEW CHURCH LIFE, 1915, quoted by the reviewer, that the
former places himself on the standpoint that the Writings are the Word of God. Without
the acknowledgement and the rational vision of the Writings as the Word of God one cannot
approach the concept of the Divinity of the Doctrine of the Church. The Doctrine of the Church
is from the Divine Human that makes the Church and the Heavens. It is by this that the Doctrine
of the Church has not only a Divine origin, but also a Divine essence, and a Divine authority. It

is the Third Testament or the Word which as it were surrounds .the Church; it is the Doctrine of
the Church by which the Church enters ever more and more into the possession of the essential
things of the Word. From this it is evident that there is no question at all of placing the Doctrine
of the Church above the Word. A reference to the Roman Catholic Church, as the reviewer gives
on page 35, is therefore not only out of place, it also indicates once more that the reviewer has
not understood even in the least what the Doctrine of the Church is.
We read on page 37: "It may be believed that 'doctrine of genuine truth can be gathered by
means of the spiritual sense of the Word which is given through a knowledge of
correspondences; but doctrine is not so gathered ... (S.S. 56)" and further: "What Mr. Pfeiffer
attempts, however, is precisely this thing". In this connection we would refer to what has been
quoted above from DE HEMELSCHE LEER, pages 65 and 89, and further to page 78, where we
read: ". . . and they thought that the science of correspondences, which is revealed in the
Writings, and which in itself is only a system of merely natural cognitions, was the spiritual
sense itself", and to page 81, where we read: "For the Writings contain ... also a fullness of
sensual natural ideas, derived from the visible things of the world, which first must all be opened
according to order with the
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assistance of the science of correspondences, before man by means of the Doctrine of the Church
can approach the spiritual sense of the Writings". From this it is distinctly evident that the
Doctrine of the Church is not gathered by means of the science of correspondences, but that this
science is only of a preparatory nature. It is Rev. Pfeiffer who in his articles on the pages I—3 of
the ARCANA COELESTIA has confirmed just this truth of the Divinity of the Doctrine of the
Church. This, however, can only be seen by one who does not look at the unfolding from
without, but views it from within. It appears quite clearly that the reviewer has stared at the
articles and has not been able to enter into the spirit of them. Also the footnote on page 37,
according to which Rev. Pfeiffer would not have noticed the important distinction made in n.
7233 of the ARCANA COELESTIA, shows that it has not been given to the reviewer to
penetrate into Rev. Pfeiffer's argument on the successive degrees of the Doctrine of the Church,
on pages III and following of DE HEMELSCHE LEER, seeing n. 7233 in which the Doctrine of
the spiritual Church is spoken of, can for the first time be really understood just in the light of
this argument.
Finally the following quotation from the review. On page 38 we read: "Mr. Pfeiffer's
interpretations are also couched in such material forms, and are no closer to the spiritual sense
than the words of the Writings themselves". With amazement we see that the reviewer compares
Rev. Pfeiffer's argument with the Word. The reviewer seems to be of opinion that the spiritual
sense cannot be laid down in a natural language, while this is just what is now possible by the
Second Coming of the Lord. It has already become evident that Rev. Pfeiffer's articles have been
laid down in such forms that it was not given to the reviewer to understand them. But especially
it is evident that the reviewer does not yet rationally sec the Writings as the Word of God, and
this Word as the Divine Rational laid down in the natural.
Only a few points from the review have been taken up. It is not possible to deal with every
paragraph, as every sentence shows a lack of insight into the principles developed in DE
HEMELSCHE LEER.

In conclusion, may the request be addressed to all in the
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GENERAL CHURCH, from love to the Lord and for the sake of the upbuilding of the Church to
seriously consider and deeply meditate upon the articles presented in DE HEMELSCHE LEER.

Rev. THEODORE PITCAIRN. — The review of DE HEMELSCHE LEER that appeared in the
January issue of NEW CHURCH LIFE is of such a nature, that it is hard to believe that the
writer read DE HEMELSCHE LEER with care, or reflected on what he read. In any case the
essence of DE HEMELSCHE LEER is passed over as if it did not exist.
It is surprising that the GENERAL CHURCH does not as yet see that the opening of the
Writings takes place by means of the opening of the discrete degrees of the mind of the Church,
and not by what is called the normal working of the human mind, or the rational method. That
CONVENTION or CONFERENCE should not see this would not be surprising, for they are
unaware of any discrete degree in the understanding of the Writings. But it should be evident to
the members of the GENERAL CHURCH that the understanding of the Writings by one who
sees them as the Lord Himself in His Second Coming, differs by a discrete degree from the
understanding of those who look upon them as the works of Swedenborg. That the latter vision is
granted to the Church by the opening of a more interior degree of the mind and not by what is
called .the normal process of man's thinking, may be seen from this, that a man in
CONFERENCE or CONVENTION might be very learned in the Writings, might have studied
them much and thought about what he read, and still not have his eyes opened to see their
Divinity; while on the other hand a simple man who has not been able to study the Writings, may
still clearly see them as the Lord in His Second Coming. The simple man who has had his eyes
opened is evidently in a more interior degree of understanding than the learned man whose
eyes have remained closed.
As the man of the GENERAL CHURCH can see this discrete degree in the understanding of
the Writings, he should be able from Doctrine to acknowledge that there
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LEADING THESES PROPOUNDED IN
"DE HEMELSCHE LEER."

1. The Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Third Testament of the Word of the Lord.
The DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE
must be applied to the three Testaments alike.

2. The Latin Word without Doctrine is as a candlestick without light, and those who read the
Latin Word without Doctrine, or who do not acquire for themselves a Doctrine from the Latin
Word. are in darkness as to all truth (of. S. S. 50-61).

3. The genuine Doctrine of the Church is spiritual out of celestial origin, but not out of rational
origin. The Lord is that Doctrine itself (cf. A. C. 2496, 2497, 2510, 2516, 2533, 2859; A. E.
19).
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Extract from the minutes of the meeting of Saturday, April 11th 1931.

The memorandum, calling this meeting together, reads
as follows: Review of Mr. Groenveld's Address The Nineteenth of June 1930 (see Third
Fascicle, pp. 3—8).
REV. ERNST PFEIFFER gave the following elucidation of Mr, Groeneveld's address: The
occasion for this address by Mr. Groeneveld was the celebration of the Nineteenth of June. The
subject therefore is the coming into existence of the Church, that is. the coming into existence of
those real things which, before the Lord, are the Church. If the essence of the Church is seen in
spiritual light, it does not appear as an external organization in the world, but as a Man; and it is
said of it and of the things which make it, that they are conceived and born, and that
subsequently they pass through the ages of a man from the innocence of the ignorance of
childhood to the innocence of the wisdom of old age.
In this way it is seen in the spiritual sense that the Doctrine of the Church is conceived in the
Church from the Lord and is born out of the Church. The New Church of the Lord which will be
in the lands, and which is the New jerusalem, is represented by a Woman travailing in birth; the
Doctrine of that Church by the male Son whom she bore; the travailing in birth signifies the
difficult reception of that Doctrine, on account of the opposition of the proprium of man (cf.
A.R. XII). it is indeed said in the literal sense of the APOCALYPSE REVEALED: "The
Doctrine here meant is THE DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM, published in London,
17,')8; as also THE
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DOCTRINES CONCERNING THE LORD. CONCERNING THE SACKED SCRIPTURE,
AND CONCERNING LIFE ACCORDING TO THE COMMANDMENTS OF THE
DECALOGUE. Amsterdam" (n. 543). In the literal sense thus of the APOCALYPSE
REVEALED the difficult birth of the Latin Testament itself
in Swedenborg's time is here spoken of, but that this passage in the spiritual sense applies
to the birth of the Doctrine in the Church, is evident to any one who understands the difference
between the Word and the Doctrine of the Church. We read in the ARCANA CELESTIA: "He
who does not know the arcana of Heaven. . . . supposes that the Word in the letter or the literal
sense of the Word, is the Doctrine itself. . . . But the Doctrine must be collected out. of the Word,
and while it is being collected, the man must be in enlightenment from the Lord" (n. 9424). The

great significance of the difference between the Word of tile New Church, that is, the Latin
Word, and the Doctrine of the New Church out of that Word, here clearly appears. If man is not
open to the acknowledgement of this difference, the arcana of Heaven will not be accessible to
him. The Word is given to the Church as the infinite and inexhaustible source of all truth, but its
Doctrine, the Church as of itself must bring forth from the Word by the orderly means. The
Doctrine is entirely such as the Church is; the purer the Church, the more interior its Doctrine,
and also the reverse, the more interior the Doctrine the purer the Church. We read in the
APOCALYPSE REVEALED: "Who does not know that the Church is not Church without
Doctrine" (n. 97). That by the Doctrine here not the Latin Word is meant, but the Doctrine which
the New Church as from itself makes for itself, is evident. So too in the following passages of the
same work: "There are three things that make the Church, the truth of Doctrine, the good of
Love, and Worship out of these" (n. 486). "The all of Religion consists in good, and the all of the
Church in Doctrine, which must teach truths, and through truths good" (n. 675). "The Church is
called Church out of Doctrine" (n. 923). And likewise in the ARCANA CELESTIA: "The
Church is Church out of the Doctrine of truth and the Life of good" (n. 3305). In all these places
by the Doctrine not the Word of I he Church but the Doctrine of the Church is meant, and hence
it is evident of what great
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significance it is that one understands the difference between the Word and the Doctrine of
the Church. It then becomes clear that in the spiritual sense by the travailing in birth of the
Woman the difficult birth of the Doctrine in the Church is represented. It is by the spiritual sense
that the truth of the literal sense of the Word. to which the former corresponds, may be seen in its
essence, and it is thereby in no way destroyed. In what way the Dragonists out of the reformed
Christian world from all sides, tried to prevent the coming into existence of the new Word (A.R.
543), has been described in many places in that Word. But as long as the thought of the New
Church confines itself to this historical signification, it remains essentially a. natural thought, in
spite of the spiritual subject; for it then confines itself to the form in which the spiritual is, but
not to the essence or the spiritual itself. A spiritual thought concerning these things becomes
possible only when the essence of the dragon is grasped as an abstract concept, and when
afterwards one discerns it as being present in the New Church itself and in every member of that
Church.
The things from the Lord which make the Church are first formed as a. seed, as the rational.
This seed is conceived in the affection for truth, and there for itself forms a body, which is borne
in the body of the Church, The essence of those things is then felt as a general principle of truth.
By the continuous influx of the Lord they are there developed invisibly. When the time of birth
has come. these things clearly appear in their relation and application to all particulars of the
good and truth of the Church, and then their great significance is fully seen. In this way the
conception and the birth of the Doctrine of the Church in our Society are here spoken of. This
may be elucidated and confirmed by what we read in n. 3671 of the ARCANA CELESTL\: "In
the rational are the seeds, and the natural is of service as a soil". This is the orderly way of the
coming into existence of all genuine things of the Church. The things that make the Church thus
are of purely Divine origin and purely Divine essence. Those are the "Divine things of the
Church" that are spoken of in the Word (sec for instance D.F. 215). It here clearly appears that
it is not possible to speak of the Divine things of the Church before in this wav they have been
conceived and born in the
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Church. Without such a generation, which is Divine, there can be no question of the Divine
things of the Church. The goods and truths of the Word as they are in themselves, are not the
Divine things of the Church: for it is not the Word that makes the Church, but the understanding
of the Word. But man's understanding of the Word cannot make the Church, unless it is from the
Lord: the understanding out of the proprium cannot make the Church. 'Tt is the Divine of the
Lord that makes the Church with man: for nothing can be considered as the Church but that
which is the proprium of the Lord" (A.C. 2&66). That the Divine things of the Church are born
out of the marriage between the Lord and the Church, is described in many places of the Word.
So we read in n. ,307 of THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION: "By mother in the celestial sense
is understood the Church. . . . By the New Jerusalem is understood the New Church which at this
day is being established from the Lord. ... This Church, and not the preceding, is the Wife and
Mother in this sense. The spiritual offspring which are born out of this marriage, are the goods of
charity and the truths of faith; and those who are in these from the Lord, arc called sons of the
wedding, sons of God, and born from Him".
The things of the Church, conceived and born in such a way, are given to it as something that is
of Divine essence and imperishable. In this way the truth has been conceived and born that the
Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Word of the Lord. Any one who has part in this
conception and birth knows that this is an imperishable Divine truth. In this way the concept of
the Divinity of the Doctrine of the Church has been conceived and born; and all those who have
part in this conception and birth feel that this also is a Divine truth. A. truth of the Church not
thus conceived and born, does not exist. For this reason the truths of the Church in the Old
Testament are represented by the sons of Israel. But this is also the reason why for those outside
the Church, who have no part in the conception and birth of its truths, it is difficult to see these
truths.
The faith in the possibility and reality of this Divine conception and birth of the things tha.t
make the Church, opens the possibility and brings the reality of regeneration, and a vision of the
Doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit.
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The sphere of the Holy Spirit is the sphere of the Divine things of the Church. It is not the Word
that makes the Church, but the understanding of the Word; it is the Holy Spirit that makes the
Church. By the Word alone without Doctrine out of the Word. no one comes into the essential
things of the Word, which are the essential and really living things of the Church and the things
of the Holy Spirit. The genuine Doctrine is from the Holy Spirit, and the Doctrine alone leads the
Church into the sphere of the Holy Spirit. "By the Word of the Lord were the Heavens made, and
all the Host of them by the Spirit of His Mouth" (Ps. 33 : 6). The Heavens were before the
Angels were. So we read that it was once given to Swedenborg to sec the extent of the
uninhabited Heaven (H.H. 419). The Heavens have been made by the Word, but the Angels, and
therefore the goods and truths of the Church, have been made by the Spirit of the Mouth of the
Lord; that is, by the Holy Spirit. The Spirit of the Mouth of the Lord is the Doctrine. The internal
up building of the Church is only possible through the Doctrine.

The comparison of the transition from the state of the Church where the literal sense of the
Word itself is considered as the Doctrine, to the state where the Doctrine of the Church is seen as
spiritual out of celestial origin, with the transition from the geocentric to the heliocentric system
of the universe, is based on an actual correspondence. It is self-evident that such an important
general revolution in the thought of the human race must have a spiritual sense; for the entire
natural world and the entire history are a theatre representative of the Lord's Kingdom (cf. A.C.
300U, 3483, 3518. and many other places). This revolution corresponds to the state of the
Church and of each member of the Church when they can pass over from the spiritual natural
state to the essentially spiritual state itself. In the natural state, of which the proper essence is
obedience, the thinking must entirely follow the letter. It is only the general truths that can be
seen in this state. This may be confirmed hereby that. the great importance of a strictly
literal translation of each separate word in the Third Testament, was not felt in the
beginning of the Church. In the spiritual state, of which the proper essence is genuine charity or
the love of truth for the sake of truth, it for
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the first time becomes clear to man that the letter of the Word indeed is the basis for the truth,
but that genuine truth is always given in the internal man, who then can see the truth in the letter
of the word . The essence of the thinking in the natural state is the natural rational; this rational is
always bound to obedience to the letter, and this thinking must always follow the letter. The
essence of the thinking in the spiritual state is the spiritual-rational; this rational for the first time
sees the spiritual causes or the essence of truth, and henceforward all thinking no
longer follows the letter, hut the letter follows the thinking (e.f. A.C. 1)124). But the power
and the significance of the letter is in no way thereby destroyed or weakened: on the contrary,
the letter thereby for the first time comes into its proper rights. For the letter as it is in itself
contains indeed all genuine truths; hut the natural thinking sees nothing in it but the coarsest
generalities, (and with regard to the particulars that lie hidden in the internal, it is in ignorance
and even in fallacies. The Divine operation in the bringing forth of truth out of the Word is
always dependent on. the development of the internal man. That, however, the letter in. the
spiritual state -- where thus the thinking no longer follows the letter, but the letter follows the
thinking - is in no way put aside or even destroyed, appears clearly from this -that not until this
state is the great importance seen of a. strictly literal translation of each separate word in the
Third Testament.
It is according to order that the Church first must pass through a series of preparatory natural
states, before -the spiritual state can commence, in which for the first time the Doctrine of the
Church in its relation to the Word of the Church comes to the fore. hi all of those preparatory
states it cannot be but •that the Church regards the Word itself of the Church as the Doctrine.
Every Church from its beginning must as it were pass through all the states of the ages of a man,
entirely as has been shown on a previous occasion (see Third Fascicle, pp. 90---108) with regard
to the history of the human race as a whole. Accordingly also in the history of the New Church a
series of successive, states may be discerned, which entirely corresponds to the series of the great
periods of the entire history of the human race. In the history- of the New Church too
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there is as it were an Adamic state, which is the age of its infancy; a Noachic state, which is the
age of its boyhood; a Hebrew and an Israielitish state, which is the age of its adolescence; a state
of the Coming and Sensual Presence of the Lord. which is the age of its early manhood: a
Christian state, which is the age of its manhood: and a state of the Second Coming of the Lord or
a proper state of the, New Church itself, which is its old age. While, however. in the general
series in all periods before the Coming of the Lord the basis for the thinking lay in the sensual
things of creation, and in the period between the Coming and the Second Coming of the Lord it
lay in the Divine Natural of the New Testament. in all the periods of the particular series the
basis for the thinking lies in the Divine Rational of the Third Testament. From this it is evident
that; the Third. Testament in the first periods of the New Church plays a .role corresponding to
the role which the sensual things of creation fulfilled in file ages before the Incarnation of the
Lord. and subsequently a role corresponding to the role which the Divine Natural of the Divine
Human of the Lord fulfilled in the (Christian age; and that this the Third Testament really only in
the last period of the New Church, which is the period of the Second Coming of the Lord in the
New Church, when the Church for the first time comes into the fullness of its proper state, will
be able to fulfill that. role which fully agrees with its proper essence, as a result of which the
Church for the first time will see therein the proper rational, that is. celestial truth.
Every Church begins with a state of innocence of ignorance; this is the celestial state of its
infancy. For all beginning of a man or of a. Church must be in the celestial of innocence. Tt is
out of this celestial that in the course of its boyhood and adolescence it. must go forth,
descending through the spiritual and the natural even into ultimates,
in order there, in ultimates, to find the basis for the independence which is necessary for
adult age, in order afterwards thence, by a wrestling through the natural as from itself, again to
climb up to the interior degrees, by which it arrives at the internal bases of truth and in its own
spiritual and celestial state.
The characteristic of the successive ages of infancy,
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boyhood, and adolescence, or as it were of the Adamic, Noachic. Hebrew and Israelitish
periods, in the New Church, was that for all their thinking they were always entirely dependent
on the direct cognizance of the letter of the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg, exactly like all
Churches before the Coming of the Lord in their thinking were always dependent on the sensual
things of creation. Since in these successive states — with all those who actually had part in
them --- the celestial, the spiritual, and the genuine natural successively were interiorly
present, so through the direct cognizance of the writings an actual conjunction with the Lord was
possible, which corresponds to the conjunction through the Human Divine of the Churches
before the Coming of the Lord (cf. Third Fnsc., pp. 95-100).
The characteristic of the Adamic state is the awe bordering on an overpowering of the man who
for the first time sees himself placed before the fact of the Second Coming of the Lord. Man in
this state is all admiration and adoration of the Lord, who has fulfilled His promised Second
Coming. Intellectual problems for him in this state do not exist at all. He thinks it
incomprehensible and wrong when he sees that the members of the Church give their attention to

such problems. The Word of the New Church is for him a paradise. By the overpowering nature
of this event the proprium is forced back for a considerable time. The all of this state is
determined by the celestial which for this reason, thanks to his remains, can be given to him as it
were as an unmerited advance, from which by direct cognizance he can see in tlie Writings of
Emanuel Swedenborg the celestial truth of Ills spiritual infancy. As long as this state lasts he can
be kept from the Lord in a state of innocence; but it is the innocence of infancy, and therefore the
innocence of ignorance. Every man who as an adult comes to the Church and who is susceptible
to the reality of the Second Coming of the Lord, first comes into such a state. The children of the
New Church who are really kept in the living sphere of the (church, arc also in such a state. That
the New Church in general after its first foundation was in such an Adamic state, the historian
who would bring forward the internal things in the history of the Church, could show in the
whole and in the particular things.
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It is only in the next state, which corresponds to the age of boyhood and the Noachic period,
that a certain intellectual formation of the thinking takes place. Just as in the Golden Age
creation itself was the Word, but in the subsequent period, when the celestial degree was closed,
a written Word became necessary, so too in the Adamic state of the New Church the Writings of
Emanuel Swedenborg, as it were as a paradise, an' themselves the Word, in which man out of
celestial good by direct cognizance sees truth; but in the. next, the Noachic, state, when man has
left the celestial degree, the Writings are closed for him, unless a spiritual understanding is
formed with him from the Lord out of the spiritual good which now, thanks to the remains of the
preceding state, is given to him as an unmerited advance, and unless this understanding is
developed by him, by which in the Writings he can see the spiritual truth of his spiritual
boyhood. The development of this understanding can only take place by his applying to his life
the truths of the Writings which he interiorly sees, that is, by his shunning evil. The more he, in
the light he has, lives in spiritual charity, that is, the more he reduces the external with himself to
obedience and thus to order, the stronger this spiritual understanding becomes out of the spiritual
good, through which more and more in the Writings by direct cognizance he can see the spiritual
truth. The characteristic of this state is thus — failing the celestial good of the preceding state
which, without anything further made it possible for man to take direct cognizance of the truth
— the intellectual investigation into the essence of the contents of the new Revelation and into
the essence of the new Religion, in the light of the understanding which the Lord has formed out
of the spiritual good with man and which can serve him as it were for a Word, whereby he will
be able to see in the Writings of Swedenborg the truths which have reference to spiritual charity,
just as a written Word had to be given to the Noachic man, if in the creation and in the things of
their social life he were to see the spiritual truth. But in this state the thinking remains limited to
the most general concepts of the Divine things which make Religion and the Church, such as
man requires them for this spiritual state of an as it were Noachic charity, and such as they may
be
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acquired out of the advance of spiritual good, by direct cognizance of the letter of the Writings,
in the light of that formed and developed understanding. The thinking in this state is never able,
independently of the letter, to arrive at a concept of the truth in its particulars such as it refers to
the particular essence of the Three Testaments, and to the particular states of the existing Church
and of the mail of the Church. The all of this state is determined by the fact that then, thanks to
the remains of the preceding state, the spiritual degree has been opened as it were by way of an
unmerited advance, such as in the preceding state was the case even with the celestial degree;
and that out of this spiritual good, thanks to the fact that man shuns evil. by the application of
spiritual truths to the life of the external man, the understanding for spiritual truth is developed.
In the next state, which corresponds to the first age of adolescence and the Hebrew period, man
has left also the spiritual degree. The all of this state is determined by the genuine natural good
which is now given to man thanks to the remains of the preceding states as it were as an
unmerited advance, and by the necessity that now from the Lord out of that natural good a
certain understanding for natural truth be formed, which is developed by man, thanks to the fact
that he continues to shun evil by the application of natural truths to the life of the external man.
Out of the natural good, in the light of that understanding. man sees genuine natural cognitions in
the letter of the Writings, which essentially refer to the natural life of the Church and of the man
of the Church. The essence of the up building of the Church in this state is seen in the gathering
of as many as possible of such cognitions as being necessary for the natural life, and in the
multiplication and extension thereof by their application to the exposition of the Old and the
New Testament. The interior essence of Religion and of the Church in this state is seen in the
good of genuine natural charity. Also the great attention then given by the Church to external
evangelization is characteristic of this state. It was that period in the New Church when a
remarkably great extension of its members took place in England and in America. From this it
may also lie evident that it seems to be a very one-sided view
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if the slight results of missionary work in our times are attributed essentially to the deterioration
of the world, therefore to a change of the state of the world, instead of to a change of the state of
the Church.
The state of the age of adolescence, which first corresponds to the Hebrew period, later on
pastes over into a state corresponding to the Israelitish period. In this state is the lowest point
of the descending or outward going line of the successive ages; and such a state is unavoidable.
since it is only there that the sensual Coming of the Lord and thereby the inversion to the ages of
ascent and of the return into the interiors can take place. In this state man has left also the interior
natural which in the Hebrew state was given to him as an unmerited advance. The states of such
an advance are now past. since all possibilities thereto have successively been exhausted. The
characteristic. of this state is that man considers himself strictly bound to the letter of the
Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg. similarly as the Israelites were strictly bound to the letter of
the Old Testament; and the all of the essence of that state in its favorable sense is a strict external
obedience to that letter, while all the weight is put upon an external holiness, even to corporeal
and sensual things. The end in view in that state is the transition to the age of early manhood, in
which man arrives at the adult state and therefore for the first time comes as it were to stand on
his own feet. For in all the preceding ages there was always an absolute dependence on a direct
or sensual taking cognizance of the letter, without which man never was capable of any orderly

thinking in the things of the Word. The beginning of early manhood for the first time brings such
an independence, which can only be made possible by the Coining of the Lord at the end of the
Israelitish state.
But before the Coming of the Lord can take place, man in the Israelitish state first passes
through serious trials and dangers. The essence of all the states before the Coming of the Lord is
that man out of a state of good which is given to him as it were as an unmerited advance —
namely successively the Adamic celestial good, the Noachic spiritual good, and the Hebrew
natural good — by taking direct cognizance is made capable of an orderly but external vision of
the truth in the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg;
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entirely as all the historic Churches before the Coming of the Lord out of the good of their
respective degrees by direct cognizance were in truth, but not in the actual, internal truth, but
only in representative, external truth (cf. T1iird Fascicle, pp.95-99). The essence, however, of all
states after the Coming of the Lord is that man, after taking direct cognizance of the letter of the
Latin Word, by the wrestling through his own natural should arrive at one of the interior degrees
of truth — namely successively at the interior natural, the exterior rational, and the interior
rational. For only by the wrestling through the natural can the external man be united with the
internal man, and the Human of the letter in man be conjoined with the Divine, and only by this
conjunction does the Third Testament in man become the Word and thus tlie Divine Human
which in man makes the Church. For the Word in itself is indeed always the Word; but in man
the Word is not the Word until it is seen from the living Lord Himself (cf. S.S. 76—79). With the man in whom the external man is not conjoined with the internal man by the
wrestling through the natural, the human of the letter will be separated from the Divine in the
letter.
The end in view of the wrestling with the proprium or the shunning of evil in the states before
the Coming of the Lord is to be in the good which is given as an advance; for out of that good
there is direct cognizance of truth. The end of the. wrestling with the proprium or the shunning of
evil in the states after the Coming of the Lord is to enter into one of the interior degrees of truth;
for only through the interior degrees of truth does man come into the good of the Divine Human
which in man makes the Church; for the interior truth is one with good, as the Son and the Father
are one. In the states before the Coming the end in view of the endeavor lies in good, for truth
afterwards follows of itself; in the states after the Coming of the Lord the end in view of the
endeavor lies in the genuine internal truth, for the genuine good of the Divine Human lies just in
that truth. The states before the Coming of the Lord are as it were states of the Human Divine,
for thc:y perfectly correspond to the states of the humanrace before the Incarnation of the Lord;
the states after the Coming of the Lord for the first time in the full sense
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are states of the Divine Human of the Lord, and they correspond to the states of the human race
after the Incarnation of the Lord. Now the entire essence of the Israelitish state and the necessity
of such a state arise, from the fact that only in such a state the transition from the states before
the Coming to the states after the Coming, or the transition from the descending or outward
going development of man to the ascending or inward going development, can take place. An
advance of one of the interior degrees of good in this state is no longer given. The all of this state
depends on whether man, according to the scientifics which he has out of the letter, continues to
shun the evils of the proprium and thereby is enabled to continue to have faith in the
Divinity of the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg.
If man in tills Israelitish state perseveres in the combat against his proprium, then, when the
time has come, the Coming of the Lord in him will take place. The Coming of the Lord in this
state is made possible because in the long run it proves impossible for man to maintain himself in
the external holiness which characterizes the Israelitish state. He gradually sees all those things
to which he first attached so much importance, since in them he saw the essence of Religion, fall
away from him. And this gradually more and more, until at last he stands deprived of all foothold
and nothing else remains than the affection for truth. It is in this affection for truth, as it were as
in a Virgin Mary, that the Coming of the Lord is effected. This Coming consists in this that man
now recognizes that the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg as to their letter are the Word itself
for the New Church. Then the Lord Himself in His Divine Human is present with the man of the
New Church for the first time in a sensual way, just as the Lord was present before the senses of
His disciples. Then on the basis of the-Divine Human that is seen in the letter of the Third
Testament, the wrestling through the natural and thereby the ascending to the interior degrees of
truth can begin.
But if man in the Israelitish state does not shun evil, and consequently the proprium more and
more gains the upper-hand, there never will be such a development with him as will make
possible the Coming of the Lord, and
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in such a case it cannot be but that he will gradually regard the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg
as purely human, and will seek the entire weight of the Divine Revelation exclusively in the Old
and the New Testament. For in this state there is no longer any question of a good out of
advance, out of which good in the preceding states the Divinity of the Writings could interiorly
be felt; while the acknowledgement of the Old and the New Testament does not require such a
combat against the proprium, since this acknowledgement belongs to the generally ruling
tradition of the Church and is easily compatible with the merely external piety in which such a
man lives.
It is clear that the concept-like problem whether the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg as to
their letter are or are not the Word, presents itself for the first time in the Israelitish state, namely
through the Coming of the Lord. This was the time when, in the general bodies of the Church in
America and in England, small minorities formed who saw themselves obliged to defend their
faith in the Divinity of the Writings over against the ever extending unbelief of the majorities. In
the New Church the denial, based on argumentation, of the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg as
the Divine Human of the Lord, or as the Word, is in complete correspondence with the rejection
of the Lord by the Jews during His Sensual Presence on earth. Just as the Jews then turned away

from the genuine Divine, which thenceforward could be found in the Lord alone, and sought the
essence of religion in a merely external and therefore idolatrous worship of the Old Testament,
so the majority in the New Church turned away from the Divine Human, which thenceforward
could be found only in the Third Testament, and sought the essence of the Word, that is, the
Divine Human, in an external worship of the Old and the New Testament. The Third Testament
as the means of salvation then recedes entirely into the back-ground; the Old and the New
Testament alone are acknowledged as the means of salvation. But the New Church can only
come into existence and remain in existence in the measure in which the faith in the Divinity of
the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg remains alive. For therein is the Divine Human of the Lord
from which alone the Church can be built up. In the states of the New Church corresponding to
the states
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of the Churches before the Coming of the Lord, for all genuine members of the Church the
interior faith in the Divinity of those Writings, out of the good out of advance in which they
were, was self-evident, except in the Israelitish state where everything depends on a conscious
choice between acceptance and rejection, and the rejection signifies nothing less than a rejection
of the Lord who has now fulfilled His Sensual Coming, and thus of the Divine Human itself.
In the Adamic, the Noachic, and the Hebrew state, or what is the same, in the ages of infancy,
boyhood, and the first years of adolescence, the essence of the relation of the Church to the
Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg lay in an interior realization of their Divinity. In the Israelitish
state, on the contrary, or in the later years of adolescence, the weight no longer is in the interior
realization of the Divinity of the Writings, but the problem now is the essence of their letter.
Therefore also with those who in this state persevere in the combat with the proprium, the
Coming of the Lord takes place in lasts. But out of the essence of this state the Church is placed
before a difficulty, which for a long time adheres to it. Since in this state the essence of the
Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg cannot possibly be seen in their internal, but is seen only in
the letter, the three Testaments then lie before man as it were next to each other on the same
plane. That the discrete degrees of truth can never exist anywhere else than in the living spirit,
thus in the living man alone, man in this state cannot see. And so it happens that he places the
discrete degrees of truth into the letter of the series of the three Testaments lying next to each
other before his eyes. Thence comes the idea that each of the Testaments as to its letter is
destined for a certain province of the mind, namely the letter of the Old Testament for the
sensual mind, the letter of the New Testament for the natural mind, and the letter of the Third
Testament for the rational mind; that thus the Third Testament is destined only for the rational
mind. That the letter of each of the three Testaments is destined for the sensual man, since in the
New Church also, regeneration begins with the lowest degree, further that the rational degree
itself can only be attained the very last, after the wrestling through the natural,
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and moreover that the rational in a certain way is present also in the Old and the New Testament,
since without the rational there never is a human, man in this state does not realize. The position
that the exegesis of the different successive Testaments must take into account the fact of their

being addressed to different provinces of the mind, and that consequently there can be no
question of an application of the law of correspondence between the discrete degrees of truth to
the Third Testament, and that thus the DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED
SCRIPTURE cannot be applied to the Third Testament without difference or reserve, is based on
an idea which finds its origin in this difficulty, arising in this state.
The essence of the next state of the New Church, which corresponds to the Coming and Sensual
Presence of the Lord on earth, lies in this that the Church begins to see and to acknowledge that
the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Word itself for the New Church. It is the
fundamental truth of the Gospel that in the Lord Jesus Christ, Jehovah God Himself came on
earth, that thus the Lord is the Father and not a Son from the eternal. So it is the characteristic of
this state that the Church acknowledges that in the Third Testament the Human and the Divine
are one, that thus the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are Divine even into the letter, and that
there alone redemption and salvation are to be found, and the essential things for the up building
of the Church and for the conjunction with the Lord. Nevertheless in this state the Church is not
conscious in a concept-like way of these facts; it is the time when the Writings from principle are
acknowledged as the Word, wherby the separation of the majorities of the preceding state, who
deny the Divinity of the Writings, becomes complete.
This state is the state of the early manhood of the New Church. The end in view of this state is
that man by the wrestling through the natural shall arrive at the interior natural, and thus at the
first degree of internal truth. In the Word of the Third Testament, as it is in itself, the Human and
the Divine are one. But if the Word is taken up by the natural man by direct cognizance, the
Human of the Word, the letter, in man is not yet conjoined with the the Divine. As long as this
conjunction has not yet taken
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place, the Word with man therefore is not the Word. It is only after the wrestling through the
natural, by which man's proprium is overcome and forced back, that in man the Human of the
Word is conjoined with the Divine, so that the Word with him is really the Word. The
genuine essence of the state of early manhood thus consists in this, that by the wrestling through
the natural in the first degree, the natural truth of the letter of the Word is conjoined with the
interior natural, and thence the human with the Divine; just as the disciples during the Sensual
Presence of the Lord on earth by the wrestling with their proprium were able to follow the Lord,
and acknowledged that He was the Christ, the Son of the living God. That the majority of the
others could not see this had its cause in nothing but the fact that there was no wrestling with the
proprium.
The end in view in this state is that man be prepared for the transition to the next state. The
essence of the next state, which corresponds to the state of the Christian Church and is the
period of manhood, is the development of the Doctrine independently of the sensual presence of
the letter, just as the Lord had to leave the earth, if the pouring out of the Holy Spirit were to
become possible (John 16 : 7, 13). But before this transition can take place again two dangers
present themselves, which as great difficulties for a long time adhere to the Church. Man in the
ascending state can arrive at the genuine truth of the Third Testament in no other way than by the
wrestling through the natural, by which the Human of the letter in man is conjoined with the
Divine. If man will not realize the necessity of such a wrestling, then, according to his tendency

towards the Protestant or the Roman-Catholic disposition (cf. A.R. 387), he will attribute to the
letter of the Latin Word by itself either the proper Divine essence itself, or the genuine Human
essence itself. In the first case the man says that the literal sense of the Third Testament
is the proper spiritual sense itself; in the second case the man says that the literal sense of
the Third Testament, such as it has been taken up by direct cognizance, is the proper rational
itself. Both these ideas are the result of the fact that it is not realized that before regeneration the
direct cognizance of the letter can never lead to the posses-
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sion of genuine truth, since thereby the proprium always plays a certain role; and that therefore
after taking cognizance a wrestling through the natural must always first take place, by which the
external man is conjoined with the internal man, so that the man for the first time sees the
genuine truth in the Latin Word, in which the Human is one with the Divine.
The first idea, namely, that by direct cognizance of the letter of the Third Testament one has to
do with the spiritual sense itself, places the Divine, that is the spiritual sense itself, in the letter
such as it is with man. The Divine is indeed in the letter itself, but only such as this is in itself,
that is, in the Lord, since the Lord by the wrestling with and the victory over the hells has
conjoined the Human with the Divine. So too in the Third Testament, as it is in itself, the Human
is conjoined with the Divine. But in man the Human of the letter is only conjoined with the
Divine after the wrestling through the natural. Thus by saying that the letter without the
wrestling through the natural in man is the spiritual sense itself, thus the Divine, there is, as it
were, a belief in a Divine Son from the eternal, instead of in a human Son who has become
Divine by Glorification. The essential defect of this idea
is here clearly evident as being the aversion from the wrestling through the natural, and
thereby the interior essence thereof betrays itself as being the same as the protestant error of faith
alone. Just as the First Coming of the Lord by itself brought no redemption unless man as from
himself fulfilled the conditions pertaining to redemption, so too the Second Coming of the Lord
by itself brings no redemption unless man according to order cooperates as from himself.
The second idea, namely that the Third Testament is a Revelation of the rational, so that man
upon direct cognizance of the letter has to do with the proper rational itself, places the proper
Human in the letter by itself, while yet the genuine Human can never exist anywhere else than in
its unity with the Divine. The conjunction with the Divine, however, exists in man only after the
wrestling through the natural. The letter of the Third Testament, as it is in itself, that is in the
Lord Himself, is indeed one with the Divine, and thus the proper Divine Rational itself, but
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never as it is in man by direct cognizance. The Rational of the letter with man, upon direct
cognizance, becomes the sensual- or exterior-natural; and just as to the Lord after His birth from

the Virgin Mary there adhered the human of Mary, which human He had to put off by the
Glorification, so to the man in this state, although the Lord has now been born in him from his
affection for the letter of the Third Testament — which affection corresponds to Mary — there
adheres a human that is only capable of a natural-rational vision of the Third Testament. It is this
human which man by wrestling through the natural must remove. Thus by saying that by the
direct reading of the Third Testament, that is, by direct cognizance, a taking up of the proper
rational itself is possible, the necessity is denied of the opening of the interior degrees of the
mind, which can only take place through regeneration, and by which alone the Word can be seen
from within. In this conception the characteristic of the Roman Catholic disposition clearly
shows, namely the lust of dominion out of the external authority of a separated letter — a vicar
of Christ as it were — while the genuine freedom of man, existing in an internal enlightenment
from the Lord by the opening of the internal degrees of the mind, is laid in bonds.
Both these ideas have their origin in nothing but the instinctive aversion of the proprium of man
from a wrestling through the natural, since the proprium there clearly feels its downfall. Both
ideas seek salvation in the sole letter in itself: the former considers that letter as the proper
Divine itself, namely as the spiritual sense itself; the latter considers the letter as the proper and
genuine Human itself, namely as the proper and genuine rational itself. It is especially in the next
state of the Church, which is the period of the development of the Doctrine of the Church, that
these two ideas come to light as essential contrasts with the Doctrine. For the genuine Doctrine
of the Church is nothing but the proper and genuine spirit of the Word itself, in which the Human
and the Divine are one, as the Son and the Father are one. It is given according to order in the
internal man, after the external man by the wrestling through the natural has been conjoined with
the internal man.
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The next state of the New Church, which corresponds to the Christian period and to the age of
manhood, brings the development of the Doctrine of the Church. This state is to be compared
with the pouring out of the Holy Spirit, which indeed characterizes the Christian Church. Just as
the Lord had to leave the 'earth, if this pouring out were to become possible, so the Church must
leave the letter of the Third Testament in the realization that within the letter by way of
correspondence all the infinite particulars of the proper, abstract, spiritual truth lie hidden. The
leading principle determining the Church's attitude in this state is the thesis that the DOCTRINE
CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE must also be applied to the Third Testament, and
it is then seen that the up building of the Church is possible only through the Doctrine of the
Church. The letter by itself brings to man only the generals of truth. The letter in itself is of such
a nature, purely Divine and infinite, that from it into eternity ever new particulars of truth may be
drawn. This drawing of the particulars of genuine spiritual truth is the task of the New Church in
this state. The proper essence thereof lies in the masculine which has entered upon the combat
with the natural in a more interior, the second, degree, and which thereby is in the genuine
spiritual rational, which sees the genuine spiritual sense of the Word. The New Church in this
state is for the first time a genuine spiritual Church.
In all these successive states of the New Church, however, from the beginning, the proper and
essential state of the New Church itself is present. The proper state itself of the New Church is its
celestial state, the old age of the human race, in which the celestial seed of its truth, the celestial
Doctrine, is conceived as an immediate revelation from the Lord. It is the end of the creation of

this earth that this become the essential state of the human race, with which too the Paradise
itself will return to this earth, since in this state the influx from the Lord can take place from the
inmost to the outermost, by which the general order of all things will be restored. But even from
the first beginning of the New Church this state is present as the proper source of its entire being.
All truths that are essentially new and belong essentially to the New Church, from the beginning
were of such a celestial origin. The successive
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states described above are not possible unless such interior rational or celestial seeds of truth
precede, from which those successive states in the Church are developed, comparatively as the
things coming forth from a seed.
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THE NINETEENTH OF JUNE 1932

Address by the Reverend Ernst Pfeiffer.

There were 46 persons present on Sunday evening for the celebration of the Nineteenth of June.
The Rev. Pfeiffer welcomed those present and asked them on that evening to try and enter into
the spirit of the things that essentially make the New Church, and to give their attention to a few
of the most important of the new principles that in the past year from the Lord have been given
to the Church, as leading truths for the up building of the Church.
It is gradually becoming clear to us that the Church is a Divine institution, and that to it from
the Lord is given a certain Divine power and a certain Divine doctrinal authority, and that the
salvation for man and for the human race can be found only in the Church. This is a truth which
indeed as early as the beginning of the Christian church, which out of the loves of self sought the
essence of religion merely in external things, became a profane falsity; but which in the New
Church, in the measure in which by the victory over the proprium it will come from the Lord into
the internal things, will become a living reality. This truth is openly taught in the Latin Word
with the explicit words: "Every one with whom the Church is, will be saved, but every one with
whom the Church is not, will be condemned" (A.C. 10766). The abuse of this truth out of the
love of dominion in the Christian church has indeed led to spiritual slavery and thereby to the

destruction of all internal things, but on the other hand only the insight into the genuine essence
of this truth and a life according thereto will be able to lead the human race to the victory over
the proprium and thereby into genuine freedom.
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We now begin to see the Church as an actual spiritual being, as a Man before the Lord, and we
now begin to understand why the Church is called the Bride and the Wife of the Lamb.
In the Third Testament the Lord Himself is present in His Divine Human. When the Church
begins with man, then this Word lies outside of him before his corporeal eyes, and in a very
general way it is seen and accepted by him as a Divine Revelation. But it is only recently that we
have begun to understand what heavy responsibility for man this event brings with itself. This
Word that lies without, in the form of books before the man, cannot possibly become the Word
within man, unless it be conceived and born in him from the internal; otherwise that Word,
which in itself is indeed the Word, with man is not the Word. It is also evident that all that is said
in the Apocalypse concerning the Divine things of the Holy City, the New Jerusalem, in the
natural world can only become a reality in the measure in which the Lord Himself is born in the
Church, that is, in the human minds, thus in the measure in which the men of the Church are
regenerated from the Lord.
Just as the Christian church believed that the Lord with His Coming had brought an active
redemption, so too in the New Church the danger exists that one should see
the redemption and salvation merely in the external things of the new Word, while, however,
the Divine things of the Church must be born from the internal. We have learned to understand
that all the evils and falsities which have destroyed the former churches, and which are described
in the Third Testament, are also present and active in the New Church. The natural sense of the
Third Testament indeed treats of the former churches, but the spiritual sense treats of good and
truth, and of evil and falsity, in themselves; and for this reason all those places in the Third
Testament which in the letter treat of the former churches, in their particulars and later even in
their singulars, must be seen in application to the New Church; in the spiritual sense in the
particulars and in the celestial sense in the singulars.
Rev. Pfeiffer then requested attention for what a year ago, on the Nineteenth of June 1931, Mr.
Groeneveld had
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told us about the essence of the Church as a Man, namely that the Church, like a man, has a soul,
a spirit, and a body. When things of this kind are for the first time expressed, they seem so
subtile, and they are so hidden and so difficult to grasp that for a long time they pass by man's
conception. Only after a considerable time they take on a certain form. It is at present one of the
most important things for the development of the thought in our Society to arrive at clear
concepts with regard to the Church as a Man, with a soul, a spirit and a body.

That which is actually the Church cannot be born with man unless out of the affection for truth,
and indeed the affection for the definite truth present in this world, that is, the truth in the
Word in lasts; in the New Church therefore the affection for the Third Testament. It is the
love for the Third Testament, the entire devotion of all our thought to that Testament, out of the
interior conviction that it is the Divine Human of the Lord or the Divine Truth itself, and thus the
sole source of truth, and that from anywhere else absolutely nothing is to be expected. This
affection for the Third Testament is as it were the Virgin Mary, from which the Lord is born in
the Church. If therefore the church is really Church, this is only possible because the Lord
Himself is' born in it out of the affection for the Third Testament, and the Lord alone makes the
entire being of the Church, as a Man, from firsts to lasts, from the soul to the body. Only if a man
has that affection will it be possible for the Lord to be born in him, and for him to become a
living member of the Church. This affection for the Third Testament in the Church will always
play one of the most important parts. It is as it were the Church as the mother of all the Divine
things of the Church. Only in this affection are we within the borders of the Church; even so
much so that one can say that in the measure in which man does not entirely draw his thought out
of the Third Testament alone, he still stands without the Church. The proprium ever anew leads
man away; and man deceives himself if he fancies that he is in the light of the Word, when he
has the things of the world as the basis for his thought and then only allows the light which he
believes he has from the Word, to fall thereon; for in this way the light of the
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Word is falsified. Into the true light of the Word man can only enter in the measure in which he
withdraws his heart entirely from the world and directs his eyes only to within, being in the
affection for the Third Testament alone. Those especially who have strong natural faculties, a
strong memory, a strong imagination, and a strong natural rational, more than others are in this
danger, namely of seeking the basis for their thought without, not realizing that all truth lies
within, in the hidden treasuries of the Word, and that all that comes from outside of it can never
be anything else but fallacy.
There are two essential loves which precede all coming into existence of the Divine things of
the Church; the one love is in the internal man, the other love is in the external man. The love in
the internal man is as it were the father of those things, and the love in the external man is as it
ware the mother of; those 'things. The love in the internal man is the soul out of which they are
conceived, and the love in the external man is the body in which they are borne and out of which
they are born. What that love is in the external man, we have already seen, namely, the love for
the Third Testament as the only source of truth. It is a love in the external man, since it is
directed to an object which is present in lasts before our senses. But what is the love in the
internal man, from which as from a father and as out of a soul the Divine things of the Church
are conceived? It is the genuine general love for truth, in which love the Lord Himself with man
is present in the internal man. This is thus not the love for the truth of the Third Testament,
present in lasts; for this love is a love of the external man. The love or the good in the internal
man, which makes that soul — for good makes the soul (cf. CANONS, Concerning the Lord
Saviour, 4 : 6),—is, so to say, the general goodness of the internal man, or, so to say, the general
internal well-disposedness of the man. Even before any. one comes into contact with the Third
Testament, this well-disposedness is with the man; with some it is stronger, with others it is
less strong. It is that love by which for the one the eyes are opened for the Third Testament,

while for the other, who has not this love, they remain closed. It is the love for truth for the sake
of truth, for the sake of which love the man is ready to put aside the
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loves of the proprium, to take up the wrestling through the natural, and to shun evil and falsity as
sin against the Lord (cf. DE HEMELSCHE LEER, Third Fascicle, p. 45). This genuine love for
truth for the sake of truth in the Church takes the form of an entire devotion to the Divine things
of the Church, that is, to the spiritual principles by which the Church can come into existence, or
to those things that make possible the regeneration of man himself; for truth is the neighbor, and
the neighbor in the spiritual sense is the Church.
Only where these two loves rule, the one as a soul in the internal man and the other as a body in
the external man, can that celestial marriage come into existence in man, from which all Divine
things of the Church are born. Both loves are from the Lord alone; the love in the internal man is
as a burning fire, the source of all life in the man as a Church; the love in the external man
is a complete devotion to the Word of the Third Testament as the sole source of all truth; but to
this love, just as to the Virgin Mary, all the evil and falsity of the love of self and of the world
adhere. For as soon as ever an object is given in the natural, which is accessible to the senses,
and to which a love is directed, the proprium also is there at once, trying to find access to that
object through those same senses. No love in the Church can come into existence which directs
itself to an object that is accessible in lasts, but the danger is there of the proprium in a very
hidden way interfering with it.
If the man who from love for the truth for the sake of truth is in the love for the Third
Testament, in the light which he has, wrestles in the natural with the proprium, and puts aside
everything which he recognizes to be impure, then in that love there forms, as it were as in a
body, something that can conceive the seed of the Divine things of the Church. The soul in the
internal man which is of the Lord alone, descends as a seed, as the love clothes itself in the
rational with a tender body, from which the Holy Spirit proceeds in the Church. Thus the Divine
things which make the Church are conceived in the Church itself from the marriage of the Lord
with the Church. All Divine things of the Church which in such a wav have been conceived and
afterwards born, are in them-
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selves again as it were a Church in small, with a soul, a spirit, and a body.
In the first time after the birth it is especially the soul which leads the Church, since the spirit is
as yet only present in germ. The Church in this state is first as a tender child which is led by the
intuition which flows in from the Lord, without conscious exertion of the intellectual faculties.
The love in the internal man makes the soul, the loves in the external man make the body. To this
body, or to these loves in the external man, likewise evil and falsity adhere, just as this was the
case with the body from which they are born. In the beginning this inherited evil and falsity
scarcely assert themselves. The characteristic of these first states is a spontaneous devotion to the
things of the Word and of the Church; but it soon appears that this is only a childlike and

external state. The necessity will now appear for the development of the spirit of the Church,
which for the first time is the essential ecclesiastical state.
The state of the spirit of the Church is essentially the state of the development of the Doctrine.
It is manifest that the childlike natural state, when it is the soul which leads spontaneously,
cannot in the long run maintain itself, since the proprium has not yet been overcome. The
proprium will soon endeavor to rise up and to lay its hand on the things of the Third Testament
and of the Church, which are present in the external man. For to Mary and to that which is born
out of her, the proprium adheres.
When the proprium thus begins to show itself in that body, that is, in the loves of the external
man, then at once the important task of the spirit of the Church appears, namely by the opening
of the internal sense of the Third Testament to bring to light those truths which have reference to
that proprium. The Church, in this state, begins to see that all the descriptions of the evil and
falsity that have destroyed the former churches, in the particulars of the internal sense are of
application to itself, since all that evil and falsity are also present in her. Just to take one
example: With the description of the dragon one never again will think of the forms of "faith
alone" which has ruined the protestant churches, but one will begin to see the evil in the New
Church which in the internal sense
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is meant by the dragon. Concerning the dragon we read in the MEMORABILIA, n. 5961: "They
all are dragons who confirm falsities by the Word. ... Its tail are they who only read the Word,
and place salvation therein, and who are not in any Doctrine, saying that the Word in the letter is
the Doctrine; but thus they can defend whatever they wish", etc. That here by the Word the Third
Testament is meant, and by the Doctrine, the Doctrine which from the Lord is born in the
Church, is evident.
The spirit of the Church is developed only when the Church has reached its adult state. This
development depends entirely upon whether the Church in the external man overcomes the evils
that have come to light and thus removes the proprium. By this cleansing of the body the spirit of
the Church as it were is given space for further development. Everything then depends upon
whether the Church applies itself to a further opening of the Word. The new interior light that is
thus given in the spirit, in the body brings the opportunity for new evils to come forth which
before were not active. A new purification thereby becomes possible, and thereby again more
space is given for the development of the spirit of the Church.
So we have a manifest reciprocal action between the spirit of the Church and the body, in the
measure in which the letter to the Third Testament is opened more, and a more interior light falls
upon the body, and in the measure in which afterwards the body is cleansed by the wrestling
with the proprium in this new light. It is this reciprocal action which alone can bring the true
interior up building of the Church, a Church which is truly Church, with a soul, a spirit, and a
body from the Lord alone.

Address by H. D. G. Groeneveld.

This day is the commemoration of the Second Coming of the Lord and of the foundation of the
New Church. We are seized with great fear when we realize that the Lord is again on earth with
the human race. The Lord is now present in His Divine Human. In THE TRUE CHRISTIAN
RELIGION, n. 30, we read: "'God is, after the World was made, in space without space, and in
time without time". The Lord therefore in the Third Testament is
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present in the literal sense but not in the natural appearance of that sense. The Third Testament
therefore should be approached not with a natural thought but with a spiritual thought deriving
nothing from space and time.
The Lord is Love itself and Wisdom itself. Since Love has power only through Wisdom, the
Lord as to Wisdom has come again in the Third Testament, as the esse for the existere of the
conjunction with the human race. It is this esse which spiritually into eternity has the substance
for the New Church established from the Lord. It is in this substance alone that the conjunction
of the Lord with the human race can take place, for which reason it is represented by a bride, as
appears from the second Verse of chapter XXI of the Apocalypse; "And I John saw the holy city,
the new Jerusalem, coming down from God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her
husband".
It is the Church in time which always after having brought to existence the substance of the
esse of the conjunction, given it, must prepare itself for the reception of a new substance for a
more interior conjunction with t-he Lord. Then the Church comes into the essence of the Third
Testament, and the Church in time is the bride with which the Lord conjoins Himself again. By
the deeper wisdom given to it the Lord then has power to combat the more interior evils and
falsities and to bring redemption. That the conjunction of the Church with the Lord takes place
when it prepares itself as a bride and that »it then represents wisdom, appears from the work on
CONJUGIAL LOVE, where in n. 21 the signification of a wedding in Heaven is described.
We read there as follows: "And one out of the men of the wedding, a wise one, said: Do you
understand what the things which you have seen signify? They said it was little; and then they
asked him why the bridegroom, now a husband, was in such a dress? He answered that the
bridegroom, now a husband, represented the Lord, and the bride, now a wife, represented the
Church, because a wedding in Heaven represents the marriage of the Lord with the Church.
Hence it is that on his head there was a mitre and that he was dressed in a cloak, a tunic, and an
ephod, like Aharon; and that on the head of the bride, now a wife, there was a crown, and that
she was dressed with
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a robe like a queen; but to-morrow they will be clothed differently, because this representation
lasts only to-day. They asked again: Since he represented the Lord, and she the Church, why did
she sit at his right hand? The wise one replied: Because there are two things which make the
marriage of the Lord and the Church, love and wisdom; the Lord is love and the Church is
wisdom; and wisdom is at the right hand of love. For the man of the Church is wise as from
himself, and in proportion as he is wise he takes up love from the Lord. The right hand also
signifies power; and love has power through wisdom. But as has been said, after the wedding
the representation is changed; for then the husband represents wisdom, and -the wife the love of
his wisdom. This love, however, is not the prior love, but it is a secondary love, which the wife
has from the Lord through the wisdom of the husband. The love of the Lord, which is the prior
love, is the love of being wise with the husband; wherefore after the wedding, both together, the
husband and his wife, represent the Church".
The Church therefore is in the state of the bride when
it takes up wisdom from the Lord. It is the state in -which the essence of the Doctrine of
the Church as the spiritual out of celestial origin, is revealed to it. After the fullness of the state
in which this spiritual out of celestial origin is given to it, the Church is no longer the bride or the
wisdom of the Lord. Husband and wife, or wisdom and love, or understanding and will, together
form the Church, and the conjunction of the Church with the Lord is now dependent on the
marriage of those two. It is the husband or the love for the truth of the wisdom of the Third
Testament, given to the Church, which is now the prior love and the wife or the love for the
spiritual truth the secondary love. It is the state in which the wisdom given to the Church must be
brought into the will.
The Lord operates from firsts through lasts. The conjunction with the Lord thus is only possible
and therefore is entirely determined by the application of the new truths of the Third Testament
in the outermost of our natural life or in our sensual life. All our thoughts and all our acts must
have the new things of the Church as their essence. All lusts of the proprium in which we live
must
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be put aside and the things in the natural world by themselves, and the desires for them, must
come to be regarded as not of essential use. All things in the outermost of our natural life from
love to the Lord should be put into order by our will, in order that thus we form a foundation on
which with the new truths the life in the Lord can be built up. It is in the affection for bringing
the spiritual things into our will in the outermost of our natural life that the conjugial sphere
flows in from the Lord. It is in this life alone that conjugial love is present and only there lie the
peace, the blessedness, and the delight of a life in the things of the Lord. Ever greater will these
gifts of the Lord become, the more, and the more interiorly the spiritual things are present in the
outermost of our natural life.
Conjugial love is the love for one of the sex. It is the love for that spiritual truth only which
alone fits our will as our own property, by which wisdom and love or understanding and will
become one man and thus one flesh. Love for the sex, that is love for the truths in the natural, is
a natural love. This love should not enter into the will or the body but only into the
understanding. It is meant to be followed by conjugial love which is a spiritual love and which is
the desire for conjunction into one in the will. The bringing of the truths in the natural into the

will, together with a delight in those truths, results not only in a strengthening of the proprium
but also in a falsification of truth and a violation of good. The taking up of these truths without a
desire for conjugial love, thus without a desire for that spiritual truth that fits our will, makes us
see in fullness the evils and the falsities of the proprium in which we live. As strength is lacking,
a combat against these evils and falsities appears to us as not possible, wherefore redemption is
expected from the taking up of more truths in the natural. The germ of faith alone would then
receive its existence.
The chaste love of the sex is only there where conjugial love is; for the spiritual love of truth
loves the truths in the natural for the sake of the spiritual. Conjugial love is in the fulness of the
true love of the sex when the spiritual truth in the will is conjoined into one as into one man or
into one flesh.
All our love for the truths of the wisdom of the Third
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Testament, given to the Church, must therefore contain in it the desire for conjagial love, in order
that the man of the Church may become a husband and the woman of the Church may become a
wife. For Heaven is one marriage and life there is only possible in conjugial love. Now it is
given to those who are in the New Church to possess the true conjugial love, as appears from the
work on CONJUGIAL LOVE, where in n. 43 the following is written: "After these things an
Angel appeared to me out of that [the third] Heaven, holding in his hand a parchment, which he
unrolled, saying: I saw that you were meditating about conjugial love. In this parchment there are
arcana of wisdom concerning that love, which have never yet been uncovered in the world. They
must now be uncovered, because it is of importance. Those arcana in our Heaven are more than
in the rest, because we are in the marriage of love and wisdom; but I foretell that no others will
appropriate that love to themselves but those who are received by the Lord into the New Church,
which is the New Jerusalem"
36
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A CORRESPONDENCE ON THE ESSENCE OF THE LATIN WORD AND THE DIVINITY
OF THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH

BETWEEN THE REVEREND ALBERT BJORCK, AND THE REVDS. THEO. PITCAIRN
AND ERNST PFEIFFER.
(Note by the Editor: The text of this correspondence has here been reduced to the matter strictly
bearing on the subject.)

REV. ERNST PFEIFFER TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
March 16th 1932.

Dear Mr. Bjorck.
Please accept our thanks for your pamphlet on the Doctrine of the Church.* I have read the three
articles with great interest.
Although from a first reading we are convinced that the truth of your central argument, —
namely "that the natural degree of the mind regarded in itself is continuous, but that there comes
into existence an appearance of discreteness in it by the influx of the spiritual and celestial
degrees" (cf. D.L.W. 256) — has been fully realized in our position as propounded in DE
HEMELSCHE LEER, we have the impression that your pamphlet is a very valuable contribution
to the difficult issue with which the Church is confronted at the present time. It impresses us as
of great importance that your specific point is pressed forward by you with so much stress, and
that it has now been presented by you with such ability and plainness. We strongly feel that this
will contribute much to the possibility of a mutual understanding.

* Three Studies on the Doctrine of the Church, by the REV. ALBERT BJORCK. Printed and
Published for the Author by W. J. Parrett, Ltd., Margate, 1932.
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In the 5th paragraph on page 28 of your pamphlet you say: "The highest rational sight of
spiritual truth that man in the world can ever acquire is on a lower degree than that of the angels,
but it corresponds to the doctrine the angels in heaven have, and that doctrine is the same as the
spiritual sense of the Word". The point of difference between Angels and men which you here
have in mind, is that the latter are still in the natural body. As long as man lives in the natural
body he is sensuously conscious only in the external man, while after the death of the body he
becomes sensuously conscious in the internal man. This is indeed an immense difference; and
since the external man even of a celestial man is still discretely lower than the internal man of an
Angel of the lowest Heaven, this accounts for what is said about the degrees of Verum Divinum
in n. 8443 of the ARCANA, a very important passage which you have quoted on page 29 of your
pamphlet. According to this passage man is in the sixth degree,' and he cannot comprehend the

higher degrees except some small measure of the fifth degree, such as is in the ultimate or first
Heaven.
But this does not take away the fact that the degrees of the mind must be opened while man
lives in the natural body. Angels and men alike must be differentiated as to the three discrete
degrees of life and of truth, and this differentiation is based not upon a qualification of the two
higher degrees, but through regeneration, by influx, upon a qualification of the natural degree.
This fact is thus valid for both Angels and men alike. Your argument as developed on page 21,
paragraph one: "Men on earth, who in the Word they have while living in the world, see truths
that teach love to the neighbor, and whose lives are formed by those truths, are in the spiritual
heavens after the death of the body", and "Likewise those who while men on earth, in the Word
they have, see truths that teach love to the Lord and whose lives are formed by those truths, are
in the celestial heavens after the death of the body", according to my understanding does not
account for that differentiation of the three discrete degrees of truth, and it seems to me to be
altogether insufficient to explain the difference between a natural Church, a spiritual Church, and
a celestial Church. For
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everything you say to characterize the spiritual and the celestial is also an indispensable requisite
for an interior natural Church, which as to its internal is in conjunction with the ultimate Heaven.
If a man does not see truths in the Word which teach love to the neighbor and love to the Lord,
and if his life is not formed by those truths, he is not even within the most ultimate borders of the
interior natural Church. Love to the neighbor and to the Lord make the Church and Heaven even
in the last degree. There are three discrete degrees, even with man as long as he lives in this
world, of seeing truths that teach love to the neighbor and of living accordingly, and there are
three discrete degrees of seeing truths that teach love to the Lord and of living accordingly. In
your letter of March 3rd you explicitly deny the existence of a discretely distinct natural
Doctrine, spiritual Doctrine, and celestial Doctrine, although these are spoken of in the Third
Testament itself (cf. for instance A.R. 350), and

moreover they can clearly be seen in the comparative description in the ARCANA of the Adamic
and the Noachic and the Hebrew Churches.
From our study of the difference between the natural and the rational, — which indeed as to
their basis both belong to the natural degree of the mind, — we are led to hold that there are with
man three discrete degrees of Doctrine, and thus of doctrinals, cognitions, and scientifics. We
readily admit that these degrees are not in themselves discrete, but that they in reality only
appear to be discrete because they are discretely qualified by the influx of the spiritual and the
celestial degrees. But nevertheless, this apparent discreteness is as real, as if it were really a
substantial discreteness, and there is no relation between these apparently discrete degrees but
that of correspondence. Each of these three apparently discrete degrees of the natural mind has
its own discretely different doctrinals, cognitions, and scientifics.
According to our understanding it is the interior natural that makes the man of the natural
Church; it is the exterior rational that makes the man of the spiritual Church; and it is the

interior rational that makes the man of the celestial Church. According to this view it is thus
plain that it is a qualification of the natural degree of the mind
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into apparently discrete degrees, by the influx of the
spiritual and of the celestial, that makes the difference between the natural, spiritual, and
celestial Churches. For all of those degrees, namely the interior natural, the exterior rational,
and the interior rational, as to their basic essence, belong to the natural degree of the human
mind. If this were not the case it would not be necessary for man to be born first in the natural
world. Here you may see how the teaching that the natural degree of the human mind regarded in
itself is continuous, but that there comes into existence the appearance of discreteness by the
influx of the spiritual and celestial degrees, has fully been realized in our position. Regarded as
to their basis the interior natural, the exterior rational, and the interior rational, form a continuous
degree, because all of them belong to the natural degree of the human mind; but through
correspondence with the two higher degrees, namely the spiritual and celestial, if these flow in,
there is the full appearance of discreteness.
As long as an interior natural man lives in this world, he is sensuously conscious only in the
external of the interior natural; when he leaves this world he becomes sensuously conscious in
the internal of the interior natural. As long as a spiritual man lives in this world, he is sensuously
conscious only in the external of the exterior rational; when he leaves this world he becomes
sensuously conscious in the internal of the exterior rational. As long as a celestial man lives in
this world he is sensuously conscious only in the external of the interior rational; when he leaves
this world he becomes sensuously conscious in the internal of the interior rational. And whereas,
as I pointed out before, the external of even the celestial man is discretely lower than the internal
of the interior natural man, it is quite plain why in one specific sense it is said in the number
quoted by you (A. 8443), that man compared with the Angels is in the lowest, namely the sixth,
degree. But this regards rather the full sensuously conscious enjoyment of the different degrees
of truths than the essential possession of the concepts of the different degrees of truths. Therefore
it is said in this specific sense that man cannot grasp the higher degrees of truths. But on the
other hand it would seem evident that the doctrinals. cognitions. and scientifics
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of the Adamic man were discretely higher than those of the Noachic man — although this
discreteness is not a discreteness in itself but draws its origin from the influx of the two higher
degrees — and likewise, in a general way, that the doctrinals, cognitions, and scientifics of a
celestial man are discretely higher than those of a spiritual man, and those of a spiritual man
discretely higher than those of a natural man. The Doctrine, doctrinals, cognitions, and scientifics
of the celestial man of the New Church will be discretely higher than those of the men of all
previous Churches except the Adamic. Those men could never grasp these thoughts and
concepts. Your statement, however, that "the highest rational sight of spiritual truth that man in
the world can ever acquire is on a lower degree than that of the angels", would give to the Angels

of the lowest Heaven a higher rational insight of spiritual truth than to a spiritual or even to a
celestial man, a conclusion which, it seems to me, can hardly be maintained, if one realizes that
the spiritual man thinks out of the exterior rational, and the celestial man out of the interior
rational or out of the rational proper (cf. A. C. 1914), while an Angel of the ultimate Heaven
cannot think in the rational proper at all but can only think in the interior natural, receiving an
unconscious influx of the rational.
In using the words "the highest rational insight that man in the world can ever acquire" you
seem to indicate that you look for the cause of the difference between the state of man as long as
he lives in the world and his state after death in the apparently discrete degrees of the natural
degree of the mind — namely the different degrees of the rational which can be distinguished —
while in reality the difference of these degrees is valid for both Angels and men alike. The real
difference between the states of man before and after the death of the body, does not lie in the
difference between a lower and a higher rational, but between the external and the internal of the
different degrees of the rational. Both Angels and men alike are distinguished by the different
degrees of the rational; but man is sensuously conscious only in the external of his respective
degree, while the Angels are sensuously conscious in the internal of their respective degree.
To illustrate this still further: If a man has become a
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celestial man this is by virtue of the fact that he has been introduced from the Lord into the
interior rational, or the rational proper. This is the highest degree of rational insight for both men
and Angels alike. Nevertheless as long as he lives in this world he is sensuously conscious only
in the external of it, and the thoughts of the celestial Angels who are in the internal of if, exceed
by far his own thoughts, so that they cannot be compared. But it would be a wrong conclusion to
think that "his rational insight" is on a lower degree than that of the Angels of the second or of
the ultimate Heaven. He has truly rational concepts which the lower Angels could never grasp,
the Angels of the lowest Heaven not being in the rational at all, but in the natural, and receiving
only an influx of the rational. And yet it is true that the light of truth of the Angels even of the
lowest Heaven in a certain sense exceeds his light, because they are sensuously conscious in the
internal of the interior natural which is discretely higher than the external of the interior rational
in which he is sensuously conscious. Yet they are only in an interior natural light, while he is in a
truly rational light. I would say that this is confirmed by the fact that the states of regeneration
represented by the life of Isaac refer to things which must occur as long as man lives in this
world, and not only after the death of the body. But nevertheless we have fully taken into
account the great importance and significance of your central argument on the part which the
natural degree plays in man's life, as long as he lives in this world.
For the sake of illustration I would like to ask you what you would think of the following
formulation of the contents of the second paragraph on page 68 of your pamphlet. I would
suggest to have it read like this: "The celestial sense of the Third Testament as it is with the
Angels in the Third Heaven, cannot be seen by man on earth, but it can be seen in a
corresponding form by man on earth, and that form is the form the Divine Truths take in the
external of the interior rational of a celestial man. And likewise, the spiritual sense as it is with
the Angels in the Second Heaven, cannot be seen by man on earth, but it can be seen in a
corresponding form by man on earth, and that form is the form the Divine Truths take
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in the external of the exterior rational of a spiritual man. And likewise, the spiritual-natural sense
as it is with the Angels in the First Heaven, cannot be seen by man on earth, but it can be seen in
a corresponding form by man on earth, and that form is the form the Divine Truths take in the
external of the interior natural of a spiritual-natural man".
In the third paragraph of the same page you say: "The internal sense which men of the Church
in the world can see is one with their rational understanding of the Word...", but exactly the
same is true of the Angels likewise, as you pointed out yourself on page 48, line 2—10. This is
thus not where the difference lies of man's state before and after the death of the body. The
difference to us, as I pointed out before, would seem to lie in the fact that as long as he lives in
the world, man is sensuously conscious only in the external of the different apparent degrees of
the natural degree, while after the death of the body he becomes sensuously conscious in the
internal of those degrees. This internal is the truly angelic spiritual or celestial itself, into which
man can never come as long as he lives in this world. But with both Angels and men alike the
discreteness of the different degrees of the mind is dependent on the same qualification not of the
two higher degrees but of the natural degree into a very substantial though in itself only apparent
discreteness.
I suppose you will have received the proofs of the article by Mr. Groeneveld on The Coming of
the Lord for Conjunction with the Church, together with an elucidation which I gave of this
article.* From this, our position with regard to the discrete degrees of internal truths which since
the Incarnation of the Lord must become the basis for the thought of the Church, may become
quite clear. It seems to us that unless there would be a qualification of the natural degree itself
into a practically very real, though in itself only apparent, discreteness, the difference between a
celestial, a spiritual, and a natural Church, would be non-essential. And therefore it seems to me
that your central point, namely on the great significance of the

* DE HEMELSCHE LEER, Third Fasc. pp. 86-108.
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natural degree of the mind in its relation to the two higher degrees, is the very stronghold of our
position; for the foundation of the celestial and spiritual degrees does not lie in these degrees
themselves, but in the natural degree, with both Angels and men alike.
I would also be grateful if you would let me know what you think of what has been developed
in these proofs concerning the ages of the human race; namely that the Third Testament is
essentially addressed to the old age or celestial state of the human race, when it is prepared to
enter into the interior rational. I wonder how you think this compares with your thought that the
Third Testament is the Lord speaking to the human race when it has arrived at the age of

rationality (see page 70, paragraph one). The age of rationality of which you speak, if I
understand you correctly, is that of early manhood (juventus), when the influx of the rational
is being received in the interior natural.
ERNST PFEIFFER
REV. THEO. PITCAIRN TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
March 28th 1932. Dear Mr. Bjorck.
Thank you for the pamphlet you sent me. I think it will perform an important use if read
extensively; it appears to me that it would be very useful for the NEW CHURCH LIFE to
publish it, and thus bring it to the attention of the Church at large.
One of your statements which does not appear in agreement with the Latin Word is to the effect
that the Doctrine of the Church is not Divine. In the ARCANA CELESTIA 3712 we read:
"Divine Doctrine is Divine Truth; and Divine Truth is all the Word of the Lord. Divine Doctrine
itself is the Word in the supreme sense; ... from this Divine Doctrine is the Word in the internal
sense; ... Divine Doctrine is also the Word in the literal sense; . . . and whereas the literal sense
contains within it the internal sense, and this the supreme sense, and as the literal sense
altogether corresponds thereto, ... therefore also the Doctrine therefrom is Divine. ... But Divine
Truth is the Divine Good appearing in Heaven before the Angels and on earth
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before men, and although it is apparent, nevertheless it is Divine Truth." The APOCALYPSE
REVEALED, n. 157, like many other passages, speaks of "Divine truths out of the Word" with
men. In n. 193 in reference to the New Church it says that "Divine Truth will be written on their
hearts". While n. 920, also referring to the New Church, says that "All who are in the good of life
and believe in the Lord, will there live according to Divine truths, and will see them inwardly
within themselves as an eye sees objects". The APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED, n. 395, says that
"The white robes which were given them, signify the Divine Truth from the Lord with them".
From these and other passages it is clear that the genuine truths from the Lord with the man of
the Church are called Divine truths. Yet it is also clear that there is an infinite difference between
the Divine truths with man and the Divine Truths that were with the Lord, or, to use the
representation in the above passage, between the garments of Angels and men and the garments
of the Lord. In the Latin Word the word "Divine" is most frequently used in relation to the
Divine Itself, and the Divine Human itself, that is, to the Divine above the Heavens. Wherefore
the word Divine as used in the Church is usually synonymous with the Infinite. Yet the Divine
which makes Heaven and the Church, that is, the Divine goods and truths which have been
received in the Church, are also called Divine, although being in a finite receptacle they are not
infinite.
You speak in your STUDIES as if there would not be a discrete degree between the Doctrine of
the natural, the spiritual, and the celestial Church in the New Church, for the reason that while
man lives on earth he is in the natural, and the natural is of one degree. Yet is it not evident that
there was a discrete degree of difference between the Adamic Church, the Noachic Church,
and the Hebrew Church? That there will be similar degrees in the New Church is clearly taught

in the APOCALYPSE REVEALED, n. 350, and following numbers, where we read: "Of the
tribe of Judah were sealed twelve thousand, signifies celestial love ... with all who will be in the
Lord's New Heaven and New Church. In the supreme sense Judah signifies the Lord as to
celestial love; in the spiritual sense the celestial kingdom of the Lord, and the Word; and in the
natural
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sense the Doctrine of the celestial Church out of the Word. But here Judah signifies celestial
love, which is love to the Lord; and because he is mentioned first in the series, it signifies that
love with all who will be in the Lord's New Heaven and New Church; for the tribe first named is
the all in the rest". This is a proof that the essential New Church is a celestial Church. In n. 351:
"Reuben signifies wisdom out of celestial love with those who will be in the Lord's New Heaven
and New Church". In n. 360: "Joseph signifies the doctrine of good and truth with those who will
be in the Lord's New Heaven and New Church. Joseph signifies the Lord as to the Divine
Spiritual; in the spiritual sense the Lord's spiritual kingdom". In the APOCALYPSE
EXPLAINED, n. 5557, we read: "As by Samaria, the metropolis of the Israelites, in the Word is
signified the spiritual Church, and by Jerusalem, the metropolis of the Jews, the celestial Church,
both as to Doctrine they are called women". In the ARCANA CELESTIA, n. 4279, we read:
"The sense of the Word is according to the Heavens; the supreme sense ... is for the inmost or
third Heaven; its internal sense . . . is for the middle or second Heaven; but the lower sense . . . is
for the lowest or first Heaven; but the lowest or literal sense is for man while still living in the
world, who nevertheless is such that the interior sense, and even the internal and supreme sense,
can be communicated to him; for man has communication with the three Heavens". And in n.
2242: "While the Word as to the letter is for man, as to the internal sense it is for the Angels, as
also for those men to whom, out of the Lord's Divine mercy, it is given, while living in the
world, to be like the Angels".
From the above it is evident that in the New Church there will be a Doctrine of the natural
Church, a Doctrine of the spiritual Church, and a Doctrine of the celestial Church, and that these
Doctrines are communicated from Heaven out of the spiritual and the celestial sense of the
Word. In your STUDIES you have brought out passages which teach that while man lives in the
body, he thinks on the plane of the natural mind, and the natural mind is continuous. While the
natural mind is continuous, its form is totally qualified by the internal degree that is opened, so
that it is as it were discrete, as is illustrated by the fol-
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lowing comparison. The body of an animal, a tree, and a stone, are all in the same degree,
nevertheless due to the soul or atmosphere which acts upon them and forms them, there is as it
were a discrete degree of difference between the body of an animal, a plant, and a stone. DE
HEMELSCHE LEER teaches throughout that the literal sense of the Doctrine .of the Church is
natural, nevertheless the literal sense of the Doctrine of the Church is totally qualified by the
degree of the mind of the Church which has been opened. Thus the literal sense of the Doctrine

of the natural Church, of the spiritual Church, and of the celestial Church, would differ in a
corresponding way as a stone, a tree, and an animal differ.
While a man in the natural world thinks in the natural, this does not mean that essentially a man
who has had the celestial degree of his mind opened, is not wiser than an Angel of the natural
Heaven; for a man in. Heaven, comes into the essentials of the things he had on earth. It is
evident that a man of the Most Ancient Church was essentially wiser while living on earth, than
a man of the Hebrew Church is in Heaven.
While it appears to me that in the points referred to above you did not go far enough, I enjoyed
reading your booklet very much, and I believe it will perform a use in the Church.
THEODORE PITCAIRN
REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. THEO. PITCAIRN
April 14th 1932. Dear Mr. Pitcairn.
In your recent letter you say: "One of your statements which does not seem in agreement with
the Latin Word is to the effect that the Doctrine of the Church is not Divine". It has not been my
intention to make any statement to that effect. I certainly believe that the Doctrine of genuine
truth in the Church is Divine. In the beginning of the third study I quoted from the Doctrine of
the GENERAL CHURCH as stated in the Liturgy: "Since the Lord is the Word, He also is
Doctrine from the Word in the Church", etc. (at bottom of p. 31). And on p. 77 I say: "The
Doctrine of the
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Church therefore in a very real sense is the Coming of the Lord to the Church and to the
individual man of the Church, if the Doctrine is from a genuine understanding of the Divine
Truth in the Word of His Second Coming".
The fact that you understand me to deny the Divinity of the Doctrine of genuine truth in the
Church seems to me an indication that when we speak of the Divine Doctrine we have different
concepts of what is meant by the term. Statements in DE HEMELSCHE LEER have also given
me this impression. Sometimes the Doctrine of the Church is there defined as a vision of the
Divine Truth in the Word. If the vision is true, and the thought or understanding is a true form of
that vision, I think we all agree. But in some places the Doctrine of the Church is spoken of in a
way that seems to imply that it is not thought of as the result of, or equivalent with, a true
understanding of the Word, but as something abstract which gives light to our understanding,
and yet is not the same as the Divine Doctrine of the Word. I have been at a loss to understand
clearly just what is meant by the Doctrine of the Church as spoken of in DE HEMELSCHE
LEER, seeing that it is claimed that no falsity from man's understanding can adhere to it.
The references you give in your letter do not clear up the difficulty. Divine Truth is certainly
Divine Doctrine, but men may have a certain understanding of Divine Truth, be guided by it, and
by the truth they see' and obey be conjoined to the Lord, while this understanding of the Divine
Truth is still very imperfect and even mixed with falsities.

I agree that the difference between the Adamic, the Noahtic, and the First Christian Church is
one of discrete degrees, but when you proceed from this to say that similar discrete degrees will
arise in the New Church, I disagree. Nor can I see that the references you give offer support for
that thought if compared with other teaching. What is said in the ARCANA CELESTIA about
Jacob and his sons and Israel and the tribes has led me to a different understanding, the main
features I will try to set forth as plainly as I can in a few words. All the tribes together make one
Church, though Judah is the head. The other tribes signify different states of those within the
New
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Church who by means of the celestial doctrine from the Latin Word can be regenerated.
The Latin Word reveals the Lord's Divine Human as infinite Love and Wisdom, His Love one
with Life itself and Substance itself going out to give of itself to others, and His Wisdom the
form of His Love, Life, and Substance, one with and inseparable from them. The universal and
particular faith of the New Church as stated in the TRUE, CHRISTIAN RELIGION, n. 2 and 3,
is the faith taught by the Latin Word, and the truths of the Word proceed from the Lord's Love
for saving men and are all together Divine Doctrine. The central teaching is that the Lord is the
one God of heaven and earth and that He is Love and Wisdom itself. That is celestial doctrine
even when understood in a natural way, as it generally is at
first. An affirmative disposition to the doctrine from natural good is the first of regeneration
and is signified by Dan. Under the influence and guidance of the Doctrine Dan may become
Joseph; but if the affirmative disposition is not accompanied by the shunning of evil and doing of
good, the state signified by Dan is not really within the boundary of the Church, even if a man's
natural understanding is enlightened and becomes intelligent, and therefore may be said to be
signified by Ephraim, who represents the understanding of the Word, both true and false, in the
Church. In the APOCALYPSE the tribes of Dan and Ephraim are not among those called. But as
long as we live in the world we cannot judge whether a man's
voluntary is affected by his knowledge or understanding of Divine teaching or not, and
therefore whether he is of the Church or not.
The Doctrine of the New Church is celestial because proceeding from the Lord's Love, and the
New Church is therefore celestial in its essence from the beginning, however different the
reception of its Doctrine is with the men of the Church. Judah, or love of the Lord, is the head,
and from that head all the tribes are governed or guided, even they whose understanding of the
Divine Truths is most natural.
The understanding I get from the ARCANA CELESTIA and the Latin Word in general is that
the three heavens, the highest, based on the Adamic Church, the second,
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based on the Noahtic Church, and the first, based now entirely on the New Church, make one
whole, and each one is a discrete degree in that whole. You cannot divide each one of the three
heavens in discrete degrees, although the angels which constitute them receive the Lord's life
differently. This difference in their reception of life from the Lord merely decides whether they
are in the east, south, west, or north of the heaven they are in. This understanding seems to be
supported also by the fact that the three heavens correspond to the three atmospheres, aura, ether,
and air, each of which is in a continuous degree.
The inmost and interior minds in the New Church would then seem to correspond to the aura
and ether within the air, which has more of the effluvia and vapors of the earth in the lower
regions than in the higher, decreasing in density continuously. The relation in the TRUE
CHRISTIAN RELIGION, n. 386, may be of aid to understand my meaning. The angel from the
east I think of as in the state signified by Judah, while he from the south in the state signified by
Reuben or Joseph.
In the spiritual world the interior state of the angels decides their location and eternal
surroundings. Here we cannot judge concerning a man's interior, and the interior state of a man
here is constantly changing according to regeneration. To think of the New Church in the future
as divided in discrete degrees, forming a celestial Church, a spiritual Church, and a natural
Church, each with its own separate Doctrine, seems to me erroneous. Nevertheless there will
always be in the Church grades of celestial life, in that some will see the truths of Doctrine from
love to the Lord, some from charity or wisdom from that love, and some from love of use
without any deeper understanding of the love and wisdom.
I am aware that the view I have tried to put before you, may seem in opposition to other
teaching found in the Latin Word. It needs elaboration and elucidation, but it would take
considerable time to do that. I can only say that it is the result of a true desire to understand the
Latin Word and of much reflection on what is said
there.
ALBERT BJORCK
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REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. ERNST PFEIFFER
April 15th 1932.
Dear Mr. Pfeiffer.
In your letter to me you say that the truth, that the natural degree of the mind regarded in itself
is continuous, has been fully realized in your position as propounded in DE HEMELSCHE
LEER.
To me that does not appear to be the case. If I understand you correctly (which I am not quite
sure of) it appears that you make the apparent discreteness of the natural mind to be so real and
substantial that the teaching in DIVINE LOVE AND WISDOM is practically put aside. You
base, so it seems to me, your conceptions of three discrete degrees in each of the three heavens
and in each Church on the reality of these discrete degrees, though admitting that it is only an
appearance. Your conception, it seems to me, postulates not three degrees of the mind but nine,
and also nine discretely different heavens. My study and reflection on what is said in the Latin
Word, including A.R. 350, has led me to a quite different, view, which I will try to set forth

briefly. I have just done so in a letter to Rev. Theodore Pitcairn, but I know it lacked much as an
expression of my view. It is not easy to bring ideas of spiritual things down in thoughts -and
words to be found by the natural mind. What I am to say now may supplement what I said to him
and help to make my idea clearer.
The highest or inmost heaven is mainly composed of angels who as men on earth were of the
Adamic Church, who were in good of life from the Lord through interior perception of influx of
life from Him. This perception gradually decreased until in the men signified by Noah it had
entirely disappeared, but in whom there were remains of innocence, and a beginning of the
rational understanding to which spiritual truths could be taught as separate from nature but
corresponding.
The highest heaven, or the inmost, is living perception of influx of life from the Divine in
varying grades of intensity from the center to the circumference. The whole makes one
continuous degree regarded in itself and one of the discrete degrees, the inmost, of the heavens
as one. All the angels of this heaven live in an atmosphere proceeding
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from the Lord as a sun, which is the atmosphere of the third degree of truth. The life of the Lord
tempered by that atmosphere is their light. The second or middle heaven is composed of
angels who as men on earth were of the Churches of Noah and their descendants down to the
Coming of the Lord. The revelation of life from the Lord came to them not through interior
perception of influx of life from Him, but by teaching from without to the beginning of
understanding, meeting with and received by the remains of good from the Lord in their interior
degree. The remains of innocence in their interior degree could by the teaching be preserved, and
with some that degree could be opened letting down the light of the heaven to
their external or natural degree in ritualistic worship representing their interior reception of
light.
The heaven based on these Churches is one, composed of angels who are living forms of truth
from the good of the highest heaven, truths which correspond to the different grades of
perception there, from inmost to circumference in one continuous degree. Those in the spiritual
Church, if any, who through regeneration came to perceive the influx of life from the Lord as if
it were their own, after death were taken to the heaven of perception.
Those who were in good in the Jewish Church before the Coming of the Lord joined the
spiritual heaven after death. Those of the First Christian Church who were in good and died
before the Second Advent of the Lord also were associated with the existing heavens from
previous Churches, unless their good was joined with so many falsities in their understanding
that they were bound in the false heavens until the Last Judgment.
We are taught that the Churches existing before the
Lord's Coming were representative Churches, because interior Churches from remains from
the Lord not yet ultimated in a natural will and understanding of their own.
The men of the Adamic Church had no rational as we understand it any more than an infant has.
Their external was ruled directly from their internal perception. The men of the Churches of

Noah and descendants had the beginning of an external rational which made it possible for them
to receive and be guided by teaching from without, which teaching could preserve the remains of
innocence
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and gradually develop an external understanding out of the faculty for rationality given to all
men in creation.
Not until the age of adolescence is the rational in the natural developed enough to let us see
spiritual truths, in the light from the interior to our own reason and in freedom as of ourselves,
and even then the spiritual is seen in natural form. To this age the Lord comes as man on earth,
and is hailed by some with youthful enthusiasm and with earnest desire to follow Him.
But the rational of this stage is not yet able to understand that the Divine Human of the Lord is
not man born of woman. It is a temporary state preserving the remains in some and brings their
life down into the natural as worship of a Divine Man. Not until the interior rational has been
further developed through influx from the Lord through the heavens, and sheds its light on the
natural, can the Lord come and be received in His Divine Human.
That opening of the natural to the light from the internal coincides with the "coming of age", or
early manhood. From then on the rational in the natural degree can constantly receive more light
from the Lord, as the interior desire for truth and good meets with and joins to itself the truths of
the Divine Human.
In one sense, as I understand it, the New Heaven from those who have received the Lord in His
Divine Human and have brought truths from His Love down into their natural life, so moulding
it in conformity with those truths, is the only one that can be called natural, or a heaven in
ultimates. The angels of that heaven make one whole, dwelling in an atmosphere of truth from
the Divine Human, and that heaven constitutes one continuous degree, and looked upon in its
relation to the former heavens it is the lowest of the discrete heavens which together form one
whole man, because it is most ultimate, in constant and proximate conjunction with the only true
and specific Church on earth.
The words of natural language are poor means for expressing ideas of spiritual things, but they
are the only means we have, and we have to do the best we can with them. We are apt to think of
the three distinct heavens as on three different horizontal planes, one above the other, with no
other connection than transmitting and receiving
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light and heat from the Lord. When we have that view in mind, it would be impossible to think
of the New Heaven from the New Church as of one continuous degree. But the heavens are
described from different points of view in the Latin Word, in relation to each other and according

to their performance of use in the Grand Man. Sometimes the New Church, and therefore the
heaven from it, is said to be the heart and lungs, and again the most external of the Grand Man. I
have no difficulty in combining the different aspects and to think of the New Heaven as one
discrete degree of the whole, yet in itself continuous, the
different societies embodying different yet continuous grades of reception of the Lord in His
Divine Human; those in the center receiving His Life in a more interior way than the others, all
ranged in the east, south, west, or north in the same heaven; the inmost in one aspect also the
most ultimate, because the result of more intense struggle against evil in the life on earth and a
fuller bringing down the interior life in ultimates.
The attempt I have made to express my ideas is a hurried one, and I am well aware of its
imperfections and the need of a new effort. But your interesting letter has been left unanswered
too long as it is. I will mention some things that have been in my mind next time I write you,
which I hope will not be very long.
ALBERT BJORCK
REV. THEO. PITCAIRN TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
April 19th 1932.
Dear Mr. Bjorck.
As you point out in your letter, the subject of the Doctrine of the Church has many phases, and
thus may be viewed in different series. A comparison with Heaven brings this out. Heaven and
the Church may be seen as the Body of the Lord, as the Wife of the Lord, as to the Divine of the
Lord which makes Heaven, or as to the Angels which constitute it. The Heavens to eternity in a
kind of infinity are present before the Lord, while only the actual Heavens are visible to Angels;
and the same applies to Doctrine.
The different aspects of Doctrine are illustrated by the
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things which represent it. For example in many places it speaks as if the Doctrine and the
understanding of the Word were one and the same thing, yet in the case of a horse and chariot,
the horse represents the understanding of the Word and the-chariot the Doctrine. Again a candle
or a lamp is said to represent Doctrine, the lamp being the vessel containing oil. On the other
hand the Word without Doctrine is said to be like a candlestick without light; in this
representation the literal sense is the candlestick and Doctrine the light. Some of the things
representing Doctrine are, a field, a bow, a rainbow, a lip or tongue, a way, a prophet, a fountain,
a ship; as it is too extensive a subject to enter into these various aspects of the subject, I will
leave it for the present.
It appears from your letter that you are warning against the danger of making personal or
artificial distinctions in the Church, as would be done if it were said that so and so is a spiritual
man and so and so is a natural man. The Lord alone orders and disposes the Church, and man
must not make any personal judgments.

That there are degrees of altitude as well as degrees of length and breadth in the New Church
appears to be clearly taught in the APOCALYPSE REVEALED, n. 348—363; compare also the
APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED, n. 429—452.
THEODORE PITCAIRN
REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. THEO. PITCAIRN
April 28th 1932.
Dear Mr. Pitcairn.
I wish to thank you for your letter received some days ago. In DE HEMELSCHE LEER,
Second Fasc. p. 125, occurs the following statement: "That the reception with the nonregenerate
man is not Divine certainly does not in any way do away with the fact that the reception with the
regenerated man is Divine". The sentence I have quoted implies, or rather says in so many
words, that not only the truths and goods from the Lord in man are Divine, but also man's
reception of them.
I have wondered if this is really the position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER, or if Mr. Pfeiffer in
his desire to
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defend the truth as he sees it was led to use an expression that does not really bring out the
position.
If the position is truly described in the sentence quoted, namely that man's reception of good
and truth from the Lord is Divine, I regard it as an error. Man must cooperate with the Lord, and
his reception of truth and good is from that cooperation. The power to cooperate with the Lord is
given man by the Lord from creation. It belongs to the man as a created being, and can never
become Divine because it is from the Divine. One might as well say that the living forms on
earth, or the earth itself, is the sun, because they are created from the sun.
The Lord's human reception of the truths of the Word was indeed Divine always, because the
Divine was the inmost of His Human. Man's inmost, his soul, is a first finite receptacle of the
Divine, and the finite can never become the infinite.
ALBERT BJORCK
REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. ERNST PFEIFEER
May 1st 1932.
Dear Mr. Pfeiffer.

After reading the proofs you recently sent me, * the meaning of some things you say in the First
Fascicle has been clearer in my mind; but there are still things said that I can only account for by
a failing on my part to understand your meaning, or as the result of an error on your part.
On p. 56 you say "That by the Doctrine of the Church not the Writings of Swedenborg are
meant, but the vision of these Writings and the Word as a whole which the Church gradually
acquires for itself; and second, that this Doctrine of the Church is of purely Divine origin and of
a purely Divine essence".
This I fully agree with, and I think most thinking New Churchmen would. But the very fact that
a true vision of the Word as a whole is only gradually acquired by the Church, seems to indicate
that during this gradual process

* Pp. 111—144 of the Third Fascicle. ED.
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falsities may adhere to -the vision, though they may be removed one after another as the vision
clears. This I think is also plainly taught in the Latin Word.
Though the Doctrine of the Church in itself is of Divine origin and of a purely Divine essence,
the vision the Church as a whole, or any one regenerating man, may have at any given time, can
at best be what corresponds to the Human Divine with the Lord.
I agree fully with what is said in the second paragraph p. 61, beginning, "By the influx from the
Lord", and also with the thoughts expressed in the following paragraph. What I have said in my
pamphlet will show that I also agree with what is said in the next paragraph on p. 62, that the
rational must be inspired, that is, elevated and illumined, in order to see the Doctrine which is in
itself Divine; yet, this elevation and illumination of the rational is also progressive. When you
say, "it is never anything by itself, it is never anything but the recipient of the Divine Human of
the Lord", I cannot agree. The human faculty of rationality is from the Lord, given to man in
creation. It is not the Lord, but created by the Lord in man.
In the previous paragraph you say: "The rational is only a recipient or dwelling place for the
Doctrine". A recipient vessel is something by itself, and that which fills it takes on the form of
the vessel. Man cooperates with the Lord in regeneration by receiving good and truth from the
Lord, opening his rationality to the Lord's teaching in the Word and shunning the evils there
shown him to be residing in his will and thoughts. The devils in hell have the faculty of
rationality, but with them it is not a receptive vessel of the Divine Human. Man's reception of the
Divine can never be the Divine itself.
Some men's visions of the Lord as He reveals Himself in the Word may closely resemble each
other, but they will never be exactly alike. As the Church grows numerically there will therefore
be more diversity of vision, that is, of Doctrine. Some men's Doctrine will be more
external, some others' more internal, according to the measure in which their rational has been
inspired. So viewed one may speak of a natural, a spiritual, and a celestial Church, bul they will

all be of the same Church on earth, led by the same essential Doctrine, or their reception of good
and
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truth from the Lord's Divine Human, though their understanding of the Doctrine may differ.
We cannot say that because a man's understanding or vision of the Lord's Divine Human, as
he is able to express that vision, to us seems external, he therefore has not progressed far in
regeneration. Every man whose regeneration has begun is in one sense in truth from good, for no
one is in truth unless remains of good from the Lord in his will have taken truth from the Word
and joined that truth to itself, thus giving that good form in the natural man. Therefore I cannot
think of the Church in the future divided as Natural, Spiritual, and Celestial, each with its own
Doctrine.
When you say that the Church hitherto has been in a natural state, I suppose you mean the
Church at The Hague which you have been in intimate contact with, and as teacher and leader
have had ample opportunity to observe the state of. But by the way you express yourself you
give the impression that you consider the Society at The Hague to be in a state of more advanced
regeneration than the rest of the Church, seeing truth from good, and therefore able to get a
vision of the Word as a whole, or a Doctrine of the Church, which is purely Divine as to origin,
and also of purely Divine essence even as to your reception of it. I cannot believe that you really
mean that, but the way you express yourself in many places would bring that meaning to most of
your readers. In the First Fascicle, p. 13, Mr. Groeneveld says; "Then will this new Magazine
be the place where the Lord will speak openly to us". You have left that standing without any
comment.
Such expressions seem to embody the idea, that you not only speak from the Lord, but that it is
the Lord Himself who speaks through you. If so, then indeed your magazine would be a New
Word of the Lord, giving the internal sense of the Latin Word. That would indeed be possible if,
as you say on p. 58, "the internal man is the soul itself, which is Divine and above man's reach".
But that is not the teaching of the Latin Word, as far as I can see. Man's soul is not Divine, but
the first created receptacle for the Lord's life to flow into and be received by. The first receptacle
of life, or man's soul, is from
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the finest created substances which enclose the Lord's dwelling place — the inmost. In this
soul are implanted seeds of good from the Lord, but also tendencies to all kinds of evils by
inheritance in all born from human father and mother. From these seeds the human proprium
grows, an evil one if the Lord's truths are not received, giving growth and form to the seeds of
good from Life itself; but a heavenly one, if the Lord's truth is received. The human proprium
with its evil tendencies can never be cast out, only subjugated and moved to the
circumference.

The Divine Human has no human father, but the Divine itself is its Father. Therefore the Divine
seed grew in the Lord as He as a man put off the human from the mother, and He became
gradually Human Divine and finally Divine Human, so superadducing a Divine Natural Human
to the Divine Human in the heavens. In this Divine Human the Word became flesh, and in it the
infinite Life of Love dwells. The Lord our God is God Man and Man God.
In the genealogy of Luke, which represents the growth of the Divine Human seed to complete
union with the Lord from eternity, Mary is not even mentioned. Mary represents the Church. She
also represents the affection for Divine Truth laid down in the human soul from creation,
because without that affection there could never be any Church. That affection is the beginning
of the Church in man, but it is not Divine, but created by the Lord in .the soul of man. It is
necessary as a receptacle in and through which -the Divine can come and make the external at
one with the good from the Lord implanted in the soul. Therefore the genealogy in Matthew
commences with Abraham, who represents the Divine Itself in the Lord's Human, and in man the
Divine influx into the human affection for Divine Truth, descending through the patriarchs and
kings; or the truths of the Word as given to the Church, until received by the Church in the state
represented by Mary it becomes the Word made flesh, the Son of Man, or Divine Truth in an
external natural form.
Thinking of the difference in our views of the correspondence of the different Churches with
the ages of man, I would draw your attention to n. 10225, of the ARCANA
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CELESTIA, which seems to give further support to my conception as to the state of the New
Church as a whole at the present time. To me it seems impossible to think that the Church has
grown beyond the earlier years of manhood. To me it seems that most of us are still in the
Ishmaelitish rational, discussing truths and defending each his own understanding of it. And I
think the Church necessarily has to go through such a period in its growth. At any rate we seem
to be yet far from that innocence of wisdom that belongs to old age, when man is no longer
concerned about understanding truths and goods, but about willing and living them.
ALBERT BJORCK
REV. THEO. PITCAIRN TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
May 2nd 1932.
Dear Mr. Bjorck.
Your letter has just come to hand. You state: "The sentence I have quoted from DE
HEMELSCHE LEER, Second Fasc. p. 125, implies, or rather says in so many words, that not
only the truths and goods from the Lord in man are Divine, but also man's reception of them".
Your statement of the case would not be correct, for man's reception of them could never be
Divine. What DE HEMELSCHE LEER states is that "The reception with the regenerate man is
Divine, for the reason that the Lord dwells in His Own with man". Thus it is not man's reception
that is Divine, but the Lord's reception with man that is Divine. In this connection the following
number from the ARCANA CELESTIA is of importance: "The case is like this: With no man is

there any understanding of truth and will of good, not even with those who were of the Most
Ancient Church. But when they become celestial it appears as if there were a will of good and an
understanding of truth with them, but it is of the only Lord, as they also know, acknowledge, and
perceive. So it is with the Angels also; so much so that whoever does not know, acknowledge,
and perceive that it is so, has nothing whatever of an understanding of truth or of a will of good.
With every man and every Angel, even the most celestial, that which is his proprium is nothing
but falsity and evil; for it is known that the Heavens are
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not pure before the Lord, and that all good and all truth are of the only Lord. But so far as a man
or an Angel is capable of being perfected, so far, out of the Lord's Divine Mercy, he is perfected,
and receives as it were an understanding of truth and a will of good; but his having these is only
an appearance. Every man can be perfected, and consequently receive this gift of the Lord's
Mercy, in accordance with the actual doings of his life, and in a manner suited to the hereditary
evil implanted from his parents" (n. 633).
The above makes it clear that the understanding of truth and the will of good are the Lord's and
are thus Divine, and that it is only an appearance that man has an understanding of truth or will
of good; if man had an understanding of truth or a will of goad, this would mean that man's
proprium was not wholly evil. It is known that it is the Lord's proprium that makes the
Church and not anything of man's proprium, and as it is the Lord's proprium with the Church
which receives good and truth this reception is Divine.
This can be confirmed by innumerable passages; the following few must here suffice. We read
in HEAVEN AND HELL: "Man is so far in innocence as he is removed from his proprium; and
so far as anyone is removed from his proprium, he is in the Lord's proprium" (n. 341). In the
APOCALYPSE REVEALED: "The Divine can be with man, but not in his proprium; for the
proprium of man is nothing but evil; and therefore he who ascribes what is Divine to himself as
his proprium ... profanes it. What is Divine from the Lord is exquisitely separated from the
proprium of man, and is elevated above it, and never immersed in it" (n. 758). "Heaven is not
Heaven from the things proper to the Angels" (n. 882). In the MEMORABILIA: "All good is the
proprium of the Lord" (n. 1178). "The Holy with Angels and spirits is the proprium of the Lord;
and that which is the proprium of an Angel and spirit is evil and unclean" (n. 1370). In the
APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED: "The Lord is not conjoined with the proprium of man, but with
His Own with him. The Lord removes the proprium of man, and gives out of His Own, and
dwells in that" (n. 254). "As man as to his proprium is such, therefore out of the Lord's Divine
Mercy means have been given by which
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he can be removed from his proprium. These means are given in the Word; and, when a man
operates by these means, that is, thinks and speaks, wills and acts out of the Divine Word, he is
then kept out of the Lord in Divine things, and is thus withheld from the proprium; and when this

lasts, as it were a new proprium, both voluntary and intellectual, is formed with man from the
Lord, which is completely separated from the proprium of man" (n. 585).
The means by which the proprium of the Lord is built into a Church is described in the
formation of Eve out of the rib of Adam. We read: "By Adam himself is there meant the Loud as
to the Divine Itself and at the same time the Divine Human; and by his wife the Church, which is
called 'Chavah' from life, because it has life from the Lord, and of her Adam said, she was his
bone and his flesh, and that they were one flesh, because the Church is from the Lord and out of
Him and as one with Him" (CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE FROM
EXPERIENCE XIV).
From the above it is evident that it is the Proprium of the Lord with man that receives good and
truth, and hence that the reception is Divine. The cooperation on the part of man is "as of
himself" for the sake of appropriation. Nevertheless, as stated above, "Man receives as it were an
understanding of truth and a will of good; but his having these is only an appearance", for the
reason that the reception of good and truth is the Lord's and hence Divine, and is not at all man's.
I will look forward to seeing you before or after the Assembly.
THEODORE PITCAIRN
REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. THEO. PITCAIRN
May 5th 1932.
Dear Mr. Pitcairn.
Thank you for replying so promptly to my last letter. The numbers in the different parts of the
Latin Word that you refer to in support of the position that the reception in man of the Divine is
itself Divine, are all important for a. true understanding of the relation between the Divine
and the human. But I cannot see that they are in opposi-
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tion to the teaching I referred to — or rather to my understanding of the teaching given 138 —
when seen in connection with what is said in other places. I am not at present able to refer you to
many special numbers, but I have just lately read THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION 470,
where the general teaching is given very clearly. In a recent letter to Mr. Pfeiffer I have stated
my understanding more fully than I did in my letter to you, and what you have said does not
invalidate that view as far as I can see.
Man's soul is not life but the first receptacle of life. Man's will is not itself love but a receptacle
of love, and man's understanding is the receptacle of truth. They are both formed — created from
finite substances — by the Lord in the embryo. If man receives the good of love in his will and
the truth of wisdom in his understanding, he becomes an image — a finite one — of the Divine.
Man prepares himself for a receptacle of the Divine as he from natural power believes in God
and loves the neighbor (cf. T. C. R. 74).

It will be a pleasure to be able to talk with you on this and other points before or after the
Assembly.
ALBERT BJORCK
REV. THEO. PITCAIRN TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
May 12th 1932.
Dear Mr. Bjorck.
Your last letter concerning man as a receptacle involves the whole Doctrine of regeneration, a
subject which is most profound, and of which at present we are only acquainted with the most
general things; and as we are only in generals it is difficult to see the question in clear light.
While man is a receptacle of life and a receptacle of good and truth, or rather may become such
a receptacle, it is not a merely passive receptacle, but a reactive receptacle. If man were a passive
receptacle he would be like a stalk. Man as to his proprium or as to what is his own is not a
receptacle of good and truth, but of their opposites. The question is, what is the reactive essence
in the receptacle, which is the basis of the reformation and regeneration of the receptacle so that
it can receive good and truth
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from the Lord. Since the Coming of the Lord this essential reactive in the receptacle is the
Proprium of the Divine Human of the Lord. Hence it is that the Lord is the Alpha and the
Omega, the First and the Last, in the regenerated man, that is, the Lord works from what is His
Own in man both in firsts and lasts, and the Church is built out of the Proprium of the Lord as
lasts, as Eve was built out of the rib of Adam. Eve is said to be the celestial proprium, which is
built out of the Lord's Proprium. As the Lord builds the celestial proprium of the Church out of
His own Proprium in the Church the celestial proprium is the Lord's and not man's. Thus the
Lord dwells in His Own in man, and not in anything which is man's, wherefore the essential of
reception is the Lord's and not man's and is hence Divine. Nevertheless the Lord provides that
man feels the new proprium from the Lord as if it were his own, and hence he may be in good
and truth as if from himself, but he must acknowledge that this is only an appearance, and that all
good and truth with man. are not the man's but are entirely the Lord's, and hence are Divine.
How the Proprium of the Lord is built into the celestial proprium, (usually translated heavenly
proprium), contains the deepest arcana which we cannot enter into now. In n. 633 of the
ARCANA CELESTIA, quoted in my last letter, it says that "When men become celestial it
appears as if there were a will of good and an understanding of truth with them, but it is of the
only Lord. ... Man receives as it were a will of good and an understanding of truth". The will of
good and the understanding of truth with the Church are the Lord's and are hence Divine, but
man is held in these by the Lord, as if they were the man's, hence man as it were has a will of
good and an understanding of truth; but man must acknowledge that he has no will of good or
understanding of truth, and that all will of good and understanding of truth are wholly the Lord's
and not at all man's; and that it is of the mercy of the Lord, he can as it were have a will of good
and an understanding of truth, while he acknowledges that he does not have these, but that they
are the Lord's, and that whatever man has that is not the Lord's is nothing but evil and falsity. If
man had the least thing of the will of good or the understanding of truth, then, as is said in
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THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION, n. 470, life would be in man, and man would not be a
receptacle but would be life, yea he would be God.
The men of the Most Ancient Church we are told had the Word written on their hearts, that is
Divine good and truth were written or impressed on their will; but although it was written on
their hearts and they were thus kept by the Lord in Divine good and truth, the Word was not
theirs, but was wholly the Lord's. Because they were held in Divine good and Divine truth, and
indeed had these written on their hearts, when they fell and thus perverted this Doctrine into its
opposite, they claimed the Divine good and truth which had been written on their hearts as their
own; thus they made themselves gods.
To deny that the will of good and the understanding of truth are Divine is to deny that it is
wholly the Lord's and not at all man's, that is, to confirm the fallacy of the senses spoken of in T.
C. R. 470. Note that the will of good and the understanding of truth is not the vessel but the
active; it is the vessel which causes the appearance that they are as it were man's own, and which
thus causes them to be attributed to man as if they were his. Men are in appearances, but
appearances are not the will of good nor the understanding of truth, but if man acknowledges that
the appearances with him are appearance and that the will of good and the understanding of truth
are the Lord's and are not man's, then the will of good and the understanding of truth are in the
appearances, and the Lord dwells in man and man in the Lord.
I am looking forward with great pleasure to seeing you before the British Assembly.
THEODORE PITCAIRN
P. S. Since writing the above I found the following number in the APOCALYPSE
EXPLAINED bearing on the subject: "And I went unto the angel, saying, give me the little book,
signifies the faculty to perceive from the Lord of what quality the Word is. . . . The Lord gives to
every man to perceive this, but yet no one does perceive it unless he wishes as it were out of
himself to perceive it. There must be this reciprocity from the side of man in order that he may
receive the faculty to perceive the Word; unless
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a man wishes and does this as out of himself no such faculty can be appropriated to him; since in
order that appropriation may be affected, there must be an active and a reactive. The active is
from the Lord, so is the reactive, but the latter appears to be from man; for the Lord Himself
gives this reactive, and thence it is from the Lord and not from man; but as man does not know
otherwise than that he lives out of himself, and consequently that he thinks and wills out of
himself, so he must needs do this as out of the proprium of his own life".
REV. ERNST PFEIFFER TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
May 14th 1932.

Dear Mr. Bjorck.
Please accept my thanks for your several letters in reply to the proofs which I sent you and to
my letter of March 16th. I hope to come back on the different points raised by you in detail, but I
should like to-day to make only the following few remarks with regard to what seems to me an
obvious misunderstanding of our position. There is the Divine in itself, which is infinite, and
there is the Divine in the Heavens and in the Church, which, though it is truly Divine,
nevertheless is not infinite. Practically the whole of your last letter seems to be based on the
opinion that in our position we regard the Doctrine of the Church as infinite, which by no means
is the case. For instance, you say that "the Doctrine of the Church . . . can at best be what
corresponds to the Human Divine with the Lord". This is what we have always held. We have
never said that the Doctrine of the Church is the Divine Human in itself, or that it is infinite.
Does the Word not teach in many places that that which corresponds to the Divine is also
Divine? It is just by virtue of this correspondence that finite things can be Divine. This is
illustrated by the law that as long as the body corresponds to the soul, it is sane and lives, but as
soon as the correspondence ceases, it dies. And of the soul it is plainly said both that it
corresponds to the Divine Human of the Lord and that it is Divine; and yet it is not infinite; it is
not life, but only a recipient of life. Evil and false things can never correspond to the
Divine, except ex opposite; but the
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genuine Doctrine of the Church does truly correspond to the Divine Human of the Lord, and by
no means ex opposite. Although the Church and the Doctrine of the Church are not infinite,
nevertheless they are Divine. The living Church, as to its Doctrine, is the Holy City, and it is also
the Bride of the Lamb. The Lord in it dwells in His Own. I find it difficult to believe that in your
letters you have not entirely lost sight of the difference between the infinite Divine Human in
itself and the Divine in the Heavens and in the Church, which of course involves also the
recipients of the Divine. Also the recipients, though finite, must be purely Divine, because the
Lord can dwell only in His Own. Only in the measure in which also the recipients are from the
Lord, can there be conjunction with the Lord.
That you seem not to make this distinction I take from your letter of April 28th to the Rev.
Theodore Pitcairn, in 'which you say: "One might as well say that the living forms on earth, or
the earth itself, is the sun, because they are created from the sun". And yet in the ARCANA
CELESTIA 5116 we read: "They who attribute all things to the Divine can see . . . that the
Divine is in each thing in nature". In your last letter to Mr. Pitcairn, in answering to what he had
written to you on the difference between the Divine in itself and the Divine in Heaven and the
Church, you throw the whole problem again on the fact that man is not life but a recipient of life;
but it is obvious that this has never been denied by us, and our position is in no way in opposition
to this law. To bring this in here again would draw the attention entirely away from the real
issue, namely, that the Lord with man can dwell only in what is His Own. The real issue is this
that in Heaven and in the genuine Church the reception of the Divine influx is Divine, while in
hell and with man as far as he is not regenerated, the reception is not Divine. It seems to me that
you must admit that in this connection the truth that Angels and men are not life but only
recipients of life, is altogether irrelevant; for both Angels a.nd evil spirits alike are only
recipients, and yet the reception with Angels is Divine, and with evil spirits it is not Divine. The

case becomes perfectly clear with regard to the soul — as I said before — of which it is plainly
taught that it is
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the Lord with man, and yet it is not life- but a recipient of life.
In confirmation of the above I would like to quote the following passages from the Latin Word.
In the ARCANA CELESTIA: "The Divine must be in what is Divine; not
in the proprium of anyone" (n. 9338). "All good is Divine with man, because it is from the
Divine" (n. 10618). "Then they do not think out of themselves, neither are they affected by the
Word out of themselves, but out of the Lord; therefore not anything evil or false does enter, for
the Lord removes these" (n. 10638). In the APOCALYPSE REVEALED: "That which is from
God . . . is called Divine" (n. 961). And in THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION: "Nothing can
proceed from God but what is Himself, and is called the Divine" (n. 6).
It may be clear that this position is in no way in contradiction with the fact that there must be
progress in the Doctrine of the Church, as you seem to think. It can be compared with the orderly
growth of the human body, which from creation as to all its essentials is purely Divine, and
nevertheless begins from a seed. So also from re-creation or regeneration, the body of the
genuine Church is purely Divine. How otherwise could it ever be the Bride of the Lamb and the
Wife of the Lord? The evils and falsities of which you speak, by no means belong to its organics,
they are altogether extraneous to them. Falsities which may rule among the members of the
Church do not belong to the genuine Doctrine of the Church. This latter is spiritual out of
celestial origin (A. C. 2496); the Lord is that Doctrine itself (A. C. 2533, 2859; A. E. 19).
ERNST PFEIFFER
REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. ERNST PFEIFFER
May 20th 1932. Dear Mr. Pfeiffer.
I thank you for your interesting and lucid letter. What you have said has made it easier for me to
understand your position, but not easier to agree with it. The sense in which you use the term
"The Doctrine of the Church" when saying that it is Divine, is, as I understand it,
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something like this: The Heavenly Doctrine is the Lord Himself because proceeding from Him,
and thus Divine. It is the teaching of Divine Wisdom proceeding from Divine Love, or the Lord
in His Divine Human coming to men as the Word. When men see and live according to the
genuine truths of the Divine Doctrine in the Word, that Doctrine is as it were gradually
transferred from the Word to men, and so it becomes the Doctrine of the Church. As it proceeds
from the Divine, it is Divine in men. Growing in the Church as a plant grows from a seed, it
becomes the finite image and likeness of the Divine Doctrine which is the Lord Himself as
the Word.

So far, if this is a correct understanding of your position, I am in full agreement with you.
The good and truth in the Church is from the Lord alone, and is the Divine to which the Lord
can come — that in man or the Church which is His own. And so far as the perception in the
Church of what is good and true from the Lord corresponds to the Divine Doctrine in the Word,
so far the Doctrine of the Church is Divine, and can grow and be perfected to eternity. It is the
Divine finited in the heavens and the Church.
But, as I understand the teaching given us, neither man's reception, nor his conception or
understanding of the Doctrine is Divine.
The human internal is the Lord's. In it His own infinite life dwells, and from there He creates
and forms man's internal for a receptacle of life corresponding to His; and through the internal so
formed He creates the interior in correspondence with it, and through both He creates the natural
to correspond with them. So created man is a finite correspondence to the infinite Divine Man,
or, if you please, the infinite finited. Therefore it is said that, if the Most Ancient Church had
remained in its integrity, therewould have been no need for the Lord to be born man. The angelic
heavens and the Church together would gradually have grown into a Human Divine man.
But it is through man's consciousness on the natural degree of the mind that man's life becomes
separate from the Divine and as it were independent of it.
This is of course only an appearance, as there can be no life independent of Life itself, but the
separation of human
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life from the Divine is real, and the Lord created man with such a mind purposely, in order that
there should come into being individual forms perceiving the inflowing life from Him as their
own, and free to use that life as if it were their own, yet, in the beginning with an inward
perception of how to use it from love of good and truth. If man had not been created with
freedom to follow the impressions of his outward senses instead of that inner perception, a
freedom which, as far as man's own consciousness is concerned, separates his life from any other
man's and the Creator's, he would have been an automaton, without any choice of his own
shadowing forth the Divine life in natural forms; and if life were withdrawn from the natural
form, there would be no individualized spirit left, but the spirit of man would return to his
infinite Maker and disappear in Him.
It is the separation from Life itself which makes man a being with individual spiritual life for
ever. It is the Creator's gift to man, but though given by the Divine Life and from it, it is human
life, not Divine. And as it is through this separateness of human life from the Divine that man
can receive or reject, understand and follow the truths the Lord makes known to his natural mind
in the Word, or go his own way in disobedience to them, man's reception of these truths is
human, not Divine.
Neither is man's understanding or perception of the Divine Doctrine in the Word Divine. It can
indeed come to correspond more and more closely to the Divine Doctrine, but even with the
most regenerate man it remains human.

This is so because man's understanding or perception of Divine Truth is subject to the
cooperation of his natural will and understanding with the Spirit of the Lord in the Divine
Doctrine.
In man's natural will there are tendencies by inheritance to all kinds of evil, and in his
understanding a tendency to false reasoning from sense impressions. These tendencies must be
overcome before man's understanding can come to correspond with the Divine Doctrine; and
when it does correspond it is still a human understanding or perception, not a Divine one.
The Doctrine of the Church is therefore always one with the understanding the Church has of
the Divine
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Doctrine, and imperfections and falsities are bound to adhere temporarily to the understanding
men who compose the Church have of the Divine Doctrine in the Word. These
falsities or imperfections do not belong to the Divine Doctrine, and they can be dropped off
from the human doctrine of the Church one by one as men's understanding is illumined by the
Divine Doctrine.
It seems to me that you both in DE HEMELSCHE LEER and in your letters to me, lose sight
of, or do not pay enough attention to, the difference between the human and the Divine. This is
shown in your use of expressions like "essentially and purely Divine" applied to things created
human by the Lord; and this, I think, is the main cause of the non understanding of your position
that you find in others, who do not use the terms in the sense you do, but by "essentially and
purely Divine" mean the things that belong to the Divine itself, the Lord and the Word. There is
an instance in your last letter, where you say that the human body "from creation as to all its
essentials is purely Divine". Another is in your illustration of how finite things by
correspondence can be Divine, where you say that "as long as the body corresponds to the soul,
it is sane and lives, but as soon as the correspondence ceases, it dies". However closely the body
may correspond to the soul, it never becomes the soul; and however closely the created human
may correspond to the Divine, it never becomes the
Divine. It remains human even when reformed and regenerated into an image and likeness
of the Divine Human.
The Lord's human was glorified and became Divine, but the Lord's Human was from the
beginning the Divine Life itself, not created. Man is created human, and though his regeneration
is an image of the Lord's glorification and corresponds to it, he does not by regeneration become
Divine.
I most heartily wish that we may come to understand each other better, and I think we all will
when we take pains in explaining the sense in which we use terms.
I shall look forward to receive further letters from you, and to meet and talk with you later in
the summer.
ALBERT BJORCK
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REV. ERNST PFEIFFER TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
May 27th 1932.
Dear Mr. Bjorck.
Many thanks for your kind letter of May 20th, which duly came to hand. You write in both your
last letters that you fully agree that the Doctrine of the Church is Divine, but you deny that the
reception of the Doctrine of- the Church is Divine. It seems evident from the particulars of your
letters that in speaking of the Doctrine of the Church you admit that the Doctrine of the Church
is not identical with the Divine Doctrine in itself or the Latin Word, though they are one by
correspondence. The Doctrine of the Church can only come into existence by reception by the
men of the Church. It is not possible to speak of the Doctrine of the Church before it has been
received. Before reception it is the Divine Doctrine in itself. If therefore the reception would not
be Divine, the Doctrine of the Church could not be Divine either.
In your last letter you again much enlarge on the truth that man is only a receptacle of life, and
that he has received the gift of freedom and rationality, without which he would be only an
automaton. Of this gift you say: "It is that which makes man man, it is the Creator's gift to man,
and though from the Divine it is not Divine". From what has been said in the last paragraph of p.
92 and the first paragraph of p. 93 of the Third Fascicle, it may be clear that the truths
concerning man as a receptacle of life and concerning the gift of freedom and rationality have
fully been taken into account in our position; but it may also appear from the numbers of the
work on DIVINE PROVIDENCE which have been quoted in those passages, that that gift, being
from the Divine, being thus the Lord with man, is Divine. The teaching is that by that gift the
Lord is conjoined with man, but that only after regeneration man becomes also conjoined with
the Lord. Your words: "It is the Creator's gift to man, and though from the Divine it is not
Divine", are altogether incomprehensible to me. The teaching is in many places that nothing can
be from the Divine but what is Divine, or what is called the Divine. How can we speak of "the
Creator's
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gift", unless that gift is Divine? Can the Lord give anything which is not Divine?
It is true, of course, that as far as man is not regenerated his use of that gift is not Divine; it is
rather an abuse than a use. But in the measure man becomes regenerated also
the use of that gift with man becomes Divine. By regeneration man is conceived anew and
born anew, from the Lord; the Lord then is his Father, and the Church his Mother. He is
conceived from a new seed, which is Divine (see A. C. 1438).
Now it is the human with man, or his natural mind, which must be regenerated. By regeneration
the human of man comes into correspondence with the soul. It is utterly irrelevant to say that the
human always remains human and never becomes Divine, just as the body does not become the

soul, or the earth does not become the sun. Of course not, but .by regeneration it comes into.
correspondence and thereby becomes Divine from the Lord. The Divine Human itself of the
Lord did not become identical with the Divine Itself of the Lord; but they became one by
correspondence. It is the same with man, for the regeneration of man is an image of the
glorification of the Lord.
You write: "Man's understanding can indeed come to correspond more and more closely to the
Divine Doctrine, but even with the most regenerate man it remains human". Further on you say:
"It seems to me that you lose sight of the difference between the human and the Divine". The
human about which you speak here, is either an orderly human or a disorderly human. Before
regeneration it is disorderly, after regeneration it is orderly. Before regeneration it is infernal,
after regeneration it is Divine. It is by virtue of the fact that the Lord glorified His human
that man can be regenerated, so that the human of men by regeneration can become Divine. The
Coming of the Lord into the Flesh had no other purpose. This the Lord has expressed in John 6 :
54: "Whoso eateth My flesh, and drinketh My blood hath eternal life". Of course that human of
man is not infinitely Divine as the Divine Human itself, nor is it Life itself as the Divine Human
is, but nevertheless it is Divine. It is not life but it has life. Therefore we read that the Divine of
the Lord makes Heaven and the Church, it makes the Angel and it makes
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every regenerated man, and indeed as to the human of him, for anything •else than the human
does not need to be regenerated.
It is not the Latin Word which makes the New Church, but the understanding of the Latin
Word, or the purity of the Doctrine born in the Church from within. Apart from the Divine of the
Latin Word itself there must be the Divine of the understanding or reception of that Word.
Unless the understanding or reception be Divine the Divine of the Word remains outside of man,
and then there is no regeneration and no Church. What is seen and acknowledged as the Church
by the Lord, is that alone which is Divine by virtue of a Divine reception.
I repeat what I said in my last letter: the real issue is this that in Heaven and in the genuine
Church the reception of the Divine influx is Divine, while in hell and with man as far as he is not
regenerated, the reception is not Divine. You have not entered upon this crucial point. If the
Divine essence of the reception is denied, there is no difference between Heaven and hell,
between a living Church and a dead church, between an Angel-man and a devil-man; there is no
regeneration and no Holy Spirit; for the Holy Spirit without a Divine reception is not given. It
has no meaning to speak of "the truths and goods in man" and to say that they are Divine, if the
Divine of the reception is denied, for before reception truths and goods are not in man but
outside of man. Please, enter upon this crucial point.
Of course, the necessity of progress is not lost sight of in this view. Nor does it mean that man
after the beginning of regeneration is now at once altogether Divine and free of falsities and
evils; of course not. But the falsities and evils are extraneous to that which has been regenerated.
With the very beginning of regeneration and rebirth, there is a complete new human being in
man, though it is first only as a new born infant. It is altogether Divine. It is the child of the Lord.
And it gradually grows up and becomes adult. Nothing evil can ever enter it. The evils and
falsities of the man which are not yet removed by temptations are altogether extraneous to the

organics of that new born spiritual being in us. The entering of evils and falsities here would
mean profanation and the spiritual death of man. Please, I pray you, will you enter upon this
crucial point which alone makes the real issue.
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The genuine Doctrine of the Church, being spiritual oat of celestial origin, is born. from that
regenerated Divine human being in the living Church. The Word remains closed without that.
You say: "Man's understanding ... can indeed come to correspond more and more closely to the
Divine Doctrine, but even with the most regenerate man it remains human. This is so because
man's understanding of Divine Truth is subject to the cooperation of his natural will and
understanding. . . . In man's natural will there are tendencies by inheritance to all kinds of evil",
etc. It is the plain teaching, however, that as far as regeneration goes, all evils have been
removed, and that no evils or falsities are then suffered to enter, "for the Lord removes them"
(A.C. 10638).
It is therefore irrelevant to adduce the fact that no man is completely regenerated in one
moment. This has nothing whatever to do with the real issue. Even with the Angels regeneration
goes on to eternity; nevertheless it is the Divine of the Lord which makes an Angel. The
Heavens are Divine from the Lord, they are pure; so is the living genuine Church, the Bride, the
Holy City (AP. 21 : 27), a man as far as his regeneration goes; this Divine, this purity, is there by
virtue of the reception; if it were not so, there would be no hells, and no unregenerate men; for
as. far as the Lord is concerned, He wants all men to be pure, but they can only become pure, as
far as the reception of the Lord's Life is pure; and there is nothing which is pure, except the
Divine. What else is the difference between Heaven and hell?
I have been preparing myself to write you a series of short notes on three or four other points of
our latest correspondence; but before actually doing so, I hope that we can come to a mutual
understanding of this elementary problem of the Divinity of Doctrine born in the Church, or,
which is the same, of the truth that the Lord with man can dwell only in His Own; or, which
again is the same, of the truth that the Bride of the Lamb, and the Holy City, must be purely
Divine.
ERNST PFEIFFER
P.S. I am enclosing proofs of an address by Mr.
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Groeneveld *, which, throws more light on the relation. between the Word and the Doctrine of
the Church.
REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. ERNST PFEIFFER

June 4th 1932.
Dear Mr. Pfeiffer.
Thank you for your letter. I will not be able to give it the full consideration it requires until after
the 12th.
The proofs of Mr. Groeneveld's article I have read with great interest, and find no difficulty in
accepting it.
ALBERT BJORCK
REV. ERNST PFEIFFER TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
June 4th 1932.
Dear Mr. Bjorck.
Allow me to add the following to my last letter.
We read in the APOCALYPSE REVEALED, n.97: "Who does not know that the Church is not
Church without Doctrine"? And in n. 486: "It is these three things which make the Church, the
Truth of doctrine, the Good of love, and Worship out of these". And in n. 675: "The all of the
Church is doctrine which shall teach truth and through truth good".
Do you agree that in these passages by the word "Doctrine" not the Word itself is meant, but the
Doctrine born in the Church; in the New Church therefore not the Third Testament, but the
Doctrine seen at a given time and guiding the Church at a given time? That this is so seems
evident from the fact that a body of men may have the Third Testament while at the same time
they have no genuine Doctrine out of it. Do you agree with this?
In THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION, n. 245, we read: "That the Church is according to its
Doctrine, and that the Doctrine should be out of the Word, is known. But nevertheless it is not
the doctrine which establishes the Church, but the integrity and purity of Doctrine,
* This address on the Ease and the Existere of the Doctrine will be published in the Fifth
Fascicle.
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consequently the understanding of the Word". In this passage it openly speaks of the
indispensableness of a doctrine which must be "integer" and pure, thus Divine, for nothing but
the Divine is "integer" and pure.
The Divine of the Word in itself is therefore not sufficient to make the Church; it is the
understanding of the Word which makes the Church. It is thus the understanding of the Third
Testament which makes the New Church. Do you agree with this? If you accept the first point of
this letter, you must necessarily also accept this point, for if you admit that the Third Testament

is the Word itself, and not Doctrine out of the Word, then this is openly taught in the n. 245
quoted from THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION.
Number 245 of THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION thus teaches that it is the understanding
of the Third Testament which makes the New Church. Do you agree with this? Does it not then
necessarily follow that that understanding must be Divine? How can anything else but the Divine
establish and make the Church? And yet in your letters you repeatedly say that the understanding
of truth with man is not Divine. If this were true, there could never be a Church. The Word
would always remain outside of man. And yet in the n. 675 of the APOCALYPSE REVEALED,
quoted above, it says: "It is true that the Word, Christ the Savior, and the Sacraments, are the
Church, and that these make the Church; but they do not make it outside of man but within man".
ERNST PFEIFFER
REV. ERNST PFEIFFER TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
June 6th 1932.
Dear Mr. Bjorck.
Allow me to still add the following to my last two letters.
In your letter to Rev. Pitcairn of April 14th you say: "I certainly believe that the Doctrine of
genuine truth in the Church is Divine". And in confirmation of this you quote from your recent
pamphlet, p. 77, where you say,: "The Doctrine of the Church therefore in a very real sense
is the Coming of the Lord to the Church and to the
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individual man of the Church; if the Doctrine is from a genuine understanding of the Divine
Truth in the Word of His Second Coming". Further on in the same letter you say: "Sometimes
the Doctrine of the Church in DE HEMELSCHE LEER is defined as a vision of the Divine Truth
in the Word. If the vision is true, and the thought or understanding is a true form of that vision, I
think we all agree". In these places you thus speak of "a genuine understanding", of "a vision
which is true", and of "an understanding which is a true form of a true vision". But there can be
no question of "a genuine understanding", nor of "a vision or an understanding which is true"
unless it be the Lord's with man and thus Divine. For man's proprium is altogether infernal and
thus not in the least capable of "a genuine understanding" or of "a vision which is true". In so
many places of your different letters you say that man's understanding of truth cannot be Divine,
and yet you speak of "a genuine understanding of the Divine Truth", of "a vision which is true",
and of "an understanding which is a true form of a true vision".
In your letter to Mr. Pitcaim of April 28th you say: "DE HEMELSCHE LEER (in a sentence
occurring on p. 125 of the Second Fascicle) says in so many words, that not only the truths and
goods from the Lord in man are Divine, but also man's reception of them. . . . If the position
is truly described in that sentence, namely that man's reception of good and truth from the
Lord is Divine, I regard it as an error. Man must cooperate with the Lord, and his reception of
truth and good is from that cooperation". It does not seem possible to me to say "the truths and

goods from the Lord in man are Divine" if at the same time it is said that the reception thereof is
not Divine. For it is only by virtue of the reception that truths and goods are within man; apart
from reception they are outside of man. The presence of truths and goods in man is always due to
influx. All influx is according to reception. If then the reception is not Divine it is not possible
that the influx or the result of the influx is Divine. The truths and goods within man are the result
of influx. To say that the truths and goods in man are Divine and to say at the same time that the
reception is not Divine, is a plain contradictio in adjecto. If you speak of "a genuine
understanding
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of the Divine Truth-in the Word" or of "a vision which is true", it is clear that you speak of truth
which is within man and not of truth outside of man. In other words: In admitting that the Third
Testament and the Doctrine of the New Church are two distinct things, and that both are Divine,
you seem to have the idea that the Divine Truth of the Third Testament can be poured into the
Church, so as to become there the Divine Doctrine of the Church, without the understanding of it
being Divine, thus almost like water from a bottle into a glass. This I take from the first page of
your letter of May 20th to me, in which you describe your understanding of our position and
where you say that "the Divine Doctrine in the Word is as it were gradually transferred from the
Word to men, and so it becomes the Doctrine of the Church. As it proceeds from the Divine, it is
Divine in men". But at the same time you say that mail's understanding of the Doctrine is not
Divine. Man's understanding is the vessel into which the Divine Truth must flow if the Divine
Truth in the Word is to become the Divine Truth in the Doctrine of the Church. Before reception
in the understanding it is not possible to speak of the Doctrine of the Church. To say that the
Divine Truth in the Word can be poured into the Church so as to become there the Divine
Doctrine of the Church, while at the same time it is held that the understanding is not Divine, can
be compared to pouring a noble wine into a filthy glass, and say that it is still a noble wine. In
other words: If one denies that the reception or the understanding of the Divine Truth is Divine,
it is not possible to say that the Doctrine of the Church is Divine.
In your letter to Mr. Pitcairn of April 14th, after having spoken of "a genuine understanding of
the Divine Truth" and of "a vision which is true", you say: "Men may have a certain
understanding of Divine Truth, ... while this understanding of the Divine Truth is still very
imperfect and even mixed with falsities". You thus seem to hold that "a genuine understanding of
the Divine Truth" or "a vision which is true" can be mixed with falsities. But how can you then
say that "the Doctrine of the Church, if it is from a genuine understanding of the Divine Truth, is
Divine", if at the same time you say that "this genuine understanding" may be mixed with
falsities? If the
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"genuine understanding" is mixed with falsities, then the Doctrine of .the Church is also mixed
with falsities, for you plainly say that it is from that genuine understanding; but if the Doctrine of
the Church is mixed with falsities, how then can it be Divine? You there also say: "It is still very
imperfect". If in speaking of its imperfection you refer to the fact that regeneration goes on to
eternity, and that even of the highest Angel after the lapse of ages of ages it cannot be said that

now he is perfect, of course then it is true that "a genuine understanding of the Divine Truth"
with man is never perfect. But you will agree that a reference to this signification of the term
"perfect" is here entirely beside the point in question. It would certainly be an error to ascribe to
it that imperfection which is characteristic of all that is infernal; if the concept "perfect" or
"imperfect" is used in this sense, it is evident that the Heavens and the Angels are perfect, while
the hells and evil spirits are imperfect; man as far as he is regenerated, is perfect, but as far as he
has not been regenerated, he is imperfect. And so also "a genuine understanding" cannot but be
perfect; to say that it is mixed with falsities would be the same as to say that the thought of the
Angels is mixed with falsities. "A genuine understanding of the Divine Truth in the Word", or,
which is the same, the genuine Doctrine of the Church, can come forth only from that which is
the Lord's with man, thus only from man as far as he is regenerated; it therefore is Divine and
perfect, although it is true that it is capable of development ad infinitum. To say that the Doctrine
of the Church, if it is from a genuine understanding, is Divine, but that nevertheless the
understanding is imperfect and even mixed with falsities, is an obvious
contradictio in adjecto; for all influx is according to reception, and if the reception is not
Divine, the result of the influx cannot possibly be Divine. The Doctrine of the Church, being the
Divine Truth received within the Church, is a result of influx.
But indeed I believe you will agree that the Divine Truth of the Third Testament cannot be
poured into the Church, so as to become there the Divine Doctrine of the Church, like water from
a bottle is poured into a glass. This also appears from the continuation of that passage
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which I quoted from your letter to Mr. Pitcairn of April 28th. You there say: "If the position of
DE HEMELSCHE LEER is truly described in the sentence that man's reception of good and
truth from the Lord is Divine, I regard it as an error. Man must cooperate with the Lord, and his
reception of truth and good is from that cooperation". Here you thus plainly say that man's
reception of truth and good is from his cooperation. But your purpose in saying this is to prove
that the reception cannot be Divine. And yet I presume that you would admit that man cannot
cooperate with the Lord from his proprium; that only the Lord with man can cooperate with the
Lord; from which it follows that there can be no essential cooperation unless
it be Divine. But then you continue: "The power to cooperate with the Lord is given man by
the Lord from creation. It belongs to man as a created being, and can never become Divine
because it is from the Divine. One might as well say that the living forms on earth, or the earth
itself, is the sun, because they are created from the sun. ... The finite can never become the
infinite". From the question whether the cooperation and thus the reception and understanding
can be genuine, thus perfect, pure, and orderly, you now suddenly skip to an entirely different
proposition, which is foreign to the problem and has nothing to do with it. You now no longer
discuss the question whether man's understanding is genuine or not genuine, orderly or
disorderly, pure or impure, perfect or imperfect, the Lord's with man or of man's proprium,
which alone is the point at issue, but you now bring in the difference between that which is
uncreated and that which is created, the infinite and the finite, Life in itself and that which
receives Life, the human and the Divine. In my letter of May 14th already I have quoted a
number of passages from which it appears that that which is from the Divine is also called
Divine. So in the ARCANA CELESTIA 9338 we read: "The Divine must be in what is Divine;
not in the proprium of anyone"; in the APOCALYPSE REVEALED 961: "That which is from

God is not called God, but is called Divine"; and now I just have received a copy of Mr.
Pitcairn's recent letter to you * in which he refers
* See below p. 87. ED.
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you to ARCANA CELESTIA 3490, which expressly teaches that after regeneration, everything
with man, including the whole human, thus both the rational and the natural, has become Divine.
This number has already been quoted on p. 188 of the Second Fascicle, where the same subject is
treated of and explained. I trust that Mr. Pitcairn's letter will now be sufficient to show you the
irrelevancy of the difference between the human and the Divine being here introduced. So in
your letter of May 20th to me you say: "It seems to me that you . . . lose sight of . . . the
difference between the human and the Divine. This is shown in your use of expressions like
'essentially and purely Divine' applied to things created human by the Lord; and this, I think, is
the main cause of the non understanding of your position that you find in others, who do not use
the terms in the sense you do, but with 'essentially and purely Divine' mean the things that
belong to the Divine itself, the Lord and the Word". To this I cannot but reply that they are not
aware of the cognition out of the Third Testament that not only the Divine in itself is called
Divine, but that also that which is from the Divine down to the very lasts of creation is called
Divine. You then continue: "There is an instance of this in your last letter, where you say that the
human body 'from creation as to its essentials is purely Divine'. Another is in your illustration of
how finite things by correspondence can be Divine, where you say that 'as long as the body
corresponds to the soul, It is sane and lives, but as soon as the correspondence ceases, it dies'.
However closely the body may correspond to the soul, it never becomes the soul; and however
closely the created human may correspond to the Divine, it never becomes the Divine. It remains
human even when reformed and regenerated". Of course the body does not become the soul, and
the created does not become the uncreated, and the human does not become the Divine. But it is
plain from the Third Testament that there is the Divine in itself which is uncreated and infinite,
and there is the Divine from the Divine. You have ignored this fundamental truth. You then
continue: "The Lord's human was glorified and became Divine, but the Lord's Human was from
the beginning the Divine Life itself, not created. Man is created human, and though his
regeneration is an
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image of the Lord's glorification, and corresponds to it, he does not by regeneration become
Divine". The n. 3490 of the ARCANA, quoted by Mr. Pitcairn, will no doubt be sufficient to
convince you that this sentence is in contradiction with the teaching of the Word. The difference
between the Lord's Human and man's human after regeneration is not that the one is Divine and
the other not Divine, but that the one is the Divine itself and the other is Divine from the Divine;
the one is Life itself, and the other has Life in itself from Life itself. That man after regeneration
has Life from the Lord is taught especially in many places of the New Testament from the Lord's
own mouth; please look it up also as described in THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION, n. 249.

In your letter to Mr. Pitcairn of April 14th you say: "Sometimes the Doctrine of the Church in
DE HEMELSCHE LEER is defined as a vision of the Divine Truth in the Word. If the vision is
true, and the thought or understanding is a true form of that vision, I think we all agree. But in
some places the Doctrine of the Church is spoken of in a way that seems to imply that it is not
thought of as the result of, or equivalent with, a true understanding of the Word, but as
something abstract which gives light to our understanding, and yet it is not the same as the
Divine Doctrine of the Word. I have been at a loss to understand clearly just what is meant by
the Doctrine as spoken of in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, seeing that it is claimed that no falsity
from man's understanding can adhere to it". The Divine Truth of the Word cannot be transferred
into the Church so as to become the Divine Doctrine of the Church, without all the human
faculties being involved in the reception. But such a transfer is only possible if the human
faculties have become Divine by regeneration. The progress of that regeneration is described in
the 12th, 20th, and 26th chapters of GENESIS. From your remark it seems that the essential
purport of what has been said on this subject on pp. 14-17 and 56-65 of the First Fascicle, has not
yet had your consideration. The fundamental teaching of those chapters is that the genuine
Doctrine born in the Church is spiritual out of celestial origin and thus purely Divine (see
especially the numbers quoted in connection with the Leading Theses on p. 2 of the Third
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Fascicle). From your remark: "I have been at a loss to understand clearly just what is meant by
the Doctrine of the Church as spoken of in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, seeing that it is claimed
that no falsity from man's understanding can adhere to it", it seems evident that you have not yet
given any consideration to this explicit teaching of the Latin Word, namely, that the Doctrine
born in the Church is spiritual out of celestial origin. But this is the very corner-stone of the
position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER. You seem to have the idea that the Divine Truth of the
Third Testament can be transferred into the Church, so as to become the Divine Doctrine of the
Church, without man's cooperation or reception being Divine; we hold that that transfer is only
apparently from a direct cognizance of the letter of the Third Testament; in reality the Doctrine
flows in from within from the Holy Spirit, and it is spiritual out of celestial origin in its birth in
the human mind; thus it is Divine. The Lord is that Doctrine itself (A.E. 19).
The following points should be seen as essential truths with regard to the relation between the
Third Testament and the Doctrine of the New Church:
1. The Divine of the Third Testament by itself alone is not sufficient to redeem and save the
human race and to build the New Church. Without the Divine in man by regeneration, whereby
the Divine of the Third Testament is transferred into the Church, the Word of the Third
Testament remains closed and not understood; there is no Church and no salvation; the Second
Coming which the Lord has made in the Third Testament is still of no avail.
2. The Divine in man whereby the Divine of the Third Testament is transferred from outside
man to within man, comes into existence by his regeneration.
3. By regeneration a new man is conceived and born in man. By this new birth the old man is
not completely put aside at once; but nevertheless the evils and falsities which are still present in
the old man are extraneous to the new man. The new man is altogether Divine. It is from the new
man, and from the new man alone, that the genuine Doctrine of the Church is born. From this it

is evident that no falsities can adhere to the genuine Doctrine of the Church. It is true that
relatively few truths in this
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Doctrine are as yet really opened truths, but the unopened truths in it are not falsities. Even with
the highest Angel it remains always true that what he knows compared with what he does not
know, is as a cup of water in relation to the ocean. If in the face of this truth it is still held that
with man the will and the understanding remain always mixed with evils and falsities, then it
would follow from this that the Divine of the Third Testament can never be transferred into the
Church so as to become the Divine Doctrine of the Church. The Word then necessarily always
would remain closed; there would be no possibility of salvation; for it is only by that in man
which through regeneration has become purely Divine and free of all evils and falsities, that the
Divine of the Third Testament which is outside of man can be transferred to become the Divine
of the Doctrine of the Church within man. If not, the Divine will always remain outside of man.
In your letter of May 1st to me you say: "On p. 56 of the First Fascicle you say, 'that by the
Doctrine of the Church not the Writings of Swedenborg are meant, but the vision of these
Writings and the Word as a whole which the Church gradually acquires for itself; and second,
that this Doctrine of the Church is of purely Divine origin and of a purely Divine essence'. This I
fully agree with, and I think most thinking New Churchmen would. But the very fact that a true
vision of the Word as a whole is only gradually acquired by the Church, seems to indicate that
during this gradual process falsities may adhere to the vision, though they may be removed one
after another as the vision clears. This I think is also plainly taught in the Latin Word". Allow me
to make two remarks with regard to this. First, you say that you fully agree with that quotation
from the First Fascicle, and that you think that most thinking New Churchmen would. But from
all I have said thus far in this letter, it will now be plain to you that if it is said that "the Doctrine
of the Church is of purely Divine origin and of a purely Divine essence", this can only be by
virtue of the Divine of the reception or of the vision. If the Divine of the reception is denied, the
expression "the Doctrine of the Church is Divine" loses all its meaning. Secondly, as soon as
regeneration has begun, there is the Divine new man which is within, and there is
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the proprial old man which is without. It is one of the foremost laws of Providence that they
should be kept absolutely distinct, for a mixture or confusion of them would mean profanation
and an unavoidable spiritual death. Evils and falsities are only in the old man; the new man is
absolutely free of them. While it is indeed true that evils and falsities adhere to-man as long as he
is not fully introduced into Heaven, it ought to be realized that those evils and falsities do not
adhere to the new man but are altogether extraneous to him. From this the fallacy involved
in the conclusion of the sentence "But the very fact that. a true vision of the Word as a whole is
only gradually acquired by the Church, seems to indicate that during this gradual process falsities
may adhere to the vision", may clearly become evident. The fact that evils and falsities adhere to
the old man does not indicate that evils and falsities adhere to the new man. This would be a

monstrous thought, which involves a denial of all possibility of regeneration and a denial of the
Holy Spirit; and so also the fact that falsities keep adhering to the thoughts of the members of the
Church does not indicate that they adhere to the genuine vision of the new man regenerated from
the Lord, which is the Divine Doctrine of the Church, spiritual out of celestial origin. This is the
plain teaching of the Latin Word (A. C. 2496).
I repeat, if there were not a Divine reception and thus a purely Divine vision and understanding,
the Divine Truth of the Word would always remain outside of man.
In conclusion I wish to take up the following passage from your letter to Mr. Pitcairn of April
28th: I refer to such statements as for example in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, Second Fascicle, p.
125, 'That the reception with the non regenerate man is not Divine certainly does not in any way
do away with the fact that the reception with the regenerated man is Divine'. In its character of
defense against Dr. Acton's criticism this sentence to most would involve an assertion of superior
regeneration. And this meaning seems to be supported by what is said in other places". It can
only be due to a misunderstanding of the problem involved if these words make such an
impression. The problem is a theoretical and abstract one; it has nothing to do with persons; to
introduce personalities is disorderly.
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I can. only assure you that in this or other passages not for a moment the thought has been of the
regeneration of any particular person. I simply stated the abstract truth that with the regenerate
man the reception is Divine, while with the non-regenerate man it is not Divine. I regret to see
that the purely abstract statement of such an important and new truth should have given rise to
the thought that it is born from a personal claim of superior regeneration.
I thank you in advance for all the trouble and time which the reading of this long letter and the
two previous letters will require from you. I hope that it will bring us nearer to each other. I am
most anxious to come to a clear agreement with regard to certain essential points, before I will
have to meet and speak with our brethren in England in August.
ERNST PFEIFFER
REV. THEO. PITCAIRN TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
June 7th 1932. Dear Mr. Bjorck.
Thank you for your last letter. This morning I came across a passage bearing on the subject,
which I believe will make the matter clear to you, namely, ARCANA CELESTIA, n.
3490: "Now in the internal sense the subject is the natural, how the Lord made it Divine in
Himself. Esau is the good thereof and Jacob the truth. For when the Lord was in the world He
made His whole Human Divine in Himself, both the interior which is the Rational, and the
exterior which is the Natural, and also the very Corporeal; and this according to Divine Order,
according. to which the Lord also makes new or regenerates man. And therefore in the
representative sense the regeneration of man as to his natural is also here treated of, in which
sense Esau is the good of the natural, and Jacob the truth thereof, and yet both Divine, because
all the good and truth which one who is regenerate has, is from the Lord". The above makes it

clear that the good and truth which has been received in the will and understanding of the
regenerate man is Divine, and hence that the reception is of the Lord and is therefore
Divine; this applying to both the interior human or rational and the exterior human or natural.
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In this connection read ARCANA CELESTIA 1661, in which it is taught that every man at
first believes that goods and truths from which he combats are his own, and that he attributes
them to himself. This evidently does not refer to the general acknowledgement that all good and
truth are from the Lord, for this all New Churchmen acknowledge. The goods and truths spoken
of are the goods and truths from which man combats, such truths being obviously goods and
truths which have been received, as is clear from the whole number. Were this not the case how
could it be said: "I will put My law in the midst of them, and write it on their hearts" (Jer. 31 :
32). Here the meaning of covenant is clearly explained, that it is the love and faith in the Lord
which is with those who are to be regenerated (cf. A. C. 666). That this refers to the will and
'understanding see the same number.
I am looking forward to seeing you the end of next month.
THEODORE PITCAIRN
REV. ERNST PFEIFFER TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
June 15th 1932.
Dear .Mr. Bjorck.
I just came across the following passage in the ARCANA CELESTIA 10675: "With the
intellectual of man it is like this: either it will consist of truths which are out of good, or of
falsities which are out of evil; it cannot consist of both at the same time, for they are opposite;
and it is the intellectual which receives the truths and is formed by the truths". And further in n.
10703: "It is said, light in the external of the Word from its internal, but it is understood, light in
the external of man from his internal, when he reads it; for the Word does not shine from itself
except before man who is in light from the internal; without him the Word is only a
letter".
ERNST PFEIFFER
REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. ERNST PFEIFFER
June 22nd 1932.
Dear Mr. Pfeiffer.
At last I have been able to re-read and consider your recent letters. From what I have said in my
pamphlet it
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ought to be clear that I agree with you in a great many essential things, though I cannot accept
some of the conclusions you draw, because I do not see that they are in agreement with the
teaching in the Final Testament.
We have both a fairly wide knowledge of the literal sense of the revelation, but each one of us
bases his conception on apparently differing statements in the literal sense that we consider most
important, and so we come to different conclusions. We are both agreed that our
understanding of the Word must be based on the literal sense, and I dare hope that we are both
equally desirous and earnest in our endeavor to understand the teaching there given, and that we
do so for the sake of the truth and for the good it teaches us. A free and open exchange of our
differences of understanding, and on what they are founded on, should therefore be of benefit to
us both and also a means of opening the doctrine which is one with the understanding a man of
the Church has, or arrives at, of the Word.
I do differ from your understanding of man's reception and understanding of genuine truth as
being Divine, and the reason for this disagreement I think is to be found in the original
disagreement between us regarding the natural degree of the human mind and the development
of the rational and its functions.
I stated my understanding of this as clearly as I could in the last of the THREE STUDIES, with
many references to the literal teaching of the Final Testament. You have said that you have taken
that teaching in consideration in staling your position in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, which
therefore remains unaltered. You still apparently think that there is a natural, a spiritual, and a
celestial church, or will be in the New Church, each with its own doctrine, and these discretely
different. Therefore there are also these three discrete degrees in each of the three heavens with
no connection between them except by influx and correspondence.
I cannot see that this agrees with the teaching. I am aware that there are passages, or at least one
passage that I now recollect having read without being able to refer to work or number, which
apparently teaches that. But the specific teaching in DIVINE LOVE AND WISDOM 184—186
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is so plain and definite that it cannot be left out of consideration, and it is in harmony with what
is said of the natural degree of the mind and about the atmospheres in n. 184, in INTERCOURSE
16, and CORONIS 17.
Your reasoning with regard to man's reception of the Divine is very logical, but you draw
conclusions that I do not see can be drawn, if the character and function of the natural mind are
well considered and understood.
You agree with me that it is the natural degree of the mind that must be regenerated. It is in and
through the natural mind that man can feel the life he receives from the Lord, who is Life itself,
as if it were his own, and therefore regard the affections in his will and the thoughts of his
understanding as proper to the life he feels as his own. Man's consciousness on the natural degree
is in other worlds his proprium.

In the beginning when man was being created he was conscious on the celestial degree, and
when, after what corresponds to birth, he was given consciousness on the natural degree of the
mind, influx of good and truth from the Lord came directly through the open celestial degree into
his natural and gave him to perceive the correspondence of natural things to the good and truth
from the Lord that he was interiorly conscious of. Natural things became a revelation to his
natural mind, and gave him to feel that his affections and thoughts were his own, or that
they were part of his natural life.
As there can be no conjunction of God and man and of man with God unless man has a life that
he feels as his own, and which therefore is his proprium, his own proper life, such a proprium
was given him (A.C. 132, 134).
The proprium is necessary for a being destined to freedom of will and action according to his
reason. As long as the celestial degree was open, the influx of good and truth from the Lord were
adjoined to the proprium so that they and the proprium appeared to be one.
Man's freedom to live from himself or from the Lord presupposes an equilibrium between two
forces. Influx from the Lord through the open celestial degree gave man interior perception of
good and therefore of truth; revelation from without gave him knowledge of the good and the
wisdom from truth on the natural degree, and he therefore
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felt this good and. truth as his own. Man's proprium was vivified from the Lord's proprium (A.C.
149).
Conscious of life as it were his own, man desires to live from his own knowledge of good and
from the wisdom he feels as his own, and thus the equilibrium necessary for freedom was
created.
As men of the first church abused the freedom so given them by the Creator, their inner
perception of good and truth from Him gradually disappeared. The celestial degree of their
mind was gradually closed, man became consciously living only on the natural degree, and as the
inner perception failed, their knowledge of correspondences was lost, and they misinterpreted or
falsified the revelation through nature. The equilibrium was destroyed, and with that human
freedom. Since the flood the celestial and spiritual degrees of the mind are closed to man's
consciousness, and he lives on the natural degree, that is from his proprium in which there are
inherited tendencies to all evil. But in the natural degree of his mind, which is his proprium,
there are also implanted remains of good from the Lord. By instruction in truths from the Word
to the external memory knowledge of spiritual things can be given to the natural man, reason
from this knowledge can be developed, and thus equilibrium restored. Man can act from the
reason developed in his natural' mind by instruction in truths of the Word, or follow the
tendencies to evil in the same mind. The remains of good from the Lord in his proprium can be
kept alive and grow through this instruction, the influx from the Lord through the inner degrees
can reach these remains in the natural, and cause an affection for good that man has
consciousness of as his, that is, as belonging to his life here, and cause these affections to join
with the truths from the Word that he has knowledge of and understands. Then the Lord vivifies

man's proprium, reforming it, as man as of himself shuns the evils in his nature that he has
knowledge of from the Word.
And though this reformed and vivified proprium is from the Lord's proprium, it is still man's.
He feels it as his own proper life, and it is called angelic or heavenly (A.C. 252). "It is not
possible for the Lord to be in any angel or man. unless he in whom the Lord is with love and
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wisdom, perceives and feels these as his own." (D.L.W. 113—118; A.C. 1937, 2883).
The Lord is the Word. The good and truth revealed in the Word are the Lord. Received by man
they are the Lord in man, but man must receive them as of himself by the will in his reformed
proprium. and make them his own by living and loving them.
The new man so born is truly human from the Lord, created in His image and likeness.
Therefore he can love the Lord and what is good and true from the Lord in other men, and feel
this love as his own proper love.
In DIVINE LOVE AND WISDOM, n. 49, it is said: "With respect to God: to love and to be
loved in turn is not possible in relation to others in whom there is anything of infinity, or
anything of the Divine".
Conversely, if man's reception, understanding and love of truth and good, revealed to him in the
Word, were not human but Divine, would it be possible for man to love the Lord without that
love being a species of self love?
I know that you will say now that I am confounding the Divine from the Divine with the
Infinite Divine itself, or life from the only Life with that Life itself. On the other hand it seems to
me that the way you use the word Divine for a regenerated man, and for everything created from
the Divine, is more apt to confuse your readers and hearers and make them lose sense of the
distinction between the Divine and the human.
In reply to my supposition that your use of expressions like "essentially and purely Divine",
applied to things created human by the Lord, is the main cause of the non understanding of your
position that you find in others, who do not use the terms in the sense you do, but with
essentially and purely Divine mean the things that belong to the Divine itself, the Lord and the
Word, you say that "they are not aware of the cognition out of the Third Testament that not only
the Divine in itself is called Divine, but that also that which is from the Divine down to the very
last of creation is called Divine".
I think I can claim to have a fairly wide knowledge of what is said in the Final Testament of the
Lord to men, but from this knowledge I cannot subscribe to the above statement of yours.
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While all that proceeds from the Divine — Life, Good, Truth — is Divine and is called so, the
created things that receive the proceeding Divine are not called Divine. On the contrary created
things are always carefully distinguished from the Divine that creates them.
In this connection I would refer to DIVINE LOVE AND WISDOM 59, where it is said that
"Although the Divine is in all things and each of the created universe, still there is nothing of the
Divine itself in their esse; for the created universe is not God but from God; and because it is
from God His image is in it, as man's image in a mirror, in which indeed the man appears, but
still there is nothing of the man in it".
The same teaching is contained in DIVINE LOVE AND WISDOM 283. You say that a
regenerated man is Divine, and is so called. I cannot recollect a single statement that says so, or
gives any real basis for thinking so. I know you are familiar with n. 1906 of the ARCANA,
where we are taught so much and so illuminatingly about remains in man's natural mind. If
anything in created man could be called Divine, it would seem these remains would be worthy of
the name; they undoubtedly are from the Lord, implanted in man, celestial and spiritual remains
in the natural, by means of which a man can receive spiritual truth or faith. But there it is said
that these remains are not Divine but human.
I have expressed myself so fully regarding my understanding of what we are taught about the
natural mind and its reformation, because that will show you clearly the reason why I cannot see
with you when you say that "The genuine Doctrine of the Church, being spiritual out of celestial
origin, is born from that regenerated Divine human being in the living Church".
This it seems to me, implies that a regenerated man is rationally conscious on the spiritual
degree of the mind itself, and like the spiritual angels has light from the celestial heaven, and
that what he so sees is the genuine truth. A regenerate man would then have a genuine spiritual
rational, and in its light he would see truths that are hidden in the letter of the Divine Doctrine
itself, and in this way be able to draw out these hidden truths, thus giving birth to the Doctrine of
genuine truth.
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According to my reading of the Final Testament, man so long as he lives in the natural world is
conscious only on the natural degree of the mind. By instruction in truths of the Word his desire
for knowledge can be led to embrace spiritual things; his natural understanding can be
enlightened by the spiritual truths from the Lord that he knows and has some understanding of.
If the remains of good in his natural mind are awakened to activity by the vision of spiritual life
that the Word has given him, a new intellectual will is formed in his mind to live in accordance
with these truths; thereby he is led into struggle against the inherited and acquired evils, which
he must overcome as by his own efforts. It is the Lord's truth and good in his understanding and
will that gives him victory, but in the beginning of regeneration man does not know this because
he feels the truth and good that he has from the Lord in the Word as his own.

As regeneration proceeds the desire for good life will cause the man to read the Word with
constantly increasing desire for understanding its truths that lead to good, and he will see the
truths in a more interior way.
But as man's rational understanding is gradually developed by knowledge and observations of
natural things as well as by instruction from the Lord in the Word, he at first understands the
teaching of the Word naturally; and to his knowledge and understanding of the Word fallacies
adhere, which cause that the truths are not truths.
Still, these appearances of truth in the man's understanding, if they are not confirmed, will
serve for the growth of his rational, and as he continues to search for the truths of the Lord in the
Word for the sake of the good. ~ of life, his understanding will be more and more enlightened by
the spirit of the Lord; the fallacies will disappear, and his understanding of the Word become
more and more genuine.
The Doctrine of the Church is thus conceived in man by the spirit of the Lord's Divine Human,
when man in humility goes to the Word to be instructed.
It is born in him from the Lord, first as an understanding of truth in its most general aspects as it
is accommodated to the simple. This first rational understanding born in man bv the Lord is the
beginning of the human from
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the Lord's Divine Human, the Doctrine of the Church in man in that state; and as man
subordinates his natural mind to the light from the spiritual truths of the Word, submitting to its
teaching for the love of good, the inner degrees of the mind open more and more widely giving
passage to the influx from the Lord through them into the natural, bringing it into a different
state. The human rational thus grows, increases in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God
and man. A new proprium from the Lord is born in man which can receive from the Lord a
spiritual doctrine that has its origin in the Lord's love for man and carries His love within it.
The human understanding of the Divine Truth and the human reception of Divine Good, that is
the new will and understanding so created by the Lord, is the new proprium of man, the
receptacle of the Divine, but not Divine itself.
ALBERT BJORCK
P.S. After I had finished this letter your note referring to A. C. 10675 and 10703 came. I have
looked them up in my edition of the ARCANA and found that I had marked both in former
readings in connection with the subject before us, and had made annotations of them, and also of
10702, which contains the same teaching.
It seems to me that what is said there harmonizes with, and gives support to, the position I have
tried to express in the THREE STUDIES and in the present letter.
REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. THEO. PITCAIRN

June 22nd 1932.
Dear Mr. Pitcairn.
I must ask your forgiveness for not having acknowledged your two letters before this. I have
had three letters from Mr. Pfeiffer on the same subject, and I have endeavored to consider the
contents in all five and express my views in one letter to both of you.* In this letter, of which I
now send a copy to each one of you, I have tried to put my position in such a way that the
difference in
* See above DP. 88—95. ED.
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our positions, and the cause of that difference should become quite clear.
Before writing it I have given careful thought to the several passages in the Final Testament
that you and Mr. Pfeiffer have referred to, and I can only say that, as far as I am able to
understand, they all harmonize better with my position than with yours.
I dare hope that the position I have come to is equally with yours the result of an earnest desire
to understand the Divine Truth involved in the literal sense for the sake of the truth and the good
it teaches.
Besides the references given in the letter I would also call your attention to ARCANA
CELESTIA 10057, where the teaching concerning man's regeneration is so plainly given, and
also n. 10028, which gives much light on the Doctrine of the Church.
ALBERT BJORCK
REV. ERNST PFEIFFER TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
July 2nd 1932.
Dear Mr. Bjorck.
Please accept my thanks for your kind reply to my several letters.
I note that you still object to calling Divine not only the Divine in itself but also that which is
from the Divine. In your letter to Mr. Pitcairn of April 28th you say: "The power to cooperate
with the Lord.... belongs to man as a created being, and can never become Divine because it is
from the Divine". And in your present letter to me you say: "I cannot recollect a single statement
that says, or gives any real basis for thinking, that a regenerated man is called Divine". In my last
letters I have quoted repeatedly several such statements.
In ARCANA CELESTIA 9338 we read: "For Heaven is nothing else than Divine Truth
proceeding from the Lord's Divine Good; the Angels there are recipients of truth in good, and in
so far as they receive this, so far they make Heaven. And, which is an arcanum, the Lord does

not dwell with an Angel except in His Own with him. In like manner with man, for the Divine
must be in what is Divine, not in the proprium of anyone. This is meant by the words
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of the Lord concerning the union of Himself with those who are in the good of love, in John: 'In
that day ye shall know that I am in the Father, and ye in Me, and I in you. He that loveth Me
keepeth My word, and We will come unto him, and make a dwelling with him' (14 : 20, 23); and
in another place: 'The glory which Thou hast given Me I have given them; that they may be one,
as We are one; that the love wherewith Thou hast loved Me may be in them, and I in them' (17 :
22, 26)". In this passage it is literally taught: "The Divine must be in what is Divine". That
in man in which the Lord dwells is here plainly called Divine; thus plainly that in man which
receives the Lord, for before reception the Lord does not dwell in man; thus not only the Divine
which inflows, but also the human of man which receives. "Ye in Me and I in you". And indeed
how could it be otherwise, in view of the law that all influx is according to reception. If the
reception is not Divine, the influx also is not Divine. Moreover this passage says: "Heaven is
nothing else than Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord's Divine Good". Thus Heaven is
Divine; this is here plainly taught. But Heaven is not the Divine itself; it is a created thing which
receives the Divine; it certainly is not Divine in that sense in which alone you will allow the use
of this term. In your use of the terms "human" and "Divine" Heaven certainly is not "Divine" but
"human". Whether you take an individual man and an individual Angel, or whether you take the
Church and Heaven as a whole, it does not make the least difference; they remain finite and
created and cannot be compared with the Divine Human of the Lord itself. So we read in
ARCANA CELESTIA 6013: "The final end is that man should be a recipient of Divine good
from the Lord in particular, such as Heaven is in general". Heaven is thus called a recipient, and
Heaven is called Divine; and of man it is said that with him it is exactly the same, only in
particular. And in n. 5115 we read: "Man is a Heaven in least form. .. . But it is especially the
man who is being born anew, that is, who is being regenerated from the Lord, who is called a
Heaven".
You say: "While all that proceeds from the Divine — Life, Good, Truth — is Divine and is
called so, the created things that receive the proceeding Divine are not called
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Divine. On the contrary created things are always carefully distinguished from the Divine that
creates them". To this it must be answered that here the distinction is made between the
Creator who is Life in itself, and created nature which in itself is deprived of life and which,
apart from influx, therefore is dead in itself. This is the well known truth to which you here refer.
But since the essence of the truly human of man is the problem, and the conjunction of man with
the Lord, it seems to me it is beside the point to refer to that truth. For the human of man is not
simply a part of created dead nature, apart from all influx; it is indeed a finite created being, but
it is human only by virtue of the Divine influx; apart from that influx the human of
it would utterly be destroyed and then indeed become simply a part of created dead nature.
From the words of n. 9338 of the ARCANA CELESTIA: "The Lord does not dwell with an
Angel except in His Own with him; in like manner with man; for the Divine must be in what is

Divine", it can be plain that this law of the difference between the Uncreated and the created, can
here not have the application which you give to it. For the Lord can dwell with man only in
man's human; if not, He would not dwell with him at all. The uncreated dwells in the created, the
infinite in the finite; it has no sense to say that the uncreated dwells within the uncreated, or that
the infinite dwells within the infinite. And whereas it is here said that the Lord can dwell only in
His Own, and the Divine only in what is Divine, it therefore plainly follows that there is here an
application of the term Divine to that which is finite and created. Moreover you agree that "all
that proceeds from the Divine — Life, Good, Truth — is Divine and is called so"; but it ought
also to be realized that it has no meaning to speak of "good and truth with man proceeding from
the Lord" unless after reception; and that the influx and thus the quality of the good and truth
proceeding is entirely according to reception. In n. 4380 of the ARCANA we read: "Good and
truth cannot be predicated without a subject, which is man".
If you say: "The power to cooperate with the Lord belongs to man as a created being, and can
never become Divine because it is from the Divine", it seems that you were induced to this
conclusion by the thought of the
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difference between the Uncreated which is Life in itself and the created which is dead in itself.
But it seems that in making this conclusion you were lead into a contradiction with the truth that
the Divine can dwell only in what is Divine. From the words of the Lord quoted above: "Ye in
Me and I in you", and "That I may be in them", and "We will come unto him and make a
dwelling with him", it is plain that that in which the Lord dwells is that which receives Him; .and
it is that which receives Him which cooperates with Him. With the words "the Divine can dwell
only in that which is Divine", it is thus plainly said that that which must receive the Lord, can
receive Him only if it is Divine, and that that which must cooperate with the Lord, can cooperate
with Him only if it is Divine. And indeed it is a self-evident truth that man from his proprium
can never receive the Lord and can never cooperate with the Lord. He can indeed, after he has
been born anew, cooperate from his celestial proprium, but this is of the Lord alone with man.
Only that which is from the Lord with man can receive the Lord and cooperate with the Lord.
The application of the truth concerning the difference between the Uncreated which is Life and
the created which is dead to the problem of the power to cooperate with the Lord, in such a way
as to conclude that the power to cooperate can never become Divine, would lead to the
conclusion ' that that which is dead can cooperate with the Lord.
Another passage in which the human of man after regeneration is called Divine is the n. 3490 of
the ARCANA, to which Mr. Pitcairn drew your attention: "In the representative sense the
regeneration of man as to his natural is also here treated of, in which sense Esau is the good of
the natural, and Jacob the truth thereof, and yet both Divine".
That there is such a difference in the use of the term Divine in the letter of the Word should not
surprise or even disturb us. Nothing is more common than such apparent contradictions even in
the Third Testament, from which it is evident that also the Latin Word without Doctrine is not
understood. If then the full significance of the truth that "the Divine can dwell only in that which
is Divine" is realized, it is not difficult to see that in n. 59
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of DIVINE LOVE AND WISDOM, which you quote, the subject is an entirely different one.
The teaching there is that there is nothing of tine Divine in itself in the Esse of created things
(nihil Divini in se in illorum Esse); which is a plain truth, because otherwise there would be
more than one God. There is indeed nothing of the Divine in itself in the esse of the human of
man, and yet it is plain that after regeneration, by virtue of the Divine influx, the human of man
in which the Lord dwells is Divine and is called Divine, for the Divine can dwell only in that
which is Divine.
Similarly it is not difficult to see that in ARCANA CELESTIA, n. 1906, quoted by you, where
it is said that "the remains with man are not Divine but human", the difference is pointed out
between the Remains of the Lord which were states of Life itself, and the Remains of man which
are only conceivable together with a receiving vessel. This appears from the text itself: "But the
Remains with the Lord were all Divine states, ... they are not to be compared with the Remains
with man, for these are not Divine but human". From this it appears that the term Divine is here
used in the specific sense of the Divine Life in itself. But that the human Remains are truly
Divine and must necessarily be called so, if the term is used in the sense "from the Divine",
appears from the following consideration: Of the remains with man we read that "they are of the
Lord alone with man" (A.C. 8, 576, 1050). Now may I ask you whether you think that it can
seriously be maintained that that which is of the Lord alone may not be called Divine? By what
other word then could it ever be designated, if not by the word Divine? And in the
APOCALYPSE REVEALED 961 we literally read: "That which is from God is called Divine".
We further read that the remains with man are "all things of innocence, all things of charity, all
things of mercy, and all things of the truth of faith, which man has from the Lord" (A.C. 661)
and in n. 561: "Remains are... in one word all states of good and truth". I do not believe that
there can be any contention about the truth that that "which is of the Lord alone" is Divine and
must be called Divine; nor does it seem necessary to quote passages which teach that "all states
of good and truth" are Divine; they could be
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multiplied indefinitely; moreover you have yourself expressed agreement that "all that proceeds
from the Divine — Life, Good, Truth — is Divine and is called so". From which it follows
that the meaning of the term Divine in ARCANA CELESTIA 1906, "the remains with man are
not Divine but human", is a quite specific one, which must first be understood, and that it is not
possible to use it as a proof that genuine human states should not be called Divine.
In DIVINE PROVIDENCE, n. 52, we read: "But it must be known that the Divine in itself is in
the Lord, but that the Divine from itself is the Divine of the Lord in created things". It is indeed
true that created things in themselves are not Divine; this is your argument; but the point is that
the regenerated human of man is not merely a created thing in itself; it is a created thing into
which the Lord continually inflows and in which He dwells in His Own. For this reason the
regenerated human is of the Lord alone and thus Divine. As soon as man would ascribe the least
of it to himself, he would immediately cast himself out of Heaven. The fact that in the Word
itself the distinction is pointed out between the "Divine in itself" and the "Divine from itself",
makes it quite plain that in passages where simply the word "Divine" is used, it ought to be
discerned in which of the two senses it must be understood. If only the actual existence of this

difference in the meaning of the term Divine is realized, there can be no doubt about the question
in which one of the two senses it is used in the statement of the ARCANA, n. 1906, that
"Remains with man are not Divine but human". The difference of the two meanings becomes
quite evident from their respective opposites. The opposite of the primary meaning, which alone
you admit, is indeed the human; but the opposite of the derivative meaning, in which the term
has been used by us, is that which is of man's old proprium, thus disorderly and infernal.
If you say: "It seems to me that the way you use the word Divine for a regenerated man ... is apt
to confuse your readers and make them lose sense of the distinction between the Divine and the
human", I must reply what I have said in my previous letter, namely, that whereas the only issue
is the difference between that which is the
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Lord's with man and that which is of man's infernal proprium, or between that which from the
Lord with man is holy, orderly, genuine, pure, and perfect and that which from man's proprium is
infernal, disorderly, not genuine, impure, and imperfect, it is surprising to see the reader skip to
an entirely different proposition, which is foreign to the problem, namely the difference between
that which is Uncreated, Infinite, and Divine in itself, and that which is created, finite, and
human. And I must repeat that the skipping to this other issue is only possible because the reader
is ignorant of the cognition out of the Latin Testament that not only the Divine in itself is called
Divine, but also that which is from the Divine, by which of course I did not mean a created thing
apart from influx, but the Divine in created things (cf. D.P. 52). If it were not that from this
ignorance the reader with the term "Divine" always connects the concept of the Uncreated and
the Infinite, he could know from a simple reading of the articles published in DE HEMELSCHE
LEER that in speaking of the understanding and reception of the Doctrine being Divine, we
never have meant to say that it is uncreated an-d infinite. And similarly it seems that you
consider it necessary to draw our attention to the teaching that "though the reformed and vivified
proprium is from the Lord's proprium, it is still man's and he feels it as his own proper life, and
so forth, A.C. 252; D.L.W. 113—118; A.C. 1937, 2883". The articles published in DE
HEMELSCHE LEER contain no single word which is in opposition with this teaching; on the
contrary, from a simple reading it can be evident that it is fundamental to all our thought, and
self-evident, and self-understood. It is the leading idea of DE HEMELSCHE LEER that it is not
the Latin Word in itself that makes the Church, but the understanding of that Word or the
reception of it by the Church as from itself, if this reception by regeneration is Divine from the
Lord (S.S. 76—79). It is our leading thought that it is impossible to speak of the Doctrine of the
Church unless by virtue of the reception as of one's self; but you advocate the idea of a Divine
Doctrine of the Church while at the same time you hold that the reception of it is marred by
adhering falsities. In my previous letter I have already pointed out that in view of the law that all
influx-is ac-
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cording to reception, the statement that "the Doctrine of •the Church is Divine" loses all its
meaning, if at .the same time it is held that the reception of it is not Divine. I note, however, that
while in your previous letters you spoke of falsities adhering to the reception and understanding
of the Divine Doctrine of the Church, your last letter does not contain any such remarks; on the
contrary you yourself now bring forward confirmatory passages to prove that very thing which is
alone essential in our position, namely, that "the new man is truly human from the Lord", that his
new proprium "is from the Lord's proprium, and that it is called angelic or heavenly". These
remarks of yours now bring us for the first time to the real issue. The essence of the real issue
can only be seen if it is seen in the difference between "the celestial and angelic proprium which
is from the Lord and the infernal and diabolical proprium which is from one's self" (A.C. 252,
the number quoted by you in this connection). There should now be no further difficulty for our
mutual understanding, if only you will admit that no evils and falsities can ever adhere to this
"celestial and angelic proprium" which is "truly human from the Lord" and "from the Lord's own
proprium".
Even if, in spite of the preceding considerations, you would still insist on using the term
"Divine" only to denote that which is uncreated and infinite — as the Divine Human of the Lord
is uncreated and infinite — it makes no difference with regard to what is the real issue. Although
according to my understanding it is contrary to .the use which the Latin Word itself makes of
these terms, and although it therefore necessarily takes away from the full integrity and clearness
of the argument, in order to meet your difficulty I would suggest that in all those passages in our
articles where the term Divine is used in such a way that you object, instead of "Divine" you
simply read "of the Lord alone", or "celestial and angelic", or "truly human", or "orderly,
genuine, perfect, pure, and holy". If with this interchangement of terms you can agree with our
position, this is essentially all we want.
With this in mind, may I now return to those three points of my last letter, which I consider
essential for the understanding of the relation between the Third Testament and the Doctrine of
the New Church:
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1. The Divine of the Third Testament in itself alone is not sufficient to redeem and save the
human race and to build the New Church. Without that in man which is of the Lord alone, his
truly human, orderly, genuine, perfect, pure, and holy, new-born proprium, whereby the Divine
of the Third Testament is transferred from without man to within man, so as to become the
Divine Doctrine of the Church — for you allow the use of the term Divine in connection with the
Doctrine of the Church — the Word of the Third Testament remains closed and not understood;
there is no Church and no Salvation; the Second Coming the Lord has made in the Third
Testament is still of no avail.
2. That in man which is of the Lord alone, whereby the Divine of the Third Testament is
transferred from outside man to within man, comes into existence by his regeneration.
3. By regeneration a new man is conceived and born in man. By this new birth the old man is
not completely put aside at once; but nevertheless the evils and falsities which are still present in
the old man are extraneous to the new man. The new man is altogether of the Lord alone, he is
altogether truly human, orderly, genuine, perfect — although, of course, not perfect in the

infinite sense — pure, and holy. It is from the new man, and from the new man alone, that the
genuine Doctrine of the Church is born. From this it is evident that no falsities can adhere to the
genuine Doctrine of the Church, and so forth; please, look up the rest in my previous letter.
In all the places in these three points where originally the term "Divine" occurred in application
to the man of the Church, I have now replaced it by the terms "of the Lord alone", "holy", and so
forth. It is your position as developed in your letter to Mr. Pitcairn of April 14th, that the
Doctrine of the New Church — of which you admit that it ought to be distinguished from the
Latin Word — is Divine; you even say that "in a very real sense it is the Coming of the Lord to
the Church" (p. 77 of your recent pamphlet); but at the same time you hold that the reception of
it is "very imperfect" and the understanding of it "mixed with falsities". Keeping in mind the
preceding considerations I now should like to make the following two remarks
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with regard to this position. FIRST: To anyone who is familiar with the law that all influx is
according to reception (A.C. 5118; H.H. 569. and many other places), it must be plain that the
statement "the Doctrine of the Church is Divine" loses all its meaning if at the same time it is
held that the reception and understanding of it are mixed with evils and falsities. For there is no
sense in speaking of the Doctrine of the Church before it is received and understood; before
reception it is not the Doctrine of the Church but the Word itself. SECONDLY: Whereas in your
last letter you yourself pointed to the new, angelic and celestial, proprium, that it is "truly
human", and "of the Lord alone with man", and whereas it seems evident that if we are to speak
of the genuine Doctrine of the Church, this is possible only if its reception is in that new, truly
human proprium, which is of the Lord alone, and by no means if the reception is in the old
infernal proprium, or even if this latter would have the least part in the reception, does it then not
follow plainly and inevitably that if the statement "the Doctrine of the Church is Divine" is to
have any meaning, it involves that the reception and understanding of it must be of the Lord
alone with man, truly human, orderly, genuine, pure, and holy. It cannot but be free of all
imperfections — in the finite sense — it must be absolutely free of all falsities. We are
convinced that it would be more in agreement with the language of the Latin Word to say that it
must be Divine; but in order to meet your difficulty we are willing to use these other terms. May
I ask you to kindly give me an answer to these two points?
In your letter to me of May 20th you say: "As the Doctrine of the Church proceeds from the
Divine, it is Divine in men. Growing in the Church as a plant grows from a seed, it becomes the
finite image and likeness of the Divine Doctrine which is the Lord Himself as the Word. Thus
yon say: "The Doctrine is Divine in men". How can it be "in men" unless it has passed through
reception? You say "it grows as from a seed". How can it "grow" and how can it be "a seed", if
it is not a created thing? The infinite and the uncreated does not grow. And yet you call it Divine.
According to our position you are perfectly right in doing so, but how can you harmonize it
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with your own position, according to which that which is from the Divine may never be called
Divine? It is true that in a supereminent sense it may be said that the Divine Human of the
Lord Himself, when He was on earth, "grew as from a seed". But now the Divine Human of the
Lord is infinite, and though it is true that the genuine Doctrine and the seeds of it are from the
Divine Human of the Lord, nevertheless these seeds in the Church are finite and by no means to
be compared with the Infinite Seed from which the Divine Human grew, when the Lord was on
earth. Thus this passage from your letter of May 20th in reality is an exact statement of the
position propounded in the articles of DE HEMELSCHE LEER; but to us it appears in
contradiction with everything else which you have argued in your letters.
But from your own endeavour, as shown in your last letter, to demonstrate that the new-born
man is of the Lord alone with man, from the Lord's own proprium, truly human, "heavenly" —
that is, celestial — and angelic, and from your statement that "the human understanding of the
Divine Truth and the human reception of Divine Good, that is, the new will and understanding so
created by the Lord, is the new proprium of man, the receptacle of the Divine, but not Divine
itself", I now believe that the difference between our positions with regard to this point is not so
fundamental as it first appeared. For the old position is that the Divine of the Latin Word in
itself is sufficient to make that Word to be the real living Word not only in itself but also with the
Church, while the new position is that also the Latin Word is really the Word with the Church
only if it is received in a new will and a new understanding which is of the Lord alone with man,
thus genuine, orderly, pure and holy. This position is held because it is believed that the teaching
contained in the DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE, H. 77: "The Word
is the Word according to the understanding of it with man, that is, as it is understood; if it is not
understood, the Word is indeed called the Word, but with the man it is not the Word", must be
applied to the three Testaments alike. That this is one of the essential differences in the two
positions is plain from the fact that according to the one position it is held that such a reception
and
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understanding which is of the Lord alone, perfectly orderly, pure, and holy, in the actual Church
does never exist, but that it is always mixed with falsities; while according to the other it is held
that as far as the reception and understanding is not free of falsities, thus not of the Lord alone,
truly human, and holy, the Latin Word with man is not the Word. From certain remarks in your
previous letters there was the appearance as if your thoughts were in the line of the old position;
but from your last letter it seems to me that we agree as to this fundamental truth.
However, at the same time I realize that the real difficulties will not he removed before we have
come to an agreement with regard to the difference between the rational and the natural.. I hope
to write you on this subject within two or three days.
ERNST PFEIFFER
REV. THEO. PITCAIRN TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
July 6th 1932.
Dear Mr. Bjorok.

As I have been very busy on my paper for the Assembly I have delayed answering your letter.
In n. 2022 of the ARCANA CELESTIA we read: "To be to thee for a God. This signifies the
Lord's Divine in Himself"; and in n. 2023: "And to thy seed after thee. This signifies the Divine
thence derived with those who have faith in Him. . .. The Divine with those who have faith in
Him is love and charity". It is well known that an Angel is nothing but a form of faith and charity
from the Lord. In the above it is said their faith and charity which is with them from the Lord is
Divine. It is well known that all that is from the proprium even with the Angels is nothing but
evil and falsity; and the teaching is familiar that what is man's own cannot be commingled with
what is the Lord's, for if they were, profanation would take place; hence the Lord miraculously
separates what is of the Angels proprium from the faith and charity which make the Angelman,
and which in the above are said to be Divine.
What you say in your last letter would seem to exalt the innocence of ignorance or infancy of
the human race
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above the innocence of wisdom of old age. That a celestial Church like the Most Ancient Church
will again be raised up is taught in n. 10248 of the ARCANA: "I will set up the tent of David that
is fallen and will build according to the days of the age (Amos 9 : II); by days of the age is meant
the time when the Most Ancient Church was, which was celestial".
Doctrine out of the Word with the celestial Church is spoken of in the following numbers: A.C.
3880, 4606, 9144; A.R. 350; A.E. 119, 355. In n. 6304 of the ARCANA it is said: "And He shall
bring you back unto the land of your fathers. This signifies to the state of both Ancient
Churches".
The whole of the story of Ishmael, Isaac, and Joseph makes it clear that the exterior and interior
rational represented by these are not degrees of the natural mind, namely that mind the opening
of which makes the first Heaven; but that the Ishmael rational makes the spiritual and the Isaac
rational the celestial, as is evident from the following passages in the ARCANA: "Consequently
the celestial are signified, or those who are of the celestial Church; for the seed out of Isaac is
treated of" (n. 2085). "The spiritual become rational out of truth, but the celestial out of good; ...
the former are meant by Ishmael" (n. 2078, also n. 2087, 2088). "Now as by Isaac is represented
the Lord's Divine Rational, by him are also signified the celestial who are called heirs, and as by
Ishmael is represented the Lord's merely human rational, by him are signified also the spiritual
who are called sons" (n. 2661; see the whole number). "The rational is in a degree above the
natural" (n. 3209; see the whole number). The above is also taught throughout the story of
Isaac and Joseph. "Joseph represents the external of the rational" (n. 4570; see the whole
number). Joseph as the external of the rational is a discrete degree above Israel as the spiritual
from the natural. As an intermediate between these two is Benjamin, the spiritual of the celestial
which is intermediate between the spiritual from the internal natural, Israel, and the
celestial of the spiritual which is the external of the rational, Joseph. From the above it is
evident that if the New Church does not have the spiritual and celestial degrees actually opened,
it will have neither the rational
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that is represented by Ishmael, nor that represented by Isaac, nor that by Joseph.
I am very much looking forward to seeing you..
THEODORE PITCAIRN
REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. THEO. PITCAIRN
July 12th 1932. Dear
Mr. Pitcairn.
Thank you for your letter. I am also busy on my paper for the Assembly, and I want to get it
completed before I attempt to make any comments on your understanding of the teaching in the
ARCANA CELESTIA that you refer to. I will now only say that according to my understanding,
the Most Ancient Churches after Adam, that is, Seth and those named in the Genealogy of the
Lord as the Son of God down to Noah, were churches by virtue of, and according to, remains of
perception of good and therefore of truth from the Lord in their natural life as men on earth. That
perception was celestial remains in their natural mind. The churches of the Ancient Church down
to Abraham that are named in the Genealogy were churches by virtue of remains of good
through faith in the Word, through which they were instructed in truth as natural men. They are
all representative churches by virtue of those remains, while the Israelitish Church only
represented a church.
The Church must come down in man's will and understanding on the natural plane of the mind.
The Church and the heaven formed by men's reception of the Divine Word of the Lord's Second
Coming are therefore celestial natural or spiritual-natural, and therefore also, although below the
heavens of infancy and youth, churches and heavens in a fuller sense than the preceding ones,
because more fully the result of the cooperation of the natural mind of man with the Lord, from a
conscious effort on his own part to understand the Divine Truth and live according to it. So
doing the man of the Church returns into the former states of youth and infancy, and can
therefore progress to eternity ever nearer the Lord in innocent dependence on Him for all things,
and yet retain the experience gained in his struggle against evil during regeneration as a man on
earth to eternity.
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I have felt like saying this much now, as I evidently have expressed myself poorly in my former
letter, as you think what I said there would seem to show that I exalt the innocence of ignorance
of infancy above the innocence of wisdom of old age.
I shall be very glad indeed for the opportunity to have a good talk with you and Mr. Pfeiffer.
ALBERT BJORCK

REV. ERNST PFEIFFER TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
July 9th 1932. Dear Mr. Bjorck.
The difference between the rational and the natural, according to the teaching of the Latin Word
as we understand it, is indeed fundamental to the new position. It has first been pointed out by
Mr. Groeneveld on the basis of NINE QUESTIONS II, on pp. 38—43 of the first Fascicle of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER, and a short statement of the view is given on pp. 40—43 of the Third
Fascicle. It is there called: "One of the most interior and therefore also most hidden arguments in
connection with the Doctrine of the Church", and it is there said that: "If one is able to
understand this difference between the rational and the natural and their mutual relation, one has
understood the proper core of the Doctrine of the Church" (Third Fascicle, p. 40).
The essential difference between the rational and the natural and that they always are to be
viewed as two distinct things, can be seen from the truth that the rational soul is from the father,
while the natural is adjoined to it from the mother. Just as they are two things from a different
origin, so they always remain distinct, the rational being within and the natural without. This
truth is expressed for instance in the ARCANA CELESTIA, n. 3209, with the explicit words:
"The rational is in a degree above the natural".
Man's conscious life begins in the natural. The rational itself before and during regeneration is
above his conscious mind. In these preparatory states he receives only an influx from the
rational. The end in view, however, is that, with
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the help of this influx, he should wrestle his way through the whole of the natural, more and
more interiorly, so as to come above it, and enter at last the rational proper, in which he ought to
find his conscious life, while the natural ought to be below him as his servant. This end in view
is attained when man has become truly celestial, after having passed through all the previous
degrees of regeneration, which consist in a wrestling through the natural.
This truth may be confirmed by the teaching that "the interior rational constitutes the degree in
which the celestial Angels are, or in which the inmost or third Heaven is" (A.C. 5145); by the
teaching that "the fathers of the Most Ancient Church, who had perception, thought out of the
interior rational" (A.C. 1914); and by the teaching in n. 6240 of the ARCANA: "The intellectual
of the internal man is called the rational, but the intellectual of the external man is called the
natural; thus the rational is the internal and the natural the external; and they are amongst
themselves most distinct. But a truly rational man is no one but he who is called the celestial
man". From this explicit teaching it is plain that, if the concepts rational and natural are taken in
their strictest sense, the intellectual of man before he has become celestial is not rational but
natural. The rational is present with him only by influx, while the celestial man alone is in the
rational itself; for for the first time he has been elevated above the natural, after having
accomplished the whole wrestling through it.
In the Word this influx of the rational is simply called the rationality of man. And it is from this
fact that it is common that in the beginning one speaks of the rational and may have an elaborate
theory of the rational, without realizing in the least that it is only the influx of the rational into

the natural in the first states of regeneration one is dealing with, while the rational itself has not
yet been thought of as a distinct concept. So it is quite common to say that "the truths of the
Writings are rational truths", while in reality these truths in the letter of the Third Testament as
taken up by direct reading are nothing else than natural-rational truths which correspond to
genuine rational truths. For in the letter of the Third Testament the rational has been laid down in
the natural.
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Only with a celestial man they are truly rational truths. Everything which has been brought
forward against the possibility of the exposition of an internal sense in the Latin Testament, is
characterized by this mistaking of the influx of the rational into the natural for the rational proper
which belongs only to the celestial man. This truth then and this fact account for the manner in
which the position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER thus far has always been misunderstood and
misrepresented; the opponents being in the idea that the truths which a well-disposed reader
gathers from a direct reading of the Latin Word are in themselves properly rational truths; while
according to the new position it is held that only a celestial man can have properly rational
truths, which is the explicit teaching of the Latin Word (see A.C. 6240, the number quoted
above); and that therefore, according to the opening with the orderly means of the literal sense of
the Latin Word, there is .a natural Doctrine of the Church which teaches the genuine literal sense
of it, a spiritual Doctrine of the Church which teaches its spiritual sense, and a celestial Doctrine
of the Church which teaches its celestial sense.
From the reading of your letters and your pamphlet it appears that all your thought regarding
these problems is governed by the teaching that as long as man lives in this world he can be
conscious only in the natural degree of his mind and by no means in the two interior degrees as is
the case with the Angels. This is indeed an important truth; but it has nothing to do with the
problem of the difference between the consciousness of the natural and the spiritual man in the
natural alone, and the consciousness of the celestial man for the first time in the rational itself;
and it has thus nothing to do with the fact that there are three discrete degrees of Doctrine in the
Church. This is an entirely different series of things, and the insisting upon bringing it here into
application, cannot but have the result that the attention of the mind is arrested so that it sees
nothing but the problem of the difference between the state of man before and after the death of
the body, while its foremost interest ought to be concentrated upon the problem of the difference
between the state of man before and after regeneration. In my letter of March 16th, which I wrote
you as a result of my reading your
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pamphlet, I have already pointed this out in some detail; but in your reply you have not entered
upon my argument.
Your point which in all your thinking has been given such a predominant position, is this, that
as long as man lives in this world he is conscious only on the natural degree of the mind. It is

only after the death of the body that he can become conscious on the superior degrees. This is
what you evidently mean by your repeated remark in your letters and in your pamphlet that "this
is consistently and uniformly taught in all the works, and summed up and made clear to our
rational understanding in DIVINE LOVE AND WISDOM 256, 257" (see your letter to me of
February 17th 1931).
The basis of this teaching is that there are three discrete degrees of the human mind, the
celestial, the spiritual, and the natural (D.L.W. 232); that the natural degree viewed in itself is
continuous (D.L.W. 256); and that man, as long as he lives in the world, is in the natural degree,
which is the last, and he then thinks, wills, speaks, and acts out of that degree (D.L.W. 238); and
that the human wisdom, which is natural as long as man lives in the natural world, can by no
means be elevated into angelic wisdom, which is of the superior degrees (D.L.W. 257 § 4).
This teaching, if kept in its proper place, is indeed very important; and as to its meaning it is
quite clear; it refers to the difference between the celestial, the spiritual, and the natural degrees
of the mind, and it contains the outlook that the life and wisdom which awaits a regenerated man
after death is so supereminent that no man can ever conceive of its glory. If the true meaning of
what has been said in DE HEMELSCHE LEER on the difference between the natural Doctrine,
the spiritual Doctrine, and the celestial Doctrine of the Church, has been seen, it will be evident
that it is in no way in contradiction with this teaching. For it ought to be realized that though it is
of the greatest importance that the natural and the rational should be seen as two entirely distinct
things, according to what I have said in the first part of this letter, nevertheless, if the relation of
the three discrete degrees of altitude — celestial, spiritual, and natural — is the subject under
consideration, then, of course, both the natural and the rational belong to the natural degree. For,
although the
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teaching is that the rational proper, or the interior rational, constitutes the celestial degree of the
human mind (A.C. 5145, see also n. 1914), nevertheless the rational is not the celestial degree in
itself, but it is that inmost of the natural degree which by regeneration, through influx from the
celestial degree and thus by correspondence with it, has become the dwelling-place in the natural
degree for the celestial degree. This is according to the teaching: "That the natural degree of the
human mind viewed in itself is continuous, but that through correspondence with the two higher
degrees, if it is elevated, it appears as if discrete" (D.L.W. 256, chapter-heading). This is what I
meant by the "very real apparent discreteness of the natural mind" in my letter to you of March
16th, the true purport of which, however, evidently seems to have escaped your attention. If a
man becomes spiritual, in that the spiritual degree with him is opened (D.L.W. 252), he does
indeed "not exchange the natural degree of his mind for a spiritual degree" as you say in your
paper on The Rational, its Origin and Growth-, he remains in the natural degree; but nevertheless
there is now formed in it the appearance of a discreteness, so much so that there is no relation
between the different apparently discrete degrees in the natural than that of correspondence. The
apparently discrete degrees of the natural which are formed through correspondence with the
superior degrees by influx are called the interior natural, the exterior rational, and the interior
rational. These degrees make the basis of the interior degrees not only with man but also with the
Angels, as is plainly taught in n. 5145 of the ARCANA. Even the Angels must have a basis in
the natural degree; otherwise they would be infinite; and it is for this reason that man must first
be born in the natural world. For although it is true that a man when after death he becomes an

Angel of the spiritual Heaven, for the first time becomes conscious in the spiritual degree itself,
and that a man when after death he becomes an Angel of the celestial Heaven, for the first time
becomes conscious in the celestial degree itself — while both of them as long as they lived in the
world were conscious only in the natural degree — nevertheless it is not the spiritual degree
itself or the celestial degree itself, which makes a spiritual or a celestial Angel,
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but the qualification of the natural degree by influx from. and correspondence with the superior
degrees. For it is the natural degree, and not the superior degrees, which must be regenerated. It
is the exterior rational and the interior rational — which both belong to the natural degree —
which make the spiritual and the celestial Heaven respectively (see A.C. 5145).
When man is regenerated in the first degree, so as to come as to his mind into the society of the
Angels of the ultimate Heaven, he indeed remains conscious only in the natural degree, but
through correspondence there is formed in his natural mind the interior natural, into which
another man can never come and in the concepts of which another man can never have part,
unless he has gone through the same degree of regeneration. When a man is regenerated in the
second degree, so as to come as to his mind into the society of the Angels of the second Heaven,
he indeed remains conscious only in the natural degree, but through correspondence there is
formed in his natural mind the next higher apparently discrete degree, which is the exterior
rational, into which another man can never come and in the concepts of which another man can
never have part, unless he has gone through the same degrees of regeneration. And likewise,
when a man is regenerated in the third degree, he. indeed remains conscious only in the
natural degree, but through correspondence there is formed in his natural mind the highest
apparently discrete degree of it, which is the interior rational, for the first time a dwelling-place
in the natural degree for the celestial degree, into which another man can never come and in the
concepts of which another man can never have part, unless he has also gone through all the
degrees of regeneration.
That there are not only the three degrees of the three Heavens, but accordingly also three
degrees which make a discrete distinction between the men of the Church, is taught in n. 4154 of
the ARCANA CELESTIA: "The goods and truths of the internal man are of threefold degrees,
such as exist in the three Heavens; and the goods and truths of the external man are also of
threefold degrees, and correspond to the internal ones. . . . These goods and truths of threefold
degrees pertain to the external man, and they correspond to so many goods and truths of the
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internal man. The goods and truths of all the degrees are entirely distinct from each other, and
are not in the least confused; those which are interior are component and those which are exterior
are composite". Here you have an exact description of the three discrete degrees of truths in the
Church, thus even with man as long as he lives in this world. The discreteness is most aptly
described in this that the truths of a higher degree are the components and those of the next lower

degree are their composites, of which qualification we can see at once that it is applicable not
only to the degrees into which man comes after death, but just as much to the natural degree.
Yea, it is only in the natural degree that such a discreteness can find its foundation, for the
superior degrees regarded in themselves, apart from their foundation in the natural degree, are as
it were infinite; which is the reason that regeneration is of the natural degree and must take place
as long as man lives in this world. The fact that man after death may come into one of the three
discrete Heavens is entirely dependent on the fact that while living in the world those basic
discrete degrees in his natural mind have been formed. The difference between the natural, the
spiritual, and the celestial Doctrine of the Church is therefore not that those. who are in the
natural Doctrine are conscious only in the natural degree, while those who are in the spiritual
Doctrine have become conscious in the spiritual degree of the mind itself, and those who are in
the celestial Doctrine have become conscious in the celestial degree of the mind itself. This
would indeed be a great error, which would take away the truth that the wisdom of the Angels
transcends the wisdom even of a celestial man. There is no doubt that this is the impression
which you have received from reading DE HEMELSCHE LEER. But I trust that it will now be
plain to you that this has never been the position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER. The difference
between the three discrete degrees of the Doctrine of the Church lies altogether in the
discreteness of the natural mind through correspondence with the interior degrees. From what is
said in the ARCANA, n. 4154, of a higher discrete degree of the natural being the component of
the lower discrete degree, and this the composite of the higher, it can be plain that there is such a
great difference between the
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discrete degrees of the Doctrine of the Church, that they are "most distinct and never are
confused", and man can come into these degrees only by regeneration. 'The truths of a higher
degree remain hidden and inaccessible to a man who is regenerated only in a lower degree.
Nevertheless, the truths of the Angels who are in the spiritual or the celestial itself, always
exceed by several discrete degrees the truths of men even of the higher degrees, as long as they
live in this world.
From the preceding considerations it may be -seen that correspondences must also be applied in
the exegesis of the Third Testament. The only application which you apparently allow as
expressed on p. 68 of your pamphlet. is that "the internal sense as it is with the angels cannot be
seen by men, but it can be seen in a corresponding form by men". This indeed is true, but the
teaching is that also the natural mind, by the opening of the superior minds, is at last divided into
three "most distinct degrees, which are by no means to be confused" (A.C. 4154); and then also
between these degrees there is no relation except that of correspondence. That there are such
genuine correspondences not only between the natural degree in itself and the spiritual and
celestial degrees in themselves, but also, through influx and by correspondence, in the natural
degree itself, yea, even in the corporeal degree, is plain from the correspondence between
muscles, which are composites, bundles of fibers of which they are composed, and single fibers,
within these, which are the first components. It is the explicit teaching of the Latin Word that
these are genuine discrete degrees, between which there is no relation except that of
correspondence; and yet they are all within the corporeal plane. Another example is that of the
three degrees of the blood.

It is exactly the same with the letter of the Latin Word. Those who judge about its internals
simply from direct reading remain only in the outermost generals. The rational there is laid down
in the natural. Those who have a genuine understanding of its natural sense are in rationalnatural truths; but only after the death of the body do they come into the light of the ultimate
Heaven itself. Those who with the orderly means have opened that letter in the second degree are
in exterior rational truths;
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but only after the death of the body do they come into the light of the second Heaven itself.
Those who with the orderly means have opened the letter in the third degree are in interior
rational truths; but only after the death of the body do they come into the light of the third
Heaven itself. To those who have understood this discreteness also of the natural degree, it is
quite plain that a knowledge of correspondences is indispensable also for the exegesis of the
Third Testament.
From all these considerations it may now be clear to you that when you said on a certain
occasion, by way of an objection against DE HEMELSCHE LEER: That "no matter how interior
man may become, he will never see exactly that which the Angels see and perceive", * your
understanding of the position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER was not according to the actual facts,
for DE HEMELSCHE LEER has never held such a view. And I cannot but believe that the great
stress which you laid on the truth that as long « as man lives in this world he cannot come into
spiritual or celestial truth itself, which you did to prove that also the Third Testament has a letter,
induced you to lose sight of the different degrees of truth in which man by regeneration must
come while living in this world.
I also hope it has now become clear that the words in your last letter to me: "(your position) it
seems to me, implies that a regenerated man is rationally conscious on the spiritual degree of the
mind itself", are based on the same misunderstanding. It may now be plain to you that we do not
hold this view. Nevertheless, if the teaching of the opening of the degrees of the mind is fully
seen, it appears to be a genuine truth, that after a man has been regenerated in the second degree
he then has "a genuine spiritual rational, and in its light he can see truths that are hidden in the
letter of the Divine Doctrine itself, and in this way be able to draw out these hidden truths, thus
giving birth to the Doctrine of genuine truth" (see the same place in your last letter). This truth is
plainly taught in the Latin Word. Nothing is more common there than that the exterior rational is
called "the spiritual rational", although it is always self-understood that this
spiritual
* See NEW CHURCH LIFE 1931: 675.
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rational is not the spiritual itself in which the spiritual Angels are, but only the external of it;
nevertheless discretely distinct from the interior natural in which are those of the natural Church,
who believe that the letter of the Word is the Doctrine of the Church itself. So in the ARCANA
CELESTIA, n. 10584, we read: "Those are said to see the back-parts of Jehovah and not His

face, who believe and adore the Word, but only its external which is the sense of the letter, and
do not penetrate more interiorly, as do those who have been enlightened, and who make for
themselves Doctrine out of the Word, by which they may see its genuine sense, thus
its interior sense". If it is here said that those who are enlightened make for themselves Doctrine
out of the Word, what else can this mean, than that genuine Doctrine is born in them from the
Lord; genuine Doctrine certainly cannot be born from their infernal proprium.
If you say: "I cannot see with you when you say that 'the genuine Doctrine of the Church, being
spiritual out of celestial origin, is born ... in the living Church' ", it seems to me that you have not
yet paid attention to this teaching in the 20th and 26th chapters of Genesis, where it is plainly
given. These are not our words, but the very words of the Latin World itself. How great your
misunderstanding of our position is, appears from the following words in your letter to me of
May 1st: "Such expressions seem to embody the idea that you not only speak from the Lord, but
that it is the Lord Himself who speaks through you. If so, then indeed your magazine would be a
New Word of the Lord, giving the internal sense of the Latin Word". The leading idea of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER is that also the Latin Word without Doctrine is as a candlestick without
light (S. S. 50-61); and that the genuine Doctrine of the Church is spiritual out of celestial origin,
but not out of rational origin; and that the Lord is that Doctrine itself (cf. A.C. 2496, 2497, 2510,
2516, 2533, 2859; A.E. 19). If the meaning of these leading theses (see Third Fascicle, p. 2) is
understood, it will be clear that there has never in the least been the idea that the Doctrine of the
Church is "a New Word".
I feel that I should dwell in detail on another misunderstanding, namely that you believe that
according to our
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position we come to the number of nine Heavens. But time forbids. I can only express the hope
that you will not base further conclusions on this belief, because I can assure you .it is another
misunderstanding. I hope to find the occasion at another time to show you this in detail, although
I believe that if the foregoing remarks are seen in their application to the order of the Heavens,
the misunderstanding may already have been removed.
ERNST PFEIFFER
REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. ERNST PFEIFFER
July 13th 1932.
Dear Mr. Pfeiffer.
In trying to answer your letter I hardly know where to begin. It does not appear to me to be of
much use to take up the details of your reasoning in the first part of your letter, by which you try
to show that the human understanding and reception of good and truth from the Lord are Divine
just as this good and truth is Divine, and that this is the teaching of the Latin Word. As I see it, it
is your interpretation of the teaching, while I interpret it differently. I do not doubt that your
interpretation to you seems so logically necessary that it is the teaching itself, though it does not
seem so to me. As you say later on, that is not. the real issue. Interiorly we may have the same

idea, though in giving it form in thoughts and words we each have different phases of the Divine
teaching in mind, and therefore express the idea differently.
You say: "There should be no further difficulty for our mutual understanding, if you only will
admit that no evils or falsities can ever adhere to this 'celestial and angelic proprium', which is
'truly human from the Lord' and 'from the Lord's proprium' ".
I do admit this. The truth of it has never been questioned in my mind, though you may have
thought so from what I have said with regard to the Doctrine of the Church, that it may include
fallacies.
The difficulty for our mutual understanding remains notwithstanding this my admission, and in
spite of the fact that we do agree in many essential points.
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Before I resigned from the CONVENTION and joined the GENERAL CHURCH, after I had
come to see clearly that the Writings are the Word of the Lord, I understood that this Word like
the former revelations of Divine Truth would be of no avail for the establishment of the Lord's
New Church, unless the good and truth from the Lord there revealed were received by men in
their affections, thoughts and lives; that they cannot be so received except in the measure that
men understand the Word; and that therefore the Doctrine of the Church is according to its
understanding of the Word; therefore that the Word is not the Doctrine of the Church, which is to
be drawn from the Word. When the understanding in the Church of what is said in the Word is
genuine, the Doctrine of the Church is Divine, because it is the good and truth of the Lord
received by human affections and thoughts, living in them, and deciding or guiding men's
thoughts, motives and affections in their natural life.
The Divine Good and Truth in the Word is the Lord Himself in His infinite Divine Human.
Divine Good and Truth revealed in the Word, that is the Lord's Divine Human received by men,
is the infinite finited in them, in their affections, thoughts, and lives. To this finited Divine Good
and Truth in men, the Divine Human of the Lord can come and dwell. Therefore the Lord
Himself is the inmost in the Church and in the heavens, though to men and angels He appears to
be above them.
The Divine Truth in the Word is the seed; the proprium of man is the soil; received there it can
grow, mature and bear fruit in different measures — first the stalk, then the ear, and at last the
full corn in the ear.
The difficulty in the way for our mutual understanding arises from different conceptions of
what constitutes the human proprium; and these different conceptions are caused, I believe, by
our different views of the natural degree of the human mind and how it functions in the states of
reformation and regeneration.
After the end of the Most Ancient Church, when men no longer had any interior perception
from the Lord of what is good, and therefore what is true, men are born in ignorance, and all
knowledge must be given them from without to the slowly growing natural faculty of
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understanding. Influx from the Lord through heaven can give them no knowledge of good and
truth. They must be instructed by means of the Word in an external form, and as they are
conscious only on the natural degree of the mind, the revelation of good and truth is
accommodated to the state of that degree.
This degree is man's proprium. In it are inherited tendencies to all kinds of evil. In it are
remains from the Most Ancient and the Ancient Churches, or from the Lord through them. Men
and animals alike are created with a natural disposition to love others and a natural desire to
know things. Men differ from animals in this that the human natural disposition to love others
can be directed to the good of eternal life and the human desire to know can be directed to the
truths of eternal life. Good and evil alike are so created, and with good and evil alike this natural
disposition has from the Lord the faculty of reacting to the influx from Him through the heavens,
which in the beginning came directly and immediately to their conscious life, but after the flood
can come only as they receive instruction from the Word about eternal life, given to their natural
mind.
Influx from the celestial heaven preserves during infancy this faculty of reacting to good
affections, and the angels present keep as far as possible the tendencies to love of self away, or in
a state of innocence.
When the natural memory and the embryonic understanding have by life in the world been
developed to a state that enables the infant to receive instruction from the Word in Divine Truth,
spiritual angels are present with the child endeavoring to imbue the child with their love of truth,
and by the truths the child is instructed in to give form and quality to the disposition to love
others in the child's nature.
The knowledge and understanding of truth developed through instruction is natural, of the same
quality as the child's knowledge and understanding of natural things, as long as it is only of the
memory and thought from memory. If during growth the remains of good in the affections have
caused the child or youth to pay particular attention to some truths, so that he thinks of them
from affection, then his understanding is taking on a spiritual quality.
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and this understanding is giving form and quality to the affections for good in the natural
disposition.
But not until the natural faculty of understanding has been developed to a state which allows
the growing youth to think of the truths in the Word he has been instructed in from himself, can
he have any real faith in these truths, that is, a faith that is his own apart from the faith he has in
the knowledge and wisdom of his teachers. Not before that can he be said to have any rationality
that can be elevated and illumined by revealed Divine Truth, thereby receiving an interior or

spiritual quality. Then firstcan the state of regeneration as distinct from reformation really begin,
as he then can begin to compel himself to think and act from the truths he knows, understands
and has faith in.
By thus compelling himself, affections for good that he has become conscious of in his
understanding can become of his will as a natural being, and be kept entirely apart from the
inherited tendencies to evil.
It is true that the Lord does this, because He inflows in the affections for good in man's
proprium and removes the affections for evil in the same proprium, so giving to man's proprium
a spiritual and heavenly quality, and that man must acknowledge this and that of himself he can
do nothing. But this acknowledgement is not possible until his understanding has been instructed
from the Word that it is so, and his own reason sees it in the light from the Word, or, as he
advances in regeneration, he perceives and feels that it is so.
This understanding of truths from the Word has by instruction been given to his natural faculty
of understanding, and the will to live according to them is given to his natural faculty of willing,
that is, to the faculties he is created with as a human being, and which all men are created with,
those who receive instruction from the Word and compel themselves to live from it, and those
who do not.
The will and the understanding constitute the natural mind of all men. In the regenerating man
they receive an interior quality from the Lord that is truly human. This natural mind of man is
after the death of the body the spirit that lives its own life, in heaven or in hell according to its
quality. The regenerating man lives in one of the
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heavens as an individual part of the Grand Man, performing a use and therefore in a place as part
of an organ in the Grand Man that his reception of Good and Truth from the Lord has fitted him
for.
His heavenly or truly human quality is from the Lord's good and truth received by the remains
of good in his natural disposition, that is, the proprium he is created with which has received
instruction from the Word and thereby has been given truly human quality and form. That
proprium is from the proprium of the Lord's Divine Human because from the Word that is the
Divine Human.
You may of course, if you like, call this proprium Divine without in your own mind confusing
it with the Divine Human, the created with the uncreated, the finite with the infinite, but when
you do so you will unavoidably be misunderstood by others who have not from the beginning
been with you, participating in the development of your thought and thereby enabled to
understand the meaning you put into it.
July 15th.

I had written the above when I received your second letter. I have read it with great interest as it
seems to open a way for a better mutual understanding, though there are still some things that T
cannot see with you. I will try to write you as soon as possible.
ALBERT BJORCK
REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. ERNST PFEIFFEB
July 19th 1932.
Dear Mr. Pfeiffer.
I have re-read Mr. Groeneveld's address The Coming of the Lord in the Doctrine of the Church,
and also your comments on it in the Third Fascicle, p. 40.
What Mr. Groeneveld says I have always found interesting, and generally I have felt in
agreement. But I may not have got his idea quite correctly. I notice in re-reading what you say in
the Third Fascicle that I have put a question mark after the sentences on the bottom of p. 41:
"The rational or the internal man with him, which is the Lord's, before and during regeneration
makes itself felt
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only by an unconscious influx. For that rational in itself is the proper celestial with
man, since the rational in itself or the interior rational makes the third. Heaven (cf. A.C.
5145). It is therefore clear that man, before he has become celestial, does not live in the rational
but only receives an influx from the rational".
I have always understood the words in Swedenborg's letter to Rev. Hartley to mean that the
rational existing by means of influx from the Lord into the celestial and spiritual heavens at the
time when the Lord was born man on earth corresponds to the rational during infancy and
boyhood in a man who is being reformed or in the first state of ~generation,, when the remains of
good in his natural mind receive influx from the Lord through the heavens. These remains are
kept alive and augmented by means of instruction in truths, and .thus the natural mind is being
reformed in preparation for regeneration. The rational during that state cannot be said to be the
child's or youth's own rational, but is in him from others through his faith in parents and teachers
and from that in the truth of what they teach him. Not until he commences to think for himself
about and from these truths he has been instructed in, can he be said to have a rational
understanding of his own; and not until he obeys the truths because he has faith in them from his
own reason, can he be said to have a rational will of his own; and not until then can the state of
regeneration begin. This I see implied in the statement that "the rational is predicated solely of
the celestial and spiritual natural".
In other words, as the natural understanding is instructed in Divine Truth, and elevated and
illumined by this truth can it become spiritual in quality; and not until the natural faculty of
willing obeys the truth rationally understood can it take on a spiritual quality.

"Rationality itself is from spiritual light, and not at all from natural light" (D.P. 167). Even
those in hell see from spiritual light, but according to the structure of their understanding.
"The faculty of receiving spiritual light is what is meant by rationality. From this faculty man
has not only the power of thinking but also of speaking from thoughts" (D.L.W. 247).
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In his natural understanding is inherent from creation the faculty of receiving spiritual light, but
he can receive this light from heaven or from hell. From both and from nature influx comes to
man's desire to know, but the influx from the Lord through heaven can reach the desire for
knowledge in his natural mind only by the means of the Word in a natural or literal form, which
his natural understanding can be instructed from in the same way as it can learn history,
geography, physiology or any natural science. Unless there were such a Word, men in the world
could have no knowledge of anything pertaining to eternal life; and without knowledge of that
there could not come to man any desire to live differently from what his physical existence and
needs would seem to him to demand. Such things as charity and love, mercy and justice, would
not exist for any length of time if the Word were taken away from the world, and men would
become worse than animals.
"The faculty of rationality man has from creation. This faculty consists in understanding things
interiorly, and in drawing conclusions concerning what is good and true" (D.L.W. 413).
When man is born he has no perception or knowledge of good or truth or anything else. He has
the embryo of a mind which is slowly developed through sense impressions from without. In this
mind there are implanted certain faculties which slowly grow, memory, will and understanding.
As they grow they take on form and quality according to inherited and acquired tendencies,
instruction, discipline, and man's own exertions. The interior tendencies of the mind man inherits
from his father, the exterior form and quality from the mother. The interior mind from the father
tends to all evil. The rational is according to the interior of the natural understanding, and by
inheritance all men's natural will and understanding are directed by the love of self.
The rational inherited from the father is the rational of self love. Therefore another rational
must be born in man, that is, he must learn to think from another source. There is only one
source from which truly rational thoughts can be born in man's natural understanding
or faculty of thinking, and that source is Divine Truth revealed in a
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form accommodated to that faculty in man's natural mind. Divine Truth so revealed is the Word
with men on earth.
The Divine Truths in the Word are from the Lord and are the Lord, and the thoughts born in
man's understanding from them are conceived by the Lord, our heavenly Father; they are sons of

God. But before such thoughts can be conceived and born from the Spirit of the Lord in man's
natural mind, it must be given a quality and form that makes it willing to receive the Spirit of the
Lord. That quality and form is given to man's understanding by the Church as the mother by
means of instruction from the Word and in doctrine from the Word.
The rational thoughts born from the Word in man's natural faculty of thinking are of a nature
discretely distinct from all thoughts born to the rational from the human father, but the faculty of
understanding which is instructed from the Word, and in which these thoughts are born and
grow, is the faculty of the mind that all men have from creation.
The affections for good, born in man's natural faculty of loving, when man shuns what
instruction from the Word has shown his understanding is evil, are of a nature discretely distinct
from the affections his inheritance from human parents inclines him to harbor. They are as
distinct as heaven is distinct from hell, but they are affections born in the natural will's faculty of
loving that all men are created with.
They are born from the Lord, first in man's intellectual part as understanding of what is evil by
instruction from the Word, and as man obeys the affection for good in the understanding, the
affections pertaining to love of self are one by one crowded to one side and affections for good
and truth are made room for in man's natural will.
This, as I understand it, is the plain general teaching of the Final Testament, and all particulars
in the teaching of man's regeneration seem to me in perfect harmony with this general, and aid us
to see it more clearly.
When writing this I have had in mind particularly DIVINE LOVE AND WISDOM, n. 394—
432, and ARCANA CELESTIA, n. 2715—2718, 10028, 10057.
In CONJUGIAL LOVE, n. 495, it says: "A man is reformed by his understanding, which is
done through the knowledge
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of good and truth, and a rational intuition thereby. If a man inspects rationally these truths and
lives according to them, the love of the will is elevated at the same time". The same is said in
THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION, n. 571, 587, and many other numbers. In n. 589 it says:
"He is reformed who is in affection for truth for the sake of truth; for this affection conjoins itself
with the will; and if it progresses, it conjoins the will to the understanding and then begins
regeneration".
To me all this teaching conveys the idea that in the natural mind man is created, with there are
certain faculties which can respond to the mediate and immediate influx of life from the
Lord through the Word and through heaven; and that these faculties in the natural degree are the
beginnings of the spiritual and celestial degrees of the human mind. When they respond to the
teaching of the Word and to the influx through heaven, they become the internal degrees of the
natural, and as the external of the natural is ruled by this internal and brought into
correspondence with it, man becomes spiritual natural or celestial-natural, of whom alone true
rationality from the Divine Rational of the Lord's Divine Human can be predicated.

The understanding of truth leads in the first state; the will to do according to the truths in the
understanding leads in the second state; and as progress is made love for the truth of the Lord
comes down in man's will and gives perception that what the Word teaches is really true and
good.
This perception is also in the elevated and illumined natural mind, for such as the quality of
man's will and understanding is when he is living in the natural world, such is his spirit when it
leaves the body. Man's will and understanding constitute his mind, and his mind is his spirit. It is
the natural mind which in regeneration becomes spiritual or celestial as to quality.
The perception a celestial-natural man has is joined to his understanding of the Word; he sees
there continually truths that he had not seen before, but he never perceives truths that his
understanding of the letter of the Word does not give him to perceive.
As the understanding is a faculty of the natural mind,
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it is contingent not only on the progress in regeneration but also on hereditary and acquired
character. The knowledge of correspondences gives great aid for the understanding of the Word
and a rational comprehension of its teaching, because it is the science of sciences, and the greater
the knowledge of all science the mind has, the clearer and more rational should its ability to
think be.
But the Lord in His Second Coming has given us a Word which in its very letter reveals Divine
Truths in such a way that man's understanding can see them, be elevated and illumined by them,
and so see more, and this to eternity.
I may misunderstand your position. Very likely I do, as your position in the light of some of the
things you say in your last letter does not appear to differ very much from that I have tried to put
forward in the above. Other things said, however, give me the impression that you postulate a
celestial and a spiritual degree of the human mind from conception which are in perfect
correspondence with the celestial and spiritual heavens, and that, as man's natural degree is
becoming regenerated so that he loves the truths of the literal sense and the good they teach, his
spiritual degree opens, and he from that degree sees spiritual truths hidden in the letter, and
similarly with the celestial degree.
This letter will no doubt disappoint you, because I have not taken up the different points in your
letter one by one in order. But to do that would have taken me much longer time than I at present
have at my disposal. I have therefore chosen to try to express my position in such a way that you
from that will understand the reasons why I cannot agree with you, when you call the human
reception and understanding of the good and truth from the Lord, Divine. Also why I cannot
agree with your thought of the application of correspondences in unfolding the spiritual sense of
the Latin Word.
Finally I will say that when I in a letter to you said: "Such expressions seem to embody the idea
that you not only speak from the Lord but that it is the Lord Himself who speaks through you. If
so, then indeed your magazine would be a New Word of the Lord, giving the internal sense of

the Latin Word", I did not mean to say that I thought this was your position, but that men reading
what
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is said in DE HEMELSCHE LEER might easily understand it to mean that, and that the form of
expressions used would give them a certain justification for thinking so.
I cannot stop for more now except to point out that you and I both in some instances base our
different understanding on the same statements in the Latin Word, showing that our
understanding of what is implied in these statements differs. A man's understanding of the Word
is his doctrine. We cannot both be right. Some false conception or fallacious conclusion must
adhere to the doctrine one of us has drawn from the Word. If you make the understanding
entirely dependent on regeneration, you cannot speak of the Doctrine you have drawn as the
Divine Doctrine without implying that the other understanding is from a more imperfect state of
regeneration.
ALBERT BJORCK
REV. THEO. PITCAIRN TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
July 20th 1932.
Dear Mr. Bjorck.
I believe you will find the following numbers in the APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED, of
especial interest at this time:
"Nothing of the understanding and perception of truth is from man's proprium, but all out of
God" (n. 627).
"And I will give unto My two witnesses, signifies the good of love and charity, and the truth of
doctrine and faith, both from the Lord. This is evident from the signification of witnesses, as
being those who in heart and faith acknowledge the Lord, His Divine in His Human, and His
Divine, proceeding [Note, the Divine, proceeding, is the Holy Spirit in Heaven and the Church].
... These goods and truths are meant by the witnesses, because they, that is, all who are in them,
acknowledge and confess the Lord; for it is the Divine, proceeding, which is called the Divine
Good and the Divine Truth, whence is the good of love into God and the good of charity to the
neighbor, and the truth of Doctrine and the truth of faith thence, which bear witness concerning
Him; from which it follows that those who are in these likewise bear witness concerning the
Lord, that is, acknowledge and confess Him. For it is the Divine that bears witness con-
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cerning the Divine and not man out of himself; consequently the Lord is in the good of love and
in the truth of Doctrine therefrom, that are in man, and it is these that bear witness" (n. 635).

"By the temple in like manner was represented Heaven and the Church; by the adytum where
the ark was, was represented the inmost or third Heaven, also the Church with those who are in
inmosts, which is called the celestial Church; by the temple outside the adytum was represented
the second or middle Heaven, also the Church with those who are in the middle, which Church is
called the internal spiritual Church; by the inner court was represented the ultimate or first
Heaven, also the Church with those who are in ultimates, which Church is called the internal
natural Church; but by the outer court was represented the entrance into Heaven" (n. 6306).
THEODORE PITCAIRN
P.S. You might find it interesting to compare the above with the first paragraph of n. 630 which
speaks of the Word, the Church and of Worship in relation to the parts of the temple..
REV. ERNST PFEIFFER TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
July 24th 1932.
Dear Mr. Bjorck.
Please accept my thanks for your last two letters which you sent me in answer to my letters of
July 2nd and of July 9th. As you say yourself you did anticipate my disappointment that you did
not enter upon the points which I developed, although in several places I made the explicit and
urgent request for a direct reply. It is quite evident that I have failed in my efforts to make our
position clear to you, and that all you have replied is the result of misunderstanding. I most
certainly must insist on taking all the blame on my own account, and I now only hope that our
personal meeting, which may become possible within a few days, will give the opportunity to
actually enter together upon these things.
That you still must have misunderstood us is plain from
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the fact that instead of entering upon the points which I presented, yon again fill several pages to
prove a thing which we have never denied, namely that all reformation and regeneration must
take place in the natural degree, that there would be no beginning and no progress in
regeneration if there were not a Word given which appeals to that degree, and that that Word is
the one and only source of truth for man.
There are two things I note in your last letter which seem to influence your argument in such a
way as to make it impossible for you to see our position. First, you seem to believe that the
rational soul which a man inherits from his father from outermosts to inmosts is infernal, while
in reality the paternal seed does not only contain inmostly
the very soul of man but also interiorly the first beginnings of his genuine mind; if this
were not the case man would not be born as a smiling baby, but as a monstrous creature of hell;
the smiling of the baby testifies to the presence of a rational mind. And secondly, you still seem
to believe that the Word which is outside of man can be "born" in man, so as to be within man,
simply like water from a bottle is poured into a glass, while in reality such a transfer is
impossible as being contrary to order. It ought to be realized that such a transfer, by which the
Divine things of the Word from being outside of man may become the Divine things of the Word
withinman, is not possible except through a spiritual influx from within, whereby all the human

intellectual faculties, thus not only the direct cognizance of the letter, are involved as receiving
that influx in free cooperation as of themselves. And this spiritual influx is dependent on the
conception of a new seed from within from the Lord (A.C. 1438), which can descend into the
human mind by no other way than through the inmost and genuine interiors of the original seed
derived from the father. The fundamental law that all influx is according to reception seems still
to be left out of consideration in your reasoning.
In the last paragraph of your first letter you say: "You may of course if you like, call this
proprium Divine . . . but you will unavoidably be misunderstood by others who have not from
the beginning been with you, ... and are not enabled to understand the meaning you put in it". To
this
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I must reply that a man cannot willfully make the meaning of a term and then expect that others
will follow him. The meaning of a term is not made by man but it is found by him in the Word.
The point therefore is not that others have not been aware that we have given such a meaning to
the term Divine; but the point is that they are ignorant of the fact that this is the meaning which
the Latin Word always gives to the term Divine when the subject is not the Divine in itself but
the Divine from itself (D. P. 52). There are several places where the Latin Word explicitly speaks
of "the Divine things of the Church" (see one place D. P. 215). And whereas man when he is
being regenerated is made a Church (A. C. 3654, 3939, 4427, 6113, 9325, 10310) it is also
possible and orderly to speak of "the Divine things of man". It ought to be plain that thereby the
Lord alone is exalted, and not man.
As long as man sees the Divine things of the Word as outside himself he is in a state of
obedience to them and does not see truths in light, although as to his spirit he may be among the
Angels of the lower parts of the Heavens (cf. D.L.W. 253); but when man sees the Divine things
of the Word within himself, which can only be by virtue of the opening of the spiritual degree of
the mind, he sees truths in light (cf. D.L.W. 252). That man can see the Divine things within
himself, and that this seeing is out of Heaven, is described in n. 10675 of the ARCANA.
In the last paragraph of your second letter you bring in the question of personal regeneration.
As soon as personal things enter, the subject is obscured; it can never be understood unless it be
seen from the affection of truth as an entirely abstract proposition.
I am looking forward with much pleasure to seeing you and Mrs. Bjorck soon.
ERNST PFEIFFER
NOTE BY THE EDITOR
At this point the correspondence was interrupted by the British Assembly, London, July 30th to
August 1st, which was attended by the three gentlemen concerned. On Thursday and Friday, July
28th and 29th, the two days preceding the Assembly, they had several long conversations in
which the subject of this correspondence was discussed. Mr. H. D. G. Groeneveld was also
present at these meetings.
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REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. THEO. PITCAIRN
August 27th 1932.
Dear Mr. Pitcairn.
Thank you very much for sending me Mr. Hugo Odhner's letter and your reply. I have read
both twice and I found your letter very interesting. For myself I will say that after our
conversations in London and after the papers read at the Club * and at the Assembly **, I
understand your position better and am in much closer agreement with it than I 'have been. It
certainly seems more rational than Mr. Odhner's which I cannot understand. There are however
some details about which I am doubtful about your precise meaning. You say in your reply: "It is
this new man that receives influx, for the Lord can dwell only in His Own with man". The
question .arises: what is it in man that receives the influx of good and truth from the Lord before
the new man is formed? Is it not the ability to understand truth and to will good which all
men, good and evil alike, are created with?. And which therefore is eminently human. The earth
is created with the ability to respond to the action of the sun's rays and to produce vegetable and
animal life. In the corresponding way the human mind is created to respond to the influx of good
and truth from the spiritual sun. It seems to me yet, in spite of what has been said in explanation,
that when you say that this reception is Divine, you do not distinguish sufficiently between the
Divine and the created, whil6, as I understand it, the Third Testament constantly stresses the
importance of such distinction. In this connection I would like to draw your attention to what is
said in A.C. 3671, and also 9258. The teaching I get from these numbers is that the soil into
which the seed from the Lord can fall and produce thoughts and affections from Him, is itself
produced by the external instruction from the Word responded to by

* The Understanding of the Word, address by Rev. Ernst Pfeiffer, given before the New Church
Club, on Friday evening, July 29th.
** Series and Degrees in the Latin Word as illustrated by the Law of the Firstborn, address by
Rev. Theodore Pitcairn, given before the British Assembly, on Monday morning, August 1st.
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the human ability to understand truth and to will good. This response seems to my understanding
of the teaching to be human and not Divine, if we keep in mind the distinction between the
Creator and the created.

I have mentioned this to show you why I find it difficult to regard the reception of truth from
the Lord on man's part as Divine, though I can see what you mean when you say the new man's
reception is Divine.
I should be very glad if you would consider this and tell me your explanation when it is
convenient for you to do so.
ALBERT BJORCK:
REV. THEO. PITCAIRN TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
September 2nd 1932.
Dear Mr. Bjorck.
Thank you for your letter which I read with much interest. I do not quite understand your point
in regard to the first reception before regeneration and the reception in the new man. The subject
is the nature of the genuine Doctrine of the Church, which always pertains to the new man, being
spiritual out of a celestial origin.
Freedom and rationality or the ability to understand truth and will good, as you say, are the
Lord's with every man, both the evil and the good; thus these abilities are Divine. But the
abilities and the use or misuse of the abilities are two different things. The genuine use of the
abilities, that is, the genuine understanding of truth and the genuine will of good, is also the
Lord's with man and is Divine.
In using the words human and Divine we must always observe closely the series we are treating
of. The word human means manlike or manly, while the ' word Divine means Godlike or Godly.
In one series it is evident that the Lord is the only Human, because He is the only Man; thus
there is nothing essentially Human except the Divine Human. In another series the Divine and
the human are used in the relation of God or of the Lord and of man; while in still another series
the human is used as that quality which distinguishes a man from an animal. The Word Divine is
used in relation to the Divine Itself in the Lord, the Divine Human of the Lord, and the Divine
thence with man. Certainly in this last series, at least in
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one aspect the Divine does not refer to the Uncreate or Infinite, and thus the distinction is not as
'you make it between "the Divine and the created". We read: "But the Divine Truth is the Divine
Good appearing in Heaven before the Angels, and on earth before men, and although it is
apparent, it is nevertheless Divine Truth" (A.C. 3712). What appears before men and Angels is
never the Uncreated, but is the Divine appearing in created form, which nevertheless is called
Divine Truth.
In regard to the ground which receives the seed, inmostly regarded the Lord is the Ground as
He is the Rock. For the Lord is the First and the Last, and He operates from His Own in Firsts
through His Own in lasts in man. Concerning ground we read: "And I shall bring thee back to the
ground, signifies conjunction with Divine Doctrine. This appears from the signification of

bringing back, as denoting to conjoin again; and from the signification of ground, as denoting the
Doctrine of good and truth in the natural man, here Divine Doctrine. . . . Divine Doctrine is
Divine Truth, and Divine Truth is all the Word of the Lord; Divine Doctrine itself is the Word in
the supreme sense ... ; hence Divine Doctrine is the Word in the internal sense ... ; Divine
Doctrine is also the Word in the literal sense ... ; and since the literal sense contains in itself the
internal sense, and this the supreme sense, and altogether corresponds through representatives
and significatives, therefore also Doctrine thence is Divine" (A.C. 3712; see the rest of this
number, part of which is quoted above).
Reception is never something merely passive, but is a reactive. The words reception,
conception, and perception are closely related. Thus reception of good and truth is never like the
pouring of water into a glass, which does not respond.
The nature of the response of the earth to the seeds is thus described: "That the earth is the
common mother may be illustrated spiritually; and is so illustrated by the fact that in the Word
the earth signifies the Church, and the Church is the common Mother, and is so called in the
Word. But that the earth or the soil can enter into the inmost of a seed even to its prolific
principle, calling this forth and giving it circulation, is because every least
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particle of dust or powder exhales from its essence a kind of subtle penetrating effluvium, which
is an effect of the active force of the heat out of the spiritual world" (T.C.R. 585).
Note that there are three essential influxes which cause the seed to grow. First, the influx into
the germ which gives it life and is its soul; secondly, the influx of beat and light from the sun
which is added from without; and thirdly, the influx out of the soil from the spiritual world,
spoken of above. It is this active which is the essential of the soil as a receptive of the seed, and
this in the corresponding thing in man is Divine. The soil as a dead created form could never be
such a receptive. When the Word and the Doctrine remain in the external memory and its
affections, there is such a barren and dead soil. In this connection note the number quoted in my
letter to Mr. Hugo Odhner: "The Divine, proceeding, which is the Father in the Heavens, flows
in equally with the evil and the good; but the reception of it must be from man; yet not from man
as from man, but as it were from himself; for the faculty to receive is given to him continually,
and it also inflows to the extent that man removes the opposing evils, also from the faculty that is
continually given; and that faculty itself appears to be as it were the man's, although it is the
Lord's" (A.E. 64423).
Three influxes are here spoken of. The influx of good and truth; the influx of the power of
reception of good and truth; and the influx of the power and willingness to shun evils as sins,
upon which the reception of good and truth depends. The last of the three powers appears to be
man's, but it is the Lord's as much as the former two, and becomes the Lord's when the man
acknowledges it as the Lord's.
While before regeneration man is in a perverted form, is it not clear that the very
commencement of regeneration must have its origin in something Divine both as to influx and
reception? The influx referred to in the quotation above is the same with the good and the evil; it
is the reception that causes the origin of the new birth, or what is the same, it is the conception.

In connection with the above, what is said about the "first love" is important. Man is granted a
first love by unmerited advance in new states, and this first love is the
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Lord's with man, although it has not as yet been appropriated to the man as his own.
I am not sure whether I fully understand the questions in your mind; I will await with interest
your reply.
THEODORE PITCAIRN
P. S. I had written to Mr. Pfeiffer, asking him for his opinion with regard to your letter; and after
I had written my reply as above I received from him a letter which I enclose.
REV. ERNST PFEIFFER TO REV. THEO. PITCAIRN
September 2nd 1932.
Dear Mr. Pitcairn.
We greatly enjoyed Mr. Bjorck's letter to you. In saying that he can see what you mean when
you say that the new man's reception is Divine, he practically seems to admit the whole position.
In answering him I would suggest to consider the following points: The very n. 3671, which
Mr. Bjorck quotes, throws much light on the subject. "Interior good and truth is the seed" and
"exterior good and truth is the soil"; this is the essential teaching of the number. Now if the
question is asked: "What is it in man that receives the influx of good and truth from the Lord
before the new man is formed?" the answer is indeed that such an influx is possible by virtue of
the two faculties of rationality and liberty which are from the Lord with every man, as Mr.
Bjorck himself suggests. The literal teaching of DIVINE PROVIDENCE, n. 88, is: "Every one
who has any thought from interior understanding can see that the posse to will and the posse to
understand are not from man but from Him who has the Posse itself, that is, who has the Posse in
its essence. [I choose to keep the Latin word posse, for to translate it with 'power' is certainly not
satisfactory; rather would I say 'ability'.] ... Therefore the posse in itself is Divine. ... From these
things it is evident that those two faculties which are called rationality and liberty are from the
Lord and not from man".
Now it is plain that if interior good and truth are the seed and exterior good and truth are the
soil, the evil man -- thus the man before the new man has been formed --
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has neither good seed nor good soil, but only the posse which is even more interior than the seed.
For every man — the evil also — has inmostly that posse or ability; it is the Lord with man. It is

curious that in this n. 88 the actual words are used that it is Divine. This in itself is a full answer
from the Word itself to Mr. Bjorck.
If Mr. Bjorck therefore truly sees and admits what he says, namely, that he can see that the new
man's reception is Divine, it must be said that the reception with the evil man, which is in the
posse or ability to receive — as Mr. Bjorck himself suggests — is Divine even in a stronger
sense. For it is plain that this reception is less "human" than the reception with the new man,
where there is a reception for the first time even in a good soil.
It seems evident that if Mr. Bjorck says that you do not
distinguish between the Divine and the created, the importance of which distinction is
stressed in the Third Testament, he still thinks of that created thing in itself which in itself is
dead; while the created thing together with the influx is not a dead thing, but is living from the
Divine. In other words, Mr. Bjorck seems not yet to realize the significance of the teaching that
not only the Divine in. itself is called Divine, but also the Divine from the Divine, which is
conceivable only after reception. And this in spite of the fact that he now says that he can see
that the new man's reception is Divine. If this objection were just, it would apply still more to the
reception after regeneration than before regeneration. Because only after regeneration the
reception is in that which in the case of man is "human", namely not only the interior good and
truth which is of the rational, but even the exterior good and truth which is of the natural, which
latter for the first time is a good soil. That this natural after regeneration also with man is Divine,
is explicitly taught in the often quoted n. 3490 of the ARCANA CELESTIA.
The difficulty of Mr. Bjorck, therefore, seems to lie in the fact that he still does not distinguish
between the relation of the Divine and the created, in which relation the Divine is Life and the
created in itself is dead in itself, and the relation of the Divine and the human, in which relation
also the human after regeneration becomes Divine.
ERNST PFEIFFIER
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REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. THEO. PITCAIRN
September 8th 1932.
Dear Mr. Pitcairn.
I am indebted to you for your answer to my last letter and also for letting me know Mr.
Pfeiffer's opinion of it. The letter I wrote you was like several previous ones written not with the
object in view to oppose your position, but for the purpose of getting at a distinct understanding
of the meaning you yourselves are expressing. Your last letter has helped me a lot to understand,
and I am prepared to say that as far as I now understand your meaning, I am virtually in
agreement with you.
I think that a clear presentation in DE HEMELSCHE LEER of the different senses in which the
word Divine is used in the Third Testament, with a reference to your use of it when you say that

man's understanding and reception of genuine truth is Divine, would go far in removing much
misunderstanding and consequent opposition.
ALBERT BJORCK
REV. THEO. PITCAIRN TO REV. ALBERT BJORCK
September 16th 1932.
Dear Mr. Bjorck.
Thank you for your letter. In regard to the suggestion that something be published as to the
different meanings of the word Divine, it appears to Mr. Pfeiffer and myself that if you are
willing, this end might be accomplished by a publication in DE HEMELSCHE LEER of our
correspondence on this subject and on the as it were discrete degrees.
THEODORE PITCAIRN
REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. THEO. PITCAIRN
September 19th 1932.
Dear Mr. Pitcairn.
Your letter just arrived. I am quite willing that our correspondence on the subject of the
apparent discrete degrees of the natural, and on the use of the term "Divine", should be published
in DE HEMELSCHE LEER.
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I still think it would be useful to add a concise exposition of the use of the term "Divine"
in the Third Testament.
ALBERT BJORCK
REV. ALBERT BJORCK TO REV. ERNST PFEIFFER
EL TERRENO, PALMA DE MALLORCA, SPAIN.
October 29th 1932.
Dear Mr. Pfeiffer.
I have read the proofs of the recent correspondence between yon, Mr. Theodore Pitcairn, and
myself with great interest. It gives me pleasure to know that it will be published and that thereby
an opportunity will be given thinking members of the Church to get more information and a
clearer understanding of what has become known as the Hague position.

At present very little is known about it and still less is understood, except by a few on this side
of the water, who have had an opportunity to read DE HEMELSCHE LEER and to get their
impressions from that reading cleared by listening to what you have said at the late London
Assembly.
As far as I am concerned I am quite willing to confess that I have shared the common illusion
that one's own individual understanding of the Third Testament is identical with what is there
taught, and that the ideas of that understanding have been an obstacle for seeing the truth in your
position as you have expressed it.
But I can also claim that I have made efforts to understand your position, and through my
correspondence with you and Mr. Pitcairn and our conversations in London before and during
the Assembly I now think I understand your position. With that understanding has also come the
conviction that your position is in agreement with the teaching of the Third Testament. This is of
course what matters.
I now perceive and see that the thoughts expressed by you are statements unfolding genuine
truths of the Word, and that they, when understood in the Church, will lead
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the way for more interior truths to be seen, and be the means for an interior growth of the Lord's
Church with men on earth that will never cease. I am an old man, and my work here must soon
come to an end, but my hope and prayer is that the Lord may give you and Mr. Pitcairn, and all
those who now are with you, light and strength for the continued opening of the Doctrine of the
Church.
May the Man-Child of the Woman, conceived and born by the Lord Himself, embodying His
Spirit of Love, Mercy, and Truth, grow, and become a power in the world for the salvation of
men and the restoration of Paradise on earth, is the prayer of
Your friend and brother
ALBERT BJORCK
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LEADING THESES PROPOUNDED IN "DE HEMELSCHE LEER"

1. The Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Third Testament of the Word of the Lord.
The DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE
must be applied to the three Testaments alike.
2. The Latin Word without Doctrine is as a candlestick without light, and those who read the
Latin Word without Doctrine, or who do not acquire for themselves a Doctrine from the Latin
Word, are in darkness as to all truth (cf. S.S. 50-61).
3. The genuine Doctrine of the Church is spiritual out of celestial origin, but not out of rational
origin. The Lord is that Doctrine itself (cf. A.C. 2496, 2497, 2510 2516 2533, 2859; A.E. 19).
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EXTRACTS FROM THE ISSUE FOR AUG.-SEPT -19.12

THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORD

ADDRESS BY THE REVEREND ERNST PFEIFFER BEFORE THE NEW CHURCH CLUB,
LONDON, JULY 29TH, 1932.

The understanding of the Word ought to be. seen in the Church as a problem of primary
importance. For we read that "the Church is out of the Word, and that it is such as is its
understanding of the Word" (S.S. 76—79). We even read in the same place that "it is not the
Word which makes the Church, but the understanding of it, and that the Church is of such a
character as is the understanding of the Word among those who are in the Church. . . . The Word
is the Word according to the understanding of it with man, that is, as it is understood. If it is not
understood, the Word is indeed called the Word, but with the man it is not. The Word is the truth
according to the understanding of it; for the Word may be not the truth, for it can be falsified.
The Word is spirit and life according to the understanding of it; for the letter without the
understanding of it, is dead".
If the question is asked whether this teaching must be applied not only to the Old and to the
New Testament but also to the Third Testament, and if this question is answered in the
affirmative, it will be seen that this must lead to a conclusion of far-reaching importance. That
also the Third Testament may be the object of even intense study while at the same time its
genuine meaning is not understood, and that therefore, though in itself it is the Word and it is
called the Word, with the man it may not be the Word; and that it may be not the truth because it
is falsified; and that it may be a dead letter, lacking spirit and life, does not admit of doubt. For
the law that the meaning of a thing may be misunderstood has a universal application. So also
the Third Testament as a whole and as to all its particulars may be misunderstood, and
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even by those who are convinced that their understanding of it is true. That mistaken opinions
with regard to the significance of the Third Testament and with regard to many of its particular
teachings, have played and still play a part in the history of the Church, is evident.
Though, if the question is asked in this simple way, it is thus plain that nobody can deny that
also the Third Testament may be misunderstood, it is nevertheless the general belief in the
Church that there can be no question about the true understanding of it. It is generally believed
that the understanding of the Word has been destroyed and lost in the old church, that it has been
restored by the Lord Himself in the revelation of the Third Testament, and that thus the true
understanding of the Word has there been Divinely given. That this is the general belief appears
from the position which is held that the Doctrine of genuine truth can be gathered "by a simple
reading of the Writings", and from the statements which during the last years we have repeatedly

seen made, namely, that "the Doctrines freely yield the spiritual light to the earnest reader", that
"Swedenborg was at pains to set forth the arcana of spiritual wisdom with all possible clarity",
that "devout men, when they read the rationally ordered language of the Writings, see nothing
else than spiritual and angelic truths", that "in the Writings the doctrine of genuine truth, as to
many of its particulars, is expounded at length, and with the greatest possible clarity of
expression", and accordingly that a man has "a fairly wide knowledge of what is said in the
Writings", or that a man is "well informed in their contents". Such statements clearly indicate
the established opinion that the Word of the Third Testament is of such a nature that there can be
no serious difficulty with regard to its genuine understanding, and that such an understanding is
given as soon as a man has gathered a fairly wide knowledge of its letter, so that it may be said
that he is well informed in its contents. There is no doubt that these statements have been made
in good faith, but it seems evident that this could only happen in a moment when there was no
realization of the infinity of the Word, of which it is said that "Nobody, unless he knows the
quality of the Word, can conceive with some idea that in the singular things of it
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there is an infinity, that is, that it contains innumerable things, which even the Angels cannot
exhaust. Everything there can be compared with a seed, that out of the ground can grow up into a
great tree and produce an abundance of seeds, out of which there come again similar trees, which
together make a garden, and out of the seeds thereof again gardens, and so on to infinity. Such is
the Word of the Lord in its singular things" (T.C.R. 290). And such is also the Latin Word. Our
concept of the Latin Word remains natural as long as this infinity of it is not seen; and a
realization of this infinity is only possible if the difference is seen between the Latin Word as the
Word in itself and man's understanding of it. The Latin Word contains all the series and degrees
of truth for the Church to all eternity, but man can only come into these truths and see them there
in the measure in which his understanding is developed and opened by regeneration
as to all the degrees of his mind. The excellency of the Third Testament by which it transcends
the former Revelations does therefore not lie in this that in it all rational and spiritual truths
themselves have Divinely and openly been given so as simply to be taken up by direct
cognizance, which, as being contrary to the order of discrete degrees, is entirely impossible; but
herein that in it all the seeds of truth have been given in such a way that if they are Divinely
received in the soil of the human mind they may there germinate and spring up into a garden of
gardens, which is the paradise into which man comes after death.
The application of the teaching that "the Word is the Word according to the understanding of it
with man" to the Latin Word, leads to a conclusion of great importance. For the understanding of
man involves the whole intellectual part of his mind and the intellectual part involves also the
voluntary part, and thus it is plain that the teaching involves the whole man. Accordingly it must
be said that the Latin Word in itself is indeed the Word, but that as soon as it is received in man
it is no longer the Word, unless the reception is in that in man which is of the Lord alone, unless
therefore the reception is orderly, genuine, pure, and holy, in one word, Divine. For the Lord
with a man can dwell only in what 'is His Own, and the Divine must be in what is Divine (cf.
A.C. 9338).
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The truth that the Lord can dwell with man only in what is His Own, has been known in the
Church from the beginning; but the idea evidently was, that the Divine of the Latin Word in
itself could be transferred from outside of man to within man in such a way as to become there
the Lord's Own in which He could dwell. For, although also the law that all influx is according to
reception in a general way was known, nevertheless it apparently was not realized that such a
transfer cannot take place without all the human faculties as to will and understanding in free
cooperation being involved, and that thus the Divine of the Latin Word in itself is not sufficient
for such a transfer, but that there must be at the same time the Divine from the Lord in the
receiving man, which is only possible by his regeneration. For the old proprium of man, which is
infernal, cannot receive the Lord; it cannot cooperate with Him; it cannot understand the Word;
from which it follows that also the Latin Word is the Word with man only if the reception and
understanding of it is from the Lord alone and thus Divine. It is true that also before regeneration
there must be the possibility of a certain genuine understanding; for otherwise regeneration could
never make a beginning. This understanding is from remains, which also are of the Lord alone.
The genuine understanding of the Word is represented by the white horse. From the preceding
considerations it may be plain that in the New Church the white horse especially signifies the
genuine understanding of the Third Testament. The signification of the white horse is given in
the APOCALYPSE REVEALED, n. 298, as follows: "By a horse is signified the understanding
of the Word, and by the white horse the understanding of truth out of the Word". And in the
APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED, n. 355: "That the white horse signifies the understanding of truth
out of the Word, is plain from the signification of horse, being the intellectual, and from the
signification of white, in that it is said of truth. . . . The understanding of truth out of the Word
and its quality with the men of- the Church, is here described by horses. Whether you say that
this understanding is described or those who are in it, it is the same; for men, spirits, and Angels
are the subjects in which it is". There are two things which may be seen from
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these quotations. First: That the white horse, if applied to man, does not mean the Word itself,
but man's understanding of the Word. There is indeed a sense in which the white horse signifies
the Word itself, namely where it represents the infinite Divine Understanding of the Lord
Himself. This is the sense in which the signification of the white horse with regard to the Third
Testament thus far has generally been understood. But whereas the Third Testament is the Word
itself and since the white horse, if applied to man, signifies the understanding of truth out of the
Word, it is plain that it signifies man's genuine understanding of the Third Testament. From the
fact that man's understanding of the Third Testament may be not-genuine, and especially from
the fact that a not-genuine understanding of the Third Testament has already played such a great
part in the history of the New Church as to seriously delay its progress, it appears of what great
importance this truth is. Secondly: From the quotation from the APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED it
appears that the genuine understanding of the Latin Word which is signified by the white horse,
and of which it may be said that it is the Lord's with man, perfectly orderly, pure, and holy, and
thus Divine, cannot be thought of as something apart from the receiving human mind itself,
including all its faculties involved in free cooperation as of itself. For it is said: "Whether you
say the understanding of truth out of the Word or those who are in it, it is the same; for men,
spirits, and Angels are the subjects in which it is". And in n. 4380 of the ARCANA COELESTIA

it is said: "Good and truth cannot be predicated without a subject which is man". If seen in this
light this indeed appears to be a self-evident truth, and it may be thought that it is unnecessary to
state it. But the position has been advanced that the genuine Doctrine of the Church, of which it
was admitted that it ought to be distinguished from the Latin Word itself, and which is the same
as man's genuine understanding of the truth out of the Latin Word signified by the white horse, is
Divine, and even that "in a very real sense it is the Coming of the Lord to the Church and to the
individual man of the Church", while at the same time it is held that man's understanding of it is
not Divine but always imperfect and mixed with falsities. That this
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position cannot be maintained because it is in contradiction to itself, is plain from the passage
quoted.
The fact that the human understanding is involved if it is said that the Latin Word is the Word
not only in itself but also with man, is of such great importance that it must enter into every
orderly thought regarding the Lord, the Word, the Church, in one word into all things of
theology and religion. The teaching that the Latin Word is the Word and the truth only according
to man's understanding of it, and that the Latin Word may be not the truth because it can be
misunderstood and falsified, plainly involves this truth that the Latin Word is not the Word with
man unless man's understanding of it is of the Lord alone and thus Divine. And so also it is true
that the Latin Word is spirit and life according to the understanding of it; the Latin Word in itself
has indeed its own Spirit and Life, but this is the infinite Spirit and Life of. the Lord Himself.
This Spirit and Life itself cannot be imparted to any Angel or man. If the Latin Word is to be
spirit and life with man, this spirit and life have to be born from the Lord with every individual
man from within, which, as to the different degrees of this spirit and life, can only happen by
regeneration as to all those degrees. We will come back further on to these different degrees of
the spirit of the Latin Word, which involve three different discrete degrees of truth into which the
Church will gradually enter. Let me at this place only point out that whereas the Latin Word with
man is not the Word unless the understanding of it with man, either from remains or by
regeneration, is of the Lord alone, and whereas the whole Word in the respective sense in all its
particulars treats of the regeneration of man, it may be said that the first purpose of the whole
Word is nothing else than to teach man the laws by which the Latin Word with him may actually
become the Word. From this it fully appears what would be the disastrous result of a confirmed
denial of the Divine origin and essence of the genuine understanding of the Word, or, what is the
same, of the genuine Doctrine of the Church. For there is no regeneration except through the
Word, and the Word is not the Word with man except in the measure in which by regeneration it
has become so. This may appear as para-
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doxical; but the first condition for every progress in regeneration unquestionably is that the Word
with man first be the Word; for genuine Doctrine always must precede genuine life. The very

first genuine understanding, however, before the actual beginning of regeneration, is from
remains.
The truth is revealed that "all in all things of the Church is from the Lord" and that "the Church
is not Church out of the proprium of men, but out of the Divine of the Lord" (A.E. 23). This truth
is also given in the following passages: "It is the Divine of the Lord that with man makes the
Church; for there is nothing which can be considered to be the Church but that which is the
proprium of the Lord" (A.C. 2966). "The Divine things which proceed from the Lord make the
Church, and nothing whatever of man" (A.C. 10282). And in n. 215 of the ANGELIC
WISDOM- CONCERNING THE DIVINE PROVIDENCE we read the explicit words "the
Divine things of the Church". The Divine of the Lord in the Church from which the church is
Church is described in many places of the APOCALYPSE, where the description of the New
Jerusalem is given. The Church of the New Jerusalem. is described as "prepared as a bride
adorned for her husband" which signifies that "that Church is conjoined with the Lord through
the Word" (A.R. 881, 895); it is further described as "the great city, the holy Jerusalem,
descending out of Heaven from God", by which is signified that Church with regard to its
Doctrine, in which is the good of love and which is holy out of the Divine truths out of the Word,
and which is of a celestial origin (cf. A.R. 896). Of this Church it is said that "it has the glory of
God", by which is signified that "in it the Word will be understood" (n. 897); of this Church it is
said that "its length is as much as the breadth", by which is signified that "good and truth make
one in that Church as essence and form" (n. 906); of this Church it is said that "the length and the
breadth and the height of it are equal", by which is signified that "all things of it are out of the
good of love" (n. 907); of this Church it is said that "its measure is the measure of a man which is
that of an Angel", which signifies that "that Church makes one with Heaven" (n. 910); of this
Church it is said that "it is pure gold like
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auto pure glass" by which is signified that "the all of that Church is the good of love flowing in
together with the light out of Heaven from the Lord" (n. 912); of this Church it is said that
"there shall not enter into it anything unclean", by which is signified that "nobody who
adulterates the goods and falsifies the truths of the Word shall be received in it" (n. 924); of that
Church it is further said that "there shall be no curse in it, and the throne of God and of tho Lamb
shall be in it, and that His servants shall serve Him", by which is signified that "in it there shall
be none separated from the Lord, because the Lord Himself shall rule there, and those who are in
truths through the Word from Him and do His commandments. shall be with Him because
conjoined"; and further that "they shall see His Face, and His Name shall be in their foreheads",
by which is signified that "they will turn themselves to the Lord and the Lord Himself to them,
because they are conjoined through love" (n. 938); and it is said that "there shall be no night
there and they need no lantern neither light of the sun; for the Lord G-od illustrates them", by
which is signified that "in the New Church there will be not any falsity of faith, and that men
shall be there in the cognitions regarding God not out of natural lumen which is out of selfintelligence and out of glory arising out of conceit, but they will be in spiritual light out of the
Word from the Only Lord" (n. 940).
These are remarkable descriptions of the Church of which, by the Sacrament of Baptism, we
have become members. It is said that "in it the Word is understood"; that "in it good and truth
make one as essence and form", that "all things of it are out of the good of love"; that "it makes

one with Heaven"; that "the all of it is the good of love flowing in together with the light out of
Heaven from the Lord"; that "nothing unclean will be received in it"; that "none in it shall be
separated from the Lord but all conjoined with Him"; that "there will be not any falsity of faith in
it"; and it is said that, with regard to its Doctrine, "the good of love is in it and that it is holy out
of the Divine truths out of the Word, and that it is of a celestial origin". If one compares the state
of the visible New Church, the history of which abounds with testimonies to its many
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human weaknesses and shortcomings, with these descriptions, one may be in doubt as to their
exact significance. Are they applicable in any sense to the actual state of the New Church in the
past and in the present, or do they only refer to some ideal state in the far future? And yet we
read that here a description is given of "the New Church which after the last Judgment was to
exist in the lands" (A.R. ch. XXI, Contents); and that "this Church is called Bride while it
is being established, and Wife when it is established" (A.R. 896). There can thus be no doubt
that the description of those purely Divine qualities actually refers to the historical New Church
from its very beginning. It seems, however, that it has never been realized that then the
description must refer to things which are called holy and Divine after having passed through
actual reception in the minds of the members of the Church, thus to things which are born in the
Church. This seems evident from the fact that when it was pointed out for the first time that the
genuine Doctrine of the Church is Divine. this position met with an almost general refusal. The
idea with regard to these revealed Divine qualities of the New Church always seems to have
been that they are to be sought for exclusively in the Divine Revelation itself given to the
Church, and by no means in the men themselves which constitute the Church. It is not surprising
that this should have been the idea with regard to what is said about the Divine essence of this
Church as to its Doctrine, namely, that "the good of love is in it and that it is holy out of the
Divine truths out of the Word, and that it is out of a celestial origin"; and thus that "the Word in
it is understood", and that "there will be not any falsity of faith in it"; for it is according to order
that the Church in its beginning should identify the literal sense of the Revelation given to it with
its Doctrine. And so also did the New Church. The words that "in it the Word will be
understood" were simply taken to mean that in the "Writings" the "Word" is understood; and
similarly the words that "there will be not any falsity of faith in it", that the "Writings" are free of
falsities. But the Divine essence which in those descriptions is ascribed to the New Church
extends not only to its Doctrine, but to all and everything of it. and it is said of it in the most
general
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way that "there shall not enter into it anything unclean".
If the Church is seen from the Lord it may appear in the form of one Man, which consists of all
the members of the Church as to their regenerated celestial and angelic proprium which they
have from the Lord (cf. A.C. 252). It is this greater Man, which as to its origin and essence is of
the Lord alone and thus Divine, and this Man alone, which before the Lord is called the Church.

And it is this very real and very actual greater Man which is called the Bride and the Wife of the
Lamb, and which is described in those passages quoted from the APOCALYPSE REVEALED.
So in ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 253, we read: "Out of the celestial and angelic proprium the
Church in the Word is called Woman, and also Wife, Bride, Virgin, Daughter". Though this
greater Man, which is the proper Church, .cannot appear before the bodily eyes of man,
nevertheless man can form an abstract and rational understanding of
all its essential qualities. So a concept can be formed concerning what constitutes the soul
of that Man, its body, and its spirit. That Man which is the Church proper, and indeed not only if
the Church is seen as a whole but also with regard to the individual men, is conceived from the
Lord alone (cf. A.C. 1438); and it is conceived in and born from the affection of the Latin Word.
Its soul is the genuine love of truth, its body is the good of life in the genuine things of the
Church in the natural, and its spirit is the genuine Doctrine proceeding from that soul through
that body. It may therefore be evident that only those things with the members of the Church,
which belong to its genuine soul, spirit, and body, belong also to the Church proper which is
signified by the New Jerusalem. And it is plain that where the affection of the Latin Word as the
very and proper Word itself of the New Church is lacking, there that Church proper in man
which is to be the Bride and the Wife of the Lord, has not even been born as yet. From this it
appears in full light how far beyond the borders of that Holy City which is described in the
APOCALYPSE, are those who are confirmed in a ratiocinated denial of the Divine Human as
present in the Latin Word. And it is also plain that in a mind where the ruling love is not the love
of truth, which in the Church is nothing else than the desire that the Lord and His
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Church should become all in all things and that the proprium should be reduced to nothing, in a
mind thus which with its heart is engaged in the pursuits of the world, there can be no growth as
to those things which make the spirit and the body of the living Church. If the New Church is
seen in this way it is no longer difficult to understand why it is said of it that "there shall not
enter into it anything unclean", and why it is described in those passages quoted as being of a
Divine origin and essence. There will indeed always adhere to the Church the things of the old
proprium of the members of the Church, which
is infernal. But these evils and falsities are altogether extraneous to the texture of those
things which constitute the Church proper; just as there always are impurities adhering to the
corporeal body, without and within, which nevertheless remain extraneous to its texture, as long
as the body is in a healthy state.
There is the teaching that "all in all things of the Church is from the Lord" (A.E. 23); there is
the teaching that "all influx is according to reception" (A.C. 5118; H.H. 569); and there is the
teaching that "good and truth cannot be predicated without a subject which is man" (A.C. 4380;
cf. A.E. 355); and if these teachings are seen harmonized together it can be seen that there is no
Church unless the Divine of the Lord is also Divinely received by man, as of himself, but
nevertheless from the Lord; and then it becomes clear what is meant by the teaching that "the
Lord can dwell with man only in what is His Own; for the Divine cannot dwell in what is of
man's proprium but only in what is Divine" (A.C. 9338). The realization of this truth opens the
way to the greatest and profoundest experience a man can have; it introduces him for the first
time into genuine spiritual light, whereby he for the first time begins to see and view the Divine
realities of religion not outside himself but within himself, and thus begins to see things not from
without but from within; and far from this making him self-conscious and self-satisfied, he is led

into a realization of his own nothingness and the necessity of regeneration in such a degree as
was never possible before. A rather frequent use has of late been made of the words "to see from
within"; but nobody can see the Divine things within himself and thus see things from within
unless
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by virtue of the Divine in him, which must inflow with him from the Lord from within; for it is
said that "to see something within one's self is to see out of Heaven" (A.C. 10675).
We have said that it is not surprising that the Divine which in those passages quoted from the
APOCALYPSE REVEALED is predicated of the New Jerusalem as to its Doctrine, should thus
far always have been ascribed exclusively to the Third Testament itself, because it is
according to order that the Church in the beginning identifies the literal sense .of the
Revelation given to it with its Doctrine. Moreover the Church was strongly confirmed in this
belief because the literal sense of its Revelation in several places styles itself "the Doctrine of the
New Jerusalem". The Word has been doctrinal in all its Testaments (cf. A.C. 9780). And just as
it may be said that the Old Testament was the Doctrine of the Jewish Church, and the New
Testament the Doctrine of the Christian Church, so it may be said that the Third Testament is the
Doctrine of the New Church. The word Thorah, by which the Jews designated the five books of
Moses which they in the strictest sense considered as their Word, in Hebrew means Doctrine.
The Word is the infinite Doctrine itself from which a Church by the orderly means must draw its
own finite Doctrine; and so the Latin Word is the infinite Divine Doctrine itself from which the
New Church may draw its own Doctrine to eternity. But the infinite Doctrine itself and the
Doctrine of the Church, although they make one, are not identical; just as genuine good and
genuine truth, although they cannot exist unless in a celestial marriage they make one, are not
identical. The "Marriage of the Lamb" (APOCALYPSE XIX : 7) refers to nothing else than to
this celestial marriage of good and truth in the Church; the good being the Lord Himself and the
truth being the genuine Doctrine which the Church has made for itself as of itself out of the Latin
Word. It is of the greatest importance to realize that the "making of this Doctrine" (cf. A.C.
10548) does not consist in a simple direct reading or taking cognizance of the Latin Word, but
that in it all the human intellectual faculties, including all the different discrete degrees of the
rational, are involved. It ought to be evident that a man may "read" the
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Latin Word to all eternity without understanding one single genuine truth, of it, if the interior
faculties of his understanding have not been formed and opened from the Lord. It is plain that a
reference to the teaching that man is enlightened when he reads the Word, is not only
meaningless but misleading, if it is not known what "to read" really means, namely "to
understand out of illustration, thus to perceive" (A.E. 13).
The Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the very Word of the Lord. Their true essence cannot
be seen unless all and every thing which is revealed concerning the essence of the Word in the

DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE is
applied to them. Every effort to prove that the analogy with the other Testaments is not
complete, and that the application should be made with differences and with reserves, if
interiorly scrutinized will appear to detract from the Latin Testament one or other quality which
is essential to the Word and inalienable. "The Latin Word is the Word according to the
understanding of it with man, that is, as it is understood. If it is not understood, the Latin
Word is indeed called the Word, but with the man it is not. The Latin Word is the truth according
to the understanding of it, for the Latin Word may be not the truth, for it can be falsified. The
Latin Word is spirit and life according to the understanding of it; for the letter without the
understanding of it is dead" (cf. S.S. 76—79). And this truth can be derived from
innumerable places in all the books of the Third Testament. A few quotations must here suffice.
So we read in n. 1776 of the ARCANA COELESTIA: "The Word of the Lord is a dead letter,
but it is vivified from the Lord in the reader according to the faculty of each one; and it becomes
living according to the life of his charity and the state of innocence, and this with innumerable
variety". In n. 8456 we read: "No truth ... of the Word becomes truth with man before it has
received life from the Divine". That this Divine is the Divine within man from the Lord is plain.
In n. 10703: "It is said light in the external of the Word from its internal, but it is understood
light in the external of man from his internal, when he reads it; for the Word does not give light
out of itself except before
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a. man who is in light from the internal; without this the Word is only a letter"; and finally
in n. 10707: "When it is said the internal of the Word, the internal of the Church ... is also
understood; for the Church is there where the Word is, and it is out of the Word; ... hence it is
that such as is man's understanding of the Word, such is the Church in him". In these and
innumerable similar passages we may see exactly what is meant when the position is advanced
that the genuine understanding of the Church and thus the genuine Doctrine must be Divine,
namely, that otherwise the Word itself with man is not Divine. It is not the purpose to exalt the
proprium of man above the Lord. Just the opposite is the purpose; for if we read that the Word,
thus the Latin Word, is a dead letter unless it has become living according to the state of
innocence with man, it ought to be plain that without this innocence in man the Latin Word with
man is not the Word. Innocence is the inmost of the Divine Human which makes the Heavens
and the Church. The Lord alone is Divine; the Lord alone has authority; and the Lord alone is
infallible. It would be insane to ascribe the Divine, and authority, and infallibility, to the
proprium of man. The teaching is that if the Word is not understood, and if it is not vivified by
states of innocence, it is not the Word, and not the truth, and not Divine. It then has no authority
and it then cannot be adduced as being infallible. The Latin Word as it is in itself is indeed
Divine, but with man its Divinity, its Authority, and its Infallibility are dependent on the
presence of the Holy Spirit.
The greatest danger which delays the progress of the New Church is the same which destroyed
all the previous churches, namely, that the proprium of men should come to nestle and dwell in
the letter of the Latin Testament which is not understood, and which thereby is separated from its
genuine spirit. Concerning this we read: "The evil [of all churches from the beginning which
have perished] was that they do not believe the Lord or the Word, but themselves and their
senses" (A.C. 231). A man who bases his life and his religion on a mere direct cognizance of the

Latin Word, without making for himself a Doctrine according to all his genuine faculties, out of
the
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life of his charity and the state of his innocence from the Lord (cf. A.C. 1776); or a man who
takes the scientifics he has taken up from the letter of the Latin Word for genuine truths before
they have received life from the Divine which is within him (cf. A.C. 8456), does not believe the
Word but himself and his own senses. It ought to be realized that these things cannot be
remedied only by the admission that for the understanding also of the Third Testament there
must be illustration from the Lord; for the Word cannot be opened by illustration alone; unless
the degrees of the mind are opened, the Latin Word as to its interiors remains closed. It ought
also to be realized that the genuine understanding of the Word or the Doctrine of genuine truth
cannot justly .be designated by the term "derivative doctrine". For this term involves the idea as
if there were any original not-derived doctrine accessible to men, which alone is Divine and
which alone should be considered as the true Divine Doctrine of the Church. It is plain that the
not-derived Doctrine does exist in the Lord alone, and that it is therefore meaningless to
introduce the distinction between not-derived and derived doctrine with man. Before the Word
has entered man's understanding it is with him not the Word and all understanding is derived;
there is no sense in speaking of an understanding which is not-derived. Neither can the term
"interpretative doctrine" be admitted as suitable to designate the essence of the genuine
Doctrine of the Church; for this term implies the idea of something which comes in between man
and the Word or the Lord, while in reality the essential purpose of Doctrine is that man should
come with his own understanding, as of himself, into contact and into conjunction with the very
spirit of the Word and thus with the very Lord Himself; and that he should not remain in the
unopened scientifics of the Latin Word, in which his proprium may come to dwell so as to form
with the very scientifics of the Word something which will come in between him and the Lord
and cause a separation. Of such it is said in n. 10641 of the ARCANA COELESTIA that with
them there is " seduction in the Word itself".
From what has been revealed in the Latin Testament concerning the essence of the Word, the
following leading
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theses have been formulated: 1. The Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Third Testament
of the Word of the Lord. The DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE
SACRED SCRIPTURE must be applied to the three Testaments alike. 2. The Latin Word
without Doctrine is as a candlestick without light, and those who read the Latin Word without
Doctrine, or who do not acquire for themselves a Doctrine from the Latin Word, are in darkness
as to all truth (cf. S.S. 50—61). 3. The genuine Doctrine of the Church is spiritual out of
celestial origin, but not out of rational origin. The Lord is that Doctrine itself (cf. A.C. 2496,
2497, 2510, 2516, 2533, 2859; A.E. 19; and innumerable other places). Time forbids to enter
into an analysis of these theses. But they are in themselves sufficient to show that if the genuine

Doctrine of the Church is claimed to be Divine, this does not mean that the Doctrine of the
Church is exalted above the Word. And they also show why the position that "the Writings are
the very Doctrine of the Church, Divinely given", proves to be contrary to the teaching of the
Latin Word itself, if by this it is meant to say that no Doctrine born in man, ' which is spiritual
out of celestial origin, is necessary to see the truth in the Latin Word.
On the one side it is a revealed truth that the Word remains in darkness unless there is a genuine
Doctrine out of the Word and confirmed by it; on the other side it is also a revealed truth that to
make genuine Doctrine is impossible, unless it be drawn out of the letter and confirmed by it.
The mere fact that the Doctrine must be confirmed by the letter of the Latin Word, is a proof that
that Doctrine is not identical with that letter; for there is no sense in saying that the letter of the
Word must be confirmed by the letter. And so the exact position the purpose of which is to
establish the Divine essence of the genuine Doctrine of the Church may be expressed in the very
words of the Latin Word itself, namely: "The Doctrine of the Church out of the sense of the letter
and together with it has authority" (ON THE SACRED SCRIPTURE FROM EXPERIENCE,
XVIII ).
As regards the question whether there are discrete degrees of truth involved in the
understanding of the
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Latin Word, it ought to be seen that the key of this problem lies essentially in the doctrine
concerning the discrete degrees of the human mind. If the actuality of these degrees — which are
the exterior natural, the interior natural, the exterior rational, and the interior rational (cf. A.C.
5145) — is realized, it will appear that the Word in all its Testaments alike, thus also the Third
Testament, by direct reading or direct cognizance can only yield truths of the first and second
degree which are sensual scientifics and cognitions. If these are genuine they are from the Lord
with man; the order according to which they become genuine is described by the journey of
Abram in Egypt, and because the innocence of the spiritual childhood of man is the soul of them,
they are even called "celestial truths" (A. C. 1402). As long as the Church considers the literal
sense of its Word itself as its Doctrine and thus believes that it can gather that Doctrine by a
direct reading, that is by the way of sensual cognizance, all its truths, though they are genuine
truths, nevertheless are essentially of a natural-rational origin. They belong to the interior natural
degree of the mind; and the essence of that which in this state makes the Church in man is
obedience to these truths.
It is only when the third degree of the mind, the exterior rational, is opened, that the rational
begins to play an essential part in. the formation of the Doctrine of the Church. Only then it is
realized that the Doctrine must be born in the Church from within; and only then it can be seen
that the Word and the Doctrine are two distinct things, while previously they were identified,
and the literal sense itself of the Word was seen as the very Doctrine of the Church, and it
was thought that the genuine Doctrine of the Church was nothing else than a true understanding
of what the Word teaches in that sense. Although the law that the Doctrine must be drawn from
the letter of the Latin Word and be confirmed by it, remains true also with regard to the spiritual
Doctrine, nevertheless this Doctrine is not the result of direct cognizance alone; it is a
revelation by perception from the Lord (cf. A.C. 8694). In .this state for the first time man begins

to see the Divine things of the Church not outside of himself but within himself (cf. A.C. 10675).
The truths
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of the Church in this state in the Latin Word are called genuine spiritual truths; they are the
genuine natural or external of the very spiritual truths themselves in which are the Angels of the
second Heaven. Although these truths are not identical with the truths of the spiritual Angels
themselves, because as long as man lives in this world he is not conscious above the natural
degree of the mind, nevertheless they are discretely above the truths of the previous state;
because the natural degree, though in itself it is continuous, by correspondence with the spiritual
and celestial degrees if these are opened, becomes so distinctly divided into degrees that it fully
appears as if it were in itself discrete (D.L.W. 256). The spiritual Doctrine is the abstract
system of truths concerning the Divine things of the spiritual Church. That it is unlimited and can
never be brought to an end, is plain. The Latin Word in every least word in the spiritual sense
treats of these concepts of good and truth which make the spiritual New Church. In the spiritual
Doctrine all the natural and historical concepts of the letter of the Latin Word have been left
behind. There is no relation between the truths of this spiritual Doctrine and those of the natural
Doctrine but that of correspondence.
It is only when the fourth or inmost degree of the mind, the interior rational, is opened, that man
comes into the very rational itself. This is the celestial state of man, and therefore it is said: "A
truly rational man is no one but he who is called the celestial man" (A.C. 6240). It is in this state
that the celestial Doctrine of the Church is born, and although the law that the Doctrine must be
drawn from the letter of the Latin Word and be confirmed by it, remains true also with regard to
this inmost degree of Doctrine, nevertheless it is plain that, even much less than the spiritual
Doctrine, it is not the result of direct cognizance of the letter. The celestial Doctrine is an
immediate revelation by perception from the Lord (cf. A.C. 10270; CANONS: The Holy Spirit 3
: 2).
Time forbids here to enter in detail upon these profound problems. They have been developed
as to many essential particulars in the journal of the Church in Holland, which in its English
edition is also accessible to the English reader. The main point of the present argument is to
show
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that the problem whether there are discrete degrees of truth involved in the understanding of the
Latin Word, and whether therefore the science of correspondences must be applied to that Word,
can only be seen in the light of the doctrine concerning the discrete degrees of the human mind.
Essential correspondences are between the natural, the spiritual, and the celestial; and thus
between the natural truths in the Church, the spiritual truths in the Church, and the celestial
truths in the Church. Natural truths are in generals; spiritual truths are in particulars;
celestial truths are in singulars. Natural truths are composite truths; spiritual truths are their

components; and celestial truths are the components of these (cf. A.C. 4154). There is no relation
between these degrees of truths but that of correspondence. It is here that the essential
application of the science of correspondences lies. If this is realized it becomes plain that the
theory that the Lord Himself has raised the truths from degree to degree in the successive
Revelations, so that in the Third Testament they are "rational truths", which is the highest degree
to which man can attain, will' not suffice to solve the problem of the discrete degrees of truth in
the Latin Word. The problem of the relation between the three Testaments is far more intricate
than it has there been surmised. The Old Testament was a Revelation of the Human Divine; the
New Testament was a Revelation of the Divine Natural of the Divine Human; and the Third
Testament is a Revelation of the Divine Rational of the Divine Human. The approach to all the
three Testaments is the same, namely in the exterior natural, or in sensual cognizance; for the
Word is Divine Truth in lasts, and also in the Third Testament the Divine Truth has been laid
down in lasts. "Now it is allowed to enter intellectually" does not mean a direct cognizance of
genuine rational truths, of which it is believed that they are there lying open or naked
before our eyes; it is an exhortation to the man of the Church that he should suffer himself to be
regenerated, whereby the interior degrees of his mind may be opened. and he may be "arrayed in
fine linen, clean and white", as it is said of the Bride of the Lamb (Ap. XIX : 8), which signifies
that he may be instructed in genuine and pure truths through the Latin Word from the Lord. We
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read in the APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED, n. 1222, that "fine linen signifies truth out of
celestial origin"; and in n. 1143: "Truths out of celestial origin are the truths with those who
are in love to the Lord". The love to the Lord, and thus the essential love which makes the man
of the Church to be a man and to be a Church, is therefore the love for such truths out of celestial
origin.
SERIES AND DEGREES IN THE LATIN WORD AS ILLUSTRATED BY THE LAW OF
THE FIRSTBORN

ADDRESS BY THE REVEREND THEODORE PITCAIRN BEFORE THE XXV. BRITISH
ASSEMBLY, LONDON, AUGUST 1ST, 1932.

In GENESIS there are three stories in which the subject is the right of the firstborn, and in
which this right appears to be taken from. the elder son and to be given to the younger brother.
These stories treat of the twin brothers Esau and Jacob; the twin brothers Zarah and Pharez, the
sons of Judah by Tamar; and Manasseh and Ephraim, sons of Joseph. In each case the subject is
the relation of good and truth, or charity and faith, in the natural, and the apparent primacy of
truth and the actual primacy of good. In many respects there is a resemblance between the birth
of the twin sons of Isaac and Judah, and between the blessing of Esau and Jacob, and Manasseh
and Ephraim, so much so that the literal sense of the ARCANA CELESTIA presents the
appearance as if the subject considered were the same, and it is only by means of seeing the
series of GENESIS as a whole, that the essential difference can become manifest.

As is well known, the seven days of creation, in the first chapters of GENESIS is a summary of
the whole of the Word; thus it is a summary of the whole of the Glorification of the Lord, and
therefore of the whole of the regeneration of man, and also of the whole history of the Church.
This is according to the law that the first of a series is a summary of all that follows. This law is
also manifest in the first verse of the Word: "In the beginning God created the heavens and the
earth". And it also applies
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to the first book of the Word, namely GENESIS; for if the book of GENESIS is seen in a series,
it becomes manifest that it treats of the complete Glorification of the Lord, and of the complete
regeneration of man. It is according to this series that we will consider the subject.
In the inmost sense, as has been said, GENESIS treats of the Glorification of the Lord, from
Conception to His Ascension. In the inmost representative sense it treats of the regeneration of
the celestial man whose regeneration is a likeness of the Glorification of the Lord; in the interior
representative sense it treats of the regeneration of the spiritual man, the regeneration of whom is
an image of the Glorification of the Lord. The reason the regeneration of the spiritual man is an
image and not a likeness is because the spiritual man is not regenerated as to all the degrees of
the mind, and he is therefore not fully a man. In a lower sense it treats of the regeneration of the
spiritual natural man.
The essential internal sense in relation to man is always in relation to the celestial man, the
regeneration of whom is alone an image and likeness of the Glorification of the Lord. This
internal sense is at present far in the distance like a mountain-range covered with clouds;
nevertheless, of the Divine Mercy of the Lord, certain general, although incomplete outlines
begin to become manifest. The Word is written in a Divine series, which series as it is in itself
can be seen by the Lord alone, nevertheless there are indefinite
series which can become visible to men. All genuine spiritual sight of men depends on
being in one of these Divine series; if man is not in a Divine series he can see no genuine truth in
any of the Testaments of the Word. If these series are not opened by the Lord to the man of the
New Church, he remains in the literal sense of the Third Testament, in which case he can have
no perception of the infinity of the Latin Word, although he may acknowledge its infinity from
the general statements of Doctrine. That this however is not an internal acknowledgment, is
evident from the fact that he imagines that he is in the full light of the spiritual Sun in reading the
literal sense of the Latin Word, while in fact he is in a cloud and can hardly see that which is too
far to touch with the hand.
It is asked: But why emphasize the clouds of the literal
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sense of the Latin Word and not its Glory? This is not the question. The question is not what man
should emphasize, but what is the truth. If man in first reading the Latin Word is in dense clouds,

it is important that he should know it, lest he become as one of those of whom the Lord said: "If
ye were blind ye should have no sin; but now ye say: We see; therefore your sin remaineth",
JOHN 9 :41.
It is obvious from Doctrine that the Latin Word is infinite and thus contains infinite Wisdom;
yet this is contrary to the appearance of a man who is in' its literal sense, for the ideas contained
appear to be limited in number, in fact so very limited, that a man who has spent the few years of
his life on earth studying them, may easily come into the fantasy that he has a general knowledge
of the contents of the Latin Word. Concerning the Word we read: "That such is the infinity of
spiritual seed or of the truths of the Word, can be seen from angelic Wisdom, which is all from
the Word. This increases in the Angels to eternity, and the wiser they become, the more clearly
do they see that wisdom is without end, and perceive that they are only in the outer court, and
cannot in the smallest particular attain to the Lord's Divine Wisdom, which they call a great
deep. Since then the Word is from this great deep, because it is from the Lord, it is plain that
there is a kind of infinity in every part", T.C.R. 290. Swedenborg at the entrance to the palace of
Wisdom was told that the requirement for entrance was the acknowledgment that what one
knew, compared to what one did not know, was as a drop of water to the ocean, which
Swedenborg said he acknowledged more than others.
The subject of the ARCANA CELESTIA in the internal sense is the regeneration of man,
concerning which we read: "The arcana of regeneration are so innumerable that scarcely a tenthousandth part of them can be known by the Angels, and those that they do know are what make
their intelligence and wisdom", A.C. 5398. What then is known by man? From the above it is
evident that the first of wisdom is to acknowledge that what we understand of the Latin Word is
as nothing, and that we are in the densest cloud as to all internal and inmost things. But while
this may be acknowledged with the mouth, if man has not been given some perception of where
the infinite and to man
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indefinite regions or deeps of the Word, and especially the Latin Word, lie, in his heart he is apt
to revert to the fantasy that he has a general acquaintance with the contents of the Latin Word,
and this especially for the reason that such a conception flatters his self-intelligence.
Swedenborg was once granted to see the occupied regions of Heaven and the regions still
unoccupied, and he saw that those which were occupied were as nothing compared to those as
yet unoccupied.
It is the internal sense of the Word which makes Heaven; in a spiritual idea the unoccupied
regions of the Heavens is the internal of the Word which is yet to be opened and appropriated by
Heaven and the Church. It is the purpose of this -paper to give some slight indication as to where
certain unoccupied regions lie.
In application to the regeneration of man, the first eleven chapters of GENESIS treat of the
operation of the Lord before the actual rebirth of man. These chapters are said to be made
historicals, while those which follow are real historicals.

The difference between made historicals and real historicals is that the former are due entirely
to influx from within, while the latter are based on experience from without. In relation to man
this signifies that before the actual birth of the new man the Lord operates from within, preparing
man for regeneration, but that after man is born anew, he cooperates as of himself and apparently
from without, although this latter operation is equally the Lord's with man as was the former, as
is indicated by the fact that the chapters before and after the eleventh chapter are equally in a
Divine series. Before man has been born again he indeed appears to act as of himself, but it is an
as of itself not yet in himself, as is clear from children who also have a kind of as of itself, which
is not really theirs.
In the twelfth chapter commences the story of Abram. Abram in the supreme sense represents
the Lord and the states of His Glorification in infancy. Actual regeneration in man does not
commence until adult life, wherefore in relation to man, Abram represents the infancy of the new
man. For as it is said: "Man must be conceived anew, born anew, and educated anew", thus man
of the second birth, or the regenerated man, has. like the man of the first birth.
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to pass in an orderly manner through the different ages of life. The man born again is first a
spiritual infant, and as such he is held in celestial things from the Lord, but as to his actual life he
is entirely in sensual things, the sensual in this story being represented by Lot. The sensual
things are particularly the sensual things of the literal sense of the Word. It has been believed in
the Church that the Old Testament teaches sensual truth, the New Testament natural truth, and
the Third Testament rational truth, and there is indeed a series in which this is true. But in the
first state after the rebirth of the man of the New Church, all three Testaments are seen sensually.
That the Third Testament is at first seen sensually is evident from the fact that the first things
which delight are the external appearances of the spiritual world, which are sensual appearances.
Even the inmost statements of Doctrine concerning the Divine Human are at first sensual. For
the delight remains in the appearance of the Lord in the Sun of Heaven, and as seen by the
external eyes of Angels. thus it is in the sensual; nevertheless in the sensual of the new infancy
the celestial is present.
In the next state man is instructed in the scientifics of the Word. Scientifics are a degree of truth
more interior than sensual truth; by means of these truths the natural mind is brought into order
under ruling principles. This first ordering of the natural mind is described by the story of Abram
in Egypt. If the subject being considered is to be understood, there must be some knowledge
concerning the natural that is being treated of, for there are many persons in GENESIS which
represent the natural, as for example the servant of Abraham, Esau and Jacob, Ephraim and
Manasseh, the ten sons of Israel which came to Joseph, and the Pharaoh in the time of Joseph.
Yet while all these are called the natural, it is evident that there is a very great difference as to
the representation of these different persons, and in fact that it is entirely different naturals that
are treated of. For example, the natural that is signified by Esau and Jacob is born from the
celestial rational represented by Isaac, wherefore previous to the birth of Esau and Jacob, this
natural does not exist. Joseph also signifies the rational and his sons Ephraim and Manasseh a
natural from the rational. Nevertheless the
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rational that Joseph represents is an entirely different rational from that which was represented
by Isaac. For in the days of Isaac the rational that was represented by Joseph did not as yet exist.
The rational represented by Isaac was born from the inmost represented by Abraham, while the
rational that was represented by Joseph was born from the spiritual natural represented by Israel,
that is, it is a rational raised out of the regenerated spiritual natural. If there is no distinct
idea concerning the natural that is being considered, the subject remains in darkness; this is the
reason that it is necessary to give certain outlines of GENESIS before entering upon the subject
of the contention as to the birth-right. In the Word there are innumerable names which signify
the celestial, the spiritual, the natural, the internal, the external, and so forth, and yet there are no.
two names which signify exactly the same thing. Again the same name has often many
significations, as for example Abram and Abraham have the following significations: Those who
are in idolatry, the Lord in His infancy, the Divine itself, the Human of the Lord, the rational, the
celestial, the good of the pure intellectory. Isaac represents the spiritual and also the celestial
rational. Joseph represents the external of the rational, the celestial of the natural, the celestial of
the spiritual, the internal celestial, and the Divine spiritual, besides several other representations.
In fact the signification is always according to the series, wherefore a name can never occur
twice with exactly the same representation; and a name in any particular place has a different
signification according to the series which is being unfolded, which series are infinite, and in
relation to man beyond number. Hence it is evident that unless a man is in a Divine series of the
Word he can never see anything of the Word in a genuine sense.
And as these series in the Word are infinite, it is manifest with what dense clouds the
ARCANA CELESTIA is veiled, and that it is only by the Mercy of the Lord that a man can see
any genuine internal truth.
We will not consider here how the natural-, the spiritual-, and the celestial rational are formed,
and how by influx into them the genuine Doctrine is formed. It is, however, important to know
that the internal that is represented by Abraham and from which the rational is born, is above the
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Heavens, thus above the consciousness of the celestial Heaven and the celestial Church, and that
it only becomes manifest to the celestial in the interior or celestial rational represented by Isaac.
That the Lord alone thought from intellectual truth, represented by Sarah, is taught in the
ARCANA CELESTIA, n. 1904. That the inmost represented by Abraham and Sarah does not
come to the perception of man is taught in n. 1940. That this internal is only perceived by man or
Angel when it flows into the rational is taught in n. 2093.
That the spiritual, or those who are in the exterior rational, are represented by Ishmael, and the
celestial, or those who are in the interior rational, are represented by Isaac, is taught in n. 2078
and further in n. 2661, from which the following is quoted: "The Lord did not come into the
world to save the celestial but the spiritual. The Most Ancient Church, called man, was celestial.
... By Isaac is represented the Lord's Divine Rational, and by him are also signified the celestial

who are called heirs; and by Ishmael is represented the Lord's merely human rational, and by him
are also signified the spiritual who are called sons". From the above it is clear that there is no
question of the existence of the natural that is represented by Esau and Jacob, before the birth of
the celestial rational represented by Isaac, for these are born from this rational. If this is not
known by the Church while reading of the inversion of state that takes place when Esau,
representing good, becomes the lord of Jacob, representing truth, there is the danger that the
Church might fall into the "celestial heresy", which in the past was so destructive of the genuine
things of the Church, in spite of the fact that it appeared to be confirmed by many things from
the literal sense of the Latin Word. In the natural that exists previous to the natural born from the
celestial rational, there can be no such order as that signified by Esau as being the lord of Jacob.
Previous to the regeneration of the celestial rational the Lord indeed has His natural in man, and
it is in fact by this natural that the truth of the rational is united to the good of the rational, but
this natural is the servant of the inmost represented by Abraham, and is called the servant, the
elder of his house; see GENESIS, chapter 24. This
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natural is the servant of the inmost and does its bidding, wherefore this natural is never attributed
to man as his own.
Although the natural that is represented by Esau and Jacob is born from the regenerated
rational, the natural after this birth must also be regenerated. For at first it is only the internal of
the natural that is from the rational; Esau signifies the good of the natural from the rational, and
Jacob the truth of the natural from the rational. Although Esau was born first, a dispute arises as
to the birth-right, and this for two reasons. First, because there is an appearance that the truth of
faith precedes the good of life. And second, because before regeneration truth must be apparently
in the first place. The reason truth must be apparently in the first place is because before the will
is regenerated, nothing can proceed from it but evil and falsity, wherefore it has to be in apparent
subjection to the truth of Doctrine. Nevertheless that even from birth the good of the natural is
the first is evident from the fact that no truth can be received with acknowledgment except from
delight; wherefore it is the delight or the good of the natural that introduces. But previous to
regeneration, this good which introduced the truth does not manifest itself as the good of the
natural; and as the only good which manifests itself is not as yet genuine, it sells its birth-right to
truth. The birth-right was sold for a mass of pottage, by which is represented a chaotic mass of
doctrinal things. All things of the mind must .be ordered by means of good from the Lord which
flows in by an internal way. All things which enter from without, from the Word or from the
Doctrine of the Church, are in the mind a chaotic mass of doctrinal things, until they have been
so ordered from the Lord; and this in spite of the fact that to the man it appears as if he
understood the Word and the Doctrine, and thus they appear to be in order in his mind; but this
appearance is a fallacy, for truth is nothing but the form of good. Wherefore if it is not good
which has ordered the mind the doctrinals with man are not alive and appear in the spiritual
world as something material, fibrous, and closed up. Nevertheless a man must have this chaotic
mass of doctrinals, for until they are present, there can be no establishment of order in his mind:
wherefore Esau must
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sell his birth-right for this pottage. But he did so, saying: "I am about to die", which signifies that
good would rise again and .assume the priority.
Since the beginning of the world there has been a dispute as to which has the priority, good or
truth, or faith or charity. In the New Church this dispute centered about a belief that is known in
the GENERAL CHURCH as the "celestial heresy". Those in this belief, which dominated the
thought of the church in New 'England in the past generation, emphasized the oft repeated
passages in the Writings that truth is out of good, and therefore that a minister should teach out
of his goodness, and they minimized the importance of Doctrine, which minimization they were
also able to confirm by passages from the Writings. At the same time they took Divine authority
away from the Writings and attributed it to their own goodness, and thus destroyed the essentials
of the Church.
The ACADEMY rebuked these teachings by showing that good without truth is merely natural,
and that if man were not in the truth he could never come into genuine good; at the same time
bringing forth the teachings of the Writings concerning themselves, as being the Lord, and the
presence of the Lord in the New Church. Thus it was shown that the placing of the authority of
the goodness of man superior to the books in which the Lord had made his Second Coming, was
profane; thus the genuine New Church was saved from a false doctrine, that, if unchecked,
would have destroyed everything genuine. The ACADEMY, however, did not enter into and
unfold the genuine meaning of the innumerable passages in the Latin Word which teach that all
genuine truth is out of good and that truth is the form of good, and hence that good is the first of
the Church and not truth. In fact, by placing the Writings above everything, they appeared to
give to the truth of the Writings in the Church the right of primogeniture, and to make good
secondary; and indeed this appearance was essential for the salvation of the Church, and led the
Church through a necessary and therefore orderly state. But the danger arises that this
appearance might be taken for the reality. Because of the perversion that took place in the past,
men feared to enter into the passages in the Latin Word which had been perverted. and when any
one
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touched upon them he was warned of the danger. However the Rev. E. S. Hyatt did treat
concerning the subject in one of his sermons in exposition of the text concerning the house built
upon a rock and the house built upon the sand, in which he showed that by the sand in the New
Church is signified the scientifics or appearances of the literal sense of the Writings, in the
mind of the man of the New Church, which if they are not ordered from the Lord by means of
good proceeding from Him, are merely sand, and being perverted by the things of man's
proprium are not a basis upon which a house can stand in a storm. And that the rock is these
same scientifics ordered and united into a one from the Lord by influx of good from within, and
that thus in the New Church it is the Writings in the mind of the Church, so ordered by the Lord
who alone is the rock, upon which the Church can be founded; and hence that it is the Divine
good in the Church that is the primary and never the appearances of truth that a man draws from
the literal sense of the Writings.

The relation of good and truth in the natural and how the order is inverted, is described as
follows: "And he said: The voice is Jacob's voice, but the hands are the hands of Esau. This
signifies that in this case the intellectual part is of truth which is within, but the will part is of
good which is without, thus that they are of inverted order. . . . Where good is, there is truth, both
being necessary in order that there may be anything; but the influx causes the truth therein to be
such as it is. The influx takes place in this way: The good of the rational flows into the natural in
two ways; through the shortest way into the good itself of the natural, thus immediately; and
through the good of the natural into the truth there; this good and this truth is what is represented
by Esau and his hunting. The good of the rational also flows into the good of the natural by a
way less short, namely through the truth of the rational, and by this influx forms something like
good, but it is truth. It is according to order that the good of the rational should flow into the
good of the natural, and at the same time into its truth, immediately; and also through the truth of
the rational into the good there, thus mediately; and in like manner into the truth of the natural
both immediately and mediately; and when this is the case,
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then the influx is according to order. Such influx exists with those who have been regenerated;
but as before said, there is another influx before they have been regenerated, namely that the
good of the rational does not inflow immediately into the good of the natural, but mediately
through the truth of the rational, and thus presents something like good in the natural, but which
is not genuine good, and consequently not genuine truth; but it is such that inmostly it really has
good from the influx through the truth of the rational, but no further", A.C. 3563.
It must be noted that the rational that is here signified by Isaac and Rebekah, is the rational that
has been formed by the influx of both good and truth through the internal man. As we read:
"With man also the first rational is conceived and born through the influx of the internal man
into the life of the affection of scientifics of his external man; but his second rational out of the
influx of the good and truth from the Lord through the internal man. This second rational he
receives from the Lord, when he is being regenerated; for he is then sensible in his rational of
what the good and truth of faith are", A.C. 2093. The first rational is formed from the Lord
through the good which is above the Heavens (Abraham) as a father and is born out of the
affection of the scientifics of the Word, or the scientifics of the Doctrine of the Church, -thus it is
formed by the delight of a direct reading, of the text of the Word or of Doctrine, hence it appears
as if the truth of the first rational entered from without. But both, the good -and the truth of the
second rational enter manifestly from within, for they are born from the good and truth of the
internal which is above the Heavens, a good and truth of which the Lord alone was conscious,
represented by Abraham and Sarah. If there is not some perception of what this internal rational
is, there can be no understanding of the natural born from this rational, nor of the influx into this
natural, nor of the inversion of state that takes place in it.
The nature of the influx of the good of the rational, signified by Isaac, into the truth of the
rational, signified by Rebekah, and from this into the truth of the natural, signified
by Jacob, and thence into the good of the natural, signified by Esau, previous to regeneration,
in which case truth is within and good without, and the
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nature of the state after regeneration when there is an immediate influx of the good of the
rational into the good of the natural and thence into its truth, which influx then becomes primary
and the former influx secondary, is a subject which can with difficulty be explained on account
of a lack of knowledge. Here we will confine ourselves to certain external illustrations by which
some idea of the subject may be had.
The most essential rational concept that has been given to the Church was expressed by the
words: The Writings are the Word. The good of the rational from which this rational truth came,
was the desire to be led by the Lord and not by one's own intelligence; if this love of being led by
the Lord and not by self, had not been present in the Church, the Church could never have drawn
this Doctrine out of the literal sense of the Latin Word, although when seen, there are many
passages in the Latin Word which confirm it. This illustrates the influx of the good of the
rational into the truth of the rational, and also the teaching that Doctrine is spiritual out of
celestial origin.
Again, in the early days of the ACADEMY, from a love of order, especially from a desire that
the Lord's Divine order should prevail on earth, it was seen that goods and truths of the New
Church in their true order were the means of the salvation of the New Church, and that the New
Church was provided from the Lord for the salvation of the world.
As in all things there should be a correspondence between the spiritual and the natural, it was
seen that there should be a distinctive social life in the New Church and that internal friendship
was only possible with those within the Church, for such association alone corresponds to the
association of Angels with their goods and truths. This doctrine was put into practice and thus
became the good of the natural in the various societies of the Church. Thus there was an influx
from the good of the rational into the truth of the rational, and thence into the truth of the natural,
and finally into the good of the natural. Bat later this order must be inverted, that is, within it
there must be an influx of the good of the rational into the good of the natural, and thence into its
truth. In reference to the above illustration, the good of the rational is the love of the orderly
arrangement of the goods and truths of the
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Church; when this flows immediately into the good of the natural, it takes the form of the love of
those who are in similar goods and truths. In this state a perception is given as to the goods and
truths in the natural, and it is seen that because a man is called a New Churchman, or because he
belongs to an organization of the New Church, he does not necessarily belong to the essential
New Church, according to which the essentials of association take place. In. such a case the
former influx becomes the external and the immediate influx the internal, and thus an inversion
takes place in the natural. But before this inversion can take place in the natural, and good
assumes its birth-right, many states must be passed through. These states are represented by
Jacob's sojourn with Laban, where he acquired his wives, eleven of his sons, and his herds and
flocks. His wives signify the external and the internal affections of truth, his sons the goods and
truths of the Church in the natural, which are born from natural truth as a father and out of the
affections of internal and of external truth as a mother; the flocks and herds signify the goods and
truths of the Church in general which they possessed. Until these are possessed by the truth of

the natural, or the Doctrine of truth in the natural, represented by Jacob, there can be no question
of the inversion of state that is represented by Jacob submitting himself to Esau as his
servant.
When the inversion takes place, there is an influx of truth into the natural from within, from the
interior man, which truth man could not observe before. These truths are represented by the four
hundred men that came with Esau, see A.C. 4249. These truths are the result of the ordering of
the good of the natural from the Lord, see A.C. 9337.
When this inversion has taken place, the spiritual man is regenerated; for the natural is then
regenerated and receives influx out of the rational, from the Lord. "For when the natural has been
regenerated, the things which flow in from the Lord through Heaven, thus through the rational
into the natural, are received because they agree. For the natural is nothing but a receptacle of
good and truth out of the rational from the Lord. By the natural is meant the external man, and by
the rational the internal man". A.C. 4612.
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But in the story of GENESIS, as soon as this order has been established, a new disorder arises
in the natural, represented by the dreams of Joseph and his consequent rejection by his brothers,
see GENESIS chapter 37, and the following chapter which treats of Judah and the women he
took. That these two chapters are closely related, is indicated by the opening words: "And it
came to pass at this time", see A.C. 4814.
Judah in this chapter signifies the evils and falsities in the natural, which are opposed to the
celestial. With the regenerated spiritual man all things in man from the inmost to the natural are
held in order from the Lord, but with him the evils and falsities opposed to the celestial, although
quiescent, have not been conquered; wherefore if man is to become celestial, these evils and
falsities must manifest themselves. Thus from the thirty-seventh to the last chapter of GENESIS,
in their most essential sense in relation to man, the regeneration of man from being spiritual to
becoming celestial, is treated of. As this subject is of such an interior nature, it can with
difficulty be illustrated at the present time.
It may be noted that from Lot and later from Eliezer of Damascus, through Ishmael to Isaac,
there is an ascending series which finally culminates in the recognition of Rebekah as Isaac's
wife, in the twenty-sixth chapter of GENESIS. In this series Abram or Abraham, signifying the
internal, is the essential which causes the ascent. Then there is a descending series, of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, which culminates in the regenerated natural from within, Jacob being the son of
Isaac, and Isaac the son of Abraham. If man, or the Church, is to become celestial on the basis of
this regenerated natural, another ascending series must commence. This series is: Jacob, the
natural; Israel, the spiritual from the natural, or the celestial spiritual of the natural, see A.C.
4570; Benjamin, the spiritual of the celestial, which is intermediate between the internal natural
and the external of the rational; Joseph, the celestial of the spiritual, or the external of the
rational, see A.C. 4570; and finally Joseph as the internal celestial. In the regenerated celestial
man the rational is born in the regenerated natural; Joseph was the son of Jacob, or Israel; while
the rational of the spiritual man, Ishmael, is born from the
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internal represented by Abraham, and is not elevated from a regenerated natural which had been
attributed to the man as his own.
The celestial of the spiritual then establishes a new order in the natural, Joseph rules over
Egypt, and the goods and truths of the Church in the natural submit themselves, Joseph's brethren
bow down to Joseph. From the internal celestial, Joseph, are born a new will and understanding
in the natural, Ephraim and Manasseh, into which the internal celestial flows, through the
spiritual of the natural, Israel, see GENESIS, chapter 48, concerning the blessing of Manasseh
and Ephraim by Israel. This last descending series culminates in the genuine will and
understanding of the Word, in the natural of the celestial man or Church.
In the beginning of the creation of the celestial man from the spiritual, a contention again arises
as to which is the firstborn of the natural, good or truth. This is represented by the birth of
the twin sons of Judah by Tamar, Zarah and Pharez. The reason this contention again arises is
because in every new state, truth again comes apparently in the first place. Zarah, signifying
good, opened the womb with his hand, which signifies that the new birth takes place from the
power of good, but that nevertheless truth manifests itself first, signified by Pharez coming forth
first. Concerning which we read as follows: "Unless there were light from good inwardly in man,
he would never be able to see truths so as to acknowledge and believe them", A.C. 4930. When
man first reads the Word, particularly the Latin Word, it appears to him as truth. It is only
afterwards that a man can come to see that internally the Word is the good which is inwardly in
man from the Lord, and that the truths of the Word which are apparently from without by means
of the senses, are only genuine truths with the man in so far as they are a form of this good.
The final doubt as to which is the firstborn in the natural, good or truth, arises in connection
with the blessing of Ephraim and Manasseh. In the blessing Joseph, the internal of the celestial,
accounts good, signified by Manasseh, as primary; but Israel, the spiritual from the natural,
accounts truth, represented by Ephraim, as primary. Due to the influx of the internal of the
celestial into the spiritual from
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the natural, Joseph putting his hand on his father's, the spiritual does indeed acknowledge good
as primary, but nevertheless Ephraim was given the primary blessing for the reason that truth is
more manifest; and also for the reason that even with the celestial man and the celestial Church it
is an eternal truth that "The Church is from the Word, and is such as its understanding of the
Word", S.S. 76.
It is obvious that the foregoing is the briefest outline, and that if the subject were to be opened
as to its particulars, it would fill innumerable volumes. It may also appear too difficult for many
to comprehend. While it is not necessary that all should enter into the particulars, it is necessary
that all should acknowledge that what they know of the contents of the Latin Word is but as a
drop compared to the ocean; for it is an acknowledgment of this truth from the heart that
introduces a man into the palace of wisdom. To the natural mind this cannot but appear as an

exaggeration, for it is contrary to the appearance of the literal sense of the Latin Word as seen by
men. This truth cannot be acknowledged rationally unless it is acknowledged that the Latin Word
has an internal sense which does not appear in the letter, an acknowledgment at which the natural
mind tends to rebel. For the following words have a universal application: "How greatly those
deny the internal sense of the Word has also been given me to see from such persons in the other
life, for when the existence of an internal sense of the Word that does not appear in its
literal sense, and that treats of love to the Lord and the neighbor, is merely mentioned in their
presence, there is perceived not only denial by them, but also aversion and even loathing. This is
the primary cause of this denial", A.C. 3427.
If it is perceived that a man does not know one ten-thousandth part of a ten-thousandth part of
the things in the ARCANA CELESTIA concerning the regeneration of man, and that the internal
things concerning the Glorification of the Lord are a thousand times still more deeply hidden,
it is obvious that the description of the Glorification of the Lord, which is called the celestial
sense, as it at first appears to man on the surface of the Latin Word, is only an outermost
covering, and that the celestial things themselves as seen by the celestial Angels and also the
spiritual things are hidden far within.
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A LETTER FROM THE REV. DR. ALFRED ACTON

EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR JANUARY 1933

The REV. PROF. DR. ALFRED ACTON requests the publication of the following:

To the Editor
of DE HEMELSCHE LEER.

On p. 184 of DE HEMELSCHE LEER for May, 1931, you refer to a letter received from me as
saying "that for the acquiring of the internal sense of the Writings, there is . . . no need of
'genuine doctrine and illustration' ". Will you pardon me for saying that you must have
misunderstood my letter. I have never thought, still less stated, that genuine doctrine and
illustration are not necessary for the interior understanding of the Writings. Indeed, my belief is
the exact opposite. It is universally held in the GENERAL CHURCH that what is called the
Academy doctrine has been a guiding light in the understanding of the Writings; and that
illustration from heaven is necessary, is too obvious to need demonstration.
ALFRED ACTON

DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR AUG.-SEPT. 1933

FROM THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE SWEDENBORG GEZELSCHAP

Extract from the Minutes of the Meeting of Saturday, May 7th, 1932.

The memorandum, calling this meeting together, reads as follows: The address by Bishop
George de Charms, The Interior Understanding of the Writings, NEW CHURCH LIFE,
November 1931.
The following gentlemen took part in the discussion: Rev. Ernst Pfeiffer, p. 39, Prof. Dr.
Charles H. van 0s, p. 53, Rev. Theodore Pitcairn, p. 60, N. J. Vellenga, p. 67, J. P.
Verstraate, p. 71, H. D. G. Groeneveld, p. 76.
REV. ERNST PFEIFFER. — The basic principle of DE HEMELSCHE LEER is that the
Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Third Testament of the Word of God, and that THE
DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE is also
the Doctrine concerning the Third Testament, so that the essence of the Third Testament can
only be understood in the light of that Doctrine. If the Writings of Swedenborg are the Word or
the Sacred Scripture, then this is a self-evident truth; but if that Doctrine cannot; be applied to
those Writings, then they are not the Word. It may however become the experience of every
affirmative member of the Church, that this application in ever increasing particulars makes clear
the true essence of those Writings as the Word.
All attributes ascribed to the Word in THE DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED
SCRIPTURE are Divine attributes, which in a characteristic way show the Divine essence of the
Word above the essence of ordinary books. This especially applies also to this attribute, that the
Word in the natural world is clothed in a literal sense, accommodated to the thinking of simple
men and of children,
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and to those who "prepare the way or open the door only to the last or natural degree", T.C.R. 34,
of which sense it is also said "that it conjoins man with the first Heaven", A.C. 3476. The remark
has been made that if the Writings of Swedenborg also contained interior senses, hidden behind
the letter, and which by the Church may be brought to light, these Writings would not be the last
and crowning Revelation. That this attribute, however, is a Divine attribute and in no way one
which belittles the essence of the Word, as is surmised in the remark made, clearly appears from
this, "that the Word in the sence of the letter is in its fullness and in its holiness and in its power",
S.S. 37, and "that the celestial and the spiritual sense of the Word are simultaneously in the

natural sense of it", S.S. 38, since "in the outermost or last things all interior or higher things are
simultaneously", D.P.320. It is not the purpose of the Word to communicate to man directly the
discrete degrees of truth; but it has been enjoined upon man as a task, to ascend according to
order as if from himself through the letter where Divine Truth is in ultimates, to the interior
degrees of truth. This is the task of the Doctrine which must be made in the Church. The
Doctrine is the interior truth which can be drawn out of the letter from degree to degree. Thus it
is clear that the remark mentioned rests on a confusion of the essence of the three successive
literal senses with the essence of the three discrete degrees of truth, natural truth, spiritual truth,
and celestial truth, or the natural Doctrine, the spiritual Doctrine, and the celestial Doctrine.
It is a fundamental attribute of the Word in all its Testaments, without which the Word would
not be the Word, that in the letter all discrete degrees of truth are simultaneously present, and
that the natural man therein sees natural truth, the spiritual man spiritual truth, and the celestial
man celestial truth. There is in this respect no essential difference between the three Testaments.
This also is clearly taught in the Word, for we read: "The man of the Most Ancient and of the
Ancient Church, if he lived at this day and would read the Word, would pay no attention to the
sense of the letter, which he would account for nothing, but to the internal sense; they are much
surprised that any one should perceive the Word
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otherwise", A.C. 1540, cf. n. 1143. The cause why they would be able to do this is, that they are
celestial and spiritual men. For the essence of the discrete degrees of truth lies in the difference
between the natural, the spiritual, and the celestial. It is these that make the difference between
the three Heavens, and therefore also the difference between the natural man, the spiritual man,
and the celestial man. So too, it is clear that the natural man in the New Church, even in the
Third Testament is never in a higher discrete degree than in the first; only the spiritual man is in
the second degree or in spiritual truth, and only the celestial man is in the third degree or in
celestial truth.
That from creation It is man's essential end of life successively to come into the discrete
degrees of good and truth, cannot be doubted by the man of the Church. For we read: "The
human mind, out of which and according to which man is man, is formed into three regions
according to three degrees. In the first degree it is celestial, in which are the Angels of the
highest Heaven; in the second degree it is spiritual, in which are the Angels of the middle
Heaven; and in the third degree it is natural, in which are the Angels of the lowest Heaven. The
human mind, organized according to these three degrees, is a receptacle of the Divine influx; but
still the Divine flows in only as far as the man prepares the way, or opens the door. If he does
this to the highest or celestial degree, he then becomes truly an image of God, and, after death,
an Angel of the highest Heaven; but if he prepares the way, or opens the door, only to the middle
or spiritual degree, he then indeed becomes an image of God, but not in that perfection, and after
death he becomes an Angel of the middle Heaven; but if he only prepares the way, or opens the
door, to the ultimate or natural degree, then, if he acknowledges God and worships Him with
actual piety, he becomes an image of God in the ultimate degree, and after death he becomes an
Angel of the ultimate Heaven", T.C.R. 34. From this description of the difference between the
celestial, the spiritual, and the natural man it appears clearly that the coming into existence with
man of the three discrete degrees of truth depends on the opening of the three discrete degrees of
the mind. This is also con-
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firmed by the fact that the human race from creation until the Coming of the Lord was
successively in the discrete degrees of truth, between which there was no relation but that of
correspondence, and that therefore they were successively celestial, spiritual, and natural men.
From this it clearly appears that the conception of Bishop de Charms that the Lord Himself has
raised the truth in the successive Revelations by means of correspondences from degree to
degree, so that to the Writings "being addressed to the rational plane of the mind, is given the
highest form of speech and writings with which it is possible to invest things Divine and
heavenly as with an ultimate clothing", does not touch the essence of the discrete degrees and
thus is not sufficient to explain the problem of the discrete degrees of truth in the Third
Testament.
It is indeed true that in the Old Testament the Divine Truth has been revealed in a form
accommodated to the sensual thinking of man, that in the New Testament the Divine Truth has
been revealed in a, form accommodated to the natural thinking of man, and that in the Third
Testament the Divine Truth has been revealed in a form accommodated to the rational thinking
of man, and it is also true that therefore the three literal senses in a certain way stand to each
other in a relation of correspondence. But any one can see at once that these correspondences are
not those of the essentially discrete degrees of truth into which man, by the opening of the
degrees of the mind, may come, namely natural truth, spiritual truth, and celestial truth. For if
this were true, then man, simply by direct cognizance of the literal senses of the Three
Testaments would come into the respectively discrete degrees of truth, and thus the man who
from love of truth reads the Old Testament, would be in natural truth, and the man who from
love of truth reads the New Testament, would be in spiritual truth, and the man who from love of
truth reads the Third Testament, would be in celestial truth. That this is not so, any one can
clearly see.
If one wishes to grasp the essence of the discrete degrees of truth into which man, by the
opening of the interior degrees of the mind may come, one must see the difference between the
series of these discrete degrees and the series
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of the three literal senses. He who is not able to distinguish between these, will never be able to
free himself from the confusion that will entangle him when he wishes to think about these
things.
It is the marriage of good and truth that makes the three Heavens or the three discrete degrees;
good as to essence and truth as to form. The good which makes the first degree is the celestial of
the natural degree, the good which makes the second degree is the celestial of the spiritual
degree, and the good which makes the third degree is the celestial of the celestial degree or the
celestial itself. The truth which makes the first degree is the spiritual of the natural degree or the
natural rational, the truth which makes the second degree is the spiritual of the spiritual degree or

the spiritual rational, and the truth which makes the. third degree is the spiritual of the
celestial degree or the celestial rational. Here it also appears that the truth of each degree is
a Doctrine, spiritual out of celestial origin. The natural rational is the natural Doctrine, in its
degree spiritual out of celestial origin; the spiritual rational is the spiritual Doctrine, in its degree
spiritual out of celestial origin; and the celestial rational
is the celestial Doctrine, in its degree spiritual out of celestial origin.
It is in the natural as on a basis that the celestial and the spiritual make the discrete degrees.
This is the cause why man's natural is threefold, as we read: "It is to be known that man's natural
is threefold, rational, natural, and sensual. The rational is the highest there, the sensual is the
lowest there, and the natural is the middle", A.E. 1147. The basis for the first or the natural
degree is in the sensual, the basis for the second or the spiritual degree is in the natural, and the
basis for the third or the celestial degree is in the rational; for the thinking of the natural man
moves in the external sensual things; the thinking of the spiritual man moves in that which is
within the sensual, namely the natural, this being the order of social life out of charity; and the
thinking of the celestial man moves in that which is within the natural, namely the rational, this
being the order of truth itself which has relation to the Lord. This is confirmed by the
consideration that according to the Word the characteristic essence
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of the human race before the Coming of the Lord, which was based on the sensual, was of a
natural kind, they being only representative Churches; and that the characteristic essence of the
man of the Christian Church, which was based on the natural New Testament, was of a spiritual
kind; and that the characteristic essence of the man of the New Church, which is based on the
rational Third Testament, is of a celestial kind. It may also be confirmed by the express teaching
that "a truly rational man is only he who is called the celestial man", A.C. 6240.
The essence of the opening of the Word which has been enjoined upon the Church as a task, is
to arrive at the interior senses of the Word, the spiritual sense, and the celestial sense, that is, to
the discrete degrees of truth. Here lies the use and the application of the science of
correspondences. According to Bishop de Charms's conception, however, the purpose of the
application of the science of correspondences would be to arrive from one literal sense to the
other, from the sensual literal sense to the natural literal sense, and from the natural literal sense
to the rational literal sense. That this is not so, clearly appears from the following passage in the
Word: "Ultimate goods and truths, or those of the first degree, are such as are contained in the
sense of the letter of the Word; for which reason those who remain in this sense and make thence
the Doctrine according to which they live, are in ultimate goods and truths. . . . The goods and
truths which they have drawn out of the sense of the letter of the Word, and which are with them,
have in themselves interior goods and truths which are of the spiritual sense of the Word, for
they correspond and make one by correspondence", A.E. 375. If Bishop de Charms's conception
were correct, then the ultimate goods and truths that are spoken of here would not be in each of
the literal senses of the Word, but only in the Old Testament. That the goods and truths of each
literal sense belong to the ultimate Heaven appears from the following passages: "The literal
sense of the Word unites man with the first Heaven", A.C. 3476, and: "There are three degrees of
natural men in the ultimate Heaven; the ultimate ones are the sensual, the highest ones there are
the rational", A.E. 1147, and in the same place: "As there are those two degrees, there is also an
intermediate
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one, which is called the natural". From this it clearly appears that also the rational literal sense of
the Third Testament conjoins man only with the ultimate Heaven, and that therefore also the
Third Testament contains a spiritual and a celestial sense, which stand in no relation to the literal
sense and to each other but that of correspondence, and which can only be grasped by a spiritual
rational or a celestial rational man.
The mutual relation of the three literal senses of the Word, such as these have been successively
given in the Old, the New, and the Third Testaments, is that of the sensual, the natural, and the
rational. In the sensual Old Testament an orderly basis has been given from the Lord for the
thinking of the human race in its natural age, for the basis of the thinking of the natural man is in
the sensual, and the characteristic attribute of the human race in the Israelitish era, when the Old
Testament was given, was the natural. In the natural New Testament an orderly basis has been
given from the Lord for the thinking of the human race in its spiritual age, for the basis of the
thinking of the spiritual man is in the natural, and the characteristic attribute of the human race in
the Christian era, when the New Testament was given, was the spiritual. In the rational Third
Testament an orderly basis has been given from the Lord for the thinking of the human race in its
celestial age, for the basis of the thinking of the celestial man is in the rational, and the
characteristic attribute of the human race in the era of the New Church, now the Third Testament
has been given, is the celestial.
The sensual, the natural, and the rational letter, in which the Old, the New, and the Third
Testaments have successively been given are therefore nothing but Divine bases in lasts for the
thinking. For in the letter of the Word the Divine Truth has been laid down in lasts; only in lasts
has the Divine Truth its basis, its containant, and its firmament. In these three therefore the
essential discrete degrees do not lie; but they lie in the natural, the spiritual, and the celestial, and
the truth thereof is the natural rational or the natural Doctrine, the spiritual rational or the
spiritual Doctrine, and the celestial rational or the celestial Doctrine.
According to Bishop de Charms's conception the science
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of correspondences does not apply to the Writings of Swedenborg, because "they are the last and
crowning Revelation", and because they "with their rational statements of Doctrine appeal to the
highest plane in the natural mind which can be addressed directly by a characteristic form of
speech or writing". The application of the science of correspondences is thus limited to the three
bases of truth in the natural, that is to the translation of the truth from a sensual basis to a natural
basis, and from a natural basis to a rational basis. According to this conception the
correspondences are seen only in the mutual relation of the three bases, while yet the Word
teaches that essential discrete degrees of truth are between natural truth, spiritual truth, and
celestial truth. According to Bishop de Charms's conception the application of the science of
correspondences lies in the translation of the truth from the form of speech and writing of the

Old Testament into the form of speech and writing of the New Testament, and from the form of
speech and writing of the New Testament into the form of speech and writing of the Writings of
Swedenborg, while yet the Word teaches that the science of correspondences which has now
been revealed, is one of the means of .arriving at the interior degrees of truth, the
spiritual truth and the celestial truth. According to Bishop de Charms's conception the
application of the science of correspondences is the task of the Lord alone, by the giving of
a new Word, namely the New Testament after the Old. Testament, and the Writings of
Swedenborg after the New Testament; man, however, according to this conception cannot apply
the science of correspondences, except just this that after the examples given in those Writings,
he may also transfer the things of the Old and of the New Testament that have not been directly
unfolded in those Writings, into the form of speech and writing which the truth has in those
Writings, while yet the Word teaches that the essential use of the given Word is to enable man to
fulfill the essential task of his life, namely "to prepare the way or to open the door" to the interior
degrees of his mind, by which he can successively from a dead man become a natural man, a
spiritual man, and a celestial man, by which he successively enters into the discrete
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degrees of truth, between which there exists no relation than that of correspondence. It seems
that in Bishop de Charms's conception the essence of the discrete degrees of truth has been
entirely lost sight of, since the essential and only application of the science of correspondences
that is acknowledged, has reference to the three literal senses, the sensual, the natural, and the
rational, and thus the essence of the discrete degrees of truth is placed in the relation of the
sensual, the natural, and the rational, which however are only the bases for the thinking.
Bishop de Charms indeed says: "We are well aware that correspondences have a broader
application than is here implied. We are fully cognizant of the fact that truth seen in the spiritual
heaven is discretely removed from that seen in the natural heaven; that truth seen in the celestial
heaven is likewise discretely removed from that which is seen in the spiritual heaven; and that
between these there is no communication save by correspondences. But to man on earth these
differences are purely perceptive". Thus, in order to prove that the Writings of Swedenborg do
not contain discrete degrees of truth, reference is here made to the difference between truth with
man before and after the departure from this world. According to this conception in the other life
the Angels of the various discrete Heavens are indeed in discrete degrees of truth, but men in this
life are not, for them the differences of the discrete degrees of truth are "purely perceptive". It is,
however, plain that here again two quite different things have been confused. It is indeed true
that man only after death can come into the proper spiritual truth itself or into the proper celestial
truth itself; but the natural degree of the mind by the opening of the interior degrees is divided,
already in this life;· into a series of as it were discrete degrees, D.L.W. 256, of which the truth is
the natural rational, the spiritual rational, and the celestial rational respectively, and these are the
essential discrete degrees of truth, into which man is to come by the opening of the Word
according to the order of correspondences. However, he can only enter therein by regeneration,
by the opening of the interior degrees of his mind, and this is what makes the difference between
a natural man, a spiritual man, and a celestial
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man, D.L.W. 256. This therefore is not that which makes the difference between truth with man
before and after leaving this world. The real difference between the thinking before and after
death is that man, as long as he lives in the natural world, for all his thinking remains bound to
and is dependent on an external world, and that only after death he becomes conscious in his
internal world, so that as long as he lives in this world he is only conscious in the external of the
discrete degrees of truth, and only in the other life does he become conscious in the internal of
the discrete degrees, or come into the proper spiritual truth or celestial- truth itself. Nevertheless
the discrete degrees of truth are based on an as it were discrete difference in the natural degree,
into which man must come even in this life. This appears clearly herefrom that the thinking of
the Adamic man was discretely different from the thinking of the Noachic man, and this
discretely different from the thinking of the later natural man; and also from this, that in many
places of the Word the difference between celestial truth, spiritual truth, and natural truth is
clearly expounded; and in many places it is spoken of a celestial Doctrine, a spiritual Doctrine,
and a natural Doctrine. It is difficult therefore for us to understand what thought
Bishop de Charms wished to convey by the words "to man these differences are purely
perceptive", for everything that falls into the perception, falls also into the idea of the
understanding, and may be clearly expressed. This is also clearly taught in the Word, for we
read: "There are three degrees of wisdom with man. These are those which are opened with man
according to the conjunction; they are opened according to the love, for love is conjunction itself.
But the ascent of the love according to the degrees is not perceived by man except obscurely, but
the ascent of the wisdom clearly with those who know and see what wisdom is" D.P. 34; and:
"Men do not see the spiritual light except by the perception of the truth", D.L.W. 181. In this
place the perception by man of the truth of the discrete degrees is clearly taught. That, however,
the proper spiritual and celestial truth in which the Angels are, is entirely above the human
understanding, and therefore not perceptive to man, appears from the following passage: "These
degrees
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are opened with man from the Lord according to his life, but not perceptibly or sensibly except
after his departure from the world", D.P. 32.
Divine Truth also in the Third Testament has been laid down in ultimates according to the order
of discrete degrees; any other order according to which Divine Truth may descend to the man
who is to be regenerated, does not exist. The Third Testament therefore contains all discrete
degrees of the rational, the natural rational in the literal sense, the spiritual rational in the
spiritual sense, and the celestial rational in the celestial sense. It is clear that Bishop de Charms
in his argument did not take into account these essential discrete degrees of truth, and this
is the cause why he does not accept the existence of discrete interior senses in the Third
Testament, and will only allow of an "interior understanding of the Writings", which "interior
understanding" is therefore always limited to the lowest degree, that is the natural rational. All
that the Word teaches on the coming into existence of the discrete degrees of the rational, the
natural rational, the Spiritual rational, and the celestial rational, in the stories of.
Ishmael and Isaac, is apparently here lost sight of. That in his argument the spiritual rational
and the celestial rational have not been taken into account, yea, that even the true order of the
natural rational is not seen, appears clearly from all particulars. So Bishop de Charms, when

expounding his conception of the use and the function of Doctrine, after having described his
conception of the use and the function of enlightenment, says: "In order that the first sight of
truth (which has been obtained through enlightenment and that is still immature, and infantile,
and has no ground of permanence in the man, so that it may be quickly lost), may remain, and
grow, and be appropriated to man as his own, further means (than the enlightenment) are
necessary, and these have been provided by the Lord. We are told that those passages in which
spiritual truth is clearly seen in a state of illustration must be collected, and arranged in order,
that they may be seen together. When this is done, they constitute the doctrine of genuine truth,
by which further light may be given, — light capable of penetrating the darker shadows, and of
illuminating passages which before could not be under-
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stood". The discrete degrees of truth are not here spoken of; that above the natural rational there
exists a spiritual rational, and above this a celestial rational, is left entirely out of consideration.
That in each degree, thus even in the natural degree, a new rational faculty must first be created
and formed in the mind, before a man in an orderly way can "collect and arrange in order
passages, that they may be seen together", and that enlightenment alone is not sufficient thereto,
is evidently not seen. Enlightenment is not the first, but the last in the opening of the Word. The
order of the three essential means of opening the Word, as it has thus far been acknowledged in
the Church, is the Doctrine of genuine Truth, the science of correspondences, and enlightenment
from the Lord (see W. F. PENDLETON, The Science of Exposition, pp. 2—3). This order,
though it is essential, has been inverted in Bishop de Charms's argument; enlightenment has
there been made the first of the three. Enlightenment which precedes the creation and formation
of interior things in the mind may be likened unto the light of the sun falling upon a waste place.
For this reason that which in the natural world corresponds to enlightenment is the awakening
from sleep, A.C. 5208; and there is a great difference whether a dead man, or a natural man, or a
spiritual man, or a celestial man, awakens from sleep. Bishop de Charms calls "the first sight of
truth, which is still immature, and infantile, and has no ground of permanence in the man so that
it may be quickly lost", "the spiritual truth which
is clearly seen in a state of illustration". It is clear, however, that in the state there
described there can as yet be no question of spiritual truth, for spiritual truth is only in the
spiritual rational; yea even at that time there is not yet any question of the genuine natural truth
of the natural rational, for man attains this truth only after the wrestling in the first degree
described in the 12th chapter of Genesis, by which it is possible to attain a first ground of
permanence. If, however, there is as yet no ground of permanence as Bishop de Charms says,
then the genuine natural truth has not even yet been attained. The enlightenment which Bishop
de Charms there means, has nothing to do with the enlightenment required for the opening of the
interior degrees of the Word, and which
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is possible only after the formation of the rational, but is evidently nothing else than the
first light which is given to man in the celestial state of infancy as an unmerited advance. From
all these particulars it clearly appears that in Bishop de Charms's conception neither the three
discrete degrees of truth or of the rational, nor the genuine essence of Doctrine, nor the genuine

essence of enlightenment are seen, and that therefore the essence of the three things required for
the opening of the Word, namely of the Doctrine of genuine Truth, of the science of
correspondences, and of enlightenment from the Lord, is lacking.
That the Third Testament contains the three discrete degrees of truth, between which there is no
relation save that of correspondence, may be elucidated by the following example. It is generally
known that the spiritual sense of the Word has reference to truth or to charity, and the celestial
sense to good or to the Lord. Nevertheless it is self-evident that also the natural sense contains a
complete Doctrine concerning truth and charity and concerning good and the Lord, and that also
the spiritual sense contains a complete Doctrine concerning good and the Lord. This is because
the spiritual and the celestial are also present in the natural, in the form of the natural rational, in
which form the natural man may grasp the Doctrine concerning charity and the Doctrine
concerning the Lord, and that the celestial is also present in the spiritual in the form of the
spiritual rational, in which form the spiritual man may grasp the Doctrine concerning the Lord.
Nevertheless it is plain that the spiritual and the celestial Doctrine concerning charity and
concerning the Lord, such as they are in the mind of a spiritual or a celestial man differ discretely
from the Doctrine concerning charity and concerning the Lord, such as they are in the mind of a
natural man; but they correspond to each other, and the natural man cannot grasp any single
spiritual or celestial rational idea in. its proper form, but only in the corresponding natural
rational form. If one has grasped this true essence of the discrete degrees of truth, one can no
longer doubt the existence of a spiritual and a celestial sense in the Third Testament. In Bishop
de Charms's argument, however, the existence is not accepted of the discrete degrees of truth,
into which man can come by the
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opening of the interior degrees of the mind, while yet the possibility of a spiritual Church and of
a celestial Church depends on the existence of these degrees.
The celestial Doctrine and the spiritual Doctrine are described in the
Word as follows: "The Doctrine of celestial good, which is that of love to the Lord, is the most
comprehensive and the most hidden. . . . This Doctrine is contained in the inmost sense of the
Word; the Doctrine of spiritual good, however, in the internal sense. The Doctrine of spiritual
good, which is that of the love towards the neighbor, is also very comprehensive and hidden, but
much less than the Doctrine of celestial good. . . . That the Doctrine of love towards the neighbor
or of charity is very comprehensive, may appear from this that it extends to all and the singular
things which man thinks and wills, thus to all that he speaks and does; and also that there does
not exist the same charity with the one as with the other, and that the one is not the neighbor in
the same way as the other", ON THE NEW JERUSALEM AND ITS CELESTIAL DOCTRINE,
107. Any one can see that this description has reference to the essential discrete degrees of truth,
which are also contained in the Third Testament, and into which man can only come through
regeneration, by the opening of the interior degrees of the mind; that thus, in the Third Testament
also the celestial Doctrine is most hidden and the spiritual Doctrine also very hidden. From this
description it is also clear that the spiritual Church from the Lord out of the Third Testament will
draw the Divine truth that will extend "to all and the singular things which man thinks and wills,
thus to all that he speaks and does", and that that Doctrine will extend to an application to
individual men, since "there does not exist the same charity with the one as with the other, and
the one is not the neighbor in the same way as the other". That this Doctrine can never be

obtained by direct cognizance alone of the letter of the Third Testament, but that it is dependent
on the opening and the formation of the spiritual rational with man, any one who wishes, may
clearly see. Since, however, this spiritual Doctrine, and the celestial Doctrine, is nothing else
than the spiritual and the celestial sense of the Third Testament, it is clear that the genuine
Doctrine of the Church out of
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the Word is nothing else than the true spirit of the Word, and therefore from the Lord alone, and
therefore Divine.

PROF. DR. CHARLES H. VAN 0s. — In the article by Bishop de Charms, which forms our
subject for to-night, many true thoughts have been expressed in a striking way, and with these
thoughts we, I presume, will wholeheartedly agree. If, however, one compares these
considerations with those which during the last years have been held in our Society, a contain
superficiality strikes us — I cannot think of a better word to convey my impression. The reason
of this seems to me the following. While in the article by Bishop de Charms the necessity of
progressive enlightenment and a more interior understanding of the Word is granted, the
impression is created, with me at any rate, that in this connection he thinks only of a gradual
development, thus of a progression along continuous degrees. For our thinking, on the other
hand, it has during the last years been a fundamental thesis that, with the progression to a more
interior understanding, also transitions according to the discrete degrees take place. In other
words we have come to the recognition that with the development of the Church and of the man
of the Church there will always again be moments in which a new light breaks through and the
truths are seen in an entirely new way. This comes to pass because in the minds of the members
of the Church new interior provinces are opened, on which account the Lord can inflow with
new interior truths.
That thus progressions alternate according to continuous and according to discrete degrees, is a
general law in human thinking, which is also clearly represented in the history of science. About
the year 1890 the physicists were of the opinion that everything that man can find out about
nature was practically known; that further progress would consist only in an ever more accurate
study of what in the main was already known. It is generally known that since that time many
new discoveries have been made and that our views have been altered in such a way that one
may safely say that modern physics differ discretely from those of the second half of the
nineteenth century. We speak here only of degrees in the natural; this is, however, a
representation of the progress in the thinking of the
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Church from the natural to the spiritual and the celestial.

Something else is connected with this. When the members of the Church have arrived at a new
insight, they will try to express these views in order to communicate them to others. The others,
after having grasped the new truths, will try to clothe them likewise in their own words. In
course of time the truths will thus be accommodated to the idea even of the simple members of
the Church. Thus the Church as a whole will have advanced in the understanding of truth. And
this advance will be of a permanent nature; it will remain, also when those by whom this
advance became possible will have departed. Yea, even if for some time such a degree of
enlightenment would no longer occur in the Church, the new views would nevertheless continue
to exist. From all this it appears that the Church as it were has its own life, to a certain extent
independent of the life of its members, although it remains true that the life of the Church is
accomplished in the life of its members. If therefore Bishop de Charms says that the spiritual
development of the Church is one with that of the members who constitute it, this is only one
side of the truth; and just the other side which has here been expounded is of essential
importance in connection with the problems now occupying us.
This again may be illustrated by means of the history of science. No one will deny that
Archimedes was one of the greatest mathematicians who have ever lived; but at the same time no
one will deny that since the days of Archimedes new views of mathematics have been acquired,
of which Archimedes did not dream. These views have become common property of all
mathematicians, so that they are the property also of those whose power of thinking remains far
behind that of Archimedes. We see here how for the rational understanding of a truth a much less
degree of enlightenment is required than is necessary for seeing the truth for the first time. From
this it also follows that if in the light of history a judgment is expressed on former states' of the
Church, this has nothing to do with a judgment on the degree of enlightenment or regeneration of
the men who in those former states made the Church. The judgment: "Greek mathematics, as
compared with ours, were very imperfect", has nothing to do with the judg-
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ment: "Archimedes was a very great mathematician".
If one does not consider these things, it does not become clear either to what end the Church
properly serves. If Bishop de Charms says that the task of the Church properly is only to again
and again refer to the Word, the question arises whether for this an organized Church is really
required. That the Church is our Mother, that without her no real spiritual life can possibly
exist, — these truths in this way are not at all seen.
On the other hand it is certainly true that the Word and the Doctrine in the mind of each man of
the Church ever again must be seen in their mutual connection; that every member of the Church
has the call, by wrestling through these things, to come to his own insight. This, moreover,
follows from the preceding; for if the Word were not, always anew, to be read by the members of
the Church independently, it would be impossible for new light ever anew to inflow into the
Church and this to be led to new states.
All this again is clearly represented in the history of the sciences. As long as a science is in its
infancy, it will often happen that some one not strictly belonging to the students of that science,
makes discoveries which later on appear to be of the greatest value to that science. In the
measure, however, in which that science advances, a thing of that kind becomes ever more

difficult, and with sciences such as mathematics and theoretic physics the probability that such a
thing will happen has become exceedingly small. So in the course of time it will become ever
more improbable that any one, not partaking of the life of the Church, only by independent
reading of the Word, should attain an enlightenment which may be compared with that ruling in
the Church.
On the other hand, every young student of science is led to convince himself
of the fundamental truths of science by his own reflections and his own experiments, and every
new view that is expressed by one of the leaders is put to the test by his colleagues. Were this
ever to cease, it would mean the degeneration of science. So too every member of the Church
must ever anew turn to the Word.
In the second part of his argument Bishop de Charms explains in what way the Doctrine may be
drawn from the letter of the Word. He points out that in the sense of the
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letter of the Word some things are, as it were, naked, others clothed, and that, in order to arrive at
a Doctrine one should begin by collecting those places where truth appears naked. These
passages must be arranged in order and brought into mutual connection, and with the help of
what is thus acquired one should penetrate more and more into those things which originally
were obscure. All this certainly is true, and is abundantly confirmed by statements from the
literal sense of the Third Testament. The question, however, should be put as to which things are
naked and which clothed. And then the reply is that this depends on the state in which man finds
himself. When a new light breaks through, many things that formerly were hidden, are seen, but,
conversely, things which formerly seemed clear, appear to hold unsuspected dark depths. Things
which first were clothed, thus now become naked, but things which first seemed naked, prove to
be clothed. The entire work therefore at every new stage must as it were be done over again from
the beginning. Nothing of this appears in Bishop de Charms's argument; one rather gains the
impression as if the things which once were naked, remain so.
This development very clearly appears in the history of science during the last decades. By the
numerous new discoveries and views many obscure things have come to clarity. On the other
hand it has, however, been proved that the apparently most simple ideas, such as "point", ''curved
line", "simultaneousness", contain in themselves enormous difficulties, and a large part of the
work of the present day scientists is devoted just to the study and analysis of these fundamental
ideas. So too, in the Church, the most fundamental ideas will have to be examined ever anew.
In the third part of his address Bishop de Charms argues that the science of correspondences
may be applied only in a very limited measure to the Third Testament. By "application of the
science of correspondences" he understands the rendering of a teaching clothed in sensual ideas
with the help of moral demands, or with the help of abstract ideas. He thinks, for instance, of the
connection between a text from the Old Testament, the explanation thereof in the New
Testament, and the explanation in the
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Third Testament. It is clear that a teaching thus clothed in abstract ideas, cannot again be
translated into another form of human language, since there exists no form of human language
which might be still further removed from the sensual idea—except perhaps, I woui'd remark,
the symbolic language of mathematics and music, which however, at the moment is still far too
imperfect for the end here spoken of. This, perhaps, gives us the best approximating idea of the
language of the Angels. Apart from such possibilities it is clear that the drawing up of an
internal sense, in the way which Bishop de Charms means, finds its logical end in the teachings
clothed in abstract concepts of the Third Testament. We would however remark that this is a
rather limited conception of the science of correspondences. If, for instance, the Church is seen
as a man and thus that which has been communicated concerning the regeneration of man, is
applied to the Church, then is this not an application of the science of correspondences? Or if we
consider that the Lord reveals Himself in the man of the Church, and that thus all that is revealed
concerning the Lord, must be reflected in every individual man? In such instances both the
passage subjected to the exegesis, and also the results of the exegesis, are clothed in abstract
concepts, and still one may say that by the exegesis a hidden sense has been brought to light.
Still this is then something which, in itself, remains in the natural; it may show us, however, that
the law of correspondences is a universal law, and that if the Church is to come into the spiritual
and celestial senses of the Word, the science of correspondences will also have to be applied to
the Third Testament.
In the fourth part of his address Bishop de Charms speaks of the interpretative
doctrine, existing in the Church, and of the danger of binding authority being ascribed to this
doctrine. Various remarks may here be made. First of all this, that it is a one-sided idea to call
the Doctrine of the Church an "interpretative doctrine". From the truth that the Doctrine must be.
drawn out of the letter of the Word, and be confirmed by the letter, it in no way follows that the
function of the Doctrine consists solely in an interpretation of the letter.
The peculiar relation existing here may perhaps again
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be best elucidated by pointing to analogous relations in the world of science. In the last century
there have been, and there are still, many scholars, who see the task of science exclusively in
this that facts are collected and brought into mutual connection and thus may serve to explain
each other. These men are called positivists, and in analogy with this I would call Bishop de
Charms's position, if I understand it correctly, a positivist position. It is difficult, however, to
bring the real development of science into agreement with the positivist ideal, in its simplest
form at any rate. Let us, by way of example, consider the teaching of electricity, as this
has been developed by Maxwell. In the teaching of electricity, men are concerned with the
powers operating one on the other by objects charged with electricity, or through which there run
electric currents. In order to explain these powers it has proved necessary to represent to one's
self that in the space between the objects — in the ether as is sometimes said — certain
conditions and changes of conditions occur that may be mathematically described. These
conditions and changes of conditions cannot be observed, they can only be indirectly indicated
by the influence which they exercise on our instruments. We see here how science for the
explanation of the phenomena observed is obliged to draw up a teaching about things that cannot

be perceived. So too in the Church for the explanation of the Word more and more definite ideas
will be formed concerning the things which are not directly seen in the exclusively literal sense
of the Word.
And finally the concepts "authority" and "infallibility", which in connection with the problem
of the Doctrine of the Church have been foremost in stirring the minds. Here too it will serve to
elucidate if we think of the relations in the world of science. For a right understanding, let us first
remark that here, as well as in the former instances, we view science on its favorable side which
comes to light if its students limit themselves to subjects which are within the domain of their
study. That at all times many scholars have been shortsighted and intolerant, no one will deny;
however, as a rule this referred to subjects not belonging to the field of their studies, and in
respect of which no kind of authority could be ascribed to them. If,
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however, we regard science in its own territory we see how here, without any external
compelling authority, a certain relation of authority comes into existence as of itself. This reveals
itself in the fact that the theses enounced by some are immediately studied in the most serious
way, even by those who ultimately are not in agreement with those theses; the sayings of some
others, on the contrary, are at once passed by with a shrug of the shoulders. Of course there is the
possibility that this common opinion is mistaken, and that theses that were first laughed at, later
on appear to be of great importance. The further, however, that science progresses, the smaller
the chance that such a thing will happen. And if in some fields of science this chance is already
fairly small, how much the smaller then will it not become in the Church, of which we believe
that the Lord leads it? And indeed, the true authority of the Doctrine lies in this, that it is spiritual
out of celestial origin, and that it is the Lord Himself.
At the same time we see that this authority does not exclude the independent investigation and.
reflection of others, but, on the contrary, supposes this. And so too, it is in the Church. Only then
will the Doctrine of the Church possess actual authority if the members by their own reading and
reflection ever again convince themselves of the meaning of that which is stated by the Doctrine.
The point of view one takes in respect of the problem of authority and infallibility is intimately
connected with the representation one makes for himself of the way of the Church's progress. If
one believes that the progress of the Church takes place along continuous degrees, as, according
to my impression, is Bishop de Charms's opinion, then the state of the Church, however far it
may advance, essentially never differs from the state in the beginning of its development. If the
Church, composed of fallible men, in the beginning is fallible, it must be so at all times with
regard to each of its doctrines. The testing, ever anew, of each of its statements by the Word
then, truly, shall never be allowed to come to an end. This, however, becomes entirely different,
as soon as a development according to discrete degrees is accepted. If the Church has advanced
to a new state, discretely differing from the preceding one, the development which had been
attained in the preceding
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state, is closed off. The truths acquired in the preceding state and in which the insight obtained in
that state has been laid down, have then become the Church's definite possession of which
nothing will ever again be altered, and of these truths it may therefore be said that they have been
pronounced with authority.
This again may be illustrated by the development of science. The laws which Newton
formulated as the basis of mechanics, will for ever form the basis for mechanics; the science
which takes these laws as its starting point, is therefore infallible. This is not in conflict with the
fact that it appears from the investigations of recent) years that, with
regard to certain phenomena, the laws of Newton must be substituted by others; for the
provinces to which these modified laws apply, differ so much from the field for which Newton
formulated his laws, that one may here speak of differences according to discrete degrees. So,
when the thinking of the Church is elevated to a new province, will the truths that had been
found for the preceding province have to be substituted by new ones; but for the province for
which they have been found, the truths will continue to apply.
REV. THEODORE PITCAIRN. — In the address of Bishop de Charms, one of the essential
statements disagreeing with DE HEMELSCHE LEER, reads as follows: "A love of truth ...
imparts illustration to the spirit. This it does by a direct reading of the text, and this both with the
Writings and with the former Scriptures". In connection with a similar statement in a doctrinal
class, Bishop de Charms, as a confirmation, refers to n. 1. CONCERNING THE SACRED
SCRIPTURE OR THE WORD OF THE LORD FROM EXPERIENCE. The word experience
here on first sight appears to refer to the things which Swedenborg saw and heard with the
external spiritual body in the external spiritual world, a number of which are described in this
work. If the mind is raised above these external appearances it is evident that the experience
refers to the experiencing of the internal things of the Word, that is by experiencing the states of
regeneration described in the Word. It is the nature of experience that it can be described, but
cannot be transferred from one to another; every man
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must experience a thing for himself before he has any living knowledge concerning the
experience. If a man has not experienced states of regeneration he cannot have any living
knowledge of regeneration, no matter how many scientifics he may have acquired concerning
regeneration from the Word. This is taught in the ARCANA CELESTIA, n. 4027, as follows:
"The things which have thus far been explained as to the internal sense of the Word, are too
interior and thus too arcane to admit of being clearly explained to the understanding. ...
Something of them may be seen in the regeneration of man, because the regeneration of man is
an image of the Lord's Glorification. Of regeneration man may have some idea, but not unless he
be regenerated; nevertheless it will be an obscure one as long as he lives in the body. ... Those
however who are not regenerated, cannot possibly have any conception of the subject". As the
spiritual sense treats throughout of the regeneration of man, it follows that if man is not
regenerated, he "cannot possibly have any idea of the subject" in the internal sense. If men have
experienced states of regeneration they can "see inwardly in themselves, and not from others";
such when they read the Word see their experiences described in the Word. and can thus be
illustrated by the Lord, hence such can see from experience whether the doctrine accepted by the

Church is the genuine Doctrine of the Church or not. Those who have not experienced internal
states, and "read the Word from the doctrine received from others, are not able to see truths from
the light of their own spirit, thus not inwardly in themselves, but outside themselves. For they
think that a thing is true because others have seen it, and hence they attend only to what
corroborates it", A.E. 190 (see NEW CHURCH LIFE, Nov. 1931, page 651).
Not only man individually experiences spiritual states, but also the Church, such states of the
Church when genuine are called the days of the Son of Man. Thus we read: "To desire to see one
of the days of the Son of Man, LUKE XVII : 22, denotes to see one of the states of Divine Truth,
which is genuine. The subject here treated of is the end of the church", A.C. 9807. In the early
days of the ACADEMY the Church experienced such a state, and in the light of this state they
saw that the Writings are the Divine Truth itself.
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The heading of CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE FROM EXPERIENCE, n. I,
reads: "The sense of the letter of the Word, in which is the spiritual sense, represented". The
description which follows is evidently a representation, and hence obviously belongs to the
literal sense of the Word, wherefore it is said: "The sense of the letter of the Word, in which is
the spiritual sense, represented. I was given to see great purses, apparently like sacks, in
which was hidden silver in great abundance; and since these sacks were opened, it seemed as if
any one might take from the silver placed therein, yea, steal from it; but near the sack sat two
Angels who were guards". As is stated this was a representation of the letter of the Word in
which is the spiritual sense. As the Word was opened from the Lord through Swedenborg, it
speaks of the sacks being opened, and as by this opening of the Word it appears as if any one
might take to himself spiritual truths, it says: "It seemed as if any one might take from the silver
placed therein". "In the sacks was hidden silver in great abundance", signifies, that although
the Word is opened, still its interiors are hidden. The two Angels who were guards signify "that
every one may take thence the cognitions of truth, but that care must be taken lest its interior
sense in which is nothing but verities, be falsified". That the "interior sense" of the Word does
not here refer to the literal sense of the Latin Word is evident, for it says that every one may take
from the Word the cognitions of truth; and the interior truths drawn thence, which are the truths
of the Church, were represented by the modest virgins in the next room; for we read: "The
modest virgins who were seen in the chamber signified the truths of the Church". Thus the
opened sacks in which silver was hidden do not represent the interior truths of the Church, but
the Word which, although opened, still contains interior hidden things. It is only in so far as
these hidden things have been drawn forth, and in so far as they have become living in the
Church, that the truths of the Church are modest virgins, and, when united with the good from
the Lord in the Church, become a chaste wife. The chaste wife signifies "the conjunction of truth
and good which is everywhere in the Word". That the taking the silver from the sacks requires
cooperation on the part of man, and-
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thus the making of Doctrine, is evident from the warning .against falsification. If truth could be
drawn directly from the literal sense of the Third Testament apart from the making of Doctrine,
there would be no need for the warning of the danger of falsification, for the falsification of truth
is the opposite to the making of genuine Doctrine.
While it is now permitted "to enter intellectually into the arcana of faith", this does not mean
that the guards have been removed; for the guards are all the more necessary lest interior truth be
profaned, which would be done if men could enter into the interior things of the Church by direct
reading, apart from the making of Doctrine. If this were possible it would mean that from now on
man can come into the interior truths of the Word without cooperation on man's part, an obvious
falsity. Bishop de Charms does indeed speak of the importance of the Church making Doctrine;
and he says: "We are told that those passages in which spiritual truth is clearly seen in a state of
illustration must be collected and arranged in order, that they may be seen together. When this is
done, they constitute the doctrine of genuine truth, by which further light may be given", in
confirmation of which he quotes: "But the Doctrine must be collected from the Word; and while
it is being collected, the man must be in enlightenment from the Lord", A.C. 9424. In the
statement of Bishop de Charms the true order is inverted, for he speaks of truths being first
clearly seen and then arranged into order; yet before order has been induced, spiritual truths
cannot be clearly seen. There are many passages in the Latin Word which speak of the ordering
of truths from the Lord in man, and it is stated that truths before they have been ordered from the
Lord in man, are not truths but scientifics. But Bishop de Charms appears to teach that a man
must see truths clearly in a state of illustration, by
direct reading, before troths have been collected and arranged into order from the Lord, thus
he appears to teach that the disordered mind is to see truth clearly and then bring truths into
order. Many places in the Latin Word teach the true order, namely that man must have the things
of the Word in his memory, which are made truths with him by being ordered from the Lord; if
this takes place, in a certain sense with the simple, who are not
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acquainted with all the laws of exposition, it nevertheless takes place according to these laws.
When truths have been ordered from the Lord, they are not the result of direct reading, but are
the result of the ordering from the Lord from within.
When truths have been so ordered they take on an entirely new meaning, which has no
relationship with their former meaning than that of correspondence. This Bishop de Charms
seems to deny, for he says: "The Science of Correspondences is primarily the means by which,
from the Old and New Testaments, an internal sense may be drawn forth, far removed from the
sense of the letter, yet expressed in the natural to become a new basis for the thought of the
church. As such, it cannot be used in connection with the Writings". Yet it was just such a
process as Bishop de Charms says cannot be used in connection with the Writings, which has
formed the basis of the GENERAL CHURCH, namely the Doctrine that the Writings are the
Word. This Doctrine could not have been derived from the literal sense of the Latin Word by
direct reading, for it cannot be seen by direct reading in the Latin Word. This Doctrine was due
to an ordering from the Lord of the passages from the Latin Word in the mind of the Church, and
it is this Doctrine which has been a lamp to the GENERAL CHURCH, and has given it the light
which is lacking in the other bodies of the Church. Bishop de Charms does indeed acknowledge
that there are discrete degrees of truth in the Church, but he says "there differences are purely

perceptive", and he implies that as such they cannot be expressed in words as is possible in
Heaven. Yet it is obvious that the perception of the Writings as the Word has been expressed in
words that have conveyed the perception to others; if this were not possible, how could the Holy
Spirit be communicated from man to man? Is not the Doctrine that the Writings are the Word a
new Doctrine, due to the orderly exposition of the Latin Word? Yet Bishop de Charms says that
the science of correspondences, which is one of the three essentials of exposition, "does not lead
to the discovery of new doctrine". The Doctrine that the Writings are the Word, is based on
correspondence, for it is based on the fact that every new Church must be based on a new Word,
and there is a
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corresponding relation between the New Church and the Word of the New Church and previous
Churches and the Testaments upon which they were based. In fact it is an acknowledged truth in
the Church that all things which took place at the First Coming of the Lord correspond to things
which take place at the Second Coming of the Lord. By means of this correspondence new truths
have been seen and still more will be seen in the Latin Word. How then can Bishop de Charms
say that by this means no new doctrine can be discovered?
We read further in the passage quoted "that the place where the sacks were deposited, appeared
like a manger in a stable. In the next chamber were seen modest virgins, with a chaste wife". The
first chamber signifies the external mind, which sees the Word and particularly the Latin Word
as sacks containing silver, while the next chamber signifies the spiritual mind, where the
interiors of the Word are seen as modest virgins and as a chaste wife; for "the marriage of the
Lord with the Church is the marriage of good and truth in the Word", n. VIII, Heading. That the
first chamber represents the natural mind, is evident from its appearing like a stable with
a manger. Concerning which it states: "The manger in the stable where the purses lay, signifies
spiritual instruction for the understanding. A manger signifies this, even the one wherein the
Lord was laid; for a horse signifies the understanding, hence a manger signifies ifs nourishment".
In the APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED, n. 706", we read: "Amanger signifies the Doctrine of truth
from the Word, from the fact that by horses is signified the understanding of the Word". It needs
no demonstration to be able to see that a stable represents something more external than a house
or here than the chamber where the modest virgins and the chaste wife were. That the stable
represents the first instruction of the understanding of the Church from the Word, is evident from
the fact that it was at the beginning of His life on earth that the Lord was in themanger. An inn
also signifies a place of instruction of the Church in Doctrine from the Word, see A.E. 375. The
inn in which there was no room, signifies the instruction in doctrine from the Word in the Jewish
Church and according to the doctrine of the Jewish Church; but whereas this was doctrine
falsified, it was non-receptive of the Lord. The Lord being in a manger, signifies the new
instruction of the Christian Church from the Word in its beginning apart from the doctrine of the
Jewish church. Raising the mind above the historical, the Jewish church signifies all who are in
the literal sense of the Word and from it make falsified natural doctrine or traditions. The
Christian Church in its true meaning signifies the spiritual, who are instructed anew from the
Word apart from the falsifications of the literal sense of the Word. Such instruction is as it were
in a stable, but when spiritual truths have become living in the Church, then they are like a virgin
and afterwards like a wife in an inner chamber.

Near the chamber were two infants, signifying "the innocence of wisdom in the Word; they
were Angels from the third Heaven, who. all appear like infants". Thus is described the celestial
sense of the Word, and this sense is said to be represented by Angels from the third Heaven, for
the reason that an Angel as to what is truly angelic,
is nothing else but a manifestation of the celestial and spiritual sense of the Word,
wherefore .an Angel signifies this sense. And it was said that the two infants "were not to be
played with in a childlike manner, but wisely". No explanation of this sentence is given, although
it is the very core of the subject. Nor can we unfold it ulteriorly at this time; except to note that
"to play", being the natural expression of the innocence of ignorance signifies the innocence of
wisdom here in relation .to the Word. And as in the celestial sense of the Word and in the
Doctrine of that sense resides the conjugial of the Lord and the Church, play is spoken of in this
connection in HEAVEN AND HELL, n. 281, where it is said: "Hence there is a play as of
infancy in conjugial love". Play is a contrast to work; in this connection it may be noted that
there are six days of labor or work followed by a day of rest or play, in which the Lord leads man
in the innocence of wisdom as a little child; then is man in the sense of the Word signified by the
two infants, who were to be played with wisely.
This first number of the work CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE contains a
complete description of the Word, and includes infinite particulars; what is given here is indeed
very little, yet it is sufficient to show that the
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number could have been better quoted to show how arcane the Third Testament is, rather than to
show that one comes into illustration by a direct reading of the text. True, the number does to a
degree explain itself, and thus gives the Church a valuable assistance; nevertheless a careful
consideration makes it obvious that the explanations are of a similar nature as the explanation of
the parables given to His apostles by the Lord when on earth, and that the interiors, although
explained, still lie hidden, like hidden silver in opened sacks, which it appears as if one can take,
but which it is impossible to do unless one is prepared.

N. J. VELLENGA. — Bishop de Charms's address gives me occasion to speak of the following
two points: 1. That the science of correspondences in the Old and the New Testament is said to
differ from that in the Third Testament. 2. That the Doctrine of the Church is said to be only an
interpretative doctrine.
With reference to the first point: Bishop de Charms establishes a difference between the
correspondences of the Old and the New Testament on the one hand and those of the Writings of
Swedenborgon the other hand. A difference that he sees a. in the characteristic form in which the
Writings of Swedenborg have been written, b. in the nonexistence of a complete analogy
between the three Scriptures, and c. in the fact that those Writings are the last and crowning
Revelation. By "characteristic form" Bishop de Charms understands the sensual metaphors of the
Old Testament, the moral teaching of the New Testament, and the rational statements of the
Writings of Swedenborg. According to him the first and the second category are now said to lend
themselves to a more elevated means of expression, but the last category no longer.

The relation between the three Testaments is however, quite a different one. From the history
of the New Church it has become clear of what essential nature was the teaching that the
Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Word. It is this same teaching which now again runs
the danger of being jeopardized in the GENERAL CHURCH itself, which indeed previously
used to strive for it. That this is so appears for example from the remark "we would prefer
not to speak of the 'letter' of the
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Writings, because this term implies another 'internal sense' which does not exist". But what then
are we to think of the entire Fourth Chapter of THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION which
treats of nothing else than of the literal, the spiritual, and the celestial sense of the Word? Is the
Word there then not the Third Testament? When in THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION the
Word is spoken of, no distinction is made between the various Testaments. If therefore the Third
Testament is the Word, everything therein written is also applicable to itself. This could scarcely
be otherwise. Now this view they are willing to accept but with "a discriminating sense of the
differences involved in the rational ultimates through which this Final Revelation has been
made". Those differences, in the way they are elucidated find, however, no support in the Word.,
and to my mind consist only in the comprehensible aversion from accepting in their entirety the
consequences of the teaching "the Third. Testament is the Word". This aversion lies in the
proprium of man who does not wish to lose himself before the Divine things. If it is written that
the Word — and there is only one Word — is Divine in the letter and that in it are contained
spiritual and celestial things, then it is clear that the consequences thereof should be accepted.
In the history of the New Church it will clearly appear with what wrestlings the Third
Testament will come to be fully acknowledged, an example of the circumstance that the
sluggishness of the human race in general is so enormous because of its tenacious clinging to the
proprium. As long as it is accepted that the proprium of man in some way or other should have
part in the truth which man has received into his understanding, this is an impediment for the
truth to come into its rights. The "human element" seen otherwise than as a vessel of truth is an
obstacle for the influx of truth, to become of man. The knowledge that the Divine influx is from
firsts to lasts, of itself brings with it the acknowledgment that the Third Testament, in its last, in
its letter, contains all degrees of truth. All laws concerning degrees and correspondences are
applicable to the whole and to each particular, to each sentence, each word. However could
every title and jot of the Third Testament, the law of the Lord, be fulfilled, if this were
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not so? So also the Third Testament in. its literal sense speaks first to the natural degree of the
present day man, with the possibility of its spiritual and celestial degrees being opened. Once
these are opened, only them. the Old and the New Testaments come to the full value of their
contents. Yea, the Third Testament is even the condition for the fullfilment of the promise that
the Old and the New Testaments in every title and jot will come to their right.

It is clear that if the Word is thus seen there is a perfect application of all the laws concerning
degrees and correspondences to all parts of the Word without any reserve. Reserve in that sense
can only be made by man's proprium, which corresponds to hell and therefore believes it can of
itself contribute to or take a-way something from the Divinity of that Word. The human
clement lies only in the fact that man too is a last, into which all those Divine things should be
admitted in order to be able to come to fullfilment. Beyond this, man has no power whatsoever
to see truth. On the other hand, that faculty goes so far that it may come into correspondence,
also for men on earth, with the Angels even of the highest Heaven. In any other way it would not
be possible for a man ever to become an Angel of the highest Heaven.
To say that the Third Testament is the Word, and not to accept the consequences thereof, is
equal to a denial. To say and to believe that the Third Testament is the Word, without being
willing to accept this in its particulars, is a negation of the whole. Now as soon as even an as yet
only general conclusion of that basic thesis is laid before the man of the New Church, there is a
conflict ever anew. The general conclusion which is here referred to is that the Doctrine of the
Church may elucidate the Third Testament in the letter, so that the Church may acquire the
spiritual sense which lies hidden. It is thus required of the New Church that it will no longer stare
itself blind on the fact that the Israelites and the Christians no longer knew what correspondence
is and that their doctrine is false, but it is required that we shall acknowledge the laws of
correspondence equally in the letter of the Third Testament and draw a Doctrine there from, and
that we do not, like the Israelites and the Christians, cling to that letter with our proprium. In
other words, for our times, the Third
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Testament is the all comprehensive Divine Truth in lasts written in a perfect Divine style and
absolutely holy in the letter. The law of correspondence thus in the Third Testament applies to all
sensual, natural, and rational things that are set forth therein, without exception.
With regard to the second point: The Doctrine of the Church can never be separated from the
Word, no more than the spiritual and celestial senses can be separated there from. This is the
meaning of the words that the Doctrine must be drawn out of the letter, and confirmed by it. That
Doctrine is requisite for this very reason that the particular influences of persons be not applied
to their own profit: the Doctrine of the Church is the corrective means for a possible falsification
of the Word by the individual.
The Doctrine' of the Church must never be identified with the doctrine of one man; a distinction
that in the .opposition to that Doctrine is not in any way made. Especially it should not be lost
sight of that it is a Doctrine of the Church, not a Doctrine of the individual. The distinction
between these is made clear in THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION, n. 194. What is there said
is very characteristic of the expression "interpretative doctrine". It appears there from that
"interpretative doctrine' 'is nothing but an ecclesiastical teaching from one person, but no
Doctrine of the Church. That interpretative or ecclesiastical teaching belongs to the natural
degree, the Doctrine of the Church to the interior degrees. The difference is as between a natural
man and a spiritual or a celestial man.
Only in the Church is it possible to form a Doctrine which is spiritual out of celestial origin; the
individual would always at a given moment remain stuck in an ecclesiastical or interpretative

doctrine, if he were not fed by the Doctrine and the life of the Church. From the number referred
to, it appears that a distinction is made between the spiritual sense-of the Word and the literal or
ecclesiastical sense, obtained by any one studying and explaining the Word with the purpose of
confirming one or other "dogma of the Church. This explanation has nothing to do with the
spiritual sense which is the end of the Doctrine of the Church. From the same number it also
appears that just because the letter of the Word contains a spiritual
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sense, that letter is written in pure correspondences. It also says clearly in the same work, n. 195,
that men on earth may be in correspondence with one of the three celestial kingdoms, and it is
just the task of the Doctrine of the Church, to open the correspondences of the various Heavens,
to give life to them, and to maintain them. Without this possibility the Word would remain a
dead letter and could not come to life. There would be no possibility of growth, except only in
the breadth, since the letter corresponds to the lowest Heaven.
The Doctrine of the Church will be given in natural language, without any other power than that
of truth, because it is drawn out of the letter of the Word according to order, and because it is
spiritual out of celestial origin. That language is not of a Divine style as the language of the
Word; nevertheless its purity of expression as far as possible is based on the terms of the Word,
as it itself is.
Without the Doctrine neither the man nor the Church will be able to check whether the Word is
read "with reverence, with a sincere desire to learn the truth", as Bishop de Charms expresses
himself. Nevertheless the Doctrine is never to be identified with the Word.
From the above it results that the acceptance of the teaching that the Word is completely
involved in the Third Testament, brings with it the acceptance of the consequences thereof.
Namely, that within the letter it has a spiritual and celestial contents and that the Church should
apply itself by means of the Doctrine, by means of the science of correspondences, and on the
strength of enlightenment from the Lord, to grasp the internal of the Word and to bring it to life.

J. P. VERSTRAATE. — The explanation of the negative attitude which Bishop de Charms in
his address has adopted as regards the new conceptions which have been expounded in DE
HEMELSCHE LEER, may be found if the laws governing the difference between the discrete
degrees are taken into account. It is remarkable how in this address the influence of these laws
may be noted.
The letter of the Third Testament contains all the discrete degrees of truth, and it therefore has a
natural, a spiritual, and a celestial sense. These senses are the three discrete
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degrees of the Doctrine of the Church. The Doctrine of the Church has its basis and sanction in
the literal sense. Thence the literal sense itself may as it were be distinguished into three literal
senses, which are all directed towards, and as a body make one whole with, the three degrees of
the Doctrine to which they respectively belong. This relation clearly comes to the fore by the fact
that when there is no acknowledgment of the teaching that "The Doctrine concerning the Sacred
Scripture applies to the Writings of Swedenborg", which thesis belongs to the spiritual degree of
the Doctrine of the Church, there can be no acknowledgment either of the literal statements in
the Third Testament which are the basis and sanction of this thesis. It is the same as it was
formerly with the Israelitish Church. The Lord, at the time of His Coming in the flesh was not
acknowledged and accepted, and thence the New Testament could have no signification for them
and all the descriptions and prophecies in the Old Testament, which had reference to the Lord,
could not be seen by them. And likewise, in the Christian Church, where there is no
acknowledgment and acceptance of the Second Coming, the Third Testament cannot be seen, nor
for this reason the clear statements in the New Testament which have reference to the Second
Coming. When the truth has become clear to us that the DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE
SACRED SCRIPTURE must without reserve be applied also to the Writings of Swedenborg,
then we see that this truth is confirmed as it were on every page of those Writings. For him,
however, who adopts a negative attitude it is impossible to see all these confirmations.
In Bishop de Charms's address there are the following statements: "This it does by a direct
reading of the text"; "This is done by no conscious process of interpretation"; "When this is
done, they constitute the doctrine of genuine truth"; "The Writings are indeed the Word; but the
analogy between them and the former Scriptures is not complete"; "Who at this day, when
celestial perception has been replaced by a conscience, often spurious, is able to distinguish,
even in himself, that which is from the Lord and that which enters from other sources?"
These are statements which all cover a separate field, but they all have this in common that they
are clear
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evidence of the characteristic of the natural state. This state, taken by itself, is entirely according
to order, and the laws governing it will, also in the future, not lose their power. Into the most
distant future man will have to be regenerated, and the first states cannot but be natural. Also to
the New Church as a whole this law applies, and the first states of the New Church are likewise
natural.
By the birth of the truth that there is a difference between the Word and the Doctrine out of the
Word, a change has come about by which the New Church may now enter into the spiritual state.
The New Church as a whole may now receive the disposal over entirely new faculties, which in
the preceding state were not yet opened. It will be for the Church as if it were introduced into
quite another world. This is founded on the fact that as a whole will the Church be able to come
into communication with the spiritual Heaven, where indeed other food is taken, where the
thinking is different, where other work is done, and the enjoyments are different from those in
the preceding state, where, in general, communication only with the natural Heaven was
possible.

The result of this is that in man it will be possible for as it were entirely new faculties to
become active which will bring into existence affections and thoughts of quite a different nature.
In the measure that new spiritual faculties make themselves more and more felt, the difference
between these and the natural faculties is ever more clearly demonstrated and man learns to
keenly distinguish between what lives in him from the Lord and what has entered from a foreign
source. Man then begins to see in the literal sense of the Word a spiritual sense, from. which in
his spiritual thinking ideas and representations are formed which are as real and conceivable to
him as in the case of his natural thinking and representations. In this way he begins to see that
indeed the spiritual sense differs from the natural sense and that this is so with every truth of the
Word.
The progress of the Church as a whole in regeneration is dependent on the opening of the
interior things of the Word, for every progress in regeneration must be received as an idea of
thought in the spiritual thinking. Regeneration is one with the Doctrine of genuine truth which is
the
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spiritual sense of the Word. With this is also connected the process of temptation, for the
entering into the spiritual sense of the Word and the conception and birth of the good and truth of
which the Doctrine of genuine truth consists, is dependent on victories in the conflict of
temptation. And how can this strife lie carried on if it is not possible to keenly distinguish
between what is from the Lord and what is from hell? That the difference between the activity of
the natural and the spiritual faculties may be perceived by man, is confirmed by the Latin Word,
where it treats of the difference between natural and spiritual loves. It is there said that it is
difficult to indicate what the difference really is, but that those who are in spiritual loves may
know what the difference is, but that this is not the case with those who are only in natural loves.
That by the spiritual sense the truths of the Word which apparently have no relation to the
actual life of man, do indeed for each man come to apply to his daily life, may become clear by
the following example. In HEAVEN AND HELL it is recounted what happens to the man who
leaves the natural world. These events are described even to the particulars of the perception and
the thoughts. So far in the Church this, fact was only thought of in relation to the death of a man.
By the opening of the spiritual sense these things will also obtain actual signification for each
man of the Church during his life on earth. The spiritual sense describes what each man must
pass through when the spiritual degree is being opened. This applies for each natural truth in
which the spiritual sense is born. In the spiritual degree man disposes over the faculty to draw
himself up from the natural things as if from himself. It is, however, the Lord alone who does
this. The fears and afflictions which arise in man when it becomes evident to him that for him
too the time has come to leave the natural body, and which are worse according as the man is
more attached to the natural things, play a large part also in the process of regeneration. For man
then perceives much more keenly that the natural things with their charms and lusts must be put
off and this putting off takes place by means of temptations. In the measure in which man
is more attached to these natural things and places his life
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in them, the spiritual fears and afflictions are much more intense.
From the address it clearly appears that the Doctrine of genuine truth is identified with the
literal sense of the Word. In the natural state of the Church there is the appearance as if this were
so. It is not possible in this state for the reality of the relation of the Doctrine of the Church to the
Word to be seen, nor for the relation of the Doctrine of the Church to the individual doctrines or
interpretative doctrines, as they are called in the address. There is however, a great difference
between the truths of the Doctrine of the Church and those of the literal sense of the Word. In the
well-known number 9025 of the ARCANA COELESTIA this is literally said. Thus one may
note that in many addresses entire pages are filled only with literal quotations because in this
state not only must the confirmations be from the letter of the Word, but also is the Doctrine of
genuine truth itself identified with the letter. Those places in the letter that are accounted as
Doctrine, are the places that are called naked, and there is in the natural state indeed an
appearance as if these truths are related to other truths as spiritual truths to natural truths.
However, the face and the hands by which these naked truths are meant, just like the covered
body, belong to the natural or exterior man, if the Word is seen as a man, so that in reality there
exists no essential difference between both categories of truth.
The revelation of the Divine Human on which the Christian Church is based, for that Church
meant a different basis from that of the Israelitish Church. That the Christian Church has a more
interior degree of the Word as basis, which differed from the basis of the Israelitish
Church appears from Peter's confession in Matth. XVI : 16: "Thou art the Christ, the Son ' of the
living God. And Jesus answered and said unto him: Blessed art thou, Simon, BarJona; for flesh
and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but My Father which is in heaven. And I also say unto
thee, that thou art Peter, and on this rock I will build My church, and the gates of hell. shall not
prevail against it". This confession of Peter in respect to the New Church signifies that now in
the New Church there is a faith that the Third Testament not only is a complete Word, but that
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this Testament is the proper Word and the foundation for the New Church. This faith has became
possible by and is based on the truth that the Doctrine concerning the Sacred Scripture without
reserve applies to the Writings of Swedenborg. That this truth is not of men, but that it is a
Divine truth, appears from the words: "Flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but My
Father which is in heaven". That this faith signifies an entirely new foundation for the New
Church appears from these words: "And I say also unto thee, that thou art Peter, and on this rock
I will build My church".
H. D. G. GROENEVELD. — In the address of Bishop de Charms to the British Assembly in
1931 we read: "The Writings are the very Doctrine of the Church, Divinely given".
In the Writings the Lord has accomplished His Second Coming. They are therefore the Divine
Human of the Lord on earth; they are the Word of the Lord as Third Testament. This Testament
contains all spiritual and celestial truths. The words of the literal sense such as they appear to
man are only significatives of these truths, for the truths themselves are outside of space and
time, since they are in the Divine Human of the Lord. It is now allowed the human race to enter

with the understanding into the spiritual and celestial truths. This entering should therefore
essentially take place in the height and not in the breadth, that is to say, the entering into the
Third Testament must essentially take place by the seeing of the things of the literal sense
outside of space and time, and riot by the gathering of the things of the literal sense, such as they
appear to man. The taking cognizance in the breadth will be dependent on the entering into the
height, for the taking cognizance in the breadth which, by the books of the Third Testament
being definite in volume, seems to be limited, will, by the entering into the height, prove to be
possible ever more and more. That the seeing of the things of the literal sense must take place
outside of space and time has been revealed to us in the ANGELIC WISDOM CONCERNING
THE DIVINE LOVE AND CONCERNING THE DIVINE WISDOM, n. 51: "But do not, I
entreat you, confound your ideas with time and with space, for as far as time and
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space are in your ideas when you read what follows, you
•will not understand it; for the Divine is not in time and space".
Infinite are the spiritual and celestial truths hidden within the literal sense of the Third
Testament, thus the spiritual and celestial truths that are present outside of space and time, for
the Lord by His Coming on earth has made His Human Divine, and thus infinite. Since; as is
known, the Third Testament is a revelation of the rational and the human begins in the inmost of
the rational, by the Second Coming of the Lord in the Third Testament the esse of the Doctrine is
with the human race on earth. In this esse of the Doctrine the Lord, however, has no power if this
esse of the Doctrine has not an existere of the Doctrine. By the existere of the Doctrine the Lord
can save man from evils and falsities. If the esse of the Doctrine were to have power, the entire
human race in one moment would come to the acknowledgment of the Divine Human of the
Lord and thus of the Lord as the Creator of Heaven and earth. In order that the esse of the
Doctrine might also exist, the Lord at His Second Coming has established & new Church. It is in
the Church alone that the esse of the Doctrine exists and where thus the Lord is present as the
Doctrine of the Church. It is for this reason that the Church is holy. All things of life therefore
must be directed according to the things of the Church, for if these things make the inmost of our
lives, the Lord dwells in us. The Church in essence is not a congregation of persons, but the
existere of the esse of the Doctrine, of which all things from the first to the last are connected
and make one man by the presence of the Divine Human of the Lord. Every man of the Church
has been allotted his place and therefore his function in that man. This man, or the Church, has
his life from the Lord when the Doctrine of the Church is the existere of the esse of the Doctrine
and thus the Lord's presence on earth. With respect to the Church we read in the ARCANA
COELESTIA, n. 10125: "For the Lord does not dwell in anything of the man's and Angel's own,
but in His own with them; hence it is that when the Church and Heaven is spoken of, the Divine
of the Lord with those who are there is meant". In n. 10151: "Hence it is plain
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that the Divine of the Lord makes the Church, as it makes Heaven". And m n. 10282: "It is said
abstractly from person because the Divine things which proceed from the Lord make the Church
and nothing at all of man. They flow in with man indeed, but still they do not become man's, but
are the Lord's with man".
The Third Testament therefore, as appears from the above, is the esse of the Doctrine and the
Doctrine of the Church is the existere of the Doctrine. The genuine Doctrine of the Church will
always be one with the Third Testament, as body and soul are one man. Since the Third
Testament as the esse of the Doctrine is infinite, the Doctrine of the Church as the existere of the
Doctrine will be capable of development to eternity. For this reason the New Church is the
Crown of the Churches and will endure to eternity.
The esse is not anything if it does not exist, while the existere is not anything if it is not out of
the esse; cf. T.C.R. n. 21. The Divine authority of the esse of the Doctrine or of the Third
Testament therefore lies in the existere of the Doctrine or in the Doctrine of the Church, while
the Divine authority of the existere of the Doctrine or of the Doctrine of the Church is out of the
esse of the Doctrine or out of the Third Testament. In this connection there come to us the words
of the Lord in the Gospel of John: "The Father and I are one, the Father is in Me, and I in the
Father; Father, all Mine are Thine, and Thine are Mine; he that seeth Me seeth the Father"; see
T.C.R. n. 112. All Divine authority of the Third Testament and of the Doctrine of the Church is
therefore the Lord's alone. There is no Divine authority either in the literal sense of the Third
Testament or in the literal sense of the Doctrine of the Church, since such a Divine authority
would take away from man the free choice.
If we regard the Third Testament itself as the Doctrine of the Church, then we see only the esse
of the Doctrine and not the existere of the Doctrine. This is the case when with man the esse has
not yet obtained its existere. This may be elucidated by the conjunction of the Lord with the
human race before His Coming on earth, thus before the assumption of His Human. When the
Lord then revealed Himself in this world, He did so through an
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Angel whom He filled with His Divinity; see NINE QUESTIONS. When, however, the esse of
the Doctrine obtains its existere, we are soon placed before the choice whether or not to accept
this existere. An acceptance of the existere of the Doctrine at once brings us into a wrestling with
the natural man, which wrestling after an actual victory over the evils and falsities, always
brings us redemption; while with a non-acceptance the existere of the Doctrine would be brought
to the esse of the Doctrine, from which, by the devotion to it, redemption is then expected. The
acceptance of the existere of the Doctrine brings us to the acknowledgment of the Divine Human
of the Lord and to the acknowledgment of the Third Testament as the Word of the Lord, while
the nonacceptance would bring us to the acknowledgment of a Son from the eternal. The truths
of the literal sense of the Third Testament would, on account of an enlightenment when reading
that Testament, be acknowledged as the essential for life. The Second Coming of the Lord would
be regarded as an active redemption.
If we regard the Doctrine of the Church as the essential then we see only the existere of the
Doctrine and not the esse of the Doctrine. The existere is the entrance to the esse. This appears
from the sixth verse of the fourteenth chapter of the Gospel of John: "No man cometh unto the

Father, but through Me", and from ON THE SACRED SCRIPTURE OR THE WORD OF THE
LORD FROM EXPERIENCE, chapter XXI: "No one can see the spiritual sense except from the
Doctrine of genuine truth". The Doctrine of the Church must lead man to the Third Testament,
since that Testament is the esse of the Doctrine of all spiritual and celestial things. Without the
acknowledgment of that Testament as the esse of the Doctrine. there can be no existere of the
spiritual and celestial things with man, since the existere is out of the esse. The acceptance of
the esse of the Doctrine brings us to the acknowledgment of the Third Testament as the Divine
Human of the Lord and thus as the Word of the Lord, whereas by non-acceptance the esse of the
Doctrine would be taken away from the existere of the Doctrine, which would lead to a denial of
the Divine Human of the Lord and thus to a denial of the Coming of the Father Himself
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on earth. The Third Testament is then indeed acknowledged as a Divine revelation given to
Emanuel Swedenborg, but the Divine revelation is seen as a substitution as it were for the esse of
the Doctrine. The existere of the Doctrine is then directed exclusively to the human. The
improvement of natural society is regarded as the sole essential.
The esse of the Doctrine or the Third Testament obtains its existere in the Doctrine of the
Church, but only when with the reading of that Testament there is enlightenment; while the
Doctrine of the Church by the wrestling through the natural enters into the things outside of
space and time and finally finds the esse of the Doctrine in the celestial and spiritual things
hidden within the literal sense of the Third Testament. The Doctrine of the Church comes out of
the Third Testament and returns to the spiritual and celestial things of that Testament. To us
occur the words of the 28th verse of the 16th chapter of the Gospel of John: "I came forth from
the Father and am come into the world; again I leave the world, and go to the Father". Then the
Doctrine of the Church is one with the Third Testament, as existere and esse, or as body and
soul. Then the Doctrine of the Church is Divine and of the Lord alone. Then the words of the
literal sense of the Third Testament open as flower buds, and we can understand what is
written in the posthumous sketch ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY OF THE NEW CHURCH:
"When the BRIEF EXPOSITION was published the angelic 'Heaven, from the east to the west,
from the south to the north, appeared of a purple color, with the most beautiful flowers".

DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR OCTOBER 1933

THAT THE LORD ALONE IS HEAVEN

ADDRESS BY THE REVEREND THEODORE PITCAIRN BEFORE THE FIRST DUTCH
SOCIETY, THE HAGUE, NINETEENTH OF JUNE 1933.

The subject which is engaging the thought of the Church at this time is particularly the nature of
the Lord's proprium with man, and that it is the Lord's Divine Proprium which makes Heaven
and the Chuich and nothing of the proprium of Angel or man which is evil. We are taught in the
Word that "the Lord is the all in all things of Heaven and of the Church", and as He is the all in
all things of Heaven and of the Church, He is the 'all in all things of an Angel and of a man, in so
far as an Angel is in the angelic and in so far as a man is of the Church. This subject is treated of
in particular in THE ANGELIC WISDOM CONCERNING THE DIVINE LOVE AND
CONCERNING THE DIVINE WISDOM, under the heading: That the Angels are in the Lord,
and the Lord in them; and, because the Angels are recipients, that the Lord alone is Heaven,
n. 113—118.
The number first treats of the apparent separation of the Lord and Heaven, for it states that:
"The Lord is in the Sun above the Heavens, and through His presence in heat and light, He is in
the Heavens". But that this separation is an appearance is stated as follows: "Although the Lord
is in Heaven in that manner, still He is there as He is in Himself. For, as was demonstrated just
above, n. 108—112, the distance between the Sun and Heaven is not distance but an appearance
of distance. And because the distance is only an appearance it follows that the Lord Himself is in
Heaven, for He is in the love and wisdom of the Angels of Heaven". Here we have a paradox. It
is taught that an Angel could no more approach the Sun of Heaven without being consumed by
its ardor, than a man could ap-
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proach the sun of the world, and nevertheless that it is but an appearance that there is such a
separation, for the Lord is omnipresent. If the mind be raised above the idea of space and its
appearances, it can be seen that the apparent distance spoken of here does not refer essentially to
the external appearance of distance in the spiritual world, but to the state of Heaven; namely that
on the one hand the existence of Heaven and the as of itself life of Heaven, is due to the fact that
they see the Lord infinitely above themselves and on the other hand that they acknowledge that
the Lord is the all in all things of their love and wisdom, and consequently that their love and
wisdom is not theirs but the Lord's. In this connection it may be noted that as the Angels increase
in wisdom, on the one hand they acknowledge more fully the Lord's presence, and that all their
love and wisdom is the Lord's, while on the other they see more clearly the infinite distance
between the Lord and themselves. This may be illustrated by the fact that it is only the learned
who realize the great distance to the sun of the natural world, and apart from the science of
astronomy no one could imagine that the sun is hundreds of times as far away as the moon, for
such knowledge is contrary to the appearance.
This appearance and reality of the distance of the sun and moon represent the difference in state
between those who are in the appearance that they can enter into the spiritual sense of the Word
by direct cognizance, and those who see that the Lord as the internal sense is as it were infinitely
above the appearances a man comes into by direct cognizance of the literal sense of the Latin
Word. Note that the distance to the moon also cannot be realized apart from astronomy, which
illustrates how unaware of spiritual distances are those who remain in the mere appearance of the
letter of the Word including the Third Testament.

While the as of itself life and thus the reciprocal of Angels and men depends on the very real
appearance of spiritual distance, nevertheless that this is an appearance is manifested from the
Word and from Doctrine thence, for we read in n. 114: "That the Lord is not only in Heaven, but
also that He is Heaven itself, is because love and wisdom make the Angel, and these two are the
Lord's with the Angels; hence it follows that the Lord is Heaven. For
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the Angels are not Angels from their proprium; their proprium is altogether like man's
proprium, which is evil. ... The proprinm is only removed, and in so far as it is removed, in so far
they receive love and wisdom, that is the Lord in themselves. Any one can see, if only he
elevates his understanding somewhat, that the Lord cannot dwell with the Angels excepting in
His Own, that is in His Proprium, which is Love and Wisdom; and not at all in the proprium of
the Angels, which is evil. Hence it is that in so far as evil is removed in so far the Lord is in
them, and in so far they are Angels. The angelic itself of Angels is the Divine Love and the
Divine Wisdom. This Divine is called angelic while it is in the Angels. Hence again it is plain,
that the Angels are Angels from the Lord, and not from themselves; consequently Heaven also".
From the above it is manifest that the love and wisdom of men a.nd Angels is pure, because it is
Divine and is the Lord's and consequently cannot be commingled with anything
of their proprium, which is evil, for if there were commingling, profanation would ensue.
At times what is of the Lord and what is of man may not be distinguished by man, but
Providence continually leads towards making this distinction visible to Angels and men.
Although love and wisdom are the Lord's, in order that there may be a reciprocal they must
appear to be man's; apart from this appearance no conjunction is possible. Thus we read in n.
115:' "The Angel does not perceive otherwise than that he is in love and wisdom from himself, in
like manner with man, and hence as if love and wisdom are his and his own. Unless he so
perceived, there would not be any conjunction; thus the Lord would not be in him, nor he in the
Lord. Nor can .it be possible for the Lord to be in any Angel and man, unless he in whom the
Lord 'is with love and wisdom, perceives these as his." And in n. 116: "But how this is brought
about, that an Angel perceives and feels as his own, and thus receives and retains, that which is
not his own — for as was said above an Angel
is not an Angel from his own, but from those things which are with him from the Lord —
shall now be said. The case in itself is thus. With every Angel there is liberty and rationality;
these two are with him to the end that he may be receptible of love and wisdom from the
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Lord. Yet both these, the liberty as well as the rationality are not his, but the Lord's with him. But
because these two are intimately conjoined to his life, so intimately that they may be said to be in
joined upon his life, -they therefore appear as his propria". The faculties of liberty and rationality
being the Lord's and not man's, are Divine. The faculties of liberty and rationality are the
faculties of receiving truth and good from the Lord; hence it follows that both the good and truth
which inflow and also the faculties which receive are the Lord's and not man's, and hence that

good and truth after reception are the Lord's alone. The evil have the faculties in potentiality but
not the use of the faculties; wherefore with them there is not good and truth, but only will,
speech, and act, in a lower degree than liberty itself and rationality itself. These faculties which,
as is said, are the Lord's, are conjoined and injoined upon man's life so closely that what belongs
to the Lord appears as if man's, yea as if they were his propria, that is as if they were properly
his. This appearance causes the reciprocal between the Lord and man and hence conjunction; but
it only causes conjunction in so far as it is acknowledged that good and truth and the faculties of
receiving them, are the Lord's, for we read: "And yet in so far as any Angel believes that love
and wisdom are in him, and thus claims them to himself as his own, in so far the angelic is not in
him, and therefore in so far there is no conjunction with the Lord", n. 116. The good and truth
here spoken of are not the inflowing good and truth before reception, but that good and truth
which appear as his proprium, because belonging to the rationality and liberty which are the
Lord's with him.
The number continues: "For he is not in the truth: and because the truth makes one with the
light of Heaven, in so far he cannot be in Heaven, for from this ground he denies that he lives
from the Lord, and believes that he lives from himself, consequently that he has a Divine
essence". It has been thought that DE HEMELSCHE LEER implies that man has a Divine
essence, but deeper reflection will manifest the truth that the reverse is the case, and that in so far
as man denies that the good and truth which appear as his own are the Lord's, so far he attributes
to himself a Divine essence, even though he may deny it,
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and may even think that he does not do so. That this is so. may be seen from the following.
The quotations above make it evident that it is the same thing to believe that good and truth are
one's own or to believe that one lives from one's self; for all genuine life is the life of good and
truth. Good and truth flow in with everyone, both good and evil; it is the reception which causes
them to be spiritual life in a man. If man could receive them from something properly his own.
he would receive them from a life which was his own, for what is dead cannot receive good and
truth; to have life which is one's own is to have a Divine essence, as quoted above. To state the
matter differently: If it is denied that good and truth after reception are Divine, thus making them
man's and not the Lord's, a life of good and truth is attributed to man which is not the Lord's.
But, as stated in the above quotation, to attribute a life of good and truth to man, really would
mean that man had a Divine essence. On the other hand in so far as it is acknowledged that all
the good which one does and the truth which one thinks are the Lord's alone and hence Divine, it
results in an internal acknowledgment that the Lord alone has a Divine essence, and that hence
all good and truth are His, and only as if it were man's. This is involved in the continuation of the
number which reads: "From these things it may appear that an Angel has a reciprocal for the sake
of conjunction with the Lord; but that the reciprocal considered in its faculty is not his but the
Lord's. Hence it is, if he abuses that reciprocal from which he perceives and feels as his own
what is the Lord's, which is done by appropriating it to himself, that he falls down from the
angelic".
Note that no one can perceive and feel as his own "good and truth and their life before they are
received, nor can he appropriate them to himself. Hence it is evident that the warning is as to the
danger of appropriating the good and truth which have been received and which are felt as one's

own. This is done by denying their Divinity, for to deny their Divinity is to deny that they are the
Lord's and not man's. That the Divine Love and Wisdom are the Divine love
and wisdom in man, thus after reception, is clearly taught in number 114, quoted above,
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namely: "The angelic itself is the Divine Love and Wisdom. This Divine is called the angelic
while it is in the Angels"; further: "They receive love and wisdom, that is the Lord, in
themselves", and further: "The Lord cannot dwell with Angels excepting in His own, that is in
His Proprium, which is love and wisdom". Hence it is manifest that the Word clearly teaches that
love and wisdom in man after reception are wholly the Lord's and not man's, and are therefore
Divine.

DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACTS FROM THE ISSUE FOR NOVEMBER 1933

PLAIN STATEMENTS OF DOCTRINE

ADDRESS BY THE REVEREND ALBERT BJORCK BEFORE THE XXVI BRITISH
ASSEMBLY, LONDON, AUGUST 7TH, 1933, AND BEFORE THE FIRST DUTCH
SOCIETY, THE HAGUE,
JULY 30TH, 1933.

When life makes the Church, and not doctrine separated from life, the Church is one; but when
doctrine makes the Church, there are many, A.C. 8152.
The attitude of mind that the members of a Church take toward the Divine revelation on which
they base their belief decides the doctrinal thought within the Church. Differences in doctrinal
thought divide; therefore the divisions or sects in a Church are the consequences or results of
different attitudes of mind among the members regarding the character, nature, and qualities of
the Revelation of Divine Truth from which they draw their doctrines.
In the New Church the differences in the doctrinal thought, and there from resulting divisions
existing within it, arise from different attitudes of mind taken toward the Theological Writings of
Swedenborg.
The view the majority of New Churchmen have taken concerning these Writings is represented
by the thought and activity of the CONVENTION in America and the CONFERENCE in Great

Britain. In some respects it is rather vague and includes some diversity of thought, but it may be
truly said that the estimation of the Writings, or the attitude of mind from which they are
generally regarded within these bodies, is, that they are a Divinely inspired explanation or
commentary of the Old and New Testaments, which alone are the Word. The view is that, as the
servant of the Lord, Swedenborg's spiritual senses were opened and that he thereby was
introduced into the spiritual world. What he there heard, saw, and experienced, made it possible
for the Lord to reveal to him the true spiritual teaching or the doctrine representatively revealed
in the Word, that is, the Old and New Testaments, when he read them. His Writings are
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therefore those of a Divinely inspired instructor, through whom men are taught the true meaning
of the Word; and the doctrines made known there to men can be seen in and confirmed by the
literal sense of the Old and New Testaments which alone are the Word.
Such has been the attitude toward the Writings among the majority of New Churchmen, and
still is. But a time came when a new attitude of mind toward the Writings arose, an attitude that
had been voiced by individuals here and there at different times without much visible effect, but
which now gained in strength, and finally resulted in the formation of the ACADEMY and
subsequently, in the organization of the GENERAL .CHURCH OF THE NEW JERUSALEM.
The attitude to the Writings most common in the GENERAL CHURCH today has been .clearly
and concisely set forth by Dr. Alfred Acton in his address, The crucial point in the Dutch
position, published in NEW CHURCH LIFE, May 1933. As his view seems to have the support
of the Bishops and teachers at the center of the Church in the United States, I will quote from
him. He says: "An examination of the Writings will show that, save in those cases where it
shines out clearly in the letter, the internal sense of the Old and New Testaments, which is the
same as the doctrine of the New Church, is not set forth on the authority of plain statements of
the Scriptures, or even confirmed thereby, save in a most general way, but rests solely on the
authority of a new and immediate revelation". And again: "However great might have been the
development of doctrine in the Christian Church, the internal sense of the Word as now revealed
could never have been given, save by an immediate revelation, a new Word, to whose teaching
men could point as the source of their doctrine".
"That the doctrines of the New Church must be drawn from the Writings and not from the Old
and New Testaments", Dr. Acton states in the very beginning of his address, "has long been
taught in the Church, and is widely acknowledged; nay, even before it was taught in so many
words, it was practically acknowledged; for all controversies in the Church have been concerned
with the interpretation of what is stated in the Writings, and not in the Old and New
Testaments".
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We note that according to this the main difference between the CONVENTION and
CONFERENCE position on the one side and that of the ACADEMY, also commonly held in the
GENERAL CHURCH on the other, is that the latter regards the Writings as their own authority,
being a new immediate revelation from the Lord.
Both agree in regarding the Writings as the internal sense of the Old and New Testaments, but
whereas the first regards the letter of the Old and New Testaments as the Divine authority by
which the doctrines revealed in the Writings should be confirmed, the latter holds that the
Writings have Divine authority in themselves, that the truth of the teaching given in them rests
on that Divine authority itself and -not on the plain statements of the Old and New Testaments;
and that they for this reason are a new Word.
Dr. Acton says: "When we .come to the internal sense of the Old and New Testaments, that is
to say, to the doctrines peculiar to and distinctive of the New Church, we find that these could be
given only by an immediate revelation. And, therefore, of these doctrines we read:
'I have not received anything which pertains to the doctrines of the New Church from any
angel, but from the Lord alone when reading the Word', T.C.R. 779. These doctrines are not
given us on the authority of the Old and New Testaments; nor are they confirmed by the plain
statements of those Testaments". But, although the Writings, being an immediate revelation from
the Lord, are regarded as, and by Dr. Acton called, a new Word, that new Word according to him
has no internal sense itself; it is the internal sense of the Old and New Testaments stated in plain
words to men on earth in the form of doctrine.
About this Dr. Acton says: "The Writings are a revelation in which the spiritual sense, the
Divine teaching, is unveiled, not here and there, but everywhere. This is the only basis on which
can rest the claim that they are the last and crowning revelation". And again: "I cannot admit that
the Writings have an internal sense, in the sense meant by the Dutch school; for this would mean
the expectation of a new revelation, and meanwhile darkness with respect to the internal sense".
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Of late years another attitude toward the Writings has been taken by members of the
GENERAL CHURCH in Holland and elsewhere, with a different line of doctrinal thinking
resulting from it. This new attitude is not in opposition to that which gave rise to the GENERAL
CHURCH, but a further development of it, an opening up of the idea that the Writings are the
Word. The doctrinal thoughts resulting from it have been published in a magazine called DE
HEMELSCHE LEER, printed at The Hague, and have become known as the Hague position, or
the Dutch school, and the addresses by Dr. Acton, Rev. H. L. Odhner and the Bishops G. de
Charms and N. D. Pendleton, published in the May number of NEW CHURCH LIFE, are all
directed against the doctrinal position of the Dutch school.
The new attitude toward the Writings has been caused by reflection on what the last immediate
revelation from the Lord, the new Word, tells us about the manner and order in which the Word
of the Lord is given to men on earth. The teaching of the new Word concerning the Divine order
in which the Word is given to men is, shortly stated, this: Divine Truth proceeds from the Lord
who is Truth itself and the inmost Soul and Life of the Heavens, but above the consciousness of
Angels and men and therefore appears to be above the Heavens. As the infinite Divine Truth
proceeds it is accommodated to the receptive power of the Angels who constitute the different

Heavens. In other words, the Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord takes on different
appearances according to the different degrees of love and wisdom from the Lord with the
Angels. These different degrees, or appearances of truth, in the different Heavens, the new Word
calls celestial, spiritual, and natural. There is no relation between them except by
correspondence.
In the literal or external sense of the Word, through which the Divine Truth can come to the
knowledge of men on earth, the celestial and spiritual senses are laid down in representations
accommodated to the comprehension of men in the world. This is the teaching of the new Word,
given in plain words accommodated to the rational mind .of men in such a way that if they will,
they may get knowledge of the order in which the Word proceeds, and of the nature and qualities
that characterize its external
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form with men. In confirmation I will quote from N.J.H.D. 252, where we read: "As the Word is
a revelation from the Divine, it is Divine in the whole and in every particular; for what is from
the Divine cannot be otherwise. That which is from the Divine comes down through the Heavens
even to man; and is therefore in the Heavens adapted to the wisdom of Angels who are there, and
on earth it is adapted to the comprehension of men who are there. For this reason there is in the
Word an internal sense, which is spiritual for Angels, and an external sense which is natural for
men. By this means there is conjunction of Heaven with man through the Word". In S.S. 6 it
says: "From the Lord proceed the Celestial, the Spiritual, and the Natural, one after another. That
is called celestial which proceeds from the Divine Love, and it is Divine Good. That is called
spiritual which proceeds from the Divine Wisdom, and it is Divine Truth. The natural is from
them both and is their complex in the ultimate. . . . The Divine that descends from the Lord to
human beings descends through these three degrees, and when it has descended it contains these
three degrees in itself. Such is the case with everything Divine; therefore when it is in its
ultimate degree, it is in its fullness. Such is the Word; in its ultimate sense this is natural, in its
interior sense it is spiritual, and in the inmost it is celestial; and in every sense it is Divine". One
more quotation will serve for the confirmation of the teaching stated. See A.E. 1066«: "Because
the Divine Truth which is the Word in its descent into the world from the Lord, has passed
through the three Heavens, therefore it has become accommodated to every Heaven, and lastly
also to men in the world. It is from this that in the Word there are four senses, one outside the
other from the highest Heaven even to the world; or one within the other from the world even to
the highest Heaven. Those four senses are called the celestial, the spiritual, the natural from the
celestial and spiritual, and the merely natural. This being for the w6rld, that for the ultimate
Heaven, the spiritual for the second Heaven, and the celestial for the third. These four senses
differ much from each other, so that when one is beside the other they are not recognized [as to
their relation], but still they make one when one follows the other. For one follows the other as
the effect from its
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cause, and as what is posterior from what is prior. Therefore, as the effect represents the cause
and corresponds to the cause, so does the posterior sense to the prior. Hence. it is that all four
senses make one by correspondences".
Some members of the GENERAL CHURCH have reflected on this teaching and have come to
see that the conception of the Writings as the Word of the Lord hitherto held in the GENERAL
CHURCH is inadequate. If the Writings are the Word, then what is there said in plain words
concerning the character and quality of the Word, and the relation of the Doctrine of the Church
to the Word, must apply to the Writings themselves equally with the Old and New Testaments;
or they are not the Word, and then the attitude of mind towards them taken by the
CONVENTION and CONFERENCE is the only logical one.
Interior perception that the Writings are the Word of the Lord to men, His last external
revelation of Divine Truth, is abundantly confirmed by reflecting on what the new Word reveals
about itself and the mission of the Lord's servant, his preparation and Divine guidance, through
whom the Divine, Celestial, and Spiritual truths of the Lord and the Heavens were given their
ultimate, or natural external form.
In this way a new attitude of mind toward the Writings as the Word has come about and been
established with some. When these men study the new Word, they find that plain statements of
doctrine found in the new Word, when applied to that Word itself, have a different meaning than
before seen, when they were thought of as applying only to the Old and New Testaments.
We are repeatedly taught that the sense of the letter of the Word cannot be understood without
Doctrine. From the many plain statements in the new Word to this effect, I will quote A.C.
10324, where we read: "The Word in the letter cannot be apprehended except by means of
Doctrine drawn from the Word by one who is enlightened. For the sense of the letter of the Word
is accommodated to the apprehension of even simple men. Wherefore they need Doctrine from
the Word for a lamp".
When those who have accepted the new attitude of mind toward the Writings, regarding them
as the new and final Word, having all the characteristics and qualities there
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revealed as belonging to the Word, read these words in A.C. 10324, they convey to them in plain
language a truth that is completely hidden to those who do not accept the new attitude.
To the last named the expressions "the Word in the letter", or "the sense of the letter of the
Word", apply only to the Old and New Testaments, while to those with the new attitude they
apply equally to the new Word, for within the sense of the letter of the new Word there is also a
spiritual, a celestial, and a Divine sense, conjoined by correspondence.
To the ones the words "one who is enlightened" apply only to Emanuel Swedenborg, who under
the guidance of the Lord has drawn the Doctrine of the New Church from the Old and New
Testaments, which Doctrine is the same as their spiritual sense. To the others the words, "one
who is enlightened", apply to any regenerating man whose faith rests on the revelation of the
Lord in the new Word, and whose internal is open to influx from the Heavens.

To the ones this truth is hidden by their understanding of the sense of the letter. To the
understanding of the others this truth is plainly stated in the very letter of the new Word. When
they read A.C. 10400 in connection with the words just quoted from n. 10324, they find their
understanding confirmed in the following plain doctrinal teaching: "The Doctrine that should be
for a lamp is that which the internal sense teaches, thus it is the internal sense itself, which in
some measure lies open to every one, . . . who is in the external from the internal, that is, whose
internal man is open. For Heaven, which is in the internal sense of the Word, flows in with such
a man, when he reads the Word, enlightens him, and gives him perception and thus teaches him".
In a word, the new attitude of mind towards the Writings as the Word enables us to see truths
plainly stated in the letter of the new Word, truths that before were hidden or heavily veiled, and
that will remain hidden to those who from their understanding of the new Word think the new
attitude untenable or indefensible, and therefore oppose it. The opposition seems in fact to
prevent them from understanding what is meant by those who in the magazine DE
HEMELSCHE LEER have tried to express some of the doctrinal thoughts resulting from the
new attitude and the
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perception, that this attitude has become a basis for, and has opened minds to.
All the addresses by the opponents published in NEW CHURCH LIFE for May, 1933, show a
lack of understanding not only of what is said in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, but also of what was
said by the Revs. Pfeiffer and Pitcairn in their addresses on the same occasion. This lack of
understanding is caused by a refutation of the new attitude of mind toward the Writings, which
does not allow them to follow the reasoning based on that new attitude, and results in a
presentation of what the Dutch school means, which in general is incorrect.
I will therefore endeavor to give as clear a presentation of the basic doctrinal thought in the
Dutch school, as I possibly can in a few words. The Dutch school, holding that the Writings are
the Word of the Lord in the full and true sense that they themselves describe as belonging to the
Word, says that in its ultimate or literal sense the new Word is natural, in its spiritual sense it is
spiritual, and in its inmost it is celestial; and in. every sense it is Divine, as declared in so many
plain words in S.S. 6.
The ultimate or literal sense is natural, but Divine natural. The Divine Human of the Lord is
fully and infinitely present with men in that natural sense, and through that the Divine power
creates the Church and the Heavens. It is accommodated to the comprehension of natural men, so
that even evil men may understand the doctrines there plainly stated if they will. But there is in
the Word an external and an internal natural. The external natural sense everyone may learn by
reading or by instruction. The internal natural sense is gradually opened to those who from love
of truth follow the teaching given in the letter, and their understanding becomes more interior as
their natural man is regenerating and they thereby are associated interiorly with the Angels of the
first Heaven. But it is still natural, and the doctrine they draw from the Word is the same as their
interior natural understanding of the literal sense given them through influx from the first or
natural Heaven.

The thought I have tried to express in these words is plainly stated in A.C. 9025, where we
read: "Such things as are from the literal sense of the Word are called
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scientific truths, and differ from the truths of faith which are of the Doctrine of the Church; for
the latter arise from the former by explication. . . . Hence also it is that the Doctrines of the
Church in many things recede from the literal sense of the Word. It is to be known that the true
Doctrine of the Church is that which is here called the internal sense; for in the internal sense
there are truths such as those with the Angels in Heaven".
This plain statement applies to all three degrees of truth in the Word, in the Church and in the
Heavens. There are in the external sense of the new Word internal truths revealed, from which a
regenerating man can draw true doctrine agreeing with the doctrine in the first or natural Heaven,
because corresponding with it. But the Doctrine of genuine truth that corresponds to, and agrees
with the Divine truth in the second or spiritual Heaven, spiritual from celestial origin, is to the
understanding of the natural man, whose spiritual degree is not opened, hidden or deeply veiled
by the literal sense. Nevertheless, the rational of a regenerating man is being prepared to receive
the influx from the spiritual Heaven. By this his spiritual degree is opened, and when this is the
case he sees genuine truths in spiritual light, and is given a new understanding which sees these
truths, before hidden, now plainly stated in the letter of the new Word.
The genuine truths of the Doctrine of the Church can in this way one .by one be opened by such
men and by them be expressed in natural words, the meaning of which can be comprehended by
others, if they will, and seen to be plainly taught in the letter itself. "For the Word in its ultimate
form is like a man clothed with a garment, who is nevertheless naked as to his face and hands.
And where the Word is thus naked, there its goods and truths appear naked, as in Heaven, 'thus
such as they are in the spiritual sense. Wherefore it is possible that from the literal sense of the
Word the Doctrine of genuine good and genuine truth may be seen by those who are enlightened
from the Lord, and may be confirmed by those who are not so enlightened", A.E. 778.
In both cases the interior natural Doctrine corresponding to the Doctrine in the first Heaven,
and the genuine spiritual Doctrine corresponding to the Doctrine of the
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second Heaven, drawn by men from the new Word, is the same as their understanding of the
Word; but in the one case the understanding is from the light in the lowest Heaven, in the other it
is from the light in the second Heaven, and there is no relation between them except that of
correspondence.
In either case the Doctrine is drawn from the Word by regenerating men. This is plainly stated
in A.C. 2762 where we read: "The Doctrine of faith is the same as the understanding of the Word
as to interior things, or the internal sense"; in n. 2776: "The light of Heaven from the Lord's

Divine Human can reach only those who live in the good of faith, that is, in charity"; in n. 9382:
"They who are illuminated apprehend the Word as to its interior things, wherefore they make for
themselves Doctrine from the Word, to which they apply the sense of the letter"; in
A.E. n. 941, Continuation.: "When the spiritual internal is opened, and communication is
given by that means with Heaven, and conjunction with the Lord, then a man is enlightened. He
is enlightened especially when he reads the Word, because the Lord is in the Word, and the
Word is Divine Truth, and Divine Truth is light to the Angels. Man is enlightened in the rational,
for this is directly subject to the spiritual internal, and takes the light over from Heaven, and
transmits it into the natural purified from evil, filling it with the cognitions of truth and good, and
also adapting to these the sciences which are from the world for confirmation and agreement.
Hence a man has a rational, and hence also an understanding. He who believes that man has a
rational and an understanding before his natural is purified from evils, is deceived. For it belongs
to the understanding to see the truths of the Church from the light of Heaven; and the light of
Heaven flows in with no others. As the understanding is perfected, so the falsities of religion and
ignorance, and the fallacies, are dispersed".
Dr. Acton says: "I cannot admit that the Writings have an internal sense, in the sense meant by
the Dutch school; for this would mean the expectation of a new revelation, and meanwhile
darkness in respect to that internal sense". This is of course consistent with the view that the
Writings are the spiritual sense of the Old and New Testaments,
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or rather the teaching or doctrine of the spiritual sense
of the Old and New Testaments and therefore the Doctrine of the New Church, but it is
hardly consistent with the idea that the Writings are a new Word. Doctrine is from the Word, or,
expressed in other words, the Word is the source from which the Church must draw doctrine.
When Dr. Acton and those who think with him, or have the same attitude of mind towards the
Writings, say that the Writings are "a new Word to whose teaching men can point as the source
of their doctrine", they mean that the Writings are the Doctrine of the Church revealed in plain
words, and that the doctrine drawn from them by men is nothing but the expression they give to
their personal understanding of the Doctrine of the Church revealed by the Lord in plain words;
but there is nothing in that attitude that explains why the Doctrine given us ;Is plain words
becomes a new Word; for the plain words in which the Doctrine of the New Church is given,
can, according to that view, have no internal sense other than that which appears to men's
understanding as they are instructed by others, or themselves study the revealed Doctrine trying
to get a right understanding of the plain words that reveal it.
Those who have the new attitude of mind towards the Writings find in the plain words of the
Writings abundant reasons for, and explanations of, the fact that the Writings are both the infinite
Doctrine of the Church and the Word of the Lord, a Word that has a natural, a spiritual, and a
celestial sense, which all are Divine; and that the revealed Doctrine is the Word from which the
Church, or men of the Church, can draw spiritual Doctrine when they reach a state of
regeneration that makes it possible for them to commune with Angels in the spiritual Heaven,
and celestial Doctrine when they are able to commune with Angels in the highest Heaven.
The explanation, as we see it, is this: The internal sense in the Old and New Testaments is
transformed and given us as doctrinal teaching expressed in natural ideas and words in the

Writings by the Lord through His servant Swedenborg. The Doctrine, revealed in the external or
literal sense of the Writings corresponds to the internal and agrees with it as a body with its soul.
So also the
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Doctrine of genuine truth, or the Doctrine of the Church, as it is formed out of the letter of the
Word, is not the same as the spiritual sense of the Word, as Dr. Acton said, but is from it and
agrees with it as the body with its soul. This is plainly stated in several places; see H.D.N.J.
7; S.S. 25, and many others.
In the Word of the Lord in His Second Coming spiritual and celestial truths are revealed in
natural statements of doctrine which represent them to men. On the basis of the teaching in the
new Word the progress and perfection of the Church and the Heavens shall go on for ever,
because it contains within the external the infinite truths of the Lord's Divine Human, therefore
all the Divine truths that are the Heavens, and make, sustain, and perfect them to eternity.
When it is said that the Church hitherto has been in a natural state, what is meant is simply that
the interior natural understanding of the Divine Word and its Doctrine common in the Church
has been from, and corresponding to, the Divine Truth in the first or natural Heavens. But as the
Church is to become spiritual and celestial as it in regeneration is associated with the spiritual
and celestial Heavens, it will receive influx from them, and thus in spiritual and celestial light
see truths in the natural sense of the Word never before seen, and see them plainly, stated in its
very words.
Until men of the Church are prepared to receive influx from the spiritual Heavens and so be
taught by the Angels there, the Church will, as Dr. Acton says, be in darkness with respect to the
interior sense of the new Word; and it should expect and gladly welcome such individual
revelation to men of genuine truths from the spiritual sense of the Word which is in the higher
Heavens, when these truths are confirmed by and seen plainly stated in the letter of the new
Word.
Dr. Acton, and those who agreeing with him "cannot admit that the Writings have an internal
sense in the sense the Dutch school means", will necessarily understand the plain words of
Doctrine in the new Word in a different way from those whose perception has brought about the
new attitude of mind towards the Writings as the Word.
When we read the plain teaching in A.C. 2531: "How
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the case is with the Doctrine of faith, that it is spiritual out of celestial origin, it is to be known
that it is Truth Divine out of Good Divine", we apply this teaching not only to the new Word, out
of which men draw their Doctrine of faith, but to the Doctrine of faith the Church gets from the

spiritual sense of the new Word, and sees confirmed in the plain words of its literal sense. We
are justified in this according to A.C. 2762: "The Doctrine of faith is the same as the
understanding of the Word as to interior things, or the internal sense". When they read the same
words they understand them to apply only to the Heavenly Doctrine revealed by the Lord in the
natural words of the Writings, as they understand them and they find fault or are indignant with
us for applying them in any other way.
From what has been said on both sides, I think it ought to be quite plain that the divergence in
doctrinal thought, that has shown itself to exist in the GENERAL CHURCH in late years, has
been caused by, or is the result of, the new attitude of mind towards the Writings that has been
taken by some of its members in The Hague and elsewhere. In the discussions of these
divergences at Bryn Athyn last spring, this was recognized by the Bishop of 'the Church, the
Right Rev. N. D. Pendleton, when he said that 'the representatives of the two different lines of
thought speak different languages, in that they, using the same words, mean different things.
Most of those who have accepted the new attitude of mind towards the Writings, have formerly
shared the views set forth by Dr. Acton and others in the addresses directed against the new lines
of thought, and we can therefore understand their reasoning, which is consistent with their
attitude towards the Writings as the Word. But their negative position to the new attitude seems
thus far to have prevented them from entering into or understanding the reasoning that is a
necessary consequence of the new attitude.
The address of the Right Rev. George de Charms shows most clearly that he sees that the new
attitude toward the Writings is the cause of the difference in doctrinal thought that has arisen in
the Church. As a matter of fact he has been the first one to use the phrase "the attitude toward
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the Writings", which yon have heard me use so often in this paper. He points to the fact that the
ACADEMY is an attitude of mind toward the Writings, and he says that the new thoughts
"involve" a complete destruction of that attitude and, therefore, presumably of the ACADEMY.
He also seems to identify the GENERAL CHURCH with the attitude toward the Writings that
the Academy position was based on at its formation. For he says: "After long and careful study, I
have become fully convinced that the teachings contained in this new magazine involve a subtle
but a deadly attack upon the General Church. They involve the complete destruction of that
attitude towards the Writings which we have known as the 'Academy'. We believe that if those
teachings are to be accepted, it should be done with a full realization of that fact". The last
sentence appeals to the loyalty of his hearers to the GENERAL CHURCH and the ACADEMY,
now when they are subjected to a "subtle but a deadly attack". • Later he quotes from DE
HEMELSCHE LEER the following: "The comparison of the transition from the state of the
Church where the literal sense of the Word itself is considered as the Doctrine, to the state where
the Doctrine is seen as spiritual out of a celestial origin, with the transition from the
geocentric to the heliocentric system of the universe, is based on actual correspondence. . . . The
essence of the thinking in the spiritual state is the spiritual rational; this rational for the first time
sees the spiritual causes, or the essence of truth, and henceforward all thinking no longer follows
the letter, but the letter follows the thinking". Having made this quotation Bishop de Charms
continues: "It is evident from this quotation that, if the teachings contained in DE HEMELSCHE

LEER are true, then do we stand at a very crucial .point in the history of our Church. If they are
accepted, the entire system of spiritual thought which has been known as the 'Academy' must go
the way of the Ptolemaic system of astronomy, to be superseded by a system diametrically
opposite to it. The Academy, as to its essence and its soul, is nothing but an attitude of mind
toward the Writing?, — an attitude which it is now the purpose of DE HEMELSCHE LEER to
change completely. This is the real issue with which we are faced".
Bishop de Charms's conception of the new attitude toward
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the Writings is that it is inimical and destructive of the attitude which brought about the
ACADEMY and the GENERAL CHURCH. This we cannot see. We regard it as a development
of the ACADEMY attitude, as a further opening up of the perception that the Writings are the
Word of the Lord. Instead of destroying, it will perfect the first ACADEMY attitude.
But, Bishop de Charms does not like it. He thinks it
is wrong and that it has no support in the Writings themselves. How far his loyalty to the
attitude which, as he says, is the essence and soul of the ACADEMY, and therefore of the
GENERAL CHURCH which he indentifies with that attitude, has prompted his opposition to the
new attitude, no one can know, but it is quite evident that he appeals to that loyalty in others;
and, as it seems to me, judging from what he says in his address, it has prevented him from
understanding the meaning of those who have the new attitude of mind and have written in DE
HEMELSCHE LEER. His presentation of the teachings contained in that magazine, shows at
any rate that he has not understood them. It would make this paper entirely too long if I were to
enter into particulars to prove this. But any intelligent man who with an unprejudiced mind will
read Bishop de Charms's address and compare it with the remarks of Rev. Pfeiffer in the
discussion of it will understand what I mean. I will only mention here one point in his
presentation of what is taught in DE HEMELSCHE LEER that shows such a misunderstanding,
and which he, like Dr. Acton, makes much of. He says: "Certainly the idea of the Writings which
is presented in DE HEMELSCHE LEER is entirely different from our own. The ostensible
purpose of the new doctrine is to exalt the Writings, and to reveal a Divinity and an Infinity in
them which has never been seen before. Yet, in order that they may be so considered, not as a
sun, but as an earth, they must first be reduced to a dead letter. The living internal, the spirit,
cannot arise in or through that letter, but must enter the mind from another source. Great
emphasis must be placed upon the idea that the Writings are an ultimate completely opaque.
They are dark and cryptic. In them the light of heaven is not 'revealed', but 'reveiled'. Not the
least of spiritual light can possibly enter
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the mind from them, for this would involve a 'physical influx', such as the Writings declare to be
impossible. It was indeed a fatal error of the ACADEMY to suppose that light could come from
them. Only after the Writings have been reduced to a dead letter, from which no light can come,
can the eyes of the Church be turned from them in search of light from another source. Only then

can we be induced to look within ourselves, to our own soul as the sun, or as the medium
through which the light must be received".
Now, I claim that this shows a complete misunderstanding of what DE HEMELSCHE LEER
teaches, and therefore is a misinterpretation of what the Hague position stands for. Even when I
was opposed to some of the new doctrinal thoughts published in the magazine, I could not see
that meaning in what has been said there.
To those who have the new attitude toward the Writings as the Word of the Lord to His New
Church, the Lord in that Word is the Sun. The Lord in His infinite Divine Human, speaks in and
through the new Word to men and guides men to heavenly light and life. But the ultimate or
natural form of the Word is a cloud by which the inner Glory of the Lord is tempered to the state
of the natural man, so that his understanding, or natural rational, can by its plain words see and
be guided to the heavenly light and life in the first Heaven, which is spiritual-natural or celestialnatural, that is, a natural that partakes of the qualities of the truly spiritual or celestial by
correspondence, but which is as discretely distinct from them, as the first Heaven is distinct from
the higher.
By regeneration of the natural degree of the mind a spiritual rational is begotten and grows in
man, receiving influx from the second Heaven. The light from that Heaven is then shed on the
teaching of the letter of the Word; it pierces the cloud, the literal sense of the Word then no
longer hides the Glory of the Lord, but becomes a mirror, so that man sees the Glory of the Lord
in it. Then the ideas from the interior sense of the Word which make the second Heaven, and are
that Heaven, are seen by man's spiritual rational plainly stated in the ultimate natural words of
the Word. The ultimate sense of the Word, which
is the Divine Natural of the Lord, then gives Divine
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sanction and authority to the truths seen in the light from that higher Heaven, and they become to
the man of the Church the Doctrine of the Church, spiritual out of celestial origin.

THE LORD'S OWN WITH MAN

BY THE REVEREND THEODORE PITCAIRN.

It has been repeatedly stated that DE HEMELSCHE LEER teaches that man is Divine. This
statement by itself is totally misleading, for there is but one sense in which it can be said that
man is Divine, a sense clearly taught in the Latin Word, but a sense in which the word Man is
used in a special meaning which is entirely different from the usual meaning. It is only when
Man is used with the meaning defined in the following number that he may be said to be Divine:
"In the Most Ancient Church, with the members of which the Lord conversed face to face, the

Lord appeared as a Man; concerning which much may be related, but the time has not yet
arrived. On this account they called no one Man but the Lord Himself, and the things which were
of Him; neither did they call themselves men but only those things in themselves, as all the good
of love and all the truth of faith, which they perceived they had from the Lord", A. C. 49.
That the goods of love and the truths of faith which are from the Lord with man, and which are
essentially Man, are Divine even in the natural mind, is taught as follows: "In the present chapter
in the internal sense the subject is the natural, and how the Lord made it Divine in Himself. Esau
is the good thereof and Jacob the truth. For when the Lord was in the world He made His whole
Human Divine in Himself, both the interior Human which is the rational, and the exterior Human
which is the natural, and also the very corporeal; and this according to the Divine Order,
according to which the Lord also makes man new or regenerates him. And therefore in the
representative sense the regeneration of man as to his natural is also here treated of, in which
sense Esau is the good of the natural, and Jacob the truth thereof, and yet both Divine, because
all the good and truth in one who is regenerate are from the Lord", A. C. 3490.
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In the above number the infinite difference between the Lord and man is evident. This
difference consists not only in this, that the good and truth in the Lord was infinitely above the
good and truth with man; but also in this that Good and Truth with the Lord was in and from
Himself, and was therefore intrinsically in Him and was His Own or His Proprium. While man
has no good or truth which is in and from himself, that is intrinsically in him, for man's
proprium, that is what is his own, is nothing but evil and falsity, wherefore all good and truth
which are with man as if they were his own are from the Lord, yea from His Proprium.
Wherefore we read that "Angels are withheld from their proprium, .and are kept in the Lord's
Proprium which is Good Itself", H.H. 591. Because the Lord made His Proprium Divine -from
Himself therefore He said of the Father: "All Mine are Thine and Thine are Mine", JOHN 17 :
10; while it is said of man that "the Divine can be with man, but not in his proprium; for the
proprium of man is nothing but evil; and therefore he who ascribes what is Divine to himself as
his own profanes it. What is Divine is exquisitely separated by the .Lord from the proprium of
man, and is elevated above it and never immersed in it", A.R. 758. Hence we read: "For the Lord
is not conjoined with the proprium of man, but with His Own with him. The Lord removes the
proprium of man, and gives from His Own and dwells in it", A.E. 291.
Another difference between the Lord and man is involved in A.C. 3490, quoted above, namely
that the Lord made the very corporeal in Himself Divine, while with man the corporeal is not
regenerated.
As the Most Ancient Church called only the Lord and the good and truth with them from the
Lord "Man", with the fall of that Church this truth was profaned into the idea that they
themselves as men were Divine, and therefore like gods. This profanation is described as
follows: "There were Nephilim in the land in those days; and' especially after the sons of God
went in unto the daughters of man, and they bare to them, the same became mighty men, who
were of old, men of renown. This signifies that they became Nephilim when they had immersed
the doctrinals of faith in their cupidities", A.C. 582. Concerning these perversions we are told
that they were of a more
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interior nature than any that have existed in the world since, and for this reason that they were a
perversion of celestial troth. While the New Church will not be able to see celestial truth proper
until it returns into the celestial state, and therefore will, before that time, not be able to have an
interior idea concerning the perversions spoken of, we can nevertheless see certain of their truths
and their perversions as in an image.
It was a remnant of this perversion that passed down through the Indian religiosities and passed
into Europe by means of Theosophy. As a result of this influence it is believed by many that man
is Divine and has as his soul a spark of the Divine, which idea involves that man has something
intrinsically Divine within him. In the history of the New Church related falsities have arisen and
have seduced certain of its members. On account of these perversions a fear is aroused when the
Divine with man is spoken of, yet while seeing the danger from the possibility of the perversion
of a truth, we must not let this deter us from acknowledging the truth. A genuine truth always has
the effect of bringing man into a state of humility before the Lord, while its perversion into a
falsity has the effect of exalting man in the pride of his own conceit. If it is acknowledged from
the heart that man is nothing but evil and falsity, and therefore that the Lord cannot dwell in
anything proper to man, but that He can dwell only in His Own with man, that is in His own
goods and truths with man, which being the Lord's are Divine, man is brought into a state of
humility in which he realizes his dependence on the Lord, not only in general, but in everything
of his life. Whether it is said that goods and truths with man are the Lord's and not man's own, or
whether it is said that they are Divine, it is the same thing, wherefore it is just to the extent that a
man acknowledges that the goods and truths with him are Divine, that he can come into genuine
humility. On the other hand to the extent that a man believes that
the good and truth with him are not Divine, to the same extent he denies that they are the
Lord's, and to the same extent man comes into the pride of his own intelligence.
The object of regeneration is to remove the things of man's proprium. In so far as these are
removed man is in
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the Lord's Proprinm, for we read: "The internal man of the Angels . . . in so far as their proprial
things do not hinder, is the Lord", A.C. 1745; and again: "This is the celestial proprium, which in
itself is of the Lord alone appropriated to those who are in good and thence in truth", A.C. 3813.
It is the nature of man's proprium to wish to have goods and truths as its own, and as none but
Nephilim dare to claim the Divine as their own, therefore with others it is of the proprium to
deny that goods and truths with them are Divine, in order that they may believe that in some
sense the goods and truths with them are theirs.
While the goods and truths with man from the Lord are Divine, they are not the Infinite Divine
as they were with the Lord after Glorification. Concerning the Divine truth which constitutes the
wisdom, intelligence, and science of Angels and men we read as follows: "Divine truth in its

descent proceeds according to degrees, from the highest or inmost to the lowest or ultimate.
Divine Truth in the highest degree is such as is the Divine that proceeds most nearly from the
Lord, thus such as is the Divine Truth above the Heavens; and as this is infinite, it cannot come
to the perception of any Angel. But Divine Truth of the first degree is that which comes to the
perception of the Angels of the inmost or third Heaven, and is called celestial Divine Truth; from
this is the wisdom of those Angels. Divine Truth of the second degree is that which comes to the
perception of the Angels of the middle or second Heaven and constitutes their wisdom and
intelligence, and is called spiritual Divine Truth. Divine Truth of the third degree is that which
comes to the perception of the Angels of the lowest Heaven and constitutes their intelligence and
science, and is called celestial-natural and spiritual-natural Divine Truth. But Divine Truth of the
fourth degree is that which comes to the perception of the men of the Church who are living in
the world, and constitutes their intelligence and science; this is called natural Divine Truth,
and its lowest is called sensual Divine Truth", A.E. 627.
That the Divine Truths which constitute the wisdom, intelligence, and science of Angels and
men, refer to truths when received and not to truths before reception, is taught as follows: "The
Lord is nothing but Divine Good; that
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"which proceeds from His Divine Good and inflows into Heaven, in the celestial kingdom is
called the Divine celestial, and in the spiritual kingdom the Divine spiritual; thus the Divine
spiritual and the Divine celestial are so called relatively to receptions", A.C. 6417. See also A.E.
496, where, speaking of Divine Love celestial and Divine Love spiritual, it says: "But the Lord's
Divine love in the Heavens is called celestial and spiritual merely from the reception of it by the
Angels". Further concerning the reception of good and truth with man, as being the Lord's with
him, we read as follows: "The Lord cannot love and dwell with man unless He is received; . .. to
enter to any one, and remain, with whom there is no reception is impossible. As the reception
and the reciprocal in man are from the Lord, He says abide in Me and I in you", Doc. LIFE, 102.
And again: "The Father in the Heavens flows in equally with the evil and the good. but the
reception of it must be on man's part, yet not on man's part as from man, but as if from man, for
the ability to receive truth is given to man continually, and it flows in to the extent that man
removes the evils that oppose, and does this also from the ability which is continually given; the
ability appears to be man's although it is the Lord's", A.E. 644. Hence when it states in the
number quoted at the commencement of this paper that "they did not call themselves men, but
only those things in themselves — as all the good of love and all the truth of faith — which they
perceived they had from the Lord", the reference is not to the goods and truths which flow in
with the good and evil alike, but to substantial forms of good and truth which were created and
are continually preserved in them from the Lord, and which are the actual "sons of God" as
distinguished from what is called in the number "they themselves", see A.C. 2022, 2023.
It is indeed profane to say that man is Divine, unless by the word Man is understood solely
what is from the Lord, who is the only Man.

DE HEMELSCHE LEER

EXTRACTS FROM THE ISSUE FOR DECEMBER 1933

MATTHEW XXIII : 37-39

ADDRESS BY H. D. G. GROENEVELD AT THE SOCIAL SUPPER OF OCTOBER 29TH,
1933.

0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the Prophets, and stonest them which are sent unto
thee. How often would I have gathered thy children, even as a hen gathereth her chickens under
the wing's, and ye would not!
Behold, your house is left unto you desolate.
For I say unto you: Ye shall not see Me henceforth, till ye shall say: Blessed is He that cometh
in the name of the Lord.
MATTHEW XXIII : 37-39.

Jerusalem represents the Church where the Word is, and in particular the Church where the
Writings are accepted as the Divine Doctrine or the Word, and more singularly the Church where
the Doctrine of the Church is seen as spiritual out of celestial origin. The mentioning twice of the
word Jerusalem indicates the things of the celestial kingdom and the things of the spiritual
kingdom or the things of the good and the things of the truth of the Doctrine. From the words ,
one hears the deep sorrow arising from the love for the Church, and especially for the Church
where the Doctrine of the Church is seen as spiritual out of celestial origin, and they implore
retreat and repentance. The Prophets signify the doctrinal things of the Word, and being sent
indicates the human things in which the doctrinal things are present and by which they come to
the outside. To kill has reference to the will, and to stone to the understanding. Thou that killest
the Prophets, and stonest them which are sent unto thee, thus signifies that the Church, where
the Doctrine of the Church is seen as spiritual out of celestial origin, destroys with the will and
combats with the understanding the doctrinal things of the Word which in the human things
come to the outside and which thereby are clearly shown.
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It is the evil of the will that deprives the essential or the internal of the doctrinal things of
life, and it is the falsity of the understanding that with the hardness of natural reasoning directs
itself against the external or the body of the doctrinal things.

Man has two faculties which are the Lord's with him, namely the faculty of freedom or that of
the will and the faculty of rationality or that of the understanding. By these, man has life as if
from himself. Since man with regard to the human things is born into evil, he therefore in the
natural has an evil will. Evil charms him, and in it he feels his freedom. Every infringement upon
his will is an attack on his freedom. As long therefore as no regeneration of the will has taken
place, whereby man comes into what is actually free from the Lord, the freedom of evil
is regarded as freedom itself. Every restriction from outside of the evil of the will brings a
feeling of compulsion and thus a deprivation of life as from one's self. The compelling of the evil
of the will therefore ought to be done by the man himself with the help of the understanding; for
which reason the Lord, "for the sake of regeneration, has separated the will and the
understanding in man. Man, from the faculty of rationality given to him, which is the Lord's, by
his understanding can receive into himself the truths of the Word and of the Doctrine of the
Church, and in that light discern the evil of his will. He then, as from himself, should strive
against the evil of his will. This is the true strife of life which every man has to carry on, if he
wishes to enter into the Lord's Kingdom. Every reception with the understanding should,
however, take place for the exclusive end of learning to. know the evils of the will and to combat
them. In this also lies the essential of Baptism, because man then confesses that the Lord is the
Creator of Heaven and earth and acknowledges that evil must be shunned as sin against the Lord.
In every reception with the understanding for any other end, for instance of the gathering of
knowledge only for the sake of knowing the things, the essential for conjunction with the Lord is
lacking. In such a reception the understanding does elevate itself above the will, but since the
essential for conjunction is lacking, the understanding remains in the service of the evil will. The
evil
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of the will then uses the scientifics acquired by the understanding as means to combat in the
natural the essential things of life. Thus they have the appearance of truths, but since the
essential for conjunction is lacking, they are as lifeless things. These are the stones by which the
body of the doctrinal things has now been wounded to the quick.
By receiving with the understanding the truths of the Word and of the Doctrine of the Church,
man is indeed willing to be in conjunction with the body of the Church, but he desires no
conjunction of the body of the Church with him. As long as the will is not on the way of
regeneration, man suffers no interference with the affairs of his will, since he desires no
interference with his freedom in the human things, bound as he is to the lusts of the evil of his
will, while it is just the will that is on the way of regeneration that desires the conjunction of the
body of the Church with him, in order that they be one in the Divine Human of the Lord. The
evil will does not desire to breathe with the heart of the Church and therefore does not seek
charity in the spiritual things but in the natural things. It does desire conjunction with the Divine
things but not with the human things from the Lord, as a consequence of which it does desire the
Doctrine but not the life, while yet the Doctrine is the Lord's, who is Life itself, and has only life
for end. The man who desires no conjunction of the body of the Church with the human things,
does not accept the cleansing of the human things and therefore not regeneration. He does
acknowledge the Father but not the Son and consequently not the Lord as the Creator of Heaven
and earth. Innumerable are the excuses when the conjunction of the body of the Church with the
human things is at issue. All the excuses find their origin in the love of self and the love of the
world, that is in the affections and thoughts of the man in the human things. It is the natural body

which alone is of essential significance to him and not the spiritual body. All things of the
natural body, however, should be directed to and made subservient to the things of the spiritual
body. Here lies the strife of life for man and not in the things of the natural body, while it is just
there that the fight is carried on and considered of essential importance. Not to acknowledge the
possibility of deliverance of the
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human things is not to acknowledge the Glorification of the Lord and therefore not to
acknowledge that the Son is one with the Father.
For the conjunction with the body of the Church and thus with the Divine 'Human of the Lord,
no excuse can apply on the strength of things of the natural body, whatever those things may be.
It is thus not of essential importance whether one takes up the truths of the Word and of the
Doctrine of the Church, if one does not have 'for an end the conjunction with the body of the
Church and thus with the Divine Human of the Lord. In the fourteenth chapter of the Gospel by
Luke the excuses, and indeed the three degrees thereof, are described. We read in verses 15 to 20
as follows: "And when one of them that sat with Him heard these things, he said unto Him:
Blessed is he that eateth bread in the Kingdom of God. Then said He unto him; A certain man
made a great supper, and bade many; and sent his servant at supper time to say unto them that
were bidden: Come, for all things are now ready. And they all with one consent began to make
excuse. The first said unto him, I have bought a piece of ground, and I must needs go and see it; I
pray thee, have me excused. And another said: I have bought five yoke of oxen, and I go to
prove them; I pray thee have me excused. And another said: I have married a wife, and therefore
I cannot come".
The 15th verse describes to us the man who takes up the truths of the Word and of the Doctrine
of the Church and rejoices in them because they give him the food of the real things of life and
thus of the Divine Human of the Lord. That this, however, is not sufficient, appears from the
16th verse, where the invitation is spoken of to partake of a great supper, by which is indicated
the conjunction of the body of the Church or the Divine Human of the Lord with the human
things. That it is just the conjunction with the human things that is at issue appears also from the
servant being sent.
The first excuse is: "I have bought a piece of ground, and I must needs go and see it". To buy a
piece of ground signifies with the understanding to come into the possession of a Doctrine out of
the Word in the natural. To go and see signifies to remove one's self and to further
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investigate with the understanding. The first excuse is thus expressed by the man who with his
understanding has come into the possession of a Doctrine out of the Word in the natural and
removes himself from the body of the Church, in order to investigate that Doctrine with his
thinking only. He will only pass on to the shunning of evil and the application of the truths in his

life, if he has certainty and confirmation of the truths of the Doctrine. Since thus the essential is
lacking there is no will for the conjunction of the human things with the body of the Church. The
excuse in its essence comes from the man who sees life only in the entering of the thinking into
the problems of life. The understanding and not the will is regarded as the essential of man. The
shunning of evil as sin against the Lord and thus the purification of the human things is not seen
as of direct importance, since the elevation and thus the salvation of the human race is expected
only from the understanding. That the understanding in the actual things of life is dependent only
on the conjunction of the human things with the body of the Church, is felt as a limitation and
thus as a deprivation of the freedom of the understanding, since the understanding is considered
capable by its faculty, of bringing the man anywhere, thus also outside of the body of the
Church, into the possession of the actual things of life. In the desire for wisdom the will or the
love for conjunction, and thus the actual conjugial is lacking.
The second excuse is :"l have bought five yoke of oxen, and I go to prove them". An ox
signifies the natural good and five yoke of oxen signifies few goods and truths of the natural
good. To prove means, if possible, to apply them to life. The second excuse is therefore uttered
by the man who with his understanding has come into the possession of few goods and truths of
natural good and removes himself from the body of the Church in order, if possible, to apply
them to life, in order to practice charity and to do uses so-called. Here therefore, the will is
active; not the will however for conjunction of the human things with the body of the Church,
but the hidden will of the proprium, for not the spiritual life, but only the natural life is
considered as of essential importance.
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The third excuse is: "I have married a wife". A wife signifies love in the most exterior or the
sensual things, in this instance the love of self and the love for the world. To be married signifies
to be conjoined. The third, excuse therefore is uttered by the man who is conjoined with the love
of self and the love of the world in the most exterior or the sensual things, thus by the man with
whom the evil of the will is active. Here the will alone comes to the fore, for which reason also
the reply follows that he cannot come. According to the natural signification of the words many
have felt in life the bond where the wife is the ruling one in the conjunction, but an unfolding in
the spiritual sense would show every one how he is riveted to the evil of his will and that by that
evil he is in conjunction with his deepest hells. The evil of the will is always conjoined with the
most exterior or the sensual things. It there shows itself in an innocence, gentleness, and beauty,
with so much cunningness and craftiness that on the outside it has the appearance of being
innocence, gentleness, and beauty itself. It brings such a charm that man cannot think otherwise
but that therein lies the actual life. In these things is the power and thus the might of the will.
Man becomes powerless and cannot maintain himself against this song of the sirens, unless he
clings to the principles, that for him are irrefutable, of truth out of the Word and the Doctrine of
the Church, or above it hears the song of the Angels concerning the conjunction of truth and
good in the Divine Human of the Lord, or the truly conjugial love. from these things also the
charity of man springs forth. The not-favoring of these things is seen as a lack of a feeling for the
needs of the neighbor. All charity is directed towards the most exterior or the sensual things,
because it can only express itself in these, and also considers only these things as of essential
importance. In this way man clothes himself with an appearance of charity, since the evil of the
will and thus the love of self is present therein. This love oppresses and encompasses the
neighbor, and thus deprives him of his freedom. All affections and thoughts of man must be

directed to his conjunction with the body of the Church or the Divine Human of the Lord. The
charity proceeding from the heart of the Church views only the actual human things from the
Lord. Man there-
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fore should get loose from his conjunction with the most exterior or the sensual things. He must
not, however, despise the sensual things, for the Lord has given these things to man to possess
them as from himself, and therein to have a life of joy and blessedness into the eternal. The joy
and blessedness therefore does not consist in the possession of the sensual things in themselves,
but in the use or soul thereof, that is in the Divine Human of the Lord. The evil of the will is
bound fast to all things of the life of man in the natural world. The words "I have married a
wife", therefore interiorly contain the things that are the actual cause of the killing and stoning of
the doctrinal things of the body of the Church.
"How often would I have gathered thy children", signifies that in the truths which have
been given to the Church where the Doctrine of the Church is seen as spiritual out of celestial
origin, the Lord was always present with the effort of gathering the human things into the body
of the Church. "Even as a hen gathereth her chickens under the wings", signifies that there was
the effort of the Lord, because in the essential or internal of the doctrinal things in the natural,
the warmth or love is present to gather the human things under the power and thus the protection
of truth in the external or the body of the doctrinal things. "And ye would not", signifies that
there was no retreat and repentance, and thus no affection of being taken up into the body of the
Church. "Behold, your house is left unto you desolate", signifies that the Church and the man of
the Church with the understanding shall acknowledge that evil remains in the will. "For I say
unto you: ye shall not see me henceforth", signifies that it is an irrefutable truth that nothing
more of the things of the Divine Human of the Lord shall come into the light of the thinking of
the Church and of the man of the Church; "till ye shall say: Blessed is He that cometh in the
name of the Lord", signifies until the Church or the man of the Church shall acknowledge from
the heart or from the will that it is just in the human things which flow forth from the truths of
the Word and the Doctrine of the Church, which truths essentially are no other than the actual
human things wherein the reception must take place of good and truth from the Lord, if
conjunction with the
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body of the Church is to be possible and thus with the Divine Human of the Lord.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------JACOB AND RACHEL

A SERMON BY THE REVEREND THEODORE PITCAIRN. *

And Jacob kissed Rachel, and lifted up his voice and wept.
GEN. XXIX : II.

The signification of Jacob kissing Rachel, and his weeping, is given in the ARCANA
COELESTIA as follows:
"3800. And Jacob kissed Rachel; that this signifies love towards interior truths, is evident
from the signification of kissing as being unition and conjunction from affection, consequently
love, because regarded in itself love is unition and conjunction from affection; and from the
representation of Rachel, as being the affection of interior truth. Hence it is evident that by Jacob
kissing Rachel, is signified love towards interior truths.
"3801. And he lifted up his voice and wept; that this signifies the ardor of love, is evident
from the signification of lifting up the 7'01Ce and weeping, as being the ardor of love; for
weeping is of sorrow, and also of love, and is the highest degree of each of them".
There is nothing more important to the man of the Church than to know what is meant by the
affection of interior truth and to know how to pursue it. Jacob, we read, labored twice seven
years to win Rachel, and it seemed but a few days for the love he bore her. If we are to become a
spiritual Church, the New Jerusalem, in fact as well as in name, we must serve with ardor twice
seven years to win the affection of interior truth. If we do not win this affection of truth, We
cannot win spiritual or celestial good; for the reason that a man's truth qualifies his good. This
idea is expressed in the ARCANA as follows: "Good does not become the good which is called
the good of charity until truths are implanted in it, and such as are the truths that are implanted in
it, such does the good become. For this reason the good of one person, although it
* This sermon was sent ns by Mr. Pitcairn with the remark: "Written 5 or 6 years ago" (Ed )
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may appear precisely similar to that of another, yet is not the same".
Let us first consider what the affection of interior troth is not.
First it is not curiosity about interior truths. Curiosity is a quality of the normal mind before
regeneration. It may be a means of leading a man to spiritual truth; but it must be dropped and
left behind before a man can come into the affection of truth. Just as the love of the sex is said to
be like the matrix of a precious stone in which conjugial love, like a jewel, may be formed, so
curiosity may be a matrix in which the affection of truth may grow, but the matrix must be
destroyed before the jewel can appear. The Angels are not curious.

Neither is the affection of truth the love of understanding interior truth. This love, like curiosity,
is innate in many men. The love of understanding is a natural love; it is something for which a
man does not necessarily have to strive. A man may love to understand truth, even to understand
interior truth for many reasons. This love may give him a certain mental satisfaction; it may give
a sense of elation to his natural conceit, or it may come from more ulterior motives. Like
curiosity, it may be instrumental in leading man towards the affection of truth, but in itself, it is a
natural love, and does not necessarily introduce man to the spiritual affection of truth.
The affection of interior truth, represented by Rachel, is a state of mind in which a man is
affected by interior truth, when he is moved by a feeling of delight and love on beholding it;
when he sees interior truth in all the beauty of its form, exceeding beautiful to behold, so that
from the .love he feels towards it, he will gladly serve twice seven years to possess it as his own.
To have the affection of interior truth is the same as to be deeply moved at its presence, to be
moved as a young man is moved on beholding a virgin of exceeding great beauty, whom he
loves. In the days of our fathers they at times actually wept for joy at seeing the beauty of the
heavenly arcana.
We live in a day and age when the cold intellect and the animal passions are worshipped.
Really deep affections are apt to be despised and called sentimental. We of the New Church are
ever in danger of being affected by this
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point of view. If a man were to lift up his voice and weep on hearing a profound spiritual truth,
this sceptical generation could scarcely believe in his genuineness.
In the early days of the ACADEMY, Jacob indeed rolled the stone from the well's mouth. The
well is the Word. It was the recognition of the Lord in the Writings of the New Church that
rolled the stone from the well's mouth. And immediately after this act, Jacob kissed Rachel, and
lifted up his voice and wept, this is, the members of the Church were profoundly moved at the
beauty of internal truth, which they then beheld.
But what of our generation? Our fathers planted the seeds; these seeds have grown. There is
considerable interest in the Doctrines of the Church. Discussion of its teachings are not
infrequent. There is a certain willingness and desire to work ?or the Church. But this is not all
that is necessary. These things by themselves do not denote the affection of interior truth, the
power of being deeply moved at its presence. In a way our generation has a more difficult task
before it in acquiring this affection than did our fathers. There is little merit in a man loving a
beautiful maiden on beholding her. It was the fourteen years of willing service that Jacob served
that won him his reward. I-f a man has been brought up in the presence of interior truth, if he has
'known it many years and still loves it, and is still moved at its presence, then there is reason for
rejoicing. But this kind of love does not come without labor and earnest serving.
We must serve the Church; we must do its work, for in serving the Church we serve the Lord.
But like Mary, we must choose the better part. The part of Martha by itself is not sufficient. We
must sit at the Lord's feet and hear His Word. We must strive to hear it with great delight. How
often the reading of the Writings seems tedious. How difficult it is to read them with a delight
that surpasses all other delights. When we read that Jacob served seven years for Rachel, and

they seemed as a few days for the love that he bore her, this ideal seems impossible; yet it is an
ideal which we must all pursue. It is the object which the Church must ever keep in mind in its
education and in all its teaching.
There is possibly no better illustration of the nature
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of the affection of truth than that which we find in the Prologue of Swedenborg's ANIMAL
KINGDOM, where we read: "To rightly constituted minds, truths are not only pleasing, but also
ineffably delightful, containing in them, as it were, the charms of all the loves and graces".
"Whenever a truth shines forth, the mind exalts and rejoices".
"Above all, it behooves the mind to be pure and regard universal ends, as the happiness of the
human race and thereby the Glory of God. Truth is then infused into our mind from Heaven,
whence as from its proper fountain, it all emanates. Plato used frequently to say, — so the
philosopher relates, — that when his soul was engaged in contemplation, he seemed to enjoy the
supreme good, and incredible delight; that he was in a manner fixed in astonishment,
acknowledging himself as part of a higher world; at length wearied, he relapsed into Fantasy, and
became sorrowful. ... Again the soul, as it were freed from the body, ascends, and is
enlightened". Swedenborg concludes: "But this may appear like a mere fable to those who have
not experienced it", thereby implying that h6 himself had been in such a state. Swedenborg's love
was always the affection of internal truth, represented by Rachel; but like Jacob, after seven
years of service, he found himself married to Leah, the affection of external truth. If in this state
while writing the ANIMAL KINGDOM he valued the affection of truth so highly, finding in
it an ineffable delight, we can well imagine what intense delight he must have sustained when
the spiritual sense of the Word was opened to him, and he beheld Rachel in all her beauty.
But how are we to win this affection of internal truth? Truths we can learn; truths we can teach
to our children; but the affection of truth we can neither learn nor teach. The affection of internal
truth must grow in the mind.. We are, however, able to hinder or aid its growth.
Some of the hindrances Swedenborg mentions in the Prologue of the ANIMAL KINGDOM. To
quote: "The way to the principles of truth involves an innate love of truth, an eager desire of
exploring it, a delight in finding it; also the ability to recall the mind from the senses, from the
lusts of the body, the enticements of the world and
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its cares, all which are distracting forces, and of keeping it on its own higher sphere".
Every man has a certain amount of what we might call psychic energy, or energy of the soul. If
this energy is applied in one direction it detracts from the energy that can be applied in another

direction. As this energy is applied, so is the mind formed. The scientist who applies all his
energy to acquiring facts, loses the power to see truth; the man who applies all his mental
energies to achieving success, loses the ability to be affected by truth. With nearly all men their
mental energy is divided into various channels. If a man is to become spiritual, a reasonable
amount of life force must be used for meditating on spiritual things; if a man is not willing to
give a part of his very life for this purpose, there is no hope of his acquiring the affection of
spiritual truth.
Success in modern life requires mental energy; preparation for life in the world requires mental
activity. The great danger is that we will use up this vital stream in the things of this world; that
we will not save sufficient for quiet meditation to enable the spiritual mind to grow; and that 'in
our school system we will over develop the scientific and practical mind so that the spiritual
mind becomes dwarfed. But some may ask, did not Swedenborg have an enormous amount of
scientific learning; did he not know nearly all the facts of his time? True, but this was part of
Swedenborg's work; besides which, with Swedenborg, facts were merely a means to a spiritual
end. The search for the soul, the knowledge and the praise of God were the ever active motives
in his mind. Nothing which did not reveal some spiritual law interested him. He seemed to
scarcely turn his face a moment from beholding God. His eyes were continually on God as the
soul and life of His creation. If he beheld the human body with his earthly eyes, his mind saw the
soul and the life of the soul, namely God.
Swedenborg's whole life was centered upon acquiring the affection of internal truth. When
therefore this truth was revealed to him, he rejoiced with exceeding great joy.
On the other hand, we are apt to pursue unorganized dead knowledge with such energy that the
affection of internal truth has no chance to grow; added to which, our
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life in society is want to grow so complicated that internal thought becomes as a small voice that
is drowned in the noises of the day.
We all have a love for the Church, implanted in many of ns from childhood, but if we give
expression to this love, we are, may be, too apt to give it all in the way that we are accustomed to
live in the world, namely externally, forgetting the better part of Mary who sat at the feet of the
Lord.
When we go to classes or attend Church, our minds are often distracted from the main purpose
by pondering over problems, by reasoning in ourselves about this and that, instead of giving all
our attention to beholding the Divine Truth in its beauty, in marvelling at the comeliness of
Rachel.
Reasoning about spiritual truth, and discussion, has its place, but if it is over-indulged, it
destroys the perception of truth, and finally the affection of internal truth. Reason is a God-given
means of learning truth, but if we reason too much, if we do not see the truth, and seeing love it,
but continue ever to reason about it, then does reason become a destroying fire. If we overemphasize reason so that we wish to know the reason of everything instead of delighting in what

God has revealed in the nature of His creation, we can destroy innocence, and with innocence the
Church.
To train youths in external loyalty to the Church is not so difficult as might be imagined. To
impress upon them the importance of keeping the Ten Commandments in their external form can
be accomplished in most cases, but to aid the growth in them of the internal affection of truth
which gives spiritual life to the keeping of the Commandments, is indeed a difficult task, but still
an all-important one. Without this affection a man is relatively dead, even though he may be
admitted to the lower regions of Heaven after death. Spiritual life must characterize the New
Church, and spiritual life is a manifestation of the affection of internal truth. If we have this
affection. we are spiritually living. All good must have this affection as its foundation.
Preparation for the implantation of this affection is therefore of paramount importance, and it is
the duty of every minister and teacher to reflect and meditate on what will best conduce to this
end.
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The ACADEMY recognized from the beginning that spiritual truth and good are the neighbor,
and that charity in its essence looks towards these. This was their first love. Let us ever heed the
warning of the Church of Ephesus, that we lose not our first love. And if we do, that we repent
and do the first works, lest He that holdeth the seven stars in His right hand, come quickly, and
remove our candlestick out of its place. Amen.
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The Word of the Third Testament contains much teaching on the difference between the Word
and the Doctrine of truth existing in the Church out of the Word. The essence of the .new
doctrinal position which has been advanced in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, is that that teaching
applies also to the Third Testament itself. It is therefore a fundamental principle of the new
position that the Word itself teaches the reality and the importance of that difference; and it has
been pointed out from the beginning that a concept which cannot be confirmed by the very letter
of the Word cannot be maintained. So the issue for July 1930 of DE HEMELSCHE LEER
contains the following statement: "The Doctrine of the Church in order to establish its authority,
will never refer to its own literal sense, but always exclusively to the literal sense of the Word
itself". First Fascicle, p. 121, and in order to show that this principle has governed our thought
even at the time of the first appearance of DE HEMELSCHE LEER, I wish to quote the
following passage from a letter of April 18th 1930 from the present writer to the Bishop: "May I
take this opportunity to emphasize that it is the very basis of our thought that the letter of the
Word is the one only source and foundation of all truth, and that a concept which cannot
manifestly be shown to have its origin in the letter of the Word and which cannot be confirmed
by the letter of the Word, must be rejected as untenable".
To one who has come to see that the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Third Testament
of the Word of the Lord, the Word in a new letter, the Divine Truth revealed in lasts for the
rational mind, and who at the same time
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realizes the difference between the Word and the Doctrine of truth existing in the Church out of
the Word, these Writings in fact begin to teach and to confirm those theses in every singular
statement. It then becomes plain that the three discrete degrees of truth into which man can come
by the opening of the three degrees of the mind, are the natural rational, the spiritual rational, and
the celestial rational; that these three degrees of truth in the letter of the Latin Word are all
together, according to the teaching "that the celestial and the spiritual senses of the Word are
simultaneously in the natural sense of it", S.S. 38, since "in the outermost or last things all
interior or higher things are simultaneously", D.P. 230; but that the letter to man yields just that
degree of truth which belongs to the degree of the mind which by regeneration with him has been
opened. This is meant by the teaching that the Doctrine must be drawn out of the letter; for the
Doctrine is the genuine truth existing in the Church, and there are three discrete degrees of
genuine truth which can be drawn out of the letter, where all degrees are together in lasts. In DE
HEMELSCHE LEER hundreds of passages have been quoted to confirm the truth of the
necessity of applying those laws to the Third Testament. All these confirmatory quotations,
however, have made no impression upon those who are opposed to the new position. But this is
not surprising if one is beforehand confirmed in the negative, for it is a law that a truth cannot be
seen if a negative attitude is taken. On the other hand to one who is affirmative the testimony of
the Latin Word to the truth of this view becomes overwhelming practically in every single
statement.
May I be allowed to illustrate this with the experience of a fellow-minister who has accepted
the position. In a letter of July 25th 1933 to the Rev. Theodore Pitcairn the Rev. Elmo C. Acton
says: "The truth of the position as presented in DE HEMELSCHE LEER becomes clearer and
clearer every day, and is seen confirmed on every page of the Writings". The same writer in a
letter to the Rev. Albert Bjorck says: "The Word is the final court of appeal in discovering the

truth of any doctrine drawn by the Church, but when the Doctrine in this way has been seen to be
true, then the Word in the letter must be read in the
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light of the Doctrine, and unless it is so read the Word is a closed book, and the spiritual sense
for ever remains hidden and buried in the letter. . . . The authority always rests in the letter". And
another minister, the Rev. Hendrik W. Boef, in a letter of July 12th 1933 writes: "I am convinced
now of the truth of the theses in DE HEMELSCHE LEER. To me they are simply the teachings
of the Writings. I have been astonished at the abundance of passages in the Writings which, in
their literal sense, teach those truths. If I should deny them, I feel that I would deny the Writings
themselves".
For still further confirmation that this is the experience of all those who are not obscured by
misunderstanding but who really have grasped the essence of the issue, may I be allowed to
quote here also the testimony of the Reverend Albert Bjorck. His ultimate experience ensuing
from the correspondence between him and us, which was published in the Fourth Fascicle, is
already known. He then, under the date of October 29th 1932, wrote: "But I can also claim that I
have made efforts to understand your position, and . -. with the understanding has also come the
conviction that your position is in agreement with the teaching of the Third Testament. This is of
course what matters", Fourth Fascicle, p. 141. And in a letter of March 5th 1933, Mr. Bjorck
writes: "I am more than ever convinced of the truth of your position, and see everything said in
the Latin Testament in a new light streaming out from the position you hold". The Reverend
Theodore Pitcairn, in a letter of March 18th 1930, expressed his first experience in the
following words: "I have pondered the things which you have presented and have come to feel
that the position you have taken is true. With this realization has come a wonderful new light; in
fact it has thrown a new light on everything".
While on the one hand we must maintain that the actual position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER
as to all its essential concepts is drawn out of and confirmed by the very letter of the Latin Word,
on the other hand we readily admit that the position which has been ascribed to DE
HEMELSCHE LEER in the Bishop's address certainly could not have been so drawn and
confirmed. When we, including the Reverend Theodore Pitcairn and the other ministers
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who have understood the principles involved, were listening to the Bishop's presentation, we
stood aghast at what we heard. Truly, it was difficult to believe our ears, and I cannot help
solemnly declaring that practically every single statement of that address ascribes to us ideas
which are the very opposite of what we actually hold. The position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER
may be summarized in the three leading theses which have been prefixed to the third and fourth
of the English fascicles and which read as follows:

1. The Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Third Testament of the Word of the Lord.
The DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE
must be applied to the three Testaments alike.
2. The Latin Word without Doctrine is as a candlestick without light, and those who read the
Latin Word without Doctrine, or who do not acquire for themselves a Doctrine from the Latin
Word, are in darkness as to all truth, cf. S.S. 50—61.
3. The genuine Doctrine of the Church is spiritual out of celestial origin, but not out of rational
origin. The Lord is that Doctrine itself, cf. A.C. 2496, 2497, 2510, 2516, 2533, 2859; A.E. 19.
These theses present the true aspect of our faith, but they have found no consideration in the
Bishop's address, the essence of which is a repetition of the arguments which in the history of the
New Church very justly have been brought forward against the absurdities of celestialism. That
the Bishop should not have seen the immense difference, namely that celestialism is a result of
the negation of the Word, while the above quoted theses are in fullness drawn out of and
confirmed by the very letter of the Word, is difficult for us to understand. The end of celestialism
is that the proprium may rule, but the end of these theses is that the Word outside of man may
also become the Word within man, in order that, the proprium being removed by regeneration,
the Lord may rule.
After an introduction in which the Bishop expresses the idea that a Church which has the
Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg should not have a stated creed, and that therefore the
GENERAL CHURCH has never authorized a formal statement of its belief, to which are added
some remarks
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on the concept of the Writings of Swedenborg as the Word, as it existed in the ACADEMY and
in the GENERAL CHURCH, the Bishop says: "A new doctrine has developed within the borders
of the General Church which calls itself the 'Doctrine of the Church' ", p. 268. A little further on,
in the same page, the Bishop says: "As it is given, the New Doctrine so far is purely spiritual. It
has come down from heaven", etc. And in a similar style the address is full of remarks, the
tendency of which is to bring the thought concerning the teaching on the essence of the Doctrine
drawn by the Church out of its Word, which has been brought forward in DE HEMELSCHE
LEER in an abstract way from the very Word itself, on the external plane of specific statements
of Doctrine which for this very reason could not be understood. The quotations made by the
Bishop are confined to a few pages of the First Fascicle, to which a direct reference is given only
in the case of pp. 78—80. It is in that very place where the following passages occur: "Also in
the New Church a distinction must be made between the Divine Doctrine itself and the Doctrine
of the New Church or the Doctrine of Genuine Truth, that is, the genuine rational, spiritual and
celestial truths, which the Church gradually acquires by the orderly opening of the literal sense
of the Writings. ... The Church cannot possibly interiorly understand the Writings, unless it form
for itself according to order a Doctrine which shall show it the way", p. 76—77. Is it not evident
from this quotation that our problem was an abstract one, which concerns the Doctrine wherever
and by whomsoever it is drawn?

The Bishop on p. 268 says: "This Doctrine teaches that the Writings, because of their
accommodation to worldly ideas and language, are heavily sealed, ... and that, because of this
sealing or veiling, the Writings must themselves be opened by means of a correspondential
resolution of their direct meaning". This presentation does not even touch the reasons for our
belief in the application of the science of correspondences to the Latin Word, reasons which have
been fully developed and demonstrated m DE HEMELSCHE LEER, and which indeed have
been the main subject of my address on the first day of the Council meetings. These reasons are
that in the letter of the Third
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Testament all discrete degrees of the rational, the celestial rational, the spiritual rational, and the
natural rational, are together. This is the real reason why we believe in discrete senses in the
Latin Word.
The Bishop adds: "And this by and with the indispensable aid of the New Doctrine, which is
now for the first time born into the church". Our reference to the teaching of the Word itself,
namely, that the Word without Doctrine is not understood, and that there are three means to open
the Word, namely the science of correspondences, the Doctrine of genuine truth, and illustration
from the Lord, is here again brought on the purely external plane
of specific statements of Doctrine. Every man must for himself make Doctrine; only if he
has made it himself, can he enter into the interiors of the Word. Simply to accept Doctrine which
has been made by others, would never help him to raise his mind above the natural. We are
surprised that this our real meaning should not spring forth before the reader from every page we
have published.
The expression that "the Doctrine has been born with us", which occurs in two or three places
in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, and which apparently has so greatly aroused the indignation of our
opponents, has entirely been misunderstood. This expression with us came into use as a result of
our experience of one or two years, when the concept that the Doctrine concerning the Sacred
Scripture should be applied to the three Testaments alike, which was first conceived as a new
seed of truth, still deeply hidden and difficult to grasp, had at last taken such visible and tangible
form, being seen confirmed on every page of the Word, that then it could be said to have been
born. That there is such a difference between a concept first being conceived and later being
born, can be plain from the teaching of the Word. When it is born it has become self evident and
indispensable in use, with those with whom it is born.
It seems that the Bishop has developed his argument exclusively under the impression which he
has received from the statement which has indeed been made in DE HEMELSCHE LEER,
namely, that unless this new truth be seen of the necessity of applying the Doctrine concerning
the Sacred Scripture fully to the Third Testament, the
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Church would remain only in the natural sense of that Testament. The fact that this new concept
was first conceived and born with us, seems to have so entirely engaged his thoughts, that he
could not see the essential thing involved, namely that every man must make his Doctrine for
himself. So, it seems to us, the Bishop has come to the unjust charge that we claim that we now
have made the Doctrine for all, a Doctrine which everybody simply has to accept, while in truth
our position is just the opposite, namely that in so far as a man accepts a Doctrine made not by
himself but by anyone else, he cannot enter into the interiors of the Word.
But as to the fact that it has indeed been said in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, that unless this new
truth of the necessity of applying the Doctrine concerning the Sacred Scripture to the Third
Testament be seen, the Church cannot see the interior senses of that Testament, this either is a
Divine truth or it is not. The only thing which matters therefore would have been to prove that it
is not true. But not even an attempt has been made to disprove the reasons which have been
given, First Fascicle pp. 38—43, 82—95, 127—131; Third Fascicle, pp. 86—108. Is the view
that if the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Word, their true essence can only be seen in
the light of what has been revealed about the essence of the Word, in itself so absurd that it does
not even need disproving? What is gained by raising the question of human superiority? If it is a
Divine truth, it is not our truth but the Lord's.
The Bishop adds: "Once born, this 'Doctrine', we are told, will live and grow throughout the
unending ages". If the difference is seen between the Word, which is infinite, and the Doctrine
existing in the Church out of that Word, it is self-evident that the New Church will increasingly
draw its genuine Doctrine out of the Third Testament. The statement of this simple truth which
has been advanced in DE HEMELSCHE LEER in a purely abstract way, cf. Second Fascicle, p.
152, is here turned into a meaning which is entirely foreign to our thought and whereby its real
contents remain unseen.
The Bishop adds: "But/being in itself purely spiritual and Divine, it must, even like the
Writings, be expressed in natural ideas and language, in order that it may be of
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service to the church. This, of necessity, forces upon the New Doctrine a heavy veiling which, it
is indicated, will not be lifted until the advent of a promised Celestial Doctrine, which will
sooner or later be on the way, if it be not now at hand". The subject is the three discrete degrees
of truth, the natural rational, the spiritual rational, and the celestial rational. That the spiritual
Doctrine of the Church, which is the spiritual rational, cannot be seen in its own proper form by
the natural rational man, and that the celestial Doctrine of the Church, which is the celestial
rational, cannot be seen in its own proper form by the spiritual man and the natural man, but only
in a corresponding spiritual rational or natural rational form, again is a simple and self-evident
truth, which can only be denied by one who denies the three discrete degrees of truth. It is
evident that if the spiritual Doctrine in its own essence is hidden before the natural man, the
celestial Doctrine will be even more hidden. There is of course no relation at all between the
celestial Doctrine and the lifting of the veiling of the spiritual Doctrine. That the celestial
Doctrine is most hidden and the spiritual Doctrine also very hidden is explicitly taught in the
Latin Word, N.J.C.D. 107. This is the position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER with regard to the
relation of the three discrete degrees of Doctrine. The celestial Doctrine is even far more hidden,
than the spiritual Doctrine. Compare with this the idea which the Bishop here ascribes to us,

namely "that the veiling of the spiritual Doctrine will be lifted with the advent of the celestial
Doctrine". We are at a loss to explain how the Bishop could even say "that this has been
indicated". Note further the remark "if it be not now at hand", for which not the least occasion
can be found in DE HEMELSCHE LEER. No statement has there been made with regard to the
time in which the celestial Church will take its rise; except that it has been said that this "lies in a
far distant future", Third Fascicle p. 43, again the very opposite of what is suggested in the
Bishop's words.
Further on, page 268, the Bishop ascribes to us the assertion that the belief in the GENERAL
CHURCH on the subject of the Writings being the Word "was defensively made, and as such it
was a self-made doctrine". Certainly we do not doubt for one moment that it is from mis-
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understanding that the Bishop has been induced to
such a serious misinterpretation. From the beginning and throughout we have emphasized
that the belief in the Writings as the Word, such as it has been the very soul of the ACADEMY
and of the GENERAL CHURCH, was a genuine, and therefore Divine, Doctrine of the Church.
In the very first article published in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, First Fascicle, pp. 8—9, this has
been indicated in the words: "An example of the true Doctrine of the Church are the
PRINCIPLES OF THE ACADEMY". In later articles it has been shown and elucidated that if
the correspondence is seen of the history of the New Church with the history of the human race,
it appears that the belief of the ACADEMY and the GENERAL CHURCH in the Writings as the
Word, corresponds to the Coming of the Lord on earth, Third Fascicle, p. 6; Fourth Fascicle, p.
18. From the latter passage we quote: "The essence of the next state of the New Church, which
corresponds to the Coming and Sensual Presence of the Lord on earth, lies in this that the Church
begins to see and to acknowledge that the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Word itself
for the New Church". How then could it be ascribed to us that we consider this belief as a selfmade doctrine, while we see it as a Coming of the Lord? Our real point on p. 78 of the First
Fascicle to which the Bishop evidently refers, is that any. "Doctrine concerning the Third
Testament" which is a different doctrine from the DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM
CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE must be a self-made doctrine; and then two actual
cases of such self-made doctrine are there pointed out, namely the view "that the sense of the
letter of the Writings is the spiritual sense itself", and the view that because "the Writings were a
revelation in a clothing of rational truths, there was no occasion for the application of the means
which in the Doctrine concerning the Sacred Scripture have been given for the opening of the
literal sense of the Word". Certainly the faith of the ACADEMY and of the GENERAL
CHURCH in the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg as the Word of the Lord, which was from the
Holy Spirit and which even can be seen as a Coming of the Lord, cannot be identified with these
two fallacies of the natural mind, which involve a neglect of the law that a
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Revelation of Truth, or the Word, cannot be given unless it be given in lasts, and of the law that
there are three discrete degrees of the rational accessible to man, two views therefore which are
in evident opposition to the DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE
SACRED SCRIPTURE. These two fallacies are later ideas, and the fact that they have become
especially prevalent at the present time, is the only reason why we have pointed to them. On the
other hand it certainly cannot be said that the original faith of the ACADEMY and the
GENERAL CHURCH in the Writings was in opposition to the DOCTRINE
CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE; we have never entertained such a thought and so
too we have never entertained the thought that that faith was based upon or the result of a selfmade doctrine. From this it follows that the words of the Bishop occurring in the same place,
namely that "the belief in the General Church on this subject was defensively made", involve the
same misunderstanding. What we consider the motive which led to the faith of the GENERAL
CHURCH may be seen on p. 15 of the Fourth Fascicle, namely the perseverance in the combat
against the proprium, and the affection of truth, which has led to a Coming of the Lord. We have
never entertained the thought that the faith of the GENERAL CHURCH has been defensively
made, nor have we ever expressed it.
What confusion must arise from such a misunderstanding is illustrated by the further words
which the Bishop adds: "Yet to this one 'self-made' doctrine the General Church owes 'all its
prosperity up to the present time', and all its 'internal life' ". The statement of DE HEMELSCHE
LEER is that the Church owes its prosperity up to the present time to the Divine truth that the
Writings of Swedenborg are the Word, -which has been given it from the Holy Spirit; nothing
whatever is said which could justify the conclusion that the Church owes its prosperity to the
above mentioned self-made fallacies.
The same confusion is manifest in the words which follow a little further on, p. 269: "None the
less, as indicated, this 'self-made' doctrine was sufficiently rational in form to receive the New
Doctrine". The thought which is here under consideration is that of the progress from the general
perception that the Writings of Swedenborg are
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the Word to the clear realization in particulars that the DOCTRINE OF THE NEW
JERUSALEM CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE is the only possible Doctrine
concerning the Third Testament. Even by those who are unable to see this thought, it should be
admitted as a most important possibility, and worthy of serious consideration. That those
fallacies of the natural mind, namely that the letter of the Writings of Swedenborg is the spiritual
sense itself, and that the rational does not admit of discrete degrees and thus of correspondences,
are not rational at all, and could therefore, if confirmed, never receive a truly rational vision of
the essence of the Latin Word, is plain.
The same confusion occurs again at the bottom of that page (269) in the words: "The New
Doctrine takes but the one golden possession of the General Church, namely, the 'self-made'
'cognition' that the Writings are the Word, which, because of the motive which entered into its
making, did not, in spiritual verity, belong to the General Church".
That, however, the faith of the ACADEMY and of the GENERAL CHURCH was the result
rather of a genuine general perception that the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Word,

than of a realization of the rational principles involved, could not have been proven in a more
conclusive way than has been done by the quotation from the WORDS FOR THE NEW
CHURCH in the introduction to the Bishop's address. All the details of that quotation plainly
show this. We note especially the statement: "Nor are the Writings equal to the Sacred
Scripture", to which the Bishop adds the comment: "That is, not equal in the sanctity and power
of their ultimates. Certainly the editor did not mean that they were not equally Divine", pp.
266— 267. To any one who realizes the truth "that the Divine Truth in the sense of the letter of
the Word is in its fullness, in its holiness, and in its power", S.S. 37—49, Heading, and
especially the significance of the passage: "The spiritual sense and the celestial sense are not the
Word without the natural sense, which is the sense of the letter. for they are as spirit and life
without a body", n. 39, the argument that though the Writings of Swedenborg "are not equal to
the Word in the sanctity and power of their ultimates" nevertheless they are not "not equally
Divine", must plainly appear to be in contradiction with the
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teaching of the Word; for in the measure one restricts the holiness of the letter of the Writings of
Emannel Swedenborg, one also restricts their Divinity. The words "that they were not an
enlargement of the volume of parables, types and correspondences", p. 266, clearly indicate that
it was not seen that essential correspondences are between the discrete degrees of truth, and in
the rational Third Testament, therefore, between the natural rational, the spiritual rational, and
the celestial rational.
It is a universal law that a truth must come to a Church first as a general celestial perception,
and that only in the course of a long process, which is compared with the growth of man from
infancy to old age, can the Church come into the full rational possession of that truth. This does
not belittle in the least the first states with which it necessarily ha8 to begin and the states
through which it necessarily had to pass. We therefore regret the interpretation which the Bishop
gives to our thought in the next following words, on p. 269: "The church made some advance,
but it was an 'unmerited advance', like that of a child". This presentation cannot but create with
those who do not understand the principles involved an impression which is altogether contrary
to the spirit of our thought. But quite apart from this, the sense in which the word advance has
been-used by us, is misunderstood. It has not been used in the sense of progress but in the sense
of a preliminary advance of goods and truths to be fully acquired later on. That the truth with the
Church as long as it is in the outward or descending development, which comprises the ages of
infancy, boyhood, and adolescence, cannot be called truly rational, and that in these states the
truth is as itwere an unmerited advance, is a simple truth clearly taught and described in the
Word. It is only with the beginning of the inward return or ascending development, which
comprises the ages of early manhood, manhood, and old age, .that the Church enters into the
genuine rational, and indeed during early manhood into the natural rational, during manhood into
the spiritual rational, and during old age into the celestial rational. Not only every Church as a
whole must pass through this development, but even every single concept of a new truth in the
Church. And so also the concept of the Writings of Swedenborg as the
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Word must pass through this development. These laws are the orderly means for the Church,
offered by the Word itself, of the understanding of which it necessarily must avail itself, to gain a
comprehension of the past and of the possibilities of the future.
May I be allowed here to suggest that the fact of the faith of the ACADEMY having been rather
a general celestial perception than a rationally developed concept, also explains the disinclination
of the Church towards a stated creed. Not the fact that they made creeds in the first Christian
church was wrong, but that their creeds were false. So the first stated creed of that Church, the
APOSTOLIC CREED, often is referred to in the Third Testament as a document of Divine truth.
Has the APOSTOLIC CREED not been given in Providence, and of necessity, and from the
Holy Spirit? And certainly the necessity was not only because the Lord foresaw the coming false
creeds, as might be suggested, but because no Church can ever continue to exist without making
creeds; for it is one of its essential tasks to make Doctrine. A Creed or Credo simply means a
Faith. Faith is defined in the Word as "the internal acknowledgment of truth", and it is said that
the faith is perfected with the increase of truths, for in the genuine faith of a man all the
multiplicity of the truths he acknowledges internally, is orderly arranged in order together as in
fascicles. A Church, even though it has a Word, if it has no Creed, has no Faith. The reason is
because the Word without Doctrine is not understood, and those who read the Word without
Doctrine which they have made for themselves from the Holy Spirit, remain in darkness as to all
truth of the Word, however often and extensively they may read it. So, for instance, the Word in
A.E. 119 speaks of "those who believe that they are in the cognitions of good and truth because
they have the Word, and yet they are not". A false doctrine, and thus a false creed, is made out of
the proprium, but a true Doctrine, and thus a true Creed, is made from the Holy Spirit. There can
really be no doubt that this must apply also to the New Church and the Third Testament which
has been given it as its Word. The fact that the Word for the New Church in the statements of the
letter itself is so evidently rational, has for a long time kept the Church from seeing the necessity
of the full appli-
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cation of this law. But there are three discrete degrees of the rational, and even the lowest degree,
which is that of the natural rational, with man is not genuine unless it is both out of the Word and
from the Holy Spirit. That which distinguishes and divides the different bodies in the New
Church, is not the Writings of Swedenborg, but the differing understandings of those Writings,
or the differing doctrines which have been developed, that is, the differing creeds. Whether a
Church is willing or ready to state it "in a fixed formula" or not, it cannot help having a creed. Ifit had no creed, it would have no faith, and it would be no Church. That the Church should have
a creed and that it should also state and teach it, is not in disagreement with the teaching "that the
government and dominion over the Church is a predicate of the Word alone", and that the
Church should "not confide in any council, but trust in the Word of the Lord, which is above all
councils", p. 265, for it is not the Word which makes the Church but the understanding of
the Word. It is true indeed that the Word alone should govern the Church, but the Word cannot
possibly do this except from the Holy Spirit. Outside of the Holy Spirit the understanding of the
Word is false. If the Church is governed by an understanding of the Word which is not from the

Holy Spirit, an understanding which in reality is not the Lord's, while it is given the Church to
feel it and to act from it as if it were its own — an understanding therefore which is not Divine
— it is not governed by the Word but by the proprium of man. It is a vain claim of the Church to
say that the Writings of Swedenborg themselves as the Divinely given Word are its Doctrine and
its Creed, for this would involve that the Church in itself is God Himself. The Writings of
Swedenborg indeed will more and more become the Doctrine of the Church, but only in the
measure they have Divinely been received. While giving the understanding such a great power,
the Word itself has provided a sufficient safeguard that the Church should not, fall a prey to the
proprium of man. For we are taught that the Doctrine of the Church must be confirmed by the
letter of the Word, and specifically: "That the Doctrine of the Church, unless collected and
confirmed out of the sense of the letter of the Word, has no power, ... but the Doctrine out of the
sense of the letter, and together with
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it", ON THE SACRED SCRIPTURE FROM EXPERIENCE, XVIII. While, therefore, the
New Church also will be bound to make and to continually develop its Creed and to state it, it
must at the same time have the basis for its Creed in the letter of the Latin Word, and it must
not expect any one to accept it unless it is plainly seen to be confirmed in the very letter. And so
we believe that the thought of the Writings being the Word may very justly be called a Creed or
Credo of the GENERAL CHURCH, and as such it ha-s been stated in so many words
innumerable times at every possible occasion, officially and not officially. We, therefore, cannot
help feeling that the denial that the faith of the ACADEMY and the GENERAL CHURCH in the
Writings of Swedenborg as the -Word of God. is their stated Creed, would not do justice to the
fact that the existence of these bodies is due to the presence of the Holy Spirit. That, however, it
was refused to give to the PRINCIPLES OF THE ACADEMY as a whole the aspect of a creed,
is quite another matter, and easily to be understood. For the PRINCIPLES OF THE ACADEMY
also contain elements which may prove perishable, being perhaps rather the subject of historical
contingencies, than of fundamental and remaining issues. That the Creed of a Church in its first
states, which correspond to the ages of infancy, boyhood, adolescence, and early manhood,
should be very primitive and undeveloped, is also clear, for the making of Doctrine is essentially
the task of the age of manhood.
The Bishop continues: "We see, then, that this 'Doctrine', as presented, is complete in its own
spiritual verity. It is sustained from within and above. By virtue of this, its high endowment, it is
commissioned . . . to extract from the Writings their internal sense", pp. 269—270. The real
point here again is that every man must make for himself Doctrine, and that if he makes it not
out of his proprium but from the Holy Spirit, he thereby can come into the internal degrees of
truth contained in the Latin Word, first into the genuine natural rational, then into the spiritual
rational, and at last even into the celestial rational. That every member of the Church is so
commissioned can be clear from n. 10584 of the ARCANA COELESTIA, which has been
quoted several times in DE HEMELSCHE LEER: "Those are said to see the back parts of
Jehovah and not His face.
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who believe and adore the Word, but only its external which is the sense of the letter, and do not
penetrate more interiorly, as do those who have been enlightened, and who make for themselves
Doctrine oat of the Word". It certainly is greatly to be regretted that the Bishop should present
these new principles of truth, which are taken out of the Word itself, and which are concerned
with the regeneration and enlightenment of every individual member of the Church, as if they
were a merely human claim. There is nothing unusual or astonishing in the idea that the man of
the New Church is commissioned to extract, by the orderly means given, the internal sense
from the Old and the New Testaments; and if it is seen that the Third Testament contains the
three discrete degrees of the rational, it is not any more unusual or astonishing that the man of
the New Church is also commissioned to do the same with regard to the Third Testament. It is a
misinterpretation to make it appear as if the realization of this possibility and necessity were an
exceptional and amazing claim, amounting to the giving of a new revelation comparable with the
giving of a new Word. This again is the very opposite of what we actually have brought forward.
If the principles involved are understood, it will be plain that the endeavor to enter into the
interior degrees of the Third Testament is an orderly thing, laid upon every member of the
Church by the Lord Himself as a vital task.
The Bishop adds: "And, in so doing, repeat the mode employed by the Writings in drawing the
internal sense out of the former Testaments". It has been said in DE HEMELSCHE LEER that
"the Word of the Latin Testament is an infinite unfolding of truth, but the Doctrine is only a
finite unfolding of truth", First Fascicle, p. 120. A comparison is here made between the Word
and the Doctrine drawn by man out of the Word. It can be plain again that with that Doctrine the
Doctrine is meant which every man must draw. It can also be plain that there is a correspondence
between the way in which the Word is given and the way in which Doctrine is given, just as
there is a correspondence between the Glorification of the Lord and the regeneration of man. But
it certainly cannot be said that man must "repeat the mode employed by the Writings". These
words are entirely foreign to our thought. "The
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mode employed by the Writings" is an infinite mode which no man can understand. The mode to
be employed by- man to enter into the interiors of the Word, is given in the DOCTRINE
CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE; it is that mode which we have in mind, namely
the science of correspondences, the Doctrine of genuine truth, and illustration from the Lord.
The Bishop continues: "In this work the New Doctrine is confronted with conditions in the
letter of the Writings not unlike those which the Writings met in interpreting the former
Scriptures". Here again it can be clear that DE HEMELSCHE LEER has not been concerned
with "conditions with which 'the New Doctrine' is confronted", but its concern was to understand
and point out in the light of the teaching given in the Latin Word the conditions with which
every member of the Church is confronted, who wishes to enter into the discrete degrees of truth
in that Word. — It is the position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER that it is contrary to the rational
understanding to speak of "the Writings interpreting the former Scriptures"; this cannot be the
language of those who see that the Writings of Swedenborg are a new Word, the revelation of
the Rational of the Divine Human. To call this revelation, which followed the revelation of the
Natural of the Divine Human given in the New Testament, an interpretation, must appear
inappropriate to any one who understands the principles involved. This is rather the language of
those who deny that the Writings are a new Word, but consider them to be a commentary on the

Word. Similarly it is not according to reason to call an interpretation, the Doctrines of the
interior discrete degrees of truth contained in the Third Testament, into which every member of
the Church should endeavor to enter. That the term "interpretative doctrine" used for the
Doctrine of the Church, as well as the term 'derivative doctrine", is a misnomer, has been pointed
out in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, fifth Fascicle, p. 17.
The Bishop adds: "That is, there are teachings in the direct sense of the Writings which confirm
the New Doctrine, and those which do not. Those which directly confirm are said to be 'open',
and those which do not must be resolved by a correspondential interpretation to bring out
their inner concordance with the teaching of the New
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Doctrine. Note here that correspondences always yield to the doctrine which guides them". We
are at a loss to explain how the Bishop could come to this amazing statement. The subject is the
teaching of the Latin Word that the Doctrine must be drawn out of the letter and confirmed by it.
In the first place it must here be said again that the subject discussed in DE HEMELSCHE LEER
is not "the New Doctrine" but the Doctrine which every man must himself draw out of the letter.
In the sense of the letter all the discrete degrees of truth are contained together as in lasts. To the
celestial man all the direct teachings of the letter are open even as to their celestial contents, and
to the spiritual man all the direct teachings of the letter are open as to their spiritual contents. But
to the natural man all the direct teachings of the letter are closed as to their spiritual and celestial
contents. The process of the unfolding of the discrete 'degrees of truth in the
letter of the Latin Word has been described in DE HEMELSCHE LEER in many details. It
is too complex to be repeated here. But it is evident that nothing of what has been said about this
subject has been understood by our opponents. To draw Doctrine out of the letter is the same
thing as to open the letter as to the discrete degrees of truth; if this is done according to order,
that is. if man in making the Doctrine does not consult his own rational but follows the genuine
rational which is spiritual out of celestial origin, whereby the man comes into the true Spirit of
the Word, it will appear that the whole letter in its direct teachings does confirm such a genuine
Doctrine. The revealed order according to which the Church can be sure to come into its genuine
Doctrine, and the revealed safeguards against the dangers of a false doctrine, are the essential
subject of DE HEMELSCHE LEER; and it is essential to its position that the Doctrine should be
confirmed by the direct statements of the literal sense, and never by the spiritual sense. This is
the teaching of the Word, and it is the position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER, declared in many
places in a direct and intelligible way. The use of the words "those which directly confirm are
said to be 'open'," etc. creates the impression that the statement ascribed to us is based on actual
quotation, while nothing whatever of this kind has been said; this statement
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again is the exact opposite of our position. Never has it been in. our thought and never has it
been said that teachings in the direct sense of the Writings which do not confirm ths Doctrine
"must be resolved by a correspondential interpretation to bring out their inner concordance with

its teaching". If the teaching of the Latin Word on the order of the making of Doctrine out of the
Word is understood, it can be seen that we have never given an occasion for the warning "that
correspondences always yield to the doctrine which guides them". It is just to point out this
danger that DE HEMELSCHE LEER has brought forward the teaching out of the Word that also
the Latin Word without genuine Doctrine is not understood, and that those who do not from the
Holy Spirit for themselves make Doctrine, remain in darkness as to all truth contained in that
Word.
The Bishop continues: "We observe further that since the New Doctrine is in itself of Divine
origin, Essence, and Authority, it (to quote) is 'the only and indispensable basis for imparting the
Holy Spirit, and that without this Doctrine the Writings remain a dead letter, and the interior
degrees of the mind remain closed' (DE HEMELSCHE LEER, First Fascicle, p. 80)". The
Bishop here combines an actual but only partial quotation with his own words, whereby the
meaning is utterly changed. That the Bishop must have misunderstood the position of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER here becomes fully evident. The full quotation begins with the words:
"The Doctrine of the Church is the only and indispensable basis for the imparting of the Holy
Spirit", etc; the Bishop, however, uses the words: "The New Doctrine is 'the only and
indispensable basis for imparting the Holy Spirit'," etc; in other words the Bishop ascribes to
us the claim that our doctrinal position is the only and indispensable basis for imparting the Holy
Spirit. Never has such a thought been in our minds, and never has it been expressed. It has been
brought forth in DE HEMELSCHE LEER out of the Latin Word, that just as with the Lord the
Holy Spirit proceeds from the Divine Rational — the Holy Spirit according to LUKE I : 35
having existed before there was a Natural Human of the Lord — so with man the essential
dwelling place of the Holy Spirit is the interior or celestial rational,
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while the lower degrees of the rational, being in the natural, namely the spiritual rational and the
natural rational, receive only an unconscious influx of the Holy Spirit. This is the reason why
only a celestial man is in the continuous realization of the presence of the Lord, and therefore in
the essential love of the Lord. And since the genuine rational is the same as the genuine Doctrine
of the Church, namely, the interior or celestial rational the same as the celestial Doctrine, the
exterior or spiritual rational the same as the spiritual Doctrine, and the interior natural or the
natural rational the same as the natural Doctrine which. is the same as the sense of the letter of
the Word, it can be plainly seen that the Doctrine of the Church is indeed the indispensable basis
for imparting the Holy Spirit. This Doctrine, however, is not the doctrine which a man has
received from others, but the Doctrine which he has made himself. This has been developed in
clear and the simplest possible language in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, First Fascicle, pp. 38-43;
82-95; 127-131: see especially p. 40. I do not believe that at present it could be presented in a
more simple and more intelligible way, and yet it is evident that this new and all-important truth,
which is plainly taught in the Latin Word, has remained entirely beyond the grasp of our
opponents. With every man the discrete degrees of the genuine rational are the basis for the Holy
Spirit. Instead of entering upon a consideration of this truth, which thus far has been deeply
hidden, although it is plainly stated in the very letter, our presentation of it is turned into such an
enormity as that we should have claimed that our Doctrine is the basis for the Holy Spirit. The
same applies to the rest of the quoted passage, namely, "that without this Doctrine the Writings
remain a dead letter, and the interior degrees of the mind remain closed". The real meaning of
this is also very simple and can be plain. The Writings are opened and vivified in the first degree,

when the first degree of the rational, the genuine natural rational, has been formed; they are
opened and vivified in the second degree, when the second degree of the rational, the spiritual
rational, has been formed; and they are opened and vivified in the third degree, when the third
degree of the rational, the celestial rational, has been formed. And similarly it can be plain that if
the discrete degrees of the
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rational are not formed, the interior degrees of the mind remain closed. "That the Word of the
Lord is a dead letter, but that it is vivified from the Lord in the reader according to the faculty of
each one", is literally taught, A.C. 1776, cf. MEMORABILIA 1877: "The Word of the Lord in
itself is dead, toy it is only a letter; but in the reader it is vivified from the Lord, according to the
faculty to understand and to perceive of each one, given from the Lord; thus it is living according
to the life of the man who reads". How heavily veiled and how deeply hidden in the Third
Testament are the spiritual rational and the celestial rational arcana which are accessible to man,
may here clearly be seen. For this Testament appears so rational, so self-explanatory, and so
living, that many at first hearing, with indignation reject the idea that also the Latin Word "is a
dead letter but that it is vivified from the Lord in the reader according to the faculty of each one".
But once the reality of the three discrete degrees of the rational is seen, it becomes self-evident
that this teaching applies to the three Testaments alike.
The Bishop adds: "The importance of this announcement is manifest, and to none is of more
immediate concern than to the members of the General Church, whose primitive conception of
the Writings as the Word was as a mother to the New Doctrine. The proponents of this 'Doctrine'
have noted this fact in saying (to quote), In the measure in which the Church will now
acknowledge the Divine origin, the Divine Essence, and the Divine Authority of its genuine
doctrine, acquired as from itself, it will, from its state of infancy be introduced into its adult
state, with its genuine rational, spiritual and celestial things'. (DE HEMELSCHE LEER, First
Fascicle, p. 80)". Although the quotation is given in full, and its meaning can be clear, here again
the 'appearance is created as if with the words "its genuine doctrine" the doctrinal position of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER were meant, while the words clearly indicate that all genuine doctrine is
meant which the Church will acquire as from itself. This fact is sufficient to prove that the
concepts involved which have been brought forward in DE HEMELSCHE LEER out of the
Word itself, have not been understood. They have been pointed out in great detail in DE
HEMELSCHE LEER;
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we must here confine ourselves to a few remarks. If the Word is Divine in its natural rational
sense, it is of course also Divine in its spiritual rational sense and in its celestial rational sense,
for it is Divine throughout. That the Church in its orderly first states, which are natural and
correspond to the ages of 'infancy, boyhood, adolescence, and early manhood, cannot but believe
that the Word itself is the Doctrine of the Church, and that the spiritual state, which is that of its

manhood, is characterized by the making of Doctrine, has been proven with a great number of
quotations from the Word.
The Bishop continues: "Here also there can be no argument, save to say that if this be so or not
depends upon the verity or non-verity of the two prior announcements or enunciations, — first,
that the General Church has been in a purely natural state, and second, that the New Doctrine is
the result of an opening of the spiritual degree of the mind in the church, i.e., somewhere
therein". It is not feasible and it cannot be expected that we should here repeat the many passages
which have been quoted in DE HEMELSCHE LEER, to show that the Church in its natural state
cannot but identify the Word with its Doctrine, and that the literal sense of the Word unites man
with the ultimate Heaven. It is only in its spiritual state, which corresponds to the age of
manhood, that it can consciously enter upon making as of itself its Doctrine out of the Word.
These are abstract problems of truth, plainly taught in the very letter of the Latin Word, and as
such they have been. treated in DE HEMELSCHE LEER. Never has it been said in DE
HEMELSCHE LEER "that the GENERAL CHURCH has been in a purely natural state"; this
again is an incorrect quotation. The Bishop evidently refers to a statement on page 9 of the First
Fascicle, which reads: "The concept ... that the Writings of Swedenborg are ... that Doctrine of
the Church itself, ... has up to the present kept the Church as a whole in a purely natural state".
We did not think at all of the GENERAL CHURCH when we wrote that passage, but of the
history of the New Church as a whole, which as every Church has to go through all the ages of a
man, involving a progress from a natural through a spiritual to a celestial state. And since the
natural state,
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according to the teaching of the Word, is characterized by the fact that the Church then takes its
Word to be its Doctrine, not being aware of the difference between the Word and the Doctrine
existing in the Church out of the Word, it is an orderly and inevitable conclusion that a Church to
which such a description applies, is, as to the basis for its thought, in a purely natural state. It
should be evident, however, that this in no way implies a personal judgment; for in every state of
a Church as a whole there may be natural men, spiritual men, and celestial men. Nor does DE
HEMELSCHE LEER contain an "announcement or enunciation ... that the New Doctrine is the
result of an opening of the spiritual degree of the mind". DE HEMELSCHE LEER has advanced
the position that the letter of the Third Testament contains all the discrete degrees of the rational,
and that the natural man is in its natural rational sense, the spiritual man in its
spiritual rational sense, and the celestial man in its celestial rational sense. These interior
senses must be drawn out of the letter and confirmed by it. The interior senses once being
confirmed by the letter can be seen to be true by all who are willing to see; for the discretely
more interior rational concepts then take a corresponding form in the discretely more exterior
rational thoughts. The exegesis of the letter as to the interior senses is a most important task laid
upon the Church by the Lord Himself. If then an endeavor is made of such an exegesis, and that
which is believed to be an interior sense is brought before the Church, the only orderly thing for
the Church to do is to go to the Word and see whether it is true. If it is not true it will be possible
to point it out; the proof that it is not in agreement with the Word is the only orderly means for
the invalidation of a pretended interior truth; but it is in itself a disorderly thing to raise the
question of the regeneration of the exponents, for in doing so, that which should be considered as
an abstract problem of truth is made a purely personal thing. Any thought
of person at once brings obscurity upon the truths involved. It can therefore be clear that

the question whether the position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER, including its conclusions with
regard to the historical development of the Church, is true or not, depends exclusively upon
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the verity or non-verity of its fundamental thesis, of which it firmly believes that it is the
teaching of the Word itself, namely that the DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE SACRED
SCRIPTURE is the only source of light in which the essence of the Word given to the New
Church and the essence of the Doctrine drawn by the Church out of that Word can be seen.
The Bishop continues: "If these two claims are true, any protestation will be futile. If they are
not true, or if it is not of order that doctrine should be verified on the assumption that the
spiritual mind is open, then all the charm of the close reasoning of the New Doctrine will vanish,
along with its verity. But in this question of factual truth or non-truth, the New Doctrine is not
under the necessity of proving its judgments. It rests secure within itself. Therefore, it offers no
proof of either of its two fundamental claims, i.e., by any outward evidence, but rests content
with the simple assertion of them", pp. 270—271. Nothing could be more contrary to the
position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER than what is here ascribed to it. There can be no other
explanation for these unfounded charges than a complete misunderstanding of what has been
said. How such a misunderstanding could be possible we cannot explain. But it is evident that
nothing of the teachings on the difference between the Word and the Doctrine existing in the
Church out of the Word, which have been brought forward out of the Word itself, has been
understood. This is a fact beyond a doubt, and we cannot help stating it. No statement whatever
has been made in DE HEMELSCHE LEER and advanced as a truth unless it was shown to be
confirmed by many quotations from the Word. Many times we have emphasized the truth that
the Church in order to establish its Doctrine may never point to its own statements but
exclusively to the literal sense of the Word. How then could we be charged with the claim that
our position "should be verified on the assumption that the spiritual mind is open"? The question
whether the Church as a whole has been in a natural state, in the sense in which this has been
meant by us, can only be ascertained by genuine Doctrine drawn out of the Word. And certainly
it is given to the Church to understand the states of development through which it has gone in the
past. If this were not given to the Church, it could not
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possibly distinguish between a genuine Church and a deviated church, between a genuine
Heaven and an imaginary heaven. Many pages have been filled in DE HEMELSCHE LEER with
a wealth of detailed reasons, confirmed by many quotations from the Word, to show the general
line of development of the Church according to the ages of a man, see Third Fascicle, pp. 3—8;
86—108; Fourth Fascicle, pp. 3—23. No effort whatever has been made in all that has been said
by our opponents to enter upon a consideration of these reasons and to ascertain from the Word
whether they are true or not. And yet, if they are true, it is a genuine Doctrine of the Church, and
according to it, it has become clear that indeed the Church as a whole prior to the realization of
the difference between its Word and its Doctrine out of that Word, was, as to the basis of its

thought, in a natural state. If it can be shown that these reasons are false, then indeed the position
of DE HEMELSCHE LEER, together with its conclusions with regard to the state of the Church
in the past, must fall. But it does not fall by the simple assertion that the Church has not been in a
natural state. This question, as said above, can only be ascertained by a consideration of the
rational problems, the revealed teaching, and the historical facts, involved. We cannot help
saying, therefore, that the case is exactly turned around; for in reality we have furnished an
overwhelming wealth of proofs of outward evidence .taken out of the literal teaching of the
Word and from the history of the Church, to which our opponents seem to have paid not the least
attention, while they rest content with the simple assertion that the Church has not been in a
natural state.
Moreover, as stated before, the meaning of the words that the Church as a whole has been in a
purely natural state, has been misunderstood. They have been understood to apply to the
GENERAL CHURCH in a way which aroused such an indignation that the real meaning could
not possibly be seen. The bitterness and sarcastic spirit which are so characteristic of many of the
articles and speeches made against DE HEMELSCHE LEER, are evidently due to this
indignation. The idea that the Church as a whole is in a purely natural state as long as it identifies
its Word with its Doctrine, is taken from the Word itself, and there is here no reason for
indignation, since it is according to order
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that the Church as a whole should pass through a natural state before it can enter into its spiritual
state. Moreover this statement contains no judgment whatever with regard to the regeneration of
the individual members of the Church, since in all states of the Church, as in all Churches, and
even with the gentiles, the individual can be regenerated even to the inmost degree.
The Bishop adds: "In this, as in what follows, the 'Doctrine' speaks as with a Divine voice, as if
from the Holy Spirit, or as the first and so far the only authentic manifestation within the church
of the promised 'illustratio loquens' ". The teaching of the Word is that "the Word in the letter
cannot be grasped except by Doctrine out of the Word made by one who is enlightened", A.C.
10324; and "that the genuine truth which shall be of the Doctrine, in the sense of the letter of the
Word, does not appear to others than those who are in enlightenment from the Lord", T.C.R.
231. From this teaching it follows that whatever truth a man sees in the letter of the Third
Testament with him must have been from enlightenment. It is impossible to see the genuine truth
in the Third Testament which shall be of the Doctrine, without enlightenment, that is, without the
presence of the Holy Spirit. Here again many have thought that the truth in the Writings of
Emanuel Swedenborg is so manifest, and that they are so self explanatory, that the above
teaching does not apply to them, but only to the Old and the New Testaments. DE
HEMELSCHE LEER does not contain one single statement to justify the charge that it claims to
present the first case of illustration. It is a matter of course that all genuine truth which ever has
been seen in the Third Testament was seen from illustration.
The Bishop continues: "Yet the 'Doctrine', as it is delivered, comes to us on its practical side as
a method of exegesis applied to the Writings. As such it will not, of course, open the spiritual
degree of the mind of anyone. That is reserved for the regenerate only. The method, therefore, is
external, but the truth it would reveal is internal, and belongs only to the spiritual degree of the

mind". The method described in DE HEMELSCHE LEER by which to come to the interior
senses of the Word, which are the genuine Doctrine of the Church, is the application of the
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three revealed means, namely the science of correspondence, the Doctrine of genuine truth, and
illustration from the Lord. This method can also be seen involved in the signification of the
words experience and text, of which the one refers to a wrestling through the natural, and the
other, which means weaving, to the spiritual out of the celestial, being the result of the
accomplished wrestling. All these concepts have been drawn out of the letter of the Word and
have been confirmed by many quotations, see First Fascicle, pp. 104-117. This method,
therefore, intends to bring about the mutual conjunction between the internal and the external,
from which it follows that essentially it is an internal and not an external method, just the
opposite, therefore, of what the Bishop says. It is just this method which is the orderly way for
the opening of the interior degrees of the mind; again the very opposite of the Bishop's words:
"As such it will not, of course, open the spiritual degree of the mind". That "the internal sense,
which is called glory, cannot be comprehended by man, unless he is regenerated, and then
enlightened", is literally taught, A.C. 8106. And that the interior degrees of the rational are seen
only by those who are regenerated: "This second rational man receives from the Lord, when he is
being regenerated; for he is then sensible in his rational of what is the good and truth of faith",
A.C. 2093.
The Bishop continues: "It is interesting to note that this 'Doctrine' places certain limits upon
itself, in that it 'will never extend beyond the influx of truth out of good with man' ". The subject
of the passage from which this quotation is taken, First Fascicle, p. 121, is again not "this
'Doctrine' ", but the difference between the Word and the genuine Doctrine existing at any time
in the Church out of the Word. It is not "this 'Doctrine' " which has placed "certain limits upon
itself", but the Word itself has placed such limits upon all Doctrine in the Church. Many
quotations have been given from which this truth can be seen sufficiently confirmed. We must
confine ourselves here to the following two: "The internal sense, which is called glory, cannot be
comprehended by man unless he is regenerated and then enlightened", A.C. 8106; and: "No truth
is possible with man unless he is in good", A.C. 10194. See also n. 5997: "Doctrine is out of
spiritual good".
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The Bishop adds: "Yet this appears to be sufficient"; the exact opposite of what has been said in
DE HEMELSCHE LEER, and indeed on the very same page from which the quotation is taken:
"But the Doctrine of the Church in order to establish its authority, will never refer to its own
literal sense, but always exclusively to the literal sense of the Word itself", First Fascicle, p. 121.
The Bishop adds: "Since the 'Doctrine' in question is the only doctrine by which the heavens
themselves can be built up". The teaching here involved is that man must be regenerated during
his life in the natural world and that the Church is the seminary of the Heavens. The quotation,

taken again from the same page 121 of the First Fascicle, reads in full: "It is only the Doctrine of
Genuine Truth by which the Heavens themselves can be built up; for, even as the spiritual and
celestial with man can only be built up on the basis of the natural, so too in general the Heavens
can only be built up on the basis of the Church. As, however, it is not the Word which makes the
Church, but the understanding of the Word, it is evident that the Heavens cannot be built up by
anything else than by the Doctrine of Genuine Truth". It can be clear that only a complete failure
to understand this truth could have caused the appalling misinterpretation that we should have
claimed that "the 'Doctrine' in question is the only doctrine 'by which the heavens can be built up'
".
The Bishop further develops an argument against the concept of DE HEMELSCHE LEER of
the difference between the Son of God as the Word, and the Son of man as the faith of the
Church. The Bishop says: "We may here note that while the Son of man signifies the 'faith of the
church', it is also revealed in the Writings that the Son of man signifies the Word. ... But as the
Son of man is both the faith of the church and the Word, it may well be concluded that the
Son of man as the Word was just that which was given to be and become the faith of the church;
and since we believe the Writings are the Word, so may we hold that they were given to be and
become the faith of the church". It is indeed true that the Third Testament was given to become
more and more the faith of the New Church; but this is possible only in the measure it is received
in the Church from the Holy Spirit. Therefore we
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read: "The Divine, proceeding, which is called .the Holy Spirit, is in the proper sense the Holy
Word, and there the Divine troth", CANONS, The Holy Spirit, Universalia VI. And of the Son of
Man we read: "That to him who speaks a word against the Son of Man it is forgiven, is because
it is forgiven him who denies that this or that is the Divine troth oat of the Word in the Church, if
only he believes, that the Divine truths are in the Word and oat of the Word. The Son of Man is
the Divine truth out of the Word in the Church; and this cannot be seen by all", CANONS, The
Holy Spirit, 5 :9. We read in the Word that it is characteristic of the natural or external Church,
to identify the letter of the Word with the Doctrine of the Church, A.C. 9025, 9424, 104(X),
10584, and many other places. There is no realization in this state of the law that the Word
cannot be transferred from outside of man to within man except from the Holy Spirit; nor of the
law that good and truth do not exist unless in a subject which is man; nor of the law that all
influx is according to reception. That the signification of the Son of Man as the Word refers to a
different series from that of the Son of man as the faith of the Church, is not seen. The first series
refers to the Glorification of the Lord, the second to the regeneration of the Church.
The Bishop adds: "But the New Doctrine, while it claims to be not the Word, yet it insists that it
is the 'faith of the church', and the one only true doctrine, which, when it is truly seen to be such,
then also its seeming limits must be removed, and this for the reason that since that 'Doctrine' is
to continue throughout unending ages, it 'must be seen to be Infinite, and so a state of the Divine
Human' ". We are not aware of .any place in DE HEMELSCHE LEER where it is insisted that
our Doctrine is the "faith of the church"; this is altogether contrary to our thought; but since the
Bishop does not indicate a place, we do not know to what he refers. The subject of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER is the Doctrine existing in the Church out of the Word. That the genuine
faith of the Church is spiritual out of celestial origin cannot be denied, for it is clearly taught that
faith is charity in form. "The all of the Church with man is out of the Divine Human of the Lord;
for the all of love and of faith, which make the Church,
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proceeds out of the Divine Human of the Lord", A.E. 151. "All wisdom and intelligence which
Angels and men have, is not theirs but the Lord's with them; this is also known in the Church, for
it is known that all good which is of love, and all truth which is of faith, is from God, and
nothing from man", A.E. 152. In n. 9954 of the ARCANA COELESTIA it speaks of "the interior
things which are of faith and love from the Lord and to Him, thus which are Divine", and in n.
34 of the APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED we read: "Every truth which is a truth is Divine", From
these and innumerable similar passages it follows that all genuine faith and all genuine truths of
faith are the Lord's and thus Divine. This also follows from the fact that all genuine truths are
drawn out of the Word and belong to the Word. "All the Divine things which are called the
spiritual things of the Church, are out of the Word", D.P. 230. That the genuine things from the
Lord received by man, in themselves are infinite, is also plainly taught: "The proprial things of
the Lord are all infinite and eternal, thus without time, consequently without limit and without
end; those things which thence are as it were the proprial things of man, are likewise infinite and
eternal; but nothing of them is of man, but they are of the only Lord with him", D.P. 219. That
these infinite as it were proprial things of man involve the reception is literally taught: "Man is in
the eternal and the infinite not only by influx thence, but also by reception", A.C. 5114.
The Bishop adds: "We submit that states are predicated, not of the Infinite, but only of that
which is founded in and on limits". It is indeed true that states are not predicated of the Divine
Human as it is in itself or in its Esse. This is taught for instance in n. 3998 of the ARCANA
COELESTIA: "With the Lord there are no states, but everything there is eternal and infinite", cf.
n. 6983. But on the other hand there are many places which speak of Divine states with regard to
the things in the Heavens and in the Church which are from the Existere of the Divine
Human, or, what is the same, of the Divine, proceeding. The reason is that it is not possible to
conceive of the Divine, proceeding, apart from adjunction to the finite. Of this Existere of the
Divine Human we read in n. 3938 of the ARCANA: "The Lord as to both Essences is Jehovah.
Existere is predicated
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also of the Lord, but only when He was in the world, and there took on the Divine Esse; but
since He has become the Divine Esse, Existere can no longer be predicated of Him, except as a
certain Proceeding from Him. What proceeds from Him, is what appears as Existere in Him, but
it is not in Him, but it is from Him, and makes that men, spirits, and Angels, exist, that is, live.
Existere with man, spirit, and Angel, is to live; and his living is eternal felicity". From this it
plainly appears that the essential existere of man does not lie in his being a finite creature, of
which, of course, it can never be said that it is Divine, but in his living, that is, in his eternal
felicity, which is of the Lord alone, and of which it therefore must be said that it is Divine, for it
is from the Existere of the Divine Human, and it is of the Heavens which are the Body of Christ,
cf. T.C.R. .608. That the Divine is predicated of the states of man can be confirmed from the
following quotations: "Those who are in the love to the Lord and in innocence .thence are above
others in peace because in the Lord; their state is called Divine celestial", A.C. 8665. And in n.

9952 it speaks of "a state of the Divine Good in the spiritual Kingdom", and of "a state of the
Divine Truth in the spiritual Kingdom". In general we read: "State is said of love, of life, of
wisdom . . . in general of good and truth", D.L.W. 7. That all love which is love, all life which is
life, all wisdom which is wisdom, all good which is good, and all truth which is truth, are of the
Holy Spirit, and thus Divine, may be known in the Church. See for instance A.E. 24 where we
read: "Every truth which is a truth is Divine". These passages prove beyond the possibility of a
doubt that the Divine is predicated of states of Angels and men after the reception, and that the
view that the inflowing Divine qualified by reception and appropriation is no longer Divine, is
contrary to the teaching of the very letter of the Word. That "man can appropriate to himself the
Divine" is taught in A.C. 5514. Of this Divine, received and appropriated, we read: "This Divine
is called the angelic while it is in the Angels", D.L.W. 114. "In Heaven everything is Divine",
MEMORABILIA 5811. "God is the all of Heaven, so much so that whether you say Heaven or
God, it is the same. The Divine things which make that the angels are Angels, out of which is
Heaven, taken together
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are God", A.E. 1096. Clearly the "Divine things" here spoken of are the result of a Divine Nexus
with the finite; for it is not possible to speak of the absolute Divine in itself as "the Divine things
taken together".
We consider that a failure to understand the true purport of the saying of JOB XV: 15: "The
Heavens are not pure in His sight", has prevented many from seeing the truth of this more
interior and therefore more essential teaching: "God is the all of Heaven, so much so that
whether you say Heaven or God, it is the same", A.E. 1096; and: "In Heaven everything is
Divine", MEMORABILIA 5811. That with the "not pure" there is not meant anything whatever
within the celestial marriage of good and truth which is Heaven, thus not anything of the celestial
proprium, but the fact that the old proprium is never extinguished but only removed, appears
from n. 868 of the ARCANA: "Man although he is regenerated, is nothing but evil and falsity, ...
wherefore also it is said in the Word, that Heaven is not pure". This plainly teaches that the
reason for that saying in JOB is not that there should be in Heaven anything not pure, but the
reason is that man altogether, even though regenerated, is nothing but evil and falsity. The
celestial marriage, or the celestial proprium, which is Heaven, is altogether pure and Divine; for
"in Heaven everything is Divine", MEMORABILIA 5811; but there is always something nonpure adjoined or subjoined. But that which is thus adjoined or subjoined is not something impure
but something non-pure, and even that is not in Heaven but always extraneous to Heaven. That it
is not something impure but something non-pure and that it is only adjoined or subjoined and
never conjoined, thus essentially outside of Heaven, is literally taught in n. 146 of CONJUGIAL
LOVE: "It should be known that there is no conjugial love altogether chaste or pure with men,
nor with Angels; there is yet something non-chaste or non-pure which adjoins and subjoins itself
to it. But this is out of another nature than that out of which is the unchaste. For with them the
chaste is above and the non-chaste beneath; and there is interposed by the Lord as it were a door
with a pivot, which is opened by determination; and care is taken that it may not stand open, lest
the one pass over in the other and they should be commingled". Just exactly
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as it is true that the Divine is never conjoined with man, but only adjoined to man, so it is true
that the non-pure things are never conjoined with man but only adjoined and subjoined to man.
That of man to which the Divine is adjoined is the finite substances of which man consists; that
of man to which the non-pure things are adjoined is his celestial proprium, which is given him to
feel as if it were his own, but which in reality is of the Lord alone. That that of man to which the
Divine is adjoined, in the most general sense is the finite substances of which man consists, may
be seen from the following quotation: "All those wonderful things are out of God; but the forms
with which they are clothed, are out of the matters of the earth; out of these are the vegetables,
and in its order, men. Therefore it is said of man, That he was created out of the ground, and that
he. is dust of the earth, and that the soul of lives was inspired, GEN. II : 7. From which it is plain
that the Divine does not belong to man, but is adjoined to him", D.L.W. 60. But in a more
interior sense that of man to which the Divine is adjoined is all truth with him which is not yet of
good. This may be seen from the following quotation: "Adjunction is predicated of the
communication of the truth of the natural with the good of the rational; but conjunction, of the
communication of the good of the natural with the good of the rational; for there is a parallelism
between the Lord and man as to the celestial things which are of good, but not as to the spiritual
things which are of truth" A.C. 3514. — How the adjunction of the non-pure to the celestial
proprium is effected and how conjunction with the non-pure and especially with the impure is
avoided, is described in n. 436 of CONJUGIAL LOVE: "Those two spheres (namely that of
conjugial love and that of scortatory love) meet each other in both worlds, but they do not
conjoin themselves. ... In the spiritual world those spheres meet each other in the world of spirits,
because this is intermediate between Heaven and hell; but in the natural world they meet each
other in the rational plane with man, which is also intermediate between Heaven and hell. For
into it inflows from above the marriage of good and truth, and there inflows into it from beneath
the marriage of evil and falsity. ... That those two spheres do not conjoin themselves is because
they are opposite. ... The inter-
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mediate interstice that they make is on the one side out of evil not of falsity and out of falsity not
of evil, and on the other side out of good not of truth and out of truth not of good, which two can
indeed come in contact with each other but nevertheless not conjoin themselves". Since
regeneration even with the Angels goes on to eternity, there is with them a continuous birth of
goods which at first are not of truth and of truths which are not of good, which goods and truths
can enter into the celestial marriage, that is, into Heaven proper, only in the measure
regeneration with regard to them is accomplished. For this reason there is with the Angels a
continual arising of something which, though it is not impure, nevertheless is non-pure. These
non-pure things are all truths which are not yet of good, and all goods which are not yet of truth,
which is in agreement with the law just mentioned above, namely, that that of man to which the
Divine is adjoined, in a more interior sense is all truth with him which is not yet of good, cf. A.C.
3514. The same applies also to all good which is not yet of truth. This is the interior aspect of the
law that man, before he is in love truly conjugial, is in the love of the sex, which though it is not
impure, nevertheless is non-pure; and of the law that the chaste is not predicated of "a virgin but
of a wife who turns away from adultery", DE CONJUGIO, 5. With that sphere even the Angels
remain in contact; therefore there is always something non-pure which is adjoined or subjoined,
but conjunction is always avoided. But with that which is impure there is not even contact.

We also believe that still another misunderstanding has kept many from seeing that the Heavens
proper are pure, and that in the Heavens everything is Divine. We refer to the understanding of
such a number as 694 of THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION: "Every Angel as every man
thinks truth and does good as from himself, and this, according to the state of the Angel, is mixed
and not pure". The purpose of this teaching evidently is to show that Good itself and Truth itself
are only in the Lord, such as He is in Himself. Even the highest Angels are not in Truth itself but
in appearances of truth. With this relation in view, it is true indeed that only in the Lord Himself,
such as He is in Himself, is there Good itself and Truth itself. But that
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nevertheless good and truth with Angels are Divine, is taught in the following quotation: "But
these things are not so in the Lord, for all in Him is Divine Good, but not Divine Truth. ... But
Divine Truth is Divine Good appearing in Heaven before the Angels and on earth before men,
and although it is an appearing, still it is Divine Truth". A.C. 3712. Compared with Good itself
and Truth itself, as they are in the Lord in Himself, good and truth with Angels and men are
mixed and not pure, for "the Divine itself of the Lord is far above His Divine in Heaven", H.H.
118, c.f.A.C. 7270, 8760; and the Divine, proceeding, cannot exist apart from an adjunction to
the finite; but compared with evil and falsity, they are not mixed and they are pure. The most
convincing example of Divine truths which are "mixed and not pure" is that of the truths of the
letter of the Word. For the letter is accommodated to the natural understanding of man, and it is
therefore written according to appearances "according to the state of man"; but nevertheless the
truths of the letter are Divine. And if the truths of the letter of the Third Testament are Divine,
the truths of its spiritual and its celestial senses, 6f course, also are Divine. And yet it is just the
celestial man who in singulars realizes that his truths out of the Word are mot pure Divine Truth
as it is in itself, but only genuine appearances of truth. Therefore we read: "Things purely Divine
are such that if they were to be applied and ascribed to man he would instantly die, and like a
stick of wood thrown into the naked sun, would be so consumed that scarcely a sparkle would be
left of him; wherefore the Lord approaches Angels and men with His Divine by a light tempered
and moderated to the faculty and quality of each one, thus by that which is made adequate and
accommodated; similarly by heat", T.C.R. 641; this light and heat tempered and moderated is the
Divine, proceeding. From this it may be seen that the truths and goods of Angels and men, which
are the truths and goods of the Word, are not purely Divine things in the absolute sense, and yet
they are Divine; and as to their relation to falsity and evil they are purely Divine, for in this
respect they are absolutely pure. It is therefore quite plain that there are degrees of the Divine,
and even degrees of purity of the Divine. The Divine in its pro-
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ceeding through the degrees of creation is less and less purely Divine, being adjoined to a finite
more and more finited. Therefore we read: "The Divine itself of the Lord is far above His Divine
in Heaven", H.H. 118. The Divine, proceeding, is the most pure in the spiritual Sun, which
is "the proximate Divine, proceeding", ANGELIC IDEA CONCERNING CREATION; and
yet this Divine is not the purely Divine which is in the Lord Himself. It is less pure in the radiant

belts around the spiritual Sun, cf. A.C. 7270, than in the spiritual Sun itself; it is less pure in the
succeeding auras than in the radiant belts; it is less pure in the Heaven of the Human Internals,
cf. A.C. 1999, than in those auras; it is less pure in the Heavens of the Angels than in the Heaven
of the Human Internals; it is less pure in the lower Heavens than in the higher Heavens; and it is
less pure with men in the world than it is in the Heavens; and yet throughout it is Divine, for
throughout it is the Lord's Divine Love and Wisdom, proceeding. What it actually is in the
Heaven of the Human Internals and above, no Angel or man can ever know, but in the Heavens
and with men it is "the good of love and the truth of faith", H.H. 7. "The all of faith and love is
from Him, and what is from Him is also He Himself, for it is His Divine, proceeding, which is
called the Spirit of truth and the Holy Spirit", A.E. 84. From this it may also be seen that if it
were true what our opponents hold, namely, that the truths of genuine Doctrine born in. the mind
cannot be Divine because man is a finite recipient of life, this would do away with the Divinity
of the truths of the Word itself. For although the Word is Divinely given and dictated,
nevertheless the truths of the Word are never the purely Divine Truth, but, being accommodated
to the understanding of Angels and men, they are always adjoined to the finite; they are never
purely Divine, but in this sense they are mixed and not pure.
The Bishop further on, in the same paragraph, adds: "Clearly there is here a confusion of
thought. That which is seen as immortal should not be seen to be Infinite. Human souls are
immortal". The subject is not the human soul merely seen as a finite and created recipient of life,
of which, of course, it has never been said that it is infinite. The subject is the genuine Doctrine
of the-
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Church, which is the presence of the Holy Spirit in the human mind. Here it may plainly be seen
how the issue has entirely been lost sight of in bringing in the teaching that the finite never is
Divine, which in itself is a verity, but which in connection with our problem is irrelevant. For the
problem is concerned with the truths of faith, which are of the Divine, proceeding, and the
Divine proceeds through the finite, cf. D.P. 219: "The infinite cannot proceed from the finite; . . .
and yet the infinite can proceed from the finite, yet not from the finite but from the infinite
through it". Instead of facing the real problem, namely, that the Third Testament contains the
three discrete degrees of the rational and therefore the Doctrine of the natural Church, the
Doctrine of the spiritual Church, and the Doctrine of the celestial Church, all to be drawn out of
that Word by man as from himself and nevertheless all Divine, the Rev. Hugo LJ. Odhner in his
address, pp. 238—250, went to great trouble to prove that the finite never is Divine, a truth
which to us is and always was self-evident. It may be plain to anyone who realizes the essence
of the issue that this whole address is entirely beside the point. If in DE HEMELSCHE LEER it
has been said that in the case of the soul, and the celestial proprium, and in other similar cases,
there is an application of the term Divine to that which is finite and created, we have never lost
sight of the fact that in all these cases there is adjoined to the Divine, proceeding, the finite,
which seen ill itself as a mere finite created receptacle is not Divine. Yet that which is called the
Divine, proceeding, is always the Divine Love and Wisdom together with the adjoined finite.
"That heat . . . and that light ... together with the auras ... are called the Divine, proceeding", A.E.
726. Therefore we read that "the Divine itself of the Lord is far above His Divine in Heaven";
H.H. 118; from which it is plain that a distinction must be made between the two and that they
are not identical. But we will treat of thismore in detail in the sequel where it will be shown that
the human soul, being of the Heaven of the Human Internals, is of the Lord alone, because it is

of the Divine, proceeding; and that also the celestial proprium is of the Divine, proceeding. It is
contrary to the teaching of the Word to consider "the new proprium of man", p. 238, as a mere
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corpuscular compound of finite substances, although, it is true that it cannot be conceived of
apart from adjunction to the finite; for the essential celestial proprium consists of the genuine
affections and thoughts of good and truth — resulting from the Divine, proceeding through the
finite — which thereby also become of the Divine, proceeding, as we read: "The Divine
proceeding from the Lord is the good of love and the truth of faith", H.JEL 7. That the good of
love and the truth of faith of Angels and men, compared with Good and Truth in the Lord
Himself may be called finite, is plain; for love and faith of Angels and men are not in the same
sense infinite, as the Love and Wisdom itself of the Lord. And yet they are not finite in the sense
of a created corpuscular compound. Therefore we read: "The proprial things of the Lord are all
infinite and eternal, ... those things which thence are as the proprial things of man, are likewise
infinite and eternal; but nothing thereof is of man, but they are of the only Lord with him", D.P.
219. That there is a degree of Divine Truth which is called infinite in contradistinction to the
lower degrees of Divine truth may be seen in the following passage: "Divine Truth in the highest
degree is such as is the Divine which proximately proceeds from 'the Lord, thus such as is the
Divine Truth above the Heavens; this, because it is infinite, cannot come to the perception of any
Angel", A.E. 627; and then follows an enumeration of the lower degrees of Divine truth, which
come to the perception of the Angels of the different Heavens and of men.
The Bishop continues: "The New Doctrine quotes, for its sustainment, the teaching of the
Writings that it is not the Word, but the understanding of the Word, that makes the church. We
agree that the understanding is the instrumental cause of the church being what it is at any given
time". If man's own understanding ever were the instrumental cause of the Church, there could
never be a genuine Church; for man's own understanding as to spiritual things is utterly blind.
Therefore we read: "Man believes that he has a will of good, but he is entirely mistaken; if he
does good, it is not out of his will, but out of a new will, which is the Lord's, thus it is out of the
Lord; hence also if he thinks and speaks truth, it is out of a new under-
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standing, which is thence, and thus also out of the Lord; for the regenerated is an altogether new
man formed from the Lord, and therefore he is also said to be created anew", A.C. 928.
The Bishop adds: "But it is also true that the Word is ever making and remaking the
understanding of man". It is true that the progress of Doctrine in one sense can be seen as a
continuous purification. But this refers to the fact that no new truth can ever be acquired without
wrestling with the evils and falsities which are opposed to it. But once a genuine truth has been
acquired, it will always remain a genuine Divine truth. It indeed contains infinite particulars and
singulars which are capable of a continued opening to eternity. But that it thus contains
infinite unopened particulars and singulars, does not make it not Divine; just as a seed or a

germ of a living organism is not less orderly than the developed organism itself, and just as a bud
on a plant is not less orderly than the full-grown plant itself.
The Bishop adds: "If it be answered that the understanding with the regenerate man is remade
by truth out of good with man, we may ask, Just what is meant by this truth out of good"? Truth
out of good with man, of course, is not the cause of the new understanding but the result of it. As
long as the new understanding is not made and formed from 'the Lord, truth with man is not of
good, but man then is in the wrestling with his proprium in the light of truth in order that also
with him truth may become of good. It is thus clear that it is not truth out of good with man that
remakes the understanding, but regeneration from the Lord which is accomplished by the
shunning of evils as sin.
The Bishop adds: "Herein there is a notable difference in the point of view. The real question is,
What is the source of the doctrine of the church? Is it truth out of good with the regenerate, or is
the Word of God the immediate source"? Genuine truth out of good is of course not a source of
Doctrine, but genuine truth out of good is Doctrine; for Doctrine is spiritual out of celestial
origin. The Doctrine of th6 Church has two sources, both equally essential. The mediate source
is the letter of the Word, for the Doctrine must be drawn out of the letter;
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but the immediate source is the Spirit of the Word, which
.is the Holy Spirit; for without the Holy Spirit it is impossible to draw genuine Doctrine
out of the Word. "The Divine, proceeding, which is called the Holy Spirit, is in the proper sense
the Holy Word, and there the Divine truth", CANONS, The Holy Spirit, Universalia, VI.
If the Bishop had said that we hold that genuine truth out of good which has been acquired on
the basis of the letter of the Word, is the Doctrine, that would indeed have been in agreement
with the position which we actually hold; but the idea that truth out of good is the source of the
Doctrine, is contrary to our position; for we have never deviated from the truth that the Word
alone is the source of Doctrine. Therefore we have always maintained that every member of the
Church must go to the Word tosee whether the Doctrine of the Church is true. That truth out of
good is Doctrine, is literally taught in n. 5997 of the ARCANA: "Spiritual good is more than
Doctrine, Doctrine is out of that good". Here we have a literal confirmation that genuine
Doctrine is truth out of spiritual good, which is the same as that it is spiritual out of celestial
origin. At the same time it can here be seen in the very letter how unfounded is the idea that the
teaching of the 12th, 20th, and 26th chapters of the ARCANA on the Divine origin of genuine
Doctrine refers only to the Glorification of the Lord and not to the regeneration of man, cf. N.
CH. LIFE, p. 199.
The Bishop adds: "Doctrine is knowledge from the Word, — knowledge taken from that Word
which is external to, or outside of, the mind of man". The teaching of the Word is that Doctrine
is spiritual out of celestial origin, while knowledge taken from the Word which is external, or
outside of, the mind of man, is mere science. Knowledge taken up from without is not even
cognition, and much less is it Doctrine. "All the scientific with man is natural, because it
is in his natural man, even the scientific concerning spiritual and celestial things", A.C. 4967.
"The scientifics into which the things of faith and charity can be applied are very many, such as

all the scientifics of the Church, ... all the scientifics which are true, about correspondences,
about representatives, about significatives, about influx, about order, about intelligence
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and wisdom, about affections, yea all truths of interior and exterior nature, both visible and
invisible, because these correspond to spiritual truths", A.C. 5213. "By scientific truth is meant
every scientific by which spiritual truth is confirmed, and it has life out of spiritual good. For,
through scientifics, man can be wise or be insane. He is wise through scientifics when by them
he confirms the truths and goods of the Church, which are spiritual truths and goods, and he
is insane through scientifics when by them he weakens and refutes the truths and goods of the
Church. ... All intelligence and wisdom are out of truths which are out of Heaven", A.E. 507.
That man in his thought may be insane through the scientifics taken from the Third Testament
can be seen from the fact that there are those who quote from it to confirm that it is not the
Word. "Scientifics are the first things which must be learned; for they are those things out of
which truths must be concluded, and in which truths then must be terminated. Afterwards
progress is made to more interior things", A.C. 5901. "The more interiorly the thought goes, the
more it removes itself from the scientifics. . . - From this it can be manifest that the scientifics
are of service to man to form.the understanding, but that when the understanding is formed, they
then form an ultimate plane, in which man does no longer think, but above it", A.C. 5874.
"Scientifics and doctrinal things are distinct from each other in this, that out of scientifics
are doctrinal things", A.C. 3052. "Doctrinal things are conclusions from scientifics, for there
flows in through the rational as it were a dictate that this is true and this not true", A.C. 3057.
From this it becomes plainly evident that Doctrine involves conclusion and the influx through a
genuine rational, and cannot possibly be simply knowledge from without. That this conclusion
must be from the Holy Spirit is also plain, for it is the rational which concludes, and
man's own rational in spiritual things is utterly blind. For we read: "He who believes that man
has a rational and an understanding before his natural is purified from evils, is mistaken; for the
understanding is to see the truths of the Church out of the light of Heaven, and the light of
Heaven does not inflow with another one", A.E. 941. The genuine rational
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from the Holy Spirit exists in three discrete degrees; the genuine natural rational from which is
the natural Doctrine, the spiritual rational from which is the spiritual Doctrine, and the celestial
rational from which is the celestial Doctrine. "Out of scientifics afterwards may be learned and
comprehended truths still more interior, which are called doctrinal things", A.C. 3309. "That they
have their doctrinal things out of the Word does not make them to be Divine truths; for out of the
sense of the letter of the Word any doctrinal whatever may be hatched, . . . but not so if the
doctrinal is formed out of the internal sense", A.C. 7233. That this applies to the Third Testament
is evident in view of the innumerable heresies which in the history of the New Church have been
hatched out of its literal sense. The fact that the very literal statements of the Third Testament are
so rational and doctrinal has prevented the Church in the beginning from seeing clearly that the
law of the interrelation between scientifics, cognitions, and doctrinals, applies to that Testament

in the same way as to the Old and the New Testaments. This is true even with regard to the first
degree of truth which is the literal sense; and if the three discrete degrees of the rational are
realized, this becomes entirely plain. From all this it clearly follows that the view that Doctrine
is "knowledge taken from that Word which is external to, or outside of, the mind of man", is
contrary to the teaching of the Word, if it is not seen that Doctrine must at thesame time be from
the Holy Spirit. The position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER is: "There is no genuine Doctrine
with man unless with him it is spiritual out of celestial origin; that is, unless with him it is
genuine truth out of genuine good". The opposite position is: "Doctrine is knowledge from the
Word which is outside of the mind of man". The literal teaching of the Word is: "Spiritual good
is more than Doctrine, Doctrine is out of that good", A.C. 5997; and: "All knowledge with man
is natural, . . . even the knowledge concerning spiritual and celestial things", A.C. 4967.
The Bishop adds: "That which descends from the soul of man never becomes light in the mind
until it falls into such knowledge". Nowhere in DE HEMELSCHE LEER has it been said that
truth comes to man by a mere influx from the soul. But the truths of interior Doctrine do not
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arise by influx from the soul merely into knowledge taken up from the Word from without. The
bases for interior Doctrine arc the opened truths of the Word in the interior as it were discrete
degrees of the regenerated natural mind. If those degrees are not formed no genuine Doctrine
is possible, however great be the amount of knowledge from the Word from without. If this is
understood it becomes clear that nevertheless all instruction in truth is by the way of the soul and
never merely by the taking up of knowledge from without, according to the following literal
teaching: "Every one is instructed out of Heaven, that is, through Heaven from the Lord,
concerning such things as are of eternal life; thus through the way of his life, which is through
the way of his .soul and heart", A.E.107.
The Bishop adds: "Hence the imperative need of the Word external to the human mind, — a
Word Divinely formed, and authoritative, and, as such, the source of all knowledge of those
Divine things which carry the power of molding and remolding the understanding of man"
pp. 272—273. Nowhere in DE HEMELSCHE LEER has it been said that the Word external to
the human mind is not an imperative need. On the contrary this is our fundamental thought, and
it has been shown that the Third Testament primarily, and not the Old and the New Testaments,
is that Word for the New Church. All the Doctrine of the New Church is out of that Word alone.
But it has been shown at the same time, that this Word with the man of the Church is not the
Word, but it remains without him, except in the measure as it is received from the Holy Spirit.
No authority whatever can be with the Word except it be at the same time from the Holy Spirit.
For the letter of the Third Testament can be abused for the proprial ends of man, and then the
authority of the Word is abused. The Lord alone has authority, and He has authority with man in
the measure in which the truths of the Word are received from the Holy Spirit. No knowledge
whatever, even of the things from the Word, carries any power of molding and remolding the
understanding of man, unless it is living from the Holy Spirit. That all Doctrine and all authority
of the Word is dependent on the state of man is described in. 177 of The True Christian
Religion: "Out of the faith of
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any Church flows forth not only all its worship but also all the dogmatic of it; thus it may be said
that such as is its faith such is its doctrine. ... The faith of the Church respecting God is like the
soul of the body, and the doctrinal things are like its members; and, moreover, the faith in God is
as a queen, and the dogmatic things are like the officers of her court; and as these all hang upon
the mouth of the queen, so the dogmatic things upon the utterance of faith. Solely out of that
faith can it be seen how the Word is understood in the Church of it. For the faith in applies to
itself and draws to itself, as if by cords, whatever things it can. If the faith is false it plays the
harlot with every truth therein, and perverts and falsifies it, and makes
man in spiritual things insane; but if the faith is true, then the whole Word favors, and the
God of the Word, who is the Lord God the Savior, infuses light, and breathes upon it with His
Divine assent, and makes man to be wise". Does it here not appear in full light that it is not
possible to say that the Writings of Swedenborg are the faith of the New Church, if it is not at the
game time realized that this must be from the Holy Spirit?
The Bishop continues: "We know, indeed, that the state of the church is according to the state
and quality of the understanding of the Word. We know also that this understanding is of vital
importance", p. 273. The teaching "that it is not the Word which makes the Church but the
understanding of the Word", S.S. 76-79, as a literal statement of the Word, is indeed known in
the Church, but if this teaching is not seen together with the other teaching that man by
regeneration receives a new will and a new understanding which are the Lord's alone with him,
the essential signification of it cannot be seen. Nothing whatever in the Church can be of vital
importance but what is from the Divine Human of the Lord, for "the all of the Church is from the
Lord, and indeed from His Divine Human, for out of this all good of love and truth of faith
which make the Church proceed", A.E. 96. "The all of the Church with man is out of the Divine
Human of the Lord; for the all of love and of faith, which make the Church, proceeds out of the
Divine Human of the Lord", A.E. 151. "The all of faith and of love is from Him, and what is
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from Him is also He Himself, for it is His Divine, proceeding, which is called the Spirit of truth
and the Holy Spirit. And because the Lord is in it, and it is He Himself, therefore it is said that
they shall remain in the Lord, by which is understood in faith and love in Him from Him", A.E.
84-. Is it not evident in view of such explicit teaching that the inflowing Divine even after
reception and appropriation is still Divine? Plainly "the all of love and of faith" involves
reception; there is no sense in speaking of faith above the Heavens or above the mind of man;
and, moreover, the distinction is often made in the Word between the Divine above the Heavens
and the Divine within the Heavens and between the Divine above man and the Divine in man;
and in n. 118 of HEAVEN AND HELL, footnote, we read: "The Divine itself of the Lord is far
above His Divine in Heaven". That the Divine can be communicated to man and appropriated to
him so that he feels it within himself as if it were his own, whereby conjunction with the Lord
and man's eternal felicity is effected, is the one and only end of all creation. Therefore we read:
"(It is a law of Order, which is called a law of the Divine Providence), that man feels and
perceives and thence knows not otherwise than that life is in him, thus that he thinks and wills
out of himself, and thence speaks and does out of himself; but that he nevertheless acknowledges

and believes that the truths which he thinks and speaks, and the goods which he wills and does,
are out of God; thus as out of himself", A.E. 1136; to this, in the following n. 1138, is added the
explanation: "If it were not out of a law of the Divine Providence that man should feel and
perceive as if life and the all of it were in him, and that he should only acknowledge that good
and truth are not out of him but out of the Lord, then nothing would be imputed to man, neither
good nor truth, thus neither love nor faith". The number, which should be read in full, closes
with the words: "Such is the union of the Lord with man and of the man with the Lord by love".
The essential problem here involved is the problem of the Divine Nexus or the Divine
Mediation whereby the conjunction of man with the infinite God is possible, and that of the
Divine, proceeding, in which the conjunction has become
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actual, since "the Divine, proceeding from the Lord, is the good of love and the truth of faith",
H.H. 7. The Divine, proceeding, being the good of love and the truth of faith. is appropriated to
man by reception. That the Nexus is Divine is a verity well known in the Church. The same is
true of the Divine, proceeding, however far it may proceed; for it proceeds by many degrees of
accommodation, but always remains Divine. But that also the reception is Divine, since it also is
of the Divine, proceeding, is not so well known in the Church, although it is plainly evident from
reason and from the literal teaching of the Word. The Divine, proceeding, in all its degrees,
involves a conjunction and an adjunction; for in the Divine, proceeding, Divine Good is always
conjoined with Divine Truth, and to speak of the Divine, proceeding, apart from adjunction to
the finite, is not possible; for the Divine proceeds through the finite: "The infinite cannot proceed
from the finite; ... and yet the infinite can proceed from the finite, yet not from the finite but from
the infinite through it", D.P. 219. In the Divine, proceeding, both a conjunction of good and truth
and an adjunction to the finite are always involved. Good and truth, such as they proceed from
the Lord, are conjoined; but such as they are at first received by man, they are not conjoined.
They are, however, conjoined again by regeneration, and as they are conjoined they are again of
the Divine, proceeding. "Conjoined they proceed from God, and conjoined they are in Heaven,
and therefore they must be conjoined in the Church", T.C.R. 398. In the measure in which there
is conjunction of good and truth in the mind, man is conjoined with God, for by that conjunction
he is taken up in the Divine, proceeding. But in the measure man is in truth not yet of good, and
also as far as he is seen as a finite and created receptacle, the Divine is only adjoined to man. The
reception of the Divine, proceeding, however, is never according to adjunction, but according to
conjunction, as we read: "Reception_
is according to conjunction", A.E. 118. But all conjunction is of love, and it is of the Divine,
proceeding, as we read: "These two, charity and faith, are called media, because they conjoin
man with the Lord", T.C.R. 576. But since reception is according to conjunction, and
conjunction is of love, and thus Divine, it plainly follows that also
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reception is Divine. This is confirmed by the following quotations: "Reception and the reciprocal
in man are from the Lord", LIFE 102. "Reception must be from man, although not thus from
man that it is from man, but as if from him", A.E. 644. Reception, therefore, plainly is Divine.
The problem seems to have been obscured with many by a confusion of the element of
reception, which always is of the Divine, proceeding, derived from the Divine Nexus where the
very first reception is effected, with the receptacle which is of man as a finite creature. The
receptacle, if seen as finite and created, and, if seen as truth not yet of good, indeed is not Divine,
but the reception is the Existere of the Divine Human. This is the miracle of the Divine Nexus,
the Divine Mediation, which we cannot fathom with our understanding since it involves the
Infinite. But it is a truth of Revelation that just as Life is Divine, so also the reception of Life is
Divine; although the receptacle, if seen as finite and created, and if seen as truth not yet of good,
is not Divine. There is, however, a sense in which the Divine is predicated even of a receptacle,
namely when for the sake of accommodation in a lower degree it has been taken up in the
Divine, proceeding. For to the Divine, proceeding, from its first beginning there is always
adjoined the finite, in forms successively more and more finited, and the Divine Love and
Wisdom together with these forms are called the Divine, proceeding. "That heat which in its
essence is love, and that light which in its essence is wisdom, ... together with the auras, are
called the Divine, proceeding", A.E. 726. That the substances of the spiritual auras in themselves
are finite substances, is known, for even the spiritual sun, which is above the auras "is not the
Lord Himself, but His Divine Love and Divine Wisdom, proceeding", D.L.W. 86, which
involves even there an adjunction to the finite, without which the spiritual sun would be resolved
into the Infinite itself. Therefore we read: "As the things which constitute the Sun
of the spiritual world are from the Lord, and not the Lord, they thus are not life in itself, but
they are deprived of life in itself", D.L.W. 294. That the Divine, proceeding, always involves an
adjunction to the finite, and that the Divine
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Love and Wisdom together with this adjoined finite is called the Divine, proceeding, can here
plainly be seen. For the spiritual Sun is called "the Divine Love and Divine Wisdom
proceeding", D.L.W. 86, and yet it is said that the things which constitute that Sun "are deprived
of life in itself", n. 294. This is even more strikingly demonstrated in no. 7270 of the ARCANA:
"The Truth which proceeds immediately from the Lord, being out of the infinite Divine itself,
cannot possibly be received by any living substance which is finite, thus not by any Angel; and
therefore the Lord created successive things by which as media the Divine truth that proceeds
immediately can be communicated. But the first successive out of this is too full of the Divine
than that it could as yet be received by any living substance which is finite, thus by any Angel;
and therefore the Lord created still another successive through which the Divine Truth
immediately proceeding might be receptible in part; this successive is the Truth Divine which is
in Heaven. The first two are above the Heavens, and are as it were radiant belts of flame which
encompass the Sun, which is the Lord". The Truth Divine is here even called a successive which
has been created. On the other hand, of the spiritual Sun, it is here said that it is the Lord. That
the proceeding of the Divine through the successive auras involves just as many degrees of
reception, may be plain. That the term receptacle is predicated of what evidently is of the Divine,
proceeding, can be seen from the following quotations: "That the Divine of the Lord in Heaven
is love, is because love is the receptacle of all things of Heaven, which are peace, intelligence,
wisdom, and felicity", H.H. 18. "Innocence is the receptacle of the truth of faith and of the good

of love", H.H. 330. "The only receptacle of good is truth", H.H. 371. That all love, all innocence,
all truth, are of the Divine, proceeding, is known. But that all these things do not exist without a
subject which is man, is also known, from which it follows that there must be involved an
adjunction to the finite. This is the reason why they are called a receptacle, and yet they are
Divine, for they are of the Divine, proceeding.
But the problem in the mind of many seems to have been even more obscured by the wav in
which they have brought
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in the subject of the limbus. The limbus is not man, just as the natural body is not man. The
limbus, just as the natural body, is below man. The substances of the limbus are taken from the
natural world, but "the natural mind of man consists out of spiritual substances and at the same
time out of natural substances; the thinking is out of the spiritual substances not out of the natural
substances". D.L.W. 257. The reception of life, therefore, evidently is not in the natural
substances, thus not in the limbus, but in the spiritual substances. It is a fallacy of natural thought
to say that man as a vessel of life is the limbus. Affection and thought, which are the man, are
not out of the passive natural substances, thus not out of the limbus, but out of the active '
spiritual substances of the natural mind. The consciousness of man is not out of the limbus, but
out of the spiritual substances • within it. Both the esse and the existere of man are far above
the limbus. And yet even the spiritual substances are not the essential man, but the reception of
life which is of the Divine, proceeding, is the essential man. For the spiritual substances also are
finite substances recipient of life, while the essential man is not the receptacle, if seen as finite
and created, but the reception. Concerning the spiritual substances we read: "The finite things out
of which is the spirit of man are spiritual substances", T.C.R. 470; but concerning the esse and
the existere of man we read: "There are two things which make man, namely, Esse and Existere;
the Esse of man is nothing else than the receiving of the eternal that proceeds from the Lord; for
men, spirits, and Angels are nothing but recipients or receiving forms of the life from the Lord. It
is the reception of life of which Existere is predicated. Man believes that he is, when yet he is not
out of himself, but exists as before said. Esse is only in the Lord, and this is called JEHOVAH,
but of the ESSE which is Jehovah are all things which appear as if they were. But the Esse of the
Lord or Jehovah can never be communicated to anyone; solely to the Human of the Lord. This
has become the Divine Esse, that is, Jehovah. The Lord as to both Essences is Jehovah. Existere
is predicated also of the Lord, but only when He was in the world, and there put on the Divine
Esse. But since He has become the Divine Esse, Existere can no longer be predicated of Him,
except
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as a certain Proceeding from Him. What proceeds from Him, is what appears as Existere in
Him; but it is not in Him, but it is from Him, and makes that men, spirits, and Angels exist, that
is, live. Existere with man, spirit, and Angel, is to live, and his living is eternal felicity", A.C.
3938. It was the Rev. Albert Bjorck who first pointed to this foundation passage. Here the Esse

and the Existere of man, thus the whole of man, are clearly described. Life itself is the Esse of
the Divine Human, but the reception of life, which is the esse of man is the Existere of the
Divine Human. This follows plainly from the teaching of this passage; for it is said that "the esse
of man is the receiving of the eternal that proceeds from the Lord", but that Esse is only in the
Lord, and that it is the reception of life of which Existere is predicated. This Existere is
therefore the Existere of the Divine Human. And further on it is actually said that apart from this,
Existere cannot be predicated of the Divine Human, since this has become the Divine Esse or
Jehovah. That the words "It is the reception of life of which Existere is predicated" refer to the
Existere of the Divine Human and not to the existere of man, can also be seen from the fact that
the existere of man at the end of the quotation is said to be living, that is, eternal felicity. This
existere of man is from the Existere of the Divine Human which is the esse of man or the
reception of life; for the existere of man is from the esse of man. But if it is asked what then this
esse and existere actually are, the answer is that the internal man is the esse of man, and the
external man is the existere of man. Of the internal man it is indeed revealed that he is of the
Lord alone with man, and the external man after regeneration is indeed nothing else than living,
or eternal felicity, from the internal man. Here
it becomes also clearly evident that all reception is Divine. There are many degrees of
Divine reception from the Divine Nexus down to the Heaven of the Human Internals, cf. A.G.
1999, and thence to the internal man, which again is a degree below; the reception in the
external man again is thence derived. This derived reception is the existere of man, which is
living, or eternal felicity. This indeed appears to. be of man, but since in its entirety it is from the
esse of man which is the Existere of the
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Divine Human, it also is of the Lord alone and only as it were of man. This is the reason why all
things of love and faith, which are the living of man, or his eternal felicity, are said to be from
the Lord alone, and the Lord's alone, yea, the Lord Himself. Apart from the esse of man, that is,
apart from the Heavens and the Internal of the Church — for the internal man is Heaven — the
Divine Human has no Existere, that is, it does not exist. The Divine Human IS in the Divine
Itself, for it is Jehovah; but the Divine Human EXISTS in the esse of man and since the esse of
man is the Existere of the Divine Human, it cannot but be Divine; and this is not difficult to
understand, for it is the internal man which is of the Lord alone, and it is not a receptacle of life
but the reception of life; it is the Existere of the Divine Human; and it is of the Divine,
proceeding, and indeed through spiritual substances which are active and not through natural
substances which are passive. But the existere of man is from the Divine Human, and it is living,
love and faith, or eternal felicity. That this also is Divine is also not difficult to understand; for it
is only as it were of man but in reality of the Lord alone; and it also is not a receptacle of life but
the reception of life; it is the Body of the Lord, and it also is of the Divine,
proceeding, and indeed through spiritual substances which are active and not through natural
substances which are passive. This Divine, proceeding, which is man's living and eternal felicity,
is called specifically the Body of the Lord, as in the following quotations: "The Church makes
the Body of Christ, and Christ is the Life of that Body", T.C.R. 608; and: "What else is
conjunction with the Lord but to be among those who are in His Body? And those make His
Body who believe in Him and do His will", T.C.R. 725. From the latter quotation it appears
again that the essential man, of whom it is said that he makes the Body of the Lord, is, of course,
not the receptacle seen as finite and created, but conjunction and reception thence, which both
are of the Divine, proceeding. The receptacle, seen as finite and created, indeed always

is adjoined. Man is regenerated as far as that which
belongs to the receptacle as finite and created, is created anew, so that it is a thing MADE,
according to
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the saying in the Gospel by JOHN I : 3. Moreover it is plainly taught that the all of love and
faith is of the Lord alone, yea, that "it is He Himself", A.E. 84, and that it therefore is Divine.
Although the Divine, proceeding, is "successively diminished by infinite circumvolutions, until,
tempered and accommodated, it reaches the Angels", DIVINE LOVE III, because "the Divine
Love, such as it is in the Lord, cannot be received by any Angel,
for it would consume them", ibidem, nevertheless it remains Divine; it has become as it were
finite, but it still is infinite. "The proprial things of the Lord are all infinite and eternal, ... those
things which thence are as the proprial things of man, are likewise infinite and eternal; but
nothing of them is of man, but they are of the only Lord with him", D.P. 219. From this it now
may be seen in full light that all that is truly human in man, both as to esse and as to existere in
reality is of the Lord alone. For this reason in the Most Ancient Church they called no one Man
except the Lord alone and the things which are of Him, "neither did they call themselves men,
but only those things which they perceived to have out of the Lord, as all the good of love and all
the truth of faith", A.C. 49.
There is the Divine in itself and there is the Divine, proceeding. There are several degrees of
the Divine, proceeding, above the Heavens, and there is the Divine, proceeding, in the
Heavens. Therefore we read: "The Divine itself of the Lord is far above His Divine in Heaven",
H.H. 118. The Divine of the Lord in Heaven and in the Church is called the celestial and the
'spiritual. The celestial and the spiritual things of Heaven and of the Church are Divine. This can
be confirmed by innumerable quotations out of the Word; the following few must here suffice:
"All the Divine things which are called the spiritual things of the Church, are out of the Word",
D.P. 230. "The Divine with those who have faith in Him, is love and charity", A. 2023. "The
Divine things which are called the spiritual things of the Church", T.C.R. 480.. "The Divine
things which are the truths and goods of the Church", T.C.R. 400". "No one in the Heavens has
any power except the only Lord; therefore the Angels are powers, or are powerful, in the
measure they accept from the Lord; and they accept in the measure in which they
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are in Divine good united to Divine truth; for this is the Lord in Heaven. From this it is clear that
the Lord alone is powerful, and never anyone in Heaven except from the Lord. The cause is that
the Divine of the Lord is the all in all things there", A.E. 43. "The Divine which makes the
highest Heaven is called the Divine celestial; but the Divine which makes the middle Heaven is
called the Divine spiritual; and the Divine which makes the ultimate Heaven is called the Divine
natural out of the spiritual and the celestial", A.E. 69. "This Divine is called the angelic while it
is in the Angels", D.L.W. 114. "The Lord is nothing but Divine Good; what proceeds out of His
Divine Good, and inflows into Heaven, in His Celestial kingdom is called the Divine Celestial,

and in His spiritual kingdom the Divine spiritual; it is thus said Divine spiritual and Divine
celestial respective to the receptions", A.C. 6417. And specifically: "The spiritual is called the
Divine, proceeding, and it is the Divine Truth in Heaven", A.E. 189. From these quotations it is
clear that the spiritual and celestial things of Heaven and of the Church are Divine. When during
one of the discussions I spoke about these Divine things, which man by regeneration begins to
see within himself as if they were his own, the Rev. Dr. Alfred Acton said: "What you have
described is usually called the celestial and the spiritual. What advantage do you propose to
yourself by calling it Divine instead of celestial and spiritual?", p. 252. If the Word itself says
that the celestial and spiritual things of man are Divine, the great importance of realizing this is
self-evident. Indeed no one can deny that the celestial and the spiritual is of the
Divine, proceeding. If it is admitted that the genuine things which man has from the Lord are
celestial and spiritual things, then the whole position which we defend is admitted. For the
essence of it is that genuine Doctrine with man is spiritual out of celestial origin. But it is just
this very thing which is denied by our opponents. They admit no other Divine Doctrine with man
except knowledge from without. Doctrine arrived at on the basis of the letter by conclusion of
the genuine natural rational, or the spiritual rational, or the celestial rational, however confirmed
by the letter, they call interpretative or derived doctrine, and they call it human doctrine which is
not
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Divine. To draw Doctrine out of the Word to them never means anything else than to read the
direct statements of the Word; while in reality it means to draw forth the interior senses from the
letter. And yet the remark of Dr. Acton plainly creates the impression that he admits that the
genuine things which man has from the Lord, are celestial and spiritual things. But celestial and
spiritual things are not only from the Lord, they are the Lord's; yea they are the Lord Himself.
The spiritual and celestial things which are of the Divine, proceeding, and which make man to
be a man, cannot come into existence except by regeneration. The essential of regeneration is
that good and truth with man be united, as we read: "To regenerate man is to unite good and truth
with him, or love and wisdom, as they are united in the Divine that proceeds from the Lord",
D.P. 58. This union of good and truth with man depends on the mutual conjunction of the
internal and the external man so that they make one. There are innumerable places in the Word
in which this conjunction and this oneness are described; for instance: "This signifies those of
the Church with whom the internal and the external, or the spiritual and the natural man, make
one", A.E. 150; arid: "As the Lord glorified His Human, so He regenerates man; that is, as He
united His Divine to the Human, and the Human to the Divine, so He conjoins the internal to the
external and the external to the internal with man", A.E. 178. When during one of the discussions
I spoke of this conjunction and the thence ensuing oneness of the internal and the external with
man, the Bishop said: "That oneness we regard as the error involved. There is no such thing, in
any man or angel of heaven, as the oneness of the vessel with the influx entering into it, and that
distinction should be continually made. Oneness of the vessel with the influx can be used in one
case only, i.e., in the Lord's glorification, the vessel became absolutely one with the Divine
inflowing. This is not so with any man or angel", p. 254. Nowhere in DE HEMELSCHE LEER
and never in the discussion have we said anything contrary to the truth that only with the Lord
the external became Life itself, and that man also after regeneration remains only a created form
receptive of life. This is an entirely different issue,
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altogether foreign to the problem here involved. Although man remains a form receptive of life,
nevertheless by regeneration the external and the internal are so conjoined that they make one.
This is confirmed by the quoted passages, especially where it literally says: "This signifies those
of the Church with whom the internal and the external, or the spiritual and the natural man, make
one", A.E. 150. When in reply to the Bishop's remark I pointed this out, I said after a detailed
explanation: "The external conjoined with the internal so that they make one. Of course, the
vessel is not Divine", p. 254. To this the Bishop replied: "Nevertheless we return to the original
idea, which is that the vessel is not Divine", a plain proof that the Bishop's thought was engaged
with a subject entirely different from the subject I was speaking of, since he simply repeated the
very thing which I myself so strongly emphasized. DE HEMELSCHE LEER contains no single
statement contrary to the truth that man is not life, but only a form recipient of life; the oneness
involved in our argument is that of the internal and the external, with the regenerated man. This
oneness is plainly taught in the Word. And yet the Bishop says: "That oneness we regard as the
error involved".
In his address on The Proprium, pp. 216—231, the Rev. Theodore Pitcairm arrayed an
overwhelming wealth of passages from the -Word which confirm these truths. In the discussion,
pp. 231—232, the Rev. Dr. Alfred Acton said: "Now it is true that the Lord adjoins Himself only
to that which is His Own in man. It is also true that the proprium of man is evil. The same was
true of the first man. It was not active evil in the sense that it waged war, but it was evil because
it was a receptacle, and a receptacle tends constantly to fall, or to fail. Our body is a receptacle of
life; yet the body itself tends constantly to die. ... It is in this way that the proprium of even the
first man was evil, because its innate tendency was to fall away, to fall to the earth". From these
words it may be clearly seen that the essential element of reception is looked for in the purely
natural and even corporeal substances of man, while the teaching of the Word is that the essential
element of reception is in the Divine Nexus, or in the Divine Mediation, and finally in the
Divine, proceeding,
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which is the Existere of the Divine Human of the Lord. It may also be seen that the essential man
is looked for in his being a finite receptacle of life, while the teaching of the Word is that the
essential man is the reception of life, the esse of it, which is the Existere of the Divine Human,
being the internal man, and the existere of it, which is from the Existere of the Divine Human,
being the external man, that is, man's living, or his eternal felicity, cf. A.C. 3938. It may also
be seen that the proprium of man is seen in his being a finite receptacle, while in reality it again
is reception; with the regenerate, with whom it is called the celestial proprium, which is of the
Lord alone, it is the genuine reception as o/ one's self of the inflowing Divine, which reception is
man's living, that is, his eternal felicity; with the evil, with whom it is called the infernal or
man's own proprium, it is the reception from one's self of the influx from hell, which reception
is the evil man's living, that is, his eternal infelicity. To what that concept must lead may here
also be seen in that it is said that the proprium of even the first man was evil, which means

nothing less than that man was created with an evil proprium, that thus the origin of evil is
inherent in the order of creation. The restriction that it was not active evil does not improve the
argument; for it was not evil at all; for it is a fundamental verity that the origin of evil is not to be
found in the fact that man is a finite creature, but that the first man in his free choice fell away
and longed for a proprium, not willing to be led by the Lord. From the words of GENESIS:
"And God saw every thing that He had made, and behold it was very good"',1:31, and from the
teaching of the second chapter of the ARCANA that man with the beginning of the fall began to
long for a proprium, it may be seen that the first man had no evil proprium at all. For the evil
proprium of man does not lie in the fact that his mind consists of finite substances, but in the fact
that from free choice man turns away from the Lord, whereby goods and truths are perverted, fn
no sense whatever can it be said that the proprium of the first man was evil, for the origin of evil
is in the fall, and the human race might have gone through its ages without a fall. Therefore we
read: "It was asked. Whence then it hell? They said, Out of the freedom
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of man, without which man would not be man", ANGELIC IDEA CONCERNING CREATION.
In looking for the origin of evil to the fact that man is not life but a receptacle of life, instead of
looking for the origin of evil to man's free choice, evil could never be imputed to man, but would
have to be imputed to the order of creation. But quite apart from this, it may be seen from the
teaching of revelation that the element of reception can never be found in the passive natural
substances of the mind, but that the first element of human reception is in the Heaven of the
Human Internals, the second element of human reception in the internal man, which both are of
the Divine, proceeding, and the latter specifically is the Existere of the Divine Human of the
Lord, and that the third element of human reception is the as of one's self reception in the
external man, which reception is only as it were of man, but in reality also of the Divine,
proceeding. If the element of reception in itself would involve the tendency to fall away, then the
existence of a Heaven of the Human Internals, to which belong the souls even of the devils in
hell, would not be possible. Moreover from the fact that Dr. Acton says: "It is true that the Lord
adjoins Himself only to that which is His Own in man", it is clear that the essential purport of the
teaching on the celestial proprium has escaped his attention. For according to the teaching of the
Word, just the opposite of what he says is true. The Lord adjoins Himself to man, but He
conjoins Himself, yea, he unites, A.E. 1138, Himself only with that which is His Own in man.
That to which the Lord adjoins Himself, however, is not the evil proprium of man, but those
finite, spiritual substances which constitute man as a form recipient of life, and, in a more
interior relation, truth with man which is not yet of good; but that with which the Lord conjoins
Himself, which is His Own in man, is man's celestial proprium. From the revealed teaching
concerning the esse and the existere of man, as
it is given in the quoted n. 3938 of the ARCANA COELESTIA, it thus becomes evident
that the failure to understand the reality of the celestial proprium, which is of the Lord alone and
by which "the union of the Lord with man and of man with the Lord", A.E. 1138, is effected, is
due to the fact that one looks for the essential
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man in his being a receptacle of life, while both his esse and his existere are a reception of life,
and to the fact that one looks for the element of reception in the passive and therefore dead
natural substances of the limbus, while the essential element of reception is revealed to be the
esse of man, which is the Existere of the Divine Human, which is the internal man, and from
which is the reception in the external man, which is the existere of man, that is, his living, or his
eternal felicity, which consists in his genuine affections and thoughts, which are all out of the
active and therefore living spiritual substances of his mind. These genuine affections and
thoughts are of the Body of Christ, the goods of the affections of the Flesh of it and the truths of
the thoughts of the Blood of it. "Man's spiritual body is nothing else than the affection of man in
human form, such as it also appears in after death", H.H. 521.
From all these things it follows that the Divine things of Heaven and of the Church necessarily
involve reception and appropriation, which are possible only in a new will and a new
understanding, which are of the Lord alone. If, therefore, it is said that the understanding is of
vital importance, we cannot agree, if by this understanding man's own understanding is meant.
The only thing vital with regard to this understanding is that it should be entirely removed, and
that man should receive a new understanding which is only as it were his, but in reality of the
Divine, proceeding, of the Lord. Of the new understanding of man we read: "Man believes that
he has a will of good, but he is entirely mistaken; if he does good, it is not out of his will, but out
of a new will, which is the Lord's, thus it is out of the Lord; hence also if he thinks and speaks
truth, it is out of a new understanding, which is thence, and thus also out of the Lord; for the
regenerated is an altogether new man formed from the Lord, and therefore he is also said to
be created anew", A.C. 928. Here it is plainly taught that if man thinks and speaks truth it is out
of a new understanding which is out of a •new will which is the Lord's. "He who believes that
man has a rational and an understanding before his natural is purified from evils, is mistaken; for
the understanding is to see the truths of the Church out of the light of Heaven, and the light of
Heaven does not inflow with another
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one", A.E. 941. "And {/" you are willing to believe it, man also by this is made new; not only in
that a new will is given him, and a new understanding, but also a new body for his spirit; the
prior ones are indeed not abolished, but they are removed so that they do not appear; and new
ones are created in the regenerated as in a womb, by love and wisdom, which are the Lord",
D.W. IV. "All men, however many there are, have no other seed than something filthy and
infernal, in which and out of which is their proprium; . . . wherefore, unless they receive a new
seed, and a new proprium, that is, a new will, and a new understanding, from the Lord, they
cannot be otherwise than accursed to hell", A.C. 1438. It is here that we see the crucial
point of the issue. On the occasion of the meeting of February 3rd, I had expressed this in the
Words: "Is the Doctrine of the Church the Third Testament understood, or is it the Third
Testament not understood"? To this the Bishop replied: "I object to that, because it is not a
question of whether the Doctrines are understood or not. The fundamental question is: 'What is
the Doctrine of the Church'? We are going to take it for granted that the Doctrines can be
understood", p. 262. From these words it is plainly evident that it is not seen what is the essence
of the real issue. For the Bishop even objects that we should state the real issue. The teaching is
that "if man thinks or speaks truth, it is out of a new understanding, which is out of a new will
which is the Lord's, and thus out of the Lord", A.C. 928; and: "He who believes that man has an
understanding before his natural is purified from evils, is mistaken", A.E. 941. If it then is true

that man cannot possibly understand the Doctrines contained in the Latin Word unless he has
a new understanding which is the Lord's alone, it can never be said that we can take it for granted
that the Doctrines can be understood. To say this is a clear proof not only that the essence of the
issue is not realized, but also that the plain literal statements of truth which have been quoted are
not accepted. It is not without significance that the teaching of n. IV of THE DIVINE WISDOM,
which has been quoted above, is introduced with the words, "If you are willing to believe it"; for
man from himself is never willing to believe these truths. From the given
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quotations it may now be clear that the understanding of the regenerate man is indeed the Lord's
with man. This is the plain and literal teaching of the Word. This expression is thus not "foreign
to the Writings, and meaningless", as Dr. Acton expressed himself, p. 258; and also the remark
the Bishop made with regard to it, p. 187, we believe must be due to a misunderstanding. It is a
literal quotation from the Latin Word. It is, of course, not the infinite Wisdom itself of the Lord;
everyone may see that that is not meant.
The Bishop adds: "We know that the true process of understanding is to read the Word from the
Word, or to read the Writings from their own teaching". There is no other way to read the Word
from the Word than to read the the letter of the Word from the spirit of the Word, and this is the
same as to read the Word in the light of Doctrine out of the Word, for "the Word in the letter
cannot be apprehended except by Doctrine out of the Word, made by one who is enlightened",
A.C. 10324. To read the Word simply from the letter of the Word cannot possibly bring a true
process of understanding. "The Word in the letter without illustration is not understood, and
illustration is either spiritual or natural; spiritual illustration is given only with those who are
spiritual, which are those who are in the good of love and charity and thence in truths; but mere
natural illustration with those who are natural", A.E. 176.
The Bishop adds: "And we rely upon the Writings just because we know that they did not
proceed from truth out of good with man, but from the Lord alone, through the Divinely
prepared, Divinely guarded, and Divinely inspired mind of Swedenborg". The Doctrine of the
Church does not proceed from truth out of good, but it is truth out of good. "The Doctrine is out
of spiritual good", A.C. 5997. It is true that man may rely upon the Word alone. Nothing
whatever has been said contrary to this truth in DE HEMELSCHE LEER. But-it is also true that
Doctrine may not be identified with knowledge from the Word. It is true that the Writings of
Swedenborg are from the Lord alone, but genuine Doctrine is also from the Lord alone. The fact
that the genuine Doctrine out of the Word existing in the Church is truth out of good with man, is
not contrary to the fact that it also is from the Lord alone; what
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would regeneration be if the regenerate mind, in making'
Doctrine, were not also Divinely prepared, Divinely guarded, and Divinely inspired? This,
therefore, is not the difference between the giving of the Word from the Lord and the making of

Doctrine from the Lord out of the given Word. In the measure as Doctrine is not truth out of
good with man, the Word remains outside of man, and with the man then it is not the Word. Our
opponents hold that he who has the letter of the Word has the Doctrine of the Church, for they
"take it for granted that the Doctrines can be understood". The teaching of the Word is that the
Word without the making of Doctrine is not understood. The Bishop during one 'of the
discussions said: "The language of the General Church has always been that the Writings are the
Doctrine of the Church. They claim to be such, and they put themselves forth as such. You
have a totally different point of view, and consequently you use a different language. Whenever
you speak, you mean one thing, and we another, by the same expression", p. 187. Does it not
plainly appear from these words that it is not realized that all that the Word teaches about the
making of Doctrine, in the New Church essentially must apply to the Word given to that Church,
which is the Latin Word. It is thought that if man only has knowledge from that Word he has the
Doctrine of the Church. Plainly the Word given to the Church is identified with the Doctrine,
of the Church. Does it not also plainly appear from these words that the opponents of our
position never entered with their thought into our argument, that is, into the meaning which the
expressions have in our position. They simply give to every expression their own meaning,
which explains the fact of all the endless misunderstandings and misinterpretations which so
completely have obscured the issue that all and everything which has been advanced against the
new position proved to be beside the point. Truly, we may say that not one single statement has
been brought forward from the Word, with which we were not familiar and which has not been
taken into account in our argument. Plainly the case is this that the advocates of the new position
may have a fair view of both positions, since the old position is the one which they themselves
have held before. But it is not possible to have a fair view of the
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new position unless one is willing to enter without prejudice into the real meaning of the new
concepts which have been advanced.
The Bishop adds: "Also we know that the Writings thus given are accommodated to the
understanding, and even the natural understanding of men". This is the very reason why in their
letter they contain the three degrees of the rational together, and why the letter must he opened if
man is to see the interior degrees of truth. Moreover, in admitting that "the Writings are
accommodated even to the natural understanding of man", it ought to be plain, that the Divine is
indeed predicated even of that which has been accommodated to the finite. And if the natural
sense which is seen by the natural rational is admitted to be Divine, then, of course, also the
spiritual sense, which is seen by the spiritual rational, and the celestial sense which is seen by
the celestial rational, are Divine. In the letter of the Third Testament these discrete degrees of
truth are simultaneously present.
The Bishop continues: "All New Churchmen pray
that a spiritual understanding may be given them". The essential point here is that the Third
Testament contains the three discrete degrees of the rational together, and that the New Church
in its full development will contain the celestial Church, the spiritual Church, and the natural
Church together.
The Bishop adds: "But as to whether the interior degrees of their minds are opened by
regeneration they know not, as long as this life lasts. And this of mercy, because of the dangers

which arise. . . . Hence the warning in the Writings, that an opening of the interior degrees of the
mind is not perceived or sensed by man until after his departure out of the world (D.P. 32). This
gives us pause when we encounter the claim that the spiritual degree of the mind is now opened
in the church for the first time, and is prepared to speak with Authority to the, church. It is my
belief that this 'degree has been, to a greater or less extent, opened in the church from its
beginning, with some more. and with others less". The statement of DE HEMELSCHE LEER
that the Church as a whole has been in a natural state, refers to the basis of its thought. This has
nothing to do with the opening of the
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interior degrees of the mind. In every general state of the Church there are natural men, spiritual
men, and celestial men. Even in the Jewish Church there were natural men, spiritual men, and
celestial men, and even with the Gentiles there are natural men, spiritual men, and celestial men.
We therefore fully agree that from the beginning of the New Church there were those with whom
the interior degrees were opened. This thought has repeatedly been expressed in DE
HEMELSCHE LEER, to quote: "In all these successive states of the New Church, however,
from the beginning, the proper and essential state of the New Church itself is present. The
proper state itself of the New Church is its celestial state, the old age of the human race, in which
the celestial seed of its truth, the celestial Doctrine, is conceived as an immediate revelation from
the Lord. . . . All truths that are essentially new and belong essentially to the New .Church, from
the beginning were of such a celestial origin", FOURTH FASCICLE, p. 22, cf. THIRD
FASCICLE, p. 7. From this quotation it may be seen that it is even essential to our position to
recognize the opening of the interior degrees with some of the members of the New Church from
the very beginning. — Nor is the position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER at variance with the
teaching of the Word, "that man, as long as he lives in the world, does not know anything of the
opening of the discrete degrees", D.L.W. 238, D.P. 32; on the contrary much attention has been
given to the subject of the difference between the consciousness of man in the discrete degrees
before and after death, cf. Fourth Fascicle, p. 40, and many other places. Many times it has
been pointed out that man in this world is conscious only in the external or the natural of the
discrete degrees. And since the natural degree viewed in itself is continuous, it may be
understood that then the degrees are not opened perceptibly or sensibly to him. But this does not
take away the fact that the natural degree by the opening of the interior degrees is divided into
three as it were discrete degrees, which are the three discrete degrees of the rational, into which
man can consciously come; just as the Adamic man consciously was in the interior rational, the
Noachic man consciously in the exterior rational, and the Hebrew man consciously in the interior
natural. Therefore we read:
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"There are three degrees of wisdom with man. . . . The ascent of love according to the degrees is
not perceived by man except obscurely, but the ascent of wisdom clearly with those who know
and see what wisdom is", D.P. 34; and: "Men do not see the spiritual light except by the
perception of truth", D.L.W. 181; and: "This second rational man receives from the Lord when

he is being regenerated, for he then senses in his rational what is the good and truth of
faith", A.C. 2093. In these places the perception by man of the discrete degrees of truth is plainly
taught, and as a matter of fact this has thus far generally been acknowledged. The objection here
made against the recognition of discrete degrees of the rational accessible to man clearly proves
that the essence of the discrete degrees of truth is not seen. Nowhere in DE HEMELSCHE LEER
can one "encounter the claim that the spiritual degree of the mind is now opened"; never has
such a thought been in our minds; it is altogether disorderly to raise this question. The only
question is whether the three discrete degrees of rational truth are actually present in the letter of
the Third Testament, and whether man can advance from one degree to the other. That the
internal sense of the Word is not only for the Angels but also for men, and that the exposition of
the internal sense is one of the chief duties of the Church, has always been acknowledged, cf. W.
F. PENDLETON, Topics from the Writings, pp. 202—203. It makes, of course, no difference
that at first it was not realized that this law applies to the letter of the Third Testament itself.
The Bishop continues: "We realize, indeed, the vital importance of the states of mind in which
the Word is read, and the importance of those interpretations of the Word through which the
Word is seen. But in this relation of the mind of man to the Word of God, the mind does not so
transcend that it can lay down an everlasting doctrine before unknown", pp. 273—274. We must
repeat here that nothing is of vital importance in the Church except that which is from the Divine
Human of the Lord. Nothing but falsities and fallacies can be seen in the Word through
interpretations originating in man's own mind. There is nothing transcendent in man's own mind;
the Holy Spirit alone can show to man the interior degrees of rational truth
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contained in the letter of the Third Testament, and even the genuine sense of the merely natural
degree.
The Bishop in the next paragraph continues: "The Lord's message is to be seen in His Word
alone. There only may the true Holy Spirit be found". DE HEMELSCHE LEER contains no
single statement contrary to this truth. But the basis for the Holy Spirit in the human mind is in
the discrete degrees of the genuine rational, which are opened by regeneration.
The Bishop in the next paragraph continues: "The position of the General Church is as it ever
has been, — that the Writings, as the Word, are the true and everlasting Doctrine of the New
Church, and that no Doctrine modified by the understanding of man should be imposed as of
binding authority, or of credal force". The Writings, "as the Word", without Doctrine made by
man are not understood; if they are not 'understood, they are not the Doctrine of the Church. All
Doctrine taken up in the mind is according to the understanding of the mind. The position of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER is exactly expressed in the following quotation: "The Doctrine of the
Church unless collected and confirmed out of the sense of the letter of the Word, has no power; .
. . but the Doctrine out of the sense of the letter, and together with it", ON THE SACRED
SCRIPTURE FROM EXPERIENCE XXVIII. It is plainly evident from this passage that the
sense of the letter of the Word should not be identified with the Doctrine of the Church. Our
position is that the Doctrine drawn out of the letter and together with it has power; the opposite
position is that the letter itself is that Doctrine, and that the letter alone has power. That the Word
given to the Church must be distinguished from the Doctrine of the Church drawn out of that
Word, may be seen also in the following passage: "It shall be briefly told how the case is with

the support of the Word by Doctrine out of the Word. He who does not know the arcana of
Heaven cannot believe otherwise than that the Word is supported without Doctrine thence. For
he supposes that the Word in the letter or the literal sense of the Word is the Doctrine itself. . . .
But the Doctrine must be collected out of the Word, and while it is being collected the man must
be in enlightenment from the Lord. . . . These are they who are enlightened in the Word
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when they read it, and they see the truth, and thence make Doctrine for themselves. ... The Lord
inflows through Heaven into their understanding; . . . and the Lord then at the same time inflows
with faith, by means of the cooperation of the new will. . . . From these things it can now be
plain how the Doctrine of truth and good is given to man from the Lord. That this Doctrine
supports the Word in respect to its literal or external sense, is plain to everyone who reflects",
A.C. 9424. Is it not clear from this passage that the Doctrine made by man which is thus to
support the letter of the Latin Word, must necessarily be the Doctrine of genuine truth from the
Holy Spirit. And is it not clear that any "interpretative" or "derived" doctrine from man's own
understanding can never so support the Word; for all doctrine from man's own understanding
consists of nothing but falsities. This quotation speaks of those "who suppose that the letter or
the literal sense of the Word is the Doctrine itself", which thus is only an appearance but in
reality is not the case. It is the essential characteristic of the position of those who oppose the
new position, that they identify the letter or the literal sense of the Latin Word with the Doctrine
of the Church.
The Bishop adds: "No such doctrine should, therefore, be advanced for the acceptance of the
church with the claim that it is of Divine origin, Essence, and Authority, on its own
recognizance". The position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER is that in the letter of the Third
Testament the three degrees of the rational are in lasts together, and that the genuine natural
rational draws out of it the Doctrine of the natural Church, the spiritual rational draws out of it
the Doctrine of the spiritual Church, and the celestial rational draws out of it the Doctrine of the
celestial Church. These discrete degrees of Doctrine cannot possibly be drawn out of the letter
except in "a new understanding which is out of the Lord", A.C. 928. This is the actual genuine
Doctrine of the Church, and the teaching of the Word is that it is "spiritual out of celestial
origin", and that "the Lord is that Doctrine itself", A.C. 2496, 2497, 2510, 2516, 2533, 2859;
A.E. 19; and innumerable other places. Nevertheless it has from the beginning been a
fundamental principle • of our position, that the Doctrine may never be "advanced for the
acceptance of the church
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on its own recognizance", but that it must refer "exclusively to the literal sense of the Word itself
", First Fascicle, p. 121, cf. pp. 123—125 here above.
The Bishop adds: "No such doctrine should be delivered to the church with the requisition that
it be accepted as proceeding from the Holy Spirit". It is a Divine truth of the Word that all

genuine Doctrine in the Church is from the Holy Spirit; but never may the Doctrine "be delivered
to the church with the requisition that it be accepted as proceeding from the Holy Spirit". Never
has this been done by us, and DE HEMELSCHE LEER contains no single statement from which
it could be concluded that we ever advocated such a disorderly thing.
The Bishop adds: "No such doctrine should be insisted upon on the ground that it 'proceeds
from truth out of good with man'." Doctrine does not proceed from truth out of good with man.
Such a statement as is here given in quotation-marks does not agree with our position. Doctrine
is truth out of good, to quote: "Doctrine is out of spiritual good", A.C. 5997. This is simply a
matter of fact, revealed in the Word; but on the other hand Doctrine should not be insisted upon
'on this ground. Never has this been done by us.
The Bishop adds: "Every Doctrine will be received which is seen to be of and from the Word,
unqualified by any other consideration". This is the exact position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER.
Nothing more. A wealth of literal teaching has been brought forth from the Word to confirm the
position. All this literal teaching seems to have made no impression upon our opponents; it has
not been received and not accepted.
The Bishop on the next page (275) continues: "By the doctrine of the church the advocates of
the New Doctrine mean that which the Writings call the understanding of the Word, which is
now presumed to be a purely spiritual understanding". That the understanding of the Word is the
Doctrine of the Church is the literal teaching of the Word: "The White Horse is the
understanding of the Word as to its interiors, or what is the same, the internal sense of the
Word", A.C. 2761; and: "The Doctrine of faith is the same as the understanding of the Word as
to the interiors, or the internal sense", A.C. 2762. The Word
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of the Third Testament contains the three discrete degrees of Doctrine, the natural Doctrine, the
spiritual Doctrine, and the celestial Doctrine. The natural man with his natural understanding in
that Word sees a natural Doctrine; the spiritual man with his spiritual understanding in that Word
sees a spiritual Doctrine; and the celestial man with his celestial understanding in that Word sees
a celestial Doctrine. These are abstract teachings of truth derived from the Word itself. Since the
understanding of the Word is the internal sense, A.C. 2762, and the internal sense is the spiritual
sense, A.C. 5247, it follows that such an understanding, if it is to be genuine, must be a spiritual
understanding.
The Bishop adds: "But simply note that every understanding of the Word undergoes continual
change, and is therefore not only mutable, but is sometimes unreliable". The genuine
understanding of the Word, which is signified by the White Horse, A.C. 2761, and which is the
Doctrine of faith, A.C. 2762, is from the Lord alone and thus Divine; it is indeed capable of a
continued opening to more and more particulars and singulars, .but this does not make it not
Divine, see above p. 161. The Heavens themselves are in a continual development and change of
state, and yet "in Heaven everything is Divine", MEMORABILIA 5811. Man's own
understanding, however, is not only sometimes but always unreliable; all and everything
it brings forth is false. It seems as if in the Bishop's words the teaching of the Word on the
difference between man's own understanding and the new understanding of the regenerate man,
which is the Lord's, has not been taken into account.

The Bishop adds: "In the present state, the members of the General Church will do well to hold
to the belief that the Writings are the Word, indeed; but the need is to see that they are the
Doctrine of the Church". We believe indeed that the ACADEMY and the GENERAL
CHURCH owe their existence to a celestial perception of the truth that the Writings are the
Word; but how seriously this truth is endangered at the present time, may be seen from the fact
that there are already those who deny that the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg refer to
themselves in their teaching concerning the letter of the
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Word. It was indeed according to order that when that celestial perception first was given, they
could not yet see that the Writings of Swedenborg are the Divine Truth in lasts, that is, that they
are a new letter of the Word; but this has now been changed entirely since the attention has now
been concentrated upon their letter as being the Doctrine of the Church itself. The Doctrine of
the Church, however, may not be identified with the Word. The teaching of the Word is: "He
who does not know the arcana of Heaven ... supposes that the Word in the letter or the literal
sense of the Word is the Doctrine itself", A.C. 9424.
The Bishop continues: "Every Word ever given to man was designed to be the doctrine of the
church. . . . And each successive Word has been increasingly doctrinal in form"; and further on
the Bishop uses the expression "the Word of Doctrine". The idea evidently is that in the case of
the Writings of Swedenborg, these being doctrinal in form more than the previous Testaments,
there is so much the more reason to identify the Doctrine of the Church with the Word. But to
anyone who reflects upon the laws involved it will appear that just the opposite is true. The
Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Revelation of the Rational of the Divine Human of the
Lord. They have been given for the New Church which more than the previous Churches is to be
a rational Church; more than to previous Churches the means have been given to the New
Church to make interior Doctrine as from itself; and more heavily than upon previous Churches
rests the responsibility upon the New Church for the Doctrine it has to make for itself. Even
much less than in the previous Testaments is it possible in the case of the Third Testament to
identify the Doctrine of the Church with the Word. So doctrinal and so rational in the very letter
is the Third Testament, and so heavily veiled are there the spiritual and celestial degrees of 'truth,
that this at first is difficult to see.
The Bishop adds: "Unless we see the Writings as doctrine, and as the Doctrine of the Church,
we shall come under some other doctrine and some other dominion". The Word of the Third
Testament apart from Doctrine made by man, as from himself but from the Holy Spirit, is not
understood. If the understanding is not a new under-
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standing which is of the Lord alone, A.C. 928, man remains under the dominion of his proprium,
and the Church comes under the dominion of men. Only if the understanding of the Latin Word
is from the Holy Spirit, then the Church will be under the rule 'and government of the Lord.

The Bishop adds: "Certainly, as we receive the Word of Doctrine, our understanding will, in
accord with its quality, form doctrine thence, even the doctrine which will serve it as a light to
guide. This is a God-given gift to man, and so a human necessity". Here the Bishop says that
man's understanding forms the Doctrine which is the light man needs in reading the Word, and
that the power to do this is a God-given gift to man and a human necessity. Does here not the
difference between the Word and the Doctrine out of the Word plainly appear? And is it not
admitted that man must form that Doctrine? But it seems that it is held that man can do this
according to the quality of his own understanding. The teaching of the Word is that "if man
thinks and speaks truth, it is out of a new understanding, which is out of a new will, and thus out
of the Lord", A.C. 928. Are the truths of the Doctrine thus formed by man's understanding
genuine truths, that is, are they Divine truths? If they are to be a light to guide, how can they be
otherwise than Divine truths? Can there be any genuine light of truth which is not of the Lord
alone, and thus Divine? Does it here not plainly appear that the argument which has been
advanced against DE HEMELSCHE LEER, namely, that doctrine formed by man can never be
Divine, since man is finite and all that is Divine is infinite, is based upon a misunderstanding and
confusion of everything involved? Plainly the genuine doctrine man forms for himself out of the
Word, which is to serve him as a light to guide, is Divine. In DE HEMELSCHE LEER it has
been shown from the teaching of the Word what is the order of the coming into existence of such
Doctrine. This order is described in the 12th, 20th, and 26th chapters of GENESIS. And the
teaching is that such Doctrine is spiritual out of celestial origin, and that the rational in its
coming into existence is not consulted. It is even literally taught that the Lord is that Doctrine
itself. This teaching in its application to the order of the forming of genuine Doctrine
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by man — the necessity of which is here admitted by the Bishop — is not accepted by oar
opponents, cf. NEW CHURCH LIFE, p. 199; it is held that this teaching applies only to the
Glorification of the Lord, The fact that man can for himself make genuine Doctrine out of the
Word, which he needs as a guiding light to read the Word, is called a God-given gift to man,
without any explanation of the laws of the human mind and of regeneration which must be
involved. Can this necessity and responsibility to form Doctrine be laid upon an understanding
the main characteristic of which is its unreliability, yea more, an understanding of which we
know from revelation that with regard to spiritual things it is utterly blind? In reality, however,
all the laws of the relation between man and God, in the Word are clearly described; and in the
present case specifically the laws of order according to which the genuine natural rational, the
spiritual rational, and the celestial rational with man come into existence, namely, in the 12th,
20th and 26th chapters of GENESIS. The teaching of these chapters, we believe, gives a
clear explanation of that God given gift to man.
The Bishop adds: "This necessity brings with it the gravest of responsibilities, for in the
formation of derived doctrine the mind of man may take a right or a wrong turning". It has been
one of the main subjects of DE HEMELSCHE LEER to bring this responsibility into full light.
And what is the right turning and what the wrong turning has been described in the light of the
teaching of the Word in great detail. The wrong turning in the Word is described as to the three
discrete degrees of truth in the thrice repeated story of a man being in the danger of taking a
woman who is the wife of another. The right turning is described in his conquering in that
temptation.

— All Doctrine with man is derived Doctrine. Underived Doctrine with man cannot possibly
exist. Underived Doctrine exists in the Lord alone. The Doctrine of the Church can never be
otherwise than derived.
The Bishop adds: "The mind may turn and return to the revealed Word, in faithfulness, or it
may turn in and upon itself, and there, in an endless cycle, become entangled with the vision of
its own states; so much so as to mistake those states for the universe of truth". If by the turning
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and returning of the mind to the revealed Word nothing else is meant but direct cognizance of the
letter or knowledge taken-from the Word which is outside of the mind of man, then the Doctrine
of the Church has not yet come into existence, for knowledge is not Doctrine but mere science.
For we read: "Scientifics and doctrinal things are distinct from each other in this, that out of
scientifics are doctrinal things", A.C. 3052. It is indeed true that everything which is involved in
the Doctrine is plainly stated in the Word. But although it is plainly stated, none but the genuine
natural rational can see there the natural Doctrine of the Church; none but the spiritual rational
can see there the spiritual Doctrine of the Church; and none but the celestial rational can see
there the celestial Doctrine of the Church. That a truth is plainly stated and that nevertheless man
cannot see it, is a very common thing even in the realm of merely natural thought, as in the field
of science and philosophy. How much more must this be the case in spiritual things; and
especially with regard to the discrete degrees of the rational which in the letter of the Third
Testament are all together. It is indeed "a cumbersome way", as Dr. Acton said, p. 168, which
leads to the internal degrees of truth; for it is the way of regeneration, and by the fall the direct
way has been closed. There is now no. other way and it involves that man, in wrestling through
the natural, must die as to his own proprium, and that he must be born anew, and "receive a new
proprium, that is; a new will, and a new understanding, from the Lord", A.C. 1438. The natural
man cannot see the spiritual and the celestial truth, however plainly it is stated. It is indeed true
that even an evil man can see the truth in the Word which he needs to be in the rational freedom
of choice. But he never can see the complex of truth which forms the internal sense which is the
Doctrine of the Church. Only the regenerate can see that, as is literally taught: "The internal
sense, which is called glory, cannot be comprehended by man, unless he is regenerated and then
enlightened", A.C. 8106. That the internal sense is the Doctrine of the Church is taught in the
following places: "It should be known that the true Doctrine of the Church is what is here called
the internal sense", A.C. 9025; and: "That the servant is the truth of the literal sense of the Word,
is because by a servant in
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general are signified the inferior or exterior things, for these are of service to the higher or
interior things. Thence by -a servant is signified the natural, for this is of service to the spiritual;
consequently the scientific truth which is of the literal sense of the Word; for this is of service to

the spiritual truth which is of the internal sense; the truth of the internal sense of the Word is the
same with the genuine truth of the Doctrine of faith of the Church", A.C. 9034. It becomes
plainly evident from this passage that knowledge from without is not the Doctrine; it is the mere
"scientific truth which is of the literal sense"; it is the inferior or exterior, natural, truth which
ought to be of service to the higher or interior, spiritual, truth. "All the scientific with man is
natural, because it is in his natural man, even the scientific concerning spiritual and celestial
things", A.C. 4967. It is the very essential characteristic of the New Church that out of its Word
it may become truly Man in the fullest sense, a Man such as was the human race in the Golden
Age, and even more. Its new understanding of its Word — which is the Third Testament — out
of a new will out of the Lord, is described under the representation of the White Horse, A.C.
2761, and its received and appropriated Doctrine out of that Word, born out of a new rational, is
described under the representation of the Holy City, the New Jerusalem descending from God
out of Heaven. Is it not plain that the intelligence of that Church cannot be said to be mere
knowledge from without? "The more interiorly the thought goes, the more it removes itself from
the scientifics. , . . From this it can be manifest that the scientifics are of service to man to form
the understanding; but that when the understanding is formed, they then form an ultimate plane,
in which man does no longer think, but above it", A.C. 5874. It is true indeed that all intelligence
begins with knowledge from without, but the full intelligence is dependent on the opening of the
discrete degrees of the rational, as it is described in the 12th, 20th, and 26th chapters of
GENESIS. If man fulf ills 'the laws there described then his eye will be turned to the Lord and to
His Kingdom alone. This is the only way he can be guarded against the danger of becoming
"entangled with the vision of his own states".
The Bishop continues: "The health of the mind is de-
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pendent upon its outlook, — its outward look to the Word of God as Doctrine, from whence it
derives its knowledge of Divine things". All coming into existence of truth with man indeed
must begin with the taking cognizance of the scientifics out of the letter of the Word. This truth
is a fundamental principle of the position of DE HEMELSCHE LEER. But this is only the very
first beginning. The essential health of the mind is dependent upon regeneration, by which alone
genuine good and truth can be born and multiplied in the mind.
The Bishop adds: "Life inflows from within, and meets this knowledge, and then, and not till
then, does the light break". DE HEMELSCHE LEER does not contain one statement contrary to
the law that an influx from within alone can never bring truth to man. But in a mind where the
influx from within meets nothing but knowledge from without, interior Doctrine cannot come
into existence. The more man is regenerated the more the influx from within does not meet only
knowledge from without, but cognitions and doctrinals which have already been formed.
The Bishop adds: "This light of the mind can not be independent of the outer Word of
Doctrine". All scientifics of truth must come out of the letter of the Word alone. For the Word is
the one and only source of all truth. But the thinking of the mind in making Doctrine, though it is
not independent of the letter, nevertheless is far above the scientifics out of the letter. This may
be confirmed by the following quotations: "The more interiorly the thought goes, the more it
removes itself from the scientifics. ... From this it can be manifest that the scientifics are of
service to man to form the understanding, but that when the understanding is formed, they then

form an ultimate .plane, in which man does no longer think, but above it", A.C. 5874. And: "The
elevation which is here signified is from the scientifics to interior things; for when the scientifics
have been infilled with truths, man is elevated from the scientifics to interior things; and then the
scientifics are to him of service for the ultimate plane of his intuitions. To be elevated to interior
things is to think interiorly, and at last as a spirit and as an Angel. For the more interiorly the
thinking goes, the more perfect it is because closer to the influx of truth and good from the
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Lord. That there is interior and exterior thinking, may be seen in n. 5127, 5141", A.C. 6007.
And: "The more exterior is the apperception, the more obscure it is; for exterior things are
generals respectively, for innumerable interior things in the exterior appear as one", A.C. 5141.
Is it not plain that every scientific of the Latin Word so contains innumerable interior things?
And: "They who are in enlightenment are in the light of Heaven as to their internal man; for it is
the light of Heaven which enlightens man in the truths and goods of faith. They who are so
enlightened grasp the Word as to its interior things; for which reason they make Doctrine for
themselves out of the Word, to which they apply the sense of the letter", A.C. 9382.
The remaining paragraphs of the Bishop's address as far as I can see do not contain any further
points which have not yet been answered in this reply. We can only hope and pray the Lord that
from the foregoing it has now become clear that our position, our motive, and our end, have been
misunderstood, and that the charges made against us are unfounded. We solemnly declare our
loyalty to the Word as the only source of Doctrine, and as the sole authority. We also declare our
loyalty to the GENERAL CHURCH, knowing for sure that we have not made the attack upon it
with which we have been charged.
We firmly believe in all sincerity with the full conviction of truth that the essential principles of
the new position are confirmed on every page of the Third Testament. Our loyalty — and the
Bishop will be the first to admit that----- above all must be to the Word of the Lord.
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LEADING THESES PROPOUNDED IN
“DE HEMELSCHE LEER”

1. The Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Third Testament of the Word of
the Lord. The Doctrine of the New Jerusalem Concerning the Sacred Scripture
must be applied to the three Testaments alike.
2. The Latin Word without Doctrine is as a candlestick without light, and those
who read the Latin Word without Doctrine, or who do not acquire for themselves
a Doctrine from the Latin Word, are in darkness as to all truth (cf. S.S. 50-61).
3. The genuine Doctrine of the Church is spiritual out of celestial origin, but not
out of rational origin. The Lord is that Doctrine itself (c.f. A.C. 2496, 2497, 2510,
2516, 2533, 2859; A.E. 19).
____________
MEMORABILIA 1312

“Si veritates ut theses seu principia accipiunt, tunc veritates innumerae deteguntur, et omnia
confirmant”.

“If they accept truths as theses or principles, then innumerable truths are detected, and all things
confirm.”

____________
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR NOVEMBER 1934

AN ADDRESS

BY H. D. G. GROENEVELD DELIVERED AT THE SOCIAL SUPPER, OCTOBER 28TH
1934, ON THE OCCASION OF THE DEDICATION OF THE NEW CHURCH·BUILDING.

The use the Church will perform in its new dwelling is determined by and therefore is entirely
dependent on the use that the Lord performs in its interior dwelling. If there is no interior
dwelling which is the Lord's alone, then the use which the Church performs in its exterior
dwelling is of no significance, however its work in this world might appear as use. The essential
would be lacking in its new dwelling and all its exterior would be appearance only. Since the
exterior, without the essential which is the Lord's, carries seduction in it, the Church would not be
able to resist the charm of that exterior and would soon be brought to accept the appearance itself
as the essence. No longer Heaven, but the world would be put up as the end of life, as a result of
which charity and faith would be directed to the things of the world. The Church would draw the
world to itself, and the more it accepted its exterior as essential, the greater would be its power of
attraction. Indeed the Church would thereby considerably increase in growth, but it would have
had the gates of the Heavens closed and would have opened the gates of hell.

It is however of the Lord's Divine Providence that the Church has been led to a new dwelling,
although the end as yet is scarcely visible and down there it is surrounded by countless dark
clouds. The interior dwelling for it is present already.

This interior dwelling came into existence the moment the interior things descended into the
natural, which have been given to the Church, belonged to the good of life of the Church. These
interior things in the natural penetrated
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to the not-conjoined human things which, with the interior things that previously were present,
could still maintain their life. Since the new interior things cannot be conjoined with these human
things, there arose not only a resistance but also a revolt against these interior things, which
resulted in a suffering of these things. Fiercer and fiercer grew the revolt, until finally the human
things led the new interior things to crucifixion. By this the human things which previously still
had life, were deprived of life. It therefore was not a coincidence, but in correspondence with the
state of the Church that the last Lesson from the New Testament in the old dwelling was the
chapter of the Lord's Crucifixion.

In the love for the living truth in the human things, to which love alone all help in the agony was
directed, the new human things from the Divine Human of the Lord, with which human things the
new interior things are conjoined, could now come to life. It is the good of life of these new
human things which is now the interior dwelling. In this dwelling the man of the Church is in real
peace, and he lies down to rest under the protection of the only Lord. It is in this dwelling that the
conjunction takes place of the most exterior things with the most interior, and of the most interior
things with the most exterior. This conjunction is described in the 28th chapter of Genesis, verses
10-13, where we read: "And Jacob went out from Beer-sheba, and went toward Haran. And he
lighted upon a certain place, and tarried there all night, because the sun was set; and he took of
the stones of that place, and put them for his pillows, and lay down in that place to sleep. And he
dreamed, and behold a ladder set up on the earth, and the top of it reached to heaven: and behold
the Angels of God ascending and descending on it. And, behold, Jehovah stood above it, and said,
I am Jehovah, the God of Abraham thy father, and the God of Isaac: the land whereon thou liest,
to thee will I give it, and to thy seed". It is this dwelling alone that is the entrance to Heaven, and
it is out of this alone that the Word can be approached. It is the holy place, it is the house of God,
as appears from the continuation of the 28th chapter, verses 16-17: "And Jacob awaked out of his
sleep, and he said, Surely Jehovah is in this place, and I knew it not. And he was afraid, and said,
How dreadful
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is this place. This is none other but the house of God, and this is the gate of heaven".

No man of the Church can read the Word holily but out of the interior dwelling. In this dwelling
he comes into the light of truth, for it is the dwelling of the Lord, and there alone is the light,
because the Lord Himself is the light. It is only out of the good of life from the interior things
descended into the natural, that we can enter the interior dwelling. Out of the good of life of this
world there is no entrance to this dwelling, for in this apparent good the evil and the false of the
love of self are hidden. This good desires admittance on the strength of faith, while the essential
love to the Lord and to the neighbour is lacking. It is this good that is represented by the five

foolish virgins, of whom we read the following in the 25th chapter of the Gospel of Matthew,
verses 10-12: "And while they went to buy, the bridegroom came; and they that were ready went
in with him to the marriage: and the door was shut. Afterward came also the other virgins, saying,
Lord, Lord, open to us. But he answered and said, Verily I say unto you, I know you not".

Let us therefore go to the interior dwelling that we may there meet each other. Then the
glory will appear in this new dwelling, which we have entered to-day, for the only Lord will be in
it.

[.... NOTE: Page 6 is Blank .... ]
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR MARCH 1935

____________

TO LIVE A LIFE FOLLOWING THE DOCTRINE
BY ANTON ZELLING.

"When therefore ye shall see the abomination of desolation, signifies the devastation of the Church
.... Which was told of by Daniel the prophet, signifies ... everything prophetic concerning the Lord's
Advent and concerning the state of the Church .... Standing in the holy place, signifies devastation
as to all things which are of good and truth; the holy place is the state of love and faith .... LET HIM
THAT READETH UNDERSTAND, signifies that these things are to be well observed by those
who are in the Church, especially by those who are in love and faith".
A.C. 3652.

The Latin for "following" [according to] is secundum, from sequor: something which
immediately follows, as 2 follows from 1 (hence the meaning of secundus: the next
following, the second), as the effect from a cause; all effect is according to or following

the cause. The Latin word for "following" [according to] also signifies: to willingly
follow, along with the stream, well disposed to, prosperous, happy; the Greek word for
"following" further signifies: altogether, fully, near, to, at, in.

This secundum also lies involved in: "Hoc est primum et magnum Mandatum; secundum
simile est illi" ("This is the first and great Commandment; the second is like unto it"),
Matth. XXII: 38, 39. To live a life following the Doctrine is the second which is like unto
the Doctrine. It is said to live, not, to do, to act, to conduct one's self, nor anything else.
Now to live is to love and to hold holy what is of Life and to be filled with that Life more
and more. "To love God and the neighbour is of life because the all of life is of love",
A.C. 9383. Thus in "living a life following the Doctrine" the two Commandments are
fulfilled: "To love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, with all thy
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soul, and with all thy mind", and "To love thy neighbour as thyself". The neighbour is the
Lord in the neighbour, the Doctrine of the neighbour. The first commandment refers to
the Lord, the second to the angelic Heaven in the blessed consociation of all with each
and of each with all. So too the Doctrine refers to the Lord, and "to live a life following
the Doctrine" to the angelic Heaven on earth or the Church.
Only that lives which lives a life following the Doctrine. All living or loving outside of
the Doctrine is not life or love; it remains natural, unreformed, and allows of no
regeneration. There are those who accept the Doctrine and reject the life. Of them it is
said: "They are present, although separated. They are like friends who talk with one
another, but have no love for one another; and they are like two persons, one of whom
speaks to the other as a friend, and yet hates him as an enemy", D.P. 91. It is
acknowledging the Lord with the mere cognition and meanwhile remaining outside the
Divine Human and hating it as an enemy.

Man is in the spirit when he is alone, but in the body when he is in company. Therefore in
the world it is not so visible who rejects life and who lives a life following the Doctrine.
From Matthew XXV, verse 34 to the end, it even appears that they who have lived a life
following the Doctrine, the followers, and they who have rejected the life, the rejecters,
are equally ignorant of whether or not having done anything "unto one of the least of
these My brethren"; yea, elsewhere it appears that the followers have not known of it, and

that the rejecters did not know but that they had prophesied in the name of the Lord, and
in His Name had cast out devils, and in His Name had done many wonderful works,
Matth. VII: 22. "To live a life following the Doctrine" and "to reject life", taken as
effects, thus appear exteriorly before and in the world as indistinguishable, no less so than
the delight of conjugial love and that of scortatory love, and no less so than the preaching
from the spiritual sense and the preaching from the natural sense.

“Man's understanding can be raised above his proper love into some light of wisdom in
the love of which the man is not, and he can thereby see and be taught how he must live
that he may come also into that love, and thus may enjoy
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the blessedness into the eternal", D.L.W. 395. Now this life he can either follow or reject;
the Doctrine to appearances remains the same; and everything the Doctrine teaches
concerning life the rejecter can know as well as, if not better than the follower. Seen from
a worldly point of view the rejecters are even not so bad and in many things even
exemplary. For they who do not reject the Doctrine, but the life, do not therefore reject
everything which the Doctrine teaches concerning life. They can even fit it in in an
exemplary way, "put it into practice", to such an extent that their fittings in, in public,
leave the applications in secret of the followers far in the shade. There is a difference as
of an abyss between fitting the truths of the Doctrine into the life, and applying life to the
Doctrine, just as the former life is in no way the latter life. Fitting in is always of
something to something entirely different and which remains entirely different; applying,
however, is always of something to something that is distinctly one with it and which
becomes more and more the same. Explicare, to unfold, to unpleat, supposes applicate, to
fold to, to apply, in order that understanding and will may keep pace with each other, in
order that Doctrine may become life, and life Doctrine - a one, full of doctrine and life.
When fitting in, man is not in the love of the wisdom which he fancies he has; when
applying, man is in the love of his wisdom. The fitting in is forced compulsion of an
indoctrinated proprium, the applying is the freedom of an angelic proprium; the fitting in
is made, tyrannical, fanatical; the applying is born, gentle, mild; the fitting in is into
heterogeneous things, the applying to homogeneous things. The fitting in of things to life
leaves dead, the applying of life makes living and new. Fitting in knows zeal, emulation,
rivalry; applying knows quiet steady diligence. The fitting in is with the whole head
above out of a certain light of wisdom while the body below remains outside the love of
that wisdom; the applying is with the whole heart, the whole soul, and the whole
understanding; in short, the fitting in is from the love of self and the world, the applying

is out of the two commandments fulfilled. To acknowledge, the Lord and to reject the life
is to acknowledge the Son of Man and to withhold from Him the place where to lay His
head, thus in no way to
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acknowledge Him. To “live a life following the Doctrine" on the other hand is to allow
the Lord to make a dwelling with man. To reject life is to retain and carry on one's own
life "under the appearance of much praying", that is, under respectable fittings in, in
which merit makes itself great. For they can glory in and appeal to "many wonderful
works done". In "CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE FROM EXPERIENCE"
there occur two reasonings: I. "l know various correspondences, I can know the true
doctrine of the Divine Word, the spiritual sense will teach me it". II. "I know the Doctrine
of Divine truth; now I can see the spiritual sense, if only I know the correspondences; but
nevertheless this must be in enlightenment from the Lord, because the spiritual sense is
the Divine Truth itself in its light", n. 21. Clearly the false first reasoning is that of the
rejecter ever ready to fit in. What the follower with reverence calls the "Doctrine of
Divine Truth", the rejecter calls “various correspondences", handled as burglars'
implements. He means to say: "I can fit those in, I can push in with them, and force my
way". Note how the tone and the affection in the words of both reasonings differ entirely
as to the life. "l know various correspondences" has as its affection "by now I surely
possess sufficient means". On the other hand, in "I know the Doctrine of Divine truth"
there is an entirely different tone. "I know", there does not mean "I possess". And "if only
I know the correspondences" is full of a life following the Doctrine. This latter knowing
is an entirely different knowing from the "I know" of the first reasoning. That first
knowing, the rejecter's knowing, is, as has been said, a possession, a piece of mere
memory-knowledge; the latter knowing "if only I know" is of a life entirely following the
Doctrine, in the realization that there is no living science of correspondences without a
life in agreement with the Doctrine of the Divine truth. Is it not somewhere expressly said
that there is perception when the external things correspond to the internal things? Now
the follower makes the knowing of correspondences subject to his perception, but the
rejecter makes no such fuss - "1 know various correspondences". How false, how full of
denial of life that sounds. And how full of awe and reverence, vibrating with love and
veneration, how living sounds, on the
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other hand: “If only I know, but nevertheless this must be in enlightenment from the
Lord". There is the appearance there, that one could be engaged in the first reasoning, but
that he is warned that such reasoning is false: "This cannot be done, but let him say
within himself ... ", whereupon follows meditation II. But there is no question there of
one person, but of two, of I., the separated, II., the conjoined. The rejecter will never
accept meditation II, because that can only be accepted in a life following the Doctrine;
and the follower will never fall into the falsity of meditation I., for thereby he would lose
the Life in his life. Meditation I. is not only a fault of thinking, but especially a fault of
life, and an irreparable one. To appearance an imaginary fault of thinking is there brought
forward, in order the better to show, from the opposite, what is the right thinking. But a
separation is here made between the goats and the sheep, between those on the left hand
and those on the right hand; and in the affection of the words we clearly see with whom
the Lord inflows out of the good of love and of charity, and with whom He does not. The
nature of the false things of faults of thinking can be seen only with and by a life
following the Doctrine.

Not the followers, but the rejecters will now ask: "But what then is life, to reject life and
to live a life following the Doctrine"? at the same time standing ready with the best of
definitions. To begin with, to live a life following the Doctrine is so much, so everything,
that one of middling understanding but who had lived following the commandments,
after death was seen elevated among the highest Angels as one of them in wisdom. Now
anyone may deem that to live a life following the commandments or the Doctrine is
comparatively not so difficult, and possible for almost everyone, and particularly so for
the rejecters. Merely a matter of continuous clipping, of steady fitting in. But in "living a
life following the Doctrine" infinite arcana are hidden, so infinite that like those of
regeneration they might be termed inexhaustible into the eternal. How gross in this
respect our ideas are would appear from the vain effort to wish to compare our self°
7examination before the Holy Supper with the examination the Angels institute with the
newcomers - both examinations as to the "life followed". We very soon consider the
slightest fitting
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in a full application, and if that were not so, how brokenly, how beaten down would we
approach to the Holy Supper, with what deepest humiliation would we partake, how
immeasurably overwhelmed would we come away. How many worthily accept the

Grace? How few the Mercy in deepest humiliation! By the self-examination before the
Holy Supper it may in some measure be perceived what "a life following the Doctrine"
should be. The Doctrine or the understanding of the Word is called a candle. A candle has
three things: the flame, the wick, and the wax. In the flame it burns, by the wick it burns,
from the wax it burns. Not one of these three things can be lacking, each of these three
things of the Doctrinal Candle, spiritual from celestial origin, is from the Lord; the flame,
the plaited threads of the wick, and the bees' wax. They who reject the life take away
from the wick the wax from which the flame lives and is fed, and surround the now stolen
wick with the tallow of their proprium. The effect to outward appearance is the same, the
flame is of about the same heat, the brightness about as strong; but the one is wax-light,
clear, pure, steady, the other tallow-light, smoky, greasy, flickering. But this only for him
who sees from within. The rejecter from without, from the proprium, brings forward ever
more fuel; the follower knows the light is fed from within, and that the Lord provides.
His sole care full of love and life is that his slender burning wax-candle remain unspoiled
before and from the Lord, pure from heterogeneous materials, untouched by draughts that
make it flicker and drip. In the follower the Lord provides Himself with wax, but the
rejecter provides himself with any desirable tallow from his proprium. The wax-light
shines on other things than does the tallow-gleam. Other things enter in by the waxight
than by the tallow-light. The rejecter agrees with the follower that the Lord is the Same
with all, and that it is the receptions that differ. But in this word "reception" a deep
arcanum is hidden. The Latin word for "reception" is receptio, which is really a
regrasping, retaking. If we hold to this distinction and now read in CONCERNING THE
SACRED SRIPTURE FROM EXPERIENCE, n. 8: "The Lord flows in with the Angel
and with the man of the Church out of the good of love and of charity; the Angel and the
man of the Church RECIPIT (that is, regrasps, retakes) the
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Lord, who is in the good of love and of charity, in the truths of Doctrine and of faith with
himself out of the Word; thence there is the conjunction which is called the celestial
marriage". Now the practically worn out words receive and reception take on an awful
sense. A sense that touches life, every one's life and every kind of life. For the rejecters as
well as the followers can alike be in the truths of the Doctrine and of faith out of the
Word; let us assume so for a moment. But consider: the Lord inflows with the Angel and
with the man of the Church out of the good of love and of charity. He who receives the
Lord, does not accept Him, but recipit, that is, regrasps Him. Him who was there already,
and thus had already been accepted, for He who, or that which, inflowed was there
already before the receptio. Where, therefore, the re-ceptio is, there is life, and it is life.
In art statements of masters are known which prove they already had a perception of this
truth of life, a confession that they had not made, not sought the things, but had found

them in themselves, that is re-ceptus, retaken or regrasped. What they created, they
acknowledged to have been there, before it was there. 'With them there is no question of
mere coincidences. The simple follower believes this simply; the rejecter agrees to an
acceptance, a taking on, a taking over, but the fundamental meaning of re-ceptio must
frighten him off, for it is in conflict with his free concept of the free choice. If the Lord
inflows, and man recipit, it then appears that the inflowing of the Lord is the all of all
things, for
the in flowing is the Lord's;
the good of love and of charity is the Lord's;
the truths of Doctrine and of faith with him out of the Word are the Lord's;
the recipere is the Lord's;
and the conjunction is the Lord's.

To be in that is to "live a life following the Doctrine"; this IS the life which the rejecters
reject. In this it is that the followers are soft as wax, and the rejecters a lump of tallow. In
this it is that the followers never take up (receive) any more and anything else, than what
is truly a recipere. We are taught that a perceptio, a perception, is there where the
external things correspond to the internal and communicate. The follower does not live
except out of
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His perceptions, which are also receptions. To live a life following the Doctrine for him
is to keep the perceptions pure by having the external things, all of them, none excepted,
continually ordered from the Lord, following the internal. His care for this constitutes his
life, his life following the Doctrine. It will appear to the rejecter that this will cost quite
some sacrifices, quite some "mortifications" as the roman-catholics say. But this again is
argued from the proprium, from an entirely different life that knows only of fittings in.
And now for the first time the true signification of applying appears: it is the Lord's Life,
regrasped, which applies itself to the Doctrine, the same to the same from the same
origin. To follow here is to wave *, the will from the Lord waves together with the
understanding from the Lord, the man is in the love of the wisdom, in the blessedness of
conjunction "which is called the celestial marriage". If we had known that man of

middling understanding, but who lived a life following the Commandments, and also a
super-ingenious rejecter, would we have seen the great distinction? In what may have
consisted the life of that middling man? In a quiet, hidden application, in having been
faithful over little but this with a faithfulness, a confidence, so simple, pure, and great,
that his life beside that of the rejecter would have appeared as simple, saturnine,
fearsome, self-contained, monotonous, cold, and dull. For, in general, said with the lips,
the "shunning of sins as sins against the Lord", is easily done; but if the kingdom of God
is thought of as inside the man, and the Lord is not viewed as being above the proprium
in worldly aspect, but in the things that lie within waiting there for the recipere, then notsinning becomes a well nigh superhuman lifetask, crowned only in the rarest instances.
Then faithfulness is interrelated with being married **, and is full of infinite conjugial
fear. None of those things possible with the rejecter are possible with the follower. They
can speak together, but as two of
_______________
* To follow in Dutch is volgen, and to wave is golven; this cannot be rendered in English.
(ED.)
** The Dutch word for being married, "getrouwd zijn", is from the same root as the word
for faithfulness, ''trouw''; the full meaning of this sentence therefore. cannot be rendered
in English. (ED.)
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whom one hates the other. It is clear that the rejecter conceives of the evil things as sins
against God in an entirely different way from the follower. For him who rejects the life
following the Doctrine there is really nothing to be shunned. A life outside the life
following the Doctrine is a life of the proprium, and the proprium fears only the loss of
name and profit. The sins against the Lord which, in the evil things, the follower shuns,
are insults committed against the life following the Doctrine, for he clearly perceives that
this "life following the Doctrine" is his no more than is the Lord's influx into it. This life
is one of following the Life which is the Lord, as the Doctrine of the Church is following
the infinite Divine Doctrine. The follower feels even into the body that the life following
the Doctrine is unassailable, and for him the "thou shalt not ... " is given an entirely new
sense: in the life following the Doctrine he will not sin, for that life is as particularly
protected by Providence as is the embryo in the womb over which we read that a
particular Providence watches. He carries a life in him which in appearance is his, which
in appearance he must protect against evil things, but which is the Lord's and is led from
the Lord, well disposed, prosperous, happy, because it is yielding willingly, altogether,

and fully, as the secondary significations of following indicate. "Against God" for him is
against the influx of the Lord from the good of love and of charity, which influx the
rejecter inverts and thus never regrasps, never applies, for he has nothing to apply, having
rejected the life following the Doctrine. What is rejecting the life other than going direct
to the Father out of the proprium? There sinning "against God" loses its sense, for the
proprium cannot do otherwise. For the rejecter the Commandments stand in the
imperative, for the follower in a blessed negative future tense. They promise him the state
of the saints.

The rejecter takes up what he may, where he may, the follower recipit what is the Lord's
with him. With the rejecter everything is dead and old, with the follower everything is
living and new. In apparently the same things the one finds death, the other life. How
dead all words and ideas become for those who reject life, and how living and new for
those who live a life following the Doctrine, perhaps nowhere so clearly appears as in the
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taking up and the fitting in of the expression "to read the Word holily, to have it holy"
with the rejecters, and in the regrasping and the application thereof with the followers.
"To read the Word holily" - let us be honest for most people has become a commonplace,
something so familiar that their lips readily pronounce it as a matter of course without
their giving it any particular thought. The rejecters will indignantly deny this, but the followers will he sadly silent at that indignation with a feeling of shame akin to compassion.
For, what else is it that is generally understood by to read holily and to have holy ("to
have holy", sanctum habere, for the first time indeed enters into our language, as a lost
and now regrasped word), than an external attitude, an amalgamation of what is roman
catholic solemn, protestant stiff, jewish traditional? Meanwhile holy is most closely
related to "living a life following the Doctrine". The Latin words sanctus and sacer just
as secundum come from sequor, and their sanscrit root sak means to follow, to honour.
To read holily therefore means to read while following, to read with a life following the
Doctrine, which must be something entirely different from the "holy" reading with a
rejected life. Our Dutch heilig (holy) again is connected with heel (whole) [old English
halig and hal], thus with the Greek secondary meanings of "following": altogether and
fully. For the rejecters the holy is only on the outside, for the followers entirely from
within. Is it not overwhelming that in the word sanctus, holy, the following and the
honouring lie enclosed, a following with the life that for the first time truly is an
hononring? Now for the rejecter "to read holily" is a worn down type, for the follower an
inexhaustible word that begins to live in him more and more, within the radius of which

light ever more real human things enter his life. The holy reading by the rejecter projects
nightbirds only on the wall.

For the rejecter everything is of importance, except that life over which the follower
watches. Not to live a life following the Doctrine is the same as saying to the Lord: "We
have Abraham for a father", for it means having things of doctrine and faith, but
admitting no flowing in of the Lord and not being willing for any recipere. Recipere tbe
Lord is to allow the Lord to give Eternal Life to the
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Truths of Doctrine and of faith with man out of the Word, and to make a dwelling
therein. Just as the Lord cannot dwell with man except in what is His, just so man from
himself cannot take up anything but the human. Now rejecting life is nothing else than
taking the reception naturally and effecting a fitting in, not knowing that the receiving is a
receptio, and that also the application is altogether and fully the Lord's. And, curiously
enough, of rejection the same may be said from the opposite, as of regrasping. For if the
receiving, re-cipere, thus seen, is a willing regrasping of that which man already has in
him from the Lord, of that which from the Lord already is in man, over against that,
rejecting, re-jicere, thus seen, is an unwilling throwing back of that which man should
have in him from the Lord, of that which from the Lord should be in man. This makes
clear that it is the follower who has and to whom will be given, and that it is the rejecter
who has not and from whom will be taken that what he fancied he possessed. Clear also
that the rejecter not only does not live a life following the Doctrine, but also persecutes
and pursues it.

By "living a life following the Doctrine" the larger and smaller society will have to
change completely. This has already been pointed out in speaking of "the interior
dwelling"*. For the interior dwelling is only there where a life is lived following the
Doctrine; there only is an essential meeting, from place to place, and not only a presence
in aspect. For the sake and on behalf of that interior dwelling the exterior dwelling should
be so cleansed and ordered that it already fully answers the natural idea that most people
must have of the interior dwelling - the exterior dwelling also being interiorly seen, that
is, not as a domicile but as civil decency and good manners, newly inspired out of the life
following the Doctrine; for that life must reform everything, literally everything, even to
ultimates and lowest things, into the smallest diversions, which thus also ... become

purely the Lord's. For if Providence watches over the smallest momentof life, the smallest
moment of life should be receptible, regraspable. This the rejector will be most fierce in
opposing: "mine at
____________


Adress by H. D. G. Groeneveld, see above p. 17.
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least the diversions.” No, these too will have at some time to participate in the celestial
blessedness, fully taken up into, regrasped in a life following the Doctrine. One day the
state of the Church spontaneously applied will livingly mirror itself in the state of society
and in the least, the very least things thereof. Then society will be a Man in the spirit,
living alone and safely in that spirit of life that can truly be called "sphere", truly
"sociable"; for there are two kinds of sociableness: this, and any other. For a time we
must content ourselves with a multitude of artificial fittings in, but we must not regard
them as signs of progress, as signs of "life". The true life of the Church is in the
application from within, in the life of everyone following the Doctrine, of all together and
of each one, in the life from the Lord. The Church as Man and man as Church is the
receptacle in which the Lord is in what is His, receptus, regrasped. That regrasping is the
conjunction, the reconjunction, the Religion, the True living Christian Religion.

What is the importance and the use of a consideration such as this on life following the
Doctrine? Rather might one ask: what is the danger and the disadvantage? For in all
things that touch the life, whether direct or indirect, very ugly things come to light, the
uglier the more the love of self and of the world within them have been sugar-coated. For,
of course, we all of us have nothing of the rejecter and everything of the follower. We all
live a life following the Doctrine, be it in a greater or smaller measure (as if there were a
greater or smaller measure in living a life "following the Doctrine"). And thereby we
vulgarize the word "life following the Doctrine" to a familiar term, to a commonplace, as
the words "to read holily" or “interior dwelling"; thereby we henceforth take the word
into our mouths easily and untouched, while we ought to enter into this worn full of silent
awe, as something a thousand times greater than we. Whoever in the least begins to
realize the meaning of "a life following the Doctrine", of "reading holily", overwhelmed
and breathless, asks of himself: "Who then can be saved?" Upon which follows the Lord's
answer: "With man this is not possible, but with God alone". But we generally do not let
it get
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so far, we content ourselves with passing off every thought concerning a "life following
the Doctrine" as being nothing new, as something which from the beginning was over
well known to the members of the New Church and which we can therefore hastily pass
over. Instead of a living acquisition, the word becomes just one more lifeless, hardened
idea, and, however paradoxical it may sound, an accepted rejected something, the
characteristic of all vulgarization; for vulgarizing is nothing else than depriving
something of its living contents and making it common, thus rejecting the contents and
not accepting the form otherwise than deformed according to the proprium. Doing thus,
the evil and false in ourselves, the rejecter in us, can make itself master of such words as
reading holily, living a life following the Doctrine, the interior dwelling, and fit them in
according to and for the sake of the form. There lie the danger and the disadvantage of all
misunderstood progress of Doctrine - the immediate vulgarization, the forerunner of all
profanation and soon equally horrible. The danger and the disadvantage of form-alone, of
ever more forms-alone. The damnable faith-alone consists of nothing but that. The
importance and the use, however, of every consideration of a life following the Doctrine
are so preponderant for every well understood progress of Doctrine, that it finally learns
to overlook the inevitable danger and disadvantage, remembering the words: "Let the
dead bury the dead". The importance of every such testimony is: To ever more clearly
understand that every progress of Doctrine is altogether and fully dependent on a life
following the Doctrine. The "use is every self-examination enlightened by Doctrine and
consequent repentance. For, as in a certain light of wisdom we see that the Lord is in the
Doctrine of genuine truth, yea, that the Lord is that Doctrine, even so we learn with fear,
in the measure in which from the Lord we turn ourselves to the love of that wisdom, to
realize that the Lord is in the life following the Doctrine, yea that the Lord is that life.
Our tender care then becomes serving that life in everything and not letting it go short of
anything. And we get so far as to be able to see that Doctrine in the life following the
Doctrine is in its fulness, in its holiness, in its power. "To the Angels more than to any
others the appearance is given
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as if they lived out of themselves with ineffable felicity", A.C. "1735. The greater the
innocence, the greater the appearance. (The rejecter would sooner expect that the more
wisdom a man possesses, the fewer appearances he is in). That appearance in other words

is called the celestial Proprium. Now to live a life following the Doctrine is to be in an
unassailable innocence from the Lord, with the blessedness of the appearance of living as
if from one's self increasing into the infinite. In short, "living a life following the
Doctrine" is being gifted with the celestial Proprium. For where else will this celestial
Proprium dwell than in what is the Lord's with man and Angel, in the Church and in
Heaven? Where else than in the life following the Word? And so the Celestial Doctrine is
not conceivable without this second like unto it: the celestial life - "perfect, even as your
Father, who is in the Heavens, is perfect", Matth. V : 48.
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TO LIVE A LIFE FOLLOWING THE DOCTRINE

BY ANTON

ZELLING.

"When therefore ye shall see the abomination of desolation, signifies the devastation of the Church
.... Which was told of by Daniel the prophet, signifies ... everything prophetic concerning the Lord's
Advent and concerning the state of the Church .... Standing in the holy place, signifies devastation
as to all things which are of good and truth; the holy place is the state of love and faith .... LET HIM
THAT READETH UNDERSTAND, signifies that these things are to be well observed by those
who are in the Church, especially by those who are in love and faith".

A.C.3652.

II

In another way:

There are two things: The life of the Doctrine, and the life following the Doctrine. In "the
life of the Doctrine", the Lord is the Doctrine; in "the life following the Doctrine", the
Doctrine is the Neighbour. In essence the same, but with a distinctive accent. Just as in
Dutch there are two words for "wheel", rad" and “wiel", meaning the same, but with a
distinction. In the word "rod" the stress is on the spokes - whence "molenrad" (millwheel); in the word "wiel" the stress is on the encompassing rim whence "vliegwiel" (flywheel). In the life of the Doctrine the thought might be of a wheel of rays out of a golden
sun-axis, in life following the Doctrine, of the will regarded as the circumference of the
wheel. The life of the Doctrine goes forth, the life following the Doctrine returns. Only in
the unity of both is the VERA CHRISTIANA RELIGIO, the Coming in the Second
Coming, fulfilled. For the "Second Advent" - Adventus Secundus - might also be
understood as "Following [according to] the Coming": there is no taking up, no receptio,
of the Lord's Second Coming except following the taking up, the receptio, of each
Coming
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of the Lord. A taking up, a receptio, in will and understanding, with the life, with the
inmost of that life; the proprium. What is the proprium? A question in which lies the
Lord's question: "Peter, lovest thou Me?" and, like that sad question, to be thrice
repeated: What is the proprium?

The Latin word proprium is - But let it first be settled once and for all, that it is the
Doctrine which should shed its light upon the etymology, and not vice-versa, which
would be an example of the imaginary physical influx. For, the Word dwells in the word
in, its own, spiritual out of a celestial origin. "Once a flower was opened before the
Angels as to its interiors, which are called spiritual, and when they saw they said that
there was within as it were a whole paradise, consisting of indescribable things", SACR.
SCRIPT. FROM Exp. 19. That flower is every word opened out of the Word, letter by
letter as a botanical wonder of sense in form; as a form a natural thing, as a natural thing
an effect out of spiritual things, and the spiritual things the effects out of the celestial
things. Thus seen, etymology too, becomes an ancilla Doctrinae, a handmaid of the
Doctrine, confirming what the word itself says: the etymos logos, that is, the true,
genuine, thus original word, in short, the interior sense of the word: "as it were a whole
paradise consisting of indescribable things". Now the Latin word proprium is in all
probability contracted from pro-privo, that is, "for one's own" or "as one's own"; while
privus is connected with our “vrij" (free); in which word "vrij" there are etymologically
involved the ideas of will desire, dear, loved (whence the Dutch words "vriend" and

"vrijen" for "friend" and "to woo"), to favour, to make beautiful, analogous to the Latin
for free, liber. of which the sanscrit-root lub-dhas means "desirous" (whence libido,
voluptuousness). In the Dutch word "heteigene" (the proprium, literally "the own") two
intergrown ideas can be indicated, that of to possess and that of to owe (still clearly
traceable in the English: to own and to owe), Surrounded by the clear and warm light of
the Doctrine we now see the word proprium, "the own" spring open like a flower-bud:
that which man possesses for or as his own, free according to his will, wish, and desire;
but which nevertheless he owes and remains owing to the Lord. That
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pro in pro-prium, for or as, signifies the appearance as if it were man's, just as in the
word own the appearance of the self-possession constitutes the external of that word, and
the essence of the indebtedness the internal. Etymologically, that is, taken as to the true
sense of the word, the proprium means: That which in appearance is man's, but in
essence the Lord's. We now in this etymology enlightened by the Doctrine clearly see
TWO propriums designating themselves, which may be called the "indebted proprium"
and the possessive proprium"; the one being of Heaven, the other of hell. Wherever in the
Word Heaven and hell are mentioned, Heaven refers to the proprium in man indebted to
the Lord, and hell to man's possessive proprium; Heaven to the innocence in him, hell to
his guilt; for to acknowledge indebtedness is from the Innocence of the Lord to
appropriate to one's self, to be in the innocence of Heaven; but the denying of the
indebtedness is the disowning in the proprium of the Innocence of the Lord, and therefore
to be in guilt, in the guilt and indebtedness of hell.

From the letter of the Word we have learned to see with a rational that man's proprium
"from birth is nothing but evil and false", but to see with a rational is by no means yet to
perceive with the voluntary. The Lord's Coming had for its end the subjugation of the
hells and the ordering of the Heavens. Without these two Works of Divine Mercy the
Second Coming wonld not be conceivable, for the Second Coming is following the
Coming. With reference to man the Corning of the Lord is a subjugation of the possessive
proprium and an ordering of the indebted proprium. For as long as the possessive
proprium from its hells rises up against the indebted proprium in its Heavens, this latter is
under constraint and out of its order. In the six days or periods of the story of creation, the
states of man's regeneration following one another, have been described, and the second
state, the status secundus is "when a distinction is being made between the things which
are of the Lord, and those which are proper to man", A. C. 8, which state is followed by

the repentance of the third state. The things that are the Lord's in the Word are called
remains. reliquiae in the Latin, literally:
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things left back, things which remain behind. Undoubtedly, man's own things make his
possessive proprium; the Lord's things, left behind in him as reliquiae the proprium
indebted to the Lord: and in the ARCANA COELESTlA, n. 13, we read that in the
regeneration out of this indebted own, the greater part, at this day, come only to the first
state; "some only to the second; some to the third, fourth, fifth; seldom to the sixth; and
scarcely anyone to the seventh".

What then is, be it asked once more, the proprium?
What do Peter's tears signify at the thrice repeated question: Lovest thou Me?

In a sense we might even speak of three propriums: ,
I. the proprium in itself, which is purely the Lord's, and which in man
II. either shines forth as the indebted, or
III. hides away behind the possessive.

This would make clear that the Lord does not break or extinguish our evil and false
things, but bends them. For, just as the evil and false is a perverted good and true, the
possessive is the indebted of the same proprium perverted. Reformation and regeneration
have no other meaning than turning the Lord's proprium in man from the possessive to
the indebted, which is such an enormous work that we read that at this day scarcely
anyone reaches the seventh state, and further that the work of regeneration even in the
highest Heavens is not completed into eternity. This at the same time gives an image of
the most direful temptations the Lord went through in the complete glorification of His
Human, and we read in D.L.W. n. 221:

"That the Lord came into the world, and took upon Himself (sus-ceperit, not receperit)
the Human, in order to put Himself into the power of subjugating the hells. and of
reducing (red-igendi) all things to order both in the Heavens and in the lands. This
Human He put on over His former Human. The Human which He put on in the world,
was as the Human of a man in the world, yet both Divine, and thence infinitely
transcending the finite humans of Angels and men". His former Human is the Human
Divine Proprium of the Father Himself, the Human of man is the indebted Divine Human
Proprium of the Son; and the possessive human proprium is the maternal from
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Mary which the Lord put off entirely. Thus seen, the Lord's Glorification is the
conjunction of the Lord's Propriums, of which the regeneration of the proprium in man is
an image.

It is following the progress of the Doctrine that this question of life arises, for if the
Doctrine is not immediately followed by a life following the Doctrine, the life of the
Doctrine remains spiritual, outside the body of the Church, it draws back, and its aftereffects are cerebral only. It is a compelling necessity out of the Doctrine to see those two
propriums in order that the infernal one may be subjugated and that which is the Lord's
be put in order and become celestial -- from the Lord. No Second Coming but following
this Coming.

Man's proprium is entirely evil and false, Inversely it might be said, that the evil and the
false is man's proprium, for therein it is as in its subject. That shunning evils means
shunning the possessive proprium, taken merely doctrinally, in a purely abstract way, is
quite clear; but between the possessive proprium and the indebted proprium, if no
Coming of the Lord is admitted, without subjugation on the one side and a putting in
order on the other, in a word, without separation, a mixing up is possible of good and
evil, true and false; first a rendering vague of the borders, then a vulgarization, and finally
a profanation. For what is the Lord's and what is man's, what is inherent in the indebted
proprium and what is inherent in the possessive proprium, are continually opposed the
one to the other, and if we do not continually allow the Lord to wrestle in our temptations
and to conquer, if we do not immediately obey His command: Follow Me, and have this
followed by the second command: Let the dead bury the dead, Matth. VIII: 22, the
possessive proprium has the mastery over the indebted proprium: the tears of Peter.

The evil and false of the possessive proprium is the perverted good and true of the
indebted proprium, and because in that perversion are contained its will, wish, desire,
favouring, and beautifying, the possessive proprium makes its evil and false appear as
good and true to such an extent that it lets its evil and false pass among the good and true
of the indebted proprium as if they were alike, as false prophets coming in sheep's
clothing, but inwardly
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they are ravening wolves, Matth. VII : 15. So it happens that we in ourselves, alone and
in society, and in others in the church and the world, find so many things that are good,
lovable, precious, hearty, warm, spontaneous, delightful, noble, great, true, pretty,
beautiful, agreeable, spirited, fine and what not, and nevertheless they are such only as to
the appearance of the possessive proprium. Does not the passage in RATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY, XXXI refer to this: "[It appears] that insanity is wisdom, fallacy truth,
the becoming and the unbecoming honesty, vice virtue; license free choice, pleasures and
the allurements of the senses the highest felicity and the highest good. That art appears
more ingenious than nature; that philosophers are possessed of a better common sense
than the plebeians; that they are wise who talk more elegantly and are skilled in
languages and mingle their sharper wittiness, or they who keep silent or bring forth half
the sense of what is to be understood; that we are to esteem those who are esteemed by
others whom we believe to be possessed of judgment; infinite other things occur in the
disquisition of the true and the false, the good and the evil, the beautiful and the
becoming. The discriminations themselves, which do not appear before the senses, we
believe to be naught so long as they are concealed, although they are infinite, and the
figure rather gross and unequal. So in other things". We put in italics: "in the
disquisition", perceiving that what is meant is an examination guided from the Lord,
starting from love for the truth for the sake of truth; for the appearances there mentioned
are just those of which the possessive proprium certainly never tolerates any examination,
or only a falsified one.

But let us give a striking example of a subjugated possessive proprium and of a wellordered indebted proprium.

In the so-called JOURNAL OF DREAMS, n. 76, 77, Emanuel Swedenborg wrote: "I
heard a person at the table asking his neighbour the question whether anyone who had an
abundance of money could be melancholic. I smiled in my mind and would have
answered, if it had been proper for me to do so in that company, or if the question had
been addressed to me, that a person who possesses everything in abundance, is not only
subject to melancholy, but is (exposed) to a still higher kind, that of the mind and
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the soul, or of the spirit which operates therein, and I wondered that he had proposed such
a question. I can testify to this so much the more, as by the grace of God there has been
bestowed upon me in abundance everything that I require in respect to temporal things; I
am able to live richly on my income alone, and can carry out what I have in mind, and
still have a surplus of the revenue, and thus I can testify that the sorrow or melancholy
which comes from the want of the necessaries of life, is of a lesser degree and merely of
the body, and is not equal to the other kind. The power of the Spirit prevails in the latter,
but I do not know whether it is so also in the first kind, for it seems that it may be severe
on bodily grounds; still, I will not enter further into this matter".

Leaving for a moment out of consideration the subject of this meditation, we would wish
to draw attention to Swedenborg's attitude, expressed in the words; "I smiled in my mind
and would have answered, if it had been proper for me to do so in that society, or if the
question had been addressed to me". Externally taken, a courteous attitude which every
"perfect gentleman" would likewise have observed; one does not speak when one has not
been introduced. Interiorly taken, however, it is the attitude of life of a humbled indebted
proprium and of a subjugated possessive proprium. For how many of us would not have
eagerly taken the opportunity quickly found at a table d'hote to hold a striking speech,
even if for a quarter of an hour only, for the sake of reading from the eyes of all "O HOW
JUST, O HOW LEARNED, O HOW WISE", T.C.R. 332, 333, 334. It would have
seemed to us as if we had spoken from a good and true impulse, and had spoken the right
word, and still - and still this would have been an appearance out of the possessive
proprium, proud of our own pedantry and the demonstration thereof. And our feeling of
self would have felt flattered with the satisfaction of having done a good work, to have
stood for the truth, to have sown a little seed, and what not more. Here we have a striking
example of how the possessive proprium may pose as good and true, with the truths from
the indebted proprium and, not being subjugated, push forward, presumptuously
occupying the place of the indebted proprium which has been put out of its order, and not
be conscious of how evil and false it is! This now
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is one of the many forms in which the possessive proprium acts as disturber, as rejecter,
as fitter-in, loving the uppermost rooms, the chief seats, the greetings, altogether as in the
description of Matthew ch. XXIII. And now, as a contrast, notice the attitude printed
above in italics, at the same time bearing in mind the so highly characteristic subject:
whether possession makes melancholy! What an indebted proprium applied to life speaks
therefrom, and what a subjugated possessive proprium; and yet, he who reads this Journal
of Dreams sees what combats had to be humbly wrestled through from the Lord and to be
suffered, to keep this possessive proprium subjugated, in order that in this life there might
be the life following the Doctrine.

The proprium, whatever it is, is the Lord's, but it is given to man, Angel, and devil as his:
pro privato, for or as private property. Now the delight that constitutes the inmost of this
appearance, in the indebted proprium is an inexpressibly blessed feeling of gratitude; and,
in the possessive proprium an excessive avidity and love of dominion. Whether
possession makes melancholy, it was asked. Is this melancholy not involved in the
sadness spoken of in Matthew XIX: 22: "When the young man heard that saying, he went
away sorrowful: for he had great possessions". In the testimony which Swedenborg gave
in the above quoted meditation we also see all of the great material possessions he
enjoyed, expressly booked as a debit-item;.and because he lived entirely out of the
indebted proprium he was silent at that table, because it was no society. We think also of
that memorable meeting in T.C.R. n. 503: "No president was appointed ... but each one,
as the desire seized him, rushed forth into the midst, and ... made public his opinion".
(How characteristic too that every one there was seated at his own small altar. And their
speaking testified to a thinking close to the speech). This keeping silent now was from the
indebted proprium, for the possessive proprium cannot keep quiet, it must be active, of
itself it must be able to shoot to the centre and to cry out, whether there is a society or
not. Do we see the difference between the chaste and scrupulous indebted proprium and
the unchaste and unscrupulous possessive proprium? Do we also see therefrom how
much the rejecter in us transfers from the indebted to the possessive, not perceiving that
thereby he transfers the living
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contents as forms-alone, as mere cognitions, mere cultures.

This concrete example is weighty with conclusions for us to draw. With a lip-confession
of an evil and false proprium we too easily shirk a life following the Doctrine. In our life
in the Church, alone and in company, we should let the possessive proprium be
subjugated and the indebted proprium be ordered from the Lord, more and more, through
all the seven states, not for our own sake but for the sake of the Lord. We should be near
to one another in the indebted proprium, and remain at a distance in the possessive proprium. The rejecter in us, on the contrary, wishes us to be near to one another in the
possessive proprium and at a distance in the indebted proprium. Thus our societies are
still full of good and true, dear and cordial, warm and generous, spontaneous and
enthusiastic appearances, which interiorly are nothing but evil and false, and meanwhile
the Lord over and again asks of the things in our indebted proprium: Peter, lovest thou
Me?

What in our lives in the face of the life following the Doctrine we ought to learn, is
continually to appoint to its place in the lower earth the possessive proprium, where it
could execute mean services for a piece of food, a piece of raiment, and a piece of
money; entirely as in the hellish workhouses. It is of the possessive proprium that the
Lord says: "For if ye love them which love you, what reward have ye? Do not even the
publicans the same? And if ye salute your brethren only, what do ye more than others?
Do not even the publicans so?" Matth. V: 46, 47. Our possessive proprium in its way
loves cordially and is full of the most affectionate greetings. It is even willingly prepared
to embrace the Doctrine and to be taught by it. It is willing to improve its life provided it only does not, nay not in anything, lose that life. It is with this as with the love of
dominion: a great love of dominion cannot but be accompanied by a great shrewdness,
and it is part of that shrewdness never to show a trace of its love of dominion; it
beautifies it in the shape of an Ideal- the doctrine of all tyrannic world-reformers. To
carry through that ideal is nothing but to fit into everything the ambition and love of
dominion: the danger of an indoctrinated proprium. What we therefore greatly need is a
concrete idea in ourselves of the propriums, what they have been in the Most Ancient
Church, in the
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Ancient Church, in the Hebrew, Jewish, primitive Christian, and how they will have to be
in the New Church. And just as the Ancient Church had completely elaborated Doctrines
of Charity, we shall also be given the indebted possession of similar Doctrines; and,
however curious it sounds, amongst them there will be also a Doctrine of Society,
treating of the subjugation and the ordering of the respective propriums, to such an extent
that in the state of any arbitrary society the state of the Church will be mirrored altogether
and fully. To this end it is necessary that every society, and in every society every
individual, to use a mathematical expression, should find its greatest common measure
and its least common multiple, perceiving that all that goes beyond that is from evil. In
the multiple is the life of the Doctrine, in the measure the life following the Doctrine, both
organically one. Therein there is no place for the possessive proprium except at the
outermost periphery, and even then as it were at rest, that is, put to its "own" mean
service. It is not enough with the lips to abhor "the proprium" and meanwhile to leave it
its evil and false playground; it were indeed better to extend mercy also to that proprium
and to perform for it a good work of charity, as for a stray dog. The possessive proprium
is such a stray dog: if it is not subjugated. Once subjugated, it may become a good watchor draught-dog, entitled to "good treatment" in its kennel; outside, not in the house. The
false prophets against which the Lord warns proceed from the possessive proprium and
present themselves as the indebted proprium. Our entire life following the Doctrine must
guard against this under penalty of losing for ever the life of the Doctrine in us.

Our Church is the Church of the Lord's Second Coming. And promising this Second
Coming following His Coming, the Lord sadly asked: When the Son of Man cometh, shall
He find faith on the earth? Let us then, more and more each day, as from ourselves, take
up the Life of the Doctrine with and in a life following the Doctrine, lest at some time we
walk, our head high above in an appearance of doctrine, the frayed hem of our garment
dragging through a filthy Jerusalem; which will happen if we leave it to our possessive
proprium to freely dispose of the things of Doctrine. And the end of it would be that we,
as they of the filthy Jerusalem, disap-
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pointed everywhere and yet indefatigably, would be seeking for the Messiah, thus
together with the Second Coming, also making void the Coming. For the possessive
proprium finally chokes up even every general influx.

We read “that man's understanding can be raised above his proper love into some light of
wisdom in the love of which he is not". Well then, if by that light he does not see and is
not taught "how he must live if he would come also into that love, and thus enjoy
blessedness into the eternal", D.L.W. 395, it is with his possessive proprium alone that he
enjoys the things of wisdom, His reward is gone, his reward and his use. He may have his
moments of illuminatio (from lumen, glimmer) - in ordinary language it is said "luminous
ideas" - but the true illustratio (from lux, light) is never given to him. We are taught that
the Doctrine is from those who are in enlightenment; this means: from those who are in
the light of wisdom with the love of that wisdom. Further it imperatively means that
nothing of Doctrine ever is from those who "are above their proper love' in some light of
wisdom". He who is in the love of wisdom, has the life of the Doctrine in the life
following the Doctrine, dwelling in an indebted and thus innocent proprium; he perceives
arcana, while the other is only solving problems, with a continually consulted rational.
All discussions in doctrinal matters that cannot be settled have therefore this cause, either
that both parties speak out of "a certain light", or that one is in enlightenment, and the
other only in "a certain light"; the former in a life following the Doctrine, the latter
outside of it. That it is necessary that there should be also the latter, is a different
question; but what here and now is the principal thing is that we may no longer at any
price leave the indebted and the possessive proprium for what it is, undistinguished as
one dark entangled mass with "nothing but evil and false". First of all, we do not leave it
for what it is, for the possessive proprium everywhere and always still plays its tricks on
us far too freely; and secondly, in that way we never learn to see that the Doctrine most
certainly is in-generated in the proprium, but in the indebted proprium. How otherwise
could it be understood that the Most Ancients had the Word engraved in their hearts?
And one more question: The judgments in the
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Apocalypse on the Angels of the Churches, do they concern the Doctrine or the life
following the Doctrine? The answer is clear: who does violence to the life following the
Doctrine, does violence to the life of the Doctrine. WHOSO READETH, LET HIM
UNDERSTAND.

Taking the Word for the Doctrine of the Church is to enlarge and extend the possessive
proprium to a rich man's land; " ... but God said unto him, Thou fool, this night thy soul
shall be required of thee: then whose shall those things be, which thou hast provided"?
Luke XII : 16-21. But out of the Word to receive (recipere) the Doctrine of the Church as

the understanding of the Word is from the Lord to have the indebted proprium made
angelic and a celestial proprium.

The life of the Doctrine in the life following the Doctrine - " I the Vine, you the branches"
- is the GLORIFICATION heard in Heaven, T.C.R. 625. The six days or periods of the
story of creation as the six successive states of man's regeneration have in them no other
end than to come to the Glorification of that Seventh Day. Who, in this connection, rereads the ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 6--13, will find that the advance of Regeneration is
no other than that from the from one's self to the as if from one's self, a gradually stronger
shining forth of the indebted proprium through the possessive proprium, until the former
is made altogether angelic, the latter definitely asleep. Then love reigns.
And so the question what is the life following the Doctrine, is no other than the Lord's
question: Peter, lovest thou Me?
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THE NINETEENTH OF JUNE 1935

Address by H. D. G. Groeneveld.

We today celebrate the day of the Lord's Second Coming and of the establishment of the
New Church. Are we indeed imbued with the fact for which we have come together, and
does the great miracle live in us that the Lord has come again and is present in the New
Church? If all affections and thoughts for that Church are not in the centre of our lives,
then the celebration of this day is merely formal, a celebration therefore in which the
essential, that is, the love to the Lord, is lacking. In CONJUGIAL LOVE, n. 125, we

read: "It is a common saying within the Church that as the Lord is the Head of the
Church, so the husband is of the wife; from which it would follow that the husband
represents the Lord, and the wife the Church. But the Lord is the Head of the Church, and
the man (homo), a man (vir) and a woman, are a Church; and still more a husband and a
wife together"; and in n. 63: "The conjunction of good and truth is the Church". It thus
appears from this that we are in the Church only then when both provinces of the mind,
that is the intellectual and the voluntary, are conjoined with the Church. Neither where
the intellectual is alone, nor where the voluntary is alone, but there where they are one, is
the Church.

In the CANONS we read: "The soul of the offspring is out of the father, and in the womb
it clothes itself with a body out of the substance of the mother; analogically as seed in the
earth and out of the substance of the earth", CANONS, Concerning the Lord Saviour, IX
: 1. Now since the intellectual is the province of the man and the voluntary the province
of the woman, it is therefore out of the intellectual that the soul of the Church is and out
of the voluntary that the body of the Church is formed. It is to the intellectual that the
Lord, by the conjunction of the intellectual and the
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voluntary in the former state, has given admittance to the more interior provinces of His
Word given to the New Church. Numerous are the truths given to the Church, by which
the Church has the light on the way that leads it to a more interior life in the Lord. It is
this light that is meant by the light in the first chapter of the Gospel of John, where we
read in verses 9-12: "That was the true light, which lighteth every man that cometh into
the world. He was in the world, and the world was made by Him, and the world knew
Him not. He came unto His own, and His own received Him not. But as many as received
Him, to them gave He power to become the sons of God, even to them that believe on His
name".

In the state in which the Church now is this light threatens to disappear in the night of the
voluntary province of the Church. By the light of the intellectual the evil and false of the
voluntary of the natural mind comes into view. The genuine intellectual sees the impurity
of this mind and guards against any conjunction therewith, since thereby it would lose its
strength and its power. All affections of the voluntary of the natural mind are directed
towards itself and the world. They rule in this mind and desire no guidance of the

intellectual in the orderly principles of this mind. All reverence and humility disappear,
and the holy sphere of divine worship is soiled by the impurities of the voluntary of the
natural mind. This mind enters the Church with clumsy feet. Every feeling of coming on
holy ground is absent, whilst actions and attitudes, the singing and the recitations, do not
testify to the presence of the Lord in the Church. The affections in this mind draw the
intellectual things into its province, as a consequence of which the light disappears. The
truths lose their essence and this mind plays with the forms thereof. Hearken and see,
how they play with the word "charity". Every member of the Church should in
intercourse have a holy fear of taking this word into the mouth, for charity is the Lord's.
Only in states in which the internal mind expresses itself, should this word as a glory
leave his lips. Hearken and see, how they deal with the natural, the rational, and the
spiritual things of the Church, whilst every internal to these things is lacking. Let us wash
and cleanse ourselves of these things, lest the genuine intellectual throw these
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things out of the Church, as the Lord cleansed the temple, of which we read the following
in verses 13-16 of the second chapter of the Gospel of John: "And the Jews' passover was
at hand, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem, and found in the temple those that sold oxen and
sheep and doves, and the changers of money sitting, And when He had made a scourge of
small cords, He drove them all out of the temple, and the sheep and the oxen, and poured
out the changers' money, and overthrew the tables; and said unto them that sold doves:
Take these things hence; make not My Father's house an house of merchandise". Let us
draw near to one another and let us be together with a holy fear for the things of the
Church, and let us communicate one to the other the things of the Lord that from the
internal mind have come to our consciousness.

While in the former state the essential of the Church depended on the opening of the
intellectual of the Church, the Church's salvation now depends on the opening of the
voluntary of the Church. It is the new voluntary alone that can form the body for the
intellectual. The intellectual longs for this new voluntary as for its bride and it is with it
alone, as with its wife, that the intellectual can live in glory in its dwelling.

While in the former state it thus was the male, it now is the female that is called to its
function in the Church. For this it is necessary for the voluntary of the natural mind to
raise itself above the affections in which it is now bound. See how this mind adheres to

the body, to clothing, to the family, to nature. From these affections this mind draws the
intellectual towards it and soils it with its impurities. Women know how they rule in
men's intellectual will. May the voluntary of the natural mind depart from these things, in
order that the will be guided by the intellectual of the Church, and the pure affections
from the Lord may rule in the intellectual will of the Church. In CONJUGIAL LOVE, n.
165, the following with reference thereto has been revealed to us:
"That the conjunction of the wife with the rational wisdom of the man is from within, is
because this wisdom is proper to the understanding of men, and ascends into a light in
which women are not, which is the reason why women do not speak out of that wisdom;
but in the company of men when such matters are discussed, are silent and only listen.
That
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nevertheless such things are with wives from within is manifest from their listening, that
they inwardly recognize them, and favour what they hear and have heard from their
husbands. But that the conjunction of a wife with the moral wisdom of men is from
without, is because the virtues of that wisdom for the most part are akin to similar ones
with women, and draw from the intellectual will of the man, wherewith the will of the
wife unites itself, and makes a marriage. And because the wife knows these virtues with a
man better than the man knows them with himself, it is said that the conjunction of the
wife with those is from without"; and in n. 166: "That wives know the affections of their
husbands, and that they prudently moderate them, is also among the arcana of conjugial
love stored up with wives.”

Then shall be the body of the Church, and the intellectual will love the voluntary. Then
the voluntary will bear sons and daughters to the Church, to the glorification of the Lord
and of His Church.
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TO LIVE A LIFE FOLLOWING THE DOCTRINE
BY ANTON ZELLING

III

“There are also the theoretical things of the truth of faith, and there are the
practical ones; he who regards the theoretical for the sake of the practical,
and who sees the former in the latter, and thus from both conjoined the good
use of life, and is affected by both for the sake of this end, he is in faith from
the Lord".

A. C.
9297.

The theoretical refers to the intellectual, theory being derived from theorein: to regard, to
see, to understand, but also: to assist at a festival; and indeed, for in such a state is the
intellectual mind, when, withdrawn from worldly and earthly things, it is lost in the
contemplation of the celestial and spiritual things concerning the Glorification and the
Regeneration.

The practical refers to the voluntary, practice being derived from prassein: to do, to act,
to fulfill, to attain, to acquire, to have in view. In ancient times action and will were one,
and consequently the good practical is so entirely and completely following the true
theoretical that the Greek verb prassein besides to execute, to perform, to work, and to
intend, also means to walk, to go, to pass through, to travel a road, to succeed; thus here
in other words: with good results to follow the way of the theoretically true.

In the highest sense the practical follows the theoretical as Regeneration is following the
Glorification; for to follow is to be so conjoined with the Lord as the Lord in respect of

the Human Essence is conjoined with Jehovah - "this alone is to follow Him", A. C. 1737.
And to be conjoined with the Lord is to be conjoined with Him in the internal
understanding of the Word. The word verstand [understanding] indicates a marriage, the
marriage of the rational
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and the free, both in the understanding having come to a stand, to a position, to an
attitude and a relation; for verstand [understanding] means to have come to a stand or to a
standing; and that verstand [understanding] in essence is a state of houding and
verhouding [attitude and relation] is proved by the Dutch word verstandhouding [to be on
good "understanding" with some one]" being virtually a tautology. *

In the relative sense the practical is following the theoretical, as the truths of life are
following the truths of faith, and in that respect the Prologue to the CANONS OF THE
NEW CHURCH concludes with this trumpet-blast full of judgment: "In the degree in
which the truths of life become of life, in that degree the truths of faith become of faith,
and not the least more or less".

AND NOT THE LEAST MORE OR LESS. Out of this word, as a Cherub covering the
CANONS with his wings, it stands forth hard as a rock, not only that the Doctrine of
genuine Truth cannot exist without a life following it, but also that no life which is "more
or less" according to Doctrine can exist. For this not the least more or less means : Just as
in the Lord there is not more of Love than of Wisdom, and not more of Wisdom than of
Love, and any excess would perish, just so in man there should be not more of doctrine
than of life, and not more of life than of doctrine, for anything which herein exceeds an
equal measure, is from evil. This not the least more or less also enables us to perceive
why the Sun of the spiritual world appears at a medium height; also to perceive the
ancient wisdom that has come down to us in the saying "the golden mean.” Yea, it
enables us also to understand what interiorly is meant by his being a man of middling
understanding, in that Memorable Relation concerning a man who, having lived
following the Decalogue, became equal to the highest Angels· in wisdom, namely that in
this understanding all things kept a pure mean, where nothing strove to excel above the
rest or above another, thus to be the most, the first, the greatest, In one word: this not the
least

___________
* Here and in several other places of this and the previous articles by Mr. ZeIling there
occur passages of an etymological nature of great interest, which it is, of course, not
possible to render in a direct translation. (Ed.).
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more or less unfolds the internal sense of the Lord's words: “He that is least among you
all, the same shall be great”, Luke IX : 48; for the least is he in whom nothing excels for
the sake of himself and the world at the expense of the Lord and the neighbour; thus with
whom all things have been put in order from the only Lord out of His Infinite Mercy
which that man, as the least, with the deepest humiliation acknowledges most of all.

It is of awful significance that the CANONS, the rules of conduct, OF THE NEW
CHURCH are immediately preceded by this "not the least more or less" - as if this word,
a double-edged sword, served as a measuring-rod in setting out the rigid rules of conduct.
The Lord has not been glorified more or less, and man's regeneration is not more or less
an image of the Lord's Glorification. Blasphemous as it would be to say so, it will to the
same extent obscure all meaning not to accept the life following the Doctrine entirely and
fully with the whole heart, with the whole soul, and with the whole understanding. As a
proof the following quotations from the CANONS, The Lord Saviour, VI : 3 and 8, may
serve: .

N. 3: "The Lord, when He was in a state of exaninition, or of humiliation, prayed to the
Father as though absent or remote; and when He was in a state of glorification, or unition,
He spoke with Himself, when with the Father; ALTOGETHER as with man there are
states of the soul and body, before and after regeneration".

N. 8: [After the Lord's temptation separately in the Divine Truth has been spoken of, and
His inassailability in the Divine Good when conjoined] "The same takes place with the
man who is regenerated from the Lord".

In the case of all those with whom the truths of life have not come to belong to the life,
both truths italicized above must belong to the scientifics and not to faith; what then with
them may properly belong to the living faith? For it has there been openly announced:
Nowhere but in the very life of following (to be regenerated is to allow of being
regenerated, and to allow is to follow), can the Lord's Glorification be perceived and
experienced in life; the perception of the truths of faith having become faith from the
experience in life of the truths of life having become life. Perception in the experience in
life, the
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theoretical in the practical, behold here the Regeneration in its victorious advance, in its
prassein.

Before treating further of "truths of life", let us first more closely consider the word "to
follow", out of the Word and out of the language. Out of the language. The Science of
Correspondences in ancient times was the science of sciences. Let us understand well that
Hebrew superlative: not the uppermost science, but the inmost, the science which is the
foundation of, and the one ruling in all the others, the first and the last, their centre and
circumference, that which made each science have communion with all the others. The
future doctrinal etymology will be rooted in that reborn Science of Correspondences, and
therein in its way again be a science of sciences, a linguistic anatomy, astronomy, botany,
chemistry, and so forth; and in the smallest tittle or jot it will see, acknowledge, and
jubilantly bring forward in confirmation, an image of the Unity and Infinity of God. On a
word as “to follow” it could write a volume as fascinating as voluminous, demonstrating
that there are two hemispheres in the language and therein two mighty constellations,
with WIL [will] for the one centre from which springs forth the all of language, and with
ZIJN [to be] for the other centre around which the all of language revolves;
demonstrating also how from the magic letter combination zn words shine forth as Zijn
[to be], Zon [sun], Zoon [son], Zin [sense], Zien [to see], Zenden [to send]; and how from
the magic letter combinations wl, vl, fl, bl, pl, and these inverted to lw, lv, lf, lb, lp, words
flow forth all having relation to the will, such as wil [will], wiel [wheel], wel [well],

weelde [wealth], beeld [image], vleesch [flesh], vol [full], veel [much], val [fall], bloei
[bloom], plooi [pleat], and. also such words as leven [life], liefde [love], lijf [body],
geloof [faith, belief], loven [to praise]. Demonstrating then how the word volgen [to
follow] and its anagram. golven [to wave] flow through both hemispheres and enter into
the most wonderful combinations. To take up a word such as volgen [to follow] is to stir
up the universal firmament of the language and to come from one grand constellation of
words to the other. Take as an example a simple combination of words such as volgorde
[order of following, that is, sequence]: orde [order]
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is derived from the sanskrit ar, that is, to go, to strive upward, whence oriar, that is, to
rise, oriens, the east, the morning, and in the highest sense the Lord who is Order itself;
in volgorde [order of following] that Order is bound, fused into, married, with to follow
so that the one part has become fully the other and of the other, for to follow is nothing
but following the order, according to order; and order is nothing but a regular following
up. This and a thousand other things the word to follow does in its waving through the
entire language and through all languages, and such because it is full of the voluntary;
and because it is full of the voluntary, of every voluntary, it constantly changes its shape
and suddenly and unexpectedly turns up in quite different words. Just as it fills that word
order with its life, it draws a sense from hooren [to hear] and gehoorzamen [to obey], and
makes volgzaam [obsequious] render a similar sense as gehoorzamen [to obey], Latin
obsequor. We have previously seen how in heilig [holy] the idea of volgen [to follow]
lies involved; well then, in lezen [to read] this concept is equally involved, for the Latin,
among other things, ascribes these senses to legere [to read]: to follow, to walk along, to
run through, a road; to skim, shear, sail over and along a thing; to gather together, to
glean, to roll up, to wind up, to overtake, to catch up, to muster, to select, to choose, to
seek out, to eavesdrop, yea even to steal, (whence sacrilegus). From this it appears that
also lezen [to read] is full of the voluntary and thus of what follows, so that "to read
holily" really means "to follow in the spirit of following", that is to take up the Word in
will and understanding. For there is also a following with one of the two, and thus with
neither, that is, with an evil will and a false understanding; for which reason in Latin
there are various words for followers and partisans, such as sectator and assecla, which
all indicate a shade of following.

To consider the word "to follow" out of the Word is to consider the end of Creation, from
the first thereof, being "man in Our image, following Our likeness" to the last thereof,
being "an angelic Heaven out of the human race". For Heaven is nothing but an angelic

society; and society - with which we have now approached to the core of our study -- is
nothing but a royal following. For the Latin
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for society is societas, of which the root soc is also derived from sequor and means to
follow. And that need not even greatly surprise us, for even our Dutch vergezellen [to
accompany, to associate] means to go along with a person, to follow him, and also to
share, to be accompanied by and related with, to take part; and even our Dutch word
gezin [family] once signified travelling-company, retinue, royal court, surrounding,
armed escort; and gesinde [servants] knights' train, courtiers, attendants, Societas, a
society, is not merely an incidental multitude of people, but, as the root indicates, a
multitude conjoined for an end which is generally followed; hence in ancient tunes socius
could also mean husband, just as in Dutch levensgezellin signifies wife. In the world,
which does not know the word out of the Word, a society is never much more than an
incidental mass of people crowded together for some jointly desired advantage; but in the
New Church which, out of the Word, takes up anew each word, the celestial sense of
following should be given again to that word, a following of noblemen who come to
court, that is, serve God. And the court is often mentioned in the Word, mostly, as in D.P.
113, in the sense of "the court of the ruling love", and there moreover followed by this
awful word: "As is the king such are the ministers and the satellites".

All language and the Word are interwaved with "to follow". Secundum, following, in the
Word occurs almost as often as the equivalent and in the Old Testament connecting verse
to verse. And can it be otherwise? No effect except following the cause, nothing that is
later except following the prior, no state except following love and wisdom, no nobility
except following the King, no Church except following the Doctrine, no image except
following the likeness. In David's words: "Commit thy way unto Jehovah", Psalm
XXXVII: 5, there is only one exhortation:
Let us become following-Thee. We people sometimes speak about "our path of life'', but
that is then a swollen term of grandiloquence, for what at most is ours, is the path straight
down to hell; of a path of life we can only speak if the path of man's free choice has been
turned to the way of the Lord, if that path has allowed itself to be drawn into the current
of the Lord's way, and follows along and after.

It may therefore rightly be said that the word "to follow"
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follows us everywhere. The language is full of it, and in the Word there is no page, no
line, where it does not occur. Let us call to mind the conclusion of the prologue to the
RATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY: "Therefore, benevolous reader, if you will deign to follow
me thus far, I believe that you will apperceive what is the soul. ... I would have wished
that my companions should not abandon me midway". A harmonious series of shades of
"following" may here be noticed: benevolous, to read, to follow, to accompany, and how
all of this directs itself to the voluntary, the voluntary in man as humanity, as the human
race, as human and angelic society. It is out of the voluntary that the society is a
following [a court], and not until we learn well to see and to designate society as a
following [a royal court], can we realize what a society must be and shall become, what it
is not and what it may not remain. Not until then can we perceive that the societies of
Heaven are one from good; and that if Heaven were distinguished following the true
things of faith, and not following good, there would be no Heaven, because there would
be nothing of unanimity. (A.C. 4837). Indeed, a distinction as to the true things of faith
would make parties of the societies. And now while here considering the society, by
contrasting the words "party" and "[a royal] following," we come to see the significance
of the truths of life. If we take society as it is taken in the world, thus as a party, then the
truths of life and life itself stand altogether outside of it. If, on the other hand, we take
society in the internal sense as it is in Heaven and should be in the Church, thus as a royal
following, the living connection between the truths of life and the truths of faith shines
forth as a golden girdle named "Not the least more or less.” The truths of life. Life taken
in this connection is the compound of all tendencies and affections going forth from the
voluntary; the truths of life are those true things which continually erect and put into
order all these tendencies and affections; that they must come to belong to the life
signifies that the voluntary must be willing, must be willing to listen, must be willing for
the cleansing and purification of its tendencies and affections, ready for the ennobling of
the court of its ruling love. Those truths of life in a sense very much resemble hygienic
and economic regulations; in essence their purpose is for a sound spirit to maintain a
sound body. "For as much as the truths
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of life come to belong to life" means that in so much as man allows "that the influx from
God who is in the midst of the theological subjects which occupy the highest region of
the human mind, operates into each and every thing below as from a sun, so that speech
and the cognition of Him pervades and fills all those things", CANONS, God, Summary
X, Marginal Note. From this it is clear that not the taking up of the truths of faith is to
follow Him, but the taking up in life of the truths of life, in such a way that a constant new
voluntary forms a constant new body for the intellectual, whereupon the truths of faith
are then essentially of faith and not of science. "To come to belong to life" is to come to
belong to the Lord, and "to come to belong to faith" is likewise to come to belong to the
Lord: and when both have become the Lord's not the least more or less, it may appear
that those truths of life are similar, if not the same as the truths of faith, differing only as
to the receptacles. The question now is: how does man as a family and as a society of the
Church stand before the practical things of the truth of faith, before the truths of life; how
does society stand before the voluntary and how can it make that into a dwelling-place of
the Lord's charity, as also the intellectual into a dwelling-place of the Lord's faith? Put in
another way: what and where is the life of the Church and how are man and society to be
that they may be a vessel of life?

Life is truly life only when it leads to Heaven. However, without the acknowledgment of
self and the cognitions of true and good no one can be led to Heaven. (A.C. 189). Now
cognitions teach how and wherein to acknowledge that self. Who there stops half-way,
thus who ceases to follow, comes to confuse the proprial things and ends by calling man's
what is the Lord's and the Lord's what is man's.

Just as in all things, in the proprium also there is a marriage of good and truth, which
there is a marriage of the indebted and the possessive. In the indebted there is again a
pair: the love of the Lord and the love of the neighbour; equally so in the possessive,
these there being out of the love of self and the love of the world; which loves out of
Creation are celestial loves. (D.L.W. 396.) So, when considering the relations of the
indebted and the possessive in the propria of the successive Churches, two things must
first be stated: I. That those two parts of the proprium are related as the
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voluntary and the intellectual. II. That in the beginning the possessive, similarly as the
indebted, was celestial.

In the MOST ANCIENT CHURCH the indebted and the possessive were one in the
perception, and we might speak of an indebted possessive, just as they had a voluntary
intellectual from the Human Divine of the Lord.

In the ANCIENT CHURCH these two were separated, but nevertheless in the conscience
they were together.

In the HEBREW and the JEWISH CHURCHES the indebted perished entirely; the sun
therein was darkened, and the possessive no longer as a moon received its lumen
therefrom, whereby it became a hot-bed of spontaneous generations from hell, because
the love of self and of the world in that possessive had gradually become completely
infernal. Therefore their possessive - "the rich man's" possessive - by miracles was
compelled to give a representation of a Church; a Church itself they could no longer
form, for it is the indebted that makes the body of a Church.

Then the Land came into the world in order to give out of His Divine Human a new
indebted to the proprium of the human race. The PRIMITIVE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
had a new indebted and with that an entirely new disposition of mind, at first without any
possessive, which is to be understood by this that they could not then bear the many
things the Lord had yet to say.

In the NEW CHURCH there now arises in the immost of that new indebted - the good
gift of the Coming - a new possessive, the true gift of the Second Coming. To her is given
the enjoyment of a possessive indebted, that is, the enjoyment of Doctrine of the Genuine
Truth. From the Lord's side this signifies: given the enjoyment, that is, for the good use of
life. But from the side of the man of the New Church it signifies something else, namely:
We owe to the Lord a possessive; we owe to the Lord Doctrine - the internal sense of the
parable of a certain Nobleman who gave to his ten servants ten pounds, Luke XIX: 12-27.
In this the New Church also has an entirely different attitude from the Primitive Christian
Church, an entirely different simplicity and humility, which we must not confuse. Whoso
wishes to withdraw himself from the truth that we owe to the Lord a possessive, that we
owe to the Lord Doctrine, by saying that he prefers a childlike simple faith, and
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wishes to keep to that, assumes a semblance of a piety, a simplicity, an innocence, which
misplacedly imitates those virtues of the first Christians, without resembling them even
as to the outermost shadow. For of what untouched virginally pure, self-contained and
whole stature those virtues of the solely indebted of the first Christians were, is proved by
practically all wooden and stone images of the early Middle Ages, these being
anonymous holy arisings out of the Natural of the Lord's Divine Human. The Lord's
Coming brought to the human race a new indebted - on which account so much is said in
the Gospels about debt [schuld], innocence [onschuld], and indebtedness; the Lord's
Second Coming plants in the midst of that a new possessive as a Tree of Life - on which
account the Latin Word speaks of the delight of possession. The PRIMITIVE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH kept its indebted untouched, but later on this indebted was
corrupted, when they began to acquire a possessive not from the Lord, but from
themselves, justly called a "degenerated manly faculty", DE HEMELSCHE LEER, Third
Fascicle, p, 104. The NEW CHURCH could not come into its possessive by soiling its
indebted; the indebted is no other than what is willing to follow, the voluntary of
following Him in each and all things of life. The history of the Churches is the history of
the breach between the indebted and the possessive, of which in Isaiah; "The light of the
moon shall be as the light of the sun, and the light of the sun shall be sevenfold, as the
light of seven days, in the day that the Lord bindeth up the breach of His people", XXX:
26. First in the NEW CHURCH that breach is fully bound up, and the Doctrine of the
Church is its hereditary possession, and those who confess it are heirs and sons of God.
On this account the NEW CHURCH is the crown of Churches. But let us listen to still
something else in this superlative, namely that this Crowning Church is not only the
princely Church itself, but at the same time for the King of kings is a Church of princes.
Every Doctrine of Genuine Truth is a prince, a prince of an aristocracy such as the Most
Ancient Church in its highest glory has not known. See ARCANA COELESTIA 92219222: "Thou shalt not curse God, signifies that truths Divine must not he blasphemed ....
And the prince in thy people thou shalt not execrate signifies that neither is the doctrine
of truth
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to be blasphemed". Now this anew, but now with the fullest weight, lays down for us the
significance and the responsibility of what society should be for us and we for society.
For society is a [royal] following of which we then are the courtiers, the noblemen. The
New Church and in that Church the Doctrine of the Church brings a new disposition of
mind along with it, and with that disposition a new attitude, behaviour, yea, an entirely
new education. If all we had to care about were an indebted, as with the first Christian.,
only to keep it pure; if all we had to care about were a possessive, as with the Jews, only
to enlarge it, the case would be simpler, and so with the majority it is, and is therefore
wrong, for then there is a question of more or less, while it is just said "not the least more
or less". The NEW CHURCH, the Crown of Churches: well, let us in this superlative
listen to still something else: the Most Ancient Church in its golden age "was not in the
truth", T.C.R. 786; this involves that therefore in the proper sense it was not in good. In
the New Church for the first time since Creation the genuine truths and goods sprout
forth; and everything in history that has been of great testimonies out of living life from
the Lord, here and now in the Divine genuineness of this Crowning Church finds its
fulfillment, perfection, essential being, regeneration. And if it finds such in the New
Church, it must also find it again in the larger and smaller society of that Church. If we
understand the superlative above mentioned in that sense, a celestial superlative, it then
becomes oppressively clear that a society is a [royal] following of noblemen, the court of
courts for that Church of churches. Not a party, not a club, not a private circle, a
convention, a conference, but a society" that is a [royal] following of followers. In His
Coming the Lord said to His followers: "Ye are the salt of the earth"; in His Second
Coming the Lord repeats this word, and even more: He wills to ennoble them all, to the
nobility of His image and His likeness. We purposely used italics on page 59 for the word
Nobleman, when quoting from the parable concerning the ten pounds in Luke XIX; the
Latin text has Homo quidam nobilis, that is literally a Nobleman. The word nobilis, of
ancient times gnobilis, is derived from to know, to be acquainted with, to have been
known from antiquity. In that sense let the nobility of the New Church be understood, a
nobility of conscience. For as
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regards the world's nobility, the same may be said as of former churches: "By not keeping
its purity, it did not come to where it should and could have come". And just as a fallen
Church was newly re-erected among another just nation, among heathens, so the fallen
nobility arises anew among other just families, among citizens, for nobility from its
origin, its first root, is celestial. Nobility is nothing but a natural ennobled from the Lord,
not only a standing, a state, a degree higher, but also every standing, state, and degree
purer and cleaner. Taken in that sense to regenerate is to ennoble, to raise to nobility.
Therefore if we here speak of nobility in connection with the Church, with society, and

with the man of the Church, we thereby understand the truths of life having become life;
in them is the nobility seated, and in no sense in the truths of faith unless conjoined
therewith: only that application ennobles, and where that nobility is missing man lacks
the ultimates by which the Lord from firsts can operate the truths of faith. The nobility of
the NEW CHURCH is the nobility of the ennobled natural (adel [nobility] is derived
from kind, nature, hereditary ground, yea even from good), and in the man of the Church
the nobility is nothing but his virtue, his virtue as the salt of the earth. The sublime
moralist La Bruyere said strikingly: "If nobility is virtue, it perishes by everything unvirtuous, and if it is not virtue, it is of small account", Les Caracteres, ch. 14. In the old
dead churches they do not quite know what to do about the attitude and behaviour of man
to God and to his fellow-man, and consequently they sway between a theoretical selfabasement and a condescending amiability, both evil and false to their very core, laying
bare the unbound and the unbindable breach between a violated indebted and a falsified
possessive. With the New Church a new nobility arises, where man not only knows his
rank and place but also his attitude as a nobleman; yea, only from the known attitude can
he know his place in the temple, and the nobility of that known attitude he receives from
the Lord in each truth of life applied to life. In our attitude the relation between truths of
life and truths of faith appears noble, royal, stately, if there is a ratio between life and
faith, not the least more or less, ignoble, slavish, lopsided, if there is on either side a too
much or a too little. May we be allowed to continue this theme frankly and open-
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heartedly. As in the blessed year of our Lord 1928 "Het Handbook voor de Algemeene
Kerk van het Nieuwe Jeruzalem" appeared, just so we often imagine it will be a great
blessing when some day "The Handbook for the Society of the New Church" will appear.
For a society is a following, and a following is to follow, and to follow is to live, and to
live requires truths of life that have to come to belong to life; society now lacks truths of
life, at any rate it has not enough thereof or has not applied enough thereof to life, to have
all truths of faith become essentially of faith. Let us, in order to understand this well, first
make it quite clear to ourselves that true society on earth is a correspondence to society in
Heaven, and is as such a representative of Doctrine, for "all things of every doctrine view
each other as in a certain society, and the things which recognize a common principle as
father, are conjoined as if by relationship of blood and affinity", A.C. 4720. From this it
appears that a society is not only a spiritual following in the proper sense, but even a
spiritual family as well: "In the society in which each person is, the blood-relationship
commences; and from this proceed the affinities even to the circumferences", A.C. 3815.
That Hebrew superlative "science of sciences" involves for instance that of ancient times
the sciences formed a society, a family, with the Science of Correspondences as the
ancestor from whom they had the nobility of being "noble sciences" (note that the word

"noble" in this sense is used, or rather abused, even to the present times). A human
society as a following of followers must therefore spiritual-naturally be ennobled to a
celestial relationship of blood and affinity, to an angelic family. "Every society or every
family of spirits", says A.C. 1758, and in n. 1159: "That families in the internal sense
signify probity, and also charity and love, comes herefrom that all things which are of
mutual love, in the Heavens are as relationships of blood and affinities, thus as families".
Are our societies families in that sense? In the sense namely of probity, Latin probitas, a
wonderful word, involving: good, strong, willing to serve, eminent, sincere, honest,
honourable, virtuous, well-educated, well-behaved, valuable, worthy, wholesome (in
Dutch we have the expression ,,een probaat middel", that is, a proved remedy). In the
words "family signifies probity" the words from the
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CANONS clearly re-appear: "In the degree in which the truths of life become of life ... ";
and therefore we may say that the probity of tendencies and affections forms the body of
the society, and that without that nobility of probity a society has neither body nor soul.

In the HANDBOEK 'VOOR DE ALGEMEENE KERK the HANDBOOK FOR THE
SOCIETY lies already enclosed as a germ, namely in the Conclusion: "The Upbuilding of
the Church" where the main lines of religious education and religious family life are
indicated; in the nature of things very summarily; but pure genuine truths of faith desiring
nothing else than to drop down as a beneficent rain of truths of life, and to ascend in a
vapour, which happens when "the external man begins to follow and to serve the
internal", A.C. 91; for one might say that the truths of life are the rain and the vapour by
which the external of man is watered and humidified by the internal. And if the advance
of Doctrine is not accompanied with a proportional ennobling of life, with a proportional
advance of probity, ever deeper into the celestial spring of that virtue of virtues, a
spiritual evil arises which in correspondence with a bodily ailment may be called
metabolic disease. And then the great word must be said: in the face of what society in us
and around us must be and become, society is still dead, as dead as family and country
which today likewise are dead. It would be meet for us with respect thereto, for a long, a
very long while, to fast and that not with a sad, but with a cheerful countenance; it would
be meet for us with respect thereto for a long, a very long while, to exercise a strict
discipline in order that the disturbed equilibrium may be restored. What gives to the
starry firmament its entrancing sacredness? The velvet darkness, the peaceful quiet, the
deep solitude. Only in the good obscurity, quietness, and solitude can the beholding of all
those sparkling worlds within nature be raised to a perception of the angelic societies in

the Heavens. And now, if the voluntary in the natural be not ennobled to a peaceful state
of good darkness, quiet, solitude, the intellectual beholding of all the sparkling truths of
faith within science, cannot be raised to the perception of its internal sense. Just to see
theoretical things in practical things: In the essay mentioned "The Upbuilding of the
Church", as part of the worship in the
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home, mention is made of prayer at meals, often to be concluded by reading from the
Word. We would however wish to draw attention to the conversations during meals in
the home and in society; and after manifold experience and careful observation we cannot
but frankly say: that society is still a dead external man, is proved by the uninspired
conversation, in which nevertheless almost all place their heaven. Conversation is dead,
merely one disorderly, restless flight of ideas; and therefore a sincere fasting and a noble
discipline for family and society might consist in not speaking at meals for a long while,
but that during meals (which should always be well cared for but at the same time as
simple as possible) one of the members should read aloud. This would leave or bring
every mind into its good darkness, quiet, and solitude; it would in that way have more
opportunity to let certain truths of life come to life than when being whirled around in a
whirlpool of empty chatter between prayer before the meal and reading after. A fasting in
talk and a discipline in observing silence would operate beneficially. And so there are a
thousand things more. For just as the dead external society cannot converse together, just
so it cannot celebrate a festival; just as it can only chatter, it knows only of jollification *;
the blessed joy of all in each is farther
_____________
* Jollification, not joy. In confirmation of this, by way of a very great exception, let us
quote a rare poet's word, from Stephane Mallarme "LA MUSIQUE ET LES LETTRES",
p. 67: Si, dans l'avenir, en France, ressurgit une religion, ce sera l'amplification a milles
joies de l'instinct de ciel en chacun. If this had come from the Word, these words, again
translated, would literally have to read thus: "As soon as, in the sure future, in the natural
mind, a religion, the True Christian Religion, rises again, it will be the amplification to a
thousand joys of the perception of heaven in each one". This prophetic word should in
golden letters be inscribed in the Handbook for Society, as also another word from this
poet in the true sense: Imaginez ... qu'un Livre parut, relatif a la Societe, epouvantable et
delicieux, hors les sentences rendues par “ceci est beau - cela est mauvais", quelconque,
inhumain, etranger, dont l'extase ou la colere que les choses simplement soient ce
qu'elles sont, avec tant de stridence absolue montat, DIVAGATIONS p. 363. A Book on
Society, externally a Judgment, internally one sweet delight, far above the possibility of

being talked about by the world as being beautiful or ugly, and itself also elevated above
such sentences, being impersonal, super-personal, not-human, that is, averse to all filthy
[NOTE: The footnote above is continued at the bottom of the next page.]
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away than far. Therefore a sincere fasting and a noble discipline would have to bring an
essential change of the spirit of all our festival days. So birthdays would have to lose the
shrill, clattering, exuberant character of a proprium jubilee. In the celebration gratitude
should rule for man having been born to Heaven, which commemoration would then
ennoble the joy and the gifts with a soul and with sense. As previously said in order to
essentially be nearer one another we must stand farther apart. The law of spheres applies
also, indeed specifically, to social intercourse. A man's sphere is made by his truths of
life having become life, and for as much as they have become life they shine forth around
his head in the truths of faith. Harmony between various such spheres is for the first time
truly society: "A society is nothing but a harmony of several", A.C. 687. And harmony
means proportionality, sequence, marriage, correspondence, relationship of blood and
affinity. It is by the spheres that light and heat are tempered, moderated; a true society
lies in the temperate zone, out of sunstroke heat and polar cold.

To the Handbook for Society it would then also belong to unfold according to the internal
sense a Memorable Relation such as that concerning the Joys of Heaven and eternal
Blessedness, with which THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION ends and the Book on
CONJUGIAL LOVE begins -"let him that readeth understand" - and in so doing to
unfold it to truths of life, telling that in the Christian world no one knows anything
concerning celestial joys, taking them to be an admission, most joyful gatherings, meals
with the patriarchs, paradisiacal pleasures, supreme dominion, and endless services of
worship; six characteristic faults of thinking and of life, faults through taking
_________________
[Note: The following footnote is a continuation from the bottom of the previous page.]
warmth or all narrow-minded social feelings of men. Stranger, that is Doctrine out of
celestial origin; and therefore in the ecstasy of theorein, of regarding -and in that to attend
a festival, and with the prassein in the gall, for in society the truths of faith are in the gall
of falsities of life. And that extase or colere - we thereby think of that paper which in

descending through the Heavens had a golden and a silver glow, but in the lands was
charred black; and this is the golden ecstasy or the splenetic anger because of "the things
simply having to be what they are" - ascends with an absolute purity of sound, the style
of the Doctrine according to the Divine style of the Word.
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direct cognizance out of the unpurified voluntary of the natural mind. Doctrine teaches
that the spiritual sense of the Word is not obtained by direct cognizance of the letter. Life
also is a letter the internal sense of which is not obtained by direct cognizance.
Everything that comes directly is from the natural mind which says: "I, Sir", and it does
not go, Matthew XXI: 28-32.

It is the love of self and of the world in the natural voluntary which over and over again
withdraws from the eye the essential natural, that is, the Natural of the Divine Human.
We being once purified from that love of self and of the world - by allowing the truths of
life to become life, to become probity - the Lord's Natural would open to the voluntary of
each one his paradise also of genuine earthly delights; every use would become
unspeakable joy, every joy inexhaustible use. By fasting and discipline the natural
voluntary would have to be led to prefer the noble genuine delight above the ignoble
semblance of delight. How sadly far society still stands away from that blessedness; and
therefore it is not astonishing that it does not yet know what it is to celebrate a festival,
theorein in prassein. For it does not yet know what is repentance and penitence; as
society it has not yet heard and followed John's voice, not in that word which he spoke to
the soldiers: "Be content with your wages". Most men do not content themselves with
their wages of truths of life, but desire a large war-booty of truths of faith. Thence the
disproportions that make themselves nowhere so evident as in society, and there on all
sides cause such silly, queer, foolish, strange things to occur at times. Is this true or not?
A Roman proverb said: "The senators each individually good men, but as senate together
a mob". So each society has a proprium, its macroproprium, and it is from the individual
and from the family that it is necessary to guard and to fight against that, in order that it
shall not at any time extinguish all truths of life with an evil voluntary and hold councils
over the truths of faith with a false intellectual.

It is the truths of faith in which we are alone with the Lord, it is the truths of life in which
especially we should be able to be together, and especially be able to discretely and
chastely treat each other, in good mutual understanding,
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without inquisitive meddling. A society very often conducts itself in too overpopulated a
manner: there is no space and no place left free, each one lies across the other, and there
arises a kind of society-communism: everything for all together and nothing for each;
which finally results in the vulgar taking the leading part - as in the world. The Doctrine
has come to make first a distinction and afterwards a separation between waters and
waters. "The more distinctly each Angel of a society is his, thus free, and so as out of
himself and out of his affection he loves the companions, the more perfect is the form of
society", D.P. 4. It is according to the truths of life having become life that man or Angel
is distinctly his own, and it is out of that life alone that he as from himself can love the
companions. To love society is to be in the perception and affection of moral and civil
truth, and this perception and affection are the body of which the perception of spiritual
truth out of the affection thereof is the soul. (D.P. 36.) In the favourable sense therefore
"to be in the body while being in society" is nothing else than to be in the pure natural
mind, purely one's self, purely one's affection, in one's peace and joy, in one's good
darkness in which alone the light of Heaven shines, in one's good silence in which alone
the Lord's voice sounds, in the good solitude in which all things of the will come to a
stand, to an understanding. What marvel that if all in the society are so clean-footed, that
then the form of the society is the more perfect? And if only the members of all societies
would but understand that, in order to come to the blessedness of this, nothing but the
accent, but the situation, need be altered. With the same people, the same things, a hell is
there, but also a Heaven is possible; a hell of imbecile jolliness or a Heaven of happy
sociability. For sociability is a quality of society and as such, like the proprium, from
celestial origin, and like the proprium, it has become as stinking. Society, just as the
individual, must allow itself to be regenerated from the Lord, and this sets in as soon as it
becomes conscious of the nobility of that which from the Lord is inherent in it; and it
does not become conscious of that nobility unless it learns, as from itself, to feel nobly
and to behave nobly. The Word teaches not to judge the neighbour's internal, but the
moral and civil of him, not his faith but his life, thus the social of
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him. Therein lies a practical truth of life for society ready to be applied: Talk a little less
about others and the things of others, not only in a disdainful and disapproving sense, but
also in the sense of over-estimation and over-praise. That in which every society that has
turned away from the Lord especially loses itself, is an endless mutual flattery, a restless
chase after the glory of wisdom, scholarliness, angelicness, and so forth. Every thing that
is said in the Word about flattery, adulation, about hypocrisy and lying, about the love of
self and of the world, in this social disease of wishing to please, breaks forth as evil boils.
The fall of all churches repeats itself therein. The remedy against this is hygiene and
economy, self discipline with each one and a spiritual, a chaste discretion in the
extending and accepting of praise. Not until society conducts itself as the individual, and
the individual as the society, both in the Lord, will the True Christian Society be in the
Church and the Church therein. For the New Church indeed stands for ever, but not so
society, except in so far as its truths of life have become of life.

It is through the truth of life applied to life in each one that a society, starting with the
family, commences to live, becomes supple, pliable, willing to follow, and, like the sun
traveling through all signs of the Zodiac, can set forth on its journey along all angelic
societies. Man's changes of state are nothing but changes of society. (A.C. 4067.) And
what applies to the living man, applies to the greater man or the living society. And in
A.C. 4073 we read: "When the societies are adjoined to him from the Lord, he then is in
good". This too applies to the greater man or the living society, to the [royal] following as
we now understand it. Other angelic societies are adjoined from the Lord to the angel of
our society if it be in good; and it is in good if it and each one in it makes the truths of life
to be life.

The Handboek voor de Algemeene Kerk has been drawn up: the Handbook for the Society
would grow and flourish, together with the life, just as the living ornameuts in the
spiritual world. In itself it would have to be anonymous, just because each one of us from
his personal life would therein give some communication. From a Handbook for
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it would become Acts of the Society, and as Practica it would run parallel with the
Theoretica of DE HEMELSCHE LEER, included therein as additions under the titles:

Woman, Children, Art, Education, The Garden, The Home, Dress, The Kitchen; but all of
this a thousand miles and a thousand years away from the world. For the world of today
no longer knows anything essential concerning any practicum, and what the society of
the New Church must do is just to put away from its midst the things of this age. In the
work on GENERATION, and for no idle reason just in that work, we read: "Out of these
things it appears why women are passive, not only in physical acts but also in moral,
whereas men out of nature are active; from which reason they also are more beautiful,
more tender, and by their passive disposition itself as it were graces; furthermore that in
every decision they are more prone and more determinable than men, and in every
surface they appear more intelligent. For the ingenium of the age consists in this that we
excel in imaginative strength, and our rational mind is only passive and reactive in
respect to the things which inflow from the external senses; but that it be active and resist
the affections of the animus, or that it be gifted with dominating strength, this today is not
estimated as ingenious and scarcely as judgment; which is the reason that men cannot
fail to be subject to women, while the consent of the 'majority or of the age favours it", n.
290.

The new society, that is, each society which allows itself, each member individually, to
be reformed from the Lord, interiorly ceases to follow woman and in her the age;
interiorly it makes itself loose from the world's society and from the society's world, for
this is the age; interiorly it no longer "moves along with the times". For this reason also
those good, mild, upright practica would then be far removed from that abominable spirit
which rules this age, and does not even come to a stop in the external society of the
Church, but mixes its venom among its truths of life. Verily, within the province of the
Church, that is, everywhere where the Church rules, life must be learned anew starting
from the very ground, that is, from decency, yea, from cleanliness. Why else should it say
in the RATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY, that "it is an appearance that the becoming and the
unbecoming is honesty".
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n. 31. How that word scourges these times, and how many practical truths must not every
society and every family live through, take up into the blood, in order to arrive in life at a
beginning of honesty, that is, a trifle farther than a certain gross decency which is not
even so very far removed from rude indecency. In "The Up- building of the Church" it is
spoken of the home, the family, the parents, the children, the servants. In the parable of
the unclean spirit, Luke XI : 24-26, it is also spoken of a house, and in the unfolding
thereof A. C. 5023 teaches: "The house there for the natural mind, which is called a house

empty and swept when there are there not goods and truths which are the husband and the
wife, not affections of good and truth which are the sons and daughters, nor such things
which confirm which are the maidservants and menservants". Note well: the natural
mind which waives all goods and truths, and thus becomes filled with evils and falses.
We further read: "By these things is described the profanation of the truth from the Lord;
by the unclean spirit when he goes out is understood the acknowledgment and faith of
truth; and by the house swept a life against the truths; by his return with seven other ones
the state of profanation", A.C. 8882. Here we most clearly see the tremendous conflict
between theory and practice, for the spirit goes forth to truths of faith, while the empty
house, that is, the body crammed with evils and falses rejects the daily bread of the truths
of life. What is the use in such a house, family, and society of "joint prayer" and "holy
reading"? See, it is in this sense that the Handbook for the Church will ask for a
Handbook for the Society, and, as said, for something quite different still, something
which the members of the Church have before their eyes monthly, weekly, daily, a tender
and severe guide to truths of life, and to the infinite, inexpressibly blessed goods of life,
in order that the natural mind may arrive at a life which does not clash with the genuine
truths of faith, profaning them in the end. To put the matter crudely: the mere taking up
of truths of faith is an endless course of dry swimming, meanwhile wallowing in worldly
phantasies. A simple plebeian who, when taking up the truth of faith, omits no single
daily truth of life, is a nobleman of the New Most Ancient Imperishable Nobility; and the
finely cultured,
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learned man who with overgreat interest discards the newest truths of faith for the very
newest, driven on by the desire in no case to be less than the others or to be in the wrong,
is a vulgar body; for what else is a profaner? The Coming is lost in the Second Coming if
platter and cup are not cleansed, and it is the natural mind that must be prepared to be a
vessel of life. Our home and our family must form a representation around us of the
things of the natural mind, and piece by piece they must correspond, the parents to the
goods and truths, the children to the affections, the servants to the confirmatory things.
That is to say: our natural mind must become too grand, too noble, to be occupied with
itself and the world; it must, to quote an illustration from the Word, prefer the celestial
aura above a prickly clod of earth. Where that is not the case, the spiritual influx has
disappeared from marriage, family connections, and relation of service; certainly,
exteriorly there is mutually much that is dear, hearty, intimate, oh, a forest full of
monkey-love, but interiorly those houses, homes, families, societies are dead and empty,
evil and false, swallowed up by the world and its cares. So in the Church and its society it
should be possible for the pithy modern girl to again become a modest, sedate, chaste
maiden, and for the clown of sports to become again a youth, both of them representative

figures; but what would then become of their parties and matches, their endless circle of
amusements, their dances, their negro-music, their novels, their films, in short, their
whirlpool of seemly pleasures, in which their natural mind can never arrive at honesty?
Again an example how very necessary, indeed how vitally necessary, are those truths of
life which will give to Society another youth; not truths which early accustom the child to
dry swimming, but which would ennoble and steel the mind with joys and inspirations,
compared with which today's amusements are merely civilized wantonness, leaving a
very dirty drab behind. What will the truths of faith high up avail if the spirit of the times
down below draws everything away in its whirlpool? The abomination of desolation is
this assault from down below, this stopping up tight of life against every truth of life. For
note how in almost every society and family it is possible to chatter for a long while
whether a book, a
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film, a dance, a dress, a fellow-being is of this kind or that - out of life there is no longer
any yea-yea, nay-nay; even all instinctive dislike, this last sign of rectitude and
conscience in the natural, has disappeared from our social life. Once more, therefore, for
us and ours we must pray to the Lord for a new Epoch - from epechein, to hold fast, to
withhold, to hold still; and this is possible only if we make life and doctrine
proportionate. And this is not possible without fasting and discipline, the two of which
correspond to "the devastations and punishments in the other life according to the nature
of the false and the life contracted thence, before the spirit of man can be received in a
society; some have to suffer severely; but during the devastations they are kept in the
hope of deliverance and in the thought of the end in view", A.C. 1106-1113. That which
for most of us is a stumbling block is the good things of the past, the things of religiosity
of the former times which in the religion wish to assure themselves the same place. Art,
for example. Not only does art occupy a very different place in religion from what it does
in religiosity, but it also is of a totally different essence. In the religiosity it may occupy
the place of man and woman and of daughter and son in the house of the natural mind; in
the religion it belongs to the confirmantia, the confirming things, the servants, that is, for
commemoration, consideration, and taking to heart of the celestial things, as the Images
in the houses and temples of the Ancients. And what in the state of religiosity may be a
noble enjoyment of art, might in the state of religion become a voracity, a gluttony, if the
natural mind neglects certain truths of life; while art would then, like the sirens, make its
voice heard from a place where it is not, and would end with being “a voice singing in the
windows", Zeph. II: 14, that is, argumentation out of phantasies. To the PRACTICA, to
the ACTS of the Society, it would belong to liberate one's self from all art standing
outside of the truths of life and outside of the truths of faith, and, properly, one would not
need to learn to liberate one's self, but only to unlearn to hold fast tenaciously, for

liberating the Lord alone does. What stands in the way of most men is the culture of their
former religiosity, and nothing of religiosity can pass directly and immediately into
religion;
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it must first have died before it can rise again. This is in the inmost highest sense a truth
of faith, but if it cannot be at the same time in the outermost lowest sense a truth of life,
we withhold from it a place to lay the head, and in the human mind there is unrest and
chaos. In MEMORABILIA 3702 there is this awful warning: "It is fatal for good
societies to have the same subject as evil ones". A warning such as this, just as that one
from THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION: "That the friendship of love entered into
with a man regardless of his quality as to the spirit, is very hurtful after death ... , where
the good have to suffer hard things", n. 446--449, as a truth of life has to enter life above
all other truths, for otherwise the words fatal and very hurtful would not have been
chosen. Our societies and the families therein labour under thousands of fatal and very
hurtful things from the world, and if we ask who enticed these subjects to come in, it is
always over again the natural voluntary that was left un-ennobled. "An Adamite at the
first sight of our sham civilization would at once have swooned with terror" (DE
HEMELSCHE LEER, First Fasc. p. 83). But a thousand times more terror should take
hold of the Adamite in us when we regard this abomination, that after the Lord's Coming
on earth and with the Second Coming of the Lord in the Doctrine of the Church, the
natural mind can continue imperturbably to whore after that sham civilization and to feel
at home in the world. The world is there for the society for the sake of the useful and
necessary contrast. It stands against society as a raging sea, ready to leap. One accent
only need be interiorly changed, and where there lay the pool of the world, a flourishing
paradise opens to the natural mind, to the reborn Adamite.

In former times and by former churches considerations such as these would have been
looked upon as penitential sermons, as admonitions to self-sacrifice, to the renunciation
of all sensual pleasures, but rather they are the contrary, a call to noblesse oblige and to
Mannerstolz vor Konigsthron; but then these sayings also heard anew: as an indebted
possessive, as a possessive by inheritance. Never has any court or nobility been equal to
the court and the nobility which the Society of the New Church must be, can be, shall be;
whatever there has been of court and nobility in
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history, is at best a weak representation thereof and for the greater part a sharp contrast.
That nobility comes to us from the Lord through the truths of life, that nobility is our
attitude, our stature, our body, which is fed by those truths as with daily bread, in order
that our spirit in a healthy body may operate the truths of faith. This is to approach the
Holy Supper worthily; this also is, as a wedding-guest not to sit down in the highest
room, but in the lowest room, Luke XIV: 8-11. To exalt one's self is to pay attention only
to truths of faith and thus to believe one's self at home in a certain light far above one's
own love; to humble one's self is constantly to observe the truths of life and to
acknowledge the Lord's Infinite Mercy in the enlightenment of one's understanding and
in the warming of one's love. Herein “the least among you". To observe the truths of life
and to make them of life, is to be faithful in small things, is to content one's self with
one's wages; it is not only to make the paths straight, and to pave a road but also to
maintain them, for the truths of faith. The sphere of Divine Worship is not except out of
the fulfilled truths of life, which not until then are the true whole firstlings of the fruit of
the field, an Abel-offering to the Lord. What therefore the Society of the Church needs
for its truths of faith, is truths of life which make its sphere blessed, so blessed that of its
members it may be said what is said of the Angels: "When the Angels are in their
Society, they are in their face", A.C. 4797. Then Society is in truth a Following of
followers whose Court is called NUNC LICET: "Now it is permitted to enter
intellectually into the Mysteries of Faith", intellectually out of the regenerated voluntary,
thus possessively from inheritance.

In conclusion let us in this connection point to the parable of the poor widow at the
treasury, Luke XXI: 1-4'. A widow is a man who being in good desires the respective
truth, or, being in truth desires the respective good; exteriorly an indigent state, interiorly
a state of preparation for the kingdom of heaven; for that desire is an affection of
conjugial love, is an acknowledgment out of humiliation that no good is genuine without
its truth, no truth genuine without its good, thus no doctrine genuine
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without life, no life genuine without Doctrine. Such are indeed comparatively a poor
widow, but in their genuine desire the good or the truth in which they are already begins
to conjoin itself with that truth or good which they as yet are lacking, it begins already
with toil and care to win something of that, and that gain is two mites, (Latin duo minuta),
two small, trifling, slight things; two has reference to the marriage of good and truth,
mites has reference to a truth of life having become life and thence a truth of faith having
become faith; for a truth of life, however small, that has become of life, makes every
truth of faith faith, and thus glorifies the Lord in Doctrine with life. Hence the word:
"This poor widow has cast in more than they all"; more than they all means: only this gift
is genuine. For the temple is the Church, the treasury has reference to the treasure
gathered in the Heavens; Jesus looking on, is the Doctrine judging life following the
Doctrine; the rich are they who have an opulence of truths not living, not having become
life, and thus therefrom cannot contribute to the offerings of God - being Doctrine and life
- two mites as the poor widow "out of her penury all the living that she had"; the penury
signifies the humiliation and the acknowledgment of the state of widowhood, and the toil
and care for some genuine gain; all the living has reference to the bread daily prayed for,
every word going forth out of the mouth of God, that is, out of the life of the Lord, which
bread the widow consumes crumb by crumb as her only living (Latin victus, from vita,
life), and which bread the rich only slightly esteem. The poor widow here has not only a
favourable but even an excellent sense, namely that of the man who lives according to the
"not the least more or less". The gift of the poor widow is a treasure in Heaven, the gift of
the rich is a treasure which the moth, rust, and thieves consume, for every abundant
remnant of life and wisdom perishes, and is no genuine good nor genuine truth. The
desire of most men for spiritual wealth is love of self and love of the world, by which
merely science is made great. The individual must stand before the congregation, the
society of the Church, as did the poor widow at the treasury, casting in a gift of God of
two mites "out of her penury all the living that she had".
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER

TRAGEDY AND REGENERATION
AN ASPECT OF THE DRAMATIC ART IN BOTH WORLDS

AN ADDRESS BY NORMAN WILLIAMS BEFORE
THE NEW CHURCH CLUB, LONDON, JUNE 14TH, 1935.

"To be created also signifies to be regenerated". This familiar phrase from T.C.R. 573
comes as a revelation to few of us, yet that is exactly what it is. And though we may have
found some comfortable way of applying it, it does not cease to be a revelation, and
pregnant - more vitally pregnant than before - with new and deeper potentialities. There
are many other phrases equally familiar: for example, "Behold, I make all things new".
To make new is to re-create, and to re-create is to regenerate. So we have the term
"recreation", which, as distinct from diversion, means again regeneration. It will be the
endeavour of the essayist, in the time at his disposal, to demonstrate his belief that this
association of regeneration with recreation is not merely burdening a popular word with a
meaning which is far too heavy for it.

That there is a distinction between diversion and recreation is most obvious. Diversions,
by calling into play the less complicated and more fully developed faculties, cause a
relaxation of the higher powers, which has its beneficial effect in the freshness and
renewed vigour of their subsequent operations. Recreations, on the other hand, are
delights intimately associated with the higher faculties, mental or physical, and we
usually find that a man's intellectual recreations are on an altogether higher plane than the
operations of his use. So we find in C.L. 17 that in the Heavens there are "days of
festivity ... for the relaxation of the animi". And at other times manifestations of the
affections of spiritual love as in the sweet singing of maidens which is heard every
morning in the public places, and "that the sound of the singing as it were inspires or
animates itself out of the interior .... Moreover, outside the city there are dramatic
entertainments in theatres, by actors who represent the various honourable qualities and
virtues of moral life, among whom there are lesser actors for the sake of the relation .. No
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virtue with its honourable qualities and beauties can be exhibited to the life except by
means of relatives, from the greatest of them to the least; the lesser actors represent the
least of them, even till they become none; but it has been decreed by law, that nothing of
the opposite which is called dishonorable and unbecoming, should be exhibited, except
figuratively and as it were from afar. The reason for this decree is that nothing that is
honorable and good in any virtue can by successive progressions pass over to what is
dishonorable and evil, but only to its leasts, when it perishes; and when it perishes the
opposite commences; wherefore Heaven, where all things are honorable and good, has
nothing in common with hell, where all things are dishonorable and evil".

The conception of a play without evil characters, and with a definite moral end, may
seem at first a tame and insipid one, as of a mere representative pageant without
development, unity, or conflict - a parading of virtues for admiration. Although this may
be an exaggeration of the average man's reaction to the description of the drama given
above, there can be little doubt that most of us have at some time or other had a fleeting
sensation that a drama of that type, though more pure than the drama as we know it, and
the only possible drama for the theatres of the angelic Heavens, must lose something of
the full-blooded robustness of the earthly drama, and lose considerably the intensity of its
appeal.

There is, however, no standard or criterion in modern drama: at its best it seems to strive
for the expression of a point of view or the delineation of romantically strange or
sentimentally familiar characters. Conflict is almost invariably in the direct opposition of
good and evil, and we obtain a certain pleasure from seeing the good triumphant. But
because a conflict of good and evil develops only partizanship, this pleasure is shortlived. It does not enter deeply into our hearts, and entails no inward struggle on our part
as audience. In the early days of the art, however, when Aeschylus had lifted it from a
mere feature of religious ritual, and Sophocles and Euripides had written their strong,
soul-stirring dramas, a theory was evolved by Aristotle, and embodied in his short work,
the POETICS. The writer believes that in this work, and in such of the
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plays of the three tragedians as he has read, there is a survival of the heavenly drama
form, and a definite pointer to the New Church for its future cultural development.

For in the Greek drama, although at times the issue was obscured, the greatest tragedy is
that of the conflict of good with less good. Here the affections of the audience were
enlisted on both sides - they were torn in the struggle, finding themselves first in one
camp, then in another, though the field might be no larger than the soul of one human
being. They were shown, by means of characters representing virtues, the agony of a man
in spiritual growth, the power of affection for old ideals to close the mind to new ones,
and the ultimate triumph of the new man, and the death of the old. This death of that
which they had loved was the melancholy aspect of their tragedy: but its glorious strength

lay in the triumph of the new ideals. How bitter these struggles can be we all know from
experience.

One of the modern tests of a good play or a good novel is whether the characters continue
to live in our minds when the action of the tale is ended. Creation of character, in other
words, is the first essential. Yet Aristotle in his POETICS says:

"Of all the parts of tragedy, the most important is the combination of incidents, or the
fable". This seems as if we have made a certain development since that time, for surely
no virtues can be presented apart from human characters. But there is an interesting
statement in DE VERBO 15: "In Greece they from correspondences made fables, and
from the Divine attributes they made many Gods, and called the greatest of them Jove,
from Jehovah". A large proportion of the Greek plays were actual dramatizations of these
mythological fables, and consequently had direct bearing on the spiritual life of man. To
Aristotle this fable is something prior to the drama. It exists first as an inspiration in the
mind of the poet, then it is ultimated in the dramatic form, and finally it lives again in the
minds of the audience. And quite impartially, writing of the Agamemnon of Aeschylus,
Professor Gilbert Murray says:

"The characters of this play seem, in a sense, to rise out of the theme, and consequently to
have, amid all their
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dramatic solidity, a further significance which is almost symbolic. Cassandra is, as it
were, the incarnation of that knowledge which Herodotus describes as the crown of
sorrow, the knowledge which sees and warns and cannot help. Agamemnon himself, the
King of Kings, triumphant and doomed, is a symbol of pride and the fall of pride. We
must not think of him as bad, or specially cruel. The watchman loved him, and the
lamentations of the Elders over his death have a note of personal affection. But I suspect
that Aeschylus, a believer in the mystic meaning of names, took the name Agamemnon to
be a warning that aya mnvei (agamimnei) 'the unseen wrath abides' " - and so on.

Let us consider for a moment what Aristotle wrote about the drama of his day. First he
divides plays into the two categories of comedy and tragedy. He says it is the function of
tragedy to present men as better, and of comedy to present them as worse than they are.
The comedy of which he speaks is that satirical type developed to such high perfection by
Aristophanes, and though it could be turned to good uses, Aristotle's descriptions of its
nature is very fair, and it can with a moderate degree of safety be dismissed as unsuited to
the purposes of drama in the Heavens.

Tragedy, on the other hand, sounds rather more likely, and he further defines it as
follows: "Tragedy is an imitation of some action that is important and entire, and of
proper magnitude - by language embellished and rendered pleasurable, but by different
means in different parts - in the way not of narration, but of action - effecting through
pity and terror the correction and refinement of such passions".

This is a little obscure, owing to the fact that Aristotle's definition is also meant to serve
as a distinction between the dramatic and the epic. Professor Lascelles Abercrombie has
paraphrased it as follows:

"Tragedy is the imitation of an action that is serious, complete in itself, and possessing a
certain magnitude; in language that gives delight appropriate to each portion of the work,
in the form of a drama, not of narrative, through pity and fear accomplishing its catharsis
of such emotions".
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Katharsis, which Twining in the first translation renders as correction and refinement, is
also variously translated as purgation or purification. Greek tragedy has, therefore, a
moral end, which is the refinement of passions common to the audience as a whole. That
is the function of tragedy.

The nature of tragedy, however, is not so easy to define. In the first place, Aristotle says
it is an imitation of an action. An "action" we have seen to mean a fable, but an imitation
is not, as the 18th and 19th centuries believed, a literal and external facsimile.

It is of supreme importance in this connection to remember that the end of tragedy is the
catharsis of passions, and that everything must, therefore, look to that end. Consequently
the imitation must be an imitation of essentials, and it follows that imitation will differ
with the artistic medium employed. All art, according to Aristotle, is an imitation; but it is
not photographic.

For example, everyone has at some time felt a deep and overwhelming delight in the
beauty of a pure spring morning. We may explain that delight as springing from the
correspondence of that scene to a heavenly one, and imagine that to transmit its colours to
canvas and to score its sounds for musical instruments would be the functions of painting
and music. But art is more than the dead letter. The colours of that scene, or the sounds of
it, in isolation, could not carry with them the fullness of its delights. The work of the
artist is to feel the true essence of the delight, to enlarge it, or permit it to be enlarged, by
inspiration, and to represent it by means of all the massed powers of his own peculiar
technique. That is the true imitation. The painter, therefore, would not depict so many
trees and flowers and hedgerows all formed in different ways for different purposes - he
might as well be trying to sketch the story of creation - but he would show so many faces
of nature reacting in a fresh and living design of colour to the pure clean light; and the
musician would express, perhaps, a gay, surging vitality within a strong and growing
framework of enduring life. So the imitation of the stage, although it has both speech and
action, must, by its limits of time and space, the restriction of its appeal to two of the
senses, and its necessity of expressing that
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which is seldom or never put into either speech or action, have its own convention and
forms of imitation.

But to return to Aristotle: "Tragedy is an imitation of an action that is important, entire,
and of proper magnitude". It is, of course, obvious that a play must be entire and of

proper magnitude. A break in continuity would render the whole play meaningless, as
also, unless it is done intentionally, and the earlier incident is used in the gradual
unfolding of the plot, is an opening when some of the action has already passed. An
unfinished play is manifestly ridiculous, and is often, by the absence of climax and
conclusion, definitely unmoral. The magnitude of drama is also obviously restricted: here
again Aristotle was regarding it as distinct from epic poetry, which, by having frequently
within it plot and incident sufficient for a whole series of dramas, lacks unity,
development, and strength when spread out on the stage.

He says: "In general we may say that an action is sufficiently extended when it is long
enough to admit of a change of fortune, from happy to unhappy, or the reverse, brought
about by a succession, necessary or probable, of well connected incidents. A fable is not
one, as some conceive it to be, merely because the hero of it is one".

To decide upon the importance of the action we must again look to the end of tragedy,
which is the catharsis of passions. On this Aristotle says: "The change from prosperity to
adversity should not be represented as happening to a virtuous character; for this raises
disgust rather than terror or compassion. Neither should the contrary change from
adversity to prosperity be exhibited in a vicious character: this, of all plans, is the most
opposite to the genius of tragedy, having no one property that it ought to have: for it is
neither gratifying in a moral view, nor affecting, nor terrible. Nor again should the fall of
a very bad man from prosperous to adverse fortune be represented; because, though such
a subject may be pleasing from its moral tendency, it will produce neither pity nor terror.
For our pity is excited by misfortunes undeservedly suffered, and our terror by some
resemblance between the sufferer and ourselves. Neither of these effects will, therefore,
be produced by such an event".

"There remains, then, for our choice, the character be-
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tween these extremes: that of a person neither eminently virtuous or just, nor yet involved
in misfortune by deliberate vice or villainy, but by some error of human frailty; and this

person should also be someone of high fame and flourishing prosperity. For example,
Oedipus, Thyestes, or other illustrious men of such families".

Note the sentence "for our pity is excited by misfortunes undeservedly suffered, and our
terror by some resemblance between the sufferer and ourselves". This is curious, for
Aristotle has already said that misfortune "should not be represented as happening to a
virtuous character, for this raises disgust rather than terror or compassion"; nor is it
punishment as such. It is the appearance of some flaw in the character of a man who is
otherwise good, and whom we wish to overcome the weakness. It may even be that
Aristotle had a vision of the heavenly dramas, in which the struggle would be that of the
new conception of truth with the old, which has had life from the affections for so long,
and which has tended to remain static rather than develop inwardly.

Let us turn again to C.L. 17: "No virtue with its honourable qualities and virtues" we
read, "can be exhibited to the life except by means of relatives, from the greatest of them
to the least; the lesser actors represent the least of them even till they become none; but it
has been decreed by law that nothing of the opposite which is called dishonourable and
unbecoming, should be exhibited except figuratively, and as it were from afar".

With regard to these relatives, they are apparently dealt with differently in the Greek
drama, although there is no reason to suppose that the relatives in the other world might
not be construed as the changing and progressive states of the individual.

Aristotle says: "But of all these parts the most important is the combination of incidents,
or the fable. Because tragedy is an imitation, not of men, but of actions - of life, of
happiness and unhappiness; for happiness consists in action, and the supreme good itself,
the very end of life, is action of a certain kind - not quality. Now the manners of men
constitute only their quality or characters, but it is by their actions they are happy, or the
contrary. Tragedy, therefore, does not imitate action for the sake of
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imitating manners, but in the imitation of action that of manners is of course involved. So
that the action and the fable are the end of tragedy, and in everything the end is of
principal importance".

So much for the mechanism of tragedy. What of the tragedies themselves? We have seen
that they were written by men with a certain end, and that an exalted one. Aristotle said
of the old tragedians:

"In composing the poet should even, as much as possible, be an actor: for, by natural
sympathy they are most persuasive and affecting who are under the influence of actual
passion. We share the agitation of those who appear to be truly agitated - the anger of
those who appear to be truly angry".

"Hence it is that poetry demands either great natural quickness of parts or an enthusiasm
allied to madness. By the first of these we mould ourselves with facility to the imitation
of every form: by the other, transported out of ourselves, we become what we imagine."

It is undesirable at this point to theorise on anything so controversial as poetic inspiration,
but most of us will admit that poets often say more than they know by allowing. a kind of
influx to play with the germ of the idea in their mind. It is, for example, impossible to
believe that any process of cold intellection could have produced the magnificent dramas
of Shakespeare, particularly as we see them, without his conscious guidance, gradually
taking on the form prescribed by Aristotle, around fables drawn from history or legend.

We are, however, told repeatedly in the Word that every man, while in this world, is
successively associated with societies of spirits in the other. Such a consociation with one
whose mind is alert to affectional reactions cannot fail to have fruit, and, in the ordered
mind, good fruit.

What seems to be pertinent to our immediate subject, however, is the truth that when a
society communicates with a man by influx it does so by the whole society speaking
through one of its members. Every society, however, is in the human form, that is to say,
having regard to its own particular genius and the strength of it, each society is complete

as to the means to give itself utterance and complete and effective expression and
operation.
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Although Angels are in the human form, societies of Angels are more perfectly so, and it
is suggested that these communal utterances and influxes of whole spiritual societies
have, as it were, an individualistic impersonality which can find its external form through
poetic inspiration in a burning and vital expression by rebirth of ideas which have had
their first birth in natural or less exalted intellectual processes.

Whether we believe in poetic inspiration or not, however, it would be difficult to deny a
high moral sense in poets whose aim it was to purify the passions by means of their art.
We do not see this ideal expressed so directly in any subsequent age.

It is because there seems to be a strong similarity between the Greek ideal and the
description of theatres in the other world, which is given in T.C.R. and C.L., that this
attempt has been made to co-ordinate them. Recreation and diversion are essentials of
life. It is conceivable that a New Churchman might be able to find pleasure in the
diversions of the Old Church, but recreation is too much akin with regeneration to allow
of any such dangerous associations. As New Church culture expands, these recreations
will be regiven their place in our life: let us then be prepared for that day.

The drama is strongly recreative. In the New Church the word "katharsis" will at last be
given its full meaning of regeneration. The fundamental fable of the drama in the
Heavens, and with men on earth, is the Lord's Glorification - as it was indeed with the
Greeks, though the real essence of their mythology had by the time of the great tragedians
become somewhat darkly obscured. This fable has its secondary value in the story of
man's regeneration, which goes on to eternity. In this connection Professor Gilbert
Murray's statement that the characters of the Agamemnon seem amid all their dramatic
solidity to have a further significance which is also symbolic, is interesting. If the
dramatic representations of the other world are to depict men's regeneration it is essential
that the whole work shall be in the human form: that is, various forces and restraints of

characters must be presented as individuals, and the powers in conflict must appear also
as living beings: the whole drama must be a
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representation of the soul of one being. We can conceive great plays beginning with the
quiescent human mind represented by a peaceful and flourishing state, slowly becoming
disturbed by a new force, or more interior concept of truth; bringing about division and
conflict of the most terrible kind, in which the old King sees his kingdom fall away from
him, and he, old and infirm, put down from his throne by the young new-comer. In such a
drama, although there is opposition, there are no opposites. The passions of pity and
terror are excited, and, by the symbolism of the play they are purified and regenerated.

The plays of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides were largely of this nature, but their
morality was the old Greek morality, and, as they were men, there is frequently a strong
taint of evil in the drama. Yet we believe them to be very near the type of the heavenly
play.

The prescribed order of fable, action, manners; the suggested change of circumstance; the
end of 'katharsis' we believe to approximate very closely to the drama of the other world.
There is in many of the Greek dramas themselves a strong recreative force, even for a
New Churchman.

The desire for a rational conception of the functions of dramatic art in the New Church
has no roots in the hedonism on which the plays of today are flourishing. While we are
regenerating we have every right to, and every need of all legitimate aids to our spiritual
growth, and in an age when natural use is frequently divorced from real affection it is
necessary that recreation should be allowed to play its fullest part. The drama is only one
of many recreations which the New Church has inherited for its use. If we neglect them
in any sense of pride or superiority we are denying ourselves a very real aid where one is
needed.

A representation on the external plane of an interior conflict is of great use, not only in
self-examination, but in the development of the determination; and the conflict of the
good with less good goes on to eternity. That is a truth which we must continually bear in
mind when we are apt to think that our present concept is the final one. The more firmly
our affections become rooted in a doctrinal statement which is not continually being recreated, the
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more dangerous our position becomes, and the more terrible the ultimate conflict if our
affection for truth does ultimately rise above our affection for knowledge. That is why the
New Church needs recreative arts far more than the old. Speaking generally the old
church faces and depicts conflicts of good and evil, but the New Church, as it grows, will
have the more interior conflicts of good and less good, and in those days she will need the
recreative stimulus of the dramatic art to preserve flexibility, to exalt his desires and
ambitions, and to assist in the katharsis of passion, which is one with regeneration.
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____________

THE HOLY SPIRIT
IT'S MODE OF OPERATION
AN ADDRESS BY REV. ELMO C. ACTON.

With most people there is but a vague and uncertain idea of the Holy Spirit and its
operation upon man. Most do not realize its importance to a true understanding of the
Lord; and yet, without an understanding of the nature and quality of the Holy Spirit, the
Lord Himself cannot be known. Usually the Holy Spirit is thought of as something in
some way separated and apart from the Lord Himself; many conceive of it as a kind of
wind or ether that flows forth from the Lord and that has an imperceptible influence upon
man.

It will be the central purpose of this address to show that the Holy Spirit is the Lord
Himself, present in His Kingdom, in Heaven and the Church, leading and guiding man
through reformation, regeneration, and enlightenment, to salvation. But before entering
upon this exposition it is helpful to consider briefly the false ideas concerning the Holy
Spirit which have existed, and do exist, in the old Christian church.

What idea the infant Christian Church had concerning the Holy Spirit, or Holy Ghost,
cannot definitely be known, as there are few records remaining to us of that period; but
from a study of the ideas expressed in the Apostolic Documents, there seems to be no
foundation for the opinion that at that time the Holy Spirit was thought to be a person of
itself. Rather one would gather that it was conceived to be the Spirit of Christ, and that
they had a simple idea of its powers to enlighten and regenerate. However, after much
wrangling and disagreement among those who conceived of it as a person separate and
distinct from the Father, it was finally established
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as a doctrine of the church, that the Holy Ghost was the third person of the Trinity, of
eternal origin and co-equal authority with the Father and the Son. This was done by the
council of Nicea, held in the year 325. The word "person" was defined as being "a
thinking intelligent being that has reason and reflection"; "a singular, subsistent,
intellectual being". Thus the Godhead was divided into three persons, and the third
person of the Trinity was declared, by a Council, to be a messenger sent from God the
Father, as His personal agent. Because of this heinous falsity, the first christian church
commenced its downward path, even to consummation, from that time.

The whole idea of the Holy Spirit, as just presented, is founded upon natural and sensual
thought, and to God are attributed all the qualities of time and space. For if the Holy
Spirit is a third person, sent from God the Father, and God the Son, then where are they
that they are not able to lead and guide man of themselves? If God is omnipresent them
surely He does not need to send a personal messenger from Himself to His people. But if,
as to space, He dwells in Heaven then the necessity of another person to carry out His
will upon earth is imperative. This is the obvious conclusion at which the church arrived,
due to its thought of God from time and space.

How different this, from the idea of God as given to the New Church Which idea is that
there is one God and that God is the Lord our Saviour Jesus Christ. He is the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Spirit, these being nothing more nor less than the three Divine
attributes or qualities by which He is known to man. The Father is the Divine above the
Heavens, the Son is the Divine in the Sun of Heaven, visible to the sight of those in
Heaven, and the Holy Spirit is the Divine present in Heaven and the Church. There are
not three persons in the One God, for God is one in person and essence. He alone is Man.
There are not three Divines, but one, appearing to man under three aspects. The Holy
Spirit in this idea, is not sent from one place to another, but is the Lord Himself present in
His creation, operating for its preservation in order and purity. "That by the Comforter,
the Spirit of Truth, and the Holy Spirit, the Lord meant Himself, is evident from these
words of the Lord, that 'the world did not as yet know Him', for they did not as yet know
the
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Lord. And when He said that He 'would send it', He added, 'I will not leave you orphans,
I will come unto you, and ye shall see Me', and in another place, 'Lo, I am with you all
the days, even to the consummation of the age'; and when Thomas said, 'We know not
whither Thou goest', Jesus said, 'I am the way and the truth' ", DOCTRINE
CONCERNING THE LORD 51.

God, such as He is in Himself, is infinite and eternal, and therefore above and beyond all
comprehension of finite men. In order that He may be seen and known He must be
accommodated, and, as it were finited. In other words He must descend into the plane in
which man dwells. Here arises the necessity of a Trinity in the Lord. A Trinity of 1. the
Divine in se - or the Infinite Esse itself - or the soul, the Father; 2. this infinite soul

clothed in a body and thus accommodated to the intellectual sight of man, the Son; and 3.
the operation of these two in creation accommodated to reception and conjunction with
created beings, the Holy Spirit. From this it may be seen that the Trinity first existed at
creation, and that it cannot be said that there was a Trinity in God before creation. False
christian theology holds that there is a Trinity from eternity, and as a result they have
hatched out the abominable doctrine of three Divine Persons each of whom is God and
Lord.

True Christian Theology teaches that the Trinity in the Lord is not from eternity, except
only in potency, but that it came into being with creation. This idea is essential to a true
understanding of the Natural of the Lord. Nor has the Trinity as to external form always
been the same. The Lord has not appeared to the different Churches in the same external
form, as is evident from the several forms of His revelation. And although the internal of
soul, body, and operation has existed from creation, yet the external appearance of the
body and the mode of its operation has differed. It is not necessary to enter into this
difference in relation to the several Churches, but, for a clear understanding of the Holy
Spirit, it is essential to examine the difference that existed before, and after, the Advent in
the Flesh.
Before the Word was made Flesh, the Divine in se flowed into the celestial Heaven, and
there assumed the Human in which it could be seen, acknowledged, and worshipped. This
was the Divine Human before the Advent, and from this
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Divine Human, and according to its form, the Divine in se operated among men. This
Human was a representative Human, as it could only be represented in the natural degree,
and therefore all its operation was only representative of that from which it originated.
Thus the conception of God with the people of those times was representative, and
consequently the churches were represantative churches, and the Divine could only
operate imperceptibly upon man. This operation was called the Spirit of Holiness, as
distinguished from the Holy Spirit.

In time men became so far removed from Heaven that they could no longer see this
Human, nor receive that which proceeded from it. For this Human and its operation were
only accommodated to the spiritual and celestial degrees in men's minds; but when men

by evil closed these degrees it became impossible for the Divine to operate in the natural
degree in man. This degree could not be opened and become receptive of influx from the
Divine until the Lord came upon earth and made the human Divine even to ultimates,
which ultimates are represented by flesh and bones. At this time the Word which was in
the beginning with God could no longer be received, and by reception man conjoined
with God.

When, therefore, it could no longer be received, the Lord Himself descended upon earth descended as this Divine Human before the Advent, which was nothing more than the
Divine Truth proceeding from His Divine Love. Hence the Human of the Lord while on
earth was actually a form of the Divine Truth proceeding through the Heavens. It was the
Word made flesh. It was the Divine Love itself standing forth, visible and receivable by
men. His Human while on earth was a form of the Divine Truth in the flesh to which
were adjoined the evils and falsities of the Jewish church, and also the appearances of the
truth which existed in the Human before the Advent, as a result of its influx through the
Heavens. The Lard while on earth therefore, was truly Emanuel, God with us, and in all
that He said and did He presented before us a picture of the Divine Love - the Divine in
Se. Now the presentation in ultimates of the infinite God is the office of the Holy Spirit,
and therefore the Lord while on earth was, as to the Human, the Holy Spirit. The Word
says: "The Lord before He was glorified
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as to His Human was Divine Truth; whence the Lord saith of Himself that He is the Truth
... and hence also He is called the seed of the woman; but after the Lord was glorified as
to His Human, He became Divine Good, and then there proceeded and does proceed from
Him as from Divine Good, the Divine Truth, which is the Spirit of Truth which the Lord
promised to send ... ", A. 4577; see also A. 6993, 7499. By glorification He made the
Human, Divine Love, or Esse, one with the Father, and then from Him proceeded the
Divine Truth or the Existere - this is the Holy Spirit, and this is why the Lord said while
still on earth: "The Holy Spirit was not yet because Jesus was not yet glorified". The
Holy Spirit did not exist in the Lord until after the glorification, and after the glorification
it proceeded from Him and for the first time came into existence. (See nos. immediately
above). In further confirmation of this there are the teachings of the Gospel of John, that
the Comforter, the Paraclete, the Spirit of Truth, would be sent after the Lord had
ascended to the Father - after the Human had been united to the Divine.

The presenting of the Infinite God before the eyes of man existed from creation, but the
particular mode of its presentation represented and established by the Holy Spirit did not
exist until after the glorification, until after Jesus had ascended to the Father. The Holy
Spirit, therefore, presents and portrays, the idea of the Lord as He is in His Divine Human
assumed by His descent upon earth, and His ascent to the Father. The Holy Spirit is
nothing more nor less than that Divine Human present among Angels and men, presenting before them an intelligent picture of the infinite Divine itself, The Holy Spirit,
then, is not a person - a third person - of an imaginary Trinity, but is the Lord Himself in
man by accommodation and proceeding. That it proceeds from the Lord in His Divine
Human is evident from the words of the Lord that He would send it unto them. This is the
first essential; that the Holy Spirit is the means by which the Lord in His Divine Human
is present with man in that Human; that therefore the Holy Spirit proceeds from Him and
not from the invisible Father apart from Him.
Now since the Divine Human is one with the Father, that is to say, is the Divine Love
itself, and the Divine Love cannot be presented before men except in the form of the
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Divine Truth, therefore, further, the Holy Spirit is the Divine Truth proceeding
immediately and mediately from the Divine Human. Yea, it is that Divine Human
accommodated to man's reception. And since the Divine Human is the infinite God
appearing to man's sight, therefore the Holy Spirit is the means by which God as to the
Infinite and Eternal is present with man.

We say that the Holy Spirit is the Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of the
Lord's Divine Human, and from a natural idea one might gather that the two are separate
and distinct. This is quite contrary to a true idea, as is evident from the following
examples of proceeding given in ARCANA CELESTIA, n. 5337; "The following cases
may serve to illustrate what is meant by going forth or proceeding. It is said that truth
goes forth or proceeds from good, when truth is the form of good, or when truth is good
in form, which the understanding can apprehend. It may also be said that the
understanding goes forth or proceeds from the will, when the understanding is the will
formed, or that it is the will in a form apperceivable to the internal sight. In like manner it
may be said that thought, which is of the understanding, goes forth or proceeds, when it
becomes speech, and the will when it becomes action. Thought clothes itself in another
form when it becomes speech; but still it is the thought which so goes forth or proceeds;
for the words and sounds which are put on, are mere additions, which cause the thought

to be suitably understood". Thus the only thing in speech is thought, which if taken away
leaves nothing. 'Thus in a spiritual idea that which proceeds is one with that from which it
proceeds, thus the Holy Spirit is not another Divine, but is the form of the one only
Divine on another plane. Thus we read in the Word: "The Divine which is the Father, and
the Divine which is the Son, is the Divine ex quo (from which); and the Divine,
proceeding, which is the Holy Spirit, is the Divine per quod (through which). It is not
another Divine that proceeds from the Lord, than the Divine which is Himself .... That the
trine is in the Lord, can be illustrated through comparison with an Angel; he has a soul
and a body, and also a proceeding; that which proceeds from him is himself outside him
.... Every man who looks to God,
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after death is first taught by the Angels that the Holy Spirit is not another one from the
Lord, and that to go out, and to proceed, is not anything else than to illustrate and to teach
through presence, which is according to the reception of the Lord; thence many after
death give up the idea conceived in the world concerning the Holy. Spirit, and receive the
idea that it is the presence of the Lord with man through Angels and spirits, from which
and according to which man is illustrated and taught", L. 46. Proceeding in a natural idea
carries with it an idea of space and time or something going forth from one place to
another, and this idea is necessary to the natural mind, in order that it may conceive some
idea, although natural, of the Lord. Spiritually, to proceed is nothing more than
accommodation, for that which is accommodated appears to proceed. In reality the Lord
as to His Divine Human is omnipresent and therefore cannot proceed, but when the
Divine Human is accommodated to reception and appears to Angels and men, it is said to
proceed. But at the same time the truth is frequently revealed that that which proceeds
from the Divine is Divine and this even down to the natural and sensual degrees, for the
Lord made His Human Divine even as to the flesh and bones, and nothing else than this is
meant by this statement. There are many passages which clearly state that that which
proceeds is one with that from which it proceeds and here we shall only quote a, few.

"That the Divine Truth is the Lord Himself is evident from the fact that whatever
proceeds from any one is himself, just as that which proceeds from a man while speaking
or acting is from his voluntary and intellectual; and the voluntary and intellectual makes
the man's life, thus the man himself. For man is not man from the form of the face and the
body; but from the understanding of truth and the will of good. From this it can be seen
that that which proceeds from the Lord is the Lord", A. 9407. Again: "The Divine Truth
is the Lord Himself in Heaven, because that which proceeds from Him is Himself. Out of

the Divine nothing else can proceed than what is Divine, and the Divine is one", A.
10646. Again: "The Word is the Lord because it is from the Lord, for the reason that the
Word is the Divine Truth, and the Divine Truth proceeds from the Lord
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as a Sun, and what proceeds belongs to Him from whom it proceeds, yea, is Himself;
consequently the Divine Truth, which is the source of all the wisdom and intelligence that
the Angels and men have, is the Lord in Heaven", E. 797. Again: "It was said that the life
of the Lord is in faith in Him and love to Him with man; this is because everything of
faith and love is from Him, and that which is from Him is also Himself; for it is His
proceeding Divine, which is called the Spirit of Truth, and the Holy Spirit", E. 84. This
truth is further evident from the laws of the spiritual world as regards presence. We are
told that an Angel can appear instantly before those with whom he is in union as to
thought, yea, that he can in this way appear in several places at one and the same time for that which proceeds from an Angel is the Angel outside himself.

The office of the Holy Spirit, therefore, is the accommodation and presentation of the
Lord in His Divine Human. How does this accommodation take place? There are two
ways of accommodation, the one through the atmospheres outside of man, and the other
through Angels and men, that is to say, within man. The accommodation through the
atmosphere is the Divine appearing outside of man on every plane of life, and is the
immediate influx of the Lord. This accommodation may be compared with the tempering
of the light and heat of the sun by the atmosphere of the world. As long as this is the only
accommodation or influx the Divine always remains outside of man. But the Holy Spirit
also inflows mediately or through the Heavens, and to flow through the Heavens means
to flow through the Angels of Heaven, for actually there is no Heaven apart from them.
"The enlightenment which is attributed to the Holy Spirit is indeed in man from the Lord,
but still it is brought about by means of spirits and Angels .... Angels and spirits are in no
way able to enlighten man from themselves because they are enlightened by the Lord in
similar manner as man is; and because they are Enlightened in similar manner, it follows
that all enlightenment is from the Lord alone", D.L.W. 150.
The Lord in His Divine Human above the Heavens flows down or accommodates
Himself by means of the Holy Spirit or the Divine Truth to the Angels of the celestial
Heaven. This being received by them manifests
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itself as celestial good and truth, which are the Holy Spirit in the celestial Heaven, and
therefore are the Divine of the Lord there, for the good and truth with them is not theirs,
but the Lord's, for that which proceeds from the Lord is the Lord. This truth in turn flows
out of the celestial Heaven into the spiritual, and there manifests itself as spiritual good
and truth, which are also the Divine of the Lord on that plane. Then again it flows out of
the spiritual into the natural Heaven, and from the natural Heaven it descends to men
upon earth. In this, the descent of the Holy Spirit, there is nothing added, from the
Angels, for it is just as much the Holy Spirit when it comes to man, as it was in its first
proceeding, but being received by less perfect vessels it appears in an entirely different
form, in fact, in a descretely different form. In this way the Holy Spirit of the Lord in His
Divine Human above the Heavens proceeds to men and gives them with all the blessings
of that spirit - enlightenment and regeneration. This is the mediate influx of the Holy
Spirit which unless conjoined in man to the immediate influx does not conjoin him with
the Lord.

It may be conceived from this description of the mediate influx of the Holy Spirit, that
the Angels of Heaven are the Holy Spirit, or that they in some way contribute or add to it
in its descent through the Heavens. This idea is quite fallacious and if confirmed is a
denial of the Divine of the Lord, for we read: "Angels and spirits are in no way able to
enlighten man from themselves, because they are enlightened by the Lord in similar
manner as man is; ... all enlightenment is from the Lord alone", D.L.W. 150. The things
which are from the Lord, not only are from Him, but also are Himself, for the Lord
cannot send forth anything from Himself unless it be Himself, since He is omnipresent
with every man according to conjunction; and conjunction is according to reception, and
reception is according to love and wisdom; or, if you please, according to charity and
faith, and charity and faith are according to life, and life is according to the abhorrence of
what is evil and false, and the abhorrence of what is evil and false is according to the
knowledge of what is evil and false, and then according to repentance, and, at the same
time looking up to the Lord. That reward not only is from the
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Lord, but also is the Lord, appears from ... where it is said that the Holy Spirit is in them;
and the Holy Spirit is the Lord, for it is His Divine Presence", A.R. 949. Here it is plainly
taught that the Holy Spirit is in man, and that even in man, that is to say, having been
received, it is still the Holy Spirit. Again: "The Angels taken together are called Heaven,
because they constitute Heaven; but yet it is the Divine, proceeding from the Lord, which
flows in with Angels and is received by them that makes Heaven in general and in
particular. The Divine, proceeding from the Lord, is the good of love and the truth of
faith. In the degree, therefore, in which they receive good and truth from the Lord they
are Angels and are Heaven", H. 7. Thus there is nothing of good and truth with the
Angels, having been received by the influx of the Holy Spirit, which is not the Lord's.
The Holy Spirit flows into them and having been received it flows out from them in a
form accommodated to a discrete degree lower. It is the Holy Spirit that inflows, it is the
Holy Spirit that is received, and it is the Holy Spirit that flows forth again, and although
the form is changed, still it is the Holy Spirit and therefore Divine.

A man or angel regarded from without is merely a finite dead vessel, capable of receiving
life from the Lord, through the Holy Spirit. But this vessel cannot be called an Angel. An
Angel is that vessel prepared by regeneration for the reception of the Holy Spirit, and the
Holy Spirit in Him is the good of love and truth of faith, or charity and faith. These are
essentially the Angel and they are the Lord with him, they are not his own. In this
connection we read: "They know the Lord who are in love and faith towards Him,
consequently with such the Lord is present in the goods of love and in the truths of faith
that are in them from Him. For these are the Lord in Heaven and the Church, since the
things that proceed from the Lord are not merely His, but they are Himself", E. 25; and
again: "All in the Heavens are receptions of the Divine that proceeds from the Lord; and
the Divine that proceeds from the Lord, of which they are receptions, is the Lord in
Heaven and also in the Church; and this is not of angel or man, but is of the Lord with
them; consequently the good of charity itself, with them, which is the Lord's, He calls
brother, in
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like manner also Angels and men, because they are the recipient subjects of that good. In
a word, the Divine is the Divine born of the Lord in Heaven; from that Divine therefore,
Angels who are recipients of it are called sons of God, and as these are brethren because
of that Divine received in themselves, it is the Lord in them who says, brother, for when
Angels speak from the good of charity they speak not from themselves but from the
Lord", E. 746. From these numbers it must not be thought that the good of love and the

truth of faith in Angels is of the same degree as the Holy Spirit in itself, for in the Angel
the Holy Spirit, which is these qualities, is as it were finited, but the Holy Spirit in itself
is infinite. But although they are the Infinite Divine accommodated, still nonetheless,
they are that same Divine accommodated to their plane which is of the Lord Himself.
MEM. 1366.

The Divine of the Lord never flows through angels or men, but flows into them, and
proceeds from them according to reception. If it should flow through them, they would be
no more than automatons, and what they spoke they could claim to be the Holy Spirit.
This in fact is the very fantasy into which many men fall, saying that to deny what they
teach is the unforgivable sin against the Holy Spirit; such men when they become spirits
wish to be worshipped as the Holy Spirit and are angry if they are not so venerated. But
the true idea is that all good and truth in every degree is the Lord's, yea, is the mediate
influx and presence of the Holy Spirit, and that therefore it is never man's, and no man
can claim it as his own, nor can he claim to speak it from himself. "That it is actually the
Lord Himself who is with Angels in the Heavens and with men on earth, and in those
with whom He is conjoined by love, and that He is in them although He is infinite and
uncreate, while the angel and man are created and finite, this cannot be comprehended by
the natural man until by enlightenment from the Lord he can be withdrawn from the
natural idea respecting space, and be brought thereby into light respecting spiritual
essence, which, viewed in itself, is the proceeding Divine itself adapted to every Angel,
as truly to the Angel of the highest Heaven as to the Angel in the lowest, and to every
man, both the wise and the simple. For the Divine that proceeds from the Lord is Divine
from first
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things even to ultimates. Ultimates are called flesh and bone", D.L. IV. See also: S. 6;
D.W. VII; H. 249. Thus the Holy Spirit testifies of itself on every plane of life.

This idea seems to me to be carried out in the teaching that the gift of the Holy Spirit is
the especial promise of the clergy in its inauguration, and that according to order it
proceeds from the clergy to the laity and thence from man to man. This is the promise
and this is the command in the inauguration, instituted by the Lord Himself while on
earth: "Receive ye the Holy Spirit". It would seem from this that the clergy are the
especial guardians and rivers of the gifts of the Holy Spirit and this is true on a purely

external plane, and this for the sake of order in the Church on earth. But remember that it
is not attributed to them as men, but to the use they perform, and all uses are the Lord's,
and Divine, and universal. Therefore the clergy or the use of the clergy exists in each
individual of the Church. That use is the use of keeping alive the spiritual affection of
truth, the love of truth for the sake of the good of life, the love of the salvation of human
souls. It is this affection in man that receives the Holy Spirit and from this it passes
through to the thought of the external man where it takes on the form of external good
and truth, which external good and truth is represented by the laity. Thus it becomes clear
that the clergy are not the only persons who can receive the Holy Spirit, but that it is the
use of the clergy in every individual of the Church that receives the Holy Spirit. The Holy
Spirit thus never becomes man's own, for it is always the Lord's with man, and abides
with him only so long as he is in the good of love and the truth of faith, or in the faith of
life, for it is these which are also of the Lord with him, that receive the Holy Spirit. "The
clergyman is to be inaugurated with the promise of the Holy Spirit; . . . but it is received
according to the faith of his life". CANONS, The Holy Spirit, IV: 7.

Thus the Holy Spirit does not inhere in man, it is never continuous to him, nor is it his,
but it is always contiguous to him and remains only "so long as the man who receives and
believes in the Lord, is at the same time in the doctrine of truth out of the Word and in a
life according to it", CANONS, The Holy Spirit, IV : 4. This is clearly stated in DIVINE
LOVE AND WISDOM, n. 130: God ... is both
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within and without an Angel, and therefore an Angel can see God, that is, the Lord, both
within himself and without himself; within himself when he thinks out of love and
wisdom, without himself when he thinks concerning love and wisdom .... Let every man
beware lest he fall into the execrable heresy that God has infused Himself into men, and
that He is in them, and no longer in Himself; for indeed God is everywhere both within
man and without him, since He is in all space apart from space; . . . If He were in man,
He would not only be dividable but also enclosed in space; and then man might even
think that he is God. This heresy is so abominable that in the spiritual world it smells like
a putrid corpse". From this it may be deduced that when it is transferred from the clergy
to the laity or from man to man, it does not mean that the one man gives it of himself to
another, or that the clergy give it of themselves to the laity, for the Lord alone gives the
Holy Spirit, and it is always the Lord's with man. Hence it is transferred "from the Lord
through man to man", CANONS, The Holy Spirit, IV : 5. Therefore although it is

transferred from the Lord through man to man, it is never given by one man to another,
but is always given from the Lord alone to each individual.

This may be illustrated by the apparent giving of the truth of the Word by one to another,
or by the clergy to the laity. Truly speaking there is only one source of truth, and that is
the Lord, the Word, accommodated by the Lord through the Holy Spirit to man's
reception. The Word is the Lord so accommodated and therefore in a universal idea the
Word is the Holy Spirit. But the Word is the Holy Spirit in its immediate influx to man,
and therefore always remains outside man unless joined to the mediate influx of the Holy
Spirit - its influx through the Heavens. The mediate influx of the Holy Spirit retains the
same qualities as that from which it originates, namely, it is the Holy Spirit, therefore the
Lord Himself, operating in the Church. The relation of this mediate and immediate influx
is given in the following number: "There may be with a man truth proceeding mediately
from the Divine, and yet it may not be conjoined with the truth which proceeds
immediately from the Divine ... With those who think and teach according to
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the doctrine of their church confirmed in themselves, and do not know whether they are
truths from any other ground than the fact that they are from the doctrine of the church,
and that they have been delivered by learned and enlightened men, there can be truth
proceeding mediately from the Divine; but still it is not conjoined with the truth that
proceeds immediately from the Divine (that is from the Word itself); for if it were
conjoined, they would then have the affection of knowing truth for the sake of truth, and
especially for the sake of life, whence they would also be endowed with a perception
whether the doctrinal things of their church are truths before they confirm them in
themselves; and would see in each whether the things confirming are in agreement with
the truth itself ... There is indeed with every man Divine influx both immediate and
mediate, but there is not conjunction except with those who have perception of truth from
good; for they with whom immediate Divine influx has been conjoined with mediate
suffer themselves to be led by the Lord; but they with whom these influxes have not been
conjoined, lead themselves, and this they love", A. 7055.

In another series, which is probably clearer, the Word in itself is the Divine Human of the
Lord, and the Doctrine from the Word in the Church which is the result of the mediate
influx of the Lord, is the Holy Spirit. This Doctrine is never man's own, it is always the

Lord's with him, nor in any real sense can it be given by man to man, but it must be from
the Lord through man to man, that is to say, every man must see it for himself from the
Lord - must confirm it for himself from the Word, which is the Lord present with us.

And again. The Lord as to the Divine Human is Esse - Life itself; but as to the Holy Spirit
He is Existere - standing forth present among men. Referring this to the Word: the Word
in itself is Esse, the Divine Truth given for the use of the Church to eternity - thus the
infinite supply of truth in the Church for all times. But the Doctrine of the Church or the
understanding of the Word which makes the Church, is the Existere of the Word in which
the Esse of the Word itself is presented to the Church. An Esse cannot exist as far as man
is concerned, without an Existere. And in order that the Lord may be
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present in His Church both the Esse and the Existere must be from the Lord. The one
from the immediate influx of the Lord, and the other from the mediate influx, both of
which are Divine on every plane. When these two are conjoined then the Holy City New
Jerusalem descends from the Lord out of Heaven and is present with men. Thus the Holy
Spirit becomes to the Church the verimost reality - the Divine Truth itself, leading and
guiding to all truth, and showing plainly of the Father - of the Divine Love which makes
the Truth and is in it as a soul in a body.

Thus to the New Church the Holy Spirit is not a third person of a man-made Trinity, it is
not an indefinite influx as wind or ether, it is not an imaginary and vain influence
affecting man in some mysterious and incomprehensible manner, but it is the Lord
Himself in His Divine glorified Human, accommodated and present in the Divine Truth
of the Church out of the Word, leading and guiding it to conjunction with Himself,
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR DECEMBER 1935

"NUNC LICET"
A PAPER READ BY J. H. RIDGWAY AT DURBAN ON 19TH JUNE 1935.

Number 508 of the TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION, the Sixth Memorable Relation
under the caption Freedom of Choice, is perhaps one of the best known Memorable
Relations.

We recall a magnificent Temple seen in the Spiritual World, having a crown-shaped roof,
continuous crystal windows and a pearly door; the Temple containing the Open Word,
enveloped in light, the splendor of which illuminated the whole pulpit, on the right-hand
side of which lay the Word. We also read of the sanctuary, the raised veil, and the golden
cherub, with sword turning hither and thither.

Then follows a brief outline of the significance of all these, as they flowed into the
meditation of Swedenborg. The meditative picture thus presented surpasses that
presented to the sensories, and is given in simple words, depicting a mind-stirring sight,
as follows:

"The Temple signified the New Church; the door of pearly substance, entrance into it; the
windows of crystal, the truths that enlighten it; the pulpit, the priesthood and preaching;
the Word lying open upon the pulpit and illuminating the upper part of it, the revelation
of the internal sense of the Word, which is spiritual; the sanctuary in the centre of the
Temple signified the conjunction of that Church with the angelic Heaven; the golden
cherub therein, the Word in the sense of the letter; the sword in his hand signified that
this sense can be turned in any direction, provided it is done in adaptation to some truth;
the veil before the cherub being raised, signified that the Word is now laid open".

Attention is to be called to the fact that this Memorable
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Relation is contained in the chapter on Freedom of Choice - a freedom, already shown in
the chapter by quotations from the Leipzig Edition of the FORMULA CONCORDIAE,
to be almost entirely denied by the then existing church.

Freedom of Choice is therefore the supervening theme of this Memorable Relation; and it
appears to be important to bear this in mind; for it will appear manifest, from later
quotations, and from our general knowledge of the teaching to the New Church, that it is
a matter of life or living, with each one of us, whether we see this temple or not, in which
the Word is now laid open, and whether we, afterwards, on drawing nearer, see the
inscription above the door of the temple.

It is significant that, although Swedenborg had already seen the temple, both outside and
inside, to the very pulpit, open Word, sanctuary, raised veil, and cherub, it was only
afterwards, when he drew nearer, that he saw the inscription above the door, NUNC
LICET, "Now it is permitted".

These words, NUNC LICET, we are taught in the same text, signify "that it is now
permitted to enter understandingly (intellectualiter) into the arcana of faith"; and the
thought is presented to Swedenborg of the exceeding danger of intellectually entering
into dogmas of faith, concocted out of self-intelligence, and therefore out of falsities; and
still more so to confirm them from the Word. How this has operated on the then Christian
Church, is then outlined.

Here it will be seen that the danger is the development of dogmas from self-intelligence,
and it will be remembered that it is the falsity of evil that is dangerous, not the falsity of
ignorance - a subject that does not properly come within the scope of this paper.

"But in the New Church", I am quoting from the same number, "the contrary is the case;
there it is permitted to enter intellectually, and penetrate into all her secrets, and to
confirm them by the Word, because her doctrines are continuous truths laid open by the
Lord by means of the Word, and confirmations of these truths by rational means cause the
understanding to be opened above, more and more, and thus to be raised into the light in
which are the Angels of Heaven; and that light in its essence is truth, and in that light the
acknowledgment of the Lord
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as the God of Heaven and earth, shines in its glory. This is what is meant by the
inscription, NUNC LICET, over the door of the temple, and also by the veil of the
sanctuary before the cherub, being raised. For it is a canon of the New Church, that
falsities close the understanding, and that truths open it".

It is manifest from this that all penetration from falsities of the evil of self-intelligence
closes the understanding, but we know from many passages in the Writings that falsities
from ignorance do not have that effect; if there is a looking to the Lord and not to self,
falsities of ignorance do not hurt. But, as I have said, this is not our subject tonight.

This beautiful number concludes with the never to be forgotten injunction, addressed in
writing to our glorious Church, for it was handed by an Angel of the Lord, from the
highest Heaven, to Swedenborg: "Enter hereafter into the mysteries of the Word, which
has been heretofore closed, for the particular truths therein are so many mirrors of the
Lord".

This message to the New Church is eternal: It will stand like a rock, ages and age, hence,
as surely and irrevocably as it did when delivered. Yea, it stood, for every human being,
from creation; for, to each created soul, there is a time or state, when this message falls
due, up to which time or state the Word had been closed, and should be opened, and
entered into, if that individual is to advance spiritually. But to the New Church alone has
the Lord made the admonition in writing, by the hand of an Angel of the celestial
Heaven: "Enter hereafter into the mysteries of the Word which has been heretofore
closed, for the particular truths therein are so many mirrors of the Lord".

Note again - and no one will doubt that Swedenborg represented the New Church, that he
was the Lord's Divine choice of a representative, to receive the Lord's messages to us note then that Swedenborg first saw the opened Word in the temple, not the closed Word,
and it was only afterwards, when he drew nearer, that he saw, above the door, the
inscription NUNC LICET; and it was, again, after this, that he received that final
message through a celestial Angel.

Is it all by chance, in a chapter given by the Lord,
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teaching about freedom of choice, to His New Church, this thrice seeing: The Word
opened, then the permission, then the injunction. First there is seen the temple
representing the New Church with the open Word therein, resplendent and illuminating
the pulpit, the priesthood and preaching. Then, secondly, on drawing nearer, there is seen
above the door of the temple, which door represents the entrance into the New Church,
the NUNC LICET inscription, conformable to our freedom of choice: "Now it is allowed
to enter intellectually into the arcana of faith", a permission not seen before, although the
beholder had already seen the open Word. And then, thirdly, I quote: "After this I saw
above my head (note that before it was above the door) something like an infant holding
in his hand a paper. As he drew near to me he increased to the stature of a medium-sized
man. He was an Angel from the third Heaven, where all at a distance look like infants.
When he came to me he handed me the paper; but, as the writing was in rounded letters,
such as they have in that Heaven, I returned the paper and asked that they should
themselves explain to me the meaning of the words there written, in terms adapted to the
ideas of my thought. He replied: This is what is here written. Enter hereafter into the
mysteries of the Word, which has been heretofore closed, for the particular truths therein
are so many mirrors of the Lord". This is the third seeing of the trine of seeing which is
discovered in the Relation.

And note too: The first seeing was the revelation of the internal sense of the Word; the
second seeing was a vision of the invitation NUNC LICET, at and above, or prior to the
door or actual entrance into the temple or New Church, an invitation to enter
intellectually into the truths of faith; and the third seeing was the momentous living

delivery by the means of the highest form of created life, a celestial Angel, of a message
having an admonition to enter hereafter into the mysteries of the Word.

So, always in freedom of choice, the order would appear to be: first, a clear vision of the
New Church and a recognition that it has an opened Word which is a revelation of an
internal or spiritual sense. Then, on our nearer approach, we see an invitation to enter
understandingly into the arcana of faith. And finally by more intimate and
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living means, descending from above from the Lord, we perceive an exhortation to enter
into the mysteries of the Word, which we first saw as opened and having an internal or
spiritual sense, and afterwards studied its arcana of faith.

At the point in our development when we have accepted the New Church and seen that it
has the opened Word, we are encouraged to go forward fearlessly in entering into the
arcana of faith, in the first instance. And then when we have reached that greatly
advanced state, by regeneration, of course, for there is not the least advance without it,
we are not only encouraged but admonished to enter into the mysteries of the Word,
which, in truth, up to then, has been comparatively closed to us individually, and
completely closed in the first stages, for want of any fraction of regeneration.

Seeing that the Word is opened and has an internal sense, does not open it to us - and, at
first, entering intellectually into the arcana of faith does not open it to us beyond the
commensurately small opening conformable to a meagre start in regeneration; but, after
receiving a living messenger into our lives "from above our heads", we at first truly enter
into the mysteries of the Word itself, and not merely into the arcana of faith.

The Lord, however, in His Divine Mercy, has provided for lesser attainments than the
third state. He has provided Heavens for such attainments, so that there is a trine of
Heavens too - the same trine that supervenes in all Divine order.

There is a vital application to each of us individually, and a need for us to be
introspective of that application. Where the Church as a whole stands is known to the
Lord alone, and where our brother Newchurchman stands is also a matter between him
and the Lord, and no concern of ours. But where we stand, is a matter which goes to the
root of our existence, because we were born for a purpose, and whether that purpose is
being attained by the Lord, is all that matters as far as we are concerned. So that we are
entitled to judge of our own states, and go to the Lord in His Word for guidance to truth
leading, so that He can make us such temples as He discloses to us.

Whether we have individually gone beyond a vision of
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the temple and a realization that the Word is opened by a revelation of the internal sense,
or entered intellectually into the arcana of faith, or entered into the mysteries of the
Word, is a matter upon which we are entitled to meditate. And, in doing so, our humility
must surely be stirred to its depths, when we realize that not a single truth lives in us
apart from regeneration. In other words, all the truths of revelation are merely scientifics
in our minds, without life, unless, by living them, as of ourselves, but in the gift of the
Lord, we adopt them as part of a temple of the Lord.

What, then, of such of us as are perhaps mere beginners in regeneration, starters of slow
progress, who, perhaps, never attain the real ultimate goal? That there are three degrees
of Heaven, answers this. So let us apply the teachings of the Word to the three degrees of
NUNC LICET. Let us assume that one has seen that there is a New Church, and that in
her the Word is opened to an internal sense which is spiritual, and that one has afterwards
seen above the door, or entrance into the New Church, the inscription NUNC LICET.
And at the same time let us remember that the Memorable Relation teaches that NUNC
LICET means that Newchurchmen may so enter into all the secrets belonging to the New
Church and confirm them by the Word without the dangers that beset the former Church,
because the New Church doctrines are "continuous truths laid open by the Lord by means
of the Word, and confirmations of these truths by rational means cause the understanding
to be opened above, more and more, and thus to be raised into the light in which are the

Angels of Heaven; and that that light in its essence is truth, and in that light the
acknowledgment of the Lord as the God of Heaven and earth shines in its glory".

Bearing all this in mind, it is necessary to have as a basis for our thought, tonight, in
studying the subject of the NUNC LICET inscription, any other teachings in the Word
which bear on the subject.

Entering understandingly, is the invitation. The word translated "understandingly", being,
in the original latin, intellectualiter. For the beginners in regeneration, or starters of slow
progess, it will come as a comfort to learn that there are here, again, three degrees of
intellectualiter,
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and the following extracts will throw some light upon a phrase which, in translation, has
probably taken on a difference not contemplated in the Word to the Church:

"There are three degrees of intellectual things in man; the lowest is scientific, the middle
rational, the highest intellectual. These are so distinct from each other that they ought
never to be confounded. But man is ignorant of this distinction because he places life
only in the sensual and scientific; and while he abides in that, it is impossible for him to
know that his rational is distinct from the scientific; much less can he know that the
intellectual is distinct from both. But the truth is that the Lord, through the intellectual in
man, flows into his rational, and through the rational into the scientific of the memory.
This is the true influx, and this is the true intercourse of the soul with the body. Without
an influx of the Lord's life into the intellectual things of man, or rather into the voluntary
things, and through the voluntary into the intellectual things, and through the intellectual
into the rational things, and through the rational into the scientific things, which are those
of the memory, it would be impossible for man to have any life", A.C. 657.

It cannot be too vividly impressed upon us that all is from above, descending from the
Lord. Note the influx from above. Note that NUNC LICET was above the door, the

entrance into the New Church. Note that the living messenger of the Lord from the
celestial Heaven was seen above, and he descended with that momentous paper, a
veritable letter from God.

If there are, therefore, three degrees of intellectualiter, as so clearly stated, does not each
degree admit the man to the appropriate Heaven of each degree, by the man's living up to
that degree - a living or regeneration commensurate with the progress made in conjoining
the learnt arcana of faith, or mysteries of the Word, with their proper consorts of charity
or good of life? A living as of oneself, but actually of the Lord in us.

In another number, A. C. 5354, intellectualiter is further illuminated, when Ephraim is
said to signify the intellectual of the Church, and, to quote: "The intellectual of the
Church is the intellect (or understanding) with the men of the Church respecting truths
and goods, that is respecting
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the doctrinals of faith and charity, thus the notion, concept, or idea on these. Truth itself
is the spiritual of the Church, and good is the celestial of it. But with different persons
truth and good are differently understood; such, therefore, as is the understanding of
truth, such is the truth with everyone".

We have already seen that there are three degrees of the intellectual, namely, the
scientific, the rational, and the intellectual; and it appears logical to gather from this, that
the words NUNC LICET, allow one in the lowest or scientific degree to enter into the
arcana of faith to the scientific degree; allow one in the rational degree to enter into the
arcana of faith to the rational degree; and allow the truly intellectual to enter into the
mysteries of the Word to the intellectual or highest degree. "Now it is allowable to enter
understandingly (intellectualiter) into the arcana of faith". Does not this conclude that,
according to the degree of mind, one can, upon reading the Word to the New Church, see
either scientific truth, rational truth, or intellectual truth; and, moreover, can start with
seeing scientifics, and thereafter progress by regeneration and a discrete degree, to
rationals, and finally, by the same progress to true intelligence?

But what is our individual part in this development? The number 9424 of the ARCANA
CELESTIA gives the answer from Heaven, as follows: "Since an opportunity again offers
here, it may be stated in a few words how the case is with the support furnished to the
Word out of the Doctrine which is out of the Word. Anyone who does not know the
arcana of Heaven, cannot believe otherwise than that the Word is supported without
Doctrine thence; for he supposes that the Word in the letter, that is the literal sense of the
Word, is the Doctrine itself. Yet it is to be known, that every Doctrine of the Church must
be of the Word, and that any doctrine derived from any other source than from the Word
is not a doctrine in which there is anything of the Church, and still less, anything of
Heaven. But the Doctrine should be collected from the Word; and while it is being
collected, the man ought to be in enlightenment from the Lord; and he is in enlightenment
when he is in the love of truth for the sake of truth, and not for the sake of self and the
world. These
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are they who are enlightened in the Word when reading it, and they see the truth, and
make for themselves doctrine thence. The reason why this is so is that such persons communicate with Heaven, and thus with the Lord; and thus enlightened by the Lord they are
led to see the truths of the Word such as they are in Heaven; for the Lord flows into their
understanding through Heaven, since it is the interior understanding of the man which is
enlightened; and the Lord also, at the same time, flows in then with faith, by means of the
cooperation of the new will, a characteristic of which is to be affected with the truth for
the sake of truth .... It must be known that the internal sense of the Word contains the
genuine doctrine of the Church".

Just a word, in closing, upon the word NUNC. Now it is allowed. We are taught time and
again in the Word that by time is signified state; that time and space are nonexistent in
the next life, but appearances. Are we not therefore liable to error, or perhaps dwelling in
appearances, if we assume that the word NOW means that, since the Writings were
given, it is allowable to enter into the arcana of faith - a matter merely of New Church
history, and therefore a mere scientific? Would it not he more likely that we should draw
from the NUNC LICET the doctrine that a state of entering from above, or within, into
the Church, is indicated - a state, in freedom of choice, of a willingness to be led by the
Lord? First one has an internal and external view of the whole structure of the Church,
and sees that it has an illuminated, opened, Word; then one approaches nearer, still in

freedom, and beholds a permission to enter intellectually, in its successive degrees, into
the arcana of faith; and, finally, if one reaches that highest state, he, from above and
within, still in freedom, receives the living messenger of the Lord, and has a truly
intellectual view of the mysteries of the Word.
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACTS FROM THE ISSUE FOR JAN.-MAR. 1936

_____________
“Everything of the Church is from the Lord, and indeed from the Divine Human of
Himself; for out of this proceeds every good of love and truth of faith which make the
Church",
A. E. 96.
"The Church is Church out of the reception of the Lord's Divine Good in the Divine true
things which are from Himself. That the Lord is called Bridegroom and also Husband, and
that the Church is called Bride and also Wife, is patent out of the Word",
A. R. 797.

_____________

To see the essence of the Church and to love the essential things of the Church, so that
the Church in man becomes reality, is the only real purpose to which a man can put
himself. For the Church is the common good from the one Good itself, and when the
common good rules in man, it is also the good for the man.

It is only in this common good that man does find the contentment and the calm in which
lies the strength of a life of the spirit intensely moved. It is only in this common good that
man really becomes man.

Everything of the Church is from the Divine Human of the Lord, that is, everything of the
Church is out of the Word. In so much as the Church is Church out of the Word, thus out
of the Lord, it is in consociation with Heaven, and in conjunction with the Lord. The first
essential therefore is the cognition and the acknowledgment of the Word of the Church.
The Word of the New Church is the Divine Rational laid down in the Third Testament.

The Old and the New Testament are not the Word itself of the New Church. Everything
of the New Church is out of the Third Testament. By this view the Old and the New
Testament are in no way belittled. On the contrary, only
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then do they too become truly the Word. In the measure in which a man confirms himself
in the belief that the Old and the New Testament are the Word itself of the New Church
and in the denial that the Third Testament is the Word itself of the New Church, he sees
both the Old and the New Testament, and also the Third Testament, in a merely natural
light, and for just as much he cannot participate in the essential things of the New
Church.

In so much as man sees the Third Testament as the Word itself of the New Church, the
sole source of all and the singular things of the Church, and in so much as the life of man
is out of this Word, for so much the New Church exists in him.

In the future of the Church, when there will be enlightenment, one will find it surprising
that there was a time in which the Word of the New Church was called "the writings".

The Third Testament, being the Word itself of the New Church, is not the Doctrine of the
New Church. The Doctrine of the Church is out of that Word. Not the letter of the Third
Testament is the Doctrine of the New Church, but the internal sense of the Third
Testament is the Doctrine of the New Church. The Word of the Third Testament as to the
letter alone is a body without soul. The letter of the Third Testament separated from the
internal sense is "the letter that kills" (DICT. PROB. XIV: 2); the Third Testament, as to
the letter alone, is "the book of heresies" (A.C. 6071, 6400, 10278, H.H. 455, A.E. 1089,
MEM. 3442).

Examples of untenable ideas that have arisen in the New Church, and which have been
confirmed by the letter of the Third Testament, are: the idea that the Writings of Emanuel
Swedenborg are not the Word, and of late years the concept of "human love and human
wisdom", "human good and human truth" "human doctrine", and "human and yet not
false interpretation of doctrine". The Word teaches: "Every truth which is a truth, is
Divine", A.E. 34, and: "All the good of love and all the truth of faith which are with man
are not the man's but the Lord's with him; for it is the Divine, proceeding:, which is the
Lord in
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Heaven with Angels and in the Church with men", A.E. 460.

"The Church is Church out of the reception of the Lord's Divine Good in the Divine true
things which are from Himself. That the Lord is called Bridegroom and also Husband,
and that the Church is called Bride and also Wife, is manifest out of the Word", A.R. 797.
When the intellectual things of man by mutual conjunction make one with the new
voluntary things of a life put in order from the Lord, that is, when the male in the Church
and the female in the Church co-operate as one, only then there are "the Divine true
things which are from Himself", in which "the Divine Good of the Lord" can be received;
then "the marriage of the Lamb is come, and His wife has made herself ready", Ap. XIX:
7. For we read: "Man, man and woman are the Church, and more so, husband and wife
together", C.L. 125.

No genuine Doctrine out of the Word can exist with man, unless the Doctrine be born out
of the internal, that is, out of the Lord with man. The genuine Doctrine is the Lord's with
man.

If man does not in the light of Doctrine overcome and remove the voluntary things of his
proprium and thereby come into new voluntary things from the Lord, that is, if he does
not come into a new order in the external or natural mind, the light of Doctrine is lost
again in the night of the proprium.

The man of the Church who remains in the external things cannot come into a rational
vision and into the free possession of the essential things of the Church which are "from
the Divine Human of the Lord", A.E. 96, and which in the Word are called "the Divine
things of the Church", D.P. 215, and "the Divine things which are called the spiritual
things of the Church", T.C.R. 480. For his highest perfection or his seventh state does not
rise above the state of confirmed external truth and obedience thereto (cf. A.C. 8976).

The essential things of the Church will come into light in the measure in which it is
realized that they lie in the cognition and acknowledgment of the Word itself of the New
Church, in the genuine Doctrine out of that Word,
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and in a life according to that Doctrine. But in exactly the same measure in which these
things will arise, the proprium of man, and of the Church as a whole, will rise up in ever
more intense rebellion against them.

We read in CORONIS, n. 8 : "In the Church those who live according to order are trees
of life". Out of this word it is clearly evident that in so much as man lives according to
order, there will be fruits with him, and indeed good fruits; but that in so much as he lives
against order, everything he produces will be of no value. "By their fruits ye shall know
them", Matth. VII : 16-20.

What is the soil? What is the seed? What is the tree? What are the leaves? What are the
blossoms? And what are the fruits with the new seed? All these things in man must
become rationally conscious reality and life. In these things all living members of the
Church in willing and in thinking must find a mutual conjunction. For these things are the
essential things, that is, the Divine things of the Church. Not only has the Church so far
been in complete ignorance of these things, and in the thickest darkness with regard
thereto, the Divine origin and the Divine essence of these things is even denied by most.
And yet we read in the Word: "Everything of the Church is from the Lord, and indeed
from the Divine Human of Himself", A.E. 96. As long as these things are lacking the
New Church is the New Church only in name, but not in essence and reality.
________________________________________________________________________
_________________

THE CHURCH AS OUR SPIRITUAL MOTHER
By THE REV. HENDRIK W. BOEF.

"By mother in the internal sense is understood the Church", A.C. 8904.
Genuine Doctrine, drawn from the Word by one who is in illustration from the Lord,
teaches of what quality the Lord wills that Heaven and the Church should be. "In the
literal sense of the Word of the Lord scarcely anything appears except a disordered
something; but when it is read by man (ab homine), especially by an infant boy or girl, it
becomes by degrees, as it ascends, more beautiful and delightful; and at last it is
presented before the Lord as
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the image of a man in which and by which Heaven in its complex is represented, not as it
is, but as the Lord wills that it should be, namely, that it be a similitude of Himself", A.C.
1871. When the Word is read in a state of love and faith corresponding to the tractable
and teachable state of an infant boy or girl, that is, in the consciousness of being utterly
dependent for all spiritual life upon the Lord as the Father thereof, and upon the Church
as the Mother through which that life comes into existence; then first is the Word read
from a new affection of good which is genuinely innocent, and from a new affection of
truth that is genuinely docile. It is by virtue of these affections of good and truth that
man, as if of himself, perceives that love which lifts him up out of himself into the Lord,
and comes into that understanding that is elevated into the very glory of the internal sense
of His Word. The external sense taken into the mind from without, and made alive by the
Lord from within, becomes, by degrees, as it ascends, or in the measure that truth is
conjoined to good, more delightful and beautiful; for then the image and likeness of the
Infinite and Eternal, which makes it such, stands out visibly in that which makes Heaven
with man. Thus man is granted a vision of Heaven not as he in his unregenerated state
imagined it to be, but "as the Lord wills that it should be, namely, that it should be a
similitude of Himself".

This teaching from the Word of the Lord's Second Coming (A.C. 1871), gives us a
realization of how important it is that we should read the Lord's Latin Word, and above
all, how exceedingly important it is that we should read it in that state of heart and mind
which is involved in the Lord's words: "Amen·, I say unto you, if you do not change and
become as children, you shall by no means enter into the kingdom of the heavens",
Matth. XVIII: 3.

All who read the Books which are the Second Advent of the Lord, are called to the Lord's
New Church and to His New Heaven. The reading involves such an invitation because,
while man is reading, the Lord can enlighten the mind and touch the heart. The Book in
the Sanctuary or on the shelf, without the reading thereof, is like the sun at night-time; it
is there, but it gives no light, for we are turned away from it.
Such is the case in regard to the Word as long as man
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remains in his own proprium. He is unwilling to deny himself, to take up his cross that he
may die upon it as to his own self, and be resurrected into new spiritual life by the Lord.
Being turned away from Him, he is in the night of his own self-intelligence, and in the
wilderness of his self-made idea of heaven - that imaginary paradise, wherein one sees, in
the fantastic light of self-delusion, the fulfilment and satisfaction of the desires of the
loves of the proprium. Yea., indeed, so long as we remain in our own proprium, we are
creating out of our own selves, by means of the letter of the Word, an imaginary so-called
New Church, and imaginary New Heavens. These are the exact opposites of the truly
New Church and truly New Heavens, as the Lord wills them to be.

It is a provision of the Divine Mercy of the Lord that it is written in His Word: "Thy
kingdom come", that in uttering this sacred prayer a new vessel may be created in our
minds that can be filled with a love from the Lord for that Kingdom. It is likewise a
provision of His Divine Mercy that we are asked to pray: "That the Lord may be
continually with us, that He may lift up and turn His faces to us, that He may teach,
enlighten, and lead us, because out of ourselves we can do nothing of good; and that He
may grant that we may live, lest the devil lead us astray, and instill evils into our hearts;
knowing that if we are not led by Him, the devil leads us, and inspires evils of every kind,
hatred, revenge, cunning, and deceit, even as a serpent infuses poison; for he is ever near,

exciting and continually accusing, and where he encounters a heart turned away from
God, he enters in, and dwells there, and draws the soul to hell. Free us, O Lord". The
APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED, n. 1148, where this prayer is given in the form of a
recommendation, significantly continues: "These things coincide with those which have
been mentioned above" - and which we should read in order to understand the import of
this prayer: "For hell is the devil: thus in any case it is acknowledged that man is either
led from the Lord, or that he is led from hell, thus that he is in the middle".

Man, being in the middle between the Lord, and thence heaven, and hell, thus being
neither the Lord nor hell, must receive from the Lord the as if of himself that wills, loves,
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and understands and thinks good and truth; just as from hell he comes into the as if of
himself that wills, loves, and understands and thinks evil and falsity.

To obtain a conception of life that is truly and genuinely heavenly is therefore not
possible, unless man acknowledges that out of his own very self he knows nothing at all
concerning Heaven or the true Church, and that he therefore must go to the Lord to be
taught from Him through His Word. The wisdom then given him from the Lord, and
enjoyed by man, as if of himself, is the genuine Doctrine of the Church. To actually lead
a truly and genuinely heavenly life, is not possible except from the gift of such life by the
Lord. The presence and reception of the Holy Spirit is that alone which gives man the
light to know the way, and the power to walk therein, both seen and perceived by man as
if of himself; not from himself for neither is innate in him. "Heaven is not granted to
others than those who know the way to it and who walk in that way .... No one becomes
an Angel ... unless he carries with him what is angelic out of the world; and the angelic
has within it the knowledge of the way out of walking in it, and a walking in the way
through a knowledge of it", D.P. 60.

No man can join the Lord's New Church - His Heaven on earth. We cannot join what is
angelic, that life which we are to carry out of the Church with us, if we are to come into
Heaven. Man must be born from her as from his spiritual Mother, if he is to live as a son
and heir in his Father's House.

Indeed, from motives which we ourselves know best, we may join this or that society
bearing the name of the New Jerusalem; but if we have not been born again from her as
to our internal man, we are only as adopted sons and daughters. As such, as the members
of the external organization of the Church, we profit by the privileges that she extends to
her own family, and by the wealth that she bestows upon it together with her name. So
generous, indeed, is this gift of her maternal love, that we easily forget that we are
spiritual orphans, the orphans of a forgotten God and a dead old church. But our
unregenerated imagination, furnished with this unmerited and unassimilated wealth of
religious knowledge, encourages us by virtue of it to assume an arrogant and boastful
attitude, and
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gives us the impudent audacity to claim as rightful heirs a place in the New Heavens of
the Lord's Second Coming. Our natural man, carefully educated into an enthusiastic
living according to the traditions of the Church, displays this outwardly good life as
evidence of heavenly piety and godliness. In our inflated love of self, we, like the Jews of
old, insist upon representing the Church of the Lord, while at the same time we
perpetually condemn and despise the gentiles, - the old Church.
But, as long as we are only "adopted" in the sight of the Lord and of Heaven, our spiritual
parents, as long as we participate in the life of the Church out of our own propria, we
neither know the true nature of the Lord, our heavenly Father, nor of the New Jerusalem,
our heavenly Mother. Still less do we have a genuine love for them, but only a certain
admiration, and a feeling of gratitude for the gifts bestowed upon us, and for the
privileges of participation in the worship, the social and the educational life.

In this state, our love for the Lord and the Church is an idolatrous, selfish, and
unregenerate one. The evil as well as the good love and appreciate that which is
beneficial to them. In fact, the evil will do more to accumulate and to promote such
things which, in the end, will repay them with interest commensurate with their efforts.

We all, those who come from without, as well as those who are born from parents who
are members, we all are adopted at first. This state is mercifully provided that we may be

furnished with the means to our reformation. But we must not remain the adopted sons
and daughters of the Lord and the Church as our foster-parents, pretending all the while
to be the real ones, lest when the heritage is divided, we be discovered as the children of a
false god and a false church. Yea, lest our pretence of love for them be found to be what
it is; and that it has nothing in common with the true love into the Lord, and with the
charity toward the neighbor of the children of God, who are the children of the
resurrection. (Luke XX : 36).

The children of the resurrection are those who have died as to their own proprium, and
have been resurrected into new spiritual life from the Lord. "In the heavens little children
and the Angels know no other father and no other mother, since they are there born anew
of the Lord through
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the Church. Therefore the Lord says: 'Call no man your father on earth; for one is your
Father, who is in the Heavens' (Matth. XXIII: 9)", T.C.R. 306. Their acknowledgment
and love of the Lord, and of the Church, are the appearance of the image and likeness of
the Lord in them. "Heaven is not Heaven out of the Angels, but out of the Lord; for love
and wisdom in which the Angels are, and which make Heaven, are not out of them, but
out of the Lord, yea, are the Lord in them. And because love and wisdom are the Lord's,
and are the Lord there, and love and wisdom make their life, it is also evident that their
life is the Lord's, yea is the Lord. That they live from the Lord, the Angels themselves
confess", D.P. 28. This the Ancients also knew, whence we read: "The things of the
mind, which are goods and truths, were by the Ancients called houses, the good reigning
therein father, and the truth conjoined to this good mother, and the derivations sons,
daughters, sons-in-law, daughters-in-law", A.C. 6690.

It was not only in a general sense that the Ancients loved the Lord and the Church, that is,
as the Lord and the Church were represented outside of themselves before their eyes; but
in a most particular sense they venerated the good and truth with them as the spiritual
parents of their heavenly life. How wonderfully exquisite should this perception be in the
New Church, in this day of the Lord's Second Coming, when the Lord can be present
most intimately with the regenerating by virtue of the fulness of His Holy Spirit. The
conscious perception of the presence of the Holy Spirit is the love of the affection of
good, and the wisdom of the affection of truth. It is a holy state. It has nothing whatever

in common with the sentimental emotionalism of an unregenerated heart. It is
diametrically opposed to the hallucinations of a mind steeped in the conceit of selfintelligence. The conscious perception in heart and mind of the Divinum a Se - the Divine
from Himself - is according to the degree of regeneration, the natural, spiritual, or
celestial life, enjoyed and practiced by the new proprium as if of itself. Therefore we
read: "Concerning the fourth commandment of the decalogue, that parents are to be
honored. This commandment was given also, because honor to parents represented and
thus signified love into the Lord and love towards the Church; for father
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in the heavenly sense, or the heavenly Father, is the Lord; and mother in the heavenly
sense, or the heavenly Mother, is the Church; honor signifies the good of love; and the
prolongation of days, which they will have, signifies the felicity of eternal life. Thus is
this commandment understood in Heaven, where no other father than the Lord is known,
nor any other mother than ... the Church. The Lord indeed out of Himself gives life, and
through the Church gives nourishment. ... Out of these things it is now evident that the
third and fourth commandments involve arcana concerning the Lord, namely, the
acknowledgment and the confession of His Divine, and the worship of Him out of the
good of love", A.E. 966.

It is by virtue of the creating and regenerating presence of the Holy Spirit with man, that
the Church - the mother of our new proprium - becomes also the mother of that heavenly
life which makes man a natural, spiritual, or celestial human being on earth; and in the
spiritual world, an Angel of the natural, spiritual, or celestial Heaven. For: "Mother is the
Church as to truth, thus also the truth of the Church", A.C. 9226. And in A.C. 3583:
"Mother, is the affection of spiritual truth, and thence the Church; because the Church is,
and is so called, out of truth and the affection thereof". The Church is truly our spiritual
mother in so far as she actually is betrothed and married to the Lord, the Bridegroom and
Husband. In so far as she, as the Bride and Wife, stands before Him, and is conjoined to
Him by love truly conjugial in the highest sense, it is that: "By wife is meant the Church,
and in the universal sense the kingdom of the Lord in the Heavens and on earth; and from
this it follows that the same is meant by mother", A.C. 289. "By father in the Word is
signified interior good, and by mother, truth conjoined with this good", A.C. 9199; also
H.H. 382a, and A.C. 5581, where it is added: "Because the Church is a spiritual
conjugium, which is from good as from a father, and from truth as from a mother".
Thence: "The sons born out of that mother are truths, and are called sons of the kingdom
(Matth. XIII: 38)", A.C. 8900. These sons of the kingdom would remain mere

abstractions, until they become obvious in man's thought and speech. Here let us note:
"That the Lord's Church is with those who are in
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charity in act or in good works, and not with those who are in faith separated from these",
A.E. 82l.

Lest we remain in faith alone, we are taught in the Lord's Word as follows: "The man
who is being regenerated and is being made spiritual, is first led to good through truth;
for man does not know what spiritual good, or what is the same thing, Christian good is,
except through truth or through the doctrinal which is out of the Word. Thus he is
initiated into good. Afterward, when he has been initiated, he no longer is led to good
through truth, but through good to truth, for he then not only sees out of good the truths
he knew before, but also out of good brings forth new ones, which he did not know, and
could not know before; for good has with itself that which desires truths, because with
these it is, as it were, nourished, for it is perfected by them. These truths, new truths,
differ greatly from the truths he had previously known; for those which he then knew had
little life, while those which he thereafter accepts have life out of good. When man comes
into good through truth, he is Israel; and the truth which he then receives out of good, that
is, through good from the Lord, is new truth, which is represented by Benjamin while he
was with his father. Through this truth, good fructifies in the natural, and produces truths
wherein is good; they are innumerable. Thus the natural is regenerated, and through
fruitfulness first becomes like a tree with good fruits, and successively like a garden. Out
of these things it is evident what is meant by new truth out of spiritual good", A.C. 5804.
"The truth which Benjamin represents when with his father, and is called new truth, is
that which alone makes man to be a Church; for in this truth, or in these truths, there is
life from good, that is, the man who is in truths of faith out of good, he is a Church; but
not the man who is in truths of faith and not in the good of charity. For the truths with
him are dead, even though they should be the same truths. Thence it may be seen what is
meant by that this truth only is of the Church", A.C. 5806.

A Church, an Ecclesia in Latin, or έxxλησία in the Greek language, is a congregation of
those who have been called out of their houses and from their individual pursuits by a
crier, and who have been assembled together for the
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worship of God, and for the determination of the uses which are to be performed for the
common good, from charity toward the neighbor. By correspondence, a church is a true
Church only in so far as those who belong to it have been called out of their propria (by
the criers, the priesthood), and having entered into the life of the new proprium, which is
given anew continually out of the Holy Spirit, manifest that new life in love into the
Lord, charity toward the neighbor, and in short, in all the uses of life, and in the genuine
Doctrine of the Church.

"Whatever is born draws its being from the father, and its existence from the mother; it
must have both that it may become something", A.C. 3299. How imperative is it then that
we should go to the Lord that we may have life eternal, and how indispensable indeed is
the true Church to our reformation and regeneration. What a tremendous influence
toward this end can a true Church exert; and what a hindrance to our spiritual progress
may the church become, when she degenerates into a purely human institution. "That
which proceeds from anything derives its essence from that from which it proceeds; but it
is clothed with such things as serve for communication, thus for use in a lower sphere.
The things with which it is clothed are taken from such as are in the lower sphere, to the
end that the internal from which it proceeds may act in the lower sphere by such means as
are there", A.C. 5689. How utterly necessary the Church is to our spiritual life is evident
also from A.C. 4257, where we read: "Man also perishes altogether when the Church, and
that which is of the Church with him, perishes, that is, when the affection of truth, which
properly is signified by mother, and which makes the Church with man, is destroyed",
A.C. 4257. When this takes place, the church becomes the exact opposite of what the
Lord wills that she should be. "In the internal sense father signifies the good of the
Church, and in the opposite sense evil; and mother- the truth of the Church, and in the
opposite sense falsity", A.C. 6306. This being the case, it behooves the member of the
Church to subject himself very often to drastic self-examination. For: "When the lowest
natural is affected by what is corrupt through what is hereditary from the mother, then
truth cannot be conjoined to good, but can only adhere to it with
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some power; nor is truth united to good before these corruptions have been driven away",
A.C. 3304.

The human proprium is so brazenly prominent in the Church, that it requires an
enlightened understanding from the Lord to penetrate behind the veil of human dogma
and sterile intellectualism that passes for heavenly wisdom, but does not lead to the good
of life. And it takes a will infilled with true angelic love from the Lord, to rise above selfcentered sectarianism, and that sanctimonious good life of the natural man, who does not
commit evils openly, indeed, but neither does go out of his way to help his neighbor, or to
do good to him for his sake, except when asked or forced to do so, or when duly
remunerated therefore.

The man of the Church should exert the greatest degree of vigilance lest he accept, as
evidence of the good and truth of the Church, that which has been conceived by the
human proprium out of evil as a father, and has been brought forth by false human
reasoning as a mother. We should especially be on guard against the poisonous thought
that there is such a thing as human good and truth. He who holds this, is paralyzed as to
the spiritual life of his internal man, as the life of the body is paralyzed by the sting of the
scorpion; for his internal man remains spiritually dead, even though the external man is
glossed over by an appearance of so-called human love and intelligence, which gives man
the power to seem like a regenerating human being before the eyes of the members of the
Church. But as long as man remains in this state of spiritual paralysis, he either accounts
it as unnecessary to worship God, or he persists in the idolatrous worship of the Lord and
His Word. This worship is the adoration of the Person of the Lord without the reception
of the Divine, proceeding, and it is the hallowing of the Letter of the Word without the
understanding of the internal sense. This religiosity out of the unregenerated proprium
turns man away from the Lord as the Father of all heavenly life, and thus from the
creating, reforming, and regenerating influx of His Holy Spirit. Moreover, it holds man in
aversion to the internal sense of the Word understood in the Church, thus from the
Church as the Mother of all heavenly wisdom. In consequence of this, the genuine
Doctrine of the Church is not extant, and man is not nourished spiritually out of the
Word.
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In this state, man is unwilling to acknowledge that all good and all truth are Divine, and
always remain Divine. Instead he believes that what is Divine can become so finited with
man, that it can be produced by man as human love and wisdom, or good and truth in act
and speech. But lest man should believe that good, in which he is held by the Lord, can
be of his proprium, it is said in DIVINE PROVIDENCE, n. 79: "Let it be known,
therefore, that those goods are not otherwise appropriated to man, than that they are
constantly the Lord's with man; and that insofar as man acknowledges this, so far the
Lord grants that good should appear to the man as his". The Divine of the Lord with man
can never be transformed in such a way as to become a product of the life of a
regenerating man; man exercising that life from himself, and the Lord ordering the
produce of his good and truth into an angelic pattern; but: "With the regenerating man is
a new will, and a new understanding; that new will and the new understanding is his
conscience, that is in his conscience, through which the Lord operates the good of charity
and the truth of faith", A.C. 977. And: "Interiorly in charity is the end of doing good; that
this is the Divine itself with man, as it is with regenerated men, is signified [in Matth. V :
44, 45] by ‘that you may be sons of your Father in the heavens'; 'Father in the heavens' is
the Divine, proceeding, for all who receive it are said to be sons of the Father, that is, of
the Lord. By the sun which He makes to rise upon the evil and the good, is signified
Divine Good inflowing; and by the rain which He sends upon the just and the unjust, is
signified Divine Truth inflowing; for the Divine, proceeding, which is the Father in the
heavens, equally inflows with the evil and the good, but the reception of it is from man;
although not in this wise from man as from man, but as if from him; for the faculty of
receiving continually is given him, and it also inflows, in so far as man removes the evils
standing in the way, also out of the faculty which is given continually; and the faculty
itself appears as if the man's, although it is the Lord's", A.E. 644. Unless the Lord is the
All in all of the Church, unless He, being the Alpha, becomes the Omega also, or the First
and the Last, the church is not guided by the Holy Spirit. No new truths out of good from
the Lord are seen, even though the Word is studied: and what is worse, the church
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then is not in the perception of new goods, and, therefore, it cannot be in the exercise of
new acts of charity. The members in such a case remain in the static observances of
tradition and usage, which are held up as the example of good works. Because the man of
the church, in this state, refuses to enter into the internal sense of the Word, given to the
Church, he cannot be led by the Spirit of Truth, and the church becomes man-made, and
not as the Lord wills that she should be.

In order that we may be lifted up out of this state, the Lord does not ask us, but He
commands us, to honor our Father and our Mother. "Honor thy father and thy mother
signifies love for good and truth; in the supreme sense for the Lord and for His kingdom",
A.C. 8896. "In the spiritual sense to honor Father and Mother is to venerate and love God
and the Church. In this sense by Father is understood God, who is the Father of all; and
by Mother the Church ... ; for as a mother on earth nourishes her children with natural
food, so does the Church nourish her children with spiritual food", T.C.R. 306. "In the
celestial sense Father means our Lord Jesus Christ, and Mother the Communion of
Saints, by which is understood His Church spread throughout the whole world .... That by
the New Jerusalem is to be understood the New Church which today is to be established
from the Lord, may be seen in the APOCALYPSE REVEALED, n. 880, 881; this Church
and not the preceding is the Wife and Mother in this sense. The spiritual offspring which
are born out of this Conjugium are the goods of charity and the truths of faith; and they
who are in these from the Lord are called sons of the Wedding, sons of God, and born
from Him", T.C.R. 307. These and no others are the Communion of Saints - the
sanctified ones by the Lord's Holy Spirit. They are the Lord's New Jerusalem, as He wills
that it should be, because with them the New Church is being established every day anew
from the Lord. "It is to be kept in mind that from the Lord continually proceeds a Divine
Sphere of celestial love toward all who embrace the Doctrine of His Church, and who,
like infants in the world their father and mother, obey Him and apply themselves to Him,
and will to be nourished, that is, to be instructed by Him", T.C.R. 308. - Even so, come,
Lord Jesus. AMEN.
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FAITH AND TO BELIEVE

BY ANTON

ZELLING.

I
"The innocence that dwells in wisdom is to know, to acknowledge, and to believe
that one can understand nothing and will nothing from one's self, and hence that
one does not wish to understand and to will anything from one's self, but only from
the Lord; and also that whatever one supposes one understands from one's self is
false; and that whatever one supposes one wills from one's self is evil. This state of
life is the state of innocence of the posterior state, in which are all who are in the
third Heaven, which is called the Heaven of innocence. Hence it is that those are in
wisdom, because what they understand and what they will is from the Lord. But it
is of the innocence that dwells in ignorance, such as it is with infants and boys, to

believe that all things they know and think, and also all they will, are in
themselves; and that all things they thence speak and do are from themselves. That
these are fallacies they do not comprehend. The true things which are of that
innocence are for the most part founded upon the fallacies of the external senses,
which however must be shaken off as man advances to wisdom. Out of these few
things it can be established that the good of innocence of the posterior state must
not be conjoined with the truth of innocence of the prior state" .
ARCANA CELESTIA 9301.

In Dutch geloof [faith] is a noun derived from the verb gelooven [to believe]. However
self-evident this may sound, still in this identification a distinction is lost which is of the
very greatest importance for life. The Latin for geloof [faith] is fides, and for gelooven [to
believe] credere, two different words (compare also the French foi and croire, the
English faith and to believe). If we translate into Dutch this statement from the
DOCTRINE OF THE NEW JERUSALEM CONCERNING FAITH, n. 7: Ubi veritas
non ereditur, ibi fides dicitur with "Where truth is not geloofd [believed], there it is said
geloof [faith]", this at first sounds as singular as if one said: "Where truth is not loved,
there it is said love". Similarly the Word in the Latin has the often occurring expression
fidem habere et credere which in the Dutch language in "geloof hebben en gelooven" [to
have faith and to believe] is reduced into a synonym.

The Word says in every line that Faith, fides, is the
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Truth in its coherence, that it is the Lord with man, the Amen. But it is not the Lord with
man, unless the man believes. Therefore to believe [gelooven], credere, is the word of
words in the Church, for A.C. 9222 states: "The first thing of all with the man of the
Church is to believe the Word (credere Verbum), and this primary thing is with him who
is in the truth of faith and the good of charity". Now what does the Word say of to
believe? Four statements may here follow which will afterwards be summed up in one
thesis:

I. "The spiritual life is acquired first by knowing the true things (then they are as it were
at the door), then by acknowledging them (then they are in the entrance hall), and finally
by believing them (then they are in the inner chamber)", A.C. 8772.
II. "To ascribe to the Lord is to know, to acknowledge, and to believe that the good and
true things of faith are from the Lord", A.C. 9223.
III. "The memory and the understanding are like entrance halls, and the will is like a
chamber", A.C. 9230.
IV. "Those who are of one opinion and feeling appear together in one house, and still
more if in one chamber of the house". "But if they stand outside, the things thought are
indeed perceived, but as from another and not from one's self", R.V. 9213.
Conclusion:
To know is at the door, to acknowledge in the entrance hall, to believe in the inner
chamber.
To know is in the memory, to acknowledge in the understanding, to believe in the will.
To know stands outside, to acknowledge brings together into one house, to believe
together into one inner room.
From all this it appears that to believe is the inmost degree; and according to A.C. 8772
that it is said to believe only then when the good inflowing from the Lord into the interior
man there conjoins itself with the true things, and that good has drawn those things to
itself.
On almost every page of the Word the verb to believe occurs in the opposite senses:
V.

To believe from internal perception that it is so;

2. A believing out of persuasion from some other source, A.C. 8928.
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With great fear we therefore arrive at the realization that for the first time with the
Doctrine of the Church the word to believe begins to open like a flower of which the
internal things are complete paradises.

For now, contrast fidem habere with credere. Fidem habere is to have faith, with the
accent on to have, thus the possessive, the intellectual. In credere, to believe, however,
there is the word dare, to give (thence to give faith), thus the indebted, the voluntary.
Credere, to believe, is to lend a willing ear and therewith the whole heart, the whole
understanding, the whole soul, a lending without usury; to believe is a complete giving
one's self, giving one's life for a friend, losing one's life. "Reception is nothing if there is
not also application", A.C. 8439 teaches. Reception is to have, application is to lend one's
self. Stated as a paradox we may have faith and nevertheless not believe, standing at the
door and in the court, and never entering into the inner room. A curious representation for
us Hollanders in particular, may be seen in the old Dutch doors halved across their width,
which lead to "neighbours' gossip over the lower door", half inside half outside, not open
not closed, half street half court, neither street nor house. The religious life of many does
not go farther than the upper part of the body over the closed lower door, against which
kicks a clumsy foot. How far is this removed from the father beseeching with tears:
"Lord, I believe; help Thou mine unbelief", MARK IX : 24. To our faith (fides), which
for all of us together in one House should be the Lord, we contribute so very little
believing (credere), for else so much in our lives would not be so ugly, so raw, so blunt,
so common. Our intellectual, raised in a certain light, may get as far as an appearance of
fidem habere, having faith, but in respect of credere, to believe, our voluntary leaves the
infernal sluices of superstition and unbelief wide open. Pure Faith dwells only in a pure
believing, and the reverse. "You in Me and I in you". For believing is the Lord with man,
and faith is the Lord's with man, for it is said that the Lord dwells with man only in what
is His. Believing is embraced and kissed only with faith; and to believe is to give to the
Lord the first of all firstlings of faith. "Those only who are in the stream of Providence
know and believe that the Divine Providence of the Lord is in
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the most singular things", A.C. 8478. Note: they know and believe, that is, from the door
into the inner chamber of the mind. He in whom the word believe begins to sound,
vibrates even to the inmost impulses thereof, and experiences with tears how impure he is
and how much he is in need of the Lord's infinite Mercy. A medical pun says: "Operation
successful; the cured patient succumbed". Reformation and regeneration is an operation
of which a man dies cured, so much so that afterwards he is surprised to see how others

with great ado of mourning bury his corpse of recollections. To believe is to rise again,
cured of all superstition and unbelief. To believe is from a stinking ditch to enter into the
crystal clear stream of Providence. We learn from A.C. 8443 that only in enlightenment,
and even then only at times, man is receptive of the Divine Truth in the lowest Heaven,
"and when it falls into the ideas it makes the faculty of perceiving, and also of believing
that it is so". It is there said the faculty of believing, and let us contrast that with what we
commonly understand by "believing": to think, to hold, to mean, to deem, to accept upon
authority, to surmise, to take for, to suppose, to imagine, to guess, to suspect, to make
believe, and what not. No, to believe is, a faculty from the Lord, which as "the very first
with the man of the Church" we must pray for with all our life, in order that the Word
may shine through the whole of this life into the farthermost corners, "having no part
dark" LUKE XI: 36.

Let it be said to us that there must be an equal ratio between believing (credere) and faith
(fides), not the least more or less; that there is the danger of an appearance of having great
faith (fides) and along with that to believe (credere) nothing except with a mixture of
superstition and unbelief. For the first time since creation the word to believe opens out
into its sense in which it fills and conjoins all Heavens; to believe is to glorify in and by
life, by the entire every-day life. Only in a true believing does the Doctrine of the Church
come to life; without believing there is neither Faith, nor Doctrine, nor Church. Let us not
call down an angelic judgment upon ourselves: "You say you have faith but never in your
life have you believed". Credere in Deum says the Word, that is: "to
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believe into God", and that is a standing open unto the Lord of the new will and the new
understanding, which, even into every fibre, makes us new, that is, the Lord’s.

In essence to believe, credere, and faith, fides, make one such as love and wisdom; for to
believe is of love, and faith is of wisdom. So when we read in D.L.W. n 139: "There is
indeed love without wisdom, but that love is man's and not the Lord's; and also there is
wisdom without love, but that wisdom indeed is from the Lord, but it has not the Lord in
it" - we are fully justified in reading this statement also in this way: "There is indeed a
believing without faith, but that believing is man's and not the Lord's; and also there is a
faith without believing, but that faith indeed is from the Lord, but it has not the Lord in
it". So read, the axe is even nearer unto the root. The statement should be accepted that

there may exist a faith from the Lord but without the Lord in it. How evident it is from
this that the word to believe is pronounced much too lightly; for the knowing of several
true things of faith does not yet by a long way justify "to believe" being spoken of. All
unregenerated provinces of man's mind are provinces of incarnate unbelief and
superstition; and where these provinces claim a voice in the Faith of the Church, with
chief seats and greetings, there offences arise. The hour has come in which Doctrine, that
is, the Lord as to the Doctrine of the Church, puts an end to these offences. For the
statement should be accepted: there is indeed faith alone, but no doctrine-alone; doctrine
from the Lord but without the Lord therein cannot be the Heavenly Doctrine, for the
simple reason that the Doctrine of the Church is Faith out of Believing, a twoness of
Existere out of Esse. The Doctrine of the Church is to believe the Word, credere Verbum,
in active fulness, glory, and might; it is not only the intelligence of the true, but also the
wisdom of the good; it is not only the enlightened understanding of the Word, but also a
directly proportional revelation which regards life, A.C. 9248. The Doctrine of the
Church therefore shows the door to all faith from the Lord but without the Lord therein;
for such a faith is not compatible with believing the Word.
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR APRIL-MAY 1936

FAITH AND TO BELIEVE
BY ANTON ZELLING.

II
"What the Angels think they believe", A. C. 9303.

He who ponders on the word to believe - not taking the word into the mouth, but entering
into it - therein perceives a Heaven, the Heaven of Innocence. What is the very first with
the man of the Church, that also in his language is the very first; and in the Dutch
language the word to believe is a Paradise in itself for wise recreation. Let a man of the
Church take into his hand a dictionary of Middle-Dutch and turn to the word gelooven [to
believe], and he will, ever more overwhelmed, advance from one surprise to the other.
Just listen:

in geloven ontfaen : to have a property put in one's name, in order to possess it for another.
in geloven sijn

: stand in the name of another. .

bi geloven

: upon my word.

gelove

: deadly fatigued, exhausted.

gekive lien
self vanquished.

: to acknowledge one's self to be conquered, to submit one's self, to acknowledge one's

gelove maken

: to compel to submission.

geloven

: to believe it to be the truth, to credit, to lend, to stand bail for.

gelooftocht

: bail.

gelovebrief

: letter of instructions.

gelover
gelovigen

: one who is bail.
: to make true.

gelof

: obligation, promise of payment; honour, praise.

geloffast

: obliged by promise.

gelofnisse
geloofde
geloofsamheit
geloofte
gelovelijc

: obligation, bond.
: obligation contracted by law.
: confidence, credit.
: obligation voluntarily taken upon one's self.
: attested.

gelovelijke

: in good faith.
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Understood out of the Word almost every signification involves a complete doctrine.
Consider an expression as gelove lien (lien is to confess) to acknowledge one's self
vanquished; does not the word gelove taken as fatigued and exhausted, here say that with
the man in whose combats of temptations the Lord conquered, the evil and false is
reduced and subjugated, after which then the mind, humiliated to the dust and
acknowledging itself vanquished is erected by the Lord in order to stand in the name of
the Lord [in ge/oven te sijn]; and to receive in his own name [in geloven te ontfaen] the
good of the Lord or the celestial proprium in order to possess it for the Lord as His heir?
Here we may think of the Lord's sad question:
"How can ye believe, which receive honour one of another, and seek not the honour that
is of God only?" JOHN V : 44. There is no question here of in geloven ontfaen [of
possessing a property for another], but of gelof stelen [stealing honour]. In the word
gelooven we cannot sufficiently listen also to those old forms, they sparkle through that
word with shades of light of action and reaction: they fill it with a heavenly choir, an
angelic choir full of glorification, gratitude, praise, and confidence, with a song of a bond
and a voluntary obligation, of a completely acknowledging one's self vanquished and of
an entirely lending one's self. The word gelooven, so heard through and through, becomes
a Song of Songs, and the affection thereof is this: to believe the Word (credere Verbum)
is to make true [gelovigen] the Word in and by life; to believe is to acknowledge all the
possessive to be endebted, to the Lord all the good and true, to the hell all the evil and
false, by which the good and the true are appropriated to man, and the evil and the false
are disowned.

While we scrupulously continue our way through the garden of doctrinal etymology, the
wonders gradually increase. The Latin word for faith, fides, rests on two sanskrit roots,
namely band, bond, bundle (thus the truth in its coherence), as well as to expect, to await
to confide; just as in the Hebrew where amunah is one word both for truth and faith. The
sanskrit root of the Latin word for to believe, credere, means to give confidence. In the
Greek both words are connected with terms from financial business, thus indicating the
truth of good, for the truth is the
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quality, and thus at the same time also the silver value of good. The root of fides is related
to a Greek verb meaning to save up, (again the truth in its being gathered together), and
the root of credere is related to a Greek root meaning to mix (indeed in believing the
whole life is mixed and concerned with the truth known and acknowledged). In fidem
habere, to have faith, there is, even in the very language, a sense of wages, of having
wages, even with the judging by-thought of having forfeited one's wages; while in
credere, to believe, even in the very language there is a sense of lending, of giving one's
self while lending. In believing there are two reciprocities of love:
I. between tbe Lord and man; II. between men mutually. This appears clearly in the
English word to believe, for the ancient Teuton root galaub means dear, lovely; Gothic
liuban, to cherish as what is dear, to love; in early Middle English the word was spelled
beleven, which coincides with the Dutch word beleven, meaning the bringing into actual
life of a spiritual experience, thus with life and with love. The text is of Faith, the
experiences are of Believing. Originally therefore to believe meant to hold something as
dear, high, and of value, or, as the Word says: to have holy and to hold holy. If anywhere,
then here the language on all sides fully confirms the statement of the Word that to
believe is the very first with the man of the Church, for language after language as in
rivalry sums up the virtues of this word, so that with a thousand sparkles it begins to
glitter before our eyes as the most precious of all jewels, or to shine as that one
exceptional pearl with which the Lord compared the Kingdom of Heavens.
__________

He who ponders on the Word to believe therein perceives the Heaven of Innocence. It is
known from the Word: "that with man the pure True never can be given, both because
from the evil in which he is and which has its seat in him, the false continually flows
forth, and because the true things among each other have a nexus, and therefore if one is
false, and the more if several, the remaining true things themselves are thence defiled,
and draw something from the false. But the True is said to be purified from the false
when man can be kept from the Lord in the
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good of innocence; innocence is to acknowledge that with him there is nothing but evil,
and that all good is from the Lord; then to believe that from himself he does not know nor
perceive anything, but out of the Lord, thus also the true which is of faith (fidei)" A.C.
7902. Thus believing can only be spoken of when man from the Lord can be kept in the
good of innocence. The faculty of believing is thus purely the Lord's, and only out of that
believing do the truths which man previously knew, acknowledged, and perceived,
became pure truths.

To know, to acknowledge, and to believe are in the same relation as the three Heavens; to
believe is of the inmost, highest, or third Heaven, of the Heaven of Innocence. To know,
to acknowledge, and to believe are related as effects, causes, and ends, as the three
discrete degrees. In that sequence they are mentioned in the Word over and over again,
and thereby is indicated the fulness of each state of life of man. Each state of life of man
is complete and then capable of being raised, when in that state acknowledging is
inherent in his knowledge, and believing in his acknowledging. The end of all knowing
and acknowledging is to believe; and if this end is obtained then the analytical way;
through experience to the causes and afterwards through the causes to the true principles,
is changed into the synthetic way, this being the angelic way (see Preface to RATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY). As soon as man has arrived at believing the fountain of the pure True
begins to spring into eternal life; therefore the Lord says: "He that believeth on Me, as the
Scripture hath said, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living water", JOHN VII : 38.
Faith is not the sole means of grace, but to believe Faith, in Dutch het Geloof gelooven;
and that this is not a pleonasm, from all the preceding, can be clearly seen.

Everywhere where the Lord speaks of believing, as in the previous quotations "How can
ye believe ... " and "He that believeth on Me ... " there the Lord is the Lord in respect to
Faith. And spoken out of Faith, to love is to believe. If we see through a red glass, all
colours become shades of red, and if we see through a yellow glass all
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colours become shades of yellow. Seen out of the true all the good is the good of the true,
seen out of the good all the true is the true of the good. If we compare T.C.R. n. 344 concerning FAITH with A.C. nrs. 8033 to 8035 concerning THE DOCTRINE OF

CHARITY, it will strike us that in the number referred to concerning Faith charity is not
even mentioned, while in the numbers concerning the Doctrine of Charity faith is not
called Truth but "internal affection which consists therein that one wills out of the heart
to know what is the true and what is the good, and this not for the sake of doctrine as an
end, but for the sake of life". In the one passage there is no direct mention of what is said
in the other passage; internally one by correspondence, in the letter they appear antipodal;
the statement concerning faith makes charity to be of faith; the statement concerning
charity makes faith to be of charity. With reference to the word to believe we here find
ourselves placed before a remarkable broadening of the definition which gives a synthesis
of the two chapters: to believe is to will to be internally affected by the truth and good
known and acknowledged, for the sake of life. It is in believing that love and faith dwell
together as in their use; for it is known from the Word that faith without love is science
and that faith is not called faith except out of charity. For this reason love and faith in a
lovely rivalry ascribe the believing the the to the other, and in the Word we now see the
believing said to be entirely of love and then again entirely of faith.

As soon as the word to believe begins to live in us, it begins in every statement to light a
veil through. Take this statement from the posthumous work ON THE LAST
JUDGMENT in the chapter Concerning Faith Alone: "Cognitions of truth do not become
cognitions of faith until man has done them", Posfh. Theol. Works I: 453, n. 199; we now
at once therein read also the following: "before knowing and acknowledging have
believing in them". If we read in D.L.W. 237: "The celestial degree is opened by the
celestial love of uses, which love is the love into the Lord; and the love into the Lord is
nothing else than to dedicate the precepts of the Word to the life" - there again presents
itself a new, still more sublime definition of believing: to dedicate, to give over to, to
cede to, to
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confide to life the precepts of the Word; the Latin has mandare vitae, literally: to give
into the hands of the life, which in a few words epitomizes the entire etymology of the
word credere, to believe. And here it again openly appears: the celestial love of uses,
being love into the Lord, is nothing else than believing, To believe is to be in the celestial
love; and if of celestial love it is said: "What would there not be in celestial love if man
would be in it", this question epitomizes all the many things which the Lord in His
Coming on earth said about believing. How often did not the Lord save a man, saying:
"Thy faith has made thee whole", from which words the faith-aloners concluded and
conclude that faith is the sole saving means. But now if we examine their idea on this

matter, that idea of their thinking appears to be "nothing else than the idea of the sole
word and not the idea of anything", as the Word repeatedly expresses itself. The idea of
their thinking is faith as science, as dogma, theory, hypothesis, axiom, device, knockdown argument, and has no believing inherent in it. Only believing makes faith to be
faith and it is with repetitions a thousandfold seen from a thousand sides and in a
thousand ways that we would wish to glorify this word to believe, for its signification can
gradually be neglected - the fall of all former churches. The Believing must make great
the Faith of the Church. As Mary said: "My soul doth magnify the Lord", LUKE I : 46,
so also it applies to the Church that the believers make the body of the Lord, they in Him
and He in them, CANONS, The Holy Spirit, III :6, or otherwise the believing is not the
very first with the man of the Church, but a reasoning about not-understood and therefore
uncertain doctrinals.

Faith, which the Most Ancients compared with the moon, shall be as the light of the sun,
as prophesied by ISAIAH, XXX: 26, and with the Coming of the Lord this Scripture was
fulfilled: faith was lit through by that believing for which the Lord on earth gave the
faculty anew; nothing is truly new, unless, being known and acknowledged, it is also
believed, that is, obeyed, thus willed and done. What is new cannot live but in its own,
new wine in new bags. From now on in the word faith we must also hear the word to
believe or we have no part at
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all in the Lord's Coming, not to mention the Second Coming. The Second Coming is
following the Coming, and this signifies for the Church that faith is following the
believing, not the least more or less. If we began our consideration with stressing the
disadvantage of the words geloof [faith] and gelooven [to believe] being of the same root
in our language, now that we have advanced to the true principle, we are able to regard
the subject from above or from within, and for the first time we may speak of a rare
advantage. In the former state of purely introductory consideration it would have been a
not-genuine truth to identify faith and believing, but now the genuine truth presents itself
that faith is faith only out of believing; and let the very first with man be now and to all
eternity that he know, acknowledge, and believe that the faculty of believing is from the
Lord. With which then his entire life, his attitude in life and his standard in life, are
totally altered.

Let us continue to regard faith and believing as distinctly undivided, and as said, with
repetitions a thousandfold from a thousand sides and in a thousand ways, for the subject
is worth it, being "the very first with the man of the Church".

A woman compared herself before the Lord with a dog who eats the crumbs from the
table of the rich. And the Lord said: "Great is thy faith; be it unto thee according to thy
word". "Dogs" are those outside of the Church and those at the circumference of the
Church who understand scarcely anything, A.C. 7784. How is this word to be explained
without seeing the relation of faith, fides, and to believe, credere? What can make faith,
fides, great if the dog signifies the very lowest or the lowly ones of the Church, also those
who are outside of the Church, furthermore those who brag much and understand little of
such things as are of the Church? For the most lowly ones who understand scarcely
anything and by the Lord Himself are called dog, cannot possibly have a faith, not to
mention a great faith which, according to T.C.R. 344 has its existence in I. spiritual sight,
II. consent of truths, III. conviction, IV. acknowledgment inscribed an the mind - unless a
great and pure believing, credere, provides the poten-
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cy to receive here or in the other life the all of faith, fides. It is evident that here with the
word faith, "great is thy faith", the stress is on the believing.

By this we again enter into new grounds, and with great fear we begin to ask: But what is
the faith of the simple, fides simplicium? Here too we have to cleanse ourselves from
great stains. For, if we are honest we must confess that we often put those "simple ones"
far outside and far below ourselves. In a natural idea which never is able to think apart
from the person, the simple one is taken to be a silly, an undeveloped, yea a bluntwitted
man, a simpleton in short. The more the faith-aloner clouds away in his quibblings, the
more he despises the "simple one" as an outsider. We can now understand why. The more
a man rejects the believing, credere, that is, the less a man allows himself to be kept by
the Lord in the good of innocence, the more the faith of the simple, fides simplicium,
removes itself from him, outside of him, whereas it should be his natural ground, basis,
firmament, and container, as the letter is such, of and for the internal senses. For it is
known from the Word that the Word has been written according to the faith of the simple,
A.C. 7632. Let us not place the faith of the simple outside ourselves as an inferiority: the
faith of the simple dwells in every natural mind that is pure and free from all stains of the

love of self and love of the world, pure and free thus from unbelief and superstition, for
from the love of self there exhales a sphere of unbelief and from the love of the world a
sphere of superstition. Note this: unbelief and superstition are not infernal opposites of
faith, fides, but of to believe, credere, hence unbelief and not unfaith. But more of this
later on. We have said, the faith of the simple lives in and fills each natural mind which is
pure and free from unbelief and superstition, and which therefore is full of believing.
Simple in this way also obtains another, a new meaning: filled by the one thing, filled by
The One. Simple [Dutch eenvoudig - of one fold] might also be understood as one of
fold, one of pleat; hence immediate application of life to Doctrine, the Doctrine by one
folding over becoming life. Of the Word it is not only said that it has been written
"according to the faith of the simple", but also that it has been written "in
correspondences". So seen the faith of the
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simple becomes the faith of the simple natural mind which is in correspondence with the
spiritual mind, one therewith. And the pure natural mind does nothing else but simply
believe that the very least which is contrary to Order, cruelly avenges itself. For this cruel
avenging, for this Wrath of Jehovah, the faith of the simple is all in fear. This simple fear
is in correspondence with the holy fear, and following it. Of this one great simple fear the
"faith of the simple", so disdainfully overlooked by many, is full, yea overfull. There is
an appearance as if we could leave the natural mind, swept with brooms, and feast
ourselves in the spiritual mind on spiritual things. At that moment life ceases, for
believing ceases; and with the believing the faith of the simple. What marvel that then the
end is worse than the beginning.

If in the posthumous work THE LAST JUDGMENT, in the chapter On Faith Alone, we
read "that those who are in the simple faith of the true resist evils", Posth. Theol. Works I
: 450, n. 192, how then can we continue to place the faith of the simple outside ourselves
as something on which to look down with contempt, almost as the world which takes it
"as a bond for the populace". But that is equal to a Cain murder, to suicide. For the
Church and for each man who is a Church, the faith of the simple is the basis; everything
which for him shines in and from the letter, if it does not fall into simple faith, falls on
stony places, by the way side, or among thorns. Everything which is received in a spirit
of curiosity, of inquisitiveness, thus in a spirit of ambition, lust of dominion and gain, is
indeed understood, but is not retained in the memory, it remains only for the time being,
no longer than is called for by self-interest. Therefore in and behind the word faith listen
to the word to believe in its entire far-reaching and all-embracing sense: The believing of

the simple. Only if we understand it in that way, do we understand why they who are in
the simple faith of the true resist evils. The love of the true for the sake of the true is a
simple love, and the love of that true for the sake of life leads to simple faith or to
believing. Take it as said that "they who are in the simple faith of the true", simply means
"they who simply believe the true", and to believe simply in each higher degree rests on
the faith of the simple, fides simplicium, as on its
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basis. Or would you proudly fancy that the faith of the simple is excluded from this word
in A.C. 8172: "Who believes that in temptations the Lord alone resists, conquers"? In that
case the silly ones will enter before you into the kingdom of the Heavens, silly ones
[onnoozelen], well understood as to its basic sense of harmless or innocent [the root of
the word onnoozel is the same as of the word innocent; the root of the English word silly
is selig, which in German and in Dutch means blessed]. The simple ones, abstractedly
from person, are the Divine good and true things in the lasts of the natural. Starting from
the Lord everything is living, down into the letter; starting from man everything should
be living, from the letter even into the Lord. To believe and nothing else makes the letter
living; and if the believing, credere, does not purify the last of the natural even into the
sensual, and does not therein begin and end, end and begin, up and down, down and up,
as along a Jacob's ladder, the Church is not in the man, however much the man may be in
the Church. It is known from the Word that the Lord continually orders the Heavens. To
believe is to pray for that continuous ordering from the Lord "as in the Heavens so upon
the earth".

That each Doctrine of the Church must be confirmed by the letter of the Word, thus
throws up an immense truth of life: the basis of the faith of the simple may never and
nowhere be departed from; there may never be the least more or less of faith, fides, than
of believing, credere; all that goes beyond that, is from the evil. A doctrine which lays on
loads "too heavy to bear and yourselves you do not touch them with a finger", as was the
Lord's reproach, is not the Doctrine. "My load is light and My yoke is easy", this word of
the Lord is incomprehensible if the simple believing is passed over in faith, for in true
believing the Heaven of Innocence flows open and fills all with an overwhelming peace
and joy, in which according to the measure of believing the true things of faith spring
open as flowers. Come, let us acknowledge one to another in humility: so far there has
been so bitterly little of joy in our faith. It is still such a sad moon, so far still from
shining like the light of the sun. We allow ourselves so little to be drawn - "unless the

Father draw him", says the Lord - we allow ourselves so little to be drawn in the faculty
of
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believing. And faith without believing is so sad, so bleak, so chilly, so dead; a body
without soul. What else signifies that oft repeated expression from the Lord: "Only
believe"? Does it signify: only know, only acknowledge, only understand? The Lord gave
the parable of one who wishes to build a tower, how he first sits down and counts the
costs, in order that he need not stop halfway and become a ridicule to all. The tower is
Doctrine; first to sit down is to examine one's self; to count the costs is to seek a ratio
between truths of life having become life and truths of faith having become faith; to have
to stop halfway is to believe insufficiently by which the rest becomes not faith, but
science; a ridicule to all is, seen from Heaven, a monstrous construction of fantasies. So
was the tower of Babel half built, so too in the Church there may arise systems of
doctrine which crumble down halfway. There must be the base of the faith of the simple,
to believe simply, else faith becomes a faith from the Lord without the Lord therein, thus
a monster.

Simply believing leads to being "content in God [tevreden in God]". The Word in the
Latin has "contentus in Deo", and how beautiful the word tevreden[ which is derived
from peace] may be, we must here regard this word contentus in its literal meaning; held
together, contained. And thus translated, we grasp it at once: man is not held together" in
God except by only believing. A faith from the Lord, but without the Lord therein, gives
only a feeling of sanctity and apparent security. The Angels are held together in God only
because what they think they believe. To think the things of faith and not to believe them,
that is, not to transmit them to life, does not hold together and contain. Contentus is held
together in a proportionate ratio; tevreden, however beautiful it may be, allows thought
and affection to slacken and to thicken to a certain self-satisfaction and self-sufficiency,
while the holding together points to atmospheric pressure, to high tension. The devils feel
themselves choked in Heaven, they cannot stand that pressure or that high tension,
because they lack that holding together. In a true believing that being held together from
the Lord and in the Lord becomes ever more powerful to such an extent that the such
resist evils, for truly to believe is to believe simply. Simply believing holds the Heavens
of
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internal things together as does the letter the spiritual and the celestial senses. Again: how
is it that we place the faith of the simple and the simple faith outside and even below
ourselves? And which is better: to believe that Jehovah punishes and damns, or only to
know and to acknowledge that the matter is not quite so simple as that, and that therefore
the risk is not quite so imminent?

In many places in the Word it is said that man with all the true he thinks must believe that
it is from the Lord; and in A.C. 8865 that the Lord becomes ruling when man not only
believes that all is from the Lord, but also loves it to be so. From this there are these
things to be concluded: I. that to believe stands in between to think and to love; that to
believe is the influx of the love into the thinking, thus that to believe is animated
thinking; II. that there are two kinds of believing, a having to believe (hence the [Dutch]
popular expression "eraan moeten gelooven" (being forced to believe), which understood
from the Middle Dutch means "having to subject one's self") and a believing of free will
when love rules. Reverse that first quotation so that it is read: "With all that man believes
he must think that it is from the Lord", and a satanic falsity arises. In the statement in the
Word the thinking is out of believing and the believing is from the Lord. In the reversal
the believing is man's and the thinking a self-conceited imagination. The good thinking is
believing from love. Therefore it is said,. "What the Angels think they believe". The
Doctrine of the Church is purely angelic. What it thinks it believes. And the basis of its
will is to believe simply, yea, yea, nay, nay.

The Word says: "They are in correspondences that are in the good of love and of faith",
A.C. 8615. The good of faith is to believe, and not only to believe, but also to love it to
be so. The Word further says: "Everything that happens on earth according to
correspondences, is valid with power in Heaven", ibidem. It can clearly be seen from both
statements that to believe opens Heaven, and thus why to believe the Word is the very
first with the man of the Church.

If, therefore a stranger were to ask what is the characteristic of the New Church, the only
answer would be this:
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"That now for the first time from the Lord to believe and faith are one". We have
previously been allowed to see from the Word that there is believing without faith, this
being man's and not the Lord's; and also faith without believing, then, indeed, from the
Lord but without the Lord therein. This brings us a step closer to the comprehension of
the Contrast repeatedly given in the Word of the roman-catholic and protestant churches;
in the letter a contrast of churches outside of the Church, in the internal sense a contrast
of attitudes of life within the Church.

The characteristic of the roman-catholic church is a believing alone, of the protestant
church a faith alone. In the roman-catholic church the Word is closed and with that all
truth of faith has been shut out. In the protestant church the Word is indeed opened, but
every truth of faith from the Lord is falsified and thus without the Lord therein. Imagine a
roman-catholic and a protestant having been present at the Lord's miraculous healings on
earth, then the roman-catholic would have melted away in exaltation, but the protestant
would stiffly have turned away, centered only on the end, on the old account of debt
acquitted with the blood of the cross. A protestant Lourdes is just as inconceivable as a
roman-catholic elder. A roman catholic is a christian heathen, without faith; a protestant a
christian Jew, without believing. Both reach back over the simple faith of the Primitive
Christian Church to the Jewish Church at its end, the roman-catholics to the exterior
magnificence, the external compulsion by miracles, the idolatry of images and saints,
who are nothing else but such as force the frontiers, sensual natural men who from
ambition deceitfully claim stigmas for themselves in order to be worshipped; while the
protestants reach back to the internal cruelty of the Jews, while their abominable doctrine
of election is nothing but the delusion taken over from the Jews of being an "elected
people" under a revengeful Jehovah. Both, the roman-catholics in their humanized
believing, in their superstition without any faith, and the protestants in their inhuman
faith without any believing, herein stand far below the upright piety of the old Jew who
could still be found here and there, but whose tradition today is fast dying out.
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From here and there examples of the pious old Jew have come to the New Church, and
they give us matter for thought. From the Word it is known that for the sake of the letter
of the Old Testament the Jewish nation has been kept extant until the Coming of the New
Church. Out of Divine Providence the Hebrew language was preserved even to every title
and jot for the Crown of Churches. But in the pious old Jew, a type now become rare,
"the Jew in whom there is no guile", something else also has been handed down, namely
a witness, a reflection slowly dying away of the overwhelming power with which the
Lord compelled that people externally to give a representation of a Church. Here we find
ourselves placed before another distinction again: a piety which without having believing
or faith nevertheless draws what it is from believing and faith. That piety of the old Jew
has much of the faithfulness of a forgotten sentinel who, thousands of years after the
battle had been fought, nevertheless remained at his post, simply because he was not
relieved. In that obedience there is something affecting, for what of believing and faith is
there inherent in that upright piety? What else can be inherent in it but something ghostly
and spectre-like? For it is full of the delusive idea of the souls of the dead somewhere in
the universe awaiting the day of judgment in order to be re-united to their bodies;
orthodox Jews still have themselves buried with the gravestone ajar. The Messiah of their
letter has not come, does not come, and will not come; they kiss the letter of their
Lawscroll as thrice holy, and the internal of that letter is empty for them, and therefore
filled up with masorete phantasies permitted at that time and kabbala legends since spun
out. Their pious commemoration is a pious kissing of the letter as dry bones of the dead
in idle expectancy that they will again be clothed with sinews, flesh, and skin. Their piety
is not credere, to give or to present faith, but to put or to attach faith, an attaching
themselves to the unopened truths of faith - for them crumbled into dust. So great was
that Divine external compulsion by miracles that after thousands of years its after-effects'
operate with undiminished force in these righteous descendants. An awe-inspiring
greatness emanates from that piety, and at the same time an unspeakable
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sadness, for it is as a chrysalis in the cocoon which eternally remains chrysalis and will
never become a butterfly, a mummy speaking of the past without any future, a golem
with proverbs bound on him, with watchwords remembered, but not understood. Now
roman-catholics and protestants in passing by the Primitive Christian faith of the simple
at the same time pass by this piety in order to take up anew the falsities and the evils of
the jewish nation. The one whores after other gods and loves the world, the other claims
for himself the language of Canaan and loves only himself, under a Lord God who freely
elects and damns. With the roman-catholics soft-hearted intellectual deterioration, a weak
credulity; with the protestants a grim petrefaction of the will, a hardened faculty of
believing. For this reason too, old worldlings by preference turn roman-catholic, and that

church does not divide into numberless sects as the protestant church does. The
imaginary saving good allows of a cohering together, but truth turned into orthodoxy
divides and splits up into infinity. The roman-catholic church, as the Lord said of the
Jewish church, has made the Law of no avail by its human institutions. The roman
catholic fasts, confesses his evil; his supper is without wine, and his bread is a wafer
imitating the unleavened without any sense; for prayer he rattles off a formula and
crosses himself mechanically, he dies with extreme unction - all signs that he is chiefly
after his being well off here and hereafter without the wish or the need of knowing any
truth. His believing has eaten up all remnants of faith, leaving nothing but a mere
superstitious believing in good omens. The protestant will have nothing to do with all
this; his chief aim is not that he be well off, but that from his truth he may go out
justified. For this reason he eats the bread of his supper in independent, measured cubes,
cut with a knife. The roman-catholic claims admittance on the ground of believing
without any faith, the protestant claims admittance on the ground of faith without any
believing, for his faith consumed all believing. Therefore too the roman-catholic makes
himself active about good works, and the protestant shoves them aside and essentially
away as self-meritorious. The one believes in a purgatory to be purged from his last evils;
the
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other in no way troubles himself about first or last evils since the sole faith sufficiently
saves and justifies. The one with masses for the dead seeks to assist the souls of the
departed, and to pray for what may still be remedied; for the other dead is dead and all
the rest a question of election where no help can be of any avail. The one buys himself
his imaginary heaven, the other claims justification without any more ado. The one
overornaments his chapel and loves solemn masses in full ornateness, the other leaves his
house of God bare and contents himself with austere Divine services. In short, the one
appeals to his good, the other appeals to his truth, the one in appearance holy; the other in
appearance secure. And with that they both close to themselves the Door which for the
Church is the Lord, but for them is "I know you not", the one by soft-hearted superstition,
the other by hardened unbelief.

Seen inwardly in the Church itself, we might now say that where the genuine truth is not
believed, there is a roman-catholic or a protestant attitude of life, and at best a pious
jewish one, Faith, fides, is the complex of genuine truths, which complex of truths and
the Lord therein, may or may not be believed. Exteriorly they appear in man as if the
same, the complex which is believed and in which is the Lord, and every complex not

believed, thus without the Lord therein; but internally in the one there is the New Church
- believing and faith for the first time perfectly one according to the end itself of Creation
- and in every other, either the jewish, or the roman-catholic, or the protestant church. To
believe the Word, credere Verbum, is the very first thing that decides with the man of the
Church.

Again in another way and from another side: it is known from the Word that man has an
external and an internal respiration; the external being out of the world, but the internal
out of Heaven. When man dies the external respiration ceases, but the internal respiration
which is quiet and imperceptible for him while he lives in the world, continues. "This
respiration is entirely according to the affection of truth, thus according to the life of the
faith of him", A.C. 9281. For "affection of truth, thus the life of the faith" we may read to
believe, and Con-
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sequently "that the internal respiration is entirely according to the believing". Here it
therefore appears that the internal respiration out of Heaven corresponds to the believing
and that it determines and regulates itself according to the believing. And in respect of
faith, fides, it may thus be said that to believe is the internal respiration of faith, quiet and
imperceptible for man as long he lives in the world. Deprive faith of believing and you
deprive it of its internal respiration, its breath chokes, its soul, spirit, and life from the
Lord, and only the external respiration remains, as hurried and noisy as the love of self
and of the world are great.

By this "quiet and imperceptible" being said of the internal respiration which is entirely
according to the believing or the affection of the truth, another side again of this
inexhaustible subject opens up, at first sight a quite unexpected new visual angle but
which upon closer investigation is as surprising and of as far-reaching importance. In
RATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY LXVI the Doctrine of Acoustics is given in short:

"That the differences of sound cannot exist nor be distinguished unless there be a certain
common sound not discriminated or articulated, in which and under which the singular
things can be discerned .... Such a sound is given by the whole skull, which is the reason

why the ear is incut into the petrous and most porous bone; then also that musical
instruments are the more distinct, perfect, and sonorous, as the strings are attached to a
more tremulous board and table, which produces out of itself a common sound; but that
that common sound, like the lumen itself, is not apperceived in the sound of the
particulars”.

Just as there is the imperceptible internal respiration, there is also an imperceptible
common sound; stringed instruments are the more perfect according as the strings are
attached to a more tremulating sounding-board which produces the common sound out of
itself. To make this more clear with an example: a Stradivarius of noble wood sounds
more diversified, more perfect, and full of sound than those same violin-strings stretched
on a packing case of pine wood. And elsewhere in the same work it is said that the
hearing tremulates through the whole
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body and clarifies and purifies it. The conclusion of these two statements may easily be
seen: the believing or the affection of truth - and stringed instruments signify the good
and truth of faith - ennobles the natural mind to a subtle sounding-board which then
produces out of itself a new, celestial, common sound. Where there is no believing, no
affection of truth for the sake of life, there that which ought to be the sounding-board
does not tremulate, and chirps one note only: "Faith, Faith, and nothing more", T.C.R.
391. They who are in faith without believing, with themselves and with others do not
hear the affection, but mark the words only. They have a common sound, a sonus
communis, left un-ennobled. The Angels on this matter have the most perfect perception
because their sonus communis resounds from the celestial proprium, reproduces itself out
of the Divine Human of the Lord. The more the human mind through door and hall of
knowing and acknowledging has entered into the inner chamber of believing, from the
deeper quiet of imperceptible and inapperceptible common sound it perceives the internal
harmonies and dissonances. Only by believing the stringed instrument of the human mind
receives its iridescent timbre, that aureole of sound. Simple believing makes simple,
perfects, and ennobles the sounding-board of the mind; the heterogeneous things which
counteracted the vibration and the tremulation are pushed out, the homogeneous things
are clarified and purified; part after part the musical organ is renewed, re-created,
regenerated; the common sound, the sonus communnis, the basis for the sound, is
elevated, and on that account the faith, fides, the more diversified, perfect, full of sound.
The play of the tunes is of faith, the common sound is of the believing. How would an
orchestra, a choir sound, if it were not only externally attuned to be of pure sound, but

also internally, according to the affection of each one separately. The natural man listens
to a fine voice and appreciates the art of song where the spiritual man has long ago turned
himself away, for in the voice he heard a voice of the blood, a voice of a very impure
blood. How would the joint prayer and confession in the Church sound if it were not only
externally attuned to be of pure faith but also internally, according to the affection of each
one separately. It would
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be a speaking of Angels upon earth, entirely as in the MEMORABILIA it is repeatedly
and in a thousand ways described as a rhythmic choir, as to harmony, the good, and as to
melody, the truth. In believing each society of Angels is one, in faith each Angel is
himself. A society, as in Heaven so also upon earth, is not a society except by
homogeneous, purified, clarified believing, not except by the pure sonus communis, the
noble common sound. Not only the internal respiration out of Heaven is according to the
believing, but also the common sound of the sounding-board of our mind. When man
from the Lord allows himself to be held in the good of innocence, when thus the man
begins to believe all he thinks, the truths he knew and acknowledged for the first time
become pure and sound forth more distinct, more perfect, more sonorous from an entirely
vibrating mind which out of itself produces a celestial sonus communis, a. sonorous
background against which the forms of sound shine as a painting in sparkling colours on
crystal. "Faith, united, is like a picture drawn in beautiful colours on a transparent
crystal", we read in T.C.R. 348; faith, united, is in believing, and the background of
transparent crystal corresponds to the clear, pure, common sound of the transparent
celestial proprium.

Seen in another series: Between having faith, fidem habere, and to believe, credere, there
is a marriage of the true and the good. In A.C. 8994 we read: "Those who arc in spiritual
perception, love women who are affected by the true things, but women who are in
sciences they do not love; for it is according to the Divine order that men are in sciences
but women only in affections, and thus that they do not love themselves out of the
sciences but the men, whence the conjugial; thence also it is that it has been said by the
Ancients, that women must be silent in the Church. Because it is so sciences, and
cognitions are therefore represented by men, but affections by women .... But one must
know that this is the case with those who are out of the spiritual kingdom of the Lord, but
reversely with those who are out of the celestial kingdom; in this the husbands are in the
affection but the wives in the cognitions of the good and the true; thence with them the
conjugial".
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According to the law that when in the sense of the letter the one and the other are spoken
of - as here man and woman and husband and wife - it is only one that is spoken of in the
internal sense, A.C. 9149, we may here read a description of the relation of faith and
believing in the spiritual man and of the relation of believing and faith in the celestial.
For the man in sciences and cognitions is clearly the spiritual faith; the woman in
affections the believing thereof. With the spiritual man the knowing and acknowledging
is in the centre as the true surrounded by believing as the good out of the true. With the
celestial man the believing is in the centre as the good, surrounded by faith as the true out
of the good. "Those who are in spiritual perception do not love women who are in
sciences" in this word there is a truth of life of the very greatest importance to be opened:
Unless man believes, he can never receive spiritual faith. A man by the desire of
dominion and possession may be possessed to such an extent that he continuously
enriches himself with sciences and cognitions; he may also be in a one-sided love or in a
desire of the true for the sake of the true; in both instances the affection of the true for the
sake of life or of believing is extinguished; or said in another way: the faculty of
believing is perverted and put in the service of knowing and acknowledging; or said in
another way: the inner chamber is broken down and drawn to the hall. There are those
who have built an endless corridor of sciences and cognitions at the expense of the
interior dwelling; such have remained natural and have only a science of the truths of
faith, and thus no faith, for faith commences only with believing. A spiritual man is only
he who believes, that is, from whose truth there emanates a good which surrounds it
silently and lovingly. A withered, dry, hard, stiff, set, sour man can never be a spiritual
man; what he has of affection is loving himself out of sciences.

If with the spiritual man faith is within and believing round about, with the celestial man
the believing is within, flowing forth into cognitions of good and truth, which cognitions
do not, as with the spiritual man, stand firm, but float, changing without end. They are for
him as the representations in the Heavens, things of the Lord set forth, projected, outside
of him from the internal mind. We might in this connection speak of three states and of
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three ages: I. a state of believing corresponding with childhood; II. a state of faith rising
up out of the remains in that earlier believing and entirely overshadowing that,
corresponding to the years of youth and manhood; III. a state of believing but now as
internal innocence corresponding to old age. In the spiritual state the true things of faith
were still regarded as a possession; they have to be retained [onthouden] because
something is still detained [onthouden] from man - notice: onthouden has a twofold
sense: we must retain [onthouden] that which by nature has been detained [onthouden]
from us as if our own -; but in the celestial state the grasp of possession relaxes: out of
the believing which has become internal the fountain of the pure True begins to spring
into the eternal. The highest Angels from a distance, that is, as a sphere, appear like
naked infants, that is, as innocences, as pure beliefs, but seen closer, that is, in respect of
the power of truth out of good, as grown up statures, that is, as loves and wisdoms in
perfect human form.

To know pertains to the years of boyhood, to acknowledge to the years of manhood, to
believe to the years of old age. There is indeed, in the years of boyhood and manhood a
believing, but it is as the good out of truth, but afterwards the state is inverted, and
together with love believing rules entirely. Concerning those two states we read: "There
are two states, the state of the true and the state of the good. In the state of the true man
looks out of the world into Heaven, in the state of the good however he looks out of
Heaven into the world. For in the first state the true things enter out of the world through
the intellectual into the will and there become good things because they become of love.
In the second state however the good things thus made out of Heaven go out through the
will into the intellectual, and there appear in the form of faith. It is this faith that is
saving, because it is out of the good of love, that is, through the good of love from the
Lord; for that faith is of charity in a form", A. C. 9274.

Notice that in the first state faith is not spoken of; but only in the second state the truths,
having become good, appear as that faith in the most eminent or only essential sense,
which is of charity in a form. Do we not
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see, here again, that faith, fides, does not obtain its unique or sole essential sense except
by believing, credere?

These two states are very strictly distinguished and may by no means be interchanged. He
who is in the state of truth, cannot by what is continuous, pass over into the state of good,
and the Lord in His parable concerning those who are in Judea, those who are on the roof,
and those who are in the field, gave a sharp warning that he who is in the state of the
good of his degree must by no means return to the previous state, that of truth.

To know stands at the door and may still pass by, to acknowledge is in the court and may
still draw back, but to believe is in the inner room and may by no means leave. As soon
as we begin to believe that which we in a given state and degree know and acknowledge,
the Divine work of reformation and regeneration commences, which state in the Word is
compared to the state of the silk-worm when it draws threads of silk out of itself and
spins them, and after industrious toil flies into the air, and feeds, not as previously on
leaves, but on the juices in the flowers, T. C. R. 571. Who is in the cocoon may not will
to return to the caterpillar-state but must become a butterfly. To be in the cocoon is to be
in the first state of believing, and accordingly to have entered into the state of
transformation. Out of this believing he draws threads of truths of life out of himself,
with which he gradually fences in his natural life, lays it to rest, puts it asleep. In this
state the Lord leads him quietly from the literal sense, the leaves, to the internal sense or
the Doctrine, the juices in the flowers. The Lord does unto him according to his word, a
word of believing. Notice here again of what immense importance to life it is to have the
word faith, fides, lit through by the word to believe, credere, as a sun, until "the light of
the moon shall be as the light of the sun". As soon as we begin essentially to believe that
which we know and acknowledge, our state must essentially change, fibre after fibre,
thread after thread, or we pour new wine into old leather bags and sew a new patch on to
an old garment. That believing for a time laces up all our liberty of movement, and an
earthworm will regard a cocoon-chrysalis as a suicide, but this having to believe, this
being obliged and willing to believe, leads to the
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soaring celestial liberty itself. Whoso hampers and violates this believing by the cares of
life, robs himself of the soul of Faith and will never taste of the joy of eternal
blessedness. To believe is penitence and repentance, conversion and total inversion or an

entering into one's self, for how could man without this entering into himself draw and
spin threads out of himself? The caterpillar gnaws leaves, the butterfly sucks flower-juice
[the Dutch word for to suck, puren, means at the same time to purify, to refine]. The
reading in the natural state is a devouring, the reading in the spiritual state is an eating,
eating together with the Angels. In the caterpillar-state man looks, talks, and gabbles; in
the butterfly state he regards, speaks, and is silent. The interim state, the state of the
cocoon, is a state of believing, a state in which he as if from himself enters into the womb
to be born again, from the Lord. The Lord's watchword: "Watch and pray" has reference
to the omen out of Heaven from the Lord that to believe, credere, begins to dawn for
him; he who does not notice this sign thereby foregoes his great day, and the thief in the
night takes from him even that what he thought he had of faith, fides.
Another comparison from the Word:
The Doctrine of the Church is a ship, a ship laden with the good and true things of Faith.
But a ship must sail; now to sail is to believe. What use have we for a ship which always
remains in the dry-dock; what is the use of all embellishment thereof, all rigging out, if
she does not put to sea - choose the sea we say in Dutch, and that word to choose in the
angelic language of the Church has a mighty signification. The ship must choose the sea,
and in the sea between the cliffs and rocks must find the warm gulf-stream of Providence,
which stream the rolling and pitching vessel reaches in order, from then on, to glide forth,
in a stately way and irresistibly, while her white sails catch the Wind and the Stars guide
her course. If we do not sail, we are only helmsmen ashore, men of theoretic knowledge,
quite possibly full of science about faith, but without any believing; in short, men of faith
alone. These too sail, but in their imagination, that is, in a believing which is man's and
not the Lord's, in a ship which is indeed
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from the Lord, but without the Lord therein. In T.C.R. 462 such a flying in the air with
seven sails is described and it is said that they are images of pride and ideal thoughts
which are called phantasies. If we read the description of these insane sailors from within,
we then see that they have separated the believing from faith, and by way of faith have
made great a believing themselves and a loving themselves. It is there even openly
announced: "Have you not thus removed from man not only charity itself and its works
from faith ... but also faith itself, as to its manifestation in the sight of God"? Removing
faith itself from man, as to its manifestation in the sight of God, is robbing faith of all
believing, and thus throwing overboard, as ballast, the very first with the man of the
Church, believing the Word, and thus sailing for a time in the air and not entering into the
stream of Providence, but getting miserably stranded in a desert, later to share the lot in

hell with the machiavelians, by which is represented that their semblance of faith at
bottom is related to cunning politics. Faith without believing behaves itself like a
phantastic ship in the air, or, to make use of a previous image, as a caterpillar with wings
- a flying fiery snake.

Two other quotations:
A. C. 7780: "And because the first-born is faith, he is the true in one complex, for the true
is of faith because it must be believed”.
"One must know that the true things of faith that proceed immediately out of the good of
charity, are those that are in the first place, for they are good things in form; the true
things however which are in the last place are naked true things; for when the true things
are derived successively, they in every degree recede from good, and at last become
naked true things", ibidem.

It is first said of the true things that they are of faith when they are believed. Afterwards,
that they are believed when - purified from the Lord in the good of innocence — they
proceed immediately out of the good of charity, for then they are goods in form. Since to
believe the Word is the very first with the man of the Church, it is clear that the truths of
faith which proceed immediately out of this believing are in the first place, and are goods
in form.
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Just by keeping well in mind the series to know-acknowledge-believe, the words:
"because it must be believed" receive their essential meaning. Otherwise in reading we
pass over these words as over a worn-down self-evident fact. The truth of faith must not
be known and acknowledged, but must be believed. The worldling just turns the series the
other way about and says derisively: "You say that you believe, thus you do not know for
sure". He takes believing to be uncertain thinking, while, on the contrary, it is thinking
free from phantasies.

The true things within the sphere of the good of innocence and of charity are goods in
form, and in their derivations without become naked true things. This teaches us that the
Doctrine of the Church lies within the sphere of the good of innocence and of charity, and
that the true things thence proceeding hold the first place and not the naked true things.
Notice also the expression "in every degree". This teaches us that man in every degree
has to arrive at the believing in that degree. Said with a view to life, we must not imagine
that in a given degree we have enough if we know and acknowledge, and are able to
persuade ourselves that the believing will come right later on. A loose popular Dutch
expression with. a negative meaning says: "I believe it", but has the signification: "I care
nothing at all about it". It is just things of this kind that prove to what depth this very first
word of the Lord in His Coming and Second Coming has slid down, and how very
necessary it is to re-install this word and this matter in the very first place; and that very
first place is before the opened Word on the altar, a place of holiest fear. To approach and
to touch the Word with the sole-saving faith, in spite of the warning of the angel
"Believing", leads to that explosion which is described in T.C.R. 162; and that explosion
occurs in every degree where the circle of to know-acknowledge-believe is not full, and
lets one "lie as if dead for about an hour", that is, leads to a practically complete, eternal
spiritual death.

Outside of any state of believing, all truths of the Word and of faith are not naked truths
but mere words. Faith, fides, is not a celestial word unless to believe, credere, is inherent
in it. For this reason tile Word not only says
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"to have faith and to believe", but also "to have faith or to believe". We now no longer
regard this as a synonym which weakens, but as a synonym which strengthens and raises
the mind up into the Heaven of Innocence itself. To Believe and Faith keep equal step;
faith, fides, cannot advance farther than in so much as to believe, credere, follows, and
vice versa; and not the least more or less. In the one state to believe appears as pertaining
to faith, in the other state faith appears as pertaining to believe; until when love rules, that
is, when man from the Lord has endured all successive temptations to the bitter end,
"charity becomes the charity of faith, and faith becomes the faith of charity", as says A.C.
8159. Outside of believing, words as "love" and "charity" are only terms to fence with. It
is this which, in a thousand ways, has to be made clear, and which in every state and
degree should be inscribed on the mind as a New Name of the Lord, called ONLY
BELIEVE.

To believe the Word, credere Verbum.

Every part of the Word corresponds to some society of Angels; every society of Angels
corresponds to some part of the body. To believe the Word therefore is, as to soul and
body to stand under the uninterrupted healing and renewing influence from the Lord
through the Heavens. The Lord continually orders the Heavens. To believe the Word is
continually to partake of that ordering. To believe the Word is to stand in that cone of
light which sends down the Divine True into the lowest Heavens and gives to man in
enlightenment - that is, the man who believes and who "makes true", and no one else the faculty of believing. It sounds like a paradox that one who believes should receive the
faculty of believing. But that paradox stands on a line with these words of the Lord: "To
him who has, to him shall be given". For there are two believings and the second is
following the first. To make this more clear: a source of light from above throws down a
cone of light on the ground. It is then possible to be within this cone of light or outside of
it. Who stands outside of this cone, may turn towards it or away from it. If he turns away,
he stares into darkness, scantily illuminated nevertheless by the reflection of light from
the cone of
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light behind him; the nearby objects are still somewhat visible in a certain glow, but those
farther off shade away in the dark into phantasies. Of such a man it is said that he loves
the darkness more than the light. For those however, who turn themselves to it from afar
it is said: "A people that walketh in darkness shall see a great light: they that dwell in the
land of the shadow of death, upon them shall the light shine", Is. IX : 2. Here is the first
believing, in semi-darkness for the present, having still many parts that are dark. This
believing is as a kind of presence of the Lord but not yet the full presence. It is to believe,
in potency, but not yet in the full power of the faculty. To believe good and truth only
commences when man allows himself to be drawn from the Lord within the cone of light,
which does not happen until all those temptations have been endured as from one's self,
and have been withstood entirely from the Lord alone, which were necessary to disperse
those dark parts. Having entered into the circle of light it is for the first time possible to
speak of an eye that is single and of a body "having no part dark", LUKE XI : 36. Now
commences the faculty of believing "that it is so", that is to say, that only the celestial
things are; the internal eye is opened and man sees out of the celestial light and not
except out of that. He is entirely warmed through and shone through by the Sun of

Heaven, with a body of which each organ has become new. Outside of the cone of light
he was like a caterpillar, on the border of the cone of light he was like a chrysalis in the
cocoon, inside the cone of light like a butterfly. There are those who from the darkness
wish to rush immediately to the light; but such are like moths who fly into the flame and
are burnt. Here again we arrive at a new distinction: man must believe that that believing
exists, by which at some time he will be entirely in the Lord and the Lord entirely in him.
He must believe that some day he will believe. This first believing is purely of free
choice. If we hearken well to this word "free choice" we shall see comprised therein the
two faculties of man, the voluntary and the rational; for the free regards the voluntary,
and the choice the rational, and indeed not the merely rational, but the rational out of that
voluntary. Choice is correlated with the affection, the feeling, and thus with the will;
thence
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the word willekeur [arbitrariness], neither will nor choice. The Lord leaves to man the
free choice, and at bottom the free choice therefore amounts to this: to believe or not to
believe. To believe is to accept all the consequences of believing, and we have seen that
these consequences overrule in everything and are entirely destructive of the old
proprium. In each state, there is a difference of degree between to know, to acknowledge,
and to believe. In each state there are temptations to be endured and to be withstood in
order from to know to arrive at to acknowledge, and from to acknowledge at to believe.
Whoso stops halfway turns his back on the circle of light that awaited him, and looks
back to the outermost darkness where all that he thought he saw dissolves again into
phantasies. "Seek ye first the Kingdom of God" is the great call, the urgent invitation to
stride on to a pure believing, to cleanse one's self from all those heterogeneous things that
shut man out from the pure believing - having no part dark. The wise virgins had a pure
believing, the foolish virgins unbelieving and superstition. In the first believing the
interior and the exterior man become one, and when these two are one the man receives
the Lord Himself in His full presence; he then no longer believes there is a Word, but he
believes in the Word. This is to believe the Word, credere Verbum in its fulness, in its
glory, in its might; for then for the first time and to eternity man stands actually in
consociation with each society of Heaven in turn, which consociation in a corresponding
way continually orders anew each part of his body to ever more essential uses.

This first believing and this last believing are to be understood by these words: "The
natural of man is the first that receives the true things out of the Word from the Lord and
it is that which is regenerated the last. and when it is regenerated the whole man is

regenerated", A.C. 9325. And let us then well understand that if man is regenerated, his
faith is a form of believing. The circle of light as the base of the cone of light then
represents that arcanum given in A.C. 9334: "Man's regeneration in the world is only a
plane in order to perfect the life of him into the eternal". Man first embraced faith with
believing, finally man embraces the believing as the
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Lord with the faith that is the Lord's, the opposite of the Judas-kiss. Now in this
connection the thrice repeated question of the Lord becomes clear: "Peter, lovest thou
Me?" Peter represents Faith, fides, and the question is:
Is Believing, credere, therein; is the Lord therein? Peter sinking down into the waves,
represents .a faith that does not rest on and in a believing. Whoso separates the believing
from faith, will drown. Will drown, or perish in the way as is said in Psalm II : 12: "Kiss
the Son, lest He be angry and ye perish in the way, when His wrath is kindled but a little.
Blessed are all they that put their trust in Him"; where to kiss the Lord, whose Divine
Human is the Son, signifies to be conjoined to Himself by faith of love, A.C. 3574. The
faith of love is the faith of believing or the believing in form. "Who put their trust in
Him" is there said - Latin confidentes in Ipso, from the verb confidere, not credere which is a being together in the things of the Lord. What number of arcana lie enclosed in
the simple word "to believe"! For visibly to have faith and to believe flow together into to
have faith or to believe; now the hands are laid crosswise as in the blessing by Israel, now
they are parallel; now it is to see and to believe, now again not to see and nevertheless to
believe; now the believing is represented in the faith, now again the faith in the believing;
all according to the series or the sequence. Therefore it is said in D.L.W.: "There are
several things as well of love as of wisdom; ... all those things are indeed of each of them,
but they are named according to that which preponderates and is nearer by", n. 363. Here
again read for love and wisdom to believe and faith, and you will see how these two are
intermarried. To him who begins to perceive the word "to believe" an alarming sea in life
opens, storm-swept, of which the winds let loose can be rebuked by the Lord alone. Let
us in this connection re-read MATTHEW XIV: 22-33, .and let us understand how Jesus
constrained His disciples to get into the ship and to sail before Him, how the ship was in
the midst of the sea, being tossed with the waves, for the wind was contrary; how Jesus in
the fourth watch of the night came down to them walking on the sea, and was taken for a
ghost; and how Peter, who represents faith, said: Lord, if it be Thou, bid me come unto
Thee on the
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water; and how he then climbed down, but seeing the wind boisterous, became afraid,
and beginning to sink, cried:
Lord, save me; and Jesus, immediately stretching forth His hands, caught him, and said
unto him: a thou of little faith, wherefore didst thou doubt? In that passage Peter wishes
to come to the Lord as faith to believing, and halfway he would have been drowned if the
Lord had not forthwith stretched out His hands and caught him. A representation of the
Church in every state.

What the Angels think they believe. This word teaches that with the Angels all things of
faith fully pertain to believing. Faith and believing in the human-angelic body have their
seat in the cerebrum and the cerebellum respectively. They are related as the voluntary
and the involuntary, concerning which the ARCANA CELESTIA in n. 9683 towards the
end teaches: "The voluntary things of man continually lead away from order, but the
involuntary things continually lead back to order. Thence it is that the motion of the
heart, which is involuntary, is plainly exempt from the will of man, similarly the action of
the cerebellum, and that the motion of the heart and the powers of the cerebellum rule the
voluntary things lest these run beyond the limits, and extinguish before the time the life
of the body; therefore the acting principles out of the one and the other, namely as well
out of the involuntary things as out of the voluntary things in the whole body go forth
conjoined. These things have been said in order that the idea of the immediate and the
mediate influx of the celestial things of love and of the spiritual things of faith from the
Lord may in some measure be illustrated". Now it belongs to the celestial free of the
Angels that their voluntary things freely allow themselves to be ruled by the involuntary;
their cerebrum is continually subordinated to their cerebellum: what they think they
believe.

"Hearken, daughter. and consider; and incline thine ear; and forget thy people and thy father's house".
PSALM XLV : 10.

And now by way of a diversion of charity, and by way of a contribution to the
HANDBOOK OF THE SOCIETY we would consider the picture on the opposite page
for the
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sake of the representation which it may give to the man of the Church. Let it be expressly
premised that we do not enter into any consideration of art; that should remain farther
away than far. Art should be for confirmation of perception and in no way for the
cultivation of taste. To taste applies what is said of the science of the senses namely that
it is "purely animal, but not rational and truly human", RATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
XXXI. And further to remain entirely free from person, history, and legend, we advance
what is said in MEMORABILIA n. 6091:

“Genevieve sometimes appears to the Parisians above on a mediate height, and in a splendid garment, and
with a face as it were holily Divine, beautiful, she is seen by many; and there are those who wish to
invocate, then the face is changed, and becomes as another woman, and she scolds them, that it is forbidden
to be worshippers of men and of women, and this unto shame, saying that she is among vulgar women, and
is not more esteemed than another woman; she is in a certain society were she is not known, esteemed
lightly there; and that she knows nothing at all of those who are in the world, still less hears or perceives
anything, being astonished that the men of the world are captivated by such trifles. She also said that she
was not among the better ones, and that one who wants to be greater than others, will be more vile than
others, and that it is harmful to many that they have been made saints, because when they hear this they
swell up out of hereditary evil, and begin to be proud and thence they are removed, where they do not know
themselves who they have been in the world".

This wall-painting also in the series out of which it rises, is the only one in which the
person is entirely free from the adoring saints' legend, and therefore deserves a more
interior consideration, this in the belief that the painter here was affected by a celestial
influx and gave that a form which to the man of the Church may present a remembrance
of celestial things. Thus we do not here consider an externally finely painted romancatholic saint's image, but the inherent idea of the sacredness of the Primitive Christian
Church represented in the most simple indications - the holiness and a saint here well
understood as what has wholly followed the Lord, has become hole in following the Lord.

Just as a society of Angels may appear as one man, just so a Church-society here appears
in one human shape, the integer core of the Primitive Christian Church with a few. That it
is the Primitive Christian Church is in-
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dicated by the moonlit night, for it is known from the Word that that Christian Church is
related to the Jewish Church as a moonlit night to a dark night. Here the integer core of
the Primitive Christian Church is represented in the form of a faithful, prudent servant
who watches and prays; does not the burning oil lamp inside indicate the wise virgin?
That it is the core of the Primitive Church remaining with a few appears from the whole
of this woman's stature, a wonderfully sad mixture of a modest virgin, a chaste wife, a
patient widow; the watching therefore is a waiting and an expecting of the Second
Coming out of a full, pure, deep believing, quiet as the internal respiration. In this stature
the Lord's words vibrate: "Learn of Me; for I am meek and lowly in heart; and ye shall
find rest unto your souls". This stature breathes that rest, possessing its soul in its
patience. It might in future times belong to a diversion of charity and a game of wisdom
to put up such a picture in a college with this task: Regard this as the centre of a triptych
and in a similar style to the right and the left of it design an image of the Churches before
the Coming and at the time of the Second Coming.

The town upon which this woman looks down is not any definite town but the Doctrine
of the Primitive Christian Church in its original integrity preserved by a few, summarily
indicated by its street of angular houses with a round house on the foreground, by its
walls and fortified towers. Has there been made known to this quiet, solitary woman the
time of visitation, the abomination of desolation, that with all peace such unspeakable
sadness emanates from her? On her night-watch depends the conjunction with the
Heavens, and it is as if the whole earth in that slumbering landscape with full confidence
trusts in her faithfulness, in her expectation of the New Jerusalem, descending from God
out of Heaven, in her watching and praying therefor, with the faith of the simple in a
simple believing, of which those fair flowers in the earthen pot are the symbol, wrapped
in deep shadow.

How meet it is for us, raising this image as a representation above every literal idea, to
humble ourselves before it. The practically averted face does not show itself "holily
Divine, beautiful", but rather as that of an ordinary
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woman, and the serious expression testifies to an inward life, far removed from the trifles
of the world, from the sanctification by the unsaintly, from the deification by the
ungodly, but just for this very reason so sad at the consideration of the decay. In the
Memorable Relation referred to, by the person of Genevieve the integer core of the
Church is described, kept from the Lord in the good of innocence and of charity and thus
safeguarded; and in this painting we see a representation thereof. Such was the life of the
Primitive Christians, a life of believing the Word, a life thus of remaining in the Word
and being made free by the truth. If we would be more than these others, would we then
not become less than these others? Mark that doorpost and sill, and inside, that wall
against which there is a straight-lined chest under the burning oil lamp: they evoke a
dwelling as in the Heavens so also upon the earth, a dwelling entirely in correspondence
with this godly life; or with this godevormiche life, to use a striking old Dutch
expression; a life lived from within, and not mixed and therefore soiled by anything from
without. A life “monotonous as the black soil on which roses flower" as the Word says. A
life far away from all seeming culture. If we were to be allowed to enter into this
dwelling - and even in our idea with never enough of scruple - we would become
acquainted with a life of which each smallest piece of houseware is a representative; the
spiritual just as much as the natural, exterior dwelling of the Primitive Christians. And if
we then look up from this representation into our homes, what shame on us. The former
dwelling breathes consecration out of Heaven, in ours the world blows a cosy, artistic,
interesting sphere, all it can. If the Church of the Coming of the Lord had such
consecration, then how much the more should this be inherent in the Church of the
Second Coming of the Lord, and with that in each life and each dwelling. This woman's
stature has remained free and pure from the unbelief and superstition of her age; but what
of us with our "culture" and with our "taste"? Or could you imagine this Primitive
Christian Society with our culture and our taste, degenerated, run wild, rotten? The core
of that Society had one culture only, depicted in that sleeping city before her: the
Doctrine of her Church. There is one culture only for the Church of the Second
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Coming of the Lord, and it is that of the New Jerusalem descending; in no city but that
shall we be able to truly live; and nothing, nothing whatever, can come to us from
elsewhere as culture except from believing the Word, credere Verbum, “as the fountain
of wisdom, the source of life, and the way to Heaven”, as our creed runs.

If we enter into the thought concerning this example of a Primitive Christian dwelling,
then do we not remember the saying that the Ancients in their homes and temples set up
images that were representatives and made them bear in mind the celestial and spiritual
things? Also in the Primitive Christian Church the art that wrought those images returned
in its anonymous celestial essence; but with the decay of that Church, art also again fell
away, and down into the sensual provinces of mere taste, that is, into the exteriorly
beautiful, the form that is empty because of its not corresponding to anything. Also in this
dwelling we would find images or paintings, but just as this primitive, pure, simple life,
altogether taken up into the Natural of the Lord's Divine Human, "having no part dark". If
that chest under the oil lamp were to be opened, you would find there everything that is
said in the Word of the dwellings of virgins in Heaven, in a similar blessed order,
spotlessly clean changes of raiment, embroidery work under hand with the requisites
thereto, and in the place of honour some rare books and writings, the Word and nothing
but what is out of the Word. In short no "trifles such as the men of the world are
captivated by".

Must not our lives, on our plane, in the midst of this barren, rude, and barbaric time, in
each state be in correspondential consociation with the life of the society of which this
pure stature before us gives a representation? Do not in this stature truths of life that are
entirely out of the Word of the Lord, lie quietly preserved, while most truths of life with
us remain only cheap worldly wisdom, exterior morals? Are we as the men and women of
that Church, full of a new human simplicity and humility, or do we wish to be more than
those others according to and in life, that is, at the same time ladies and gentlemen,
highly cultured, that is, cultured in semblance, acquainted with everything, taking part in
everything? If we were to see this representative figure, next to our society re-
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presented as one man, would we then not be frightened at the thickly dark parts, the
empty, dead, filthy spots in that image, full of moth- and rust-holes of unbelief and
superstition? Of unbelief from love of self, of superstition from love of the world, taken
all together the same whorish civilization in semblance, as in the world, so too in every
larger and smaller society of the Crowning Church of the Lord's Second Coming.

If we do not put away out of our lives the hotbed of spontaneous generation out of the
hell of the world, then the spontaneous creation out of Heaven can never begin. And all

that is being waited for is that spontaneous creation of Heaven upon earth, of the culture
of the New Jerusalem; that is the day- and night-watch of the Doctrine which wishes to
gather us together under its wings as a hen does her chickens. This is said especially to
the women of the Church. For if woman is excluded from the most provinces of the
intellectual of man, then what else is there for her to do but with a great love and thus
with a great believing to make true (gelovigen), that is, to embody the Divine things
brought down out of the Doctrine? For this reason the core of the Primitive Christian
Church here stands before us in a woman's stature; let us he able to put forward a woman
in comparison.

Of true conjugial love it is said that it does not further heap up hereditary evil in the
children, but brings it to a stand and to retreat. What an overwhelmingly delightful
promiseOf the Faith of the Church and the life according to it may likewise be said that it
does not further heap up unbelief and superstition in her children, but brings them to a
stand and to retreat, disperses them, so that in their inmost a firm spirit is renewed, a
spirit of believing, of believing the Word and nothing but the Word as the only fountain,
the only source. Then the Lord inflows into them with believing, credere; and they take
up again the Lord who is in that angelic believing, in the true things of Doctrine and of
faith, fides, with them out of the Word, for the mutual conjunction with the Lord for a
celestial marriage, SACRED SCRIPTURE FROM EXPERIENCE 8 and D.P. 28.

In that wall-painting that Primitive Christian Society may to all outward appearance be an
ordinary woman, to our opened eyes she is a peeress, of whom everything-
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attitude, posture, expression of the face, gesture, hand, garment and every fold of the
headdress - testifies to the unstained nobility of that original Church of the Lord, to her
unshaken, simple, great, pure believing in the Second Coming, to her prayerful watching
to be allowed to see the glory of this our present day.

In our jointly spoken creed our society also sounds as one man; let us thereto- cleanse the
common sound, the sonus communis of all in each one, of each in all, in order that our
speaking may be in correspondence to the rhythmic speaking of the Angels in a choir,

and not remain a medley of filthy bloods, a chiming together of church-organ and barrelorgan. When we confess together that we believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, in the Sacred
Scripture, in the Second Coming, in the new Angelic Heaven, in the spiritual sense of the
Word, in the Heavenly Doctrine of the New Jerusalem, in the New Christian Church, in
the communion of Angels and men, in repentance of sins, in the life of charity, in the
resurrection of man, in the judgment after death, and in eternal life - what then must there
not wave through us, heavenward, having strength in Heaven, and moving it with might,
and making it answer with might? What would not be inherent in believing if man were
in it I believe is not only to confess Faith, but also gelove lien, that is, to acknowledge
one's self vanquished with a broken spirit, a broken and a contrite heart, "which Thou, O
God, wilt not despise", PSALM LI : 17; it is not only to believe but also gelovigen, that
is, to make true; it is "to be not far any more from the Kingdom of God". Our creed is not
only a weekly divine service, but a daily divine worship with the life, and thence the
Sunday joint Glorification which opens the Heavens, Heavens full of inexpressible
things. The word I believe - must overwhelm us on account of the infinite Divine Mercy
which in answer thereto bends down over our bottomless humiliation out of the
realization at the same time glowing with a sense of shame that we still believe so bitterly
little.
I believe, Lord, help Thou mine unbelief.
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACTS FROM THE ISSUE FOR JUNE 1936

COMMUNICATIONS.

In Divine Worship we profess to believe in the Lord; this confession is not living if our
entire life does not fully make true the acknowledgment which is inherent therein, namely
that to believe in means to live in and to move in. To believe in the communion of Angels,
is already to be taken up into the angelic society, or else it is merely a repeating on trust,
with the lips only, upon authority or from custom. To believe is to live the Faith, so much

so that everything which happens in this life on earth, happens according to
correspondences and thus is valid in the Heavens.

The New from which the New Church derives its name, and which is also meant in the
words of the Lord: "See, I make all things new", APOCALYPSE XXI: 5, dwells only in
what is its own.

Among the English speaking members of the Church the expression New Churchman is
current. This is a word designating a purely natural state. It does not save man that he
belongs to a church, is connected with a church, or is in a church; but man is saved when
the Church is in him, when man himself is Church. From Churchman he must become
man-Church; that is, man-Angel. As New Churchman man still glories in and refers
himself to an external organization with all human appurtenances thereof; as man-Church
he places all his trust entirely in the only Lord in His Word.
Anton Zelling.
________________________

"Now it is permitted to enter intellectually into the arcana of faith". This is the glorious
promise given to the
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New Church, the grant of nobility it has received from the Lord. But if a Divine promise
is not received by us with trembling reverence, it may become a curse instead of a
blessing. And let us beware of the illusion that "to enter intellectually into the arcana"
should signify a reasoning about the arcana in the way against which the Latin Word so
often warns. He who with open eyes and a perceptive mind enters a beautiful building,
does not think of running through all apartments and casting inquisitive glances all
around. He will stand breathless with delight, he will not be able to satisfy himself with
what he looks upon; soon he will be overcome and depart radiant, with the fixed
determination of soon returning. And one who sees him leave will be able to detect in his
entire attitude that he has truly seen the beauty. So will one who comes to us from
without and who will wish to know whether we have truly entered into the arcana, not be

able to conclude this from the fact whether we are able to reason sagaciously and to
explain everything minutely; but in the glance of our eyes and in the sound of our voice
he must be able to trace that we have stood face to face before the Divine Truth.
Chs. H. van Os.
____________________

"Jesus said unto him, I say not unto thee, until seven times, but until seventy times
seven", MATTHEW XVIII: 22. The teaching of these words of the Lord is that
forgiveness must be infinite, and not finite, thus that it must be from the Lord and not
from man. All forgiveness which is limited is from man or from self, and has self-love in
it; all genuine forgiveness is from the Divine mercy of the Lord with man. As long as
there is any question of forgiving or not forgiving it is an indication that it is from self,
thus that it is not genuine. The Divine forgiveness, however, does not appear to those
who are in evil.

If a man's brother appears to sin against him, he either opposes the things of the
proprium, that is evils and falsities, in which case there is no reason for forgiveness; or he
opposes the things of the angelic proprium, that is goods and truths; such opposition is
against the Lord and therefore can only be forgiven by the Lord with man.
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"Ye have heard that it hath been said, thou shalt not forswear thyself; but thou shalt
perform unto the Lord thine oaths. I truly say unto you, swear not at all, neither by
heaven, because it is God's throne, nor by the land, because it is His footstool, neither by
Jerusalem, because it is the city of the great king; neither shalt thou swear by thine own
head, because thou canst not make one hair white or black. Truly let thy speech be yea,
yea, nay, nay, because what is beyond this is out of evil", MATTHEW V : 33-37.

In the above passage by Heaven is meant the internal sense of the Word or the Divine
Truth in Heaven; by the land is meant the literal sense of the Word which is in the
Church; by Jerusalem is meant the Doctrine of the Church out of the Word; by head is

signified man's faith; by hairs are meant truths in the external man from the Doctrine of
the Church, which he sees from others and not by illustration from the Lord.

The general teaching of the text is that truths are not to be confirmed from man but from
the Lord; see the ARCANA CELESTIA 9166.

The teaching of these words of the Lord is that one may not make an external bond of the
internal sense of the Word, nor of its literal sense, nor of the Doctrine of the Church, nor
of those things which he sees from himself,

The natural man makes to himself external bonds of such things, by which he is
compelled and by which he would compel others; but as such a man lacks all perception
none of these things within the man are genuine, that is, they have not the Lord within
them but self, even although in themselves these things may be true and from the Lord.

Those who are internal men are not compelled by such external bonds, yet it is permitted
them to use such things to confirm themselves and others. Men who are still more interior
do not confirm truth by the internal sense of the Word, nor by the literal sense of the
Word, nor by the Doctrine of the Church, nor by their own understanding; for such men
are free, and the freedom in which they are is the Lord's freedom with them. These are
they of whom it is said: "The wind bloweth where it willeth, and thou hearest the sound
thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh and whither it goeth: so is everyone that is
born of the Spirit", JOHN III : 8.
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The teaching concerning the sole authority of the Word, and also concerning the authority
of Doctrine, while in itself true, is with many an external bond by which they are bound
and with which they would bind others - they swear by it. With others it is an internal
bond of conscience, by which they confirm themselves and others.

The time is coming when men will come into freedom itself and rationality itself which
are wholly of the Lord; then will these bonds drop away, then will be fulfilled the
Prophecy of JEREMIAH: "And they shall teach no more every man his neighbor, and
every man his brother, saying: Know Jehovah; for they shall all know Me", XXXI: 34.
________________

The Lord the conjoining Sphere.

"Angels and angelic societies are conjoined and also disjoined in accordance with spheres
.... Whether you say Angels and angelic societies out of which the spheres are, or truth
and good, it is the same, for the spheres are out of the affections of truth and good, by
virtue of which the angels are Angels from the Lord. Be it known that in so far as these
spheres draw from the Lord, so far they conjoin; but in so far as they draw out of the
angel's proprium, so far they disjoin. From this it is evident that the only Lord conjoins",
A.C. 9606.

The "propriums of the angels" which disjoin, are all human and personal things within
which is not the Divine Human of the Lord. Such things would disrupt Heaven and the
Church, if they were not held in quiescence by might of the Lord's Divine Human;
whenever the Church turns its eyes from the Divine Human of the Lord such things do
break forth and disrupt.

The Divine Human of the Lord is present with man in so far as it orders by means of
Divine Truth the human and personal things and comes to dwell therein, casting all
heterogeneous things in which it cannot dwell, to the circumference. It is the personal and
human things with man which always crucify the Lord. If a man can be regenerated, the
Lord finally subjugates all that is merely human and personal, and then He is resurrected
with man.
To worship the Lord in so far as the Divine Truth does
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not touch what is human and personal, is to worship the Father, which even the devils can
do.

In mutual love and its internal conversation the Lord gives the one what he shall say and
the other what he shall respond, and then He becomes the conjoining sphere by which the
two are united. Especially is this true of Conjugial Love. Hence it is that the Lord is
Conjugial Love; and every love between married partners in which the Lord is not the all
in all, is not Conjugial Love but the love of the sex. Hence it can be seen that Conjugial
Love can only exist in so far as all merely human and personal things are rejected to the
circumference. There cannot even be friendship between married partners in which the
Lord is not the all in all, except in the outermost circle, the proprium, which must remain
quiescent.
__________________

The Lord the conjoining Medium.

Mutual Love and the Friendship of Love. It has been shown here above that whatever of
word or deed passes from man to man and is reciprocated in mutual love is of the Lord,
and that the Lord is also the sphere which is the conjoining medium.

In contrast to mutual love and charity is what is called in the Word "the friendship of
love". The friendship of love is all friendship in which the Lord does not dwell with good
and truth, all friendship which is on account of person.

The characteristic of mutual love and charity is that it has Divine Mercy from the Lord in
it and thence looks to eternal blessedness, and that it does not regard what
is merely temporal; it is therefore not indulgent, nor turned from its path by pity.

On the other hand the friendship of love is for person; it is full of human compassion and
from pity would remove all temporal sorrows and suffering, but has no regard for the

eternal; it easily changes to the opposite extreme of hatred and revenge, if one counters
the will of the other.

The friendship of love is often particularly strong between those of intimate family
relationship, in which case it has within it particularly the love of self in the other. It is
most compassionate.
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There is nothing more deceptive than intense compassion and great sympathy; with a
preacher, an orator, a musician, or an artist such human emotions can if possible deceive
the very elect, and yet such human compassion is the opposite to Divine Mercy, it is of
the friendship of love which opposes all genuine charity,

What direful results the friendship of love with its human compassion has, is described at
length in the Word, particularly in the TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION, n. 446-449.

Before regeneration human and personal things make a man's life, and the internal wealth
of his life without which he would seem utterly poor and miserable no matter what else
he possessed; it is these possessions which are the most hard to give up and which are
particularly meant by riches in the following:

"Verily, I say unto you that a rich man shall hardly enter into the Kingdom of Heaven,
and again I say unto you, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than
for a rich man to enter into the Kingdom of God. When His disciples heard it they were
exceedingly amazed, saying: Who then can be saved? But Jesus beheld them, and said
unto them: with man this is impossible, but with God all things are possible. Then
answered Peter and said unto Him: Behold, we have forsaken all and followed Thee;
what shall we have therefore? And Jesus said unto them: Verily I say unto you that ye
which have followed Me in the regeneration, when the Son of Man shall sit in the throne
of His glory, ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel, and
everyone that hath forsaken houses, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife,

or children, or lands for My sake, shall receive an hundredfold, and shall inherit
everlasting life. But many first shall be last; and the last first", MATTHEW XIX: 23-30.
___________________

Leaves, Blossom and Fruit. The leaves of a tree represent intellectual truths, or truths in
the understanding, the truths which are of a man's faith, and by which his understanding
is reformed. A young tree at first has leaves as a preparation, but no blossoms or fruit; but
if when the time comes it does not bear fruit, it is cursed like the fig-tree.

The leaves represent the Divine truths as abstract things
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of faith. But when Divine truth touches a man's spiritual body, when it touches man's
human and personal things, man comes before a new choice. He either rejects the Divine
truth as it touches his personal and human things, or he believes; if a man then believes,
he comes into the wisdom of life, and it is this wisdom of life in which he believes that is
represented by the blossoms. When the wisdom of life becomes of life, then a man bears
fruit.

Man passes through two dangers. The first danger is that he will expect the leaves to turn
or develop into fruit, while it is only the blossom that can develop into fruit. As the leaves
cannot develop into fruit, the man as it were hangs artificial fruit on the tree, but which is
not living and has no connection with the tree; it may make the tree look beautiful like a
Christmas tree; but the fruit is unfit for spiritual nourishment.

The second danger is that the blossoms will be bitten by the frost, or blown off by the
wind and rain, for they are very delicate, and if harmed they do not grow into fruit.

The belief in the things of the wisdom of life as it touches man's life is very beautiful like
a fruit-tree blossoming in the spring. But the man must beware lest he stand in admiration
of the blossoms, instead of guarding the tree, lest a frost come and the blossoms fail to
develop into fruit.
Theodore Pitcairn.
________________________

"In so much as the truths of life become of life, in just so much the truths of faith become
of faith, and not the least more or less. Some belong to science and not to faith",
CANONS, End of the Prologue.

In the measure in which the signification of these words, chosen as the motto of the
Swedenborg Societas for 1936, penetrates to us, they will prove to be indispensable for
the determination of our spiritual state. It clearly comes to view that our faith is not
genuine than in so much as it is based on living the truths from the Word and the
Doctrine of the Church, and that our life is not genuine than in so far as it is the
embodiment of these same things. Without faith therefore no life and without life no
faith. What stands outside of this conjunction, stands outside of the Kingdom of the Lord.
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When in the Name of the Lord we have begun to combat our proprium and thus accept
these words as the measuring rule for our life, this command of the Lord appears as a
promise that He will certainly enrich us with spiritual and celestial things, as far as our
state permits of this. When we are in temptations, this word will strengthen and
encourage us, making us mindful that after this night a new morning will dawn, with a
new Coming of the Lord, which also in our mind will "make all things new".

In the work ON THE SACRED SCRIPTURE OR THE WORD OF THE LORD FROM
EXPERIENCE, n. XIII, we read that no spirit or Angel is permitted to instruct any man
on this earth in Divine true things, but that the Lord Himself teaches through the Word.

Spirits and Angels with reference to man signify exterior and interior true things. Man
cannot by the true things of a preceding state by themselves be elevated to new, more
interior true things. But man by the actual living of these is prepared to be enlightened
from the Lord, and thus by an ever renewed and ever more interior conjunction with the
Lord Himself, he is led into an ever deeper understanding of the Word, and by this to new
states of the true and thence to new states of the good.

Here again it clearly appears that the Doctrine of the Church is Divine, that man cannot
think out or conclude this Doctrine, but that it is revealed from the Lord to those who are
worthy to receive it.
C. P. Geluk.
_______________________

Self examination, leading to knowledge of self and finally to wisdom of life, can be based
only on the comparison of one's own state with that of the Lord and a testing of the
qualities of one's self on those of the Lord as Man. These states are described in the
Arcana Coelestia, the Books of the Second Coming, the Third Testament, treating of the
states of the Lord at the time of His Coming, of which we are told in the New Testament,
but which are indicated in the simplest way in the words of the Old Testament which
already contains everything of
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His Coming and His Second Coming. For this reason the wisdom of life of the man of the
New Church is based purely and exclusively on the conjoined Testaments, and it is the
conscious living of the Lord's states in one's self, as if from one's self, by revelations, by
the Word in the Church.
N. J. Vellenga.

____________________

Ever anew we meet with places in the Word that distress us because of their obscurity
and internally keep us engaged. Try and forget. Always later on something happens in
our lives which then makes those truths true for us. What then springs forth, clear, from
the living memory, was previously a hard impenetrable "object" against which we
collided. Also when the true has become an organic part of our spiritual body, part of it
remains an object, but now as a last plane in which the living soul thereof may mirror
itself.

But in this again the true temporarily may be as if buried as in a "last resting place". What
remains, is a general rational realization with which the thought may be followed in
general lines. But the affection no longer is so strong.

Then comes comfort from faith, first, that this truth too objectively remains of strength
with the Lord, second that for this reason the former affection has not perished, but has
been drawn into the internal, there to feed the remains. And thence man draws effective
strength to combat in this obscure state.
____________________

All things were made by the Word, and without Him was not any thing made that was
made, JOHN I : 3. When the individual man of the Church begins to gain an ever more
richly varied consciousness of the internal sense of the Word, then at the same time a
light rises for him over the internal sense of his own life and human life in general.
Without the Word as absolute object the sense of his life can never become clear to him.
The light of the Word continues to shine, but he is then the darkness that does not grasp
the light. At the Coming they who believed in the Lord could obtain counsel from Him
personally and He could speak words that are Spirit and Life. After His
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Glorification, and much more so with His Second Coming, the intercourse of the Lord
with man passes through the intermediary way of the written Word. Only when the words
here too begin to speak and find in us a tremulous sounding-board, they begin to reveal
the purpose and sense of our most personal lives. If not, man remains a stranger to the life
given him from the Lord, he rubs along it, he takes hold of the wrong thing, he knocks
and bruises himself against it - he perishes or else the resistance of the proprium makes
him too as hard as the apparently hard objects. This the Greek philosopher Herakleitos
knew, when he wrote down these terrifying words: "That with which they are most
continuously in touch, with the Word which dwells through all things, with that they are
at variance, and the things they daily knock up against appear strange to them". Only
when man learns to understand the Word, his life begins to belong to him. The light of
the Word is then for him the light of an inviolably pure and elevated object, which
wherever he turns and unseen by others, he has ever before his eyes, as the Angels see
their Sun. This highest centre, to start with, is the single object from which the Love and
Wisdom from the Lord go forth conjoined. For this reason also it is the sole thing which
is able essentially to enlighten and warm the daily things, occurrences, and coincidences,
so that their poor obtrusive hard materiality powders to dust, and their internal sense
flourishes up as a tender plant deserving to be cherished; their internal sense, that is what
they signify for us. For, just as the letter of the Word, things and persons are signs of an
internal which is hidden behind them. They are also the mirrors of what the Lord's
Providence intends and purposes with us. And so too of what we may be for others in
genuine charity.
H. M. Haverman.
______________________

The Divine Truth revealed by the Lord to men on earth is a constant source of happiness.
For the Revelation is a constant source of truth for all ages to come, and the affection for
truth leads men to constant endeavour to see more of truths contained in this
inexhaustible source.
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Each new truth, or aspect of truth, a lover of truth finds, brings happiness to him.

A lover of truth can never stop searching for truth satisfied with what he has found. The
happiness truth brings lies in the searching for it as well as in the finding of it.

This happiness may consist mostly in intellectual enjoyment of the search and the
satisfaction in finding. The real and lasting happiness that truths from the Lord bring
comes to the lover of truth when he makes the truths he sees a standard of life which he
should follow.

The finding of a new truth may at times bring sadness by showing some evil in us that we
had not seen before. The struggle against this evil and the victory over it by the Lord's
power brings the happiness of Heaven and renewed ability to find more truth.
Albert Bjorck.

______________________________________________________________________________________
_________________

THE NEW WILL AND NEW UNDERSTANDING WHICH ARE THE LORD'S WITH
MAN

By THE REV. THEODORE PITCAIRN.

One of the main uses of DE HEMELSCHE LEER has been to make clear the distinction
between the Word and Doctrine out of the Word. The Word as it is in itself, or, what is
the same, the Word as seen by the Lord, is the Divine Doctrine itself, the Divine above
the Heavens, the Esse of the Divine Doctrine, while the genuine Doctrine out of the Word
is the Divine Doctrine in the Heavens and the Church, which is called "the Divine a se",
or "the Divine from itself"; this is the Existere of the Divine Doctrine.

We read in NINE QUESTIONS I: "The Son of Man in the spiritual sense signifies the
truth of the Church out of the Word". And in the CANONS: "That to him who speaks a
word against the Son of Man it is remitted, is because [it is remitted] to him who denies
this and that to be Divine Truth out of the Word in the Church, if only he believes that in

the Word and out of the Word are Divine Truths. The Son of Man is the Divine Truth out
of the Word in the Church, and this cannot be seen by all", Holy Spirit V : 9.
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All who acknowledge the Writings of Swedenborg as the Word of the Lord, can see that
the Truths of the New Church are primarily out of this Newest Testament given by means
of Swedenborg, and yet strangely it is denied that the Truths of the Church are Divine. To
deny the Divinity of the Truths of the Church out of the Word is to deny the Son of Man.
It is to be noted that to speak a word against the Son of Man may be forgiven, provided
one "believes that in the Word and out of the Word are Divine Truths". It is now
commonly believed that in the Word are Divine 'Truths, but it is not believed that "out of
the Word in the Church are Divine Truths". Divine Truths out of the Word in the Church
are called: the Doctrine of genuine Truth, also the Doctrine of Divine Truth, for we read,
“No one can see the spiritual sense except out of the Doctrine of genuine Truth. '" It is not
allowed to anyone in the natural world, nor in the spiritual world, to investigate the
spiritual sense of the Word out of the sense of the letter of it, unless he is entirely in the
Doctrine of Divine Truth, and in enlightenment from the Lord; wherefore out of the
Doctrine of Divine Truth confirmed out of the sense of the letter of the Word, the
spiritual sense can be seen", CONCERNING THE SACRED SCRIPTURE FROM
EXPERIENCE XXI. Thus the Word teaches that Doctrine out of the Word is Divine, for
we read further: "Divine Doctrine is the Word in the internal sense… ; Divine Doctrine is
also the Word in the literal sense ... ; also the Doctrine thence is Divine", A.C. 3712.
Hence it follows that if the teaching of the Word that "in the Church out of the Word are
Divine Truths", and that "one must be entirely in the Doctrine of Divine Truth", and that
"the Word and also Doctrine thence are Divine" be denied, it involves a denial of the
Word in which this teaching is given.

It is commonly said that all good and truth are from the Lord, this is an acknowledgment
of the Holy Spirit; but it is said that the truths in the Church out of the Word are not
Divine, this is a denial of the Son of Man. The essential falsity of this position lies in the
fact that it is believed that good and truth are received in man's own will and
understanding.

We read in the ARCANA CELESTIA as follows: "With no
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man is there any Understanding of truth or Will of good …; but when they become
celestial, there appears as if there were a Will of good and an Understanding of truth, but
it is the Lord's alone", n. 633. Again: "The new will, which is of charity, ... is not man's,
but the Lord's with the man; and this, because it is the Lord's, must never be commingled
with the things of man's will", n. 1001. "Through regeneration man receives a new will;
but the will which he receives through regeneration is not man's, but the Lord's with the
man", n. 10035. "The regenerate spiritual man receives the Divine Good in the new will,
and the Divine Truth in the new understanding", n. 3394.

The statement that the Doctrine of the Church is not man's own understanding but the
understanding which is the Lord's with man, was called, in the ministers' meetings 1933,
ridiculous.

From the above it is evident that the saying that DE HEMELSCHE LEER makes man
Divine is a misrepresentation, and is in fact entirely untrue, for DE HEMELSCHE LEER
has never said that anything which is of man is Divine, but only that which is the Lord's
with man.

Human good would be good received in man's will, and human truth would be truth
received in man's understanding, instead of in the will and understanding which are the
Lord's with man. That such good does not exist is taught as follows: "All good is Divine
with man, because it is from the Divine", A.C. 10618; and that such truth does not exist is
taught as follows: "Every truth which is a truth is Divine", A.E. 34. But in spite of the
teaching of the Word men wish to receive good in their own will, and truth in their own
understanding, that is to love and believe from themselves, thus to have human goods and
truths.
Concerning this wish we read in the ARCANA CELESTIA as follows: "The Angels
themselves in respect to the proprium of them do not make Heaven; but in respect to the
Divine which they receive from the Lord .... Each one of them there acknowledges,
believes, and also perceives, that nothing of good is from themselves, but from the Lord
.... From this it can be seen how it is to be understood that the Lord is the all in all of

Heaven; also that the Lord dwells there in His Own [that is, in the will and understanding
which are His] ; and likewise that by an Angel in
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the Word is signified something of the Lord .... Similarly it is with the Church. In respect
to what is the proprium of them [their own will and understanding], the men there do not
make the Church, but in respect to the Divine which they receive from the Lord; for
every one there who does not acknowledge and believe that all the good of love and truth
of faith is from God, is not of the Church; for he wills to love God from himself [from his
own will] and to believe in God from himself [from his own understanding], which
however no one can do .... The Church is the Lord's Heaven on earth, consequently the
Lord in the Church is also the all in all, as in Heaven, and He there dwells in His Own
[the will and understanding which are His] with men, as with the Angels in Heaven", n.
10151. "The Lord is present with the Angels of Heaven and with the men of the Church
not in the proprium of them, but in His Own [the will and understanding which are His]
with them, thus in the Divine", n. 10157. Everywhere in the Word it is taught that the
genuine Doctrine from the Word in the Church is Divine. The teaching that such Doctrine
is not Divine is not from the Word, but from the wishes or the will of men.
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACTS FROM THE ISSUE FOR JULY-AUG. 1936

____________

NEW THINGS

BY ANTON ZELLING.

With those who are in celestial love, the Divine Fire or the Divine Love is continually
creating and renewing the interiors of the will.
ARCANA COELESTIA 9434.

The new will is entirely the Lord's. The new understanding is entirely the Lord's. Every
Doctrine of the genuine True is entirely of the new will and understanding. That this is
so, is already entirely involved in the dutch word for genuine echt, for echt is related to
the conjugial, as in the Latin the word genuinus of Doctrina genuini Veri is related to to
generate. It is not the caterpillar that mates but the butterfly. "The conjunction of the true
and the good is regeneration", A.C. 10022. Thus the genuine True is not except with the
regenerated man, whose will and understanding are new, that is, purely the Lord's.

NEW, THAT IS, PURELY THE LORD'S. - A scent of glorification begins to ascend
from the word "new"; for every Doctrine of the genuine True which is an understanding
of the Word, is at the same time an understanding of the language, which thus rebecomes what in essence it was, is, and will be out of the Lord's Divine Providence:
entirely of the Word. The word "new" now begins from the self -evident reason of love
again to raise itself and to turn to the spiritual Sun. A heliotrope. The kingdom of words
corresponds to the vegetable kingdom in a phenomenon of spiritual origin, which by
botanists is called heliotropism, a systematically turning itself to the sun. In the warmth
and the light of the Doctrine out of the Word according to the measure in which they are
more and more vernally conjoined - once again: the conjunction of the true and the good
is regeneration - the words begin to bud as flowers, heliotropically or universally, that is,
turned to the One, literally One-ward. As man in the open field or on the
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sea everywhere finds himself in the centre of the horizon, as any tittle and jot wherever,
holds together the entire Word, just so in every arbitrary word the entire language lies
reflected, each word the centre of all and holding all together, being in this an image of
the angelic consociation of each with all and all with each. This has previously appeared
from words as following and to believe; now it comes to lie open, radiantly and
jubilantly, in new, the new of the New Church, the New Jerusalem, the New Heaven, the
New Earth.

Before entering into the word "new", let us say this: There is a heavenwide difference
between doctrinal etymology and linguistic etymology, as between the Doctrine of
numbers and arithmetic. Doctrinal etymology, as the term itself says, is purely of
Doctrine and thus out of the Word; while linguistic etymology is merely a science of
language with all its faults and handicaps, a territory of hypotheses and theories, in short
of phantasies, in which the unreasonable craze of collecting of the natural mind makes
itself great. For this reason this MEMORABILE is given: "Sometimes it was shown to
me that critics, or they who were very skilled in some language, as the Hebrew, yea they
who composed dictionaries, and translators of Moses and the Prophets, understood much
less than they who were not critics. For the inspection of words carries with it that the
mind is distracted from their senses, and sticks in the words, and when they have seized
upon some signification of some word, they have seized upon it not being solicitous
about the sense, which nevertheless they could impell and urge with force that it should
coincide, which, a signification being posited, they are wont to do in a thousand manners.
These things have been shown to me by living experience. Thence it flows that they not
only understand less the spiritual things, because they adhere to the material ideas or
words, but also some can be seduced in the Word of the Lord, when they seize out of the
only words upon some sense, and defend it out of the love of self, and twist it; for the
signification of the word being posited, they thence twist the sense, which can happen in
a thousand manners. Thence spiritual ideas mixed with material ones; they are false;
which in the other life are an impediment to them,
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and to their detriment, because falsities inhere in the material ideas, which must be
dispersed", MEM. n. 2040, 2041. This statement contains an annihilating settlement with
all merely linguistic etymology which has in it only a show of scholarliness, thus an end
which is of self, full of evil use. In essence this judges all direct cognizance of the Word,
for the unopened letter is not the basis of the internal senses but a basis for heresies, and
it then necessarily leads to inverted explanations of words for confirmation. For this
reason too the state of a. society of the Church is reflected entirely in its translations; a.
church is Church only according to its understanding of the Word, only according to its
Doctrine; so too every translation that is not illuminated by the oil lamp of the Doctrine
of the genuine True, can only offer an unreliable interpretation. Linguistic etymology
turns the words away from the Word to make a dictionary of them; in the doctrinal
etymology each word from within turns itself to its celestial origin in order, in the Book
of the Word, to open a complete paradise for the understanding.

That the doctrinal etymology pertains purely to the Doctrine and thus is entirely and
completely out of the Word, is clearly manifest from the following quotation, which, as
an example of a true explanation of words shows a heavenwide difference from that in
the above quoted Memorable Relation: "Urim signifies lucent fire, and Thumim the
exsplendescence thence; the lucent fire is the Divine True out of the Divine Good of the
Lord's Divine Love, and the exsplendescence is that True in ultimates, thus in the effect.
But it is to be known that in the Hebrew language Thumim is integrity, but in the angelic
language Exsplendescence. It is said in the angelic language because the Angels among
each other speak out of the essence itself of the thing, perceived within themselves, thus
according to the quality of it; the speech thence flows forth into a conform sonorousness,
audible only to the Angels. The exsplendescence of the Divine True is the sonorous
Thumim; thence now is the denomination of it. Something similar is perceived by the
Angels when in the Hebrew language one reads Thum, by which is signified the "Integer"
or Integrity. Thence it is that by the Integer in the internal sense of the Word is signified
the Divine true in the effect, which is the life according to the Divine precepts .... Thence
also
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it is that Urim and Thumim are called the Judgment of the sons of Israel, also the
Breastplate of judgment, as also the Judgment Urim, for Judgment signifies the Divine
True in Doctrine and life", A.C. 9905.

In this explanation the principle of doctrinal etymology lies ready to be unfolded: every
word of the letter has an angelic language within it, audible only for the life according to
the Divine precepts, for this life is Angel because it is the Divine True in effect, and on
that account perceives within it the essence itself of the matter. The letter is body, the
internal sense is soul. The letter denotes the receptacle in "integrity", the internal sense
denotes the influx with "exsplendescence" according to the receptacle, thus the quality. In
the original text a word from the Hebrew language and a sonorousness from the angelic
language are transmitted into the Latin language; and now being again translated, on the
natural plane of each living language there presents itself a heavily veiled arcanum,
intelligible only to a life according to the Divine precepts, namely that integrity has
exsplendescence inherent in it, the signification of diadems and diamond badges.
According to doctrinal etymology integrity and exsplendescence are related, they rhyme
together, they correspond, they answer one to the other as form and contents, as the word

and the essence itself of the matter. In every life according to the Divine precepts the
exsplendescence answers to the integrity, and the integrity calls forth the
exsplendescence. The genuine word, the etymos logos, for integrity is exsplendescence,
for this is the essence itself of the matter, thus the quality thereof. To an English physicist
a flower he was not acquainted with was once sent from India; he at once drew the insect
he was not acquainted with which belonged to that flower; and on the indications of that
drawing they indeed found that insect in India. This entomological anecdote, when one
thinks out of the Word, has an etymologic sense. That all nature strives after the human
shape, amongst other things shows itself in the effort of the vegetable kingdom towards
the animal kingdom, of the flower towards the insect. The word "integer" is a flower
calling in colours and scents for its butterfly "exsplendescence". Each word calls for its
genuine word in order to wed with it. But that conjugial conjunction takes place only in
the life according to the Divine precepts, because
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there alone is conjunction of the true and the good, thus there alone is the genuine
conjugial.

Now it may be asked: Is not doctrinal etymology, so seen, another and even a rather
pedantic word for the internal sense? The answer is: It is the interior sense of the words,
of which more anon, but together with the science of correspondences it belongs to the
lost things; but with that science of sciences it returns new again as ancilla Doctrinae, as
a faithful servant of the Doctrine of the Church, as a part of the Doctrine of the genuine
True. Its function is to renew the integrity of the language in order that the essential sense
itself shine forth. The Angels inflow with each man who is a Church into his native
language. The wonders that occur in the Word between the Hebrew, the Greek, the Latin,
and the Angelic languages, take place similarly on the natural plane of each living
language, entirely according to the quality of language and people. Just as the human
mind, the language has three degrees, and together with the human race the language has
become merely natural, corporeal, sensual, in short, merely worldly, whereas after all it is
from spiritual origin. The function of the doctrinal etymology will be a heliotropic one,
continually ordering. In order that the Word in each language may dwell in its own, that
language must live, and a language does not live unless each word therein is perceived to
the genuine sense thereof. First, from the Lord, knowing leads to acknowledging and
acknowledging to believing; after that the series is inverted and from believing there
flows a deeper acknowledging and a wider knowing. In that wider knowing out of the
Doctrine of the genuine True the doctrinal etymology is born, a science born and not

made, and therefore certainly not pedantic but, on the contrary, one and all an interior
willingness to follow in the light of the Doctrine. Itself obedience it does nothing but call
to obedience, to a hearing and to an inclining of the ear, to awe, to veneration, to fear for
the word in which dwells the Word as in its own. Its guiding lines have not yet
completely descended out of the Word into the rational mind, but there are signs of the
numberless etymological explanations in the Word beginning to touch the Church in each
of its native tongues. Not until those explanations of words are seen in their order will it
be possible to apply
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one's own language to the Divine laws then to be revealed in order that the sonorousness
of the angelic language may ever more inflow into it, and thus regive to each word, worn
down and sullied, its genuineness, that is, make it again integer, that is, resplendently
new, glowingly new; and does not this, even in its way, say that in the integrity the
genuine true shines forth? The Dutch equivalent for integer, ongerept, signifies, just as
the Latin word integer itself, untouched, unimpaired, unstirred, for "reppen", like the
Latin tangere, signifies to touch. Thus not touched by the love of self and the world, and
on this account kept by the Lord in the good of innocence and of charity. The linguistic
science contents itself with laying bare the presumable root, but the doctrinal etymology
lays open the spiritual relationship; for this etymology the predicate is nothing without its
subject; for it "integrity" is a state in connection with which the "wherefrom" and the
"whereto" is to be determined. The "wherefrom" is the life according to the Divine
precepts, for the integrity is integrity of life. The "whereto" is the conjunction with the
Lord, which reveals itself in exsplendescence, being the Divine True in the effect. Here
again the duplication of truths of life having become life and truths of faith having
become faith. The Word with this example teaches that we may never regard any word
alone, naked, separate, but always with its tent-companion; just as faith, fides, never
without to believe, credere. Just as with each man there are at least two Angels, just so
there is no word without at-least two sonorous things from a higher degree. Thus the
words erect themselves in the heliotropic way and begin to live in the mind with a new
unknown fulness, glory, and might.

So now the word new which occurs repeatedly on nearly every page of the Word, is
asking to bud forth, to be given birth in the mind. For if there is one word that was dead,
it certainly is the word new. The cause of this is that the new was always regarded as
coming from without. The word has been worldlified and has thus become indentified

with an item of news" a novelty, a something new. Just think whether Exsplendescence
can exist without integrity. No, not so, for the Divine Exsplendescence in integrity
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dwells in its own. So too the New dwells only in its own. The world will not have the
new in its own. There is indeed a reason why an abominable use of the language at every
stunning novelty gives us to hear the word "schitterend" (splendid), which certainly does
not mean Exsplendescence ("Uitschittering") but rather a "splendid absence", a new
without its own, its own being absent.

The new dwells only in its own. What is the own of the new? Here, as when entering into
the words “to follow" and "to believe" I we enter into the use of doctrinal etymology, for
the word new, spoken every day thoughtlessly and innumerable times, is an awful word,
a word to be always written with a capital, a word weighty as Creation, Salvation,
Baptism, Judgment, Love, Faith; and therefore the use would consist in this, that with the
opening of this word of the New Church a truth of life is given into the hands of life, now
and for eternity.

What is the own of the new? If in the light of Doctrine we unfold this word in humility as
from ourselves, it will itself, as from itself, give an answer. New [nieuw] in Dutch is
related with now [nu], and in Middle-Dutch nuwe meant both now and new. The Latin
word' for new, novus, likewise both as to itself and as to its roots in Greek and in Sanscrit
is related with the idea of now and in addition with the idea of century, age. Let us not be
surprised that new is related with now. Even in a merely natural idea what is new or
fresh, is new or fresh only now, at the present moment. Let us not be surprised either that
new is related with century or age, for in a wider natural idea what is' new does not cover
a moment, but a period; hence the expression the new age, the new spirit of the times.
The sonorous "eeuw" [age] which is heard in "nieuw" [new], in the Old-Dutch (spelled
ewe, eewe, euwe, eeu, and ee) besides eternity has a number of spiritually related
significations, such as 1. law of morals, also the Mosaic law; 2. faith; 3. marriage; 4. kind
or nature. Furthermore" ewich" of old times besides eternally also meant pure, chaste,
honourable. Abstractly from time and space, or thought as the Angels think, the word
new on account of the ideas of now and to eternity which lie involved in it, indicates
state. Its own in which the New dwells is the state of the subject to which the New gives
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its quality. Just as the Exsplendescence qualifies the integrity, just so the New qualifies
the state of man according to which it manifests itself. If heard in this way armies of
truths of life out of the word NEW march into life.

In essence each true thing is a new thing, but not every new thing is an essential thing. A
different thing is a true thing known, a different thing is the same true thing
acknowledged, a different thing is that same true thing believed. They are related as
leaves, flowers, and fruits. Just so the new has three degrees and in every degree
numberless generations and in every generation numberless kinds, according to the life of
each one. Who does not know that the mere knowing has only the lust of knowing
inherent in it, and that the lust of knowing is merely curiosity. The reception of each
Divine New Thing is nowhere better seen than in its infernal opposite: curiosity. It is
known from the Word that the Angels do not store away in the memory the things which
they hear from the Lord, either through the Word or through preaching, but that they at
once obey, that is, will and do (H.H. 278). The things which they hear from the Lord, are
new things, for otherwise they would already have obeyed them previously. And the use
of the new with the Angels is not the storing away in the memory, but the obeying at
once. At once is now. In the angelic language now is inseparably connected with new. To
store away in the memory is to postpone or to put off for later or never. "At once" in
Latin is statim, forthwith, or illico, at the same place, which means now, and indeed now
in this state. In the French a mighty concept is added to the word now: maintenant,
literally maintaining, holding with the hand. That the Angels at once obey the new things
is because they believe what they think, and their believing is a believing in Providence
to such an extent that the highest Angels are called Providences. The believing in
Providence brings this faith with it that no new thing comes except to its own, that no
new thing comes before the relatively receptive state, that no new thing comes except that
which lets itself be obeyed now, no new thing that does not at once, now, find hand and
foot ready, thus may be taken up in ultimates: the Divine True in effect,
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the Exsplendescence following the integrity. Life according to the Divine precepts is not
to miss or to defer a single now. Now is the root of new, and this is no longer a linguistic
but a doctrinal etymology. Now is the root of the state in which what is new can be taken
up and applied. Now, said in another way, is the ratchet which safeguards the clockwork
from running back. If the Angels were not to obey what is new at once, they would not be
receptacles of the Divine True, but Danaid vessels through which into eternity what is
new would flow away as quickly as it inflowed. New is that which renews the state from
now on. What is new abstracted from state as its subject is nothing. It is only a piece of
news, and notice that genetive-s: something belonging to the new, that is to say, not the
essence itself of the thing - and the thing is the life - but a snack and a bite thereof, a new
wheeze. Because the Angels with each Revelation at once renew life, they have both life
and Revelation from the Lord. The word new has a spark of light in it, and that spark is
called now. Extinguish that spark and together with the integrity the Exsplendescence in
that word has gone, for good. An eye out of which the light has gone.

An old myth tells of a maid having gone to seek her lover who had slipped among the
gods, but as he was of like stature as the gods, she could not find him, and tired of
seeking, she enquired of the oracle. The reply was: Look at the eyes. She returned and
noticed the eyes of the gods. All eyes had a clear, firm, quiet, peaceful look, with the
exception of one pair which glanced restlessly and hurriedly to all sides. That was the
lover and he had to return with her. The gods are the Angels and the Divine true things
they embody; and because wherever they go, they have the Lord before them, their eyes
were turned Oneward and in the calm of peace. The lover is the understanding elevated
into the light of Heaven of a man whose will, the maid, at length draws him down again
to his own things. The oracle is the Judgment. The intellectual of the unregenerate man
likes to slip among the gods to gather new things, but if it does not enter into his mind
accordingly to improve his life, each new thing is not a living new thing but a dead new
thing, something belonging to the
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new, merely and solely for the memory, "splendid" for the moment, and "interesting". A
characteristic word this interesting, from "interesse", being in between, to be there and
with all power to remain there, on no account to get left behind. Let us as a contrast to the
celestial life of the New regard the infernal death of the new in the merely natural man,
for from opposites they correspond. The world too meets the new with a now or at once
and with a state. In the Parable of the Sower we read: "But he that received the seed into
stony places, the same is he that heareth the word, and anon with joy receiveth it; yet

hath he not root in himself, but dureth for a while: for when tribulation or persecution
ariseth because of the word, by and by he is offended", MATTHEW XIII: 20, 21. There
is here spoken of an at once, an anon, which is not the at once of the Angels. It is the
enthusiastic whim of the unreformed natural will which everywhere and always stands
ready with "I, lord" and does not go. From the new things he hears a piece of news for the
sake of mere knowledge, and no sooner do the new things bring something of temptations
and combats along with them but by and by he is offended. By and by here stands in
contrast to at once. Every angelic now has in it some value to eternity, for the new things
which the Angel at once obeys are eternal Truths applied to the now of his hearing; but
the at once of the natural man is called temporary, enduring for a while, that is, passing;
the angelic now therein is lacking. The new things can have no root with him and thus
never become essentially of life, but at most of knowledge and not even of
acknowledgment. "If man is only in the true things which are called of faith, he is
standing only before the door, and if out of those he looks to good, he enters the entrancehall; if however he does not out of those look to good, he does not see Heaven, not even
from afar", A. C. 9832. If the known and acknowledged true things are believed, they
become good things and thereby for the first time new; then they bud open as to the
essence itself of the thing, that is, as to life. Whether the true things in the mind live may
be known thereby that, over and again, time after time, with each now, they become new.
Taken in that sense all true things are new things. As soon as a true thing out of the Word
has been understood a new state must set in. A true thing of faith
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does not become of faith unless a corresponding, true thing of life has become entirely of
life, As soon as a true thing of faith becomes of faith, it is a new thing, And that new
thing is dependent on the renewal of life which commences as soon as a true thing of life
has become entirely of life, The now taken into account, obeyed in life, determines the
new. The end and use of each new revealed true thing of life is the laying bare of a deeper
evil to be combated and subjugated in the light and the warmth of the Doctrine. This
causes that “tribulation and persecution because of the word”. It is known from the Word
that when the parents are in conjugial love, the hereditary evil is not further heaped up in
the children, The parents are the will and the understanding, the children the good and
true things. Will and understanding are in conjugial love when, conjoined as love and
wisdom, they are kept from the Lord in the good of innocence; whereupon then the good
things for the first time become clean and the true things pure, and both together new.
Then the hereditary evil has been brought to a standstill and is condemned to draw back,
a recurrent fraction diminishing into eternity. The hereditary evil pertains to the evil will
and the false understanding in the old proprium. The hereditary evil in itself is already
actual, for no evil can exist without its false, and both together cannot exist without their

third, the effect. The hereditary evil does certainly exercise its influence, does certainly
have an actual, but this is not imputable. It becomes an imputable actual or actual evil by
confirmation. As long as there is no confirmation of the hereditary evil, the question is
one of not seeing and thus of having no fault; as soon however as there is confirmation
the question is one of saying that one sees, whereby the sin remains; for the hereditary
evil of the former state by confirmation becomes the actual evil of the next state. The
actual evil always is according to the hereditary evil. Of the actual evil the hereditary evil
is the alimentary soil and confirmation is the root. When the alimentary soil does not
extend itself further, the roots also cannot spread. Here Doctrine is the parent in conjugial
love: it does not further heap up the hereditary evil. And this then is its use of uses, that it
turns itself against the hereditary evil; and in its reclaiming of this alimentary
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soil it encounters the fiercest resistance. By nature each hereditary evil fiercely desires to
come an actual evil, that is, in an actual evil to raise a conscious head which, when
confirmed, sees. Thence each interior, internal resistance. The actual evil is the
spontaneous generation out of the hereditary evil. From the infernal dust of the hereditary
evil arise the actual evils, at once fitted out with the organs of generation. Yesterday's
actual evil supplies a greater mass of hereditary evil for to-day and a still more frequent
actual evil for to-morrow, and so alternately without end. The Doctrine of the Church, as
a parent in conjugial love, puts a limit, once and for all, to this vicious extension of
circles. Its good and true things are spontaneous creations from the Lord; it essentially
uproots the actual evil by disappropriating its alimentary soil, the hereditary evil, piece by
piece, and reclaiming it piece by piece. Piece by piece is over and again, each time one
new step further, thus each time with new things. These new things are not genuine true
things of faith except by being at the same time genuine true things of life. These latter
will to be at once obeyed, that is, willed and done. Each new true thing of faith throws off
a new true thing of life, each new thing premises a new thing now, a new thing to-day,
that is, closer presence of the Lord. For the spiritual man only that is new which can at
once, now, be taken up into the blood, as to-day the daily bread. Each new thing is truly
new if it at the same time now radiates through a certain hereditary evil of a certain state
in a certain degree and thereby prevents, for each one who wills, an actual evil from
accordingly shooting root. It digs up that certain part of the alimentary soil, and not only
does it thus put an end to an evil use, but it implants at that place the seed of the opposite
good use. Only that is essentially, livingly, and permanently new which man wills with
the entire heart now, and each time anew; all the rest is a novelty which all too soon is a
novelty no longer. New is a dreadful word, for new is everything which to-day out of the
Word "hath been fulfilled in your ears". That is why the Angels at once obey every new

thing. Not at once to obey is not to believe the Word. To understand and not to will a new
thing is at once to transpose a relative hereditary evil into an actual evil. Every
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new thing of Doctrine carries a measuring line along with it with which it newly indicates
and measures the borders between the hereditary and the actual evil. That borderline
varies continually whereby the hereditary evil is removed ever farther towards the
periphery.

In this connection note this MEMORABLE RELATION, n. 2660: "Ordure is filthy and
loathsome spiritual things; that out of ordure in the earth is fertility; thence the
representation that with those who confess filthy sins and acknowledge that they are
dung, then in such earth seed grows up. Similarly in the other life, when filthy
pleasantnesses, as of adultery and cruelty, grow rotten, and become like filthy dung, so
that they begin to abhor these things, then they are as it were soil wherein a faculty of
good may be inseminated". Notice the words such as then, seed, grows up, begin, may be
inseminated, which all point to the new, to new things which can only be sowed when
evil things are shunned as sins, with which the state which can essentially be receptive for
the essentially new can start then or now or at once. From the Lord there are no
premature new things; they await the prepared soil, and that soil is purely a new province
captured from the old proprium which as ordure still fulfills its service and use.

Every new thing has two sides, the side of the Lord and the side of man. In a one-sided
desire for new things the side of man is overlooked. It is a desire for Exsplendescence
without the imperative integrity. From the side of man the new is only that which now in
this state is acceptable and applicable, what man now in this state is prepared to fully
accept and will. From the side of the Lord the New is the Divine True in the effect of this
being prepared to accept and to will. We read that with those who are in celestial love,
the Divine Fire or the Divine Love is continually creating and renewing the interior
things of the will. The merely natural man does not think of such a thing as having the
interior things of the will renewed. He does indeed will new things, even nothing but new
things, but he is eager to refuse the reactive power thereof in himself. Renewal is a
change of order in the present state, and indeed now, at once; not to-morrow, not later on
because there is time
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to eternity and such like excuses easily drawn from the Word. The New is identical with
the Divine Providence, it is the effect itself of Providence itself, each smallest moment. In
the stream of Providence no other New Thing ever occurs but what now and in this state
of man is of regenerative power. For that man each New Thing has become the Eternal
now, has become to-day, the fullest presence of the Lord. For him every Divine True
Thing is an ever further Divine New Thing by the immediate effect in his life. The New
with him is the sealed conjunction of the true and the good. The New is nothing without
its use, and the use is that immediate effect, that conjunction for further regeneration. The
New transposed into the essence of the thing itself is the Holy Spirit. So immensely great
is that word NEW. In the thinking concerning the Holy Spirit very often man's part, thus
the receptacle, is also ignored, and this inevitably leads to thinking concerning the Holy
Spirit as a person by himself, who because he "never inheres" only arbitrarily “inspires".
We read in Canons in the chapter Concerning the Holy Spirit, IV: 4: "Therefore the Holy,
which is meant by the Holy Spirit, does not inhere; neither does it remain, except so long
as the man who receives it believes in the Lord, and at the same time is in the Doctrine of
the true from the Word, and in a life according to it". There it clearly says that the Holy
Spirit does indeed inhere and remain but only so long as he dwells in his own, for the
Doctrine of the genuine True out of the Word and the life according thereto is the integer
own of Thum, the Exsplendescence. The new things of the Church are holy things,
because its Newest Testament is the Testament of the Holy Spirit. The Kingdom of God
and its Righteousness which must first be sought is the Doctrine of the genuine True and
the life according thereto, the Son of Man in His Integrity. The merely natural man and
his curiosity fall under the internal sense of the fairytale "The Golden. Goose". He
remains stuck to the exterior charm of the new things that for him always come from
without, represented by the goose, and the king's daughter, who could not laugh, is the
Church in a merely natural state, in a state of endless spleen; not to be able to laugh is to
be unable to arrive at the genuine rational. In the ridiculous
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scene acted before her, she sees herself represented in her dead state, she learns to know
herself, how everything with her and in her sticks together all awry. The saving laugh

leads to a marriage, that is, to a new conjunction, an ordering in the true spirit of
connection.

There are two new things: the new from without and the new from within. Analogous to
ARCANA CELESTIA 9325 we might say: "The natural of man is the first that takes up
the new things out of the Word from the Lord, and that which is renewed last of all, and
when this has been renewed the entire man is renewed". The end and the use of the first
new is to arrive at the integer exsplendescence of the last, now eternal new.

No word in any language stands separately, by itself alone, but it belongs as a star to
some constellation, and, all according to series and sequence, it stands ever anew with
others in a constellation from which the internal sense sparkles forth. And just as the
Word cannot be approached by direct cognizance, neither can any language whatever,
which is out of the Word, thus spiritual out of celestial origin. In itself, every language,
out of the Lord's Divine Providence is an integrity from which the Word of the Lord
shines forth. This is manifest from the following quotation: "The word by which
numbering is here expressed, in the original language signifies to survey, to estimate, to
observe, and also to visit, to command, to preside, thus to order and to dispose. That this
word has these significations is because the one involves the other in the spiritual sense,
and the spiritual sense is the interior sense of the words, which is in the words of
languages, especially the oriental", A.C. 10217. The original language in every language
is the eastern province in which all words have an interior sense and are thus universally
directed to the Lord. Taal [language] comes from tellen [to count], and to count in the
internal sense signifies the ordering and the disposition of the good and true things of
faith and of love. The doctrinal etymology therefore is nothing else than the interior sense
of the words; and if for the present we choose the former technical term it is so as not to
create confusion between the interior sense of the words and the interior senses of the
Word. The
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internal sense of the Word shines forth in the interior sense of the words, and the
Exsplendescence directs itself according to the integrity of the perception of the interior
sense of the words. Regarded as to the language also the words of each language in their
interior sense are understood in that Memorable Relation of all Memorable Relations
"that the twelve Apostles have been called together from the Lord and sent forth

throughout the whole spiritual world, as formerly in the natural world, with the command
to preach this Gospel; and that then to every Apostle his particular district was assigned;
which command they are executing with all zeal and industry", T.C.R. 108 and 791. The
interior sense of the words in the natural world preaches the internal sense of the Word in
the universal spiritual world, each word in the district assigned to it. A word like to follow
is a district, a word like to believe is a district, a word like new is a district. The words
also of our language with each Nineteenth of June journey farther to the East, and
become ever more the original, the eastern language in the Church. There is a saying that
the language is entirely the people. In every language there is a language which is
altogether the Church, word by word. That language is spiritual natural; that language is
the original language; that language is the theatre representing the Word, just as the
universe is the theatre representing the Lord Himself, His Kingdom in the Heavens, and
thence His Kingdom in the lands or in the Church, and thence His Kingdom with each
regenerated man.

The mother-tongue of all indo-european languages is the Sanskrit, which word signifies:
the accomplished, the finished, the perfectly classic or exemplary language. Well then,
every country’s language has its Sanskrit everywhere where a pure mind purely listens; it
is the language of the simple according to whose faith the Word has been written. How
often does it not happen that an unenlightened, un-simple man, disputing with a simple,
enlightened man, cries out in vexation: “Evidently we speak a different language.” This
then is so indeed; the same words with the one are empty, with the other full of essence
itself of the matter. With the one the
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thinking lies close to the confused lip; with the other the internal thinking flows forth into
an accomplished, finished, perfect language in which each word has its given
signification. The one speaks gibberish, and the other replies in sanscrit. There are also
those who wish to see each translation of the Word "flowing easily in the current
language of the day". An irrational or a natural rational desire, for from the Word each
language needs to be restored according to its genuine origin, and it must not be that
every language deforms the Word according to its own degeneration.

The sense of the letter of the Word whence is the literal sense, is already the interior
sense of the words, which then, as the flower does the butterfly, attracts the internal

sense. The interior sense of the words, well understood, prepares for the Coming of the
Internal Sense as do the paths made straight for the nearby Kingdom of God. The direct
taking cognizance of the sole letter by itself is nothing but phantasy. In other words: one
should not imagine the natural sense of the Word to lie close to the street just as the
newspaper. If man's natural idea is not from the Lord kept in the innocence of the faith of
the simple - and that is to "read holily" - then even the natural sense of the letter of the
Word escapes him entirely, not to mention the spiritual and the celestial senses which are
in the letter.

That the given signification of the words already heliotropically turns itself to the internal
sense is proved by the following statement: "These things which in this period are
contained in the internal sense, for the most part are explained as to the mere
significations of the words, for the reason that they are such as have been explained
before", A.C. 5682, that is, explained from the Divine Doctrine. And there is another
passage to be mentioned in this connection: "But before letting our thinkings higher into
these psychological arcana, we must explain first the significations themselves of the
words", RATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY, On the Human Understanding, n. 7. A natural
idea can not be spoken of before the mere significations of the words and the
significations themselves of the words shine forth in integrity, The sense of the letter is
John the Baptist preaching the word of
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Isaiah: "Prepare ye the way of Jehovah, make His paths straight".

In the word "nieuw" [new] the words "nu" [now] and "eeuw" [age, period] or state are
involved and spiritually related to such an extent that none of the three is essential and
possible without the other two.

NEW is what now fills a state; otherwise it is not a new thing but a piece of news.

NOW is now only when thereby a new state sets in. There are three words for to begin: to
commence, to begin, and to set in. By way of example: the lessons commence in the
autumn, they begin at eight o'clock in the evening, but they set in at the first real
difficulties," the moment when many drop off. To set in is the beginning properly said,
Latin inchoare, literally to put the oxen under the yoke, a strongly imaging word in which
lies also enclosed the lowing of the oxen put before the Ark (I Sam. VI : 12), which
signified the difficult conversion of the lusts of the evil of the natural man into good
affections, D.P. 326. All this is connected with now. If now is not maintenant, keeping
the hand to the plough, it is without root.

STATE is state only when it lies in between two nows, the now with which a renewal set
in, and the now with which as soon as the state is full, a new other state again follows.
Every living state, every state which is no dead custom, ignites with a now and switches
over with a now to a following state, from the one ignition to the other, from now to now.

And so it is that when the Lord reveals Himself in a new thing in the Church, by many it
is received with empty, glassy, shy glances and not with a full, open, peaceful, joyful
look full of recognition and gratitude. Those many also asked for new things, but then
things in which there burns no now, no to-day, no at once, and in which no new state
breaks in the pure red of dawn. Things, in short, outside of every now and every state,
unmanned therefrom to a purely feminine satisfying of curiosity: "how splendid how
interesting!" Those many, and especially the erudite among them, live without state,
abstract from state. And if they were to be asked about truths of life, they would in their
hearts be inclined to
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say: "We need neither life nor truths of life. Our work occupies all our life; we would not
even find time to sin. Is it not written that the faithful fulfillment of our daily tasks is the
principal work of charity and the use of life? Well then, that is our truth of life having
become life, if you wish to take it so". Such have passed over the great now of life, so
many "nows" until there is literally nothing of any state left except whims and crazes in
between a grey dead custom. Later on, when they are being examined by the Angels,
their respectable diligence in their work will prove to have been nothing but fierce
emulation and rivalry.

With those who make Doctrine from the Lord, the new comes from within; with those
who accept Doctrine from others, the new comes from without. With the former the new
is essentially new, with the latter the new may become essentially new provided it is at
once obeyed in the measure of the understanding thereof. The insatiable demand after
ever new things is the seeking of an evil and adulterous generation after a sign, MATTH.
XII: 39. Only that is new which as soon as it is heard and understood is at once willed and
done. All the rest is merely a filling of the belly of an unwilling and thus malevolent
curiosity. The signs and wonders of the New Church are its new things from the Lord or
the Divine True in the effects. In the number 9905 previously quoted from the ARCANA
CELESTIA we read: "There is a similar exsplendescence inwardly with those who are in
the true things out of good, which dictates and as it were gives responses, when out of the
affection of the heart the true is inquired after, and it is loved as good. That there is such
an exsplendescence by which the Divine True is revealed out of Heaven in the natural
man with those who are illustrated out of the Word, is not perceived in the world, for the
reason that it is not known that any light out of Heaven illustrates man's intellectual. ...
Further it is to be known that that exsplendescence appears in ultimates, whereas all
things which are of the Light from the Divine descend even to the ultimate ends".

Note that that exsplendescence arises from within with those who are in the true things
out of the good; the true things out of the good are the true things not only known and
acknowledged but also believed and perceived; only
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when the true things have been believed and perceived thus when they are of the Doctrine
of the genuine True, that Exsplendescence arises in which the Lord is the First and the
NEWEST. There are in the ARCANA CELESTIA n. 10044 three passages in which the
Lord is called the First and the Newest:

I. In Isaiah: I the First and I the Newest, My hand has also laid the foundation of the
earth, and My right hand hath spanned the Heavens with My palm", XLVIII: 12, 13.

II. In the same: "Thus saith Jehovah, the King of Israel, and his Redeemer, I the First and
I the Newest" XLIV: 6.

III. In the Apocalypse: "These things saith the First and the Newest, who was dead and is
alive", II: 8.

In the new things the Lord is the Newest in the natural which is the last to be regenerated
or renewed. How can we any longer thoughtlessly, that is, without holy fear speak of new
things and irresponsibly ask for new things while within in all known and acknowledged
truths they stand at the door and knock to be opened unto? As soon as the truths known
and acknowledged are also believed, that is willed and done, the Divine True can enter
into the effect, and be Newest in lasts. “I stand at the door and I knock”, the Lord says.
Every knock is a now, and when every now is so immediately followed until the state of
integrity, the state of the good of innocence is attained, the Exsplendescence of new
things - for the revealed answers are nothing but new things - sets in to eternity.

Verily, it behooves us to be in holy fear for the word NEW, for it is the new things that
make the New Church the Church of the Holy Spirit.

That the Angels immediately obey what they hear from and out of the Word is because
they are Humiliations. In their hearing there is a prostration of themselves to the ground
of their proprium; in their obeying there is the erection from the perception that it is from
the Divine Mercy that for every hereditary evil departed from in will and deed an
opposite hereditary good of the Lord is incorporated into the celestial proprium. With
each thing heard and immediately obeyed they are further
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regenerated, that is, with each new thing they too become new. To hear for them is
identical with to obey, and therein they make true the physiological law "that the hearing
tremulates through the whole body and clears and purges it", RATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY LXVI. Each new thing demands not only a hearing, but also an

inclining of the ear. Use and end of each new thing is a use of life and an end of life: from
an hereditary evil to come into a Divine hereditary good, correspondentially opposite
thereto. By the natural mind renewed each time with each new thing the Church comes
into its celestial hereditary good. This is the sense of new wine in new bottles, and of bags
that wax not old. The essentially new, essentially received, that is, applied, can never lose
its glow, its Exsplendescence, for each new thing so taken up contains in it the seeds of
endless new things again, which have their turn now after now out of the Divine
Providence in each smallest moment. Each smallest moment is each now, each at once.

It would therefore not be surprising if novum were spiritually related to novem; new to
nine; French neuf, new, to neuf, nine. There are three discrete degrees, and each degree
has its inmost, its middle, and its outermost. When a Divine True from above or from
within through all those degrees shines forth into lasts, then the New is in its integer own,
for then each condition which each new thing imperatively brings along, has been
faithfully complied with. Nine in the internal sense signifies the conjunction of all things
in one complex; nine so seen is the number of the New. By way of elucidation we might
therefore be allowed to say that the dwelling of the human mind has three stories and
therein nine chambers. With many all high chambers or upper rooms of the highest story
are closed and the lower ones in sore disorder; and only the front hall is neatly arranged
into a bookroom full of sciences. Every new thing which of necessity comes to them from
without, is there reasoned down into a piece of news and preferably into nothing new at
all. Little by little that dwelling then shrinks into a narrow white plastered cell for the
copying of easy or selfmade confirmations of the false. From such houses no new shines
forth, but the grinding of the mill is heard as described in the Word.
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The Lord continually orders the Heavens. This signifies that the Lord as the Newest
continually renews the Heavens, and that the Heavens by obeying immediately,
continually let themselves be renewed. Before the Lord came on earth to conquer and
subjugate the hells and to bring them as well as the Heavens back into order, this was not
the case. With the Coming the Heavens were restored in their integrity, and the renewed
Exsplendescence is such that the moon shines with the light of the sun, and the sun with
the light of seven days.

It also was the Lord as the Newest when He, healing the blind man, commanded him:
"Do not pass it on". This signifies: "Become entirely new by the new that has been given
yon. This demands the exertion of all your human faculties". By the direct passing on the
new of each true loses its internal penetration and power, and dilutes into a piece of news.
It must first inwardly make the internal spiritual life integer before it can shine forth,
new, outwardly. A secret passed on is no longer a secret. An arcanum unfolded is the
arcanum multiplied; a revealing is a reveiling. Each new thing is a deeper initiation and
not a further vulgarisation. The Doctrine of the genuine True is the bag never waxing old,
for ever new celestial treasures. Taking direct cognizance of the letter of the Word leads
to direct passing on or direct missionary work, in which no power is inherent. For this
reason we are told in the TRUE CHRlSTIAN RELlGlON that the Lord sent forth the
Apostles He had called together into the universal spiritual world.

This always is the way with the genuine New things: a salvation that they come in their
providential time, an irreparable disaster if they keep away. If they come, they do so from
the only Lord as regenerations, and if they keep away the old proprium is in the cause. In
each New thing the Lord stands at the door and knocks, waiting for a response. For this
reason we read: "The Lord continually is present with the good and true with every man,
but it is not received except in so much as evil and false things are removed, thus in so
much as man is purified of these. The conjunction of the true and the good is
regeneration", A.C. 10022. New things are only there where the good and the true thus
received from the Lord are conjoined,
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thus out of the Doctrine of the Church. One would be sorely mistaken in regarding the
Doctrine of the Church as a merely human system or piecework. In essence it is affection,
for we read: "The true things out of love are not naked cognitions of such things in the
memory and thence in the understanding of man, but they are affections of life with him",
A.C. 9841. Not direct cognizance and life are one, but Doctrine and life. Only then the
true things are good things, and only these good things are new things in their fulness,
glory, and power.

In an attack on DE HEMELSCHE LEER (see N. CH. L. 1934, p. 176) an allusion is
made to a passage in the Word that the Ancient Church was destroyed by innovators,

which argument then culminates in these words "we need not think that we are immune
from such a thing".

The place meant, not indicated, is undoubtedly this: "The First Ancient Church spread, as
said, so broadly over the orb, especially the Asiatic, like all churches everywhere are
wont to do, in the process of time became degenerated and adulterated by innovators,
both as to the external worship and as to the internal, and this in various places, primarily
out of this, that all significative and representative things which the Ancient Church had
out of the mouth of the Most Ancient Church, which all viewed the Lord and His
Kingdom, were turned into idolatrous things, and with some nations into magical things.
Lest the universal Church should fall it was permitted from the Lord that a significative
and representative worship was restored somewhere, which was done by Eber, which
worship principally consisted in external things", A.C. 1241.

Only a careless reading can lead to such a false conclusion that the Ancient Church was
destroyed by innovators, for no such thing is said in the text. Carefully read, we find this:

I. The First Ancient Church in the process of time became degenerated;
II. Like all Churches wherever they are, are wont to do;
III. and was adulterated by innovators;
IV. both as to the external worship and as to the internal.
V.

and this in various places;
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VI. primarily out of this that all significative and representative things ... were
turned into idolatrous things;

VII. All these things with reference to worship or the cooperation of man as from
himself, thus with reference to the life following the Doctrine, for this is
worship.

New things are not new except only from the Lord. All new things are from the Lord out
of the Spiritual Sun. The Spiritual Sun is a Sun of propagations, of begettings, of
generations. Its sphere in the Church descends as the sphere of Conjugial Love into
ultimates which thus become newest things. The First Ancient Church, represented by
Noah, had been degenerated. That means it was no longer receptive of any genuine
conjugial new thing, because the regenerating conjunction of good and truth began to
decline. No begettings, no generations, took place any more. Thence it was degenerated,
and no longer, as Noah, a man righteous and integer in his generations. The mind, no
more than the body, can live without continual renewals. If those renewals are not out of
the Conjugial Love of the true and the good conjoined, they are out of the whorish or
adulterous love; thence adulterated by innovators. Adulterare, literally translated, is to go
unto another or to destroy something into something else. The things which the Ancient
Church had from the Most Ancient Church, regarded the Lord and His Kingdom. By
saying that the Ancient Church was destroyed by innovators, the false appearance is
created as if those innovators came from somewhere outside, unforeseen; but they arose
as maggots from within out of its degeneration itself; and that Church was already
largely, in various places, inclined "to go unto another", that is, not to regard the Lord and
His Kingdom, but itself and the world; for this is being degenerated and adulterated. The
word "innovators" has nothing to do here with "new things" in the genuine conjugial
sense. Innovator the Lord alone is, and the new things are the Lord, as Newest, in
ultimates. Who in the ultimates passes over the reciprocal or the cooperation as if from
himself, prevents those ultimates from becoming newests; they then petrify into stoneidols. Hence this passage refers to the degenerated internal worship and the adulterated
external worship. On
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this lies the stress, and in no way on the innovators. They were only the dead, burying the
dead. These innovators therefore did not renew, but they perverted, as is clearly said;
they were merely the final perverters of that which for the major part had already been
perverted or degenerated. An innovator in this abominable sense is one who desires
renewal without any reciprocal, without any cooperation; thus a new thing with the now
taken off and with the state taken off; a new thing with which the proprium inquisitively
asks: "What good is it to me, what shall I do with it?"; a new in which the Lord does not

shine forthmore fully, but with which the proprium shines idolatrously and magically as
long as the luminous idea, the trouvaille, lasts; not newests in lasts, but latest novelties.

Each new thing is an appearing of the Lord in fullest presence, and in this His appearing
He asks first of all for the sundhets pass, the bill of health (see the so-called JOURNAL
OF DREAMS, p. 27); as also Joseph "asked his brethren of their peace", because the
43rd chapter of GENESIS treats of the conjunction of the true things of the Church in the
natural with the celestial of the spiritual or with the true from the Divine; and that
conjunction cannot take place unless there is peace in the natural, peace and health. In
Hebrew the word for peace has the secondary meaning of welfare and health. Only when
the true things of the Church in the natural are conjoined to the true from the Divine, the
Lord as the Newest shines forth in ultimates which are then newests into the eternal.

What are generally taken for "new things" are only unconjoined "truths of the Church in
the natural", degenerated, adulterated, turned another way; not new but perverted things,
dead natural things in a dead natural glimmer. The true things of the Church in the natural
"are vivified by the influx out of the spiritual world, that is, through the spiritual world
from the Lord. In the spiritual world all things live out of the light which is from the
Lord, for in that light there is wisdom and intelligence", A.C. 5680. This light wishes to
dwell as a healthy, spirit in a sound body or in its own, that is, to shine forth.

The Doctrine of the Church or any Doctrine of the genuine True is the Lord's dwelling in
which He dwells as
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the Newest in His Own. If this were not so, it would be superfluous for the Newest
Testament so often and at stated times to speak of the man who, in enlightenment from
the Lord, makes Doctrine for himself.

Essentially new therefore is that which is permanent or becomes remains. For the man,
when he is being reborn, passes through ages as he who has been born, and the previous

state always is as an egg in regard to the next; infancy as an egg for the years of boy
hood; these as an egg for the years of adolescence and of early manhood; these as an egg
for adult age; thus he is continually begotten and born; and this not only while he lives in
the world but also when he comes into the other world, to eternity; and nevertheless he
cannot be further perfected than that he be as an egg in respect to those things which still
remain, which are undeterminate; see A.C. 4378 and 4379. Which numbers throw a new
light on n. 19: "By the Spirit of God is understood the Lord's Mercy with reference to
which it is say to motitate, .like a hen is wont to do over eggs, here over those things
which the Lord conceals with man, and which here and there in the Word are called
remains; they are cognitions of the true and the good, which never come to light or into
the day before the external things are vastated".

As a hen is wont to do over eggs. This is no haphazard metaphor but a representative. An
egg is every preceding state in respect of the next, and indeed an impregnated egg, for a
hen will not brood or motitate over other than impregnated eggs. To motitate is to bring
the germ to life, which germ of life comes to life in the yolk. The yellow-red yolk and the
white of egg round about are related as the cognitions of the good and the cognitions of
the true. The calcareous shell represents the external things. The germ or the seed is the
impregnating New which in the egg dwells in its own. Note that in the rebirth thus
represented the egg is entirely the Lord's, an egg of remains; and that the Lord is the
Cock and the Hen thereof, both together. It is often translated "man must he born anew";
anew is wrong, for that means as much as "the same thing over again", the misconception
of Nicodemus. But everywhere in the Word it says e novo, that is,
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out of the new, thus from what is purely the Lord and the Lord's. And this coincides with
another expression: ab ovo, that is, from the egg. And consider the word haan [cock] of
which hen [hen] is the feminine, Latin gallus of which gallina is the feminine; the root in
Greek and Sanscrit signifies to cry (to crow), singing early, announcer of the dawn,
morning-trumpet. Thus the Lord as Ringer-in and Begetter of new morning states, and at
the same time the Lord as the Merciful, Providential, Circumspect Incubator. In this
representative the Lord is the cock; the hen is the Lord in Heaven and in the Church; the
egg is every Divinely impregnated Doctrine of the genuine True, quite full of entirely
new cognitions of the true and the good, with the germ or the seed of new life, to eternity
and infinitely always again the Egg for each next state. In this parable out of the Word the
word ovum, egg, rhymes with the word novum, new. Each New Thing is the Divine,
proceeding; or the Divine, impregnating, coming over, His egg of Divine remains, and

with power overshadowing it with wings, analogous to LUKE I : 35; and the Mercy of
the Lord in the hatching or bringing into day is found in the tender care in the removal or
vastation of the external things, which motherly care elsewhere in a similar parable
sounds forth with such a cry: "Jerusalem, Jerusalem, ... how often would I have gathered
thy children together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings; and ye
would not", MATTHEW XXIII: 37.

Because the Lord is the First and the Newest, the New things from Him do not cease to
eternity, and because they do not cease to eternity to be an indefinite and inexhaustible
abundance, man and Angel in eternity do not cease to be an egg, of each new New Thing
a new egg in which it dwells as in its own. This is the signification of the word: "And
what father among you whom the son shall ask an egg, will offer him a scorpion", LUKE
XI : 11, 12; the signification too of the word: "They hatch cockatrice' eggs, and weave the
spider's webb; he that eateth of their eggs dieth; and that which is crushed breaketh out
into a viper", ISAIAH LIX: 5. To ask for an egg is to pray for a new state, eating it is the
appropriation; scorpion and viper are the adulterating innovations of degenerated
churches, in which the Lord
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no longer is the Newest out of the Word understood, but the spiders' webbs of one's own
human imaginations around the unopened Word pass themselves for new things.

_________________________________

Postscript.

This series of articles should be taken only as a sincere effort to penetrate to genuine
truths of life. And life is extremely diverse or divergent, thus as it were to be regarded
from a thousand sides and in a thousand ways. The Doctrine of the genuine True is
twofold, the Doctrine of the genuine True of faith, and the Doctrine of the genuine True
of life. The Doctrine of life is the forecourt of and the paved highroad to the Doctrine of

faith. That which in the Church has come before us for consideration is the question:
what then are the truths of life? Put this question in any arbitrary society, and you will
generally meet with what we called empty, glassy, shy glances. And if that question
meets with a reply it generally amounts to a scientific truth of faith with a sour sauce of
one's own worldly-wise experience in life, hastily stirred into a truth of life to
appearance, to a bite of canned sectarian life. Only apparent truths concerning life, over
the wisest method of living, not truths out of life. A different thing are truths concerning
life, and a different thing truths out of life. A slovenly parent, for instance, can scarcely
teach his child order in the sphere of which he himself is not. He only gives wise lessons
to be thrown to the winds. The core of all education is not to show the child the true way
but one’s self to go the good way. That way then proves the stream of Providence in
which, as of themselves, the truths arise which each child specially needs, and thus
gathers in with glad surprise, cherishes with love, and makes his own. The life of the
child blossoms forth in and following the life of the parents. Why else should it be
written that the true conjugial love brings the hereditary evil in the children to a
standstill?

The life of the Angels is a social life. Our sociableness has to be angelic and for that
purpose it must start by willing to live entirely out of the Word. From words such as to
follow, to believe, and new, it may be shown in what
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bungling, stiff, awkward way, words are taken up and how thoughtlessly spoken. For the
perception of the word TO FOLLOW of necessity leads to seeing society as a Royal
following. Is our society such in every respect, worthy of the Crown of Churches? The
perception of the word TO BELIEVE of necessity leads to the realization that a true thing
known and acknowledged is a true thing in essence only if it is believed. Are all true
things so with us? The perception of the word NEW of necessity leads to the realization
that a new thing is a new thing only when it now renews our state into eternity. Does it do
that with us? If not, how pitifully little the Lord as yet dwells among us. The Mosaic law
forbade every man in whom was any blemish to approach the altar. In how many respects
we approach the Word directly, with all our unatoned for impurities upon us. To believe
the Word is to believe that the genuine true of life comes to us from nowhere but out of
the Word; is to believe that only when that has become of life the true things of faith
become fully of faith; the faith shining forth in the integrity of life; for faith is nothing
else than the Light taken up in and by the life and thus the form of charity or charity
formed, A.C. 9783. To look up to God is to go to the Word, and to go to the Word is to

desire the genuine true therefrom, a genuine true thing of life for life and faith together.
Every genuine true thing which glistens to us out of the Word, is a genuine new thing
which admonishes to renewal. To give an imposing example from among myriads: The
interior good makes the spiritual life of man; and if the spiritual life is not fully restored,
the external good, which makes the natural life, cannot be restored; for this life is restored
by that; the external man is regenerated by the internal man. But the good in the external
or in the natural cannot be fully restored, because the injury there remains as a scar which
grows callous", A.C. 9103. A scar in its original signification is a sign on the flesh or the
body and in the internal sense it signifies the evil things of the will and the false things of
the thinking therefrom. What dreadful truth of life lies open here in the statement that the
natural can never again become fully integer, but that the blows dealt there grow callous
as scars and harden. In the Doctrine of the Church the spiritual life is fully restored;
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without Doctrine of the genuine True there is no integer spiritual life and the spiritual life
is the life of and following that Doctrine. That life is immediately to will and do every
genuine true thing as a new thing for the renewal of self from the Lord. This is to be
spiritually fully restored, whence then the natural obtains its restoration. Where this does
not happen the natural life has ever more wounds struck until finally it is all one scar
which hardens itself against the Merciful Samaritan.

There is only one life: to believe the Word. To believe the Word is to live the Word, and
to live the Word is to believe the Word, to live and to believe both together as "the
Heavenly Arcana TOGETHER with the wonderful things seen in the world of spirits and
in the Heaven of Angels". The arcana of faith are out of the TEXT, the wonderful things
of life out of EXPERIENCE, Latin experientia, literally out of the passing through, thus
passing through all states of regeneration; passions; affections. In ex, out of, the root sec
of secundum is implied, and indeed: everything that is out of something, is entirely
following that. Experientia is thus "following the passing through". Who passes through
the Text accordingly gains experience. The origin of all genuine truths of life is
Experience out of the Word. The true things of life having become life are all experiences
taken to heart. An applied life unfolds itself at the same time or together with each
unfolded Arcanum; to experience is to find between, to find between, to find one’s self in
between, to learn to know one’s self under or among that in which one finds one’s self.
Experiences are findings of one’s self, finding one’s self back again in the Word. One’s
self is the approaching Kingdom of God within. For this reason there has been advanced
to all Books of the HEAVENLY ARCANA that word of the Lord which is the Truth of

Life of all Truths of Life: “Seek ye first the Kingdom of God and its Righteousness, and
all things shall be added unto you”. All things added from the Lord are NEW things.

___________________________________________
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COMMUNICATIONS

That evil spirits continually accuse and the Angels continuously excuse would have to
lead to the direct conclusion that all men naturally prefer the angelic society to the satanic
crew; for what man ever would have an accusation rather than an excuse. The evil deeds,
however, of which hell accuses man, flow forth from his natural love which calls
whatever agrees with it good and true, which then leads to those missteps and
miscalculations which hell avenges. For this is the insanity of hell with man, that it prides
itself in all the proprial good of him, but, because the proprium always comes out
mistaken, damns itself the more by the results. Hell is united in the cause, but divided
against itself in the effect; hence the intestinal hatred, for, as the celestial happiness is the
greater in the measure in which there are more Angels, the infernal misery is the greater
in the measure in which there are more devils. Each infernal accusation is out of a fiercer
infernal torment because conjunction is communion. The Angels, on the contrary, out of
the Lord's Divine Mercy, are not kept in the cause of the evil, and hence they do not
accusare, (literally: to bring to or into the cause), but excusare (literally: to bring out of
the cause). In a merely natural, thus unnatural, idea the angelic excuse appears to be very
"angel-like", but in the spiritual sense it contains a judgment weighing much heavier than
a thousand damning accusations; for an angel is Angel out of this that he esteems all
proprial or human good as nothing and all actions therefrom as less than nothing. The
accusation makes great the deeds, the excuse makes them of no value; the accusation
eggs on to useless remorse; excuse desires to lead to wholesome repentance and to saving
penitence according thereto. Now the same world which loves the darkness rather than
the Light loves the elevation of the proprial good with all its evil consequences much
more than the bottomless humiliation of that proprial good unto an entire excuse. In the
infernal accusation that world swallows its shame as a bitter pill, but in the angelic excuse
it does not suffer the acknowledgment that self is nothing, and spews it out. Man's natural
will is his proprial good, and this proprial or human good is the hereditary
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evil itself and all the actual evil according thereto; this extenuates itself, and colludes
with the accusor against the Excusor.

_____________________________________

The genuine natural is the external of the spiritual. For this reason the merely natural idea
is an unnatural idea. Thus the natural sense of the Word in the unnatural idea of the
merely natural man becomes an unnatural sense, thus nonsense and insanity.

____________________________________

It is not the intellectual in a certain lumen that makes Doctrine, but the man in
enlightenment. A certain lumen is still only sterile wintry light; but enlightenment is a
warming at the same time, thus every Doctrine of the genuine True is the proportionate
advance thereof ever deeper into the celestial spring. Celestial Doctrine flowers with the
flowering of angelic youth.

Anton Zellinq.

_____________________________________
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APOCALYPSIS REVELATA 918
Et templum non vidi in ea, quia Dominus Deus Omnipotens
Templum ejus est et Agnus, significat quod in hac
Ecclesia non aliquod externum separatum ab interno erit.

APOCALYPSE REVEALED 918
And I saw no temple therein, for the Lord God Almighty is

the Temple of it and the Lamb, signifies that in this Church
there will be not any external separated from the internal.
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR SEPTEMBER 1936
___________

"AND I SAW A NEW HEAVEN AND A NEW
EARTH AND THERE WAS NO MORE SEA"
AN ADDRESS BY N. A. RIDGWAY AT DURBAN ON
19TH JUNE 1936

“And I saw a New Heaven and a New Earth; for the first
heaven and the first earth were passed away; and there was
no more sea.”
APOCALYPSE XXI : 1.

In introducing this subject, it should be remembered that all religion is of life, and the life of religion is to
do good. With that truth before us we shall hold the correct perspective, because there is a positive
application of the text, as in all truths of religion, to our daily life.
Observe also, that it was JOHN who saw all these things. John signifies love to the Lord. If we have a John
in us, that is love to the Lord - we shall see, and if we have no John in us, we shall not see, a New Heaven
and a New Earth, with the passing of the first or spurious heaven and earth. And, without a John in us, there

still will be the sea.
In order to get a starting point on this vision, attested to and seen by John, and so that we may obtain a
focus on the dominant feature in relation to the lives of men, we can classify this teaching under two main
heads: its effect on the Church on earth, which is important, because it is our responsibility and duty; and,
its effect on the individual Church in man, our very selves, which is vital, as being our foremost
responsibility.
As men and women of the organized New Church we understand, from study of the Latin Word, that this
vision and prophesy, foretold in the correspondential way of the Word, means that, in the place of the
imaginary heavens which had been gathering the peoples of this earth for hundreds of years, and which, in
fact, they had created for themselves out of their own false doctrines - in the
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place of these false heavens, and by means of a Judgment, the Last Judgment, the Lord Himself created a
New Heaven, consisting, as a nucleus, of those people who were of the old church and holding the old
Christian faiths, but not in them; by virtue of this distinction that they were those "who had worshiped the
Lord and lived according to His Commandments in the Word; in whom therefore there is charity and faith;
in which Heaven also are all the infants of Christians", A.R. 876.
We note here however that this New Heaven was not formed by the Lord until "the first heaven and the
first earth were passed away, and there was no more sea", which has a very definite bearing on what we in
ourselves must first accomplish, as of ourselves, before progress can be made.
We must therefore get away from the situation as it existed in heaven, or rather, in the spiritual world, and
the external view of the text, as past history, and pass on to the higher plane namely, the vital bearing of
this teaching on the Church on earth - vital because it is our responsibility and duty. It is from us as
individuals that the Church as a whole is either living or dying. Our general tendency is to consider the
Latin Word historically, to regard most things in it as interesting events that have passed - very interesting
indeed, but nevertheless, passed events - although, on second thoughts, so to speak, we realize, that in some
way, they have a bearing on our everyday mode of life. Is there not, right here, the necessity for a very
definite shifting of values - a moving of the mental point of concentration? For, although there has been a
passage of events of great importance that are recorded, the lesson does not lie in the past - it lies most
decidedly in the present; the all-important present.

If we stop to consider the present, we find that nothing is so existent. As with the Lord all things of time are
present, so with man the only actuality of time is the present. What is actual of the past is present in the
present, or it no longer exists; and the future will only become actual as it lives in the present. I emphasize
the all-importance of the present so that we may better appreciate that all things of the Word apply most
emphatically to what is now, as also to what is tomorrow when
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that in turn becomes today, if we are to live, and if we are to become inmates of the New Heaven.
But before this can happen the first heaven and the first earth in us must pass away, and there must be no
more sea, there must be no more externals of Heaven only, without the internal infilling them with use.
That the first heaven and the first earth in the spiritual world have actually passed away, is only a matter of
passing historical interest, yet it is a teaching of the Word of the Lord, and therefore must be in some way
of vital interest to us, in our daily lives; so we must seek and find that which is of vital interest to us as
living men and women of the organized New Church.
If we truly search, we shall find that there are within us, the false or first heaven and earth. Here we see a
closer association with the two headings or planes first mentioned in this paper, namely, what concerns the
Church on earth, and what concerns the things dealing with the effect of the text on the individual Church
in man, which latter is vital, as being our foremost responsibility.
To repeat: if we truly search we shall find the false or first heaven within our very selves, which must pass
away before the New Heaven can enter, for the Lord said that no man puts new wine into old bottles, else
the bottles break and the wine runneth out, but they put new wine into new bottles and both are preserved.
The process of finding in ourselves and seeing the false heavens and earths is not simple, for in the early
stages we are very blind. We begin by seeing them outside of ourselves and indeed we must so see them
before we can see them within ourselves.

In order to find the first heaven or falsities within ourselves, so as to combat them, it will be found
necessary to examine the old church, and its conduct, and it is more than probable that we shall find
sympathy with its conduct. Herein lies the secret of discovering the evils of our own life, for by that means
we find that which is within ourselves, our organizations, and our lives. which we then for the first time
recognize to be in opposition to the New Order: Behold I make all things New. If at this stage we are
unwilling to see things as they really are, we shall, on finding what must be disorderly, falsify it from our
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proprial wills and interpret it into what is orderly, because these things of discord are in accord with our
propriums; and, in our propriums is the very resting place of the first heaven or false faith and life. The
more convincing the proprium's confirmation, the more sure we may be that what it confirms is in discord
with all thing new, and with the living Word of the Lord.
The search must be first for falsities outside of ourselves that we may find the things that are false within
ourselves; and until we find and condemn the evils and falsities of the world; we cannot see, and will not
find these evils and falsities within ourselves. Not seeing them within ourselves we will not recognize them
to be evil, but from our propriums will call them good, and will continue to think ourselves and our
organizations to be the New Church. We need not think that we can just look around for some superficial
evils and falsities, find them in ourselves, condemn them, and call it a day. These evils will not be so easy
to find, they will be like king Agag who came forth delicately, and whom Saul and the people spared.
These evils will thus remain fixed in one's heart and mind as the normalities of life, intermingled in the
very social life of the organized Church, and passed by as everyday necessities they will be found in our
education, in our recreation, and in our business life, tied up with the few good things we think we have
accomplished .
We must find these evils, and, having found them, we must fearlessly condemn them and point them out.
This discovering them, from the Word, is the ever present Doctrine of the Church, and, in finding evils and
falsities outside of ourselves we must realize that they are within ourselves.
We must not be tolerant of evils and falsities, whether outside or within ourselves. Tolerance of what is evil
and false is a very ineffective weapon to use for combating it. We may and must have internal tolerance of
the person perpetrating an evil or expounding a falsity, but not external tolerance. An instance in point is
the method adopted in dealing with a child who has in some way transgressed. To the child, the parent or

teacher, who is seeking to cure, appears stern, angry, and intolerant, although, if he is a wise parent or
teacher, he is internally forgiving. It was
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also so with the Lord, who often appeared in wrath, yet we know He was and is infinitely forgiving.
This external state of intolerance should apply also to disorders, evil and false, seen within the whole
Church. We first see them within the old Christian church, and, until we have seen them there we shall not
see them within the New Church; and until we have seen them within the New Church we shall not see
them within our families; and until we see them within our families we shall not see them within ourselves.
But we must be fighting against these evils outside of and within ourselves the whole way; and the more we
fight, the more will our interior evils manifest themselves.
In analyzing falsity and evil we shall find it easier to be intolerant of them in the old church, and
increasingly more difficult to maintain this intolerance as the focus of truth comes down through all the
circles of the target, nearer and nearer home, until, finally, its light concentrates on the central point: EGO.
There we may even find that what should be intolerance has changed to sweet tolerance. Yet, in reality,
here, in ourselves individually, lies the very battlefield, victory on which can only be achieved by right
intolerance of falsities and then of evils. But the road to discovery starts far afield, and when we have found
it there, we must go on finding it, nearer and nearer home, until we see it in our very selves. And here the
temptations and combats are the real battle, to the end that all religion may have relation to life.
To illustrate this, let us fairly and squarely consider some of the things that we have, as it were, regarded as
accomplishments within the Church, achievements we believe we have made by drawing Doctrine from the
Word, and to which we are prone to point with satisfaction, as accomplished facts.
Among these are distinctive social life, and distinctive New Church education. These are, in truth,
essentials of the Church, and are accepted by all as such. But, take our New Church social life, and
fearlessly examine it, shall we not find the dry rot of the spurious first heaven right in our midst, and in our
individual selves, violating the sense of touch, violating the sense of hearing, and abusing the faculty of
speech. We need not be self-righteous to do
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this. Indeed we should risk being so called, risk almost anything, for the end, and try to face the truth in its
nakedness. When we have seen these facts clearly, and only then, can we cooperate with the Lord in the
passing away of the first heaven and earth, so that New ones can replace them, and so that there shall be no
more sea.
The proprium loves these evil things, and wishes and hopes that they be not discovered in the New Church
social life, but they are there. Yes, and there are no doubt even more subtle evils later to come to view, and
more difficult to remove, both within and outside of ourselves, within and outside the New Church.
Take also distinctive New Church education. This is a subject that has to be worked on, and doubtless very
good work is being done. But surely some of it, more of it, must be done by ourselves. We must educate
ourselves in a new way, and find that way in the Word and by living the Word.
As it is, we find, by examining the so called distinctive New Church education, that most of it is old church
education taught in New Church buildings amongst people of the organized New Church. And our
propriums tell us that this is quite right, for the simple reason that that proprium is in the old church or the
spurious first heaven. We are in this way in the sea of which there must be no more. By this sea is meant
the externals of heaven that are not infilled with the internals of Heaven.
These things of education must first and foremost have things eternal as their ends; and somehow we must
find a way of making our education really and vitally of the New Church. We must look for things eternal
in all things of life, so discovering our faith which is within the Word, and applying this faith to our
education.
As in education, so in all things of ourselves, our societies, our Church as a whole, we must look to the
Lord in His Word, and shun evils as sins against God. And, if there is to be no more sea, we must find
wherein we are only in the externals of faith not infilled with the internals of faith.
And I saw a New Heaven and a New Earth; for the first heaven and the first earth were passed away, and
there was no more sea.
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR DECEMBER 1936

________
USE AND ENJOYMENT
BY ANTON ZELLING

"According to the uses the natural man also becomes as it were spiritual which happens
when the natural man feels the enlivening of the use out of the spiritual".
DIVINE LOVE AND WISDOM, n. 251.

The end is the all of the cause and the all of the effect, so that it is said the first end, the middle end, and the
last end; not three ends but one, as soul, body, and action; as love, wisdom, and use are one. To think three
gods is to set three ends - with an intention; which intention is to deny, of the one End, the all which rules
through cause and effect; the all, thus the essence. The universe has been created from that all; the denial of
that all leads inevitably to a creation out of nothing, as much nothing as the proprium of which in the
delusive idea it is the equal. Three gods or three ends cannot be one and remain one, but always one will
rule over the two others and gradually destroy them. The old churches, which think three gods, therefore
have, each of them a definite preference; the Protestant for a father alone, the Roman Catholic for a son
alone, the Quakers and other heretical sects for a holy spirit alone. Each of those churches indeed assumes
the two other gods of the trine, but only as negligible quantities.
To think three gods is necessarily to elect one god, according to the ruling infernal love. The entire man
may be known from that election. That the Angels at the first approach of a spirit perceive of what religion
he is, is because the Angels are Angels out of this that they think and believe in ends, in causes, or in
effects; the celestial in the ends, the spiritual in the causes, the natural in the effects. And to think in those is
to be in the all thereof. Otherwise it is not in those or in themselves, but concerning those or outside
themselves. It is the all, or the full presence
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of the Lord, that gives the perception. Now the end is not the all of the cause except for the purpose of
being the all of the effect. The celestial Angels, who are in the ends, therefore at the first approach or from
the sphere of the spirit perceive whether, yea yea, nay nay, the effect or his life - and this is the religion essentially answers the first end, the Love; the spiritual Angels, who are in the causes, perceive how the
effect answers the middle end, Wisdom; the natural Angels, who are in the effects, perceive in what the
effect answers the last end, Use. It is, in a threefold degree, always by the effect or by the fruit that the tree
is known, a tree planted along streams of water or a tree in hell.
For this reason they who think three gods purpose to take from the last end, which is the effect, the all out
of the first end, and this is just what matters; in order that it may become a natural separated from its prior,
more interior or higher parts, these being the middle and the first ends; which separated effect afterwards
serves to counterfeit the conjoined effect with art and study, in order to justify or to sanctify the proprial
life or the life of the proprium in the eyes of one's self and of the world. To think three gods therefore is
done with an evil intention, evil and therefore dark, for which reason it is written that they think three gods,
but do not dare to say so openly for fear of ridicule by sound reason, and of thus losing honour and gain.
For sound reason has it from the universal influx that there is one God, or that God is one, or, what is the
same, that there is one End, or that the End is one. As has been said, to think three gods is to set three ends,
not one end of three degrees, but a triple end; not the first, the middle, and the last end, but a first, a second,
and a third end. End and cause are father and mother of the effect. They who think three gods, trespass
against the fourth Commandment by not honoring Father and Mother. And, because the trespassing against
one commandment is the trespassing against all commandments, they who think three gods or set three
ends, in addition to being desecrators are also thieves and murderers. They are to be understood by the
husbandmen who, when the time of the fruit drew near, killed the son and heir of the traveling householder
to keep the vineyard for themselves, MATT. XXI: 33--41. That the
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householder had traveled abroad signifies that the Lord leaves the free and the rational of man untouched as

if his own; the time of the fruit drawing near, has reference to the effect, and the all of that is the Son's from
the Father. The evil husbandmen are the thinkers of three gods who deny the threefold end by robbing the
effect of its all or its soul, spirit, and life out of the first end. Then when the lord of the vineyard shall come,
that is, the Second Coming of the Lord, "He will miserably destroy those wicked men, and will let out the
vineyard unto other husbandmen, which shall render him the fruits in their seasons". To let out is to endow
with the celestial proprium; the vineyard signifies the Doctrine of the Church; and concretely, they who live
following the Doctrine; the life following the Doctrine is the fruits in their seasons, the effects which are
purely of the first End or of the one God, that is, the Lord's and thus will all be given to Himself because
the one God or the first End is the all in all things of those effects. The miserable destruction is the death of
the old churches, the damnation of the thinkers of three gods, a suicide and a self-damnation.
The question now arises: what is an effect separated from its end and cause, what and why? Is not a
separated effect a thing of vain reason? For an effect wlthout its end and cause cannot exist, and
consequently is just as inconceivable as unbelievable. But it is the same with this as with the natural
separated from the celestial and the spiritual; also the same as with the external worship separated from the
internal; both, that natural and that worship, are purely infernal. For separated from the spiritual and the
internal does not mean separated from the spiritual world - for indeed, without continual influx out of the
spiritual world nothing can come into existence, exist, or remain in existence, because no thing from
nothing can become something. However, the spiritual world includes the Heavens, the world of spirits,
and the hells. To be separated from the spiritual or from the internal therefore means to be in consociation
not with the Heavens, but with the hells. This is because all words in the first instance or in the genuine
sense have reference to the only Lord. Thus for him who in all his affections, thoughts, and deeds has the
Lord in His Church
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before his eyes, to such an extent that consciously as well as unconsciously or subconsciously he
continually thinks nothing but the Church in all of his life, there is not one word that is not from the Lord
and does not return to the Lord. Wherever in the Word it says end, in the highest sense the Lord with regard
to Love is understood; where cause, there the Lord with regard to Wisdom; where effect, there the Lord
with regard to Use.
End and cause, as said, are the parents of the effect. Who thinks the Church, here at once thinks the
celestial marriage of the Good and the True, or of Love and Wisdom, in the will and the understanding,
with uses as children, sons and daughters. Married partners are conceivable without children, but not

children without parents. By the children or the fruits the parental tree is known. In man love and wisdom
form his marriage, and together with the uses that which is called his religion. That which the Angels at
once upon the first approach of a spirit perceive is whether the all of the first End is in his gezin [family] or
his gezindte [creed], thus whether the genuine conjugial is therein, or an imitated conjugial, or the whorish.
The Dutch word gezindte used in the sense of religion is connected with gezin and gezindheid [family and
disposition], just as the ee of eegade [wife] with eeuwig in the old sense of law, faith, marriage, nature or
disposition, purity, chastity, modesty (see Sixth Fascicle, p. 177). From this consideration it is evident that
religion is the marriage of love and wisdom, and the household of love, wisdom, and use. Hence in the
HANDBOOK FOR THE GENERAL CHURCH OF THE NEW JERUSALEM IN HOLLAND this
precious word was said: "If the Church is not in the household, it is nowhere", a word whereof the deep
sense now opens anew. For we can now also read in that word: "If the Church is not in the religion, it is
nowhere". Thus family and religion become one living concept, in which Love, Wisdom, and Use, or the
first end, the middle end, and the last end, together are one in simultaneous order, Heaven in smallest form.
Let us proceed. The effect or the last end is the first end in ultimates. They who think three gods, and thus
set three ends, evidently have the purpose of separating in the effect the first end from its ultimates, of
appropriating to them-
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selves the ultimates and of throwing away behind their backs the end, or treading it under foot. What is this,
to separate the first end from its ultimates, and why? Arriving at this point of our meditation, as if at the
bend of a road, we suddenly see a new vista opening out before us, which gives a surprising insight into
what is nothing less than the essence of evil. For the tent-companion of the word uitwerking [effect] is the
word nut [use]; and the tent-companion of the word nut [use], considered in itself, is the word genot
[enjoyment]; nut and genot [use and enjoyment] are of the same root; nuttigen [to partake of, to eat or to
drink] is genieten [to enjoy] and genieten is nuttigen. Now the essence of evil is this horrible thing, from
which an Angel at once turns away: the separation of the use from the enjoyment, to enjoy the enjoyment,
and to tread down the use. In an intellectual vision to some degree elevated it would seem well-nigh
impossible that there could be anything so screamingly insane as a spewed out and trodden down use, after
the enjoyment thereof has been enjoyed; and nevertheless all the world is nothing but that evil, and only by
the very strictest self-compulsion is the man who is about to be reformed anything but that evil. The fall of
the Most Ancient Church and the fall of each church since was nothing but the debasement or the fall of the
use, violated for the sole enjoyment and afterwards trodden down. The evil we have been told to shun
therefore under whatsoever form is always in essence the evil of the separation between use and enjoyment,
the deification of the enjoyment, the denial of the use.

To what extent the separation between use and enjoyment is destructive of order, and insane, appears from
a closer consideration of the false religions of the old churches. Those churches are called old, decrepit,
unrenewable or dead because of their thinking three gods. As said, the characteristic trait of the Protestant
church is its preference for a father alone. For him who in all things thinks the Church, the word Father
signifies the Lord with reference to the Love, the Divine Good. With the Protestants this Good is
considered a true, a true alone, elevated to such an extent above the good and the use that these, namely the
good and the use, thereby disappear into the shade and into nothingness. Their doctrine of election at
bottom is
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the election of an imaginary true personified in a grim jehovah. What matters to them is to be the true
brother in the true doctrine. A word such as "the Doctrine of the genuine True" would not occur to their
minds even in a dream, for the genuine true signifies the conjugial. true, the true conjoined with the good
into a marriage, and thus in its effect with the uses forming a household, a generation, a family. For them
the true rigidity of doctrine justifies any kind of life whatever, since with the cross all hereditary debts have
been cleared. So as with them the true obscures the good, the remorse concerning the hereditary sin
confessed with the lips obscures all actual evil with them, which, in an instant, on the very deathbed, by the
confession of the true faith loses its damning effect. As said, the characteristic trait of the Roman Catholic
church is its preference for a son alone. For him who in all things thinks the Church, the word Son signifies
the Lord with reference to the Wisdom, the Divine True. With the Roman Catholics reversely, this True is
considered a good, a good alone, elevated to such an extent above the true that it makes it, namely the true,
disappear into the shade and into nothingness. Use alone they will allow of, because the good work pertains
to the good. Originally this putting of the good in the prior place was an acknowledgment of the Divine
Majesty in the Human of the Lord, see the BRIEF EXPOSITION, n. 108, but in their thinking of three gods
and in their setting of three ends, the Roman Catholics fell into another fault. By putting the body as
middle-end into the first place and by idolizing it as good, the concept of the son became ever more
corporeal, until at length the worship of a son passed over on to the mother; the middle cause became a
means and even a means justifying the end, the occasional cause became the incidental occasion for all
kinds of arbitrary devotions. As a result of this there arose the exaggerated cult of Mary to which the
invocation of the saints fits so closely that all Roman Catholic saints are considered to be more the sons of
Mary than the son himself who is put up for god, of whom nevertheless they carry around everywhere the
sign of the cross for the warding off of evils. Just as in popedom as a vicarship the representative puts the
represented into the shade, where the papal infallibility is a quality stolen from the
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Holy Spirit; an infallibility of what is not the Divine, proceeding; thus a quality without substance, an
attribute or a predicate without subject. And as with them the good obscures the true, the actual evil
confessed by them at stated hours of confession obscures all hereditary evil. This last remains untouched;
this church with world-wide power stands powerless against hereditary evil, and rightly, for the sole
weapon against hereditary evil is the genuine True, which therefore also is the sense of the Second Coming
of the Lord. In His Coming the Lord set up fixed limitations to the actual evil by subjugating the hells and
ordering the Heavens; in His Second Coming He brings hereditary evil to a standstill and to regression.
Now while the Protestants consider the actual evil as not being of prime importance in the final entire
justification, the Roman Catholics consider the hereditary evil as not being of prime importance in the
gradual sanctification, the former by preferring the sole apparent true, the latter by preferring the sole
apparent good. It is characteristic of both churches that each, among many varieties shows two principal
currents that contradict and neutralize each other. The protestant church alongside of an icy calvinistic
doctrinal rigidity shows a diluted liberalism which runs almost to free thought; the Roman Catholic church
alongside of a good-humoured worldliness, from which expressions such as patertje goedleven [jolly friar]
and smulpaap [pampering father] have entered and remained in the Dutch language, knows an icy convent
discipline with hermits and flagellants. To these two Roman Catholic ultimates the primitive Christian
Church degenerated; to the former two Protestant ultimates the genuine core of the first Reformation. Add
to all these absurdities the not less abominable absurdity of the afore-mentioned sects who wish by force to
claim the effects of a holy-spirit-alone in enthusiastic states which leads to a, witches’ Sabbath of prophetic
shammings, crazes, frenzies, and fanaticisms. If one were to examine these sects more closely, it would
appear that piece by piece they fit together as just so many hells, with "the woman Jezebel, which calleth
herself a prophetess", Apoc. II : 20, as principal of the devils.
The motives for these three principal forms of thinking three gods are plainly ambition, greed of gain, and
lust of
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dominion. What lies at the bottom of these motives is plain: to reserve to one's self in the natural a
separated effect for the proprium, or in other words, to maintain a given sensual pleasure, to excuse, yea to
glorify it. From the word genot [enjoyment] the words genotzucht [lust of enjoyment] and genotziek [eager
for enjoyment] have been formed. Well then, the doctrines of three gods diversely formulated hide various
kinds of these lusts of enjoyment. The worship out of a thinking of three gods rests on the external worship
of the Jews, imbued with corporeal sensuality, this again with cruelty, this again with avarice, the one
within the other, the avarice as inmost enjoyment, thus the source of all their evil lusts and diseases. With
the Protestants these lusts or diseases have their seat in cruelty, thence their surly, chilly, bare houses of
worship; with Roman Catholics in luxury, thence their pompous temples and chapels, where for a large part
art also has been drawn down from its origin, essence, and use; with the above-mentioned sects in a
hysterical running wild. They all fall under the Lord's judgment: "Ye devour widows' houses, and for a
pretense make long prayer", MATT. XXIII: 14. Here to devour [that is, to eat] does not signify to partake
of [Dutch nuttigen, to take for use], but to abuse where there might have been a use; and this by killing the
longings for the true, these are the widows, with false things, this is the pretense of long prayer; the widows
houses signifies the religions as marriages, households, houses, generations, families. Here too the essence
of the evil is clearly noticeable: to persevere in a separated effect and thereby to pretend an appearance of
use for the sake of the sensual enjoyment.
It is therefore of the very greatest vital interest, to begin to see, alongside of all these infernal opposites, the
orderly celestial relation of use and enjoyment; for in the effect, or in the last end, use and enjoyment are
together and one, but differently with the celestial and differently with the infernal. The abuse of the free
and the rational has disturbed the celestial order in the latter, has torn off the use from the enjoyment and
thus separated them beyond recognition, forgetful of the end and thus forgetful of God; that separation
therefore is the source of all heresies. The Doctrine now should teach the good, true, useful use anew. For
we must continually realize that the thinking
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of three gods or the setting of three ends by no means is a vanquished standpoint in the New Church;
everywhere where the evil in any evil of whatever slight kind is not shunned, the thinking of three gods is
present at once, for each enjoyment separately enjoyed, split from its use and put to the fore, robs the cause
from the all of the effect, and the end from the all of the cause. So the end is no longer threefold and of
three degrees, but three in number, fallen asunder, jumbled together; the influx of the first end into the last
is broken, and in so much as Heaven is then closed, hell opens. The evil in any evil, or the essence of evil
lies in making the enjoyment of use sensual, exterior, corporeal; see there a true of life which can never
enough be considered and can never enough be made of life.

Now before we proceed, a few striking examples will be asked for of the difference between use and
enjoyment conjoined, and use and enjoyment separated. Well, consider only the difference between
repentance and remorse. Genuine repentance has penitence for fruit, and how sweet the bliss thereof is
experience teaches. Remorse denies penitence with the visible purpose of remaining in the evil enjoyment,
forgetful of the use, forgetful of the end, and thus forgetful of God. And so many other words may be
contrasted in which the difference clearly appears; compare for example to eat and to tuck; to drink and to
guzzle; to sup and to cram; to read and to devour; to talk and to chatter; to see and to peep; to worship and
to idolize; diligence and blind zeal, jealousy, emulation; wealth and luxury; abundance and excess;
judgment and criticism; laughter and derision; to believe and to be superstitious; to be saving and to be
avaricious; wise and clever; discretion and policy; miracle and magic; piety and bigotry – this list may be
lengthened without end. But let us stand still at the word vroom [pious], and let us admire therein the
multiplicity and the unity of natural spiritual significations which stamp it as an original or an eastern or
oriental word in the language, a word of religion in the full effect, full of the all of the first end, through the
middle end into the last end, use and enjoyment one to eternity. As an adjective it formerly signified useful;
as a substantive advantage, gain, use, profit; as verb 1. to grow up, to become stalwart,
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strong, powerful, virtuous, courageous, brave, to strive forward; 2. to be of advantage or good for; 3. to
pluck the fruit of something, to draw the benefits of something; 4. to be useful, to be of avail, think of the
German frommen; 5. to fall to one's share. We might therefore say that the Angels at the first approach
perceive the vroomheid [piety] of a spirit; for in the piety, thus understood anew or as to its original
meaning, is the all of religion, or the tree in its fruit. Everywhere where use and enjoyment are piously
conjoined, there is the genuine good in its genuine true, and everywhere where the use has been separated
from the enjoyment, there is an apparent good next to an apparent true, or the evil in its false; and reversely,
for the one is in the cause of the other. As soon as a good exceeds its true, or a true its good, the enjoyment
begins to separate itself from its use, and this because then the enjoyment no longer proceeds from the use
but from the infernal proprium, and no longer is natural spiritual, but only sensuously natural. The
continual ordering of the heavens from the Lord therefore is a continual renewal or creation of the unity of
use and enjoyment in the effect; for it is known that also the Angels from themselves, or left to themselves,
would strive straight for hell; and in what else is this the case than in the enjoyment separated from use, for
this is being left to oneself. Now the daily penitence on earth corresponds to the continual ordering of the
Heavens; in this penitence an evil enjoyment dies, whereupon a new use puts a good enjoyment in the place
thereof; and this so often until the man has become entirely and altogether new.
"The evil in any evil" we said; for it is easily done, separating the essence of evil from the evil things, then
shunning the evil with the lips in a purposely vague generality, with the lips because the essence has not

been seen, and then afterwards making the evil things count as mere idiosyncrasies. Properly speaking this
is a separating of the actual evil from the hereditary evil by making the actual evil into an enormous
theoretical point of detestation, as externally manifest as in anyway possible, with the evident evident
purpose of letting the hereditary evil interiorly eat its way on, without any cooperation as from one’s self to
doom it to a standstill and to retrogression. The Lord’s parable concerning
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platter and cup in the Second Coming signifies: "You cleanse the outside to such an extent that it is given
the appearance of being actually not-evil, but from within an untouched hereditary evil transudes; but know
the clammy outside wall in each drop coming through the pores, witnesses against you; cleanse first the
inside". All things in which the natural man wishes to be left free, all things which he calls his own things,
to which he is attached and that are attached to him as domestic animals to their master, without exception
are evil things, of which he will not see the essence, thus of which he will not investigate the fatherhood,
and to which he would bend round even the Doctrine of the genuine True if only he could; nevertheless,
whoso has a trace left of his own things in that sense, is not worthy of the Doctrine, for doctrine is not the
Doctrine unless its all is in the effect or in the life; and whoso has no part in the all of the Doctrine has no
part in anything at all of it. He may like a Protestant pride himself in the "true doctrine", an external
without an internal, salt having lost its savour, because the conjoining means is lacking; but in no way it is
the Doctrine of the Genuine True, for the Doctrine of the Genuine True is in no way a true doctrine to
swear by, but the good Doctrine, the useful Doctrine, good and useful as a lamp to live by. All who think
three gods and set three ends are perjurers who swear by the god and the end they have elected. There are
those who swear by Heaven, that is, by a heaven without the Divine True proceeding from the Lord, thus
without the Lord; there are those who swear by the earth, that is, by a church without the Divine True there,
thus by a body without a soul, consequently likewise without the Lord; there are those who swear by
Jerusalem, that is, by a spirit without holiness or a holiness without spirit, for Jerusalem is the Doctrine of
the True out of the Word, thus the Holy Spirit, and consequently the Lord; there are those who swear by the
head, that is, by the true which a man himself believes to be true, the summary of the three preceding
groups, for all of them desire wickedly and lustfully to confirm the Divine True from man and not from the
Lord, for to swear is nothing else than to confirm, see A.C. 9166. These four forms of perjury are directly
opposed to the Lord's commandment, to love thy God with all thy heart, with all thy soul, with
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all thy strength, with all thy mind, these being the four receptacles of the Lord as Heaven, the Earth, the
New Jerusalem, and the Head, while the word "all" has reference to the all of the end, the all of the cause,
the all of the effect. Their perjured swearing thus aims at maintaining the things unlawfully appropriated.
The father of one's own things, good-naturedly indicated as hobbies and knick-knacks in civil life, is the
devil; and the soul derived from him, or the essence, again and again is the enjoyment torn loose from the
use, use and enjoyment split asunder as the split snake's tongue and the split goat's hoof, of old times
attributed to the devil. These things sound harsh and dreadful, because with them something in the
proprium begins to crack and creak, so that the cry of distress arises: Who then can be saved? But these
things are not so harsh and so dreadful but that the unpostponed daily penitence has full power to tackle
them, for the Lord has given the hopeful prospect: “My yoke is easy, and My burden is light”, MATT XI :
30.
The Word teaches that a heavenly society is the more perfect in the measure in which each Angel is more
his. What then is the difference between "being his", and "being his own"? Whoso wishes to be left free
and not meddled with, claims the right of being allowed to have his proprial things, and he could brilliantly
refer to the mentioned teaching, namely that in his own things he is his, which cannot but be of benefit to
the society. Here a remark from one of the Scientific Works may serve as a serious warning:
"When a name which is given to any unknown quality becomes familiar to us, we are apt to think, after a
frequent use of it, that we clearly understand the essence of everything that name comprehends. But if in
such cases we only ask ourselves: What is this? Whence is this? and if we persevere in the question, we
shall find that instead of going forwards, we have only been retrograding from things more known to things
more unknown, and from these again to others most unknown", ECON. ANIM. KINGD., I, n. 64. It is the
same also with the proprium, and in order to come to realize the distinction between the human or the
angelic "his" and the proprium of man or Angel, a long path in life or a long road of experience must be
traveled, while at
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first sight and later with an obtuse sight it seems as if they are self-evident and even synonymous terms.
Just as all Angels have been men, just so all celestial propriums have been natural propriums. "No one
becomes an Angel, that is, comes into Heaven; except the one who carries the angelic with him out of the
world; and the angelic has within it the knowledge of the way, out of the walking of it, and the walking of
the way through the knowledge of it", D.P. 60. The celestial proprium is the natural proprium created from
the Lord as Father, redeemed by the Lord as Son, and regenerated by the Lord as Holy Spirit. Thus the
celestial proprium is the image of the glorified Human of the Lord. The natural proprium of which the
principle is the Remains, is purely the Lord's. "There is not anything man's own, but it appears to him as if
it were", D.P. 78. "Although all things that man perceives, and thence thinks and knows, and in accordance
with the perception wills and does, inflow, nevertheless it is of the Lord's Divine Providence that this
appears as if of man, for otherwise man would receive nothing, thus would not be endowed with any
understanding or wisdom", D.P. 76. The angelic proprium in man is natural out of celestial origin. In that
natural proprium each man is as if his, just as in the celestial proprium each Angel is as if his. From that
natural proprium there surges forth, as a sphere, an own natural. The sphere of each true society is therefore
the blessed communication of the own naturals of each and all, an interchange or an interaction of uses,
diverse in themselves and universal all together.
The infernal proprium is the denial and the violation of that natural proprium, the good affections of which
it bent down to evil lusts by an abused free and rational, and thence the true things thereof into false, and
the good uses thereof into evil ones. “The evil uses, too are from the spiritual Sun but the good uses are
converted into evil ones in hell", D.L.W. 348. Just as all devils have been men, just so all lusts have been
affections. The affection is simple, and as such it is celestial by origin and nature, and in essence it is
innocence. Various simple affections, entangled together and finally by inheritance grown together, as the
separate fibres of nerves and muscles around the
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lips of the Most Ancient grew fixed in the posterity, make one evil desire. The difficult conversion of evil
concupiscences into good affections, viewed otherwise, would be the conversion of wolves into sheep,
which is an abominable absurdity of the Protestants; but it is the laborious unraveling, the soaking loose
and the bending back of simple affections knotted awry, each of them, as it might be said of nerves and
muscles, from its distorted, disrupted, twisted position into its suitable place. The infernal proprium with
man is the natural as-if-proprium – pro privato -- from the Lord, with him degenerated, stolen,
counterfeited into an unnatural proprium, an infernal counterpart which does not cease to do violence to its

archetype (note in Dutch the root wel of geweld [violence] points to the will run wild); so that the natural
proprium as the Lord had meant it to be, lies there jammed in the infernal proprium, imprisoned, sick,
naked, hungry, thirsty, a stranger, a widow, an orphan, needy, lame, blind, deaf. It cries for liberation from
that infernal grasp. Only by the Word, by which all natural propriums, all natural qualities of men and
things have been made that have been made, is it liberated, by the Word in the genuine sense or by the
Doctrine from the Lord, for the Doctrine is the genuine sense, and "the genuine sense of the Word no others
perceive than those who are enlightened", A.C 10323.
From this consideration it becomes manifest that in the name familiar to all of us of "the own" or "the
proprium" more qualities and characteristics lie enclosed than are accounted for in the vague general idea
of "nothing but evil". For that was well known to the old churches thinking three gods; yea, all too well, for
with that premised and stressed generality they purposely obscured the particulars, thus putting a corn
measure over the candle light. But by considering the proprium in a vague generality as nothing but evil,
the following as it were algebraic equation originates: the proprium is the evil, the evil is the proprium,
thence the infernal proprium is the infernal evil or a pleonasm, and the celestial proprium is the celestial
evil or a contradictio in terminis. This too, as a reductio ad absurdum shows that a name, a term, a word
such as "the own" or "the proprium" contains infinitely more unknown qualities than is commonly
understood in a vague general idea. For the man who
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thinks the Church there sparkles a starry heaven of particulars in the word proprium, as innumerable as the
countless minds that since Creation have lived, live, and will live, and of which not one is the same as the
other, and will not be, into eternity. For the man, however, who thinks three gods, there is only one
proprium, that of the evil hireling of the vineyard, which he is himself. And when the Lord says He will let
the vineyard to other husbandmen, he thinks within himself: "As if those others do not just as much have a
proprium as we have, as evil and false as ours".
There is the human-angelic proprium, and there is the human-devilish proprium. The human-angelic
proprium has all appropriation from the Lord, so that therein he may be fully as his, with all celestial
blessedness. The human-devilish proprium however avariciously, imperiously, and wantonly out of itself
has appropriated to itself all things which by origin are Divine, and thereby profaned them to infernal
means for lascivious ends (note in Dutch the root wul of wulpsch [lascivious] which relates to the
prostituted will). And so then the human-angelic proprium has another "his", another itself, another self,
and other things than the human-devilish proprium, differing the one from the other as the celestial free

from the infernal free, the good use from the evil use. And with that use we return to our starting point, for
it is for the sake of the use and the enjoyment in the use that they differ, and for nothing else. With the evil
man the eagerness and lust of enjoyment have gained the mastery over the use, as his will over his
understanding, his free over his rational. The use is related to the enjoyment as the rational is to the free.
With the evil man the enjoyment run wild - note the root wil of run wild relates to the foolish will - has
broken the bounds of the use and has become an end by itself. The first erid by the middle end descends
into the last end, as does the New Jerusalem from God out of Heaven. With him who thinks three gods and
sets three ends, this triple pillar crashes down, not from discrete order into simultaneous order, but smashed
into a godless disorder, mere wreckage, to which the evil lusts then rush as just so many evil wild beasts,
each of them to drag away his booty. For him who thinks three gods the Word in its three degrees is such a
demolished pillar; his externally holy reading is a leering
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among the ruins in order to patch together therefrom something to his liking. "It should be known that man
out of study can imitate the Divine things themselves", A.C.I0284. With study and art he seeks to compose
an apparent order or an order of his own from the disorderly truths that have fallen asunder, truths that are
no longer truths, for order is truth and truth is order. Thus in the above mentioned parable the evil hirelings
killed their lord's son, after having stoned his messengers. Again, note how in that parable it is expressly,
said: "and when the time of the fruit drew near", and at the end: "he will let out the vineyard unto other
husbandmen, which shall render him the fruits in their seasons", clearly to stress the last end, the effect, the
twofoldness of use and enjoyment, in which the good are good, and the evil evil. For the good the good is
the enjoyment, for the evil the enjoyment is the good. The good is what is called use. The essential or
genuine good is the all of the effect, the good use, and the reversal thereof in the infernal proprium is the
evil use.
That the proprium of man, although in its origin just as celestial as the love of self and of the world, has
become nothing but evil and false, is because it has been given to man to have something in his power
which it has not been given to the beasts to have in their power, namely, the separating of the natural from
the spiritual; a separation in the effect, and this in order to bring about something in the effect which the
beasts cannot do: the tearing away of the enjoyment from the use. If it were to be examined what it is that
most men understand by that word of words: "The Lord dwells only in His own with man", it would appear
that because of the misconception regarding the proprium they understand something very vague,
indefinite, and unreal, more or less amounting to this: "the Lord dwells only in Himself in man". Which
would exclude all cooperation as from one's self: the Lord by Himself in Himself, and the man by himself
in himself in nothing but evil and false. Nothing could be more dead! A fault in the thinking, a fault

because of thinking three gods behind which a sore fault of life hides itself by blowing up the notunderstood letter to a. generality obscuring everything. There are two propriums: the one is that which is
appropriated to man as
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his own from the Lord; the other is that same proprium counterfeited, which man appropriates and
arrogates to himself for the mere enjoyment. The entire merciful work of reformation and regeneration
consists in the redeeming of the proprium which is the Lord's. Now it is that proprium which is His in
which the Lord dwells with man. That proprium from Creation is as the propriums, the qualities, the
individualities, the peculiarities, the idiosyncrasies of all things or uses that have been made; and the Lord
in Creation dwells in what is His. Of the proprium an impossible axiom has been made which, by way of
speaking, has thrown out the baby with the soap-suds; so that finally there remains no self-respect and
mutual esteem, and thus no charity. On the one hand no self-esteem from the Lord, on the other nothing but
self-conceit from one's self. We must arrive at a new fear of the proprium which to us is purely the Lord's;
and the first use of the Doctrine for life is the ordering continually anew of that which is purely the Lord's;
and of separating with a firm and severe hand what is not the Lord's.
In between a few remarkable derivations of words.
Nut [use] formerly signified the produce of agriculture and cattle-breeding, also advantage and office; a
related root is not [need] whence noodig [needful] and this meant not only the produce of agriculture,
cattle-breeding, as well as the fruits of the field, but also the necessaries thereto, also cattle and seed; nyt,
milk, too is related with nut [use] ;
Genieten [to enjoy] formerly meant to use, to taste, to have, to catch; of a related root is ganiutan, to catch;
nuta, fishnet; nauda, use, property; nauta, possession; naut, a head of cattle; ghenoot, one who participates,
who has a share in the possession of grounds; geniet, enjoyment, and “dat hooge geniet” thence meant
Heaven; moreover geniet meant advantage, profit, financial gain
Gebruiken [to use] of old times brukhan, root bhreug, related to the Latin fruor, meant to enjoy, to use, to
eat, to experience, to have intercourse with, to have the disposal of, to occupy one's self with, to rent and to
let grounds; gebrukelyc meant blessed;

Usus, which is the Latin word for use, has a number of subsignifications, such as: making use of,
experience,
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discipline, capability, value, advantage, gain, need, occasion;
Utor, verbal form of ususs, means to put to use, to make use of, to administer, to control, to exercise, to
make up, to assume, to belong to, to carry out, to exercise, to practice, to take into consideration, to enjoy,
to experience, to suffer, to eat, to be friendly or confidential with some one, to possess, to have;
Frux, fruit, signifies also that which one may enjoy; of a related root is fructus, income, enjoyment, and
fruor, to enjoy or to use; hence our word vruchtgebruik [usufruct] is really a tautology.
Whoso thinks the Church as the whole of his life, understands all these significations interwoven from
above one by one, and perceives the words nut [use] and genot [enjoyment] as inseparable tentcompanions, "tentghenooten".
Herein the language, which draws this wonderful tissue out of the spiritual world, mirrors the entire Word;
for in the language the words nut and genot, as to their roots, are as much one as, in the letter of the Word,
usus, use, and jucundum, the enlivening, go together inseparably on almost every page. Jucundum, of old
times meant that which affords amusement, thence pleasant, agreeable, loved; the word is based on two
roots: jocus, English joke, play, and juvare, to help, to support, to assist, to further, to lighten (the sanskrit
root also signifies glow, shine, ray, to glitter), to give enjoyment, to do pleasure, to amuse, to please or to
find pleasure, in short to enliven, for which word we have chosen the Dutch translation VERKWIKKEN
[to enliven] because it epitomizes all those meanings and of old times also contained a similar series of
meanings, as to feed, to rear, to cherish, to cheer up, to be cheerful, to quicken, to bring to life (again), to
make healthy, to light a fire. In Dutch nut and genot [use and enjoyment], are words related to the same
root, just as geloof and gelooven [faith and to believe]; in Latin usus and jucundum are derived from
distinct roots as fides and credere. This is sure to have its deep sense and hidden reason, into which we
cannot now and here enter further; but this is sure that the word genot has gradually been degraded, as
appears from compounds such as zingenot,genotzucht, genotziek [sensual pleasure, lust of enjoyment, eager

for enjoyment], while however an expression as in het
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genot stellen van [to afford anyone the advantage of] clearly points back to the noble origin. Centuries of
thinking three gods have put their stamp on that word genot, which the word verkwikkelijk [enlivening]
cannot have and in the future will not have. What is enlivening gives one to understand that the well
followed use does not wear down the senses, blunt, and demolish them; but renews them, with which the
entire body becomes new in each function, which is the all of use: a new body for a new spirit. Suffice it
when in all that follows here we now with the word genot [enjoyment] think of the word verkwikkelijk
[enlivening], and vice versa.
Our attention has previously, in the Dutch edition of DE HEMELSCHE LEER 1934, p. 100, been drawn to
a remarkable statement in the ADDITIONS TO THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION, VIII : 19, see
Posthumous Theological Works, Vol. I, p. 159, reading: "The internal of man is his spirit, the internal of the
latter his will, the internal of the will is his love and the internal of the latter is the enlivening. The
consociation of all is according to the enlivening things".
Put next to that this statement: "Acts and works are ultimates; out of these by the enlivening things of the
uses comes to pass a return to their firsts which are the will and the understanding or charity and faith. '"
The enlivening things of the acts and of the works are the enlivening things which are called uses", D.L.W.
316, and we shall see that in the effect or the last end, for these are the ultimates, use and enjoyment are
one, a good enjoyment of use with the good, an evil enjoyment of use with the evil. With both the circle of
flowing forth and flowing back seems to be the same, but with the evil it is a vicious circle, and with the
good it may be called a virtuous circle, a higher circular form or spiral, which latter causes the ultimates out
of the firsts to be continually enlivened and renewed. Life upon earth, just as the entire natural kingdom in
which it is enacted, is in the effect. With the good each effect, thus each use and enjoyment, is within the
spiritual ultimate which is called the natural spiritual; but with the evil it is outside of that, for "the spiritual
ultimate ... may be separated from its higher
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things, and it is separated with the men from whom is hell" D.L.W. 345. Seen from our present
consideration with regard to life we might understand this to be the rending asunder, the tearing apart of use
and enjoyment which from the Lord are one, in order to keep the enjoyment to one's self. What is the
separating of the spiritual ultimate from its higher things other than taking away from the use the all of the
end and the all of the cause, for the sake of the sole enjoyment, which thence no longer is natural spiritual
but merely natural, sensual, corporeal, thus unnatural, lascivious, cadaverous, in a word, infernal. For what
purpose are the strict laws in the Book on CONJUGIAL LOVE, for instance those of the strictly distinct
states of engagement, betrothal, and marriage, otherwise than to prevent that the highest enlivening thing
does not as enjoyment prematurely waste away the use in the last end, so that it rots away as a tulip. There
is a common Dutch term "de zure plicht" [the bitter duty]. Well then, one might also speak of a "bitter use".
All human misery originates from this that from each use given from the Lord, the enjoyment is hurriedly
consumed, so that the use proper remains behind as a bitter use with which an enlivening is no longer
possible. In each spiritual ultimate or natural spiritual separated from its higher things all uses and duties
have become bitter, heavy, and hard for us. A hereditary evil, heaped up through centuries has gradually
rendered our senses, our blood, our entire bodies, almost unable to receive the genuine enlivening, we
preferring the stickly clod of earth to the celestial aura thereof. The merciful operation of reformation and
regeneration is nothing else than a soaking loose, piece by piece, of the sensual enjoyment glued fast to our
minds; part by part, region by region, different again in each state and degree, because in each next state
and degree other heterogeneous things again impede the pure effect. Ever anew disturbances of order arise
which consist in a making external of what should become, be, and remain natural spiritual, on account of
which, the genuine internal in which is the first end or the Lord, then draws back, giving space to another
group or combination, which is to be called a state of no order because it is not from the Lord but from the
infernal proprium. In order to shun this evil it must be possible to seek the true, and in
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order to find the true the evil must have been shunned. The first of charity consists in this, that we give one
another the affection of and for this virtuous circle, for only the affection is fructifying, fruit-bearing; and
now listen how nut and genot [use and enjoyment] are together in this word. The multiplications are
nothing unless they lead to impregnations, flowing forth thence and flowing back thither, without end.
What we owe, the one to the other, is a continually renewed mind: and a new mind from which only
affections flow forth, is only possible by one's placing one's self, as if from one's self, in that circle of life.
The life that may become truly life is always on the border of the possible and the impossible; it is possible,

in the beginning, only by a self-compulsion continually prayed for from the Lord; it is impossible
immediately the man even slightly wavers in that self-compulsion. That self-compulsion always over again
has relation to the unconjoined enjoyment, the enlivening forgetful of the use. Only when the selfcompulsion has become a second nature or of a spiritual nature, is it seen to be cooperation with the Lord,
and is the burden seen to be light and the yoke easy; only then can we taste the use of uses, the delight of
delights: the giving and receiving of affection. Then there is the communion of all with each, of each with
all, and then has the Society been born in which the man, just as the Angel in what is his, is in his
countenance as soon as he enters it.
The self-compulsion with regard to the unconjoined enjoyment as we now understand it, precedes the
eternal peaceful cooperation. For this reason usus in Latin also means discipline. Without self-discipline the
celestial free cannot be inherited, and that self-discipline consists in putting the sensual under guardianship.
For this reason utor in Latin also means to administer, to control, to take into consideration. Where that
self-discipline is neglected the separated enjoyment gains the mastery over every spiritual use and draws it
outside of the all of the end, with the infernal lust of defloration, variation, and other abominations. And the
collective name for all those abominations is that of thinking three gods. The false doctrines thereof must
be seen as to life and not only with reference to the Doctrine of the genuine True, which consideration
would remain only in the theoretical, and become sterile, unfruitful.
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With regard to the abominable life they must be seen as infernal opposites in the effect in order that
afterwards the life following the Doctrine may the more eagerly be besought from the Lord. ["Eager" in
this sense is a translation of the Dutch "hevig" and this word again has the same root as "heavy".] "Hevig"
means to exert all faculties in order to heave the heaviness. For where we are stuck to any separated sensual
enjoyment, we all are like those who think three gods who also have no thought of leaving their own to
which they hold fast with heretical tooth and nail. The celestial enlivening of each natural spiritual use so
far surpasses the separated enjoyment that if those who think three gods could only have the remotest idea
of it, they would calumniate the man-Angel or the man-Church as an arch-sensual beast, wild in their
miserable incapacity in contrast to such highest capacity. But they do not know and cannot know, for in
their letter the confirmed false appearances have extinguished the internal sense, and by that, or according
to that, they have robbed themselves of all senses. For the sense (sensus) of the Word coheres with the
sense (sensus) of the organs of sense, and the time is coming that enlightenment will be given herein. This
however might be said that the External and the Internal Sense of the Word correspond and communicate
with the external and the internal senses of man, and that every revelation or enlightenment is dependent on
the state of man's sensual, in other words, on the quality and measure in which his body is renewed and

from a lichaam [body] has become a lijf [living body].
We learn that it is of Charity to be able with the entire heart to pass over one's office to him who is better
fitted for it; for thus the all of use is ascribed to the sole Lord without the wish of retaining for one's self
any enjoyment of gain or glory. In such a spirit of Charity every Church and every member of the Church
who is in the things of Doctrine, needs to receive all new things of Doctrine, to investigate, and to accept
them. To accept is at once to obey the things heard out of the Word, and to obey the new is for His sake
entirely to leave the old and no longer to remember it. There is an enjoyment inherent in each old thing
which must become less in order to allow and
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to give full spiritual room to the enlivening of the new use. To renew the sensual is the first duty of Charity,
in order that in every effect use and enjoyment may be ever more one.
Let us read a passage such as this: "The essence of all love consists in conjunction, even so does its life,
which is called enlivening, loveliness, delight, sweetness, beatitude, blissfulness, and felicity", D.L.W. 47.
Here all most general celestial generations of the enjoyment of use are summed up which come forth from
the conjunction as from their source. That conjunction is the use, and it is that use which puts us in the
enjoyment of inexpressible felicities. For this reason there immediately follows: "Love consists in this that
one's own should be another's, and that one should feel another's enlivening as an enlivening in one's self;
this is to love; but to feel one's enlivening in the other and not his enlivening in one's self, is not to love, for
this is to love one's self, but that is to love the neighbor", So then use and enjoyment conjoined into one is
seen to be charity in effect, and on the contrary use and enjoyment separated is self-love and love of the
world. In THE DIVINE PROVIDENCE n. 39 another series is given: "The beatitudes, blissfulnesses,
enlivenings, lovelinesses, in a word, the felicities of Heaven ... ". The Latin word for felicity is felicitas, and
the root signifies bearing fruit, productive. We might therefore equally well read: " ... in a word, the fruitproductivenesses of Heaven", which again points to the conjunction of the love and the wisdom,
proceeding in the use and thus the inexpressible enjoyment one therewith. Those enjoyments are just as
endlessly diversified as the foods which the Angels partake of, and we now as to life understand why the
quality and thus the enjoyment thereof increases in excellence with the degree of the use. To wish to enjoy
a greater enjoyment than agrees with the use, seen as the Angels see, is to separate the enjoyment from the
use, and is no longer celestial, but an infernal greed of enjoyment. Now let us re-read in the ARCANA
CELESTIA n. 12 this statement concerning the sixth day of creation: "His spiritual life is delighted and
sustained by those things that are of the know ledges of faith, and those that are of the works of charity,

which are called his food, and his
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natural life is delighted and sustained by those that are of the body and the senses; from which wrestlings
[arise], until love reigns and he becomes a celestial man. It stands there so simply in a few words: from
which wrestlings [arise], but we begin to realize what an immense combat of life lies enclosed therein: the
strife of the spiritual man to have the merely natural or separated enjoyment reduced in order that the
natural-spiritual or the conjoined enjoyment, the enjoyment of use, the enjoyment of salvation, may grow; a
combat so immense "that at this day rarely some come to the sixth state, and scarcely any to the seventh",
ibidem, n. 13.
Let us now re-read the word which we chose as text for this our philosophy of life: "According to the uses
the natural man also becomes as it were spiritual, which happens when the natural man feels the enlivening
of the use out of the spiritual". This word, a word of the Sixth Day of Creation, involves the all of religion,
the all of faith out of the all of life. Our earlier question: "what then is a true thing of life which must
become of life"? here finds its answer: the natural life must feel every enjoyment of every use out of the
spiritual. To feel the enjoyment out of the spiritual is the same as living "following" the Doctrine, for the
regeneration is from water and spirit, water the True and spirit the life following that. How many uses are
not practiced out of the lust of glory and gain, how many enjoyments are not enjoyed out of the love of self
and of the world. It is the separated enjoyment which leaves the natural man entirely natural and it is the
conjoined enjoyment which makes the natural man become as it were spiritual. We knew that love and
wisdom are nothing without the use. We know now that the use is nothing without its enjoyment out of the
spiritual. Separated they are a bitter use and a sordid enjoyment, conjoined they are fruitbearing felicities
and blessed fruit-productivenesses.
This our textword from THE DIVINE LOVE AND WISDOM we have to experience to our living bodies
day by day, and for this reason it is a word of unutterably great sorrow, of immense combat, and of
inexpressibly great peace. All living expressions of the man of the Church in whom the Church is, in
affection and in thinking, in word
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and in writing, must testify to these three: sorrow, combat, and peace. Use and enjoyment are not conjoined
unless by fasting, and the Lord teaches us: "When ye fast, be not ... of a sad countenance ... but thou, when
thou fastest, anoint thine head, and wash thy face", MATT. VI : 16-18, immediately after the Lord's Prayer.
This too is what we meant above, that we owe to the neighbor a new mind, or else we are a thief and a
murderer before the Lord; a thief of the enjoyment, and a murderer of every use.
Is it not remarkable that the Book on the Divine Love and Wisdom is not at the same time called "on the
Divine Use", and is it not remarkable that Love has its quarter of the Heavens, the East, and Wisdom the
South, but that for Use the quarter of the Heavens has nowhere been indicated? This teaches us that use is
the all of love and the all of wisdom, and is therefore omnipresent or wherever love and wisdom proceed
into the last end, in order there to be in fulness, glory, and power.
The Lord has said: "Where your treasure is, there will your heart be also", MATT. VI : 21. Might we not
also understand this word in this way: "Where your enjoyment is, there will your use be also"? A fearful
question!
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACTS FROM THE ISSUE FOR JANUARY 1937
_____________
"Those who are regenerated do not all come to this state; but some, and the greatest part to-day, only to the first; some only to the
second, some to the third, the fourth, the fifth, rarely to the sixth; and scarcely anyone to the seventh".
ARCANA CELESTIA 13.

“Here in the internal sense are continued the things concerning the Lord after He endured in boyhood the heaviest combats of
temptations, which were against the love which He cherished toward the whole human race, specifically toward the Church; and

therefore, He being in anxiety over the future state, a promise was made to Him; but it was shown at the same time of what
quality the state of the Church would become toward its end, when it would begin to expire; but still that a new Church would
revive, which would come in the place of the former, and the celestial Kingdom would be immeasurably increased".
ARCANA
CELESTIA 1778.

_____________
Every member of the New Church has at some time or many times rejoiced at the thought of the Second
Coming of the Lord, in the realization that the Lord is now again present upon earth, in the books of the
Word of the New Church. But the progress in the essential things of this Word, which are the internal
things thereof, makes the man to experience that the Second Coming in its proper sense for himself is an
event which can only take place after a sevenfold mortification and a sevenfold new creation of himself.
The actual Second Coming for the man himself takes place only with those who become celestial men.
Of this sevenfold mortification and new creation the greatest part of the Church today attains only the first
degree. Scarcely anyone today attains the seventh degree; scarcely anyone therefore comes into the things
themselves of the Second Coming proper. But to the Lord, He being in an anxiety over the future state of
the Church, a promise was made that the celestial Kingdom would be immensely increased.
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"The Lord was tempted even to the death of the cross, thus to the last hour of the life in the world". "The
whole of the Lord's life in the world was a continual temptation and continual victory". "All temptation is
against the love in which the man. is, and the temptation is in the same degree as the love; if it is not against
the love, it is no temptation; to destroy anyone's love is to destroy the life itself, for the love is the life; the
Lord's life was the love towards the whole human race". In the heaviest temptation on the cross the Lord
prayed for His enemies, "thus for all in the whole orb of the lands", A.C. 1690. In so much as man is not
regenerated, in just so much he is an enemy of the Lord. Man, even in the Church is hardened against the
things of the Lord, and indolent in Regeneration. Most of the members of the Church have at some time
rejoiced at the thought of the Second Coming; but few in the Church at this day are being regenerated.
Whoever in the Church is regenerated must successively pass through all seven days of a new creation, and
in a spiritual way through all ages of man, and by way of correspondence through all periods of the human
race. The desire to understand the particulars of these developments in their signification with regard to the
regeneration of himself, and to have these become a reality, is the ruling desire with each one who is being
regenerated. But few in the Church cherish this desire.

The first three days of creation, or the first three ages, or the first three periods, in the fourth state lead to a
Coming of the Lord in the Flesh. Man advances from a celestial state through a spiritual state and through a
natural state into a merely representative state, in which all internal loves have successively receded, and
nothing else remains than the affection of truth, Mary. In this affection the Lord is conceived as in a mother
and out of this affection He is born. This birth of the Lord is the birth of an external love in the mind,
conceived from the Divine.
This love is the new external or natural, that is, the corporeal, things of the Church with the man. With
regard
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to the Word given to the New Church, these corporeal things are the keeping holy thereof even to the
singular things of the letter thereof, because these contain the arcana of Heaven and thus the Divine of the
Lord; with regard to the existing Doctrine of the Church they are a keeping holy of the spiritual treasures of
the Church which have been brought to light from the internal of its Word and laid down in the natural, and
which have been stored in its science in its writings, and in all the expressions of its Spirit, because the true
Spirit of the Church is the Lord's; with regard to the Church itself they are a reception and a keeping holy
of its common sphere conjoining all, where each one leaves his own limitations and sees and serves the
eternal interests of all, and at the same time a keeping holy of all things of the Church which appear before
the senses.
These are the things of the body of the Church conceived from the Divine, but the essence of these things
lies in the acknowledgment and the love of their Divine origin, and of the Divine of the Lord which must
dwell in those things.
Few in the Church today keep its Word holy even into the singular things of the letter thereof. The most
today deny that every singular word of that letter contains arcana of Heaven and thus the Divine of the
Lord. Few in the Church today acknowledge and keep holy the things of the Doctrine of the genuine True
which have been brought to light from the internal of its Word. Most of those in the New Church today
"will hear nothing of the internal sense of the Word; ... they deride those things which are of the internal
sense of the Word, because these are contrary to their persuasions and cupidities", A.C. 1877. Few in the
Church today see and acknowledge and keep holy the common sphere, conjoining all, and which is even

perceptible to the senses, of the eternal interests of all and each, from an acknowledgment of the Divine of
the Lord which must dwell in the things of this sphere, for few are prepared to forsake the limitations of
their own loves.
Where such corporeal things conceived from the Divine have been born, there a Coming of the Lord in the
Flesh
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has taken place. But even this First Coming is an occurrence which happens only with few. The most
remain immersed in the loves of themselves and the world. The first of each step in regeneration is the
acknowledgment of the specific evil and false in which one is, and a state of repentance. Whoso is being
regenerated passes daily in full consciousness through states of repentance.
The birth of the corporeal things conceived out of the Divine brings only an orderly external love, the love
of the spiritual early manhood. In this state commences the return and the climbing up to the internal loves,
but now as into an acquired possession of one's own. This return can only take place in the wrestling
through the natural and the opening of the internal degrees of the true, the spiritual and the celestial
rational, for the internal true is one with the good of the internal loves.
This state for the first time truly spiritual is the state of the truly spiritual Church and it is characterized by
the making of truly spiritual Doctrine out of the Word of the Church and by a life of truly spiritual charity;
and this state for the first time truly celestial is the state of the truly celestial Church, thus for the first time
of the New Church proper, and thus for the first time of the Second Coming proper of the Lord. These two
states are understood by the sixth and the seventh days of creation of the New Church.
Clearly there in the Church where the Divinity of its Word is denied, and there where the Divinity of its
Doctrine out of the Word is denied, and there where the Divinity of all genuine good and true things of the
regenerated man, born from the internal, is denied, it cannot be said that there is a Coming of the Lord in
the Flesh, let alone of a Second Coming proper of the Lord. For in so much as the Church does not enter
into the Doctrine and the life of these things, in just so much it remains in a merely natural state.
In a copy of the Latin edition of the ARCANA which through the London second-hand booktrade, came

into the
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possession of the Swedenborg Genootschap, out of the previous possession of a recently deceased
influential leader of the New Church in England, the Rev. Isaiah Tansley, there is the following remarkable
annotation. The words in n, 2760: “quod Internus Sensus Verbi non videatur quam in Coelo, et ab illis
quibus coelum est apertum, hoc est, qui in amore et inde fide in Dominum sunt", that is, "that the Internal
Sense of the Word is not seen except in Heaven and by those for whom Heaven is opened, that is, who are
in the love and thence in the faith into the Lord", are there underlined in pencil and in the margin heavily
marked in blue, and the following words have been added in the former owner's writing: Then writings are
not internal sense since only revealed to some; but everybody can read the writings". For those who in the
Writings of Swedenborg see the Lord Himself in His Second Coming the passage marked is a confirmation
that those Writings are the letter itself of the Word itself for the New Church, and that the Internal Sense is
the genuine Doctrine out of that Word, which Doctrine can only be made by those to whom Heaven is
opened, that is, by those who are in the love and thence in the faith into the Lord, that is, by those who are
regenerated. But for those who deny, that passage is a proof that those Writings are not the Word. They
search in the Word for passages against the Word. Also this Word of the New Church is "the book of all
heresies".
Few in the Church today are regenerated, scarcely any one in the Church today comes into the things
themselves of the Second Coming; but to the Lord a promise was made that the celestial Kingdom will be
immeasurably increased.

_____________________________
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USE AND ENJOYMENT
BY ANTON ZELLING
"According to the uses the natural man also becomes as it
were spiritual, which happens when the natural man feels the
enlivening of use out of the spiritual".
DIVINE LOVE AND WISDOM, n. 251.

II
The Lord dwells with man in what is His. Two questions now: I. What is that which is His? II. To what
end?
I. That which is the Lord's are the true and good things of faith and of love.
II. The end is the End of Love itself: that all that is His may entirely be the other's.
Now see in the ARCANA CELESTIA, n. 10569: "That the presence of the Lord is in the true and good
things of faith and love, is because these things are from the Lord Himself, and when the Lord with men
and with the Angels is present in those things, then He is present in what is His with those, and not in the
proprium of those, for this is evil".
There are three ways in which this word may be read or followed: the good way which perceives the
celestial sense; the true way which apprehends the spiritual sense; and the evil way which clings to an
unnatural literal representation. These ways are related as the celestial Doctrine, the spiritual Doctrine, and
the gross direct taking cognizance; and these three ways are also related as the three servants to whom a
man, traveling into a far country gave, to the one five talents, to the other two talents, to the third one talent,
MATTHEW XXV: 14-30. Those talents are what is the Lord's, and the two good and faithful servants are
mindful of the Essence and End of that which is His; but the wicked and slothful servant, forgetful of the
end remains penned up in his proprium, and therefore says:
"Lord, I knew Thee that thou art an hard man, reaping where thou hast not sown, and gathering where thou
hast not strawed". Rebellious language full of hatred towards the neighbor, for his eye is evil because the
Lord is good; he hates the Lord in the two other fellow-servants, which hatred and envy clearly appear from
his angry words. What
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makes the true and good things of faith and love to be what is His, is that the Lord is present therein; for
this reason in the above short quotation the word present occurs three times. Three times, as the Lord asked
Peter: "Lovest thou Me"? As soon as the Lord is present in the true and good things of faith and love, that
which is His is at once as if the other's, and in no way more or less, but in abundant measure. And although
the Lord with each one is the same in what is His, that which is His differs with each one according to
reception; for this reason it is said in the above quoted parable that the talents were divided, to every man
according to his several ability. If in the quotation concerning what is the Lord's the stress is on the
presence, in the parable the stress is on the absence, for we read that the lord of the house traveled into a far
country, that after the distribution of the talents he straightway took his journey, and that he returned after a
long time. And also in the parable of the wise and the foolish virgins, immediately preceding, it is expressly
stated that the "bridegroom tarried", that is, stayed away for a long while. This teaches us that the essential
presence, and the apparent absence internally are one in the free and rational from the Lord in man. The
presence in the absence is in another word called Doctrine, and the sense of the above quotations therefore
is that we are indebted to the Lord for Doctrine; see SIXTH FASCICLE, p.45.
In that Presence and that Absence there is hidden a deep arcanum. With the good and faithful servants the
Absence is apparent and in essence the Presence is internal, or the dwelling of the Lord in what is His,
which is now as theirs, thus the all of the End and the all of the cause being the all of the effect. With the
wicked and slothful servants the thinkers of three gods, and the setters of three ends, the absence
corresponds to the absence of Moses from the sons of Israel worshiping many gods, concerning which we
read this: "With the heart they did not believe in Jehovah [with capital], for they believed that there were
many gods; as may be sufficiently clear from the golden calf which they, while Moses tarried, adored as
their god, yea as jehovah [no capital] ", A.C. 10566. To worship various gods is to give way to various
pleasures which, being oblivious of any end, of use, and of God, are separated or infernal
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pleasures; and the worshiping of the golden calf as jehovah is the separated enjoyment in its insanity. "As

jehovah" is an appearance of what is the Lord's in which the Lord does not dwell. Every external holy
reverence, without any internal, before the unopened or closed Word, is a worshiping of the golden calf as
jehovah. And that Moses, tarrying, signifies that the Divine True does not inflow out of the Word, so that
in the Word nothing of Heaven is observed, is taught in A.C. 10396. Where the Lord is, there is Heaven.
Where the Lord does not DWELL in what is His there what is His remained unappropriated and thus an
appearance of what is His, serviceable only to "swear by", that is, thereby to cover perjuriously a separated
enjoyment. With the good and faithful servant the Lord is present however much absent in appearance;
with the wicked and slothful servant the Lord is absent however much present in appearance. And the Lord
is present in appearance when we, externally pious, kneel down before what is the Lord's while He does not
dwell in what is His.
The wicked and slothful servant is the prototype of the man in faith-alone; he says "Lord", he even says "I
knew Thee", thus in an appearance of knowing and acknowledging he knows and acknowledges that there
is something such as what is the Lord's, but his fault of life and thought is that he does not believe that the
Lord dwells therein with man, in other words, "that the Lord wills to make what is His to be entirely the
other's". The wicked and slothful servant feels that his own self is hard, reaping where it has not sowed,
gathering where it has not strawed, that is, enjoying where it has practiced no use, and as it always is in
such cases, he accuses the Lord of his own evil. That the man in enlightenment makes Doctrine for himself,
such a word he passes over in his reading, and if this is pointed out to him, he flatly denies it. With regard
to the idea "his own" he has come into such a persecution mania that he never can realize that the tentcompanion of the word enlightenment is integrity. And if he were told that "The Lord dwells with men and
Angels in what is His", signifies "The Lord dwells or is present with men and Angels as if in what is
theirs”, he would decry this as being a heretical falsification of the Scripture. But how does he then explain
this word: "To the
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Angels more than to all others is given the appearance as if they live from themselves, with inexpressible
felicity", A.C. 1735? Does this not signify that what is His appears entirely as if theirs, entirely according to
the End of Love? The evil and slothful servant therefore with such a word as "The Lord dwells with man in
what is His" in his heart must grossly think "Dwell as much as you like”, and may we be forgiven this rude
word, for in the end it amounts to this. To him applies that correspondential image of a man who, in the top
story of his house dwells chastely with his wife, and in the lower story keeps a whore hidden. With our
consideration of Use and Enjoyment we begin to see through these attitudes of life, where the sin and the
sickness lie. One does not understand what is the proprium, and therefore not what is His, and one does not
understand what is His and therefore not what is the proprium. Properly said one does not yet understand

anything, not what is of life, and not what is of faith, and one must begin over again from the bottom, anew
from the Lord from the top, new. And again and again nothing but the separated enjoyment is in the cause.
The soul and the life of what is the Lord's is the presence of the Lord. Without the presence, that which is
the Lord's is an external without an internal, and the magnifying of an external without an internal is from
the evil. The presence of the Lord makes that which is His in which He dwells as if ours. There remains the
question what is this all-decisive presence, for where the Lord is, there is Heaven. Praesentia is the first
presence, the first end, the all of the cause and of the effect; prae is to the fore or first, entia is being or to
Be, thus Jehovah; thus this word says that the Love is the First Begotten, and that the Lord is in the good of
love; thence Omnipraesentia or Omnipresence signifies the To Be in its fulness or in lasts. In the Dutch
word "tegenwoordigheid" [presence] or "jegenswaartsheid" the word "jegens" [over against] and "waarts"
[towards] are intimately connected as an entire turning to each other, and in "waarts" [towards] there lie
"worden" [to become] and "woord" [word] involved to such an extent that "tegenwoordig" [present] may
also give us to think of the life out of the Word or as if close up against the Word. "And the Word was
made flesh and dwelt among us", JOHN I : 14. Everywhere
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where the Word lives for us, there the Lord is present. And the Word lives everywhere for us where we are
conjoined in use and enjoyment. And there is still something else remarkable in that part of a word
"woordig" or "waarts" [towards]: of old times "jegenworde" signified also that which lies close up against
the land or the "waerde"; "worde" or "waerde" still remains in "uiterwaarden" [tract of land without the
river dike]. Considered out of the Word the Presence may also be compared to the active powers of the
atmospheres which lie close up against the lands. The lands are the natural mind. We read: "That each True
Thing is sown in the internal man, and rooted in the external man, which account, unless the True Thing
sown is rooted in the external man, which is done by acting, it is like a tree set not in the humus, but above
that, which with the heat of the sun blazing upon it, immediately withers away", A.R. 17. The Latin for to
act is agere, whence ager which also has given us our word akker [field], acre. It is known in agriculture
that in winter there emanates a greater cold from fallow land than from cultivated fields. So seen the
Presence is the active powers of the atmospheres or the Uses entering into operation as soon as the humus
of the natural mind has been worked into tilled fields or has been made receptive of use. For this reason the
word of our text says "according to the use"; for also the evil are able to do good uses, but this is not
according to the use. Further our text says: "the natural man also becomes as it were spiritual"; that small
word also contains the all of the end; for the natural man, from birth a wicked and slothful servant must
also become as it were spiritual, or nothing has happened and all has been in vain. Furthermore our text
says: "which happens when the natural man feels the enlivening of use out of the spiritual". If one were to

ask: what is to believe and when is there to believe, then the answer is manifest: "when the natural man
feels the enlivening of use out of the spiritual". The spiritual again and again is the known and
acknowledged true, willed and done, that is, believed, lived, loved. How the essence of evil now becomes
evident; for it is the denial and the inversion or perversion of all this: not following the use, and the
enlivening or the enjoyment not out of the spiritual, thus not the enjoyment of the use, but at the expense of
the use, thus separated, thus the known and
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acknowledged true not willed, not done, not believed, not lived, not loved. Must we ask once more what is
the Lord's presence? What else is it than the integrity of the receptacle, and what else is the integrity than
the shunning of evil, and what else is the essence of evil than that evil? We may a thousand times say that
the true and good things of faith and of love or what is the Lord's is spiritual out of celestial origin, but if
the presence of the Lord is not therein or if the Lord does not dwell therein, nothing at all has been said.
That which is the Lord's without His dwelling therein is a house swept with brooms, the wicked and
slothful servant proves this. We have in haste in our reading passed over the word dwelling, and to dwell
signifies the cooperation of man as if from himself, just as what is the Lord's signifies the man's angelic as
if proprium. To every man according to his several ability, this what is His is appropriated as if man's; this
what is His with each one varies according to his ability to receive from the Lord; and to eternity no single
celestial proprium or that which is the Lord's, is identical with that of another: Heaven is one infinite
variety of blessed appearances as if they lived from themselves. From those blessed appearances, endlessly
diverse and at the same time universal, sound forth the Glorifications heard of the Divine Human of the
Lord as so many voices of the waters, sounding Presences, in which the Uses shine forth and the Joys sing.
"The Lord dwells with man in what is His" signifies: The Lord is Heaven or the Angelic with man; and the
wicked and slothful servant denies Heaven or the Angelic with man; he does indeed acknowledge the Lord
and what is the Lord's, but just as his faith (fides) knows only one note of the flute: faith, faith, faith, so his
life knows only one trunk: the proprium, the proprium, the proprium. Small marvel that he hid the true and
good things of faith and of love or that which is the Lord’s "in a napkin", see also LUKE XIX: 12-27,
instead of giving it into the bank, "and I, coming, might have required mine own with usury", by which the
sole line of conduct is indicated which every natural doctrine out of the literal sense must follow if it is to
be of any use, namely to be of service to the Doctrine of others. What with the wicked and slothful servant
makes the acknowledgment of the way of no value is that the
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acknowledgment is not out of the walking of that way and thus that there is no walking the way by the
acknowledgment thereof, see D.P. 20. The angelic which is inherent in those two things, he denies; because
he loves the proprium, he denies and calumniates the angelic as if proprium. And thereby he denies and
blasphemes the Holy Spirit. Thence his damnation in the parable. The sin against the Holy Spirit is to
acknowledge that which is the Lord's and to prevent the dwelling. What insane lusts of scortatory love are
enclosed in this attitude of life, the second pad of the Book on CONJUGIAL LOVE teaches. And from our
consideration it is evident that the enjoyment oblivious of use, of end, of God, is the source of those lusts.
The Most Ancients not only compared themselves to animals, but also called themselves so. The Word
teaches: To call one's self is to determine the quality. To compare themselves, by itself would only have
indicated the humiliation before the Lord, but by that "also calling themselves so", the essence and the
quality both of the humiliation and of those humiliating themselves is characterized. A noble essence and a
noble quality, for the characteristic of each animal is that it cannot separate the spiritual last from its higher
things. The humble acknowledgment of the Most Ancient thus at the same time involved the
acknowledgment that they lived according to the use and perceived the enjoyment of the use out of the
spiritual; thus that they did not know an enjoyment oblivious of use, and might therefore judge themselves
worthy of being called "animals", and thus certainly not "less than a beast". The Word often speaks of men
"worse than a beast", and we now understand in what: in the enjoyment separated from use. The Word
often speaks of avarice as the source of all evil. Most men thereby imagine a miser and after a superficial
short self-examination they consider themselves fortunate in having nothing in common therewith, but the
contrary. But the avaricious or miserly is the greedy, domineering, wanton suction-pit of the infernal
proprium - think of words such as eergierig, wraakgierig, nieuwsgierig, weetgierig [lustful of honor, of
revenge, inquisitive, curious, - gierig is greedy or miserly]. The root gere formerly signified avidity, desire,
appetite, carnal lust, diligence, fieriness, infatuation; and the root of the Latin avaritia comes from aveo,
sanscrit
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av, to love, to wish, to desire, to satisfy one's self, to give license to one's lusts, thus in the ever unfavorable
sense the sole enjoyment, separated from the use, of the mere possession.

Every enjoyment separated from use is filthy and ill-smelling avarice itself. In a thousand such enjoyments
oblivious of the end, we are "worse than a beast", and by a long way not justified in calling ourselves
"animals" as did the Most Ancients. The acknowledgment of the infernal proprium of man is nothing
without the fear of the angelic as if proprium with man. To be in the fear of the angelic as if proprium, is
with five talents to gain five, and with two talents two thereunto, it is to have and to be given so that he
shall have abundantly, an abundance of genuine sense out of enlightenment, or an abundance of life out of
Doctrine; but to be in the sole despisal of the infernal proprium is, as the wicked and slothful servant,
finally to scorn the Lord as hard and unjust. This is what we meant by that homely expression of "throwing
the baby away with the soapsuds", the baby is the angelic as if proprium, the soapsuds are the filthy
proprium. And here we may refer to another homely expression; in Dutch we sometimes speak of a "dead
baby with a lame hand" to indicate something of no activity whatever. Well then, that well known mighty
word "to shun evil as sin against God" by the misunderstanding of the essence of evil and by the
equalization of the infernal proprium and the angelic as if proprium might relax into such a dead baby with
a lame hand, into a kind of Roman Catholic mumbling the rosary. What evil is, the infernal proprium
cannot teach, but the angelic as if proprium teaches it. What evil is, even that which is His or the good and
true things of faith and of love cannot teach unless the Lord dwells or is present therein. Evil is not a vague
generality, but a most singular thing, and it is for this reason that the Divine Providence of the Lord is in the
most singular things every smallest moment. Evil is there as soon as the very least is not perfectly
following the use; and the Lord in this respect warns us: "Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father
which is in Heaven is perfect", MATTHEW V : 48, and the Greek word there is teleios, which signifies
accomplished, fulfilled, completed, perfect, in full number, the end attained, thus the first end as the all of
the middle end
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entirely the all of the last end. What therefore as the first thing of Charity we are beholden to give to each
other from the Lord, is the affection or the enlivening of the use out of the spiritual. We must mutually
"teach to eat", again making use of a homely expression. We Dutch people say that sometimes of some
food we are not yet acquainted with: "you will first have to learn to eat that". Well then, most of the uses
we daily practice are such unknown foods of which we do not yet by a long way know the sweetness. From
bitter uses they have to become blessed joys. We must tberefore teach one another the essence and the end
of the uses, or said in other words, we must teach each other the life, the life in the Lord; we must for the
Church form a hereditary good, an ancestral capital from the Lord. And that hereditary good is called
wisdom of life, experience out of the Text. In this we have as much to give as to forgive one another. For in
this matter it is as in the world. How many would not heartily love their office or their employment in the

world, - and usus means office as well as use - and follow it still more devotedly as an administration in
Heaven, if only there were not the colleagues whose grumbling, whose plotting and scheming, and neglect
of duty impede all fluent handling of affairs. The ecclesiastical society in this respect is also a world, and
may be so in a favorable or unfavorable sense; for the word world is of noble origin and may be read as
wera-alds or age of manhood, the most usual derivation, but also all the German welt with an r inserted in
order to indicate motion, and in the world welt we once again see the will, the world as a representative of
the inmost things of the will created, projected, found again outside itself; so that it might be said that the
world around an Angel is the mirrored image of his will in which, if the Lord grants, he may learn to know
himself. Well then, in the world of our society we must more and more, each one of us, learn to know and
learn to eat our as if own use and function, that is, learn to enjoy the enlivening thence. In this sense for
once take the prayer: "Forgive us our debts, all we forgive our debtors". For where we are cold, chilly,
sullen, closed, grumpy, harsh, sharp, petulant, irritated, and so forth, there we check every communication
from the interior dwelling of another and the mutual wave of affection is broken. And the reverse,
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where others are wicked and slothful, there "with the best will" we have not the least power. We read of the
Lord that He "in His own country did not many mighty works because of their unbelief", MATTHEW XIII:
58. How can there be question of any advance in the Doctrine, thus of the Lord's presence in what is His, if
such capital transgressions of unbelief are not continually atoned for and forgiven. This is what we meant
when saying that we owe one another a new mind, or before the Lord we are a thief of the enjoyment and a
murderer of the use. See there a truth of life for the future golden HANDBOOK FOR THE SOCIETY.
When David's place in the king's house was found empty, Saul said: "Something has befallen him, he is not
clean; surely he is not clean", I SAMUEL XX: 26. So ran the jewish law. Well then, to withhold from the
neighbor a new mind is surely a sign of uncleanness. It is to come with clumsy feet and to appear without
the wedding garments. The Word indicates it as self-evident that he who is invited to the king's table, first
washes and appears in a well appointed garment. Well then, so great must the Society become to us, a
wedding house and a king's house, that we enter into it with the fear of the angelic as if own of the
Neighbor, or with the fear of the Lord dwelling in what is His; and that in entering we ourselves enter into
our face or our angelic as if proprium, each one perfectly his according to his use. Otherwise we only bring
in our mean selves, which, in whatever collegiate, jovial, amicable, genial way they may bear themselves,
are merely evil and false, an evil and a false which they are least of all inclined to "shun as sin before God”.
The Doctrine has to teach us to our very lives and bodies that we are infinitely worse and on the other hand
infinitely better than we ever thought to be. A rehabilitation of God and man.

"The genuine sense of the Word no others grasp than those who are enlightened”.
We now wish to take up again this quotation, occurring in the first part of our consideration; and we shall
start by saying that "The Lord dwells with man in what is His" is the equivalent of the first and great
Commandment, and that this word is the equivalent of the second
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Commandment, equal to that. For who does not see that "the Lord dwells with man in what is His",
signifies that thou shalt love the Lord thy God out of thy whole heart, and out of thy whole soul and out of
thy whole strength, and out of thy whole mind? And who does not know out of the Word that the
enlightened are those who are in the good of life out of charity and the faith thereof (A.R. 7), thus those
who love their neighbor as themselves? This word too about the genuine sense of the Word may be read in
two ways: I. from within, thus as the good and faithful servant; II. from without, thus as the wicked and
slothful servant. The wrong reading in this statement passes over the word "enlightenment", as in the
former statement the word "to dwell". What is enlightenment? Let us by way of reply read in the
APOCALYPSE REVEALED the commencement of n. 6. "Who bare witness of the Word of God, and of
the witness of Jesus Christ, signifies, who out of the heart and so in light, receive the Divine True out of the
Word, and acknowledge the Human of the Lord to be Divine". Enlightenment therefore is that reception
and that acknowledgment out of the heart, and so in the light. How these statements flow together, for that
which has been received out of the heart is that which is the Lord's or the genuine sense of the Word; and
that acknowledgment out of the heart is the dwelling of the Lord or the enlightenment, for where the Lord
is, there is Heaven. And we ask further: what is "out of the heart"? To this THE DIVINE PROVIDENCE in
n. 80 answers: "By the heart there is meant in that [spiritual] sense, affection that is of love". And on a
former occasion we learned that the interior of man's love is what the enlivening is to him, and that the
consociation of all, that is, of his spirit, his will, his love, his enlivening, is following the enlivening things.
This leads us back to the word of our text: "According to the uses the natural man also becomes as it were
spiritual, which happens when the natural man feels the enlivening of use out of the spiritual". Read from
within these three words, concerning what is His, concerning the genuine sense of the Word, and
concerning Use, are one, a trinal one, as all the words in the Word, everywhere. And how is this? Because
the Word is the Word of the conjunction with the Lord and of salvation, the two Essential things which the
Lord offers in His Word, and
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which on the other hand require two Essential things from man: the acknowledgment of the One God and
penitence of life; see A.R. 9. By this word the view becomes wider still, for: By the acknowledgment of the
One God there is conjunction with the Lord in what is His, being the genuine sense of the Word; by
penitence of life there is salvation or the dwelling of the Lord in what is His, being enlightenment.
If first we have seen use and enjoyment conjoined in that word concerning what is the Lord's, now we wish
to see use and enjoyment conjoined in the word concerning the genuine sense of the word. The expression
"genuine sense" naturally implies that there is also a non-genuine sense, just as the expression "the genuine
True" naturally implies that there is a non-genuine true. This calls to mind an earlier quotation, see SIXTH
FASCICLE, p. 123: "The True is said to be purified from the false when man can be kept from the Lord in
the good of innocence; innocence is to acknowledge that with him there is nothing but evil, and that all
good is from the Lord; then to believe that from himself he does not know nor perceive anything, but out of
the Lord", A.C. 7902. To the question when is the genuine sense of the Word or the genuine True, this is
the sole reply, which reply again amounts to the two Essential things: the Acknowledgment of the One God
and Repentance of life, both from the Lord and therefore called "the good of innocence", and in other
places "the good of charity".
A word such as this concerning the genuine sense of the Word, as stated, may be read in two ways, from
within, thus in the genuine sense, and from without, thus with a non-genuine sense. The word echt
[genuine] at once brings us straight to the cross-road: the genuine [echte] is the conjugial [het echtelijke],
the regenerated; as previously said, it is not the caterpillar, but the butterfly that mates. There are two kinds
of non-genuine sense: the unconfirmed non-genuine sense of the man about to be regenerated and the
confirmed non-genuine sense of the wicked and slothful servant. The unconfirmed non-genuine sense
allows itself to be purified from the Lord, the confirmed non-genuine sense rejects the Lord as a harsh
master, it refuses service, it refuses Doctrine. Why? Because the confirmed non-genuine sense is the
confirmed self-intelligence, and all self-confirmation
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runs counter to enlightenment and denies it, because it does not acknowledge and believe the two Essential
things. Let the wicked and slothful servant out of his heart and so in obscurity speak and he will say to his
neighbor: "To what finally does enlightenment amount? That you have enlightenment and I do not, or viceversa; thus a matter of dominion. The revealed Word has been revealed and explained; more enlightenment
than is offered by the Divine revelation and explication, must not be asked. We may at most according to
the best of our knowledge, interpret a few things, but that is all there is to it". If then the neighbor were to
insist on an "interpretation" of this word concerning the genuine sense, then this man without joy, without
believing, would be inclined in general to allow that that interpretation - "if that is what you understand by
enlightenment" - is a chance flow of light or a luminous sudden idea of the Holy Spirit adhering never and
to none. - But enough of this, for the mere thought of such a denial and blasphemy is an abomination.
Let us enter into this word as into a Temple: "The genuine sense of the Word no others grasp than those
who are enlightened". In order to understand this word we should come into the fear of Charity, into the
fear of those enlightened from the Lord. For it is they with whom the Lord dwells in what is His, who out
of the heart and so in the light, have received the Divine True out of the Word, and have acknowledged the
Human of the Lord to be Divine, out of the heart and not with mechanical lips, thus out of the affection
which is of love, conjoined with the Lord by the acknowledgment of the One God, and saved by the
penitence of life, thus elevated into the good of innocence. The fear of Charity is full of the inexpressible
joy of esteeming the other infinitely and endlessly more than one's self, and one's self the very least of all
and in all things, but envy against the neighbor begrudges enlightenment to anyone if he himself is not first
and foremost therein. This word concerning the genuine sense of the Word is overflowingly full of Charity,
of inexpressible joy that in the Church there may dwell those blessed from the Lord who, because they are
enlightened, grasp the genuine sense of the Word which is so holy to all of us. Our prayer should not be for
ourselves in the first place that we may belong to those blessed ones, but the
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prayer that the Lord dictated to His disciples: "The harvest truly is plenteous, but the laborers are few; pray
ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that He will send forth laborers into His harvest", MATTHEW IX : 37,
38, This, far the welfare of the Church, is the first and great Prayer, a prayer far the all-conjoining
acknowledgment of the One God; and the second Prayer like unto it is the supplication that one may be
granted continually and at once to accept and obey out of heart all that comes to us as the genuine sense of
the Word for our daily bread, from whomsoever and from wheresoever, a prayer for salvation out of the
continual penitence of life.

For it is a dreadful word: "The genuine sense of the Word no others grasp than those who are enlightened",
a word of all-comprehensive tenor, which brings teacher and pupil to the fear of Jacob: "This is none other
but the house of God, and this is the gate of Heaven", GENESIS XXVIII : 17; and notice how these words
again signify the Kingdom of the Lord in the last of order and the last in which the order comes to a
standstill, see A,C, 3720, 3721; thus the all of the end and the all of the cause being the all of the effect, and
thus therein use and enjoyment being one, or the enlivening following the use. The sense of Doctrine is
expressed in this word, for the sense of Doctrine is nothing else than the affection of the genuine sense of
the Word, the affection of the genuine True, for the sake of life. "For the sake of life" signifies the same as
to "look to God", namely to shun evil and with this we return to the principal point of our view of life.
Without the genuine sense of the Word, without the genuine True the essence of evil cannot be known,
acknowledged, and believed. This is proved by the wicked and slothful servant who refuses doctrine,
saying: "Lord, I knew Thee that Thou art an hard man"; he knew a non-genuine sense of the Word, but
thereby his evil; forgetful of end, of use, and of God has remained an evil not seen through, which in this
mind has finally extinguished everything angelic from the Lord, so that the man ends by seeing, through his
infernal proprium, even the Lord as evil. To shun evil is as if from one's self to give to the angelic as if
proprium meat and drink, to lodge, to clothe, to visit it at the sickbed and in prison, see MATTHEW XXV:
35, 36, But how can this be done without knowing, acknow-
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ledging, and believing the genuine sense of the Word? The wicked and slothful servant said: "Lord, I knew
Thee", noscere, not scire; for the simple affection of scire leads to acknowledgment, and this to believing,
as from the door through the hall to the restchamber. Without the genuine sense of the Word the essence of
evil, or as we expressed it, the evil in any evil, can never be genuinely seen. And may we be excused for
continually reverting to this point, for it is a capital point which entirely decides as to the interior growth of
the Church or of the Doctrine: whether we do or do not genuinely see the evil. Otherwise the "shunning of
evils" gradually becomes little less than remaining within the limits of social good conduct, a term which is
so elastic that the RATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY even speaks of the appearance as if the seemly and the
unseemly were what is honorable. What in the world does one generally think of "shunning evil". Do most
people even go so far as to think that there are two general kinds of evil, the evil whence is the false, and
the evil out of the false? Scarcely, for without the genuine True of the genuine sense of the Word the
essential difference between those two cannot possibly be apprehended, let alone be genuinely seen in the
infernal proprial life for the sake of the angelic as if own life.
This dreadful word on the genuine sense of the Word is a password, a battle-cry leading straight into the
Wars of Jehovah. For as previously said, the merely natural idea of every direct cognizance passes over the

word "enlightenment", as in the case of the Own of the Lord the word "to dwell"; in consequence of which
with the lip formula "to shun evil" the second part of that word "as sin before God" loses all strength and
sense; for not to sin before God is to dwell and to be enlightened. The merely natural idea out of direct
cognizance can never at all grasp what enlightenment is, for only the angelic itself experiences this in life.
Enlightenment is the arcanum of arcana; just as untraceable, as impossible to be seen in advance, and as
impossible to compel as the Lord's Divine Providence itself. Enlightenment is imperceptible at the moment,
just as Providence, and can only be traced afterwards, just as Providence. For this reason we read: "Those
who are in enlightenment when they read the Word, see it from within, for their internal is
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opened, and the internal, when being opened, is in the light of Heaven. This light flows in and enlightens,
although the man does not know it; that he does not know it, is because that light flows into the knowledges
that are in the man's memory, and these know ledges are in natural light. And as the man thinks out of those
as if out of himself, he cannot be aware of the influx; but nevertheless from various indications he is able to
know that he has been in enlightenment", A.C.10551. Do the parts italicized by us not strike us as if the
operations of Divine Providence were being described? Compare this with the merely natural idea
concerning enlightenment; which idea might be characterized as a romantic idea of inspiration, inflowing,
inspiriting, of which the love of self and the love of the world are the Muses. To the man who takes direct
cognizance, enlightenment is equal to carrying a bright idea flowing in straight into the world, just as it is,
post-haste; which world then, all astounded, is expected to cry “Oh, how just! Oh, how learned! Oh, how
wise"! However, essential enlightenment is not a tangible product, as an invention with which straightway
to gain glory and profit. Essential enlightenment, we learn, is imperceptible and inapperceptible in the state
itself. This signifies that enlightenment is from the Lord and that the state of enlightenment is as if out of
man, that they are related the one to the other as Exsplendescence and Integrity. We read that the light of
enlightenment flows into the cognitions, and with the series in mind of to know-acknowledge-believe, we
now understand that the state of enlightenment is the peaceful, blessed state of believing, in which man, as
to his spirit among the Angels of Heaven, therefore as do the Angels, believes all that he thinks. This
thinking, which is believing, is a being kept from the Lord in the good of innocence and of charity. And we
have previously learned that when man is kept in that, the True is said to be purified from the false, and is
therefore the genuine True out of the genuine sense of the Word.
There is no doubt about it; man is enlightened to the extent that he believes. If it were possible for the
unbelieving wicked and slothful servant to be brought into a state of enlightenment in which the good and

faithful servant is as often as the Lord grants, he would at the expiration disdainfully cry: "Now is this all? I
have retained literally nothing new
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at all". In his unnatural idea he took enlightenment to be a fire-works of brilliant findings, a kind of
northern lights in the mind. He desires a phenomenal pouring out, not a quiet influx. Of what the essence of
enlightenment is, the Word gives some idea in these statements: that there are things which cannot be
expressed in any natural language; that man, being in the spirit, is at times visible and at times invisible to
spirits and Angels; that the angelic language has nothing in common with the natural language, except by
means of correspondence, on which point many credible experiences have been set down. From these and
other things it is manifest that the state of enlightenment is a state of inexpressibility in the midst of
inexpressible things, and that in enlightenment the enlightened cognitions, purified in the good of
innocence, are trembling full of celestial good. So that enlightenment is the state of peace in which love
reigns; and therefore surely cannot be straightway carried over into the world. Enlightenment thus seen is
the proof of proofs that everything direct is directly from evil. And what are "the various indications" from
which a man may know that he has been in enlightenment, otherwise than the confirmations which
afterwards flow to him out of the letter of the Word, pure Exsplendescences in which the Urim and
Thumim give an answer. For those sure indications are in a resplendessence of light, so that it might appear
as if they were the enlightenment itself, but they are the glorious reflection, resplendency, or after-glow
thereof. That glow is the light of all living confirmation. Those various indications are recognitions, and as
such they are just so many living Experiences. There are no other Experiences greater than these.
Let us now once again read that word: "The genuine sense of the Word no others grasp than those who are
enlightened". Does not a wonderfully contradictory feeling steal upon us: as if this word now lies infinitely
closer and at the same time infinitely farther away? And this is indeed so: for the infernal proprium it now
lies unattainably far, yea, out of sight; and for the angelic as if proprium which is to be liberated, it brings
to the sickbed the definite hope of redemption. For this word, from without a harshly bolted door, from
within is one mild invitation, one lovable welcome: “The genuine sense of the Word they receive who
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follow the Lord". And man follows the Lord when his natural man perceives the enlivening of use out of
the spiritual, and has thus left the separated enjoyment entirely and for ever; left it for His sake.
From the great desire to see all these things new again, remolded into a living true of life, this thought arose
in our mind: What man loves, he calls good. It is the interior of his love, or the enlivening which ascribes
that quality of good to all that enlivens. If that enlivening is perceived out of the spiritual there is unity of
substance and quality, and that good is out of celestial good. And so there is no man whose heart does not
go forth to the best, the very best of all. In this going forth lies involved the danger of exceeding one's self,
the danger of the disastrous separation of use and enjoyment. It seems at first as if it were the great love of
good that drives us from what is good to what is better, from what is better to what is best, from what is
best to the very best, and so always further, restlessly. But in this going further the simple affection
becomes a lust, from a lust a mania, from a mania an avarice, and so always further, restlessly. What
seemed to have begun well ends evilly; the unity to appearance is lost in the multiplicity, a multiplicity in
which there is boredom, the boredom of superabundance or of evil wealth. It becomes an infernal chase in
which the use becomes detached from the enjoyment, the good from the true, the contents from the form,
the substance from the quality, the value from the price, in short charity from faith; and there arises the sole
enjoyment, the sole true, the sole form, the sole quality, the sole price, the sole faith. That which is eager
for lust becomes its own good, and everything which enlivens it is no longer called good but true. It seemed
to be an exceptional love that went forth to the very best, but in that going forth to those very best things
that love lost itself as in the world; and that love refinds itself therein as the incarnate love of self and of the
world. For the question is not to seek the better of the good, and the best of the better, where the case ever
appears to be le mieux l’ ennemi du bien, but to find the sole thing, the essential thing. "Seek ye first the
Kingdom of God and Its Righteousness, and all these things will be added unto you". All things here
signifies the good, the
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better, the best things, such as the natural, the spiritual, and the celestial things, in their order from the Lord.
The Lord compared the Kingdom of Heaven to "a merchant-man seeking goodly pearls; who when he had
found one pearl of great price, went and sold all that he had, and bought it", MATTHEW XIII: 45, 46.
Pearls are the cognitions of the good and the true, both from the celestial and the spiritual, which are out of
the Word, in particular those out of the letter thereof, see A.R. 727. Goodly signifies the form of the true

out of the good, thus the merchant seeking goodly pearls signifies the man who seeks to make Doctrine for
Life, and this so faithfully and devotedly that the Lord appears to him in the inmost as the Doctrine and
Life itself, the One and the Only; this is the pearl of great price. To go and sell all that he has, is to be
willing to undergo all temptations in order to be elevated into the good of innocence and thus to be purified;
to buy is to appropriate as if from one's self. It is the parable of the acknowledgment of the One God and
the repentance of life, both out of the heart.
As counterpart let us now turn to the story of the rich youth, as we read that in MARK X: 17-25. He did not
seek the sole thing, the Sole Being, but the best. For this reason the story commences with this that he falls
on his knees and says Good Master, whereupon the Lord says: "Why callest thou Me good? There is none
good, but One". The youth has lost himself in the multiplicity of the best, so that he only vaguely perceives
the enlivening out of the spiritual; for this reason he falls only on his knees and not as dead at the feet of the
Lord; for this reason he does not acknowledge the Lord, and he calls Him good master; for this reason he
asks "What shall I do that I may inherit eternal life"; for this reason after the Lord has summed up for him
all the commandments, he says, still in non-acknowledgment: "Master, all these things have I observed
from my youth". And because he is in despair, it is written that Jesus beholding him, loved him, for the
Lord wills to conjoin each one with Him by the acknowledgment of the One God, and to save him by the
penitence of life. And for this reason He said: "One thing thou lackest". That one thing is the pearl of great
price, that Sole Thing compared with which all the very best is nothing but one impurity. And the counsel
now given Him by the Lord, we find explained as follows in
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THE DOCTRINE OF LIFE FOR THE NEW JERUSALEM, n. 66:
"By selling all things which he had is understood that he should remove his heart from the riches; by taking
up the cross is understood that he should struggle against the concupiscences; and by following Himself,
that he should acknowledge the Lord as God". But although this man had kept the commandments from his
youth, for which reason the Lord also could not otherwise than love him, he nevertheless, having become
sad at this word, went away grieved, for he had great possessions. This signifies that it was already too late,
that the enjoyment had already separated itself from the use, and had become master thereof, not a Good
Master, but an evil and hard lord. So it will go with all of us if in the "praiseworthy" chase after the best we
lose sight of the One Thing Needful, Useful; lose it first from sight, finally from the heart.
Is this a true thing of life?

______________________________________
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DISSENTING VIEWS CONCERNING WHAT WE
ARE TAUGHT IN THE WORD
BY REV. ALBERT BJORCK
The Gospel of John begins with these words: "In the beginning was the Word and the Word was with God,
and God was the Word .... And the Word was made flesh", John I : 1, 14.
These words bring to us the idea that God is the inmost and the beginning of the Word. This is also the
clear teaching often stated in the Gospel of the Lord's Second Coming. It is there often connected with the
teaching that the Lord works from firsts through lasts to bring about the Divine purpose with creation,
which is a Heaven from the human race.
The first of the Word is the Lord Himself, as the Divine Truth itself proceeding from the infinite Divine
Love; the last, which He works through as a means of accomplishing this purpose, is the Revelation of
Divine Truth given to men on earth. This revelation is the Word in lasts, outmosts, or ultimates. It is the
means by which good and truth from the Lord can come into existence in the form of men and Angels, by
which the Heavens and the Church are constituted.
In the ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 10044 it says: "That the first holds together all things in connection
through the last may be evident from the Word, and from man. The Word in outmosts or lasts is the sense
of its letter, and the Word in its first is the Lord, and the Word in interiors is its internal sense, which is
perceived in the Heavens and causes those who are there to look to one end, which is the Lord".

As man - the true man, in whom the Church is and who becomes an Angel - is created by means of the
Word
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in its last or outmost that is, its natural or external literal sense, this teaching applies also to man. Therefore
we read in the continuation of the same number: "As to man: man in outmosts is the Church on earth, man
in the first is the Lord, man in interiors is Heaven, for the Church and Heaven before the Lord are as one
man, from which Heaven is called the Greatest Man .... There is continual connection and influx according
to the connection of all things from the Lord through the Heavens to the Church on earth. By the Heavens
are meant the Angels who are there, by the Church men who are true men of the Church, and by man in the
first the Lord as to His Divine Human".
The Word in its outmosts or lasts or ultimates is its literal sense. By means of this sense men living in the
natural world can learn to know something concerning spiritual truth and life. They can learn through, or by
means of, the literal or natural sense of the Word, and only by means of that sense, because it can be read or
listened to by man, and what is said there can come to his memory and natural understanding.
By means of the truths revealed in the natural or outmost form of the Word, man's thoughts can be raised
from the natural to the spiritual. If he lives according to the truths he gets knowledge of there, his mind call
be reformed and become a receptacle for the good and truth flowing in from the Divine Human of the Lord.
An instructive passage on this is found in the ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 9995. There it says. "All good
with man is formed by truth, for good flows in by the internal way from the Lord, and truth enters by the
external way; and they unite in marriage in the internal man, but in one way with the spiritual man and
Angel, and in another way with the celestial man and Angel. With the spiritual man and Angel the marriage
is effected in the intellectual, but in the celestial man and Angel in the voluntary part. The external way, by
which truth enters, is through hearing and sight into the understanding; but the internal way, by which good
flows in from the Lord, is through his inmost into the will".
In n. 9596 and other numbers, we are told that all truth belongs to the intellectual, and all good to the
voluntary. The intellectual is the container, and the truth belongs to it, and those two make one.

Regeneration is the same as
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the formation of a new intellectual, and in it a new voluntary and thus the formation of a new man.
The good that flows in from the Lord's Divine Human to man's will, must be united to the truth that enters
his understanding from the literal sense of the Word. Otherwise the truths of the Word are only in the
memory as something a man knows and may have a natural understanding of. This does not lift his mind to
a real or spiritual understanding of the truth that has entered his memory.
A man's mind formed by the good and truth from the Lord flowing into it is his Heaven and makes him an
Angel of Heaven. He becomes thereby an integral part of the Heavens, which together with the Church on
earth constitutes the Greatest Man, the Lord's body, in which He is the soul and life. In the ARCANA
COELESTIA, n. 10159 it says: "That Heaven in its whole complex has the form of one man is from the
Divine Human of the Lord; for from this the Lord flows into Heaven, makes it, and forms it to His own
likeness".
Here I want to point out that what is said in the natural language, which serves for bringing to men some
true knowledge and rational understanding of spiritual things, has given rise to quite a good many
dissenting views of what is taught us in this last and Crown of Revelations. These dissenting views, or
differing understandings of what is taught, concern even the Doctrine of the Lord, the most important and
central of all doctrines, and on which our understanding of all other teaching more or less directly depends.
These dissenting views are all based on what is literally said in different books, or different paragraphs or
statements in the same work. So, at least, the different proponents or advocates of the differing views claim
and seem to be convinced of. The different passages on which diverging views are based are all parts of the
revelation of Divine truth made by the Lord, and given to men through His servant Swedenborg. They are
all necessary in order that the Divine truth may be brought down to the knowledge and understanding of
men, and none of them can therefore be untrue. It is men's failure to see the true connection and coherence
of the different statements that causes the diverging views.
To make my meaning quite plain: One man when he
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reads may come across statements, in which it is said that the Child brought into the world by birth of a
human mother, was conceived by Jehovah, and he may conclude that Mary's son is the Lord's Divine
Human. He thinks that his understanding is based on the sense that the very words of the Revelation
convey. Having so understood the teaching and feeling certain that his understanding of it rests on a sure
foundation, he does not pay enough attention to passages which declare that the Lord was not only
conceived but born of Jehovah; nor to those, so frequently met with, which declare that the Lord during His
life on earth put off or rejected all He derived from the mother.
When a man once has got the idea that Mary's son was or became the Divine Human of the Lord, he can
easily come to think that the Lord changed the body born of Mary so that it from material gradually became
spiritual, then celestial and finally Divine. He may fortify this idea by thinking it is directly implied in the
passages that say that the Lord rose with that which with other men rots in the grave.
I need not now point out other dissenting views concerning what the revelation of Divine truth teaches us.
What I have said is sufficient to show that they do exist; and that each one of those who hold them regards
his view as being based on the meaning of the very words employed in the Revelation from the Lord.
In the light of the teaching in A.C. 10044 referred to above, that the Divine Human of the Lord is Himself
the first of the Word, and that He teaches men on earth by the means of words of natural language, which
are the last of the Word, I consider, and call, that natural language the sense of the letter of the Word to the
New Church. Because I believe that the Books of the Third Testament are the Word of the Lord, I cannot
believe that any of the different statements found in that Word are untrue or really contradictory. If they
appear to be contradictory, I believe it is the understanding of those who read that is at fault, and that the
contradiction disappears when the true connection of the different statements and their coherence with
many other statements is seen.
In the ARCANA COELESTlA, n. 10099, we are told that the things of the internal sense of the Word
cohere in
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continuity, though in the sense of the letter the series concerning a subject appear disjointed. This is
evidently true of the Third Testament as well as of the Old and the New Testament. Therefore the teaching
regarding the drawing of Doctrine from the letter of the Word applies equally to the Third Testament.
In the ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 10158, it is said: "Truths from the Word are to be molded into Doctrine
to be serviceable for use, which is done by those who are in enlightenment from the Lord".
The New Church has evidently to draw its doctrine from the sense of the letter in the Third Testament, as
the first Christian Church has attempted to draw its doctrine from the sense of the letter of the New
Testament.
But the genuine doctrine, or the doctrine of genuine truth, can be drawn from the sense of the letter only by
those in enlightenment from the Lord, for none else are able to mold the truths of the Word, as they are
expressed in different and sometimes apparently contradictory statements, into Doctrine in order that these
truths may become serviceable for use.
In the light from the Third Testament we can plainly see that the doctrines drawn from the Word by the
first christian church were not doctrines of genuine truth. They are mostly built on single statements of the
Word. One teacher has understood some statements to be most important, and other teachers have
considered other statements more important, and have based their teaching on them. For this reason the
christian church has split up into a number of sects, each with its own doctrines, and each claiming
authority for them. In this way rivalry and strife have arisen at times causing enmity and hatred, destroying
charity and good will to men, and furnishing receptacles for the fury of the hells to flow into men's minds,
inciting them to hatred, cruelty, and murder.
The dogmas of the present day christian churches are not from the truths of the Word, molded into doctrine
by men enlightened by the Lord, but they are molded by different men in accordance with their own
understanding of certain passages or sayings of Jesus or the disciples and apostles.
Where we take into consideration that in the New Church
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today dissenting views exist concerning what the Revelation from the Lord, the Crown of Revelations,
teaches, and that there is a strong tendency in the nature of man to regard his individual understanding of
the truth as the truth itself, we can become aware of the great danger that threatens the Church, and how
necessary it is to guard against that danger, in order that the Church shall not come into the same state of
doctrinal disorder and strife, that has characterized the first Christian Church.
We have teaching which, if we keep it in mind, and are guided by it in our relations to those whose
understanding of the teaching differs from ours, should make it easy for us to guard against that danger.
I refer to what is said in the ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 1834: "When a Church is first raised up and
established by the Lord, it exists in the beginning in a state of purity, and the members then love each other
as brethren, and this is known from what is recorded of the primitive Christian Church after the Lord's
Coming. All the members of the Church at that time lived one among another as brethren, and also called
each other brethren, and mutually loved each other; but in process of time charity diminished, and at length
vanished away; and as charity vanished, evils succeeded, and with evils falsities also insinuated themselves,
whence arose schisms and heresies. These would never have existed if charity had continued to live and
rule; for in such case they would not have called schism by the name of schism, nor heresy by the name of
heresy, but they would have called them doctrinals agreeable to each person's particular opinion, or way of
thinking, which they would have left to everyone's conscience, not judging or condemning any for their
opinions, provided they did not deny fundamental principles, that is, the Lord, eternal life, and the Word,
and maintained nothing contrary to the commandments of the decalogue".
Anyone who reads these words and reflects on them will see, that as long as men have their meaning in
mind, and take care to be guided by them, this teaching provides a most efficient guard for the Church, by
which charity and mutual love can be preserved, and the Church be prevented from experiencing the same
fate as has befallen the first Christian church.
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Differences of understanding what is taught in the Revelation will always exist among men, unavoidably
so, even among those who are united by a belief in the Divinity of the Lord, in eternal life, in the holiness
of the Word, and who all endeavor to live according to the commandments of the decalogue. As long as
charity is alive and rules such men's mutual attitude toward the different views held by different men, views
which among men without charity would cause schism and be branded as heresy, bringing enmity and
persecution, would simply be thought of as each one's understanding of what is said in the Divine
revelation. No one would condemn the other's view, but one would be eager to understand it thoroughly
and then go to the Word to see what grounds could be found for it there.
It is quite evident, that if this teaching is not heeded by men in the Church, charity will cease to be alive
and rule; each one will hold to his view and proclaim it as the truth taught in the Word. Then there will
arise as many rival parties within the Church as there are dissenting views. In time the party who has the
most adherents will commence to persecute other parties, and the history of the First Christian Church will
be repeated in the New Church .
For consider what would be the result, if a new view, not before seen in the Church, should be set forth by
men or a group of men, ministers and laymen, who were convinced that this view had come to them when
in search for truth when they had read the Word; consider the results, if that view were met with
condemnation from those composing the majority, branded as heresy, and misrepresentations of it
broadcast throughout the Church - will not the result be, if not open enmity, so interior estrangement, which
easily might lead to schism and external separation.
If, in the attempts to bring about a truer understanding of the minority's view, the majority is only bent on
defending their uncharitable position, even going to the length of declaring that in the new view they see
seeds which in the future will lead to the denial of the fundamental principles, that is, the Lord, eternal life,
the Word, and the life according to the Commandments, which the teaching
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makes a condition for charitable discussion of dissenting views - then it will be well-nigh impossible for

charitable relations and mutual love to exist between members of the Church.
After pointing out the danger that threatens the Church, which danger I think should he clear to everyone
who has read or heard the teaching in A.C. 1834 and other numbers, as 1799, and 3451, I desire to return to
the teaching given us regarding molding the truths of the Word into doctrine that they may be serviceable
for use, as it is said in n. 10105 already referred to: "Truths from the Word are to be molded into doctrine
that they may be serviceable for use, which is done by those who are in enlightenment from the Lord".
That a single truth from the Word, or two or more truths regarded by themselves, are not serviceable for
use, I think becomes clear from the dissenting views regarding the Son of God and the Son of Mary which
exist in the Church and which I have referred to before. They are all based on different expressions of
Divine truth as it comes down accommodated to men by words of natural language.
The question then arises: "Who are those who are in enlightenment from the Lord and therefore are capable
of molding truths from the Word into doctrine that they may be serviceable for use?
The answer is plainly given in the continuation of n. 10105, where it says that "they are in enlightenment,
when they read the Word, who are in affection for truth for the sake of truth, and for the sake of the good of
life". The same thing is said in a great many other passages. In the ARCANA COELESTIA, n. 9382 we
read: "How the case is with enlightenment and instruction from the Word shall also be stated herein in a
few words: Everyone is enlightened and instructed from the Word according to the affection of truth and
the intensity of its desire, and according to his faculty of reception. Those who are in enlightenment as to
their internal man are in the light of heaven which enlightens a man in the truths and goods of faith. They
who are thus illuminated understand the Word as to its interior things; wherefore they form for themselves
from the Word a doctrine, to which they apply the literal sense". In n. 7012 we read: "As concerns
illustration, and
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consequent confirmation of truths, it is to be observed, that those who are in externals and at the same time
in internals are illustrated when they read the Word, and in illustration see truths, in which they are
afterwards more and more confirmed. And, what is remarkable, everyone has illustration according to the
quality of his affection for truths, and the quality of the affection for truth is such as is the good of life".

Illustration from the Lord is always connected with, dependent on, and according to, influx from the
Heavens.
In n. 10702 we read: "They who turn themselves to the Lord and to heaven receive influx thence and are in
enlightenment and so are in perception of truth inwardly in themselves. This influx takes place from the
Lord through the internal to the external". And in n. 9995 it says: "All good with man is formed by truth,
for good flows in by an internal way from the Lord, and truth enters through an external way; and they
unite in marriage in the internal man, but in one way with the spiritual man and angel and in another way
with the celestial man and angel. In the spiritual man and angel the marriage is effected in the intellectual,
but with the celestial man and angel in the voluntary part. The external way, by which truth enters, is
through hearing and sight into the understanding; but the internal way, by which good flows in from the
Lord, is through his inmost into the will".
That there are degrees and grades of enlightenment from the Lord is made very plain in A.C. 10028. There
we read: “When man is being purified, then first of all are learned such truths as are apprehended by the
sensual man, such as are the truths in the sense of the letter of the Word; afterwards are learned interior
truths, such as are collected from the Word by those who are in enlightenment, for these collect its interior
sense from various passages where the sense of the letter is explained. From these, when known, truths still
more interior are afterward drawn forth by those who are enlightened, which truths with the former truths
serve the Church for doctrine, the more interior for doctrine to those who are men of the internal Church,
the less interior for doctrine to those who are men of the external Church".
This shows that there are different degrees of interior
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truths all together contained in the outmosts of the Word, that is that sense of the letter which man can learn
to know through sight and hearing, or by reading or listening. It also shows that man can be enlightened
from the Lord so that he sees these interior truths which are together in the sense of the letter. He can
therefore receive degrees of enlightenment corresponding to the different degrees of truth contained in the
letter of the Word, and according to his capacity to receive.

The first of the interior truths by which the good in man is formed for the uses of Heaven are such as "are
collected from the Word by those who are in enlightenment, for these collect its interior sense from various
passages where the sense of the letter is explained", n. 10028.
The one condition necessary for a man in order that he may be enlightened from the Lord when he reads
the Word is that he is in affection for truth for the sake of truth and for the sake of the good of life; see n.
10105 and 7012 quoted above .
Those who seek the truth for the sake of self glory, reputation, or gain, cannot be enlightened. (10105).
"Those who are not in the affection of truth from good and from it in the desire of growing wise are more
blinded than enlightened in reading the Word, for they are not in the light of heaven; and from the light of
the world, which is called natural light, they see only such things as agree with worldly things; and
therefore prompted by the fallacies in which the outward senses are, they embrace falsities which appear to
them as truths", A.C. 9382. "Everyone has illustration according to the quality of his affection for truth, and
the quality of the affection for truth is such as is the good of life", n. 7012.
By self-examination we can find out whether we have affection for truth tor the sake of truth or not, and by
self-examination we can also find out the quality of our affection for truth. But unless the light of Heaven is
allowed to fall down on the affections in our will and on the thoughts in our understanding, we examine
ourselves in the light of the world, and then we generally find our state quite satisfactory. If we have some
ability of logical thinking, that may, however, help us to a truer view of the quality of our affection for
truth.
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In general, I should think, members of the GENERAL CHURCH profess a belief in the Gospel of the
Lord's Second Coming, the last, and the Crown of Revelations, to be the Word of the Lord. There we get
knowledge of the Lord, of Heaven and hell, of spiritual life here and hereafter in general and in particular.
We know that men and Angels which constitute the Church and Heaven shall progress to all eternity, which
means that they shall receive more of the Divine good and the Divine true without end from the Lord, the
Lord who is the Infinite Good and the Infinite True itself.
This revelation of Divine Truth, the Third and Last Testament, must therefore within its outmost form,
which men can read, or listen to read by others, contain all the good that the human will to all eternity can

receive and all the true that human understanding in eternal development can grasp.
This is the logical conclusion that a belief, that the theological Writings of Swedenborg are the Word of the
Lord, leads to. That conclusion is also, I think, generally accepted by the members of the GENERAL
CHURCH. This again would mean that what men of the Church at any given time understand of the Divine
truth contained in the Crown of Revelations, is only a very small part of the truth that proceeds from the
Lord's infinite love for men, and which reveals the good of that love to men who are in affection for truth
which teaches the good of love.
If anyone while reading the literal sense of the revelation in which all Divine truths are together, thinks, and
makes known to others, that he has seen a truth not before known in the Church, would not the lover of
truth for the sake of truth at once hasten to the revelation to see if the new truth proclaimed is to be found
there. This would not mean that he should accept the new view without any further scrutiny, but it does
mean that he with an unprejudiced mind endeavor to see if there is any good ground for the new view in the
sense of the letter of the Word. If he, looking for truth for the sake of truth, cannot find such ground, he
may tell those who see it so, but knowing that the Lord alone knows the different capacity of individual
men to see and receive truth from Him, he will not condemn the new view or the man who holds it, and
their
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mutual love aud feeling of brotherhood would not be the least impaired by their dissenting views.
Those who condemn new views of what the Word teaches because they do not accord with the
understanding they themselves have formed from what is said there do not love the truth for the sake of
truth, but they love their own understanding of truth. They who love their own understanding of the Word
cannot be enlightened by the Lord, for love of their own understanding of the Word is always bound up
with self-glory, reputation, or gain. When the things of this world rule in the minds of men, the teaching
concerning charity, which is the essence of the Church, is easily forgotten, and at last vanishes, as has been
the case in the First Christian Church and will be in the New Church, if the teaching is not remembered and
repentance done.
There are also those who by errors in the understanding deprive themselves of enlightenment from the Lord
and consequent perception of truth inwardly in themselves.

I have said above that enlightenment from the Lord is always connected with, dependent on, and according
to, influx from the Lord through the Heavens. This is plainly set forth in A.C. 10702, where we read: "They
who turn themselves to the Lord and to Heaven receive influx thence and are in enlightenment, and so are
in perception of truth inwardly in themselves. This influx takes place from the Lord through the internal to
the external".
The Lord comes to the New Church as the Spirit of Truth within the form of the Word that men can read or
hear read. The Spirit of Truth is the Lord as Divine Truth proceeding from His infinite Love, or the Lord
Himself as the Holy Spirit.
The Lord as the Holy Spirit flows into the good in man, enlightens his internal and from there brings about
perception of truth in the external, when man reads the Word with an end of knowing truth. This is stated
so often and in so many ways that it seems strange that it should not be generally understood to be the
teaching.
In A.C. 10702, which number is part of the spiritual explanation of Exodus ch. 34, when Moses is spoken
of as representing the external in which is the internal, it is said: "With the external when the internal flows
into it, which
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is signified by Moses going in before Jehovah, the case is this. There are two states with men as to those
things which are of the Church, of worship, and of the Word. Some turn themselves to the Lord, thus to
heaven, but some to themselves and the world. They who turn themselves to the Lord or to heaven receive
influx thence and are in enlightenment, and so are in the perception of truth inwardly in themselves. This
influx takes place from the Lord through the internal into the external. This is here signified by going in
before Jehovah. But they who turn to themselves and the world cannot receive any influx from the Lord or
from Heaven, thus cannot be in any enlightenment and perception of truth, for the world flows in from the
looking to itself, and altogether extinguishes or repels or perverts whatsoever comes from heaven. Thus
they are in thick darkness concerning all things of the Church, of worship, and of the Word. This is
signified by the veil before Moses' face".

The following number, 10703, explains the interior meaning in the words: "He took the veil off, until he
came out" and then we are taught, "that this signifies a state of enlightenment then. This is evident from the
signification of taking the veil off, as making the internal appear, for when the veil was taken off, the face
with the shining of the skin thereof was apparent, and by the face are signified the interiors, and by the
shining is signified the light therefrom in the external. That the face means the interiors may be seen in the
passage already cited, and that the shining of the skin of Moses' face is the giving forth of light, or the light
which is from the internal in the external of the Word. It is called light because the light which illumines
the internal man is Divine truth proceeding from the Lord. This is the light of heaven, thus the light from
which Angels and spirits see and the man also who is enlightened has perception and intelligence. It is said
light in the external of the Word from its internal, but thereby is meant light in the external of man, from
his internal when he reads it, for the Word does not shine of itself but before the eyes of man who is in light
from the internal. Without man the Word is merely the letter.
In seeking the truth taught us concerning the influx of good and truth from the Lord, by which man's
interior is
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enlightened and therefrom his external, we must bear in mind the general teaching that: "The external way
by which truth enters is through hearing and sight into the understanding, but the internal way, by which
good flows in from the Lord, is through his inmosts into the will", as it is said in A.C. 9995.
This draws our attention to and makes us recollect that the external or literal sense of the Word belongs to
the things around us in the world, which we can observe and learn about through the senses of sight and
hearing,
In A.C. 3138, explaining part of Genesis XXIV: 28-30, we read: "The subject treated of in these three
verses is concerning the preparation and illustration of the natural man, in order that truth maybe called
forth thence, which is to be conjoined to good in the rational. But with respect to preparation and
illustration, the case is this: there are two lights that form intellectual things in man, the light of heaven and
the light of the world; the light of heaven is from the Lord, who to the Angels in another life is a Sun and
Moon. The light of the world is from the sun and moon which appear before the bodily sight The internal
man has his vision and his understanding from the light of heaven, but the external man has his vision and
his understanding from the light of the world. The influx of the light of heaven into the things which are

from the light of the world, causes illustration and at the same time perception. If there be correspondence,
the perception of truth; if there be no correspondence, the perception of what is false instead of true. But
illustration and perception cannot be given, unless there be affection or love, which is spiritual heat, and
gives life to those things which are illustrated by light",
We are repeatedly taught that the light of the Heavens comes from love to the Lord and charity toward the
neighbor. Therefore if there is no correspondence in the man who reads with the love and charity of the
Angels who constitute the Heavens, his interiors are closed, and no light from heaven can flow into what he
reads. Then it is only the light of the world which illumines what he reads, and his perception of what he
reads in the external form of the Word is false. "The interiors [of man] are not in the world but in heaven,
and things that are of the world
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cannot enter into those that are of heaven, physical influx not being given; but the things that are of heaven
can enter into those that are of the world with man. Therefore as soon as the external man seeks to enter
into the internal, which is effected by reasonings from the fallacies of the senses, the internal man is
closed". A. 10049.
The error of understanding which makes some men think that the Holy Spirit operates from without, hangs
together with the idea that there are no truths in the Word of the Lord's Second Coming except those that
are seen in the sense of its letter.
There are, and always will be, an uncountable number of truths in the Third and Last Testament which men
do not see, except in the measure that good from the Lord flows into their will and joins to it the truths of
the Word.
Concerning the conjunction of the understanding and the will of man we have very clear teaching in A.C.
10067: "Man's understanding is formed from truths and his will from goods, and truths are of faith with
him, and goods are of love. Man imbibes truths from hearing by the sense of hearing, and from reading by
sight, and stores them up in the memory; these truths relate either to the civil state or the moral state, and
are called truths of memory (scientifics). The love of man, which is of his will through the understanding,
looks into those truths in the memory, and then chooses out such as are in agreement with the love, and
those which it chooses, it summons and conjoins to itself, and by them strengthens itself from day to day.

Truths thus vivified by love constitute his intellectual and the goods themselves, which are of the love,
constitute his voluntary. From this it is evident that the good of love is really that which conjoins, and not
the truth of faith, except so far as this has the good of love in itself. Whether we speak of love or of good, it
is the same, for all good is of love, and what is of love is called good; and also whether we speak of love or
of the will, it is likewise the same, for what a man loves this he wills. This is to be known, that the things
which relate to the civil or moral state conjoin themselves in the external man, but those that are of the
spiritual state, which are truths of faith and goods of love to the Lord and toward the neighbor, from the
Lord, and which look to eternal life,
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communicate with the heavens and open the internal man, and they open it so far and in such a manner as
the truths of faith are received in the good of love to the Lord".
When love to the Lord and toward the neighbor is spoken of, the words "from the Lord" are generally
added. This reminds us that we from ourselves can have no love to the Lord and to the neighbor, for all that
which is our own is nothing but evil, and the good of love to the Lord and to the neighbor is from the Lord
and is the Lord in us.
The good of love to the Lord and toward the neighbor, or charity, is that in man which is his Heaven, and
from which the light of Heaven in his interior man can flow down into his external or natural man giving
understanding and perception of truth. Without charity man is and remains in the darkness of falsity.
Reflecting on the teaching given us by means of the many passages from the Third Testament cited in this
paper, and their connection with a great many others, which I have not time to quote, it would seem
evident, that in the Church there will always be doctrinals taught, which are expressions of different
teachers' more or less external or interior understanding of what is said in the sense of the letter.
They may appear dissenting, but if charity is alive and rules, no attention is paid to their dissenting quality,
and they will be received and be of use as doctrine to different men's different ability to see and perceive
truth.
Then there can be unity in diversity within the Church as there is in the Heavens.

___________________________________________________________________________________

TO DO AND TO LET DO
BY ANTON ZELLING.
"God alone acts; and man suffers himself to be acted upon,
and he cooperates to all appearance as from himself, though
interiorly from God", T.C.R. 588.
Common use of language in Dutch connects the words “doen” and “laten” [doen means “to do”, and laten
may mean "to let do” or "to let", "to let be done", "to have something done", "to permit", or "to leave", or
"to cease doing", or "to neglect to do”] in expressions such as: "iemands doen en laten
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nagaan" [to inquire into what one does and what one does not do] ; this is .derived from the spiritual world.
Sufficient reason for us to enter into this matter more profoundly, so that the mind may be enriched with
one living word more. And the word "doen" does not live unless it be perceived to be one with the word
“laten”. Just note these interweavings: facere in Latin, to do or to make, meets with fieri, to become, in
factum est which signifies both "it is done or made" and "it has become" or "it came to pass". In to do
therefore there is also to become and to happen, to come to pass. That to happen is connected with to make
or to do is a also apparent in the word fact which is the Latin factum, literally "made". The Dutch word
"gelaat" [face] comes from "laten", in Latin and in English this word is facies and "face" from facere; here
again “laten" and "doen".
The Lord is the Doing from Himself; man is the doing as if from himself; and this doing as if from himself
is a letting be done a suffering that something come to pass, a letting the Lord’s will be done. To do from
within is a letting do, a letting be done, a suffering. Behind that unity of to do and to let do there is hidden

the Arcanum of the Glorification and its image, man’s Regeneration. For what the Lord came into the
world to do was to suffer much, to have the Prophecies fulfilled in Himself, thus to allow, to undergo, to
submit; the subjugation of the hells and the ordering of the Heavens was a Doing from Himself which is not
conceivable without a Letting from Himself; that Doing was one with Letting, with Submitting, with
Suffering. Facere, to do, was one with pati, to suffer; thence the passion of the cross, Passio crucis, as
permitted supreme temptation.
"Laten" is to submit, and even of a root related with the Latin tuli, to bear; it is also related with lassus,
fatigued; gelove in middle-dutch also signified fatigued; and therefore "gelooven" [to believe] may be
thought of as "to allow to let a thing he done". Said by way of paradox gelooven is nothing but an actively
leaving it to the Lord, and in English the word to leave is connected with to believe, to love, to live; hence
the word gelooven is also connected with overblijfselen and overlaatselen [remains], that is the thing
remaining or left.
As soon as a word begins to live, it attracts all words
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that are in connection therewith, and all those words commence to sparkle together with it as in a
constellation. Not only is to do connected with to become, to come to pass, to submit, to suffer, to bear, to
leave and to let, but also with to serve [dienenJ; so that it might be said that to do is to serve actively, to
serve is to do passively. This is the sense of the story of the Lord's visit to Martha and Mary. Martha is
concerned only for her doings. Her service is only a doing. Mary, however, sitting down has "chosen the
good part which shall not be taken from her". She is the wise virgin, while Martha proves to be a foolish
virgin. Martha fancies she can do the Word without hearing it, Mary hears the Word in order to suffer it to
do in her what it will do, namely to purify her part and to have it appropriated to her unto an eternally
increasing blessedness. Martha with her doings chases away all affection of the true, while Mary allows the
true to affect her in order that the true may operate in her. The affection of the true should be understood as
a letting do and affect. A derisive saying in Dutch is: "that does not do me anything [what is that to me]".
On the other hand the word to make the true things out of the Word of one's life, might be understood as
meaning "to have the true things out of the Word do everything to me entirely". Facere vera, to do the true
things, must be more essentially understood, that is, not with the affection of Martha, but with the affection
of Mary. What is a sick man, a patient, a sufferer, to do? That which is the patient's, namely to let the
medicines operate, and then to let recovery take its course. His doing consists in letting do. In what is the
spring rain beneficient and wholesome? By the soil allowing itself to be entirely penetrated thereby. The

true things out of the Word are means to salvation, sweet spring rains; the receptacle thereof is the soil in its
giving of life. Not to do the evil, or to leave the evil, is to allow the true things to do their benefits. Now
this is to do the true things and to make the true things out of the Word of one's life. In this connection it
might be of use to think of this that the word boos [evil] is of the same root as beuzelen [to dawdlemto
trifle] and bazelen [to twaddle, to talk nonsense], just as in English evil is akin to over in the sense of
transgressing, beyond yea yea, nay nay, MATT. V: 37. A wise proverb says that "idleness is the devil's
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pillow". This idleness is to be understood as every state outside of the affection and the 'letting do and
affect' of the true out of the Word, every state of busily dawdling and trifling away one's time with lots of
doings that mean nothing and have nothing to do with life. The diligent Martha, busily trifling, forfeits her
salvation, and she even speaks to the Lord anxious to master it over Mary. Her doing is all one emptiness,
and thus the principle of evil. Wrongly started, evilly ended.
If to do has not inherent in it the faith of to let do, to become, to come to pass, to submit, to suffer, to bear,
to serve, it is without any essential use.
This thought carries us far, very far, for in everything we may see to do and to let do, and this should even
be seen as one, the one not the least more or less than the other.
The Doctrine of the Church is the understanding of the Church; every Doctrine of the genuine True is an
understanding of the Genuine True. From this well-known statement it follows that the word understanding
must indeed be a very precious word, for it is put on a line with every Doctrine out of the Word. Speaking
in correspondences the Lord said of the understanding: "If thine eye be single, thy whole body shall be full
of light", MATT. VI: 22. From this the understanding and the life prove to be one if the understanding be
single. Just as behind a window there is a house, behind the eye there is a body, behind the understanding
the life. A window alone, an eye alone, an understanding alone, is a meaningless thing, a thing without use.
There must be substance behind it into which they act. And now notice the word substance; sub is under,
stantia the standing, in English literally translated as understanding. This makes us see or lets us see that
the understanding has everything to do with the substance of life, with the constituent parts thereof.
Understanding in the proper sense therefore is substantial. A single eye is a substantial understanding.
There is also an eye that is not single, and that is an unsubstantial understanding; such an understanding,
just as the dawdling and twaddling of all philosophical systems outside of the Word, is a complicated

projection on a surface that is not there, thus on a seeming surface, a"brilliant" surface with nothing under
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it. Surface in Latin is superficies, from super, on or over, and ficies, just as facies, made, formed, or
created. For this reason it signifies the superstructure as well as the surface. The single understanding is one
with the will, as the surface of the water with the water. The true things make or form the understanding,
the understanding enlightens the substance of will and life. To let do and to do here again are together. It is
known that not the eye sees but the sensory, not the sensory but the mind, not the mind but the soul, not the
soul but the Lord. Thus the eye or the understanding if it is single, is an organ of the Lord. It is the Lord
who sees through the Doctrine. And the only Lord makes or lets the man see or understand. Genuine
understanding is the understanding of the genuine true, and the genuine true is the true from within or from
the Lord. It is this true of which it is said: "When the good is being formed that it may appear to the mind
and through the mind in the speech, it is called the true, whence it is said that the good is the Esse of the
true". Ap. EXPL. 136.
With a view to life it should therefore be so understood that "to do the true things out of the Word", first of
all consists in this that one allows an understanding to be made for one's self by those things, which
understanding afterwards is single when man henceforward lets those true things do everything they must
do, namely purify, order, form, in short qualify the substance of life lying under that understanding. For
there also is an understanding which, it is true, at first lets itself be formed, but afterwards does not allow
the true things to pass further but causes them to rebound. The reciprocal or the cooperation of man in the
Divine work of Regeneration consists especially in this that one is like a patient and understands the
reception of true things rather as a taking of medicine, which we allow to do its work. It is not so much a
working with the true things but rather a letting the true things work themselves. So the restful, resting
body gradually becomes aware of enlightenment, an enlightenment and a lightening. The doing of many is
too much awake, they do not know the good sleep in which the Lord teaches those who are His. Our
substance is from the humus, the soil; and that humus requires its rest. The rest to let the things
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do their work. A single understanding lets the true things which it understands carry on their work in the
body while it lies down; an understanding that is not single does not let the body be quietly imbued by
them, and makes itself busy about not-understood and inconceivable things. Too much of doing and too
little of letting things come. In a conversation with laymen the Angels said: "We will not say anything but
what you understand; otherwise our discourse falls like rain upon the sand, and into the seeds there, which,
however irrigated out of Heaven, still wither and perish", A.R. 224. Because it is the ground that is here
spoken of, the understanding here refers to the single or the properly genuine substantial understanding, an
understanding one with the will and the life, and not any separated understanding, not even that which can
be raised into the light of Heaven while the will remains beneath. The Angels there are the true things
which as a mild rain of spring do their work in thirsting minds. Those laymen there are the good who do the
true things by letting the rain pass in order that the seeds may sprout forth and make fruit.
To do the true things is to let the true things grow, to allow them to take their way according to the Word
understood; to do this is to let the New Jerusalem come into existence. The Power of the Doctrine lies or
rests in quiet patience, in a quietly letting mature until the harvest. For this reason the bed corresponds to
the Doctrine; for this reason too the Angels do not change their site.
Only the True understood can operate, but merely to understand is still far removed from letting the True
operate; on the contrary, merely to understand gradually of itself leads to an operating with a true against
the True; with a true from the Lord without the Lord being therein against the True which is the Lord
Himself, dwelling in what is His. The love of the True for the sake of the True therefore signifies the love
of the True for the sake of the saving influence of that loved True right through that love or through the life.
The love of the True for the sake of the True means gradually to become still under the all, governing
influx of the True. That love, as ordinary Dutch
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speech already says spiritually, laat de dingen bezinken [lets the things sink into the mind]. That love is not
a feverish chase for the sake of chasing, but the peaceful affection for the sake of being affected. In it is
inscribed the Lord's word: "Without Me ye can do nothing". Now see what light there falls here on this
small word "do". Does this word not say that the only Lord does, makes one do, lets one do? And that
therefore the mere understanding alone or an understanding without the life behind it can do nothing, an
eye that is not single and which lets or makes the whole body be unenlightened.

Let us in this connection compare these three statements:
I. "To make (facere) the true things out of the Word [things] of one's life", A.E. 209;
II. "To do (facere) the true things, that is, to live following those things", A.R. 189;
III. "In as much as the true things of life become (fiunt) of life ... ", CANONS PROLOGUE;
and we see to do or to make put on a line with to become and to follow, thus just as much passive as active,
and even not the least more or less. For to do the true things out of the Word, thus the true things of
Doctrine or the true things of the Understanding, is to make them of one's life, and this doing or making is a
becoming of the life by following with the life.
Now the question comes: what is the life? In the literal sense the civil life, the moral life, the spiritual life.
But behind that there lies "till another life which is often passed over: the life from God the Creator.
There are three kingdoms of nature. In these from the Lord there has been put the conatus towards man,
which conatus reveals itself in the uses which they yield to man as their king. The three kingdoms of
nature, the mineral, the vegetable, and the animal, as it were stand open even unto man, and in him this
conatus from the Lord is changed from the back or from the bottom. The middle end of Creation has been
attained: the man robed with entire nature as with a king's garment. Now follows the final end: the angelic
Heaven out of the human race. Created from the Lord the man is now drawn to the Lord. As the three
kingdoms of nature stand open unto man, the man comes to stand open unto the Lord. This is "to
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look from the Lord to the Lord", A.R, 56. There is also a looking from one's self to the Lord, but this is not
life from the Lord but man's proprial life (ibidem). In this latter instance the subject is not the man from
Creation, but some man or other from birth. The latter in his looking to the Lord as God Regenerator passes
by nothing more or less than the Lord God Creator. Man's own life places itself not only outside of the

influx from the Lord through the Heavens, but also outside of the influx from the Lord through Creation.
Man's own life stands outside of creation just as much as it stands outside of Heaven. It is an unnatural life,
however much it may present itself as civil and moral; it is really no life at all; there is nothing in it that has
been created, it is a spontaneous generation from hell; "your father the devil", the Lord said of that own
life. From one's self to look to the Lord is to see nothing of the Lord, let alone to be enlightened and
warmed as to the entire body from the Lord. With regard to the proprial life in the unfavorable sense "an
only lord" may be spoken of. Such always have "the only lord" on their lips, and indeed, for from one's self
there is nothing else to be seen than one's self, one's self alone. For in that statement: "the life from the Lord
is to look from the Lord to the Lord" the Trinity has been expressed in the only Lord, while in the word
"the proprial life is to look from one's self to the Lord" that Trinity is lacking; merely a fanciful conception
of an only lord, being a trinity of the proprium as to soul, body, and action.
What the man from Creation is, some man or other from birth forgets more and more; this is the
degeneration of the times; some man from birth in fact is a brute, a monster. The proprial life is the life of a
brute. The entire work of Reformation and Regeneration therefore is to redeem the man who is man from
Creation from what is some man or other from birth. With the Regeneration or the Second Birth the Earth
with its three kingdoms enters into the essence or into the nature of man as much as the three Heavens.
How could it otherwise be understood that man also as to the body is made new in each part thereof? How
could it otherwise be understood that the Angels accurately know all natural truths, MEM. 955? How could
it otherwise be understood that the Word of the New Church consists of three parts:
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I. THE SCIENTIFIC WORKS, comprising the three kingdoms of nature;
II. THE WORSHIP AND LOVE OF GOD, description of the birth of the man from God the Creator;
III. THE THEOLOGICAL WORKS.
Therefore we read: "Conjunction with God is eternal life and salvation; this everyone sees who believes
that men from creation are images and similitudes of God", D.P. 123.
Into the proprial life of some man or other from birth the Divine Conatus through those three kingdoms of

nature enters only pervertedly; into the life from the Lord with the man from creation, set erect again, that
conatus flows wholesomely in, together with the influx from the Lord through the Heavens. The earth has
become a new earth for him which offers him its uses anew, as homage to a king. Man has become man,
living from the Lord to the Lord. He may as often as this is given by the Lord, learn to know himself again
from nature, and no natural truth is hidden from his rational. Into this celestial love and wisdom leads the
love of the True for the sake of the True, for the sake of life. Regeneration leads back to the heart of
Creation; and to look to the Lord from one's self passes over the Creation, it is to will to be regenerated in
something or with something that has not been created, for the infernal proprium from birth is not created.
To look from one's self to the Lord, to an only, non-trinal lord, passes over the life, the life from the Lord
which man has from creation, for this is the receptacle of that Life.
All former Churches began to fall when men began from themselves to look to the Lord. In the New
Church a still greater danger threatens: by the abuse of the intellectual faculty many can force their way up
to the point of reasoning from themselves about "from the Lord to the Lord", as if they looked from the
Lord to the Lord. Mere nonsense and insanity will flow forth in ever greater measure from the unnatural
sense of the letter of her Word not understood, or taken up without Doctrine.
For this reason our repeated and warning questions:
What is the proprium, what is the man, what the life, what the understanding, what to do and to let do? It is
very well possible for anyone who looks from himself to "the only lord", to improve his life, to do the true
things, to keep the
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commandments, in short to teach in the streets and to do many works in the name of the only lord, but thus
doing, a man becomes his own aspiration, his own ambition, paving himself a way up on high above the
Head of the Grand Man, where such were seen. To look from one's self to the Lord may very well be
combined with an appearance of repentance, a mortification of everything that does not agree with the
unlimited aspiration towards the only lord. The own life is fully absorbed in the separated understanding
into which the separated enjoyment is then put; man becomes an avaricious night-eye, a ghost, a religious
maniac. The understanding in essence is not conceivable without the substance of life, just as little as an
eye without a body; and for that reason it becomes one's self to such an extent that all substance boils dry
and away. Hence it is that such men visibly dry up even bodily, declining before their time.

These understandings without substance do not know, do not acknowledge, and do not believe what
repentance is, this forecourt to the Holy Supper. Because they do not understand what to do is, because they
regard the doing alone in the same way as they look to an only lord. There is no self-examination, no
repentance without a substantial understanding, without an understanding with life behind it, without an
eye with a body behind it. Only to him who has loved much will much be forgiven. The essential
repentance has reference to every True which we have not suffered to do its function, which we, although
understanding with the understanding, have not suffered to sink down through the understanding into the
body and into life; a True which we have withstood, held back, held fast, by which the eye from single
became not-single and the body remained unenlightened. Instead of being humus for the sweet spring rain
of the True, our understanding stepped through it with rubber-coat, galoshes, and an umbrella, and come
back home we found ourselves as dry as dust. No, this is not a witticism, but bitter earnest. The
unsubstantial understanding, the understanding alone, with no life behind it but a subterraneous life, looks
to and takes cognizance of all meteorological aspects of Heaven, but remains unmoved thereby. It is all
eye, only eye, for all things of the letter alone. It joins in doing with the others,
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and if it did not do sufficiently like unto the others, it does repentance by a redoubled exertion. And
meanwhile body and life pine away ever more beneath a hydrocephalous head of understanding-alone. That
then at times the natural having become unnatural takes vengeance, we learn from the wise proverb
"chassez le naturel, il revient au galop". For this too, misunderstood, repentance is done.
To the merely literal repentance there attaches a flavor of remorse, of irritation against one's self, which
prove that the understanding is not sound. An essential, a substantial understanding teaches to see from the
Lord that there are two things from the infernal proprium of the old will or the will from birth, two
inclinations which ever again seek to deform that understanding: the inclination to have dominion, and the
inclination to have possession. The deformed understanding rules over the True and wills to possess all the
True. The daily repentance consists in a perpetual cleansing of the understanding from those two
inclinations, for by the True man is regenerated, and the True enters only through the understanding, and
only if it is let in, body and life are enlightened and warmed. The angelic rain must humidify the humus,
but must not sink away in quicksand. The understanding alone is a reservoir, not humus. Repentance from
love of the True for the sake of the True for the sake of life is the supplication for the continuous cleansing
and ordering of the affection in order that the understanding may receive just that True and, having
understood it, may let it pass through, which, having passed through, may do its Providential operation in
the body and in the life; for a large part without the man knowing of this, in his good sleep. Once again:
Hear the word affection also as a letting do and affect. The animals from instinct know what is good for

them. "Man is a rational and spiritual animal; this sees the food of his life, not so much of the body but of
the soul which is the true of faith, when he hungers after that, and seeks that from the Lord", A. R. 224. To
see pertains to the substantial understanding. And what the true of faith does to the soul, the man knows
just as little as the animal knows what the food does to its body. From the Lord the human understanding
has been given the capacity of understanding; the genuine True; from the soul arises the hunger
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to let itself be qualified by the True understood; the received True is taken in by the soul and there the true
enters into the conjunction with its good, the good with its true; and this is Regeneration without end, with
endless arcana which the Angels into eternity do not fathom. So "to do the True" proves to be the same. as
"to let the True do", and this latter increases the fear of the former. If this were not so, coarsely said
understanding should be called "gumption", to perceive "to twig", and to do "a bustle". And notice the
Latin for understanding: "intellectus", properly said "to read in between". The languages mutually show as
it were a refraction. A word rarely allows itself to be translated directly into another language; generally
there is a bending or breaking of the sense which is sure to have its profound meaning. Thus the Latin
intellectus changes into the Dutch verstand [understanding], words of entirely different roots. But then, that
legere, to read, in intellectus has also the meaning of to follow. In him who reads holily the inmost stirrings
of his mind or the affections follow the Text as the moon draws the sea. There arises a motion, and that
which affects or that which lets be affected, reveals itself in between the Text; the faces or the countenances
mutually become relucent; the Text at that place uncovers its face, and the mind, right through the
understanding is altogether full of light, and therefore also shows a human form with an opened eye. "How
readest thou?" the Lord asks of a scribe. This means "how does your mind follow the Text", or "how do you
understand". Does not the common use of language say: "I could not follow him" in the sense of "I could
not understand or grasp him". But the genuine essence of understanding, following, or reading, in its first
instance is not a question of understanding but a matter of affection. What the affection does not wish to
accept, the understanding never essentially understands, never understands in a substantial way, in a way
that allows of regeneration. The understanding regulates itself according to the affection, and therefore the
first thing of "doing the True understood" is to let the True do its adjoining function. This, as has been said,
is a mysterious, arcane, Divine operation, which requires from man a tremendous reciprocal cooperation as
from himself: his will must leave the evil, and his understanding the dawdling,
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the nibbling. The parable which the Word gives us concerning Regeneration we may also apply to the
doing and letting do: the caterpillar has many feet, and it spends its time in gnawing; afterwards it
withdraws itself into a given place, busily draws threads from itself, spins itself in and lies down quietly; it
becomes a cocoon and submits to a metamorphosis or lets this come to pass, and after that becomes a
butterfly with two wings (wings signify power through understanding), and in its heaven plays its conjugial
games. How many phases of doing the True do we not see here, and what is done in one phase is left in the
other, and the doing and the letting do directs itself entirely according to the hunger, at first according to the
hunger for natural food, at the last according to the hunger for spiritual food and the love of multiplying
itself. In every degree and state man has to pass through this threefold phase, at the end each time again a
butterfly egg for the next state. Each time anew his understanding must be ready for a metamorphosis; as a
caterpillar he must always know the time of ceasing his gnawing, of drawing out the threads and spinning
himself in; in the cocoon-state the True received and taken in mysteriously continues its operation and
brings about the metamorphosis, upon which the butterfly then breaks forth from the cocoon. Man at the
right time must be able to leave the doing, in order to let that be done to him which must be done for his
salvation. For this reason the man who becomes more and more interior, in appearance, and even in fact,
retrogresses before the busy and swaggering world of his surroundings. This is the reason why the evil can
do uses for which the good are not to be gained. These are special uses, as for instance the restoration of
order in times of anarchy requiring a courageous attitude and an active zeal in a sphere in which an interior
man had long ceased to live. His self-collecting withdrawal into the cocoon is forgetful of his caterpillarcreeping, and he is fully occupied with the spiritual realities of the butterfly-state. That meanwhile the
conjunction of Heaven and earth depends on his integer understanding of the Genuine True, of his
interiorly doing and letting the true things out of the Word do, this the surrounding world overlooks in its
useless bustling, priding itself in actions, actions, and actions over
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again. So it is that the world seeks trouble to evade the difficulties. Everyone's attention is fixed on a
troublesome case or problem, but only the interior man exerts himself for the essentially "difficult
conversion of the concupiscences of evil in the natural man into good affections", T.C.R. 203. If the point
were to extirpate those concupiscences of evil in others and in one's self, every worldling in his time could
be gained for this; to such a kind of coarse repentance there attaches no small self-merit which is pleasant
to everyone in his time. But it says "the difficult conversion of those concupiscences into good affections".
This repentance is entirely different. Not man converts himself, but the Lord makes him be converted and

lets the man convert himself, and this indeed by the True understood, out of the new understanding, the
substantial, the affected understanding; to do the true things out of the Word is to have the understanding
ever more be and remain from the Lord, to suffer the temptations, to let the Lord's will be done in the
becoming entirely new, renewing in the inmost of him a firm spirit, allowing truth after truth to pass
through the single eye until the entire body is enlightened. Thus he comes ever deeper into the heart of
Creation and of Regeneration, or, as it is said of the Angels, he strides ever farther into the spring of youth;
and the words spring and youth point to the continuous creation, one eternal renewal. He looks from the
Lord to the Lord. From the Lord is from the Father; to the Lord is to the Son; the looking pertains to the
Holy Spirit, proceeding out of the Lord from God the Father.
____________________________________________________________________________________

COMMUNICATIONS
One of the most glorious and beautiful moments in the life of the New Church is indeed the Holy Supper.
When the people gather together on that day one already feels something that is not there at other times,
something quiet, something solemn. Fewer members are gathered together. Did those others stay away for
fear of that grandreur, that holiness? Did they feel unworthy to attend? Were their wedding garments not in
order? Did they not ask forgiveness of their brethren against whom they hold a grievance? These few that
are come together in the solemn
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service of the Holy Supper are quiet and devout, a consecration full of mystery hovers over all, time falls
away - the Lord is in our midst. And when the words are sounded "the Bread of God which cometh down
out of Heaven and giveth life unto the world" then we feel that truth in us as clearness and brightness, and
in our joyous ecstasy we would make all mankind participant of our blissful state. And when the priest
blesses the Wine then it seems as though rose-buds had burst open and a sweet odor pervaded that
breathless silence - and then we may participate in the eating and the drinking: "'Take, eat, this is My Body.
Drink ye all of it, for this is My Blood".

A tremor of respectful awe goes through us after this ceremony. We would so very much like to stay in this
state of genuine interior happiness. Slowly we return to our life in the world, but with a knowledge that
makes us strong, with a faith that moves mountains.
For the Word was made Flesh and dwelt among us.
J.A. Scholtes.
_____________________________
"When thou art bidden of any man to a wedding ... go and sit down in the lowest room", LUKE XIV : 8 to
10. "A man" is the Lord; "a wedding" is the genuine sense of the Word, Heaven itself; "to be bidden" is the
founding of the New Jerusalem out of the Lord's Divine Mercy. "The lowest room" (the Greek word for
lowest is here eschatos, last, outermost) is: the first end the all of the last end, firsts in lasts, so the Letter
the basis, the firmament, the containant of the Spiritual and the Celestial Sense; wherefore this parable is a
teaching about Doctrine, which is to say that it must rest on the Letter of the Word. "To go" signifies the
life; "to sit down in the lowest room" signifies, to will to be faithful in lasts according to the life, therefore,
from the heart; to will to be perfect in the effects or to be in that use from the Lord over which man has
been given dominion to administer. "To sit down in the highest room" means to wish to pass over that use
in order to chase after a higher delight of a more excellent use. Not to know one's room is not to believe the
Word.
Anton Zelling.

________________________________
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It is written: The internal sense of the Word is Doctrine. Love and faith are the internal sense. It is in the
internal sense, in Doctrine, that we render the Word unto the Lord.
One cannot think "Word” and "Church" without saying at the same time "Doctrine". Denying Doctrine is
denying the Third Testament. I know now that this Word is of untold greater wealth than I thought.

Material in abundance has been gathered for confirmation. He who would see must needs see. This is the
foundation for the further building of the Church, and without this conception of the Doctrine there is no
further progress. The priestly work proper is possible only now.
Usually one sees only the letter, but sometimes this disappears and something quickens behind it that one
is, as yet, little able to grasp. In reading the Word one progresses more and more slowly. Formerly one
thought one understood and passed everything by. Now one sits staring at the letter and one notices that in
reality one grasps nothing. And yet again one sees so very much. One can only bring all to the Lord and
pray that He will give us what we need.
It often appears to us as if the Word destroyed us, but that at the same time it contained a promise. In the
glory of the study of the Word is contained the great sorrow of the impenetrability of appearances. One
does no more receive a single truth directly; every truth is a question. But we have the certainty of our faith:
The Lord will open the appearances and we will be permitted to understand.
Romko Sikkema
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR MAY 1937
___________

TO DO AND TO LET DO
BY ANTON ZELLING

II
“Abide in Me, and I in you”.
JOHN XV : 4

“Abide in Me” is to let do; “and I in you” is to do. For to abide is to believe, to love, to live the Lord. To

abide is to leave everything entirely to the Lord, and in this "leaving" there is the "letting do". Me regards
the Divine Human, and on man's part the celestial substance of the new will; I regards the Light, and on
man’s part the substantial understanding of that will, enlightening the whole body.
In saying this the inversion is also there, for it can now also be seen that to abide in the Lord requires from
man all cooperation as from himself, which is all one doing, all one activity; this doing or this activity
being genuine only if man can suffer or allow the Lord in that doing to be the Willing itself, thus the All of
the Doing. "It is also known in Heaven that the Lord operates all things by Willing, and that what He wills
is done”, D. P. 96. How is it ever possible to open the paradox of the "as of one's self", this most precious
arcanum of the New Church, unless the living and thence ever changing relation between to Do and to Let
Do, between to Will and to Be Done is perceived? "No others but those who have suffered themselves to be
regenerated from the Lord, act out of freedom itself according to reason itself", D. P. 98. If the relation
between To Do and To Let Do is not opened, man may fall into two kinds of religious mania: either into an
imaginary "abiding in the Lord", without the Lord being in him, or into the fantasy of the Lord being in him
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without on his part any obligatory abiding in the things of the Lord. We therefore read: "What is the Divine
operation in the internal things without the co-operation by man in the external things as if from that
[man]; for to separate the internal from the external, so that there is no conjunction, is merely something
visionary", A. R. 45l. To do as if from one's self is to leave the evil undone, and for so much to let the true
come in. In order to let the light in the shutters must be opened. To do as if from one's self is to actually
hate the darkness and to love the light. To open [Dutch opendoen which contains the verb 'to do'] is equal
to letting in. To do as if from one's self is to hear the Lord's knock on the door or to watch; to do from one's
self is only to hear one’s self, or to sleep. When man knows not but that he lives, thinks, speaks, and acts
out of himself, he is in a state of sleep; but when he begins to know that this is false, then he arouses as
from sleep and becomes wakeful, see A.C. 147. To be awake is to live and be moved in God; to sleep is to
move one’s self and not to live. To move one’s self is not to suffer or allow one’s self to be moved or
regenerated; as such it is not a co-operation as from one's self but an opposition from one's self. The mere
doing is not a letting the Lord do, but neglecting to do what should be done in order that the Lord may do and this no longer is a paradox, but a self-damnation.
The two principal things of the Church are: I. to acknowledge the Divine of the Lord in His Human; II. to
make the true things out of the Word of one's life; see A. E. 209. "Abide in Me" signifies to acknowledge
the Divine of the Lord in His Human, to be in the wisdom that God is and what God is; "and I in you"

signifies to draw the true things out of the Word and to live following that Doctrine, thus being a Wisdom
of what is God's. The one refers to the will, the other to the understanding. That to acknowledge has
reference to the will is clearly seen in this statement: "Innocence is to acknowledge that with one's self there
is nothing but evil, and that all good is from the Lord; furthermore to believe that he does not know nor
perceive anything from himself, but out of the Lord", A. C. 7902. The good of life is acknowledged to be
from the Lord, the true of faith is believed to be out of
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the Lord. In to acknowledge (Latin agnoscere) there is, even down into common speech, a sense that one
scarcely wills it to be so; "you will have to acknowledge" then has the same meaning as "you will have to
give way" which points to the effort of intellectually persuading a recalcitrant will which still feels
otherwise. In the series of to know, to acknowledge, to believe, to perceive, the creation of the new will in
the new understanding is to be seen. As soon as man has advanced from knowing to acknowledging, the
will begins to allow itself to listen to the understanding, to be persuaded, and convinced; it still goes by fits
and starts, for the will has still the greatest difficulty in agreeing to its being nothing but evil, and to all
good being from the Lord. For this reason to acknowledge stands in the forecourt and can still turn back.
Only when the acknowledging has advanced into believing as into the rest-chamber, the acknowledgment
proves to have been genuine, a full and willing giving way, a letting do. The voluntary concupiscences of
evil let themselves be decently turned into good affections, the having to acknowledge from compulsion
has become freedom, and the will now once for all and from the heart abides in the acknowledgment, you
in Me. Only then is there essentially any question of believing that he does not know nor perceive anything
from himself, but out of the Lord. I in you. Innocence is now complete, a new substantial with a new
formal; man in the Lord's Wisdom of Love has himself become a Wisdom. The consecutive order has
become a simultaneous order: the perception the inmost in the believing, the believing within the
acknowledging, the acknowledging within the knowing. “Abide in Me” is that voluntary acknowledgment
of the Lord’s Divine Human, the acknowledgment that “without Me ye can do nothing". All essential doing
is founded on this voluntary letting do. "And I in you" is the Lord's Understanding in man which draws the
true things out of the Word or makes Doctrine, and, because the docile will is lit and warmed through and
through, at the same time it makes Doctrine to be of life. On the Lord's part this word signifies: "In Me, in
what is Mine, in Mine, it is I who do"; on man's part this word signifies:
"In God we live and are moved". For this reason the greatest blessedness for the Angels is in the
continually increasing appearance of living from themselves; the angelic
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which they brought with them from the world consisted in a doing from a letting-do from within; in the
progression of heavenly blessedness the Doing comes to lie more and more within, ever more "I in you”.
An image of this is seen in the joy created in every small child in his external innocence in being allowed
"to do something himself; no greater satisfaction than being allowed independently to accomplish a
domestic use. And do we not read of Angels before the Lord's Coming who were filled with the Spirit of
the Lord to such an extent that during their mission they were in the appearance of themselves being
Jehovah? The Most Ancient Church had an indebted possessive with a voluntary intellectual; the New
Church on the contrary has a possessive indebtedness with an intellectual will. In the Most Ancient Church
the letting do was the inmost of all its doing; in the New Church to Do is, the inmost. "Abide in Me" is the
New Church; "and I in you" is the Doctrine. Church and Doctrine are related as Me and I; Me has reference
to the voluntary, I has reference to the Intellectual. Every man-Church is in Me with the voluntary
acknowledgment of the Lord's Divine Human, and of completely letting one's self be made human therein;
in every man-Church I in you is as the operation of the Holy Spirit in the perceptions of his intellectual will,
and therein all one glorifying doing. We might say "Abide in Me" is passive and "I in you" active. In this
connection let us quote the following from THE WORSHIP AND LOVE OF GOD: "That which gives and
acts, is called active force, that which receives and is passive is called a power; from active force alone
without power, as from power alone without active force, no effect results; therefore no use either; active
forces, however, adjoined to their passives, or principles to their organics or instrumentals, or associated by
influx, produce efficient causes, whence [come] effects. From this very union result the sensations of our
goodnesses, namely, that we feel it in ourselves, because He who is the fountain of life feels it in Himself,
and from us by re-action", n. 80. So it might now be said that "Abide in Me" brings one into the power, and
that "I in you", brings one into the force; into the power of prevailing over evil, into the force to give and to
act the true things out of the Word, that is, to make them of one's life; into the power therefore to be Use.
And because it is the man-Church
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to whom the genuine sense of those words is addressed, "one's life" signifies the life of the Church. The life
of the Church and the life of each man in whom the Church is, is the abiding thereof in the Lord's Divine
Human; and out of this union the perceptions of its goodnesses or uses spring forth, namely that the Church
perceives these in itself, because the Lord who is Life itself, perceives them in Himself, and from the
Church by re-action. The Church has its good pleasure in the Lord's Divine Human; the Lord has His good
pleasure in the Doctrine of the Church.

The denial of Doctrine is to pervert the essence of Innocence, the order of to do and to let do, the sense of
Me and I. It is to pervert the essence of Innocence in such a way that the reading is "Man must acknowledge
that not he but the letter alone knows; furthermore he must believe that with him there is nothing but evil;
but that the mere knowing of the letter alone is the good". It is to pervert the order of to do and to let do in
such a way that no difference is made between the True of the Word and the True out of the Word; the one
is operated with, and the other is left undone, which is equal to doing powers in His Name, and
nevertheless remaining locked out; thus the Law is made powerless, deedless, passive; to do and to let do,
the active force and the passive power made vain by their reversion, the union dissolved; thus force without
power, power without force; thus no use of any kind unless evil. The True of the Word is the Divine
Human, is "Abide in Me"; the True out of the Word is the Spirit of Truth, is “I in you". For this reason the
sense of Me and I is lost, for they are made equal to each other in such a way that whoso merely
acknowledges the letter alone considers himself to go out free, as did the Jews when they answered : "We
are Abraham's seed, and have served no man". But the Lord said: "If ye continue in My Word, ye are My
disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free .... If the Son therefore shall
make you free, ye shall be free indeed”, JOHN VIII: 31—36. My word is the True of the Word; the Son is
the True out of the Word or the Doctrine; again "Ye in Me, and I in you".
Said in another way.
What the True does, when allowed to pass through and
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let down through the understanding, is as much hidden to man as the fetus in the maternal body.
"Moreover, of what consequence is it that man knows how seed grows up, provided he knows how to plow
the land, to harrow, to sow, and when he reaps, to bless God", A.E. 1153. An understanding which also in
this respect believes in the particular Providence, comes into a great fear of the Divine seed of the Genuine
True; that holy fear is the living soul of the genuine doing of the Genuine True: "My soul doth magnify the
Lord". It no longer receives solely for the sake of receiving, it no longer ruminates solely for the sake of
ruminating, for this finally runs dead in self-intelligence and self-prudence. In the unnatural sense of a letter
misunderstood "to do the True" is nothing but coarse self-deception, where there is no question either of
any true or of any doing. Essentially the True understood is already the True done, but note, the
understanding then being substantial. The genuine understanding of the Genuine True can never be formed

with any one who does the evil and thus thinks the false. And where that understanding has been formed,
there the Lord gives the good into the true. See first what the understanding, the single eye, essentially is,
and experience then teaches the rest, purely added things. Experience has to do with the substance lying
under the understanding; while from the substance the true things come back, having become good things,
having become things of life, from within, yea, as if out of the good sleep of that substance. For this reason
the inner chamber of the mind is called the rest-chamber, cubiculum, from cubo, to lie in order to rest. For
this reason too it is emphatically stated of some of the EXPERIENCES or MEMORABILIA in the Word
that they happened in the sleep, in half-sleep, or when awakening; which points to a body lying in the bed.
"As by Jacob is signified the Doctrine, therefore sometimes, when I have thought of Jacob, there has
appeared to me, higher in front, a man lying in bed" A.R. 137. This involves the entire arcanum of to do
and to let do, of reception and influx. The man (vir) is the understanding; lying in bed is the doctrine; and
that which arises therefrom to life, in mighty and powerful stature, is the man (homo). For when man (vir)
signifies the understanding, man (homo) signifies wisdom "because he is born that he may receive wisdom
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from the Lord, and become an Angel; therefore so far as anyone is wise so far he is a man (homo); wisdom
truly human is to be wise that God is, what God is, and what is of God; these things the Divine True of the
Word teaches", A.R. 243. That God is, is from the Father; what God is, is from the Son; what is of God, is
from the Holy Spirit. The man-Wisdom in all his doing and letting do from the Lord looks to the Lord. Of
such is the Kingdom of God, of such is the Heaven on earth, or the Church. In the New Church this too is
revealed to the simple, and hidden from the most learned. For we learn that no others grasp the genuine
sense of the Word than those who are enlightened. By the genuine sense is meant the genuine natural sense,
the genuine spiritual sense, or the genuine celestial sense, no matter which; and by that therefore the
genuine natural Doctrine, the genuine spiritual Doctrine, or the genuine celestial Doctrine, for Doctrine is
the genuine understanding of the Word, and the understanding is not genuine unless it is enlightened, a
single eye, so that the entire body is enlightened. For this reason we read: "Thus the spiritual sense of the
Word enlightens men too, even those who do not know anything of that sense whilst they read the Word in
the natural sense; but [it enlightens] the spiritual man as the light from the sun does his eye, the natural
man, however, as the light out of the moon and the stars does his eye. Everyone is enlightened according to
the spiritual affection of truth and good, and at the same time according to the genuine true things, by
which he has opened his rational", A.R. 414. Anyone who "knows what's what" on carelessly glancing over
this statement considers it self-evident that he belongs to the spiritual men and he looks down on the natural
man, not realizing how far, in his unnatural things, he stands below that natural man. He has never realized
what it is to read, and it stands there clearly what it is to read: "To be enlightened according to the spiritual
affection, and at the same time according to the genuine true things by which he has opened his rational".
And elsewhere: "To read the Word is to understand out of enlightenment, thus to perceive", A.E. 13. To

read thus is anything but a glancing over and a hurrying through. For this reason "his eye" in both the above
places signifies the single eye, with an entirely enlightened body
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behind it, not an empty and vacant understanding which merely argues- to argue is to doubt and to denybut a substantial understanding which in the Word is put on a line with perception: “The understanding that
is the perception”, A.R. 355.

This proves that merely to understand is not enough and is not even to understand, for a true is only
understood when, having been understood, it settles. What cannot settle is not understood; the genuine
understanding is the making it fusible, a melting of the true toward its good. If the True is food, the
understanding is the grinding mastication so that the food may be received into the body well prepared. To
understand is a reversion, a remelting. The Arcanum of the alimentary process represents the Arcanum of
the progress of the True to the good of life, the Arcanum of to do and to let do. For this reason to eat
signifies to appropriate. Behind this there are myriads of arcane. Only two examples. First: the animals
from inborn science know their food. Now man is called a rational and a spiritual animal. Gifted with the
faculties of freedom and of rationality man therefore, as a rational and spiritual animal must be able to learn
to find his rational and spiritual food. The Lord makes [in Dutch doet from the verb doen, that is, to do] or
lets man learn to find, and it depends on man’s understanding whether the food found profits him, and then
the food is from the Tree of Life; if not, the food is from the tree of science of good and evil. Second: To
understand is not only a masticating grinding but also a tasting. For this reason in the scientific part of the
Word it is revealed that “under the skin of the tongue itself, and under a certain nervous membrane pupillae
lie concealed, but which stretch forth and reach out when the appetite is excited, and the mind desires to
perceive the quality of meats and drinks”, RAT. PSYCH. XXXIX. In accordance with this we might say
that in understanding the mind longs to perceive the quality of good and true. Behind the understanding just
as behind the eating there is the mind with heart and soul in order to obtain and maintain a sound spirit in a
sound body: it wishes to perceive, it wishes to be affected by the quality. To understand is to eat and to
drink, but there is also an understanding which is a bolting down, a gormandizing,
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a toying with one’s food, or guzzling, slobbering, sipping; in short there is an understanding which is use
and enjoyment conjoined, and an understanding which is use separated from the enjoyment. The first is
substantial, to do and to let do in one; the latter is unsubstantial, a doing only, leading to all kinds of
intellectual indigestions, the spiritual sense of that terrible word in ISAIAH: “But they also have erred
through wine, and through strong drink are out of the way; the priest and the prophet have erred through
strong drink; they are swallowed up of wine, they are out of the way through strong drink; they err in
vision, they stumble in judgment. For all tables are full of vomit…”. XXVIII : 7,8, a description of the
unwisdom of a man as a cerebral monster who uses his understanding only to pervert and soil every
Doctrine out of the Word.

Both points taken together it might be said that man as a rational and spiritual animal only from the Lord
knows to find his food, and only out of the Lord is enabled to desire the perception of the quality thereof.
That knowing to find or the understanding, and that desire or the will, are the Lord’s with man, and they are
appropriated to him as if his, as soon as he does not presumptuously claim them as his own property. The
perception, the affection, or the enlivening, determines the understanding; and for all this reason the quality
of the enlivening decides whether the natural man does or does not become spiritual. For the appetite is
excited either from Heaven or from the world, and with the man of the Church the unreformed society is
his world, his greater self, in which his understanding and his appetite degenerate more than he can in the
least surmise, for otherwise he would guard against that as against hell. In every substantial understanding
the Church is in its entirety; in many a society-understanding there is scarcely anything representative of
the Church. The Church becomes externally visible in the society, but in many a larger or smaller society
nothing of the Church is visible. Such a society is the world, slightly theologically tinted, thrown back
again into all its misery. A striking example is offered by the following: In the world an important
distinction is drawn between the “man of intellect” and “the man of sentiment”, the one being one and all
“understanding”, the other, one and all “sentiment”. Both categories are social deformities, cultural
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monstrosities, outgrowths of a hardening of the will and a softening of the understanding. But what are we
to think of it having become a point of serious consideration in the Church to divide the Divine Worship
into two kinds, the one for those who are more "intellectually" inclined and therefore desire severe edifying

services without much ritual, the other for those who are of a more "sensitive" disposition and therefore
desire devotional services with much ritual. That such a thing arises in lay minds proves that it is not yet
generally seen what the understanding is and that the understanding of the Word makes the Church. How
can the Doctrine of the Church advance, yea, find an entrance, unless it is known, acknowledged, believed,
and perceived what the Understanding is? For this reason our continual exertion to throw light on this
subject from all sides of life. There are those who think in Doctrine, and there are those who think about
Doctrine, just as the Word teaches us that it is a different thing to think in ends, causes, or effects, and a
different thing to think about them. The writer does not consider himself one of those who think in
Doctrine, but among those who think about Doctrine. Thence the repeated assurance that these articles are
merely a consideration of life, really a consideration of effects, in order to arrive thereby at a doctrine
concerning the Doctrine, to arrive at an answer to the question: what is life or what must life become in
order profitably to receive the Doctrine or to make it of life. The Doctrine is the active power which must
be adjoined to life as its passive, or be associated by influx, in order that there be force with power, power
with force, thus effect, thus use. Let us then continue to consider life under the warm light of the Doctrine,
to see where the hitch is which now here, now there, impedes the adjunction or the association by influx,
with one man in particular and with society in general.
We have previously pointed out that Angels in their conversation with laymen directed themselves to the
substantial understanding of the latter, because they spoke of rain, and rain refers to the humus. We then
said: "The single or the properly genuine substantial understanding, an understanding one with the will and
the life, and not any separated understanding, not even that which can be raised
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into the light of Heaven while the will remains beneath". For it must be clear to everyone that
understanding is not just understanding, once for all the same with everyone, smaller or larger, but identical
in quality. This is a phantasy of the so-called "exact" science, which has forgotten to see that it is not the
extent that determines "the understanding but the quality, not the construction of ideas, but the substance,
not the zeal but the affection. We so easily pronounce the word "the true", and this is because from
childhood on we have been brought up to consider thinking as a game of ideas, a kind of ping pong with
"truths" for balls. Commonly what are discussions other than dexterities with apprehension for a racket?
"We may be practically sure that men who are very much ad rem or very witty, are merely natural men
with their thinking close to the speech. The unsubstantial understanding is exceedingly "quick of
apprehension" while the substantial understanding on the contrary is slow, at any rate unhurried.

The word verum, which we translate literally by "the true", comes from the verb var in the sanscrit, which
signifies to choose, to desire, to believe. We can imagine that there will be those who are irritated by these
etymologies and consider them as useless digressions, as a mere show of learning. As regards the learning
this amounts merely to a suitable use of good dictionaries; and as regards the digressions, they all turn to
one point: the genuine word for the proper essence of the matter. And as proof that it is no unnecessary
digression to point to the origin of the word "the true", this quotation: "The Lord enlightens through the
Word ... but this is done according to the quality of the desire for the true with man", A. C. 10290. Here in
the Latin it says: desiderium veri, and these two words next to each other say the same thing as the word
verum itself says in its origin: the chosen, the desired, the believed. One would have expected affectio veri,
affection of the true, but it says desire, as if the better to bring forward the genuine essence of the true. The
true in its essence is not a matter of notion but of desire. The mind desires to perceive the quality of the
food, is what we have just been reading. The mind does not desire to load the stomach full, but to perceive
the quality of the true things. And that the mind desires the natural food properly salted, "tasty" and not
"insipid",
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is a correspondence with its spiritual desire for conjunction, for salt signifies conjunction. Every quality
that agrees with the affection is chosen, desired, believed, in short, is the true for that affection. True things
are desired things "desirable to the sight". And such [hoedanig] as is the affection, such [zoodanig] is the
true. In this connection notice the words hoedanig and zoodanig, contractions of the older forms
hoeghedaen and soghedaen, thus past participles of doen [to do]. As does the affection, so does the true.
We learn that the Lord continuously gives the good into the true things of those who continually and
faithfully live according to those true things which they receive from Himself in His Church, A. R. 380.
Continually to give the good is continually to renew, and thus also to cause to appropriate entirely. This is
done with those who continually and faithfully [getrouw] live according to the true things. Now is it not
remarkable that the English word the true, is connected with trouw [faithfulness], trouwen [to wed],
vertrouwen [to have confidence], and is thence connected with zich verloven [to be betrothed], huwen [to
wed], gelooven [to believe], hulp [assistance], belofte [promise], overeenkomst [agreement], vast [firm],
sterk [strong], zeker [sure], gezond [sound, healthy]; thus also in that language a word of desire and
affection?
To receive the Genuine True is not a matter of notion alone, but of purified, or reformed and regenerated
affection, of genuine conjugial affection. The True in itself is one and all living affection, and "the desire of
the true" essentially is the conjoining meeting, the embrace of two affections, from the Lord to the Lord,
the fulfillment of choice, desire, and faith, on both sides, that is, on the Lord's side and on man's side. Of

the little children in Heaven we are told that the particles of the atmosphere round about them are myriads
of minuscule little children, from which they learn to understand that all that proceeds from the Lord, is
living. A man who reads the Word holily is also such an Innocence for whom all that proceeds from the
Word is living, and fills his atmosphere with true, desired things, minuscule in his image, according to his
likeness.
In reading the following statement: "The true things of faith out of love are not bare cognitions of such
things, and
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in the memory and therefrom in the understanding with man, but they are affections of life with him", A. C.
9841, let us consider the main thesis which we have italicized: "The true things of faith out of love with
man are affections of life". It might then be said that this whole statement is an unfolding of the interior
sense of the word true, mindful of that remarkable word previously quoted in NEW THINGS: "The
spiritual sense is the interior sense of the words, which is in the words of languages, especially the
oriental", A. C. 10217. What the Doctrine therefore should resuscitate in the mind is the interior sense of
the words. "The true" may remain a naked cognition, a dead notion, but it may also have a. living spiritual
sense in the mind. Well then, if that word "the true" is listened to even unto its interior sense, it will prove
to contain the entire statement italicized above as its spiritual sense. We have seen that etymologically the
true signifies the chosen, the desired, the believed. The choice is from the will and the understanding; the
desire is from the affection of love; the believing is there when the intellectual agrees with the voluntary.
Let us now analyze the italicized statement:
the true things: are the chosen, desired, believed things;
of faith: faith in its essence is truth, is taught in D.L.W. 253; faith that is faith comes from above, that is
through Heaven from the Lord, is taught in A.C. 10033; thus faith is another, similar word for truth in the
spiritual sense, and in the spiritual sense truth is the form of spiritual goodness, just as faith is the form of
charity, or charity formed, A.C. 9783; for the Light received is faith, is taught in A.C. 9783:
out of: says as much as "following": this signifies that the true things are the formal of the substantial
contents;

love: this is the essence of those things to which they owe their life or existence; true things cannot be
chosen, desired, believed things except out of choice, desire, and the believing of love through wisdom, or
of the will through the
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understanding; it is the love which receives the Light;
are: the spiritual reality; that which the true things essentially are;
affections: for the true things are chosen, desired, believed;
of life: love is the life of man, is taught in D.L.W. l;
with: this word points to the adjunction, this being the conjunction by the contiguous, which happens when
the man loves the Lord, that is, does His precepts, and the precepts are the Divine True things of the Word;
man: man here signifies wisdom, and we learn that the love towards the neighbor from the Lord is the love
of wisdom, the genuine love of the human understanding, D.L.W. 414.
When we say "the true" or "the true things" all this must already live in our minds as the spiritual or interior
sense of the word "true", or else it is only a naked cognition, a worn down, dead notion in a worn down,
dead word. Every man, every society, is himself or what is his own in that each one has other choices,
desires, and believings in his true things .. In the choices other thinkings, in the desires other prayers, in the
believings other lives. For this reason the true things of every Doctrine of the Genuine True are to be called
"the prayers of the saints", of which we learn that they signify "thinkings which are of faith out of the
affections which are of charity, with those who worship the Lord out of the spiritual good and true things",
A. R. 278. See, all this is contained in the small word "true" when "the spiritual sense which is the interior
sense of the words which is in the words of languages, especially the oriental" is unfolded. And we have
seen that "the oriental languages" signifies the eastern provinces of the languages, there where the Lord's

true Church is.
The True in itself is all one living affection, all one desire from the Love of the Lord and for that reason
accommodated with so much Providential care. This is because
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in potency it is the form and quality of the good; and the good is the affection to which it gives expression
and of which it is the expression. The True is the face and the changing features of the good. For that
reason the Most Ancient had a silent speech; will and understanding with them were so much one that with
them there was no question, in the sense of the original word, of a countenance [gelaat], for gelaat
[countenance] comes from "zich ghelaten" [to conduct one's self] and thus signifies the soul's gesture. Their
mind revealed itself in the gesture of the muscular fibres around the silent mouth, pure unfurlings,
unfoldings of interior affections, which were to them as writing. In their hearts the Word was engraved, and
that Word reflected itself in their countenance, the mirror of their hearts and of the Word therein. Only
when in the course of time this heart became stone and the Word thereby disappeared, it pleased the Lord
to give the Word a heart of flesh anew, by now Himself becoming the Word. Formerly the Word in men of
good will - a will is good if it allows the true to pass through, and therefore does the true - had a
countenance; but when the Word became flesh, from the integer Divine Human Countenance the Face
shone forth as the Sun. It might be said that the Lord in states of Exinanition or Emptying showed a
Countenance full of grief, fear and desperation from infinite Love; and in the states of Unio or uniting a
Face full of glorification and faith out of the infinite Wisdom of that Love. In their evening the Angels have
a countenance, but in the morning state of the Glorifications heard in the Heavens the Angels have a face.
In their countenances is reflected the Word "Abide in Me", in their faces is reflected the word "and I in
you". In their faces they are entirely what the word facies says: a Thing Made "and behold, it was very
good". Every Doctrine of the Genuine True is an angelic face, a Doing from within which in the Letting do,
now understood as the Abiding in Me, shines forth in its fullness, in its virtue, and in its glory. Doctrine is a
celestial face, Divine rays of light shining through an Angel's countenance, from within.
As soon as a thought such as this lives in the mind, everything begins to live or at once becomes new. This,
for instance, at once becomes clear: such as is the affection
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such is the true; such as the true such the understanding; and conversely in no matter what variation. The
understanding elevated into the light of Heaven, with the will remaining behind, is still a long way off from
the proper genuine substantial understanding. All strife in the Church may be reduced to the intestinal
enmity of the unsubstantial understanding against the substantial understanding. The internal of the
unsubstantial understanding is in the will having remained behind, one dark power without any force,
whereas the substantial understanding is both power and force, entirely one.
That there is this duality of understandings, appears from the following:
"To believe in God is the faith that saves ... for it is to know, to will, and to do; to Believe the things that
are from God is an historical faith which without the former does not save, for which reason it is not the
true faith ... ; it is to know, which is possible without willing and doing", A. E. 349.
To believe in God clearly is of the substantial understanding; to believe the things that are from God clearly
is of the unsubstantial understanding. We might say that anyone with more or less trouble "can get" those
things; anyone may more or less "grasp" them, acquire them for himself and then "work" with them, and
take that for willing and doing, and then be more than indignant if he is told here or hereafter that
notwithstanding all his "doing" he has not believed in God. But we have now learned to see that to do is an
awe-inspiring word.
To believe in God is to look from the Lord to the Lord. To believe the things that are from God, soon
becomes to look from one's self to the Lord, to an only lord, lord. It is called an historical faith because
without the believing in God - think again of the series to know-to acknowledge-to believe - like dry sand,
it falls asunder into mere hair-splitting, quibbling, letter-knowledge.
We have previously compared the substantial understanding with the surface of the water which allows all
the faces of heaven by day and by night to pass through; looking up, the more deeply it looks into itself. Of
that understanding we said that it does not allow itself to be separated from its surface any more than the
surface of the water
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does from the water. Nevertheless, when the soul grows cold, the understanding hardens, instead of an
attitude it becomes a thing, it becomes ice, and behaves itself like ice; as ice it shows cracks, flaws,
unsound places; it begins to drift, and causes disasters. The mirror of the understanding, having become
independent, being separated from the water of its soul is a foolish understanding, a foolish virgin, with
infatuated power. And just notice the Latin word stultus, the foolishness of the foolish virgins; that word
properly signifies "to stand there stiff, like a poker, like a broomstick". That word points to a stiff hard
neck, to stubbornness, thus to an understanding where there is no suppleness in passing over into the body,
into the substance, into the life. It remains on its own. The foolish virgins from the parable are unsubstantial
understandings, they lack oil, they stand dry; the wise virgins are virgins of Doctrine, are substantial
understandings. The enlightened man is a wise virgin, having oil in her lamp; the true gives light and
warmth from the good of the affection, as the lamp-wick does from the oil. And in the true there is inherent
the desire of sucking up the good as the lamp-wick sucks up the oil. A lamp with its oil is the substantial
understanding, lit from the Lord. The wise virgins "believe in God", the foolish virgins "believe the things
that are from God"; and these are not saved because those things are indeed from the Lord, but without the
Lord in them, and because their believing is man's, not the Lord's. To believe in God is Abel; to believe the
things that are from God may end in becoming a Cain. The substantial decides and comes to view in the
effects. To perceive those effects is the wisdom of life, is the power of Doctrine. For it is knowing the tree
by its fruit.
Again, we can very well imagine that there are those who are irritated by a word such as "substantial
understanding", considering it as a quibbling novelty of which nothing whatever is to be found in the Word.
Are you so very sure of that? Then just read this:
"When love enters into the understanding, which comes to pass (fit) when the conjunction has come to pass
(facta est, also: has been done, made, or: has become), then first it produces the affection of the true,
thereupon the affection of understanding that which it knows, and lastly the affection of seeing, in the
thinking of the body, that which it
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understands, for the thinking is nothing else but interior sight", D.L.W. 404.

This word contains an ocean of arcana. Let us only take up these things from it: the understanding is not the
proper genuine substantial understanding before the love has entered into it. It is the love which actuates in
the understanding the duality of faculties, the affection of the true and the perception of the true, which
faculties meet with those who with the understanding wish to perceive the true things, and do not meet with
those who merely wish to know the true things. Not the understanding sees, but the love sees out of the
light which is the understanding; the wisdom of the understanding is out of the light which proceeds from
the Lord as the Sun. For this reason the Lord said: "The light of the body is the eye; if therefore thine eye
be single, thy whole body shall be full of light", and immediately after: "But if thine eye be evil, thy whole
body shall be full of darkness", MATT. VI : 22, 23. It says evil, not false. This teaches us for our life that
too much attention is paid to the true understanding, and not to the good understanding. An evil eye may
appeal to its true understanding, and to the books as well, cutting off every objection with the words:
"Good or not good, that does not matter; is it true, that is the question!" An evil eye leaves the body dark
and on that account carries all the discussions on to a bodyless plane where an enlightened body or an
unenlightened body "is of no consequence". This leads to so much fruitless arguing to which in the spiritual
world sometimes a sudden end is made, by the awe-inspiring appearance of an immense Naked Arm which
has: inherent in it the strength to crush the very marrow in the bones.
The substantial understanding has an enlightened body behind it, under it, one with it. Thence that oft
occurring expression "the understanding of the Word and the state of life thence", see A.R. 295. Thence is
according thereto. The substance of the understanding is according to the state of life. Life is only in the
good and true conjoined; the state is the position, the attitude, or the relation thereof. The thinking of the
body consists of mere perceptions, enlightened out of the understanding. Where there is no substantial
understanding there can be no question of perception and enlightenment, for there the true is
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arbitrarily chosen, desired, believed, according to the merely natural inclinations. And the characteristic of
those inclinations is that they allow nothing to settle, thus preventing or not allowing the internal sight or
the thinking of wisdom to come into existence. Thus the love of self and of the world blinds itself more and
more with a, foolish understanding raised into the lumen of an imaginary heaven. The love of self and of
the world with the unreformed man of the church meets in his love of the unreformed society. If the
Doctrine does not form the society, the society forms for itself a doctrine out of its natural inclinations. So
it is that the Lord asked Nicodemus: "Art thou a, master in Israel, and knowest thou not these things?"
Nicodemus came to the Lord by night, alone. In this coming there lay the longing for the true for the sake
of the true, for this drove him to the Lord with the longing for a new understanding, far from the collective

understanding of his Israelitic society. And that this longing was genuine and was heard, is proved by the
remainder of the story about him. All internal evangelisation therefore is never directed to any society as
such, but to every individual in particular who is willing to come by night, alone, apart from the society, in
this longing, first for the true for the sake of the true, and afterwards for the good. We learn that a celestial
society is the more perfect in the measure in which each Angel is more his own. Every wrong society
inverts this truth, and tyrannically, fanatically will leave no single member to be himself. So there comes
into existence a diseased joint thinking, a diseased society understanding, an imaginary understanding on a
bodyless plane. A unity of thinking and feeling to appearance only, but with which nevertheless each one
within himself "thinks his own thoughts". The chased personality returns with seven spirits worse than
himself, and the end is that there is nowhere any good of life, neither in the society, nor in any home
individually.
The good of life is there when the understanding out of the love has the affection inherent in it of seeing in
the thinking of the body that which it understands. Then man is in peace and his perceptions are in the light.
A thing is perceived when the use thereof has been grasped, for the use is the saving essence of everything.
"Those who
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have conquered in temptations have an interior perception of uses; for by means of temptations the interiors
of the mind are opened; ... they feel in themselves what is good, and see in themselves what is true", A.R.
354. In the perception the use of a thing is opened and the mind to which that use reveals itself, proves to
be the appointed receptacle. In the perception the use is appropriated. For this reason we learn: "'They who
love the true for the sake of the true, are in enlightenment, and they who love the true for the sake of the
good are in perception", A.C. 10290. Enlightenment shows the true things in their order, spread, forth; the
perception is the correspondence obtained between the things internally and the things externally. In
enlightenment the apperceptio comes to light, in the perception the light comes into the things; apperceptio
is the preliminary perception. Enlightenment lets the things be seen, perception lets the things in themselves
be recognized. Apperception in enlightenment allows of confirmation, perception in light says yea-yea:
nay-nay. It is twice yea, twice nay, because the internal is reflected in the external, and that which is within
recognizes itself in that which is represented without; correspondence is yea from both sides, the notcorrespondence is nay from both sides. In the Latin for yea-yea it says etiam etiam. The conjunction etiam
having the meaning of "also" consists of two words: et, and, and jam, already, now. There is in that etiametiam, "and now, and now" a cry of joy out of the Kingdom of God that has been found within, over the
things that from now on will be added, one mild rain of correspondence, one blessedness of recognitions,
one stream of revelations, into the eternal. Two signifies everything with regard to good. Therefore this

"yea-yea"of the Lord is perception in man: "and behold, it was very good".
In all love of the true for the sake of the true there operates the preliminary perception, an advance from the
Lord, in order to arrive at the final perception, the proper perceptio: the love of the true for the sake of the
good. The love of the true for the sake of the true is the use of service, the love of the true for the sake of
the good serves the use, causes use to come into existence. By way of speaking the caterpillar is in some
kind of perception of the butterfly-state; this is the angelic which it carries with
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it into the Cocoon out of its world, its world consisting of the leaves of trees, grown in the light and in the
sun into the desired food - the true things are the desired things, desired from some affection of perception;
in the cocoon all the last impediments fall away: the enlightened perception is changed into a perception
with the light shining through and the butterfly enters into its heaven. Every affection is of love, and every
love is a perception for it wills to become one with its subject; and every perception takes up light from the
spiritual Sun according to its quality, that is, as much as in the doing it admits and in the admitting does.
The quality of the enlightenment directs itself according to the quality of the perception, whether
concerning the things in general, or whether in the things in particular. They who are in enlightenment
think concerning the things, they who are in perception think in the things, yea, they think the things and
live the uses. Enlightenment throws light on the successive order, in the perception the simultaneous order
is lit through. In the enlightenment of the true from the love for the sake of the true perception is not yet lit
through, still having many parts which are dark; in the perception of the true from the love for the sake of
the good the entire body is enlightened. Only then is perception truly perception, or one lustrous
recognition of the things within in the things without, "as in the Heavens so too upon earth", the external
man one with the internal. The Word begins with being "the Light that lighteth every man that cometh into
the world", for then a light is given to the feelings. The Word in its fullness, however, is when it shines its
light through the perceived things themselves, so that the letter of the Word and of Creation opens out of
the Word and sends forth its rays before the opened mind, open even into the Lord. Every Doctrine of the
Genuine True in its way is a lighted and lightening perception; and for this reason the Doctrine is compared
to a lamp and to a candle.
The Lord while on earth used to introduce His miraculous healings by saying: "Be it unto thee according to
thy word". The true things out of the Word are words of choice, of desire, and of believing, which words,
once understood, are heard and granted from the Lord. According to those words it is then done.
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This is the true things of life done, and made of life.
"Between love and love there is no closer nor sweeter bond than wisdom", WORSHIP AND LOVE OF
GOD, 55. To look from the Lord to the Lord is to be a Wisdom between the love from the Lord and the
love to the Lord. From those loves the genuine true has this that essentially it is affection. For this reason
the perception of the true is "every tree desirable to the sight", GEN. II : 9. Every genuine true is a bond of
love, a pledge of love. The Dutch word for pledge, pand, comes from the Latin words panctum and pactum,
agreement, contract, covenant. Every genuine true is thus a Sign of the Covenant; it is the desired, the
chosen, the believed correspondence obtained, fulfilled, accomplished between love and love. Every
genuine true is "very good", that is to say "good good', or "yea yea"; yea regarded out of the love from the
Lord, and yea regarded out of the love to the Lord: Every genuine true is a Glorification in force in the
Heavens.
In EZEKIEL, ch. I, verses 15 to 21, the Doctrine of the good and true in the Word and out of the Word is
described (see SUMM. EXPOS. and A. R. 239), and we may rightly say that its doing and letting do is
described in these words: "The wheels [the Doctrine out of the Word] went ... ; they turned not when they
went. And when the living creatures [the Word], went, the wheels went by them; and when the living
creatures were lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted up. Whithersoever the Spirit [the Doctrine in
the Word] was to go, they went ... ; for the spirit of the living creatures was in the wheels. When those
went, they went; and when those stood, they stood; and when those were lifted up from the earth, the
wheels were lifted up over against them; for the Spirit of the living creatures was in the wheels". The
wheels with the living creatures is "you in Me"; the Spirit of the living creatures is "I in you".
Conclusion.
The internal man is not reformed by only knowing and understanding the saving true and good things, but
by willing and loving them; the external man however is
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reformed by speaking and doing those things which the internal man wills and loves; and in so far as this
comes to pass, the man is regenerated. Thus to do is to follow and to obey. Then the state of wisdom
dawns, a state in which the man no longer is concerned about understanding the true and good things, but
about willing and living them. The caterpillar has become a butterfly. Knowing and understanding alone is
to be only in the cause, which in the Word is compared to building a house on the ice, see A. R. 510. The
knowing and understanding alone is to will to be wise from one's self, which leads to the doing alone or a
doing from the proprium, thus to being in a natural separated from the spiritual; for to think and to will is
spiritual, and to speak and to do is natural. To do or to live, in one's self or from the Lord, is the last end;
and in the word last there lies hidden to let, which means that nothing in the external any more prevents
letting the all of the First End come to its fullness, virtue, and glorious effect. The Latin for effect is
effectus, from efficere, composed of ex, out of or following, and facere, to do. Thus in the word effect or
final end the arcanum buds forth of the "as from one's self" or "to do and to let do"; for the doing of the
external man is out of or following the will and the love of the internal; in his doing he lets the internal man
altogether come into its effect; it is not he who does but the internal man does or the Lord through the
internal man. To do as from one's self is to serve in humility.
"Man does not know in what manner the Lord operates in all things of his mind or soul, that is, in all things
of his spirit. The operation is continuous; in it man has no part; but yet the Lord cannot purify man from
any concupiscence of evil in his spirit or internal man, so long as man holds his external closed", D.P. 120.
The lasts with man therefore are not lasts in the genuine sense until by opening [opendoen, which contains
the word to do] they let through the continuous operation. Since this comes to pass only by shunning the
evil things or following the Lord, the lasts with the man-Church or the man-Angel are the good things of
life, or the true things of faith, willed, loved, lived. The lasts therefore are of the greatest importance, for
these are the things that permit ingress into and through to Heaven. It is in the lasts that man must do as
from himself in order
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that he can let the Lord do what He in His Divine Mercy continually wills to do: draw him to Himself in
Heaven.
Just as little as creation is from nothing no less is regeneration from nothing. Just as man is called a
microcosm and a micro-uranos, just so man may be called a micro-creation and a micro-glorification. For
when man has been regenerated, the order of creation with him is restored, so that man himself has become
order. That order or the celestial man is one song of Glorifications; and radiates with Images and
Similitudes of God.
No regeneration without complete cooperation from man as from himself. That cooperation is to look to the
Lord out of the love to the Lord. That looking and that love to the Lord is not the Lord's unless that looking
to the Lord has inherent in it the looking from the Lord, and unless that love to the Lord has inherent in it
the love from the Lord. From the Lord and to the Lord are distinctly one, as the good and the true, as
creation and regeneration, as the Coming and the Second Coming. From the Lord to the Lord is the
celestial motion, is the Stream of Providence.
Man is not regenerated in anything else than in that to which he has been created. Every man has been
created a most separate celestial use. Regeneration is a raising up again of that which has slid down into the
evil and false, thus a restoration of creation, order, or use.
As long as man regards Regeneration or the Word out of that which has not been created with him, he looks
from himself to the Lord, and sees nothing. As soon as man regards Regeneration or the Word out of that
which has been created in him, he looks from the Lord to the Lord, and he learns to see his special use,
which is to know, to acknowledge, to believe, to perceive. For this reason the first of Charity is faithfully
and uprightly to perform the work of one's calling. A man's calling is a man's special use to which
providentially he has been called. The faithful and upright performance of his duty reveals that use, and
nowhere else than in that use the Lord reveals Himself in His Infinite Love and Wisdom. Therefore every
self examination which does not lead to a renewed discipline of discreet performance of use is merely a
looking from self to self.
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The theses about "Use and Enjoyment" and "To Do and to Let Do" may be epitomized into one thesis, and
into one word, the Hebrew word Eden, which signifies: Enjoyment. Man, according to creation, had
nothing else to do but enjoy the use which the Sole Operator, that is, the Lord, alone Does, but to
appearance or as from himself lets man do. The Only Lord does the use and He places man in the
enjoyment of that use. Genuine enjoyment is only that enjoyment which is felt out of the spiritual.
Enjoyment is spiritual from celestial origin; that celestial origin or source is pure Divine Use. Man has been
created to be the enjoyment of use, the enjoyment of salvation. Man might be said to be one sensory of use
in which the union of Love and Wisdom into Use is felt as inexpressible enjoyment. In that enjoyment the
Lord is fully; it is Heaven. To place the enjoyment in the Use, or to enjoy the Use is all that man has to do;
this is to love the Lord God out of thy whole heart, and out of thy whole soul, and out of thy whole
strength, and out of thy whole mind.
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR JULY-AUG. 1937
___________

THE NEW CHURCH THE NEW JERUSALEM
THE FIRST DUTCH SOCIETY OF THE GENERAL
CHURCH OF THE NEW JERUSALEM
Extract from the Minutes of the Special Meeting
of April 21st, 1937.
The chairman, Prof. Dr. Charles H. van Os, outlined briefly the reason for this special meeting and then
asked Rev. Pfeiffer to give an account of what had taken place in Bryn Athyn.
Rev. Pfeiffer related that he and Mr. Groeneveld arrived in Bryn Athyn on Thursday evening, March 18,
filled with the desire to find, by direct contact with the leading persons of the GENERAL CHURCH, a
common basis in some essential things of the Church whereby the serious difficulties could be overcome

and further cooperation would be possible. Just as those of the Hague Society during all these years of
controversy had rejected with determination the thought of separation, so in all their preparation for this
journey and during the journey they had also been of this insight and conviction.
On the very first day after his arrival Rev. Pfeiffer had asked Bishop de Charms for an interview. He began
the conversation by giving expression to his desire to find a common basis. Bishop de Charms said that he
shared this desire but that the only common basis was "the plain teachings of the Writings". Rev. Pfeiffer
said that he entirely agreed with this, but one of those plain teachings was that the Word cannot be
understood unless man makes for himself a genuine Doctrine out of it, and that therefore also these
Writings, being the Word, without such Doctrine remain a closed book; and furthermore that one of those
plain teachings was that the Lord, as He is the Word, is also the Doctrine out of the Word.
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Bishop de Charms said that he could not see this otherwise than as arbitrary interpretations, and that he
understood these teachings entirely otherwise. He was well aware of all those places. There was indeed
taught there that the Doctrine of the Church, good and truth, and other things, were of the Lord; but it was
never taught that they were the Lord. Rev. Pfeiffer said that there were a number of places that taught this.
Bishop de Charms continued that he clearly saw in this new concept a confusion of the things of the Divine
Proceeding, which indeed was infinite, with the created things of good and truth with man, which never
were infinite, and therefore never may be called Divine. He cited a place from DIVINE PROVIDENCE, n.
219, that the finite cannot proceed from the Infinite. He summed up his belief concerning these things in
the words that one may never call anything with man Divine, not even good and truth, but that this was
human good and human truth. What was Divine remained always outside of the human mind; as soon as
the Divine Proceeding touched and entered the human mind it ceased to be a Proceeding and was the
created finite good and truth of man.
Rev. Pfeiffer said that the number 219 also taught that the Infinite can proceed out of the finite, however
not out of the finite but out of the Infinite through the finite, and that hereby are clearly meant the genuine
good and true things of charity and faith with man. He indicated also the places in THE TRUE
CHRISTIAN RELIGION where it is taught that love and wisdom are uncreatable. He gave Bishop de
Charms to know that he considered this doctrine of the human good and true, that had never existed before
in the Church, and that is not to be found in any place in the Word, to be of such a destructive nature that
thereby the Church must lose her real essence, because by a conscious confirmation of it all regeneration of
man would be impossible.

Bishop de Charms answered that he had a whole series of places that taught human good and truth, and at
the request of Rev. Pfeiffer he mentioned and read in part the places: DOCTRINE OF LIFE 32, DIVINE
LOVE AND WISDOM 30, 102, 179, 198. Rev. Pfeiffer was surprised at seeing these places, since they
clearly taught just the opposite from what Bishop de Charms saw in them.
In the course of the conversation Bishop de Charms complained
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also that DE HEMELSCHE LEER from the very first appearance had claimed a spiritual judgment over the
GENERAL CHURCH, likewise on grounds of purely arbitrary interpretations. He said also that the recent
Sixth Fascicle of the English edition was full of similar things, and as an example he quoted a place from
the article of Rev. Hendrik Boef "The Church as our Spiritual Mother" where it is said: "We should
especially be on guard against the poisonous thought that there is such a thing as human good and truth. He
who holds this, is paralyzed as to the spiritual life of his internal man, as the life of the body is paralyzed by
the sting of a scorpion", Sixth Fasc. 113. Bishop de Charms cited this place and added with an indignant
voice: "I accept this thought of human good and truth and believe in it". In the course of this part of the
conversation he said that if DE HEMELSCHE LEER continued in the future with such examples of
impermissible spiritual judgment, and if a decided stop was not put to them, separation was unavoidable.
Rev. Pfeiffer said that he regarded the statement cited as a most important truth, and that the love for truth
and the importance of a truly internal Church made it necessary to give utterance to such essential things. It
was however wrong ever to see in it a personal judgment or a spiritual judgment which is forbidden. They
had in these cases done nothing else than publish the genuine True of the Word, and if there were a
judgment, this was the judgment of the True out of the Word.
Rev. Pfeiffer subsequently related the gist of a conversation that he had had with Bishop Acton together
with Rev. Pitcairn and Mr. H. D. G. Groeneveld, on the same afternoon. The conversation which for a
considerable time was between Bishop Acton and Mr. Groeneveld, concerned itself with the possibility of
being able to form for oneself a sure judgment about the good and the evil and the true and the false. Here
Bishop Acton had apparently the same complaint in mind as Bishop de Charms, namely that we had
assumed a judgment over the state of the Church, a judgment that was entirely impossible. He grounded his
argument on this, that the internal states of man are only known to the Lord and always remain hidden to
the fellow man. Mr. Groeneveld acknowledged that the real state of
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the fellow man always remains hidden to us, as the Word also clearly teaches; but it was, nevertheless,
incumbent on everyone, and especially on the man of the internal Church, to form a judgment, in the light
of the genuine Doctrine drawn from the Word, concerning the good and the evil and the true and the false,
of things that clearly appear in externals. He argued that if such a judgment were not possible, it would also
not be possible for man to choose the true way, and to know with certainty with whom he must conjoin
himself, and whom he must avoid, in the interest of the spiritual life.
Bishop Acton kept denying the possibility of any judgment in spiritual things. He said that one could never
say more than that this or that appeared to be the truth, but certainty of judgment was absolutely
impossible. He objected very much to the apparent certainty with which the new conceptions about the
Word and Doctrine, and especially the so called judgment of the state of the Church, were being
proclaimed in DE HEMELSCHE LEER. He elucidated his conception by saying that from his side he
would never be willing to claim absolute certainty for the truth of his standpoint, yea, he would go so far as
to say that he would acknowledge the possibility that the Dutch standpoint was right and his was wrong;
the only thing he could say was that he considered the Dutch position false and his own position right; but
he could not have an absolute certainty of it. Rev. Pfeiffer said that the genuine faith is nothing else than
the seeing of the genuine True, and that the new principles concerning these Writings as the Word and the
genuine Doctrine drawn out of it, principles that were taught in the Word itself, could stand firm as
irrefutable eternal truths, for everyone who was in the genuine faith.
The conversation with Bishop Acton ended in his statement - similar to that of Bishop de Charms - that if
the judgments in DE HEMELSCHE LEER of the GENERAL CHURCH did not cease, separation would be
a matter of charity for both parties.
From what was said it appeared that in these two meetings both Bishops declared themselves in favor of the
necessity of separation, unless essential principles were abandoned. The impression had been created, by
the establishment -
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on the part of the Acting Bishop of the GENERAL CHURCH - of the doctrine of the human good and the
human true, together with the curtailing - by threat of separation - of the liberty to proclaim the True as also
to point out the essential of the false, as taught in the Word itself, that, under these conditions, further
cooperation in the present form was no longer possible. It was clear that no part of the principle of freedom
could be abandoned. But one saw a deed of charity in proposing to the leaders to cooperate in a peaceable
solution by making possible a new independent episcopal diocese for the new movement, whereby a
complete break could be avoided. It was therefore decided to propose this to the leaders of the GENERAL
CHURCH in a meeting which was to be asked for. But the proposal was refused. It also constituted the
most important subject of the Ministers' Meeting and the Joint Meeting which was held shortly afterwards.
For the particulars of these meetings Rev. Pfeiffer referred to the reports which were to be published at the
earliest opportunity.
Some days after the meetings were over Rev. Pfeiffer was requested in a letter from Bishop de Charms to
resign as pastor and as member of the GENERAL CHURCH. When Rev. Pfeiffer did not wish to do this
because he considered it contrary to the interest of the FIRST DUTCH SOCIETY, he was informed on the
7th of April that his name had been removed from the list of pastors and members. By this action of Bishop
de Charms, who with Bishop Acton had been the first to speak of a separation in charity, the First Dutch
Society suddenly came to be without a priest.
The chairman, Professor van Os, then gave the floor to Mr. Groeneveld.
Mr. Groeneveld told how he had come to the conviction by the things that had taken place in Bryn Athyn
that a further remaining together was no longer possible. The principle of the human good and the human
true that was now reigning there closes the way to regeneration. For if man cannot elevate himself to the
genuine things of the Divine Human of the Lord and come into possession of them as if from himself,
neither can he be liberated from his proprium and will necessarily remain in it. It is only through the
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power of such Divine things in the consciousness of man - Divine things that man never may attribute to
himself, but, as it were, must always give back to the Lord - that the human things in man are brought into a
true order and are established as truly human.
Mr. Groeneveld said that it must especially not be thought that we are now spiritual and they who cannot
follow our insight are natural, but it here concerns a new basis for the Church and for the man of the
Church whereby the possibility is opened to come into the possession of spiritual things as if from oneself.
Mr. Groeneveld further pointed to freedom as an inmost principle and an indispensable condition for the
possibility of a Church. He also gave expression to his disappointment that by his actions Bishop de
Charms without for a moment considering the Church in Holland simply deprived the Church of its priest.
______________

THE NEW CHURCH THE NEW JERUSALEM
Extract from the Minutes of the Special Meeting
of May 2nd, 1937
The chairman, Professor van Os, gave the floor to Rev. Pfeiffer.
Rev. Pfeiffer said that in these last weeks and during his stay in Bryn Athyn while thinking about the things
that now must come he had continually had in mind the words of the APOCALYPSE REVEALED, that in
the New Church there shall be nothing external separated from the internal. There is no doubt that the
ACADEMY and also the GENERAL CHURCH OF THE NEW JERUSALEM in their foundation and first
times were a genuine state of the New Church and were used in the Divine Providence to realize essential
things of the New Church. The leading principle of these bodies, that the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg
are the Word, was the essential that was then necessary as the basis of the Church. The setting up and
realizing of this principle was not a simple or self-evident task; nor a purely intellectual one, but it was
coupled with great struggling; and the spiritual temptations and victories of that time guaranteed a genuine
essence of the Church.
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It lies in the proprium of man that each Church threatens to turn away in the course of time from the
internal to the external, from the essential to formal things, and thus to turn away from the Lord. We are
now placed before the necessity of an entirely new beginning. We have not foreseen this course of
development and until the last we have tried by all means to avoid it. The GENERAL CHURCH has
definitely rejected the new things that in these last years have been brought to light out of the Word itself. It
is these things that are now the essential which is necessary for the Church. The separation that has now
become a reality has filled us with great disappointment. But still we can strongly feel that thereby a
freedom is gained that we missed in the last years, and that in this new freedom a full development of the
new things will be possible.
If it is said that in the New Church there shall be nothing external separated from the internal, what then is
this internal? It is nothing else than the celestial of the genuine internal loves; it is the genuine charity and
love to the Lord. It must be our end, and it must be possible to arrive at an organization of the Church,
where, in all the principles of constitution and government, the emphasis is laid so clearly upon these only
essential things, that the Church in future will be able to become conscious of what her real slate is. It is
clear that the essential of the Church never lies anywhere else than in the regeneration of its members.
Where there is regeneration there the Church is, and never anywhere else.
We do not stand entirely alone in our faith. In several other countries there are some, although they be few,
who share our faith and who unite with us in conviction and life. And who knows whether now it will not
become possible, in the Lord's Providence, when the Church will have found the firm foundation of a
genuine internal Church, by her Doctrine of the Genuine True and a new life according to it, that she then
also may find a larger expansion. For, if we follow the history of the New Church until today, with its so
often repealed collapses and vastations, then it would almost appear to us that in these things there was a
ground for the Lord in His Merciful Providence to retard her larger expansion.
____________________________________
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LETTER OF RESIGNATION OF THE MEMBERS OF
THE HAGUE SOCIETY FROM THE GENERAL
CHURCH OF THE NEW JERUSALEM

The Hague, August 29th, 1937.
RIGHT REVEREND GEORGE DE CHARMS
Bryn Athyn, Pa.
Dear Bishop:
The announcement of the separation of our priest, the Rev. Ernst Pfeiffer from the GENERAL CHURCH
has deeply affected us, who are members of the Hague Society. According to the Documents concerning
the Separation of the Rev. Ernst Pfeiffer from the General Church of the New Jerusalem, the separation
took place because the Rev. Pfeiffer had expressed the intention of forming an independent body. The
argument put forth lacks essential ground. The Rev. Pfeiffer could only have had this intention if it had
been present also with us, since without members no body can be formed. We, the members of this Society,
in cooperation with the priest, have always striven to preserve the unity of the Church, there being at the
same time a great longing for a solution of the existing difficulties. Although by you not a single effort was
made to preserve the unity, while at the same time respecting our freedom of thought, yea, a separation was
even considered necessary, it was nevertheless attempted on our side to make it possible to maintain a bond
by suggesting the institution of a separate diocese. The sudden separation of the Rev. Pfeiffer therefore
shows us that the decision has not been led to by love and wisdom but by the principle of human authority.
A separation of a priest from the members of his Society, with which members he cooperates for the
upbuilding of the Church, indicates to us not only a lack of episcopal care for us, who are members of the
Hague Society, but also a denial of the function and the use of the laity of the Church. It proves that the
things of the Church are seen as being only in the hands of the priests; the result being that dominion and
thus human authority breaks in, in consequence of which the priests are no longer servants, the office to
which
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they have been called by the Lord. Where there arises a priestly authority of this kind, the freedom of
thought departs. It is this freedom of thought which we consider to be the essential of the Lord's New
Church. This freedom of thought has been limited in the GENERAL CHURCH OF THE NEW
JERUSALEM, which appears from the principle of human good and human truth now ruling. Human good
and human truth is of value only in so far as it is derived from spiritual good and spiritual truth. Since by
this principle it has been manifested that the Church has no longing for spiritual good and spiritual truth,

but only for human good and human truth, it closes for the Church the way to an interior conjunction with
the Lord and thus deprives the Church of the freedom as of itself to be placed in the possession of spiritual
good and spiritual truth, as a result of which the Church would receive its Doctrine, spiritual out of celestial
origin. It is this essential alone that is meant by the Doctrine of the Church and for which our eyes have
been opened, and it is on this essential alone, that, according to our interior conviction, the upbuilding and
the development of the New Church depends.
The Word given to the New Church makes a distinction between human good and human truth, and
spiritual good and spiritual truth, and this Word teaches us clearly that spiritual good and spiritual truth is
the essential for the Church and the man of the Church.
In THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY, chapter III, in section IV (n. 56, 57, 59), we read the following:

"The neighbor which a man will love from charity will be spiritual good. Without this good there is no
charity; for the good of charity is spiritual good, since it is according to this good that all in the Heavens are
conjoined.

Moral good, which is actual human good - for it is the rational good according to which man lives with
man, as a brother and associate - is neighbor so far as it is derived from spiritual good; for moral good
without spiritual good is external good, is of the external will, and is not internal good. It may be evil,
which is not to be loved.

The laws of the Decalogue first become civil laws, afterwards moral, and finally spiritual; and then first do
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the goods become goods of charity, according to degrees".

Since our love for the truth longs for an interior conjunction with the Lord and the required freedom of

thought is not permissible in the GENERAL CHURCH, therefore also there is no place for our love in that
Church.
We request you therefore to remove our names from the roll of membership of the GENERAL CHURCH
OF THE NEW JERUSALEM.
Very sincerely yours
CHS. H. VAN Os
N. V. OS-KLEINHOONTE
VERSTRAATE
J. P. VERSTRAATE-VRUGTMAN
J. M. WEIJLAND
D. V. D. LOOS
J. V. D. LOOS
C. J. M. WEGMAN
W. WAALWIJK
J. L. TEERLINK
R. K. SIKKEMA
C. E. VANDER
J. M. V. DUYVENBODE VR.- RUHAAK
C. DE MOOIJ
E. C. DE MOOIJ-POOL
J. H. PFEIFFER-COURTIER
H. BRANDENBURG-GRAAFLAND
TH. VISSER
P. VISSER-POOL
J. LINTHUIS
M. A. LINTHUIS-POOL
P. GELUK
W. S. GELUK-POOL
H. K. HAPPEE-WIJNTJE
for C.W. HEIJER
N. J. Vellenga
for H. A. C. HEIJER-GROENEVELD
N. J. Vellenga
GROENEVELD
M.J.GROENEVELD-LEDER
N. J. VELLENGA
T. VELLENGA-V. D. MEIJDEN
W. C. SCHIERBEEK
CH. B. SCHUURMANS
MARY BARGER

W. SCHOONBOOM
F. A. LANS
J. L. KLAMER
J. DE VISSER-SEMLER
J. KAMERLING
H. M. HAVERMAN
J. A. SCHOLTES
P. SCHOLTES-MOSER
J. J. DE BRUIN
J. C. DE BRUIN-V. D. FEEN
P. POORTVLIET
J. N.C.POORTVLIET-GELUK
C. P. GELUK
M. GELUK-KORSTEN
E. J. GELUK
A. E. A. MONTAUBAN VAN SWIJNDREGT-BRONS
H. M. VAN DER MAAS
M. J. E. BORF
H. V. D. FEEN
N. V. D. FEEN-VOGELSANG
for A. J. v. D. Loos
D. v. d. Loos
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for A. P. GELUK
P. Geluk
for M. A. DONKER-V.D.FEEN
N. v. d. Feen- Vogelsang
for EMIL SCHULTZ
Verstraate
for MARTHA SCHULTZ
Verstraate
for B. J. URBAN-HUBSCHER
Verstraate
for ANTON ZELLING
Verstraate
for LEONIE ZELLING
Verstraate

for N. H. URBAN
Verstraate
for PHILIPPE SMIT
Verstraate
for O. M. BOODEN-ADELINK
Verstraate
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___________

RECEPTION
BY ANTON ZELLING.

“I am the vine, ye the branches; he that abideth in Me
and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit: for
without Me ye can do nothing".
JOHN XV : 5.

The Doctrine of the Church, which is out of the Word, teaches the reception of the Divine True proceeding
from the Lord, A.R. 871. This is a statement which plunges us into profound meditation. It is the key which
discloses the sanctuary of Doctrine and Religion. "What man wills or loves that he clearly perceives; it is
otherwise by the way of the understanding only", A.E. 61.
Now the first thing that the Doctrine of the Church, which is out of the Word, teaches us to acknowledge is
that the primary which the Lord possesses with man and with Angel, is his will. What man calls his will is
merely his concupiscence, what man calls his understanding is merely his science.

The order of reception is as follows: "Divine Influx out of Heaven is into man's will, and through that into
his understanding; Influx into the will is into the occiput, because into the cerebellum; and from that it
passes towards the foreparts into the cerebrum where the understanding is; and when it comes by that way
into the understanding, then it comes also into the sight, for man sees out of the understanding", A.E. 61.
Thus man does not see out of the understanding before the Divine Influx out of Heaven through the will has
flowed into the understanding. And the Divine Influx does not flow into the will before the Lord possesses
the will, and through the will the understanding. For this reason in the above quotation it is said to see, and
to see in the spiritual sense means to believe. The Lord therefore does not possess
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the will and the understanding therefrom fully or into its finest ramifications before man from knowing
through acknowledging has advanced to believing; or, what is the same, there is no question of essential
Influx unless it flows out into believing; for thus the Lord dwells in what is His, and perception is in its
light. The understanding alone is an understanding outside of the Lord, outside of the Door, and therefore
no understanding, but science alone, which ends in presumptuous schoolmastery or self-conceited pedantry,
and this sees nothing and less than nothing. It only disputes, that is, doubts and denies. What? Well, the
Divine Influx, therefore the believing or the seeing.
The arcanum of the reception therefore amounts to this; Is there question of will and understanding, or of
concupiscence and science. Will and understanding allow the Divine Influx to pass through, concupiscence
and science hold it back by perversion.
The genuine reception is by an intellectual voluntary, the spurious reception is by a scientificated
concupiscence. And because reception essentially is a reception of the Divine Influx, the genuine reception
or the reception from within has regard to the things, and the spurious reception or the reception from
without to the forms only.
The cause of so much confusion is this that the spurious reception, because it is from without, so much
resembles a reception in the natural sense; and that the genuine reception, because it is from within, has
nothing of a reception in the natural sense. The spurious reception is a self-conscious grasping hold of; the

genuine reception is a receiving above the consciousness. For this reason the righteous did not know that
they had shown charity to the Lord, while the un-righteous knew no better than that they had preached the
Lord in all the streets, and had done many works in His name. The Divine Influx which makes the
reception, is not felt in the affections of the will because man pays no attention thereunto. The only thing he
perceives by that Influx is that the things unfold, break open, and reveal their essence, that is, the good use
of life. For this reason it is said that to bring forth means to receive.
Therefore in exact contrast with the natural sense, to receive, spiritually understood, is to produce. "The
Lord produces the good things with man according to every state
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of the true with him", is taught in A.R. 935. The state of the true with man is the quality of his Doctrine.
And such as that Doctrine is, such reception does it teach, which reception is a bringing forth or a
production of good things from the Lord. To produce in Latin is producere, literally to lead forth; the
received Influx leads forth or out to uses in lasts. As soon as the lasts let through, the Influx proves to have
been received, not until then. And what the lasts then let through, are purely good things of life, or much
fruit. To this end the lasts of the vine branches must regularly be pruned. The Doctrine teaches to prune for
the sake of reception. Without Doctrine no fruit, or else nothing but wild bitter berries.
By the reception of the Divine Influx out of Heaven there is bringing forth or production. The reception
therefore is known by the production or by the fruit. On the other hand, the spurious reception, direct or
from without, is a gathering together of forms and of terms, truly dead in themselves, a heaping up of
scholastic matter, merely a hot-bed of spontaneous generation.
The New Church is the Church of Reception of the Divine Influx out of Heaven, a Reception of the Lord in
what is His. And because it is the Church of Reception, it is the Church of Production of the good things
according to every state of the true with the Church in common or the Church in the lands.
The cause of so much confusion lies in the merely natural conception of the word "the new will". That
which man calls his will, is merely his concupiscence. That which he commonly regards as the new will, is
commonly only a new concupiscence. And every new concupiscence is the old concupiscence in a more
interior, more evil degree. Before the Doctrine of the Church out of the Word can teach the Reception of
the Divine Influx out of Heaven, the concupiscences of the evil with man must be converted into good

affections. Concupiscences are perverted affections; affections are derivations from the will, as the arteries
are derivations or continuations of the heart [continuations: Dutch verlengselen; the word verlengen has the
same root as the word verlangen, to long for]. Only when the concupiscences of evil have become good
affections, only then does the Lord in truth possess the origin or the source of those affections,
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that is, the WILL with man. This is the new will; new to appearance, now and eternal in essence.
And what applies to the "new" will, applies equally to the "new" understanding. Each new scientific is the
old scientific in a more interior, more false degree. Before the Doctrine of the Church out of the Word can
teach the Reception of the Divine Influx out of Heaven, the delusions of the false with man must be
converted into true thinkings. Fallacies are perverted thinkings; thinkings are derivations from the
understanding. Well then, only when the delusions of the false have become true thinkings, only then does
the Lord in truth possess the origin or the source of those thinkings, that is, the UNDERSTANDING out of
the WILL with man. This is the new understanding; new to appearance, now and eternal in essence. Thus it
is self-explanatory that the rational is the receptacle itself of the light of Heaven; and therefore also that the
free or the voluntary is the receptacle itself of the warmth of Heaven.
Every Doctrine of the Genuine True is Divine Order in man. Divine Order is Order of reception and
production from the Lord. Reception and production in man and for man are identical, for to bring forth
signifies to receive. The receptions or the productions are according to each state of the true with man.
The cause of so much confusion or disorder is this, that new concupiscences and new scientifics with so
much jealousy and rivalry seek to counterfeit the Divine things themselves of the new will and of the new
understanding, which with study and art is possible, see A.C. 10284. However, this is no reception or
production from the Lord, but it is to regard from one's self to one's self and to the world. Study and art in
this sense are nothing; and even as creation no more is regeneration out of nothing. Regeneration is out of
the conversion of evil into good affections. Study and art only renew the concupiscences and the scientifics
therefrom. The only thing therefore which the scholastic learned attain with study and art, is to kill off with
themselves every universal influx instead of receiving, and to extirpate with themselves everything
engrafted out of Heaven instead of producing; their civilization has civilized away all that was human with
them; and with that the celestial arcana with them have become infernal problems, to all
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appearance in the same truths, but of which they did not perceive the things but only deformed the forms.
With the reception it is just as with clothing, from within something entirely different from what it is from
without. Just as reception from within is to produce, just so clothing from within is to proceed, “for
raiments are outside of the body and clothe it, just as the things which proceed are also outside of the body
and encompass it", A.E. 65; where we read further that the raiments of the Angels are according to the
sphere of life with them; and further that the Lord's raiments signify the Divine, proceeding, which is the
Divine True conjoined with the Divine Good, which fills the entire Heaven, and enters into the interior
things of the mind and gives intelligence and wisdom to him who receives. Notice the sequence: to receive
gives wisdom, and the love from the Lord by the wisdom from the Lord produces the good things from the
Lord. What else therefore is to receive than to produce? What therefore is any other receiving else than
theft and perversion?
The cause of so much confusion is that the correspondence of truths with clothing is regarded merely from
without, thus neither of them as proceeding from within, but as "dead in themselves", and on that account
merely to be "received" or to be stepped into. But just as little as clothes make a man, just so little do truths
make the man of the Church, unless both have been produced and have proceeded from within. For this
reason too the Wedding Garments signify the Divine True out of the Word, which is something different
from the Divine True of the Word, see A.R. 166, namely the Genuine True of the Doctrine of the Church.
Everything that is from the Lord lives and is moved; "dead in itself" is only the infernal proprium:
regardless with what new concupiscence it may "receive" or "indue" any Divine True whatever. This,
manifestly, is a proof of God by Doctrine.
The Order of Society cannot set in, or the Doctrine of Society cannot come to life, unless the word of John
the Baptist be understood, acknowledged, willed, and done: "Do violence to no man, neither accuse any
falsely; and be content with your wages", LUKE III : 14. This word precedes every Instauration and
Organization; for no order
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of reception and production is possible unless all violence, all false accusation, all discontent cease.
This truth lies reflected in the following statement: "Whoso wills to remain in the sense of the Letter, let
him remain, because that sense conjoins; only let him know that the Angels by those names perceive things
and states of the Church", A.R. 41. To remain here does not signify to cling to or to stick in, for the subject
is a conjoining sense of the letter. To remain in the sense of the letter here in the favorable sense signifies
the faith of the simple, an integer remaining or living in the integer sense of the letter, under obedience to
the angelic or the internal sense. To remain therein is to remain in the Lord's Divine Natural and to be
conjoined therewith. To remain therein is to live according to one's station and state, and not above or
beyond one's station and state; and thus to do violence to no man, neither to accuse any falsely, and to be
content with one's wages. In this way man does not accuse falsely, but he receives, and in this way the
wages are pure enjoyments of use; for every function, as is indicated by the root-meaning of that word, is
essentially nothing but usufruct, genuine if man has been placed therein from the Lord. A man in his
function is a man in his Eden, in his order, in his peace; in short in the fullness, glory, and virtue of the
faculty that has been given him as if his and is felt as his. Only when the Lord finds His pleasure in that
faculty - and this is "to perceive the delightful out of the spiritual" is there any question of function.
The Order of Reception makes one with the ordering of the recipients. The first is of the Instauration from
the Lord, the second is of the Organization, likewise from the Lord, and to appearance as if out of man. The
ordering is the first as to time, the Order is the first as to the end: the reception and the production.
In so much as the ordering of the society comes to belong to the society, in just so much the order of the
Church comes to belong to the Church, and not the least more or less. Restoration of order of necessity
brings along a re-ordering. For this reason the society must be ordered anew, for it has lost its orientation or
its Orient. The Church is called the foundation of Heaven, the human race is called the basis of the
foundation of Heaven. The human race will have been
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made equal to the Church, when once again "the theological things dwell in the highest region of the
human mind", see CANONS, marginal note under "Summary". The theological things with the human race
and with its imaginary churches have slid down to philosophical things. Whoso pays regard to the signs of
the times, in the present-day state of the world sees the state of the Church reflected, the wrestling through
a time of live anarchy to arrive at order and ordering.
There were three classes or degrees in society which had to correspond to the three Heavens: the
aristocracy (from aristos, the best, and kratein, to govern) was held to be celestial, or wisdoms; the middle
class was held to be spiritual, or intelligences; the laborers class was held to be natural, or sciences. The
sciences lit through by Intelligence, the intelligences lit through by Wisdom, the wisdoms imbued by Use,
descending, as rain out of Heaven, having gone up as a mist from the earth. There is no doubt that the
sharply outlined castes with the Hindus still bear relation to the most complete Doctrine of Charity which
the Ancient Church possessed. The very word caste proves this, for the fundamental meaning in the
sanscrit is pure, chaste, unmixed. That which is destroying the present-day civilization is that every degree
or class has lost its virtue and has become heterogeneous, impure, unchaste, mixed. This is a matter of the
very greatest importance for the Lord's True Church, for only through the Church does the human race
become human, and without an endoctrined charitable spirit of caste no human society of any kind will
prove possible. The human race, society, community, the commonwealth, or the world, has become
babylonic in entirely the same sense as stands written of the ecclesiastical hierarchy in the APOCALYPSE
REVEALED, n. 799: "In Babylonia there is not any spiritual affection of the true, not the understanding of
it and not the thinking therefrom nor the inquiry and scrutiny of it, nor enlightenment and perception of it,
and therefore no conjunction of the good and the true which makes the Church; that those have not these
things, is because those superior in the orders also carry on a trade and pursue gain, and thus set examples
to those inferior". Here the word of John the Baptist recurs, for what applies to the Church, applies to the
human race, and what applies to the human race, applies to the Church.
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Without Doctrine no Order of Reception and Production; without Order of Reception and Production no
ordering of human society - the signs of the times confirm this, "and except those days should be shortened,
there should no flesh be saved; but for the elect's sake those days shall be shortened", MATTHEW XXIV:
22. The elect are they who receive the Divine Influx out of Heaven, and with whom the Lord produces the
good things according to every state of the true with them.

That man's co-operation is only as if from himself, by no means excludes that he be continually aware of
his immeasurable responsibility towards the neighbor, and in a universal sense towards the entire human
race. In this man’s regeneration is fully the image of the Lord's Glorification. Where man does not receive,
there the Lord cannot produce; and where he prevents the Lord from producing there he does violence to
the neighbor, accuses him falsely, and in seeking after the higher delight of a higher use which is not his
due, he lowers the delight of the use.
Whoso will remain in the sense of the letter, let him remain, because that sense conjoins. The natural sense
conjoins in a spiritual-natural way for spiritual-natural reception; the spiritual sense conjoins in a spiritual
way for spiritual reception; the celestial sense conjoins in a celestial way for celestial reception; but none of
these three senses conjoins except by the Doctrine of the Church which is out of the Word, for without
Doctrine there is no reception.
An army cannot possibly consist of only commanders-in-chief, nor can there be any True Church of the
Lord consisting of only Michaels without the Angels of Michael. The third Heaven and the second Heaven
are not conceivable without the first; the celestial and the spiritual senses of the Word not without the
natural. This is the genuine favorable sense of the words: "Whoso will remain in the sense of the letter, let
him remain"; the genuine favorable sense also of the words: "Thus the spiritual sense of the Word equally
enlightens men, even those who do not know anything of that sense whilst they read the Word in the
natural sense", A.R. 414. The cause of so much confusion is that the word to read is passed over; and to
read the Word is to understand from enlightenment, thus to percieve which is not possible unless by
following the Lord, that is, to acknowledge
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Himself or to defend the Divine Human. This is the poverty of the times, that the simple man is as rare as
the wise man; for on all sides there is lacking his testimony to the shining of the moon and the stars, which
enlightens his simple eye in the silent night. Only from the mysterious night of perception does the morning
star arise, for "the Divine True is the all of faith and of love in the Lord", A.E. 63. The concupiscence of
intellectual or artificial enlightenment only is an infernal concupiscence, which obscures the morning star
to the eye.
Without Doctrine in each state no Order of Reception is possible, thus no ordering either of recipients or of

Society. For this reason the world suffers so hideously and the Church of the Lord so grievously.
The Lord in His Word calls for Doctrine; in His Doctrine for Reception; in the Reception of Him for
Production; and in His Production for Conjunction of His Life with all and each according to the state of
the true with them.
The word “The Doctrine of the Church teaches the reception" is a glorious word, but for the present a sad
word. It is the great, final invitation, and scarcely anyone accepts it. For most reject the Doctrine of the
Church; and among those who accept the Doctrine of the Church, again most disdain the reception. And yet
it is the reception which makes man to be man, for only by the reception of the Divine Influx out of Heaven
can man entirely love the Lord. The man who receives is in the state of wisdom and of innocence in
wisdom. That state of reception is "when the man is no longer concerned about understanding the good and
true things, but about willing those things and living those things; for this is to be wise; and man is able to
will the good and true things, and to live those things, just in so much as he is in innocence, that is, in so
much as he believes that he is wise in nothing out of himself, but that as to whatever he is wise, this is out
of the Lord, furthermore in so much as he loves that it be so", A.C. 10225.
Verily, the word to receive plunges us into profound meditation.
The Doctrine of the Church teaches to bear much fruit.

__________________________________
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A COMMENTARY ON THE REPORT OF THE
ANNUAL COUNCIL MEETINGS OF THE GENERAL
CHURCH OF THE NEW JERUSALEM, APRIL 1937
By THE REV. ERNST PFEIFFER.

The essential point of the "Report of the Acting Bishop" is the explanation he gives of the causes "why
there should be such an impassable chasm of misunderstanding" between the two parties. According to
Bishop de Charms the causes lie herein, "that a universal principle has been adopted in the light of which
all else is to be interpreted and understood", namely, the principle "that all spiritual and celestial things
received by man…are called ‘Divine’, because they are the Divine Proceeding” (p.190). He says that this
principle has not been drawn from the Writings, and that he finds there “exactly the opposite, given directly
and categorically in the Writings themselves”.
Bishop de Charms begins by saying that this opposite principle "is stated in D.P. 219 as follows: 'Finite
cannot proceed from Infinite and to suppose this is a contradiction; nevertheless, finite can be produced by
the Infinite, but this is not to proceed but to be created'''. To this he adds: "This means to me that ... nothing
finite can be regarded as the Divine Proceeding. And, therefore, the spiritual and celestial things with
angels and men ... are not meant when the Writings speak of Divine Good, Divine Truth, Divine Love, and
Divine Wisdom, all of which are the Lord" (p. 191).
That the finite and created is never Divine, thus that nothing finite in itself can ever be regarded as the
Divine, proceeding, is for us a self-evident truth. The principle that all spiritual and celestial things received
by man must be called Divine, because they are of the Divine, proceeding, is not in contradiction with the
principle that the finite and created is never Divine, and so can never be regarded as the Divine, proceeding.
This will be shown in what follows.
The whole position of Bishop de Charms rests on the supposition that the former principle is in
contradiction with the latter. If it can be shown that they are not in contradiction with each other, but in
complete harmony,
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the whole position of Bishop de Charms falls to naught.
In the truth that the finite and the created is never Divine Bishop de Charms sees a proof that the celestial
and spiritual things with man cannot be Divine either; for according to Bishop de Charms the celestial and
spiritual things with man are finite and created things.

This principle of Bishop de Charms, namely, that the celestial and spiritual things with man are finite and
created things, is indeed evidently opposed to the principle that those things are Divine. The question is: Is
the principle of Bishop de Charms true and what proofs from the Word does he produce for it?
The celestial and spiritual things of love and wisdom flowing in with the regenerated man as his life, are
they created things or are they of the Divine, proceeding, of the Lord? It cannot but astonish us that this
question should ever have to be asked; for every simple man living in the affection of the genuine true,
knows that those things are the Lord's with man, and a wise man ascribes them to the Lord. He knows that
they are with man only as if they were his. Love and faith from it are the life of man, and life is
uncreatable.
If love and wisdom with man are called Divine one must make a distinction between the created finite
forms of the mind, of which it can never be said that they are Divine, and the celestial and spiritual itself, of
which it can never be said that it is created. The created finite forms are the organic natural and spiritual
forms of the mind; as to the intellectual they are the forms of the scientific and rational. These forms in
themselves are never love and wisdom, or the good and true, or the celestial and spiritual with man. The
celestial and spiritual which is the Divine, proceeding, descends into the mind when the internal man and
the external man are conjoined reciprocally; for on this conjunction rests the possibility of the descent of
the marriage of the good and the true even into the inmost of the conscious mind. Man thus becomes
conscious of the Divine, proceeding, in the interior or rational man, which holds the middle between the
internal man and the external man, in the warmth of charity which he feels and in the light of faith which he
sees. This warmth of love and this light of faith are not created, they are the Divine,
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proceeding from the Lord as a Sun. The created forms are warmed by this warmth and illumined by this
light. But the Divine must proceed through these created forms, otherwise it is not the Divine, proceeding,
but the Divine in itself. The good of charity and the true of faith with man, if conjoined, are the Divine
warmth and the Divine light which, conjoined, proceed from the Lord as a Sun. They are the life of man;
they are not created, for they are uncreatable. "The good and true with man is the Lord Himself", A.C.
9776. This Divine, proceeding through the finite forms of the mind is truly the celestial and the spiritual,
love and wisdom, the good and true with man. It is only in this sense that the good and true with man can
be called Divine. Therefore, too, it is not of man but always the Lord's with man.

It can now clearly be seen here that the principle that all spiritual and celestial things with man are of the
Divine, proceeding, is not in contradiction with the truth taught in D.P. 219 that the finite and created is
never Divine; for celestial and spiritual things are not created forms. Bishop de Charms omitted the passage
of D.P. 219 which is essential for the understanding of the question and which immediately precedes the
passage quoted by him. We read there: "The infinite cannot proceed from the finite; ... but still the infinite
can proceed from the finite, yet not from the finite but from the infinite through this". It can be clearly
understood from these words that the infinite can proceed out of the infinite through the finite, and it can be
seen to what, alone, Divinity is ascribed by us, namely, to the Infinite proceeding from the Infinite through
the finite, and never to finite created forms.
It should be clearly realized that the good and true with man cannot be spoken of if one in doing so only
looks at the created finite forms; and just as little if one only looks at the Divine therein. For in the good
and true with man, man is conjoined with God, and it is essential for the Divine proceeding that it proceeds
through the finite. When the Divine does not proceed through the finite, then it is not the Divine,
proceeding, but the Divine in itself. It is in this sense that I replied to the question of Bishop Acton: "Is
man's understanding of the Word Divine"? with the answer: "Yes and no”, which caused many of those
present to
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laugh, and which prompted Bishop Acton to say the words: "Don't blame us when you say that we do not
understand" (p. 206). From this it was evident that there was no understanding of the essence of the good
and true with man, namely, that by it is effected a conjunction of man with God in the Divine Human of the
Lord. He who denies this essence of the good and true with man, denies the essentiality and reality of the
marriage of the good and the true and the possibility of the conjunction of man with God; and where this
marriage is denied and this possibility, there the spirit of faith alone is already lurking. The essential of the
good and true with man can never be understood, if this conjunction is not seen. Finite created adjoined
forms are absolutely indispensable for the good and true with man; but nevertheless the Divine therein is
the only essential. If one calls the good and true with man a created form, then one has taken away from it
all that is essential.
Only in this light can the words of Rev. Theodore Pitcairn quoted by Bishop de Charms on p. 192 be
understood. Mr. Pitcairn says: "When it states in A.C. 49 that they did not call themselves men, but only
those things in themselves - as all the good of love and all the truth of faith - which they perceived they had
from the Lord, the reference is not to the goods and truths which flow in with the good and evil alike, but to

the substantial forms of good and truth which were created and are continually preserved in them by the
Lord". Bishop de Charms says: "Note, it is 'substantial forms of good and truth which were created and are
continually preserved in them by the Lord' which are said to be Divine". If justly understood it may be said
according to the appearance that the forms of the good and true are created, for without creation of orderly
adjoined external forms the good and true with man does not find a ground and containant. It is in this
sense that the word 'created' is applied here to the forms; but the good and true itself with man is not
created, but it is of the Divine, proceeding. Mr. Pitcairn did not say that the created forms are Divine, as
Bishop de Charms ascribes to him, but that in relation to created forms Divinity can be spoken of.
In this same way as Mr. Pitcairn spoke of Divinity in connection with created forms, it speaks in D.L.W.
53, quoted by Bishop de Charms on p. 193, of esse and existere
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in connection with created things, yea, even of life, and of love and wisdom, thus of the Divine, Bishop de
Charms could not have quoted a plainer passage as a confirmation of Mr. Pitcairn's thought. This passage is
as follows: "Of things created and finite may be predicated esse and existere, also substance and form, and
even life, nay love and wisdom; but all those are created and finite. The reason why these attributes [that is
these Divine attributes as to be, life, love, wisdom] may here be predicated, is not that those things possess
anything Divine [that is nothing of to be, life, love, wisdom], but that they are in the Divine, and that the
Divine [namely, to be, life, love, wisdom] is in them. For all that is created in itself is inanimate and dead,
but things are animated and made alive by the fact that the Divine [namely, to be, life, love, wisdom] is in
them, and that they are in the Divine", D.L.W. 53 (see p. 193). It is written there that although created and
finite things never have in themselves esse and existere, still less life, nor love and wisdom, nevertheless,
these Divine attributes can be predicated of them; but not because these things possess anything Divine thus not esse and existere, not life, not love and wisdom, - but because they are in this Divine and this
Divine in them. This is the simple and plain meaning of this passage. To be, life, love, wisdom, can be
predicated of finite and created things; but not because they possess them but because these Divine things
are in them, Bishop de Charms reads that to be, life, love, wisdom are created. He regards to be, life, love,
wisdom as being those created things; so he reads from this place; "To be, life, love, wisdom are in
themselves inanimate and dead".
Bishop de Charms quotes the words "that love and wisdom are man" from D.L.W. 287 and says; "Here it is
said categorically that 'love and wisdom are man'. It necessarily follows, either that 'love and wisdom' here
meant are human, or, if Divine, then man is also Divine" (p, 191), By the quoted words "that love and

wisdom are man" nothing else is said than that man is not man in himself, but that only the Divine Human
in which alone is all genuine love and wisdom is truly Man, and man is man only by influx. Only by the
reception of the genuine things of the Divine Human man becomes truly man. The quoted words thus by no
means prove "that the love and wisdom here meant are
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human" in the sense that Bishop de Charms gives to this word. Love and wisdom can never be human in
this sense. They always are of the Divine Human by influx as the Divine, proceeding. And still thereby man
is not Divine; for without the reception of this Divine, proceeding, man is not man. So it can never be said
and was never said by us that man is Divine. On similar fallacious arguments also rest the interpretations of
the several other places which are quoted by Bishop de Charms to prove the position that the celestial and
spiritual with man are human.
Bishop de Charms started his position by saying that he wishes himself to be led by universal principles
found in the Writings themselves and by asserting that we are led by a universal principle that is not drawn
from the Writings and that we in the light of this principle interpret and understand all else (see p. 190).
From what was explained above it is clear that the principle that love and wisdom are Divine, is not in
contradiction with the truth that the finite and created is never Divine; for love and wisdom are uncreatable;
they are the Divine, proceeding through the finite created forms of the mind. And from this it is also clear
that the principle that the celestial and the spiritual is human is in contradiction with the Word. It is a
position quite new, until now unknown in the Church; and it has been attempted to confirm it from places
from the Word, the true sense of which has not been understood.
That this position until now was unknown in the Church, and did not rule, is clearly evident from this, that
as to the good and true things of the Word the twofold essence of the infinite and finite therein was always
acknowledged and realized. Without the life of the Divine, proceeding, the Word as to the letter is dead.
The Word in respect to the letter alone is like a body without a soul (A.C. III). So, evidently, also with the
good and true things of the Word the finite is adjoined to the infinite; and nevertheless the essence of the
Word also after reception remains Divine. This essence is the life itself of the Word, and this is uncreatable;
it remains infinite even into lasts.
Therefore Bishop de Charms by his position that the good and true, love and wisdom, the celestial and
spiritual, are finite created forms, proved much more than could have ever been his intention. For originally

it was also
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acknowledged by our opponents as a matter of course that the good and true things of the Word with man
are Divine; only concerning the Doctrine out of the Word it was denied. If Bishop de Charms's position
were true neither could the Word with man be Divine. All possibility of redemption, regeneration,
conjunction with the Lord is abolished thereby. Also the conception of the as of self, which yet is
indispensable or the conjunction of man with God, has lost its sense thereby.
Why is the Doctrine of the Church Divine? Because the Word is Divine; for the genuine Doctrine of the
Church is nothing else than the true sense and Spirit of the Word.
In the beginning of the controversy Bishop de Charms's efforts were aimed to prove that the Writings
themselves are the Doctrine of the Church, Divinely given, and so that it is not correct that the Church itself
must make its Doctrine of the Genuine True out of its Word as if from itself. Now in his efforts to check the
new principles, he has gone as far as to say that all love and wisdom with man, all celestial and spiritual,
all the good and true, are finite created forms, directly opposed to the teaching in TRUE CHRISTIAN
RELIGION that "Wisdom, faith, the true, charity, the good, are not creatable, but that the forms which
receive them have been created", n. 40, 472. All the essence of the Divine in the conjunction of man with
the Lord, also all the Divine of the Word itself with man, has been abolished thereby. We read: "The good
of the Church is spiritual and celestial, because it is Divine", A.C. 10609, and: "The Divine with those who
have faith in Him is love and charity", A.C. 2023.
***
As to the report of the meetings of last April I shall have to restrict myself to a few points. The request of
Mr. Pitcairn to have a stenographic report made was refused by Bishop de Charms. In consequence the
report is full of incomplete and erroneous renderings. The rendering of the things I said is generally
erroneous. The secretary did not understand what I was saying. An example of this can already be seen in
the correction which Bishop Acton felt obliged to send in. He writes: "Some remarks are attributed to me
which are meaningless" (p. 311). I must say the
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same thing of numerous things ascribed to me; therefore I can not at all accept this report as a true record. It
is impossible to enter into everything. Only some of the worst mistakes will be pointed out.
On page 196 one reads: "He spoke of the things that 'have the essential quality of being His things'. These
are not human. If these things are not present the Church will gradually fall to be a merely human
institution. 'The Infinite can proceed through the finite and remain Infinite' ". From this last sentence it can
be seen what the subject of my words was. Man is truly man and the church is truly Church only by the
things of the Lord's Divine Human. These things are not of man himself; they are the Lord's with man in
the Church. I spoke about these things, for only these things are not human in the common sense. The
intention of my words was simple and quite clear. I spoke about the things of the Lord with man, but the
reporter says: "He spoke of the things that 'have the essential quality of being His things'. These are not
human". A perversion of my words exactly into the opposite. From the fact that he puts between quotationmarks the words "have the essential quality of being His things", by which he gives the appearance as if
they were my own words, and from the fact, that he puts the word His in italics and writes it with a capital,
his intention in making such a report is evident.
On page 206 we read: "He pointed to the teaching of A.C. 1594. He spoke of the 'Divine perception with
man'. They pointed to the plain teachings of the Word". These words have relation to a detailed exposition I
gave about the essence of the Divine with man. First I quoted the text of some numbers out of the Word
which Rev. Pitcairn had read in his address and which I had noted when he was reading them. Among
others the following: "That the Lord is the Word is known, thus the Lord is Doctrine, for all Doctrine is out
of the Word", A.C. 2859. "All good and true is out of the Lord in so much that the good and true with man
are the Lord Himself", A.C. 9776. "The Divine True things which make the Intellectual and the Divine
Good things which make the Voluntary are from the Lord, or are the Lord's, and the things which are the
Lord's are Himself", A.C. 10645. After having quoted these passages, I reminded
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Bishop de Charms of his conversation with me on the first afternoon after my arrival in Bryn Athyn. Then
Bishop de Charms said to me that he was well acquainted with places where it is said that good and truth
are the Lord's; but evidently this did not mean that good and truth are Divine, for it is even said that the
whole of creation is the Lord's. To this he added that if however I could indicate places where it is said that
good and truth are the Lord, then it would be something else; for certainly it cannot be said that the whole
of creation is the Lord. He asserted that such places do not exist. I made him observe now, on the basis of
the passages Rev. Pitcairn had quoted, that there are many such places. It is literally said there: The
Doctrine out of the Word is the Lord, and all the good and true with man is the Lord. After this I fixed the
attention on a place quoted by the Rev. Pitcairn from A.C. 3061, where it is said that the deepest arcana can
be revealed to none "but those who are in Divine Perception". So in fact I had done nothing else than read a
series of literal quotations, in which quotations it speaks also of men "who are in Divine Perception". The
reporter renders this discourse of mine with the words: "He spoke of the Divine Perception with man. They
pointed to the plain teachings of the Word".
On page 208 we read: "(At this point Rev. T. Pitcairn objected to certain of Bishop Acton's doctrinal
statements . .. . )". The words of Rev. Pitcairn which are omitted in the report, were of especial importance.
He said: "We have often said that we have been misunderstood. That we have been misunderstood is once
more clear from Dr. Acton's remark that we have set up a doctrine higher and more delightful than the
Writings. Nowhere has such an idea been suggested. We believe and have often said that the Writings are
the Infinite Doctrine, the Doctrine as to the esse; that they contain all the True from the highest to the last,
and that they are the fountain of all the True in the Church to eternity, whereas the Doctrine of the Church
is the True which exists in the Church at a given time from the Word, and that it cannot be compared to the
Writings".
The record given on page 217 of my last detailed speech is also so incomplete and in many respects so
misleading that I can in no way accept it as a correct rendering. Some essential things that I said and which
do not appear from
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that report, or even are not at all to be found there, are the following: I spoke among other things about the
accusation by the Rev. W. B. Caldwell (p. 212), that from us the sphere of a subtle poison threatened to
penetrate by and by to the simple and the children, namely, the Doctrine "that man could be a god". I

explained how remote such a doctrine is from our thought and that not we are responsible for it, but those
who spread such misrepresentations of our view. I also spoke concerning the remarks of Bishop Acton on
page 216, "that the teaching was that controversies on doctrine did not divide, if charity were present,
unless they were on the idea of God, or of the Word". Nowhere in the Word anything of the kind is taught.
The teaching to which Bishop Acton alluded but to which he gave quite an opposite essence, is that there
can exist in the same Church without difficulty differences of Doctrine "provided that one does not deny
the principles, i.e. the Lord, Eternal Life, the Word", A.C. 1834. The explanation which Bishop Acton gave
to this Doctrine is that separation was necessary if the differences of doctrine concern the idea of God or of
the Word, while the Word teaches that differences of Doctrine in themselves never cause separation, unless
the Lord and the Word are denied. This explanation is characteristic of the spirit of intolerance prevailing
with the leaders as to every new view which differed from the official doctrine of the GENERAL
CHURCH being set forth by the present leaders. This exposition of mine has been omitted in the report.
The essential point of my further speech was that in the New Church there shall be no external without an
internal. Such an external is ruled by the Lord. If it is said - which is the principle repeatedly uttered now that the Church is ruled in a human way, then the administration of the Church has separated itself from the
Lord. These words gave occasion to Bishop de Charms to say I accused the leaders of corruption and that
they had separated themselves from the Lord. In my very last remark in the meetings of the Council of the
Clergy (p. 228) I rectified this, showing that I had not given a personal judgment, and I gave utterance to
my confidence that the leaders as persons had not separated themselves from the Lord. The words there
ascribed to me by the reporter are without sense. He did not understand what I said.
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And so this report is full of similar inaccuracies. Only a few have been rectified here.
But in addition to such inaccuracies in the minutes, according to these minutes things also have been said
which in themselves are not in agreement with the facts.
On page 185 we read in the report of the Acting Bishop: "After 1933 ... it was the desire of Bishop
Pendleton that the matter might be allowed to rest with the hope that time might restore a greater measure
of understanding. From that time on nothing further was published in the Life of a controversial nature".
This is wholly in disagreement with the facts. It is indeed true that in that time the position was assumed of
ignoring everything that came from our side. But NEW CHURCH LIFE repeatedly contained sharp attacks
full of misrepresentations of our point of view. See the issue for November 1933, pages 478-479;
December 1933, page 510; January 1934, pages 17-24, a sharp attack from the hand of Rev. Hugo Odhner;

April 1934, page 121, Bishop Pendleton; July 1934, page 241: "the new Doctrine that man is Divine",
words by Bishop de Charms himself; October 1934, pages 361-362, an address by Bishop de Charms
himself; August 1935, page 259, words of Mr. Harold Pitcairn: "There is a new movement which takes the
position that while the Writings are Authority, there is also another Authority. This other Authority is the
regenerated man's understanding of the Word, and this understanding they Deify by granting it
infallibility".
On page 189 Bishop de Charms states that I have expressed myself in the meeting with the Consistory as if
I had thought "that we might go along together for two or three years more". I have never thought of a
limitation as to time of the possibility of going along together, nor did I express myself in this way. It was
always my hope until the last moment that a separation would not come at all.
On page 203 are the following words of Bishop de Charms addressed to me: "You say that you had never
thought of separation until after your arrival in Bryn Athyn this time. I do not question your belief in this.
But it does not square with things said to me as long ago as 1931, when you spoke with me regarding
separation". When Bishop de Charms was in The Hague in 1931, he expressed to me the thought that he
saw in the new things something
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that already in itself contained the germ of separation. I answered that I emphatically rejected this idea, and
that the thought of separation was an absolute impossibility with us. Now Bishop de Charms says that
already in 1931 I spoke with him about separation.
We read in the ARCANA COELESTIA n.1834, where it speaks of the wild fowl that came down upon the
sacrifice of Abram (Gen. XV: ll) that the state of the Church is treated of there: "When the Church is raised
up by the Lord it is in the beginning blameless and the one then loves the other as his brother, as is known
from the case of the Primitive Church after the Lord's Coming. All the sons of the Church then lived
together as brethren; ... but in process of time charity grew cold and vanished away; and as it vanished, evil
succeeded, and together with these falsities insinuated themselves. Hence came schisms and heresies,
which would never be the case if Charity were regnant and alive, for then they would not even call schism
schism, or heresy heresy, but a doctrinal matter in accordance with each person's opinion; and this they
would leave to each person's conscience, provided such doctrinal matter did not deny first principles, that
is, the Lord, eternal life, and the Word; and provided it was not contrary to the Divine order, that is, the

precepts of the Decalogue. The evils and the falsities thence which succeed in the church when charity
vanishes, are what are meant by the fowl".
The external motive of the controversy between the leaders of the GENERAL CHURCH and those who
accept the new position was of a doctrinal nature. From the number quoted it is clear that this in itself - if
there had not come to it an element of difference of quite another kind - could never have led to a real
estrangement and still less to a breach. If in the Church charity reigns then doctrinal differences do not lead
to an estrangement; on the contrary in the end they contribute to the deepening of the genuine life and
Doctrine of the Church. If however a doctrinal difference leads to estrangement and schism it is a proof that
charity has grown cold; and as charity vanishes evils succeed, and with the evil things false things insinuate
themselves, thence schisms and heresies. This is the teaching of
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the Word about the origin and essence of schisms, and only in the light of this teaching will it be possible to
understand in its essence the separation from the GENERAL CHURCH, which has now taken place.
Seven years ago the Society in The Hague brought before the attention of the GENERAL CHURCH a
series of principles of a quite new insight into the essence of the Writings of Swedenborg. In a brief
summary these new principles are as follows: The Writings of Swedenborg are the Word itself for the New
Church; the Church can only receive the spirit or the essential things of this Word by the Doctrine of the
Genuine True out of this Word. It is by this Doctrine that the Word becomes more and more the Word for
the Church. And it is only by this Doctrine that the church becomes more and more the Church, and in an
orderly way comes into genuine internal things, for the all of the Church is out of the Word; and "it is they
who are in the true things out of good or in faith out of charity who make the Church, and it is the Doctrine
that teaches those things; thence it is that the Lord, as He is the Word, is also the Doctrine of the Church,
for all Doctrine is out of the Word", A.E. 19. These new principles have been drawn out of the Word itself
and they are confirmed by the plain teachings of the Word itself .
These principles, which we saw as the genuine fruits of a sincere searching after the interior true, and which
we saw were to bring an essential renewal of the Church, were not accepted by the leaders of the
GENERAL CHURCH according to the intention with which we had made them known. The essence and
the high importance of the new principles lies herein, that by the Doctrine of the Genuine True, such as it
can only be received in a regenerated rational and only in illustration, the proprium of man in a more

interior, and on that account more essential, way can be seen, attacked, and subjected, and that by this for
the first time the way can be opened for a real ruling of the Lord Himself in the human mind and in the
Church. This is the true significance of the rise of the new principles; but they were taken as an attack on
the existing organization of the Church. By some perception everyone who considered more closely the
new principles could indeed observe their all-comprehensive essence and the far-reaching significance
which their effect must
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needs have on the Church in her whole essence. By the Doctrine of the Genuine True, or the genuine
Doctrine of the Church out of the Word, there comes an end to all merely human government of the mind
and of the Church; with the genuine Doctrine of the Church out of the Word the time of the Lord's Divine
dominion dawns.
That the leaders of the GENERAL CHURCH realized the all-comprehensive essence of the new position is
evident from the words of Bishop Pendleton during the meetings in April. He said: '''The doctrine of DE
HEMELSCHE LEER ... was universal in its scope. If right it might prove to be a great blessing; but if
wrong, it would prove to be the reverse. Realizing the sweep and importance of the new doctrine, I came to
see in it one of the most fundamental heresies the New Church has ever had to deal with” (p.213). It is
evidently the realization of the universal nature of the new Doctrine which determined Bishop Pendleton’s
attitude.
It is characteristic how the uncertainty about the truth or the falsity of the new principles repeatedly was
expressed in conversations or in letters. Not only with very many laymen but also with the leaders this
uncertainty was often very great. And most of them looked forward to a pronouncement ex cathedra to
which they expected they could keep themselves. They were especially irritated too by the great certainty
with which the new principles were proclaimed and professed. It was opposed that no one could have
absolute certainty in such things, and that time would have to show; they went as far as to say that they
theoretically admitted the possibility of the truth of the new principles. We read in CONCERNING THE
DIVINE WISDOM: "All truth is in light, and the understanding of man is capable of being elevated into
that light .... They who are in the love of the true are actually in the light of Heaven, and on this account
they are in enlightenment and perception of the true when they read the Word; the others, however, are not
in enlightenment and perception of the true, but only in the confirmation of their own principles without
knowing whether they are true or false", n. XI, Concerning Wisdom and Faith, 2.

It seems that the thought of the far reaching effect to be expected from the new Doctrine upon the whole
essence of the Church, from the beginning closed the minds of the
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leaders, so that they were not capable of examining without prejudice the principles as to their truth.
The way in which the GENERAL CHURCH reacted upon the new Doctrines usually bears the two
following characteristics. As for the voluntary: the new Doctrine caused a storm of indignation which soon
consolidated into a confirmed attitude of enmity; and, in consequence, as for the intellectual: an absolute
lack of insight into the true essence of the new Doctrine. It is not difficult to see that the succeeding series
of misunderstandings and misrepresentations were the direct consequence of the preconceived, strongly
resolved will to combat the new Doctrine with all possible means. All articles written against it show great
personal irritation. The things quoted out of the Word about the difference between the natural and the
spiritual state of the Church and put to light in their application to the development of the New Church,
were taken as a personal attack or as an impermissible judgment. When it was realized that all efforts to
prove the falsity of the new Doctrines failed, they, having been driven away from one misunderstanding
after another and from one misrepresentation after another, at last sought a refuge in the resolution to kill
the matter by silence. The appearance of the different English Fascicles of DE HEMELSCHE LEER was
no more announced in NEW CHURCH LIFE. The subject was purposely avoided. The independent study
of the Fascicles was dissuaded and counteracted. There are whole societies of the GENERAL CHURCH
where hardly anyone ever read a page of an original presentation. Even in Bryn Athyn I found during these
last meetings from direct conversation the greatest ignorance about the essential points, even among the
most prominent laymen. While it is a fact that in a living Church it is a necessity of life for the leading
laymen to make themselves familiar by independent investigation with all essential points of Doctrine
which can have a decided influence upon the Church, I found that they had not even had in their hands the
latest number of the Fascicles. And meanwhile the leaders, where questions were being asked, used their
authority to make the members, of whom hardly anyone had made an independent investigation, believe
that one of the worst heresies formed the basis of the whole new position, namely, the basis that man was
Divine.
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Some of the principal misinterpretations which have successively been put forward are the following: That
we thought it was possible to make Doctrine by a mere knowledge of correspondences. That we gave to the
Doctrine of the Church a higher significance than to the Word itself. That the Writings of Swedenborg were
not the last Revelation, and that we would open the way to other "revelators" still to come. That we
arrogated to ourselves a judgment of the state of our own regeneration and that of others, and of the actual
opening or not-opening of the interior degrees of the mind. That we would do away with the Lord's
dominion by instituting, a human dominion, to which we ascribed Divinity.
The falsity of all these assertions was shown in a long series of rectifications. Some were gradually given
up and others maintained to the last, and in spite of repeated clear rectifications, spread again and again
among the ignorant members; with gradually greater decision Bishop Pendleton indicated as the main point
and the very heart of the so called heresy the thesis falsely ascribed to us that we made man Divine.
In my reply to Bishop Pendleton's address "The General Church and the New Doctrine", of February 1933
(See the Fifth Fascicle pp. 123-197) I showed, point for point, that each single assertion of the address
lacked all ground. It was not possible to deny that every single rectification was true - they concerned more
than sixty single points of misunderstanding and misrepresentation - but it was maintained that I, by tearing
asunder the particulars, had torn the Bishop's article asunder in such a way that by it the essence of his
accusation was not seen and so was not unnerved either. Bishop Pendleton thought that in his next address
on the subject of "The Divine within Men and Angels" (NEW CHURCH LIFE, pp. 163-173) he had anew
pointed out and judged this very heart and inmost essence. One finds this expressed in the final sentence of
this address: "The fact stands that the doctrine of the Divinity of man is alien to and subversive of the
consistent teachings of the GENERAL CHURCH" p. 173.
It is inconceivable that anyone having read DE HEMELSCHE LEER with some light should see the thesis
of the Divinity of man taught there. Our thesis was that in the
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Church there can be no genuine true unless through the Word out of the Holy Spirit. The subject, therefore,
was not the Divinity of man, but the Divinity of the things which are with man from the Holy Spirit.

So far the opponents' assertions always were evident misunderstandings and misrepresentations of the new
things which were brought forward. It is only very gradually, as step by step the essence of these
misrepresentations was shown by us, that Bishop de Charms formulated the new positive doctrine that the
celestial and spiritual are human. In one of the meetings of last April he said - these words have not been
recorded in the report - that they knew quite well that we did not believe that the Divine had been infused
into man; that which they considered as the essential falsity in the new position was the thesis that good and
truth, which man received by influx, pertained to the Divine Proceeding, whereas according to his thesis it
was a created human good and truth. In the rise and formulation of this until now unknown doctrine came
to light the very spirit of the vehement opposition which the new principles met with. At last they were
exhausted in misunderstandings and misrepresentations. He, who would, could see that the new principles
had not been touched by them. And still they had to be checked at any price. And so this new doctrine was
made.
Among the first accusations against DE HEMELSCHE LEER was the assertion that we would place a
human doctrine above the Word and that we would replace the Lord's dominion in the Church by a
dominion of men. But in fact the attitude of the leaders of the GENERAL CHURCH during the whole
conflict was that they always laid stress on the existing organization of the GENERAL CHURCH and at
last that a made doctrine was elevated to the official doctrine of the GENERAL CHURCH, to which one
had to bow.
I cannot remember that I heard this theory of the human good and human truth expressed by any other
person except Bishop de Charms. Several of our opponents openly made it known in conversations that
they did not accept this theory. One of the ministers said: "The bad thing of our efforts to combat DE
HEMELSCHE LEER is that by it we came to this theory of human good and human truth. I do not believe
in human good and human truth".
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And, indeed, this is the bad thing of the last development of this crisis. It is this doctrine of human good
and human truth which caused the breach. And such are, we think, the doctrines which, in the above quoted
number 1834 of the ARCANA COELESTIA, are associated with schisms, schisms which arise from a lack
of charity. May the leaders and members of the GENERAL CHURCH soon see the true essence of this
teaching clearly, before they confirm it in doctrine and life.

__________________________________
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR NOVEMBER 1937

__________
THE LORD'S TRUE CHURCH WITH MAN
BY ANTON ZELLING.

“The wise man replied: Virgins signify the Church, and the
Church is out of the one and the other sex, therefore we too
are virgins in relation to the Church".
T.C.R. 748.

“Heaven is in man; the Heaven which is without man flows into the Heaven which is in him, and is
received in so much as they correspond", A.E. 12.
"That which makes Heaven with man, makes also the Church; for as Love and Faith make Heaven, so also
Love and Faith make the Church; consequently out of what has already been said, it is evident what the

Church is", N.J.H.D. 241.
Both statements may be summarized in this truth: The Church is in man; the Church which is without man
flows into the Church that is in him and is received in so much as they correspond. And concerning the
Church in man we have also this statement: "That the Church, like Heaven, is in man, and thus the Church
in common is from the men in whom the Church is", N.J.H.D. 246.
Meanwhile in these three statements three different concepts of the Church have been given:
I. The Church in man or the Church in particular.
II. The Church in common or the Church from those in whom the Church is.
III. The Church without man which inflows into the former.
These three different concepts of Church may be summarized in this truth: The Church in common is from
the men in whom the Church is; the Church which is without those men flows into the Church which is in
them and from which is the Church in common, and is received in so much as they correspond.
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The Church in common therefore is from the Churches in particular; and where two or three of such are
gathered together in the Lord's Name, there He is in the midst of them, MATT. XVIII: 20. Two or three are
all essential things of Heaven and of the Church as to the good and the true, thus the Love and the Faith
into the Lord from the Lord; to be gathered together in His Name, is to correspond by the Doctrine of Life;
to be in the midst of them, is to flow into the Church in common out of the Church outside of those
Churches in particular.
The vulgar idea of church is: a group of all kinds of people - and that is practically all there is to it. For it is
not certain principles on condition of which all people, the more the better, may become members, that
make the Church in common; but it is the harmony of the Heavens and the Churches in particular or in each
one, and the correspondence of these harmonizing Churches with the Church outside of those Churches,
which makes the Church in common. Only so the Church is the human Heaven, see D. P. 30.
To a Church in common which is truly Church, that is, "which wills to be conjoined to the Lord", A.R. 620,
each Church in particular or every man in whom the Church is contributes his Heaven and his Church; this

might be termed his heavenly contribution, the spiritual declaration of his principle, the natural tithes of his
life. It is therefore not the principles from without but the principles from within that make the smallest
Church, from several of which they make the larger Church; and then by correspondence the Grand Church
out of the New Heaven flows into it and makes it, the Church in common from the Churches in particular,
an image and similitude of God. Externally or roughly, at first sight, those principles from without and
from within may appear similar, but internally or from enlightened perception they differ just as every nonchurch differs from every TRUE Church of the Lord; see A.C. 29, where we read: "By the Kingdom of
God in the universal sense is meant the whole Heaven, in a sense less universal the true Church of the
Lord, in the particular sense, every one who is of true faith, or is regenerated by the life of faith, for which
reason he is also called Heaven, because Heaven is in him".
The vulgar impure conception of church neglects the main
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point, namely the Church in man, thus nothing less than the Church in common out of those in whom the
Church is; in order to reach to nothing less than the Grand Church without man, in order himself to make it,
to have it, to be it - a grasping Jewish coveting of a church, as a means for dominion and possession of all1
in a coarse semblance of spirituality, which is only the learning of the scribes. The man from himself or the
merely natural man is not the Lord's, but the spiritual man is the Lord's; hence it can be said only of the
spiritual man that he is a Church in particular; see A.C. 4292, where it is also written: "It is the
congregation in common which in vulgar speech is called a church, but everyone in that congregation shall
be such a man [that is, a spiritual man] in order that-there may be any Church". Note: everyone shall. Does
this not throw quite a different light on the word Church? Let us therefore in our thoughts keep hold of this
fundamental rule: No True Church of the Lord in common unless purely out of Churches in particular.
There are "general churches" having absolutely nothing in common with "the Church in common",
although they too, to appearance, acknowledge the Lord and although there too, to appearance, there is the
Word. They are not the Lord's true Church or the Church that wills to be conjoined to the Lord, for their
acknowledgment and their Word do not take place spiritually, because there is no communication of the
Heavens and Churches in each one, but only an external, superficial clinging together of all kinds of people
from all kinds of unessential causes. They do not form societies, homogeneous, but heterogeneous clubs. A
society is Society when it is so impregnated by the Doctrine of Life in each one that it may be called a

spiritual home, a spiritual family, or a spiritual race, and also forms these; a Doctrine of Society truly
embodied. This is to acknowledge the Lord, for to acknowledge is not to grasp only with the understanding,
or scientifically, but with the understanding to desire from the heart, and thus it is to love with the life.
Every society which is not ordered from the Lord by the Doctrine, is merely a club, not a Royal following,
but a court clique, which fact is borne out in the least of its actions. And the more it calls itself church, the
more it proves to have usurped the highest place at the Wedding Supper, the
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chief seat which belongs solely to the Church without man or out of the New Heaven. To keep the lowest
place is faithfully and continuously to strive for the correspondence between the Church in man and the
Church without man, which correspondence and the saving influx therefrom do not come about except after
endured dejections of the soul, the crucifixion of the flesh, and the spiritual temptations, by which the
former life of man dies, and he has thence, before the world, become as if dead, see A. R. 639. If the larger
man or the society does not endure these things, selling what he has, taking up his cross, and following the
Lord, he then does not see the Church and what pertains to the Church, even from afar; what he calls his
church, is merely his society; what he calls his society is merely a club, and that club is merely his own
small world, one special part of the world at large; as such not human, but doglike, in the sense in which
the Word speaks of dogs: "Those are signified in general by dogs who are in concupiscences of every kind,
and indulge them; in particular they who are in merely corporeal pleasures, especially they who are in the
pleasure of eating together, in which alone they take delight", A.R. 952. Eating together here certainly does
not signify the Wedding Supper, but a joint gobbling the letter to one's fill; for which reason further on in
this number it is said that they are fat of mind and therefore consider the things which are of the Church as
being nothing, and thus stand without and are not received in the Lord's New Church. Such take their clubs
for societies, their eating together for receptions; forgetting that the saving conjunction with the Lord is
"according to reception, and reception is according to love and wisdom; or if you will, according to charity
and faith; and charity and faith are according to the life, and the life is according to the aversion to the evil
and the false, and the aversion to the evil and the false is according to the knowledge of what the evil and
the false is, and then according to repentance and at the same time the looking to the Lord", A.R. 949.
The merely natural or the unnatural idea of a church, void as it is of any perception of what society is, pays
attention only to a group of people joined together; the spiritual natural idea of a Church perceives the
communication of its smallest Churches, whose agreement on earth
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concerning anything they might desire is heard from the Father who is in the Heavens, so that according to
correspondence the Heaven and the Church outside of it flows into the Heaven and Church which is in it.
This is a true society, this is the True Church, for nowhere but in the consociation of the Heavens and the
Churches does the love of the Lord come to life in the love of the neighbor in each one. "The enlivening
things cause man not to know that he is in evils", is taught in D.P. 83. Thus the enlivening things cause man
not to know that he is in a non-genuine society or in a small world of the ordinary world, and thus cause
him to be unable to see the Church. The inmost of love is the enlivening. For this reason the agreeable
affections themselves are the ends, and in the RATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY we are taught concerning the
love of society: "Our inmost delectations are not delectations unless out of the delectations of others we be
convinced concerning ours". Thus the inmost delectations of Heaven and of the Church in man ask for
consociation; it is these that from the Lord through Heaven in each one make the instauration of the society
which is called "the Church in common". This society is genuine, man after man, or inner heaven after
inner heaven; and according to the genuine conjugial correspondence (in the Latin word correspondentia
the word sponsa, bride, lies hidden) the New Church flows into it from the Lord out of the New Heaven.
This is the Descent of the New Jerusalem into the lands. This is the Effect in lasts of the principles from
within or of the Doctrine of the Genuine True. Principles from without or direct taking cognizance of the
Word do not effect, but they cause, or rather the concupiscences of evil by means of them wish to cause, a
precocious descent; the ruling desire is to be the first, to will to have the New Church itself, yea, to will to
be it. And there is not even the semblance of a society: "Thou blind pharisee, cleanse first that which is
within the cup and platter, that the outside of them may be clean also", MATT. XXIII: 26. But the
enlivening things in which the man wills to remain, cause him to be unable to see that in the evil things of
the non-society there is nothing of the Church but only dry sand which still more blinds the blind eyes.
Let us pause a moment before the word evil, for it is
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purposely kept vague, on the one hand as something very naughty and mischievous but very pardonable

with us and with those dear to us, and on the other hand as something darkly criminal with those not dear to
us. Boos [evil] is from the same root as "beuzelen" and "bazelen" [to dawdle away one's time, to twaddle]
and thus points to emptiness, to a lack of substance. And the word euvel (German ubel, English evil) comes
from over or without [outside] - see the Dutch words overtreden [to transgress] and te buiten gaan [to go
beyond the limit] - and thus points to something abnormal, or a lack of rule. For this reason the Lord says
that everything that is beyond the yea-yea, nay-nay, is from evil. All the extraordinary, extravagant,
excessive things in the world are from evil. An evil man, to start with, is an empty man, separated, unbound,
unmarried, that is outside the conjugial; and in his desolate emptiness he sucks away all things which are
from God, beyond or outside the fixed limits. Not only does he remain outside of the Lord, and the Lord
says "Abide in Me", but he draws the true and good things of the Lord to himself outside of the Divine
Order, for the enjoyment of dominion and possession, forgetful of use. This is his cruel pleasure; and for
this reason also every pleasure is evil with those who are empty, and who therefore tear away every object
of pleasure, whatever it be, outside of the original connection in order to violate it, clamorously and
wantonly. Every apparent society is the very emptiness itself; it stands without, in an outermost darkness; it
believes, outside of God, on things that were from God, but which with them are so no longer. The things
from God are created receptacles, but with them they are vessels profaned or dragged away from the
temple, no longer receptacles but dead in themselves, or whited sepulchres full of dead bones and foulness.
Dead in itself is everything which does not truly receive and is not so received. To truly receive is to bring
forth, as it is written: "To bring forth signifies to receive the good and true things of Doctrine out of the
Word", A.R. 542. All Commandments command that no violence is to be done to the created vessel. But
only Doctrine from the Lord can teach what the recipient is and what the receiving, for "the rational is the
receptacle itself of the light of Heaven", A.R. 911; and in n. 871 it is clearly stated that the Doctrine of the
Church.
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which is out of the Word, teaches the reception of the Divine True proceeding from the Lord.
That the Doctrine teaches the reception proves that without Doctrine there can he no question of reception.
Between the essential reception and the reception to appearance there is a difference as between the sight of
the spirit and the sight of the body. In this connection just notice this statement: "Spiritual things
(spiritualia) are THINGS (res), but natural things (naturalia) are the FORMS of those", A.R. 7. The
essential reception, taught by the Doctrine, perceives things for the sake of the good use of life; the
unessential reception however, taught by no Doctrine, forgetful of all use, plays with only the forms of
things. Thus faith alone is a philosophizing with the mere and empty forms of theological things, and as
such it is the worst of all philosophies, being on a line with the so-called "doglike philosophy", taken in the

unfavorable sense, namely as a merely cynical way of thinking; cynical indeed, for every reception without
Doctrine stands cynically over against the Doctrine, and denies that the Spirit of God or the Divine,
proceeding, or the Divine True united with the Divine Good, forms and creates the Angel in Heaven and in
the Church, thus makes him according to the quality and quantity of the reception, see A.E. 24. Reception
is not a dead term, but a living word, and thence inseparable from the state of life. For this reason further on
in n. 59 it is taught: "Not the light of intelligence makes the Church with man, but the reception of light in
heat, that is, the reception of the true in the good".
Unless it is seen in holy fear what the created recipient is, and what the reception, it cannot possibly be seen
with a saving horror what is evil, and what the concupiscence thereof. Then there is no acknowledgment of
the heart of the Divine Human of the Lord, thus no Church. "Therefore your sin remaineth", JOHN IX: 41.
The love of self and of the world with its misconceptions has slain the word Church into one vague
generality, a cavern for thieves and murderers. So it could come about that at all times there have been
men, who imagined themselves to be the Church, to have the Church, just as those evil husbandmen who
wished to seize on their lord's vineyard by killing
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his son, MATT. XXI : 38. Such are also to be likened to those who were seen in a thatched hut, and who by
their common united phantasy magnified each one his grain of gold to all the riches of the realm, T.C.R.
662. The thatched hut signifies their clefty union into the imaginary society of a non-church; their phantasy,
their magic worship out of cat eyed concupiscence; their compulsory contribution of one grain of gold
each, signifies a principle from without, scraped off directly from the Word; to possess all the riches of the
realm is to be in the insane delusion of being and having the Church; afterwards for themselves to laugh at
that delusion is to prove that outside of the concupiscent vision of being and having the Church, the Church
in its essence is nothing to them, so that they consider themselves and each other as insane.
By these same misconceptions it could also come about that the appearance of "the fall of the Churches"
was confirmed into a reality. No True Church of the Lord ever fell. Therefore it is said: "That the Church
when it is such and persists, endures into eternity", CANONS, Redempt. I : 5. When there is spoken of the
"fall of the Church" there is the same appearance as in "the setting of the sun" - it is only the earth that
averts itself. That this is an appearance and that that appearance may in no way be confirmed is taught in
the following statement: " ... the fall of the Most Ancient Church, namely of its posterity", A.C. 127. The

Most Ancients were a Society, with principles from within, engraved on the heart, their posterity formed
the semblance of a society, with principles from without, and with concupiscences of evil from within.
According to appearance the Most Ancient Church was continued in its posterity, but its sun had set long
ago when the posterity slid down into the deepest hell. It is at all times the posterities which make their
clefty unions of men pass for the Church itself, without even from afar examining what it is they properly
understand by the Church. The concupiscence has been satisfied by the visionary drunken delusion of
"possessing all riches of the realm", and beyond that the investigation does not go. Thus the word Church
becomes like a water-well with its mouth stopped by a stone, and then buried under a heap of sand of
scientific reasoning. And so very ponderous "church" -histories can be set up; would-be impartial
considerations which
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have nothing whatever to do with the True Church of the Lord in its essential things - the Ecclesiastical
things are the Celestial things. But they treat only of the unworthy descendants of the posterities, their
party-strife, their political-dogmatic bickering, in which nothing spiritual took place but a sliding down
ever farther into the lower earth. History essentially is all the happenings which, spiritual out of celestial
origin, are woven through the entire human race from above. True Church-history is an Epic sung in
Doctrines, an Epic story of the influx of the New Heaven and the New Church without man, into the
Heaven and the Church within him. In short, a self-sounding image of the Glorification of the Lord, every
Doctrinal Song a special state thereof. All the rest is only the self-glorying account of posterities about their
apparent societies, a registration of small facts with indices and ledgers, with man-traps and catches for an
idle flow of words, a kind of double bookkeeping in which one's own insignificance is measured out in full
length by the insignificance of all foregoers, followers, and successors, under the watchword of the
phantasms of the grain of gold: what is thine is mine. In short, histories of a world in the world, and of as
little use as all official writing of history. For the sole thing which the world's history teaches is that it
teaches the world nothing.
The word Church must be delivered from the dark generality, in order that the myriads of particulars one
by one, state by state, may come to light, until the one Only Day has dawned in which the Church is just as
full of wonderful things as the Heavens: "as in the Heavens so upon the lands".
The word Church is a celestial word, for "what with man makes Heaven, this also makes the Church". The
Lord makes by the Word; thus what makes the Heaven and the Church is all things which have been made
by the Word, JOHN 1 : 3. Nothing of man makes Heaven and the Church; for this reason it is said "what

with man makes Heaven"; also it says Heaven first, and then the Church. This is understood in every True
Church of the Lord, but in every posterity it is first inverted by degrees, then denied, and finally forgotten,
so that from itself it makes, has, and is what it calls "church",
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The fact that nothing of man makes Heaven and the Church with him, is just what makes it possible for
Heaven and the Church to be in him, in particular and in common; and that they can enter into
correspondence with the Heaven and the Church without him, so that the latter accordingly can flow into
the former, descend, or make a dwelling. Every True Church of the Lord, or Church from Churches, is a
Tree of Lives or Love and thence Faith; this stands in the midst of the garden, that is, in the will of the
internal man; for the very first which the Lord possesses with the man and the Angel, is the will; but
because no one can do good from himself, the will is not man's; what is man's is the cupidity which he calls
will. "Because the will is the midst of the garden, where the Tree of Lives is, and man has no will, but
cupidity which he calls the will, therefore the Tree of Lives is the Mercy of the Lord, from Whom is all
love and faith and so all life", A.C. 105. Since man has no will but cupidity, which he calls will, neither
therefore has he understanding, but only science which he calls understanding. The enlivening things cause
the man not to know that his will is only cupidity, his understanding only science; and because the
affections of the will make light, but the affections of the cupidity make fire, man, once he is feverishly
possessed of that fierce fire, prefers the obscurity with its glow of coals to the light. Since the will is the
receptacle of Love, and the understanding the receptacle of Faith, therefore the non-will and the nonunderstanding, or man from himself, cannot possibly be or have the Church and even cannot possibly see
anything of the Church in, around, and without man. Therefore the saying that one is or has the Church
should be opposed as an abominable misconception, this being equal to imagining that one is or has the
Mercy of the Lord. The cause of this ingrained religious mania is the inrooted misconception of the word
Church, and this misconception flows forth from the degenerate life of the posterities which pass their
apparent societies for churches. In that idea of church as of something to be or to have, the words “be” and
“have” betray the unbounded cupidities of dominion and possession. These cupidities dragged down the
celestial word Church, extinguished its infinite sense, so that nothing remained but one monstrous
misconception from which the proprium bulges out on all
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sides. How much more worthily, that is, how much more humbly; have the true masters of all times stood
before that which to them was the Church, that is, art. It would not have entered into the mind of anyone of
them to wish to be or to have art; they served art in a way in which no attribute of Heaven or of the Church
could have been served more holily. In this they showed a wisdom equaling that of the Most Ancients. For
none among them would have desired to occupy a place of his own with a style of his own in art, abhorring
that as an infernal profanation. Their service of art was equal to the celestial Church of the Most Ancients
in this that they did not desire the proprium. For this reason that what has been written about the celestial
man applies to the wisest among those masters: “And yet, although he does not desire a proprium; one is
given him by the Lord, which is connected with every perception of the good and the true and with every
felicity; the Angels are in such a proprium, and then in the utmost peace and tranquility, for within their
proprium are the things which are the Lord's, Who rules their proprium, or rules them through their
proprium. This proprium is the veriest celestial", A.C. 141. Only those who do not desire the proprium can
perceive what the Church is, or what with man makes Heaven, or what the celestial proprium is when the
concupiscences of evil have been converted into the good affections of the Lord's will with man.
Where the Lord is, Heaven is; where Heaven is, the Church also is. Thus only the Lord is and has the
Church with man. For this reason also it was said: "the very first which the Lord possesses with man and
Angel, is the will". For this reason also the name Jerusalem in the Hebrew signifies "possession of peace",
and the Lord is called the Prince of Peace; thus He alone is the Possessor of Peace, He alone is and has.
The question will now be asked: What then may still be said of man in respect to the Church in its diversity
of senses, if it may not be said of man that he is or has the Church?
With this question, half in despair and half in irritation - the human heart is a vessel of contradiction - we
find ourselves placed before the as yet uninhabited Heaven of the Church itself, with the melancholy
realization that scarcely anything of the Church has been realized. A daring word
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in this bad world which can at once be innocence, piety and holy indignation itself, if it finds it convenient

to do so.
The man from self or the merely natural man never either has or is the Church; but the man-virgin or the
spiritual man, out of the Lord's Divine Mercy, signifies the Church, which then is appropriated to him as
his. Then there is no question of the gross sense of having and being the Church, but of having the Church
in ones self and of the Church being in ones self: he has the Church in him and the Church is in him. Man
neither has nor is Life, but he is a recipient and a subject of Life. The Angels neither have nor are Divine
True things, but they signify those because they are the recipients thereof. "All good of love is out of the
Lord; the man, the spirit, and the Angel are only recipients; and those who are recipients are said to signify
that which is from the Lord", A.E. 19. Of the recipient it is said that he signifies. "The container and the
contents, like the instrumental and the principal, act one cause", A.R. 277. Thus a cup signifies the same as
is represented by the wine, the cup being the container or vessel of the wine. The recipient signifies that
which is received. To signify is to correspond for we read: "That they signify, is because they correspond",
A.R. 290. Man therefore is of no significance before he is a complete recipient or before he is a Wisdom,
for Wisdom is the form of Love or Love in form. It therefore cannot in any way be said of man that he has
or is the Church, but only that he signifies the Church; and even this only out of the Lord's Mercy, for the
recipient with him which signifies is not his but purely the Lord's, and only as if his. For this reason the
wise man from the Society of the Prince of the Eagle said: "Virgins signify the Church and the Church is
out of both sexes, therefore we [men] too are virgins in relation to the Church, T.C.R. 748. Let us
therefore. once for all, drop "to be" and "to have" and let us direct our attention entirely to the signifying.
The recipients signify - this statement is of infinite bearing; it delivers the word Church from the prison of
misconception, of which the apparent societies of all posterities are the jailers. "There are two things which
make the marriage of the Lord and the Church: Love and Wisdom;
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and the Lord is Love, and the Church is Wisdom; and Wisdom is at the right of Love, for the man of the
Church is wise as from himself, and so as he is wise, he receives Love from the Lord" T.C.R. 748. The
good and the true of Heaven are likewise the good and the true of the Church. But of Heaven it is said that
they are there conjoined, but of the Church it is said that there they shall be conjoined. "The form of
Heaven, according to which all consociations and communications there are made, is the form of the
Divine True out of the Divine Good, proceeding from the Lord, and man puts on this form, as to his spirit,

by a life according to the Divine True", N.J.H.D. 2. This is to be Virgin, to be Recipient, this is to signify
the Church. (The root of to signify in Latin is related with the idea to adhere to, to be sealed, which points
to adjunction; the Dutch beteekenen is related with to show, to teach, to shine forth, to radiate, to continue,
which points to the reception of light, continuously, faithfully). How the word Church now begins to be
opened. The Church in man is the recipient of the Heaven in man, a form of wisdom signifying that
Heaven. And as Heaven in man is the recipient of Heaven without man, and according to correspondence
receives influx therefrom, just so the Church in man in particular and in common is the recipient of the
Church without man, and according to correspondence the New Church flows out of the New Heaven into
that Church in man or descends into the lands. The virginal soul of the genuine man of the True Church
magnifies the word to Signify as the sense itself of the word Church. That word to signify, interiorly
understood, further receives life, new life, in the common language, for when we say "an insignificant
man" or “what does all that signify”, then we mean that we see neither form nor contents, thus nothing
which affects us interiorly. Every True Church signifies the Lord, and a Church which does not signify
something of the Lord "is of no significance", howsoever Divine the principles may appear from without.
The word to signify is a Psalm in itself. The significations are waves of songs, pure Celebrations and
Glorifications, and the recipients who signify are the sonus communis, the crystal common sound, both
Divine; for it is Love and Faith, or the Lord, that are signified, and it is the Celestial Propriums that signify.
And so we come to realize that man does not
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signify the Church, before he lives the acknowledgment of the One God and repentance of life as the two
essential things by which the conjunction with the Lord and salvation thence take place, see A.R. 9. In a
word: to signify the Church is to live the Church.
We learn that the Heaven without man inflows into the Heaven within man, and is received in so far as they
correspond. The reception regards the recipient, the correspondence regards the signifying. For that which
corresponds with a thing, that same thing it signifies. How much and in what quality a man receives, so
much and in that quality he signifies. And since a man can receive nothing whatever except it be given him
out of Heaven, JOHN III : 27, it is evident that it is Heaven in man which makes the Church in him, just as
the New Church without him is out of the New Heaven. That Heaven in him is the very first which the
Lord possesses with man and Angel, that Heaven is the Lord's will in him, dwelling in what is His, that is,
in the Remains. Does not a German proverb say: "Des Menschen Wille ist sein Himmelreich" [Man's will is
his Heaven]? Rightly understood this is ancient wisdom: 0"The Lord's Will in man is his Heaven". If man
allows his concupiscences of evil to be bent around to that Will into good affections, then he is altogether
regenerated. That Will in the midst of the garden, or Heaven in man, corresponds with the Heaven without

him in so far as man allows that Will or that Heaven in him to make the Church in him and with him.
Without a preceding or primary Heaven there is no subsequent or final Heaven. This is the sense of "Seek
ye first the Kingdom of God and its Justice, and all these things shall be added unto you", MATT. VI : 33.
And out of those things that were said about Heaven, it is manifest what the Church is, namely Wisdom,
the recipient, which, while receiving, signifies Love. Unless there is a preceding or primary Church in man
there is no subsequent or finally descending Church. This is the sense of the statement that man in
enlightenment shall make Doctrine for himself out of the Word. Man in enlightenment, means out of
Heaven in his mind opened thither; we may speak of shall when the Lord once for all possesses the will
with man; this 'shall' is no compulsion but the restored spiritual free; to make Doctrine means: what with
man makes Heaven, this also makes the Church; the good and the true of Heaven
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are likewise the good and the true of the Church; in Heaven the good and the true are conjoined; in the
Church the good and the true shall be conjoined; to make Doctrine is to accomplish that conjunction as
from one's self; for himself means: that in him there be the Church which is the recipient of Heaven in him,
or the wisdom which signifies Love; for without Churches in particular the Church in common or the
Lord's True Church cannot exist, and unless there be the Lord's True Church the New Church out of the
New Heaven cannot descend into the lands. The Lord's True Church consists of pure Doctrines. Its Society
is truly recipient, cup and platter of the Supper which receive and signify the Lord's Blood and Flesh.
"Bread signifies the Lord as to Divine Good, and wine the Lord as to the Divine True, and with the
recipients bread signifies the holy good, and wine the holy true, from the Lord", A.R. 316. Out of the Word
means from the Lord through the Word. From the Lord through the Word all things have been made which
make Heaven and the Church in man and without man.
Thus we learn also to understand something else in the words: "The time comes when there will be
enlightenment", A.C. 4402. This is most especially a word for the Church, for enlightenment is the attribute
of every True Church of the Lord. A church without enlightenment is an imaginary church with an apparent
heaven as aureole, doomed to destruction. Enlightenment premises a recipient, premises a subject; and for
this reason the promise that the time comes when there will be enlightenment cannot regard anything but
the human race in relation to the Church, as the wise man said from the Society of the Following of the
Eagle Prince. To shun evil as sin is to be in the good of life, and the good of life longs for the true things,
and acknowledges them and receives them, see A.R. 379. The time therefore will come when the human
race will be in the good of life; in fact for whom, or for what else, could enlightenment serve.
Enlightenment thus on these things: I. that the Church Is; II. what the Church is: III. what is the Church's.
For there is enlightenment as soon as the recipient of enlightenment is there, perfectly and in its integrity. A

recipient is not something which simply receives for the sake of receiving, and deals with it for the sake of
dealing with it. That is only memory-work, merely a stowing away without anything more, the building
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of storehouses and playing storemaster over them. A true is genuine only when it fits conjugially to the
will, and a recipient is genuine only when he, being the will and understanding conjoined, signifies Love
and Wisdom conjoined, because he corresponds to those by the reception. Then the susceptible mind, from
the countless things that are in the Word, is enlightened; then the Lord's Kingdom is in the lands as in the
Heavens; then every Church is a True Church of the Lord, an inhabited Heaven. There is no enlightenment
without Heaven being inhabited. The Lord dwells in what is His with man, provided man dwells in the
Heaven of the Church; there the enlightenment is, and nowhere else. It is the Angelic which man carries
about with him that is enlightened. That Angelic or the good of life should first be sought, before all things
of enlightenment can be added. "Heaven is in those things which are within man, and through these in those
things which are without him", A. E. 107. Every imaginary church passes over the angelic recipient, and
pants for enlightenment in the super-celestial things, according to the Lord's words: "If I have told you
earthly things, and ye believe not, how shall ye believe, if I tell you of heavenly things", JOHN III : 12.
Man, however, in his evil desire of knowledge will not at all believe, neither the earthly nor the heavenly
things, but he wishes to circumvent Heaven and go out beyond Heaven, he wishes to penetrate into those
operations of the Lord in all things of the mind or the soul in which man has no part, see D.P. 120. The
earthly things relate to the recipient who, being regenerated, corresponds to the celestial things and thus
signifies them. It is twice said believe, once for the true things of life, and once for the true things of faith.
For this reason the Lord in that conversation with Nicodemus touches on the arcanum of Regeneration, the
birth from Water and the Spirit, or from the True and the life according, which Regeneration, with the
recipient, consists in the removal of the evil things in man's external. The misconception of Nicodemus
regarding regeneration is characteristic of the misconception of the imaginary church: the same thing over
again from the same maternal womb. This imaginary representation from the misconception of an
imaginary church is destroyed by this tremendous word: "And no man hath ascended up to Heaven but He
that came down from Heaven, the Son of Man which is in Heaven",
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JOHN III : 13. Which the Lord in His Second Coming explains thus: "From this it is plain that the Son of
Man is the Divine True in the Heavens, for this descends and thus ascends, for no one can ascend into
Heaven, unless the Divine True shall have descended into him out of Heaven, because the influx is Divine,
but not the reverse. And because the Lord is this True, therefore He calls Himself the Son of Man Who is in
the Heavens", A.R. 9807. The Divine True into him is the Church in man; out of Heaven is the Heaven in
the man out of which that Church descended. That Church out of that Heaven in man is an Image and
Similitude of the New Church out of the New Heaven without man, for these flow into those according to
correspondence. It is in this sense that the word Church must again be made living, for it is set and grown
stiff just as the muscular fibres around the lips of the Most Ancient with their posterity. "O Lord, open
Thou my lips; and my mouth shall shew forth Thy praise", PSALM LI : 15. The lip is the Doctrine and the
Doctrine of the Church is the image of the Church, see A.R. 601. The lips are not really opened unless the
muscular fibres round about are loosened from their concrescence, for the Doctrine interiorly is one and all
affection, one and all Divine Worship, Adoration, or Praise. The word Church has become a stiffened lip,
in which the muscles have grown together.
Say the word "Church" and the vulgar natural representation at once sticks to the idea of a human,
humanized institution. That idea gradually has drawn to itself the entire sense of that word, subjected it to
itself. "See, what buildings", the disciples in Jerusalem said to the Lord; beyond that their idea of the
Church did not go, and for this reason they did not understand the Lord's answer. It is the same thing,
giving an example from human society, as with tuition. The chief thing of tuition should be to lead the
simple affection of knowing, inherent with children from creation, unspoiled, up to the final end: the love
of being wise. By which then the desire for truth has been led up to the desire for the good of the true, for to
be in the good of the true is to be wise. However, as soon as the methods of tuition lose the final end from
view, the schools no longer answer their elementary use, and they magnify a desire of knowing at the
expense of the true substance of life, which is then consumed in the hot fever of the mere knowing of
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things which for the greater part are useless. The following passage applies to the schools also: "To learn
signifies to perceive interiorly in one's self that it is so, which is to understand and thus to receive and to
acknowledge. He who learns in any other way, learns and does not learn, because he does not retain",
A.R. 618. The school as outer court of the Church had for its mission that of respecting the Remains and of
opening the natural mind for them; against this mission, however, man's own intelligence directs itself
which with all kinds of arbitrary systems unhooks the school from the final end, making it a purely human

institution, counter to the Lord. See also "what school buildings", but in them they learn and do not learn.
The Lord teaches man by the Angels or out of Heaven, in His Word. That inmost teaching makes the True
Church in man, and she is the Church in common from such. That Church in common cannot manage
without an institution from Divine laws in lasts; however, as soon as that institution becomes a human
establishment which renders the Word powerless, there arises compulsion and deviation fixing the attention
on dead accessories; the internal life of the Church withdraws itself, and the establishment is taken for the
church, or the instrumental for the principal, the means for the end. To the coming enlightenment therefore
there pertains the perception of what is the instrumental of the Church, and what the principal of the
Church. That coming enlightenment will therefore have to be preceded by states corresponding to
Exinanitions, or Emptyings which alternated with the Unions in the Glorification of the Lord's Human in
the world. In short, states of desperation and utmost despair, in which man sees nothing of the Church in
himself, around himself, and outside himself; states of most profound humiliation in which he finds he is
not where he thought he was, neither he with regard to the Church, nor the Church with regard to him. That
the Heavens can continually be ordered from the Lord, is because the Angels are humiliations, at once
obeying every New Thing. And the Church in the lands? The Church too ought to allow of a continual
ordering, because it is Heaven, equally as much, without any difference.
Can the inhuman see the Human? Can the misconception of an imaginary church see the Ecclesiastical or
the
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Celestial? An imaginary church busies itself with the pseudo-celestial things, and passes over the earthly
things or the recipients. The True Church in man is built in him, an instruction in the true threefold sense,
for instructio is 1. a building in; 2. teaching; 3. a charge. An Angel signifies him who is sent, and he who
has been sent is one who has received charge to give a charge. The Church in man is Instruction out of
Heaven in man; the Church in man is his Doctrine, spiritual out of celestial origin. Every misconception
concerning the Church leads not to a building in, but to a building next to; not in man but on the inside of
his exterior man. From afar it resembles a Church in man, but it is genuine no more than an irreproachable
and pearly set of false teeth in the mouth, within the mouth, certainly, but not one with it.
As soon as the formal dominates over the essential, or the management over the Doctrine, the world is
there; for the characteristic of the general run of mankind is that it makes every accessory matter into a

principle, every principle into an accessory matter. The principal thing of every True Church in common is
the agreement of the Churches in particular, and the principal thing of the Church in man is Heaven in man.
When the principal thing becomes the accessory, then this abominable inversion arises: Seek first all supercelestial things, and the kingdom of Heavens will be added unto you. This is violation of the end, this is
eating from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.
A word such as "the fall of the Most Ancient Church, namely of its posterity", opens the ears for an anxious
question: What is a Church, what is a posterity? The word posterity should be regarded loose from time.
According to time it is they who come after the others, the later and the last. But seen apart from time, or
spiritually, it is the many who are first who will be the last. It is the posterity in this sense to whom the
Lord says: "Is it not lawful for Me to do what I will with Mine own? Is thine eye evil, because I am good?
So the last shall be first, and the first last: for many be called, but few chosen", MATT. XX : 15, 16. The
posterity of all the Lord's True Churches are those who are called, who for the sake of the chief seats push
by the elect or those who held the last place. The cry of the LAMENTATIONS is the cry of the True
Church over the
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posterity which makes it into a widow's house for the sake or devouring it under the pretense of long
prayer. A widow's house is a Church left without Doctrine notwithstanding that those who are in good
desire the genuine True. Through the Doctrine the Word is infinite and inexhaustible, without Doctrine the
Word is a limited number of books, soon devoured. Let every Church examine itself whether it is a ,
Church in common, that is, a Church from Churches, or only a church of posterity; this examination
corresponds , to the continual ordering of the Heavens from the Lord. With this examination each time
anew, each time more enlightened, the word Church would become living in each one, full of inexpressible
things as Heaven itself, and no longer lie there, unwieldy, as a whale thrown ashore. Every posterity says of
itself that it is and it has the Church, and thereby it is a church against the Lord and in favor of hell. For this
reason we read as the internal sense of the third chapter of LAMENTATIONS: "Description of the Lord's
combats against the hells, which were especially from the Israelitic and the Jewish Church, with despair,
because all were in the evil things and the false things thence, and against Himself", SUM. Exp. Man in
relation to the Church has to recollect that the hells are chiefly from the posterity of all True Churches.
"The Church in the lands is the foundation of Heaven", A.C. 4060. "The human race is the base on which
Heaven is founded", L.J. 9. The human race is therefore called the base for the foundation of Heaven,
which is the Church; base and foundation must make one, or else the building is on air. This signifies that

the truly human comes to man from nowhere else than from the Church in him out of the Heaven in him or
from the Lord through that Heaven in which He possesses man's will. This is the root of all
acknowledgment from the heart of the Divine Human of the Lord. If that acknowledgment is not from the
Church inbuilt in man through the Heaven in him, it is only the lip confession of the posterity who, with a
desired and enforced proprium strives after things quite different from defending the Lord's Divine Human
as a MICHAEL.
"By the Michaels the men of the New Church are meant, by Michael the wise therein, and by his Angels
the rest", A.R. 564. The name of Michael signifies Who like God,
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and the internal sense is: "The defense of that part of the Doctrine out of the Word that teaches that the
Lord's Human is Divine", A.E. 735. The word "to defend" in the Latin signifies to repulse, to ward off, to
punish, to avert, to withstand, to turn off, to keep off, to drive away, to protect, to forbid; and the Dutch
"verdedigen" [to defend] is related with geding [law-suit], gericht [judgment], gerechtigheid [justice]. To
acknowledge the Divine Human is to defend it; and to defend it is to ward off and punish, and to forbid as
the proprium's phantasies every other divine and every other human, whose only purpose it is to render
divine one's own inhuman into a human good. None is good save One: The Father who is in the Heavens;
and it is out of the Mercy of His Goodness that the Church is in man and he thence becomes man, and as a
wise man a Michael. To acknowledge the Divine Human of the Lord therefore is of no signification unless
it is done from a Michael and his Angels; their acknowledgment is to defend, and their defense is out of this
threefold power of the Word: I. the power of combating against the evil and false things out of hell; this
power is the power of the Divine True of the Word from the Lord: II. the power of affecting the animi, for
the Divine True of the Word affects those who read it holily; III. the power of being wise as to what God is
and what is God's, for this properly belongs to man when reading the Word, see A.R. 245.
It is the spirit of the posterities which over and again weakens and extinguishes the common perception of
"What is like the Church", so that nothing remains but the empty word church with respect to a dead
institution in a gross natural representation, and not even the institution but the political management
thereof; just as in many countries the word "state" no longer signifies the country and the country's wellfare, but a revengeful party-triumph. Let us take as an example that well-known statement that when a
Church has "fallen", it is re-established among a sincere nation. Now this question: what idea does this
generally give rise to? Do the posterities through whose doing the Church fell, at once cease to take
themselves for a church? and do they while the goods and chattels of the Church are being carried over to

that sincere nation, even generously assist them in that carrying over? or do they go on being and
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having a church, an imaginary church because the man has been thrown out? And that sincere nation, is it
in advance made acquainted with the vacancy, and after its appointment does it send round word that in
future the church is with it? See, the misconception of church of itself leads to these disrespectful questions,
full of doubt and denial. For that the Church is where the Word is, this the posterity too knows. For this
reason there is this word in the PROLOGUE to the CANONS: “At this day nothing else than the selfsounding reason of love will instaurate, because they have fallen". The falling to appearance refers to the
former Churches, but essentially to the posterities. The self-sounding reason of love is the Divine True of
the Word in its threefold power; the self-sounding (Latin suisonus) refers to the sonus communis or the
common sound with the recipient. The self-sounding reason of Love is the Son of Man or the Divine True
in the Heavens, whose descent into man is called to instaurate. Where the Word is - the word is is generally
passed over in reading, and is signifies presence, dwelling - there the Word instaurates, and there thus the
Church is. For this reason we learn that the Church is not because the Word is there, the Lord is known
there, and the sacraments are there, but because they live according to the Doctrine out of the Word, see
A.C. 6637.
Said by way of paradox it is not the Church that opens the way to Heaven but it is Heaven that opens the
way to the Church or to Heaven on earth. In this sense that it is Heaven in man that first makes the Church
in man, when his natural mind, by the removal as if from himself of the evil things in the external man,
stands open up to that Heaven so that the natural mind also becomes as if spiritual. Only then does the
Heaven in man begin to correspond to the Heaven without man; and according thereto the Heaven without
him flows in, and according thereto the New Church out of the New Heaven descends into the Church in
him. Thus then does the New Church dwell in what is hers. Every True Church is to look from Heaven to
Heaven, from the Church to the Church. Heaven in man corresponds to the New Heaven, the Church in
man corresponds to the New Church, and when they actually correspond, the New Church descends into
the lands and rests there as an egg in its nest.
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Every misconception of the church involves the refusal to be either egg or nest, and on the other hand the
wish to be and to have the bird itself; the descent is taken for an accomplished fact and the New Church for
a thing sensually manifested. Here the blind faith of a misunderstood letter is ruling, from which letter it is
indeed concluded that the Church is, but not what the Church is, and what is the Church's; thus the Esse is
accepted, but the Existere is left aside. Between the Esse of the New Church and the Existere of the New
Church or its descent into the lands there is the immeasurable arcanum of the Apocalypse, which is this:
"And I saw another Angel flying in the midst of Heaven, having the everlasting gospel to evangelize unto
them that dwell on the earth, signifies the annunciation of the Lord's Coming and of the New Church that is
to come down out of Heaven from Himself. By an Angel in the highest sense is understood the Lord and
hence Heaven also. By another Angel the new thing now from the Lord is signified; by flying in the midst
of Heaven, is signified to look down upon, to look through, and to foresee [or to provide for], here for the
new thing from the Lord out of Heaven in the Church; by the everlasting gospel is signified the
annunciation of the Coming of the Lord and of His Kingdom; by them that dwell on earth the men of the
Church are signified, to whom the annunciation will be made”, n. 626. Here the Divine Instauration of the
New Church is described, how from Esse it comes to Existere with the men of the Church, or with those in
whom the Church is, with them only and with no others, which is indicated by the words to look down
upon, to look through, to foresee. In man there must first be the Church before the New Church out of the
New Heaven can descend into that as this new thing now. Hence the statement that the Church which is the
New Jerusalem is first among few. Among few in the literal sense, merely quantitatively, signifies a small
number, but in the spiritual sense those words purely qualitatively indicate those in whom the Church is. A
man then, in whom the Church is, has become truly man, for in him the man from creation has been
redeemed and regenerated to a new Image and a new Similitude of God. Between this man and the man
from birth there is no ratio, no more than between the essential and the unessential, between the genuine
and the non-genuine; no
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ratio, but a contrast, And apart from person "few" signifies the first purely spiritual rational principles of
Doctrine, just as the simple fibre of a celestial nature. For in the Church in common or in the True Church

the male son or the Doctrine of the New Church is born, which precedes the instauration. And the flight
into the desert "where she hath a place prepared from God, that they may nourish her there a thousand two
hundred and sixty days, signifies the state of that Church then, that, meanwhile, there may be provided for
it with many, until it grows to its statute", A.R. 547. To grow to its statute is until the Church, as has been
provided, exists. And it is expressly said in this number that before this growth can take place "the New
Heaven must first be formed which is to be made one with the Church in the lands". The foundation of the
New Church is a most profound arcanum, it is an Instauration from the Lord, and an Organization from
above, or a synthetic Organization; from the Soul the Body, and not the reverse. The New Heaven which
must first be formed is from them with whom the true things of life have not the least more or less, but
entirely and completely, become of life; and in this, that Heaven makes one with the Church in the lands.
This is what has to be awaited and watched for, omniprovidentially. Therefore we read: "The instauration
of the spiritual Church from the Lord or the regeneration of the man thereof", A.E. 281. Instauration is
regeneration.
With the Lord's Coming into the world the Jews in their expectation of the Messiah looked beyond the
golden present to a vague, empty, idle future. With the Lord's Second Coming the reverse may happen,
namely a looking in which the sure golden future is overlooked and a vague idle present is swollen up to all
the riches of the realm. "The time comes when there will be enlightenment" signifies that the New Church
which Is, will come to its Existere in the lands, that is, in the Churches in the men or in the Church in
common. All things of the New Church will be added unto those who have first sought and found the
Church in themselves. That Church in one's self is formed by all things which fit the will; those things
together with the will form as it were that fruit-egg on the Tree of Life in the midst of Paradise, a Paradise
in Paradise, which, as we read in the WORSHIP AND LOVE OF GOD, awaits the fecundation from the
Lord to bring forth Adam, the first
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begotten son of the earth, n. 33. The time comes when this Book will be perceived and lived as the Birth of
the Church in the rational and spiritual animal: in man. For: "Conjunction with God is salvation; everyone
sees it who believes that men are from creation images and similitudes of God", D.P. 123. The great
lamentation is this that the man from creation, created in order to join nature to Life and Life to nature is
not believed. The man from birth is the posterity of the man from creation, from whom he stole the rational
and spiritual Angel's wings and also the animal landscape. Interiorly there will again grow wings to the
man of the New Church or to Michael, and exteriorly there will grow his particular landscape from which
he never departs, because therein he is in his appropriate element, as the deer in the forest, the bird in the
air, the fish in the water. This landscape is the New Earth for Michael and his Angels. Then also the love

for the country will regain a new natural sense, as living, animated, and holy as never before. As the world
covers the earth, so in man the man from birth covers the man from creation. This is the great lamentation
of all times and places that the posterity claims the right of primogeniture. Therefore remember this well:
the man of the New Church or Michael is again, that is, anew, or from the new, the man from creation or
the son of the earth, crowned from the Lord with the Crown of the Churches to be king over the three
kingdoms of nature, in an integer Society on earth which is the jewelled foundation of the celestial Society.
As soon as man imagines that the New Church is there, that he has the Church and is the Church,
unmindful of whether the Church is in him, he proves himself posterity wishing to climb in from elsewhere
in order to obtain the super-celestial things. He purposely passes by the Door of the Doctrine. Doctrine is of
the Church which is formed in man - from the Lord out of Heaven in him. Love from the Lord is Heaven in
man; the love to the Lord is the Church in man. The agreement of those Heavens and of those Churches in
the lands forms the Church in common which in the Word is caressed by the sweet words vera, the true,
intima, the inmost, universa, the entire, sola, the only. To this Church applies the looking down, the
looking through, the foreseeing. Into it the New Church out of Heaven
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descends, in it the Esse of the New Church comes into Existere, that is, to a continual coming into
existence, or into an endless ordering for infinite new beatitudes. And thence the human race will be
transformed into pure Michaels and his Angels; Michaels with regard to the Internal Church, his Angels
with regard to the External Church. This lies implied in the promise that the time will come when there will
be enlightenment, for if thereby the final End of Creation were not irresistibly to be accomplished, namely
not only a Heaven out of the human race, but also a human race or a Church out of Heaven, there would not
be any power inherent in that enlightenment. But nevertheless the power is nothing without the might. And
the might lies with the recipient. It might be said that the True Church in the lands consists of pure cupchurches into which the New Church out of the New Heaven flows down as Divine Church-wine.
Truly, the word Church too is a wheel that has to be lifted up from the earth when the creatures are lifted up
from the earth, see EZEK. I : 15-21. What is the Church in relation to the Lord, and what is the Church in
relation to the man-virgin? What is the Church in relation to the man-Church, and what is a church in the
eyes of a churchman, a member of the church in the vulgar sense? To acknowledge the Divine Human is to
defend it, to defend it is to be a Michael, and a Michael, no other but he who himself signifies what he
defends. If this were not the case, man's regeneration would not be a faithful image, feature by feature,
none excepted, of the Lord's Glorification, thus both of the Exinanitio and of the Unio. Lots of fools defend

what they have nothing to do with, in which they have no part whatever; the world's history and the
religious wars are full of such. This is no heroism, but a reckless fanaticism, which is of no significance at
all. The time comes when there will be enlightenment, this also signifies: the time comes when there will
be Michaels. There was a time that Attila and his Huns as the scourge of God came to devastate a
christianity of fallen posterities of the Primitive Christian Church; reversely, when the time of
enlightenment has dawned, Michael and his Angels as a blessing of God will come forth from all sides to
defend and protect the Church of the Lamb in its final descent. Only a new human race can be the basis
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for the New Heaven, and it is this which, in the current misconception of the word "Church", is forgotten. A
new human race is a truly human race; and this, as Church, is the foundation for Heaven, because it is in the
wisdom out of the reception of the light out of Heaven from the Lord. The men of the New Church or
Michael and his Angels are of that human race, and of them it is that the Word says: "For these are the
things that have been written in the set of two Works the one concerning the DIVINE PROVIDENCE, the
other concerning the DIVINE LOVE AND DIVINE WISDOM, in which it has been shown that the Lord
Himself is in men according to reception, and not any Divine separated from Himself", A.R. 949. This
remarkable place clearly explains: The Word is not understood by just any churchman, but only by the
man-Church. The Church is Church out of the Doctrine, Religion is Religion out of the Life following the
Doctrine; the Doctrine is in Religion as the theoretical in the practical; to be affected by the former and the
latter for the sake of the good use of life, see A.C. 9297, is to be in faith from the Lord. This the manChurch or Michael at once perceives, this the churchman or the posterity will never understand.
When with man the interior and the exterior are one, so the Doctrine has taught us, man from the Lord
receives an Internal and an External. The interior and the exterior forming one, signifies the Church in man;
the Internal and the External is the Lord in the New Church. Such are the men of the New Church, or
purely Michaels and the Angels of his, not desirous of any proprium that feels itself, and therefore gifted by
the Lord with a celestial proprium. With such there is an instauration of the New Church; not they organize
anything whatever, but the Lord organizes them, with them, by them. For them "organization" is spiritual
from celestial origin. For "the Church is firstly instaurated in the Heavens from the Lord, and afterwards
through the Heavens in the lands", A.R. 816. It is Life which instaurates and thereby institutes the organ for
the reception of life, erects it, re-establishes it, renews it. The instauration is the essential, the organization
is the formal according thereto. The instauration regards the recipient, the organization regards the Life, the
one looks down, the other looks on high. Organization alone is an external without an internal,
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indeed with things from the Lord but without the Lord therein; neither Life, nor recipient; instead of Life
self-interest, instead of the recipient the person. For this reason so much is organized in the world, sham
and shallow things; not organizations, but machinations. The genuine synthetic angelic organization looks
from the Lord to the Lord; it is organization instaurated by the Lord, of the recipients of Life, constantly
with holy fear mindful "that what is from the Lord remains the Lord's with the recipients", A.R. 758. On
this account it does not grow into concrescence, but stands open to the Lord. Organization in the genuine
sense is a complete Doctrine of Charity in its full, glorious, virtuous effect. It is the cooperation as if from
one's self in common; it is the Canons of the new Society, of the Angelic Nobility, grown to their statute.
Organization is an ordering of consociation, and there is no consociation without Doctrine of Society,
Doctrina Societatis, which precious word occurs in an outline for an anatomic treatise in the Scientific
Works (see the so-called Philosopher's Notebook, p. 263). A True Church of the Lord is a Church in
common from men in whom the Church is. This is a heavenly society. A church from men in whom is no
Church, is an imaginary church. This is a worldly club, which, as said, openly appears from their whole
demeanor. The New Church which is, can scarcely, when descending, accommodate and apply itself to
such in order that it may exist in that which is not the Lord's. Unless this is seen the genuine soil for the
Lord's True Church is not there; and that soil is deepest humiliation (humiliatio comes from humus, soil), is
the very lowest seat at the Wedding Supper. Of the Ancients it is said that in the tenderest conjugial love
they begat children in the blessed thought that the Lord was to be born on earth from a human mother. Just
so the genuine conjugial love should leap up in us with joy at the thought that the hereditary evil in future
generations will be brought to a standstill and to retrogression, so that from the human race there will arise
the Michaels and the Angels of his into whom by degrees the New Church will descend. Our hereditarily
evil life conception in relation to the Lord's True Church must become less and have altogether disappeared
before the Only Day can dawn from the East. To think this and to live according thereto, continuously and
faithfully, is
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the blessedness of not experiencing that thing but nevertheless believing. To think this and to live according
thereto with unwavering patience, is not to be a posterity but the forbears of the True Church; the least and
the last thereof, but who are to have their blessed part in the glory of her greatest and first, that is, of the
Lord in them, Who Is, WAS, AND WILL BE the All in all things of that Heaven-Church. For the New
Church can truly testify: "Before the Ancient Church was am I".

____________________________
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CONCERNING FAITH
By H. J. BROUWERS, CORONATION, ALBERTA, CANADA.
The church is a Church out of the Lord, exactly as Heaven is out of Him. When a church comes to the point
of being administered by the intelligence of a world culture, it may be called a church in name; but in
reality it is this no more. It is then what the Lord calls a cave of murderers. The good and true which belong
to the Church can retain their loving and enlightening power only when at all times they look to the Lord.
When love grows cold, light will grow dark also. And this will be a disaster for the whole church, for
thereby it will run into the danger of becoming spurious. For just as the Holy Spirit is present in the warmth
and light out of the genuine Doctrine of the Church, so likewise, hell is present in the cold and darkness
from a falsely so-called philosophy. In the Third Testament the knowledge belonging to the New Church is
made plain to the understanding so clearly, that one must be an evil man indeed not to see this. But just as
always there have been people who embrace what is infernal, so likewise there are always people who seek
their pleasures in deviations. The good and true that now is revealed to us must remain free from man's
Own explanations. The good and true of the Church is of use to man only when those things are received in
a simple and honest heart. One may wonder that there are always people, and, alas, the largest part of the
human race is such, who, it seems, wish to explain the Bible to God, and who accept and reject for

themselves whatever pleases their natural. Only the good and true that belongs to the Church can create
Heaven in man. No other way or other means can be given. Since the Church is out of the Word (and the
Word is the Lord), a denial of the one is a rejection of the other. The self-righteous will deny this, of
course. But this does not detract from the fact that they who wish to follow
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another way than is indicated in the Word, close the Heaven of the Angels to themselves. All Doctrine out
of the Word and the Church ought to be accepted as the Lord points it out as with His Finger. But how can
people, who have the flesh and the world in their hearts, see even one genuine truth in the Third Testament?
This is utterly impossible on account of their darkness and their evil heart. For the spirit of man, when
reading, will find nothing else than what he loves; a good man the good, and an evil man the evil. For as
soon as the evil see something that is out of the Lord, they distort it to their own desires.
In the Christian world, no faith which truly brings good to man can be from any other source than from the
Lord Jesus Christ. The essence of faith certainly must be genuine if faith is to be a power. Through faith out
of the Word of the Third Testament, the genuine rational gives an inspiration. The Lord has come this day
with great Power and Glory in His Word, and all who see this are hardly able to contain their gladness over
this great event.
No man needs to try to justify himself outside of faith. For except for God, what is there in himself or
outside of himself for man to lean upon or to trust? It is the genuine true out of the Lord which alone can be
the power of a man. Peter already said it: "Lord to whom shall we go? Thou hast the words of eternal life".
God's pure Spirit cleanses and men are justified therefrom. Justification can never be from man himself; not
even in his cooperation with the Lord; it is all the Lord's. The Lord is to be known and acknowledged in all
our doing and thinking. We never must lose sight of the fact that He alone is our justification. All that the
Lord teaches must be accepted without reservation. The Lord is God from Eternity. This should be
accepted with holy fear. And through faith, God will give a genuine rational, so that we will understand
things of which we never have thought. God gives to him who has, and all is His.
God is in all men, otherwise man could not live. But in the faithless and those who believe wrongly, He is
not consciously present because acknowledgment of Him is necessary thereto. The Lord then seems not to
exist, or to be far away; and this, because of the wrong state of their spirit as a consequence of a wrong
faith from a wrong life. The Lord comes nearer when He is known and is also
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acknowledged. Man is in the Lord when he, believing in the Lord, also keeps His Commandments. For
only then is there conjunction between our spirit and the Lord, when we also keep the Commandments
even as the Lord Himself did. If not, there is separation. In the perfection of faith, however, men become
Sons, and He will make them into a Kingly and Priestly generation.
Nothing can ever be attained unless the required conditions are fulfilled. This is also true with respect to the
things which concern faith. Everything may be obtained from God, just as He Himself says that for all
things one is to pray and it shall be given. But praying and expecting is in vain, when man's spirit has not
been brought into correspondence. All that brings man into a state of fulfillment is written in the Third
Testament. It is to live and also to think and to feel according to the true that has been learned. To this
knowledge man should add daily by regular reading.
Everything that belongs to the preparation of a happy state of faith has been revealed. All who morally can
distinguish black from white have the ability and power to bring this about. When there is no wish to make
use of these means, one has one's self to blame for a discontented and disconsolate life here on earth. God
has commanded that His rights are to be kept. But one is free to accede or to deviate. Our spirit is in a
complete equilibrium because we are between Heaven and hell. Therefore it is our duty to believe correctly
and to live the life of faith.
What we learn and what is spiritual belongs to the internal man. The effect of the things of faith belongs to
the external man. The internal man is regenerated first and thereafter the external man. Thus it is seen that
the external must be subject and obedient to the voice of the internal man, who is spiritual. This will be the
case when the external man shuns sins as offensive to God. The whole process which concentrates itself in
the effect must be brought forth from the inmost genuine rational and the internal spiritual. For even though
the fruit is harvested in deeds, still it is always the invisible in us that believes. This is wrought in our spirit,
that is in the will and the understanding. It is necessary that good should reign in our intentions if we are to
have a happy life down here, and if we are to be blessed
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in the hereafter. When internally within us this wonderful principle, charity, animates with its power the
external man, it will create a state that is like paradise. But again, it is always the difficulties of the flesh
and the world that injure the conditions that make it impossible for this state to last permanently. With
supernatural power, which the Lord alone has, what is inferior will finally be forced to leave the field. Not
our will, but His Will be done. Every day we must be inclined to die as to the useless. And with praying
and fasting, we will become more than victors.
God operates according to laws whose order is laid down in all that is created. It is impossible for God to
do anything against the order of these laws. Every moment the order of God's creation has in itself the
influx of the Divine power. To change the order of His laws, would mean a change in the Divine Essence,
which is impossible. It is God's will that all men shall come to the knowledge of salvation. When therefore
that knowledge is used well, it can be no otherwise than that man must be regenerated and become an
inhabitant of heaven. On the other hand, when one lives evilly, it can be no otherwise than that one
becomes a slave of hell. It is well said that he who does evil is a slave of sin, and that he who does good
even though he often must force himself thereto, is a freed man of the Lord. It should not be forgotten that
the Lord, when He was on earth was obedient to all laws; from the Divine laws down to the natural ones.
He is our great Example; He who resisted temptation even unto shedding His Blood and dying. Selfcompulsion to use is normal. And since out of one's self there is no love of good, this must be exercised
from God. In the regeneration of every single man the Lord shows in the reading of the Word, as with His
Own Finger, the necessary true and good. Nobody can teach us as the Lord does in His Word.
The blessing of genuine faith was never felt by anyone who did not acknowledge the Lord as God. With the
acknowledgment of the Lord as God, the natural opens itself to the spiritual internal. It is from this alone
that man feels blessedness, rest, and peace. Where it is difficult to have faith, or where there is none at all,
there always lie certain sins at the bottom as the cause. A good and honest heart always will believe with
ease. The internal man consists
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of things that concern the eternal, and his external of scientific things. Wherefore when the internal looks to
the world, the Angels cannot remain with such a man. He attracts spirits who are such as he is himself, that
is, without the genuine true and the genuine good. In order for man to become spiritual, substances are
necessary which must inflow. This can never take place, when the conditions that must be obeyed are not
fulfilled. The spirit is an organism, and we must will and think according to the things that have been
provided.
Faith of life, which is of light, can be obtained only by going to the Lord. To this end the Lord has given
the Word with its three Testaments. The Word treats only concerning Him, His Kingdom, and all that is
concerned therewith. The Word ought not to be judged according to the appearance, for then the internal
spiritual and celestial are not seen. There, in the internal, is the Spirit of the Lord, and through both
knowledge and acknowledgment therefrom, one comes to the Lord. This is a spiritual reality to those who
experience this in their life. It is a fact of truth.
Because the things that make the faith of man are spiritual things, and all of them stand in connection with
God, yea, are God, so likewise the Lord Himself is Faith. If the Lord's Spirit, that is His Life, is not in faith,
faith cannot save. Faith exists from all substances that make an Angel out of a sinner. Faith, therefore, is a
power, and we speak in consequence of our Holy Faith.
Thus it is to be understood that it is absolutely necessary to go to the Word in order to have faith formed in
one's self. Faith is formed in us, when we take up truths out of the Word. The faith of everyone is according
to the truths that he obtains from the Word, which he loves, and which he thus appropriates to his character.
The truth that is of God, then makes faith alive. God is Life. He who orders his life according to the Word,
fares well as to the spirit and, as may be observed, he seldom fares badly as to the flesh, For anything
becomes real in a character when it is lived. Religion, therefore, must he an experience, and it must be
woven in us throughout. In so far as we live the faith, we possess it, and we profit therefrom. Faith without
the living thereof and thus without the experiencing thereof is outside of the spirit and is useless. If faith is
holy
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out of God's Holiness, it is also blessed from God's Blessedness. Wherefore it cannot be otherwise than that
they who incorporate faith in their life are blessed therefrom. It will not be all at once that that blessedness
is felt. But when there is righteous faith from an honest and good heart, it will not take many years before it

has become an experienced fact. The time depends on resignation and many things such as the duration and
the character of a person's previous sins, his unwillingness to believe, his despisal of the pure Doctrine of
the Church, his obstinacy in living wrongly, acting deceitfully, committing adultery, being revengeful, and
so on. And all those previous sins must not be committed again if one is to give up one's self and is to
acquire an influx from Heaven. Thus self-conversion is necessary; for it is sins alone which stand in the
way of the Kingdom of the Heavens.
The purpose of faith must be that it save man's soul. We ought, therefore, to have a saving faith. This must
be so clear from the truths that are learned, that it leaves no room for doubt. Where a man doubts if his faith
is a saving faith, there the truth lacks light. Every truth has its own light. But if there is no light, it is either
not the genuine true, or the man has no desire for the spiritual. Saving faith acknowledges God, and
therefore His Word. Saving faith is taught from the Third Testament, and it lives according to its precepts.
Here is that hidden thing that can make man free. That they who possess the true Doctrine should use it
every hour of their life, is the wish of the Angels.
To those who understand nothing of the Word, it seems as if the Word contains little, while in truth it has a
great depth. It is to be compared to a gold mine, which is a rock from the outside; but inside, in the measure
as one penetrates deeper, it contains nobler gold. They who read the Word in faith and live according
thereto notice that they have a better insight therein than before, when they reread places in the Word that
previously they had passed by. This is because the enlightenment in their spirit has increased.
All the truth that a person learns, acknowledges, and accepts, is kept forever in his spirit. There is always
enlightenment therefrom, as well as leading and protection, and this indeed through charity. The truths
which thus
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have been received from God, gather themselves together into bundles, and these again into series. On
account of this it is that everyone appropriates to himself a Doctrine from the Word. This is the work of
God alone. The Lord brings all that man has acknowledged into an orderly disposition.
From this it may be seen how faith is perfected. Faith is composed from the true that is believed. Without
the genuine true from the sense of the Letter no faith is possible. By occupying one's self with the Word
daily a treasure is gathered, no one knows how. When the acquisition of the truth takes place according to
order, there is coherence, so that one truth supports and illuminates another. Where it is believed falsely,

there is no coherence. All that inflows into man from Heaven strives after the human form. But when truth
is falsified, a monstrous form comes into being, wherein all things lie twisted up and topsy-turvy. From
such a degenerated form nothing but evil can come forth, for all that is brought forth is according to its own
form.
Truths are indefinitely diverse. If it is known that all truth is of God, and that everyone receives from the
Lord what He gives, it may be seen how wrong it is to make a fight. No one has the right to deprive anyone
of his faith and to force his own upon him. All truth is one in God, and all truth that is genuine is out of the
Word. All who believe rightly are in God. And this infinite diversity is the fullness of God. He, therefore,
who deprives someone of his faith, has stolen from God, for in man faith is of God. Everyone possesses in
his own mind more than one truth indeed, these truths also are all diverse. This leads not to disagreement
but to harmony and perfection.
It is strange that unknown truths often produce a repugnance when they are learned for the first time. This
is because we still have our life fixed according to our own old way. As soon as man sees that he must
relinquish his proprium, he wants to draw back. But every good Christian will overcome his antagonism,
knowing full well that God's truth is to be trusted and that it brings prosperity.
Man has been created an image of God, therefore it can be no otherwise than that the true that is read can
also find a place in the spirit of all. Naturally, man must himself arouse these things, for upon this
regeneration depends. Never should one doubt anything that God teaches; every
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year faith must become stronger in us. God provides in everything and He can do little good to man if we
do not open our mind and do not walk in the way. The Kingdom is not so very far away from us; in a man's
lifetime the whole process of regeneration can be completed. Nothing is lacking to him who believes as the
Word teaches. For faith finds its reality from internal love.
Just as charity belongs to faith, faith belongs to charity. It is charity from which faith has its life. The
inclination to truth opens the spirit so that it is seen to be true from the Lord. From this a genuine rational is
born in man, whereby one is enabled to draw Doctrine for one's self from the sense of the letter. It is from
charity, which is nothing else than to will well because the Lord commands it, that one comes into
enlightenment, and through this becomes aware of the internal sense. The internal sense is nothing but love

to the Lord and love towards the neighbor. It is through charity that the love is found that is hidden in the
letter. They who are not well inclined toward truth, because they are not in charity, cannot see the internal
sense. When the internal sense is pointed out to such people, they deny it. This rejecting of the internal
includes also a denial of the Divinity of the Lord. When according to one's ability one has been faithful to
the external, the Lord, in His own time, will entrust man with His internal. He who misuses the natural
external never receives the spiritual internal. He who denies the pure internal, him God will deny also by
taking from him the external sense which he thought to possess.
In the beginning of the first Christian Church it was not foreseen that later on faith would be separated from
charity. For this monstrous error man, has paid with his happiness. This is the origin of all falsifications in
science, wrong education, aggressive militarism, and so on. Our blessed God, who is Love in essence, can
give blessedness to men only through their reciprocal, thus through reciprocal love. What is there more to
be desired than to be happy, and to remain happy? Our experiences in youth teach each one of us through
disappointments, adversities, and difficulties, that our happiness cannot be entrusted to visible temporal
things. If in our period of youth we will only put aside our proprium, and will not harden ourselves in
bitterness and
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evil we can come quickly to better experiences, - internal experiences. From the beginning the Lord has
taught especially concerning love, because this is the only means for man to become an Angel. The New
Church will give love the high place it deserves; for this Church, being a spiritual organization, cannot do
otherwise.
When the Church develops her Doctrine, the members should direct themselves accordingly. Not many
people can develop much doctrine for the Church itself from the Word through their own ability. God,
therefore, places in His Church men whom He has caused to be born thereto. It is then a duty for the
members to follow and to obey the Doctrine of the Church, over and above the Doctrine which they draw
for themselves from the Word.
Man must acquire for himself the truth that makes faith. For it would be of no value to man's life if the
things that make faith were brought into his spirit without his will and understanding. Faith is a free matter,
and must be acquired through everybody's free choice. Compulsion in matters of faith leads to nothing. The
Middle-Ages have demonstrated this. Faith belongs to the freedom of man, and without this freedom no

one can be regenerated. We read that the Lord makes us free through His Truth, therefore this freedom
must be received in freedom also. Everyone, if he wills, can read and obey the Word. No power from hell
can forbid him this. Everybody can love the true out of the Scripture, and everybody can apply in his life
the true that he understands. The Lord protects the soul of everyone against violence in the acquisition of
genuine faith. An evil spirit cannot come near when someone studies the Word with a good inclination. He
who reads the Word out of a good heart surrounds himself, without noticing it, with strong spirits whom
not a single devil dare attack because of the Lord's glory. The genuine good that is in us has power over
evil even in its beginning. A little from the Lord is much.
From his own free will man can make the true of faith his own, and this by working wholly in obedience
and charity. Man will then have made into an experience the deliverance from all suffering and plagues of
the world. Man must choose between the Lord and the devil. Just as one has the power to make the true
one's own, so likewise one
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can make falsity one's own. When one thing is not done, it cannot be otherwise than that the other is done.
Our internal is always under the influence of the spiritual world. Therefore, when there is no reception of
the higher, the lower flows in. The Lord provides that at some time in his life everyone shall be acquainted
with the seriousness of his spiritual state. Upon such moments depends the decision as to whether one will
be eternally happy or eternally unhappy. The years in which that decision is made are but a handful, as a
rule between the twentieth and fortieth years. It fills every earnest man with dismay when he sees how most
people let the opportunity to know God's will pass unused. Because of their restlessness and dissatisfaction
such people can do nothing but go to false christs, who, lying, promise them all things, yet leave them in
the grasp of sins.
It is of vital interest to acquire charity for one's self if the truth of faith is to become a spiritual property. It
is only necessary to desire it from the heart, and it is given out of Heaven. That God commands it in the
Word is with many not reason enough to wish it from the heart right away. In man's regeneration love to
God, in its highest state, does not become a reality until later. When, through actual exercise in life, charity
has come, man will exercise the good of charity for its own sake, prompted by the sweet indwelling of love
and the proceeding certainty of a heavenly existence.
It is commanded that faith and charity are to be acquired for one's self. Since it is commanded, this is

possible. We have obtained the power for the appropriation in freedom of faith and charity. To those, who
have not yet made use of this freedom, it seems as if no such thing exists as the inflowing power of God.
But does not the Lord teach in His Prayer, "For Thine is the Kingdom, and the Power, and the Glory".
Everywhere then, wherever that truth is accepted which He offers to all, there His Power is present. For the
one thing includes and contains the other. In everything that proceeds from God, God is in His fullness,
precisely as in that which goes forth from man, man is in his fullness. In man's speaking and acting is his
whole spirit. We were made into a likeness of God, whence it is that all that the Lord gives, man feels as his
own. If this were not so, man would lose his freedom and consciousness
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at the inflowing of God; however, exactly the opposite is the ease, namely, we feel more freedom, and we
enjoy a life more our own, more conscious, more distinct. Obedience alone, through trusting surrender, will
bring about this eternal glory for us.
When we have acquired faith and charity, then we should acquire also for ourselves the life from those
things. For the things of faith and of charity have been given to be lived. They may be possessed apparently
without the possession of life therefrom. The truth of faith and the good of charity are lived when they are
used. What has been learned, comprehended, and acknowledged, must be aroused through exercising as
often as possible. A gently disposed man will always make his labors useful. Everyone who makes an
endeavor toward regeneration knows his difficulties; every heart knows its sorrowful pain. But when we
know that there is no sorrow in our Blessed Lord that, therefore, nothing sorrowful can come forth from
Him, then we see as in the clearness of day that the things that are surrounded by a sphere of damnation
come forth out of our old sinful proprium. The whole process of regeneration is to break down the
proprium and to build up the Divine. If you are not happy, do not seek the cause thereof outside of yourself,
but in your lower self.
Spiritual life must be received in the natural if it is to have existence. It is according to celestial order that
the highest and higher is within in lower things, and the lower becomes a form of its higher essence. If one
wishes to be regenerated, the natural should apply itself to the higher and internal. The natural must be
taught, directed, and inspired, by the spiritual out of the Word and the Church. A fundamental willingness
to obey all that is taught is absolutely necessary hereto. Without an affirmative, loving, attitude toward truth
and good no inflowing from on high is possible. Highness is in us, for the Kingdom of the Heavens is in us.
And where the will of the proprium is resisted, it cannot be otherwise than that a higher measure of
Divinely blessed love flows in. Humility brings peace into man's house. He has found the means to

commune with God alone. He feels the Lord's presence, and he is answered when he asks. The great God
always continues to serve those whose faith goes beyond the external.
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When man begins to believe, his faith is natural. It cannot be otherwise. But when man is righteous in all
things over which he is to take care in this unrighteous world, the spiritual of faith soon will come to him.
In the beginning of man's faith, all the wonders which the Lord has wrought are believed from an
affirmative heart. The reward for this is a state of peace. When man has acquired experience by the
application of his unripe, young, faith, he quickly becomes aware that it is not well to remain a child in
faith. When on account of being too gullible he often is deceived by the world, he starts to distinguish
between men and men and begins to see what is good and evil in them and in their things. By faithfully
making use of the things of faith, the Lord gives him a genuine rational; and being protected through the
enlightenment thereof, he cannot easily be deceived or misled. And when he continues to go forward in
repentance and growth with regard to the things shown him in himself, the Lord implants in his spirit the
spiritual principle that places him for good above the natural and sensual. And proceeding still further he
can reach even the celestial principle. Thus, according to the ability he has, man begins with a natural faith,
and our faithful God draws him out of the mire of sins to the highest heaven.
In the degree that faith and charity become more spiritual man will live the new things more and more for
the sake of truth and good itself. He now commences to experience that the Lord's blessing enriches much
more than any worldly reward, and that no sorrow is added to these riches. Because he has experienced it
repeatedly he now knows that salvation has in it more promises than the flesh and the world can give. It is
the new religious sense of life out of the blessedness of love that is powerful to save one from hell. For the
angels who are with us partake of the new life that is felt. Already the right of citizenship in heaven is lived
on earth.
The Lord is Life and gives life. Now, when charity is separated from the acknowledgment of the Lord as
God, that charity has no life and remains natural. It is the same with faith. Where faith does not
acknowledge the Lord as God it is dead and earthly. As the lungs belong with the heart, even so faith
belongs with charity. But both of these must be in the Lord, if they are to have the true life.
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For as the heart and lungs are dead when the spirit is not in the body, so faith and charity also are dead
when the Lord does not dwell therein. The indwelling is there where a good and honest heart, free from all
opposition, has the deciding voice with man.
That all that man possesses in himself comes from without into him is truly a proof that one does not have
life from one's self. And how is it that they that refuse all that the Word and the Church teach often feel so
miserable? It is because they have in themselves the things that are from the shadow of death. To feel
miserable is a state in ultimates. It is the effect of a cause. What and whereof is that cause? Here the
genuine rational comes in to seek and to find. To him who uses his intellectual power well it will be given
to see the cause. But one must be humble for that. As long as anyone tantalizes his neighbor with his
haughtiness, the Lord will reveal nothing to him. And is it not a sad fact, that when the genuine true and the
loving good from .the Word is shown to those who desire to remain in their natural lusts, that they ridicule
this. Therefore, the Lord will not be able to answer them when fear and anguish overtake them. Such are
vessels that do not hold water and will be broken to pieces.
Where God inflows, he is present with His whole essence. He flows in with both His Love and Wisdom.
Everyone can take thereof as much as he himself chooses. He only has to acquire receptacles that can retain
these costly things. As it is often written in the Third Testament, this is done by shunning sins as offensive
to the Lord, and by entering upon a new way. That everyone takes from the inflowing love and wisdom his
own portion for his enjoyment may be seen in the body. Children take less air into their lungs than adults
and yet both are surrounded by just as much air. It is the same with what proceeds from the Lord. It is with
us in superabundant measure; everyone takes therefrom according to the needs of his spirit. It goes without
saying that they who do not believe in the Precepts of the Word, create in themselves, by their wrong
habits, vessels that cannot take this up. The fault is with them alone. A separation of concupiscences, a trust
in the Lord's promises, will give a desire for the spiritual that surpasses all fleshly pleasures. To believe is
to do what
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the Lord commands, and to remove all that obstructs.
The Lord, who is present everywhere, wills to be received by all in His Love and Wisdom. From himself
man has been born a form of hell. He is in all the lusts of the sins of many preceding generations. Hence, if
God's Essence wherein His holy Life is, is to be received, it is most necessary that conversion and
reformation of the understanding be brought about. Where there is a good will, even before anyone has
been regenerated, the Lord gives a state of rest and peace. But this state must grow into a strong root of a
strong tree. To this end temptations and combat are necessary. Even Peter foresaw, after suffering, the
victory over hell when he said, "Brethren, rejoice when ye enter into temptation". The Lord teaches us to
pray: "Lead us not into temptation". This like all other words the Lord has spoken contains many things. In
the first place it is not the Lord who leads into temptation, but it is man's own evil. In the beginning of
regeneration it seems to man that he is strong and that he stands above temptation. He therefore becomes
careless and bold just as if he could play with evil. Then he is left to himself and experiences that without
faith and love that look to the Lord he must suffer defeat, and that he can do nothing.
When man is reformed and regenerated, he has received a new understanding that enlightens him in all
things, and a new will that gives him power for all uses. God wills that all men be delivered from all their
false and evil. Never has there been given in the world so much knowledge concerning the genuine true and
good as today, so that heavenly bread may be eaten daily if it is so desired. The Lord took care in Israel that
quails were given for food, and He gave them Manna in the wilderness. How much more then will the Lord
give His Bread and Wine, which is His good and true, when through excellent knowledge of the new things
one has come near paradise itself. God makes peace in our thoughts, and we do not see it with our material
eye. So likewise He creates in us glories also, a Vineyard, a Paradise, a Heaven, and the fleshly eye sees it
not. But we become aware of it and feel it, and what we feel exists. Blessed is the man who enjoys God's
Supper, which always remains offered. Such cannot hunger and thirst. God has selected them. In order to
enter into the seeing
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and tasting of those things, the only thing they still must lose is their mortal body.
Man is a form according to his own character; handsome and normal when he receives the good and true
from the Lord, monstrous and spiritually sick when he takes himself to be good and wise. A heavenly form
in man places man in the position for all useful work. He has knowledge, good understanding, and with this

a conscience that keeps him on the right path. Then it is indeed a pleasure to live. Every day is a constant
meal, every hour a wedding feast. To such a man all things are good, for in all things he sees what is lovely.
Such think little about the days of their exile while God hears them in the joyfulness of their hearts. They
gladly do everything according to the best of their conscience, and thereby surround themselves with
power. But how different it is with those that wish to be good outside of the Lord. These cannot but
separate charity from the Lord. In the first place, they doubt in their heart if Jesus Christ is real; and in the
second, their natural in its uncleansed state is unfit for holy conjunction. Their form is a receptacle that
devastates. And is it not on this account that all their losses and their final defeat come forth therefrom as a
consequence? These are bewailers of their state, unfit for all trustworthy work. They are traitors that are
caught in their own nets.
Everyone can know that he cannot save himself by his own power. What is it then whereby the Lord saves
us? Man's salvation is not brought about outside of his spirit, but entirely in his spirit. A change takes place
in the spiritual organism through reformation and regeneration, so that it is changed from a hell into a
Heaven. The Lord does this out of His Glorified Human. The power that proceeds therefrom and is
received from faith in Him performs this wonder. This is impossible without conversion, that is, unless
there takes place an actual turning around of the natural determination. One should not only convert one's
self as to one's external conduct, where men are able to control it; but also, and this is the most important
thing, as to one's internal thoughts and inclinations. When no holy war is declared on these unclean doings,
the Lord cannot send His Spirit into us towards upbuilding. A continual vigilance is necessary to bring this
about. Day and night
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the Lord is to be asked for power in order to be allowed to watch. Watching, praying, and fasting, with
respect to useless pleasures will finally glorify us with works from eternal life. We have not yet offered
resistance even unto shedding our blood in the combat against sins. And yet we have the example in our
Savior in how meek He was under superhuman temptation.
It is through the glorified Human of the Lord that we possess a visible God. And He is our Friend, when, by
the keeping of His Commandments, we do away with our natural enmity. God has fully proven His Love in
His Advent and Salvation, just as now again in His Second Coming. On his side, man must now adapt
himself to Him, if he is to enjoy all this proffered advantage. This we do when we believe all that the Holy
Scripture and the genuine Doctrine of the Church teach.

The Lord stands at the door and knocks; but it has been left to man's freedom to place his natural under the
influence of the spiritual. Mutual approach is necessary for conjunction. The Lord is willing toward
conjunction; it depends upon man himself whether the holy conjunction is effected. Here man stands in his
own way through his sins. The fault lies only with the sinners. The Lord constantly invites and encourages
thereto. He witnesses that His yoke is easy and His burden light; that His Commandments are not hard, that
one is recompensed a hundredfold, and in the hereafter with angelic life. The means toward entrance is the
laying off of the things that touch the proprium and the world. No one Can say that he cannot open the
door. The Lord has given everyone a principle of free choice in spiritual things. This principle lies high
within the human spirit where his charity abides. The Third Testament teaches that all other obstructions
that hinder spiritual reception may be easily mastered when one can temper and conquer the domineering
over the neighbor from self love. Rational thinking is necessary, and therefrom a just judgment. What does
a man gain - every year may be the last - by giving vent to the enjoyment of his natural lusts for a short
time, and thereafter to have to be miserable always. No, the Lord cannot but know better than we with our
earthly feelings. Let us say, "Lord, Thy Will be done".
The Lord loves and wills that He be loved reciprocally.
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Just as a man who loves his bride expects also to receive love in return. Union with the Lord is a reciprocal
union. It is only the true from charity that puts man in the state of being conjoined with the Lord. It cannot
be said that something that is without love genuinely conjoins. Hate cannot conjoin except with devastation
as the end. And hate excludes the Lord's Love and where it discerns it, it will injure and kill. Where one
denies himself pleasures from hate, the way will be opened toward conjunction with Eternal Love. Some
not well informed people have thought that they are to await the coming of the Spirit in resignation. The
Third Testament gives superabundant light in the things that concern the life of salvation. Now we know
that God and His Kingdom are not bound to time or place. We understand that the possession thereof is a
new state of the spirit. We have been taught also that genuine good things create this, and that our sins
alone with their unreal pleasures prevent this. Therefore, when we have the knowledge we are against our
best interests if we do not wish to use that knowledge. It seems to man as if his natural pleasures are the
only real thing to him, and yet, all those pleasures are unreal. If a pleasure is to be real, it must come forth
from a higher interior and must acknowledge the Lord. It is not necessary to think long in order to see that
the Almighty God knows better what is good for us, and that He therefore can give more genuine pleasures
than we know to seek out for ourselves. He that does not accept the Lord's heavenly interior retains his own

infernal interior, and this means eternal misery. There is elevation into a higher interior according to the
measure in which one comes to hate one's sins from one's lower interior.
All the true that makes faith becomes living through charity. And to will the good finds its embodiment in
the doing of good works. The good of charity is genuine when it is brought forth through the genuine true.
Therefore, it is of such great importance to have a rich Doctrine of the Church, for without Doctrine men
are blind in the good. Church members who wish to be members with honor must place their spiritual
interests clearly before the eyes. The explanation of the Scripture is not from man's proprium but is from
the All-wise God, who Himself is the Word. One can never be in regenerating good unless one uses for
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food the pure Doctrine from the Third Testament. Herein is the Lord's Blood which must not be shed in
vain.
In all use that a Christian performs is both faith and charity. If man is to do his duty before God and
society, his new will and his new understanding must then determine themselves in his works. It may be
seen immediately that a denial of one's own wiliness is at least absolutely necessary. Where man has with
him the Lord and His Glory he cannot do otherwise than live an honest life. Not only this, but it is
impossible for him to bungle things or to act deceitfully under any form whatever. To the religious man to
sin is the same as to maltreat himself badly. He that possesses higher sensations from good works cannot
retreat. Fright takes hold of his heart, should he even think of it. The blessing that is the reward of good
works cannot be lost to those who taste this. Upright intentions inspire genuine uses. Evil cannot damage
those who confine their activity to this. A strong hope is given them in the stormy night. And even though
the opposition seems strong God will vanquish it for those who steadfastly love His true. No faith can be
separated by no matter what hell from Him who is our Power.
Even as the understanding and the will constitute man's spirit and the one without the other is not able to do
a work, no more can charity alone or faith alone do a pure work. It has become a cardinal fault of some to
think that one can be good by circumventing the true faith. What is genuinely good is born from an
inclination of a preceding faith. One cannot be spiritual or be good in wisdom without the life from the true.
But the difficulty is, the true that the Doctrine points out does not at all agree with the delightfulness of
lusts.

Charity and faith, like husband and wife, bring forth posterity. Neither man alone, nor woman separated
from man, is able to bring forth. Just so it is with charity and faith. The one needs the other just as it stands
written in the Word, "He made them male and female" and "What God hath joined together, let not man put
asunder". It is to be known that this is said of spiritual things. The good without light from the true sees
only by a false light, which misleads and causes to stumble. Truth without the Lord's good is as cold as
frozen water. From man's justice outside
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of the internal that is the Lord's nothing can be expected but stupidity, unrighteousness, and injustice.
World history and not the least that of the last decades indicates this very clearly in the useless isms that
have sprung forth, and which reign without any spiritual purpose. But God permits all those things from a
wise cause, for the true first takes on its quality from opposites. And without reaction an organism does not
grow into great strength. It is in the battle of life through opposition, adversity, and misery, that God's Spirit
works powerfully in those that are His.
When the Word is read with an honest heart the genuine Doctrine thereof, together with spiritual life, will
find entrance. Even so there are some who declare to have read it all, and yet they have no faith therein.
One can be sure that they who find no rest and peace in the Spirit of the Word will find peace nowhere. The
cause that those do not believe in the internal of the Word lies not in the Word but in their own deceitful
interior. When one takes the welfare of one's neighbor sincerely to heart what can one have against a
Doctrine that so stresses the love towards the neighbor. No Doctrine teaches so urgently that love is the
chief thing as the internal Doctrine out of the Word. Some, however, do seek the love from the fleshly
proprium but not that from the spiritual Divine. It is sins, no matter what, that are the only cause of unbelief
in the Lord's Word and in the pure Doctrine therefrom. It does not pay to be a renegade. Who will bestow
his trust and his friendship upon a turncoat, deserter, or traitor? Premised that such are not irresponsible
they must be viewed as moral chaff that will be winnowed by a strong wind.
Faith must be from a new and pure heart if it is to become true faith. Hypocrites believe nothing in their
heart that belongs to the Commandments or to the genuine worship of the Church. All that they speak about
the spiritual has been learned by heart. They that are enlightened out of the Lord can see this distinction
clearly. When anyone possesses genuine faith it may be seen in the light of his eye and it may be heard in
the affection of his voice. It is not even necessary for the hypocrite to speak a word, the external signs of
his interior untrustworthiness are stamped upon him. Of the interior of a genuine Christian it has been said,
“A man's heart notices more than seven watchers on a
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tower". Through this they know what is hidden. The hypocrite is wise in his own eyes, and when he has
deceived those of little faith he congratulates himself, not knowing that the external signs of his internal
perdition mark him anew, still more strongly. Even if in some cases the hypocrite is able to roast his catch,
in the hereafter there is no question of this. The air that goes forth from their spirits is so nauseating that by
that alone they are known. Besides, man's spirit is from his feet to the top of his head entirely as his
character, so that what is hidden is fully revealed. God cannot be deceived.
Faith exists from the true that the Word and the Doctrine of the Church teach. The true of faith is conjoined
to the good of love. When we know this, we immediately understand that with the evil there is no faith. For
their evil is conjoined with its false which is opposed to the true. For external reasons such can act as if
they had faith, but in their interior, where their ruling love lives, they believe nothing that belongs to
heaven. At heart the evil are deniers of God. All the truths from the Word and the Church belong to each
other, as the links of a chain. And one may be sure that when violence is done to one truth it is done
likewise to all the rest of them. One cannot rely on the verbal assurances given by a loveless man, when he
declares to believe some truths of the Word and of the Doctrine and not the others. The evil from man's
natural operates as an infection. Without reformation of the understanding it cannot be but that every thing
such touch is in danger of becoming the victim of their perdition. It is fortunate that God foreknows their
works when such have sneaked into the church. An opposition that stands outside of a body is bad enough,
but now one hears of an internal opposition, a counter-struggle in the Church itself. That there are persons
among the opponents that live natural-moral lives, and speak even rationally about some things of faith,
detracts nothing from their evil nor from the danger they can bring about. But the Church and its pure
Doctrine is the Lord's. God is omniscient and omnipotent. To foreknow the things that will come to pass in
His Church belongs to His Providence. When the true believers stand before the facts it is a sad thing to see
in the Church persons pregnant with aversion to the Word and Doctrine
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even to the point of evil intent. But the Lord's Spirit in the Church will be able to cope with the opposition,

for His promise to establish a Church has all the power. The Lord has those means at His disposal that will
cause all profusion of opposition to melt away and disappear, When from evil petulance a man does not
wish to follow the Doctrine of the Church it is better for him that he leave, for such a man does not oppose
men but the Lord, And with God one cannot dispute. Besides, nobody can conquer him who is stronger.
_______________________________
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACT FROM THE ISSUE FOR JANUARY 1938
_____________
"The whole heaven is Heaven not out of the proprium of the angels but out of the Divine of the Lord; nor is
the church the Church out of the proprium of men, but out of the Divine of the Lord; for all the good of
love and true of faith is from the Lord, and the good of love and the true of faith make Heaven and the
Church: Angels and men are only receptions; and so far as they receive, Heaven and the Church are in
them",
A.E. 23.
“When it is said that anyone signifies what is spiritual, it involves those that are spiritual; for there is no
spiritual without a subject",
A.C. 2706.
"It is not possible to speak of the good and the true without a subject, which is man",
A.C. 4380.
"By the casting out and condemnation of the evil things and the false things thence is meant the casting out
and condemnation of those that are in evil things and the false things thence, for there are no evil and false
things except in subjects, which are men",
A.C. 10623.

____________
In all and the singular things of the upbuilding of the Church there is always an organic and a Divine
Operation.

In the Word there occur: organum, organ; organicus, organice, organic; organizare, to organize;
organizatio, organization; organismus, organism. - Organ, organum, organon, is derived from the Greek
word ergun, work; ergatsesthai signifies to bring about, to perform. The intimate, inseparable relation
between the organic and an operation thereby shows itself in this etymology in a remarkable way. An
organ therefore is an instrument by which one has something said or done. - Organic, provided with
instruments, is said of something provided with organs for growth, for life, for perception, willing, and
acting. We have, in Dutch, the expression "fijne bewerktuiging van den geest" [the exquisite equipment of
the spirit with all its necessary instruments]; we also speak of "organic laws", meaning laws that regard the
interior connection of the life of the body of state. - To organize means to provide
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with organs for the sake of an administration according to an interior connection in accordance with forms
and order; something has been organized when it has been completely formed and instituted in this way. Organization is such a forming, such an. institution, into a living body. - Organism is the organic structure,
the coherence of the whole, of such a living body according to its organs and its articulate stature; also the
complex of the actions performed by the organs.
The Latin for Operation is Operatio. In the Word there occur operari, to work, to be occupied, to perform;
operatio, operation, performance; opus, labour, work, performance, deed; opus est, there is need, it is
necessary; opusculum, little work; opera, exertion, difficulty, occupation, in contrast with labor, which also
means labour, more active or conscious exertion; operarius, workman, laborer. - The root of opus is related
to the Dutch "oefenen", and the German "iiben" [to practice]. - From a shorter form of that root, namely op,
has been derived ops, assistance, and opes, treasures, riches, wealth. Something similar occurs in the Greek:
pragma in the singular, signifies deed, and pragmata in the plural, signifies deeds, works, difficulties, and
also property, riches.
Man is not Life, but an organ or a recipient of the Life. Man is a recipient organ of God, and he is an organ
according to the quality. The external man is merely an organ or instrument of the internal man. Uses and
ends and functions are the life of all organic things. No two organs are alike; nevertheless all organs
together make a one.
The Divine Operation of the Lord is understood by the Holy Spirit. There is no operation at all unless in a

subject. It is the free into which the Lord operates. The Operation of the Lord is into the love of man, and
from that into his understanding. Unless love and understanding, or love and wisdom, act conjointly, there
is not any rational operation. Every Operation of the Lord is from firsts and lasts simultaneously, thus in
fulness. An operation that does not regard the whole of the man, and the whole of the Church, is not a
Divine Operation of the Lord.
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The internal Church is distinguished from the external Church by the internal reception of the Divine things
that make the Church. - The internal Church receives the Divine things internally; in it the Lord
accomplishes a Coming into the Flesh, and after that it lives in the wrestling through the states that are
necessary in order that He may accomplish His Coming in fullness, in a Second Coming. The external
Church sees the Divine things only from without; its worship is an obedience from without. - In the
external Church the conjunction essentially is only from the side of the Lord, for the conjunction from the
side of the Church is merely obedience; in the internal Church for the first time there is an essentially
reciprocal conjunction, from the side of the Church and from the side of the Lord, both. -The external
Church sees the Word merely from without, and it cannot see the high significance of the Doctrine out of
the Word; the internal Church sees the Word from within; by its Doctrine of the Genuine True it is in an
internal conjunction with the Divine Human of the Lord. - The man of the internal Church seeks the sense
and the power of the particulars of the Latin Word in relation to the singular things of his own state of life
and of that of the Church of which he is a living member; the man of the external Church remains in the
historical sense of the Latin Word and sees only the general intents thereof in relation to his life and the life
of the Church. - "The Doctrine of the spiritual good, which is that of the love towards the neighbor, is
ample and arcane. That the Doctrine of the love towards the neighbor, or of charity, is ample, may be
evident from this, that it extends to all and singular things that man thinks and wills, thus to all things that
he says and does; also from this that there is not a similar charity with one as with the other, nor is one the
neighbor like the other", N. J. H. D. 107.
The Lord is the Word, for the Word is the Divine Human itself; but in so much as the Word is not received
by life and doctrine, the Word remains outside of the Church. The Lord is the all in all things of the
Church; but those Divine things of the Church are not there, unless they are born out of the internal. The
one simple and resolute purpose of the man of the internal Church is to look to the Lord
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and to shun evil in order that he may internally receive the internal things, that is, the truly spiritual things,
of the Word through life and genuine doctrine, and thus acquire them as an imperishable possession.
The man of the internal Church sees the Divine things within the Church; he knows that the genuineness
and the fullness of his conjunction with the Lord depends on his relation to the Divine things within the
Church. The Divine things within the Church do not exist without the living members as the bearers or the
subjects thereof; for "it is not possible to speak of the good and the true without a subject, which is man",
A. C. 4380. The man of the internal Church knows and sees where the Divine things of the Church are
within the Church. The Divine things of the Doctrine of the Genuine True out of the Word that have been
given in the midst of the Church, have been laid down in the natural and are there accessible to all, and
anyone who wills may see whether they are the interior things of the Word of the Church itself, and thus
truly the things of the Divine Human of the Lord. Whether he sees the Divine things, and in what quality,
and in what measure he sees them, depends on the measure in which he is truly a member of the internal
Church.
The True Church is before the Lord as one man. The living members are therein as if in one human body,
with all its parts, organs, and functions. As the entire body depends on the head and is governed by the
head, and all parts look to the head, so the Church has a Head, in which are those who are in the inmost or
first reception of the Divine things, with regard to the Church as a whole. The Soul of such a Church is the
Lord Himself, and the Spirit thereof is the Holy Spirit.
However, every living member of the True Church likewise draws for himself his essence from inmost or
first reception in the degree in which he is; for only in the first or inmost reception of each relative degree is
the celestial marriage of the good and the true, or the Divine, proceeding, the Lord's.
Only in a Church thus organized according to the essence
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of one Man, in which each one has found his function, and in which all mutually see, acknowledge, and
believe, in each other in their functions, can the Divine Providence enter into its full operation, and do true
spiritual freedom, unity, and mutual confidence, become a reality. "The Divine Providence is the Divine
Operation with the man that has removed the love of self", D. P. 207.
If there is to be true instauration there must be true exinanition with all members of the Church. There is no
fulness of operation unless from established order, after the victory. The time of the wrestling is the time of
the Operation of the Lord.

_______________________________
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACTS FROM THE ISSUE FOR APRIL 1938

____________
THE NAME OF THE CHURCH
AN ADDRESS BY ANTON ZELLING, DELIVERED AT THE
SOCIAL SUPPER, MARCH 27TH, 1938.
Not for a. long time yet would I have overcome my hesitation of speaking before you, had I not been
invited on Thursday the 17th March, after the close of the doctrinal class, to attend the board meeting in
which the Name of the Church was discussed. That Name, THE LORD'S NEW CHURCH THE NEW
JERUSALEM, has made such a deep impression upon me that I cannot refrain from making you

acquainted with the feelings and thinkings which that Name called forth in me.
In this Name the Name of Our Father who is in the Heavens is hallowed, for it glorifies the Divine Essence
of His Church.
What then is the Church?
Well then, if the great, great word is to be said once for all: the Church is the regenerated man, and, for the
first time the regenerated man is the Church. For where else will the Holy dwell except in what is His? No
one enters into Heaven but he who carries the Angelic thither with him from the world. What is true with
regard to Heaven, is true with regard to the Church. No one, therefore, enters into the Church but he who
carries the Angelic thither with him from the world. An angel is Angel in so far as he receives the good of
innocence from the Lord, which good reigns, with the Angels in the inmost Heaven. The Angelic therefore
is various states of innocence and charity, and the church is Church in so far as in its inmost the good of
innocence rules. Innocence is the love into the Lord from the Lord, and this love is to love doing the Lord's
commandments. If man is in this innocence or love, that is, if he receives this innocence of love, then he is
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in the Divine Human of the Lord, "ye in Me and I in you"; then on earth he is in Heaven, thus in the
Church. Just as Heaven is given only to those who receive, just so the Church cannot be given except to
those who receive. It is the Angelic which receives, and there can be no question of the Angelic, thus of
essential receiving, unless man as if from himself has entered into the way of Regeneration, not only by the
wayside, but in the way, on the way. Without the Angelic a church is without reception or without
Religion, and how could there be communication between a church without Religion and the Heavens?
Such a thing is a thing of nothing, an apparent church, an imaginary church, a pseudo church.
One can never arrive at the living realization of what the Church is, unless one learns livingly to realize
what reception is. Reception is the end of regeneration. All misconception of a church flows forth from the
misconception of the reception. In the word conception there is buried the word captus, grasp. Every
misconception is a grasping of the proprium, it is a receiving the Lord from one's self, whereas truly to
receive is to receive the Lord from the Lord; so that essentially it is the Lord who, in the Reception,
receives.

By to Create in the Word is understood: "To reform and to regenerate men, and so to instaurate the
Church", A.E. 294. The Church in common is instaurated when the men in particular who are to make her,
one by one are reformed and regenerated, so that one by one they are a Church in particular. The Church in
common is an Angel, composed purely of Angelics. Every church common therefore which is not
composed purely of pure Churches in particular, that is, of men whose formed Heaven within them receives
the Heaven without them by correspondence - such a church is not the Lord's True Church. It may take its
title from the Holy City, but in itself it merely is a filthy jerusalem.
It was said "if the great, great word is to be said", for indeed, this word must appear as a challenging
presumption, and no sooner is it expressed but it meets with fierce resistance, which is instantly ready with
low insinuations, such as: "In other words, you have arrived, and we have not".
What is it that is hidden in that venomous hatred? Nothing
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but the repugnance of leaving the proprium, nothing but the imaginary idea that one could be saved in the
unremoved infernal proprium, if only one proves to know much, fancies to understand everything, and
claims to firmly believe. The lust of dominion and the lust of possession feel themselves hurt; hence the
hatred, the contempt, the indifference.
And still it is taught so clearly: It is not a looking to the Lord from one's self that saves, but what saves is
the looking from the Lord to the Lord. To look from one's self is to look from the unremoved proprium; to
look from the Lord is to look from the regenerated man or from the new intellectual will.
For this reason we repeat the question: What then is the Church? And now this answer: The blessed looking
from the Lord to the Lord.
This is fully said in the Name "The Lord's New Church The New Jerusalem", for:

The Lord's signifies: from the Lord in His Coming; New Church signifies: the man's new intellectual will in
his looking and lovingly doing;
The New Jerusalem signifies: to the Lord in His Second Coming.
In a word: The perfect recipient in his perfect reception; the recipient from the Lord in his reception of the
Lord, thus the Lord in what is His.
The Church is the Lord in what is His. Unless what is the Lord's is there, the Lord cannot dwell; for this
reason the root of to instaurate is connected with pole in the Greek, and with to fasten in the Sanscrit; {or
this reason this word in the Latin signifies to renew, to repeat, to again celebrate, to repair, to again
establish. Now listen again to this word: "To create is to reform and to regenerate men, and so to instaurate
the Church". What else do we now read in these words? To create is to form what is the Lord's, and so to
establish the Tent of His Holiness in order that He may dwell therein.
In every misconception of church that which is the Lord's is passed by, and there is the desire to have the
Lord while passing by what is His, thus overlooking the regeneration. To express this in a very strange
way: The Lord says: "Abide in Me and I in you"; in every misconception of church one wishes to be in I,
and not in Me. One wishes for Heaven, but
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for the unordered Heaven from before the Lord's Coming, into which the hell of the proprium forced itself
in. In short one wishes for the Lord in one's proprium, and not in what is the Lord's.
But to pass by what is the Lord's, is to have no part at all in the Lord. For this reason the Word teaches that
the Angels at once obey all that they hear out of the Word. What they hear regards the Lord; what they at
once obey regards that which is the Lord's. For if they were to hear more than they at once obey, the
reception would lose its quality, and deteriorate to an inundation. It would cause a bottomlessness, a waste,
empty, dark abyss. That the Lord continually orders the Heavens therefore signifies that the Lord
continually governs what is His; that which is the Lord's with the Angel grows with the influx, and it can
grow because the Angel at once obeys. That that which is the Lord's in man and Angel grows, lies involved
in His word to the faithful servant: "Thou hast been faithful over a few things, I will make thee ruler over
many things". Each successive state of man and Angel, and of the Heaven and the Church in them, is

related to the former state as are many things to a few. This is the sense of increase, fructfication, and
multiplication to eternity. Notice here this form of speech: when anyone is full of a thing or sits listening to
it, full of interest, we say: He grows in it, or (in Dutch) hij vermeit zich daarin (he is delighted with it).
Vermeien is a vernal rejuvenation, an entering, evermore, into the May of youth [the word vermeien is
derived from May]. This is purely angelic language in ordinary life. In the same way we might say: The
Angels at once grow in and are delighted with all that they hear out of the Word. The continual ordering of
the Heavens is inherent in their obedience; in their obedience they undergo the growth, just as we say of
children that they have growing pains, a bodily state accompanied with pain. Because the Angels are
regenerated men, that growth and that delight is not a passing fit, but lasting and steady, on the strength of
obeying at once; at once, Latin statim, forthwith, in very fact, that is, in outermosts from inmosts.
What applies to Heaven, applies in the same way to the Church. The church is Church through what is the
Lord's, and what is the Lord's cannot be made by anything but by
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the Angelic or the regenerated human. Unless the Lord dwells therein, He has no resting place to lay His
Head. The head is the New Jerusalem, the resting place is the Lord's New Church.
Is it now clear that the instauration of the Church contains a conditional determination, namely man's
regeneration? Have we not, so far, thought much too lightly concerning the Church? Do we not see
everywhere innumerable dogmatic clubs calling themselves church, as if that were such a simple matter?
Can that be a Church where one browses at will in all kinds of things of principle, while the principle itself
is carefully kept outside of life? Can that be a Church where men say they desire eternal life, and
meanwhile desire to retain their own petty life, with all the rude things connected therewith? Can that be a
Church in which each one carries along with him his proprium, and attempts to draw all others by their
propriums into the general proprium and hold them there, in order that a proprium, maximum, a grand
proprium may come into existence, which from self looks to the Lord, an infernal growing and delight in
abstractions without subject, in forms without substances?
We learn that the good and true is nothing without its subject; this means that it is nothing without
reception; and reception signifies to be therein. How often do we not read that one thing or another signifies
the good and true things, and those who are therein. They who are therein means those who have received
these things. There is possibility of reception for the first time when between the receiver and the received

there is a Divine relationship, a relationship as between the wax and the honey, both from the flowers, both
through the bees. We learn: "The human understanding has been formed to receive the true things; for this
reason it becomes of such quality as are the true things out of which it is formed", A.E. 243. It here clearly
appears that the true things are received only in kindred true things, just as there is a relationship between
the wax and the honey in the comb, a flower-relationship, founded by the bee as if from itself. The new
understanding is a honeycomb in which the honey is such as are the wax cells. The bees make the wax and
therewith form the cells, but the honey of the flowers returns to them from within. Bear this comparison in
mind when reading this statement: "When
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the good is formed in order that it may appear before the mind and through the mind in the speech, it is
called the true", A.E. 136. Now I would wish to illustrate the miracle of Reception thus: The flowers are the
true things of the letter of the Word. The bees are man's regenerated mind. From those true things he draws
two substances: wax and honey. The wax is the true things out of which the perfect cells of the
understanding are formed. The honey is the true things which the mind first entirely sucks in afterwards to
return it from within; first the honey is in the flowers, then in the bee, afterwards it is in the cells. The
honey is not the honey proper when it is in the flower, but when from the bee it is in the comb. Just so the
true is not the genuine true when it is in the letter, but when from the mind it lies in the understanding. In
between those two honeys and those two true things lies the arcanum of the Reception. And the inmost of
that arcanum lies in the words: "When the good is formed in order that it may appear before the mind and
through the mind in the speech ... ". When no good is formed and the mind nevertheless occupies itself with
the true, it is as if one were to crush a mass of flowers in order to gain honey therefrom, which is an
impossibility. The misconception of church brings such a misconception of reception along with it,
certainly not as a thing Angelic; for in the Angelic the true and the reception are one, as Church and
Religion are one. In its Religion or in its life the Church is in its subject. In the Angelic reception is one
with regeneration. In so far as there is regeneration, in so far there is reception, and not in the least more or
less. All misconception of church therefore has come forth from the separation of Reception and
Regeneration: one desires reception and anxiously leaves regeneration aside; one is afraid of that word. By
silent agreement it is considered improper to talk about it otherwise than vaguely and theoretically; it is
preferred in practice to leave that part entirely to the only Lord, that is, to the Lord left entirely alone in
this; this is called to have faith and confidence in Providence, but it is rather a letting the matter rest, or, as
a very ugly expression runs in Dutch: "de kerk in het midden laten" [to leave the church where it is,
meaning to pursue a give and take policy].
Reception is the end of Regeneration; Heaven and the
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Church are that end attained, thus Reception in its fullness, glory, and virtue, or Thy Name hallowed, Thy
Kingdom come, Thy Will done. To hear without obeying is to receive without willing to be regenerated in
order truly to receive; it is to have ears and not to hear; it is having not ears, but ear- holes, in at the one earhole, out at the other. We learn that whoso knows the modifications of the air, knows the structure of the
ear, and whoso knows the structure of the ear, knows the modifications of the air: to such an extent the
sound and the ear are in correspondence. To will to be regenerated is to will to have an ear hewn into the
petrous bone which receives the vibrations of the true and makes them vibrate further through the entire
body, so that it is thereby entirely purified. In order to receive the sound there must be an ear. In order to
receive the Divine True there must be the good. The Word teaches: "To receive with the love is to fully
receive", A. E. 8. For this reason with reception one should always think of regeneration, and with
regeneration always of reception. They are inseparably one, as Church and Religion are one. The love of
the world and of self has separated them. And so the churches of this world, such as the Protestant and the
Roman Catholic, by an appearance of regeneration keep up an appearance of an internal church; the
Protestant church has its strait-laced converts, and the Roman Catholics have their affable saints in the
midst, differing by a degree from the others who ascribe all authority and power to these converts and
saints. But it is a sham regeneration, not from the Lord but from the proprium; those converts are merely
petrified of will, those saints are merely jellified of understanding. They pose as regenerated men, but the
chief thing, the Reception, leaves them cold; all that they and theirs are after is authority and power. And,
on the other hand, there is a learned world which has merely reception in view, which merely desires to be
ear, entirely ear, an immeasurable sound funnel deforming the modifications of the air, and there is no
petrous bone, no body, nothing but one large Danaidean tub. They are to be compared with the Sadducees;
they fancy they can “receive” Moses, and nevertheless at the same time they teach that there is no
resurrection. Resurrection is Regeneration. Doctrine is Reception. What can a doctrine teach if it does not
teach Regeneration which
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leads to that blessed reception which is called the eternal conjunction with the Lord?
In short: all human reception premises a human organ. Such as is the organ, such is the reception. And the
reception is perfect "even as thy Father who is in the Heavens is perfect", when the organ is built up from
substantial forms corresponding to that which is received from the Lord. Thus when it is new or
regenerated.
Regeneration is preceded by reformation; in like manner the Church instaurated is preceded by a church
which might be called the fore-church. From that fore-church, if progress is made according to order, the
Church proper detaches itself, and it is this Church which is the Lord's true New Church. For this reason in
the APOCALYPSE the letters to the seven churches are addressed to the Angel of the distinct churches,
that is, to the Angelic or to that which can be regenerated in the fore-church; those letters are a sevenfold
Coming, or one and all Coming into the flesh; and everything which this Angelic hears it at once obeys and
by this obeying, that which is the Lord's is ever more firmly instaurated; from the fore-church the Church
proper is then born and emerges as a bird from its egg. Before the New Jerusalem can descend, from the
human race there must first ascend the Church which can receive it. In the proper sense it is the Lord
Himself who receives the reception, thus the Lord must first have come before there can be any question of
the Second Coming or of the taking up again - REceptio signifies both a taking up again and a complete
reception.
Where can the Lord be if we sit together as if none of us had received remains, or even if we have received
them as if they had not left a single angelic trace behind, so that in none of us they need come to life. The
remains, we are taught, are various states of innocence and charity, cognitions of the good and true, and
thinkings therefrom. That innocence is immediately from the Divine itself; it is out of this that man can
look from the Lord to the Lord, with love into the Lord from the Lord; it is out of the given cognitions that
man may acknowledge that the Lord alone rules the universe, that He is the all in all things of the good and
true, and that man, spirit, and Angel viewed in himself is nothing; out of the thinkings therefrom, which
equally are the Lord's in the remains, man may receive
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the Holy Spirit. The Remains and the Cognitions are threefold, and they desire thoroughly to imbue man,
that is entirely glorify him within, order interiorly, purify, and gild him, to be a receptive vessel. If this has
been accomplished so that man's state is full, that is, so that he has become rational and can essentially

receive, then the Remains, entirely come to life, constitute the entire man, that is: Innocence, his soul; the
Cognitions, the body; and the Thinkings therefrom the spirit, the sphere, or the operation going forth. Such
a man for the first time can acknowledge from the heart that all the true which he thinks and all the good
which he does, is from the Lord.
See how the threefold Remains and the threefold Cognitions reflect each other, so that no cognition is truly
Cognition unless, out of the Remains, it is of purely Divine origin, having come to life by the Coming of
the Lord into the flesh, that is, unless it is an affection entirely imbuing, purifying, and ordering, through
and through. Cognitions in the intellectual alone are no cognitions but memory knowledges, and even then
only of terms, facts, places. No genuine true and good things of the Church except out of cognitions; no
cognitions except out of remains. Many speak with ease about cognitions, as if they had them in their
pockets. But the cognition that the Lord alone rules the universe - something which everyone knows and
does not know - is opened fully only in the inmost highest Heaven with the very wisest Angels, as appears
from the APOCALYPSE, where one of the elders says to John, weeping: “Weep not, behold the Lion of the
tribe of Juda, the root of David, hath prevailed to open the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof”, V :
5. Stars signify cognitions, cognitions therefore are complete worlds, complete solar systems; unless the
natural mind is in the good quietness and darkness, they will never shine forth. In all wrong knowing they
have fallen to the earth.
Let us assume that we are a fore-church, not a club but a Society; the word Society contains the words royal
following and honor; the following with reference to the life, the honor with reference to the good. In that
case the Lord has come for all of us, for the Court and the Honor have reference to Him. In that case this
Society of the fore-church has an Angel, yea, is an Angel, and in his progress to the
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Lord's True Church the seven Letters of the APOCALYPSE are for him to hear and to obey at once, in
order therein to grow to her statute, that is, until the Lord's New Church is there. What perverse reasoning
would it be to say: "Once the church is here, regeneration will follow of itself later on". As the result of
drawing such a draft on the future one would continue in too much hearing and in too little obeying at once;
at once, that is, in this state; finally one would become numb and thus obey no more at all. No longer even
the appearance of a church, but a ghost church, each one frightened at the apparition of his own ghost: "I
am a spirit, I am a spirit!"

Regeneration precedes the Church as the cocoon does the butterfly. The arcanum of the Instauration
unfolds itself when the arcanum of regeneration unfolds itself. For this reason even the fore-church is holy
to the highest degree, for it is full of the Lord; in her essence she is a sevenfold Coming or altogether a
Coming of the Lord into the flesh, liberating, saving the Angelic in each one of us. The Coming into the
flesh is when what is the Lord's begins to draw, and begins to live in the mind of the man. Expressing this
in a proverb: Previously a man says: A bird in the hand is worth ten in the air [as the Dutch saying is]; after
the Coming into the flesh the man says: One bird in the air is worth ten, dead, in the hand". By the Coming
into the flesh the man falls down, humiliated, in fear of that which is the Lord's and which reveals itself in
him and around him, in the Word and in Creation therefrom. A complete exinanition of his entire mind
takes place; all that he took to be the Lord and the Lord's, flows away with the swooning proprium,
Until I Thee, 0 Lord, have found
Of my own ground to be the ground as runs an old Dutch verse. The intellectual proprium has forsaken man, and the voluntary proprium,
having neither support nor hold, slid down along with it. The Coming into the flesh is preceded by great
temptations, and we are taught that at the present time the Mercy of that spiritual temptation can be
imparted only to a few. The heavy wrestlings of many therefore are only there in order to avoid the real
wrestling, because the first conditions of life's order are lacking and remain lacking. They prefer to
maintain the untenable rather than come to rest; so the way to the remains is closed off and the Lord's
Coming prevented.
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The essential wrestling itself, however desperate it be, is never without the hope of liberation as a mild
comfort, repeatedly felt in between, and without the growing perception that it is the Lord Himself who
combats in temptations. Such a man has peace in the combat, peace with the combat, and never speaks of it.
The man-Church or Michael Victor in his coming into existence, is silent. In the Regeneration he is what
the Lord in Infinitely Divine manner is in the Glorification: a hero.
We learn that by the good of innocence all things of the Church are born with man. On the part of the Lord
the Good of Innocence is the Divine Human, the Lamb of God; on the part of man it is the love into the
Lord from the Lord, or the love of doing His Commandments.
This Innocence or Love is the Soul of the fore-church or the society out of which the Church is born which
in truth is called THE LORD'S NEW CHURCH THE NEW JERUSALEM. Naam [name] is derived from
nemen [to take], to take the quality, to take up [that is, to receive]. Now there is no full reception unless out

of all thy heart, and out of all thy soul, and out of all thy understanding.
The following summary may serve as conclusion: man is created, that is, reformed, in order to be a Church.
Through the true the good; after that out of the good the true. Nothing but the good truly receives the true.
To receive is to bring home. If the good is not formed, by degrees it becomes salt without savour. Hence
that lamentation of the Church with MALACHI II : 10 : "Have we not all one Father; hath not one God
created us? Why do we deal treacherously every man against his brother, profaning the covenant of our
fathers?"
In the state of reformation the man is the fore-church in order to become the Lord's True Church, provided
he does not deal treacherously or profane the covenant. If we are that fore-church then it behooves us, as
says the Word “to receive holily the Divine True in ultimates which is the Word in the sense of the letter,
and thence to be taught”, A.E. 204. To receive holily is to receive with the affection of the true, that is, to
receive with life, or to obey at once. To be taught in Latin is instrui, to be built in. If we receive holily, the
ear
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will be built into us to hear the voice of the Lord; the cells of the new Understanding will be built into us to
receive the honey of the internal sense.
That the Church must always be somewhere on earth is because only the Church receives the Influx from
the Lord, and thus maintains the communication between Heaven and earth. The Church is the Reception in
its subject, and that subject is the angelic man. Let this therefore be premised that all of us of the forechurch, without exception, must be angelic. Therefore even at these suppers we all, without exception,
require a suitable wedding garment, or we do not belong here. And do you know what the wedding garment
signifies? The Divine True out of the Word, that is the Divine True received.
____________________________________________________________________________

CONVERSION

By H. J. BROUWERS, CORONATION, ALBERTA, CANADA.
Shall we convert ourselves? This question which each man once must ask himself introduces a very serious
moment into his life. On the very now, today, the
very moment that it comes into the thought, and on the decision that man then makes, depends what he
shall eternally be.
A man who is not full of evil intentions cannot choose otherwise than that which is to his spiritual
advantage. When we are taught from the Scripture that most men make their decision against themselves,
our soul is appalled in us at the infernal powers that render it impossible for them to make the right choice.
With what great earnestness of love has the Lord urged sinners to conversion. The Lord even wept openly
there where the hardened people would not have Him. To those who have refused, their fall has not
unclearly been announced. But here, also, they did not hear, and acted as if they did not have to expect it.
Therefore it will overcome them in a moment of God's great wrath. Then no more can be saved and all
prayer is useless. The abomination of devastation which the resisters bring upon themselves has been
predicted to them in the Scripture.
To really convert one's self one has to go to the Only
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God the Lord Jesus Christ. They who draw their religious knowledge only from the Word have the right
means thereto. Conversion without the Word is equally impossible as to be conjoined with God who has
not revealed Himself. God has no middle-man whom He clothes with His Divine Omnipotence. It is the
Lord alone who can forgive sins. In the reading of the Word one can see the Lord. And the more sincere
man becomes in his doing and leaving undone the more readily he can see Him in it.
The work of conversion, because it concerns man's spirit, is a purely spiritual work. One does not need to
give away one's money, one's goods, and one's freedom, in order to be redeemed. But although the work of
conversion is spiritual, so in the body it must be ultimated in conscious deeds. The Commandments must

be kept in all work that one does in the world. When this is the leading thought in our works, from truly
spiritual motives, then man will become spiritual and afterwards an Angel.
Man does not just suddenly decide to teach himself in earnest, therefore in reality, to be converted. Men
who have much success and enjoy many natural loves consider that they have no need of conversion. But
those who undergo inconveniences, affliction, and adversity, mostly think otherwise about it. By nature we
are a form of the world and when we can enjoy our cupidities and lusts, it does not seem to us to be
necessary to love the spiritual. But with a heavy loss or great inconvenience man is forced, as if by need, to
seek the Lord. It seldom happens that someone who lives in riches and power does this. But, as in all other
things, there are also some exceptions here. These are they who curb and confine their pleasures; they are
wise men whom God seeks. Such receive a greater reward and thereby enjoy the external as well as the
internal. God is Order and teaches His people order. Blessed is the man who bears temptation, and only
when we have reached this truly spiritual state, do we begin to possess the life with its genuine riches.
Regeneration cannot begin in man when the worst sins are still present. During the reformation of the
understanding one learns what sins are. One already has the ability then to purify one's self from the worst
sins. The sins must be opposed and removed as soon as one learns to
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know them. The reformation of the understanding precedes the regeneration. The regeneration concerns the
will. But because no new understanding separate from its will can be given, therefore already in the
preparation the evils must be rejected. The enlightenment of the new understanding depends entirely on the
love of the will. Where the will does not become active in the shunning of evils no heavenly light can flow
into the spirit. Without continual love no reformation of the understanding, without the preceding
reformation of the understanding no regeneration of the will, without a new will no Doctrine, and without
the development of Doctrine the means are missing which can elevate man above the earthly things.
Even as the Kingdom of the Heavens is in man so the genuine Church belongs to his spiritual life. That
which the Church is for him here on earth the Kingdom of the Heavens is for him afterwards. These two
correspond. All that is good and true in man is from Heaven, and because of this also belongs to the
Church. Since the evil and false hold back the influx from Heaven, so it also restrains man from belonging
with his spirit in reality to the living Church. If one wants to be a member of the Church in truth, one must
convert one's self from one's sins. Sin opposes the Divine and for that reason can receive nothing thereof.

Self-deceit from one's own insight and evil must be abolished would man faithfully enter into the Lord's
Church and share her manifold blessings.
God has entrusted to us a noble task which must be worked at continually and which must be brought to
completion. There will be hardly anyone who after having recognized a sin can stay away from it fully and
for good. Because the work of conversion is so difficult it may not be looked at with indifference, be
delayed, or be denied. They who keep before the eyes of their spirit that which the Lord has taught from the
Word and from Doctrine, that is, keep it in the will of the thoughts, will find power to shun evils. The Lord
as the lover of souls will give a vision which is from His Divinity. What on the path of conversion has once
been conquered on the lower self remains eternal. Man does not reflect on the states through which he has
worked himself, yet all those states are present in his mind with all their glory. Conversion takes
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place bit by bit, first opposing the general and later the more particular sins. It is possible for man to take up
at one moment the project for conversion but the process in its entirety can only gradually be brought to
execution, for it concerns his entire regeneration, which is an entirely new creation.
Sins must always be considered as being directed against the Honor of God. How would it be possible for a
sane man who believes in God and in His Word to dare to sin intentionally? To keep the Lord in the
thoughts by love has power in it. Where the presence of the Lord is forgotten one will always sin. But how
could one possibly sin where His presence is acknowledged?
By the enjoyment that clings to it sin has a great attraction for man, but how dearly must it be paid for. And
when the crime, which gives birth to spiritual death, has been completed then it is a false witness too, for it
wipes the mouth and says: I have not sinned. One must know that the enjoyment which arises from faith is
not less enlivening than the forbidden delight. Therefore man should cultivate a spiritual will, for thereby
only detriment is to be lost and advantage to be gained. The new will grows steadily when there is a strong
intention present not to commit sins under any circumstances. Conversion cannot be spoken of unless the
cupidities of sins really cease.
The will is man, for in the will dwells all that one loves. Because entrance must now be refused to natural
and sensual loves, it is necessary that the will be elevated above its evil. The will must be drawn up from its
depth to a new height. Where the will remains in its natural inclination no spiritual culture, which is the

only true culture, can be reached. The center of man's spiritual cosmos is in the will. This is the reason why
man without renewing the will can never become participant of any wisdom and any happiness. Man's
thoughts can never be genuine where a will inclined to sins is the ruling principle in his mind. Because man
has learned from childhood onwards to behave decently he can naturally raise the appearance of
enlightened thinking with himself and others. But it is a fact that, where the earthly will dominates
everything in the mind, no good thoughts can proceed. The mouth can speak otherwise than the internal of
man thinks, but this makes
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no change to the impotence of his unconverted mind.
The Lord's truth is pure, therefore it has in it those substances that wash away sins. The process of
conversion is a spiritual washing. The sins are washed away, that is, they are removed from the center
where they rule. When sins are removed the Lord plants the true and the good in their stead. The good must
replace the evil, for otherwise the former evil threatens to insinuate itself again. In the conversion one must
conquer the evil by the good. Spiritual charity is the powerful means whereby all former evil remains
subjugated. Evil from hell has no power where a state of genuine charity remains in the bosom. The saving
power of good has its existence in the sensations thereof, just as before conversion the misery of hell was
felt. It is just through this new state that sins are forgiven. The true and the good that the Lord now plants in
man's spirit has all power over the old proprium.
Men cannot know from themselves what is good for them. Without the light of Doctrine they are like sheep
without a shepherd. When the Lord was on earth and He saw this He was moved with internal pity for
them. The grace of God provided the means of redemption. Today light appears such as there has never
been in all ages. Now man can learn to know his God as never before and to come into conjunction with
Him. Now the Divine Human has revealed itself so that all who choose can appropriate a treasure of
spiritual riches. But today also there are people who say: We do not see it and we do not obey. Such enjoy
their cupidities for a short time, and the Lord allows them to do this, but afterwards they are at once
devastated, to reap all the abomination they have sown.
One cannot let one's self be sufficiently admonished against evil. The end in evil is to make man eternally
unhappy. Even the Christian does not continuously realize that all man's misery proceeds from a lack of
charity. But in the obedience of faith proofs are given in increasing measure that what does good to man is

out of the Lord alone. He who has already tasted the delight of spiritual food will face his difficulties with
increasing confidence. The high reward of the Lord is greater than we think we may expect. We may be
certain that what in our youthful years appeared to us to be the best will later prove to be
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only filth. We need increasing faith to continue to give significance to life. We must increasingly keep
going forward. This is our life's end for which we were not born in vain. And if here below we cannot
obtain our right and share in external things, the Lord is our assurance that we are able to have it interiorly.
For what right is greater than to receive God's friendship by doing His will?
To free one's self in deed from sins one must know his sins, and therefore learn to see some sins in one's
self. One must penetrate with one's thoughts into one's mind and there see some sins whereto one is
inclined. This is a disagreeable task, for one stands self-condemned thereby: but all who are Angels have
done this and it must be done. The natural man alone does not wish to do so, and it also takes some spiritual
courage to dare to do this. It is a genuinely honest work towards God, towards the neighbor, and towards
one's own spiritual wellbeing. This willingness to see one's own sins creates a new state in the spirit, which
brings us nearer to God. Due to the great use which follows one may not let this state pass hastily by. It is,
as is understandable, degrading for a man to suffer this, but does not the Lord reward those who humiliate
themselves? God shall honor such with an honor greater than that of men, He shall give them His trust and
His might.
He who is not delivered from evil is a Christian only as to the external; but being a Christian as to the
external and not as to the internal cannot profit man. The Lord can not work in the mind of a man from the
external, for it is according to order that everything works from inmosts to outmosts and never from
outmosts to inmosts. Being a Christian only externally finds its cause in an unbelief in the Lord's Divine
Human. All who believe in the Lord as God and keep the Commandments are internal Christians and from
this external Christians.
Throughout his regeneration the Lord shows man that, from himself, he is an unworthy sinner. Herein we
have witness from men of the highest character, men who were chosen and beloved by God above others.
One can read in the Psalms what the spirit is without God. Such see and understand their fallen earthly
nature, and they know what they are talking about. Surely the necessity should be felt to go to the Lord, to
regard His Word as most Holy,
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and to be in an adoring state towards His Church, His beloved Bride. We must put our destitution in
spiritual things before us if we desire to keep our soul in wellbeing. That we are born in sins, that is, with
an aptitude to sinning, we cannot help; but that we actually commit evil, is what makes us guilty. It is this
guilt that works the curse of degeneration. Nobody can talk away his sins. Nobody can answer for his sins;
but this does not take away from the fact that one must charge them to one's self. And what punishment
there follows!
In regeneration the substances are brought into growth which change man into another creature. By
bringing the things of faith into the act man finds a new strength and hereby sin loses its attraction. One
begins to look down upon sin as something unnecessary and foolish, and hereby the inclination to evil is
broken. The good must become firm in the mind and therefore the determination to it must steadily become
stronger. The great means thereto is to pray. Who genuinely prays is in the presence of the Lord and cannot
sin. Our life here below should be a continuous prayer. And to attain this we must separate ourselves
entirely from the sins of men and the world. Where we see evil before us, in whatever form, there is the
danger of weakening and deviating. Therefore the Lord said: "Watch".
In order to be really delivered from evil one must follow the Doctrine of Life. The Doctrine is a lamp and
without this light man cannot take one step on the way to Heaven. The Doctrine is out of the Word and
therefore holy. Whoever believes in the undefiled Doctrine believes in the Lord, for He alone gives the
enlightenment to men to draw Doctrine out of His Word. The Doctrine of the living Church seen in its
internal is nothing else than charity and love. These then constitute the essence of man's faith. These give
the light, the power; they create and form all substances that are needed for regeneration. The true Christian
can feel the difference in himself when he holds love fast or, stumbling, lets it go.
They who sin from an evil heart are faithless in everything. For whoever steals in the unjust mammon will
also rob the holy. As is the will, wherein dwell all the loves of man, so are all his works. One often sees
how people that, while still young, use all their energy to be disobedient
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to everything that belongs to the Lord, come miserably to their end. One cannot despise faith and at the
same time expect that it will be well with one's mind. One cannot trample upon the spiritual and expect a
good bodily health. In the error that one wishes to cheat the rights of the Lord and His Church all the seeds
of hell lie hidden. And such deviators, who are an abomination to the Lord and to all true believers, what
right have they to complain about their state? This also belongs to the punishment which they bring upon
themselves. Sin is the only enemy of man, a cunning enemy, who is often present under apparently
innocent forms. We need oil in the lamp to be able to see with light. Outside of God's enlightenment it is
impossible to know one sin in wisdom. JEREMIA writes, XVII : 9: "The heart is deceitful above all things,
and desperately wicked: who can know it?" A powerful prayer in an undoubting faith will send the Lord's
life into us. God alone can free us from our internal enemies, and out of this from our visible enemies. And
in Him the righteous shall be given rest also in the midst of the struggle.
That sin kills the spirit is denied by unbelievers, because they deny all true knowledge from the Doctrine.
But can those deny that disease kills the body? Disease has its cause in sins. One sees that where an
ancestry has lived successively in good the posterity becomes bodily stronger. This bodily strength is a
result of a moderate life, and this has a spiritual cause. Whether man plans to live or not to live the
Commandments, this lies in him as a spiritual determination. The intentions of the will form the spirit by
means of the true. We reap what we sow, whether we see it palpably before us or not. God can do no good
to the man who deviates from Him. God is the Life and from this man has his health of body and spirit.
When the body which still draws power from visible nature, suffers damage through a wrong life, how
much more does the spirit which is entirely dependent upon the spiritual. Sinners are the antipodes of
Heaven, and it cannot be otherwise than that they become wrecked as to body and soul.
All the evil of sin directs itself against God and the neighbor. It will not be seen by them who are not
enlightened that all sins that they commit are against God and the neighbor. But let it be known to them that
everything
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that is worked in lasts, comes to others. No one lives for himself alone, for it is a spiritual law that everyone
lives for all and must be useful. Sin for the sake of its concupiscences has only itself as an end. It is
contrary to the order of Heaven that man should live for himself alone. Where one begins to equip one's
works for the use of others, there one loves the neighbor. Love to the neighbor is a love for his spirit, and
therefore in the first place for what may benefit his eternal life. Such a love produces use, for it is led by the
True of the Lord. And where the genuine good of the neighbor is regarded, there the love to God is present
at the same time. The two Commandments, to love God above all, and to love the neighbor as one's self,
belong inseparably together. No one would ever love the neighbor if the way therefor had not been taught
to him of God. For genuine love belongs to a higher life, and the earthly has nothing in common with it.
Love is the life of the Angels, and therefore they who live this life share in the blessedness of the Angels.
We have a long future before us; compared to this the time that lies behind us is short. With those who
walk in the way of the Lord the future is always better than the past. One must let one's self be encouraged
in the exercise of the good of the new things. One has in full the right to the hope that does not shame. We
read of the supreme Leader that He bore the cross for the great joy that was held out to Him. And the Lord
will fulfill our joy. Happiness comes into our minds when, trusting Him, we follow His Doctrine. God has
everything that is good, and He gives it today and to eternity. The blessedness of the Angels is so great that
if man should feel but a part of it he would fall in a faint. Those who here on earth believe and live the
revealed things will receive the crown of life for the faith that they have shown during their oppression. In
this is the possession that is not reduced, that cannot be stolen nor corrupted. The spiritual possession, for
the sake of the certainty that it has in it, is worth being labored for.
The sins that are hidden in us hide themselves as serpents in a rocky cleft. If we do not watch over our
willing and thinking, they fall upon us at the most unexpected moment. Self-examination for our sins is
commanded. When one does not discover one's sins, one cannot drive
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out those spiritual enemies. All the weapons that are needed for the spiritual combat are given in the Word.
Whatever weapon one has one may be sure that, if the struggle is to be blessed, it must always be working
through love. It is the good will, with which one honors God in the keeping of the Commandments and
wishes the neighbor well, wherein the power of heaven is given that makes us conquer. The whole struggle
is the Lord's, for the victory is the Lord's. Therefore from the seeking out of the sins to their combating this
must be done entirely out of the Lord. The necessity of making genuine Doctrine one's own is clear, for
herein everything is given that is needed. Watching is a genuine state of life, wherein the thoughts do not

deviate to temporal things. It is an excellent habit always to keep something of the Lord in the thoughts.
The evil does not dare to attack where the savor of Heaven permeates our court.
When one has received knowledge one should begin a new life. For to what purpose should all that
precious knowledge be given were it not to be used? The old of which one has long been a slave must be
cast behind and must also be forgotten. One must now occupy one's self only with the things that constitute
the spiritual life, and while still in the world, nevertheless one lets all one's temporal interests be animated
from the spiritual and the eternal. One no longer desires promotion and just as little to become rich. One is
more and more content with one's destitute possessions, knowing that we carry nothing with us out of the
world into the other life. While one withdraws from the harmful influences, one should not, however,
separate one's self from everyone. The withdrawing of one's self from sinners will rather signify a more
interior approach to those who are of the household of one's faith. This the Lord will give us as a new
blessing when now we also give more thought to our own inmost separation from invisible evil influences.
When one is with his brothers in the Lord one cannot take with one one's former anger and one's former
filth. A purified mind, free from all evil, is necessary. The brotherhood is the Lord's, and although today the
New Church still falls short in much, this lack yet may be completed, but only through men who hold honor
fast.
By nature we are all a form of hate. Without conversion
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it is not possible ever to love genuinely. To become a form of love the whole conversion of the soul must
be worked through the true. Love is the essence of the thing. In the Third Testament we are taught that the
internal sense is the love. And also the undefiled Doctrine of the Church is the love, for although it is drawn
from the sense of the letter, still the Doctrine is indeed the internal sense. Consequently the internal sense is
of vital importance for everyone's conversion. The internal sense is not given to no purpose. If we could
receive the Holy Spirit without the internal sense it would not have been necessary for it to be revealed to
us. But now we require to use the great advantage that the internal sense gives. We are now under another
dispensation than the Christians of the first Christian Church. Since these new things are given in a form
adapted to our mind they also require to be accepted in humility. May it be the end of the members of the
New Church to live the internal sense. Thanks to the leaders that God has given to the Church, the Doctrine
develops itself more and more. The new Doctrine is a pearl of great beauty, wherein all who will can take
delight.

So long as the rational is not born man does not know how he stands spiritually. He judges only from
natural light, and when, by virtue of his position and his culture, he is able to maintain himself in the world
according to appearances, then he thinks that everything is in order. Man's proprial understanding regards
only external things. It is unable to see internal values, until it begins to live from the Lord. The trouble and
the work that the natural man suffers to gain rank and the world is all for naught.
For conversion to be genuine it must work from man's internal. And not only this, but it must be received
by an open external, which only takes place by desisting from evil. The stream of life must flow outwards
from within, if it is to effect its purifying power as such. A new will must be created, directing itself with
power to the rejecting of the old. Herein the Lord must be continually looked to if one would reach this
spiritual end. How upright and earnest one requires to be in one's endeavor. How humble does the state of
the spirit require to be. Not the least interference of man's proprium may be permitted. A perfect surrender
is commanded. An entire dependence on the
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Lord's Mercy is needed. Everything requires to be forgotten and forgiven. Nothing of the old leaven may be
left in the mind. A strong longing for the presence of the Lord, a grasping at the eternal, must animate us.
One must work in one's spirit and at the same time wait with patience. The struggle and the suffering must
have their progress, but with the power God gives the deliverance. And after the night comes the fresh
morning, with healing dew for the soul. The struggle for the honor of God is never in vain, for He will
reward with a firm and pure spirit all those who regard Him as the Only Saviour.
What sadness and misery must man suffer already in his childhood and youth through his sins. The
moments when the childish heart is tortured by fear find their cause in the sins. The boyhood years where
unexpected blows and disappointments follow each other are the result of the sins that are already working.
When the misery here below begins so soon, what must not the misery be when one sins in older age, and
what must not the misery be in the hereafter. In this world one suffers only in a comparatively small
measure from sins, for the Third Testament teaches us that this life is nothing compared to that of hell. But
the measure for the punishment of sinning is out of the Divine Providence. When we undergo punishment
during our exile from Heaven we may truly say: Lord, I thank Thee that Thou wert angered with us,
knowing that the blows from within and without will help to make the spirit eternally free.

If we held the intentions of our old will subjected at all times, hell would have no power over us. For where
the will from the proprium is reduced to nothing, it could not be otherwise than that the spiritual will would
make itself felt. A long time is needed before the conviction of the true remains with us in all struggle and
temptation. Doing the Lord's will prepares more pleasure for man than the things proceeding from selflove. To be in a spiritual state is always not to know the proprium, to be strange to one's self, even so far as
not to know one's own person. Truly man must have experienced much, would he come to such a blessed
state. In the Third Testament we read that man from himself always wills to go to hell, but that the Lord's
great mercy restrains him every moment. We also read
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that it lies in everyone's corrupted nature from birth even to will to murder the Lord. We are appalled by
such things, but it works in us unto that good that we begin to believe everything that the Scripture teaches.
All sins have in their perpetration their own enjoyment. Of that which delights man in the moment itself, he
cannot accept all at once that it is bad. We have the saying, "Forbidden fruit tastes sweetest". This is of
course untrue and only appears to be so to the ignorant. They who have not tasted the right taste of lawful
fruit lack the experience to be able to judge. Most men are silent about the reactions of the forbidden
enjoyment; this is probably because it is too bad and too shameful. Cupidities touch the will and the will is
the man. To remove and destroy cupidities signifies an entire change in the internal life of the man. This
can only be brought about slowly. We read, "A bruised reed shall He not break, and the smoking flax shall
He not quench." An immediate change from a sinful life into a life of the spirit is equally impossible as
changing a serpent into a dove. If the interdiction against sinning were too strict then the spirit would be
forsaken and this could have harmful results by which every use would be lost. We need a wisdom from the
Lord in all things, and a knowledge how a thing must be done. Conversion is a work of the Divine Love
which the Lord alone directs.
Those who do the good of charity dare not sin, for their good is directly opposed to evil. The happiness that
they feel who have made this their principle, is the life that redeems them. For just as blessedness belongs
to life, so damnation proceeds from evil. When man feels happy out of faith, the urge for sinning has been
removed. The affection of the spiritual is always out of charity and the faith of charity. Therefore the
rational must always let itself be influenced by the good. For man can never rise into a higher degree of
Doctrine unless the true that he learns in its deeper significance becomes one with his good. In order to
elevate one's self in all phases of regeneration to the love, man must continually put off something of the
proprium. In the walk of life one must let one's self be accompanied by humility if one would profit from

the spiritual things. Our happiness lies in those things; and when our life here below once has been cut off,
then
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nothing more can be added to the affection of our faith.
Whenever one decides in one’s heart to become good and to begin to do good one must consider that there
is good that is out of the Lord and a good that is out of man himself. The first has the affection from charity
in it, and the last regards the world and the proprium alone. The genuine good from the Lord is only given
to those who desire to put themselves aside for the Doctrine, who refuse to mix their own insight with
God’s wisdom, but in genuine humility desire to let themselves be told. They who have many gifts and
thereby are placed over others have greater temptations than the man with fewer gifts. Because of this they
must suffer more during the destruction of the proprium, but so much the more glorious is also their crown
of glory when they faithfully struggle and conquer. Let the man of great brain power only consider that
from himself he can do just as little as the ignorant. It is a fact that the gifted, would he make himself
worthy of his vocation, has more need of the Lord than the less endowed man.
If one would receive even the least of spiritual good from the Lord then one must be in the state of great
humility. Man must always feel that the Lord is his Saviour whom he can trust. One must not be afraid
before the Lord. The Lord is a Pitier. We must always feel that we have need of Him. We must not only be
in humility when we lie ill in bed or undergo painful affliction, but also when the wind again fills the sails
and periods of prosperity arrive. These lessons must be learned well, they must be deeply engraved in the
table of our hearts, that they remain with us. Everyone who comes into temptation or combat cannot but
discover the power of darkness. Without the feeling of God’s help a state of weakness, dissipation, and
dejection, makes itself master of the spirit.
To convert one’s self is a difficult task for those who have never done it. When one is still in the enjoyment
of sins one scarcely knows that such a thing as sin exists. But God’s Providence provides that everyone
becomes acquainted, at some time in his life, with the existence of spiritual things, and thus also with the
existence of sins. In the beginning of one’s reformation one cannot go further than but to know that one is
in sins. This is then believed out of obedience, without the man yet being able to clearly
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distinguish the sins hidden in himself. But as difficult as the conversion is for the unexperienced, the easier
it will become in the exercise of this very necessary work. It is said that exercise gives birth to art. So also
in conversion, where one is entirely dependent upon the Lord's help, the real effort will work a miracle.
During conversion a good seed comes into growth. During conversion it will often appear to man as if it is
an unavailing work, and this is because our utmost powers must be exerted without our tired eyes being
able to see the victory as yet. But we have the promise of Him who sent us into the combat, namely, a
complete victory in His Name.
That conversion brings difficulties with it everyone can soon see with a little reflection. This, however, may
be no reason not to do it. The entire work of conversion must be done for the Lord, and when we keep in
mind that God is Love, then it is unnecessary to feel fear. The natural fear that man feels for God proceeds
from his sins and his ignorance concerning the Divine Love. The dread for God is in the measure that
anyone sins. Sins make it impossible to believe in God's Love and Providence. Sins create a state of
superstition, out of which always proceed ominous expectations. Sins have the punishment of retribution in
them. And because the true that one exercises contains within it its reward of strength and trust, so the man
who does this will begin to feel himself attracted to the Lord. The natural dread now makes place for a holy
fear, and this last, flowing in from God, has a friendship for the Lord in it. A holy fear is to be afraid to do
evil, because this is against the Honor of the Lord.
To be able to convert one's self one must learn to know the internal operation of one's spirit. In the internal
of man lies the point out of which evil is committed. If man is not vivified out of the shadow of death by
the saving good, the damning evil will overwhelm him. The human good is the innate evil, and this cannot
save the soul, because it does not carry the substantial power in it. The evil in the human good is from hell,
and since its form corresponds to hell, it can also not do otherwise than return to hell. The human good is
the evil good and is, as such, blind and foolish, and it has as a consequence that man is unjust in his
judgment. The Third Testament gives
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in a rational form, that is intelligible for all, the means that lead to conversion and regeneration. And the
genuine Doctrine of the Church renders the arcana of the Word clearly, so that it is now possible by means
of the internal sense to appropriate the spiritual.
The natural rational and moral cannot convert man. The natural rational extends itself no further than the
world with its interests. It occupies itself only with temporal things. It has no care for the eternal and does
not acknowledge that, but is openly or in secret hostile to it. The rational from the natural judges according
to the appearance. What it does not see or cannot touch it rejects as being worth no consideration. How
entirely otherwise it is with the rational that acknowledges the Lord and has Him as the light within it. The
rational out of the Lord is the genuine Doctrine of the Church, whether that be spiritual-natural, spiritual, or
celestial. The man who receives the influx of this genuine rational comes into a perfect state whereby his
internal is one with the Heavens, and his external lives in correspondence therewith. Worldly things and the
affections out of the proprium must be entirely relegated to the lowest place, would man begin to enjoy the
spiritual life. The genuine rational is given out of the Lord's glorified Human, and when once this rational
shall have reached the celestial degree, then man will receive the Holy Spirit itself. When the New Church
shall have come to a mature state, the influx of the Lord's Divine Human in the new rational will be so far
reaching that it will give all things here on earth a new essence.
When man deviates to such an extent into the purely natural that he becomes sensual then he is so far off
the course that conversion is perhaps no more possible. When the spirit has once wandered so far that it no
longer believes anything that the eye does not see and the hand does not touch then it becomes impossible
to believe in the spiritual. The light which is from the Lord, is the life that gives man sight and insight. This
is wonderful, and today it is given to everyone who accepts the Writings of the prophet Swedenborg as the
Word given from God. The acknowledging of the true is already out of the light of the Lord; but only
where the neighbor is loved, there enlightenment is given.
So long as man is not converted, his inmost is closed to
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Heaven, and he lives in thick darkness. Such men seek what brings their spirit to its fall, and despise and
hate what could have become their blessedness. Even the basis upon which they stand as to their natural-

rational in this temporary life, is drawn away from under them by sins. A house is no better than its
foundations. When therefore their house is built out of iron mixed with clay, then their foundation can exist
of nothing else than refuse. There can never be given any elevation to those who do not even have any wish
for the genuine true and good. When the spirit covets the things of unbelief, then it descends and receives
the folly from hell. Thus the unbelieving judge according to the falsity that is in hell, and they cannot do
otherwise than see the celestial upside-down. Faith is not a matter of innate talent, but of the good will. To
be a learned man does not mean to be a wise man, just as little as a merely trained body would mean that a
man is healthy. But even as a healthy man is in his measure strong, so also a believing man becomes
learned. And we often see with those who use all their energy to become bodily strong or spiritually
learned, that weakness and degeneration arise as the terrible consequence thereof. What we do or do not do,
the one as well as the other, we must learn to work in the fear of the Lord. We need in all things more real
and genuine knowledge, and who can excuse himself for his ignorance in spiritual things? For also in the
world every citizen is considered to know the law.
When man's thoughts go out to sensual things then he judges only according to the external appearance. A
thing is what its internal essence is. Therefore to be able to judge justly one should know the internal of a
thing. As long as men's thoughts do not see the internal it does not exist for him and he runs the danger of
denying the invisible spiritual life. The thoughts require to be elevated above the external things. But the
spirit of the unbelieving comes in the course of time into a state wherein it is no longer possible to elevate
the thoughts above the senses. This is at the twelfth hour, and the blow has fallen. After this such can never
more think peacefully in their minds. They are the slaves of their thoughts, which, like the waves of the sea,
now take them up, then cast them down again. The best that can be done with such is that they be placed
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under an iron yoke that prevents them from doing their evil. For their filthy thoughts, proceeding out of a
degenerated will, cannot do otherwise than urge them to everything that is wrong.
Again the Kingdom of the Heavens has come near. The Lord has given a new Christian dispensation in the
establishment of His New Church. The new joyful message will spread itself more and more. Although the
New Church has as yet only reached very few, still the new things have made their influence felt under
various forms. The Lord has come to men who are burdened with a falsified faith and who are without
Church. They who now already enjoy the new things of the Church, can cause others to share in this
advantage. It is an advantage both to live according to the true, and to make others acquainted with it. And
as with the first Christian Church conversion was preached, so also is this the case today. For without

conversion no sins can be forgiven. Sins must be subjugated, and thus their power must be broken. One
may not go to work in the softest manner to heal the rupture of the people, and where it is necessary the
leaders must show just anger. The truth is the Lord's, and herein there is nothing that can please man's will,
for the Lord, has no favorites, and He does not accept the person. His winnow is in His hand and as in
former days He will also purify His threshing floor today.

Men's conversion ought to concern the whole will, the whole understanding, and the whole life of the mind.
To convert one's self in part and, to leave other parts unconverted is no conversion. All natural sympathies,
all solely natural loves, sentimentalities, and natural affections, must be purified and converted. How many
natural things that, as to the external, appear good have all the evil and cruelty of the hells in them. How
many natural loves which appear innocent are the cause of the fall of multitudes of men. And then the
sensitiveness of those who swear by the senses as the only thing. The most horrible violences have been
done by people who passed for good men as to their external, and this only because they gave the spiritual
no honor above their natural. And then the energy devouring affections that leave man a nervous wreck.
The Lord says it in His Scriptures with one word, namely, that one must die as to one's proprium, for
therein health, honor, and
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strength, power, and the genuine life of man, is found again. What can man do without his God and
Creator? He can only demolish, despoil, but never really construct. If the Lord had not placed a limit to
man's evil, no fiber in his construction would remain whole, there would be no fiber that would not be
destroyed. At no single point does man cease in his falling away from the Lord, and if a "to here and not
further" had not been set, the misery that man brings upon himself would be unfathomable. But the penalty
is heavy enough: that sinners can sink down to the deepest hell where the devils, because of their evil, are
only leprosy.
How much also is prayer necessary during conversion. We have the words of the Lord: "How be it, this
kind goeth not out, but by prayer and fasting". To fast signifies to withhold one's self from useless
enjoyments. Without continually praying to the Lord it is impossible to be saved from sins. Only the holy
power that proceeds from the Lord's Divine Human can do this. Then one first sees how they, who think
they can purify themselves by their own good, work under a deceitful light. Who does not pray to the Lord
as the Saviour wills to take the place of the Lord, and, following the order of spiritual laws, can do no
otherwise than fall down. Without prayer nothing can be done for the spiritual growth. Without prayer there
is no conjunction with the Lord. And not to pray, because it is commanded, is a sin. It is a sin out of one's

own false insight. The refusal to pray may be an indication of the denying of the Lord's Divinity. We also
read: "The prayer of the just is powerful", and in David, that the Lord Himself "Spoke His prayer without
lips of deceit". Prayer purifies man and makes him trustworthy before his Lord. Nothing is to be received
from the Lord unless one lays off one's deceit. They who believe in the Lord as the Saviour and keep His
commandments are also in prayer, although they be busy with other things, by the dutiful sphere in which
they do their work. To be with the Lord, to think out of His Doctrine, is to pray. The Lord is always present
to the faithful in their minds. Out of that is their peace, their freedom, their joy. On the contrary, they who
are not in the Lord are near hell, and if they harden themselves against the Word and do not convert
themselves, in the course of time they are in hell.
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACTS FROM THE ISSUE FOR MAY 1938

_________
CONCUPISCENCES AND AFFECTIONS
By ANTON ZELLING, READ BEFORE THE SWEDENBORG
GEZELSCHAP ON APRIL 9TH, 1938.
When the new Name of the Church was mentioned at the previous Supper a long motionless silence
ensued. That silence, of which it would commonly be said: "an angel passed by", I cannot explain
otherwise than as a retrospection all together and each one for himself of that for and in which we are
gathered together. In that silence it had to become sensible to each whether there exists in this Society a
common good out of which each one can live the Church. Out of that common good you could have
accepted and received what had been said, or you could have refused and rejected it, with power and
authority: Yea-yea, nay-nay. In the silence of all of you there was a moment of tension: Is it here or is it not
here? Until one of you and afterwards another arose in order to express out of genuine affection the
heartfelt desire for the common good and the good communion out of which the Church can become what
it is in Heaven.

"The Kingdom of God is at hand" was said then; and this word, breaking that long silence, was an echo out
of which the subject of that evening, Reception, can be taken up anew, ever more deeply and ever more allencompassing, ever more penetratingly.
New things are things that are now come near, now come about, and eternally valid; not things that have
passed and gone, but things that are come near and for that reason irresistible things, irrevocable things. By
what do you think would it be observable that the true Church is being instaurated from the Lord? Well, by
this: that a beginning is made of locking out. Doors are being shut, one after another, doors on whose inside
there is written "I am the
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Door'" and on the outside "I know thee not". The Church is not, any more than Heaven, simply an
admission by request. Somewhere in the Word dogs are spoken of, signifying those who are in
concupiscences of every kind, especially in merely corporeal lusts, above all in the lust of eating together; it
is said that they are fat of mind and therefore consider the things that are of the Church as naught, and
therefore stand outside or shall not be received into the Lord's New Church, see Apoc. REV. 952.
Such shall not be received into the Lord's New Church. Do you not notice from this word that the
instauration of the True Church is accompanied with a beginning to be shut out? For let me tell you in all
conscience: in the every-day conception of church and society those fat of mind, lustful of eating together,
pass for jolly good fellows, intensely interesting talkers, in whom there is no vestige of harm. Do they not
everywhere lead in the really jovial, amicable, collegiate spirit; are they not a guarantee everywhere for a
pleasant sphere, an enjoyable evening, a successful gathering? Do you not feel that it could never be said
that the fat of mind shall not be received into the Lord's New Church, unless, from within or from above,
there were a power and a force active in the Church striking down as an awesome Naked Arm to batter
close the Door for such as they? For who and what statute could prevent this? Where lies the measure that
determines that anyone is fat of mind? And whoso would point that measure would he not at once be told
that we may not and can not judge a man's internal? In other words that the reception into, or the rejection
from, the Lord's New Church is not to be decided by any man. And so we would run around in a circle and
sink down ever more into a fatness of mind.
The matter is obviously different, and I would like to consider this with you from a new point of departure:
and the kernel of this point of departure is of such vital importance that, for the time being, it calls for the
sympathetic attention of all and puts aside all further problems of secondary importance. That kernel is the
essence of the Reception.

Heaven is one blessed Reception of the Lord. The Angels are nothing but recipients, nothing but receptions.
Thus the
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Church also is one blessed Reception of the Lord in the lands. Thus the men of the Church, too, are nothing
but recipients, nothing but receptions. What is the conjunction with the Lord, what is the regeneration
thereto, what are the communions, the consociations, except reception; what is enlightenment, what is
perception, otherwise than reception? Examine the Scripture and you will find that it all terminates in this
beatitude:
BLESSED ARE THEY THAT RECEIVE.
The Reception involves everything. It is clear that the blessed love of the Lord and of the neighbor receives
well and truly, and that the miserable love of self and of the world receives evilly and falsely. Therefore,
that in the former instance the will and the understanding well-ordered and conjoined receive the good and
true, and that in the latter instance the will and the understanding disordered and monstrously deformed
receive the evil and false.
This argument, if we may be allowed to make use of a homely expression, so far "rolls like a ball"; and as a
rule arguments do not go much beyond veering from right to left and from left to right between the terms of
good and evil, true and false. But what at once renders the subject a good deal less easy is this: that it might
be said that the concupiscences of evil and the good affections are sensed by the same nerves. And that this
is so, is manifest from this word: "the difficult conversion of the concupiscences of evil into good
affections", T. C. R. 203. Evil things cannot be converted into good things, but concupiscences of evil can
be converted into good affections. Note well, it is said concupiscences of evil, and not evil concupiscences;
it is said good affections, and not affections of good. Good affections means simple affections; simple
signifies the one, and something is 'one' when the true is out of the good. We sometimes say, "he is a man
all of a piece". This in the always favorable sense signifies a simply good, a truly simple man. Genuine
simplicity is always a duality, the understanding of the good and the understanding of the true: together
one. In connection with good affections a single eye is spoken of, thus a good eye.
Concupiscences are also interior, are also affections, but not good or simple; they do not lie quietly and at
anchor
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and therefore they must be converted, inverted, reverted, in order to come into the truly good position to
eternity, in order to lie definitely anchored in the Heaven of the internal. In the good affections the way has
been opened inwards, and by having gone inwards they are free again to go from within, hither and yon, all
according to ebb and flood, in and out as the breath. In the good affections within and without become one,
Heaven and earth: one.
Concupiscences then are interior affections that have lost the way into which they have been created from
without to within and from within to without, first by the hereditary evil and afterwards by the actual evil.
Beware of bluntly identifying the word way with the word true and then shoving it aside. The Dutch word
waar [true] from its Sanscrit root var means the desired, the longed for, thus out of the affection of love.
And the Dutch word weg [way] through wegen [to weigh] and wagen [to dare, to go out] turns to bewegen
[to move] and bewogenheid [motion, emotion, affection], thus out of the affection of love. A way we
follow without being moved is not that Way which is the Lord. And a true that is not the desired sweet and
narrow bond between the love from the Lord and the love into the Lord is not the Truth which is the Lord.
The good affections are the true way of life, the Way, the Truth, and the Life: one's concupiscences are
interior affections that have lost their way, are at sea. In the characteristic Dutch expression de kluts kwijt
zijn the word kluts is connected with klots, golfklots [the sound or the beating of the waves]. The waves
follow the current and the wind; de kluts kwijt zijn [to be at sea] is to have lost one's course, not turning
inwards, but crooked, averted, aslant. Concupiscences, it might be said, are halfway affections that, instead
of first going altogether inside there where the good might be formed, when halfway in turn right about
face and go out again. In a manner of speaking the concupiscences thus have not left the outmost, they have
not lost that from sight. Now all such unrelinquished outmost is the evil of such affections, evil because
deprived of the inmost, thus empty. Now listen once again to this word: “the difficult conversion of the
concupiscences of evil into good affections”. We learn that man as from himself must remove the evil
things in the external man and that then the Lord
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removes the concupiscences in the internal man, as well as the evil things in the external man. Taking both
these teachings together I see it this way: to remove the evil things is to cease from turning right about face
when halfway; all concupiscences were originally simple affections; but just as the loves of self and of the
world were originally of celestial origin, they also became ensnared, tangled in themselves, and then
became deformed. Concupiscences are affections that, having been torn away from their moorings, made a
short-circuit in the sensual for the sake of the lascivious. Concupiscences are affections that have lost their
purpose and thereby the purpose of the things through which they are affected. And yet they are such that
always something of the celestial origin still remains, even with the worst man. For that reason it has been
written about the worst man that in his mind he can open, by turns, the door to Heaven and the door to hell.
If he opens the door to Heaven, which happens when he is in society, then, for a while, his concupiscences
of evil are good affections turned upwards or inwards; if he opens the door to hell, which happens when he
is alone, then the former good affections are what they essentially are: concupiscences of evil turned
downwards or outwards. It might be said that along the same nerves good affections ascend and
concupiscences of evil descend. These two doors never stand open at the same time, for by the draught that
would then be caused the most direful profanations would take place. (This, in passing, gives the spiritual
cause for the innate dislike of us all against draught caused by opposite doors standing open). Similarly it
has been written of the worst man, that he lives with his chaste wife in the top floor of his house while he
keeps a harlot hidden below; an example of a monstrous duality: in upward direction good affection, in
downward direction concupiscences of evil. These are infernal states of confirmation, inconvertible in
themselves, to which the Lord's words apply: "From him that hath not shall be taken away even that which
he fancied he hath". The concupiscences have become confirmed to such an extent that they can no longer
be converted; for this reason it is that from the concupiscences, now become second nature, the first nature,
which is the good of affection, is entirely taken away as well as
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its recollection: this is "to fancy one has". The parable of the man who swept his house with brooms and
went forth and, finding no rest, returned with seven evil spirits, whose end was worse than the beginning, is
a similar image of the worst man who fancies he can jump across from concupiscences to good affections
and who, nevertheless, could know and feel or realize that none but the converted concupiscences of evil
are the good affections. To leave the concupiscences of evil for what they are and to go seeking the good
affections entirely somewhere else is the doing and letting do of faith alone. And in this way there arises
that amphibiousness, that half-heartedness, which can be called sirenlike. Of the sirens it is said in the
Word that they have the art of making their voice heard out of some place where they are not: that means
that from above they show themselves as good affections, but below they have remained concupiscences of
evil, a nymph's body terminating in a fish's tail, swimming around in the sea of the separated natural as
mermaids, or flying around as birds of prey with virgins’ faces.

When all Remains have been withdrawn from the good affections, so that those good affections have
become concupiscences of evil, the Remains yet have left something behind therein, in the same way as
there adheres something of a magnetic influence to the iron filings that a magnet has been passed over.
Something of the original direction, position, destination, remained behind in the concupiscences,
something of sensibility, of instinct, of conscience, in short something of remembrance of the noble descent
on the strength of the Remains. Out of that something the man as from himself cooperates with the difficult
conversion; this is preparing the way for the Lord's Coming. Against this something the evil man purposely
works his way to hell.
From this we conclude that in every concupiscence of evil it is most certainly perceivable of what good
affection it is the perversion. This, on man's part, is the starting point of the difficult conversion. It might be
said that both the good affections later on, as the concupiscences of evil did previously, move along the
same lines, along the same nerve fibers; but with the concupiscences the net is tangled and there is only
contact with the sensual for the sake of
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the lascivious; whereas with the good affections the net is directly connected with the Lord, yea, is in the
Lord, so that it is the Lord Who is affected in the affection, Who feels the feelings, Who thinks the
thinkings.
The hopeful part is that all unconfirmed and no longer confirmed concupiscences are, properly speaking,
tangled good affections. As soon as the tangle ceases to be, the proprium ceases; the way to the Remains
opens wide and it begins to be possible for the Influx to be received. This is to become like the little
children; all good affections are little children. To the little children or to the good affections the Heavenly
Arcana are revealed, which remain hidden from the intelligent or from the concupiscences of evil. The
proprium, which blockades the Influx, is nothing but a muddle of concupiscences and this is nothing but
affections torn away from their connections, knotted and then deformed. When the man has become Order,
that is when the concupiscences have been reduced or converted into good affections, he not only no longer
has a proprium but he is no longer able even to long for it. Concupiscences make a tangled ball, good
affections are properly sorted; concupiscences kindle a lewd fire, good affections shine in a chaste glow. In
the concupiscences it is the man himself who wishes to feel; he wishes to feel from himself and the end is
that, as the saying goes, "he feels himself". Anyone with whom this is the case is in the concupiscences of

evil. In the good affections it is the Lord Who feels, and He lets man feel all His good will. The
concupiscences let the man desire the proprium, the good affections allow the man to desire the proprium
ever less. The infernal proprium is nothing but a confirmed complex of concupiscences. The celestial
proprium is nothing but the complex of good affections, entirely from Him, of Him, in Him, and,
nevertheless, given to man to all appearance as if from himself, of himself, in himself. . That appearance is
the celestial proprium. For that reason the infernal proprium possesses everything and has nothing, and the
celestial proprium possesses nothing and has everything.
Now, as soon as a man, out of the after effects of the Remains from the Lord, begins to feel in a
concupiscence of what affection it is the inversion, the reversion, the aversion, the genuine conversion
enters; for then it no
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longer turns right about face when it is halfway to the outside, which outside then is the evil, but it directs
itself to where it originally came from and where it should return to. The concupiscence was in the
lascivious, the affection is in the sensual. Man comes to his senses, and think here of that great word
SENSE. Concupiscences are affections run wild, driving all things away from their purpose into every kind
of wrong direction. Every Coming of the Lord has this effect upon the concupiscences that these may be
said to bring to their senses the good affections that they are the reversion of. This is the sense of not
breaking the evil but bending it to the good. It is brought to the senses of the concupiscences that, in fact,
they were good affections and can again become so. The evil, that is all things of the intellect alone, is at
once released and a submerging, a settling down, takes place in the will. It is out of the Remains and by
means of the all but effaced angelic trace, which they left behind, that the concupiscences, which have died
off in this manner, now, for the first time, can flow back again to their source as affections. Now, being
converted into good affections, the concupiscences of evil take something they originally lacked, namely a.
root in themselves, so that they are no longer drawn away by the carefulnesses of the world. The
concupiscences of evil may be said to be a wild tree that the good affections are grafted into as a noble
shoot and where the evil juices change into good juices. Unless there were a vegetal relationship between
the wild tree and the noble shoot, the grafting would not succeed. The unbridled evil growth of the wild tree
was halted, that is all. A disease was brought to a standstill, a fever stopped, a slow and difficult
convalescence is at hand. A good begins to be formed and this can take place only when the good
affections loosen themselves from the concupiscences. All Coming of the Lord consists in this loosening,
this being delivered. Previously the concupiscences threw all things back, now the affections permit the
passage of the things unto that ground which is the Lord; for the Omnipresent Lord is at the same time
without and within, at the same time the outermost and the inmost, the First and the Last in firsts and lasts.

He is in the True that enters, He is in the Good that is formed by the True. He is the True that proceeds
from that Good
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and He is the Use in which they are one. We learn that when the good is formed in order that it may appear
before the mind and through the mind in the speech, that then it is called the true. In other words: the true
out of the good is the genuine true. Again in other words: the received true is the genuine true. For this
reason we learn: "The genuine true is out of the celestial good, and thence out of the spiritual good", A. E.
324. Out of means being of that and out of that, thence, therefore proceeding. Thus the received true is not
a disappeared true, a swallowed up, a consumed true, but a reappearing, a returned, a renewed true. The
received true is the true in its Second Coming. The arcanum of the Reception lies in this virtuous circle: the
true enters through the affection as an affection, there becomes the good, and goes forth again as use. The
genuine reception may be known by the fructification. Through the proprium, that labyrinth of
concupiscences, there runs an Ariadne thread; that golden thread is the good affection that lies corrupted in
every concupiscence. To follow this thread by leaving the evil is first to seek the Kingdom of God and its
Righteousness and to surely find it. In to find there is the word in, a bringing out from within.
No reception before the good is being formed. That good, formed in each one separately, is the common
good of all together. The church is Church out of its Reception; the reception is Reception out of the
common good. The common good is the Power of the Church out of the Lord; in that, appearing before it
by virtue of that good, is the Church's Authority out of the Lord. Essentially it is the Lord Who, in the
Reception called Church, is the Door, the Janua with the Janus face, for the one "I am the Door", for the
other "I know thee not".
The Church in common is the Church in the common good or in the fulness of its Reception. And the
Reception in its fulness is the fulness of the Reproduction, Receptio and Reproductio in the Word stand
inseparably together; a striking example is given in CORONIS 26: "The faculty of receiving and
reproducing the inflowing things from God entirely as from one's self."
It was previously asked: By what, do you think, would it be observable that a true Church is being
instaurated
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from the Lord? The answer was: Well, by this, that a beginning is made of locking out. This signifies that a
beginning is made of shunning the evil; that there is a progression in forming the common good; that the
receptio or taking up again leads to the reproductio or the again bringing forth of purely good and true
things. What applies to man applies to the Church, and hence it stands written for both "that the Lord brings
forth (producat) the good things with man according to every state of the true with him", A. R. 935. Every
state of the true is every state of reception. According to every state of reception The Lord's True Church
flows over with good and true things, it flows over with gifts from the spiritual world. The genuine
reception is a horn of abundance, a Horn of Might and an Abundance out of Influx. It is to the common
good of the Church that the Lord's word applies: "For unto him that hath shall be given, that he have
abundance"; and also that other word: "Where two or three are gathered together in My name there am I in
the midst of them".
To meditate on the Church is to meditate on the Reception, and to meditate on the Reception is to become
fearful of the common good, "for this is none other but the House of God". Out of that common good, the
ground of the ground of the Church, the base of the foundation of Heaven, every man has his angelic, every
angelic has his function, every function has its usufruct. Only in that common good do the Statutes arise; in
the word Statutes we find the word stanchion, as in the word Instauration we find stake, pole, and pale,
hence to stake off or out (to determine, to outline) to impale (to enclose), and to pale (to provide a bar or
fence); laws are enacted, and only the common good will permit the law to be laid down to it.
When will the common good cease to be an empty term; when will it start to be formed and become a
stumbling stone and a head of the corner? As soon as the Word is read holily. Eating out of the tree of the
science of the good and the evil is "dying to die", degree by degree. To read holily is following to follow,
and so, through living to live. To read holily is to become mindful of the affections in the concupiscences
and, for their sake, to turn one's self away from the evil outside things to such an extent that the
concupiscences change themselves to good affections.
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The artificial light of the natural lumen then disappears with that, and for the first time the Moon rises in
good darkness.
The sign of this reading holily is that the spiritual sense begins to shine through the literal sense, begins to
instruct, that is to construct within, to build in, that is it begins to shape the good. The spiritual sense is the
letter living, because then the literal sense has already entered the interior of the mind as a true, a desired
true, in order to become the good there, which then reappears as a genuine true now able to receive the Life
of the letter, that is, the Heavens within.
The common good begins to be formed out of each one in all together, out of all together in each one, as
soon as the good affection has been found again and man has thereby become again as the little children,
wide open to and gradually brimful with all the Remains Come Again. As soon, therefore, as the good
affection in the mind blossoms into interior festivity.
For this reason the sign of the common good is purely new human things, not as the very newest fashion
terms for the same evil, false, empty, ugly things of times past, but spontaneous creations, made through
the Word out of its Reception, or produced, led forth, from the Lord. No more difference between Heaven
and earth; there is now a breaking through of Heaven into the Church, of the Church over the lands. In this
connection let us point to this word: "Heaven is in those things that are within man and by means of those
in those things that are outside of him", A. E. 107. Well then, the genuine or the new human things have
their seat, their dwelling, their Heaven, within man, and by means of those are the things that are outside of
man which are the signs and significations of those new human things. From God through the Word are all
things made that were made. The Lord is the Only Man. The genuine human things are therefore the solely
human things; new human things therefore is meant to express: now remade, solely, and forever, of the
Divine Human. For this reason we might also read the foregoing passage in this way: "The Divine Human
is in those things that are within man, and through those in those things that are outside of him". In this full
sense the new things are
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Divine Human things, which expression sounds as blasphemy to those who place the human things outside
of man. The things outside of the man lie in the reflection and the resplendescence of the things within the
man; this the concupiscence of evil denies; this the good affection perceives. The concupiscences of evil act
towards the good affections as the lean kine towards the fat kine; they eat them up and only empty terms

remain. Note well, that both the concupiscences as well as the affections are kine, and how this
correspondence agrees and harmonizes with the lowing of the kine signifying the difficult conversion of the
concupiscences of evil into good affections. What the true and good, or genuine, or new, or solely human
things are every concupiscence of evil at once knows, acknowledges, perceives, as soon as it has been
converted into a good affection. The concupiscence wrenches forward and askew, outwards, the affection
draws straight back, inwards. The human things of the concupiscences of evil lie in the outermost darkness
where they only appear to be as if human by the phosphorescent lumen of the proprium, but out of the light
of Heaven they prove to be monstrosities. The human things of the affections lie in those things that are in
man. The Word teaches: "To know, to understand, and to do, makes the Church and forms Heaven with
man", A. E. 108. I should like to understand that in this way: To know, to understand, and to do, or to
progress in an orderly manner to the final Reception, makes the things that are within man; if the state is
full Heaven has been formed, or the Reception follows in the things that are within man or in the Church
within man. The common good can then be seen as the common will, which becomes the receiver of the
Divine Love. Without that common good or the common will, thus without the will to know for the sake of
understanding, understanding for the sake of doing, the Church cannot be made nor can Heaven be formed
with man.
Therefore, what is the principal thing? Well, it is this, that the concupiscence of evil with man is touched in
that spot where it can be converted into a good affection. Where, in a manner of speaking, it is vulnerable
to Heaven. The weak spot, that is, where it is not too much confirmed, where it can give way, can still
bend, is still fresh, green
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wood and has not yet become dry and knotty. Thus it may be understood why, in a given state of
regeneration, the appearance is freely allowed as if it were man himself who thinks the true and does the
good. There a concupiscence of evil is on the way to becoming a good affection. At the birth of the new
human things, however, there has for a long time already been no question of the man himself from
himself, for then the "you in Me and I in you" has become a glorious reality, then the Heaven within has
been formed or found, whither the good affections flow and whence they flow out as the rivers of Paradise.
In the new human things the Church has been placed in the possession of Heaven, a possession as if from
itself. This is what I mean by the Gifts from the spiritual world. The sign of the Instauration of the Church
is the resplendescence and reflection of that richness, of that eternally welling wealth within the man in the
things outside man, made new: "Behold, I make all things new". Outside things that previously were evil
things, desirable things, are now the ultimates of inmost things, affecting things, fruits or uses in lasts, so
lovely and so holy that every upright outsider, seeing those fruits, desires to know the Tree and then finds

this to be the Tree of Life.
All Evangelization is an appeal to the good affection in the concupiscence of evil that it lies imprisoned in,
sick, naked, hungry, and thirsty. Even colloquial language says: "to appeal to a man's good affections".
For this reason I, personally and practically, regard every society, every sermon, every address, every
conversation, as an angelic convocation or the calling together of good affections, as a thing where
something happens, that is, where something is born. Purely irrevocable, purely irresistible things.
Concupiscences of evil most certainly allow themselves to be united with a belief of the things of God, but
it is only the good affections that believe in the Lord and in the things that are added from Him. The
concupiscences that believe of are merely superstitious, but the good affections believe in, and the Dutch
saying for a man of such faith is "a man who has faith in and in". In essence the creed "I believe in the new
angelic Heaven" signifies nothing more or less than "I believe standing, and living, and being moved, in the
new angelic Heaven"; and if not
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better to say in future "I believe it, indeed I believe it, I have a belief of it, I believed that long since". We
cannot believe in things unless we are in those things, that is, unless we have received them and unless we
have been received into those things. To believe in is to abide in, "you in Me and I in you". To believe in is
to be already within the shadow of the new human things, thus not far from the kingdom of God. To
believe in is of the good affections, is of the converted concupiscences of evil, of that which is outside. To
believe in is to have become interior, is to be busy becoming Order. Interior things are intimate things, and
in the concupiscences of evil the appearance is created as if the intimacy lies outside. All sympathies in the
world, all stirring tales and spectacles one poisons one's mind with, are exterior intimacies, carried outside
into the street. Truly a heartrending spectacle with which the heart has nothing to do. That the dogs stand
outside or shall not be received into the Lord's New Church, signifies that it shall not be possible to profane
the interior things of the mind of the Lord's New Church; to stand outside presupposes a Door, and indeed
an inexorable Door. No more emergency exits and makeshift doors before and behind which so much
rubbish of exterior intimacies was accumulated that finally those doors could neither open nor shut. That
Door in each one is the Coming of John the Baptist, that hour in which man for the first time comes to
realize that his concupiscences of evil have been playacting for good affections; that he has acquired good
things in quantity but that not a single one among them has been withdrawn entirely inside in order to do
there what is the part of truths: to become the good and, only then, to be the genuine true. To realize this is
the beginning of coming to one's senses, of conversion, of desisting from evil, thus of penitence; the evil is

recognized in the apparently good and the apparently true things, and, therefore detested, therefore
removed; and the concupiscence, liberated from its convulsive grasp because the prey fell away, unrolls
like a spirally twisted nerve fiber from its unnatural position and finds a new normal position as a good
affection. Before that affection the Letter of the Word then appears in its true shape, a transfiguration where
the raiment becomes white as Snow and the face shining as the Sun; this is the Coming of the
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Lord perceived for the first time in lasts. The good affection, so to speak, rests on two bases: now it is the
Word in the Literal Sense which is the foundation, and then again it is the good formed within; lasts
become firsts, firsts become lasts, ever fuller, ever more powerful. The sense of "you in Me and I in you".
This then is the genuine simplicity, for, as said, every true simplicity is a duality, the true and the good:
one, so that the true is the good, and both together proceed as use.
By what do you think would it be observable that the true Church is being instaurated from the Lord?
Well, in the first place by this: that for the first time the things go in, find a spontaneous reception, or enter
in. For to enter halfway and then to go out again is to enter and not enter, to know and not know, to
acknowledge and not acknowledge, to believe of and not believe in. What truly entered, in the sense here
unfolded, is a momentous event. The sign of the approaching Instauration is, therefore, that everything
becomes a momentous event, purely unforgettable events. That sign is when the words that I speak to you
and that you speak to me pass from vehement soul to vehement soul and return enriched. Understand that
word vehement [Dutch hevig]: "Unto Thee do I lift up my soul" [lift up opheffen which is from hevig ]. The
sign of the Instauration is in an interior vehemence, quietly moved; for also the concupiscence of evil
knows zealous vehemence, but it is that of which David says: "Who shall ascend into the hill of Jehovah, or
who shall stand in His holy place? He that hath clean hands, and a pure heart; who hath not lifted up his
soul, unto vanity, nor sworn deceitfully", PSALM XXIV: 3, 4. It is the converted concupiscences or the
good affections that form a vehement soul, vehement in its shunning of evil, vehement in its longing for the
Lord. The sign of the Instauration is in this that from the formed good in each one the common good of all
together has arisen and has been fearfully approached as holy ground. By which the nature of every one's
mind has been essentially changed, so changed that the interiorly born new human things throw their
shadow, spread their wings, over all external things. The concupiscences of evil desired a church, and, just
as the Jews, received only the representative of a church. It is only by the good affections that
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the External Church can come, which, as the representation of the Internal Church, is in itself already of
inexpressible holiness. For this reason the sign of the Instauration is in this, that out of the common good
we become aware of our imperishable nobility. It is said: "Ye are gods"; it is said: "Ye are the salt of the
earth". Of those that are in the common good it may rightly be said: Ye are noblemen. Noblemen with
Angels for ancestors, with the Lord for First Father, Coat of Arms, and Banner. Adel [nobility] comes from
good and ground; gezelschap [society] comes from court and honor; genootschap [community,
communion] comes from a common possession of ground. The good and true things of the Lord's New
Church, taken concretely, are the angelic men that receive them, and these can be no others than the
noblemen attached to their Prince. Noblesse oblige. Well then, the sign of the Instauration lies in the
fulfillment of the noble obligations of all. Out of the good affections the genuine ceremonies are born. That
word has been abused; every monstrous society carries as its password: "Make no ceremony, don't stand on
ceremony", and in that it designates itself as unspiritual. With them the civil things have become plebeian,
and, however much they may pass themselves off as finely cultured and highly developed, at bottom their
conduct is commonplace, trivial, rude, in a word, vulgar. The Sacraments with such have sunk down to
ceremonies, and what ought to have been ceremonies in the essential sense have been thrown out as useless
freaks. Not thus, In the word ceremony the Latin word creare, to create, is hidden: ceremonies are created
or made things. Originally this word meant the ecclesiastical things in the external, born from the internal.
Sacred things. Well then, the new human things outwardly are clothed with ceremonies, ceremonies in the
genuine sense [Dutch plichtplegingen]. Plicht [duty], plegen [to perform], and plechtig [solemn] are all
interiorly conjoined. All genuine things that man truly dwells in are, for him, inhabited and as such are
ordinary things; but these ordinary things at the same time are ceremonious, holy, stately, because they are
always qualified according to the manner the man accomplishes or fulfills his duties in. From that he
derives his dignity, his high rank, his nobility from the Lord. So it should he understood that man must
worthily
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approach the Holy Supper, worthily, that is, as a son of God docile and instructed, for to approach signifies
to be obedient and to be instructed. When the moral is in the civil and the spiritual in the moral, the one
shining through the other, then all customs and habits, all uses and modes, are ceremonies spiritually
natural out of celestial origin. For this reason in The TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION and in the Book on
CONJUGIAL LOVE the Society of the Eagle is described as to its ceremonies, in its hierarchic ordering,
its formalities, etiquette, modes of dress, and heraldic particulars. No plain homey doing there with hail
fellow well met, with gossip and quarreling, with plotting and vicious grumbling, in short it is no court
clique but a Court from within, stately and worthy, noble and dignified, even unto lasts. What applies to
Heaven, applies to the Church; what applies to the angelic society applies to every human society that is
Society. For this reason it strikes the visitors to that Society of the Eagle that, however much they were
prepared to spend only a short time in that social sphere, they, nevertheless, continually ring false. In them
nothing of the order, the laws, the rules that reign there, has been instructed or inscribed; and they must
leave without fail when their time has come or else it would go ill with them. Each of the ceremonies
described there covers and signifies interior things; they proceed thence as the Angels' garments proceed
from their inmost things and surround them as a sphere; all this the Angels know but they, nevertheless,
never feel it.
To wish to get along without ceremonies is to wish to appear not in wedding garments but in one’s shirt
sleeves and to demand the same from the other party. The sign of the Instauration is when all those signs
cease, which point to one's feeling one's self equally homey and at one's ease in the Church as in one’s
proprium, of which, anyway, one brings along all the raw, blunt, coarse, unmannerly, personal habits. A
society that is Society is not a tete-a-tete, for the Lord is in the midst of them. The common good is the
Forecourt of the Lord's Court, and of that forecourt David says: "My soul longeth, yea, even fainteth for the
forecourts of Jehovah". Psalm LXXXIV : 2. The sign of the Instauration is this, that the doglike is seen and
is no longer tolerated, a sign of the common good
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having been formed as the base into which the foundation of the Holy City can be let down. The sign of the
Instauration is in this, that then the simple will be differently considered. Those simple ones the Word
speaks of, in contrast with those learned ones that are cloven in their cleverness, are in the common good,
are without the concupiscences of evil, are simple good affections. All other simple ones are apparent
simple ones, stupid on the one side and of a peasant's wiliness on the other; sluggish and slimy on the one
part, and of a very lively suspicion on the other. It is to such that the Lord said: "Is thine eye evil because I
am good?"

It is a very great exception if, once in a lifetime, we are allowed to meet with a wise man. Well then,
likewise it is at least as great an exception if, once in a lifetime, we are allowed to meet with a simple man,
a man of simple faith. For this reason the sign of the Instauration of the Church lies also in this, that the
Word, which has been written in appearances for the faith and the believing of the simple ones, is again
read holily or simply, to such an extent that the spiritual sense shines through the letter for all, an Interior
Sense for all, the Internal Sense for the wise in the midst. The truly simple do not murmur about everything
that is beyond them, for they are like unto the wise in this respect, that they do not wish to understand more
than they can live, and do not wish to live more than they can understand. All other so-called simple ones
do not believe in, but they believe of. In this connection we note the Dutch expression er aan hebben
[literally to have of it] not to be in the things through reception but to be coveting of the outside. All that
appears to them of no use, they accuse as being too high for them, in order to be deliberately freed from it.
Simple ones of that kind are merely discontented ones; their murmurings is rebellion, and rebelling in the
things of the Church leads, inevitably, to profanation, see A. E. 324. Such are not to be reckoned among the
righteous ones that are not yet in the true things out of the good but that, nevertheless, long for them; they
are much rather to be reckoned among the dull witted and the fat to whom the freedom itself and the
rationality itself cannot be given, see D. P. 98. Their evil simplicity, from which the duality is lacking, is
desirous only of fatness of
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mind; in reality they envy the dogs and are like them and, for this reason, they shall not be received into the
Lord's New Church.
The sign of the Instauration lies in this, that Principles begin to work personally, begin to attract in a firm
and mighty way, or begin to ward off full of enmity. Anyone that sincerely and faithfully thinks in
Principles and lives out of Principles is always more personal than he would care to be. Without ever
aiming he always hits. This is the sense of the angry word of the Jews to the Lord: "Saying these things
Thou reproachest us". All genuine Principles are, from outside, unbearably hard things, and from within an
easy yoke and a light burden, because the good affection is meek and humble of heart.
The Instauration of the Church is there when all, in advance, love every judgment for the sake of the
Righteousness however much it may cleave our heart asunder, "for a broken and a contrite heart, O God,
Thou wilt not despise", upon which the Psalm immediately continues: "Do good in Thy good pleasure unto
Zion; build Thou the walls of Jerusalem"; and then again immediately as the conclusion: "Then shalt Thou

be pleased with the sacrifices of righteousness, with burnt offering and whole burnt offering; then shall they
offer bullocks upon Thine altar", PSALM LI : 17,18, 19. This Psalm contains the condition for the
Instauration of the Church in which the worship shall be out of the good affection.
Unless a pure heart be created within us, unless in our inmost a firm spirit be renewed, the walls of
Jerusalem cannot be built. All that lies outside is not good affection but concupiscence of evil; and this ends
in a fanatic profanation, an end worse than the beginning.

_______________________________
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THE FREE CHOICE
By ANTON ZELLING, READ AT THE SOCIAL SUPPER.
APRIL 24TH, 1938.

All that are of the Lord's Church are either out of the celestial
kingdom of Himself or out of the spiritual kingdom of Himself;
except those that are in those two kingdoms there are none that
are of the Church.
APOCALYPSE EXPLAINED 331.

To be of the Lord's Church is to be out of or in the Lord's celestial or spiritual Kingdom. This teaches us to
differentiate between the Lord's Church and to be of the Church. In the proper essential genuine only sense
nothing but the regenerated man is the True Church. Even as all Angels have been men so all regenerated
men have been reformed men. Those are reformed that have suffered themselves to be led forth from the
false things of evil. Without reformation there is no regeneration; without converted concupiscences of evil
there are no good affections. That which applies to the man, applies also to the Church. As many states as
there are with the man, so many states of the Church there are with him. The regenerated man is truly man,
thus truly the Lord's Church, for he is out of or in the Lord's celestial or spiritual Kingdom. The reformed
man is in the way or in the movement of regeneration; the Church with him is not yet the Lord's True

Church, but it is so in Merciful preparation and may therefore be called the fore-Church. A distinction first
begins to be made, and afterwards a separation; for the first time the Free Choice begins to be seen and thus
begins to come into operation. Decisions are made for the Free Choice chooses, and the reception of the
one thing means the rejection of the other. As all things so, too, has the Free Choice an exterior and an
interior. The exterior or that which brings about the effect of the Free Choice is the decision, the interior or
the causal part is the spiritual equilibrium. This equilibrium exteriorly is the equilibrium between Heaven
and hell, a mechanical equilibrium as it were, as of a pair of scales or a lever; and interiorly this equilibrium
is the equilibrium between all human faculties, an organic equilibrium as it were, of which it is written that
all organs of the body are therein: "so that each organ is enabled to perform its functions in the greatest
quiet",
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T.C.R. 478. The truly Free Choice in essence is nothing but spiritual quietude, spiritual health. And because
that health is the health of a sound spirit in sound body, therefore the first thing of Free Choice is to be
really willing to accept the conversion of the concupiscences of evil into good affections in the natural man.
Free Choice can only be spoken of when the entire man is drawn in, thus when with yea-yea, nay-nay, he
decides out of his whole heart, soul, and understanding. This the word "free choice" fully says, for the free
concerns the voluntary, and the choice the rational. In essence the Free Choice is the equilibrium between
the free and the rational. For this reason the fore-Church is the Church of penitence, and the sign of
penitence is that all arbitrariness has ceased. Arbitrariness is neither will nor choice, it is no equilibrium, no
health, but the greatest unrest so that no organ can perform its function. All concupiscences of evil are
arbitrary, all good affections are the free and the choice, or the will and the understanding: one. What
makes a church Church is that it performs free choices because it lives in the Free Choice. In every
apparent church the free choice remains pending over the heads and never falls except after death. All
judgments are accepted, but meanwhile care is taken for a lifelong postponement of the execution. The free
choice is sidetracked, and then it always happens somewhere on a side road, arbitrarily, thus wrongly,
irreparably.
The human race has been created to become Church. For this reason the Church is always latently present,
and it arises with every upright nation. Even as the man is not regenerated unless he has first been
reformed, so the Lord's True Church is not instaurated except after having been a fore-Church. The men of
the fore-Church may be called “free choices”, or equilibria, or rests, or healths. They have, from free
choice, been put in the enjoyment of the Free Choice. They are risen from the dead and for this reason
everything that happens to man after his decease has happened to them: the celestial Angels as to the heart
are united with them, and two Angels have kept watch near the head until both their faces have been

received, see A.C. 168 to 181. In this state the celestial Angels signify the good of innocence or the love
into the Lord, that is, the love of doing His commandments; and the two Angels near the
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head signify the Free and the Choice, or the angelic voluntary and the angelic rational, thus the new will
and the new understanding out of that good of innocence of the celestial kingdom and thence the good of
charity of the spiritual kingdom.
Man from dead has become alive when he is in the Cognition of the Free Choice or has received it. For the
Free Choice itself in spiritual things is enthroned in all perfection in the soul of man, and thence it flows
down into the will and the understanding, which, being taught and reformed, make his spirit, being subject
to the Divine Law, which he thinks, does, and obeys as if from himself. This as if from himself or this free
is that in which the Lord with man dwells in his soul. Free Choice is the Free Choice in spiritual things, and
the spiritual things dwell in the highest province of the mind for they are the soul's own things; the soul is
in the highest things and feeds on the spiritual things as on food. Where the soul is enthroned, there also is
the love that makes man's blessedness after death; and where that love is enthroned, also the Free Choice is
seated from which that free descends which man has in natural things. It is allowable in connection with the
Dutch word for free "vrij" to think for a moment about the words "vrijage" and "vrijen" [courtship and to
court], which words just as the Latin word liber, free, are related with to love and to list and the German
word lieben, to love. The Lord flows from the higher or the interior, thus through the soul, through its love
and through its desire, and through its Free Choice, in short through its living effort, into each man with the
Divine Good and the Divine True and gives him the ability and the will to receive this. That Influx is a
delight, a delectation, conjugial in its origin, conjugial or pure and chaste into lasts, but when man turns
away from the Lord to himself, there is a twist: the conjugial delight of the influx remains but becomes a
whorish lust, for if some enjoyment did not remain, which, as it were, is of the same kind, man would not
be able to live, for the enlivening makes the life of his love; see T.C.R. 490. The free in the natural man,
which free is out of the Free Choice in the soul itself, is purely the delight of love which is free to become
the celestial free or the infernal slavish, by which man ranges himself either among the Angels of Michael
or
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among the angels of the dragon. Now it is in this that the Church is like unto the spiritual world: that they
who are therein may no longer waver between Heaven and hell; and it is the Recognition of the Free
Choice which makes the true man and the True Church. The Recognition of the Free Choice out of the soul
is to feel the delight or the good pleasure of believing in God, of the conversion, of living the
commandments, of fighting the concupiscences, of becoming a new creature; in short of shunning the evil
or doing the good. The Recognition of the Free Choice consists in receiving into one's self the spiritual
things of the Church, for thus the unfree free is bridled. All evils are cleared out of the way by the true
employment of the Free Choice in spiritual things; the true employment teaches the true conjugial
enjoyment. A mind in which there is no Cognition or Acknowledgment of the Free Choice, is an empty or
evil mind, and a “church” of such argues about spiritual things from the separated natural man who sees
everything reversed or upside down. The general fatness of mind has smothered the influx of the spiritual
Free Choice into the natural free; a society of such is just that which is said to be "stewed in its own juice";
it is in permissions and not in the Stream of Providence. What the Free Choice is becomes clear to each as
soon as he is able to secure himself that rest in order to allow the perfect Free Choice in the soul to flow out
anew and mightily into his free, for then that Free Choice pervades that free with all the perfumes of the
pleasure garden or the Paradise of the soul. So that the man then breathes from the Free Choice in natural
things and at the same time in spiritual things. But for this, as has been said, rest is needed, that is, to come
to one's senses, to settle down; and this is not achieved without desisting, without fasting.
The fore-Church of the Lord's True Church consists purely of those fasting; who do not show their own sad
faces but, as it were, show a pair of received angelic faces, from which the Love and the Faith of the Free
Choice shines forth. Whether or not Church is in the man depends on whether or not from free choice he
lives the Free Choice, thus whether a choice has been made, and has been made betimes. The choice not
made or made too late is to begin to be locked out. Faith alone and love alone is nothing but
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deferred free choice, nothing but confirmed deferment of free choice. Thence, belatedly, the useless
repentance or the infernal remorse that soon turns into hatred and hardness of heart.
The human begins in the inmost of the rational.. The inmost of the rational is the rational free or the

intellectual voluntary. For this reason we might with good reason say that the Ecclesiastical begins in the
Free Choice. The difference between the man-Church and every apparent church lies in the Free Choice
exercised each time, thus lived, or else delayed and evaded, from a respite to a total omittance. This shows
itself in the faces, or directly out of inmosts, for the face is the window of the mind, shining and transparent
out of the celestial free of the choice, dull and black out of the infernal unfree of arbitrariness. Because the
Free Choice in essence is spiritual equilibrium, it is therefore harmony, order, arrangement; it is the choice
or the rational will to progress according to the order, from the engagement to the betrothal, from the
betrothal to the wedding or the marriage. For this reason the true Free Choice begins with the promise of
marriage, and it starts with saying "yes", but most "choose" a loose trafficking with the Church. For nothing
in the world would they terminate this intimacy, but meanwhile for the sake of all the treasures of that same
world they wish to remain "free men". Do not ask therefore whence come the evil and the false things in
the Church: from those who defer the free choice by refusing or hesitating to show their colors, to
acknowledge their choice. In essence the Free Choice is a floating equilibrium, but with them one may
speak of an unbudgeable or unmovable dead weight. They are disturbed equilibria, breakdowns of the
balance. Of the sense of balance it is said that it lies in the brains, nearest to the line between the ears. Seen
thus the Free Choice is a single ear, obedience to the true and obedience to the good, together one. Now all
evil and false things in the Church come from those who refuse to make the free choice from the powers
given them thus to enter into the Free Choice, and who nevertheless behave as if out of free choice they
were in the Free Choice. But their free is an icebound or crippled free, and their choice consequently is
always wrong, always away from the center. The Free Choice by
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nature is of a willing disposition, because it is orderly equilibrium, but arbitrariness as a bastard free choice
is always of a contrary disposition because it is in untenable disorder. Evil and false things are things of
arbitrariness, the good and true things are things of Free Choice. This explains the many iniquities in the
Church, which, on that account, cannot yet be the Lord's True Church except after the Harvest or after the
Judgment when the wheat has been purified from the tares. Those iniquities cannot cease and the Church
cannot become the Lord's True Church unless its Principles or its Genuine True is made into a Constitution
to such an extent that they form the perfect determination of the Free Choice. So long as everybody can
sign any declaration of principles whatsoever, there can be no question as yet of free choice. The Free
Choice is not an indefinite something, for that would be an arbitrary nothing. The Free Choice poses a
subject and an object. The subject is the man of the Church, the object is the Church which from free
choice he wills to live. The Free Choice poses the Reception of the Lord in the Church. Thus it begins by
placing one before the choice either to persevere in the concupiscences of the evil, or else to be converted

to good affections. After this free choice has been set, made, and lived, another, and indeed the proper Free
Choice arises, the floating, living, spiritual equilibrium, firm and mighty as a constellation, powerful to
raise others from free choice to similar Free Choices; the harmony of the spheres between such mutually is
then the Lord's True Church, one entire celebration and glorification of the Divine Human of the Lord. The
Church as one entire Starry Host of Free Choices. Formerly the concupiscences of evil and the good
affections could appear to be similar in the same Church with the same Doctrine out of the same Word, but
once the Free Choice has been determined down to the ground of the common good so that, however
paradoxical it may sound, it has become compelling, then an unbridgeable abyss begins to yawn. All that,
so far, has gone along from unfree choice shrinks back from this Free Choice, for it is all Angel, all law and
order. The Free Choice in the paramount sense is the celestial free, the celestial proprium. Very often the
inclination to be left free is taken to be the free choice, but it is the good use
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or the abuse of the free choice that determines it. All the true things that lead to the good are in essence all
the true things that teach the good use of the Free Choice. To give true things that cannot lead to good, is
not to give true things but "burdens grievous to be borne, and ye yourselves touch not the burdens with one
of your fingers". What causes the Church to be a Body is that all therein, as organs, are in the spiritual
equilibrium of their Free Choice so that they are enabled to perform their functions in the greatest quiet.
He who has not willed to learn the good use of the Free Choice, because he takes the good use for
compulsion and the abuse for freedom, cannot be of the Lord's True Church. Such a one cannot believe in
the Free Choice, and hence such as they believe in election or predestination, a faith alone in an
unprovidential arbitrariness which is expected to balance their abuse of the free and the rational. It is such
who raise the point of controversy whether the free choice is man's or the Lord's, with the evident intention
of being able to neglect penitence behind endless arguments; for the first thing of the free choice is to
perform penitence or to shun evil. As soon as man has done this as from himself, he enters into a spiritual
equilibrium, an order, a quietude of Free Choice, in which he surely never asks to whom it belongs. Unless
the angelic with man makes the free choice and man follows, the man from himself makes and follows his
unfree choice or the infernal slavish. The Free Choice is man's first cooperation as from himself; and even
as man's cooperation is continually being ordered or renewed from the Lord, just so is the Free Choice. It is
very often fancied that the free choice is made in one single instance, but in essence the Free Choice returns
anew with each change of state with new calls for new engagements. How otherwise is that well-known
word to be understood: "Not all that are being regenerated reach this [celestial] state; but some, and at this
day the greatest part, only the first state; others but the second; again others the third, fourth, fifth, rarely
the sixth; and hardly anyone the seventh", A. C. 13. Each of those states is entered into from the Free
Choice; in each succeeding state the Free Choice of the previous state is renewed; every state is an
engagement sealed and confirmed by Free Choice, not entered into until
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one has first sat down and reckoned the costs; the quantity and quality of the free and rational in the Free
Choice determines the fullness of the state, which always is a state of reception and conjunction thence. It
is thus in the Lord's True Church or with the regenerated; but everywhere else states are entered into
without free choice, and states determined by no free choice are states without subject and without object,
or states abstracted from person, therefore monsters. The merely natural man enters into such states with an
"I, Lord", and does not go, for they are apparent states only.*) This is having no root in one's self, this is
walking with the Lord from apparent free choice, but unexpectedly to be offended by a word; and, as it is
written “From that time many of His disciples went back, and
*) Here a few etymologies of the very greatest importance: the Latin for choice arbitrium, is composed of ar or ad to, and bito or
eo to go, thus literally to go to, or to enter into. From this it appears that the golden word NUNC LICET is the word of the Free
Choice itself. And in Old Dutch kiezen, to choose, meant: to experience, to undergo, to suffer, to investigate, to taste, to test, to
prove, to assay, to possess or to acquire, to adopt as a son, to will, of free-will to succeed to, to conduct one's self according to, to
try, to fix, to determine, to desire. Thus kiezen, to choose, and keuren, to assay, appear to be related, witness the word kieskeurig,
fastidious, particular, choosy; related are also the words kiesch, delicate, particular, bekoren, to charm, bekeuren, to draw up a
summons, to inflict a penalty, and kust in te kust en te keur, an abundance, fullness of choice, with the meaning of choice, will,
the best, a law determined upon by mutual consent, good quality, way, condition or state. Is it not of overwhelming glory how
the languages vie with one another in counting up the virtues of the Free Choice? Pure jewels on Aaron's Ephod that, each time
man reads or approaches the Word holily in the Letter, begin to shine forth their answer. For all that multiplicity of significations
is from the spiritual world, one there, many in unity here; and in so far as man is in the Free Choice in the spiritual things, those
significations begin to glitter forth, whether he knows them or not. They shine in accordance with his going, his change of state,
his nature. Truly, the word Free Choice already sings in all languages a song of praise, a psalm to its Giver. With the
extinguished common perception also the languages have been petrified. But at each Coming of the Lord the same might be said
with regard to those perceptions and the languages as the Lord said when He entered into Jerusalem: "I tell you that, if these
should hold their peace, the stones would immediately cry out", LUKE XIX: 40.
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walked no more with Him", JOHN VI : 66. If the walking with the Lord had been out of the spiritual free,

the disciples or those who were being taught and who were learning, could not have murmured or rebelled
against the hard word that the Lord calls Himself the Bread that has come down from Heaven. The truly
Free Choice has already chosen the Lord before it chooses, for in an unspoilt mind the highest province,
where the spiritual things are, is not closed off from the lower provinces where the moral, the civil, and the
natural things are, so that the life from the Lord can flow in freely from the highest things and can flow
through, and give him the perception of the good and the true. He receives the influx according to his
nature, and this "according to his nature" is in essence the same as "according to free choice", for the choice
is according to one's nature, virtuous or perverted. For this reason the Lord there said to His disciples: "But
there are some of you that believe not ... Therefore said I unto you, that no man can come unto Me except it
were given unto him of My Father". It is the Good of Innocence, immediately from the Divine itself, which
gives the truly Free Choice to be able to come to the Lord, and he that, by willfully and knowingly not
obeying the commandments for the sake of the enlivening things of the concupiscences of evil, has
extinguished this Innocence with himself, he has perverted the Free Choice into an unfree own preference.
We sometimes say by way of reproach “it was of your own choosing” and we then mean a choosing from
the proprium; a choosing against all the free rational and all the rational free, which therefore worked out so
badly.
Therefore now this straightforward question: Are we sitting here merely from our own choosing, or are we
here from Free Choice? You feel it already: with the own choosing, the evil and false things have the upper
hand, but with the Free Choice the good and true things carry the victory. Free Choice can only be spoken
of when man has come down to the ground of his nature, and can therefore choose according to his nature
all that is useful to him and thence all that he requires. In essence the acknowledgment of self or the
knowledge of self is narrowly related to the Free Choice. To choose outside of one's nature or against one's
nature is not to choose but to lust, is not free choice
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but one's own choosing. Thus the Jews from their own choosing lusted after a church, not for the sake of
the Church but for the sake of self-election; and so they got what they asked for; the representative of the
Church, directed towards the Lord's True Church but at the same time against themselves, not for a blessing
but for a curse. All one's own choosing is such a Jewish lust, for the sake of honor, reputation, gain. One
can from one's own choosing walk with the Lord as a disciple, but the moment the Free Choice is put
withdraw precipitately. For the Free Choice presupposes a nature in its order that knows what it wills and
what the true nature in its free choice wills, that is: to perform one's functions in a state of the greatest
quiet. Only when far removed from all appearance we have returned to our true nature, can we, by the use
of the Free Choice, which the Word teaches us, truly begin to realize what the Free Choice is, and as the

rational animals we are, begin to live therein. Rational animals, each according to his nature, each after his
kind, entirely as is written in GENESIS: the tree after its kind, the fish, the bird, the beast, the wild animal
after his kind. After his kind or according to his nature means in his free choice. The Dutch in the spiritual
world means the Dutch according to their nature or in their free choice, in their specifically Dutch use of
the Free Choice.
As strange as it will sound to you, one might imagine to be a church, yea to be THE church, and not even
yet have arrived at the Free Choice in spiritual things. Which is equal to walking after the Lord as a
disciple, and meanwhile not or not yet believing. Therefore do not confuse the own choosing with the Free
Choice, for this would lead to the self-satisfaction of having already made a free choice a long while since,
and at that time once and for all chosen the good part; nevertheless: "No man can come unto Me except it
be given unto him of My Father". This word introduces a new fear of the Free Choice, for it teaches that the
Lord's True Church does not begin except out of the good employment of the Free Choice taught from the
Lord, and that Free Choice is continually renewed in each state. And unless the Free Choice is renewed, it
is perverted in man to his own choosing with all the self-elation connected therewith; the spiritual
equilibrium is gone, for the "after
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his kind" is gone. The free choice that is truly Free Choice is, according to its origin and essence, the
Celestial Free in which the Angel-man is kept from the Lord, and so withheld from the evil. An Angel, who
from his infancy had been in Heaven, fancied himself to be without hereditary evil and he was shown the
contrary. With as much injustice he might have fancied that he had once and for all eternity chosen freely
and well from himself. But even the angelic choice, or the taste during the decorating of the Candlestick, is
dead without the continuous Influx from the Lord.
With the reformation and the regeneration, thus with the beginning of the Lord's True Church, the Free
Choice acquires a new dreadful sense. As there is the difficult conversion of the concupiscences of evil into
good affections, so there is the difficult conversion of the own choosing into the Free Choice. There is no
Principle except it be received from Free Choice in order, in turn, to put Free Choices anew; there is no
Principle except it be at once taken up in Free Choice, and just as immediately rejected from own choosing.
By the own choosing, which precociously received Principles as if from free choice, the good and true
things have been perverted into evil and false things. In the Word a passage in EZEKIEL is unfolded and
then it is said: "Here Jerusalem is treated of whereby is indicated the Church according to the Doctrine;
here first concerning the false things of the evil wherein it was before it was reformed; and subsequently

concerning its reformation" A.E. 329. A church that is in false things of the evil or is unreformed cannot be
the Lord's True Church, but a church that is being reformed will become the Lord's True Church. A church
is being reformed when the good use of the Free Choice begins to make the common good, or when its true
things have led to the good. It is probably for this reason that the chapter on the Free Choice in THE TRUE
CHRISTIAN RELIGION ends with a writing from Heaven: “Enter hereafter into the mysteries of the
Word, which thus far has been closed; for the singular truths thereof are so many mirrors of the Lord”. It is
only out of the Free Choice that mysteries of the Word may be entered into; so the Free Choice proves to be
the entire soul, the entire heart, the entire understanding, the entire NUNC LICET of the Church. Before the
church is reformed, the own choosing magnifies itself, but
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when the reformation dawns the liberated affections begin to perceive what the Free Choice is, for then for
the first time they are in the spiritual things. The singular true things of the Word begin to become what is
indicated by the sanscrit root of the word true; they begin to become desired, longed for, chosen. The true
is truly the true only then when it is desired, longed for, chosen from free choice. The affection of the true
is the longing for the quality, that is, for the how to do. The True does not allow itself to be longed for
except in order to be done. Listen therefore to such a word as this: "All reception of the Divine Good takes
place by means of the true things that have been made to be of the life, and the conjunction therefrom is by
means of the good in those true things", and then further on: "Blood signifies the Divine True and with the
recipients the true out of the good" A.E.329. Here the arcanum of the Reception flows together with the
arcanum of the Free Choice, for man can never from his own choosing make the true things to be of the life
and with these receive the Divine Good; all that he does from his own choosing is arbitrary and made to be
only of the apparent life; only what man does from truly Free Choice or does according to his truly founded
nature has been made of the life, receives, and conjoins. The true out of the good is the received true, or the
free true. When the natural free has come to lie under the influence of the spiritual Free Choice, then man is
no longer under the laws of permission but in the blessed Stream of Providence. The living effort that is the
Free Choice - for it is enthroned in the will and the understanding as a tremulation between love and
wisdom, as a sweet rivalry between the east and the south - feels that Providential current as the
conjunction itself with the Lord. Only when the natural free lies under the brooding shadow of the Free
Choice does life's artery truly open, through which the Remains out of the Soul can descend and return.
Then there is the celebration for the Prodigal Son.
For that reason it behooves all of us to submit ourselves to a continual self-examination in each state and
degree, with regard to the Free Choice according to our nature, in order that the natural free may not
become old and cold. Remember in this connection the awe inspiring warning the Lord gave to Peter:

"Amen, Amen, I say unto thee:
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When thou wast young, thou girdedst thyself, and walkedst whither thou wouldest; but when thou shalt be
old, thou shalt stretch forth thy hands, and another shall gird thee, and carry thee whither thou wouldest
not", JOHN XXI: 18.
For what is left of the Free Choice in that miserable state?
_____________________________________________________________________________

IN MEMORIAM ALBERT BJORCK
After a life of devoted labor in manifold varying relations to the existing organizations of the New Church,
Reverend Albert Bjorck passed away on Sunday, April l0th, in Jonkoping, at the age of 82. The manifold
vicissitudes of his life were determined by his desire and his search for an ever more interior and more
essential vision of the new Word, which, having come from the old church, he had found in his youth.
Circumstances brought him first into contact with the American CONVENTION, and afterwards with the
Swedish organization of the Church in Stockholm, which stood under the influence of the English
CONFERENCE; only at a more advanced age, did he come into touch with the GENERAL CHURCH of
the New Jerusalem. In his longing for the True for the sake of the True he soon felt drawn towards the
principle that the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are the Word, and he therefore joined the GENERAL
CHURCH. And when of late years the new interior light about the proper spiritual essence of the Third
Testament of the Word was looking for reception among the priests and the members of the GENERAL
CHURCH also outside Holland, Albert Bjorck was one of the very few who were found prepared to
examine this great question without prejudice as to its indwelling essential merit. After a strenuous struggle
for this light he soon accepted this new basis for the thought of the man of the Church. He regarded it as the
crowning of his life to be able to defend the new truths against the many attacks, and to be able to bring
them to the unprejudiced members of the Church in England and Sweden that stood under his influence and
looked to him as a trustworthy teacher. Among his friends and among
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his opponents he gained the reputation of an intrepid combatant. in favor of truth.
Albert Bjorck was born in Valdemarsvik in Sweden on May 18th, 1856. In 1880 he came to the United
States where by means of a fellow countryman he soon became acquainted with the Works of Swedenborg,
which he accepted as a Divine Revelation. He felt drawn towards a priestly career, went through the
theological school in Boston-Cambridge and was ordained in 1890. In this connection he subsequently
ministered to the societies or small circles at Stockholm, Seattle, Riverside, and San Francisco. While
connected with the GENERAL CHURCH, which he joined after his return from America in 1919 or 1920,
he ministered to various isolated groups in England, at Bath, Bristol, Woodgreen, and also regularly visited
the larger societies in London and Colchester. In the last year of his life he had returned to his own country.
He was called to Jonkoping by a circle of about fourteen convinced receivers of the new principles.
Although in the last years he had repeatedly been threatened by serious illnesses he still seemed to see
years before him in which to pursue his work. The communication of his decease came to us as a surprise,
and to our human feelings it almost seemed as if he had been called away from this life all too soon.
______________________________
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DE HEMELSCHE LEER
EXTRACTS FROM THE ISSUE FOR JULY 1938

_________
THE NINETEENTH OF JUNE 1938
There was a gathering of 57 people on Saturday evening,

June 18th, to celebrate the Nineteenth of June.
There were addresses by Rev. E. Pfeiffer, ex tempore, and
Messrs. A. Zelling and H. D. G. Groeneveld.

Address by Anton Zelling
TO TEACH AND TO LEAD
“Lead me in Thy truth, and teach me”.
PSALM XXV : 5

The same language within the Church is different from that without the Church, a difference as between
life and death; for within the Church the interior sense that is inherent in each word gradually buds forth,
and that sense shines through all particular significations of that word; outside the Church, however, every
word indeed has whatever meaning you wish, but there is not the interior sense, which is just that which
ought to give soul to those significations. For this reason the same language within the Church is in a
continuous state of increasing conjunction, and outside the Church in a continuous state of increasing
disintegration. A difference therefore as between a healthy body out of a sound spirit, and a rotting corpse.
The simplified spelling question therefore is a clearly unspiritual or cadaverous phenomenon: even the
letters in this world no longer are able to hold together and are beginning to rot off. A note-worthy sign of
the times for those who are in the Church.
The same words to teach and to lead have an entirely different signification within the Church and without.
Superficially considered to teach is to teach and to lead is to lead, and that is all. Superficially considered
there is, therefore, no different signification of the words when the Roman Catholics say they submit to
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the teaching and leading authority of their church, when the Reformed call their minister the teacher and
leader of their congregation, and when the Word states that the Lord teaches and leads. Superficially
considered in those three cases to teach is simply to teach, and to lead is simply to lead; it is only the matter
that is to be learned and the end that is to be led to which differ, and that is all there is to it.
Nothing of the kind.

Without the Church the same language is absolutely without essence and without sense, and nothing but a
disastrous confusion arises when a different language is spoken with the same words. Within the Church
also the language is raised from the proprium and into the light of Heaven. The words have the Kingdom of
God within them for they draw their all from the spiritual world; and let that Kingdom of God first be
sought before the Lord can open the lips for the man to show forth His praise.
To Teach and To Lead. In these two words, conjugially conjoined, lies the all of the Church. For the
Church, that is, the Lord in the Church, or the Lord by the Word understood, teaches and leads, as PriestKing. And for this reason, too, the priests in that celestial Kingdom, which is the Church in the lands, shall
"teach and lead the people", see N.J.H.D. 318. The word "volk" [people] as to its origin signifies "volte"
[something that is full], and the word "leek" [layman] as to its origin signifies "volk" [people]. The word
"leek" [layman] is a generic name; the layman is not an individual, but that which should fill the Church in
order to be taught and led, the crowd, the multitude, the people; in a universal sense the entire human race.
Before the priest in his teaching and leading the laymen sit as one man, all whose teachable and leadable
human faculties he is to teach and to lead from the Lord, to the final end: the salvation by complete
regeneration. It is only the essence of regeneration and the blessedness according thereto that reveals what
essentially it is to teach and to lead, thus only the synthetic or angelic way; it is only from the inmost or
from the Lord that we can grow to love the words to teach and to lead, and be filled entirely with them or
truly become laymen before
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them. For also the Angels, whose function is purely to teach and to lead from the Lord - and even the
meaning of the word Angel is messenger, he who is sent, ambassador, and the internal sense of Angel is the
Divine True things, abstracted from person, that is, in the person from the Lord - the Angels in their turn
are laymen or people when they sit in their temples before their priests, and in the highest Heavens before
their preachers; that there they are called preachers and not priests is because the Priesthood is the Celestial
Kingdom, for the Priesthood signifies the good of the love into the Lord. The volte [fullness, being filled],
which the words volk [people] and leek layman] signify as to their origin, signifies abstracted from person,
that is in the person from the Lord, or on the part of the Lord, the fullness of the good and true things that
are being consummated or brought into fulfillment, whereby the people is His people. To teach and to lead
is to bring into fulfillment, to bring to consummation, to a This Day, of which it may be said: This Day is
the Scripture fulfilled in all your heart, in all your soul, and in all your mind. Now in this it is that to teach
and to lead is the all of the Church: fulfilling and perfecting. For this reason it stands written: "That also in

the Heavens are doctrines, preachings, and temples, is because the Angels are continuously being perfected
in wisdom and love", HH. n. 221; and in n. 225: "Although the Angels that are in the celestial Kingdom
perceive and see, the true things, nevertheless preachings take place there, since by those they are
enlightened in the true things that they knew, and are perfected from several that they did not know
previously; as soon as they hear these they also acknowledge them, and so perceive; the true things that
they perceive they also love, and by living according to those they make them of their life; to live according
to the true things, they say, is to love the Lord". Also the Angels have need of the Church in order to be
edified or built. For this reason it stands written that those preachings are solely of service as means, that
the Angels may be instructed in the things of life, H.H. n. 222, and that the Doctrines according to which
these sermons are preached all regard the life as the end; and that the essential of all Doctrines in the three
Heavens is to acknowledge the Lord's Divine Human, H.H. 227.
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The internal man is regenerated by thinking those things that are of faith and of charity; the external man,
however, by the life according thereto. This is being born again from Water and Spirit; water, the true of
faith, spirit, the life according thereto. The teaching in its essence has reference to the internal man; the
leading in its essence has reference to the external man. The word to teach, as to its origin in the Latin,
signifies both to give and to know, which two words in Dutch again are joined in the word "kennisgeving"
[notification, communication, a giving to know]. Teaching essentially is nothing else than, nothing more or
less than, the giving of cognitions, the word cognition to be well understood as acknowledgment. That to
teach is the giving of cognitions appears in JEREMIAH: "I will put My law in their inward parts, and write
it in their hearts; and they shall teach no more every man his neighbor, and every man his brother, saying:
Know Jehovah", XXXI: 33, 34. Teach, saying: Know Jehovah. The internal sense of to say is to perceive.
Thus to teach is: to make cognitions to be perceived, or to give to be known. The Latin for priest is
sacerdos, literally a giver of consecrated things; there again you have knowledge and giving, or to teach;
for the cognitions are Divine things, thus consecrated, and true things of faith, or the sacred things; to give
those is to make the internal man think those things or to teach him. To teach those things out of the good is
to lead the good; now the internal sense of Priest is: he that teaches the good, with relation to the Prophet
being he that teaches the true. With this expression "to teach the good" we think of the Lord's words: "Take
my yoke upon you and LEARN of Me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto your
souls. For My yoke is easy, and My burden is light", MATTHEW XI : 29, 30. That word learn [in Dutch
leeren, the same as to teach] shows itself in quite a different light from anything we were accustomed to: as
if the earth trembled and a grave were opened. Notice how the word "learn of Me" is preceded by "take My
yoke upon you", so that to learn proves to be dependent on following, on following the Lord. To resist the
evils springing forth out of the love of self and of the world is to take up the yoke and follow; and to follow
is being taught and led. Well now, if you will believe it, the Dutch word leeren [to teach and to learn] as to

its origin
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contains in itself the significations to follow, to carry out according to promise, to concede, to complete, to
fulfill, to perfect, to pay, to be given as hostage, to follow the footprints. Is this not remarkable enough to
render us silent before that ordinary little word leeren?
To teach as well as to lead are universal words. In the three Testaments, thus in the Hebrew, the Greek, and
the Latin, there are a number of words for to teach and to lead, thus with untold particular significations.
Each particular signification, if opened from within, will indicate a separate function. In Dutch, too, there
are a number of words for to teach as for example onderwijzen and onderrichten, [to instruct]; but the root
of all those synonyms, from which they are begotten and to which they are directed is the word leeren.
Certainly a priest may and should also instruct, but the heart and the soul of his function, and also in all
intruction and training, is and remains to teach, or to awaken cognitions and acknowledgments. Water is the
true of faith. To teach the true of faith is to keep that water alive, to touch it with the angel's wing of the
spiritual true, in order that it remain clean and pure, that it heal and strengthen all that seek it. To teach is to
set into motion, to awaken cognitions into acknowledgments; it is to give man to think, to feed him with
cognitions of the good and the true, or of faith and of charity; the natural or the external man receives the
cognitions, the spiritual or the internal man in him from those cognitions takes up the true and good things
of Heaven, and so from the teaching both are provided with food and with drink. For this reason Shepherd,
being the Lord and being the priest from the Lord, in the Latin pastor signifies Feeder. To teach on the part
of the priest is to give cognitions; and to teach on the part of the laymen is to perceive within themselves
that it is thus, being to understand, and so to receive and to acknowledge, to learn, therefore. To teach and
to learn otherwise is to teach and not to teach, mere book learning.
So far to teach. Now to lead.
The internal man is regenerated by thinking those things that are of faith and of charity; the external man,
however, by the life according to those things. If the internal man is
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taught, the external man is led to follow the internal man after he has been taught. Thus to teach is full of
leading, and to lead is full of teaching. For this reason in CONCERNING THE NEW JERUSALEM AND
ITS HEAVENLY DOCTRINE it is stated: "Priests shall teach those men the way to Heaven and also lead
them; they shall teach those according to the Doctrine of their Church out of the Word, and lead that they
live according to it. Priests that teach the true things and by those lead to the good of the life, and thus to
the Lord, are the good Shepherds of the sheep; they that teach, however, and do not lead to the good of the
life, and thus to the Lord, are the evil shepherds", n. 315. To lead is to lead to the good of the life, and the
good of the life is to do the Commandments that have been taught. To teach is to feed the desire for
cognitions of the good and the true, thus the affection of the spiritual true; that affection, however, is with
those only who are in the good of life, that is, who do the Commandments. To teach but not to lead in no
sense is to teach; and to lead but not to teach in no sense is to lead. The internal man cannot truly be taught
unless at the same time the external man be led. To learn is of Water, to lead is of the Spirit; in this relation
the teacher is an Image of God or Wisdom, and the leader is a Similitude of God or Love. The teaching is
directed to the internal man, the leading to the external man. The teaching therefore flows immediately into
those things that are of perception and of thinking; the leading, however, does not inflow immediately into
those things but into the affections of the love and of the good of the life and through the latter into the
former.
Man has Heaven out of life according to the Commandments. For this reason the external man is
regenerated by living according to the things of faith and of charity that have been learned. And because the
Priests are to lead in order that the laymen may live according to those things, it thus appears that all
leading in essence is from Heaven to Heaven. The teaching provokes thinking, the leading draws one to
follow. Here an ancient proverb comes to our mind: "Precepts may lead, but examples draw", [the Dutch
says: Leeringen wekken, voorbeelden trekken, precepts awaken, examples draw]. And indeed: to teach
appertains to awakening, to regeneration [Dutch: wekken and verwekken]; to lead appertains to drawing;
and the examples that
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draw or lead one to follow, are the life of the external man altogether united with, and thus corresponding

to, the internal man; such a life is exemplary or full of images and similitudes of Heaven.
To lead as well as to teach are universal words. In the three Testaments, thus in the Hebrew, the Greek, and
the Latin, there are a number of words for to lead and to teach, thus with untold particular significations.
Each particular signification, if opened from within, will indicate a separate function. In Dutch too there are
a number of words for to lead, as, for example, besturen, beschikken, regelen [to govern, to dispose, to
regulate]; but the root of all those synonyms, from which they are begotten and to which they are directed
is the word leiden, [to lead]. Certainly a priest may and should govern, dispose, regulate, but the heart and
the soul of his function is and remains to lead or to draw. For there are other relations between priest and
layman: the priest as minister, and the elder as layman; there is the relation of Heaven and Church, there is
the relation of Kingdom and Priesthood. By a good understanding of the words to teach and to lead light
will be thrown on all these relations, of what quality the teaching and leading in the one and the other
kingdom is, and in what it consists. This much is certain that the inmost of leading is a drawing, a merciful
drawing. The word leiden even as to its derivation signifies to draw; hence the Latin educatio in German
became Erziehung, literally a drawing; and the Latin dux [duke] became hertog, literally he who draws
forward the army. And it is the same whether you say that the affections draw their origin or lead from
love, of which they are the continuation or the derivation, as the arteries are of the heart. The essence of
leading is the influx of love, and the essence of the influx is the drawing, the sense of this word: "No man
can come to Me, except the Father which hath sent Me draw him; and I will raise him up at the last day",
JOHN VI : 44. Superficially considered to lead is the same as to command, and leading the same as
management. However, the real essence of to lead, and leadership [Dutch leiding] clearly shows itself in
the word indicating wrong or evil leading, namely the word verleiding [temptation, seduction]. Just as this
reverses the affections into concupiscences, so the leadership converts the concupiscences into good
affections.
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This is the essence of leading; it draws, but it does not push. For this reason it is so expressly stated in the
Word: The Priests shall lead, but nevertheless they shall compel no one. Superficially considered leading
without compulsion is inconceivable; one degree worse and leading becomes mere despotism. The
tragicomedy of these times is that we see entire nations clamor for leaders, and they receive mere despots.
This is because men have not truly learned what true leading is, and because men have forgotten to look up
to the Lord, who, He alone, teaches and leads. A noteworthy sign of the times for those that are in the
Church.

In order to see more clearly the relation between to teach and to lead, this comparison: the word that the
pastor speaks, teaches and the voice that the pastor speaks with, leads. This calls to mind what is written in
JOHN: "The sheep follow the shepherd for they know his voice”, X : 4.
To long for teaching is to long for leading ; to be led in the highest sense, or for the Angels, is to perceive
the Lord's influx in the affection out of which they have wisdom, then all they think out of wisdom appears
as if from them; thus as if theirs, see D.P. 44. For the teaching and leading of the Church has inherent in it
this final end: to arrive at the angelic free or the free itself. Man is truly free when he no longer wills and no
longer can think and will evil. The Ten Commandments stand in the negative future: "Thou shalt not...”
Well then, when man is truly free, that is when he is conjoined with the Lord, he will no longer will, nor be
able, to kill, to steal, to commit adultery; he will no longer be able to think and will the sin. In its teaching
and leading the Church regards the purification of sin as its all. In its teaching it regenerates the internal
man, in its leading it regenerates the external man, and when this has been regenerated, then the entire man
has been made truly free, and is saved. The infernal proprium is seated in the natural man; now the essence
of leading consists in raising or drawing the man from that proprium. Compulsion would merely push him
more deeply down. Such leading is to lead and not to lead, or a machiavellian policy.
The true understanding of the word to lead teaches to love the leading, and consequently to understand
anew the word discipline. In essence discipline is not compulsion, but a being
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drawn, retired into one's self; the Dutch word tucht [discipline] comes from tijgen [to go forth]; in itself
tucht [discipline] is discretion, modesty, chastity, in short, virtue, and in this the opposite of licentiousness
[ontucht]. It is only by an iron self-compulsion that man arrives at that self-discipline which is not
compulsion but a golden rule. And it is only by hard temptations that man is steeled to that iron selfcompulsion. The temptations lead from bitter self-compulsion to sweet discipline. To chastise in Latin
signifies literally to drive to chastity or to discipline. For this reason it is written in JOB, this being a Book
of the Ancient Church: "Happy the man whom God correcteth [chastiseth]: therefore despise not thou the
chastening [the discipline] of Schaddai”, V : 17; Schaddai signifies the temptations, the liberation
therefrom, and the consolation thereafter. The word discipline, as well as disciple, contains, in contracted
form, the words discere, to teach, and pupillus, a lad under age, or an orphan, in which connection think of
the disciple whose father had died and who was not to bury him but to follow the Lord. In the words tucht
and discipline the Lord is the Guardian who teaches and leads. If teaching and leading are well understood,
discipline becomes an easy yoke and a light burden.

The essence of to lead is not seen and realized, unless the final end thereof be seen and realized. To lead is
to lead to the Kingdom of God, thus within the Lord's Government. For this reason what is said in the Word
of to govern must apply for to lead, and I beseech you to consider the following statement word by word:
"To govern Heaven and the land is to receive from Himself all the good that is of love, and all the true that
is of faith, thus all intelligence and wisdom, and so all blessedness; in short, eternal life", HH. 5.
The cognition that God governs the universe, is the acknowledgment of the essence and final end of
Government, which is the reception of all intelligence and wisdom, and so all blessedness, in short, eternal
life, from the Lord alone. The essence inherent in all true leading is the Reception. To allow one's self to be
led is to receive. The man that is led
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from the Lord, or with whom the Lord governs Heaven and the land, is truly man, or Church, or Angel, for
he is a receiver of His Love and Wisdom, perfect even as thy Father who is in the Heavens, is perfect. All
this is inherent in the word to lead, a word so great and mighty that we must kneel down before it: "The
Lord is in the temple of His Holiness; let all the earth be silent before His face".
Leading and Teaching are the Church in flesh and blood, realities that are, because God is. This is required
of Cognition, to be Acknowledgment, man in flesh and blood, from top to toe, now and here; Cognition,
and not merely an idea of the idea that leading and teaching are; for such an idea, the shadow of a shadow,
is an apparent cognition, visionary or idealistic, enthusiast, unstable, undefined, fugitive, everywhere and
nowhere, like glowworms. Only realities can be grasped by realities; there must be something to be taught
and to be led. With regard to the Lord's Leading and Teaching there exists a dead faith, which passes itself
off as living, because it takes ideas alone or separated ideas for conjoining acknowledgments. Such a faith,
the product of spongy consciences is a shadow play of abstractions, an apparent play, by which, by silent
agreement, all things are considered possible with God, and nevertheless nothing can take place except in
fantasy only. Mere mirages in the desert. The art of conjuring something into nothing. The order inverted:
the external man is taught delusions of faith and charity; and the internal man is left to the sole leading of a
sole lord, or to his lot, resulting in disastrous arbitrariness. Thus life, which should be a believing in Divine
Providence, finally becomes a faith in predestination. The dead old churches prove this. With the Roman
Catholics there is no longer any Teaching, the Word having been locked out, and therefore the mere leading

is no Leading. With the Protestants, on the contrary, there is no longer any Leading, the dogma of the
crucifixion as active salvation having made a life following the Commandments practically superfluous,
and therefore the mere teaching is no Teaching. How far these things do stand removed from the Lord's
True Church! For every mind in which that Church is, is a lord of the house in the celestial fullness of
whom there is written in HEAVEN AND HELL "that he teaches how to live and says
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what to do", n. 219. All Teaching and Leading of the Church as its final end regards the layman as lord of
the house; his house is his mind in the blessed usufruct of some Divine use, and this use lies in his
faithfully followed function. Every layman must be such a lord of the house. Of such is the Kingdom of
God, such form the Kingdom of Uses. The Church is there to make the Kingdom of Uses great before the
Lord: as in Heaven so in the lands. To live following the Doctrine is to enter into the Kingdom of Uses or
becoming Use.
The Nineteenth of June is the Memorial Day of the Church, for on that day in the year 1770 the Lord, after
the completion of THE TRUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION, called together His twelve disciples who followed
Him in the world; and the next day He sent them forth into the whole SPIRITUAL WORLD to preach the
GOSPEL that the LORD GOD JESUS CHRIST reigns, whose Kingdom shall be for ever and ever. This
commemoration therefore is the ever renewed commemoration that all teaching and leading in THE
LORD'S NEW CHURCH THE NEW JERUSALEM is spiritual from Divine origin. The calling together of
the disciples and the sending them forth, how very evidently this pertains to Leading, concerning which we
read in JOHN: "The sheep hear his voice; and he calleth his own sheep by name, and leadeth them out", X:
3. And preaching the Gospel, how very evidently this pertains to Teaching. And that this takes place in the
whole spiritual world how plainly this says that we are to understand and to will the teaching and the
leading of the Church in a purely spiritual manner. The Lord teaches the internal man and He leads the
external man to be one with the internal man in the free itself. For this reason this celebration, besides being
the Commemoration of the past or of the origin, is also the Commemoration of the future or of the final
end: the eternal blessedness of never more willing, nor being able, to think and will evil. No longer to think
evil pertains to teaching; no longer to will evil pertains to leading.

____________________________
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ADDRESS BY H.D.G. GROENEVELD.

We have met today for the celebration of the day of the Lord's Second Coming and of the establishment of
His New Church. On this day our feeling and thinking is drawn to the essence and the form of the Church
and to the foundations upon which she must rest upon the earth. As is known, it has been revealed to us that
it is not the Word that makes the Church but the understanding thereof, and that the Church is such as is the
understanding of the Word with those that are in the Church (S.S. 76). The Doctrine of the Church, through
an opening of that understanding, brought a new ordering of the Church, and especially in the internal
thereof. It allowed us to see this new ordering in the internal as the holy city with its wall, gates, and
foundations. Upon its descent from the internal it was not accepted in its essence by the General Church,
therefore its foundation could not be laid upon the earth, that is, in the external of that Church. The holy
city can only be there where the new wall can have its place and the foundations are accepted and set up on
earth as principles in the external of the Church, that is, such as she appears before us. This wall and these
foundations, however, can only then be there if the earth is such that it gives firmness to their place.
There where the essence of the Doctrine of the Church was accepted the earth was not of such substance
that the wall and foundations could descend, because in the external of the Church the things of the love of
self and of the world that were hidden in the previous state emerged. It was in this that the great struggle
lay into which we were brought in the Church of recent years. These things are now gradually being
removed from this earth, as a result of which a descent of the holy city may be possible.
We read in the APOCALYPSE, Chapter XXI, Verse 22: “And I saw no temple therein, for the Lord God
Almighty and the Lamb are the temple of it”, which signifies “that in this Church there will be no external
separate from the internal, because the Lord Himself in His Divine Human, from which is everything of the
Church, is alone approached, worshiped, and adored”, A.R. 918. In the internal of the Church the
appearance of priests and laymen disappears, for there the only Lord is Priest and King. In the internal of
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the Church there is conjunction of the external with the internal and of the internal with the external; there
it is where conjugial love is the soul of all things. This internal is the realm of the kingly of the spirit, and it
is in the inmost hereof that the Doctrine of the Church, which is spiritual out of celestial origin, has its
awakening. It is in this internal of the Church that the Angels are present and that the Lord dwells in what is
His. In this internal the Lord leads with His Holy Spirit and thus only through this internal does the
operation of the Divine Providence take place.
We read in the APOCALYPSE, Chapter XXI, Verse 12: “And it had a wall great and high and had twelve
gates, and at the gates twelve Angels, and names written thereon which are those of the twelve tribes of the
sons of Israel”. “And it had a wall great and high signifies the Word in the sense of the letter, out of which
is the Doctrine of the New Church .... It is said a wall great and high, because by this the Word is meant as
to Its Divine Good and Divine True, for great is predicated of the good and high of the true”, A.R. 898. The
entire internal of the Church is based on the literal sense of the Word. This is its foundation, and thence the
Doctrine of the Church may be drawn. Only in that is the substance present in which the Doctrine in the
internal of the Church can be awakened. In that is the Divine Good and the Divine True through which an
awakening can take place into eternity. It is said that the wall is great and high. Greater and higher will be
the wall for the internal of the Church and stronger, therefore, the protection against the world of the
external where the loves of self and of the world rule in the measure the acknowledgings to Heaven and to
the Lord are more from the heart, which acknowledgings in the form they appear in are the cognitions. For
we read in the APOCALYPSE REVEALED, n. 899: “And it had twelve gates, signifies all the cognitions
of the true and the good there, through which a man is introduced into the Church”, and in n. 900: “And
above the gates twelve Angels, and names written thereon, which are those of the twelve tribes of the sons
of Israel, signifies the Divine true and good things of Heaven, which also are the Divine true and good
things of the Church, in those cognitions, and also guards lest anyone should enter, unless he is in
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those out of the Lord”. From this it is evident that only through the cognitions, which in essence are
acknowledgings to Heaven and to the Lord, entrance to the holy city or to the internal of the Church is
possible. It is therefore through the acknowledgings that one enters for the first time within the borders of
the internal of the Church, for this internal of the Church in turn has its internal and its external. How can
one feel that one is entering the holy city if one seeks the essential of the Church in the external of the
Church, that is, the Church such as she appears before us? How would it be possible to enter the holy city
unless one considers conjugial love, namely the conjunction of the external with the internal, the sole

essential? What can one's thoughts be concerning the internal of the Church if one does not make a reality
of the struggle for essential conjunction in the conjugial love between man and wife from a longing for
Heaven? This conjunction only becomes possible if the man and the wife independently enter into the
struggle, each after his kind, but both animated with the striving for conjunction with the sole essential, and
with a longing to will to be led solely by the light of the internal of the Church. Why does one look for life
outside the gates and the wall of the holy city? Why does one batter on the wall and does one twaddle and
argue at the gates of the city? Only by the acknowledgings to Heaven and to the Lord does one enter into
the city.
We read in the APOCALYPSE, Chapter XXI, Verse 14: “And the wall of the city had twelve foundations
and in them the names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb". "And the wall of the city had twelve
foundations signifies that the Word in the sense of the letter contains all things of the doctrine of the New
Church", A.R. 902; "and in them the names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb, signifies all things of the
doctrine out of the Word concerning the Lord and concerning a life according to His precepts", A.R. 903.
The Doctrine of the Church is drawn out of the literal sense of the Word and also finds its foundation in
that sense. Through the Doctrine of the Church therefore the doctrinal things in the literal sense of the
Word come into the light. These doctrinal things therefore are the principles from which the external
Church, that is, the Church such as she appears before us, has its origin. In the setting up of
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these principles in the internal of the external of the Church the priesthood has its inception whereas the
laymen have their government in the civil things of the Church in the external of the external of the Church.
That the priesthood has its inception here clearly appears from this that it is said that these doctrinal things
concern the Lord and a life according to His commandments, thus the things concerning the salvation of the
human race. The essence of the priesthood is in the internal of the Church and animated from this source it
has its function in bringing the human race through the doctrinal things thus opened to the gates of the holy
city, thus unto the acknowledgings to Heaven and to the Lord. Thus the priests lead by the true to the good
of life.
The setting up of the principles from the internal of the Church would deprive the priesthood of all form. It
is just because the priesthood in the setting up of these principles has its inception that the freedom of its
kingdom comes into existence. If, however, the priesthood does not have its essence in the internal of the

Church, if, therefore, the realm of the kingly of the spirit is not accepted as the life of the Church, a selfish
and ambitious priesthood will come into existence, which will lose its function for the salvation of the
human race. From this it also follows that the coming into existence of the priests will have to take place
not only out of the external of the Church, but also out of the internal of the Church.
Then the circle is completed and there is conjunction between the priestly realm and the kingly realm and
between the kingly realm and the priestly realm. Then there will be rejoicing and gladness in the dwellings
of the holy city and exulting in the streets, for the Lord God Jesus Christ reigns.

_____________________________________
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